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STYLE AND FORMAT OF THE
WASHINGTON STATE REGISTER
1.

ARRANGEMENT OF THE REGISTER

Documents are arranged within each issue of the Register according to the order in which they are filed in the code
reviser's office during the pertinent filing period. The three part number in the heading distinctively identifies each
document, and the last part of the number indicates the filing sequence within an issue's material.
2.

PROPOSED, ADOPTED, AND EMERGENCY RULES OF STATE AGENCIES AND INSTITUTIONS OF
HIGHER EDUCATION

The three types of rule-making actions taken under the Administrative Procedure Act (chapter 34.05 RCW) may be
distinguished by the size and style of type in which they appear.

3.

(a)

Proposed rules are those rules pending permanent adoption by an agency and are set forth in eight point type.

(b)

Adopted rules have been permanently adopted and are set forth in ten point type.

(c)

Emergency rules have been adopted on an emergency basis and are set forth in ten point oblique type.

PRINTING STYLE-INDICATION OF NEW OR DELETED MATERIAL

RCW 34.05.395 requires the use of certain marks to indicate amendments to existing agency rules. This style quickly
and graphically portrays the current changes to existing rules as follows:

4.

(a)

In amendatory sections(i) underlined material is new material;
(ii) deleted material is ((lined ottt and brtteketeti bet" een tiottble pttrentheses));

(b)

Complete new sections are prefaced by the heading NEW SECTION;

(c)

The repeal of an entire section is shown by listing its WAC section number and caption under the heading
REPEALER.

EXECUTIVE ORDERS, COURT RULES, NOTICES OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

Material contained in the Register other than rule-making actions taken under the APA does not necessarily conform
to the style and format conventions described above. The headings of these other types of material have been edited for
uniformity of style; otherwise the items are shown as nearly as possible in the form submitted to the code reviser's
office.
5.

6.

EFFECTIVE DATE OF RULES
(a)

Permanently adopted agency rules normally take effect thirty days after the rules and the agency order
adopting them are filed with the code reviser's office. This effective date may be delayed or advanced and
such an effective date will be noted in the promulgation statement preceding the text of the rule.

(b)

Emergency rules take effect upon filing with the code reviser's office unless a later date is provided by the
agency. They remain effective for a maximum of one-hundred-twenty days from the date of filing.

(c)

Rules of the state Supreme Court generally contain an effective date clause in the order adopting the rules.

EDITORIAL CORRECTIONS

Material inserted by the code reviser's office for purposes of clarification or correction or to show the source or
history of a document is enclosed in [brackets].
7.

INDEX AND TABLES

A combined subject matter and agency index and a table of WAC sections affected may be found at the end of each
issue.
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(3) "County" means each county or two or more counties acting
jointly.
( 4) "Department" means the department of social and health
services.
(5) "Exemption" means the department's approval of a written request for an exception to a rule in this chapter provided an:
(a)_ Assessment of the exemption request ensures granting the exemption shall not undermine the legislative intent of Title 71A RCW;
and
(b) Evaluation of the exemption request shows granting the exemption shall not adversely effect the quality of the services, supervision,
health, and safety of department-served persons.
Agencies and individual providers shall retain a copy of each department-approved exemption.
fil "Indian" shall mean any:
(a) Person enrolled in or eligible for enrollment in a recognized Indian tribe; any person determined to be or eligible to be found to be an
Indian by the secretary of the interior; and any Eskimo, Aleut or other
Alaskan native((:));
(b) Canadian Indian person who is a member of a treaty tribe, Melis community1 or other nonstatus Indian community from
Canada((:));
(c) Unenrolled Indian person considered ((to-be)) an Indian by a
federally or nonfederally recognized Indian tribe or by an urban
.
Indian/ Alaska community organization.
((ttt})) ill "Plan" means the application a county submits to the
secretary for review and approval under the act(s); or revision of an
existing plan.
((ffl)) ill "Population" means the most recent estimate of the aggregate number of persons located in the designated county as computed by the office of financial management.
((ffl)) ill "Secretary" means the secretary of the department or
such employee or such unit of the department as the secretary may
designate.
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PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Institutions)
[Filed April 24, 1991, 4:57 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: Chapters 275-25, 275-26, 275-27,
275-36, 275-38, and 275-41 WAC.
Purpose: Consistent with the legislature's enactment
of Title 71A RCW, these WAC sections have been revised or written to ensure compliance with this RCW.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 275-25
WAC is RCW 71A.14.030; chapter 275-26 WAC is
RCW 71A. I 2.080; chapter 275-27 WAC is RCW
74A.16.020 [71A.16.020]; chapter 275-36 WAC is
RCW 71A.12.080; chapter 275-38 WAC is RCW 74.09.120; and chapter 275-41 WAC is RCW 71A.12.080.
Summary: The writing or revision of these WAC sections brings them into compliance with Title 71A RCW.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: The writing or repealing of these WAC sections was necessary to ensure
compliance with Title 7IA RCW.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implementation and Enforcement: Tom Moore, Developmental Disabilities, 753-4563.
Name of Proponent: Department of Social and Health
Services, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or
state court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: Same as above.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: See
above.
No small business economic impact statement is required for this proposal by chapter 19.85 RCW.
Hearing Location: 08-2 Auditorium, I 2th and
Franklin, Olympia, Washington, on June 25, 1991, at
10:00 a.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Troyce Warner, Chief,
Office of Issuances, Department of Social and Health
Services, Mailstop OB-33H, Olympia, Washington
98504, by June 25, I 991.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 9, I 991.
April 24, 1991
Rosemary Carr
Acting Director
Administrative Services

NEW SECTION
WAC 275-25-015 EXEMPTIONS. The department may approve
an exemption to a specific rule in this chapter as defined under WAC
275-25-010.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 1936, filed 1/12/83)
PROGRAM OPERATION-GENERAL
WAC 275-25-030
PROVISIONS. (I) The provisions of this section shall apply to all
programs operated under authority of the ((actftj)) acts.
(2) The county and all contractors and subcontractors must comply
with all applicable law or rule governing the department's approval of
payment of funds for the ((p1og1am(s))) programs. Verification may
be in the manner and to the extent requested by the secretary.
(3) ((No)) §.late funds ((witt)) shall not be paid to a county for
costs of services provided by the county or other person or organization
who or which was not licensed, certified, ((;mdfoT)) and approved as
required by law or by rule whether or not the plan was approved by
the secretary.
(4) The secretary may impose such reasonable fiscal and program
reporting requirements as ((he 01 she)) the secretary deems necessary
for effective program management.
(5) Funding.
(a) ((A co11t1act 11105t be negotiated and executed bct~ccn)) The
department and ((the)) county ((p1 io1 to any)) shall negotiate andexecute a contract before the department provides reimbursement ((by
the depaitment)) for services ((to be p1mided)) under ((the)) contract,
except as provided ((for-in)) under WAC 275-25-020(10). ((Thc-ttc=
pa1 t111c11t shall not execute tli"CWt1tt act unless the cou11ty's plan ltas
been app1med pu1suant to \VAC 275 25 020(7).))
(b) Payments to counties shall be made on the basis of vouchers
submitted to the department for costs incurred under the contract. The
department shall specify the form and content of the vouchers ((s-hatt
be specified by the depail111rnt)).
(c) The secretary may make advance payments to counties. where
such payments would facilitate sound program management. The secretary shall withhold advance payments from counties failing to meet
the requirements of WAC 275-25-020 until such requirements are
met. Any county failing to meet the requirements of WAC 275-25020 after advance payments have been made shall repay said advance
payment within thirty days of notice by the department that the county is not in compliance.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 1936, filed 1/12/83)
WAC 275-25-010 DEFINITIONS. (I) All terms used in this
chapter not defined herein shall have the same meaning as indicated in
the act.
(2) "Act" means:
(a) The Alcoholism Act (chapter 70.96 and 70.96A RCW) as now
existing or hereafter amended((;)); or
(b) ((The State and Local Sci ,-ices fo1 Mentally Reta1ded and Developmentally Disabled Act ()) Local Funds for Community Services
chapter 71.20 RCW((·})), State Services chapter 7 IA.12 RCW, and
Local Services chapter 71 A.14 RCW as now existing or hereafter
amended((;)); or
(c) Drug -and alcohol rehabilitation, education programs--drug
treatment centers (chapter 69.54 RCW) as now existing or hereafter
amended.
( 3]
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(2) A county may purchase or provide authorized services. Authorized services may include, but are not limited to:
(a) Early childhood intervention services;
(b) Employment services;
(c) Community integration services;
(d) Residential services;
(e) Senior citizen services;
(Q Individual evaluation;
(g) Program evaluation;
(h) County planning and administration; and
(i) Consultation and staff development.

(d) If the department receives evidence a county or subcontractor
performing under the contract is:
(i) Not in compliance with applicable state law or rule; or
(ii) Not in substantial compliance with the contract; or
(iii) Unable or unwilling to provide such records or data as the secretary may ((1casouably)) require, then the secretary may withhold all
or part of subsequent monthly disbursement to the county until such
time as satisfactory evidence of corrective action is forthcoming. Such
withholding or denial of funds shall be subject to appeal ( (pttnttant
to)) under the Administrative Procedure Act (chapter ((3-4-:04)) 34.05
RCW).
(6) Subcontracting. A county may subcontract for the performance
of any of the services specified in the contract. ((:A-tt)) The county's
subcontracts shall include:
(a) A precise and definitive work statement including a description
of the services ( (to-be)) provided;
(b) ((Specific ag1ccrnwt by)) Ihe subcontractor's specific agreement to abide by the ((actW)) acts and the rules;
(c) Specific authority for the secretary and the state auditor to inspect all records and other material the secretary deems pertinent to
the subcontract; and agreements by the subcontractor that such records will be made available for inspection;
.
(d) Specific authority for the secretary to make periodic inspection
of the subcontractor's program or premises in order to evaluate performance under the contract between the department and the county((:)); and
(e) Specific agreement by the subcontractor to provide such program
and fiscal data as the secretary may ((1casouably)) require.
(7) Records: Maintenance. Client records shall be maintained for
every client for whom services are provided and shall document:
~ Client demographic data;
D!l.Qiagnosis or problem statement;
i£l...Ireatment or service plan; and
@...Treatment or services provided including medications prescribed.
(8) Liability.
((~)) itl_Ihe promulgation of these rules ((nor)) or anything
contained in these rules shall not be construed as affecting the relative
status or civil rights or liabilities between:
fil..Ihe county and community agency((~)); or
.@2..Any other person, partnership, corporation, association, or other
organization performing services under a contract or required herein
and their employees, persons receiving services, or the public ((gcner-ally, uo1 shall)).
fil..Ihe use or implied use herein of the word "duty" or "responsibility" or both shall not import or imply liability other than provided
for by the statutes or general laws of the stale of Washington, to any
person for injuries due to negligence predicated upon failure to perform on the part of an applicant. or a board established under the
((3CtW)) acts, or an agency, or said agency's employees. or persons
performing services on said agency's behalf((;-but)).
i.£1.£ailure to comply with any compulsory rules shall be cause for
the department to refuse lo provide the county and community agency
funds under the contract.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 1936, filed 1/12/83)
WAC 275-25-530 FUNDING FORMULA-DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES. (I) For the purposes of this section, "county"
shall mean the legal subdivision of the stale, regardless of ((any)) !!
county's agreement with another county to provide ((dcvclopmeutal
disabilities)) services jointly to an eligible developmentally disabled
person.
(2) The ((alloeatiou of)) division shall allocate funds to counties
((shall be based 011 the followi11g c1ite1ia)) as follows:
(a) ((The depa1 tmeut may withhold up to tc11 pciceut of allocated
funds to p1ovide funding fo1 new p1og1ams, fo1 state wide prioiity
pt ogt a111s. and fut e111e1 gency needs.
(b) Each couuty shall be)) A guaranteed ((a-)) minimum amount for
basic ((developmental disabilities)) services to eligible developmentally
disabled persons subject to the availability of state and federal funds((:
(e) The 1emaiude1 of the Fuuds shall be)); and
(b) An additional amount for serviceStO eligible developmentally
disabled persons distributed ((either)) on a county per capita basis or
on ((a-)) an average rate per ((ctTcnt)) eligible developmentally disable
person basis, whichever ( (will mm e equitably suppo1 t developmental
disabilities p1og1ams)) is most equitable.
(3) A county may utilize five or less percent of the county's allocated fund for county administrative expenses.
(4) The department may withhold ten or less percent of allocated
funds for new programs, for state-wide priority programs, and for
emergency needs .
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 1945, filed 2/9/83)
WAC 275-26-005 PURPOSE. (I) The ((divisiou of dcvclopme11
tal disabilities, fo1 the purpose of enabling cct tai11 dcvclop111c11tally
disabled pe1sous as defi11ed i11 '+VAC 275 26 025 a11d 275 26 520 to
li;c in a11 independent setting, iltaJ p1ovidc a ltaining aud suppo1 t sci
;ice lo clients liviug i11 the client's own hon1e)) purpose of these stan·
dards is to specify measures which shall carry out the legislative intent
of Title 71 A RCW authorizing the department to provide or contract
for the provision of services to persons with developmental disabilities
residing in community residential settings.
(2) ((The ge11e1 ally expected outconre of such SCI ;ices is the client's
need fo1 tenant suppo1 t 01 altei nati;e li;ing sea ;ices· will be substa11
tially dcc1cascd v;c1 ti111e, depending upon the cliciil's indi;idual
need)) Residential services shall provide eligible clients the opportunity
to:
-(a) Enjoy all rights and privileges under the Constitution and laws
of the United States and state of Washington;
(b) Participate in community life with nonhandicapped and lesshandicapped persons to the greatest extent possible; and
(c) Achieve a greater measure of independence and fulfillment.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 1771, tiled 3/1/82)
WAC 275-25-520
SERVICES-DEVELOPMENTAL DIScounty may purchase ((:mdf\'J'r)) and provide ((any
01 all of the)) services listed ((in RC'N 71.20.060 aud/m 71.20.070))
under chapter 71A.14 RCW. ((llowc•c1, 011ly the Followi11g seiiices
ate eligible fot division of dcoclop111t11tal disabilities Funds wlicncoc1
such sci vices a1c pm chased 01 p1ooidcd fo1 dcoclop1nc11tally disabled
pc1 so11s who a1 c dctc1 n1incd eligible by the dcpail11tc11t's bm cau of de
vclop111cntal disabilities. case scr vices. and in aeeo1dancc with app1ovcd
county plans and with sci vice dcfinitio11s. staodatd.\ and guid¢li11cs issued by the di ois ion.
(I) Di1cct services 111ay be p1ovided in the Following aieas.
(a) Child devclop1nc11t se1Viees.
(b) [111ploy1neut SCI vices,
(e) Co11nnu11ity intcg1 at ion sci vices. and
(d) Residential sei vices.
(2) lndi1cct sci vices 11iay be p1ovidcd in the following areas.
(a) Pt og1 a1u CV<tluation,
(b) County planning and ad111i11islt atio11. a11d
(c) Cousultatio11 a11d staff dcvclopme11t)) The department shall pay
a county for department authorized services provided to an eligible developmentally disabled person.
ABILITIES.~

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 1945, filed 2/9/83)
WAC 275-26-010

DEFINITIONS.

(I)

"((Ad111i11isliati•e

ftottn)) Agency" ((is a 111casm c of ti rue de;olcd lo the function of ad

minist1atio11 and managt1nent of the 01gani1~ation. Adminisliati;e
hou1S include ti111t spent with employees 1clatcd to the cn1ployee's
OYCI all job pt1fo1111a11cc 01 otl1t1 wo1 k 11ia11agc111t11t functions, but docs
11ot include the tinae spc11t by ad111inisltato1S 1claling to i11di;idual tc11
ants)) means the department-certified entity providing residential instruction and support services to clients.
(2) (( "Altc1 uati;c li;ing scr vices" means the p1o;isio11 of Ltai11ing
and suppo1t sc1;iecs to clients 1c11ting, buying 01 owning li;iug acco111
1iiodatio11s)) "Agency Account" means an account to which funds may
be deposited and from which payments may be made by an agent designated by a depositor. In the event there is more than one depositor

[ 4]
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.\22. 'Division' means the division of developmental disabilities of the
department of social and health services.
(((7) "Individual ditcct sci vice hoots" is a 111casa1c of the hums of
one to=<)11t tc11a11t suppo1 t set vices 1cccivcd by a pa1 ticipating tc11aut,

named on an account, each depositor may designate the same or a different agent for the purpose of depositing to or making payments of
funds from a depositor's account.
(3) (("Average n1011th1y staff hou_is" is a. ,~nca~u1c of the avc1agc
nu111bc1 of staff hoaiS devoted to sci u111g pa1 lic1patmg tc11ants. Avc1agc
ntonth1y staff hoots is calculated by dividing the su111 of staff and so
pea visoay hou1s (excluding any hou1s dcYotcd to adn>inishatiYt fune
tions) by the tenant months)) "Agent" means a person designated by
depositors in a contract of deposit or other document to have the authority to deposit and to make payments from an account in the name
of the depositors.
(4) "Certification" means the determination of satisfactory compliance with the rules and regulations outlined as referenced under this
section.
ill "Client or Person" means a person ((dctc1rnincd by)) the division ((to-be)) determines under RCW 71A.16.040 and WAC 275-27026 eligible for division funded services ((funded by the di1ision)).
-((ffl)) (6) "Client services' means instruction and support activities
promoting the following client-centered benefits:
(a) Health and safety:
(i) Need for and use of health services;
(ii) Dealing with illness and injury and first aid procedures;
(iii) Learning about basic nutrition;
(iv) Maintaining good health;
(v) Obtaining mental health services when needed;
(vi) Learning about human sexuality;
(vii) Aware of fire evacuation plans;
(viii) Knowing emergency procedures;
(ix) Aware of burglary protection strategies; and
(x) Learning self-protection.
(b) Personal power and choice:
(i) Securing housing and furnishings reflecting personal preferences,
life style, and financial means;
(ii) Expressing opinions and making decisions;
(iii) Learning and exercising rights and responsibilities;
(iv) Improving communication skills;
(v) Participating in various activities, including new experiences;
(vi) Exercising a voter's rights;
(vii) Participating in staff hiring, training, and evaluation; and
(viii) Making career choices.
(c) Positive recognition by self and others:
(i) Creating positive self-esteem and feelings of self-worth;
(ii) Choosing valued social roles; and
(iii) Making choices influencing valued perception of self and others.
·(d) Integration in the physical and social life of the community:
(i) Residing in areas convenient to shopping, banking, eating,
worshiping, learning, making friends, and otherwise participating in
community life;
(ii) Assisting people to use available transportation;
(iii) Meeting new people and participating with other members of
the community in shared activities; and
(iv) Accessing educational and vocational opportunities.
(e) Relationships:
(i) Establishing, maintaining, expanding, and improving relationships by providing personal interaction opportunities with people;
(ii) Involving the client's family, guardian, or representative in planning and decision making which affect the client;
(iii) Resolving disagreements among clients or among clients and
family, friends, neighbors, and co-workers;
(iv) Coping with the loss of a significant relationship, such as the
death of a friend or family member, end of a relationship, loss of a job,
or change of staff.
(Q Competence and self-reliance:
(i) Learning and using skills useful to the person, such as meal
preparation, cleaning laundry, using household appliances, money
management and budgeting, and use of leisure time in settings where
the skills are needed;
(ii) Identifying situations in which the client needs or desires assistance from others;
(iii) Accomplishing tasks requiring the assistance of staff or others;
and
{iv) Acquiring and using adaptive devices and equipment.
ill "Department" means the department of social and health services of the state of Washington.
(({67)) (8) 'Depositor', when utilized in determining the rights of
persons to funds in an account, means a person who owns the funds.

and is calculated fo1 each sc1vicc coent by dioidi11g the 11m11bc1 of p10
vide1 staff dclive1iug a sci vice coc11t bj the J101nbe1 of pa1tieipati11g
tcnanu in the cvCJ1t and nmltipJying by the dmation of the c .. cnt.
(B) "Pa1tieipatiug tcata11ts" mca1u a pCiso11 eligible fo1 sc1oiccs f10111
the dioision of dc•clop111c11tal disabilities, 1cfc11cd to the p1ooidc1 by
the division and placed in au i11dependent Jioi11g setting by the ptooid
ci, 1cccioi11g thi1ty rn 11101c i11dioidual di1eet se1oice hows du1i11g the
billing 111onth, ptooidcd that tt tc11a11t cnte1ing 01 lcaoing the p1og1a111
du1 ing any billing n1011th is co11sidt1ed a "pa1 ticipating tenant" if hem
she 1eeeived an aoe1agc of one hoot of indioidual di1cet se1oicc hours

pc1 day in the p1og1am)) ( 10) 'Exemption' means the department's
approval of a written request for an exception to a rule in this chapter
provided an:
(a) Assessment of the exemption reguest ensures granting the exemption shall not undermine the legislative intent of Title 71A RCW;
and
(b) Evaluation of the exemption request shows granting the exemption shall not effect the quality of the services, supervision, health, and
safety of department-served persons.
Agencies and individual providers shall retain a copy of each department-approved exemption.
(I I) "Facility based" means a residence which is owned, leased, or
rented by an entity other than the client.
(12) 'Group home' means a residence licensed by the applicable
state authority and operated by an agency certified by the division of
developmental disabilities.
(13) 'Group training home' means a residence meeting the definition of RCW 7 I A.22.020(2) and which is operated by an agency certified by the division of developmental disabilities as defined under
RCW 71A.22.040.
( 14) "Instruction" means goal-oriented teaching addressing skill acquisition and skill enhancement.
(15) 'Nonfacility based" means the client owns, leases, or rents a
residence, although others may guarantee the client's credit.
((ffl)) llfil. 'Provider' means the ((tenant suppm t agency, altcrna
tiYC li1ing)) agency or ((alternative living)) individual ((p1midc1 con
t1aetcd by)) with which the department ((to p1ovidc liaining)) contracts for providing client instruction and support services ((to
ctmm)).
((tfflt)) (17) "Residence' means the place or home where a client
resides.
08) 'Residential service' means work or duties performed by the
provider to meet clients' daily living needs and enhance clients' lives.
il2l 'Secretary" means the secretary of the department or ((such))
a department officer the secretary may designate to carry out in whole
or in part the administration of this chapter.
((( 11) "Su pct vismy hou1s" is a mcasutc of tin1t devoted to tltc

fu11ction of ce1tai11 tc11ai1t 1clatcd supc1oiso1y tasks sucl1 as co11sulta
Lion with c111plojees tclatcd to indioidual tenants 01 g1oups of tenants

and specific p1og1am seiiiccs)) (20) 'Single account' means an account in the name of one depositor only.
(((-Ht)) Q1l 'Support' means:
(a) Assistance to ((the tenant 01)) a client in performance of neces-

sary functions or ((pti fo1111a11cc of 11cCcssa1y functions 011 behalf of the
tenant or client. \Yht1 e the clicut's skill has not bce11 dcocloped, sup
poi t is p1ooidcd as a substitute in tlwsc areas affecting the client's sur

mat:)) of a task; or

(b) ((Assistance to the client in the fostering and devclop1nent of
typical relationships in the connnunity.
(13) "Tenant" 111ea11s a pc1so11 eligible fm sci ;ices from the dioisio11,
1efe11ed by the dioision to and 1cceivi11g scniees fio111 a tenant suppo1t
agency, lioing 01 ptcparing to lioe, in his or her own independeut lioi11g

scttmg:

(14) "Tenant 1no11th" 1ep1ese11ts the aouage 11un1bc1 of patticipat
ing tenants attendi11g the tc11a11t suppo1 t p1og1 a111 du Jing the billing
n1onth. A tenant 1nolltl1 is calculated by ntultiplying the nun1bc1 of
pa1ticipati11g tenants attending the p1og1a111 fo1 the full 111011th by the
t10111bc1 of days in the billing 111011th, adding the 11u111bt1 of days at
tended by pa1ticipati11g tcuants lcawing or entering t11c p1og1au1 (pro
oiding the tenants attending fo1 a partial month aot1age one hour pc1
day of indioidual diteet sci oicc lwms), dioiding the sun1 by tire 11u111be1
of days of the billi11g 111011th. h1 the eocllt the 110111bc1 of tenant 111011ths

[ 5)
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fo1 cc1 tificatio11 sl18ll be 1cvic~cd bj the eou11tj a11d 1eco111111c11datio11s
shall be fot watdcd bj the county to the division. The con11tj niay sub
1nit 1cco111n1endations to the division piio1 to am1nal eeilificatio11 by
the dcpat t111e11t))
(b) The agency's certification may be granted for either a one-year
or two-year period.
(c) Regular certification is required biennially, but the department
may require a more frequent certification review. The county may
submit recommendations to the department before certification.
(d) Regular certification may be extended for a period not to exceed
one hundred eighty days.
((ffl)) (3) Provisional certification.
ill An agency found ((to be substantially)) out of compliance with
the provisions of this ((W*e)) chapter shall be subject to ((interim))
provisional certification ((and revocation p1oecdu1cs as otttlincd in
WAC 275 26=015)) not to exceed one hundred eighty days.
(b) When the agency does not comply with the requirements of
chapter 275-26 WAC within the one hundred eighty days, the department shall initiate certification revocation, as described under WAC
275-26-022.
(c) The department's notice of denial, modification, suspension, or
revocation of certification is governed by chapter 43.20A RCW and
section 95, chapter 175, Laws of 1989.
(d) When an agency comes into compliance with the requirements
of chapter 275-26 WAC within one hundred eighty days, the department may grant a regular one-year or two-year certification.

1csults in a fraction, the 11u111bc1 shall be 1oundcd to two dcci111al
pla=
( 15) "Tenant suppoil agency" 111cans the entity cct tificd by the de
pa1tt11cnt to p1ovidc trainiug and suppo1t sc1Yiecs to tenants who a1c or
will be tenting, buying 01 owning an apa1li11c11t 01 honac.

(16) "Tenant suppo1 t sci vices" 111cans the p1ovision of an avc1agc of
fot ty foot hours 111011thly of li aining and suppo1 t scr vices to pa1 tici
pa ting tcnauts sci vcd by a tenant suppoa t agency.
( 17) "Tr aiuing" 111ca11s goal=olicutcd insli action tat gcting the skills

not yet developed and enhancing the skill proficiencies affecting a ten
ant's 01 client's stu vi val 01 iadcpcndcncc.
(18) "'+\'otk day" 111ca11s the day 01 day3 the local division of dcvcl

op111c11tal disabilities field sci vices office is open fo1 business)) The
performance of a task on behalf of a client, that is, someone else does
the client's task.
(22) "Trust and P.O.D. accounts" means accounts payable on request to a depositor during the depositor's lifetime, and upon the depositor's death to one or more designated beneficiaries, or which are
payable to two or more depositors during their lifetimes, and upon the
death of all depositors to one or more designated beneficiaries. The
term "trust account" does not include deposits by trustees or other fiduciaries where the trust or fiduciary relationship is established other
than by a contract of deposit with a financial institution.
(23) "Trust or P.O.D. account beneficiary" means a person other
than a co-depositor who has been designated by a depositor to receive
the depositor's funds remaining in an account upon the death of a depositor or all depositors.

NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION

WAC 275-26-021 REVIEW AND EVALUATION. (I) The department shall review and/or evaluate the agency's services as set forth
by law or this chapter. Evaluation shall occur biennially, but the department may require more frequent evaluations.
(2) The department may, at any time, review each client's records
and activities to ensure the agency continues serving the client's needs,
interests, and welfare.
(3) The department shall file a report of the evaluation results.
When the agency is out of compliance with the standards and regulations contained in chapter 275-26 WAC and department contracts, the
report shall specify the corrective action to be implemented within a
specific time. When corrective action is not implemented within the
specified time, the department may withdraw the agency's certification
as described under WAC 275-26-020.
( 4) The department shall have the right to conduct additional evaluations or audits of the agency as the department deems necessary.

WAC 275-26-019 EXEMPTIONS. The department may approve
an exemption to a specific rule in this chapter as defined under WAC
275-26-010.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 2349, filed 3/20/86)
WAC 275-26-020 CERTIFICATION. (I) Initial certification.
(a) The agency's application for initial certification shall include a
mission statement, budget forecast, staff coverage schedule, staff inservice training plan, and agency policies and procedures. The department shall provide the county a copy of the agency's application. The
department shall review the recommendations from the county.
(b) The agency shall file with the department a statement of assurance providing, in substance, in operation and administration of the
agency, a person shall not be refused admission to or employment in
the agency, or otherwise denied participation in the activities of the
agency on the grounds of:
(i) Race;
(ii) Religion;
(iii) Marital status;
(iv) Age;
(v) Sexual orientation;
(vi) Color;
(vii) Creed;
(viii) National origin; or
(ix) Handicapping condition, including communicable diseases and
HIV/AIDS.
(c) The agency shall comply with:
(i) Relevant federal, state, and local laws and ordinances; and
(ii) Department-established standards of care, instruction, and

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 2997, filed 2/5/90,
effective 3 /I /90)
WAC 275-26-022 ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW CONFERENCE-ADJUDICATIVE PROCEEDING PROCESS. (I) Within
twenty-eight days after a ((tcmmt)) community residential support
agency is notified of a certification determination it wishes to challenge, the agency shall request, in writing, that the division director or
the division director's designee review such determination. The agency
shall:
(a) Sign the request;
(b) Identify the challenged determination and the date thereof; and
(c) State as specifically as practicable the issues and regulations involved and the grounds for the agency's contention that the determination is erroneous. The agency shall include with the request copies of
any documentation the agency intends to rely on to support its
position.
(2) After receiving a timely request meeting the criteria of this section, the director shall contact the agency to schedule a conference for
the earliest mutually convenient time. The director shall schedule the
conference for no later than thirty days after a properly completed request is received, unless both parties agree, in writing, to a specific later date. The conference may be conducted by telephone unless either
the department or the agency requests, in writing, the conference be
held in person.
(3) The agency and appropriate representatives of the department
shall attend the conference. The agency shall bring to the conference,
or provide to the department in advance of the conference, any documentation the agency intends to rely on to support the agency's contentions. The parties shall clarify and attempt to resolve the issues at
the conference. If additional documentation is needed to resolve the issues, a second session of the conference shall be scheduled for not later

~

(d) Initial certification may be granted upon assurance the agency
shall comply with the rules and regulations outlined under chapter
275-26 WAC within one hundred eighty days of the effective date.
(e) Upon receipt of initial certification, the agency shall be approved
for referral of, and service provision to, clients.
(Q In the event initial certification expires before the date of formal
evaluation and review, the department may extend initial certification
for a specified period of time, not to exceed one hundred eighty days.
(2) Regular certification.
!!1 Upon the department's determination ((by the depa1 trnent)) of
((substantial)) satisfactory compliance with the rules and regulations
described and referenced herein, through formal evaluation and review
under WAC 275-26-030, the ((dmsion)) department may certify ((a
tenant suppoil)) an agency as approved for continued referral of and
service provision to ((tenants unde1 the p101ision of ehapte1 72.33
R-EW)) clients. ((This ee1 tifieatiou is 1equi1cd biennially, but may be
1cqui1cd 11101c f1cquc11tly bj the divisio11. Initial application 01 p1oposal
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(A) The agency administrator shall complete and file with the division the document entitled division of developmental disabilities administrative policy number one prohibiting a client's mistreatment, neglect, or abuse. The agency shall retain a copy of the document; and
(B) All agency staff working with clients shall sign a similar department-approved document. The agency shall keep the document on
record.
0}0rganizational chart or description showing all supervisory relationships including the administrator's designee;
(iii) Definition of staff roles and responsibilities;
(iv) Criminal background inquiries required under chapter 388-330
WAC;
{VfClient confidentiality and release of information;
(vi) Client rights and grievance procedure;
(vii) Protection of client's financial interests, including management
of client accounts, if applicable;
(viii) Drug administration, supervision, handling, storage, and
disposal;
(ix) Self-administration of drugs. prescribed or not;
(x) Response to and contingency planning for:
(A) Medical emergencies;
(B) Natural or other disasters;
(C) Missing persons;
(D) Clients involved with law enforcement; and
(E) Unmanagable client behavior.
(xi) Notification of client's guardian and/or relatives in case of
emergency.
(2) ((The tenant suppm t ageucy di1ecto1 shall complete and file

than thirty days after the initial session unless both parties agree in
writing to a specific later date.
( 4) Unless informal agreement has been reached at the conference, a
written decision by the director of the divisi<;in of developmental disabilities ((wiH)) shall be furnished to the agency within sixty days after
the conclusion of the conference.
(5)(a) An agency contesting the director's determination shall within twenty-eight days of receipt of the determination:
(i) File a written application for an adjudicative proceeding by a
method showing proof of receipt with the office of appeals; and
(ii) Include in or with the application:
(A) A specific statement of the issue or issues and law involved;
(B) The grounds for contesting the director's determination; and
(C) A copy of the director's determination being contested.
(b) The proceeding shall be governed by the Administrative Procedure Act (chapter 34.05 RCW), RCW 43.20A.205, this chapter, and
chapter 388-08 WAC. If any provision in this chapter conflicts with
chapter 388-08 WAC, the provision in this chapter governs.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 1945, filed 2/9/83)
WAC 275-26-025 ELIGIBILITY FOR ((TENANT)) RESIDENTIAL SERVICES AND SUPPORT ((SERVICES)). ((ftrordcr
to pa1 ticipatc i11 tc1ia11t suppo1 t set vices, tl1c eligible pc1 s011 111ust.
(I) Be eighteen ycai s of age 01 oldc1,
(2) Ahcady live 01 be p1cpa1cd to 111ovc into an apa1t111cnt 01 ptivatc

co111n1unity housing,

(3) I lave sufficient ca1 ncd 01 uncat ncd iuco111c to pay his 01 hc1

housing, food, and othc1 incidental costs,

with the dcpa1 Lt11e11t the document entitled Division of Devclop1nc11tal
Disabilities Adn1inisttative Policy P~umbci L dated July 2, 1973, pto
vidcd by the dcpa1 t111e11t p1ohibiti11g ntistt catn1e11t, neglect or abase of
tenants. All staff working with tenants shall sigu a si1nila1 docu111c11t,
apptoved by the deparltncnt, cou1pilcd by the p1ovidc1 and kept in the
staA's pcrso1mcl file.
(J)(a) The tc11a11t suppoil agency will notify the division in1111cdi
atcly of a11y set ions incident i1nolving a tenant, such as, when a tenant
is n1issi11g, has had a sci ions i1rjm y 01 accident, 01 has been a victin1 01
pe1 pell a tor of a felonious action, etc.
(b) Such notification will be followed by a w1ittc11 1cpoil of the in
cidcnt sub111ittcd to the division 011 the next wotk day, unless an

(4) Be able to idcutify c111c1gcncics indcpcudcatly and seek
assista11cc,
(5) Be able to be alone dw ing night time hows,
(6) Be able to use

cquipntcnt,

01 lca1

n to use a telephone,

(7) Docs not consistently behave in a

n1a1111c1

111ay

use adaptive

dis1 uptivc to the

COiililiUJlity,

(8) Bcnronsli ates basic self help skills, such as eating, d1 cssiug,
g100111ing, and toileting,
(9) Dc111011sltatcs ability to use or lca111 to use public t1a11spo1 talion

independently and safely)) Any client referred by the division of developmental disabilities shall be eligible for residential services as defined by this chapter.

exception is giantcd by the dilision)) Following emergencies, as defined under WAC 275-27-020, the agency shall:
(a) Immediately notify the department orally of a serious incident or
emergency as described in department policy;
(b) Submit a written incident report to the department as required
by law or policy; and
(c) Notify the client's guardian or legal representative.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 1945, filed 2/9/83)
. WAC 275-26-050
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((TEP<ANT)) CLIENT REMUNERATION.

((\.Yhe11cvc1 app1op1iatc 01 1cqui1cd by law, individual tenants)) Cli-

ents performing work for the ((tenant sappo1 t)) agency shall be given
remuneration in accordance with ((the minimam)) wage laws ((tmtcss

Reviser's note: RCW 34.05.395 requires the use of underlining and
deletion marks to indicate amendments to existing rules. The rule published above varies from its predecessor in certain respects not indicated by the use of these markings.

cxcatption has been g1anted to the 111ini1uum wage undc1 ipplicablc

laws of the fcdcial dcpa1 tmcnt of labo1 and state dcpadmrnt of labo1
and indasli ics)) and hours requirements stipulated by federal and state
law, unless the United States Department of Labor or state department of labor and industries has granted written exemption.

AMEN DA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 1945, filed 2/9/83)
WAC 275-26-060 PERSONNEL. (I) The ((prnvidcr)) owner or
board of directors of the agency shall maintain current written personnel policies and ((pracriccs)) procedures which shall be made available
to all employees.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 1945, filed 2/9/83)
WAC 275-26-055 ADMINISTRATION. (I) The ((trnant sapport)) owner or board of directors of the agency shall have department-approved written statements ((app1mcd by the di1ision)) including, but not limited to, the following:
(a) Agency philosophy, objectives, and goals;
(b) ((Dcsciiption of the tenant sappo1 t agency's)) frogram((~)) description and admission((, and discha1gc)) criteria;
(c) Policies and procedures ((p10tccti11g the financial intc1csts of the

(2) ((Requi1en1c11ts fo1 staff c111ployed by the tenant suppo1 t agency
shall include, bttt iiVL be linlitcd to, the following.
(a) Be eighteen yca1 s of age 01 oldc1.
(b) Dc1nonsttatc capacity to be an app1op1iatc tole 111odcl,
(c) Exhibit 111atu1 c behav iot and the ability to ntakc independent

jadgmcnts)) Personnel policies and practices shall not discriminate
against any employee or applicant for employment because of race,
color, sex, religion, national origin, creed, marital status, age, Vietnam
era or disabled veteran status, or the presence of any sensory, mental,
or physical handicap, including communicable diseases, provided the
sensory, mental, or physical handicap does not prevent the job's specific performance.
(3) Agency-employed staff shall meet the following minimum
requirements:
(a) Have a background inquiry clearance by the authorized state
agency;
(b) Exhibit mature behavior and the ability to make independent
judgments;

~

(d) Policies and p1occdu1 cs dcscr ibing designation of authority in
the absence of the ad1ninistrato1 and the agcucy's chain of authority,
(c) Policies and p1oecdu1es dcsctibing methods of tcsponding to
e111c1gcneics including, but not li1nited to.

(i) NatUJ al 01 othc1 disastc1,
(ii) Medical p1 oblcms,
(iii) hnohe111ent of the tenant with law e11fo1ccmcnt agencies.

(f) Policies and p1oecdu1es fo1 notification of tenant's gua1dian
and/01 1clativcs in ease of tenant's pcrsoual cn1e1gcuey)) describing
the following:
(i) Administrative policy number one prohibiting abuse:

I7J
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(c) Be twenty-one years of age or older when employed as an
administrator;
(d) Be eighteen years of age or older when employed as a direct care
staff; and
(e) Have attained a high school diploma or GED equivalent.
(4) Agency employees shall treat a client with dignity and consideration, respecting the client's civil and human rights at all times.
ill The performance of the administrator and each employee shall
be evaluated, in writing ((at-feast)), annually or more often by the
((tenant suppo1 t)) agency.

(c) Knowledge and transmission of human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV), and acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS).
(4) The agency shall review and explain the current instruction and
support plan for each client for whom the employee provides direct
services before the employee works alone with the client.
(5) The agency shall document orientation, review, and training
activities.
NEW SECTION
WAC 275-26-071 INDIVIDUAL SERVICE PLAN. The agency
shall participate with department staff, the client, the client's guardian
or legal representative, and other interested persons in the development
of the individual service plan (ISP), under RCW 71A.18.0IO and
WAC 275-27-060, as required for each client.

(((4) Pc1som1cl policies and p1acticcs shall 11ot disclintinatc against

staff 01 ptospcctivc staff based upon a pc1so11's age, sex, 111aiital status,
tacc, c1ccd, color, 11atio11al 01igi11 01 tire p1csc1iec of a11y sc11so1y, 111c11

tal

01

physical handicap. PROVIDED, That such

sc1rgo1

y, ntcntal

01

physical handicap docs not pt event the specific pCi for u1a11tc of the

job)) (6) The administrator or administrator's designee shall be responsible for:
(a) Recruiting, employing, and arranging for residential services
staff training;
(b)_ Terminating from employment any employee performing in an
unsatisfactory manner; and
(c) Preparing, maintaining, and safety storing policies and procedures and all client, personnel, and financial records.
(7) Clients shall not be routinely involved in the instruction and
support of other clients.

NEW SECTION
WAC 275-26-072 INSTRUCTION AND SUPPORT. (I) The
agency shall develop a written individual instruction and support plan
(llSP) for each client:
(a) Based on the goals established in the department's individual
service plan (ISP);
(b) Reflecting the client's preferences and concurrence;
(c) Identifying activities promoting one or more of the following client services:
(i) Health and safety;
(ii) Personal power and choice;
(iii) Positive recognition by self and others;
(iv) Integration in the physical and social life of the community;
(v) Relationships; and
(vi) Competence and self-reliance.
.
(d) Describing the methods of instruction and support promoting
client--<:entered benefits and independence in the community.
(2) The agency shall:
(a) Implement the individual instruction and support plan (llSP) in
a manner:
(i) Appropriate to the age of the client;
(ii) Taking place or occurring in typical community settings; and
(iii) Resulting in opportunities for:
(A) Positive change;
(B) Personal growth; and
(C) Development toward maximum independence.
(b) Document progress toward achieving the benefits described in
the individual instruction and support plan (llSP);
(c) Review the plan semi-annually or more often;
(d) Consult with other providers and other interested persons as
needed to coordinate and promote the individual instruction and support plan (llSP); and
(e) Revise the individual instruction and support plan (llSP) as
benefits are achieved.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 1945, filed 2/9/83)
WAC 275-26-065 STAFFING. (I) ((The tenant suppoit)) An
agency shall provide sufficient staff to administer the program((;)) and
perform ((haining, supenision,)) instruction and support services. (2) ((The tenant suppo1 t)) An agency ((ITlttSt)) shall provide the
client with immediate ((accessibility)) access to ((teniiiiiSuppoil agen
cy)) staff or the means to contact staff twenty-four hours ((per)) a
day, seven days each week.
(3) An agency required to have twenty-four hour staff coverage
shall have a department-approved staff coverage schedule at the time
of certification and when substantial changes occur. The agency shall
retain a copy of department approval.
(4) Staff availability.
(a) An agency operating one residential program shall have a minimum of one paid half-time, twenty hours per week, administrator for
the program.
(b) An agency operating two or more residential programs shall
h~v~ a minimum of one paid half-time, twenty hours per week; admm1strator for each program. The agency may utilize one paid full
time administrator, forty hours per week, at the department's discretion. The agency shall retain a copy of department approval.
(c) Each facility-based residence shall maintain staffing requirements applicable to the specific licensing regulations and contract requirements under which the agency operates.
(d) When only one direct care staff member is on duty, the agency
shall make or have provisions for a second person on call in case of an
emergency.

NEW SECTION
WAC 275-26-073 HEALTH SERVICES. (I) The agency shall
have a means and procedure for ensuring a client has access to personal care and hygiene services, health services, and dental services.
For a client for whom the agency provides an average of thirty hours
or more of service per month, the agency shall provide instruction and
support to the client by:
(a) Maintaining health records;
(b) Assisting the client to arrange appointments with health
professionals;
(c) Assisting and ensuring transportation for the client to health
services;
(d) Monitoring the client's implementation of medical treatment
prescribed by health professionals; and
(e) Communicating directly with health professionals, when
indicated.
(2) For each client for whom the agency provides an average of
thirty hours or more a month, the agency shall ensure the client receives an annual physical and dental examination unless an exemption
is granted, in writing, from the appropriate medical professional.
(3) The agency shall document client refusal to participate in health
care services. Documentation shall include:
(a) A written description of events concerning client refusal to participate in health services; and

AMEN DA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 1945, filed 2/9/83)
WAC 275-26-070 STAFF TRAINING. (I) The agency shall
orient the new employee to the agency's philosophy, goals, policies,
procedures, and program services within the first:
(a) Eighty hours of employment for staff scheduled to work twenty
hours or more per week; or
(b) Forty-five days of employment for staff scheduled to work less
than twenty hours per week.
ill The ((tenant suppoil)) agency shall ensure ((that)) staff receives
a minimum of twelve hours of training during the first ((thiily days))
one hundred seventy-four hours of employment. Such training ((witt
tm-o!Te)) shall include a combination of orientation, instruction and

ol

((supct viscd ex pea icncc (wot king) with tenants. A 1nini111u111
foot
hoots pc1 111011th training shall be p1ovidcd each direct scr vice staff
pc1_s~11 du1i11g the fi1st six 1nonths of crnploynacnt)) on-the-job
trammg.
(3) The agency shall provide a minimum of twenty training hours to
each direct service staff person during the subsequent five employment
months. Such staff training shall include, but not be limited to:
(a) Basic first aid/CPR;
(b) Knowledge and transmission of Hepatitis B; and
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(2) The agency shall assist the client with or arrange transportation,
in conjunction with the client and the division, for:
(a) Implementation of the individual service plan (ISP);
(b) Implementation of the individual instruction and support plan
( llSP);
(c) Work, school or other publicly-funded services;
(d) Leisure or recreation activities; and
(e) Client-requested activities.
(3) A vehicle used to transport clients shall be:
(a) In safe operating condition; and
(b) Properly insured for its usage.

(b) A written plan to teach the client the benefits of health care
participation.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 1945, filed 2/9/83)
WAC 275-26-075 ((TH4MH)) CLIENT RECORDS. (I) The
client's records shall include, but not be limited to, the following: (a) The client's name, address, and Social Security Number;
(b) The client's guardian or legal representative's name, address,
and telephone number;
(c) Copies of legal guardianship papers, if any;
(d) Client health records:
(i) Names, addresses, and telephone numbers of relatives or responsible persons and the name, address, and telephone number of the
client's:
--cA}"Physician;
(B) Dentist;
(C) Mental health provider;
(D) Other providing client health care services.
(ii) Health care providers' instructions regarding health care needed;
and
(iii) Written documentation that the health care providers' instructions have been followed.
(e) A copy of the department's individual service plan (ISP); and
(Q The client's agency-developed individual instruction and support
plan (!ISP).
ill The ((tenant suppo1 t)) agency shall maintain and keep current
((a 1ecoid, including health and tiaining 1tco1ds,)) documentation of:
(a) Instruction and support activities for each ((tenant sci vcd)) client as a basis for review, study, and evaluation of the overall progress
in programs provided by the agency to the participating ((tenants))
clients;
---ch)Semi-annual review of the I ISP;
(c) Consultation with other service providers and other interested
persons;
(d) !ISP revisions and changes; and
(e) Other activities relevant to the client.
((ffl)) (3) The agency serving a client an average of thirty hours or
more a month shall assist the client in maintaining a current, written
property record. The record shall include:
(a) Written receipts for all personal possessions the client purchases
with a value of one-hundred dollars or more per item;
(b) A list of items the client owns when moving into the program;
(c) Description and identifying numbers, if any;
( d) The date of acquisition of items purchased after moving into the
program;
(e) The date and reason for addition or removal from the record;
and
(Q The signature of the staff making the entry.
(4) Individual providers shall maintain records as required by the
department.
(5) The agency shall consider all client record information ((COIT"
tai11cd iu a tenant's 1cco1d shall be)):
(a) ((Considc1cd)) Privileged and confidential;
(b) ((Used in the best intcicst of the tenant)) Available to the department, to the client, and to residential services staff, as needed, to
provide client services;
(c) Available to ((all ti aining and suppo1 t staff, the dcpadmcnt and,
pu1suant to RC'N 71.20.075,)) the county ((community)) developmental disabilities board when the department requests it as allowed
under RCW 71A.14.070.
(6) The agency shall prepare and record all record entries:
(a) In ink;
(b) At the time of or immediately following the occurrence of the
event recorded, in legible writing, dated, and signed by the person
making the entry.
((ffl)) ill Any transfer or inspection of records, except ((pursuant
to)) under subsection ((ffl)) ill of this section, shall be authorized by
a release of information form, ((which-is)) specific to the transfer or
inspection signed by the ((tcmmt)) client or((, if incompetent by the))
guardian.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 1945, filed 2/9/83)
WAC 275-26-095 PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS. (I) The
((tenant suppo1t agency, when assisting a tenant with establishing a
1csidcncc, will c11su1c the tcuaut is offctcd choices of housing 111ccting
the following 1tqui1tmcnts)) agency shall ensure facility-based residential services provide clients the following conditions or necessary
equipment:
(a) ((One living uuit scncs as a 1csidcucc fo1 no 11101c than tlncc
tenants)) A clean, safe, and healthful environment;
(b) ((Is located)) A location in a ((typical multi family 01 single
family dwelling)) residential neighborhood within reasonable distance
of necessary physical resources, such as stores, bank, laundromats,
churches, and other public services;
(c) ((Is located in a 11cighbo1hood 01 apa1Lt11c11t co111plcx not having
a p1cdmni11ant population co111p1 iscd of handicapped, ill 01 infi11n peo
pie)) An adequate first aid kit or supplies and a first aid manual; and
(d) ((Is located in an a1ea p1o;idi11g easy acces3 to public bau3it
and 11ece33a1y 1e3ou1ces 3uch a3 g1occ1y, bank, laund101nat, cl1u1che3,
and othet public 3e1 vices,
(e) Is located in an a1ea whetc access to tenant's work and/01 wo1k
ttaini11g irnohes not 11101c than a 1easonablc cffo1t,
(f) llas 11cccssa1y equip111t11L 01 co11ditio11s to gua1a11tcc 1uinil11u111
safety fo1 Ll1t tenant in his 01 het housing unit, including, but not lina

itcd-to)) Compliance with all licensing regulations, when applicable.
(2) The department shall ensure nonfacility-based residential services provide clients the following conditions or necessary equipment:
((fi1)) (a) A clean, safe, and healthful environment;
ill Access to client-usable telephone equipment ((usable by the
tcmmt));
((titt)) i£l A working smoke detector located in proximity to sleeping rooms;
((fm1)) @ A flashlight or other nonelectrical light source in working condition;
((fiv7)) (e) Basic first-aid supplies;
((M)) (Q An evacuation plan2 developed and practiced with ((tcl1i'
aut fot evacuation)) the client, placed or stored within the living unit;
((trit)) ~afe storage area for flammable and combustible
materials;
(((;ii) P~o space used fot 1csideutial pm poses accessible only by lad
dc1, folding staiJS 01 a hap doo1,

ihl...!:!.nblocked exits; and
(i) Accessibility by customary forms of ingress and egress for space
utilized for residential purposes, excluding ladders, folding stairs, or
trap doors.
((ffl)) ill The ((tenant suppo1 t)) agency providing nonfacilitybased residential services shall document activities with a ((tcmmt))
client relevant to subsection ((ffl)) ill of this section. ((Such docu
111c11tation shall be kept in the tcnan t's 1ccot d.
(3) Tcna11t suppo1t agencies se1vi11g tc11m1ts cnte1cd i11to the pto
~))

g1a1n p1io1 to the cffccti;e date of tlti3 a1nc11dato1y act a1c cxe111pt

liom subsections (l)(a) tluough (e) of this section.))

NEW SECTION
WAC 275-26-100 PAYMENT FOR SERVICE. (I) The department shall pay allowable costs for residential services provided to eligible clients under department contract or policy.
(2) For a client receiving facility-based residential services and
support:
(a) The client shall pay for cost of care or service from earnings or
financial resources under department policy;
(b) Department payments under this chapter shall be supplemental
to other financial resources of the client; and

NEW SECTION
WAC 275-26-087 TRANSPORTATION. (I) The agency shall
ensure or provide transportation for medical emergencies and medical
appointments and therapies.
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(c) When a client's guardian controls the client's income, estate, or
trust fund, the guardian shall reimburse the agency as described under
this section.
(3) A client receiving nonfacility-based residential services shall pay
for their own housing, utilities, food, clothing, and other personal and
incidental expenses from earnings and other financial resources.
(4) The department shall require a client to participate in defraying
the cost of services when mandated by federal or state statute or
regulation.
(5) The provider shall inform the department when the client requires services beyond levels described under chapter 275-26 WAC.
The department may provide payment for additional expenses or services. The provider shall retain a copy of department approval.
(6) To ensure a client is not charged for services provided by statefunded programs, any payment made for health services with client
funds shall be supported by the department's written denial.

(i) A reasonable amount necessary for the needs of the client; and
(ii) Not exceed fifty dollars per client.
(h) Maintaining documentation to support client or client agent's financial transactions for the specific type of account:
(i) Co-mingled account records shall include:
(A) General ledger;
(B) Monthly bank statements and reconciliations;
( C) Check book registers;
(D) Deposit receipts;
(E) Canceled checks;
(F) Receipts for purchases; and
(G) Itemized ledgers showing deposits, withdrawals, and interest
payments to individual clients.
(ii) Agency accounts and individual accounts the provider primarily
manages, shall include the following records:
(A) Monthly bank statements and reconciliations;
(B) Checkbook register;
(C) Deposit receipts;
(D) Canceled checks;
(E) Receipts for purchases; and
(F) Itemized ledgers showing deposits, withdrawals, and interest
payments to clients.
(iii) Co-mingled imprest fund records shall include:
(A) A subsidiary ledger;
(B) A monthly reconciliation to the cash amount;
(C) A detailed accounting of money received on behalf of the client
and disposition of money spent;
(D) Receipts for purchases over the amount of ten dollars;
(E) Itemized ledgers showing a client's deposits and withdrawals,
and interest payments paid to clients.
(iv) Individual petty cash fund records shall include:
(A) Subsidiary ledger;
(B) Monthly reconciliation to the cash amount;
(C) Detailed accounting of money received on behalf of the client,
including cash received from writing checks over the purchase amount
and disposition of money spent; and
(D) Receipts for purchases costing over twenty dollars.
(i) Notifying the department when the client's account reaches three
hundred dollars less than the maximum amount allowable by federal
or state law; and
U) Making each client account available for the department's audit
and inspection.
(3) When a client's provider receives a client's check, the provider
assisting the client shall secure the client's:
(a) Signature and designation "for deposit only" and deposit the
check to the client's account; or
(b) "X" mark and sign the check with the designation "for deposit
only" and deposit the check to the client's account.
( 4) When a provider manages agency and client checks written from
agency and individual client accounts, the agency and client checks
shall:
(a) Be signed at the time of purchase only; and
(b) Be signed by the client and co-signatory; or
(c) Be signed by the client and the staff member assisting the client;
and
(d) Not be written for amounts greater than a purchase unless the
provider maintains required documentation described under subsection
(2)(h)(iii) and (iv) of this section.
(5) A provider who signs client and agency checks shall pay:
(a) Service charges for co-mingled client trust accounts and comingled imprest funds; and
(b) Overdraft charges and fees resulting from the provider's error or
mismanagement.
(6) The agency shall retain the client's related bank books, bank
statements, checkbooks, check registers, and all voided and canceled
checks for a minimum of six years after audit settlement or contract
termination.
(7) The client's provider may loan money to the client from the provider's funds and collect the debt from the client by installments.
(8) The client's provider shall not:
(a) Charge the client interest for money loans; or
(b) Borrow funds from the client.
(9) Upon a provider's transfer of ownership of movement of the client to a new provider, the previous provider shall within thirty days:
(a) Give the client or client's legal representative a written accounting of client funds held by the provider;

NEW SECTION
WAC 275-26-107 PROGRAM SET-UP COST. (I) The department may enter into a contractual agreement to reimburse the provider
for costs incurred to establish the program. The provider's costs shall:
(a) Be based on a budget negotiated with the department; and
(b) Include client costs of establishing a residence.
(2) The provider shall submit the department-required billing
documents.
NEW SECTION
WAC 275-26-1 JO CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP. (I) An agency
shall inform the department in writing sixty days prior to a change of
ownership.
(2) On the effective date of a change of ownership, the department
shall terminate the department's certification with the previous
provider.
(3) The department shall withhold final payment to the previous
provider until the previous provider submits and the department accepts all reports and required documents.
NEW SECTION
WAC 275-26-115 ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES FOR CLIENT ACCOUNTS. (I) A client's bank account controlled by a person
other than the depositor of the account shall be subject to the provisions of this chapter. Client accounts shall include, but not be limited
to:
(a) Trust accounts in which the funds of two or more clients are comingled;
(b) Agency accounts:
(i) A fund to which a depositor--Oesignated agent may deposit funds;
and
(ii) From which a depositor--Oesignated agent may make payments.
(c) Individual accounts requiring only the client's signature, but the
provider primarily manages;
(d) Co-mingled imprest funds which:
(i) May serve as an advance or loan to the client; and
(ii) The depositor--Oesignated agent may reimburse from the client's
account.
(e) Individual petty cash funds; and
(f) Individual accounts the client manages are not subject to the
provisions of.this chapter.
(2) The client and agency provider shall protect the client's financial
interests for subsection (l)(a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) of this section by:
(a) Making available to the requesting client the money held for the
client unless the client's legal representative makes other
arrangements;
(b) Securing a client's or client's legal representative's written consent for the management of the client's account;
(c) Keeping the client's account current by maintaining a running
balance;
(d) Monthly or more often reconciling the client account to the bank
statement;
(e) Making deposits to the client account within one week of receiving client money;
(f) Preventing the client account from either becoming overdrawn or
showing a debit;
(g) Limiting imprest and petty cash funds to:
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(b) A description of the attendant discomforts and risks;
(c) A description of the expected benefits ((to be expected));
(d) A disclosure of appropriate alternative procedures;
(e) An offer to answer ((any)) inquiries concerning the procedures;
and
(f) Instruction that consent may be withdrawn and participation
discontinued at any time.
((("St)) D..D. "Intelligence quotient score" means a full scale score on
the Wechsler, or the intelligence quotient score on the Stanford-Binet
or the Leiter International Performance Scale.
((ffl))@ 'More dependent program' means a program providing
less opportunity for numbers and variety of community contacts for
((the indi1idoal)) a person or requiring more hours of staff supervision/training/support for the ((i11di1idt1al)) person.
((tffl7)) i!1l 'Nonresidential programs" means programs including,
but not limited to, county-funded habilitation services.
((f+l1)) i!..il 'Residential programs' means those programs providing domiciliary care and other services, including, but not limited to,
state residential facilities, group homes, skilled nursing facilities, intermediate care facilities, congregate care facilities, boarding homes,
children's foster homes, adult family homes, and group training homes.
((t+Z1))@ 'Respite care" means temporary services provided to a
developmentally disabled ((iudi 1 idoal and/01 )) person and the ((im:IT=
'V'idir.rt's)) person's family on either an emergency or planned basis
without which the individual may need a more dependent program.
((ft31)) ~ 'Secretary" means the secretary of the department of
social and health services or the secretary's designee.

(b) Give the new provider a written accounting, in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles, of transferred client funds;
and
(c) Obtain the new provider's written receipt for the transferred
funds.
(JO) When a client dies or a client's whereabouts are unknown, the
client's provider shall within thirty days transfer the client's funds to
the client's legal guardian or to the department.
( 11) The provider shall not release client funds to a person other
than the client or the client's guardian without the written consent of
the client, the client's designated agent as appointed by power of attorney, or department-designated personnel.
REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are
repealed:
275-26-012 TENANT SUPPORT AGENCIES.
275-26-015 INITIAL AND INTERIM CERTIFICATION.
275-26-030 EVALUATION AND SUPERVISION.
275-26-032 EMERGENCY AND OTHER SERVICES.
275-26-080 HEAL TH SERVICES.
275-26-085 TENANT SUPPORT PROGRAM PLAN.
275-26-090 TENANT SERVICES.
275-26-500 ALTERNA Tl VE LIVING PROGRAM.
275-26-520 ELIGIBILITY.
275-26-530 EVALUATION AND SUPERVISION.
275-26-540 ADMINISTRATION OF ALTERNATIVE LIVING SERVICES.
275-26-550 ALTERNATIVE LIVING SERVICES.
275-26-560 PROVIDER REQUIREMENTS.
275-26-570 MAXIMUM COMPENSATION.

NEW SECTION
WAC 275-27-023 EXEMPTIONS. The department may approve
an exemption to a specific rule in this chapter as defined under WAC
275-27-020.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 2767, filed 2/28/89)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 2418, filed 8/29/86)

WAC 275-27-020 DEFINITIONS. (I) 'Best interest' includes,
but is not limited to, individual client program elements designed to:
(a) Achieve or maintain economic self-support;
(b) Achieve or maintain self-sufficiency;
(c) Prevent or remedy neglect, abuse, or exploitation of individuals
unable to protect their own interest;
(d) Preserve, rehabilitate, or reunite families; and
(e) Prevent or reduce inappropriate institutional care by providing
the least restrictive setting, such as community-based services, homebased services, or other forms of less-intensive service, to meet the individual's medical and personal needs.
(2) 'Client or Person' means a person the division determines under
RCW 71A.16.040 and WAC 275-27-026 eligible for division-funded
services.
ill 'Department" means the department of social and health services of the state of Washington.
((ffl)) ill 'Director" means the director of the division of developmental disabilities.
((('4t)) ill 'Division' means the division of developmental disabilities of the department of social and health services.
((ffl)) 1§2 'Emergency' means a sudden, unexpected occurrence
demanding immediate action.
((tu})) (7) "Exemption" means the department's approval of a written request for an exception to a rule in this chapter provided an:
(a) Assessment of the exemption shall not undermine the legislative
intent of Title 71A RCW; and
(b) Evaluation of the exemption request shows granting the exemption shall not adversely effect the quality of the services, !!Upervision,
health, and safety of department-served persons.
Agencies and individual providers shall retain a copy of each department-approved exemption.
(8) 'ICF/MR' means a facility certified as an intermediate care
facility for the mentally retarded by Title XIX to provide services to
the mentally retarded or persons with related conditions.
ill 'Individual' means the person for whom division services are
requested.
((ffl)) i!Ql 'Informed consent' means an agreement obtained from
((au indioidoal)) a person or ((his 01 he1 )) the person's authorized
representative, for such ((indioidoal's)) person's participation in an activity. The following information is necessary to informed consent:
(a) An explanation of the procedures to be followed including an
identification of ((those which a1C)) experimental procedures;

WAC 275-27-060 INDIVIDUAL SERVICE PLAN. (I) The division ((sltaH)) .!!!!¥develop a written individual service plan (ISP) or
other planning documents for each person determined eligible for division and department services within ((mty)) ninety days of the eligibility date. Interim services may be provided if ((dccmcd)) necessary.
(2) An ((indi1idt1al sciiicc plan)) ISP shall be based on an assessment of ((the indioidoal's)) a person'sneeds and will specify the services adjudged to be in the best interests of the ((dtcnt)) person and
meet the ((indi1idt1al's)) person's habilitation needs. The ((indi1idoal
sciiiec plan)) ISP shall be in the form and manner specified by the
director.
(3) A ((dtcnt)) person, ((his 01 hc1 pmcnt 01 pments)) the parent if
a person is seventeen years of age or younger, or the person's guardian,
or an approved advocate may request review or modification of the
service plan at any time based on changed circumstances.
( 4) The department's implementation of specific provisions of the
plan shall require the development, review, and significant modifications of the ((indioidoal sci oicc plan)) ISP and shall include, to the
--maximum extent possible((;)):
{tlAppropriate division staff((;));
lli_Ihe ( (client, his 01 hc1)) person;
(c) The person's parent ((01 paicnts)) or guardian((;-and));
i!!l..Eersonal ((1cp1csc11tatioc)) advocate; or
~epresentatives of the agency or facility which is, or will be,
primarily responsible for the implementation of specific provisions of
the plan.
(5) An ((indioidoal sc1Vicc plan is)) ISP shall be a planning document, and ((is)) shall not be an authorization for services. ((1'r-plan
cl=)) An ISP shall not guarantee the authorization or delivery of services ((co11taincd thcicin)). The authorization of such services is
((pt11soant to)) described under WAC 275-27-230.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 2418, filed 8/29/86)
WAC 275-27-230 AUTHORIZATION OF SERVICES. (I)
The division's field services section shall be responsible for authorizing
services received by ((ll'it)) eligible ((di1ision clients)) persons including, but not limited to:
(a) Placement to and from residential habilitation centers;
(b) Other community residential ((facilities, incloding, bot not Jim
itcd to, co1u111anity IMR's, g1oup ho111cs, tenant suppoa t, and altct 11a
tioc lioing)) services;
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(c) Family support services; and
(d) Nonresidential programs.
(2) The division's authorization of services shall be based on the
availability of services and funding ((and/01 sci vices)).
(3) ((Dctci mination of SCI vices to be aathoi ized)) The division shall
include((, to the 111axilnu111 extent feasible, the client, his 01 her parent
01 pa1tnts Oi gaa1dian, and all)) the following persons when determining authorized services:
(a) The person;
(b) The person's parent or guardian and may include:
(i) The person's personal advocate; or
(ii) Other responsible parties.
(4) The division shall not make an emergency or temporary admission of ((any individual)) a person to a residential habilitation center
((shall not exceed thiily)) for thirty-one days or more without the
written approval of the division director or the director's designee.
(5) ((A tcn1po1a1y ad111issioa of any individual to a tcsidcntial ha
bilitation cc11tc1 fo1 1cspitc care 01 diagnostic set vices shall not exceed
thi1 ty days)) The division shall authorize county-funded services only
when the:
(a) Service is included in a department contract;
(b) Person is twenty-two years of age or older; or
(c) Person is two years of age or younger and eligible for early intervention services.
(6) ((Placcnacnt bj the dioision i11 a county funded sch ice is li1nitcd
as follows.
(a) The sci vice n1ust be included in a state app1oocd county plan,
(b) Placc1ncnt and funding is lintitcd to those eases 4'hc1c the local
school dish ict is not 1csponsiblc foa pt oo ision of county funded sci
vices. PROVIDED, That.
(i) The dioision shall aid the client in obtaining 1cquiicd scuiccs
Ii oin the local school dish ict,
(ii) Exceptions 111ay be ga anted by the division fot county funded
se11iccs doling nonschool months)) The department shall require a
person to participate in defraying the cost of services provided when
mandated by state or federal regulation or statute.

(b) Development or modification of an individual service plan;
(c) Denial of service;
(d) Reduction or termination of service when the action to reduce or
terminate the service is based on the availability of funding ((and-for))
or service;
- (e) After notification of an administrative law judge's (or review
judge) ruling that the appellant has caused an unreasonable delay in
the proceedings; or
(f) Removal or transfer of a client from a service when:
(i) An immediate threat to the client's life or health is present;
(ii) The client's service provider is no longer able to provide services
due to:
(A) .Termination of the provider's contract;.
ill..Qecertification of the provider;
~onrenewal of provider's contract;
i.QlB.evocation of provider's license; or
illl...§mergency license suspension((~)):
(iii) The client, the parent when the client is a minor, or the guardian when the client is an adult, approves the decision.
(6) When the appellant files an application to contest a decision to
return a resident of a state residential school to the community, the
procedures specified in RCW 71A.I0.050(2) shall govern the proceeding. These procedures include:
(a) A placement decision shall not be implemented during any period during which an appeal can be taken or while an appeal is pending
and undecided unless the:
((his m hci)) the client's representative gives
(i) ((The)) Client's
written consent((;)); or
(ii) ((The)) Administrative law judge (or review judge) after notice
to the parties rules the appellant has caused an unreasonable delay in
the proceedings.
(b) The burden of proof is on the department; and
(c) The burden of proof is whether the specific placement proposed
by the department is in the best interests of the resident.
(7) The initial order ((shoutd)) shall be made within sixty days of
the department's receipt of the application for an adjudicative proceeding. When a party files a petition for administrative review, the
review order ((shoutd)) shall be made within sixty days of the department's receipt of the petition. The decision-rendering time is extended
by as many days as the proceeding is continued on motion by, or with
the assent of, the appellant.

or

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 2997, filed 2/5/90,
effective 3I I /90)
WAC 275-27-500 ADJUDICATIVE PROCEEDING. (I) A client, former client, or applicant acting on ((his 01 hci )) the applicant's
own belialf or through an authorized representative has the right to an
adjudicative proceeding to contest the following department actions:
(a) Denial or termination of eligibility set forth in WAC 275-27030;
(b) Development or modification of the individual service plan set
forth in WAC 275-27-060;
(c) Authorization, denial, reduction, or termination of services set
forth in WAC 275-27-230;
(d) Admission or readmission to, or discharge from, a residential
habilitation center;
(e) A claim the client, former client, or applicant owes an overpayment debt;
(f) A decision of the secretary under RCW 71A.I0.060 or
71A.I0.070;
(g) A decision to change a client's placement from one category of
residential services to a different category of residential services.
(2) Adjudicative proceedings are governed by the Administrative
Procedure Act (chapter 34.05 RCW), RCW 71A.I0.050, the rules in
this chapter,· and by chapter 388-08 WAC. If any provision in this
chapter conflicts with chapter 388-08 WAC, the provision in this
chapter shall govern((s)).
(3) (('*n)) The applicant's application for an adjudicative proceeding ((must)) shall be in writing and filed with the DSHS office of appeals within ((thi1ty)) twenty-eight days of receipt of the decision the
appellant wishes to contest.
(4) The department shall not implement the following actions while
an adjudicative proceeding is pending:
(a) Termination of eligibility;
(b) Reduction or termination of service, except when the action to
reduce or terminate the service is based on the availability of funding
and/ or service; or
(c) Removal or transfer of a client from a service, except when a
condition in subsection (5)(f) of this section is present.
(5) The department shall implement the following actions while an
adjudicative proceeding is pending:
(a) Denial of eligibility;

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 2086, filed 3/14/84)
WAC 275-27-820 COMMUNITY ALTERNATIVES PROGRAM (CAP)-SERVICES. (I) The department may authorize the
following services ((may be autho1ized)) under 42 CFR Part 435 as
specified ((by)) in the ((individual sc11icc plan.)) ISP:
(a) Case management services, including intake,-eligibility determination, assessment of need, ((placement,)) service coordination, service
authorization, placement and case monitoring((:))i
(b) Habilitation services, including ((mritrittg)) instruction, support,
and supervision ((of)) !.!! developing ((the individual's)) a person's
physical skills, personal care, ((and)) social ((or)) and community integration skills((:));
(c) ((Respite caie)) Family support for ~ eligible ((individuals))
person needing ((tcmpo1a1y)) support and supervision which the person's family cannot ((be piovidcd by his m hci family.)) provide; and
(d) ((P1ofcssional and)) Other community-based services.
(2) The ((p1ojcctcd)) department cost of a person's services ((in
the)) under CAP ((individual sellicc plan may)) shall not exceed
((eighty)) one hundred percent of the cost of care in an ((IMR, as de
lti mined by DDD case n1a11agc111c11t sci c:iecs at the tin1c of indiYiduaJ
sci vice pla11 dcoclop111c11t)) ICF /MR.
(3) The division shall review CAP eligibility ((annuatty)) under 42
CFR Part 435 on forms specified by the division director.
REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are
repealed:
275-27-300 COMPLETION OF INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM
PLAN-RESIDENTIAL HABILITATION CENTERS.
275-27-310 EXCLUSION OF CHILD FROM EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM-RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS.
275-27-320 DISCIPLINE-EXPULSION-SUSPENSION.
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(c) Au individual post institutionalization plan, as pa1 t of the indi
vidual plan of cate, developed bcfote discha1gc by a qualified n1cntal
1cta1datio11 p1ofcssio11al a11d othc1 app1op1 iatc p1ofcssio11als)) means

REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are
repealed:
WAC 275-36--010
WAC 275-36--020
WAC 275-36--030
WAC 275-36--040
newal certification.
WAC 275-36--050
WAC 275-36--061
WAC 275-36--065
WAC 275-36-071
WAC 275-36--081
WAC 275-36-091
WAC 275-36-101
WAC 275-36-110
WAC 275-36-120
WAC 275-36-130
WAC 275-36-140
WAC 275-36-150
WAC 275-36-153
WAC 275-36-160
WAC 275-36-170
WAC 275-36-180
WAC 275-36-190
WAC 275-36-200
WAC 275-36-211
WAC 275-36-260
WAC 275-36-270
accounts.
WAC 275-36-275
WAC 275-36-280
WAC 275-36-285
WAC 275-36-290
WAC 275-36-295
funds.
WAC 275-36-300
WAC 275-36-305
WAC 275-36-310
tive proceeding. .
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'active treatment' as defined under 42 CFR 483.440(a) includiiiSiill=
plementation of an individual program plan for each client as outlined
under 42 CFR 483.440 (c) through (Q.
(3) 'Administration and management' ((=)) means activities employed to maintain, control, and evaluate the efforts and resources of a
facility or organization for the accomplishment of the objectives and
policies of that facility or organization.
(4) "Admission" means entering and being authorized to receive
services from a state-certified facility.
ill "Allowable costs' ((""""9ee)) are described under WAC 275-38680.
((ffl)) ill 'Appraisal' ((=)) means the process of establishing the
fair market value or reconstruction of the historical cost of an asset
acquired in a past period as performed by ((an indi1idaal)) a person
professionally designated either by the American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers as a member, appraisal institute (MAI), or by the Society of Real Estate Appraisers as a senior real estate analyst (SREA)
or a senior real property appraiser (SRPA). The process includes a
systematic, analytic determination, the recording and analyzing of
property facts, rights, investments, and values based on a personal inspection and inventory of the property.
((('61)) ill 'Arm's-length transaction" ((=)) ~transaction
resulting from good-faith bargaining between a buyer and seller who
have adverse positions in the market place. Sales or exchanges of
((fMR)) ICF/MR or nursing home facilities among two or more parties where all parties subsequently continue to own one or more of the
facilities involved in the transaction shall not be considered arm'slength transactions. Sale of an ( (tMR)) ICF /MR facility which is
subsequently leased back to the seller within five years of the date of
sale shall not be considered an arm's-length transaction for purposes of
chapter 275-38 WAC.
((ffl)) ill 'Assets' ((=))means economic resources of the contractor, recognized, and measured in conformity with ((gcncrnlly accept
cd)) accounting principles. Assets also include ((certain)) deferred
charges which are not resources, but ((which me)) recognized and
measured in accordance with ((gc11c1ally accepted)) accounting principles. The value of assets acquired in a change of ownership entered
into after September 30, 1984, shall not exceed the acquisition cost of
the owner of record as of July 18, 1984.
((ffl)) ill 'Bad debts' ((=)) ~mounts considered ((to-be))
uncollectable from accounts and notes receivable.
((ffl)) ilQ1 'Beds' ((=)) means unless otherwise specified, the
number of set-up beds in the ((fMR)) ICF/MR facility, not((~
eccd)) exceeding the number of licensed beds.
((ft67)) 1.!.!2 'Beneficial owner' ((~))means any person:
(a) Directly or indirectly, through any contract, arrangement, understanding, relationship, or otherwise has or shares:
(i) Voting power including the power to vote, or to direct the voting
of such ownership interest; and/ or
(ii) Investment power including the power to dispose, or to direct the
disposition of such ownership interest.
(b) Directly or indirectly, who creates or uses a trust, proxy. power
of attorney, pooling arrangement, or any other contract, arrangement,
or device with the purpose or effect of divesting ((himself 01 hctsclf))
to the same person of beneficial ownership of an ownership interest or
preventing the vesting of such beneficial ownership as part of a plan or
scheme to evade the reporting requirements of this chapter(('));
(c) Subject to subsection ((t4'})) ill of this section, ((m)) with the
right to acquire beneficial ownership of such ownership interest within
sixty days, including but not limited to any right to acquire:
(i) Through the exercise of any option, warrant, or right;
(ii) Through the conversion of an ownership interest;
(iii) ((Pa1saa11t to)) Under the power to revoke a trust, discretionary
account, or similar arrangement; or
(iv) ((Pa1saa11t to)) Under the automatic termination of a trust,
discretionary account, or similar arrangement((~)).
Except, any person acquiring an ownership interest or power specified in subsection ((ft67)) @(c)(i), (ii), or (iii) of this section shall
be deemed ((to-be)) the beneficial owner of the ownership interest acquired through the exercise or conversion of such ownership interest or
power((,));
(d) ((Alty pctsOii)) Who in the ordinary course of business is a
pledgee of ownership interest under a written pledge agreement and

Definitions.
Approval and certification of group homes.
Certification of group homes.
Provisional initial certification or interim reEligibility for placement in group home.
Supervision.
Investigation of complaints.
Payment for service.
Resident remuneration.
Group home administration.
Personnel.
Staffing.
Staff ratios.
lnservice staff training.
Resident records.
Personal care and hygiene.
First aid services.
Transportation.
Individual service plan.
Group home service plan.
Educational and vocational training.
Family involvement.
Group home set-up cost.
Change of ownership.
Accounting procedures for resident trust
Trust moneys-Imprest fund.
Trust moneys control or disbursement.
Trust moneys availability.
Accounting upon change of ownership.
Procedure for refunding or transferring trust
Liquidation of trust funds.
Resident property records.
Administrative review conference-Adjudica-

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 2629, filed 6/1/88)
WAC 275-38--001 TERMS-DEFINITIONS. Unless the context
clearly requires otherwise, the following terms shall have the meaning
set forth in this section when used in this chapter.
(I) 'Accrual method of accounting' ((~)) means a method of accounting where revenues are reported in the period when earned, regardless of when collected, and expenses are reported in the period incurred, regardless of when paid.
(2) "Active treatment ((in institutions fo1 the mentally 1cta1dcd))"
((1cqui1cs the following.
(a) The individual'3 1cgula1 ptutieipatiou, i11 acc01dancc with a11 i11

dividual habilitatio11 pla11. in ptofcssioually developed and supct oiscd

activities, cxpc1 ic11ccs, 01 tl1c1apics.
(b) A wt ittc11 iudiv idual habilitation plan setting forth nicasUJ able
goals 01 objectives stated in tc1ms of dcsitablc beha;io1 and p1csc1ib
ing an i11tcg1atcd p1og1a111 of activities, cxpc1 icnccs, 01 thc1apics nee
cssa1y fot the individual to reach the goals 01 objectives. The ovciall
purpose of the plan is to help the iudividual Fu11ction at the g1eatcst
physical, intellectual, social, 01 vocatioual level he 01 she ca11 p1cscntly
01 potc11tially achieve.
(c) An i11tC1 discipli11a1 y µ1 ofcssional evaluation.
(i) Contpletcd, fo1 a 1ccipicnt, bcfo1 c adnaission to the institution but
not 11101 c than tin cc a1011ths bcfv1 c, and fo1 au iudiv idual apply iug fo1
Pttcdicaid aftci admission, befo1 c the i11stitutiou 1cqucsts payment,
(ii) Consisting of con1plctc 111edical, social, psychological diag110sis
and evaluations, and an cvaluatio11 of the individual'., need fo1 institu
tional cate, and
(iii) Pvtadc by a physician. a social wor ktt, and othci p1 ofcssio11als,
at least one of who111 is a qualified 111c11tal 1cta1datiou p1ofcssional.
(d) Reevaluation 111edically, socially, and psychologically at least
am1ually by the staff involved iu ca11ying out the 1csidc11t's individual
pla11 of ca1c. The 1cevaluatioo 111ust include ievicrr of the individual's
p1og1css towa1d n1ccting the plan objectives, the appt op1 iatcncss of the
individual plan of cate, asscss111t11l of l1is 01 hc1 co11ti11uiiig aced fut
institutio11al ca1c, and cousidc1ation of alte111atc methods of ca1c.
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fZ+t)) (23) "Custody' means immediate physical attendance, shelter, and supervision of a person for purposes of the person's care and
welfare.
~ "ODD" ((=)) means the division of developmental disabilities
of the department.
"Department" ((=)) means the department of social
((f2Zt)) @
and health services (DSHS) and its employees.
((fBt)) Qfil. 'Depreciation"((=)) ~he systematic distribution
of the cost or other base of a tangible asset, less any salvage, over the
estimated useful life of the asset.
((f241)) (27) "Discharge" means the resident's leaving the residential facility and the facility's relinquishment of responsibilities acquired
by reason of the acceptance for admission of the resident.
Qfil "Donated asset" ((=)) ~n asset the contractor acquired
without making any payment in the form of cash, property, or services.
An asset is not a donated asset if the contractor made even a nominal
payment in acquiring the asset. An asset purchased using donated
funds is not a donated asset.
((f25})) Q.22. 'Entity' ((=)) means an individual, partnership, corporation, public institution established by law, or any other association
of individuals, capable of entering enforceable contracts.
((f261)) QQl 'Equity capital"((=)) means total tangible and other
assets necessary, ordinary, and related to resident care from the most
recent provider cost report minus related total long-term debt from the
most recent provider cost report plus working capital as defined in this
section.
((f2'71)) (31) "Exemption' means the department's approval of a
written request for an exception to a rule in this chapter provided an:
{a) Assessment of the exemption request ensures granting the exemption shall not undermine the legislative intent of Title 71A RCW;
and
(b) Evaluation of the exemption request shows granting the exemption shall not adversely effect the quality of the services, supervision,
health, and safety of department-served persons.
Agencies and individual providers shall retain a copy of each department-approved exemption.
Qll 'Facility" ((=)) means a residential setting certified as an
((+M-R)) ICF /MR by the department in accordance with federal regulations. A state facility is a state--owned and operated residential habilitation center or a state-operated living alternative. A nonstate facility is a residential setting licensed in accordance with chapter 18.51
RCW as a nursing home or chapter 18.20 RCW as a boarding home.
((tzS})) .Lll). 'Fair market value" ((=)) means the price the asset
would have been purchased for on the date of acquisition in an arm'slength transaction between a well-informed buyer and seller, neither
being under any compulsion to buy or sell.
((tz9})) .Ll±l "Financial statements" ((=)) means statements prepared and presented in conformity with ((gcnc1ally accepted)) accounting principles and this chapter including, but not limited to, balance sheet, statements of operations, statements of changes in financial
position, and related notes.
"Fiscal year" ((=)) means the operating or business
((f'367)) @
year of a contractor. All contractors report on the basis of a twelvemonth fiscal year, but provision is made in this chapter for reports
covering abbreviated fiscal periods.
(((-3+1)) (36) "Funded capacity" for a state facility means the number of beds on file with the office of financial management by the first
day of each biennium for operation during each ensuing fiscal year.
Q22. "Generally accepted accounting principles' ((=)) ~c
counting principles currently approved by the financial accounting
standard board (FASB).
((~)) ill} "Generally accepted auditing standards' ((=)) means
auditing standards approved by the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants (AICPA).
((tB})) .Ll2} 'Goodwill' ((=)) means the excess of the price paid
for a business over the fair market value of all other identifiable, tangible, and intangible assets acquired. "Goodwill' also((;)) means the
excess of the price paid for an asset over fair market value. - ((t34})) 1.1Ql 'Habilitative services' ((=)) means those services required by the individual habilitation plan provided or directed by qualified therapists.
(((-3-51)) (41) 'Harmful' means situations when the individual is at
immediate risk of serious bodily harm.
iin. "Historical cost' ((=)) means the actual cost incurred in acquiring and preparing an asset for use, including feasibility studies, architects' fees, and engineering studies.
((f*t)) ~'Imprest fund" ((=))means a fun(

shall not be deemed ((to-be)) the beneficial owner of such pledged
ownership interest except under the following conditions:
(i) The pledgee shall take all formal steps necessary and be required
to:
(A) Declare a default and determine the power to vote; or
(B) Direct the vote; or
(C) Dispose or direct the disposition of how such pledged ownership
interest will be exercised((;-and)).
(ii) The pledge agreement is bona fide and was not entered into with
the purpose nor with the effect of changing or influencing the control
of the contractor, nor in connection with any transaction having such
purpose or effect, including any transaction with persons who meet the
conditions set forth in subsection ((tH't)) il.ll(b) of this section; and
(iii) The pledge agreement, ((prior-to)) before default, does not
-grant to the pledgee the power to:
(A) ((The powc1 to)) ~ote or direct the vote of the pledged ownership interest; or
(B) ((The powc1 to)) Dispose or direct the disposition of the pledged
ownership interest, other than the grant of such power or powers
((pu1suant to)) under a pledge agreement where credit is extended and
where the pledgee is a broker or dealer.
((ftt1)) f..!n "Boarding home" ((=))means any home or other institution licensed in accordance with chapter 18.20 RCW.
((fttt)) i.!11 "Capitalization" ((=)) means the recording of an ex--penditure as an asset.
( (ft31)) i!.il "Capitalized lease" ((=))~lease required to be
recorded as an asset and associated liability in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
((ft41))@ "Cash method of accounting" ((=))~method of
accounting where revenues are recognized only when cash is received,
and expenditures are expensed, and asset items are not recorded until
cash is disbursed.
((ft-51)) llil "Change of ownership" ((=)) means a change in the
individual or legal organization responsible for the daily operation of
an ((-1-M*)) ICF /MR facility.
(a) Events changing ownership include but arc not limited to ((the
following)):
(i) The form of legal organization of the owner is changed ((f)) 2
such as a sole proprietor forms a partnership or corporation((}));
(ii) Title to the ((-1-M*)) ICF /MR enterprise is transferred by the
contractor to another party;
(iii) The ((-1-M*)) ICF /MR facility is leased, or an existing lease is
terminated;
(iv) Where the contractor is a partnership, any event ((uccnn)) occurring dissolving the partnership;
(v) Where the contractor is a corporation, the corporation is dissolved, merges with another corporation which is the survivor, or consolidates with one or more other corporations to form a new
corporation.
(b) Ownership does not change when the following occurs:
(i) A party contracts with the contractor to manage the enterprise as
the contractor's agent, ((('T:e)) that is, subject to the contractor's general approval of daily operating decisions((}));
(ii) If the contractor is a corporation, some or all of its stock is
transferred.
((f+61)) i.!1l "Charity allowances" ((=)) means reductions in
charges made by the contractor because of the indigence or medical
indigence of a resident.
((f+71)) ( 18) "Client or Person" means a person the division determines, under RCW 71 A.16.040 and WAC 275-27-026, eligible for
division-funded services.
(19) 'Consent" means the process through which a person's agreement is obtained for procedures and for taking actions affecting that
person.
QQl 'Contract"((=)) means a contract between the department and
a contractor for the delivery of ((-1-M*)) ICF/MR services to eligible
Medicaid recipients.
((ft81)) Q.!l "Contractor" ((=)) means an entity contracting with
the department to deliver ((-1-M*)) ICF /MR services to eligible Medicaid recipients.
((f+91)) iffi "Courtesy allowances" ((=)) ~eductions in
charges in the form of an allowance to physicians, clergy, and others((;)) for services received from the contractor. Employee fringe
benefits are not considered courtesy allowances.
The local con11llunity sci uiccs office of the
(((20) 'CSO'
dcpa1 t111c11t.
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(b) An audiologist eligible for a certificate of clinical competence in
audiology or having the equivalent education and clinical
experience((:));
(c) A dentafhygienist as defined by chapter 18.29 RCW((:));
(d) A dietitian: Eligible for registration by the American Dietetic
Association under requirements in effect on January I 7, I 974; or having a baccalaureate degree with major studies in food and nutrition,
dietetics, or food service management; having one year supervisory experience in the dietetic service of a health care institution; and participating annually in continuing dietetic education((:))!
(e) An occupational therapist being a graduate of a program in occupational therapy, or having the equivalent of such education or
training, and meeting all requirements of state law((:));
(f) A pharmacist as defined by chapter I 8.64 RCW((:));
(g) A physical therapist as defined by chapter I 8.74 RCW((:));
(h) A physician as defined by chapter 18.71 RCW or an osteopathic
physician as defined by chapter 18.57 RCW((:));
(i) A psychologist as defined by chapter 18.8J°RCW((:));
(j) A qualified mental retardation professional((:));
(k) A registered nurse as defined by chapter 18.88-RCW((:));
(I) A social worker who is a graduate of a school of social work((:))
accredited by the council on social work education or another comparable body and certified as required under chapter I 8. I 9 RCW; or
(m) A speech pathologist eligible for a certificate of clinical competence in speech pathology or having the equivalent education and clinical experience.
(((56) "Recipient" An eligible medical caic 1ccipicnt.
('¥11)) ill). "Regression analysis" ((=))means a statistical technique
through which one can analyze the relationship between a dependent
or criterion variable and a set of independent or predictor variables.
((ts-87)) ~ "Regional services" ((=)) means services of a local
office of the -division of developmental disabilities.
(((-59)) ~ "Related organization" ((=))means an entity which is
under common ownership and/or control with, or has control of or is
controlled by, the contractor. An entity is deemed to "control" another
entity if one entity has a five percent or greater ownership interest in
the other, or if an entity has capacity, derived from any financial or
other relationship, and whether or not exercised, to influence directly
or indirectly the activities of the other.
((f667)) 1§22 "Relative" ((=)) means spouse; natural parent, child,
or sibling; adopted child or adoptive parent; stepparent, stepchild,
stepbrother, stepsister; father-in-law, mother-in-law, son-in-law,
daughter-in-law, brother-in-law, sister-in-law; grandparent or grandchild; uncle, aunt, nephew, niece, or cousin.
((f6+7)) ~"Resident day"((=))~ calendar day of resident
care. In computing calendar days of care, the day of admission is always counted. The day of discharge is counted only when the resident
was admitted on the same day. A ((TCSidcnt)) person is admitted for
purposes of this definition when ((she 01 she)) the person is assigned a
bed and a resident record is opened.
((~)) .(&22_ "Resident living staff (also known as resident care and
training staff)" ( (=)) means staff whose primary responsibility is the
care and development of the residents, including:
(a) Resident activity program;
(b) Domiciliary services; ((antlfor)) and
(c) Habilitative services under the supervision of the QMRP.
((f6'3t)) ~"Restricted fund"((=)) means a fund where the use of
the principal ((antlfor)) or income is restricted by agreement with or
direction by the donor to specific purpose, in contrast to a fund over
which the owner has complete control. These generally fall into three
categories:
(a) Funds restricted by the donor to specific operating purposes;
(b) Funds restricted by the donor for additions to property, plant,
and equipment; and
(c) Endowment funds.
((ttr4})) i§2l "Secretary" ((=))means the secretary of DSHS.
((f6'5t)) QQl "Start-up costs" ((=))means the one-time preopening
costs incurred from the time preparation begins on a newly constructed
or purchased building until the first resident is admitted. Start-up
costs include administrative and nursing salaries, utility costs, taxes,
insurance, repairs and maintenance, training costs, etc. Start-up costs
do not include expenditures for capital assets.
((~)) (7 I) "Superintendent" means the superintendent or the superintendent's designee of a residential habilitation center.
@ "Title XIX" ((=)) means the 1965 amendments to the Social
Security Act, P.L. 89-07, as amended.

(a) That is regularly replenished in exactly the amount expended
from the fund; and
(b) In which the cash and expended receipts always equal a predetermined amount.
When 1cfc11ing to)) (44) 'ICF/MR" means a fa(((37) "IMR'
cility((;-onc)) certified as an intermediate care facility for the mentally
retarded by Title XIX to provide services to the mentally retarded or
persons with related conditions((. When 1cfc11ing to a kid of cmc,
IPvfR is a 1angc of sci vices 1cqui1cd fo1 the n1c11tally 1cta1dcd 01 per•
sons with 1clatcd conditions. 't'lhc11 1cfc11 ing to a pc1so11, a 1ccipie11t
1cqui1ing IMR mviccs)).
((f*})) ~"Interest'((=)) means the cost incurred for the use of
borrowed funds, generally paid at fixed intervals by the user.
((t-3"91)) iifil "Joint facility costs' ((=)) ~ny costs representing expenses incurred benefiting more than one facility, or one facility
and any other entity.
((f467)) ill} "Lease agreement" ((=)) means a contract between
two parties for the possession and use of real or personal property or
assets for a specified period of time in exchange for specified periodic
payments. Elimination or addition of any party to the contract, expiration, or modification of any lease term in effect on January I, I 980, or
termination of the lease by either party by any means shall constitute a
termination of the lease agreement. An extension or renewal of a lease
agreement, whether or not ((pmsuant to)) under a renewal provision in
the lease agreement, shall be considered a new lease agreement. A
strictly formal change in the lease agreement which modifies the
method, frequency, or manner in which the lease payments are made,
but does not increase the total lease payment obligation of the lessee
shall not be considered modification of a lease term.
(((41) "Lcvcb of cmc" The cla33ification of levels of scJViccs p10
· vidcd to 1csidcnts by a conliacto1, (e.g., kids A, B, €, D, and E).
f4'Zt)) iill 'Medicaid program" ((=))~he state medical assistance program provided under RCW 74.09.500 or authorized state
medical services.
((fet)) 112} 'Medical assistance recipient"((=)) ~n individual determined eligible for medical assistance by the department for
the services provided in chapter 74.09 RCW.
((t44})) .{1Ql 'Modified accrual method of accounting" ((=)) ~
a method of accounting in which revenues are recognized only when
cash is received, and expenses are reported in the period in which incurred, regardless of when paid.
((f45t)) ifil 'Net book value' ((=))means the historical cost of an
asset less accumulated depreciation.
((tffit)) ~ "Nonallowable costs" (( Same as "unallowable))
means costs((.!L)) not allowed under WAC 275-38-680.
'Nonrestricted funds" ((=)) means donated funds not
((M)) M
restricted to a specific use by the donor, ((te:g:-)) for example, general
operating funds(O)).
((f4St)) ~ "Nursing home" ((=))~home, place, or institution, licensed in accordance with chapter I 8.5 I RCW, where skilled
nursing, intermediate care, ((and/m IMR)) and !CF/MR services are
delivered.
'Operating lease" ((=)) ~ lease under which
((t4"9})) @
rental or lease expenses are included in current expenses in accordance
with ((gencially accepted)) accounting principles.
(((-567)) il§l 'Owner" ((=)) means a sole proprietor. general or
limited partner, or beneficial interest holder of five percent or more of
a corporation's outstanding stock.
(({'5-t7)) ll11 "Ownership interest" ((=)) means all interests beneficially owned by a person, calculated in the aggregate, regardless of the
form such beneficial ownership takes.
((f'Tt)) ilfil 'Per diem (per resident day) costs" ((=)) ~otal
allowable costs for a fiscal period divided by total resident days for the
same period.
(((-537)) W "Prospective daily payment rate" ((=))~he daily amount the department assigns to each contractor for providing services to ((+MR)) lCF/MR residents. The rate is used to compute the
maximum participation of the department in the contractor's costs.
((~)) i§Ql "Qualified mental retardation professional (QMRP)"
((A therapist app1ovcd b) the dcpailmcnt having specialized tiainiug

a

a11d one year's cxpcricncc in working with the mc11tally 1cta1dcd rn

developmentally disabled)) means QMRP as defined under 42 CFR
483.430(a).
((t55})) 1£!2 "Qualified therapist" ((=)) ~ny of the following:
(a) An activities specialist having specialized education, training, or
experience as specified by the department((:));
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(((67) "Unallowablc costs" Costs not uaccting C\ICJj test of an al
low able cost, as detci mined in '+YAC 275 38 680.
~)) Ql1 "Uniform chart of accounts" ((=)) means a list of account titles identified by code numbers established by the department
for contractors to use in reporting costs.
((t691)) @
"Vendor number (also known as provider number)"
((=)) means a number assigned to each contractor delivering ((tMR-))
ICF /MR services to ((tMR-)) ICF /MR Medicaid recipients.
((f16t)) ~ "Working capital" ((=)) means total current assets
necessary, ordinary, and related to resident care as reported in the
most recent cost report minus total current liabilities necessary, ordinary, and related to resident care from the most recent cost report.

habilitation center (RHC), as the designee of the secretary, shall manage the RHC and shall be responsible for the custody of a resident of
the RHC. When a resident does not have a legal representative, as defined under RCW 71A.I0.020(5), the superintendent, as custodian,
shall have the authority to:
(a) Provide consent on the resident's behalf for medical, educational,
therapeutic, and dietetic procedures; and
(b) Consent to other matters as required of an individual's legal
representative as referenced under subsection (4) of this section.
(2) The custodian shall not have more authority than a guardian or
limited guardian and shall not consent to procedures as described under RCW 11.92.040(3).
(3) Before giving consent for a resident, the custodian shall ensure
that the resident shall:
(a) Be informed of the condition requiring consent;
(b) Participate in the decision making regarding the resident's care
and treatment; and
(c) Have the opportunity to refuse the procedure.
(4) The custodian shall only give consent as referenced under subsection (I) of this section when:
(a) There is not a person authorized to provide consent as defined
under RCW 7.70.065(1); and
(b) The superintendent or the superintendent's designee is unable to
locate a person with authority to provide informed consent under
RCW 7. 70.065( I) after reasonable efforts have been made to locate
the person and to secure the necessary consent. The superintendent or
the superintendent's designee shall document efforts to locate the person with authority in the resident record.

Reviser's note: The spelling error in the above section occurred in
the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register pursuant to
the requirements of RCW 34.08.040.
Reviser's note: RCW 34.05.395 requires the use of underlining and
deletion marks to indicate amendments to existing rules. The rule published above varies from its predecessor in certain respects not indicated by the use of these markings.
Reviser's note: The typographical errors in the above section occurred in the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register
pursuant to the requirements of RCW 34.08.040.
NEW SECTION
WAC 275-38-003 EXEMPTIONS. The department may approve
an exemption to a specific rule in this chapter as defined under WAC
275-38-001.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 1853, filed 8/3/82)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 2629, filed 6/1/88)

WAC 275-38-045 MINIMUM STAFF REQUIREMENTS.
((ffl)) Each ((level of IMR must)) ICF/MR shall provide staff adequate in numbers and qualifications to meet the need of the residents.
(((2) Specifically, the IMR must p1o•ide at least the following.
(a) Lenl A.
(i) Facility based physician staff to p1ovidc fo1 twenty fou1 liobi
111tdical supc1 vision to include cxaiuination, diagnosis, planning, i111
plc111c11tatio11, and 1cuicw of appropliatc aucdical 1cgi111c11 for each

WAC 275-38-005 ((tMR-)) ICF /MR CARE. (I) The department has the administrative and legal responsibility to purchase the
services of ((an institution)) for intermediate care facilities for the
mentally retarded and persons with similar conditions ((tfMRt))
(ICF /MR), and ((I MR based)) ICF /MR-based services for eligible
developmentally disabled persons. The department has the responsibility to assure adequate care, service, and protection are provided
through licensing and certification procedures.
(2) ((The intent of)) This chapter ((is to establish)) establishes
standards for habilitative training, health related care, supervision, and
residential services to eligible persons.
(3) Each state and nonstate ((tMR-)) ICF/MR facility shall be certified as a Title XIX ((tMR-)) ICF/MR facility.
(4) Each nonstate ((tMR-)) ICF/MR facility with a certified capacity of sixteen beds or more shall be licensed as a nursing home in accordance with chapter 18.51 RCW.
(5) Each nonstate ((tMR-)) ICF /MR facility with a certified capacity of fifteen beds or less shall be licensed as a boarding home for the
aged in accordance with chapter 18.20 RCW.
(6) Facilities certified to provide ((+MR-)) ICF /MR services must
comply with all applicable federal regulations under Title XIX, Section 1905 of the Social Security Act 42 U .S.C. as amended, and nonstate-operated facilities must comply as well ((lr!I)) with state regulations governing the licensing of nursing homes or boarding homes for
the aged, and other relevant state regulations.
(7) Fifty percent or more of the licensed bed capacity of a facility
shall be occupied by persons with mental retardation or related conditions as of the date of application for certification.
(8) Certified facilities shall admit only developmentally disabled
persons as residents.
(9) State facilities may not exceed funded capacity, unless otherwise
authorized by the secretary in accord with RCW 7 I .A.20.090.
.LlQl The sections of this chapter will supersede and replace any and
all sections affecting ((+MR-)) ICF/MR facilities or programs in chapters 388-88 and 388-96 WAC except where specifically referenced in
this chapter.

rcmtent;
(ii) One full ti11tc 1cgistc1cd 11wsc as di1cctm of 1101sing SCI vices
with sufficient additional licensed 11u1ses to ptovide twenty foot hum
11u1Si11g supe1 vision,
(iii) Facility based qualified thetapist staff in accotdancc with

WAC 275 38=025,
(iv) Sufficient 1esidc11t living staff to 11icet the needs of the 1esidcnts
i11 ca1e lcnl A,
(v) Sufficient qualified J1tc11tal 1cta1dation p1ofcssio11al staff to 111eet
the needs of the 1esidents.
(b) lc•cl B.
(i) Facility based physiciau staff sufficient to p1ovide fo1 1nedical
supet vision to include cxanaination. diagnosis, planning, inaplcaicnta
tion, and review of an app1op1iate 1ucdical rcgi111c11 fo1 each 1csidc11t,
(ii) At least one 1cgiste1cd 11u1se 1csponsible as the di1ccto1 of 1101s
i11g sci vices and i11 addition sulficic11t licc11scd 11mscs to p1ovidc 11U1si11g
supc1 vision of the facility fo1 at least eight hums pc1 day,
(iii) Facility based qualified thciapist staff in acco1da11cc with
WAC 275 38=025,
(iv) Sufficient resident liviug staff to 111tct the needs of the 1cside11ts
i11 cat e level B,
(v) Sufficient qualified n1c11tal 1eta1datio11 p1ofcssio11al staff to meet
the 11ccds of the 1esidcnts.
(c) Lc•cl C.
(i) A physician as a consultant medical di1ccto1 to the facility,
(ii) 011e full tinic 1 egistc1 ed 1101 sc as di1 ccto1 of 11m sing sci vices
with additional licensed 11u1Sts to provide twc11ty foot hou1 nmsi11g
supci vision of the facility.
(iii) Sufficicut 1csidc11t livi11g staff to meet the needs of the 1cside11ts
i11 ca1 c level C,
(iv) Sufficient qualified 111c11tal 1cta1 dation p1 ofcssional staff to 111cct
the 11ccds of the 1csidents,
(v) Co11sultant qualified tlic1apist staff i11 acco1da11cc with '+VAC
275 38=025.
(d) Lc•cl D.
(i) A physician as a consultant medical di1ccto1 to the facility.
(ii) f< licensed iiUtSe 1tspo11siblc as the diitttOI of 1ib1Sillg SCI vices
with additional licensed 11u1scs to p1ovide 1101si11g supc1 vision of the
facility fm at least eight hums per day.

Reviser's note: The typographical error in the above section occurred in the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register
pursuant to the requirements of RCW 34.08.040.
NEW SECTION
WAC 275-38-027 THE SUPERINTENDENT AS CUSTODIAN. (I) Under RCW 71A.20.050, the superintendent of a residential
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(iii) Sufficient 1csidcnt living staff to meet the 11ccds of the 1csidc11ts
in cate level B,
(iv) Sufficient qualified 111c11tal 1cta1dation p1 ofcssio11al staff to n1cct

the needs of the rcsidcnts,
(v) Consultant qualified therapist staff in aecrnda11cc with Vt'AC
275 38=025.
(c) Lcocl E.
(i) A physician as a consultant medical di1ccto1 to the facility,
(ii) A 1cgistc1cd noise as a co11sulta11t to the facility, responsible fo1
the health ea1 c needs of the 1csidcnts,
(iii) Sufficient 1csidc11t living staff 111ust be provided to assure at
least one staff is 011 duty in the facility when 1csidc11ts ate p1csc11t,
(iv) Sufficient qualified mental 1cta1dation p1 ofcssioual staff to meet
the 11tcds of the 1 csidcnts,
(•) Qualified c011sultant thc1apists in acco1dancc with \VAC 275
~))

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 1853, filed 8/3/82)

WAC 275-38-050 PLACEMENT OF ((+MR-)) CLIENT. ill
Placement into an ((+MR-)) ICF /MR facility is the responsibility of
the division of developmental disabilities and shall be accomplished in
accordance with the applicable federal and state regulations.
ill The client's ((classification and)) eligibility for ((i-M-R))
ICF /MR services shall be determined by department representatives
((of the dcpa1 tmcnt)) before payment can be approved((~)),,,_,Erovid
ed((;-That)) a facility may not admit a client requiring services the facility is not able to provide.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order X [1853], filed X

[8/3/82])

WAC 275-38-055 TRANSFER OF ((i-M-R)) CLIENT-RELOCA TION. (I) The department is responsible for assuring ((indf.
Tidttat)) the client's health care and habilitative training needs are
identified and met, as provided by state and federal regulations. The
department is ((thc1cfoic)) responsible for assuring ((that)) each client
is placed in a facility certified as capable of meeting the needs of the
client. The division's regional services section shall be responsible for
authorizing changes in residential services.
(2) ((Each)) ~ client admitted to a facility may be transferred or
discharged only for medical reasons, ((or)) for ((his 01 hc1 )) the client's welfare, or for the welfare of other residents of the facility. This
determination shall be made by the department based on an assessment of the resident, consultation with the service provider, the parent
or guardian, and a review of the relevant records.
(3) If the department services ((being)) provided to a resident are
not commensurate with the resident's needs, the department is responsible for initiating and facilitating the resident's relocation. The department shall consider a resident in a state facility eligible fo;:corn:
munity residential services when such services appropriately meet the
individual's needs.
A circumstance where the department ((woutd)) !!!.!!Y enforce immediate movement of a resident from an ((f-M-R)) ICF/MR facility is
the revocation or suspension of the ((+MR-)) ICF/MR certification
((andfor)) Q! license.

(4) ((Upon the deter 111inatio11 by the dcpar li11cut that a facility will
co11liact

or these regulations

01

state

01

next of kin, or responsible party twenty-eight days notice, in writing,
of the department's intent to relocate the resident as required under
WAC 275-38-060.
(6) When the department determines there is a serious and immediate threat to the resident's health or safety, the department shall not
be required to give the resident and resident's guardian, next of kin, or
responsible party twenty-eight days notice of the resident's relocation.
ill Decertification, termination, or nonrenewal of contract actions
require a stop payment of Title XIX funds. Such actions do not affect
the facility's right to operate as a nursing home or boarding home, but
does disqualify the facility from operating as an ((f-M-R)) ICF /MR
facility and receiving federal funds. ((When tc11nination of fcdcial

fu11ds is co11tcn1ptatcd, 1csidc11ts 111ust be i11fv1 ntcd.
(6) \\'hen 1clocation is 1cqui1cd, a designated 1ep1escntativc of the
dcpa1 h11e11t will conduct a 1evicw and assess111ent fo1 the classification.
Thi1 ty days p1 irn to a11y implcn1cntatio11 of a change in the level of
cute, 1esulting in the cl1a11ge of the senices 1equitcd and pao;idcd, 01
bc~ause of the liansft1, the depail111c11t shall notify, in w1iting, the
1cs1dent and gua1dian, 11txt-=of kin, 01 1csponsiblc pm ty pu1suant to

'NAC 275 38=060.))
((f?t)) ill Grounds for the request by a facility to have a resident
relocated or discharged are limited to the following:
(a) Medical reasons;
(b) Resident's welfare;
(c) The welfare of the other residents; or
.
(d) Nonpayment of services provided to the resident during ((his-or
her)) the resident's stay at the facility.
The facility shall follow the following procedure for resident relocation or discharge:
(i) The facility shall send a request in writing to the department, for
reloc~tion or discharge of a resident. (('ftris)) The facility's request
shall mclude the grounds for the request and substantiation of concurrence by the interdisciplinary team in the development of an appropriate individual habilitation plan((;));
(ii) The department shall approv-e or deny the request for relocation
or discharge based on an on-site visit with the resident and a review of
((his 01 hc1 )) the resident's records, within fifteen working days following the receipt of the request((;));
(iii) The facility administrator shail be informed of the department's
approval or denial of the request((;));
. (iv~ ~f the facili~y's request is appr-oved, the department shall notify,
m wntmg, the resident ((or)) and the resident's guardian, or next-ofkin, or responsible party, of the decision ((pu1Suant to)) as described
under WAC 275-38-060((;)); and
(v) The resident and the department ((wTtt)) shall be allowed thirty
days from the date ((that)) the resident is notified of relocation or discharge by the department in order to facilitate relocation.
(e) The resident has a right to request relocation and to select the
((IMR he 01 she)) !CF /MR the resident desires for placement. If this
selection is available and appropriate to the habilitation and health
care needs of the resident, the department shall make all reasonable
attempts to accomplish relocation ((shall be nmdc by the dcpai t
~)). If the r~location or ICF/MR selection is not appropriate or
available, the resident may make another selection.
(i) The resident or the resident's guardian ((TT!t!St)) shall request
such a move in writing.
-(ii) ((Ana11gc111c11ts fo1 1clocation will be the 1csponsibility of the

110 lougct opciatc or be allowed to opc1atc an lt.tR, because of any vi

olatioa of the facility's

WSR 91-10-035

.of dcoclopmc11tal ?isabilitics)) T.he division of developmental
d1sab1lit1es shall be responsible for arrangmg the resident's relocation.
d~oisi?'.'

fcdcial

law, the dcpa1 ltnc11t will p1ovidc notice to the 1csidcnt and the gua1di
an, ncxt™Of kia, OJ responsible party that thiily days following tl1c
111ailing date of the lcttc1, the resident will be 1cqui1cd to 1clocatc.
PROVIDED, That nothi11g in this scctiou shall 1cqui1c a p1ct1ansfc1
notice be given when the scc1ch'liJ or his 01 her dcsigncc dctc1111iucs a11
i111n1tdiatc tlucat to health and/or safety exists 01 111ovcs uaay be ae
co111plishcd soo11c1 at the 1cqucst of the 1csidc11t 01 with the 1csidcnt's

Reviser's note: The bracketed material preceding the section above
was supplied by the code reviser's office.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 1853, filed 8/3/82)
WAC 275-38-060 ((f-M-R)) RESIDENT RIGHTS-RELOCATION REDETERMINATION OF ELIGIBILITY. (I) Except in the
cases specified in WAC 275-38-060(3), the resident ((t)), and the
resident's ((or)) guardian, next-of-kin, or responsible party of the resident ((if the 1csidcnt has been adjcadicatcd to be inco1npctcnt 01 undc1
a~c eighteen) 1:1ust)) shall be informed in writing ((ttriTty)) twentye1ght days ((prror-to)) before any relocation or ((1cclassilication)) redetermination of eligibility for !CF /MR services to ensure orderly
transfer or discharge. Such resident's notice ((TT!t!St)) shall include:
(a) The grounds for the proposed ((clrn-nge)) cTigibility change
and/or transfer;
·

consent)) The department shall notify, in writing, the resident and resident's guardian, next of kin, or responsible party of the facility's certification or contract status when the:
(a) Department or health care financing administration (HCFA)
determines a facility no longer meets certification requirements as an
ICF/MR; or
(b) Department determines the facility docs not meet contract requirements; or
(c) Facility voluntarily terminates the facility's contract or participation in the ICF/MR program.
(5) When the department determines a resident's relocation is necessary, the department shall give the resident and resident's guardian,
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(5) Posttransfer follow-up by the division of developmental disabilities to monitor the effects of the change.

(b) A statement that the resident or any other individual designated
by the resident has a right to a conference with a division. of developmental disabilities representative within ((thirty)) twenty-eight days of
receipt of the notice;
(c) The right to request a fair hearing within ((thirty)) twenty-eight
days of the notice to contest the department's decision;
(d) The method by which a fair hearing may be obtained;
(e) The right to be represented at the fair hearing by an authorized
representative;
(f) The existence and locations of ((any)) available legal services in
the community ((that a1c aoailablc)).
(2) The department shall send a fair hearing request form ((stratt-bc
sent)) with the notice of relocation and/or ((1eclassification)) redetermination of eligibility for ICF /MR services.
(a) If the resident requests a fair hearing within the ((thirty))~
ty-eight day time period, the department shall not ((eha11ge the bcl
of-caTC)) redetermine eligibility or transfer the resident pending fair
hearing decision or appeal rights, unless such action is warranted by
the health or safety needs of the resident.
(b) If the secretary or ((his 01 he1)) the secretary's designee finds
((a change i11 the bcl of cm e)) the redetermination of eligibility is not
appropriate, ((no)) further action shall not be taken to ((change the
lcocl of ca1e)) redetermine eligibility or transfer the resident, unless
there is a change in the situation or circumstances at which time the
request may be resubmitted.
(c) If the secretary or ((his 01 hel)) the secretary's designee affirms
the determination to change the resident's ((bcl of ea1c)) eligibility
for services and/or transfer, and no judicial review is filed within
((thirty)) twenty-eight days of the receipt of notice of determination,
the department shall proceed with the planned action.
(d) If the secretary or ((his 01 hc1 )) secretary's designee affirms the
determination to change the resident's ((leocl of ea1c and/01)) eligibility for ICF /MR services or transfer and a request for judicial review
has been filed, any proposed ((ch:mge)) redetermination of eligibility
((and-for)) QI transfer shall be delayed pending the outcome of the
process, unless such action is warranted by the health or safety needs
of the resident.
(3) Advance notice is not required:
(a) If the resident or the resident's guardian requests a transfer !n
writing and waives the right to a period notice((:))!..£!:
(b) In the event of an immediate threat to the resident's life or
health, or life or health of others.
(4) Advance notice and planning ((docs)) shall not include a right to
a fair hearing for a resident when the department judges the facility
where the resident resides is ((no longe1)) not able to provide Title
XIX services due to:
(a) Termination of the facility's contract((:));
(b) Decertification of the facility((:));
(c) Nonrenewal of the facility's contract((:));
(d) Revocation of the facility's license((:))!..£!:
( e) Emergency license suspension.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 1853, filed 8/3/82)
WAC 275-38-075 DISCHARGE OR LEA VE OF AN ((tMR-))
!CF /MR RESIDENT. (I) A certified ((tMR-)) ICF /MR facility having an ( (tMR-)) !CF I MR contract with the department shall contact
the regional services office, division of developmental disabilities giving
immediate notification of unauthorized leave, disappearance, serious
accident, or other traumatic incident effecting a resident or the resident's health or welfare.
(2) The department shall require discharge and readmission ((is-rcqtrircd)) for ((att)) residents ((who me)) admitted as hospital
inpatients.
NEW SECTION
WAC 275-38-090 SUPERINTENDENT'S LIMITED AUTHORITY TO HOLD. (I) When a superintendent, acting on behalf
of the secretary, receives information that a resident intends to voluntarily discharge himself of herself from the programs and services of
the residential habilitation center (RHC), the superintendent shall determine if such a departure would be harmful to the resident.
(2) If, in the superintendent's judgment, the resident's departure is
harmful to the resident, the superintendent may hold the resident until
the danger passes, not to exceed forty-eight hours. The superintendent
may refer the resident to a mental health professional as described under RCW 71.05.150.
(3) When the superintendent detains an RHC resident as required
under this section, the superintendent or the superintendent's designee
shall give notification of such hold to the resident and the legal representative of the resident as provided under RCW 71A.I0.070. If the
legal representative is not available, the superintendent shall also notify
one or more persons in the following order of priority:
(a) A parent of a person with a developmental disability eighteen
years of age or older;
(b) Other kin of the person with a developmental disability with a
preference to persons with closest kinship;
(c) The Washington protection and advocacy agency for the rights
of a person with a developmental disability, appointed in compliance
with 42 USC section 6042; or
(d) A nondepartment employee or a person contracting with the department under this title who, in the opinion of the superintendent, is
concerned with the person's welfare.
(4) This section shall not prohibit the superintendent of an RHC
from notifying:
(a) A mental health professional;
(b) Local law enforcement;
(c) Adult protective services;
(d) Child protective services; or
(e) Other agencies as appropriate.
(5) At the end of the forty-eight-hour hold, the superintendent shall
not continue to detain a resident.
(6) If the provisions of the section are invoked a second time within
six months, the superintendent or superintendent's designee shall make
a referral to a mental health professional within eight hours. In this
situation, the resident may only be held until the mental health
professiona I:
(a) Investigates and evaluates the specific facts surrounding the situation; and
(b) Determines the further detention of the resident in accord with
RCW 71.05.150.
(7) This section shall not prohibit the superintendent of an RHC or
designee from allowing a resident to leave the center for prescribed
periods under such conditions as may be appropriate for the resident's
habilitation or care.
(8) When a resident has voluntarily left the programs and services
of the RHC, under the provision of this section. the superintendent
shall initiate discharge proceeding.

Reviser's note: RCW 34.05.395 requires the use of underlining and
deletion marks to indicate amendments to existing rules. The rule published above varies from its predecessor in certain respects not indicated by the use of these markings.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 1853, filed 8/3/82)
WAC 275-38-065 TRANSFER OR DISCHARGE PLANNING. The division of developmental disabilities (DDD) shall prepare
a suitable written discharge ((and-for)) QI transfer plan ((nmst be pie
j)ar cd by tTi'Cdtt1sio11 of dcvclop111c11tal disabilities)) for each resident
to be transferred or discharged. ((T1ansfc1s shall be dependent 011 the
best inte1csts of the 1eside11t. The)) DDD's plan shall include the location of available settings ((at the ap""iiiOPiiate bcl of ca1e)) providing
the appropriate services consistent with the needs of the resident. The
plan shall include:
(I) Coordination of communication between the staffs of the old and
new facilities;
(2) Pretransfer visit, when the resident's condition permits, to the
new facility, familiarizing the resident with the new surroundings, and
other residents;
(3) Coordination of active participation by the resident's guardian or
family in the transfer preparation;
(4) Coordination with ((staff 111e111be1s)) staffs of the old and new
facilities to discuss expectations and provide consultation on request;
and

REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are
repealed:

275-38-007
275-38-040
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Chapter 275-41 WAC
WORK PROGRAMS FOR RESIDENTS OF RESIDENTIAL HABILITATION CENTERS IN THE DIVISION OF DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
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centers, standards for ·fire protection, and adopt chapter
212-56A WAC.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing chapters 212-54 and 212-55 WAC.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapters 48.48 and
43.63A RCW.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-06-020 on February 26, 1991.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted Version: WAC 212-56A-020 Right of appeal,
changed to reflect office policy, details the informal appeals process used by Fire Protection Services and refers
to chapter 34.05 RCW for further appeal. The first level
of evaluation is to the deputy state fire marshal who issued the order. The second level of evaluation is to the
chief deputy state fire marshal. If the aggrieved persons
is not satisfied with the determination of the chief deputy state fire marshal, he or she may appeal to the state
fire marshal. The purpose of this change was to expedite
a solution to any grievances; WAC 2 I 5-56A-055 and
2 I 2-56A-l l 5, changed per input received, additional
fire prevention rules and regulations were added and
were generated by input received from providers and
state agencies. These additions include removal of all
daily waste emanating from the building, electrical motors must be kept dust free, provide a flashlight for use
as an emergency power source, provide approved numbers or addresses on all new and existing homes and
centers, use only fireplaces, woodstoves and similar devices and their connections that are approved by the local building official, provide approved barriers to prevent
children from coming into contact with open flames
and/or hot surfaces and providing electrical shock protection for outlets.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May I, 1991
Chuck Clarke
Director

NEW SECTION
WAC 275-41--005 PURPOSE. The regulations provide guidelines
for the operation of work programs at residential habilitation centers
or for programs contracted on behalf of residents of residential habilitation centers within the division of developmental disabilities as required under RCW 43.20A.445.
NEW SECTION
WAC 275-41--010 DEFINITION. (I) 'Compensate' means the
resident's receipt of money for work done at a work program.
(2) 'Department" means the Washington state department of social
and health services.
(3) 'Division' means the developmental disabilities division of the
department of social and health services.
(4) 'Prevailing wage' means the amount paid to a nondisabled
worker in a nearby industry or surrounding community for essentially
the same type, quality, and quantity of work or work requiring comparable skills.
(5) "Residential habilitation center (RHC)" means a residential habilitation center operated by the developmental disabilities division.
(6) "Work program" means a directed vocational activity or series
of related activities provided on a systematic, organized basis for developing and maintaining individual resident work skills, and providing
remuneration to resident employees. Work programs must result in:
(a) Benefit to the economy of the facility; or
(b) A contribution to the facility's maintenance; or
(c) Produce articles or services for sale.
NEW SECTION
WAC 275-41--015 ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW WORK
PROGRAMS. The requirements of RCW 43.20A.445 shall be followed before the department establishes new residential habilitation
center work programs.
NEW SECTION
WAC 275-41--020 PROTECTION OF RESIDENTS. (I) When
a resident participates in a work program, the resident shall be employed in work and subjected to work conditions where reasonable precautions are taken to ensure the resident's health and safety.
(2) Resident work programs shall be consistent with the resident's
individual habilitation plan objectives.

Chapter 2 I 2-56A WAC
CHILD DAY CARE CENTERS AND FAMILY
CHILD DAY CARE HOMES-STANDARDS FOR
FIRE PROTECTION

NEW SECTION
WAC 275-41--025 COMPENSATION FOR PERSONS PARTICIPATING IN WORK PROGRAMS. (I) The department shall
compensate a person participating in a work program at the prevailing
minimum wage except when an appropriate certificate has been obtained by the RHC or contract program in accordance with current
regulations and guidelines issued under the Fair Labor Standards Act
(29 CFR Ch. V, 525 and 529) as amended.
(2) The department shall not be required to compensate a person
participating in the shared domiciliary activities of maintaining the
person's own immediate household or residence.

PART A
CHILD DAY CARE CENTERS AND FAMILY
CHILD DAY CARE HOMES
NEW SECTION
WAC 2 I 2-56A-OO I PURPOSE. The purpose of
this regulation is to implement minimum requirements
for fire and life safety for child day care centers and
family child day care homes, requiring state fire marshal
approval under chapter 74.15 RCW.

WSR 91-11-001
PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

NEW SECTION

[Order 91--05-Filed May 2, 1991, 9:49 a.m.]

WAC 212-56A-005 DEFINITIONS. The following definitions shall apply when used in this regulation.
When terms are not defined, they shall have their ordinary accepted meanings within the context with which
they are used.

Date of Adoption: April 30, 1991.
Purpose: To repeal chapter 212-54 WAC, Day care
centers and day treatment centers, standards for fire
protection; and chapter 212-55 WAC, Mini-day care
[ 19
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this section, may have their use continued without compliance with this regulation, provided that such continued use is not dangerous to life, as determined by the
state fire marshal.

(I) "Approved" as to fire protection systems, assemblies, and devices means approved by the state fire marshal as the result of tests conducted by him; or by reason
of accepted principles or tests by national authorities,
technical or scientific organizations.
(2) "Building official" is the designated authority
charged with the administration and enforcement of the
Uniform Building Code, or his duly authorized
representative.
(3) "Child" means a person eighteen years of age and
under.
(4) "Exit" is a continuous and unobstructed means of
egress to a public way and shall include intervening
aisles, doors, doorways, corridors, exterior exit balconies,
ramps, stairways, smokeproof enclosures, horizontal exits, exit passageways, exit courts, and yards.
(5) "Family abode" means a single dwelling unit and
accessory buildings occupied for living purposes by a
family which provides permanent provisions for living,
sleeping, eating, cooking, and sanitation.
(6) "Family child day care home" is a child day care
facility, licensed by the state, located in the family abode
of the person or persons under whose direct care and supervision the child is placed, for the care of twelve or
fewer children, including children who reside at the
home.
(7) "Fire official" means the person or agency appointed by the governing body of each city, town, or
county for the administration and enforcement of the
Uniform Fire Code.
(8) "Heat detector" means an approved device which
detects abnormally high temperatures or rate of temperature rise.
(9) "Infant" means a child under the age of one year.
(IO) "Licensing agency" means the Washington state
department of social and health services.
( 11) "Child day care," for the purposes of these regulations, means the care of children during any period of
a twenty-four-hour day.
(I 2) "Child day care center" means an agency which
provides care for any numbe~ of children out.side t~e
abode of the licensee or for thirteen or more children m
the abode of the licensee.
(13) "Smoke detector" is an approved device that
senses visible or invisible particles of combustion. The
detector shall bear a label or other identification issued
by an approved testing agency having a service for inspection of materials and workmanship at the factory
during fabrication and assembly.
(14) "State building code" means the state building
code as adopted by the state building code council.
(15) "State fire marshal" means the director of fire
protection services division or his/her authorized
representative.

NEW SECTION
WAC 212-56A-015 INSPECTIONS AND APPROVAL. (I) Facilities with six or fewer children. The
office of state fire marshal will not inspect facilities with
six or fewer children.
(2) Family child day care homes and facilities with
seven to twelve children. Family child day care homes
and facilities with seven to twelve children will be inspected prior to initial licensure. No other inspections
will be scheduled except for compliance to the initial inspection, complaints, or on request of the licensing
agency.
(3) Facilities with more than twelve children. Upon
receipt of an application for a new license, or at least
ninety days prior to the expiration date of a current license for a facility which has not been previously inspected by the state fire marshal, the licensing agency
shall submit a written request for inspection to the state
fire marshal for facilities with over twelve children. The
state fire marshal or his/her designated representative
shall inspect the facility. If the facility fails to meet the
requirements contained in this regulation, a written report shall be made to the applicant or licensee, indicating the violations noted, corrective action required, and a
reasonable time schedule for correcting the violations
noted. Upon expiration of the time specified for correction of the violations, the state fire marshal shall ensure
that a reinspection is made to determine whether violations have been corrected.
(4) Upon completion of the inspection if facility is
found to be in compliance with this regulation, notification of approval shall be forwarded to the licensing
agency, and a copy of the inspection report shall be forwarded to the applicant or licensee.
(5) The state fire marshal may designate another person or agency to conduct the inspection.
NEW SECTION
WAC 212-56A-020 RIGHT OF APPEAL. Any
person who may be aggrieved by the application of these
rules may seek a review within thirty days of such action
under the following procedure:
(I) The first level of evaluation is to the deputy state
fire marshal who issued the order. This evaluation may
be verbal or in writing. However, the results of the communications and the determination must be in writing,
with copies provided to the aggrieved person and the fire
protection services division. If the aggrieved person is
aggrieved by the results of the evaluation, a reevaluation
may be addressed to the chief deputy state fire marshal.
If, within five days of receipt of the evaluation findings,
no written request is addressed to the chief deputy state
fire marshal, the order shall remain in force.
(2) The second level of evaluation is to the chief deputy state fire marshal of the technical services unit. If,
within five days of receipt of the written response of the

NEW SECTION
RECOMPLIANCE
WAC 212-56A-OIO
QUIRED. All child day care centers and family child
day care homes, licensed previous to final adoption of
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(a) Two exit stairways from the second story open directly to the exterior of the building without entering the
first floor; or
(b) One of the two required exits discharges directly
to the exterior from the second story level, and a selfclosing door is installed at the top or bottom of the interior stair leading to the floor below; or
(c) A residential sprinkler system is provided
throughout the entire building in accordance with National Fire Protection Association Standard l 3D and
two exits.
(6) Distance to exits shall not exceed those per Section 3303(d), State Building Code.
(7) Sleeping or napping rooms shall have doors leading to two separate exit ways, or a door leading directly
to the exterior of the building.
(8) Basements in dwelling units and every sleeping or
napping room shall have at least one operable window or
door approved for emergency escape or rescue which
shall open directly into a public street, public alley, yard,
or exit court. The units shall be operable from the inside
to provide a full clear opening without the use of separate tools.
All escape or rescue windows shall have a minimum
net clear openable area of 5.7 square feet. The minimum
net clear openable height dimension shall be twenty-four
inches. The minimum net clear openable width dimension shall be twenty inches. When windows are provided
as a means of escape or rescue they shall have a finished
sill height not more than forty-four inches above the
floor.
Bars, grilles, grates, or similar devices may be installed on an emergency escape or rescue windows or
doors, provided:
(a) Such devices are equipped with approved release
mechanisms which are openable from the inside without
the use of a key or special knowledge or effort; and
(b) The building is equipped with smoke detectors installed in accordance with Section 1210, State Building
Code.
(9) The swing and opening force of exit doors shall be
in accordance with Section 3304(b), State Building
Code. The door latch shall release when subjected to a
fifteen-pound force, and the door shall be set in motion
when subjected to a thirty-pound force. The door shall
swing to full open position when subjected to fifteenpound force. Forces shall be applied to the latch side.
(10) Exit doors shall be openable from the inside
without the use of keys or any special knowledge or
effort.
(I I) Obstructions shall not be placed in the required
width of an exit except in corridors, handrails and doors,
when fully opened, shall not reduce the required width
by more than seven inches. Doors in any position shall
not reduce the required width by more than one-half.
Other nonstructural projections such as trim and similar
decorative features may project into the required width
one and one-half inches on each side.
( 12) No space which is accessible only by ladder,
folding stairs or trap doors, shall be used for family child
day care purposes.

evaluation by the chief deputy state fire marshal, no
further appeal is addressed to the state fire marshal, the
order shall remain in force.
(3) If the aggrieved person is not satisfied with the
determination of the chief deputy state fire marshal, he
or she may appeal to the state fire marshal within five
days of receipt of the written response of the evaluation
by the chief deputy state fire marshal.
(4) Should the above informal appeals process leave
the aggrieved person aggrieved, he or she may further
appeal per chapter 34.05 RCW.
PART B
FAMILY CHILD DAY CARE HOMESSTANDARDS FOR FIRE PROTECTION
NEW SECTION
WAC 212-56A-030 OCCUPANCY RESTRICTIONS. (I) Any family abode used for child day care
purposes for fewer than thirteen children shall be considered a Group R Division 3 occupancy per the State
Building Code. For occupancy separation see Table No.
5-B, State Building Code.
(2) Stairs, exits, and smokeproof enclosures shall be
as specified in Chapter 33, State Building Code.
Exception:

Only one exit door per floor from a family child day care
home need be of the pivoted or side hinged swinging type.
Approved sliding doors may be used for other exits.

(3) For family child day care homes with more than
six children, each floor level used for family child day
care purposes shall be served by two separate exits.
Outside exit doors shall be operable from the inside
without the use of keys or any special knowledge or
effort.
(4) Basements located more than four feet below
grade level shall not be used for family child day care
homes unless one of the following conditions exists:
(a) Exit stairways from the basement open directly to
the exterior of the building without entering the first
floor; or
(b) One of the two required exits discharges directly
to the exterior from the basement level, and a self-closing door is installed at the top or bottom of the interior
stair leading to the floor above; or
(c) One of the two required exits is an operable window or door, approved for emergency escape or rescue,
that opens directly to a public street, public alley, yard,
or exit court; or
(d) A residential sprinkler system is provided
throughout the entire building in accordance with National Fire Protection Association Standard 13D and
two exits are provided.
(5) Floors located more than four feet above grade
level shall not be occupied by children in family child
day care homes.
Exception #1:
Exception #2:
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Use of toilet facilities while under supervision of a
staff person.
Family child day care homes may be allowed on the
second story if one of the following conditions exists:
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( 13) Every bathroom door lock shall be designed to
permit the opening of the locked door from the outside
in an emergency, and the opening device shall be readily
accessible to the staff.
(14) Every closet door latch shall be such that children can open the door from inside the closet.
(l 5) Exits shall be provided and maintained as per the
State Building Code and this regulation.

specified for the battery operated smoke detector shall
be maintained upon the premises.
(I 0) Single station smoke detectors shall be tested at
monthly intervals or in a manner specified by the manufacturer. Records of such testing shall be maintained
upon the premises.
NEW SECTION
WAC 212-56A-045 ALTERNATE MEANS OF
SOUNDING A FIRE ALARM. In addition to single
station smoke detectors, family child day care homes
shall provide an alternate means for sounding a fire
alarm. A police type whistle or similar device is adequate for meeting this requirement: PROVIDED, That
whatever method is selected shall be limited to an evacuation emergency only.

NEW SECTION
WAC 212-56A-035
HAZARDOUS AREAS.
Rooms or spaces containing a commercial-type kitchen,
boiler, maintenance shop, janitor closet, laundry, woodworking shop, flammable or combustible storage, painting operation, or parking garage shall be separated from
the family child day care home or means of egress by an
occupancy separation wall per Section 503, the State
Building Code.
Exception:

NEW SECTION
WAC 212-56A-050 FIRE EXTINGUISHER. (I)
At least one approved 2A, IOB:C rated fire extinguisher
shall be provided on each occupied floor level. Such extinguishers shall be located in the normal path of egress.
The maximum travel distance to an extinguisher shall
not exceed seventy-five feet.
(2) Portable fire extinguishers shall be installed and
maintained as per Section I0.301(a) and 10.303, the
State Building Code.
(3) Fire extinguishers shall be operationally ready for
use at all times.
(4) Fire extinguishers shall be mounted in the bracket
provided for this purpose so that the top of the extinguisher is not more than five feet above the floor.
(5) Fire extinguishers shall receive annual maintenance certification by a firm specializing in such work
and licensed to do business in the state of Washington.
Maintenance means a thorough check of the extinguisher to include examination of (a) mechanical parts, (b)
extinguishing agent, and (c) expelling means.

An occupancy separation wall shall not be required where
the food preparation kitchen contains only a domestic
cooking range and the preparation of food does not result
in the production of smoke or grease laden vapors. Cooking must be limited to the warming of food.

NEW SECTION
WAC 212-56A-040 SINGLE STATION SMOKE
DETECTORS. (I) In family child day care homes detectors shall be located in all sleeping and napping areas.
(2) In family child day care homes with more than
one story, and in family child day care homes with
basements, a detector shall be installed on each story
and in the basement in addition to sleeping and napping
rooms.
(3) In family child day care homes where a story or
basement is split into two or more levels, the smoke detector shall be installed in the upper level, except that
when the lower level contains a sleeping or napping area,
a detector shall be located on each level in addition to
sleeping and napping rooms.
(4) When sleeping rooms are on an upper level, the
detector shall be placed at the ceiling of the upper level
in close proximity to the stairway in addition to sleeping
and napping rooms.
(5) In family child day care homes where the ceiling
height of a room open to the hallway serving the sleeping or napping rooms exceeds that of the hallway by
twenty-four inches or more, smoke detectors shall be installed in the hallway and the adjacent room.
( 6) Detectors shall sound an alarm audible in all areas
of the building.
(7) In new construction, required smoke detectors
shall receive their primary power from the building wiring when such wiring is served from a commercial
source. Wiring shall be permanent and without a disconnecting switch other than those required for overcurrent protection.
(8) Smoke detectors may be battery operated when
installed in existing buildings, or in buildings without
commercial power.
(9) Where battery operated smoke detectors are installed~ at least one extra battery of the type and size

NEW SECTION
WAC 2 I 2-56A-055 FIRE PREVENTION. (I)
Furnace rooms shall be maintained free of lint, grease
and rubbish accumulations and suitably isolated, enclosed, or protected.
(2) Flammable or combustible materials shall be
stored away from exits and in areas which are not accessible to children. Combustible rubbish shall not be
allowed to accumulate and shall be removed from the
building or stored in closed, metal containers.
(3) Open-flame devices capable of igniting clothing
shall not be left on, unattended, or used in a manner
which could result in an accidental ignition of children's
clothing. Candles ·shall not be used.
(4) All electrical circuits, devices, and appliances shall
be properly maintained. Circuits shall not be overloaded.
Extension cords and multiplug adapters shall not be used
in lieu of permanent wiring and proper receptacles.
(5) The use of portable space heaters of any kind is
prohibited.
(6) A poster, obtained from the department of community development, fire protection services division, life
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safety unit, shall be posted where visible to parents when
dropping off and picking up children. The purpose of
this poster is to involve parents in the fire and life safety
of their children when at the facility'.
(7) All waste generated shall be removed from the
building daily, and disposed of in a safe manner outside
the building. All containers used for the disposal of
waste material shall be of noncombustible or other approved materials with tops.
(8) Electrical motors shall be kept dust free.
(9) A flashlight shall be available for use as an emergency power source.
(I 0) Approved numbers or addresses shall be placed
on all .new and existing homes in such a position as to be
plainly visible and legible from the street or road fronting the property. Said numbers shall contrast with their
background.
(11) Fireplaces, woodstoves, similar devices, and their
connections shall be approved by the local building official. Such devices shall be cleaned, maintained, and inspected on at least an annual basis by a person or firm
specializing in such work and licensed to do business in
the state of Washington.
(12) Where open flames and/or hot surfaces are accessible, approved barriers shall be erected to prevent
children from coming in contact with the open flames
and/or hot surfaces.
( 13) Electrical outlets shall be protected to prevent
accidental shock hazards to children.
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NEW SECTION
WAC 212-56A-075 STAFF TRAINING. The licensee and each member of the staff, employee, or assistant shall be familiar with all elements of the fire
evacuation plan and must be capable of accomplishing
the following:
(I) Operation of fire extinguishers installed on the
premises.
(2) Testing smoke detectors (single station types).
(3) Conducting frequent inspections of the home to
identify fire hazards, and taking remedial action to correct any hazards noted during the inspection. Inspection
forms are available from the state fire marshal. Such inspections should be conducted on a monthly basis and
records kept on the premises for review by the licensure
and/or deputy state fire marshal.
PARTC
CHILD DAY CARE CENTERS-ST ANDARDS
FOR FIRE PROTECTION
NEW SECTION
WAC 212-56A-080 OCCUPANCY RESTRICTIONS. ( 1) Child day care centers shall not be located
above or below the first story.
Exception:

NEW SECTION
SPRINKLER SYSTEM
WAC 212-56A-060
MAINTENAN CE. Sprinkler systems, if installed, shall
be tested on an annual basis by a person or agency
qualified by licensure. The results of the system test shall
be documented on forms provided by the state fire marshal and submitted to the state fire marshal prior to the
licensing date.

(a) Rooms on floors which have exits to the exterior of the
building no more than four feet of vertical travel from the
floor level to the level of the exterior finished surface of
the ground, paving, or sidewalk.
(b) In buildings equipped with an automatic sprinkler
system throughout, rooms used for child day care purposes may be located on the second story, provided there are
at least two exits directly into separate exiting systems as
defined in Section 33 I 9(a), the State Building Code.
(c) Child day care centers may be located above the second story provided:

(i) They shall be in buildings equipped with an automatic sprinkler system throughout; and
(ii) They shall be in buildings of Type I or Type I I
fire-resistive construction; and
(iii) Child day care centers above the fourth floor
shall not have more than twelve children per floor; and
(iv) The entire story on which the child day care facility is located is equipped with an approved fire alarm
and smoke detection system as set forth in the State
Building Code. Actuation of the system shall sound an
alarm audible throughout the entire story; and
(v) The child day care facility is divided into not less
than two areas of approximately the same size, separated from each other by not less than one-hour fire-resistive construction. Openings between the two areas
shall be protected by automatic-closi ng fire assemblies,
having a fire-protection rating of not less than twenty
minutes, which will close automatically upon activation
of the fire alarm or detection systems; and
(vi) Each area is provided with air-moving equipment
independent of that serving the other; and
(vii) Each area has not less than two exits, one of
which is permitted to be through the adjoining area; and
(viii) The exits from the child day care facility shall
be into separate exiting systems as defined in Section
3319, the State Building Code.

NEW SECTION
EVACUATIO N
FIRE
WAC 212-56A-065
PLAN. Each facility shall develop a written fire evacuation plan. The plan shall include the following:
(I) Action to take by the person discovering a fire.
(2) Method of sounding an alarm on the premises.
(3) Action to take for evacuation of the building and
assuring accountability of the children.
( 4) Action to take pending arrival of the fire
department.
(5) An evacuation floor plan, identifying exit doors
and windows.
NEW SECTION
EVACUATIO N
FIRE
WAC 212-56A-070
be conducted at
shall
drill
evacuation
DRILL. A fire
least once each month. A written record shall be maintained on the premises indicating the date, time, and
other required entries on the form. Such forms are
available from the state fire marshal and the department
of social and health services.
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(3) Child day care facilities shall be considered a
Group E Division 3 Occupancy. For occupancy separation see Table No. 5-B, the State Building Code.
( 4) Each floor level used for a child day care center
shall be served by at least two separate exits. Distance to
exits shall not exceed those per Section 3303(d), the
State Building Code.
(5) The swing and opening force of exit doors shall be
as per Section 3304(b), the State Building Code. The
door latch shall release when subjected to a fifteenpound force, and the door shall be set in motion when
subjected to a thirty-pound force. The door shall swing
to full open position when subjected to fifteen-pound
force. Forces shall be applied to the latch side.
(6) Exit doors from rooms having an occupant load of
fifty or more and from corridors shall be equipped with
panic hardware. Other exit doors shall be openable from
the inside without the use of keys or any special knowledge or effort.
(7) Basements shall not be used for child day care
centers unless:
(a) Exit stairways from the basement open directly to
the exterior of the building without entering the first
floor; or
(b) One of the two required exits discharges directly
to the exterior from the basement level, and a self-closing door is installed at the top or bottom of the interior
stair leading to the floor above; or
(c) One operable window or door, approved for emergency escape or rescue, opens directly to a public street,
public alley, yard, or exit court; or
(d) An approved sprinkler system, not otherwise required, is provided throughout the entire building.
(8) Obstructions shall not be placed in the required
width of an exit.
Exception:

Corridors, handrails and doors, when fully opened, shall
not reduce the required width by more than seven inches.
Doors in any position shall not reduce the required width
by more than one-half. Other nonstructural projections
such as trim and similar decorative features may project
into the required width one and one-half inches on each
side.

(9) No space shall be used which is accessible only by
ladder, folding stairs, or trap doors.
(10) Every closet door latch shall be such that children can open the door from inside the closet.
(11) Every bathroom door Jock shall be designed to
permit the opening of the Jocked door from the outside
in an emergency, and the opening device shall be readily
accessible to the staff.
(12) Emergency lighting shall be provided in child
day care centers in the following areas:
(a) In all interior stairs and corridors.
(b) In all normally occupied spaces, except for administrative areas, mechanical rooms, and storage areas.
(c) In flexible and open plan buildings or areas.
(d) In all portions of buildings that are interior or
windowless.
(13) Exits shall be provided and maintained as per the
State Building Code, and this regulation. Fire doors, exit
lights, corridor lighting, door latches, and exit hardware

shall be maintained operationally ready for use at all
times.
ReYiser's note: The typographical error in the above section occurred in the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register
pursuant to the requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

NEW SECTION
WAC 212-56A-085
HAZARDOUS AREAS.
Rooms or spaces containing a commercial-type kitchen,
boiler, maintenance shop, janitor closet, laundry, woodworking shop, flammable or combustible storage, parking garage, or painting operation shall be separated from
the child day care center or means of egress by an occupancy separation wall per Section 503, the State Building Code.
Exception:

An occupancy separation wall shall not be required where
the food preparation kitchen contains only a domestic
cooking range and the preparation of food does not result
in the production of smoke or grease laden vapors. Cooking must be limited to the warming of food.

NEW SECTION
WAC 212-56A-090 ·SLEEPING AND NAPPING
ROOMS. (I) Basements and every sleeping or napping
room below the fourth story shall have at least one operable window or door approved for emergency escape or
rescue which shall open directly into a public street,
public alley, yard, or exit court. The units shall be operable from the inside to provide a full clear opening
without the use of separate tools.
(2) All escape or rescue windows shall have a minimum net clear openable area of 5.7 square feet. The
minimum net clear openable height dimension shall be
twenty-four inches. The minimum net clear openable
width dimension shall be twenty inches. When windows
are provided as a means of escape or rescue they shall
have a finished sill height not more than forty-four
inches above the floor.
(3) Bars, grilles, grates, or similar devices may be installed on an emergency escape or rescue windows or
doors, provided:
(a) Such devices are equipped with approved release
mechanisms which are openable from the inside without
the use of a key or special knowledge or effort; and
(b) The building is equipped with smoke detectors installed in accordance with Section 1210, State Building
Code.
NEW SECTION
WAC 212-56A-095 SINGLE STATION SMOKE
DETECTORS. (I) Child day care centers not required
to have an electrically supervised fire alarm system, shall
be provided with at least one approved single station
smoke detector installed and maintained as per Section
1210, the State Building Code. Additional detectors are
required in the corridor or passageway providing access
to sleeping or napping rooms and shall be required at
other locations as determined by the state fire marshal.
(2) Detectors shall be located in all sleeping and napping areas.
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(3) When the child day care center has more than one
story, and in child day care centers with basements, a
detector shall be installed on each story and in the basement in addition to sleeping and napping areas.
( 4) Where a story or basement is split into two or
more levels, the smoke detector shall be installed in the
upper level in addition to sleeping and napping areas.
Exception:

When the lower level contains a sleeping or napping area,
a detector shall be located on each level.

(5) When sleeping rooms are on an upper level, the
detector shall be placed at the ceiling of the upper level
in close proximity to the stairway in addition to sleeping
and napping areas.
(6) Where the ceiling height of a room open to the
hallway serving the sleeping or napping rooms exceeds
that of the hallway by twenty-four inches or more,
smoke detectors shall be installed in the hallway and the
adjacent room.
(7) Detectors shall sound an alarm audible in all areas
of the building.
(8) In new construction, required smoke detectors
shall receive their primary power froni the building wiring when such wiring is served from a commercial
source. Wiring shall be permanent and without a disconnecting switch other than those required for overcurrent protection.
(9) Smoke detectors may be battery operated when
installed in existing buildings, or in buildings without
commercial power.
(IO) Where battery operated smoke detectors are installed, at least one extra battery of the type and size
specified for the battery operated smoke detector shall
be maintained upon the premises.
( 11) Single station smoke detectors shall be tested at
monthly intervals or in a manner specified by the manufacturer. Records of such testing shall be maintained
upon the premises.
NEW SECTION
WAC 212-56A-100 ALTERNATE METHOD
FOR ALARM. Child day care centers not otherwise required to have an electrically supervised fire alarm system shall provide, in addition to single station smoke detectors, an alternate means for sounding a fire alarm. A
police type whistle or similar device is adequate for
meeting this requirement: PROVIDED, That whatever
method is selected shall be limited to an evacuation
emergency only.
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upon the means of egress. Smoke detectors and heat detectors shall be electrically interconnected to the fire
alarm system.
(3) Sprinkler systems shall be electrically interconnected with the fire alarm system.
(4) The fire alarm system shall include an alarm
mounted on the exterior of the building.
(5) The fire alarm system control panel shall be
equipped with an approved secondary power supply.
(6) Fire alarm systems shall be tested at monthly intervals. Automatic fire detectors shall be inspected annually. The inspection shall be conducted by a person or
agency qualified by experience, training, or licensure.
The results of the system test or inspections shall be
maintained on the premises, preferably at the system
control panel, or other location approved by the state fire
marshal.
NEW SECTION
WAC 212-56A-110 FIRE EXTINGUISHER. (I)
At least one approved 2A, IOB:C rated fire extinguisher
shall be provided on each occupied floor level.
(2) Such extinguishers shall be located in the normal
path of egress.
(3) The maximum travel distance to an extinguisher
shall not exceed seventy-five feet.
(4) Portable fire extinguishers shall be installed and
maintained as per Section 10.301 (a) and 10.303, State
Building Code.
(5) Fire extinguishers shall be operationaJly ready for
use at all times.
(6) Fire extinguishers shall be mounted in the bracket
provided for this purpose so that the top of the extinguisher is not more than five feet above the floor.
(7) Fire extinguishers shall receive annual maintenance certification by a firm specializing in such work
and licensed to do business in the state of Washington.
Maintenance means a thorough check of the extinguisher to include examination of (a) mechanical parts, (b)
extinguishing agent, and (c) expelling means.
NEW SECTION
WAC 212-56A-115 FIRE PREVENTION. (!)
Furnace rooms shall be maintained free of lint, grease,
and rubbish accumulations; and suitably isolated, enclosed, or protected.
(2) Flammable or combustible materials shall be
stored away from exits and in areas which are not accessible to children. Combustible rubbish shall not be
allowed to accumulate and shall be removed from the
building or stored in closed, metal containers.
(3) Open-flame devices capable of igniting clothing
shall not be left on, unattended, or used in a manner
which could result in an accidental ignition of children's
clothing. Candles shall not be used.
( 4) All electrical circuits, devices, and appliances shall
be properly maintained. Circuits shall not be overloaded.
Extension cords and multiplug adapters shall not be used
in lieu of permanent wiring and proper receptacles.
(5) The use of portable space heaters of any kind is
prohibited.

NEW SECTION
WAC 212-56A-l05 FIRE ALARM SYSTEM. (I)
An approved electrically supervised fire alarm system
shall be installed in each child day care center having an
occupant load of fifty or more, or where the child day
care center is located within a building of another occupancy, or where the day care center, or any portion
thereof, is located above or below the grade level.
(2) Smoke detectors shall be installed in corridors or
passageways providing access to rooms used for sleeping
or napping purposes. Heat detectors may be required by
the state fire marshal in hazardous areas which enter
I 2s J
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(6) A poster, obtained from the department of community development, fire protection services division, life
safety unit, shall be posted where visible to parents when
dropping off and picking up children. The purpose of
this poster is to involve parents in the fire and life safety
of their children when at the facility.
(7) All waste generated shall be removed from the
building daily, and disposed of in a safe manner outside
the building. All containers used for the disposal of
waste material shall be of noncombustible or other approved materials with tops.
(8) Electrical motors shall be kept dust free.
(9) A flashlight shall be available for use as an emergency power source.
(10) Approved numbers or addresses shall be placed
on all new and existing homes in such a position as to be
plainly visible and legible from the street or road fronting the property. Said numbers shall contrast with their
background.
( 11) Fireplaces, woodstoves, similar devices, and their
connections shall be approved by the local building official. Such devices shall be cleaned, maintained, and inspected on at least an annual basis by a person or firm
specializing in such work and licensed to do business in
the state of Washington.
(12) Where open flames and/or hot surfaces are accessible, approved barriers shall be erected to prevent
children from coming in contact with the open flames
and/or hot surfaces.
( 13) Electrical outlets shall be protected to prevent
accidental shock hazards to children.

available from the state fire marshal and the department
of social and health services.
NEW SECTION
WAC 212-56A-135 STAFF TRAINING. The licensee and each member of the staff, employee, or assistant shall be familiar with all elements of the fire
evacuation plan and must be capable of accomplishing
the following:
(I) Operation of fire extinguishers installed on the
premises.
(2) Resetting the fire alarm system (if installed).
Note:

The fire alarm system should not be reset without the permission of the fire department.

(3) Testing smoke detectors (single station types).
(4) Conducting frequent inspections of the facility to
identify fire hazards, and taking remedial action to correct any hazards noted during the inspection. Inspection
forms are available from the state fire marshal. Such inspections should be conducted on a monthly basis and
records kept on the premises for review by the licensure
and/or deputy state fire marshal.
PART D
CHILD DAY CARE CENTERS AND FAMILY
CHILD DAY CARE HOMES
NEW SECTION

SPRINKLER SYSTEM
WAC 212-56A-120
MAINTENANCE. Sprinkler systems, if installed, shall
be tested on an annual basis by a person or agency
qualified by Iicensure. The results of the system test shall
be documented on forms provided by the state fire marshal and submitted to the state fire marshal prior to the
licensing date.

WAC 212-56A-l40 ALTERNATE METHODS.
The state fire marshal may modify any of the provisions
of this regulation upon application in writing by the
owner or licensee or his duly authorized representative,
where there are practical difficulties in carrying out the
strict letter of this regulation. The particulars of such
modification may be granted or allowed: PROVIDED,
That it does not create a condition that is dangerous to
life. The decision of the state fire marshal shall be entered upon the record, and a signed copy shall be furnished the owner or licensee.

NEW SECTION

REPEALER

NEW SECTION

The following chapter of the Washington Administrative Code is repealed:

EVACUATION
FIRE
WAC 212-56A-125
PLAN. Each facility shall develop a written fire evacuation plan. The plan shall include the following:
( 1) Action to take by the person discovering a fire.
(2) Method of sounding an alarm on the premises.
(3) Action to take for evacuation of the building and
assuring accountability of the children.
( 4) Action to take pending arrival of the fire
department.
(5) An evacuation floor plan, identifying exit doors
and windows.

WAC 212-54-001 PURPOSE.
WAC 212-54-005 DEFINITIONS.
WAC 212-54-010 COMPLIANCE REQUIRED.
WAC 212-54-015 INSPECTIONS AND
APPROVAL.
WAC 212-54-020 RIGHT OF APPEAL.
WAC 212-54-025 CONTACT WITH LOCAL
BUILDING AND FIRE OFFICIALS.
WAC 212-54-030 OCCUPANCY
RESTRICTIONS.
WAC 212-54-035 HAZARDOUS AREAS.
WAC 212-54-040 EXITS.
WAC 212-54-045 SLEEPING AND NAPPING
ROOMS.
WAC 212-54-050 SINGLE STATION SMOKE
DETECTORS.

NEW SECTION
EVACUATION
FIRE
WAC 212-56A-130
DRILL. A fire evacuation drill shall be conducted at
least once each month. A written record shall be maintained on the premises indicating the date, time, and
other required entries on the form. Such forms are
[ 26)
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WAC 212-54-055
ALARM.
WAC 212-54-060
WAC 212-54-065
WAC 212-54-070
WAC 212-54-075
WAC 212-54-080
WAC 212-54-085
WAC 212-54-090
WAC 212-54-095
WAC 212-54-100

ALTERNATE METHOD FOR
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Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting
and Implementation: Les Jaster, 711 Capitol Way, #400,
Olympia, (206) 586-7150; and Enforcement: Ed Faker,
711 Capitol Way, #400, Olympia, (206) 753-5579.
Name of Proponent: Department of Revenue,
governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or
state court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: This rule provides tax reporting information to
persons selling motor vehicle fuels, special fuels, and
nonpollutant fuels. Retail sales tax does not apply if the
taxes of chapters 82.36 and 82.38 RCW apply to the
sale of the fuel. In addition, fuel purchased by interstate
commerce carriers for use outside Washington is not
taxable under RCW 82.08.0255. This rule now adds a
certificate by which a seller may document these sales.
Department of licensing has considered persons hauling
their own products as coming under RCW 82.08.0255.
This rule now accepts this interpretation. This is a
change in tax position.
Proposal does not change existing rules.
No small business economic impact statement 1s required for this proposal by chapter 19.85 RCW.
The Department of Revenue has reviewed administrative provisions contained in this rule in order to lessen
the economic impact on small businesses. A small business economic impact statement is not required for the
following reason(s): No economic impact. This rule has
no identifiable administrative impact.
Hearing Location: Evergreen Plaza Building, 2nd
Floor Conference Room, 711 Capitol Way South,
Olympia, WA, on June 26, 1991, at 10:00 a.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Les Jaster, Rules Coordinator, Department of Revenue, Interpretation and
Appeals, General Administration Building, Mailstop
AX-02, FAX 586-7603, Olympia, Washington 98504,
by June 26, 1991.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 11, 1991.
May 2, 1991
Edward L. Faker
Assistant Director

FIRE ALARM SYSTEM.
FIRE EXTINGUISHER.
FIRE PREVENTION.
MAINTENANCE.
FIRE EVACUATION PLAN.
FIRE EVACUATION DRILL.
STAFF TRAINING.
ALTERNATE METHODS.
SEVERABILITY.

REPEALER
The following chapter of the Washington Administrative Code is repealed:
WAC 212-55-001 PURPOSE.
WAC 212-55-005 DEFINITIONS.
WAC 212-55-010 COMPLIANCE REQUIRED.
WAC 212-55-015 INSPECTIONS AND
APPROVAL.
WAC 212-55-020 RIGHT OF APPEAL.
WAC 212-55-025 CONTACT WITH LOCAL
BUILDING AND FIRE OFFICIALS.
WAC 212-55-030 OCCUPANCY
RESTRICTIONS.
WAC 212-55-035 HAZARDOUS AREAS.
WAC 212-55-040 EXITS.
WAC 212-55-045 SLEEPING AND NAPPING
ROOMS.
WAC 212-55-050 AUTOMATIC SMOKE
DETECTION.
WAC 212-55-055 ALARM IN CASE OF FIRE.
WAC 212-55-060 FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.
WAC 212-55-065 FIRE PREVENTION.
WAC 212-55-070 MAINTENANCE.
WAC 212-55-075 FIRE EVACUATION PLAN.
WAC 212-55-080 FIRE EVACUATION DRILL.
WAC 212-55-085 STAFF TRAINING.
WAC 212-55-090 ALTERNATE METHODS.
WAC 212-55-095 SEVERABILITY.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order ET 83-6, filed
8/23/83)

DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

WAC 458-20--126 SALES OF MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL
((7'-N-6)) 1 SPECIAL FUELS, AND NONPOLLUTANT FUEL.

PROPOSED RULES

((~))ill MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL AND SPECIAL FUELS~((~

[Filed May 2, 1991, 10:49 a.m.]

hctcin the tc1111 "ychiclc fuel" 111cans)) "Motor vehicle fuel" as ((dcv
fined in chaptc1 82.36 RCW and)) used Tiilhis section means gasoline
or any other inflammable gas or liquid the chief use of which is as fuel
for the propulsion of motor vehicles. (See RCW 82.36.010). "Special
fuels" as ((defined in chaptc1 82.38 REW)) used in this section means
all combustible gases and liquids suitable for the generation of power
for propulsion of motor vehicles, except that it does not include motor
vehicle fuel as defined above. (See RCW 82.38.020). Diesel fuel is an
example of a special fuel.
1!l The retail sales tax: does not apply to the following:
~ales of motor vehicle fuel on which the tax: of chapter 82.36
RCW is paid((,-nor-to)),
.illl..§.ales of special fuel((s)) when sold for use as fuel in propelling
motor vehicles upon the public highways in this state and on which the
special fuel tax ((or)) of chapter 82.38 RCW is paid. Payment of the
annual fee in lieu ((thc1cof in the case of cc1 Lain nonpollutant fuels))
of the special fuel tax: on natural gas and propane, RCW 82.38.075,

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: Amending WAC 458-20-126 Sales of
motor vehicle fuel and special fuels.
.
Purpose: Provide excise tax reporting information of
persons selling motor vehicle fuels, special fuels (diesel),
and nonpollutant fuel (propane).
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 82.32.300.
Statute Being Implemented: Title 82 RCW.
Summary: The rule is being amended to provide tax
reporting information to persons selling propane. The
rule also will provide an example of a certificate which a
seller may use for documentation of sales of diesel to interstate commerce carriers.
127)
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constitutes payment of the special fuel tax imposed by chapter 82.38
R CW ( (;-is-plrid)).
((I lowcvc1, except fo1 the fu1thc1 sales and use tax cxcntptions ex
plained in this Ible,)) fil..!he retail sales tax or use tax applies to sales
and uses of motor vehicle fuel or special fuel ((upon which)) when the
taxes of chapter 82.36 or 82.38 RCW have not been paid or ((such
tncs)) have been refunded.
i£l. By reason of special exemptions contained in RCW 82.08.0255
the retail sales tax does not apply to sales of special fuel delivered in
this state which is ((subsequently)) later transported and used outside
this state by persons engaged in interstate commerce. This exemption
also applies to persons hauling their own goods in interstate commerce.
EXEMPTION CERTIFICATE. Persons selling special fuel to interstate
carriers which comes within the foregoing exemption may obtain an
exemption certificate from the purchaser in substantially the following
form in order to document the entitlement to the exemption.
Certificate of Special Fuel Sales to Interstate Carriers
The undersigned hereby certifies that all the special fuel purchased
from the listed dealer will be purchased for transportation and use
outside of Washington by them as an interstate carrier and is entitled
to the exemption of RCW 82.08.0255 or will be used on highways in
Washington and the special fuel tax of chapter 82.38 RCW will be
paid.
Dealer:
Carrier:
Authorized Carrier Signature:
Title or office:
Date:
The above certificate must be renewed at intervals not to exceed four
years.
((:Mso;)) ~either the retail sales tax nor use tax applies to sales
or uses of motor vehicle fuel or special fuel purchased by private, nonprofit transportation providers certified under chapter 81.66 RCW,
who are entitled to fuel tax refund or exemption under chapter 82.36
or 82.38 RCW.
.{tl Persons selling special fuels on which the tax of chapter 82.38
RCW is not collected, except special fuel sold for use outside this state
by persons engaged in interstate commerce, or fuel sold to exempt certified transportation providers, are required to collect the retail sales
tax on retail sales thereof. ((PmchasclS of nonpollutant fuel tincluding
liquid and gaseous p1opanc) who ate 1cgistc1cd with the dcpa1lincut
and who take dcliuclics into bulk slot age facilities should get info1111a
Lion ft 0111 an office of the dcpa1 tntcnt 1cga1 ding special pr vu is ions fo1
such dclioclics.))

It is the intent of the law that all vehicle fuels, except special fuel
purchased in this state for use outside this state by interstate commerce carriers, or fuels sold to exempt certified transportation providers will be subject to either the vehicle fuel taxes (chapter 82.36 or
82.38 RCW) or else the sales or use taxes of the Revenue Act (chapter
82.08 or 82.12 RCW). The fuel taxes ((a1c applicable))~ to sales
of fuel for on-highway consumption. The sales or use tax ((is applica
bte)) applies to fuel sold for consumption off the highways (e.g., boat
fuel, or fuel for farm machinery, construction equipment, etc.).
ill When persons purchase motor vehicle fuel or special fuel upon
which either the fuel taxes of chapter 82.36 or 82.38 RCW have been
paid, but the fuel is consumed off the highways, such persons are entitled to a refund of these taxes under the procedures of ( (RCW 82.38
:+56)) chapter 82.36 or 82.38 RCW. However, persons receiving refund of vehicle fuel taxes because of their off-highway consumption of
the fuel in this state are subject to payment of the use tax of chapter
82.12 RCW on the value of the fuel. The director of the department of
licensing administers the fuel tax refund provisions and will deduct
from the amount of any such refunds the amount of use tax due.
(2) NONPOLLUTANT FUEL. RCW 82.38.075 provides for payment of
an annual fee by users of nonpollutant fuel (natural gas and liguified
petroleum gas, commonly called propane) in lieu of motor vehicle fuel
tax which would otherwise be due. This fee is paid at the time of original and annual renewals of vehicle license registrations. Sales or use
tax applies to sales of nonpollutant fuel and any other motor fuel only
if the taxes of chapter 82.36 or 82.38 RCW are not paid. The "in lieu
of" tax is merely an alternative method of paying tax due under chapter 82.38 RCW. Thus, when it is paid by a user, the user has no liability for sales or use tax on purchases of nonpollutant fuel for use in
the motor vehicle.

(a) Fuel dealers should not collect sales or use tax on any nonpollutant fuel sold to Washington licensed vehicle owners for "on-highway"
use when the vehicle displays a currently valid decal or other identifying device issued by the department of licensing.
(b) Nonpollutant fuels purchased for "off-highway" use, however,
are not subject to the taxes of chapter 82.36 or 82.38 RCW and
therefore the sales tax applies to dealer sales of fuel for "off-highway"
use. If the nonpollutant fuel is pumped into the vehicle fuel tank, then
the special fuel tax applies. However, this tax should have already been
paid by Washington state licensed vehicle owners directly under the
"in lieu of" provisions of RCW 82.38.075.
(c) The department recognizes that certain licensed special fuel users may find it more practical to accept deliveries of nonpollutant fuels
into a bulk storage facility rather than into the fuel tanks of motor vehicles. Persons selling nonpollutant fuels to such bulk purchasers may
obtain from the purchaser an exemption certificate in order to document entitlement to the exemption. The certificate will certify the
amount of fuel which will be consumed by the buyer in propelling motor vehicles upon the highways of this state. This procedure is limited,
however, to persons duly registered with the department. The registration number given on the certificate ordinarily will be sufficient evidence that the purchaser is properly registered. The certificate shall be
in substantially the following form:
CERTIFICATE FOR PURCHASE OF NONPOLLUTANT SPECIAL FUELS

Seller:
Bu er:
Buyer's DOR reporting No.:
Buyer's Special Fuel User's License No.:
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this date he purchased
(gallons/cubic feet) of nonpollutant fuel from the above named seller,
and that delivery of the products so purchased was not made into the
fuel tanks of a motor vehicle. The undersigned further certifies that of
the purchase herein described:
I. (gallons/cubic feet) will be used to propel motor vehicles upon the highways of the state of Washington and
that the "in lieu of" special fuel taxes of chapter 82.38
RCW have been paid.
2. (gallons/cubic feet) will be used in some other manner
and that the retail sales tax is applicable to the purchaser
of this quantity.
DATE

Office or Title
(d) Where it is not possible for a special fuel user licensee to determine at the time of purchase the exact proportion of the products purchased which will be consumed in propelling motor vehicles upon the
highways of this state, the amount of such off-highway use special fuel
may be estimated. In the event such an estimate is used, the purchaser
must make an adjustment on a following excise tax return and pay use
tax upon any portion of the fuel used for off-highway purposes upon
which the retail sales tax was not paid.
(e) Certificates should be retained by the seller, as a part of his permanent records, and will be acceptable evidence of sales tax exemption
upon sales of nonpollutant special fuel delivered in the manner described. When nonpollutant fuel is delivered by the seller into the bulk
storage facilities of a special fuel user licensee or is otherwise sold to
such buyers under conditions whereby it is not delivered into the fuel
tanks of motor vehicles, it will be presumed that the entire amount of
the products so sold will be subject to the retail sales tax unless the
seller has obtained the certificate.
(Q Owners of out---0f-state licensed vehicles who purchase propane
and other nonpollutant fuel normally will not have paid the motor vehicle fuel tax or the special fuel tax. Thus, where the taxes of chapters
82.36 and 82.38 RCW have not been paid they owe sales tax on their
purchases of this fuel for both on-highway or off-highway use.
(g) Accordingly, the following guidelines will prevail:
(i) All sales of nonpollutant fuel not placed in vehicle fuel tanks by
the seller are subject to sales tax which the seller must collect and remit unless a certificate as described above is obtained from the
purchaser.
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Appeals, General Administration Building, Mailstop
AX-02, FAX 586-7603, Olympia, Washington 98504,
by June 26, 1991.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 11, 1991.
May 2, 1991
Edward L. Faker
Assistant Director

(ii) All sales of motor vehicle fuel, special fuel, or nonpollutant fuel
of any kind for "on-highway" use are subject to the fuel taxes of
chapter 82.36 or 82.38 RCW.
(iii) The tax due on nonpollutant fuel for "on-highway" use (including propane) under chapter 82.38 RCW will already have been
paid by Washington licensed vehicle owners so the seller need not collect additional state tax of any kind.
(iv) Non-Washington licensed vehicle owners who have not paid tax
under either chapter 82.36 or 82.38 RCW must pay sales tax on all
purchases of nonpollutant fuel (including propane) whether for onhighway or off-highway use.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order ET 83-15, filed
3/15/83)
WAC 458-20-151 DENTISTS, DENTAL LABORATORIES
AND PHYSICIANS. ill BUSINESS AND OCCUPATION TAX! Dentists,
dental laboratories, and physicians are subject to the business and occupation tax as follows:
SERVICE AND OTHER BUSINESS ACTIVITIES. These persons are taxable under the service and other business activities classification
((ttflt'l!T)) on the gross income from charges for ((the 1e11ditio11 of))
performinSprofessional services.
(i) This includes any separate charge to the patient for drugs, medicines, and other substances used by a dentist, or physician or administered to a patient as part of the dental or medical services to the
patient.
(ii) Dental laboratories provide professional services. The product
which results from those services is merely evidence of those services.
Dental laboratories are taxable under the service and other business
activities classification on income from providing their services.
(b) RETAILING. A physician or a medical clinic may occasionally
make sales of drugs as a convenience to a customer with the sale not
being part of the medical services to the patient. These sales are taxable under the retailing classification. The retailing classification applies only when the physician or medical staff do not administer the
drug or other medicine to the patient. Adequate records must be kept
by the business to distinguish drugs which are administered as part of
a medical service from those which are sold outright.
ill RETAIL SALES TAX: Dentists, dental laboratories, and physicians
primarily ((render)) perform professional services and are not required
to collect the retail sales tax from clients and others paying for such
services.
W Sales by supply houses to such persons of materials, supplies,
and equipment which are used incidentally in ((the 1C11deii11g of such))
performing professional services are retail sales ((upo11 which)) and the
retail sales tax must be collected. Such sales include, among others,
sales of dental chairs, instruments, x-ray machines, office equipment,
stationery; and sales of supplies, such as dressings, bandages, nonprescription drugs and similar articles. Certain specific items may be purchased without the payment of retail sales tax as discussed below.
(b) Dentists and dental laboratories are required to pay retail sales
tax to their suppliers for purchases of orthotic devices or components
of such devices which they use or prescribe to their patients as part of
the services provided to the patient. Orthotic devices may be purchased
exempt of retail sales tax only when prescribed by physicians, osteopaths, and chiropractors for an individual. For example, dentists specializing in the prevention and correction of irregularities in the position
of the teeth are required to pay retail sales tax to their suppliers for
braces, collars, wires, screws, bands, splints, night guards, etc. See
RCW 82.08.0283.
(c) Orthotic devices which are prescribed by physicians, osteopaths,
and chiropractors for an individual are not subject to retail sales tax.
Orthotic devices are fitted surgical apparatus designed to activate or
supplement a weakened or atrophied limb or function. They include
braces, collars, casts, splints, and other specially fitted apparatus, as
well as parts thereof. Orthotic devices do not include durable medical
equipment such as wheelchairs, crutches, walkers, and canes nor consumable supplies such as elastic stockings, arch pads, belts, supports,
bandages, and the like, whether prescribed or not.
((llowcoc1,)) ill_!he sales tax does not apply to sales of ostomic
items, insulin, medically prescribed oxygen, and prosthetic devices.
{(SeCWAC 458 2&=18801 Fm dcfinitio11 of p1osthctic de1icc.
Sales of d1 ugs, utcdiciucs, and other substances p1 esc1 ibcd b) den
lists a11d ph)sicia11s a1e deductible b) the scllt1 front gross retail sales
wht1c the writtc11 ptescaiptiou beari11g the signature of the issuing
nicdical p1actitiont1 and the 11ar11c of the patient fo1 whrn11 p1esc1 ibcd
is retained, and such sales me separately accou11tcd for. Sec \VAC
458 20=18801.)) Prosthetic devices are artificial substitutes which replace missing parts of the human body such as a limb, bone, joint, eye,
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PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
[Filed May 2, 1991, 10:52 a.m.]

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: Amending WAC 458-20-151 Dentists,
dental laboratories, and physicians.
Purpose: This rule provides excise tax reporting information to dentists, dental laboratories, and physicians.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 82.32.300.
Statute Being Implemented: Title 82 RCW.
Summary: This rule incorporates a tax reporting
change by indicating that dentists and physicians are not
required to pay retail sales or use tax on purchases of
prescription drugs. The rule clarifies that the charge by
a physician to a patient for drugs used in providing a
medical service is taxable under the service B&O
classification.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: Deaconess v. Department of Revenue, 58 Wn. App. 783 (1990).
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting
and Implementation: Les Jaster, 711 Capitol Way, #400,
Olympia, (206) 586-7150; and Enforcement: Ed Faker,
711 Capitol Way, #400, Olympia, (206) 753-5579.
Name of Proponent: Department of Revenue,
governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or
state court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: This rule provides tax reporting information to
dentists, dental laboratories and physicians. The amendments will clarify the items on which these businesses
are required to pay retail sales or use tax at time of
purchase. The rule explains that physicians are taxable
under the service classification, including charges to the
patient for drugs used by the physician.
Proposal does not change existing rules.
No small business economic impact statement is required for this proposal by chapter 19 .85 R CW.
The Department of Revenue has reviewed administrative provisions contained in this rule in order to lessen
the economic impact on small businesses. A small business economic impact statement is not required for the
following reason(s): No economic impact. This rule
change has no identifiable administrative impact.
Hearing Location: Evergreen Plaza Building, 2nd
Floor Conference Room, 711 Capitol Way South,
Olympia, WA, on June 26, 1991, at.10:00 a.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Les Jaster, Rules Coordinator, Department of Revenue, Interpretation and
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tooth, or other organ or part thereof, and materials which become ingredients or components of prostheses. These materials include plastic,
wood, hinges, screws, denture acrylic, porcelain, gold, silver, including
any alloys of gold or silver. The following is a list of prosthetic devices
or components of prosthetic devices that may be purchased or sold by
dentists and/or dental laboratories without retail sales tax applying:
(i) Alloy and mercury - used together to form an amalgam to fill
existing teeth;
(ii) Casting alloy;
(iii) Cement - to cement crowns or teeth to bridges or dentures;
(iv) Cavity liner;
(v) Composites - filling material used in the place of alloy;
(vi) Filling material;
(vii) Temporary crowns;
(viii) Acrylics - dentures, crown, and bridge replacement of teeth;
(ix) Reline material - to reline dentures;
(x) Pins - used for retention;
(xi) Endo post - used in restoring teeth without any surface on tooth
to support restoration;
(e) The retail sales tax does not apply to sales of prescription drugs
to dentists, physicians, or other medical practitioners when sold for the
diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease or other
ailment in humans. See WAC 458-20-18801.
ill USE TAX. Use tax is due when retail sales tax has not been paid
on the purchases of supplies and equipment used by a dentist, dental
laboratory, or physician in the providing of professional services. This
includes orthotic devices used or prescribed by dentists, or dental laboratories when retail sales tax was not paid to the supplier. Refer to
subsection (2) of this section (Retail sales tax) for a further discussion
of taxable items.
{tl The use tax does not apply to the purchase or use of ostomic
items, insulin, medically prescribed oxygen, ((nor-to)) prosthetic devices or ingredients/components of prostheses.
(b) The use tax also does not apply to purchases or sales of prescription drugs when purchased for the diagnosis, cure, mitigation,
treatment, or prevention of disease or other ailment in humans. See
WAC 458-20-1880 I.

the gross proceeds of sales when passed on to the purchaser by the seller and subject to the B&O tax and retail sales tax. These charges are deductible only when
the seller has no obligation to pay the carrier. In the past
the seller needed to look at WAC 458-20-1 I I as well as
this rule. The changes are considered to be a
clarification.
Proposal does not change existing rules.
No small business economic impact statement is required for this proposal by chapter I 9.85 RCW.
The Department of Revenue has reviewed administrative provisions contained in this rule in order to lessen
the economic impact on small businesses. A small business economic impact statement is not required for the
following reason(s): No economic impact, this rule has
no identifiable administrative costs to businesses. Negligible impact, this rule requires no action on the part of
any small business.
Hearing Location: Evergreen Plaza Building, 2nd
Floor Conference Room, 7 I I Capitol Way South,
Olympia, WA, on June 26, 199 I, at 10:00 a.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Les Jaster, Rules Coordinator, Department of Revenue, Interpretation and
Appeals, General Administration Building, Mailstop
AX-02, FAX 586-7603, Olympia, Washington 98504,
by June 26, I 991.
Date of Intended Adoption: July I I, I 991.
May2, 1991
Edward L. Faker
Assistant Director
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order ET 70-3, filed
5/29/70, effective 7/1/70)
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WAC 458-20-110 FREIGHT AND DELIVERY CHARGES.
(I) INTRODUCTION. This rule explains that freight and delivery costs
charged to the buyer are generally part of the selling price. Chapter
82.04 RCW in defining 'gross proceeds of sales' and 'gross income of
the business' states that delivery costs may not be deducted from the
measure of the B&O tax.
ill Amounts received by a seller from a purchaser for freight and
delivery costs incurred by the seller prior to completion of sale constitute recovery of costs of doing business and must be included in the
selling price or gross proceeds of sales reported by the seller regardless
of whether charges for such costs are billed separately ((and 1cgmdlcss
of)) Qr whether the seller is also the carrier. The sale is not complete
until the buyer has actual or constructive possession of the goods and
takes dominion or control of the goods.
(a) 'Constructive possession' occurs when the person with control
does not have physical possession.
(b) It is presumed that the person who is shown as the shipper on
the bill of lading has control over the goods while the goods are in the
hands of the carrier. It also will be presumed that the sale is not complete at the time of delivery to the carrier if the seller has personal liability to pay or has paid the carrier.
ill Freight and delivery costs incurred by a lessor, regardless of
whether billed separately to a lessee or not, are costs of doing business
to the lessor in every case and must be included in the selling price or
gross proceeds of sales reported by the lessor.
(("Rci111bu1sc111cnts" 1ccci•cd by a scllc1 fo1 the actual a1nou11t of
freight and dclivc1 y costs advanced fo1 a pu1chasc1 aftc1 couaplction of
sale ate deductible f10111 the sclli11g p1 ice 01 g1oss p1ocecds of sales.
(Sec 'NAE 458 2&=111.)
\'t'lictc the scllc1 is the ca11iet and scpaiatc dclivc1y cha1gcs, in ad
dition to the selling pa ice, a1 c 111ade to a put chasc1 aftc1 completion of
sale, such cha1 gcs 111ay be deducted by the sclle1 f10111 the sclli11g pt ice.
In such case the dclive1y cha1gcs a1c taxable to the scllca undu the
appwpiiatc elassificatio11 of the public utility tax. (Sec WAC 458 2&=

PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
[Filed May 2, 1991, 10:57 a.m.)

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: Amending WAC 458-20-110 Freight
and delivery charges.
Purpose: This rule explains the conditions or circumstances under which delivery and transportation charges
are not part of the gross proceeds of sales.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 82.32.300.
Statute Being Implemented: Title 82 RCW.
Summary: This rule, prior to this amendment, required the taxpayer to refer to WAC 458-20-111 to determine if transportation charges were part of the gross
proceeds of sales. Rule I I 0 is expanded to include principles of Rule I I I and to provide examples.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting
and Implementation: Les Jaster, 7 I I Capitol Way, #400,
Olympia, (206) 586-7150; and Enforcement: Ed Faker,
71 I Capitol Way, #400, Olympia, (206) 753-5579.
Name of Proponent: Department of Revenue,
governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or
state court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: Freight and delivery charges are generally part of

ffitj
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Note:)) (4) Delivery costs incurred after the buyer has taken delivery of the goods are not part of the selling price when the seller is not
liable to pay or has not paid the carrier. It must be clearly shown that
the buyer alone is responsible to pay the carrier for the delivery costs
to be excluded from the taxable value of the selling price. See WAC
458-20-112 for the deduction of out-of-state freight and delivery
charges from "value of products." Also see WAC 458-20-111 for a
further discussion of "advances and reimbursements."
((Rc;iscd June I, 1970.)) (5) Examples. The following examples are
intended to provide additional clarification.
(a) XYZ Corporation in Seattle orders a repair part for its machine
from ABC Distributors located in Spokane. XYZ Corporation requests
that the part be shipped by next day air and agrees to pay the additional shipping costs. The seller bills the buyer the exact amount of
shipping costs. ABC Distributors is subject to the business and occupation tax and also is required to collect and report the retail sales tax
on the amounts billed as shipping charges. The seller was liable to pay
the air carrier and the buyer had not taken delivery at the time the
part was given to the carrier.
(b) Jane Doe orders a life vest from Marine Sales in Seattle and she
requests that the vest be shipped by United States mail to her home in
Bellingham. The seller places the correct postage on the package using
a postage meter and charges the buyer the exact amount of postage.
The reimbursement of the postage is taxable to the seller. The seller
had liability for payment of the postage to the postal service and was
required to effect delivery to the buyer.
(c) L&M Machinery of Spokane ordered a large piece of equipment
from ACE Equipment in Renton. L&M specified that the equipment
was to be shipped by prepaid freight and free on board (FOB) the
seller's dock. L&M requested that the seller use M&T Trucking as the
·carrier. The transportation charge billed to the buyer is taxable to the
seller. The FOB point or other shipping terms are not controlling. The
seller was required to deliver the equipment to the buyer. Delivery was
not completed until the equipment arrived in Spokane.
(d) ABC Construction in Seattle ordered replacement parts for a
saw from XYZ Parts, Inc., an unregistered business located in
Chicago. ABC Construction requested that the parts be shipped freight
collect from Chicago and that ABC be shown as the shipper/consignor
and also as the consignee on the bill of lading. The seller had no liability to pay the carrier. ABC Construction is subject to use tax on the
purchase price of the parts. ABC Construction may exclude the cost of
the transportation from the value on which use tax is due.
(e) Jones Computer Supply, a distributor located in Seattle, sells
computer products primarily by mail order. It is the practice of Jones
Computer Supply to make a three-dollar handling charge for each order. No separate charge is made for the transportation. The handling
charge is part of the measure of the selling price of the product and
fully subject to the wholesaling or retailing and retail sales tax.
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the tax treatment consistent for all public utility
business.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting
and Implementation: Les Jaster, 711 Capitol Way, #400,
Olympia, (206) 586-7150; and Enforcement: Ed Faker,
711 Capitol Way, #400, Olympia, (206) 753-5579.
Name of Proponent: Department of Revenue,
governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or
state court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: This rule explains how finance charges, carrying
charges, interest, and penalties are taxed. There has
been confusion by taxpayers engaged in public utility
activities as to how this income is taxable. This rule indicates a change by clearly stating this income is taxable
under the service B&O tax classification. The rule also
clarifies that interest from sales of real estate is taxable
if the sale is not a casual or isolated sale. Several examples have been included.
Proposal does not change existing rules.
No small business economic impact statement is required for this proposal by chapter 19.85 RCW.
The Department of Revenue has reviewed administrative provisions contained in this rule in order to lessen
the economic impact on small businesses. A small business economic impact statement is not required for the
following reason(s): No economic impact, this rule adds
no identifiable administrative costs to businesses. No
change over existing regulations, the amendment simply
clarifies existing department policy.
Hearing Location: Evergreen Plaza Building, 2nd
Floor Conference Room, 711 Capitol Way South,
Olympia, WA, on June 26, 1991, at 10:00 a.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Les Jaster, Rules Coordinator, Department of Revenue, Interpretation and
Appeals, General Administration Building, Mailstop
AX-02, FAX 586-7603, Olympia, Washington 98504,
by June 26, 1991.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 11, 1991.
May2, 1991
Edward L. Faker
Assistant Director

[Filed May 2, 1991, 11:00 a.m.]

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order ET 70-3, filed
5/29 /70, effective 7 /I /70)

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: Amending WAC 458-20-109 Finance
charges, carrying charges, interest, penalties.
Purpose: This rule explains how finance charges, carrying charges, interest, and penalties are taxed.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 82.32.300.
Statute Being Implemented: Title 82 RCW.
Summary: This rule revision represents a change in
how interest and penalties are taxable by persons engaged in a public utility business. Interest and penalties
will be taxed under the B&O tax rather than public
utility tax.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: This was previously
stated in WAC 458-20-151 for sewerage collection businesses, a public utility activity. This revision will make

WAC 458-20-109
FINANCE CHARGES. CARRYING
CHARGES, INTEREST, PENAL TIES. (I) INTRODUCTION. This
section explains the B & 0 and public utility taxation of finance
charges, carrying charges, interest and/or penalties received by taxpayers in the regular course of business. This section also explains
when these amounts are not part of the selling price for retail sales tax
purposes.
ill BUSINESS AND OCCUPATION TAX" Persons who receive finance
charges, carrying charges, service charges, penalties and interest are
taxable ((with tdpcct thctcto)) under the service and other business
activities classification on the receipt of amounts from these sources.
(a) Amounts received from these sources include but are not limited
to:
-(i) Interest received by persons engaged in public utility activities;
and
(ii) Interest received by persons regularly engaged in the business of
selling real estate.
(b) Persons engaged in financial business activities should refer to
WAC 458-20-146.
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Purpose: To amend WAC 232-12-004 Classification
of wild birds.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 232-12-004.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.020
and 77.12.040.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-03-131 on January 23, 1991.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
April 21, 1991
John C. McGlenn
Chair

(c) Amounts categorized as "interest" in a lease payment are generally taxable in the retailing classification as part of the total lease payment and part of the selling price for· retail sales tax purposes. See
WAC 458-20-211.
(d) Interest or finance charges received from an installment sale are
taxable under the service classification.
ill RETAIL SALES TAX. Retail sales tax applies as follows.
1.!!l Finance charges, carrying charges, service charges, penalties
and/or interest from ((cicdit extended 011 sales of taugiblc pt1sonal

p1opc1 ty u11dc1 co11ditio11&I sale co11t1acts 01 ot11c1 co11ttacts p1ouidi11g
fo1 dcfc11 cd pay111c11ts of the pu1 chase pr ice)) installment sales are not
considered a part of the selling price of such property and are not subject to the retail sales tax, ((ifi+t)) when:
fil_!he amount of such finance charges, carrying charges, service
charges, penalty, or interest is in addition to the usual or established
cash selling price((;))j and ((ffl))
(ii) The amount is segregated on the taxpayers' accounts((;))j and

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 174,
filed 10/22/81)

((ffl))
(iii) The amount is billed separately to customers. ((Amounts added
to the base plicc, or ag1 ccd selling pticc 011 account of failur c of the

WAC 232-12-004 CLASSIFICATION OF WILD
BIRDS. {I) Game birds include ((the family Anatidae
01 wate1fowl commonly known as geese, b1ant, swan,
sm face feeding dneks, diving dncks and mergansers, the
Rallidae commonly known as rails, gallinnles and coots,
Common, Wilson's or jaeksnipe, the Colnmbidae com
monly known as doves and pigeons. Wild t111 keys of the
species Meleagiis gallopavo, whitetailed pta1111iga11, sage
gr onse (sage hen), shat p=tailed gr onse, blne g1 onse,
spr nee g1 onse (ft anklin gt onse) and r nffed gr onse, of the
family Tell aonidae, 1ing necked, Chinese, Mongolian,
Mntant and all othe1 pheasant of the genns Phasianns.
and Reeves pheasant of the species Sy1 maticns 1eevesi,
g1ay 01 I11111ga1ian parllidge[,][,] Pe1dix pe1dix[,] ch11ka1 par LI idge, and all othe1 pat tt idges of the genns Alee
tot is, Chilean tinamon of the genns Nothop1octa, bobwhite qnail and all othe1 qnail of the genns Colinns,
Califo1 r1ia qnail and all othe1 qnail of the genns
Lophor thyx, mountain qnail and all other qnail of the
genns 01 eo1 tyx, scaled qnail and othe1 qnail of the genus Callipepla.)) :

buyc1 to anakc any payuicnt at the tintc specified in the ag1ccu1c11t be
tween the pailics anaouats gc11c1ally designated as "penalties" a1c
not a pa1 t of the selling plicc and a1c not subject to the retail sales tax.
As to co11liacts p1ouiding fur the 1c11ting 01 leasing of tangible pt1
sonal p1 opc1 ty ,))
~mounts designated as finance charges, carrying charges, service
charges or interest in a lease of tangible personal property must be included in the measure of retail sales tax regardless of the fact that
such charges may be billed separately to customers. However, a penalty or interest charge for failure of the customer to make a timely lease
payment is taxable under the service and other business activities
classification and not subject to retail sales tax.
(4) EXAMPLES. The following examples are intended to provide additional clarification.
(a) ABC Electric Company, who sells electricity to consumers, receives $9,000.00 in late charges in the month of November. These fees
are taxable under the service and other classification of the business
and occupation tax. The public utility tax would not apply to this
income.
--rbf}ohn Doe sold several pieces of real estate on contract. He receives monthly interest and principle payments. The interest is received
in exchange for the seller's deferring receipt of payment for the real
estate. The interest is taxable under the service and other activity
business and occupation tax. Because no deduction is permitted under
RCW 82.04.4292, service business and occupation tax is due on the
interest whether the sale of the real estate is secured by a mortgage,
deed of trust or real estate contract when the seller is not in the financial business. Persons in a financial business should refer to WAC 45820-146.
{c}XYZ Furniture Company sells furniture and allows its customers to pay for the furniture over a twelve-month period. The seller
charges interest at twelve percent per annum for allowing the customer
to defer immediate payment. The interest charged the customer is taxable under the service and other business activities classification.
(d) Jane Doe is leasing a car from ABC Leasing, Inc. The lease
contract provides that if the customer is more than fifteen days late in
making the lease payment, a five percent penalty will be charged. Jane
Doe was more than fifteen days late in making her March payment
and was reguired to pay the five percent penalty. The penalty amount
received by ABC Leasing is taxable under the service and other activity business and occupation tax. Retail sales tax does not apply to this
amount.
((Re1ised June I, 1970.))

Common Name

Scientific Name

migratory waterfowl

Anatidae

turkey
blue grouse
spruce grouse
ruffed grouse

Meleagris gallopavo
Dendragapus obscurus
Dendragapus canadensis
Bonasa umbellus

"Forest grouse" means blue,
spruce, or ruffed grouse
sharp=tailed grouse
sage grouse
white-tailed ptarmigan
California quail
mountain quail
bobwhite quail
scaled quail
chukar
rrng=:n-ecked pheasant
Gray (Hungarian)
partridge
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Date of Adoption: March 8, 1991.
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Tympanuchus phasianellus
Centrocerus urophasianus
Lagopus leucurus
Callipepla californicus
Oreortyx pictus
Colinus virginianus
Callipepla squamata
Alectoris chukar
Phasianus colchicus
Perdix perdix
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Common N aine

Scientific Name

amciicanus, black taiicd jack1 abbit, Lepus califo111ic11s,
white tailed jack1abbit, Lepus townscndii, bullf1og,
Rana catcsbeiana, bcave1, Castoi ca11ade11sis, 11111sk1 at,
Ondab a zibethicus, mink, Mustcla vison, except legally
acqni1ed, captive b1ed mink, otte1 (iivei), Latia canade11sis, ma1tcn, Mailes ameiicana, Canada lynx, Lynx
canadensis, badgei, Taxidea taxus, weasel, Mnstela e1minea and f:te11ata, aitd fox, Vulpcs fulva, except legally
acquilcd, captin bied silvei fox.))~

"Upland bird" means quail, chukar,
pheasant, or partridge
coot
common snipe

Fulica americana
Capella gallinago

band-tailed pigeon
mourning dove

Columba fasciata
Zenaidura macroura

(2) Predatory birds include ((magpie, c1ow, English
spa11 ow a11d stalling.))~
Common Name

Scientific Name

magpie
crow
starling
House (English) sparrow

Pica pica
Corvus brachyrhynchos
Sturnus vulgaris
Passer domesticus
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Date of Adoption: March 8, 1991.
Purpose: To amend WAC 232-12-007 Classification
of wild animals.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 232-12-007.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.020
and 77 .12.040.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-03-133 on January 23, 1991.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted Version: The adopted version of WAC 232-12-007
Classification of wild animals, differs from the proposed
version filed with the code reviser in the following specifics: The Wildlife Commission deleted the "coyote" from
the list of game animals. The Wildlife Commission added "bull frog" to the list of game animals.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
April 21, 1991
John C. McGlenn
Chair

Common Name

Scientific Name

eastern cottontail
mountain cottontail
black-tailed jackrabbit
white-tailed jackrabbit
snowshoe hare

Sylvilagus floridanus
Sylvilagus nuttallii
Lepus californicus
Lepus townsendii
Lepus americanus

fox
hlack bear
raccoon
cougar
lynx
bobcat

Vulpes vulpes
Ursus americanus
Procyon lotor
Felis concolor
Lynx canadensis
Lynx rufus

Roosevelt and Rocky
Mountain elk
mule deer and black-tailed
deer
white=tailed deer
moose
proiijihorn
mountain goat
mountain sheep

Odocoileus hemionus
Odocoileus virginianus
Alces alces
Antilocapra americana
Oreamnos americanus
Ovis canadensis

bull frog

Rana catesbeiana

Cervus elaphus

(2) Furbearing animals are game animals and include
((beav Ci, Casto1 canadensis, 11111sk1 at, Ondali a
zibcthicus, mi11k, Mastel a vison, except legally acquii cd,
captive bicd mink, ottei (1ivci), Lalla canade11sis, 111a1tc11, Mai tes amei icana, Ca11ada lynx, Lynx canadensis,
bobcat, Lynx 1Ufus, badge1, Taxidea tax us, iaccoon,
Pi ocyon loto1 ,[,] weasel, Mustela [Mastella] Ci minea
and Ii enata, and fox, Vulpcs fa Iva, except legally ac•
quiied, captive bied sjlvei fox.)):

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 192,
filed 9 /9 /82)
WAC 232-12-007 CLASSIFICATION OF WILD
ANIMALS. ((Cc1tain wild animals a1c classified as.))
(I) Game animals include ((dcci of the genus Odo
coileus, commo11ly known as whitetail, blacktail, and
mule dcci, elk, Cci vus elaphus ineluding Roosevelt and
Rocky Mou11tain 1aces, moose, Alccs alccs, antelope,
Antilocapia amclicana, mountain sheep, Ovis eanadensis, mountain goat, 01 eamnos ai11elicanus, black beai,
U1 sus amciicanns, cougai, Felis concoloi, bobcat, Ly 11lt
1ufus, 1accoo11, Piocyon lotoi, cottontail iabbit, Sylvilagus Aoiidanus, and nuttalli i, snowshoe ha1 e, Lepus
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Common Name

Scientific Name

beaver
muskrat
fox
raccoon
marten
S'i10r'i=tailed weasel
or ermine
long-tailed weasel
mink
badger
river otter
lynx
bobcat

Castor canadensis
Ondatra zibethicus
Vulpes vulpes
Procyon lotor
Martes americana
Mustela erminea
Mustela frenata
M ustela vi son
Taxidea taxus
Lutra canadensis
Lynx canadensis
Lynx rufus
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[Order 493-Filed May 2, 1991, 11:25 a.m.)

Date of Adoption: March 8, I 99 I.
Purpose: To establish I 991-92, I 992-93 and I 993-94
Elk hunting seasons and regulations.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77. I 2.040
and 77.04.055.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-03-135 on January 23, 1991.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted Version: The adopted version of WAC 232-28-227
I 991-92, 1992-93, I 993-94 Elk hunting seasons and
regulations differ from the proposed version filing with
the code reviser in the following specifics: Blue Mountain archery, muzzleloader, and early modern firearm
tag holders may apply for bull permits in the Blue
Mountains; delete elk tag requirement to hunt all wild
animals during elk seasons; GMU 472 deleted as a permit only unit; early archery elk season in G MUs 328,
329, and 334 changed to Oct. 5-14, 1992 and Oct. 4-14,
1993; early archery elk season in G MUs 300, 306, 308,
and 3 I 6 extended to Sept. 28-0ct. I I, I 99 I, and Oct.
1-14 in 1992 and 1993; add GMUs 121, 124, 127, and
178 to late archery elk seasons Nov. 27-Dec. 15, 1991,
Nov. 25-Dec. 15, 1992, and Nov. 24-Dec. I 5, 1993; extend closing date to Dec. I 5 for all GM Us except
Colockum and Yakima areas; extend late archery elk
season in GMUs 328, 334, 336, 346, and 352 and Bow
Areas 806 and 807 to Dec. 8 in 1992 and I 993; add
GMUs 130, 133, and 136 to late muzzleloader elk hunt
Nov. 27-Dec. 15, 1991, Nov. 25-Dec. 15, 1992, and
Nov. 24-Dec. I 5, I 993; extend closing date to Dec. I 5
for all late muzzleloader GMUs except Colockum and
Yakima areas; change dates for late muzzleloader elk
hunt in GMU 505 to Nov. I 9-24, I 991, Nov. I 7-22,
1992, and Nov. I 6-2 I, I 993; add G MU I 24 west of SR
395 and GMUs 127, 130, 133, and 136 to either sex
hunts Nov. 2-10, 1991, Oct. 31-Nov. 8, 1992, and Oct.
30-Nov. 7, I 993 for Blue Mountain modern firearm
hunters; delete GMU 501 from either sex hunts open to
modern firearm hunters Nov. 6-17, 1991, Nov. 4-15,
1992, and Nov. 3-14, 1993; Elk Area 004 was changed
to G MUs 300, 306, 308, 3 I 6, and that part of G MU
302 in Chelan County and Elk Areas 031 and 032; the
elk tag requirement was deleted; and "Seasons for 1992
and I 993 are adopting the intent that the Wildlife
Commission will annually review any specific issues for
biological or recreational concerns."
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
April 21, 1991
John C. McGlenn
Chair

ELK SEASONS

Bag Limit: One (I) elk per hunter during the annual
(July I-March 31) hunting season.
Hunting Method: Elk hunters must select one of the
archery,
firearm,
(modern
methods
hunting
muzzleloader).
Tag Required: Elk hunters must choose one of the four
elk hunting areas (Blue Mountains, Yakima, Colockum
or Western Washington) to hunt in and buy the appropriate tag for that area. (Archery elk hunters may hunt
in any tag area in late seasons.)
Bull Elk Seasons: Open only to the taking of male elk
with visible antlers (bull calves are illegal).
Definition: Visible Antler is defined as a horn-like
growth projecting above the hairline.
Spike Bull Restriction GMUs: Bull elk taken in these
GMUs must have at least one antler that is a spike
above the ears (does not branch above the ears). An animal with branch antlers on both sides is illegal but an
animal with a spike on one side is legal in spike only
units.
Spike Only GMUs: 145-185.
Branched Antler Restriction G MUs: Bull elk taken in
these GMUs must meet minimum antler point requirements. Minimum antler point requirements are antler
points on one side only. Antler points include eye guards
but all antler points must be at least one inch long. Antler restrictions apply to all hunters during any open
season.
3 Point G MUs: 4 I 8, 460, 466, 472, 4 78, 490, 506, 524,
530, 556, 558, 572, 60 I, 602, 607, 621, 636, 638, 639,
681; and GMUs 157 and 485 by permit only.
Special Permits: Modern firearm late season elk tag
holders along along with muzzleloader tag holders may
apply to be drawn in special elk permit seasons. Blue
Mountain archery, muzzleloader, and early modern firearm tag holders may apply for bull permits in the Blue
Mountains. Hunters drawn for a special permit may
hunt only with a weapon in compliance with their tag.
Hunters drawn for bull permits in the Blue Mountains
may hunt bulls during the following season for their user
group. Modern Firearm - during early Blue Mountain
season. Archery - during early Blue Mountain archery
season. Muzzleloader - during any Blue Mountain
muzzleloader season.
Modern Firearm Elk Information
Modern firearm elk hunters have early and late hunts in
all elk areas. Those who choose the early tag have the
first opportunity to hunt bulls, but only those who choose
the late tag are able to apply for special elk permits except as outlined above for the Blue Mountains bull
permits.

NEW SECTION
1991-92, 1992-93, 1993-94
WAC 232-28-227
ELK HUNTING SEASONS AND REGULATIONS

Tag Required: Elk hunter must have a current, valid,
unaltered, unnotched modern firearm elk tag as listed
below on his/her person.
( 341
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Hunting Method: May use rifle, bow and arrow, or
muzzleloader, but only during modern firearm seasons.

WE - Western Washington Early Tag
WL - Western Washington Late Tag
WA - Western Washington Archery Tag
WM - Western Washington Muzzleloader Tag

Modern Firearm Elk Seasons
Legal Elk: Male elk with visible antlers are legal
throughout the state except in GMUs 145-185 only
spike bull restrictions apply and in branched-antler areas branched antler restrictions apply.
Blue Mountains - Open Area: 100 series GMUs; GMU
157 limited to permit hunters only. GMUs 145-185 are
spike bull only, except by permit.

CE - Colockum Early Tag
CL - Colockum Late Tag
CA - Colockum Archery Tag
CM - Colockum Muzzleloader Tag

1991
BE - Blue Mountains Early Elk Tag
Oct. 30-Nov. 10
BL - Blue Mountains Late Elk Tag
Nov. 2-10

1992

1993

Oct. 28-Nov. 8

Oct. 27-Nov. 7

Oct. 31-Nov. 8

Oct. 30-Nov. 7

Oct. 28-Nov. 3

Oct. 27-Nov. 2

Oct. 31-Nov. 3

Oct. 30-Nov. 2

Nov. 5-13
Nov. 8-13

Nov. 3-14
Nov. 6-14

Archery Elk Seasons

Yakima - Open Area: GMUs 335, 336, 340, 342, 346,
352, 356, 360, 364, 366, 368, 370, and that portion of
GMU 334 South of 1-90 (modern firearm restrictions in
GMU 334).
YE - Yakima Early Tag
YL - Yakima Late Tag
YA - Yakima Archery Tag
YM - Yakima Muzzleloader Tag

Tag Required: Elk hunter must have a current, valid,
unaltered, unnotched archery elk tag on his/her person.
Hunting Method: Bow and arrow only.
Special Notes: Archery tag holders can only hunt during
archery seasons. Only Blue Mountain archers may apply
for Blue Mountains bull archery permits. If drawn,
archers must hunt with archery equipment and only
during the permit archery season.
Early Archery Elk Seasons

Western Washington - Open Area: All 400, 500, and
600 GMUs except closed in GMU 522. Permit only in
GMUs 485, 524, 554, 556, and 602.

Elk Tag

Blue Mountains

1991
1992
YE - Yakima EarlyETkTag
Nov. 5-13
Nov. 5-13
YL - Yakima Late Elk Tag
Nov. 8-13
Nov. 8-13
Western Washington
1991
1992
WE - Western Washington Early Elk Tag-Nov. 6-17
Nov. 4-15
WL - Western Washington Late Elk Tag
Nov.9-17
Nov.7-15

Colockum - Open Area: GMUs 300, 301, 302, 304, 306,
308, 314, 316, 328, 329, 330 (permit only in G MU 330),
and the portion of GMU 334 north of 1-90 (modern
firearm restrictions in GMU 334).

GM Us

Year

1991
CE - Colockum Early Elk Tag
Oct. 23-29
CL - Colockum Late Elk Tag
Oct. 26-29

BE - Blue Mountain Early Tag
BL - Blue Mountain Late Tag
BA - Blue Mountain Archery Tag
BM - Blue Mountain Muzzleloader Tag

WSR 91-11-008

Tag Required: Elk hunter must have a current, valid,
unaltered, unnotched archery elk tag on his/her person
for the area hunted: Blue Mountain (BA), Colockum
(CA), Yakima (YA), or Western Washington (WA).

Dates

Legal Elk

1991

1992

1993

BA

Sept. 28-0ct. 11

Oct. 1-14

Oct 1-14

Either sex

BA

Sept. 28-0ct. I I

Oct. 1-14

Oct. 1-14

Antlerlcss or
spike only

300, 306,
308, 316

CA

Sept. 28-0ct. I 1

Oct. 1-14

Oct. 1-14

Either sex

328-329,
334*

CA

Oct. 5-11

Oct. 5-14

Oct. 4-14

Either Sex

334**, 335,
336-340,
352-356,
364, 370

YA

Sept. 28-0ct. I I

Oct. 1-14

Oct. 1-14

Either sex

100-118
121-142
145-154,
160-169,
175-185

I 35 I
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Legal Elk

Dates

Elk Tag

GMUs

1991

1992

1993

Sept. 28-0ct. 11

Oct. 1-14

Oct. 1-14

Either sex
except
antlerless or
3 pt. min. in
GMUs 418,
460, 466,
478, 490,
530, 558,
572, 601,
607, 638,
639 and 681.

484

Sept. 28-0ct. 4

Oct. 1-7

Oct. 1-7

Either sex

472, 621

Sept. 28-0ct. I I

Oct. 1-14

Oct. 1-14

3-Pt. min.

Bow Area
802

Sept. 28-0ct. I I

Oct. 1-14

Oct. 1-14

Either sex

405-466
478, 490,
505, 510,
514, 516,
530, 550,
558, 560,
572, 574,
580, 586,
607, 615,
638-663,
669, 678,

504,
512,
520,
554,
568,
576,
588-60 I,
618,
667,
681

WA

* That part of G MU 334 north of Interstate 90.
** That part of G MU 334 south of Interstate 90.
Late Archery Elk Seasons
Tag Required: Elk hunter must have a current, valid, unaltered, unnotched archery elk tag on his/her person for any
area.
Legal Elk
Dates
GM Us
1991

1992

1993

118, 121, 124, 127,
178

Nov. 27-Dec. 15

Nov. 25-Dec. 15

Nov. 24-Dec. 15

Either sex

166

Nov. 27-Dec. 15

Nov. 25-Dec. 15

Nov. 24-Dec. 15

Antlerless
only

328*, 334, 336,
346, 352

Nov. 27-Dec. 8

Nov. 25-Dec. 8

Nov. 24-Dec. 8

Either sex

Nov. 27-Dec. 15

Nov. 25-Dec. 15

Nov. 24-Dec. 15

Either sex

506, 530, 638,
681**

Nov. 27-Dec. 15

Nov. 25-Dec. 15

Nov. 24-Dec. 15

Antlerless or
3-pt. min.

636

Nov. 27-Dec. 15

Nov. 25-Dec. 15

Nov. 24-Dec. 15

3 Pt. min.

405,
484,
564,
612,
672

433,
505,
588,
615,

454,
520,
603,
648,

* Portion of G MU 328 in the Caribou and Reeser elk areas will overlap with modern firearm permit hunt.
**Except closed between U.S. Highway IOI and the Columbia River from Astoria-Megler toll bridge to the Wallicut
River.
Bow Areas
802

Nov. 27-Dec. 15

Nov. 25-Dcc. 15

Nov. 24-Dec. 15

Either sex

806, 807

Nov. 27-Dec. 8

Nov. 25-Dec. 8

Nov. 23-Dec. 8

Either sex

808

Feb. 1-7, 1992

Feb. 1-7, 1993

Feb. 1-7, 1994

Either sex

831

Nov. 27-Dec. 15

Nov. 25-Dec. 15

Nov. 24-Dec. 15

Antlerless or
3-pt. min.
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Muzzleloader Elk Seasons
Tag Required: Elk hunter must have a current, valid, unaltered, unnotched muzzleloader elk tag as listed below on
his/her person.
Hunting Method: Muzzleloader only.
Special Notes: Hunters selecting the muzzleloader elk tag may apply for special hunt permit seasons, if eligible.
Muzzleloader Early Elk Seasons
Tag Required: Elk hunter must have a current, valid, unaltered, unnotched muzzleloader elk tag as designated below
on his/her person.
GMUs

Elk Tag

Dates

Legal Elk

1991

1992

1993

172

BM

Oct. 5-11

Oct. 8-14

Oct. 8-14

Spike bull only

302

CM, YM Oct. 5-11

Oct. 8-14

Oct. 8-14

Bull only

314*

CM

Oct. 5-11

Oct. 8-14

Oct. 8-14

Bull only

368

YM

Oct. 5-11

Oct. 8-14

Oct. 8-14

Bull only

603, 612

WM

Oct. 5-11

Oct. 8-14

Oct. 8-14

Bull only

460, 506,
636

WM

Oct. 5-11

Oct. 8-14

Oct. 8-14

3-Pt. min.

484, 501,
564, 684

WM

Oct. 5-11

Oct. 8-14

Oct. 8-14

Either sex

Muzzleloader
Area 910

YM

Oct. 5-11

Oct. 8-14

Oct. 8-14

Either sex

*Closed in that portion of GMU 314 north of the Colockum Pass Road (Road 10) and Naneum Ridge Road (Road
·
9) and east and south of the Ingersol Road (Road 1).
Muzzleloader Late Elk Seasons
Tag Required: Elk hunter must have a current, valid, unaltered, unnotched muzzleloader elk tag as designated below
on his/her person.
GMUs

Elk Tag

Dates

Legal Elk

1991

1992

1993

130, 133,
136
184

BM
BM

Nov. 27-Dec. 15
Nov. 27-Dec. 15

Nov. 25-Dec. 15
Nov. 25-Dec. 15

Nov. 24-Dec. 15
Nov. 24-Dec. 15

Either sex
Antlerless only

484

WM

Nov. 27-Dec. 15

Nov. 25-Dec. 15

Nov. 24-Dec. 15

Either sex

WM

Nov. 27-Dec. 15

Nov. 25-Dec. 15

Nov. 24-Dec. 15

Either sex

505
504, 550

WM
WM

Nov. 19-24
Nov. 27-Dec. 15

Nov. 17-22
Nov. 25-Dec. 15

Nov. 16-21
Nov. 24-Dec. 15

Either sex
Bull only

601

WM

Nov. 27-Dec. 15

Nov. 25-Dec. 15

Nov. 24-Dec. 15

3-Pt. bull min.

684

WM

Nov. 27-Dec. 15

Nov. 25-Dec. 15

Nov. 24-Dec. 15

Either sex

Elk Area
003

CM

Dec. 7-22

Dec. 5-20

Dec. 4-19

Antlerless only

M uzzleloader Areas
WM
908

Jan 1-31, 1992

Jan 1-31, 1993

Jan 1-31, 1994

Either sex

910

YM

Nov. 17-Dec. 8

Nov. 17-Dec. 6

Nov. 17-Dec. 5

Antlerless only

944

YM

Nov. 17-20

Nov. 17-20

Nov. 17-20

Either sex

501,
568, 574,
576, 580,
586
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Special Elk Hunts Open to Specified Tag Holders
Tag Required: Proper elk tags are listed with each G MU below.
Hunting Method: Hunters must use method listed on their tag, except in Firearm Restriction Areas, where some types
of weapons are banned from use. See elk tag required, dates, and legal elk in table below.
Antlerless or Either Sex Elk Hunts
GMUs

Legal Elk

Dates

Elk Tag
1991

1992

1993

100, 103,
105, 108,
121, 124 west
of SR 395,
127, 130,
133, 136

BE, BL

Nov. 2-10

Oct. 31-Nov. 8

Oct. 30-Nov. 7

Either sex

178

BE, BL

Nov. 9-10

Nov. 7-8

Nov. 6-7

Antlerless or
spike bull only

200-284

Any Elk Oct. 24-Nov. 15
Tag

Oct. 24-Nov. 15

Oct. 24-Nov. 15

Either sex

370

CM, YE, Nov. 1-30
YL, YM

Nov. 1-30

Nov. 1-30

Either sex

564*

WA, WMNov. 6-17
WE, WL

Nov.4-15

Nov. 3-14

Either sex

WE, WL Nov. 6-17

Nov. 4-15

Nov. 3-14

Either sex

501, 568,
574, 576,
586, 588

G MUs 300, 306, 308, 316, that part of G MU 302 in Chelan County and Elk Areas 031 and 032
CE, CL, Dec. 7-22
CM

Dec. 5-20

* Archery or Muzzleloader Equipment Only. Modern
Firearm elk tag holders may hunt but must use primitive
weapons.
Report Cards
Each successful hunter must fill out and return a Game
Harvest Report Card to the Department of Wildlife ·
within 10 days after taking an elk.
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PERMANENT RULES

WILDLIFE COMMISSION

[Order 494-Filed May 2, 1991, 11 :27 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: March 8, 1991.
Purpose: To establish 1991-92, 1992-93, and 1993-94
Deer and bear hunting seasons and regulations.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77 .12.040
and 77 .04.055.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-03-138 on January 23, 1991.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted Version: The adopted version of WAC 232-28-226,
1991-92, 1992-93, 1993-94 Deer and bear hunting seasons and regulations differs from the proposed version
I 38 I

Dec. 4-19

Antlerless only

filed with the code reviser in the following specifics: The
bag limit for deer hunters was modified by adding the
following phrase "except special permit hunters may be
allowed two deer"; the three point restriction was added
to whitetail deer in GMUs 127-185; the modern firearm
deer season in GMUs 200-242 was changed to end Nov.
6, 1992 and Nov. 5, 1993; the modern firearm deer season in GMUs 328-334 was changed to Oct. 12-22,
1991, Oct. 17-27, 1992, and Oct. 16-26, 1993; the
modern firearm deer season in GMUs 335-370 was
changed to Oct. 12-31, 1991, Oct. 17-Nov. 4, 1992, and
Oct. 16-Nov. 4, 1993; the language requiring elk or
cougar tags to hunt in deer seasons was dropped; the late
archery deer season in GMUs 103, 209, 215, 233, 242,
272, 300, 304, 316, 346, 352, and 364 was changed to
end Dec. 8 for 1992 and 1993; and GMUs 584 and 588
changed to end Dec. 15 for 1991, 1992, and 1993; the
late archery deer hunts in GMUs 118, 121, 124, 127,
166, and 178 extended to Dec. 15 in 1991, 1992, and
1993; the late archery deer season in Bow Areas 806 and
807 changed to end Dec. 8 for 1992 and 199 3; legal deer
in G MUs 127, 166 and 178 changed to antlerless and
three point minimum for both whitetail and mule deer;
late archery deer hunts in western Washington GMUs
extended to Dec. 15, antlerless are legal deer in G MUs
433, 558, 636, and 681; GMU 433 deleted from late
archery deer season and added to extended archery deer
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season; late archery deer season in Bow Area 802 extended to Dec. 15 each year; change dates of early
muzzleloader deer hunt in G MU 506 to Oct. 5-11,
1991, Oct. 8-14, 1992, and Oct. 8-1'4, 1993; GMU 501
(Lincoln) added to late muzzleloader deer hunts Nov.
27-Dec. 15, 1991, Nov. 25- Dec. 15, 1992, and Nov.
24-Dec. 15, 1993; late muzzleloader season in GMU
113 and 181 changed to end Dec. 8 in 1991, 1992, and
1993; late muzzleloader hunt in G MU 181 modified to
allow antlerless or three point minimum; closing date of
all late muzzzleloader hunts in western Washington extended to Dec. 15, 1991, 1992, and 1993; the late
muzzleloader hunt in GMU 550 changed to either sex;
in Firearm Restricted Deer Hunts Open to All Deer
Hunters, extended the closing date in GMU 564 and 625
to Dec. 15, shotgun is no longer legal in G MU 410 hunt,
in G MU 625 the hunts are Sept. I I-Dec. 15, 1991,
Sept. 16-Dec. 15, 1992, and Sept. 15-Dec. 15, 1993; the
pursuit bear season August 1-31, 1991, 1992, and 1993
was modified to include that portion of G MU 113 outside of the Grizzly Bear Recovery Zone; the open bear
season in eastern Washington was restricted to Oct. 1225, 1991, Oct. 17-25, 1992, Oct. 16-25, 1993; in
Columbia and Walla Walla counties outside Umatilla
National Forest, use of hounds and bait to hunt black
bear prohibited within the Grizzly Bear Recovery Zone,
restriction on use of bait in Walla Walla and Columbia
counties was dropped; Western Washington general bear
seasons extended in 1992 to close Nov. 1. In GMUs 669,
678, and 681 the seasons open Sept. 11, 1991, Sept. 16,
1992, and Sept. 16, 1993; delete GMU 113 from hound
hunting closures except for Grizzly Bear Recovery Zone;
tag requirement and quality tag sections were deleted;
and 11 Seasons adopted for 1992 and 1993 are adopted
with the intent that the Wildlife Commission will annually review any specific issues for biological and recreational concerns. 11
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
April 21, 1991
John C. McGlenn
Chair

NEW SECTION
WAC 232-28-226 1991-92, 1992-93, 1993-94
DEER AND BEAR HUNTING SEASONS AND
REGULATIONS
DEER

Bag Limit: One (1) deer per hunter during an annual
(July I-March 31) hunting season except special permit
hunters may be allowed two (2) deer.
Hunting Method: Hunters must select one of the hunting methods (modern firearm, archery, muzzleloader).
Buck Deer Seasons: Open only to the taking of male
deer with visible antlers (buck fawns illegal).
Definition: Visible antler is a horn-like growth projecting above the hairline.
Branched Antler Restriction GMUs: APPLIES TO ALL
Buck deer taken in
these G MUs must meet minimum antler point requirements. Minimum antler point requirements are antler
points on one side only. Antler points include eye guards
but all antler points must be at least one inch long. The
following GMUs have 2 or 3 point minimum requirements on buck deer taken.

HUNTERS DURING ANY OPEN SEASON!

2 Point GMUs: 433, 478, 558, 574, 576, 584, 586, 588,
636, 681, and GMU 485 {by permit only).
3 Point GMUs: 103, 127, 130, 133, 136, 139, 142, 145,
148, 151, 154, 160, 161, 163, 166, 169, 172, 175, 178,
181., 184, 185, 203, 231, 306, and 450.
Modern Firearm Deer Seasons
Tag Required: Deer hunter must have a current, valid,
unaltered, unnotched modern firearm deer tag on
his/her person.
Hunting Method: Modern firearm deer tag hunters may
use rifle, handgun, shotgun, bow or muzzleloader, but
only during modern firearm seasons.
High Buck Hunt
Tag Required: Deer hunter must have a current, valid,
unaltered, unnotched modern firearm deer tag on
his/her person.
Legal Deer

Dates

GMUs
1991

1992

1993

203, 301,
302, 450

Sept. 15-25

Sept. 15-25

Sept. 15-25

3-Pt. min.

Deer Areas
010, 040, 060

Sept. 15-25

Sept. 15-25

Sept. 15-25

3-Pt. min.
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General Modern Firearm Deer Seasons
Tag Required: Deer hunter must have a current, valid, unaltered, unnotched modern firearm deer tag on his/her
person.
GMUs

Dates

Legal Deer

1991

1992

1993

Northeastern
100

Oct. 12-27

Oct. 17-Nov. I

Oct. 16-31

Buck only

103

Oct. 12-27

Oct. 17-Nov. I

Oct. 16-31

3 Pt. min.

105-124

Oct. 12-Nov. 24

Oct. 17-Nov. 22

Oct. 16-Nov. 21

Buck only

Oct. 12-20

Oct. 17-25

Oct. 16-24

3-Pt. min.

Okanogan
200-242

Oct. 12-Nov. I

Oct. 17-Nov. 6

Oct. 16-Nov. 5

Buck only
except 3 pt.
min. in GMU
203 and 231.

Columbia Basin
248-278, 284
281

Oct. 12-20
Oct. 12-20

Oct. 17-25
Oct. 17-25

Oct. 16-24
Oct. 16-'-24

Buck only
Either sex

Chelan
300-316

Oct. 12-Nov. 8

Oct. 17-Nov. 13

Oct. 16-Nov. 12

Buck only
except 3 pt.
min. in GMU
306

Oct. 17-27
Oct. 17-Nov. 4

Oct. 16-26
Oct. 16-Nov. 4

Buck only
Buck only

Oct. 12-27

Oct. 17-Nov. 1

Oct. 16-31

Buck only
except either
sex in GMUs
410, 480, and
564; and 2
pt. min. in
GMUs 433,
478, 558, 636,
and 681; and
3 pt. min.
in GMU 450.

Oct. 12-Nov. 10

Oct. 17-Nov. 15

Oct. 16-Nov. 14

2-Pt. min.

Southeastern
127-185
Except closed
in 157

Colockum and Central
328-334
Oct. 12-22
335-370
Oct. 12-31
Western
405-572, 580,
600-684 Closed
in GMU 522.
Permit only
in GMU 485.

574, 576
584, 586, 588
Late Buck Season

Tag Required: Deer hunter must have a current, valid, unaltered, unnotched modern firearm deer tag on his/her
person.
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Dates

GMUs
1991
All 400,
500, & 600
Nov. 21-24
Except closed in:
GMUs 480, 485, 522,
574, 576, 580, 584,
586, 588.
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Legal Deer

1992

1993

Nov. 19-22

Nov. 18-21

Buck only
except 2 pt.
min. in GMUs
433, 478,
558, 636, and
681 and 3 pt.
min. in GMU
450 and
either sex in
GMU 410 and 564.

Archery Deer Seasons
Tag Required: Deer hunter must have a current valid, unaltered, unnotched archery deer tag on his/her person.
Special Notes: Archery tag holders can only hunt with archery equipment during archery seasons.
Early Archery
GMUs

Dates

Legal Deer

1991

1992

1993

100-118, 121-154,
160-169, 175-200,
206, 215-239,
248-300, 306, 308,
316-340, 352-356,
364, 370, 405-442,
454-478, 490,
504, 505, 510, 512,
514, 516, 520, 524,
530, 550, 554-560,
568-588, 601, 602,
607, 615, 618, 621,
627-633, 638, 639,
642-663, 667-669,
678, 681

Sept. I I-Oct. 8

Sept. 16-0ct. 13

Sept. 15-0ct. 12

Either sex
except 3 pt.
or antlerless
in GMUs 103,
127-185, 231,
and 306,
and 2 pt. or
antlerless in
GMUs 433,
478, 558,
574, 576,
584, 586,
588, and 681.

203, 301, 450

Sept. 15-0ct. 8

Sept. I 5-0ct. 13

Sept. 15-0ct. 12

3 Pt. min. or
antlerless

302

Sept. 15-24

Sept. 15-29

Sept. 15-28

3 Pt. min. or
antler less

Sept. 11-24

Sept. 16-29

Sept. 15-28

Either sex
except 2 pt.
or antlerless
in GMU 636.

501, 506

Sept. 1 I-Oct. 1

Sept. 16-0ct. 6

Sept. 15-0ct. 5

Either sex

480

Sept. 27-0ct. 8

Sept. 25-0ct. 6

Oct. 1-12

Either sex

Bow Area
802

Sept. 11-0ct. 8

Sept. 16-0ct. 13

Sept. I 5-0ct. 12

Either sex

119,
360,
603,
666,

172,
448,
612,
672,

242, 304,
484, 564,
624, 636,
684
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Late Archery

Legal Deer

Dates

GMUs
1991

1992

1993

103

Nov.13-Dec.8

Nov. I I-Dec. 8

Nov. IO-Dec. 8

118, 121, 124

Nov. 27-Dec. 15

Nov. 25-Dec. 15

Nov. 24-Dec. 15

127, 166, 178

Nov. 27-Dec. 15

Nov. 25-Dec. 15

Nov. 24-Dec. 15

Antlerless or
3 pt. min.

Nov. 27-Dec. 8

Nov. 25-Dec. 8

Nov. 24-Dec. 8

Either sex

Nov. 27-Dec. 15

Nov. 25-Dec. 15

Nov. 24-Dec. 15

Antlerless or
2-pt. min.

Nov. 27-Dec. 15

Nov. 25-Dec. 15

Nov. 24-Dec. 15

Either sex
except antlerless
or 2 pt.
min. in GMUs
433, 558,
636, and 681.

209,
242,
304,
352,

215, 233,
272, 300,
316, 346,
364

584, 588
418,
448,
480,
516,
556,
601,
618,
648,
681

426,
450,
510,
520,
558,
607,
636,
666,

440,
460,
512,
524,
560,
612,
638,
669,

466,
514,
530,
572,
615,
639,
678,

·Whitetail
only;
either sex

Legal Deer

Dates

Bow Areas

Whitetail
only
antlerless or
3-pt. min.

1991

1992

1993

802

Nov. 27-Dec. 15

Nov. 25-Dec. 15

Nov. 24-Dec. 15

Either sex

806, 807

Nov. 27-Dec. 8

Nov. 25-Dec. 8

Nov. 24-Dec. 8

Either sex

820

Dec. 21-Jan. 5,
1992

Dec. 26-Jan. I0,
1993

Dec. 25-Jan. 9,
1994

Either sex

Extended Late Archery

405, 410, 433,
442, 454, 484,
505, 506, 564,
568, 603, 624,
627*' 642, 660,
663, 667, 672

Legal Deer

Dates

GMUs
1991

1992

1993

Nov. 27-Dec. 31

Nov. 25-Dec. 31

Nov. 24-Dec. 31

Either sex
except
antler less
or 2 pt. min.
in GMU 433.

* Submarine Base Bangor within GMU 627 is antlerless only.
Muzzleloader Deer Seasons
Tag Required: Deer hunter must have a current, valid, unaltered, unnotched muzzleloader deer tag on his/her person.
Hunting Method: Muzzleloader only.
Special Notes: Muzzleloader tag holders can only hunt during muzzleloader seasons and must hunt with muzzleloader
equipment. Muzzleloader deer tag holders may apply for all either sex, antlerless only, and branched antler deer special hunting permits.
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High Buck Hunt

203, 301,
302, 450
Deer Areas
010, 040,060
Earl~

Legal Deer

Dates

GMUs
1991

1992

1993

Sept. 15-25

Sept. 15-25

Sept. 15-25

3-Pt. min.

Sept. 15-25

Sept. 15-25

Sept. 15-25

3-Pt. min.

Muzzleloader
Legal Deer

Dates

GMUs
1991

1992

1993

119, 209, 242,
302, 304, 360,
368, 564, 666

Sept. 25-0ct. 8

Sept. 30-0ct. 13

Sept. 29-0ct. 12

Either sex

506

Oct. 5-11

Oct. 8-14

Oct. 8-14

Buck only

484, 603, 612,
624, 672

Sept. 25-0ct. 8

Sept. 30-0ct. 13

Sept. 29-0ct. 12

Buck only

Late Muzzleloader
Legal Deer

Dates

GM Us
1991

1992

1993

113

Nov. 27-Dec. 8

Nov. 25-Dec. 8

Nov. 24-Dec~ 8

Whitetail
only
either sex

181

Nov. 27-Dec. 8

Nov. 25-Dec. 8

Nov. 24-Dec. 8

Antlerless or
3 pt. min.

304

Nov. 9-17

Nov. 14-22

Nov. 13-21

Buck only

410

Nov. 27-Dec. 15

Nov. 25-Dec. 15

Nov. 24-Dec. 15

Either sex

478

Nov. 27-Dec. 15

Nov. 25-Dec. 15

Nov. 24-Dec. 15

Antlerless or
2-pt. min.

501, 504, 550

Nov. 27-Dec. 15

Nov. 25-Dec. 15

Nov. 24-Dec. 15

Either sex

580

Nov. 27-Dec. 15

Nov. 25-Dec. 15

Nov. 24-Dec. 15

Buck only

576, 586

Nov. 27-Dec. 15

Nov. 25-Dec. 15

Nov. 24--Dec. 15

2-Pt. min.

602, 633
651, 684

Nov. 27-Dec. 15

Nov. 25-Dec. 15

Nov. 24-Dec. 15

Either sex

Dec. 1-31

Dec. 1-31

Dec. 1-31

Antlerless
only

Muzzleloader Area
925

Firearm Restricted Deer Hunts Open To All Deer Hunters
Tag Required: Deer hunter must have a current, valid, unaltered, unnotched modern firearm, archery or muzzleloader
deer tag on his/her person.
Hunting Method: Must use weapon in compliance with tag. Firearm restrictions apply in some GMUs.
GMUs

410

Weapon
Permitted

Archery,
Muzzleloader

Legal Deer

Dates
1991

1992

1993

Oct. 12-27

Oct. 17-Nov. 1

Oct. 16-31
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GMUs

Weapon
Permitted

Legal Deer

Dates
1991

1992

1993

480

Archery,
Shotgun,
M uzzleloader

Oct. 12-27

Oct. 17-Nov. I

Oct. 16-31

Either sex

564

Archery,
Shotgun,
Muzzleloader

Nov. 21-Dec. 15

Nov. 19-Dec. 15

Nov. 18-Dec. 15

Either sex

625

Archery,
Shotgun

Sept. I I-Dec. 15

Sept. 16-Dec. 15

Sept. 15-Dec. 15

Either sex

Sullivan Lake Road; then north and west along Sullivan
Lake Road to the city limits of Metaline Falls; then
north along the city limits of Metaline Fails to State
Route 31; then north along State Route 31 to the point
of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer or
Colville National Forest map.)

BLACK BEAR

Bag Limit: Fall General - One (I) black bear.
Tag Sale Deadline: Bear tags must be purchased by
midnight of the day, preceding modern firearm deer season opener. Actual dates are: Oct. 11, 1991; Oct. 16,
1992; Oct. 15, 1993.

Western Washington*
Aug. 1-0ct. 27, 1991; Aug. I-Nov. I, 1992; Aug. 10ct. 31, 1993, EXCEPT Sept. I-Oct. 27, 1991; Sept. 1Nov. 1, 1992; Sept. I-Oct. 31, 1993; in GMUs 669, 678,
and 681 and Sept. 11-0ct. 27, 1991; Sept. 16-Nov. l,
1992; and Sept. 15-0ct. 31, 1993, in Bow Area 802.
CLOSED in GMUs 485 and 522.
*GMU 460 hunting limited by written authorization.

PURSUIT ONLY SEASON

It is lawful to pursue or tree black bears during estab-

lished pursuit-only seasons, provided any bear pursued
or treed is NOT killed or injured.
Aug. 1-31, 1991, 1992, and 1993, in GMUs 100-112,
GMU 113 outside of Grizzly Bear Recovery Zone*,
118-124 and GMUs 200 and 206.

HOUND HUNTING CLOSURES

OPEN SEASON

Use of hounds is prohibited in GMU 684, and Bow Area
802.

(Bear may be killed.)
Easter.n Washington**
Sept. 1-0ct. 25, 1991, 1992, and 1993, except restrictive
season below in Walla Walla and Columbia counties
outside of Umatilla National Forest and CLOSED to
hunting with hounds Sept. 1-5 in GMUs 203, 218, 224,
231, 239, and 242.
Oct. 12-25, 1991; Oct. 17-25, 1992; Oct. 16-25, 1993;
in Columbia and Walla Walla counties outside Umatilla
National Forest.
**Use of hounds and bait to hunt black bear prohibited
in that part of G MU 113 within the Grizzly Bear Recovery Zone*.

TOOTH SUBMITTAL

Bear: Each hunter who takes a bear must submit the
small premolar tooth behind the canine tooth of upper
and lower jaw for age determination. Tooth envelopes
are available from Department of Wildlife regional
offices.
REPORT CARDS

Each successful hunter must fill out and return a Game
Harvest Report Card to the Department of Wildlife
within ten days after taking a deer or bear.

*Grizzly Bear Recovery Zone (Pend Oreille County):
Beginning at the junction of the Canadian-Washington
boarder and State Route 31 by Boundary Lake; then
east along the Canadian border to the Idaho border;
then south along the Idaho-Washington border to the
ridge top between Bath Creek and Lamb Creek at Section 1, Township 35 North, Range 45 East; then west
along said ridge top to USFS Road 310; then west along
USFS Road 310 to the peak of Gleason Mountain; then
west along USFS Trail 162 to Hungry Mountain; then
south and west along the ridge top between Fourth of
July Creek and Middle Creek to the mouth of LeClerc
Creek; then north along the ridge top between the Pend
Oreille River and the West Branch LeClerc Creek (Dry
Canyon Ridge) to Sullivan Lake Road; then north and
east along Sullivan Lake Road to Sullivan Lake; then
north along the east shoreline of Sullivan Lake to

WSR 91-11-010

PERMANENT RULES

HEALTH CARE AUTHORITY
[Filed May 3, 1991, 9:21 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: March 13, 1991.
Purpose: To clarify how SEBB medical and dental
coverage continues under the consolidated Omnibus
Reconciliation Act (COBRA).
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 182-12-127 and 182-12-21 O; and
amending [new section] WAC 182-12-215.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 41.05.010
and 41.05.025.
I 44 I
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Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-04-086 on February 6, 1991.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
April 23, 1991
Kristen West
Rules Coordinator

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

CONVENTION AND TRADE
CENTER
[Memorandum-May I, 1991)

The Design Committee of the Washington State Convention and Trade Center will meet on Wednesday, May
8, 1991, at 12:00 noon in the 5th Floor Board Room of
the Convention Center, 800 Convention Place, Seattle.

NEW SECTION
WAC 182-12-215 CONTINUED SEBB MEDICAL/DENTAL COVERAGE UNDER COBRA. Enrollees and eligible dependents who become ineligible for
SEBB medical/dental coverage and who qualify for
continued coverage under the Consolidated Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA), including any
amendments hereinafter enacted, may continue their
SEBB plan coverage by self-payment of plan premiums
in accordance with COBRA statutes and regulations.
Parents of an enrollee who qualify as dependents under
the Internal Revenue Code and who were covered as dependents under SEBB medical/dental plans prior to July
1, 1990, shall be deemed "dependents" for purposes of
COBRA coverage.

The WSCTC board of directors will also meet on
Wednesday, May 8, 1991, at 2:00 p.m. in the 5th Floor
Board Room of the Convention Center, 800 Convention
Place, Seattle.

If you have any questions regarding these meetings,
please call 447-5000.

WSR 91-11-013

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES

[Order 91-27-Filed May 3, 1991, 4:10 p.m., effective May 4, 1991,
12:00 noon]

.REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:

Date of Adoption: May 3, 1991.
Purpose: Commercial fishing regulations.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 220-33-057.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Pursuant to RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good
cause finds that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is necessary for the preservation of the
public health, safety, or general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of notice and opportunity
to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be
contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: Incidental take of sturgeon
will occur during set line fishing for nonfood fish species
in the Bonneville Pools. Reduced numbers of sturgeon in
these waters mandate release of all sturgeon.
Effective Date of Rule: 12:00 noon, May 4, 1991.
May3, 1991
Dayna Matthews
for Joseph R. Blum
Director

WAC 182-12-127 EXTENSION OF RETIREE
DEPENDENTS' ELIGIBILITY.
WAC 182-12-210 EXTENDED SELF-PAY
MEDICAL AND DENT AL COVERAGE.

WSR 91-11-011

ATIORNEY GENERAL OPINION

Cite as:

AGO 1991 No. 18

(April 29, 1991]

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS-CRIMINAL JUSTICE
TRAINING COMMISSION-LEOFF PLAN II
RCW 41.26.470(2) provides that a disabled member
who has recovered from an incapacitating disability,
shall be restored to duty. The Criminal Justice Training
Commission may not require law enforcement officers to
obtain basic training pursuant to WAC 139-05-200
(2)(c)(iii), as a condition of reemployment, when these
officers have had a break or interruption in service due
soiely to disability under RCW 41.26.4 70.

NEW SECTION
RIVER
COLUMBIA
WAC 220-32-05700H
STURGEON SEASONS ABOVE BONNEVILLE.
Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-32-057,
effective I 2:0 I p.m. May 4, I 991 until further notice, it
is unlawful for any person, including treaty Indian fishers to take sturgeon with set line gear or to possess sturgeon taken with set line gear from those waters. of the
Columbia River upstream from Bonneville Dam to
McNary Dam.

Requested by:
Mr. James C. Scott
Executive Director
Washington State Criminal Justice
Training Commission
Campus of St. Martin's College
Mail Stop: PW-11
Olympia, Washington 98504

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative Code is repealed effective 12:00 Noon May 4, 1991.
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ladder, fishway or fish bypass pipes. No fishing is allowed from boats or any other floating devices. Lawful
gear is restricted to dipnet, setbag net, or rod and reel
with bait or Jure.
(3) Icicle River - open 9:00 p.m. Thursday to 12:00
noon Saturday, May 9 to June 29, 1991, in those wat~rs
where Icicle River borders the property of the U. S. Fish
and Wildlife National Fish Hatchery at Leavenworth. It
is unlawful to place fishing platforms or to take, molest,
injure, or fish for salmon within 30 feet of any fish ladder, fishway or fish bypass pipes. No fishing is al/owe?
from boats or any other floating devices. Lawful !?ear 1_s
restricted to dipnet, setbag net, or rod and reel with bait
or Jure.
( 4) Wind River from the mouth to a marker 40(}
downstream of Shippard Falls open 12:00 noon Monday
April 1, 1991 to 6:00 p.m. Saturday June 15, 1991.
Lawful gear is restricted to dipnet, setbag net, or rod
and reel with bait or lure.

WAC 220-32-05700G COLUMBIA RIVER
STURGEON SEASONS ABOVE BONNEVILLE.
(91-19)

WSR 91-11-014

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES

[Order 91-29-Filed May 3, 1991, 4:11 p.m.)

Date of Adoption: May 3, 199 l.
Purpose: Commercial fishing regulations.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-32-05500W.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Pursuant to RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good
cause finds that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is necessary for the preservation of the
public health, safety, or general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of notice and opportunity
to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be
contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: Harvestable numbers of
salmon are available for a subsistence fishery. This conforms state regulations with Yakima Tribe regulations.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
May 3, 1991
Dayna Matthews
for Joseph R. Blum
Director

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative Code is repealed:
WAC 220-32-05500W COLUMBIA RIVER
TRIBUTARIES-SUBSISTENCE (91-20)

WSR 91-11-015

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES

NEW SECTION

[Order 91-30--Filed May 3, 1991, 4:15 p.m.]

RIVER
COLUMBIA
WAC 220-32-05500X
TRIBUTARIES-SUBSISTENCE. Notwithstanding
the provisions of WAC 220-32-055 and WAC 220-32059, effective immediately until further notice, it is unlawful for any fisher to take, fish for, or possess salmon
for commercial or subsistence purposes from the
Yakima, Klickitat, Icicle, or Wind Rivers except treaty
Indian fishers possessing treaty rights under the Yakima
Treaty may fish for foodfish for subsistence purposes as
provided for in this section:
(1) Yakima River - a. Horn Dam and from the
southern border of the reservation to Sunnyside Dam
open 12:00 noon Tuesday to 6:00 p.m. Saturday of each
week from April 9 to June 29, 1991.
. b. Prosser and Wapato Dams open 12:00 noon
Wednesday to 6:00 p.m. Saturday of each week from
.
April I 0 to June 29, 1991.
In all open areas it shall be unlawful to place fishing
platforms, or to take, mo/est, injure, or fish for salmon
or to fish bypass pipes associated with irrigation canal
fish screening structures and no fishing is allowed from
boats or any other floating devices. Lawful gear is restricted to dipnet, setbag net, or rod and reel with bait or
Jure.
(2) Klickitat River - open 12:00 noon Wednesday to
6:00 p.m. Saturday, April 3 to May 25, 1991. in those
waters from the Swinging Bridge to Fishway Number 5.
It is unlawful to place fishing platforms or to take, mo/est, injure, or fish for salmon within 25 feet of any fish

Date of Adoption: May 3, 1991.
Purpose: Commercial fishing regulations.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 220--52-071.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Pursuant to RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good
cause finds that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is necessary for the preservation of the
public health, safety, or general we~fare, and that ~b
serving the time requirements of notice and opportunity
to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be
contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: The current regulation governing sea cucumber seasons was put into effect in_ 198_6
for a single four-year cycle only, and a new regulation 1s
necessary to authorize further seasons. Limiting catch
effort in early season stabilizes price and provides for the
economic well being of the industry.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
May 3, 1991
Dayna Matthews
for Joseph R. Blum
Director
NEW SECTION
WAC 220-52-07100I SEA CUCUMBERS. Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-52-071, effective immediately until further notice it is unlawful to
[ 46)
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(i) Whose income is Jess than the one-person AFDC
standard and is in:
(A) Foster care-, or
(B) Subsidized adoption; or
(C) A skilled nursing home, intermediate care facility,
or intermediate care facility for mentally retarded
(ICF/MR); or
(D) An approved inpatient psychiatric facility.
(ii) Meeting the eligibility requirements under WAC
388-83-033.
(e) Family independence program (FJP).
(2) A pregnant woman:
(a) Who would be eligible for AFDC if her child were
b~~n and residi1!g .with her. In determining income eligib1/Jty for Med1ca1d, the department shall increase the
number in the household as if the unborn was born before comparing the pregnant woman's income to the
AFDC payment standard; or
(b) Meeting the eligibility requirements under WAC
388-83-032.
(3) In a medical facility and:
(a) Who would be eligible for cash assistance if the
person was not institutionalized. This includes all categorically needy groups; or
(b) SSI categorically related and would not be eligible
f01: cash assi~tance ((if they. we1e)) including only aged,
blind, and disabled groups If the person was not institutionalized and ((ivhose)) the person's gross income does
not exceed the three hundred percent SSI benefit cap.
((This includes oni'y aged, blind, and disabled g1 oups.))
(4) Not receiving cash assistance because of special
provisions as defined ((in)) under WAC 388-83-130:
'
(5) Not an inmate of a public institution;
(6) Sixty-five years of age or older, a patient in an
institution for mental diseases, and eligible under subsection (3)(a) and (b) of this section; ((or))
(7) An individual eligible for and accepting of, hospice services as described under WAC 388-86-047 shall
be:
(a) SS/ categorically related with gross income Jess
than three hundred percent of the SS/ federal benefit
rate-, or
(b) AFDC categorically related.
(8) Blind or disabled under SS/ criteria, as described
under WAC 388-92-015, and the person receives continuing state-funded cash assistance.

take, fish for, or possess sea cucumbers taken from waters of Washington State except as provided for in this
section:
(1) Sea Cucumber District 1 - Open May 1 through
May 14, 1991 Monday through Wednesday.
(2) Sea Cucumber District 1 - Open May 15 through
June 30, 1991 Monday through Thursday.
(3) Sea Cucumber District 1 - Open July 1 until further notice Monday through Friday.

WSR 91-11-016

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Public Assistance)

[Order 3176-Filed May 3, 1991, 4:54 p.m., effective May 4, 1991,
12:01 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 3, 1991.
Purpose: To incorporate rules for the expedited Medicaid disability program.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 388-82-010 and 388-85-115.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 74.08.090.
Pursuant to RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good
cause finds that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is necessary for the preservation of the
public health, safety, or general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of notice and opportunity
to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be
contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: These amendments are necessary to implement a new program in order to obtain
Title XIX medical assistance for clients who appear to
meet SSI criteria for the period of time the clients' application for disability is pending with the Social Security Administration.
Effective Date of Rule: May 4, 1991, 12:01 a.m.
May 3, 1991
Rosemary Carr
Acting Director
Administrative Services
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 3140,
filed 2/21/91, effective 3/24/91)
WAC 388-82-010 PERSONS ELIGIBLE FOR
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE. Medical assistance is available to any categorically needy person who is:
( 1) Receiving or eligible to receive a cash assistance
payment. Payment categories a person may qualify for
include:
(a) Aid to families with dependent children (AFDC);
(b) Supplemental Security Income (SSl);
(c) State supplemental payment. The ineligible spouse
of an SSI beneficiary receiving a state supplement payment for the ineligible spouse is not eligible for categoricall,y needy medical assistance-, and
(d) A person ((undei twenry=one)) twenty years of
age and younger:

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 2347,
filed 3/6/86)
WAC 388-85-115 DENIED TITLE II AND TITLE XVl APPLJCANTS. When ((an indi~iduai')) a
person has applied for Title II or Title XVI benefits and
the SSA has denied the person's application solely because of a failure to meet Title II and XVI blindness or
disability criteria ((undei Title ll 01 Title XVI)), the
SSA denial shall be binding on the department, unless
the applicant:
(/) ((Rte)) SSA denial is under appeals in the recon~ideration stage, the SSA's administrative ((frir)) hearing process, or the SSA's appeals council((, 01 the fcde1a} co111ts)); or
[ 47]
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(2) ((The applicant's)) Medical condition has changed
since the SSA denial was issued.

(I) Receiving or eligible to receive a cash assistance payment. Payment categories a person may qualify for include:
(a) Aid to families with dependent children (AFDC);
(b) Supplemental Security Income (SSI);
(c) State supplemental payment. The ineligible spouse of an SSI
beneficiary receiving a state supplement payment for the ineligible
spouse is not eligible for categorically needy medical assistance; and
(d) A person ((undci twenty=vne)) twenty years of age and younger:
(i) Whose income is less than the one-person AFDC standard and is
in:
(A) Foster care; or
(B) Subsidized adoption; or
(C) A skilled nursing home, intermediate care facility, or intermediate care facility for mentally retarded (ICF /MR); or
(D) An approved inpatient psychiatric facility.
(ii) Meeting the eligibility requirements under WAC 388-83-033.
(e) Family independence program (FIP).
(2) A pregnant woman:
(a) Who would be eligible for AFDC if her child were born and residing with her. In determining income eligibility for Medicaid, the
department shall increase the number in the household as if the unborn
was born before comparing the pregnant woman's income to the
AFDC payment standard; or
(b) Meeting the eligibility requirements under WAC 388-83-032.
(3) In a medical facility and:
(a) Who would be eligible for cash assistance if the person was not
institutionalized. This includes all categorically needy groups; or
(b) SSI categorically related and would not be eligible for cash assistance ((if they wc1e)) including only aged, blind, and disabled
groups if the person was not institutionalized and ((whose)) the person's gross income does not exceed the three hundred percent SSI benefit cap. ((This includes only aged, blind, and disabled g1oups.))
(4) Not receiving cash assistance because of special provisions as
defined ((m)) under WAC 388-83-130;
(5) Not an inmate of a public institution;
(6) Sixty-five years of age or older, a patient in an institution for
mental diseases, and eligible under subsection (3)(a) and (b) of this
section; ((or))
(7) An individual eligible for and accepting of, hospice services as
described under WAC 388-86-047 shall be:
(a) SSI categorically related with gross income less than three hundred percent of the SSI federal benefit rate; or
(b) AFDC categorically related.
(8) Blind or disabled under SSI criteria, as described under WAC
388-92-015, and the person receives continuing state-funded cash
assistance.

WSR 91-11-017
PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Public Assistance)
[Filed May 3, 1991, 4:55 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: WAC 388-82-0 I 0 Persons eligible for
medical assistance; and 388-85-115 Denied Title II and
Title XVI applicants.
Purpose: To incorporate rules for the expedited Medicaid disability program.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 74.08.090.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 74.08.090.
Summary: WAC 388-82-010, to include a group of
persons eligible for categorically needy Medicaid; and
WAC 388-85-115, to delete federal courts from the appeal process if a disability decision is in the reconsideration state.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: These amendments are
necessary to implement a new program in order to obtain Title XIX medical assistance for clients who appear
to meet SSI criteria for the period of time the clients'
application for disability is pending with the Social Security Administration.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implementation and Enforcement: Diane Tiffany, Medical Assistance, 586-4266.
Name of Proponent: Department of Social and Health
Services, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or
state court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: Same as above.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: See
above.
No small business economic impact statement is required for this proposal by chapter 19.85 RCW.
Hearing Location: OB-2 Auditorium, 12th and
Franklin, Olympia, Washington, on June 25, 1991, at
10:00 a.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Troyce Warner, Chief,
Office of Issuances, Department of Social and Health
Services, Mailstop OB-33H, Olympia, Washington
98504, by June 25, 1991.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 9, 1991.
May 3, 1991
Rosemary Carr
Acting Director
Administrative Services

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 2347, filed 3/6/86)
WAC 388-85-115 DENIED TITLE II AND TITLE XVI APPLICANTS. When ((an indi>idual)) a person has applied for Title II
or Title XVI benefits and the SSA has denied the person's application
solely because of a failure to meet Title 11 and XV I blindness or disability criteria ((unde1 Title 11 01 Title XYI)), the SSA denial shall be
binding on the department, unless the applicant:
(I) ((The)) SSA denial is under appeals in the reconsideration
stage, the SSA's administrative ((fair)) hearing process, or the SSA's
appeals council((, Vi the fcde1al eou1 U)); or
(2) ((The applicant's)) Medical condition has changed since the
SSA denial was issued.
-

WSR 91-11-018

PERMANENT RULES

ST ATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
[Filed May 6, 1991, 2:15 p.m.)

Date of Adoption: November 30, 1990.
Purpose: To clarify course work to be taken to meet
physical education requirement.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 180-51-085.
Statutory
Authority
for
Adoption:
RCW
28A.230. I 00.

AMEN DA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 3140, filed 2/21 /91,
effective 3/24/91)
WAC 388-82-010 PERSONS ELIGIBLE FOR MEDICAL ASSISTANCE. Medical assistance is available to any categorically needy
person who is:
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Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 90-21-154 on October 24, 1990.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May6, 1991
Dr. Monica Schmidt
Executive Director

WSR 91-11-019

ineligible household members under WAC 388-49190(4), 388-49-420(5), and 388-49-480(2).
(3) ((Except fut snbsection (4) of this section,)) The
department shall ((reqttire)) consider the following persons ((pat tieipatiug)) residing in the United States eligible for participation in the food stamp program ((to-be
1eside11ts of the United States and eithet)):
(a) A United States citizen; or
(b) An alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence; or
(c) An alien who:
(i) Entered the United States before January I, 1972,
or some later date as required by law; and
(ii) Has continuously maintained residency in the
United States since then; and
(iii) Is not ineligible for citizenship but is considered
to be lawfully admitted for permanent residence as a result of an exercise of discretion by the attorney general
under section 249 of the Immigration and Nationality
Act.
(d) An alien who qualified for entry after March 17,
1980, because of persecution or fear of persecution on
account of race, religion, or political opinion under sections 203 (a)(7), 207, and 208 of the Immigration and
Nationality Act; or
(e) An alien qualified for conditional entry before
March 18, 1980, under former section 203 (a)(7) of the
Immigration and Nationality Act; or
(f) An alien granted asylum through an exercise of
discretion by the attorney general under section 208 of
the Immigration and Nationality Act; or
(g) An alien lawfully present in the United States as a
result of:
(i) An exercise of discretion by the attorney general
for emergent reasons or reasons deemed strictly in the
public interest under section 212 (d)(5) of the Immigration and Nationality Act; or
(ii) A grant of parole by the attorney general.
(h) An alien living within the United States for whom
the attorney general withheld deportation, under section
243 of the Immigration and Nationality Act, because
the attorney general judges the alien is subject to persecution because of race, religion, or political opinion; or
(i) An alien having temporary resident status as a
special agricultural worker under section 210 of the Immigration and Nationality Act; or
(j) An aged, blind, or disabled alien admitted for
temporary or permanent residence under section 245A
of the Immigration and Nationality Act; or
(k) An alien who is not aged, blind, or disabled admitted under section 245A of the Immigration and Nationality Act when:
(i) Temporary or permanent status has been gained;
and
(ii) A five-year period has expired.
( 4) ((The depar trneut shall cousider a lieus legalized
nuder section 245A of the Immigration aud Natiouality
Aet ineligible for fi~e years after attaiuing temporary
1 esideut statns except fur aliens ~ho.
(a) Attain per mauent 1 csideut status, and
(b) Are aged, bliud, 01 disabled as defiued nuder sectiou 1614 (a){ I) of the Social Secnrity Act.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 90-17009, filed 8/6/90, effective 9/6/90)
WAC 180-51-085
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
REQUIREMENT-EXCUSE. The two credit physical
education requirement shall be met by ((physical ednea
tion eontses)) course work in the areas of personal fitness development, leisure activities, health education/life
skills management, and healthful living program design.
The content of courses shall be determined locally pursuant to WAC 180-51-025. Suggested course outlines
and student outcomes shall be developed by the office of
the superintendent of public instruction. Students shall
be excused from physical education pursuant to RCW
28A.230.050. Such excused students shall be required to
substitute equivalency credits in accordance with policies
of boards of directors of districts.

WSR 91-11-019
PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Public Assistance)

(Order 3177-Filed May 7, 1991, 1:44 p.m., effective June I, 1991)

Date of Adoption: May 7, 1991.
Purpose: To include aged, blind and disabled aliens
admitted for temporary residence under Section 245A of
the Immigration and Nationality Act for participation in
the food stamp program.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 388-49-310 Citizenship and alien
status.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 74.04.050.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-07-069 on March
20, 1991.
Other Findings Required by Other Provisions of Law
as Precondition to Adoption or Effectiveness of Rule:
RCW 34.05.380 (3)(a).
Effective Date of Rule: June I, 1991.
May 7, 1991
Rosemary Carr
Acting Director
Administrative Services
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 2836,
filed 8 /2/89, effective 9 /2/89)
WAC 388-49-310 CITIZENSHIP AND ALIEN
STATUS. {I) The department shall require applicants
to sign the application attesting to their citizenship or
alien status as described under WAC 388-49-030(6).
(2) The department shall consider applicants failing to
meet the requirements of subsection (I) of this section as
[ 49)
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Other Findings Required by Other Provisions of Law
as Precondition to Adoption or Effectiveness of Rule:
RCW 34.05.380 (3)(a).
Effective Date of Rule: June I, 1991.
May 7, 1991
Rosemary Carr
Acting Director
Administrative Services

(-St)) The household shall provide verification when:
(a) Citizenship is questionable; or
(b) One or more of its members are aliens.
(i) The department shall not contact the immigration
and naturalization service to obtain information without
the alien's written consent.
(ii) The department shall give the household failing to
provide verification the option of:
(A) Withdrawing the application; or
(B) Participating without the alien member.
((f6t)) ill An applicant shall be ineligible until:
(a) Questionable citizenship is verified; or
(b) Lawful alien status is verified.
((ffl)) ill The department shall accept a statement
under a penalty of perjury signed by a United States
citizen that the applicant is a United States citizen
when:
(a) The applicant cannot produce acceptable citizenship verification; and
(b) The household can reasonably explain why the
verification is not available.
((fSt)) ill The department shall notify immigration
and naturalization services when any household member
is ineligible because that person is present in the United
States in violation of a known deportation order of the
Immigration and Nationality Act.
((ffl)) ill Lawfully admitted aliens who are ineligible include:
(a) Alien visitors((;));
(b) Tourists((;));
(c) Diplomats((;))_; and
(d) Students with temporary status.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 2966,
filed 4/1 1/90, effective 5/12 /90)
WAC 388-33-376
ADVANCE AND ADEQUATE
NOTICE-SUSPENSION-TERMINATION-REDUCTION OF BENEFITS. In cases of
planned actions to terminate, suspend, or reduce benefits
to recipients of AFDC, FIP, GA, or all medical assistance programs, the department shall give advance and
adequate notice, except as provided under WAC 38833-385, as follows:
(I) "Advance notice" means((:
fat)) the department mails the notice at least ten days
before the date of action( (0'1"
(b) Fot actions based 011 i11fo1 matio11 ft om compute1
matches the depa1tmc11t conducts with fcde1al agencies,
the dcpat tment mails the notice at least thit ty days befo1 c the date of action)).

(2) "Adequate notice" means a written statement of
the:
(a) Action the department intends to take;
(b) Facts relating to the decision;
(c) Policy supporting the action; and
(d) Recipient's right to request a fair hearing, including the circumstances under which assistance is continued if a hearing is requested.
(3) The department shall fully translate advance and
adequate notice into the primary language of the limited
English proficient recipient/enrollee;
(4) When advance notice of planned action is not required as provided under WAC 388-33-385, the department shall give adequate notice as provided under
subsection (2) of this section; and
(5) When changes in either state or federal law require automatic grant adjustments for classes of recipients, the department shall give the recipient notice including the specific change in law.

WSR 91-11-020

PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Public Assistance)

[Order 3178-Filed May 7, 1991, 1:47 p.m., effective June I. 1991)

Date of Adoption: May 7, 1991.
Purpose: The 30 days advance time period for adverse
action notices sent to clients in response to information
obtained from federal computer matches results in more
and higher overpayments incurred by clients. The 30
days advance notice time period also results in more staff
time being spent processing public assistance benefits for
clients.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 388-33-376 Advance and adequate
notice-Suspension-Termination-Reduction
of
benefits.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 74.08.090.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-07-068 on March
20, 1991.

WSR 91-11-021

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

SOUTH PUGET SOUND
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
[Memorandum-May 3. 1991)

At their regular May 2, 1991, board meeting, the trustees moved the Thursday, June 6, 1991, meeting to
Tuesday, June 4, 1991.

I so I
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SOUTH PUGET SOUND
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Embalmers:
State examination or reexamination
Renewal
Late renewal penalty
Duplicate
Certification

[Memorandum-May 2, 1991)
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Regular Meeting Schedule
1991-92
DATE

TIME

Thursday,
Thursday,
Thursday,
Thursday,
Thursday,
Thursday,
Thursday,
Thursday,
Thursday,
Thursday,
Thursday,

3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00

July 11, 1991
September 5, 1991
October 3, 1991
November 7, 1991
December 5, 1991
January 9, 1992
February 6, 1992
March 5, 1992
April 2, 1992
May 7, 1992
June 4, 1992

Fee

Title of fee

WSR 91-11-022

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

Embalmer apprentice:
Apprentice application
Apprentice renewal
Duplicate
Certification

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Funeral director:
State examination or reexamination
Renewal
Late renewal penalty
Duplicate
Certification
Funeral director apprentice:
Apprentice application
Apprentice renewal
Duplicate license
Certification

WSR 91-11-023

PERMANENT RULES

Funeral establishment:
Original application
Renewal
Branch registration and renewal
Preneed application
Preneed renewal:
0-25 sales
26-99 sales
I 00 or more sales
Financial statement fee
Crematory endorsement registration
Crematory endorsement renewal
$50.00 plus fifty cents per
cremation performed during
previous twelve-month period
of June I to May 3 I.

DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING
(Board of Funeral Directors and Embalmers)
[Filed May 7, 1991, 3:10 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 7, 1991.
Purpose: To change the annual renewal fees of crematories affiliated with funeral establishments to a basic
fee of $50.00 plus fifty cents per cremation performed
during the previous 12-month period of June 1 to May
31.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 308-48-800.
RCW
Adoption:
for
Authority
Statutory
18.39.175(4).
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-08-032 on March
29, 1991.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 7, 1991
Marsha Tadano Long
Assistant Director

$150.00
100.00
50.00
15.00
25.00
75.00
45.00
15.00
25.00
150.00
100.00
50.00
15.00
25.00
75.00
45.00
15.00
25.00
350.00
300.00
250.00
200.00
25.00
100.00
150.00
50.00
100.00
((5&.00))

WSR 91-11-024

WITHDRAWAL OF PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
(By the Code Reviser's Office)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 91-01006, filed 12/6/90, effective I /6/91)

[Filed May 7, 1991. 3:15 p.m.]

WAC 308-48-800 FUNERAL DIRECTOR/EMBALMER FEES. The following fees shall be charged by
the professional licensing division of the department of
licensing:

WAC 248-106-030, proposed by the Department of
Health in WSR 90-21-055, appearing in issue 90-21 of
the State Register, which was distributed on November
7, 1990, is withdrawn by the code reviser under RCW
34.05.335(3), since the proposal was not adopted within
the one hundred eighty day period allowed by the
statute.
Kerry S. Radcliff, Editor
Washington State Register

I st I
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Title of Rule: Chapter 392-160 WAC, Special service
program-Transitional bilingual.
Purpose: Updating procedures for releasing students
annually and listing of tests for determining initial eligibility, and technical correction of provisions governing
alternative instructional programs in order to clarify
rules.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 28A.180
RCW.
Statute Being Implemented: Chapter 28A.180 RCW.
Summary: See Purpose above.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: See Purpose above.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Richard M. Wilson, Office of Superintendent of Public
Instruction, Old Capitol Building, (206) 753-2298; Implementation: B. Gloria Guzman Johannessen, Office of
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Old Capitol Building, 753-2583; and Enforcement: Bridget Cullerton,
Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction, Old Capitol Building, (206) 586-6395.
Name of Proponent: Superintendent of Public Instruction, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or
state court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: See Purpose above.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: See
Purpose above.
No small business economic impact statement is required for this proposal by chapter 19.85 RCW.
Hearing Location: Wanamaker Conference Room,
Old Capitol Building, Superintendent of Public Instruction, Olympia, Washington 98504, on June 14, 1991, at
9:00 a.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Richard M. Wilson,
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Legal Services,
Olympia, Washington 98504, by June 4, 1991.
Date of Intended Adoption: June 21, 1991.
May 7, 1991
Judith A. Billings
Superintendent of
Public Instruction

WSR 91-11-025

WITHDRAWAL OF PROPOSED RULES

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
(By the Code Reviser's Office)
[Filed May 7, 1991, 3:16 p.m.]

WAC 478-136-030, proposed by the University of
Washington in WSR 90-21-120, appearing in issue 9021 of the State Register, which was distributed on
November 7, 1990, is withdrawn by the code reviser under RCW 34.05.335(3), since the proposal was not
adopted within the one hundred eighty day period allowed by the statute.
Kerry S. Radcliff, Editor
Washington State Register

WSR 91-11-026

WITHDRAWAL OF PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(By the Code Reviser's Office)
[Filed May 7, 1991, 3:17 p.m.]

WAC 388-155-285, proposed by the Department of Social and Health Services in WSR 90-21-150, appearing
in issue 90-21 of the State Register, which was distributed on November 7, 1990, is withdrawn by the code
reviser under RCW 34.05.335(3), since the proposal was
not adopted within the one hundred eighty day period
allowed by the statute.
Kerry S. Radcliff, Editor
Washington State Register

WSR 91-11-027

WITHDRAWAL OF PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES
(By the Code Reviser's Office)
[Filed May 7, 1991. 3:18 p.m.]

WAC 220-44-030 and 220-44-050, proposed by the
Department of Fisheries in WSR 90-21-162, appearing
in issue 90-21 of the State Register, which was distributed on November 7, 1990, is withdrawn by the code
reviser under RCW 34.05.335(3), since the proposal was
not adopted within the one hundred eighty day period
allowed by the statute.
Kerry S. Radcliff, Editor
Washington State Register

WSR 91-11-029

PERMANENT RULES

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
[Filed May 8. 1991, 10:20 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: April 19, 1991.
Purpose: To amend parking and traffic regulations.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 478-116-085 and 478-116-600; and
amending WAC 478-116-020, 478-116-055, 478-116080, 478-116-090, 478-116-110, 478-116-130, 478116-160, 478-116-210, 478-116-230, 478-116-240,
478-116-250, 478-116-260, 478-116-300, 478-116360, 478-116-390, 478-116-450, 478-116-520, 478116-584, 478-116-586, 478-116-588, and 478-116601.

WSR 91-11-028

PROPOSED RULES

SUPERINTENDENT OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
[Filed May 7, 1991. 4:08 p.m.]

Continuance of WSR 91-07-062.
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( 10) Legal owner. Person1s1 having a security interest
in a vehicle perfected in accordance with chapter 46.12
RCW or the registered owner of a vehicle unencumbered
by a security interest or the lessor of a vehicle unencumbered by a security interest.
( 11) Registered owner. The person whose lawful right
of possession of a vehicle has most recently been recorded with the department of licensing.
. ( 12) Valid. The effective period of a parking permit
issued by the parking division and having the vehicle(s)
license plate(s) listed on the permit for which the permit
is to be displayed.
( 13) Register /registration. The listing of any vehicle
with parking division, by the applicant to be eligible but
not yet having been issued a parking permit for the
university.
(14) Renewal/renew. The replacement of an expired
parking permit at the end of the permit's calendar date,
provided all past parking fines on all vehicle(s) listed on
the permit are paid.
( 15) Reissue. The replacement of a permit which has
been stolen, lost, change of parking lot designation, or a
change of vehicle(s).
( 16) Permit. A document issued by parking division
that authorizes a person to park.
( 17) Assign/assignment. Area designated for a person
to park.
( 18) Designate/designated. Parking area assignment
for person to park per WAC 478-116-130(1).
( 19) Reserve. Area within a parking area designated
for· individuals who have been assigned "reserve."
(20) Fee. A charge for the use of the permit issued.

Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 28 B.20.130
and 28B.10.560.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-06-092 on March
'
6, 1991.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May6, 1991
Melody Tereski
Administrative Procedures Officer
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-1,
filed 7/13 /89, effective 8/13 /89)
WAC 478-116-020 OBJECTIVES OF PARKING
AND TRAFFIC REGULATIONS. (1) The objectives
of these regulations are:
(a) To protect and control traffic and parking.
(b) To assure access at all times for emergency vehicles and equipment.
(c) To minimize traffic disturbance during class hours.
(d) To facilitate the work of the university by assuring
access to its vehicles and by assigning the limited parking space for the most efficient use.
(e) To encourage travel to the university by means
other than single occupancy vehicle (SOV).
(2) Permission to park or operate a vehicle or bicycle
upon state lands governed by these regulations is a privilege granted by the board of regents of the University of
Washington, and does not ensure regular availability of
a parking space under the conditions stated in WAC
478-116-020 and 478-116-180 and elsewhere in these
regulations.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-1,
filed 7/13/89, effective 8/13/89)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 87-1,
filed 7 /28 /87, effective 9 /I /87)

WAC 478-116-055 DEFINITIONS. (I) Bicycle.
Any device defined in chapter 46.04 RCW or hereafter
amended.
(2) Campus. The state lands devoted mainly to the
education, housing, or research activities of the University of Washington.
(3) Impoundment. The removal of the vehicle to a
storage facility either by an officer or authorized agent
of the University of Washington police department.
(4) Pedestrian. Any person afoot, as defined in chapter 46.04 RCW.
(5) Skateboard. Any oblong board of whatever composition, with a pair of small wheels at each end, which
device may be ridden by a person.
( 6) Traffic. Pedestrians and vehicular and non vehicular modes of transportation, as the same are defined in
chapter 46.04 RCW as now or hereafter amended.
(7) Vehicular modes of transportation and/or vehicles. "Vehicles" in chapter 46.04 RCW as now or hereafter amended.
(8) Nonvehicular modes of transportation.
Nonpedestrian transportation devices other than vehicles
(as defined herein) and shall include((, bnt rtot be limit
cd--to;)) bicycles ((and skateboards)).
(9) Key card. A plastic card which actuates the automatic gate arms controlling certain parking areas, and is
issued by the parking division.

WAC 478-116-080 BICYCLE PARKING AND
TRAFFIC REGULATIONS. (I) The primary aim of
the bicycle control program is safety, and this aim will
be achieved by keeping bicycles out of buildings, away
from building exits, and parking them off paths and
sidewalks. All bicycle owners are encouraged to register
their bicycles at the university police department.
(2) Bicycles shall be parked in racks. At no time shall
a bicycle be parked in a building, near a building exit,
on a path or sidewalk, in planted areas nor chained or
otherwise secured to trees, lamp standards or sign posts.
Except for racks adjacent to the residence halls, bicycle
racks in campus areas are for parking and shall not be
used for overnight storage.
(3) Bicycles may be ridden any place where vehicles
are permitted. They may be ridden on sidewalks, though
pedestrians always have the right of way. Bicycles shall
not be ridden on paths or streets where signs indicate
such is prohibited. An audible signal ((shatt)) or warning must be ((med)) ~ by ((bicycle opc1ato1s to
warn pcdcshians of oncoming bicycles)) the bicyclist
whenever there is any appreciable risk of injury to a pedestrian not otherwise aware of the presence of the
bicycle.
(4) Moving a bicycle into any unauthorized area is
prohibited.
(5) Impounding for illegal parking.
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(a) Bicycles parked in violation of WAC 478-116080(2) will be subject to seizure and ((impounding))
impound by the university.
(b) A bicycle abandoned or parked on university land
for twenty-one calendar days or longer is subject to seizure and impound by the university. A bicycle will not
be considered abandoned when the owner /operator is
unable to remove it and so notifies the university police
department.
(c) Impounded bicycles will be stored at the university
police department. Bicycles will be released at specified
times and upon presentation of proof of ownership and
payment of a $5.00 fine. Owners of impounded bicycles,
if identifiable, will be notified as soon as reasonably possible after impoundment and must reclaim the bicycle
within fifteen calendar days. Bicycles unclaimed after
sixty calendar days will be subject to sale at a public
auction conducted by the university ((pofice)) surplus
property department.
@ The university and its officers, employees and
agents shall not be liable for loss or damage of any kind
resulting from such immobilization, impounding and
storage.
(6) Bicycles operated on roadways shall be subject to
all relevant Seattle ordinances and state statutes regulating bicycle use.

minimum impoundment time period has elapsed will be
presumed abandoned and be subject to sale at a public
auction conducted by the university surplus property
department.
(4) The university and its officers, agents, and employees shall not be liable for loss or damage of any kind
resulting from impounding, storage, or sale of any item
under this section.
(5) Impoundment or sale of any skateboard under this
section shall not substitute for nor release any person
from liability for damage to persons or property caused
by use of a skateboard on campus.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 78-3,
filed 6/15/78)
WAC 478-116-090
TOURISTS AND VISITORS-EXEMPTION FROM PERMIT REQUIREMENTS. The manager of the parking division may allow tourists and visitors without permits to drive through
the campus without parking, but ((he 01 she)) the manager may require them to wait at the entrances to the
campus during times when traffic congestion is above
normal, such as at the time of class changes.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-1,
filed 7 /13/89, effective 8/13/89)
WAC 478-116-110
REGULATORY SIGNS
AND DIRECTIONS. {l) Drivers of vehicles shall obey
regulatory signs which are posted by the university consistent with the parking and traffic regulations of the
University of Washington. Drivers of vehicles shall also
comply with directions issued by members of the parking
division in the assignment and use of parking space and
in the collection of parking fees.
(2) Pedestrians and operators of vehicular modes of
transportation shall comply with directions issued by
university police officers in the enforcement of these regulations and in the general control and regulation of
traffic. ((D1ivets of vehicles shall also comply with di1cetions issued by membet s of the pat king division in the
assignment and use of pat king space and in the collection of pat king fees.))

NEW SECTION
WAC 478-116-088 USE OF SKATEBOARDS.
(1) Skateboard use in pedestrian areas, including walkways, stairs, ramps, concourses, and plazas (such as
"Red Square"), and on internal campus streets and
loading areas on the university campus is restricted solely to transporting an individual from one campus destination to another. Any recreational, athletic, or other
exhibitional use of skateboards unrelated to transportation is strictly prohibited in the pedestrian areas, unless
expressly approved in advance by the committee on the
use of university facilities, pursuant to chapter 478-136
WAC.
(2) Skateboard use in violation of this section shall
result in the following:
(a) For the first offense, the university police department will record the name of the individual and provide
a written warning against further skateboard use in violation of this section. Individuals who cannot produce
satisfactory identification will be given a receipt for their
skateboard, which will be impounded at the university
police station until they are able to return with the receipt and identification. There will be no impound fee.
(b) For a second offense, the skateboard will be impounded for not less than forty-eight hours.
(c) For a third or subsequent offense, the skateboard
will be impounded for not less than thirty days.
(d) Impounded skateboards will be held by the university police department and released only during regular business hours to individuals with satisfactory identification. Payment of a five-dollar storage fee will also be
required for release, except as provided in (a) of this
subsection.
(3) Skateboards impounded under this section which
are unclaimed sixty calendar days after the applicable

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 75-2,
filed 6/4/75)
WAC 478-116-130 DESIGNATED AND ASSIGNED PARKING AREAS. {l) No vehicle shall be
parked on the campus except in those areas set aside and
designated as parking areas.
(2) No vehicle shall be parked:
(a) At any place where official signs prohibit parking.
(b) Within ((ten)) fifteen feet of a fire hydrant.
(3) No vehicle shall be parked in any parking area
without a permit for that area, except as provided in
WAC 478-116-160.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 75-2,
filed 6/4/75)
WAC 478-116-160 EXCEPTIONS TO PARKING RESTRICTIONS. ((WAC 478 l 16=060 and
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(b) Deans, senioi executive and adminishativc officers, and dcpa1tmcnt chai1pc1so11s a11d di1ceto1s,
(c) Full p1 ofesso1 s, associate p1 ofcsso1 s, and tlu cc 01
mo1 e pc1 son cai pools,
(d) Assistant p1 ofcsso1 s, insh ucto1 s, 1csca1 eh associates and lcct111 c1 s, lib1 azians with academic status, and
two pc1 son ca1 pools,
(c) Full time pcrso1111cl who 1cgulady and f1 cqucutly
1cqui1 c thci1 vehicle to facilitate thci1 wo1 k. P1 occd111 cs
fo1 such issuance will be dctc1 mined by the manage1 of
the pa1 king di" is ion,
(f) Othc1 full time pc1 sonncl,
(g) Teaching aud 1Csca1 ch assistants, t'1Vo 01 11101 c
pet son teaching aud rcsca1 eh assistants ca1 pools,
(h) Students whose cxh acu11 icula1 acti vitics 1cqui1 e
1cgula1 and f1cqucnt use of vehicles. P1occdu1cs fo1 such
issuance will be coo1 dinatcd between the vice p1 csidcnt
fo1 student affai1 s aud the mauagc1 of the pa1 king
division,
(i) Pait time academic and pa1 t time staff pc1 sonncl,
(j) All othe1 univc1 sity studc11ts.
(3) When 1ccommc11dcd by the app1 op1 iatc vice p1 csidcnt 01 dcau 01 his 01 hc1 dcsigncc, pa1 king spaces may
be 1cdish ibutcd among pc1 so1111cl within a depa1 tment 01
adminish alive unit.
(4) Assignment of pa1 kiug space to 1csidcncc hall students will be made iu acco1 dance with p1 io1 itics and
p1 occdu1 cs dcnlopcd by the di1 ccto1 of honsiug and
food scniccs and app1o"cd by the 111anagc1 of the pat king division)) on transportation.

478 116 130 (l) and (3) of these 1ulcs and 1cgulations
shall not apply to the d1 i vets of statc=mrncd vehicles
'1Vhich a1e opciated by the Unive1sity of Vlashington.))
(1) State-owned vehicles which are operated by the
University of Washington shall not:
(a) Be required to have a valid permit as set in WAC
478-116-060;
(b) Be required to park in designated parking areas as
set in WAC 478-116-130 (I) and (3).
(2) State-owned vehicles which are operated by the
University of Washington shall not:
(a) Park within fifteen feet of a fire hydrant;
(b) Park in areas marked as tow, fire, prohibitive, no
parking, wheelchair /disability, or reserved parking stalls
or areas.
(3) Exceptions for state-owned vehicles may be
granted by the university police due to repair or construction upon written request.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 89-1,
filed 7/13/89, effective 8/13/89)
WAC 478-116-210 AUTHORIZA TION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS. (I) The manager of the
parking division is authorized to issue permits to drive or
park upon the campus ((to unin1sity faculty memben
and othc1 employees, officc1 s, and agents, unive1 sity students, guests, and visito1 s of the uuivc1 sity fo1 such iudi" idual's pc1 sonal use pt11 suant to the p1 o" is ions of VlAC
478 116 210 tluough 478 116 320 and 478 116 360)).
(2) All outstanding campus parking violation penalties
must be satisfactorily settled before a parking permit
may be issued or reissued or renewed.

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 89-1,
filed 7/13/89, effective 8/13/89)
WAC 478-116-240 VISITOR PARKING. All visitors, including guests, salespersons, patients, maintenance or service personnel, contractors, consultants, and
all other members of the public shall park only in available space as directed by the parking division and the
established parking fee shall be paid, except as noted
below:
(I) ((Univc1 sity of Washington licensed vehicles,
and)) fublic safety((f)) and emergency vehicles performing services to the University of Washington as
required.
(2) Media vehicles may park in designated spaces
without charge.
(3) Taxis, tow trucks, and commercial delivery vehicles may enter the campus without payment of the
parking fee for pickup or delivery of passengers, supplies
and equipment only.
( 4) School buses and tour buses.
(5) Individuals coming to the campus for the purpose
of rendering ((uncompensate d)) requested services to the
University of Washington will be parked in designated
areas without charge. In such event, the department or
administrative unit receiving the ((uncompensate d)) requested service will pay the parking fee at the departmental commuter ticket rate.
(6) Persons retired from the university will be parked
in designated areas ((without charge)) at a reduced rate.
Retired persons reemployed may purchase annual permits at forty percent of the annual permit cost((, 01 may

AMEND A TORY SECTION (Amending Order 79-3,
filed 8 /2/79)
WAC 478-116-230 ((PRIORlTIES )) PARKING
ALLOCATION . (I) The parking spacehl available on
the campus shall be allocated by the manager of the
parking division ((among applicants fo1 pc1 mi ts)) in
such manner as will best obtain the objectives of these
regulations while providing for the parking needs of all
parking system patrons. In ((making such)) developing
guidelines for the allocation of parking spaces, the manager of the parking division shall consult with and receive the advice of the ((llanspo1tation )) advisory committee ((appointed by the prcsidc11t of the univctsity to
1ep1 csent the intc1 es ts of the faculty, the staff pc1 sonnel
and the student body.
(2) Unless in his 01 he1 opinion the objectives of these
1cgulations would othc1 wise be bcttc1 set" cd, the manage• of the pa1 king division shall obsc1 vc the following
p1 iorities in the issuance of pc1 mi ts to applicants, "'ith
the fit st listed pt io1 ity being highest and the last listed
pt io1 ity being lo\'¥ est.
(a) Physically handicapped faculty mcmbc1 s, staff
pc1 sonnel and students. Such faculty and staff must obtain a cc1 tificatc ft oni a physician and such students
nrnst obtain a disability pa1 king 1equcst f1 om Hall
Health Ccntc1 indicating that special pa1ki11g assignn1ent is essential in 01dc1 fo1 them to pc1fo1111 thci1 assigned duties or to attend classes,
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pm chase quar tctly per mi ts at one hundr cd per cent of
the quarterly permit cost)).

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 87-1,
filed 7/28/87, effective 9/1/87)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 90-13026, filed 6/12/90, effective 7/13/90)

WAC 478-116-260 ATHLETIC EVENT PARKING. The parking fee established ((in WAC 478 116
660)) by schedule will be charged for each vehicle
parked for athletic events, except:
(I) Vehicles displaying valid university parking
permits;
(2) Vehicles of visiting teams, coaches and bands;
(3) Vehicles of persons presenting permits for prepaid
athletic parking. The agency or office issuing the permit
will reimburse the parking fund at the established fee for
each vehicle parked.

WAC 478-116-250
((SPECIAL))
OTHER
TYPES OF PERMITS. (I) Temporary or part-time
employees, maintenance and service personnel, persons
serving the university without pay, and other visitors
who must frequently visit the campus on university business, ((matt)) may be issued parking permits at the regular annual or quarterly fee or at a rate based on the
regular annual fee, ((subject to the approval of)) in accordance with guidelines issued by the manager of the
parking division. Parking on the campus will not be provided to persons intending to make personal solicitations
from or personal sales to university employees or
students.
(2) Complimentary drive-through permits may be issued to parents of young children registered in university
sponsored programs. Drive-through permits do not include parking privileges.
(3) The manager of the parking division will assist
university departments which sponsor functions such as
conferences, seminars, dinners, and similar events in arranging for parking and the collection of parking fees.
Such fees will be deposited in the parking fund.
(4) Self-sustaining university departments may requisition parking for their events in the same manner as
they do other services furnished by the university and
the parking fees collected will be deposited in the parking fund.
(5) ((Reserved parking areas may be assigned for use
by the p1 csidcnt, vice pr csidcnts, deans, dcpar tmcnt di1cetoi s, 01 their cquivale11ts. Additionally, rcsc1 vcd pa1ki11g ar cas may be assig11cd for use by physically handicapped individuals Y¥ her c uccd aud conditio11 thc1 cfo1
arc demons tr atcd to the manager of the par ki11g div isio11.
The tr anspo1 tation officer is author izcd to make cxccptio11s to these 1cst1 ictions if it is deter mined that such
rcscncd status is 1cqui1cd in the conduct of university
busi11css.)) Reserved parking area ((permits vvill)) designators, such as reserve, wheelchair, disabled, may be issued ((only)) by the manager of the parking division
((and)) upon payment of the prescribed fee. ((Such
pa1ki11g areas vvill be 1cscncd usually bct¥Ycc11 the hours
of 7.00 a.m. a11d 6.00 p.m., Monday through Fiiday.))
(6) Capital projects which use parking spaces for employee parking or construction staging may be assessed a
charge based on their impact to parking revenues.
( ( (7) The par ki11g manager shall dcsig11atc par king
a1 cas a11d establish par ki11g 1ate fees for the 1990 Good.. ill Games. The 1ates shall be established Y¥ ith the advice of the advisory committee 011 tr anspo1 tatio11 a11d
shall be sufficic11t to c11sm c that the par king fund 1cmains self sustaining and to c11cou1 age high occupancy
vehicle trips to mi11imizc traffic congestion.))

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 75-2,
filed 6/4/75)
WAC 478-116-300 VEHICLE AND DRIVER'S
LICENSES REQUIRED. ((ffl)) Any applicant for a
permit must possess a valid driver's license and the vehicle for which ((he 01 she)) the applicant seeks a permit
must also be validly licensed and registered.
(((2) Pc1so11s vvho do 11ot have the regular use of an
automobile vvill not be eligible for permits, except i11
cases imolving physical disability. Such applicants shall
set for th in M iti11g the arr a11gcmcnts for t1 a11spor ti11g
them to a11d fr om campus.))
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-1,
filed 7 /13/89, effective 8/13/89)
WAC 478-116-360 CARPOOLS ((PERMITS)).
(I) Two or more people constitute a valid carpool.
(2) ((Faculty 01 staff pc1so1111el vvith/vvithout students
may be issued 011c tr ansfc1 able per mit for each car pool.
This permit is b a11sfc1 able only among the rcgistcr cd
vehicles of the car pool and is not valid on any other
\!Chicle.
ffl)) The manager of the parking division is authorized to set aside carpool spaces in designated parking
areas, establish guidelines for permit issuance, and to
develop appropriate procedures1 to encourage carpooling
and insure against abuse of carpool privileges.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 87-1,
filed 7/28/87, effective 9/1/87)
WAC 478-116-390 SCHEDULE OF FEES. Fees
for parking ((arc those provided in WAC 478 116
660)) and the effective date thereof shall be submitted to
the board of regents for approval by motion. Prior to
approval by the board of regents, the university shall,
after notice, hold a hearing on the proposed schedule.
The hearing shall be open to the public, and shall be
presided over by a presiding officer who shall prepare a
memorandum for consideration by the university, summarizing the contents of the presentations made at the
hearing. Approved fee schedules shall be available in the
public area of the parking division office.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 87-1,
filed 7 /28/87, effective 9/1/87)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-1,
filed 7/13 /89, effective 8/13 /89)

WAC 478-116-450 ELECTION TO FORFEIT
OR CONTEST. (I) The summons or parking violation
notice issued pursuant to WAC 478-116-440 shall advise the alleged violator that he or she may elect, within
fifteen calendar days of receipt of the violation notice,
either to pay and forfeit the fine applicable to the
violation(s) charged or to contest the matter(s) in the
university parking court.
(2) If the alleged violator chooses to forfeit the fine(s)
he or she may do so by mail, forwarding the appropriate
amount by check or money order or bringing such
amount in cash to the university parking violations division. Such forfeiture shall constitute a waiver of the
right to a hearing.
(3) If the alleged violator chooses to contest, he or she
may do so by contacting the parking violations division
and requesting a date to appear in court. Such request
may be made by telephone, mail or in person. If a person believes that a personal court appearance would represent an unreasonable hardship, he or she may request
to contest a matter in writing. If such a request is approved, the person who received the violation may submit written materials to be considered by the parking
court judge as testimony in lieu of a personal court appearance. The parking court judge will then issue a final
decision, a copy of which will be mailed to the person
who received the violation.
(4) If an alleged violator has received one or more
parking violation notice(s) amounting to ((SZ&.00))
$28.00 or more and has neither paid the fines nor requested a court date, the parking violations division shall
send a notice of election to forfeit or contest to the alleged violator not less than seven calendar days following
service of the unanswered summons or parking violations
notice. This notice shall direct the individual to either
(a) pay the fine in the amount specified or, (b) request
an appearance before the university parking court. Such
action must be taken within ((ten)) fifteen calendar days
of the date the notice of election to forfeit or contest was
posted. Failure to comply with either (a) or (b) within
the specified time limit will result in a default judgment,
and the university parking judge may impose such penalty or fines appropriate under the schedule of fines established pursuant to WAC 478-116-520.
(5) Failure of an alleged violator to appear in the
university parking court on the date set or to apply for a
continuance of the hearing date or to pay and forfeit
fines prior to the hearing date shall, unless lawful excuse
is established before the university parking court, constitute a plea of guilty to the complaint or information and
such penalty or fine may be imposed by the parking
judge as is appropriate under the schedule of fines established pursuant to WAC 478-116-520.

WAC 478-116-520 FINES AND PENALTIES.
( l) The fines or penalties which may be assessed for violations of these regulations are those detailed in WAC
478-116-601.
(2) Fines.
(a) Persons cited for violation of these regulations
may respond either by arranging for a university parking
court date or by paying and forfeiting a fine within fifteen calendar days of service of the citation in accordance with WAC 478-116-450. Forfeitures submitted by
mail must be postmarked within fifteen calendar days of
the date of issue of the citation in order to avoid additional penalties.
(b) An additional fine of (($7:00)) ten dollars per offense shall be assessed for each parking citation which is
not responded to within the fifteen calendar day limit
provided in (('NAC 478 116 520 (2)))(a) of this
subsection.
((ftj)) ill The manager of the parking division shall
cause these regulations or a reasonable summary thereof
to be:
((fit)) i!}_ Published in the University of Washington
Daily at least twice each calendar year.
((frit)) ill Prominently displayed in the offices of the
university parking violations division, the university police department, and the parking division.
((fdt)) ill The fine schedule shall be printed on the
parking violation notices served on alleged violators.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 87-1,
filed 7 /28/87, effective 9/1/87)
WAC 478-116-584 IMPOUNDMENT WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE. A vehicle may be impounded
without reasonable attempt having been made to notify
the owner of the possibility of this action only in the following circumstances:
((fat)) ill When in the judgment of a university police officer the vehicle is obstructing or may impede the
flow of traffic, or is parked unattended in a posted fire
lane((;)); or
((~)) ill When in the judgment of a university police officer the vehicle poses an immediate threat to public safety{{;)); or
((ftj)) ill-When a university police officer has probable cause to believe the vehicle is stolen({;)); or
((fdt)) ill When a university police officer has probable cause to believe that the vehicle contains or constitutes evidence of a crime, and in ((his)) the police officer's judgment impoundment is necessary to obtain or
preserve such evidence((:)); or
((ftj)) ill When a driver is arrested and/or deprived
of the right to leave with ((hisfher)) the driver's vehicle,
and the university police are responsible for the "safekeeping" of the vehicle; or
(6) When in violationof WAC 478-116-110.
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Similar notice shall be given to each person who seeks
to redeem an impounded vehicle. If a vehicle is redeemed prior to the mailing of notice, the notice need
not be mailed.
(2) Vehicles impounded shall be redeemed only under
the following circumstances:
(a) Only the registered owner who has a valid driver's
license or person authorized by the registered owner who
has a valid driver's license and who produces proof of
authorization and signs a receipt therefor, may redeem
an impounded vehicle.
(b) Any person so redeeming a vehicle impounded
shall pay the cost of such impoundment (towing and
storage), together with such fines as are outstanding
against the vehicle if impoundment was made pursuant
to WAC 478-116-582 prior to redemption, except as
provided in ((subsection)) (c) of this ((1egulation))
subsection.
(c) Any person seeking to redeem a vehicle impounded under WAC 478-116-582, 478-116-584 or 478116-586 has a right to a hearing to contest the validity
of impoundment or the amount of towing and storage
charges and shall have ((his 01 he1)) the vehicle released
upon making a written request for a hearing to the university parking court, paying any outstanding fines, and
executing a promissory note, naming the University of
Washington as payee, in an amount to include both the
costs of towing and storage and a civil penalty of fifty
dollars which promissory note shall immediately become
due and owing in the event such person either:
(i) Fails to appear at the requested hearing((~)); or
(ii) Fails to pay by 6:00 p.m. the next business day
following the hearing any towing and storage charges for
which such person may be found liable.
((fA-1)) ill In addition to any other penalty which
may be imposed as a result of actions described in
subsection((s)) .Q2.i£2.(i) or (ii) of this section, campus
parking privileges shall be suspended until all such debts
are paid.
((fBt)) ill The promissory note shall be automatically cancelled and discharged when a person either:
((fit)) ~ Pays the towing and storage charges and
cancels ((his 01 he1)) the request for a hearing((~)); or
((fiit)) ill Pays thetowing and storage charges by
6:00 p.m. the next business day after having been found
liable therefore at the hearing provided for in this
section.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-1,
filed 7/13/89, effective 8/13/89)
WAC 478-116-586
IMPOUNDMENT
OF
ABANDONED VEHICLES. ((A vehicle not subject to
impoundment unde1 WAC 478 116 582 01 478 116
584 may be impounded afte1 notice of such p1 oposed
impoundment has been secUJ cly attached to and conspicuously displayed on said vehicle fo1 a pe1 iod of
twenty fou1 hoUJ s p1 io1 to such impoundment when
such vehicle is abandoned as that tcrn1 is defined in
RCW 46.55.100 as now 01 he1eafte1 amended.)) i.!l.A
parking enforcement or law enforcement officer discovering an apparently abandoned vehicle shall attach to
the vehicle a readily visible notification sticker. The
sticker shall contain the following information:
(a) The date and time the sticker was attached;
(b) The identity of the officer;
(c) A statement that if the vehicle is not removed
within seventy-two hours from the time the sticker is
attached, the vehicle will be impounded;
(d) The address and telephone number where additional information may be obtained.
(2) If the vehicle has an annual or quarterly permit
displayed, the officer or the parking violations office shall
check the records to learn the identity of the owner. The
officer or the parking violations department shall make a
reasonable effort to contact the owner by telephone in
order to give the owner the information on the notification sticker.
(3) If the vehicle is not removed within the seventytwo hours from the time the notification sticker is attached, the officer may impound the vehicle.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 87-1,
filed 7 /28/87, effective 9/1/87)
WAC 478-116-588 NOTICE AND REDEMPTION OF IMPOUNDED VEHICLES. (l) Not more
than twenty-four hours after impoundment of any vehicle, the University of Washington police department
shall mail a notice to the registered owner of the vehicle,
as may be disclosed by the vehicle license number, if
such be obtainable, and to any other person who claims
the right to possession of the vehicle, if such a claim is
known to an officer, agent or employee of the University
of Washington police department who has knowledge of
the impoundment. The notice shall be mailed to the registered owner at the address provided by the Washington
state department of licensing or the corresponding agency of any other state or province. If a police officer who
has knowledge of the impoundment has reason to believe
that an owner, or one who claims to be an owner, is residing or in custody at some different address which is
known to the officer, a copy of the notice shall be mailed
or personally delivered to such owner or claimant in a
manner designed, as nearly as may be practicable, to
give actual notice to ((him 01 he1)) the owner. The notice shall contain the full particulars of the impoundment, redemption, and an opportunity for a hearing to
contest the propriety of the impoundment as hereinafter
provided.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 87-1,
filed 7 /28 /87, effective 9/1 /87)
WAC 478-116-601 FINES AND PENALTIES.
The following schedule of fines for violations of the rules
listed ((in WAC 478 116 600)) below is hereby
established:
-OFFENSE

MAXIMUM FINE

01 Obstructing traffic
WAC 478-116-190
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OFFENSE

MAXIMUM FINE

MAXIMUM FINE

OFFENSE

22 Failure to transfer a valid permit
(upon application to the parking
violations division the fine may
be waived for the first offense in
a 12-month period.) ............... 3.00
WAC 478-116-340
23 Parking in space designated for
wheelchair . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50.00

02 Enter/exit without paying ......... ((+5:00))
20.00
WAC 478-116-110
03 Failure to lock ignition ................ 5.00
WAC 478-116-200
04 Failure to set brakes .................. 5.00
WAC 478-116-200
05 Improper display of vehicle permit ...... 3.00
WAC 478-116-340
06 Permit not registered to this vehicle .............................. 5.00
WAC 478-116-060
07 Occupying more than one stall or
space ......................... ((5:00))
10.00
WAC 478-116-140
08 Parking in restricted parking area .. ((+2:60))
25.00
WAC 478-116-1 IO
09 Parking in prohibited area ......... ((+5:00))
25.00
WAC 478-116-130
IO Parking on planted areas .......... ((+2:60))
16.00
WAC 478-116-130
11 Parking out of assigned area ........... 5.00
WAC 478-116-130
12 Parking over posted time limit ..... ((+2:60))
16.00
WAC 478-116-1 IO
13 Parking with no valid permit displayed ....................... ((+2:60))
20.00
WAC 478-116-060
14 Parking within ((ffl)) 12 feet of
fire hydrant .................. ((+5:00))
25.00
WAC 47S-l 16-130
15 Parking at expired meter .......... ((+2:60))
16.00
WAC 478-116-350
16 Parking outside cycle area ............. 5.00
WAC 478-116-070
17 Parking in space/area not designated for parking . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.00
WAC 478-116-130
18 Parking while privilege suspended ... ((25:00))
50.00
WAC ((478 116 520)) 478116-540
-19 Use of forged/ stolen vehicle permit ........................... 100.00
WAC 478-116-060 and 478116-370
20 Impound ........................ At cost
WAC 478-116-580
21 Other violations of the university
parking and traffic regulations ...... 25.00

REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:
WAC 478-116-085 USE OF NONVEHICULAR
MODES OF TRANSPORTATION.
WAC 478-116-600 FEES.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

[Order 139-Filed May 8, 1991, 2:59 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: February 11, 1991.
Purpose: A housekeeping action to transfer rules to
Title 246 WAC.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order: See
Recodification Section below.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 43.70.040.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 90-22-094 on
November 7, 1990.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
February 11, 1991
Pam Campbell Mead
for Kristine M. Gebbie
Secretary
RECODIFICA TION SECTION
The following section is being recodified:
308-50-440

as

246-828-990

WSR 91-11-031

PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
(Hearing Aid Council)

[Order 1658-Filed May 8, 1991, 3:02 p.m.)

Date of Adoption: May 2, 1991.
Purpose: A housekeeping action to transfer rules to
Title 246 WAC.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order: See
Recodification Section below.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.35.161.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-07-058 on March
19, 1991.
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Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-07-057 on March
19, 1991.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May2, 1991
Janyce K. Mose
Chairman of the Council

Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 2, 1991
Janyce K. Mose
Chairman of the Council
RECODIFICA TION SECTION
The following sections are being recodified as chapter
246-828 WAC:

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order PL
469, filed 7 /3/84)

Chapter 246-828 WAC
Hearing aid fitters and dispensers
308-50-010
308-50-020
308-50-035
308-50-040
308-50-090
308-50-100
308-50-110
308-50-120
308-50-130
308-50-140
308-50-150
308-50-160
308-50-170
308-50-180
308-50-190
308-50-200
308-50-210
308-50-220
308-50-240
308-50-250
308-50-260
308-50-270
308-50-280
308-50-290
308-50-295
308-50-310
308-50-320
308-50-330
308-50-350
308-50-380
308-50-390
308-50-400
308-50-410
308-50-420
308-50-430
308-50-500

as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as
as

246-828-020
246-828-030
246-828-040
246-828-050
246-828-060
246-828-070
246-828-080
246-828-090
246-828-100
246-828-110
246-828-120
246-828-130
246-828-140
246-828-150
246-828-160
246-828-170
246-828-180
246-828-190
246-828-200
246-828-210
246-828-220
246-828-230
246-828-240
246-828-250
246-828-260
246-828-270
246-828-280
246-828-290
246-828-300
246-828-310
246-828-320
246-828-330
246-828-340
246-828-350
246-828-360
246-828-370

WSR 91-11-032

PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
(Hearing Aid Council)

[Order 1668-Filed May 8, 1991, 3:04 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 2, 1991.
Purpose: Amendatory rules relating to hearing aid fitter/ dispensers.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 308-50-295 and 308-50-310.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.35.161.

WAC 308-50-295 UNFAIR _OR DECEPTIVE
PRACTICES, UNETHICAL CONDUCT AND UNFAIR METHODS OF COMPETITION-DEFAMATION OF COMPETITORS OR FALSE DISPARAGEMENT OF THEIR PRODUCTS. (I) It is an unfair trade practice to defame competitors by falsely imputing to them dishonorable conduct, inability to
perform contracts, questionable credit standing, or by
other false representations, or falsely to disparage the
products of competitors in any respect, or their testing
procedures, testing equipment, business methods, selling
prices, values, credit terms, policies, or services, or to
knowingly intervene in any way with any contractual
agreement between a competitor and his/her hearing aid
purchaser, or to try to influence the purchaser to cancel
the contract, or to attempt to induce the purchaser to
cancel the contract by offering a lower price or by any
other act of intervention.
(Note:

The use of "bait" or "blind" advertisements as a means of
accomplishing such defamation or false disparagement is
deemed to be within the prohibitions of this rule.)

(2) Under this rule, it is an unfair trade practice for
an industry member:
(a) To display competitive products in his show window, shop, or in his advertising in such manner as falsely
to disparage them; or
(b) To represent falsely that competitors are unreliable but that the disparager is not; or
(c) To quote prices of competitive hearing aids or devices without disclosing that they are not the present
current prices, or to shown, demonstrate, or represent
competitive models as being the current models when
such is not the fact.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order PL
563, filed 11/19 /85)
WAC 308-50-310 PERSONAL DISCLOSURE.
A licensee who contacts a prospective purchaser away
· from the licensee's place of business must:
(I) When the contact is in person, present the prospective purchaser with written notice of:
(a) His or her name, the name of his or her business
firm, his or her business address and telephone number;
(b) The number of his or her license.
(2) Telephone contact with prospective purchasers
must disclose the name of the licensee, name and location of his or her ((bttsiness fom)) principal establishment and purpose of call.
0) When the contact is through a direct mail piece or
other advertising initiated by the licensee, clearly show
on all promotional items the business/establishment
name, the principal establishment address and telephone
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number, not just the address or telephone number where
he/she will be on given days.
(4) A principal establishment is one which is bonded
pursuant to RCW 18.35.240.

$ 40.00
500
$
$ 1,000
$ 50,000

LOITERY COMMISSION
[Filed May 9, 1991, 1:01 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 3, 1991.
Purpose: To establish the game play rules and criteria
for determining winners of Instant Game Nos. 64 (Play
Days), 65 (Touchdown) and 66 (Tumbling Dice); and to
enact WAC 315-04-205.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 67.70.040.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-07-070 on March
20, 1991.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted Version: The proposed version of WAC 315-11-660,
315-11-661, and 315-11-662 used the phrase "Your
Number." In the adopted version, that phrase was
·changed to "Winning Number."
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 9, 1991
Roger Wilson
Deputy Director

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

TWO
THR
FOR
EGT
TLV

DEFINITIONS FOR INWAC 315-11-640
STANT GAME NUMBER 64 ("PLAY DAYS"). (I)
Play symbols: The following are the "play symbols":
"$1.00"; "$2.00"; "$3.00"; "$4.00"; "$8.00"; "$12.00";
"$16.00"; "$20.00"; "$24.00"; "$40.00"; "$500";
"$1,000"; and "$50,000." One of these symbols appears
in each of the sixteen play spots on the front of the ticket. The sixteen play spots are divided into four separate
sets of four adjoining play spots. Each set of four adjoining play spots shall be known as a playfield and covered with latex. Each ticket shall have four playfields,
one in each corne.r of the ticket.
(2) Play symbol captions: The small printed characters appearing below each play symbol which verify and
correspond with that play symbol. The caption is a
spelling out, in full or abbreviated form of the play symbol. One and only one of these captions appears under
each play symbol. For Instant Game Number 64, the
captions which correspond with and verify the play symbols are:

1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
8.00
12.00
16.00
20.00
24.00

PRIZE

VERIFICATION CODE

NEW SECTION

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

FRT DOL
FIVHUND
ONETHOU
FIFTHOU

(3) Validation number: The unique nine-digit random
number which appears below each and every playfield on
the front of the ticket and is covered by latex covering.
(4) Pack-ticket number: The eleven-digit number of
the form 06400001-000 printed on the front of the ticket. The first three digits are the game identifier. The first
eight digits of the pack-ticket number for Instant Game
Number 64 constitute the "pack number" which starts
at 06400001; the last three digits constitute the "ticket
number" which starts at 000 and continues through 199
within each pack of tickets.
(5) Retailer verification codes: Codes consisting of
small letters found under the latex covering of the lower
right playfield on the front of the ticket which the lottery
retailer uses to verify instant winners of $25.00 or less.
For Instant Game Number 64, the retailer verification
code is a three-letter code, with each letter appearing in
a varying three of four locations beneath the latex covering and among the play symbols of the lower right
playfield on the front of the ticket. The retailer verification codes are:
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PLAY SYMBOL

CAPTION

PLAY SYMBOL

SXT
TTF

2.00
3.00
4.00
8.00
12.00
16.00
24.00

($1 +$I)
($1+$1+$1)
($2+$2; $1+$1+$1+$1)
($8; $2+$2+$2+$2; $4+$4)
($2+$2+$4+$4; $4+$4+$4)
($8+$8)
($12+$12)

(6) Pack: A set of two hundred fanfolded instant
game tickets separated by perforations and packaged in
plastic shrinkwrapping.
NEW SECTION
WAC 315-11-641 CRITERIA FOR INSTANT
GAME NUMBER 64. (I) The price of each instant
game ticket shall be $2.00.
(2) Determination of prize winning tickets: An instant
prize winner is determined in the following manner:
(a) The bearer of a ticket having the following play
symbols in any three spots within a playfield beneath the
latex covering on the front of the ticket shall win the
following prize:
Three
Three
Three
Three
Three
Three
Three
Three

CAPTION
ONE DOL
TWO DOL
THR DOL
FOR DOL
EGT DOL
TLV DOL
SXT DOL
TWY DOL
TTF DOL

$1.00
$2.00
$4.00
$8.00
$12.00
$20.00
$500
$50,000

Play
Play
Play
Play
Play
Play
Play
Play

Symbols Symbols Symbols Symbols Symbols Symbols Symbols Symbols -

Win
Win
Win
Win
Win
Win
Win
Win

$1.00
$2.00
$4.00
$8.00
$12.00
$20.00
$500
$50,000

(b) Play symbols from one playfield may not be
mixed, combined, or intermingled with play symbols
from another playfield.
[ 61
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n 20"; "21 "; and "24. II One of these symbols appears under each of the three play spots under the latex covering
in the "your score" column and under each of the three
play spots under the latex covering in the "their score"
column in the playfield on the front of the ticket.
(2) Play symbol captions: The small printed characters appearing below each play symbol which correspond
with and verify that play symbol. The caption is a spelling out in full or in abbreviated form of the play symbol.
One and only one caption appears under each play symbol. The number I, 2, or 3 precedes each caption to indicate the location of the play symbol in Game I, Game
2, or Game 3. For Instant Game Number 65, the play
symbols and their corresponding captions are:

(c) The bearer of a ticket having a winning set of
symbols in more than one playfield shall win the total
amount of the prizes won in each playfield.
(3) No portion of the display printing nor any extraneous matter whatever shall be usable or playable as a
part of the instant game.
( 4) The determination of prize winners shall be subject to the general ticket validation requirements of the
lottery as set forth in WAC 315-10-070, to the particular ticket validation requirements for Instant Game
Number 64 set forth in WAC 315-11-642, to the confidential validation requirements established by the director, and to the requirements stated on the back of each
ticket.
(5) Notwithstanding any other provisions of these
rules, the director may:
(a) Vary the length of Instant Game Number 64;
and/or
(b) Vary the number of tickets sold in Instant Game
Number 64 in a manner that will maintain the estimated
average odds of purchasing a winning ticket.

PLAY SYMBOL

0
3
6
7
9
10
II
12
13
17
20
21
24

NEW SECTION
WAC 315-11-642 TICKET VALIDATION REQUIREMENTS FOR INSTANT GAME NUMBER
64. (I) In addition to meeting all other requirements in
these rules and regulations, to be a valid instant game
ticket for Instant Game Number 64, all of the following
validation requirements apply:
(a) Exactly one play symbol must appear in each of
the sixteen play spots under the removable latex coverings on the front of the ticket.
(b) Each of the sixteen play symbols must have a
caption below and each must agree with its caption.
(c) The display printing and the printed numbers, letters, and symbols on the ticket must be regular in every
respect and correspond precisely with the specifications
on file with the director. The numbers, letters, and symbols shall be printed as follows:
Play Symbols
Captions
Pack-Ticket Number
Validation Number
Retail Verification Code

CAPTION
ZRO
THR
SIX
SYN
NIN
TEN
ELY
TLY
THN
SYT
TWY
TTN
TTF

(3) Prize symbols: The following are the "prize symbols": "$1.00"; "$2.00"; "$4.00"; "$8.00"; "$40.00";
"$10,000." One of these prize symbols appears in the
prize column of each game (row) in the playfield on the
front of the ticket.
(4) Prize symbol captions: The small printed characters appearing below the prize symbol which verify and
correspond with that prize symbol. The caption is a
spelling out, in full or abbreviated form, of the prize
symbol. One and only one caption appears under each
prize symbol. The number I, 2, or 3 precedes each caption to indicate the location of the caption in Game I,
Game 2, or Game 3. For Instant Game Number 65, the
prize symbols and their corresponding captions are:

Play Symbol Font
Caption Font
Validation Font
Validation Font
Validation Font

PRIZE SYMBOL

(d) Each of the play symbols and its caption, the validation number, pack-ticket number, and retailer verification code must be printed in black ink.
(e) Each of the play symbols must be exactly one of
those described in WAC 315-11-640( I) and each of the
captions must be exactly one of those described in WAC
315-11-640(2).
(2) Any ticket not passing all the validation requirements in WAC 315-10-070 and subsection (I) of this
section is invalid and ineligible for any prize.

$1.00
$2.00
$4.00
$8.00
$40.00
$10,000

CAPTION
ONE
TWO
FOR
EGT
FORTY
TENTHO

(5) Validation number: The unique nine-digit random
number on the front of the ticket. The number is covered
by latex.
(6) Pack-ticket number: The eleven-digit number of
the form 06500001-000 printed on the front of the ticket. The first three digits are the game identifier. The first
eight digits of the pack-ticket number for Instant Game
Number 65 constitute the "pack number" which starts
at 06500001; the last three digits constitute the "ticket

NEW SECTION
DEFINITIONS FOR INWAC 315-11-650
STANT GAME NUMBER 65 ("TOUCHDOWN").
(I) Play symbols: The following are the "play symbols":
11
0 11 ; "3"; "6"; "7 11 ; "9"; fl 10"; "11 "; 11 12"; "13"; "17";
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number" which starts at 000 and continues through 399
within each pack of tickets.
(7) Retailer verification codes: Codes consisting of
small letters found under the removable latex covering
on the front of the ticket which the lottery retailer uses
to verify instant winners of $25.00 and less. For Instant
Game Number 65, the retailer verification codes are
three-letter codes, with each letter appearing in a varying three of six locations among the play symbols and
prize symbols on the front of the ticket. The retailer
verification codes are:
VERIFICATION CODE
ONE
TWO
FOR
SIX
EGT
SXT

PRIZE

$ 1.00
$ 2.00
$ 4.00
$ 6.00
$ 8.00
$ 16.00

($1
($1
($2
($4
($8

and
and
and
and
and

$1; $2)
$I and $2)
$4)
$2 and $2; $8)
$4 and $4)

(8) Pack: A set of four hundred fanfolded instant
game tickets separated by perforations and packaged in
a plastic bag or plastic shrinkwrapping.

for Instant Game Number 65 shall comply with all of
the following validation requirements:
(a) Exactly one play symbol must appear under each
of the three rub-off spots in the "your score" column
and under each of the three rub-off spots in the "their
score" column on the front of the ticket.
(b) Each of the six play symbols must have a caption
below and each must agree with its caption.
(c) Exactly one prize symbol for each of the three
games (rows) must appear under the rub-off material
covering the prize column on the front of the ticket.
(d) Each of the three prize symbols must have a caption below and each must agree with its caption.
(e) The display printing and the printed numbers, letters, and symbols on the ticket must be regular in every
respect and correspond precisely with the specifications
on file with the director. The numbers, letters, and symbols shall be printed as follows:
Play Symbols
Prize Symbols
Captions
Pack-Ticket Number
Validation Number
Retailer Verification Code

NEW SECTION
WAC 315-11-651 CRITERIA FOR INSTANT
GAME NUMBER 65. ( 1) The price of each instant
game ticket shall be $1.00.
(2) Determination of prize winning tickets: An instant
prize winner is determined in the following manner: The
bearer of a ticket having a play symbol in the "your
score" column that is a larger number than the play
symbol in the "their score" column in the same game
(row) shall win the prize shown in the prize column for
that game (row). The bearer of a ticket having winning
play symbols in more than one game (row) shall win the
sum of the prizes in each winning game (row). Play
symbols in different games (rows) may not be combined
to win a prize.
(3) No portion of the display printing nor any extraneous matter whatever shall be usable or playable as a
part of the instant game.
(4) The determination of prize winners shall be subject to the general ticket validation requirements of the
lottery as set forth in WAC 315-10-070, to the particular ticket validation requirements for Instant Game
Number 65 set forth in WAC 315-11-652, to the confidential validation requirements established by the director, and to the requirements stated on the back of each
ticket.
(5) Notwithstanding any other provisions of these
rules, the director may:
(a) Vary the length of Instant Game Number 65;
and/or
(b) Vary the number of tickets sold in Instant Game
Number 65 in a manner that will maintain the estimated
average odds of purchasing a winning ticket.

WSR 91-11-033

Play Symbol Font
Prize Symbol Font
Caption Font
Validation Font
Validation Font
Validation Font

(f) Each of the play symbols and its caption, prize
symbol and its caption, the validation number, packticket number, and the retailer verification code must be
printed in black ink.
(g) Each of the play symbols must be exactly one of
those described in WAC 315-11-650(1); each of the
play symbol captions must be exactly one of those described in WAC 315-11-650(2); each of the prize symbols must be exactly one of those described in WAC
315-11-650(3); and each of the prize symbol captions
must be exactly one of those described in WAC 315-11650( 4).
(2) Any ticket not passing all the validation requirements in WAC 315-10-070 and subsection (I) of this
section is invalid and ineligible for any prize.

NEW SECTION
WAC 315-11-660
DEFINITIONS FOR INSTANT GAME NUMBER 66 ("TUMBLING
DICE"). (I) Play symbols: The following are the "play
symbols": "I," "2," "3," "4," "5," and "6." One of these
play symbols appears in each of the five play spots under
the latex covering on the front of the ticket. The latex
covered area shall be known as the playfield. The five
play spots shall be configured with one play symbol at
the top of the playfield which shall be labeled "winning
number." The other four play symbols shall appear in a
horizontal row below the play symbol labeled "winning
number."
(2) Play symbol captions: The small printed characters appearing below each play symbol which correspond
with and verify that play symbol. The caption is a spelling out, in full or abbreviated form of the play symbol.
One and only one of these captions appears under each
play symboL The three-digit ticket number shall appear
before each play symbol caption. For Instant Game
Number 66, the captions which correspond with and
verify the play symbols are:

NEW SECTION
WAC 315-11-652 TICKET VALIDATION REQUlREMENTS FOR INSTANT GAME NUMBER
65. (I) In addition to meeting all other requirements in
these rules and regulations, a valid instant game ticket
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PLAY SYMBOL

I

NEW SECTION

CAPTION

WAC 315-11-661 CRITERIA FOR INSTANT
GAME NUMBER 66. (I) The price of each instant
game ticket shall be $1.00.
(2) Determination of prize winning tickets: An instant
prize winner is determined in the following manner:
(a) When one of the four play symbols in the horizontal row matches exactly the play symbol labeled
"winning number," the matching horizontal row play
symbol shall be a winning play symbol, and the bearer of
the ticket shall win the prize above the winning play
symbol.
(b) The bearer of a ticket which has more than one
winning play symbol shall win the total amount of the
prizes above each winning play symbol.
(3) No portion of the display printing nor any extraneous matter whatever shall be usable or playable as a
part of the instant game.
(4) The determination of prize winners shall be subject to the general ticket validation requirements of the
lottery as set forth in WAC 315-10-070, to the particular ticket validation requirements for Instant Game
Number 66 set forth in WAC 315-11-662, to the confidential validation requirements established by the director, and to the requirements stated on the back of each
ticket.

ONE
TWO

2
3
4
5

THR
FOR
FIV

6

SIX

(3) Prize symbols: The following are the "prize symbols": "$1.00," "$2.00," "$4.00," "$6.00," "$12.00,"
"$50.00," and "$5,000." One of these prize symbols appears above each of the four play symbols in the horizontal row. There is no prize symbol above the play
symbol labeled "winning number."
(4) Prize symbol captions: The small printed characters which follow the play symbol caption and verify and
corr~spo~d with .that prize symbol. The prize symbol
caption 1s a spelling out, in full or abbreviated form of
the prize symbol. For Instant Game Number 66 'the
prize symbol captions which correspond with and v'erify
the prize symbols are:
PRIZE SYMBOL

$1.00
$2.00
$4.00
$6.00
$12.00
$50.00
$5,000

CAPTION
ONE
TWO
FOR
SIX
TLV
FFTY
FVTH

NEW SECTION
WAC 315-11-662 TICKET VALIDATION REQUIREMENTS FOR INSTANT GAME NUMBER
66. (I) In addition to meeting all other requirements in
t~ese rules and regulations, to be a valid instant game
ticket for Instant Game Number 66, all of the following
validation requirements apply:
(a) Exactly one play symbol must appear in each of
the five play spots in the playfield on the front of the
ticket.
. (b) Eac~ play symbol must have a play symbol caption below 1t and each must agree with its caption.
(c) Each of the four play symbols in the horizontal
row shall have a prize symbol above it. Each of the horizontal row play symbols shall also have a prize symbol
caption following its play symbol caption.
(d) The display printing and the printed numbers, letters, and symbols on the ticket must be regular in every
respect and correspond precisely with the artwork on file
with the director. The numbers, letters, and symbols
shall be printed as follows:

(5) Validation number: The unique nine-digit number
on the front of the ticket. The number is covered by
latex.
(6) Pack-ticket number: The eleven-digit number of
the form 06600001-000 printed on the front of the ticket. The first three digits are the game identifier. The first
eight digits of the pack-ticket number for Instant Game
Number 66 constitute the "pack number" which starts
at 0660000 I; the last three digits constitute the "ticket
number" which starts at 000 and continues through 399
within each pack of tickets.
(7) Retailer verification codes: Codes consisting of
small letters found under the removable covering on the
front of the ticket which the lottery retailer uses to verify instant winners of $25.00 or less. For Instant Game
Number 66, the retailer verification code is a three-letter code, with each letter appearing in a varying three of
six locations beneath the removable covering and among
the play symbols on the front of the ticket. The retailer
verification codes are:
VERIFICATION CODE
ONE
TWO
FOR

six

TLV
EGN

Play Symbols
Prize Symbols
Captions
Pack-Ticket Number
Validation Number
Retailer Verification Code

PRIZE

$ 1.00 ($1)
$ 2.00 ($2; $1 and $1)
$ 4.00 ($2 and $2; $1, $1, $1 and $1)
$ 6.00 ($4 and $2; $2, $2 and $2)
$ 12.00 ($12; $6, $4 and $2)
$ 18.00 ($12 and $6; $12, $4 and $2)

Play Symbol Font
Prize Symbol Font
Caption Font
Validation Font
Validation Font
Validation Font

(e) Each of the play symbols and its caption, the validation number, pack-ticket number and retailer verification code must be printed in black ink.
(f) Each of the play symbols must be exactly one of
those described in WAC 315-11-660( I) and each of the
play symbol captions must be exactly one of those described in WAC 315-11-660(2).

(8) Pack: A set of four hundred fanfolded instant
game tickets separated by perforations and packaged in
a plastic bag or plastic shrinkwrapping.
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(g) Each of the prize symbols must be exactly one of
those described in WAC 315-11-660(3) and each of the
prize symbol captions must be exactly one of those described in WAC 315-11-660(4).
(2) Any ticket not passing all the validation requirements in WAC 315-10-070 and subsection (I) of this
section is invalid and ineligible for any prize.
NEW SECTION
WAC 315-04-205 REAPPLICATION FOLLOWING LICENSE DENIAL OR REVOCATION. The
director shall not grant a license based on reapplication
less than ninety days following the agency's final order
of denial or revocation under WAC 315-04-200.
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Hearing Location: Hearing Room C, John L. O'Brien
Building, Olympia, Washington 98504, on June 25,
1991, at 9:00 a.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Washington Hardwoods Commission, Mailstop QE-22, 3400 Capitol
Way, #201, Olympia, WA 98504, by June 25, 1991.
Date of Intended Adoption: June 27, 199 I.
May I, 1991
Laurence Johnson
Chairman
Chapter 244-12 WAC
WASHINGTON HARDWOODS COMMISSION
NEW SECTION
WAC 244-12-010 PROMULGATION. These rules are promulgated pursuant to the statutory authority contained in chapter 15.74
RCW.
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NEW SECTION

PROPOSED RULES

HARDWOODS COMMISSION
[Filed May 9, 1991, 3:27 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: Chapter 244-12 WAC, Washington
Hardwoods Commission.
Purpose: To promote the general welfare of the state
by assisting in the retention, expansion and attraction by
hardwood related industries in the state of Washington.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: SSB 5626.
Statute Being Implemented: SSB 5626.
Summary: Clarification of existing statute.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: To meet the intent of
the legislature to promote the hardwood industry in the
state.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Terry Raettig, 3400 Capitol Way, Mailstop QE-22,
Olympia, 98504, 586-4126; Implementation and Enforcement: Laurence Johnson, 3400 Capitol Way,
Mailstop QE-22, Olympia, 98504, 586-4080.
Name of Proponent: Washington Hardwoods Commission, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or
state court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: The rules address the purposes of the commission,
election of board members, board procedures and collection of assessments. It is anticipated that these rules will
contribute to the growth and prosperity of the hardwoods industry in the state of Washington.
Proposal does not change existing rules.
No small business economic impact statement 1s required for this proposal by chapter 19.85 RCW.
The commission has considered whether this rule is
subject to the Regulatory Fairness Act and has determined that it is not for the following reasons: The rule[s]
do not have a proportionate burden on small business
because the assessment process is based on the volume of
product. Accordingly, the impact is proportionate to the
size of the business; and the rule[s] do not affect more
than 20% of all industries classified by Standard Industrial Classifications 241-243, 249, 261-263.
[ 65)

WAC 244-12-020 COMMISSION PURPOSE. The purpose of
this commission is to promote the general welfare of the state by assisting in the retention, expansion, and attraction of hardwood-related
industries in the state of Washington. This shall be accomplished in
the following manner:
(I) Create a climate for development and support of the industry.
(2) Coordinate efforts to enhance and promote the expansion of the
forest industry among state and federal agencies, industrial organizations, and institutions of higher learning.
(3) Develop products and markets for various species and grades of
hardwoods.
(4) Study and recommend a tax program that will attract new firms
and promote stability for existing firms.
(5) Develop an enhancement and protection program that will reduce waste and respect environmental sensitivity.
(6) Develop financial assistance programs from public and private
moneys for attraction and expansion of new and existing primary, secondary, and tertiary processing facilities.
(7) Utilize recognized experts in educational institutions, public and
private foundations, and agencies of the state to facilitate research into
economic development, hardwood silviculture, woodland management,
development of new products, and public education.
(8) Cooperate with the department of natural resources in the development of best management practices for hardwood resources.
NEW SECTION
WAC 244-12-030 DEFINITION OF TERMS. For the purpose
of this order:
(I) "Person" means any person, firm, association, or corporation.
(2) "Affected processor" means a person who processes hardwood
logs of any species into (a) lumber, and/or construction timbers regardless of size, manufactured to standard specifications suitable for
end product use including cut-up stock, (b) chips suitable for pulp,
paper, or other uses, (c) plywood, (d) veneer, (e) commercial firewood.
An "affected processor" also means any person who processes hardwood logs of any species by remanufacture into other lengths or diameters or reloads hardwood logs for shipment to destinations outside the
state of Washington.
(3) "Hardwood industry" means the harvesting and manufacturing
of hardwood materials or products in commercial quantities.
( 4) "Washington hardwoods commission." hereinafter referred to as
"commission," means the commission formed under the provisions of
chapter 15.74 RCW.
(5) "Hardwood" means the wood of a deciduous, broad leaf flowering tree.
(6) "Fiscal year" means the twelve-month period beginning with
January I of any year and ending with the last day of December following. both dates being inclusive.
(7) "Sell" includes offer for sale, expose for sale, have in possession
for sale, exchange, barter, or trade.
(8) "Scribner log scale" means the log volume as shown in Official
Rules of Log Scaling and Grading Bureaus.
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(9) "Assessment" means the amount levied in favor of the
commission.
(I 0) "Enhancement" means to increase the value and worth of the
hardwood resource and the resulting hardwood products.
( 11) "Protection" means to guard against loss or damage involved in
the harvest of hardwood logs and in the production of hardwood
products.
NEW SECTION
WAC 244-12-040 HARDWOODS COMMISSION. (I) ADMINThe provisions of this order shall be administered and enforced by this commission.
(2) COMMISSION MEMBERSHIP. The commission shall consist of seven
members.
(3) COMMISSION MEMBERSHIP QUALIFICATIONS. The members of the
commission shall be members of the hardwood industry and shall be
citizens and residents of the state of Washington, over the age of
twenty-one years, each of whom is or has been actively engaged in the
hardwood industry either individually or as an executive officer, employee, or sales manager on a management level or managing agent of
an organization within the state of Washington for a period of five
years and has, during that time, derived a substantial portion of his or
her income therefrom. The qualifications of members of the commission as herein set forth must continue during the terms of office. Only
one member may be in the employ of any one person or organization
engaged in the hardwood industry, at any one time.
(4) TERM OF OFFICE.
(a) The term of office for members of the commission shall be four
years.
(b) Membership positions on the commission shall be designated
numerically.
(c) The term of office for the initial commission members shall be as
follows:
Positions one, two, and three - two years; expires on June 30, 1992;
Positions four and five - three years; expires on June 30, 1993:
Positions six and seven - four years; expires on June 30, 1994.
(5) NOMINATION ANO ELECTION OF COMMISSION MEMBERS. Each year
that a vacancy will occur, the commission shall give notice of such vacancies by mail on or before April 15, to all affected processors and
call for nominations. Nominations shall be made by petition signed by
at least three affected processors. Deadline for the return of such petition shall be no less than fifteen days from the date of mailing.
If there is only one nominee for any one position during the specified
time period, the nominee may be deemed elected.
(6) ELECTION OF COMMISSION MEMBERS.
(a) Members of the commission shall be elected by secret mail ballot within the month of May. Members of the commission shall be
elected by a majority of the votes of affected processors.
(b) If a nominee docs not receive a majority of the votes on the first
ballot, a run-off election shall be held by mail in a similar manner between the two candidates for such position receiving the largest number of votes.
(7) VACANCIES PRIOR TO ELECTION. In the event of a vacancy on the
commission, the remaining commission members shall select a qualified person to fill the unexpired term.
(8) QUORUM. Five members shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of all business and the carrying out of all duties of the
commission.
(9) COMMISSION COMPENSATION. No member of the commission
shall receive any salary or other compensation.
(10) POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION. The commission shall
have the following powers and duties:
(a) To administer, enforce, and control the provisions of this order.
(b) To elect a chairperson and such other officers as the commission
deems advisable.
(c) To employ and discharge at its discretion such personnel as the
commission determines necessary and proper to carry out the purpose
of the order.
(d) To establish an account at a bank or banks or financial institution or institutions, approved for the deposit of state funds, in which all
money received by the commission, shall be deposited in accordance
with legal requirements.
(e) To keep or cause to be kept in accordance with accepted standards of good accounting practice. accurate records of all assessments,
paid outs, moneys, and other financial transactions made and done
pursuant to this order.
ISTRATION.

(f) To require a bond of the treasurer in the amount the commission
shall deem necessary. The premium for such bond or bonds shall be
paid by the commission from assessments collected. Such bond shall
not be necessary if any such commission member or employee is covered by any blanket bond covering officials or employees of the state of
Washington.
(g) To prepare a budget or budgets covering anticipated income and
expenses to be incurred in carrying out the provisions of the order during each fiscal year.
(h) To establish by resolution, a headquarters which shall continue
as such unless and until so changed by the commission. All records,
books, and minutes of commission meetings shall be kept at such
headquarters.
(i) To adopt rules and regulations of a technical or administrative
nature, subject to the provisions of chapter 34.05 RCW (Administrative Procedure Act).
(I I) PROCEDURES FOR COMMISSION.
(a) The commission shall hold regular meetings, at least semiannually, and such meetings shall be publicized and held in accordance with
chapter 42.30 RCW (Open Public Meetings Act).
(b) The commission shall hold an annual meeting, at which time an
annual report will be presented. The budget shall be presented for discussion at the meeting. Notice of the annual meeting shall be given by
the commission at least ten days prior to the meeting by written notice
to each processor and by regular news service.
(c) The commission shall establish by resolution, the time, place,
and manner of calling special meetings of the commission with reasonable notice to the members: PROVIDED, That the notice of any special meeting may be waived by a written waiver thereof by each member of the commission. Additionally, notice shall be provided to each
local newspaper of general circulation and to each local radio or television station, which has on file with the governing body a written request to be notified of such special meeting or of all special meetings.

NEW SECTION
WAC 244-12-050 ASSESSMENTS AND COLLECTIONS. (I)
The assessment shall be based upon the following schedule:
CATEGORY

QUARTERLY
PRODUCTION
(THOUSAND TONS)

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
IO
II
12
13
14
15
16

5 to 7.5
7.5 to 15
15 to 25
25 to 35
35 to 45
45 to 62.5
62.5 to 82.5
82.5 to I25
125 to 175
175 to 250
250 to 350
350 to 450
450 to 625
625 to 875
875toll25
over 1125

QUARTERLY
ASSESSMENT
$150
$300
$600
$900
$1,200
$1,500
$2,250
$3,000
$4,500
$6,000
$9,000
$12,000
$15,000
$22,500
$30,000
$35,000

(2) For purposes of determining the appropriate production category, the following equivalents will apply:
(a) One ton of logs, scaled by weight, input for a processor equals
one ton of production; or
(b) One thousand board feet, Scribner scale, input for a processor
equals 7 .25 tons of production.
(3) Processors who produce less than five thousand tons of hardwood
products in a calendar quarter will not be assessed.
(4) Assessments shall be paid to the commission according to the
levy schedule in subsection (I) of this section.
NEW SECTION
WAC 244-12-060 TIME-PLACE-METHOD FOR PAYMENT AND COLLECTION OF ASSESSMENTS. Effective July I,
1991, the following procedure is established for the reporting and paying of assessments levied pursuant to RCW 15.74.060 and WAC 24412-020. All assessments in a quarter arc due to the commission within
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forty-five days after the end of the quarter. Assessments shall be determined on a quarterly basis. The first quarter shall commence on
July I, 1991.

WSR 91-11-038

meeting of the regents will begin at 2:00 p.m. on the
University of Idaho campus in Moscow, Idaho on June
27, 1991, and will continue at 9:00 a.m. on June 28,
1991, on the Pullman campus of Washington State University. On June 27, the board of regents will meet
jointly with the Idaho Board of Education regarding
matters of mutual concern to the University of Idaho
and Washington State University.

NEW SECTION
WAC 244-12-070 OBLIGATIONS OF THE COMMISSION.
Obligations incurred by the commission or employee or agent thereof
pertaining to their performance or nonperformance or misperformance
of any matters or things authorized, required, or permitted them by
the act or this order, and any other liabilities or claims against them or
any of them shall be enforced in the same manner as if the whole organization under the order were a corporation. No liability for the
debts or actions of the commission, employee, or agent incurred in
their official capacity under this order shall exist either against the
commission, officers, employees, and/or agents in their individual capacity, nor against the state of Washington or any subdivision or instrumentality thereof nor against any other organization, administrator, or commission (or employee or agent thereof) established pursuant
to this act or the assets thereof. The commission, and its agents and
employees, shall not be held responsible individually in any way whatsoever to any person for errors in judgment, mistakes, or other acts,
either of commission or omission, as principal, agent, person, or employee, except for their own individual acts of dishonesty or crime. No
such person or employee shall be held responsible individually for any
act or omission of any other commission, member of the commission,
or other person. The liability of the members of the commission shall
be several and not joint and no member shall be liable for the default
of any other member.

WSR 91-11-037
RULES COORDINATOR

PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION
[Filed May 10, 1991, 2:00 p.m.]

In accordance with RCW 34.05.310, the rules coordinator for the Public Disclosure Commission is Karen M.
Copeland, 403 Evergreen Plaza Building, Mailstop FJ42, Olympia, Washington, 98504-3342, phone (206)
753-1111, 234-1111 scan.
Graham E. Johnson
Executive Director

NEW SECTION
WAC 244-12-080 EFFECTIVE Tl ME. This order shall become
effective on and after July I, 1991.

WSR 91-11-038
PERMANENT RULES

PROFESSIONAL ATHLETIC COMMISSION

NEW SECTION

[Filed May 10, 1991. 2:06 p.m.]

WAC 244-12-090 SEPARABILITY. If any provisions hereof are
declared invalid, or the applicability thereof to any person, circumstances, or thing is held invalid, the validity of the remainder hereof or
of the applicability thereof to any other person, circumstances, or thing
shall not be affected thereby.

Date of Adoption: April 23, 1991.
Purpose: Implement the provisions of chapter 67.08
RCW.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 36-12-060, 36-12-1 I 0, 36-12-120
(I l)(c), 36-12-240(2), 36-12-250 (5)(9), and 36-12340(1 ).
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 67.08
RCW.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-05-032 on February 12, 1991.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted Version: Clarified language.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 10, 1991
Stan Naccarato
Chairman

WSR 91-11-035
NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

HIGHER EDUCATION
PERSONNEL BOARD

[Memorandum-May 10, 1991]
HIGHER EDUCATION PERSONNEL BOARD MEETINGS -

1991
Notice of Location Change and Additional Meeting
New Location

Date

Former Location

Thursday
August I

Whatcom Community College Central Washington University
237 West Kellogg Road
Ellensburg, Washington
Bellingham, Washington

Chapter 36-12 WAC
PROFESSIONAL BOXING AND WRESTLING

Additional Meeting
Wednesday
July 3

University of Washington
Seattle, Washington

PROFESSIONAL BOXING RULES
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 84-1,
filed 7 /26/84)

WSR 91-11-036
NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

WAC 36-12-010 PENALTIES. In cases of infraction of the law, the rules and regulations, orders of the
((state boxing)) professional athletic commission, or the
failure to fulfill any contracts or agreements, it shall rest
with the commission to impose such penalties as may be
deemed expedient.

WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY
[Memorandum-May 6, 1991]

Washington State University hereby gives notice of
change in the time for the regular meeting of the board
of regents currently set for June 28, 1991. The June
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Note: Filed
9/22/60)
WAC 36-12-01 I (("CLUB,")) "PROMOTER,"
"PURSE" DEFINED. For purposes of brevity, in the
following rules the word ((.lJ..ehrb-ll)) "promoter" will be
used to designate a club, corporation, organization, association or person holding license under this commission. "Purse" will designate the sum of money or other
compensation by way of guarantee, percentage or otherwise, paid to boxer.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 80-1,
filed 7/16/80)
WAC 36-12-020
CLASSES.

BOXING

WEIGHTS

AND

Flyweight ............................. 112 pounds or under
Bantamweight.. ............... over I I 2 to I I 8 pounds
Featherweight.. ............... over I 18 to 126 pounds
Junior lightweight .......... over I 26 to I 30 pounds
Lightweight .................... over 130 to I 35 pounds
Junior welterweight.. ...... over 135 to I 40 pounds
Welterweight.. ................ over 140 to 147 pounds
Middleweight.. ................ over 147 to 160 pounds
Light heavyweight.. ........ over I 60 to I 75 pounds
Cruiserweight ... over I 75 to ((+90)) 195 pounds
Heavyweight.. .......... all over ((+90)) 195 pounds
No contests shall be scheduled, and no contestants
shall engage in a boxing contest where the weight difference exceeds the allowance as shown in the following
schedule, without the written approval of the
commission.
1 I 2 lbs.-1 18 lbs. not more than 3 lbs.
118 lbs.-126 lbs. not more than 5 lbs.
I 26 lbs.-130 lbs. not more than 7 lbs.
I 30 lbs.-135 lbs. not more than 7 lbs.
I 35 lbs.-140 lbs. not more than 9 lbs.
140 lbs.-147 lbs. not more than 9 lbs.
147 lbs.-160 lbs. not more than 11 lbs.
160 lbs.-175 lbs. not more than I 2 lbs.
I 75 lbs.-((+96)) I 95 lbs. not more than 15
lbs.
((+96)) 195 lbs. and over, no limit.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Rule .04.030,
filed 12/6/67)
WAC 36-12-030 WEIGHING TIME. (I) Contestants shall be weighed on the date of the scheduled
match, at the time designated by the commission, in the
presence of each other, a commission inspector and an
official of the club promoting the match, on club scales
or other scales approved by the commission or at such
place or places as may be designated by consent of commission inspector. By special permission of the commission, preliminary boxers may be allowed to weigh in and
be examined not later than one hour before the scheduled time of the first match on the card. The weight of

each contestant shall be recorded on a report sheet provided by the commission. ((Should an afternoon show be
scheduled, the weighing in time shall be advanced to I 0
a:m:))
(2) At the official weighing-in of all contestants duly
accredited newspaper, radio and television representatives ((must)) may, upon request, be admitted.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Rule .04.040,
filed 12/6/67)
WAC 36-12-040 RING AND EQUIPMENT. (I)
Ring. ((.'.fo)) The ring shall be not less than ((+6)) seventeen feet square or more than ((24)) twenty-four feet
within the ropes. The ring floor ((to)) shall extend beyond the ropes not less than ((+8)) eighteen inches. The
ring ((posts shall. not be neat et to the 1ing 1opes than
eighteen inches)) floor shall be padded in a manner as
approved by the commission. Padding must extend beyond the ring ropes and over the edge of the platform
( (with a top coveting of cam as, duck 01 similat 111ate1 ial
tightly sh etched and laced to the 1ing platfot m applied
over a one inch base of celotex building boat d or similar
matet ial. Malet ial that tends to gathet in lumps 01 1idges must not be used)). Ring canvas must be in a clean
and sanitary condition.
(2) Height of ring. The ring platform shall not be
more than four feet above the floor of the building, and
shall be provided with suitable steps for use of contestants. Ring posts shall be of metal, not more than
((three)) four inches in diameter, extending from the
floor of the building to ~ height of fifty-eight inches
above the ring floor, and shall be properly padded.
(3) Ring ropes. Ring ropes shall be at least three in
number, not less than one inch in diameter; the lower
rope eighteen inches above the ring floor, the second
rope thirty-five inches above the floor, the third rope fifty-two inches above the floor. ((Ropes shall be w1apped
in soft 111ate1 ial and be of pt opet tension. All boxing 1ing
1opes shall be manila 1ope, synthetic 1ope 01 plastic 1ope
01 othet similat 111ate1 ial and shall not be made of metal
of any type. All 1opes and turnbuckles shall be wrapped
ill soft mate1ial.)) The lower rope shall have applied
around it a padding of a thickness of not less than onehalf inch and of a type and construction to be approved
by the commission.
(4) Gong or bell. ((Gong 01 bell must not be less than
ten inches i11 dia111ete1, adjusted secu1ely 011 a level with
the 1illg platfo1 n1. The timekeepet shall use a metal
ha111me1 to indicate the beginnillg and the ending of
1ounds, so that tire eolltestants call heat tire sound of the
bell 01 gong.)) There shall be a bell or gong at the ring
no higher than the level of the ring. The bell or gong
shall be of a clear tone so that the contestants may easily
hear it.
~Obstructions. The entire ring platform shall be
cleared of all obstructions including buckets, stools, etc.,
the instant the ten second signal is given by the timekeeper, and none of these articles shall be placed on the
ring floor until the gong has ended the round.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Rule .04.050,
filed 9/22/60)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Rule .04.070,
filed 9/22/60)

WAC 36-12-050 GLOVES. (1), Gloves shall be examined by the ((inspcctot)) commission representative
and the referee. If padding is found to be misplaced or
lumpy, or if gloves are found to be imperfect, or ill-fitting, they shall be changed before the contest starts.
(2) ((No btcaking, toughing ot twisting of glo~cs shall
be pct mittcd.
ffl)) Gloves for all main events shall be new, and
furnished by club management((:
(4) If gloves used in othet bouts have been used be=
fote they must be whole, clean and in sauitat y condition.
(5) Gloves fot the main event must be put 011 in the
ring aftet the 1efet ee has fit st inspected the bandaged
hands of both contestants)), and so made as to fit the
hands of any contestant whose hands may be unusual in
size.
0) New gloves or gloves which have been used before,
shall be whole, clean, in sanitary condition, and subject
to inspection by the referee or commission representative
as to condition. Any such gloves found to be unfit or illfitting, shall be immediately discarded and replaced with
gloves meeting the above requirements.
(4) All clubs shall have on hand an extra set of eightounce and an extra set of ten-ounce gloves to be used in
case gloves are broken or in any way damaged during
the course of a bout.
(5) Contestants in all weight classes up to and including the welterweight class, shall wear eight-ounce
gloves. In the heavier classes, ten-ounce gloves shall be
worn. All gloves must be approved by the commission.

WAC 36-12-070 BANDAGES. (I) Bandages shall
not exceed the following restrictions: One winding of
surgeon's adhesive tape not over one and one-half inches
wide, placed directly on the hand to protect that part of
the hand near the wrist. ((This)) Said tape may cross
the back of the hand twice, but shall not extend within
one inch of the knuckles when hand is clenched to make
a fist.
(2) Contestants shall use soft surgical bandages not
over two inches wide, held in place by not more than two
((feet)) yards of surgeon's adhesive tape for each hand.
One ten yard roll of bandage ((is to make)) shall complete the wrappings for each hand. Bandages shall be
adjusted in the dressing room in the presence of a commission representative and both contestants ((tm+ess
othetwise ditected by the inspeetot)). Either contestant
may waive his privilege of witnessing the bandaging of
his opponent's hands.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Rule .04.080,
filed 9/22/60)
WAC 36-12-080 ((WATER BUCKETS, ETC))
RING EQUIPMENT. ((Thete shall be pto~ided by the
club a sufficient 11umbe1 of watet buckets fot the use of
all contestants. Clubs sl1all also p1 o~idc fans, powdc1 ed
1esin fot cauus, stools fo1 seconds, and such other at tides as ate t eqnit cd in the ccmductiug of contests. A
bucket used by a contestant cannot be used again until it
has been washed and stetilized.)) Promoters shall provide all necessary equipment, subject to approval by the
commission, for use by the seconds and contestants at all
events.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 74-1,
filed 11/19/74)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Rule .04.100,
filed 9/22/60)

WAC 36-12-060 NUMBER OF ROUNDS. (See
RCW 67.08.080.) No boxing contest or sparring exhibition held in this state whether under the provisions of
statute or otherwise shall be for more than ten rounds
and no one round of any such contest or exhibition shall
be for a longer period than three minutes and there shall
be not less than one minute intermission between each
round. In the event of bouts involving state, national, or
regional or world championships the commission may
grant an extension of no more than two additional
rounds to allow total bouts of twelve rounds((, and in
bouts in~olving national championships the commission
may gt ant an extension of no mote than five additional
10unds to allow total bouts of fifteen t ounds. No contestant in any boxing contest ot spa1 ting match 01 exhibition whethe1 undet this chapte1 01 othet wise shall be
pet mitted to wea1 gloves weighing less tha11 six ounces.
The length and dut at ion fo1 w1estling matches whethet
held undet ptovisions of statute 01 othet wise shall be
tegulated by otdet of the commission)). Promoters shall
not schedule less than twenty-six rounds of boxing, nor
more than forty rounds, except with the written approval
of the commission for any one program. An emergency
bout shall be provided in the event an arranged card
breaks down, and if it is necessary to put on another
bout.

WAC 36-12-100 OFFICIALS. ill The officials of
boxing contests shall consist of a referee, a timekeeper,
((an announcc1,)) a physician, ((and)) two or three
judges, and a commission inspector. At the discretion of
the commission the three judge system may be used in
lieu of the two judge and referee system. The referee,
commission inspector, judges, physician, and timekeeper
shall be assigned by the commission.
(2) No licensee shall verbally or physically abuse a
referee or any other commission official.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 80-2,
filed 2/6/81)
WAC 36-12-110 REFEREE. (I) ((Effccti~e July
l, 1981 the fee fot tefctce's license will be $15.00.)) The
chief official of boxing contests shall be the referee, who
shall have general supervision over bouts and take his
place in the ring prior to each contest.
(2) The referee shall, before starting a contest, ascertain from each contestant the name of his chief second,
and shall hold said chief second responsible for the conduct of his assistant seconds during the progress of the
contest.
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(3) The referee shall call contestants together before
each bout for final instructions, at which time each contestant shall be accompanied by his chief second only.
The principals after receiving instructions shall ((sitakc
hands)) touch gloves and retire to their corners. They
shall not ( (again shake hands)) touch gloves again until
the beginning of the last round.
( 4) No persons other than the contestants and the
referee may enter the ring during the progress of a
round.
(5) The referee shall inspect the bandages and the
gloves and make sure that no foreign substances have
been applied to either the gloves or any part of a boxer's
head or body to the detriment of an opponent.
(6) Referees must wear dark trousers and shirt or uniforms subject to approval of the commission.
(7) All referees must take an annual physical and eye
examination similar to that given to all applicants for a
boxers' ((and w1estle1 s')) license( (s)) and they shall be
examined before officiating in any contest by the
((club)) commission physician before entering the ring
the same as boxers ((and wtestle1s)); if such examinations indicate the referee is physically or otherwise disabled or incapacitated, such fact should be immediately
reported, in writing, by the examining physician to the
inspector in charge, who shall take appropriate action to
replace such referee.

number of points to be deducted in accordance with his
determination. Judges shall not deduct points without
first receiving instruction from the referee.
(5) Persistent fouling by a contestant requiring cautioning by the referee shall be noted on the referee's
score card and called to the attention of the commission
for appropriate punishment.
(6) No contestant may be awarded a contest on a
claim of a low-blow foul, nor may a contestant lose a
decision by reason of a low-blow foul. Except where a
contestant commits two fouls and after being warned
each time by the referee, he commits a third foul, the
referee may then within his discretion award the decision
to the contestant who has been fouled.
(7) If, by reason of any other foul committed intentionally during a contest, an opponent shall be rendered
incapacitated or unfit to continue, the contest shall be
terminated by the referee and such incapacitated contestant shall be declared the winner if, at the termination
thereof, he shall actually be ahead on points. The referee
shall in such event recommend to the commission that
they order the purse of the offending contestant withheld
from payment, for disposition by the commission and
such offender shall be subject to fine, suspension or other
punishment, as may be determined by the commission
upon full hearing thereof.
(8) If the incapacitated opponent referred to in the
preceding paragraph shall not be ahead on points, the
contest shall, nevertheless, be terminated, no decision
shall be rendered by the referee and he shall order the
purses of both contestants withheld from payment; a full
report shall be made by the referee to the commission. A
hearing shall be held by the commission and such disposition of the proceeds of the purses and such fines and
penalties and other punishment may be assessed as the
commission in its judgment may deem expedient. No
purse ordered held for investigation can be released except by order of the commission.
(9) In the event of an unintentional foul (except as
provided in subsection (JO) ((betow)) of this section)
other than low-blow fouls, rendering an opponent incapacitated or unfit to continue (in the opinion of the referee), the contest shall be terminated, no decision shall
be rendered but the referee shall order withheld from
payment the purses of both contestants; the referee shall
make a full report thereof, as is otherwise indicated
herein, and the matter shall be heard by the commission
and be disposed of as the commission may in its judgment deem expedient. Referees are hereby required to
report to the commission repeated or persistent intentional or unintentional fouling by any contestant, in
which connection the commission may order a hearing
and subject the offending contestant to such punishment,
which may include a fine or suspension, or both.
(I 0) If an accidental butt occurs during any bout, the
referee shall immediately warn the guilty boxer and he
may penalize him by a deduction in points for the round,
at the same time he shall so notify the other contestant.
Should any such penalty be charged against the boxer
guilty of butting it shall be charged at the end of the
round in which the butting occurred and the referee's
score card shall be so marked at the conclusion of the

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Rule .04.120,
filed 9/22/60)
WAC 36-12-120 POWERS OF REFEREEPENALTIES FOR FOULS, BUTTS. (I) The referee
shall have power to stop a contest at any time if he considers it too one-sided, or if either contestant is in such
condition that to continue might subject him to serious
injury, and in either case to render a decision.
(2) In cases where a boxer ( ( 01 wt estle1 shall)) receives a cut eye or any other injury which the referee
may believe shall incapacitate the boxer ((01 w1estle1)),
the referee shall call into the ring the ( (clttb)) commission physician for examination of the boxer ((01 w1estler)) before the referee shall render his decision in the
matter.
(3) The referee shall stop a contest if in his judgment
there is stalling or faking by either or both contestants
or if there is collusion affecting the result, in which case
he shall recommend to the commission that the purse or
purses of the offending boxer or boxers be forfeited and
paid to the commission.
(4) The referee shall penalize any contestant who
fouls his opponent during a contest, by charging such
contestant with the loss of points, whether such foul or
fouls be intentional or unintentional. However, the referee shall use his own discretion in determining the
number of points, if any, chargeable against the contestant in each instance, depending upon the severity or
harmlessness of the foul and its effect upon the opponent. The referee shall indicate on the official score card
the number of points taken away from a contestant in
any and all rounds in which he may find it necessary to
charge the contestant with such loss. The referee shall,
at the conclusion of each round notify the judges of the
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round, at which time he shall also notify the judges; the
referee shall explain in writing on the back of his card·
the nature and circumstances surrounding the penalty.
(I I) If a boxer is accidentally bu tied in a bout so that
he cannot continue, the referee shall:
(a) Call the bout a draw if the injured boxer is behind
in points, or
(b) Declare the injured boxer the winner on a technical decision if he has a lead in points. When judges are
used the majority vote as disclosed by the score cards
shall prevail in determining the decision as specified in
this section and the previous section hereof. If all three
score cards differ the contest shall be declared a technical draw.
(c) If any accidental butt occurs during the first three
rounds of any contest the referee shall call the bout a
((draW)) no contest.
The provisions of ((snbscetion (11 )))(a) and (b) of
this ((nrle)) subsection do not apply in world championship matches.
This rule applies only to accidental butting. Intentional butting is a foul and shall be penalized as such.
(12) The referee shall use his discretion in deciding
any matters that may come up during a contest and are
not covered by these rules.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Rule .04.130,
filed 9/22/60)
WAC 36-12-130 DUTIES OF REFEREE-INJURIES, KNOCKDOWNS, FALLS. (I) In case of a
knockdown the referee shall require the fallen contestant
to take a count of eight. The referee may compel a hurt
contestant to take an eight count whether or not he is
down. In the case of a cut eye or similar laceration the
referee shall consult with the ringside physician. Such
consultation shall take place upon the conclusion of a
round or with "time out" or in an emergency during the
progress of any round. The termination of the bout shall
be governed by the examining physician's decision.
(2) A contestant who goes down without being struck,
and stays down, shall be disqualified and the referee may
render the decision to his opponent, and the referee shall
recommend to the commission that the purse of the offending boxer be forfeited and paid to the commission.
(3) Should a contestant leave the ring during the one
minute period between rounds and fail to be in the ring
when the gong rings the signal to resume boxing, or
should a contestant fail to rise from his chair at the beginning of a round, the referee shall start counting immediately, and unless the contestant is on his feet in the
ring at the end of ten seconds the referee shall declare
him as counted out.
(4)Should a contestant who is "down" arise before
the count of "ten" is reached, and go down again immediately without being struck, the referee shall resume the
count where he left off. If in any boxing contest during
the rest period between rounds the referee shall decide
that either of the contestants is not able to continue, or
if the chief second of either of the contestants shall inform the referee that his boxer is unable to continue, and
the referee concurs therein, he shall render his decision
before the gong or bell rings and then indicate on his
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score card that the opponent of the incapacitated boxer
is the winner of the contest on a technical knockout as of
the round which has last been finished.
(5) When a boxer resumes boxing after having been
knocked or fallen or slipped to the floor, the referee shall
wipe any accumulated resin or other foreign material
from the boxer's gloves with a damp towel or on his
shirt.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Rule .04.150,
filed 9 /22/60)
WAC 36-12-150 WHEN BOXER FALLS FROM
RING DURING ROUND. (1) A contestant who has
been knocked or has fallen through the ropes and over
the edge of the ring platform during a contest may be
helped back by anyone except his seconds or manager
and the referee will allow a reasonable time for this return. When on the ring platform outside the ropes the
contestant must reenter the ring immediately, ((when}}
then he may either resume the contest or stay down for a
count, which in the latter case shall be started by the
referee as soon as the fallen contestant is back in the
ring.
(2) Should the contestant stall for time outside the
ropes the referee shall start the count without waiting
for him to reenter the ring, and if he is not on his feet in
the ring within ten seconds, the referee shall declare him
"knocked out."
(3) When one boxer has fallen through the ropes the
other shall retire to the farthest corner and stay there
until the count is completed or his opponent is on his
feet in the ring. The referee must signal for the resumption of fighting when the fighter has returned to the ring.
(4) A contestant who deliberately wrestles or throws
an opponent from the ring, or who hits him when he is
partly out of the ring, and prevented by the ropes from
assuming a position of defense may be disqualified, and
the referee shall recommend to the commission that the
purse of the offending boxer or boxers be forfeited and
paid to the commission.
( ((5) In ease of ser ions i1rjm y to a contestant the 1efe1 cc shall be automatically unde1 suspension until investigation by the eomnrission establishes whethe1 the i1rjn1y was the JCsult of 11egligencc 01 incompetence on the
pa1 t of the 1efe1 cc, 01 of cit cumstances not 1easonably
within his eont1 ol.
(6) A11y 1efe1 cc failing to fa111ilia1 ize himself with the
1ales and to p1 opet ly e11fo1 cc them is liable to pe1 ma neut
suspension.))
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Rule .04.160,
filed 9 /22/60)
WAC 36-12-160
REPORT OF REFEREEWITHHOLDING OR FORFEITURE OF PURSE. (I}
A referee of any contest shall submit a report of any and
all contests which he referees. Any matter involving disregard of the rules or law must be included in the report
and any recommendations relative to fines or suspensions
of violators of the rules or law. Mail the report to the
commission office. All referees must fully and explicitly
describe the circumstances in which any bout is stopped
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on account of a technical knockout. When requested by
the commission the referee's report must contain the exact reason for his actions in awarding the decision to the
winner as a result of a technical knock-out.
(2) The referee shall recommend to the commission
that they declare forfeited any remuneration or purse, or
any part thereof, belonging to the contestants or one of
them, or any part of the gate receipts for which contestants are competing, if in his judgment such contestant or
contestants are not honestly competing. It is the desire of
the commission to strictly enforce the above, and every
referee is ordered to warn competing boxers of the power
of the commission to hold up the purse or purses, should
there be any apparent cause for such warning.
(3) In any case where the referee decides that both
contestants are not honestly competing, the BOUT MUST
BE STOPPED BEFORE THE END OF THE LAST ROUND, AND
NO DECISION BE GIVEN. The announcer shall inform the

audience, that no decision has been rendered. In such
cases the purses shall be forfeited. A contestant earns
nothing and shall not be paid for a contest in which
there is stalling, faking, dishonesty or collusion. The
commission shall have the power, independent of the
referee or his decision, to determine the merits of any
contest, and take whatever action it considers proper.
(("*s)) Counting a boxer out, or disqualifying one of the
contestants for fouling, is ((held to be)) in effect giving a
decision((, in ease the 1efc1 cc decides that one 01 both
the contestants a1 e not honestly competing and the
knoekdow 11 is 11 a dive 11 01 the foul is pr can anged ter mination of the bout, he SMALL l<IOT l'll<llSM nm Kl<IOCK1")0 W l<I eou1<1T or f')!Sf;2UALll'i l'OR 1'6ULll<l<'i 01 AWARD
DEe1s101<1 TO 6l'l'Ot<1E1<1T, but shall stop the bout and 01de1 the pu1 ses of both boxe1 s held pending imestigation
by the commission. The announee1 shall so info1 m the
audience, par ticula1 ly that no decision has been
1Cnde1 ed)).
(4) ((Once given, the)) A referee's decision ((cannot
be changed, except as follows. Should the commission at
any time following the ICndering of a decision, dete1mine the1 e was collusion affecting the 1es ult of any contest, such decision shall be changed as the commission
may di1 ect. No pm se 01 der ed held fo1 imestigation can
be 1eleased except by orde1 of the commission)) rendered at the termination of any boxing contest is final
and shall not be changed unless following the rendition
of a decision the commission determines that any one of
the following occurred:
(a) There was collusion affecting the result of any
contest;
(b) The compilation of the scorecard of the referee or
referee and judges shows an error which would mean
that the decision was given to the wrong boxer;
(c) There was a clear violation of the laws or rules
and regulations governing boxing which affected the result of any contest.
If the commission determines that any of the above
occurred with regards to any contest then the decision
rendered shall be changed as the commission may direct.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Rule .04.170,
filed 9/22/60)
WAC 36-12-170 REFEREE'S FEES TO BE
PAID BY ((€f::;BB)) PROMOTER. ((fi-7)) The commissioner in each district shall decide the fee and number of referees to be used at each boxing card ((and
w1cstling exhibition)), in each city under his jurisdiction.
(( (2) The commission tin ough its chief inspecto1 s,
shall select and assign all 1efei ees.
In eha1 ity shows sanctio11ed by the commission all
1efc1ce fees will be fixed by the commission.))
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Rule .04.180,
filed 12/6/67)
WAC 36-12-180 CHIEF INSPECTORS. (I) Each
commissioner shall serve as chief inspector in his district,
but shall receive no compensation for said service.
(2) The chief inspectors shall select and assign inspectors, timekeepers, referees, announcers ((and)) 2
judges, and physicians for all bouts held in their respective districts unless the commission directs otherwise.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 84-1,
filed 7 /26/84)
WAC 36-12-190 DUTIES OF ((STATE)) COMMISSION INSPECTOR. (I) They shall attend to the
forwarding of all reports to the ((executive sec1etary of
the)) commission office; prepare reports on suspensions,
applications for reinstallment, and all other matters
arising in their respective districts which require joint
action by the commission.
(2) ((They)) Commission representatives shall have
under their charge the issuing of licenses to boxers,
managers, seconds, ( ( w1estle1 s,)) referees, timekeepers,
( (dttbs)) promoters, physicians, judges, and announcers
((and tiaine1s)). They shall investigate applications for
((club)) promoter licenses and report same to the commission but shall not issue ((ehtb)) promoter licenses
except upon the order of the commission. ((They shall
not reinstatc anyone u11de1 suspension 01 1elease fines 01
money held for fm feitu1 c, these being matte1 s fo1 action
by the commission's 1ep1 esentative in the fo1111 of ce1 tified checks made payable to the 01 de1 of the state boxing
commission of Washington.))
(3) Inspectors shall report directly to the chief inspector of the district and be under his authority.
( 4) Inspectors shall be in charge of all details of the
contest that do not come under the jurisdiction of the
other officials.
(5) Inspectors shall see that all necessary equipment is
provided, that the contestants are ready on time, that the
seconds are properly instructed in their duties, that the
((doeto1's)) physician's report and the statement of
weights are delivered to the referee, and that all regulations pertaining to the proper conduct of the bout are
enforced.
(6) Inspectors shall insist that ((ehtbs)) promoters enforce the rule against gambling.
(7) Inspectors shall see that all seconds present a neat
appearance and are attired according to the requirements of the rules.
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In addition, female boxers shall also include a breast
protector and body shirt with their ring costume.
Each boxer shall be equipped and use throughout the
bout a custom made individually fabricated mouth
guard.
( ( (7) Boxe1 s signed to engage in a contest mast appea1 at scheduled 1ing time equipped with a pai1 of 1egulatiort t1 unks, whieh 1ttay be black, pu1 pie, da1 k g1 een,
da1 k 1ed, da1 k blue 01 01 ange. These tJ anks mast be of
solid colo1s except white. They may be ornamented with
a stripe around the belt and down the sides of a color
which conh as ts with the hunks, but which mast also be
chosen ft om one of the colo1 s above specified. These
trunks may bea1 a suitable emblem 01 insignia p1 Ov ided
it is not of a commercial 01 ad\'e1 tising 11ata1 e. The contestants shall not wear the same colo1 s in the 1ing.
Boxe1 s 1ttnst wea1 1egulation tr n1tks whieh a1 e loose
fitting and made of light weight cloth simila1 to an athlete's "1 anning pants."
Tights will not be petmitted.
The belt of the tmnks shall not extend abon the waist
tine:
Shoes shall be of soft matet ial, and shall not be fitted
with spikes, cleats, ha1d soles, 01 hatd heels. Socks,
1oiled down to the tops of the shoes, may be of any colot. No othet appa1 el than above specified may be wo1 n
in the 1ing, except a batlnobe, sweat clothes 01 jacket.
f87)) ill The use of grease or other substances that
might handicap an opponent is prohibited.
((ffl)) ill Contestants must be clean and present a
tidy appearance ((and be cleanly shaved)).
(((10) Any)) (6) No contestant ((absenting)) may
absent himself from a show in which he has signed or
has been signed by his duly licensed manager, to appear,
without a valid written excuse or furnishing a certificate
from a commission physician in advance in case of a
physical disability((, aatomatically saspends himself fo1
a pe1 iod of sixty days)). Any boxer who files a certificate
from a commission physician stating that he is unable to
fulfill a contract on account of~ physical disability must,
on being restored to the eligible list fulfill his contract
with the same opponent or. a suitable substitute ((at)) as
the ( (clttb)) promoter specified in the contract within a
reasonable time, such period to be set by the commission, unless the boxer is released from the contract by
mutual agreement.
( ((I I) A boxer tttust be in the city whe1 e appeat ing,
fotty=eight hoats befote the contest. Main C\'ent boxe1s
schedaled to appeai in cities of mote than 75,000 popalation shall be present in saeh city at least five days i11
advance of the date 011 wl1ich the bout is scheduled fo1
the putpose of ttaining, pablieity and fo1 whate\'CJ othet
put poses the pt omoter may desi1 e.
Any boxe1 01 mauage1 of boxers who violates this 1ale
will be suspended and fined.))
ill When a boxer competes anywhere in a bout of
more than four rounds he will not be allowed to compete
again until six days have elapsed.
When a boxer competes anywhere in a bout of four
rounds or less, he will not be allowed to compete again
until two days have elapsed.

(8) The referee's report shall be made on the form
supplied for that purpose by the inspector. The referee
shall sign the report in the presence of a ((state im;pector)) commission representative after the termination of
the show.
(9) In accordance with the law, each inspector shall
receive for each contest officially attended a fee not to
exceed one percent of the net gate of such contest up to
a maximum of one hundred fifty dollars for closed circuit televised contests and ((three)) five hundred dollars
for all other boxing contests. Fifty dollars shall be the
minimum charge for such fee with respect to closed circuit televised contests and ( (twenty dolla1 s)) for all other contests.
( ((I 0) Inspecto1 s will check the 1mmbe1 and places of
ticket cans at the gates and see that they a1 e sealed and
padlocked. After the show ha"e them opened and tickets
counted unde1 thei1 super vision.))
NEW SECTION
WAC 36-12-195 LICENSE FEES. The commission's license year is July lst through June 30th and license fees are paid annually. Fees are as follows:
( l) Manager - $40.00
(2) Referee - $15.00
(3) Boxer - $15.00
(4) Matchmaker - $40.00
(5) Second - $15.00
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 80-2,
filed 2/6/81)
WAC 36-12-200 ((CONTESTANTS)) BOXERS.
(l) ((Effective Jaly l, 1981 the fee for 'wrestler's license
will be $15.00.
(2) Effective July I, 1981 the fee fo1 boxer's license
will be $15.00.
ffl)) Boxers ((and wrestlers)) may assume and use
ring names, but the right to use any certain name is
subject to the approval of the commission and may be
denied either at the time of presenting application for license or later, should reason for such denial be brought
before the commission.
(((4) No p1ofessioual boxer shall be allowed to sell
tickets fo1 any show in which he is engaged, 011 a commission basis 01 othernise, on which he will 1eceive 1emune1ation for his sci vices, as a boxer.
ffl)) ill Contestants shall report to the inspector in
the dressing room at least one hour before ((they a1e due
to appear in the 1ing)) the scheduled time of the first
match.
((f61)) ill Contestants shall box in proper costume,
including such foul proof protection cups as shall be
listed as approved by the commission ((all of which shall
be fitmly adjusted befo1e leaving the d1essing 1oom.
Failut e to obey this 1ale may 1esult in a fine of not less
than $5.00 being imposed on the violato1) ). Proper costume shall include abdominal guard, two pair of trunks
of contrasting color, shoes and approved mouthpiece.
Approved mouthpiece shall mean a custom-made individually fitted mouthpiece.
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((fHt)) ill No one shall be allowed in the boxer's
dressing room except his manager, seconds and commission or ((ehrb)) promoter representatives.
( ( ( 13) In each application fot a bont, the t esnlts of
the last six bonts fo1 each main event eo11testant shall be
i11elnded in a svvot n statement signed by the boxet,
managet and p1omote1. This shall inelnde a elanse eettifying that the boxet is in excellent physical co11dition
a11d is not co11eealing an illness ot i1rjmy.)) (9) Boxer's
licensing requirements are:
(a) Completed application.
(b) Complete physical.
(c) Two small photos.
(d) Fee is listed under License fees WAC 36-12-195.
(Forms are supplied by the commission.) These requirements must be received by the commission office before
a boxer appears in any event.

chances have not been seriously jeopardized as a result
of the foul, may order the bout continued after a reasonable interval set by the referee, who shall so instruct
the timekeeper.
If conditions, except as otherwise provided by these
rules and particularly as otherwise provided by WAC
36-12-120(4), relating to accidental butting, make it
necessary to stop the bout the referee shall order as follows, and so notify the boxers, their managers, and the
((clttb)) promoter, whose announcer shall notify the
spectators:
((The t emnnet ation of both boicet s shall be vvithheld
by the commission fot nsc by the clnb in paying the
boicets (in the same amonnt if the co11nnissio11 so otdets)
fol a second contest betvvee11 them, to take place as an
"added attt action" at the ncltl shovv held by the elnb, ot
at a late1 date set by the commission aftct a heating.
The elnb mnst pt ov idc pt eliminat ics and main bonts
of not ma I qnality so that the t ematch vv ill be actnally an
"added atttactio11." Whc1c a tcmatch is otdctcd the fost
tvvo days of the ticket sale shall be 1cset vcd, and so annonnccd and ad vet tised, fot pnt chase of tickets by holdct s of scats at the fit st shovv, vvho vvill be given choice of
locations as they pt csc11t thcit ticket stabs at the boic

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Rule .04.220,
filed 9/22/60)
WAC 36-12-220 FOULS IN BOXING. (I )(a)
Hitting below the belt.
(b) Hitting an opponent who is down or is getting up
after being down.
(c) Holding an opponent with one hand and hitting
with the other.
(d) Holding or deliberately maintaining a clinch.
(e) Wrestling or roughing at the ropes.
(f) Pushing an opponent about the ring or into the
ropes, or striking an opponent who is helpless as a result
of blows and so supported by the ropes that he cannot
fall.
(g) Butting with the head, the shoulder or using the
knee or elbow.
{h) Hitting with the open glove or with the butt or
inside of the hand, the elbow, the wrist and all backhand blows.
(i) Purposely going down without being hit or for the
purpose of avoiding a blow.
U) Striking deliberately at that part of the body over
the kidneys.
(k) The use of the pivot blow or the rabbit punch.
{I) Jabbing opponent's eyes with the thumb of the
gloves. ( ( (Snbjeets offendet to fi11e ot snspe11sio11.)))
(m) The use of abusive language in the ring.
(n) Any unsportsmanlike trick or action causing injury to an opponent.
(o) Hitting on the break.
(p) Hitting after the bell has sounded ending the
round.
(q) Roughing at the ropes.
(r) Pushing an opponent about the ring or into the
ropes.
(2) Any boxer guilty of foul tactics in a boxing contest
may be disqualified or fined, or both, and his purse
withheld from payment, and the boxer shall be automatically suspended. Disposition of the purse and the
penalty to be imposed upon the boxer shall be determined by the commission.
(3) If a bout is stopped because of accidental fouling,
the referee and physician shall determine whether the
boxer who has been fouled can continue or not and if his

office;

Sas pensions, fines and fot fcitm cs of payments of cithct ot both contestants shall be held in abeyance afte1
the fit st bont, vv hct c a t cmatch is 01 dct cd by the t cfct cc
ot the commission, and the cnsaing condnct of the boicc1 s in the t cmatch vv ill be considct cd by the commission
in its final t nling. All moneys held vv ill be fot vvat dcd to
the commission office.)) (4) Referees shall not permit
unfair practices that may cause injuries to a contestant,
and are held strictly responsible for the enforcement of
the rules. The only fair blow is a blow delivered with the
padded knuckle part of the glove on the front or sides of
the head and body above the belt. After sufficient warning has been given the referee shall punish persistent
disregard of the rules.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Rule .04.240,
filed 12/6/67)
WAC 36-12-240 TO PREVENT INJURY TO
BOXERS-PHYSICAL QUALIFICATIONS AND
EXAMS-STIMULANTS-ASSUMED NAMEPROFESSIONAL COMPETING WITH AMATEUR.
(I) Any boxer applying for a license must first be examined by a physician, ( ( vv ho has been appointed by the
commission as examining physician,)) to establish both
physical and mental fitness for competition, and annually thereafter the boxer must take this required examination. The fee for all examinations must be paid by the
boxer. The commission may order examinations of boxers ((or vvtcstlc1s)) at any time for the purpose of determining whether such boxer ( (ot vv t cstle1)) is fit and
qualified to engage in future contests. The printed form
supplied to the physician must be filled out and returned
to the commission, by the physician, and must be in the
possession of the commission before the license application can be acted upon. The examination must be repeated and reports turned in once a year, as long as the
boxer is licensed by the commission.
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and issues such instructions as he sees fit to the boxer's
handlers.

((It is the suggestion of the commission that all boxers
and w1 cstlc1 s have, in addition to the 01 dina1 y hcai t examination a Au1oscopic examination of the heat t. This
should be 1cinstatcd a~c1 a lapse of ninety days, with no
fm thc1 chat gc to the contestant.
Lists of qualified physicians appointed by the commission fot this wo1k may be obtained ftom the boxing
inspccto1 of the dish ict. The fee fo1 this examination
must be paid by the boxc1 01 w1cstlc1 . A boxc1 p1 cscn_ting himself fo1 physical examination mnst ~c clean 1_n
pct son and clothing. Failm c to confo1 m st11ctly to tins
1nlc is gt ot111d fo1 suspension.))
(2) The use of any ((dnrgs)) controlled substances,
((alcoholics)) alcohol or stimulants, or injections in any
part of the body, either before or duri~g a n:at~h, by any
boxer is adequate grounds for revokmg his hcense, as
well as revoking the license of the person administering
the same.
(3) ((Boxc1 s who have been knocked out shall be kept
in a ptonc position until they shall ha~c 1ccovc1cd.
.
(4) An application fo1 boxc1 's license must be 111
w1iting.
·
ffl)) Before a license is issued to any boxer, the application for such license must be approved by ((a member-of)) the commission.
((f67)) ill If a boxer uses an assumed ring name,
both the real name and his ring name must be included
in the application. The word "killer" or "bloody" or any
similar term must not be used by any contestant and
must be eliminated from all advertisements and announcements referring to boxing ((and w1cstling contests
01 exhibitions)).
((ffl)) ill Whenever a licensed boxer, because of injuries or illness, is unable to take part in a contest for
which he is under contract, he (or his manager) must
immediately report the fact to the nearest inspector, and
submit to an examination by a physician designated by
the inspector. The examination fee to be paid by the
boxer, or ((club)) promoter, if the latter requests an
examination.
((f87)) ill Any professional boxer engaging in amateur contests shall automatically have his license
revoked.
((ffl)) ill All professional boxers should have attained their 18th birthday before being allowed to compete in any boxing contest in this state. No boxer under
((ff)) eighteen or over ((36)) thirty-six years old shall
be granted a license except by special action of the
commission.
((tfflt)) ill No license shall be issued to any applicant for a boxer's license who is found to be blind in one
eye or whose vision in one eye shall be so poor as t_o
cause any examining physician to recommend that no hcense be granted. This rule will be effective regardless of
how keen the boxer's vision may be in the other eye. Nor
shall a boxer's license be issued to any boxer who has
suffered ~ cerebral hemorrhage or any other serious head
injury.
((fttt)) ill When a boxer has been knocked out,
none of his handlers are to touch him, except to remove
his rubber mouth protector until the attending physician
enters the ring and personally attends the fallen boxer,

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 80-2,
filed 2/6/81)
WAC 36-12-250 MANAGERS. (1) ((Managc1 's
license fee will be $40.00 pct annum.
ffl)) Managers must not sign a contract for the appearance of any boxer with whom he has not a written
contract on file with the commission. Contracts between
boxer and manager must be on a contract form approved
by and furnished by the commission, except that any
particular contract form not furnished by the commission may be approved by the commission as a whole. A
contract between a manager and a boxer on file with the
commission will be recognized until such time as a court
of competent jurisdiction determines it to be of no further force and effect.
((ffl)) ill Managers must not attempt to select or
insist upon the selection of any designated referee in a
bout in which a boxer under his management is to appear and shall not have the name of such referee written
into the official contract((, under penalty of a fine of not
less than $ l 00.00. Managc1 s cannot cont1 ibutc to the
pay of any 1cfe1cc u11dc1 any ci1cumstanccs)).
((ffl)) ill Managers who act as seconds for their own
boxers, exclusively, are not required to take out a second's license.
( (ffl)) ill Contracts between manager and boxer are
not transferable except with approval and consent of the
commission and may be voided by the commission for
cause. In case of a minor, the contract must be executed
by his proper legal guardian. To settle dispute, ~ birth
certificate may be required.
((f67)) ill All contracts between manager and boxer
must be in writing and signed in triplicate, the original
filed with the commission for approval. Contracts must
state the division of the boxer's earnings, which in no
case shall allow the manager more than 33-1 /3 percent
of the boxer's purse, exclusive of amounts owed by the
boxer to the manager under subsection ( 15) of this
section.
((ffl)) ill No assignment of any part or parts of a
boxer's or a manager's interest in a contract can be
made without the written approval and consent of the
commission.
((f87)) ill No manager shall be allowed to contract
for the services of a box:er under his management for a
match to take place on a date after the expiration of the
contract between the boxer and the manager.
((ffl)) ill Any boxer not under contract to a manager can make his own matches, sign contracts and need
not apply for a manager's license to handle his own
affairs.
((tfflt)) ill In cases where boxers sign contracts with
managers the boxer's share of any purse which he may
earn will not be less than 66-2/3 percent, exclusive of
amounts owed to the manager under subsection ( 15) of
this section.
((fttt)) i!.Ql If a manager shall fail to make application for a license he shall forfeit all rights to boxers on
whom he has filed contracts in this state and the boxer
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shall be free to sign contracts with other licensed managers. Managers must file contracts on all boxers under
their management.
((ft21)) .Ll!l If a manager is doing business for a
boxer not signed to a contract, such boxer must personally sign all contracts for appearances ((l'!:t)) for licensed
((clttbs)) promoters and his signature must be properly
witnessed.
((tHJ))@ No boxer can have more than one manager without the express approval of the commission.
(I 3) No contract shall be approved between a manager and a boxer for a period exceeding five years.
(14) All disputes between the parties of a boxer/
manager contract, including the validity of the contract,
shall be handled as a civil matter.
(I 5) Any manager who advances or loans any money
to any boxer or incurs indebtedness on behalf of any
boxer shall furnish a statement to the boxer. This statement shall be specific and shall set forth as to each
transaction or item at least the following information:
The amount of money involved, the date that the indebtedness occurred, the purpose of the indebtedness,
and the name of the person to whom the debt is owed.
The manager shall obtain the boxer's signature and
date of signature on each accounting, within fourteen
days of the loan or obligation being incurred.

the sound of the ((timcrs)) timekeeper's whistle ten seconds before a round is to begin, removing all obstructions, buckets, stools, etc., promptly at the sounding of
the bell or gong.
((tfflt)) ill Violations of the above rules ((shall be
folio wed by ejection of offendet s ft om the 1ing colilet ,
and)) may result in an indefinite suspension of the offenders by the commission and disqualification of their
principal ((by the 1efe1ee)).
AMENDA TORY SECTJON (Amending Order 80-2,
filed 2/6/81)
(1)
WAC 36-12-270
MATCHMAKERS.
( (Matclnnaket 's license fee $40.00.
ffl)) Matchmakers must observe all of the rules and
requirements with respect to weight agreement and
weighing-in, and the proper execution and filing of
contracts.
((ffl)) ill Matchmakers will be held responsible by
the commission if they make matches in which one of
the principals is outclassed. Persistent lack of judgment
in this matter will be regarded as cause for canceling the
license of the matchmaker and the ((clttb)) promoter
which he represents, for the protection of both the boxers and the public.
((ffl)) ill Managers are not allowed to have more
than three boxers under their management appear in any
one show ((without special pet mission i11 w1iting fJ om
the commission)). Matchmakers must rigidly enforce
this rule.
(((5) A matchmaket ca11 make matches fot only one
club unless special Mitten pet mission is obtained ft om
the commission, aftet a vote has been taken.
(6) Any p1oniote1 01 matchmake1 who deals with an
unlicensed mauage1 may have his license tevoked 01
suspended and he may be subject to such fine as the
commission may dete1 mine.
ffl)) ill Any promoter or matchmaker found guilty
of managing a boxer shall have his license suspended,
and in the case of a promoter, his club license may be
revoked.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 80-2,
filed 2/6/81)
WAC 36-12-260 SECON OS. (I) ((Second's annual license fee effective July 1, 1981 will be $20.00.
ffl)) Seconds and managers acting as seconds must
be neatly attired when in the ring ((and wea1 je1seys of
plain colo1s and with sleeves. Spo1t shi1ts without ties
ate pennissible. No ad vet tisi11g matte1 shall appeat on
the peuon 01 clothing of seconds 01 ma11age1s 01 on the
pe1 so11 01 clothing of anyone appeat ing in the 1i11g in any
capacity)).
((ffl)) ill A second holding only a second's license
shall not attempt to act as a manager, or assist in any
way in procuring matches, or take a share of the boxer's
earnings. If found guilty of such actions he shall be
suspended.
((ffl)) ill Seconds shall not be more than three in
number, including "house assistant second."
(( (5) Seconds must not coach 01 in any way assist a
p1 incipal dm ing a 1ound, 01 by wot d 01 action attempt
to heckle . 01 annoy his opponent. They must 1emain
seated in place, and be silent.
f67)) (4) A second shall not excessively coach a boxer
during a round and shall remain seated and silent when
so directed by the commission inspector on duty.
ill Before a bout the referee shall be informed of the
identity of the chief second.
(((7) No fathet, b1othe1, mothet, sistet 01 wife of a
boxe1 shall be allowed to act as his second unless special
pennission is obtained in w1iting fJ om the connnission.
f87)) ill Fans may be used between rounds, ~
swinging of towels ~ prohibited. ((Seconds must not
sp1 ay or forcefully tin ow watet on a contestant.
ffl)) ill Seconds shall not enter a ring until th~ bell
indicates the end of a round. They shall leave the nng at

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Rule .04.280,
filed 9/22/60)
WAC 36-12-280 TIMEKEEPER. (I) ((He)) The
timekeeper must be seated at ((the)) ringside close to
the gong or bell. He shall indicate the beginning and
ending of each round by striking the gong or bell with a
hammer.
(2) He shall provide himself with a whistle and an
accurate stopwatch that shall have been properly examined ((and cet tified)) before it is used.
(3) Ten seconds before the beginning of each round
the timekeeper shall give ~ warning to the seconds of the
contestants by blowing the whistle.
(4) Jn the event of a contest terminating before the
scheduledllmit of rounds, the timekeeper shall inform
the announcer of the exact duration of the contest.
(5) The timekeeper's procedure in the case of a
knockdown is detailed in ((the section of these rnles under)) WAC 36-12-140ffi and 36-12-150.
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AMEND A TORY SECTION (Amending Rule .04.290,
filed 9/22/60)
WAC 36-12-290 ANNOUNCER. (I) After contestants and their chief seconds are in the ring the announcer shall announce the names of the contestants,
their correct weights, and other matters as may be directed by the commission ((or--thc))1 inspector, or the
promoter. ((€htbs)) Promoters shall provide the announcement of rounds. The announcer shall announce
the decisions.
(2) All substitutions of contestants or changes in any
boxing program shall be announced to the audience by
the announcer before the first boxing contest.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Rule .04.300,
filed 9/22/60)
WAC 36-12-300 JUDGES. (((!) There may be
two or tin cc jndges who shall be appointed by the com=
mission. At the diser etion of the eonmrission, thJ cc
jndges may be nsed to score a contest. In which case the
thitd jndge wonld vote in lien of the JefcJee. The commission may elect to appoint two jndges and a Jefer cc, in
which ease the Jefer cc shall seor e in the same manneJ as
·the jndges, and his seoJe shall be inelnded with the score
of the jndges in deteJ mining the winneJ. The majoJ ity
opinion shall be eonelnsive and if there is no majoiity
then the decision shall be a dJ aw.
In event two \'Otes aJe a dJaw, and one vote is for one
fightet the decision is a draw.
Only by special connnission action can a JefeJ ee or1ly
be the jndge.
When se01 ing a contest, the elements of offense, defense, clean hitting, Jing ge11e1 alship and spoJ tsmanship
shonld be consider ed.
(2) The jndges shall sit at opposite sides of the ring,
and shall Jeach their decision withont eonfeJ ring in any
manneJ with any otheJ official or peJ son.
(3) The ten point system of seoJ ing foJ each rOlllrd
will be nsed. The winner of any 10n11d is marlced "10."
The loseJ may be marked fJ 0111 I to 9. When a Jonnd is
even each contestant is given a score of" 10."
At the eonclnsion of the contest, the j ndges' and referee's vote, w hieh aJ e eqnal in valne, shall be added and
tn111ed OvCJ to the annonncer, who in tm 11, will hand the
\'Otes to the eor11111ission and their decision to be given by
the amronneeJ.
(4) A knockdown, being the closest approach to a
kllockout, should be seor ed. A klioekdown is rated as
snch as soon as it occtll s.
The nse of fonl blows and other snch tactic5 shall resnlt in a penalty of two points for each font committed.
The JefeJ cc shall advise the jndges of the nnmber of
points to be dedneted immediately npon the ter 111i11ation
of the rotll1d dnring which sneh dednctions apply.
The refeJee and the jndges shall clearly write their
decisions and sign the same.
When a contestant fails to answeJ the bell foJ a
Jottnd, his opponent shall be credited with a "T.K.O." in
the cnstting r Ottnd rather than in the One jnst COlllpieted.
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It is ad\1isable to actnally Jing the bell fot the next Jom rd
and then cotllrt ont the contestant who does not answeJ
the bell.
(5) Points fot each 1onnd shall be awaJded immediately afteJ the te1 mi nation of the ronnd.
(6) The refetee shall have the power to penalize eitheJ
contestant for any font w hi eh does not, in his opinion,
mer it disqnalification. In the case of fonts OJ otheJ infractions of the Jnles, the refet ee shall be the sole judge
of the nnmbet of points to be dedncted ftom the offendeJ 's total in any paJ tien!aJ Jom rd, and the t efeJ cc shall
at the eonclnsion of each rour1d notify the jndges of the
nmnbet of points to be dedneted in aceoJdanee with his
deteJ mination.
When neeessaJ y to dednct points beeanse of fonls OJ
otheJ inft actions of the lilies, the JefeJ cc shall walll the
offender and at the end of the ronnd shall notify both
contestar1ts of any penalties which may be assessed eitheJ boxeJ.
Points dedncted foJ any fonl OJ in fr action of the J nles
shall be deducted in the r om1d in which they ocen1. No
boxet shall be penalized in a lateJ Jom rd by \1 iJ tne of a
pr ev ions fonl or inft action of the r nles.
At the conclusion of the coJ1test, the jndges and the
r efeJ cc shall total the points foJ each contestant 011 their
Jespective seoJ e sheets and encir ele the name of the wi1111eJ or draw, as the case lliay be, sign their sheets and
hand them to the annonnceJ who shall amronnce the
wimreJ in the enstomaJ y ma111re1. The a1111onnee1 shall
then deliveJ the sheets to the state inspeetoJ in ehaJ ge.
(7) In contests of fonJ 1ot11rds or more the contestant
Jeceiving a majority of points shall be awarded the
decision.
fodges shall keep theiI scoJ e secJ et ft 0111 sn11 onnding
spectatoJ s and ignoJ e any snggestions OJ adv ice.
Coaching or advice by sec011ds ft om the coJ neJ s of
contestants is for biddrn and str ietly enfoJ ced by the J efeJ ee 111rdeJ penalty of snspe11sio11.)) (I) The commission
inspector in charge at all boxing shows shall, before the
start of each bout, give the judges a regulation scorecard. Judges shall score each round of the bout on this
card and sign it at the conclusion of the contest.
(2) Judges shall score all contests and determine the
winner through the use of the ten point must system. In
this system the winner of each round receives ten points
and the opponent a proportionately less number. If the
round is even, each boxer receives ten points. No fraction of points may be given.
(3) The majority opinion on the judges scorecards
shall be conclusive and if there is no majority then the
decision shall be a draw.
(4) At the termination of each contest, the referee will
pick up and deliver the scorecards to a commission representative. When the commission representative has
verified the results of the contest, the ring announcer
shal) be informed of the decision and shall announce the
decision.
(5) The commission inspector will deliver or mail all
scorecards with the rest of his reports to the commission
office.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 80-1,
filed 7 /16/80)

(3) ((All pc1sons undc1 suspension 01 whose liec11scs
have been 1cvokcd a1c ba11cd ftom the d1cssing 1ooms of
all clubs, and f1om occupying scats within six 1ows of
the 1ing platfo1m, and f1om app1oaehing withi1'. six_1ows
of scats ft om the 1ing platfo1 m and ft om holdmg 111tc1 com sc in the a1 cna with any of the piineipals in the
bouts 01 thci1 managc1 s 01 seconds 01 the 1cfc1 cc, di1cetly' 01 by mcsscngc1, dmiug any boxing show. Any violato1 of this rnlc is to be ejected ftom the a1cIIa 01 club
building, and the p1 ice paid fo1 the ticket shall be 1cfundcd to him upon his presenting the ticket stub at the
box office and he shall thc1 caftc1 be ban cd cnti1 cly
ftom all e'lub a1cIIas in this state du1ing the holding of
contests 01 exhibitions.
ffl)) Any person holding !! license un~er th_is commission who has been suspended for usmg dishonest
methods to affect the outcome of any contest, or for any
conduct reflecting serious discredit upon the sport of
boxing shall not be eligible for reinstatement.
.
((ffl)) ill Any manager under temporary susp~ns1on
shall be considered to have forfeited for the duration of
his suspension all rights in this state held under the
terms of any contract with a licensed boxer. Any attempt by a suspended manager to exercise such contract
right shall make the suspension perman~nt, an? a boxer
who continues any of the contract relations with a suspended manager shall be indefinitely suspended.
((f6t)) ill Any person holding !! license under the
commission may be suspended for violations of the law
or the rules, or for arrest or conviction on a charge involving moral turpitude.
((ffl)) ill A boxer whose manager has be~n suspended may continue boxing independently during the
term of such suspension, signing his own contract for
matches. No payment of a boxer's earnings may be
made by any licensed ((club)) promoter to a m~nager
under suspension, or to his agent, but the purse m full
shall be paid to the boxer.
((f87)) ill Revocation of license or permanent suspension of a manager shall automatically cancel all of
his contract rights in this state under any and all contracts with boxers made under authority of this
commission.
((ffl)) ill In case of such revocation or permanent
suspension the boxers are at liberty to operate inde~en
dently and make their own matches, or to enter m_to
contracts with other managers licensed by the commission and in good standing.
((ffflt)) ill Following the knockout or technical
knockout of a boxer, that boxer shall have his license to
box suspended for a minimum period of ((:W)) _thirty
days for a TKO and sixty days for a KO. ~oxers ~111 n~t
be permitted to engage in any contac~ b~xmg durmg this
period without approval of the co~m1ss10?.
.
This suspension~ to take effect 1mmed1ately foll~w~ng
the knockout or technical knockout. If the comm1ss1on
feels that ((a 30 day)) this suspension is not s_ufficient
they may impose a longer period or the suspension may
be for an indefinite period pending the outcome of a
physical examination.

WAC 36-12-310
((Ettffi))
COMMISSION
PHYSICIAN. (1) Within eight hours of entering the
ring each contestant must be given a thorough physical
examination by a physician who has been appomted by
the commission.
(2) Should the boxer examined prove unfit for.competition, through physical injury, faulty hea.rt action, the
presence of any infection or contagious d1sea~e: or any
weakness or disability discovered by the exammmg physician ((that should bat him)), ((the)) said boxer
((mmt)) shall be rejected and ((immediate 1cpo1 t of
that fact 1lladc)) barred from contest. This decision must
be reported immediately to the ((club)) promoter and
the commission inspector.
(3) ((One hou1 bcfo1e the statt of a boxi1.1g sh?':"))
Ihe physician shall certify to the inspector m ~ritmg
over his signature that the contestants passed by him are
in good physical condition to engage in the ~ontest, and
shall ((mail to the commission)) give his written report
on the boxers ((examined, within twenty fou1 hou1s)) to
the commission inspector.
.
( 4) The physician shall be in attendance at the ringside during all the contests and shall be prepared ~o ~s
sist should any serious emergency arise. The comm1ss1on
physician at ringside will have the aut~o.rity to s~op a
fight when he considers a boxer badl_y tnJured or m no
shape to continue. Whenever a fight 1s stopped ?e!w~en
rounds by the physician or otherwise because of mJuries,
the opponent shall be credited with a TKO for the round
just concluded. No bout shall be allowed_ to proceed ~n
less the physician is in his seat. ((Tins also apphcs,
whe1 e applicable, to w1estling matches.))
(5) The ((ehrb)) commission physician shall ha~e a
suitable place or room in which to make the exammations. Physicians, other than those licensed by the commission shall not be allowed in the dressing room of any
boxer before a bout.
( 6) ((Physicians a1 e to 1cpo1 t boxe1 s w.ho fa!I to comply with the 1ule that any boxc1 p1cscnt.mg l11msclf fo1
physical examination must be clean iii pct son and
clothing.
. .
ffl)) A boxer rejected by a ((ehrb)) comm1ss1on ph.ysician for disability will be placed on the suspended hst
until it is shown that such disability no longer exists.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 80-1,
filed 1/16 /80)
WAC 36-12-320 REGARDING SUSPENSIONS.
(1) ((Ehrbs)) Promoters and their matchmakers ((will
take notice of the suspension bulletins sent out by the
eonnnission, and)) will not permit any person under suspension to take any part whatsoever, as a ~a~t~cipant or
in arranging or conducting matches or exh1b1t1ons, during the period of suspension.
(2) Every person debarred or suspended by the c_ommission shall refrain from participating in any detail of
matchmaking or holding bouts during such disbarment
or suspension.
( 78 J
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((fttt)) Any contestant who has lost six consecutive
fights ((mmt)) will be automatically suspended and cannot be reinstated until he has submitted to a complete
medical examination, which will also include a neurological examination.
(IO) If at any time a boxer's ability to perform is
questionable, whether for reasons of health, mental condition, or no longer possessing the ability to compete or
for any other reason, the commission may, upon being
satisfied of the boxer's lack of ability to perform, retire
the boxer from further competition.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 84-1,
filed 7/26/84)
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by telegraph to the commission through its nearest chief
inspector, and rulings of the chief inspector or the commission must be made only in writing or by telegraph.
((tsJ)) ill If, through inclement weather (in case of
an outdoor show), or other happening not within the
control of the ((cltrb)) promoter, a postponement becomes necessary, the commission may grant an extension
of the contracts and set a new date, and the action of the
commission shall be binding upon all parties to the
contracts.
A small advance ticket sale shall not be regarded as a
legitimate reason for a postponement or cancellation.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Rule .04.340,
filed 9 /22/60)

WAC 36-12-330 CONTRACTS. (I) All contracts
between ((cltrbs)) promoters and boxers or their managers must be ((d1awn in hiplicatc)) on the official forms
supplied by the commission. The original copy for the
((state boxing)) commission must be filed at the commission office at least five days before the bout.
(2) All contracts must name the opponent and fix a
certain date for the contest. If a boxer is signed for a
series of bouts, dates and names of opponents must be a
.part of the agreement and a separate contract signed for
each bout. Each contract shall be accompanied by an
affidavit, signed by the boxer or manager and properly
attested, giving an accurate account of his ring record.
Such affidavit shall be in a form and style prescribed by
the commission.
(3) ((It is piovided, howeve1, that shonld the elnb desi1e to 1ematch the boxe1 with the wim1e1 of an e11s11ing
contest that may be done by wi iting i11 the space 1ese1 ved for opponent's name, as follows. "(Name) 01
(name) 01 the wim1e1 of thei1 contest 011 (date)." In
signing the opponent in the case the matchmake• of the
elnb may sign both p1 ineipals in the said emning contest
and with consent of all pa1ties to the cont1act, have
wiittcn in the blank space below, in each of thci1 official
cont.acts the p1 ov isions. "This eo11t1 act shall become
nnll and void if the boxe1 loses the contest with (name of
opponent) 011 (date) and may be declai ed nnll and void
at the pleas111e of the elnb in the e~ent of a "draw" decision, 01 a decision of "no decision."
f4t)) All papers filed with the commission, shall be
the property of the commission.
((f5t)) ill No verbal agreement or written agreement
other than the contract on the official contract form, and
no "blanket contract" or option on a boxer's services will
be recognized by the commission. Such options and contracts are expressly prohibited.
((t6})) ill All contracts shall be paid in full according to their contracts, and no part or percentage of their
remuneration may be withheld except by order of the
commission or its referee, nor shall any part thereof be
returned through arrangement with the boxer and his
manager, to any matchmaker or ((cltrb)) promoter
official.
((ffl)) ill As a matter of record all communications
to the commission regarding contracts, or violations or
threatened violations thereof, must be made in writing or

WAC 36-12-340 PAYMENT OF CONTESTANTS. (1) All payments of purses shall be made
through the commission's ((ehief)) inspector ((01 sneh
i11speeto1 as he appoints to act fo1 him)). Payments shall
be made immediately after the contest or exhibition, or
in case of a percentage contract, as soon as the percentage can be determined.
The ((clttb1s)) promoter's authorized representative
shall deliver to the inspector ((in the elnb office)), the
checks made out by the ((clttb)) promoter to the parties
entitled to payment as follows:
If the contestant has no manager legally entitled to
represent him, the check shall be made payable to the
((said)) contestant in the full amount due him under his
contract with the ((clttb)) promoter.
If the contestant has ((such)) a manager the ((clttb))
promoter shall provide a check made out by the ((club))
promoter to the manager for the ( (pe1 eentage of the
contestant's p111 se to which he is entitled 1111de1 his eonlt act with the contestant, not i11 any ease to be in excess
of 33 1/3 pe1eent of the p111se.
Also a check made ont to the contestant fo1 his conlt act shaie of the p111 se, not less tha11 66 2/3 pet cent))
full contract amount. After receipt of payment the manager is then responsible for paying the purse share of
66-2/3 percent to his boxer, excepting money owed to
the manager pursuant to WAC 36-12-250(15).
The inspector shall deliver each check to the person it
is made out to, and shall ((t.rke)) obtain a signed receipt
((thet efot)) for payment received on the printed form
provided by the commission((, a11d fill in the fo1 m as 1eq11i1 ed and delive1 it)). This receipt shall be mailed or
delivered by the inspector to the commission office along
with the other required event reports.
(2) Should any ((clttb)) promoter's check be protested, claim shall be made for the amount of the check
upon the surety company, as provided in ((clause WAC
36 12 090 of these 111les)) RCW 67.08.030.
((Ettrm)) Promoters will hold all endorsed payment
checks for inspection at the commission's order.
In the event the referee fails to render a decision at
the termination of any bout, the ((clttb)) promoter shall
deliver payment checks covering such bout to the
commission.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 84-1,
filed 7 /26/84)
WAC 36-12-350 TICKETS. (I) ((The sale of
tickets foi any pt oposed exhibitiou is pt ohibited until
plans showiug the seating a11 angemeut, aisle spaeiug,
exit facilities, and the location of fit e appliances have
been appt oved by the fit e depat tment.
(2) Clubs)) Promoters may use only tickets ((obtained
from a pi iutet)) approved by the commission. ( (Anthotized pt iutei s shall scud by mail to the eommissiou office,
not less thau tweuty font homs befote the exhibitiou fot
which the tickets ha"e beeu pt inted a swot n imentot y of
all tickets deli vet ed to auy licensed club. This imentot y
shall aeeonut also fot any ovet pt in ts, changes ot exh as.
Clubs will notify pt iutet s of this t eqnit ement.)) The
promoter shall provide to the commission before each
event, a sworn inventory from the printer of all tickets
printed showing number and prices, including any over
prints, changes, or extras.
((ffl)) ill No exchange of tickets shall be made except at the box office, and no ticket shall be redeemed
after the show has taken place. Tickets in the hands of
agencies must be returned to the box office not later
than two hours after the show has started.
( (f47)) ill All tickets((, exclusive of wot king pt ess,
official, employee, and photogt aphe1 ,)) shall have the
price and name of ((elttb)) promoter and date of show
printed plainly thereon. Changes in ticket prices or dates
of shows must be referred to the commission for
approval.
((f57)) ill No ticket shall be sold except at the price
printed on it.
(((6) faety club holding eithet boxiug OI wtestling
111atehes must have pi inted on the stub of eve1 y ticket
sold the following advice.
"Retain this coupon in event of postponement 01 uo
coutest. Refund $ ........... "
The pt ice paid fo1 the ticket shall be pi inted in the
fot egoing blank space and the conpon detached and t elm ued to the ticket holdet at the cult a nee gate. This
conpou check shall also show the name of the clnb, and
date of the exhibitiou, and shall be 1edeemed at its face
\!alne by the clnb npon p1 esentation by the pm chase1 if
the adoei tised main event is postponed 01 does 11ot take
place as adv et tised.
ffl)) ill Tickets of different prices ((mmt)) shall be
printed ((on ca1dboa1d of)) in different colors on cardboard or heavy paper.
(((8) Inspecto1s will check 11nmbe1s and places of
ticket cans at gates and see that they a1 e sealed and
padlocked, and afte1 the show ha\!e them opened and
tickets counted n11de1 thei1 snpet vision.
(9)(a) All tickets issued to the p1 ess shall be ma1 ked
"pt ess." Wo1 king p1 ess tickets shall be consecnti vely
nnmbei ed to eo11 espond to the seats aud shall not be issned to exceed the comfot table seating capacity of the
press box st111 om1ding the 1ing, a11d 110 011e, except the
officials designated by the commission and the timekeepet, shall be allowed to sit at the p1 ess table t111less
actually engaged in 1epo1 ting the contest.

(b) All complimenta1 y and attache tickets shall be
ma1 ked n complimentai y" and "attache n in lat ge lette1 s.
Attache tickets mnst be made available fo1 commission
ttSC7

ftj)) fil No person shall be admitted to any ((wres=
tling show ot)) boxing contest, held in the state of
Washington without presenting to the doorkeeper an official ticket, or pass.
(((d) Each ptomote1 shall p10\!ide himself with a rnbbet stamp with the woid "attaehe" theteon.
(e) The petsons who may 1eceive "attaehe" passes 01
tickets foi admission a1 e included in the following list.
(i) Officials connected with the specific boxing ot
wtestliug show on any gioen date.
(ii) Actual contestants.
(iii) Licensed seconds scheduled to WOi k fo1 said
contestants.
(i •) Manage1 s of actual coutestants.
(v) Ushe1s scheduled to wo1k at the specific show.
(vi) An agt eed unmbet of fit emen and policemen in
n11ifo11u, who ai e assigned to wo1 k at the specific show.
(vii) Two wotking uewspapei 1epo1te1s f1om each daily 11ewspape1 iu the city whet e show is held. In case of a
majoi Oi cha111pio11ship match, special a11 angements
may be made with the commission fo1 passes to ont=of
towu news 1epoi lei, actnally engaged in 1epo1 ting the
show:

(oiii) Bnilding custodian Oi 111anage1, commission inspecto1 s and t efe1 ees assigned to wot k at a specific show.
All othet pet sons to whom passes a1 e issued by the
managemeut, iucluding 11ewspape1 employees, cheek
t oom employees, co11cessiouai1 es, peannt, popco111 and
1ef1 eshment nndo1 s, must each p1 esent his pass to the
box office wiudow and pmchase a state tax ticket fo1
which he shall pay as follows. If the established pi ice is
$1.00 01 less (exclnshe of fede1 al tax) the state tax is 5
cents, if the established p1 ice is mo1 e than $1.00 and not
ove1 $2.00, the state tax ticket will cost I 0 cents, if the
established piiee is mo1 c than $2.00 and not ove1 $3.00
the state tax ticket will cost 15 cents. Add 5 cents fo1
each dollai 01 f1 action the1 eof in excess of an established
example, a $4.00 top will cost 20 ce11ts,
pt ice of $3.00
a $5.00 top will cost 25 cents.
If the p1 omote1 elects to make a se1 vice chat ge 011 his
passes, he must include iu his cha1 ge the amount of the
fede1 al tax, the state tax as pe1 the schednle set fo1 th in
this section a11d any othet taxes, such as local city tax.
The pass and the tax ticket mnst be p1 esented to the
ticket take1 at the dooi in 01 de1 to gai11 admissio11.
No policemen, fit emen, constables and/01 employees
of the she1iff's office eithe1 in nnifo1 m 01 in civilian attiie should be admitted to a11y boxing 01 w1estling show
withont a pass a11d tax ticket, except policemen and fit eme11 desig11ated i11 snbsectio11 (9)(e)(" i) of this section.
l'I v I': l'l':RCl':JqT STATI': TAX MUST 81': !'Alf) ON Tl11': \l ALUI':
01' Tl11': Sl':AT Rl':<'lARt>Ll':SS 01' COURTl':St TICKl':TS OR AN t
OTl11':R !'ORM 01' l'ARTIAL !'ASS.

{+et)) ill Complimentary tickets or passes shall be
limited to ((one)) two percent of the ((seati11g capacity
of the house t111less pe1 missio11 is obtained ft om the state
boxing eontmission to exceed the said one pe1 cent)) total
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tickets sold. All tickets exceeding this amount shall be
subject to tax under RCW 67.08.050(2).
((fH1)) ill Under no circumstances shall a ticketholder be passed through the gate without having the
ticket separated from the stub, or be allowed to occupy a
seat, unless in possession of a ticket stub.
((ftZt)) ill Ushers must see to it that spectators get
the seats their ticket stubs entitle them to, and that anyone occupying such seat unlawfully is asked to vacate,
and if necessary is ejected.
((fH7)) ilQ2 The sale of tickets cannot exceed the
seating capacity of the house, and no person can be sold
the right of admission without a ticket.
((tt47)) i!.!l Whenever an exhibition or contest is
((given)) held, an authorized representative of the licensed ( (club)) promoter holding such ((exhibition))
event shall, in addition to the written report required by
the commission, give ((a mcmo1 andttm in WI iting)) an
accounting to the inspector immediately after the close
of the box office, showing the number of each class of
tickets unsold or unused((, and pc1 mit)). The inspector
((to)) will examine all unsold or unusedtickets, stubs,
coupons, books, cash, and all other matters relating to
the box office and ticket takers. The inspector will then
make a formal report to the commission by mail immediately- upon the completion of such examination. Any
fraud on the part of the ((clttb1s)) promoter's representative will be deemed the act of the ((club)) promoter.
AMENDATORY SECTlON (Amending Order 84-1,
filed 7 /26/84)
WAC 36-12-360 ((CLUBS)) PROMOTERS. All
promoters must be licensed to promote boxing in tile
state of Washington. A license certificate is issued when
a promoter's application has been approved by the commission and a bond has been obtained and approved.
Medical insurance must be obtained before any scheduled event takes place. (See RCW 67.08.030 and

67.08.040.)

(I) ((Licensed clttbs shall not be allowed to hold 11101 c
than one set of boxing bo11ts a week withottt special pe1
mission. All main event and semifinals 11111st have the
okay of the co111111issione1 01 chief inspccto1 in each pa1ticula1 dist1 ict, befo1 e a bont 01 card is a1111ounecd or
pnblicity given to the newspape1s.
(2) Clnbs)) All boxing contests must be approved by
the commission. No promoter may release the names of
contestants to the media or otherwise publicize a contest
unless a contract has been executed between the parties
and the contest approved by the commission.
(2) The grounds for denial or cancellation by the
commission for a boxing contest are as follows:
(a) The failure of the promoter or any person connected with the promotion and under the jurisdiction of
the commission to comply with any statute or rule regulating boxing in Washington.
(b) The contest would tend to be a mismatch based on
the record, experience, skill, and condition of the
contestants.
(c) The contestants have not completed licensing requirements within the seventy-two hour time frame set
by the commission.
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(d) The commission does not have adequate staff to
enforce the statutes and rules regulating boxing enacted
and adopted to protect the health, safety, and welfare of
the participants and consumers and guarantee the collection of revenue due to the state from the contest and
all ancillary rights incidental thereto.
(3) Promoters will be held responsible for maintaining
order, and any person who is intoxicated, abusive or disorderly in conduct, to the annoyance of surrounding
spectators, must be ejected.
(( (3) Licensed cl obs ai e not to exceed fo1 ty 1ottnds of
boxing fo1 any 011c prog1a111, withont WI ittcn consent))
(4) Promoters shall not schedule less than twenty-six
rounds of boxing, nor more than forty rounds, for any
one program except with the approval of the commission. An emergency bout ((must)) shall be provided in
((case)) the event an arranged card breaks down and if
it is necessary to put on another bout. ((The c111c1 gcncy
bout shottld not be paid fo1 nnless nscd, but the boxc1 s
mnst then be given a p1 cli111ina1 y bout at the following
exhibition.))
((f4t)) ill Advance notices for all boxing shows must
be in the office of the commission ((three)) seven days
prior to the holding of any boxing show. In addition to
the regular scheduled boxers the advance notice must
show the names of boxers engaged by the ((club)) promoter for an emergency bout.
((ffl)) ill Notice of any change in announced or advertised programs for any contest must be filed immediately with the commission and the press. Notice of such
change or substitution must also be conspicuously posted
at the box office, and announced from the ring before
the opening contest, and if any of the patrons desire to
have the price of their tickets refunded, such refund
shall be made if the tickets or ticket stubs are presented
at the box office at once. The box office must remain
open a reasonable time to redeem such tickets.
((f6t)) ill Substitutions will not be permitted in ((the
main)) ~ bout unless more than twenty-four hours
before weighing-in time of the day of the contest, and
then will be permitted only when the substitute has been
approved by the commission.
((ffl)) ill No intermission shall exceed a period of
((ffl)) ten minutes at any boxing ((01 w1cstling)) show
((and tkinspccto1 in cha1ge shall see that this 1111e is
st1 ictly enforced)).
The time allowed for putting ((the)) gloves on main
event boxers within the ring, shall not exceed five minutes ((and the 1cfc1ee and ti111ckccpc1 shall advise the
inspccto1 in cha1ge if this 1111e is violated.
(8) Clubs ai e not allowed to "fa1111 ont" 01 sell thei1
show to any matchmaker, or 111a11age1 of boxc1s, 01 othe1
person:
No pe1 son othc1 than boxe1 01 pc1 son officially identified with the spo1 t may be i11t1 odnccd f10111 the 1ing) ).
(9) No promoter, or club, or member ((or))1 stockholder1 or official of a club shall be permitted to act directly or indirectly as a manager of a boxer, or to hold
any financial interest in such management or in the boxer's ring earnings.
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full power of the commission in enforcing the rules and
regulations of the commission.
(((20) SHOULD AI•h QUESTIOI<I COME UP, I<IOT COv-

(10) Every ((ehrb)) promoter must provide a suitable
room or place and a scale for the examination of contestants by the ((ehrb)) commission physician. The
((ehrb)) promoter must furnish ice bags, a stretcher, and
a blanket at each boxing show, to be in readiness in the
event same will be deemed necessary by the commission
physician.
( 11) Copies of all boxing contracts must be filed with
the commission. The making of secret agreements contrary to the terms of the contracts so filed is prohibited
under penalty of suspension of all parties thereto.
(12) Any ((ehrb)) promoter doing business directly or
indirectly with· managers or boxers under suspension
may have its license revoked.
(13) Requests for charity shows must be referred to
the commission.
(14) No soliciting of any kind by any individual, or
organization shall be allowed in any boxing arena without the ((wi itteu pe1 missiou)) approval of the
commission.
( 15) All drinks shall be dispensed only in plastic or
paper cups. Violations of this rule may result in the suspension or revocation of the offending ((clttb1s)) promoter's license.
-(16) Promoters must provide adequate security as ap,. proved by the commission.
D1l A ((ehrb)) promoter shall not employ any unlicensed ((1 efe1 cc,)) second, ( ( timekeepe1 ,) ) boxer,
matchmaker, or announcer ((01 club physician)).
((It is impelative that eve1 y boxe1 competing must be
licensed and in possession of his identificatiou ca1 d bea1ing his photo and license numbe1. Coutestants must
show thei1 identification ca1 ds to the inspecto1 in cha1 ge,
and those not having ca1ds in thei1 possession will be 1equi1 ed to pay an additional license fee as a fine, which
fine with 1epoll couce111iug same by inspect01 shall be
sent to the commissiou fo1 app1 oval 01 1efund. Only one
appea1 auce is allowed ou a 1eceipt.
tffl)) i.ill No admission can be charged ((to--a
h ainiug qua1 te1 s)) where boxers are training except ((by
peonissiou)) with the approval of the commission.
((Whe1e such)) When an admission fee is charged it
·shall be considered by the commission ((that it is
chai ged)) as a charge for the privilege of seeing an exhibition of boxing, and the ((ehrb)) promoter or person
making the charge for admission shall furnish the commission with a certified written report, detailing the
number of admissions and the total amount of money
taken in, within ( (7Z)) seventy-two hours thereafter.
The state tax of ((-5)) five percent on such gross receipts,
exclusive of any federal taxes paid thereon shall be forwarded to the commission with the report.
((ft8t)) @The commission requires that whenever
any person, licensed by the ((state boxing)) commission
((of Washiugtou)) is approached with a request or suggestion that a sham or collusive contest be entered into
or that the contest shall not be conducted honestly and
fairly, such licensed person must immediately report the
matter to the ((state boxing)) commission.
((ft9t)) QQl A ((state boxing)) commissioner, chief
inspector, or any commission inspector ((iu attendance
upou and)) supervising a contest or exhibition has the

EIUlD 8 I THESE RULES, THE STATE 80XU<l('l COMMISSIOI<I
Of' WASHIJ<l('JTOI<I RESERvES THE RI('JHT TO MAKE WHATE v ER DECISIOI<I SEEMS TO IT f'AIR AI<ID EQUITA8LE, Al<ID 11<1
ACCORDAI<ICE WITH THE SPIRIT AS WELL AS THE LETTER
Of' THE LAW, AI<ID SUCH DECISIOI<I SHALL HE f'll<IAL)).

PROFESSIONAL WRESTLING RULES
NEW SECTION
WAC 36-12-365 DEFINITIONS. The term "participant" as used in this chapter means any person actually engaged physically in the wrestling exhibition or
show. This includes, but is not limited to wrestlers, referees, and managers.
NEW SECTION
WAC 36-12-367 PARTICIPANTS. (I) Any person under the age of eighteen years old shall not be eligible for a license with the commission.
(2) All applications for a participant's license shall be
in writing on a form furnished by the commission. Any
person who makes a false statement or misrepresents any
information on an application may have his license denied or revoked by the commission.
(3) All applicants for a participant's license shall be
found after examination by a physician to be physically
and mentally fit to participate in a wrestling show or
exhibition.
(4) Upon application for a participant's license, all
applicants shall pay a fee in the amount of fifteen
dollars.
(5) Two small photos are required and must be provided to the commission before a license can be issued.
(6) All licenses are valid from the time of issuance
until the expiration of the licensing year. July I st is the
beginning of each license year.
(7) No licensed promoter is eligible for a participant's
license.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Rule .04.370,
filed 9/22/60)
WAC 36-12-370 RING. (I) The ((p1ofessional
boxing 1oles gove1 ning the size, COllSh uction and equipment of boxing 1ings shall apply to w1estling 1ings, except as othc1 wise p1ovided in this section)) ring shall not
be less than sixteen feet square within the ropes and the
ring floor shall extend beyond the ropes not less than
eighteen inches.
(2) The ring floor shall be padded to a thickness of at
least ((two inches)) one inch. A regular one-piece wrestling mat is ((to-be)) preferred, although soft padding of
a proper thickness may be used, with a top covering of
clean canvas tightly stretched and laced to the ring
platform.
(3) ((Any mat 01 padding and canvas cove1 ing which
has been used fo1 boxing matches shall not be used fo1
WI cstling matches until the mat 01 canvas cove1 ing has
been washed and is ftce f10111 iesin.
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f4t)) The promoter shall keep the mat ((01 padding))
and covering in a clean and sanitary condition. ((Each
elttb shall have two camas covc1s, 11si11g ouc while the
othc1 is being cleaned.))
NEW SECTION
WAC 36-12-385 COMMISSION INSPECTOR.
(I) A commission inspector shall attend all wrestling
events scheduled. He will make sure all participants are
properly licensed and that all laws, rules, and regulations
are enforced.
(2) The inspector shall forward all reports and the
gross revenue tax due from each event to the commission
office.
(3) In accordance with the law, each inspector shall
receive for each event officially attended, a fee not to
exceed one percent of the net gate of each event up to a
maximum of three hundred dollars and a minimum of
twenty-five dollars which shall be paid by the promoter.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Rule .04.400,
filed 9/22/60)
WAC 36-12-400 TIMEKEEPERS AND ANNOUNCERS. (((!) Thc1c shall be a timekeeper appointed by the commissiou p1 cscnt at all matches. I le
shall officially keep time and follow the instr uctio11s of
the 1cfc1 cc.
(2) The timckccpc1 shall take his cue to commence
time in any match fi om the nod of the 1cfcr cc and shall
sottnd the gong simultaneously with the 1cfc1 cc's call of
n ti111c. n

(3) At the tc1 mination of each fi vc miuntc pc1 iod, the
timekeeper shall call ottt the time that the contestants
have been WI cstling sttfficicntly lottd for the 1cfcr cc to
hca1, as 11 fi,,c mi1111tcs, 11 "ten mintttcs, 11 etc.
(4) III time limit matches the timckccpc1 shall sound
the gong at the end of the designated time limit to indicate the end of the match. If the length of auy time limit
match is one hour 01 less, 1est periods shall be excluded
as part of the time of the match, but if the time limit for
a match is mo1 c than one ho111 all 1est pc1 iods mttst be
inclttdcd by the timekeeper as a part of the time of the
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commission to bill, ad.vc1 tisc and amrouncc a bout as a
contest.
(2) Three days before each wrestling match)) The
promotor shall furnish the commission with an advance
notice, giving the names of the ((wrestle~ participants
to be used ( (in the match aud the a111011nt of the pttr sc 01
pcrccutagc of the gate receipts each coutcstant is to receive fo1 his scr vices)) prior to each event.
(((3) No wrestler shall be permitted to tape his hands,
arms, 01 auy othc1 part of his body without the conscut
of the club physiciau.
(4) No w1 cstle1 shall w1es tie at mor c than one clttb ou
the same uight.
(5) All VVI cstliug matches shall be limited to two
hottrs. Ninety minute matches shall be decided by two
out of thr cc falls, except as other wisc cxp1 cssly pro,, idcd
her cin. Pr climi11a1 y matches may be one fall 01 time
limit matches.
(6) If, in a 90 minute match, neither contestant p10cur cs a fall 01 has a ma1kcd advantage after 90 minutes
of w1cstli11g, the 1cfc1cc may in his discretion, following
a five minute 1cst period, order the match continued for
an added 30 minutes. If one of the contestants wius a
fall d111 ing the added 30 minnte period, he shall be dccla1 cd the winner. If at the end of the added 30 mi1mtc
per iod the 1cfc1 cc is n nab le to decide the wi nncr , the
match shall be dcclar cd a draw.
(7) If thc1 c is only one fall within 90 minutes of
w1cstling the wi1111c1 of that fall shall be dccla1 cd the
winner of the match. If each contestant has gained a fall
within 90 minutes of w1cstling, the 1cfc1 cc may in his
discr ction allow the match to continue after a five mintttc rest pe1 iod fo1 a11 added 30 minutes, aud if at the
expiration of the added time neither of the coutcstants
has gained another fall, the match shall be dcclar cd a
~

.

(8) If a match is limited to a period of time less than
90 minutes and neither of the contestants gains a fall 01

each of them gains a fall, tl1e 1cfc1ce may award the decision on the basis of the following factors.
(a) Aggr cssivcncss
(b) Willi11gness to mix
(c) Counter VVI cstling
The match shall be a war dcd to the contestant who excels
in those faeto1s.
(9) Both shoulder blades mo111cnta1 ily pinned to the
mat fo1 the 1cfcr cc's count of thr cc seconds shall constitute a fall. Flying and rolling falls shall 11ot count.
(JO) Co11ecdi11g a fall 01 quitting bccattsc of receiving
punishment by 111ca11s of legitimate holds constitutes a
fall. The 1cfcr ce shall slap the contestant sccur i11g the
fall on the back 01 shoulders in 01 dcr that the 1rndc1
man will not be strained by being held too long in a
painful position.
( 11) If a contestant falls, pitches 01 is accidentally
tin OVI 11 out of the 1ing, he shall be allowed 20 seconds to
1cc11tc1 the ri11g. If he is not inside the ropes withi11 that
period, the referee may award the fall to his opponent.
( 12) If a contestant is injur cd by falling or pitching
ottt of a 1ing, the 1cfcr cc shall allow sufficient time for
examination by the club physician to deter mine w hcthcr

match:

(5) In matches of one fall, he shall so1111d the gong
when the 1cfcr cc anno1111ccs the winner, and he shall announce the time of the fall to the 1cfcr cc.
(6) In matches of two 01 mor c falls, he shall sound the
gong when the referee a1111ou11ccs the winner of the fall
and again at the end of the five mintttc 1est period when
the contestants 1csttmc the match for the next fall. I le
shall take his cue fi om the nod of the 1cfcr cc as in
star ting the match.)) Timekeepers and announcers will
be provided by the promoter and must be licensed with
the commission. A completed application and two small
photos are the licensing requirements for such license.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Rule .04.410,
filed 12/6/67)
WAC 36-12-410 MATCHES. (!) ((All Mcstling
bottts mttst be billed, a1111011nccd and adv er tiscd as exhibitions tt11lcss VVI ittcn per mission is obtained fr om the
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he can conti1111e. If he cannot continue, the match shall
be awatdcd to the othe1 contestant on a technical fall.
(13) No WI cstle1 shall delibc1 ately leave the 1i11g dming the cou1 se of any match except du1 ing a 1e5t pciiod
and then only with the consent of the 1efc1 cc.)) ill Under no circumstances shall any ( (WI cstlct s be conducted)) participants engage another participant outside of
the ring. ((If a WI cstle1 delibciately steps outside the
ropes he may immediately be disqualified and his pm sc
may be paid to the co111111ission fot whatcvc1 disposition
it may deem app1 opliatc.)) Any wrestlers involved in
this action will be suspended immediately for a period of
time set by the commission.
(((14) W1cstlc1s shall be allowed a five minute 1cst
pc1 iod between falls if the match p1 ovidcs fo1 two out of
tin cc falls.
(15) If the contcstattts 1cfuse to obsct vc the 1Ulcs of
the commission, the 1cfctcc may disqualify the offcnde1s
11
11
01 dcelat c the match 110 decision. If a match is de11
11
elat cd 110 decision the put sc of the offcndc1 s may be
fot feitcd to the commission.
(16) If a w1 cstlc1 fails to answc1 the bell fo1 the 1csumption of the match aftc1 the test pciiod following
any fall, he shall fot fcit the match.
(17) In no cit cumstanccs shall any wt cstlc1 molest, hit
01 physically abuse a spcctatot 01 ma11handle a t efct cc.
(18) '+Yt cstlet s contesting outside the 1opes of the 1ing
in which the match is being held 01 i11 the aisles may be
pcualizcd as p1 ov idcd in subsection ( 13) above. W1 estlct s who attempt to stt ik:c each othet with any object 01
who 111a11ha11dle the 1cfe1 cc may be suspended, fo1 60
days fot the fit st offense, one yea1 fot the second offense,
and may have thei1 licenses 1evoked and be disqualified
f1om wtestling fo1 life in the state of '.Vashington fo1 the
thitd offense. ht addition to suspension the connnission
may assess a fine agaill5t the contestant aecot ding to the
set iousuess of the offense.
(19) If cit cumstances a1 ise which ate not coveted by
these 1ules dm ing the com se of any match, the 1efe1 cc
shall decide the question, and his decision thet eon shall
be final.))
NEW SECTION
WAC 36-12-415 TICKETS. {I) Tickets must be
printed and consecutively numbered.
(2) A ticket manifest must be provided to the commission upon request.
(3) All tickets must have prior approval by the
commission.
NEW SECTION
WAC 36-12-425 CONTRACTS. Any contract or
agreement between a participant and a promoter shall
be in writing, signed by all parties, and made available
to the commission upon request.
NEW SECTION
RECORDS. Promoters shall
WAC 36-12-435
maintain a full, true, and accurate set of books of account and other records of receipts and disbursements in
connection with all shows or exhibitions, and the records

shall be open for inspection and audit by representatives
of the commission for a period of six months after each
event or exhibition.
NEW SECTION
WAC 36-12-445 BUILDINGS. Any building or
facility where wrestling events are held must meet state
and local fire and safety requirements.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Rule .04.450,
filed 12/21/62)
WAC 36-12-450 MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. (I) ((W1estli11g matches shall be conducted in a
standa1 d size ling of the type, size and desc1 iptio11 fit st
appt oved by the commission, whieh shall not contain any
fo1 eign substauces 01 mate1 ials. No wt estling match
shall include mo1 c than two pat tieipants, without the
expt ess WI itten app1 oval of the commission.
(2) No WI estli11g club license holdct shall be pet mitted
to stage any special WI estling exhibition 01 pt og1 am
without pe1 mission of the commission.
(3) If a 1efet cc wo1 k:s with the w1estle1 s and makes
himself a pat t of the match to the extent that he helps i11
any way in staging a11 act 01 stunt, his liceuse shall be
1evoked and he shall be disqualified f1 om wot k:i11g as a
1efe1 cc i11 the state of Washington.
(4) If a w1estle1 is booked to w1estle fo1 a club and
does not appeat, unless he is sick: 01 i1rjm ed and can
p1 oduce a docto1 's ce1 tificate to that effect ot has a valid
excuse that meets with the apptoval of the commissio11,
he shall be subject to such penalties as may be imposed
upon him by the commission.
(5) It shall be the duty of the 1efe1 cc, pt omote1, and
his agents, attaches and employees, and the pat ticipants
in any WI estling match to maintain peace, 01 de1 and decency in the conduct of any match. Foul and p1 ofane
language by eithet contestant, is p1 ohibited.
(6) Any wi estle1 guilty of foul tactics in a wi estling
match may be disqualified aud his pm sc withheld f1 om
payment, and the WI estle1 may automatically be suspended. Disposition of the pm sc and the penalty to be
iiliposcd, if any, upon the wicstlct shall be subject to the
action of the commission.
(7) No w1estle1 's license shall be issued to any pct son
who is ovc1 55 01 u11det 18 ycat s of age. Two licenses,
one as a w1cstlet and the othc1 as a 1efc1cc to the same
pe1son, will not be issued.)) Dangerous conduct; punishment. The referee shall not permit physically dangerous
conduct or tactics by any participant. Any participant
who fails to discontinue such tactics, after being warned
by the referee or a commission official shall be disqualified and subject to disciplinary action.
(2) Duties of licensees.
It shall be the duty of the promoter, his agents, employees, and the participants in any wrestling show or
exhibition to maintain peace, order, and decency in the
conduct of any show or exhibition. There shall be no
abuse of a commission official at any time. Foul and
profane language by participants is prohibited.
(3) Responsibility of promoter.
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Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 70.42
RCW.
Pursuant to RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good
cause finds that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is necessary for the preservation of the
public health, safety, or general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of notice and opportunity
to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be
contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: Movement of these three
tests to a less costly category will increase access to
these critical services and assure preservation of the
public health.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
May 8, 1991
Pam Campbell Mead
for Kristine M. Gebbie
Secretary

(a) Each promoter shall be directly responsible to the
commission for the conduct of its employees and any violation of the laws, rules, or regulations of the commission by any employee of a promoter' shall be deemed to
be a violation by the promoter.
(b) Promoters are responsible for any violations of the
law or commission rules by their participants.
( 4) Postponement or cancellation.
A small advance sale of tickets shall not be regarded
as a legitimate reason for a postponement or cancellation. Indoor wrestling shows or exhibitions shall not be
cancelled for any reason except with the approval of the
commission.
(5) Discrimination.
There shall be no discrimination against any participant in regard to sex, race, color, or creed.
(6) Appeals.
(a) Licensees may appeal any suspension, revocation,
or fine to the commission in the manner provided in
chapter 34.05 RCW.
(b) Such appeals must be received in the commission
office within twenty days from the date of the notice sent
by the commission.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121,
filed 12/27/90, effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-338-010 DEFINITIONS. For the purpose of chapter 70.42 RCW and this chapter, the following words and phrases have these meanings unless
the context clearly indicates otherwise.
(I) "Accreditation body" means a public or private
organization or agency which accredits, certifies, or licenses medical test sites, by establishing and monitoring
standards judged by the department to be consistent
with federal law and regulation, and this chapter.
(2) "Authorized person" means any individual allowed by Washington state law or rule to order tests or
receive test results.
(3) "Case" means any slide or group of slides, from
one patient specimen source, submitted to a medical test
site, at one time, for the purpose of cytological or
histological examination.
( 4) "Category l" means a medical test site performing
one or more of the following tests, in addition to any or
all tests listed under WAC ((248 38 030)) 246-338030( 10), but none of the tests described under subsection
(5) of this section for Category II:
(a) ((C11ft111c £01 coloHy cormts fo1 U1iJ1a1y t1act infections, not indndirrg identification and susceptibility
testing;
(b) Blood glucose using 1cagcnt stl ip by
imt1 UJncntation,
ftj)) Manual or instrumentation hematology or
coagulation;
(((dJ)) @. Chemistry tests, limited to glucose, blood
urea nitrogen, creatinine, uric acid, sodium, potassium;
(((c))) (£1 Throat culture screen for beta-hemolytic
streptococcus using differentiation discs;
((ffl)) {El Cholesterol screening, limited to qualitative
and semi-quantitative determinations((;
(g) Diicct stJ cptococca1' antigen test)).
(5) "Category fl" means a medical test site performing any test, other than or in addition to any or all of the
tests listed under subsection (4) of this section for Category I and under WAC ((248 38 030)) 246-338030(10).

REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:
WAC 36-12-090 BOND.
WAC 36-12-230 REFEREES NOT TO PERMIT
UNFAIR BOXING PRACTICES-CERTAIN ILLEGAL BLOWS DEFINED.
WAC 36-12-380 SELECTION OF MATCH
OFFICIALS.
WAC 36-12-390 DUTIES OF REFEREES.
WAC 36-12-420 FOULS AND PERMISSIBLE
WRESTLING HOLDS.
WAC 36-12-430 COSTUMES FOR
WRESTLERS.
WAC 36-12-440 PAYMENT OF
CONTEST ANTS.
WAC 36-12-460 BUILDINGS.
WAC 36-12-470 MISCELLANEOUS RULES
OF BOXING AND WRESTLING CLUB
LICENSES.
WAC 36-12-480 METHOD OF OPERATION.
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EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

[Order 164-Filed May JO, 1991, 2:31 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 8, 1991.
Purpose: Changes status of several tests from category
WAC 246-388-010(4) to waiver list in WAC 246-338030(1 O); excludes from fee charges hematocrit testing
performed by the Washington State Migrant Council for
nutritional evaluation only in WAC 246-338-990(3).
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 246-338-010, 246-338-030, and 246338-990.
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(6) "Certificate of waiver" means a medical test site
performing one or more of the tests listed under WAC
((248 JB=OJ())) 246-338-030(10), but none of the tests
described under subsections (4) and (5) of this section
for Category I or Category II.
(7) "Days" means calendar days.
(8) "Department" means the department of health.
(9) "Designated specialty test site supervisor" means
an available individual, designated in writing by the
owner of the medical test site, meeting the qualifications
and performing the duties of a designated test site supervisor, as described in this chapter for an assigned
specialty or subspecialty.
(10) "Designated test site supervisor" means the
available individual responsible for the technical functions of the medical test site and meeting the department
qualifications under this chapter.
(1 J) "Disciplinary action" means license or certificate
of waiver denial, suspension, condition, revocation, civil
fine, or any combination of the preceding actions, taken
by the department against a medical test site.
( 12) "Facility" means one or more locations where
tests are performed, within one campus or complex, under one owner.
(13) "Federal law and regulation" means Public Law
100-578, Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments of 1988, Public Health Service Act, and regulations implementing the federal amendments.
(14) "Forensic" means investigative testing in which
the results are never used for health care or treatment,
or referral to health care or treatment, of the individual.
( 15) "May" means permissive or discretionary on the
part of the department.
(16) "Medical test site" or "test site" means any facility or site, public or private, which analyzes materials
derived from the human body for the purposes of health
care, treatment, or screening. A medical test site does
not mean:
(a) A facility or site, including a residence, where a
test approved for home use by the Federal Food and
Drug Administration is used by an individual to test
himself or herself without direct supervision or guidance
by another and where this test is not part of a commercial transaction; or
(b) A facility or site performing tests solely for forensic purposes.
( 17) "Owner" means the person, corporation, or entity
legally responsible for the business requiring licensure or
a certificate of waiver as a medical test site under chapter 70.42 RCW.
( 18) "Person" means any individual, public organization, private organization, agent, agency, corporation,
firm, association, partnership, or business.
(19) "Principle health care provider" means the attending physician or other health care provider recognized as primarily responsible for diagnosis and treatment of a patient or, in the absence of such, the health
care provider initiating diagnosis, testing or therapy for
a patient.
(20) "Provisional license" or "provisional certificate of
waiver" means an interim approval issued by the department to the owner of a medical test site.

(21) "Recordkeeping" means books, files, or records
necessary to show compliance with the quality control
and quality assurance requirements under this chapter.
(22) "Shall" means compliance is mandatory.
(23) "Site" means one or more locations where tests
are performed, under one owner, changing or extending
location to perform tests on a regular or intermittent
basis.
(24) "Specialty" means a group of similar
subspecialties or tests. The specialties for a medical test
site are as follows:
(a) Chemistry;
(b) Cytogenetics;
(c) Diagnostic immunology;
(d) Immunohematology;
(e) Hematology;
(f) Histocompatibility;
(g) Microbiology;
(h) Pathology; and
(i) Radiobioassay.
(25) "Subspecialty" means a group of similar tests.
The subspecialties of a specialty for a medical test site
are as follows, for:
(a) Chemistry, the subspecialties are routine chemistry, endocrinology, toxicology, urinalysis, and other
chemistry;
(b) Diagnostic immunology, the subspecialties are
syphilis serology, general immunology, HIV, and alpha
feto protein;
(c) Immunohematology, the subspecialties are blood
group and Rh typing, antibody identification,
crossmatching, transfusion services and blood banking,
and other immunohematology;
(d) Hematology, the subspecialties are routine hematology, coagulation, and other hematology;
(e) Microbiology, the subspecialties are bacteriology,
mycology, parasitology, virology, and mycobacteriology;
and
(f) Pathology, the subspecialties are histopathology,
diagnostic cytology, and oral pathology.
(26) "Supervision" means authoritative procedural
guidance by a qualified individual, assuming the responsibility for the accomplishment of a function or activity
by technical personnel.
(27) "Technical personnel" means individuals employed to perform any test or part of a test.
(28) "Test" means any examination or procedure
conducted on a sample taken from the human body, including screening.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121,
filed 12/27/90, effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-338-030 WAIVER FROM LICENSURE OF MEDICAL TEST SITES. (1) The department shall grant a certificate of waiver to a medical test
site performing only the tests listed under this section.
(2) Applicants requesting a certificate of waiver or renewal shall:
(a) Submit a completed application and fee for initial
certificate of waiver or renewal to the department on
forms furnished by the department, including signature
of the owner; and
I 86 J
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(b) Furnish full and complete information to the department in writing, as required for proper administration of rules to implement chapter 70.42 RCW
including:
'
(i) Name, address, and phone number of the medical
test site-,
(ii) Name, address, and phone number of the owner of
the medical test site-,
(iii) Number and types of tests performed, planned or
projected;
(iv) Names and qualifications including educational
background, training and experience of the designated
test site supervisor;
(v) Names and qualifications including educational
background, training, and experience of technical personnel, if requested by the department, in order to determine consistency with federal law and regulation;
(vi) Other information as required to implement
chapter 70.42 RCW; and
(vii) Methodologies for tests performed, when the department determines the information is necessary consistent with federal law and regulation.
(3) The owner or applicant shall submit an application and fee to the department thirty days prior to the
expiration date of the current certificate of waiver.
( 4) The department shall:
(a) Grant a certificate of waiver or renewal of a certificate of waiver for the medical test site valid for two
years when the applicant or owner meets the requirements of chapter 70.42 RCW and this chapter, subject
to subsection (5) of this section;
(b) Terminate a provisional certificate of waiver at the
time a two-year certificate of waiver for the medical test
site is issued;
(c) Establish fees to be paid under WAC ((248 48
+2fJ)) 246-338-990; and
(d) Prohibit transfer or reassignment of a certificate
of waiver without thirty days prior written notice to the
department and the department's approval.
( 5) If the department has reason to believe a waivered
site is conducting tests requiring a license, the department shall:
(a) Conduct on-site reviews of the medical test site;
(b) Examine records of the medical test site-,
(c) Give written notice of any violations to the medical test site, including a statement of deficiencies observed and requirements to:
(i) Present a written plan of correction to the department within fourteen days following the date of postmark; and
(ii) Comply within a specified time not to exceed sixty
days after department approval of a written plan of
correction;
(d) Allow the owner a reasonable period of time, not
to exceed sixty days, to correct a deficiency unless the
deficiency is an immediate threat to life, health, or
safety.
(6) The department may:
(a) Grant a provisional certificate of waiver to a medical test site, applying for a certificate of waiver for the
first time, valid for a period of time not to exceed two
·
years from date of issue-,
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(b) Conduct on-site review of a medical test site at
any time to determine compliance with chapter 70.42
RCW and this chapter; and
(c) Initiate disciplinary action, as described under
chapter 70.42 RCW and this chapter, if the owner or
applicant fails to comply with chapter 70.42 RCW and
this chapter, consistent with chapter 34.05 RCW, Administrative Procedure Act.
(7) The owner shall notify the department, in writing,
at least thirty days prior to the date of a proposed
change of ownership and provide the following
information:
(a) Full name, address, and location of the current
owner and prospective new owner, if known;
(b) Name and address of the medical test site and the
new name of the medical test site, if known;
(c) Changes in technical personnel and supervisors, if
known; and
(d) The date of the proposed change of ownership.
(8) The prospective new owner shall submit the information required under subsection (2)(a) and (b) of this
section, at least thirty days prior to the change of
ownership.
(9) The owner shall inform the department, in writing
of:
(a) The date of opening or closing the medical test
site-, and
(b) Any change in the information related to certificate of waiver application, excluding tests which would
not effect category change or licensure, within thirty
days after the change, unless specifically stated otherwise under chapter 70.42 RCW and this chapter.
(JO) The department shall grant a certificate of waiver if the medical test site performs only the tests listed in
this section and no other tests unless specifically disallowed or allowed under federal law and regulation:
(a) Microscopic examination:
(i) For pinworms by adhesive method;
(ii) or urine sediment;
(iii) or wet mounts;
(iv) Of potassium hydroxide (KOH) preparations;
(v) For fern tests; ··
(vi) or gram stains, limited to discharges and
exudates;
(vii) Of nasal smears by Hansel or Wright-Giemsa
stain;
(b) Any microscopic examination by an individual
meeting the qualifications of a designated test site supervisor, only when the same individual diagnoses and
treats his or her own patients;
(c) Examination of urine by reagent strip or tablet
methods;
(d) Urine specific gravity,
(e) Examination of whole blood ((by visual nadiif8 of
1eage11t st1ip 01 tablet methods)), limited to whole blood
glucose by visual reading of reagent strip, tablet method,
or using instrumentation approved for home use by the
Federal Food and Drug Administration;
(f) ((Examination of whole blood, limited to blood
glucose, usiif8 i11st1 ume11tatio11 app1 oved fo1 home use by
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the Fede1 a} Food and D108 Adminish a tion and pe1 fo:r med in the pa tien t' 5 1esidenee)) Group A Strep screen
by direct antigen test;
(g) Qualitative serum and urine pregnancy test kits,
excluding instrumentation methods;
(h) Micro hematocrit, spun hematocrit;
(i) Erythrocyte sedimentation rate;
(j) Qualitative examination of stool specimens for occult blood;
(k) Primary inoculation of bacteriological or mycoJogical media for visual reading of a color reaction only,
(/) Semen analysis;
(m) Screening tests for Sickle cell, other than
electrophoresis methods;
(n) Ovulation test using visual color test for human
Juteinizing hormone;
(o) Whole blood clotting time;
(p) Antistreptolysin 0 (ASO) screen by slide agglutination test or equivalent;
(q) C reactive protein (CRP) screen by slide agglutination test or equivalent;
(r) Rheumatoid factor screen by slide agglutination
test or equivalent; ((and))
(s) Infectious mononucleosis screen by slide agglutination test or equivalent; and
(t) Culture for colonycounts for urinary tract infections, not including identification and susceptibility
testing.
(11) The department shall use the following criteria
when determining additional waivered tests not listed
under subsection ( 10) of this section, which are determined to have insignificant risk of an erroneous result,
including those which:
(a) Are approved by the Federal Food and Drug Administration for home use;
(b) Are so simple and accurate as to render the likelihood of erroneous result negligible, judged by the department to require three or Jess of the following
functions:
(i) Calculation;
(ii) Specimen or reagent preparation;
(iii) Six or more steps in the test procedure;
(iv) Calibrated or volumetric measurement;
(v) Independent judgment other than a single observation and recording of results;
(vi) External calibration;
(vii) External quality control; and
(viii) Equipment maintenance;
(c) Pose no reasonable risk of harm to the patient if
performed incorrectly.
(12) If the medical test site performs tests not included under subsection (JO) of this section, the owner shall
apply for licensure as defined under chapter 70.42 RCW
and this chapter.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121,
filed 12/27/90, effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-338-990 FEES. (1) For the purpose of
this section, the following words and phrases have the
following meanings:
(a) "Accredited by organization" means a testing site
is accredited, certified, or licensed by an organization
I 88 J

meeting the requirements of WAC 248-38-040, Approval of accreditation bodies;
(b) "Category I (A)" means a medical test site in
Category I performing Jess than five thousand total tests
per year or three or Jess specialties;
(c) "Category I (B)" means a medical test site in
Category I performing five thousand to thirty thousand
total tests per year or four to five specialties;
(d) "Category I (C)" means a medical test site in
Category I performing greater than thirty thousand total
tests per year or six or more specialties;
(e) "Category ll (A)" means a medical test site in
Category ll performing Jess than ten thousand total tests
per year or three or less specialties;
(f) "Category ll (B)" means a medical test site in
Category ll performing ten thousand to fifty thousand
total tests per year or four to five specialties;
(g) "Category ll (C)" means a medical test site in
Category ll performing greater than fifty thousand total
tests per year or six or more specialties;
(h) "Temporary" means a Category I or ll medical
test site performing testing at locations separate from
the medical test sites permanent location with a frequency of five times a year or Jess;
(i) "Direct staff time" means all state employees'
work time, including travel time and expenses, involved
in the following functions associated with medical test
site Jicensure:
(i) On-site follow up visit;
(ii) Telephone contacts and staff or management conferences in response to a deficiency statement or complaint; and
(iii) Preparation and participation in a continuing education or training event for a medical test site.
(2) The department shall assess and collect biennial
fees for medical test sites as follows:
(a) Charge fees, based on the requirements authorized
under RCW 70.42.090 and this section;
(b) Prorate fees for the remainder of the biennial period, when the owner or applicant applies for a license or
certificate of waiver during a biennium;
(c) Adjust fees when a medical test site increases or
decreases the complexity or volume of testing;
( d) Determine fees according to criteria below:

(i) Certificate of waiver . ....... $100 per year or $200 per biennium;
(ii) Category I (A) ............. 400 per year or 800 per biennium;
(iii) Category I (8) ............ 500 per year or 1000 per biennium;
(iv) Category I (C) ............ 600 per year or 1200 per biennium;
(v) Category II (A) .. .......... 500 per year or 1000 per biennium;
(vi) Category II (8) ........... 700 per year or 1400 per biennium;
(vii) Category II (C) . .......... 850 per year or 1700 per biennium;
(viii) Site:
(A) One instrument . ............ 200 per year or 400 per biennium;
(8) Each additional instrument ... 100 per year or 200 per biennium;
(ix) Temporary ................. 50 per year or 100 per biennium;
(x) Cytology only ...·........... 450 per year or 900 per biennium;
(xi) Cytology in a Category II
medical test site . ............. 250 per year or 500 per biennium;
(xii) Accredited by Organization:
(A) Category I ................ 400 per year or 800 per biennium;
(8) Category II ............... 500 per year or 1000 per biennium;
(C) HCFA . .................... 50 per year or 100 per biennium;
(xiii) Follow up survey for deficiencies ............ direct staff time;
(xiv) Complaint investigation ..... ............... direct staff time;
(xv) Continuing education ...................... direct staff time.
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(3) The department shall exclude from fee charges the
women, infant, and children (WJC) programs performing hematocrit testing only for food distribution purposes
and hematocrits performed by the Washington state migrant council for nutritional evaluation only.
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PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
(Board of Pharmacy)

[Order 1708-Filed May 10, 1991, 2:37 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: March 28, 1991.
Purpose: Allows an intern to continue to work in the
absence of a preceptor as long as the intern is being supervised by a licensed pharmacist. Requires pharmacistpreceptors to participate in a board approved training
program prior to June 30, 1991, to qualify for
recertification.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 360-10-030, 360-10-050, and 36010-060.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.64.005.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-05-091 on February 20, 1991.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty days after filing.
March 28, 1991
Joyce A. Gillie
Chair
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PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
(Board of Pharmacy)

[Order 1698-Filed May 10, 1991, 2:35 p.m.)

Date of Adoption: March 28, 1991.
Purpose: To allow pharmacies which provide services
to inpatients of a hospital or extended care facility to
include pharmacists who are practicing outside of the
confines of the licensed pharmacy when calculating the
pharmacist to pharmacy assistant ratio.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending [new section] WAC 360-52-120.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.64.005.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-05-092 on February 20, 1991.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty days after filing.
March 28, 1991
Joyce A. Gillie
Chair

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 208,
filed 12/9 /87)
WAC 360-10-030 RULES FOR THE PHARMACY INTERN. (1) The intern shall send notification to
the board of pharmacy on or before the first day of beginning of his/her training. Such notification shall consist of the date, the name of the pharmacy, and the
name of the preceptor where the intern expects to begin
his/her internship. The board of pharmacy shall
promptly notify the intern of the acceptability of the
preceptor under whom the intern expects to gain experience. Internship credit will not be accepted until the
preceptor has been certified.
(2) The pharmacy intern shall engage in the practice
of pharmacy, and the selling of items restricted to sale
under the supervision of a licensed pharmacist, only
while he/she is under the direct and personal supervision
of a certified preceptor or a licensed pharmacist designated by the preceptor to supervise that intern during
the preceptor's absence from the site. Provided, that
hours of experience gained while the certified preceptor
is absent from the site shall not be counted toward fulfilling any internship requirement.

NEW SECTION
WAC 360-52-120 PHARMACIST TO PHARMACY ASSIST ANT RA TIO. (I) RCW l 8.64A.040
establishes a ratio of pharmacists to level A pharmacy
assistants who are performing level A functions. This
ratio is one to one in most pharmacies, including hospital
outpatient activities and one to three in pharmacies associated with inpatient hospital services.
(2) In determining which pharmacists may be included in the calculation of the ratio, the board will consider
approval of pharmacy assistant utilization plans which
include all pharmacists within the pharmacy who are
engaged in the actual practice of pharmacy. When the
pharmacy provides service to inpatients of a hospital or
extended care facility, pharmacists who are practicing
pharmacy outside of the confines of the licensed pharmacy (e.g., performing nursing unit inspections, reviewing charts, consulting with health professional staff) may
be included in the ratio, provided:
(a) There are sufficient numbers of pharmacists within
the pharmacy to properly supervise the work of the
pharmacy assistants;
(b) The pharmacy is not open to the public;
(c) The medications are being checked by another
health professional before being given to the patient;
(d) Drug orders are not dispensed from the pharmacy
without being checked by a licensed pharmacist or pharmacy intern.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 055,
filed 5/16/90, effective 6/16/90)
WAC 360-10-050 REQUIREMENTS FOR PRECEPTOR CERTIFICATION. (1) A pharmacist who is
licensed and actively engaged in practice in a Class A
pharmacy in the state of Washington, and who has met
certification requirements prescribed in this section of
the regulation and who has completed a board approved
training program within the last five years, and who has
been certified by the board of pharmacy shall be known
as "pharmacist preceptor." The requirement for completion of an approved training program becomes effective
((Jan11a1y l)) June 30, 1991.
[ 89]
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Purpose: To amend current language and adopt rules
outlining out-of-state requirements.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 308-20-0 I 0, 308-20-020, 308-20030, 308-20-040, 308-20-050, 308-20-070, 308-20080, 308-20-090, 308-20-105, 308-20-110, and 30820-140.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.16.030.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-05-080 on February 20, 1991.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty days after filing.
April 29, 1991
Marsha Tadano Long
Assistant Director

(2) The pharmacist preceptor must have completed
twelve months as a licensed pharmacist engaged in the
practice of pharmacy as defined in RCW 18.64.011 {I I).
(3) Any preceptor or preceptor applicant who has
been found guilty of a drug or narcotic violation or
whose pharmacist license has been revoked, suspended,
or placed on probation by the state board of pharmacy
shall not be eligible for certification as a preceptor, until
completion of the probationary period, and a showing of
good cause for certification as a pharmacist preceptor.
(4) The preceptor shall be responsible for the quality
of the internship training under his/her supervision and
he/she shall assure that the intern actually engages in
pharmaceutical activities during that training period.
(5) The board of pharmacy shall withdraw a
preceptor's certification upon proof that the preceptor
failed to meet or maintain the requirements as stated in
this section.
(6) In considering the approval of special internship
programs pursuant to WAC 360-10-080, the board may
approve alternative qualification requirements for the
preceptors of such programs.

AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order PM
772, filed 9/14/88)
WAC 308-20-010 DEFINITIONS. (I) ((Achie\lement indieato1 s fo1111 fo1 m designed and nsed b:y the
school to 1eeo1 d achievement 1ating of stndent learning
objecti\les.)) "Creditable hour" means only those hours
of training while the student is performing in the subject
areas listed in the course outline, as stated in WAC 30820-080.
(2) "Chemical compounds formulated for professional
use only" ((=)) are those compounds containing hazardous chemicals in a form not generally sold to the
public; ((snch as)) including but not limited to, bulk
concentrates of permanent wave solution, neutralizers,
chemical relaxers, oxidizing agents, flammable substances1 or ( (co11osivc mate1 ials)) approved chemical compounds. These compounds must be designated for use on
the hair of the face, neck, skin, or scalp.
(3) "Curriculum"((=)) means a detailed course of
study. (4) "Student learning objectives" ( (=)) are measurable outcomes expected to occur as theresult of
instruction.
(5) "Instructional objectives"((=)) are measurable
evaluation of the attainment of the student learning
objectives.
(6) "Terminal learning objectives"((=)) are final
outcomes expected to occur at the -completion of a
course of study as a result of instruction.
(7) "Monthly student record" is a form preprinted
with school name that shows the actual activities of the
student in each subject, (i.e., shampoo, haircut, perm,
color, etc.) within each course (i.e., barbering, manicuring, chemical services, or cadet instructor).

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 211,
filed 3 /2/88)
WAC 360-10-060 RULES FOR PRECEPTORS.
(I) The pharmacist preceptor, or his or her designee in
accordance with WAC 360-10-030(2), shall supervise
the pharmacy intern and shall be responsible for the sale
of restricted items, and the compounding and dispensing
Of pharmaceuticals dispensed by an intern.
(2) The pharmacist preceptor must use the board approval plan of instruction for interns.
(3) Upon completion of the intern's experience at each
site, the preceptor under whom this experience was obtained shall file a report with the board. Such report
shall briefly describe the type of professional experience
received under the preceptor's supervision and the
preceptor's evaluation of the intern's ability to practice
pharmacy at that stage of internship.
( 4) The board of pharmacy shall provide the necessary affidavit forms to certify hours of experience under
the personal supervision of a preceptor. Affidavits must
be certified and recorded in the office of the board not
later than thirty days after the completion of any site
intern experience; provided that any experience necessary for eligibility to take the licensing examination
must be in the board office no later than thirty days prior to the examination.
(5) The pharmacist preceptor may supervise more
than one intern during a given time period; however, two
interns may not dispense concurrently under the direct
supervision of the same preceptor.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order PM
772, filed 9/14/88)
WAC 308-20-020 TERM OF COURSE-EXAMINATION ELIGIBILITY. A school shall not require students to remain in school after the completion
of ((any)) the minimum state creditable hours required
in the course of instruction.
Any individual, seventeen years of age or older, having completed 500 hours of manicurist training approved
by the director may apply for examination to be licensed
as a manicurist.
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PERMANENT RULFS

DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING
[Filed May 10, 1991, 3:43 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 10, 1991.
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and ((achicveme11t i11dicato1 form)) student rating scale
for each curriculum must be submitted with the application. ((The aehie~ement indicator fo1 m must i11clude the
school name and add1css prcpiinted on the fom1,)) A
school license will be issued with endorsements to iflstruct in cosmetology, barbering, manicuring, and/or instructor training according to the curriculums submitted;
(5) Each school will submit, at the time of application, a catalog, bulletin or other printed material which
contains accurate and current information regarding the
operation and requirements of the school. Supplements
to the catalog/bulletin are to be fastened to the publication and, if such information supersedes any information
contained elsewhere in the catalog/bulletin, it must be
clearly indicated on the supplement. The catalog/bulletin is to be made available to all students prior to enrollment and must include, but not be limited to, the
following information:
(a) Names of all owners and/or managers.
(b) Names and qualifications of all instructors.
(c) Beginning and ending dates of training, including
hours of operation, and observed holidays.
(d) Placement assistance, if any.
(e) Policy outlining acceptable conduct of students including grounds for dismissal and readmission.
(f) School policy on absences, leave, tardiness, and
make-up work.
(g) School policy and regulations regarding student
progress including expected rate of progress, minimum
acceptable grades, penalties for unsatisfactory progress,
and the rights of students to appeal.
(h) Total cost to students including registration fee,
books, supplies, equipment, tuition, lab fees, or any other
associated cost for which the student is liable.
(i) A description of each course to include total hours,
the course objectives and the method of instruction.
(E.g., classroom lab, etc.,) and any certificate or credentials awarded upon completion.
(j) Cancellation and refund policies.
(k) The address and phone number of the department
of licensing, cosmetology section for student's use in
contacting the state regrading Washington state laws or
concerns about their training.
(6) A copy of the school's monthly and final student
record form, showing hours of training earned in each
area listed in WAC 308-20---080 or in the case of an instructor-trainee, WAC 308-20-105. The form must be
preprinted with the school name and address and signature areas for both the student and instructor and be in
a form acceptable to the department.
The approved form must show operations or hours of
activity daily in each subject, by course, i.e., barbering,
manicuring, or chemicals with total hours by course daily and monthly in subjects, listed in WAC 308-20---080,
with totals in each subject for month to date and total to
date. Hours of training in addition to state required
hours should show in a separate area.
ill Each school shall submit a copy of the enrollment
contract or agreement for each course of training offered. The contract/agreement must include at least the
following:
(a) The school's cancellation and refund policy;

Any individual, seventeen years of age or older, having completed 800 hours of barber training as approved
by the director may apply for examination to be licensed
as a barber.
Any individual, seventeen years of age or older, having completed 1600 hours of cosmetology training as
approved by the director may apply for examination to
be licensed as a cosmetologist. Cosmetology training
consists of ((a)) the 500 hour manicurist course, the 800
hour barber course and ((an additional)) the 300 hours
of training in ( (the pc1 fo1 ma nee of all)) chemical services as approved by the director.
Any person who has the same qualifications as a cosmetologist and who has completed at least 500 hours of
instruction in cosmetology teaching techniques and lesson planning in a school may apply for examination to
be licensed as a cosmetology instructor.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order PM
772, filed 9/14/88)
CURRICULUM STRUCWAC 308-20---030
TURE. Each curriculum shall be designed to prepare
students for at least beginning employment/job entry. A
school offering training in cosmetology, barbering, manicuring, and instructor-training will submit a curriculum
for each course. The curriculum shall include the minimum state required hours in accordance with the course
outline as stated in WAC 308-20---080 and 308-20-105.
Each curriculum shall include clearly defined, tangible
instructional objectives and student learning objectives
to meet the training needs ((for)) of each ((eunicuhun))
course offered by the school.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order PM
772, filed 9/14/88)
FOR
APPLICATION
WAC 308-20-040
the
application,
school
each
With
LICENSE.
SCHOOL
following items must be included before a school license
will be approved by the department:
(I) Names and addresses of all school owners;
(2) Names and addresses of all school operators or
managers;
(3) Names and addresses of all instructors responsible
for the training of students. The department must be
notified, in writing, when a change of instructor staff
occurs;
(4) A copy of the curriculum for each course the
school intends to offer. A cosmetology school must submit a combined curriculum for manicurist, barber and
chemical services; a ((barber)) school offering barber instruction must submit a barber curriculum; a ((matri-=
eurist)) school offering manicurist instruction must submit a manicurist curriculum. A school offering instruction in cosmetology, barber, and manicurist must submit
a separate curriculum for each. Any school offering cosmetology instructor training must submit a curriculum
in cosmetology teaching techniques and lesson planning.
Each curriculum must meet the training guidelines established by the director and adopted by rules pursuant
to this chapter. A copy of the instructional objectives,
student learning objectives, terminal learning objectives
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4. Job 1cady Can completely pc1 fo1111 the
job safely and independently.
3. Modc1 ately competent Can pc1 fo1 m job
completely and safely
with limited
s11pc1 vision.
2. Li111itcd competency Rcqui1 cs insli action and close supciv is ion in 01 dc1 to pc1 fo1 m a task safely.
l. No cxposm c No cxpc1 icncc 01 knowledge in this a1ca)).

(b) Adequate information to clearly define the terms
of the agreement between the student and the school,
including but not limited to:
(i) The name and address of the school and student.
(ii) The date training is to begin, and the number of
hours of instruction.
(iii) An itemized list of all costs incurred by the student to complete the training. Such costs shall include
tuition and registration fees, books, supplies, and equipment and all other charges made by the school. Methods
of payment or payment schedule must be clearly stated.
(c) A statement acknowledging receipt of the copy of
the school's catalog/brochure and enrollment agreement
by the student;
(d) The school shall retain a copy of the student enrollment agreement and one copy shall be delivered to
the student at the time of execution.
((ffl)) ill A description of the school facilities and
equipment. This may be submitted by facility architect's
blue print with equipment penciled in or by accurate
hand drawn diagram including equipment to be used for
training of students;
((fSt)) ill A surety bond as established by WAC
308-20-060 shall be submitted with the application for
school Iicensure. No school shall be approved until the
surety bond is in force.
The department shall be notified within fifteen days of
any changes in subsections (I) through ((fSt)) ill of
this section.
(10) Estimated gross tuition form indicating the expected gross tuition for one year. This information will
be used to determine the required bond amount. If the
tuition earned exceeds the estimated amount, the bond
will be amended to reflect actual tuition earned.

Schools will design a rating method form that will
demonstrate each student's progress in each course.
Schools will design instructional objectives which promote student progress from ((a)) beginning (("I" 1ating)) to completion (("4" 1ating)) within the specified
hours required for each course. Each month the school
shall provide each student with a current copy of his/her
((achievement indicato1 fo1 m)) rating.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order PM
772, filed 9/14/88)
WAC 308-20-080
COURSE
TRAINING REQUIREMENTS.
((COURSE

OUTLINE

Mll<llMUM Aettrn v llMlll<IT
RllQUIRllD Blll'(}Rll
STUDlll<ITS MA I WORK
(}J<I CUSTOMERS 11<1
SCl10(}L

Bai bc1 sciv ices
t1 aining.
I. Shampooing
2. I Iai1 cutting or
trimming
3. A11 anging, d1 cssing,
cm ling 01 waving
(cxclnding chemical sci vices)
4. Sanitation of 111atc1 ials,
cqnipmcnt and tools
5. Safety
(a) The nsc of
matc1 ials, equipment
and tools
(b) Recognition
of diseases 01 diso1dc1s
of the skin, scalp 01 hail

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order PM
772, filed 9/14/88)
WAC 308-20-050 CHANGE IN OWNERSHIP
OF SCHOOL. If a change involving twenty-five or
more percent of school ownership occurs, a new license
application must be submitted with proof of ownership,
or percentage of ownership, by the new owners. ((A))
The new application must ((then be snbmittcd to the
dcfJm tmcnt within fifteen days of change of ow nc1 ship.
Snch notification is to inclndc any changes made i11 c1111icnlnm, management pc1 sonnel, insh nctional staff, tnition 01 1cgish at ion fee, catalog, b1 och111 c, co11t1 act 01
s111 cty bond)) be complete. It must include all items
listed in WAC 308-20-040 and the required fee. A new
license must be issued prior to operation. Applicants
should allow at least forty-five days for processing a
complete application.

2
2
2

3

3
3

Manicm ist sci •ices

li aining.

I. Application and 1cmoval
of aJ tificial nails
2. Sanitation of matc1 ials,
cqnipmcnt and tools to
p1ovidc the sc1Vicc
3. Safety
(a) In the nsc
of matc1 ials, cquip111cnt and
tools to p1ovidc a scnicc
(b) In the 1ccognition of a
disease 01 diso1 dc1 of the
nail 01 skin

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order PM
772, filed 9/14/88)
WAC 308-20-070 TRAINING GUIDELINES. A
numerical rating scale shall be used to evaluate and
record student progress ((on the achievement indicator
form)).
The student's competency in attaining learning objectives is to be rated ((on a scale of "1=4" as follows.
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manicuring subjects. To qualify for the cosmetology examination students must complete 800 hours of barbering subjects, 500 hours of manicuring subjects, and 300
hours of chemical services subjects. A cosmetologist
qualifies to perform all listed services and must be
trained in all three areas.

l\>llI<llMUM ACHll'! 9 l'!MEl<IT
ltl'!QUlltl'!D BEl'OltE
STUDl'!l<ITS MAI WOltK
01<1 CUSTOl\>ll'!ltS 11<1

SOIOOL

(e) Use of ehcmieals fo1 mulatcd
fo1 p1 ofcssional use only
4. Ski11 care imolvi11g hot
eomp1 csscs 01 massage
5. Skin caic in'1olvi11g
clcet1 ieal appliances
6. Tcmpo1a1y 1c111oval of
supc1 Saous hai1
(a) Mechanical
(b) Chemical
(e) Elcch ieal

3

Barber Services Training:

2

I.
2.

2

3.
4.
5.

2

2
2

6.
7.
8.

Cosmetology chemical
sci vices tt ai11i11g.

1. Pei ma11e11t l'Vav i11g
(a) Sectioning and l'V 1apping
(b) P1 cpc1 m test end
(e) Solution application
(d) P1 occssing
(c) Ncut1 alizi11g
2. Chemical 1claxing
(a) Sectioning
(b) St1 and test
(c) Rclaxc1 application
(d) P1 occssing
(e) Neuh alizi11g
3. Ilai1 eolo1 ing 01 bleaching
(a) P1 cdispositio11 test
(b) St1 a11d test
(e) Mcasu1 cmcnt and mixing
of chemicals
(d) Application of
chemicals
(c) Removal of chemicals
4. Safety
(a) In the sto1 age,
mixing and use of
chemicals
(b) I 11 the uses of
matc1 ials, equipment and
tools to pt ov idc a
sci vice
5. Sanitation of all
inatc1 ials, equipment and tools
to p1ovidc a set vice
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9.
10.

2
2
2
2
2

11.
12.
13.

Theory
Shampooing - includes draping, brushing hair, scalp manipulations, PH values, conditioning and rinsing
Scalp and Hair Analysis
Haircutting and Trimming - includes scissor, razor, thinning
shears, and clipper
Cutting and Trimming of Facial Hair - includes beard and mustache, eyebrow, ear & nose
Thermal Styling
Wet Styling - includes pin curling, braiding, fingerwaves, shaping, and rollers
Dry Styling - includes braiding, shaping, brushing, backcombing,
and rollers
Styling Aids
Sanitation - includes cleaning individual work station, shampoo
and dispensary bowls after individual use, proper disposal and
storage of towels used by the student, life expectancy of disinfectants, sanitizing implements used by the student
Diseases - skin, scalp and hair
Safety - includes demonstration of implements and proper use,
electrical appliances
First Aid - as related to the barbering field

Manicurist Services Training:

2
2
2
2
2

I.
2.

3.
4.

2
2

5.

2

6.
7.
8.

2
2

Theory
Artificial Nails - includes nail analysis, preparation of the nail,
application, finish and removal
Skin Care - includes hot compresses, facials, hand massage or
using approved electrical or mechanical appliances, or approved
chemical compounds
Temporary removal of superfluous hair - tweezing, waxing, tape,
and chemicals
Sanitation - cleaning of individual work station, proper storage
and disposal of equipment used by the student, disinfectants and
life expectancy of disinfectants, sanitation methods of equipment
Safety - includes demonstration of implements and proper use
Diseases and Disorders - nail and skin
First Aid - as related to the manicurist field

Chemical Services Training
1.
2.

3

3.
4.

3

5.

3

6.

All 1ati11gs a1 c to be 1eeot dcd at least monthly 011
each student's achievement i11dicato1 fo1 m. All 1ati11gs
should 1c8cct job 1cadincss 1athc1 than a g1adc given in
class. The suggested job 1earliness completion 1ating fo1
all p1 oecdut cs is "4.")) Listed are the subjects that make
up the mandatory 800 hours of training for barbering,
500 hours of training for manicuring, and 300 hours of
training for chemical services. To qualify for the barber
examination students only need complete the 800 hours
of barbering subjects, to qualify for the manicurists examination students need only complete the 500 hours of

7.

Theory
Permanent Waving - includes scalp and hair analysis, sectioning
and wrapping, preperm test curl (when necessary), solution application, processing (test curl, when necessary) and neutralizing
Chemical Relaxing - includes scalp and hair analysis, sectioning,
strand test, relaxer application
Chemical Training Elements - includes processing, neutralizing,
materials, equipment
Hair Coloring or Bleaching - includes scalp & hair analysis, predisposition test, strand test, measurement and mixing of chemicals, application of chemicals and removal of chemicals
Sanitation - clean individual work station, sanitize individual
equipment and tools, life expectancy of disinfectant, proper use
and storage of linens
First Aid and Safety - as it relates to the use of chemicals

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order PM

112, filed 9/14/88)

WAC 308-20-090 STUDENT CREDIT FOR
TRAINING. (I) Only those hours of instruction received under the direction of a licensed instructor and on
the premises of the licensed school ((may be c1 edited tol'VaJ d the houdy tJai11i11g 1cqui1cmcnt)) in which the
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student is enrolled and in the courses listed in this chapter shall be credited toward the hourly training
requirements.
(2) Students shall not receive credit for training received during any period the school license is void, expired, suspended, revoked, or otherwise not currently in
effect.
(3) Manicurists will be given 500 hours credit and
barbers will be given 800 hours credit toward meeting
the hourly requirement of 1600 hours in cosmetology.
Cosmetology students transferring to a barber or manicurist course shall transfer only the credit that applies to
the course for which they are transferring.
( 4) Students transferring from another school, state,
country or territory may, at the school's discretion, receive credit toward completion of student learning objectives and course requirement hours as follows: (a)
Hour for hour credit as applies to each of the
Washington state minimum recognized creditable hours
in each course, and; (b) student learning objective credit
after successfully demonstrating to the school that the
objectives have been met.
Schools transferring credits will transfer to the student report form, in appropriate categories by course,
the credits accepted. The certifying school accepts responsibility for total training of the student.
(5) Each month the school will provide a copy of the
completed monthly report form to the student. When a
student transfers to a new school an enrollment student
record will be developed for the permanent student file
with a copy given to the student prior to enrollment.
This will reflect the training transferred and the areas of
training still needed.

offer training for cosmetology instructors are required to
develop and maintain an appropriate curriculum. This
curriculum should be based on five hundred hours of
training and study in the areas shown below:
(I) Training in instructional methods covering the
following subjects or units:
(a) Methods of teaching cosmetology:
(i) Lesson planning to meet instructional objectives;
(ii) Student learning principles for student learning
objectives;
(iii) Classroom management; ((and))
(iv) Four-step method; and
(v) Occupational anal~
(b) ((Occupational analysis and ad•iso1y committees.
(i) De\lelop system fo1 analysis,
(ii) Chai ting and eateg01 izing,
(iii) Validating, and
(iv) 01ganizing and wo1king with ad•iso1y
committees.
ftj)) Course organization:
(i) Develop instruction from analysis;
(ii) Organize and prioritize;
(iii) Group and sequence learning units;
(iv) Test and evaluate; record progress of students on
((achievement indieato1 s)) monthly report forms; and
(v) Teaching aids.
((fdt)) .{£)_Student leadership development:
(i) How to be effective;
(ii) ((Vocational lndush ial Clubs of Ame1 iea 01 ))
Student leadership organization such as Vocational Industrial Clubs of America;
(iii) Personality and conduct;
(iv) Interpersonal relationships; and
(v) Customer relations.
((ftj))@ One of the following topics or units:
(i) Testing and rating;
(ii) Audio visual materials;
(iii) Philosophy of vocational education; or
(iv) Techniques in individualized instruction.
(2) Training in clinic supervision and management
covering the application of teaching techniques as
follows:
(a) Practical classroom and clinic services:
(i) Sanitation of all tools, implements, equipment, and
work areas; and
(ii) Safety involved in providing any service to members of the public.
(b) Safety in the storage, mixing, and use of all
chemicals used in a cosmetology, barber, or manicurist
school or business.
(c) ((Reception a1ea management.
(i) Custome1 1elations,
(ii) Use of cash 1egiste1, and
(iii) Telephone techniques.
fdt)) Student's practical assignments.
((ftj))@ Motivational supervision.
((ffl)) ill Student assistance.

NEW SECTION
WAC 308-20-095 EXAMINATION ELIGIBILITY OF APPLICANTS FROM OUT-OF-STATE
SCHOOLS. A student who has received cosmetology,
barbering, and/or manicuring instruction in a school
outside Washington may be allowed to take the
Washington
state
chemical/barber /manicurist
examination(s) under chapter 18.16 RCW if the following requirements are met:
( 1) The complete application and proper fee is paid;
(2) The applicant is seventeen years of age or older;
(3) The applicant has completed a course of training
equivalent to that required under chapter 18.16 RCW,
as stated in WAC 308-20-080, in a school in good
standing under pertinent laws in the jurisdiction where
the school is located. This must be documented by a detailed transcript of the subjects taken and number of
hours involved in each subject; and
(4) Approval from the department, prior to scheduling
any examination.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order PM
772, filed 9/14/88)
WA~ 308-20-105
CURRICULUM FOR INSTRUCTOR-TRAINEES. Licensed schools wishing to
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use. Once sanitized they should be stored in clean covered/ sealed containers to maintain dry sanitation. Used
implements should be stored in an area separate from
the sanitized implements.
(13) Hazardous chemicals and flammable liquid signs
should be posted in the dispensary, storage room, and
any other location these materials may be located.
(14) Fire extinguishers must be readily accessible to
the dispensary, storage room, and other locations where
flammable liquids may be kept.
( 15) Facial rooms must have provisions for privacy,
hot and cold running water, closed cabinets for linen
storage, and method or procedure to sanitize and store
implements in a manner that maintains sanitation.
( 16) General appearance - the school floor, walls, and
ceilings must be clean. Ventilation should be sufficient to
keep odors from the chemicals used at a safe level. Electrical wiring must be acceptable to the local fire district
as demonstrated by a current fire inspection form. Electrical plug-in should not reflect any frays and be properly repaired to prevent shock.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order PM
772, filed 9/14/88)
WAC 308-20-110 MINIMUM SCHOOL SAFETY STANDARDS. ( 1) Each licensed school or institution will be responsible for providing a clean, safe environment for the training of students and provide all students the necessary training to ensure that sanitation
and safety measures are applied for the maximum protection of the public, students ((or)), and models ((med
by stndcnts 01 instt nctot s)).
-(2) An adequate supply of hot and cold running water
must be provided for the benefit of the student's and
consumer's health, safety and welfare.
(3) Clean towels shall be provided for each customer
and shall be laundered after every use. Towels will be
kept in closed cabinets until used.
(4) Robes or gowns used by customers must be laundered after every use, and stored in closed cabinets until
used. Soiled linens should be kept in ventilated closed
containers. Towels, robes and gowns shall not be washed
or dried on the premises except in suitable automatic
washers and dryers.
(5) A separate area with an adequate supply of hot
·and cold running water, shall be designated as a dispensary for the dispensing of supplies and for the cleaning
of tools, equipment and materials.
(6) Wet sanitizer-fresh, clean solution shall be
((placed daily)) in a clean covered container for the
sanitizing of combs, brushes and other tools or
implements.
(7) Chemicals must be stored in compliance with state
and local Jaws to ensure maximum protection against
fires, fumes, corrosion of containers or contamination.
((Flammable liqnids that have a Hash poiot below I 00°f
and vapo1 pt cssm c not exceeding 40 lbs pct sqna1 c inch
nndct I00°F mnst be ptovidcd adcqttatc ventilation in
sto1 age so that 1101111al leakage of snch vapot s ft om containct s will be dilntcd cnongh to pt event spat k ft om igniting them. Rcdncing 01 oxidizing 1natc1 ials mnst be
sto1cd scpatately f10111 powc1 fol oxidizing agents.))
Storage areas shall be posted "flammable liquids."
((Acids mnst be st01 ed in a cool, well ventilated ar ca
void of somccs of ignition. Metal shelves nsed to stoic
acids mnst be painted 01 othct wise 1ende1ed immnne to
attack by acids. €011 osi•e mate1 ials mnst be kept in a
cool, well ventilated at ca.)) Materials should be inspected regularly and corroded containers must be discarded
immediately.
(8) ((Apptoved foe cxtingnishc1s mnst be kept in vicinity of sto1 age at ea.
ffl)) Adequate toilet facilities shall be provided for
the use of customers, employees and students. The use of
common towels and bar soap is prohibited.
((ft6t)) ill Shampoo bowls will be kept clean and
free of hair in traps.
( 1O) Licenses of the school and all currently employed
instructors must be posted in public view.
( 11) All trays, rollers, floors, chairs, and other implements should be free from dust, dirt, and/or hair.
( 12) Clippers, scissors, razors, rollers, and other implements should be disinfected and sanitized after each

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 90-07030, filed 3/14/90, effective 4/14/90)
WAC 308-20-140
EXAMINATION-APPLICATION. Examinations are administered at least
monthly. Examination schedules will be published ((by
the di1 cctot)) and issued to each school. Each licensed
school shall post the schedule of examinations in plain
view for the students and provide students with an application and all necessary information for completing
and submitting the application. No school shall prohibit
or hinder a student from submitting an application for
examination if the student is at least seventeen years of
age and has completed the state required ((nnmbet of))
creditable hours in the approved course of study.
Each application submitted must be complete in every
respect, including fee before the applicant will be scheduled for examination. The application must include a
copy of the final student record form verifying the total
activities in each subject and the hours of training in
each course signed by the student and instructor. A
sworn statement by the student that all statements on
the application are true and correct is to be included.
The school owner or manager will also sign a sworn
statement that all statements made in the application are
true and correct and this school has complied with all
state regulations regarding the training of the student.
Applications may be submitted when the student is
within one hundred fifty hours of completing the required training. These applications must include a sworn
statement by student and school owner or manager that
the student is within 150 hours of completing the required training. The training affidavit and final student
record form ((may be sttbmittcd at the examination site
the mo1 ning of the exam fot determination of exam eligibility)) must be submitted prior to being authorized to
sit for any. examination. If completed properly and
otherwise satisfactory, the applicant will be ((allowed))
authorized to take the examination(s).
((Applications and fees fot cxamiuation must be date
stamped 1eccivcd into the dcpat tmcnt of licensing no
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late1 than the fiI st day of the month to be scheduled fo1
the following month's examination. (Fo1 example. Must
be 1eceived by August I to be scheduled fo1 Septembe1
examination.) Only when the date 1eceived stamp is
omitted 01 illegible, will the postma1 k by the postal set vice be substituted.))
Any person who ((eithe1 (1))) fails to appear as
scheduled for an examination, (( (2) fails to 1equest to be
1escheduled at least seven days pt iot to scheduled examination date, 01 (3) fails to supply the ttaining affidavit
and student 1eco1 d fo1 m at least seven days pt iot to the
scheduled examination date)) shall forfeit the fee ((for
examination, except in cases of emet gency as dete1 mined
by the depa1 tment) ).
((Applications and fees fot 1eexamination must be 1eceived by the Pt ofessional Licensing Division at 2424
Btistol Comt S.'N., Olympia, Washington 011 01 befo1e
the 20th of the month to be scheduled fot the following
month's examination.))

Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 41.06.040
and 41.06.150.
Pursuant to RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good
cause finds that state or federal law or federal rule or a
federal deadline for state receipt of federal funds requires immediate adoption of a rule.
Reasons for this Finding: To respond to a 9th Circuit
Court of Appeals decision which interpreted the Fair
Labor Standards Act such as to require this ruling.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
May 13, 1991
Dee W. Henderson
Secretary

NEW SECTION
WAC 356-18-230 PARTIAL DAY ABSENCEEXCEPTIONS WORK PERIOD. Exceptions work period employees shall not be charged with leave without
pay for partial days of absence.

NEW SECTION
WAC 308-20-175 PERSONS LICENSED IN
OTHER JURISDICTIONS. Persons licensed in any
state, territory, or possession of the United States, or
foreign country can apply for licensure by submitting a
complete application, fee, verification of current licensure, and a detailed transcript of all cosmetology, bar.
ber, and/or manicurist training.
( 1) After review of the courses taken and hours Involved if it is determined that the training at the time of
licensure was obtained, is equivalent to Washington state
requirements, as stated in WAC 308-20-080, a license
will be issued without examination.
(2) After review of the courses taken and hours involved if it is determined that the training is not equivalent to Washington state requirements, additional training in the lacking area(s) is required. When training to
meet the requirements is obtained, the applicant must
pass the examination(s) in the areas the training was
needed, if a current out-of-state license is held. If the
out-of-state license is invalid the complete examination
for the requested license must be passed. The department will schedule the required examination(s) upon receipt of a statement from the school of the completion of
required training and the monthly student record form
that verifies the actual training received.

WSR 91-11-044
EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES

(Order 91-31-Filed May 13, 1991, 3:22 p.m., effective May 16,
1991, 12:01 a.m.)

Date of Adoption: 91-31 [May 13, 1991].
Purpose: Commercial fishing regulations.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 220-52-051.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Pursuant to RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good
cause finds that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is necessary for the preservation of the
public health, safety, or general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of notice and opportunity
to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be
contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: This regulation will provide
for a simultaneous opening of the commercial and recreational shrimp fisheries in Shrimp Districts I, 2, and 3.
Effective Date of Rule: 12:0 I a.m., May 16, 1991.
May 13, 1991
Judith Merchant
Deputy
for Joseph R. Blum
Director

WSR 91-11-043

NEW SECTION

EMERGENCY RULES

PERSONNEL BOARD

WAC 220-52-05/00H
COMMERCIAL
SHRIMP-PUGET SOUND. Notwithstanding the
provisions of WAC 220-52-051, effective immediately
until further notice it is unlawful to take, fish for or
possess shrimp taken for commercial purposes with
shellfish pot gear from Shrimp Districts I, 2, and 3 except as provided for in this section:
(I) Open: May 16, 1991 until further notice.

(Order 372-Filed May 13, 1991. I :59 p.m.)

Date of Adoption: May 13, 1991.
Purpose: This rule prohibits docking the salaries of
exceptions work period employees for absences of less
than one full day.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
New section WAC 356-18-230 Partial day absenceExceptions work period.
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WSR 91-11-046

Chapter 446-75 WAC
DNA IDENTIFICATION

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES

NEW SECTION

[Order 91-32-Filed May 13, 1991, 3:25 p.m., effective May 15,
1991, 12:01 a.m.]

WAC 446-75-010 DEFINITIONS. (I) "DNA"
wherever used in this chapter shall mean deoxyribonucleic acid.
(2) "Convicted felon" wherever used in this chapter
shall mean every individual convicted on or after July 1,
1990 in a Washington superior court of a felony defined
as a sex offense under RCW 9.94A.030 (29)(a) or a violent offense as defined in RCW 9.94A.030(32).
(3) "DNA identification" wherever used in this chapter shall mean the identification of a particular individual from the the chemical structure of the DNA contained in cells of the human body.

Date of Adoption: May 13, 1991.
Purpose: Personal use regulations.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 220--57-140.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Pursuant to RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good
cause finds that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is necessary for the preservation of the
public health, safety, or general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of notice and opportunity
to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be
contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: There are adequate spring
chinook stocks available to allow increased area opportunity for recreational harvest.
Effective Date of Rule: 12:0 I a.m., May 15, 1991.
May 13, 1991
Judith Merchant
Deputy
for Joseph R. Blum
Director

WAC 446-75-020 PURPOSE. The purpose of this
chapter is to provide procedures for the operation of
DNA identification systems as required by RCW 43.43.758, and to prohibit the improper use of DNA identification data as required by RCW 43.43.759.

NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION

WAC 220-57-14000N CHEHALIS RIVER. Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-57-140, effective May 15, through June 30, 1991 it is unlawful to
take, fish for, or possess salmon taken for personal use
from the waters of the Chehalis River except as provided
for in this section:
(I) Open in those waters of the Chehalis River downstream from the Mellon Street Bridge in Centralia (approximately 1 mile upstream from the mouth of the
Skookumchuck River).
(2) The daily bag limit is six salmon not less than 12
inches in length and not more than two chinook salmon
over 24 inches in length allowed in the daily bag limit.

WAC 446-75-030 PURPOSES OF DNA IDENTIFICATION. (1) DNA identification systems as authorized by RCW 43.43 shall be used only for two purposes: (a) identification of possible suspects in criminal
investigations, and· (b) convicted felon identification
data banking.
(2) DNA identifications made in response to a criminal investigation shall not be entered into any permanent
or temporary databank. Such results shall be returned to
the requesting agency.

WSR 91-11-046

PERMANENT RULES

WASHINGTON STATE PATROL
[Filed May 14, 1991, 10:36 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: May I, 1991.
Purpose: Implementation of RCW 43.43.752 through
43.43.759 regarding DNA identification systems and
procedures.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 43.43.759.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-07-045 on March
18, 1991.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 3, 1991
George B. Tellevik
Chief

Reviser's note: The typographical error in the above section occurred in the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register
pursuant to the requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION
WAC 446-75-040
DNA IDENTIFICATION
SYSTEM ESTABLISHED. The DNA identification
system established by the Chief of the Washington State
Patrol shall be compatible with the method(s) used by
the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Identification systems established by other local law enforcement agencies
shall be compatible to the current Washington State Patrol system.
NEW SECTION
WAC 446-75-050
DNA IDENTIFICATION
SYSTEM ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES. Law enforcement agencies establishing a DNA identification
system shall maintain written analytical procedures necessary to complete the analyses. A copy of the analytical
procedures shall be forwarded to the Chief of the
Washington State Patrol to ensure compatibility with
the Washington State Patrol system. The Chief shall
approve or disapprove the procedures utilizing the standards set forth for DNA identification by the Federal
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Bureau of Investigation prior to any implementation by
the submitting agency. The appeal process for any disapproval shall be in accordance with the provisions of
the Administrative Procedure Act (34.05 RCW).
NEW SECTION
WAC 446-75-060 COLLECTIO N OF BLOOD
FOR DNA DATABANK -PROCEDUR ES-TIME
FRAME. ( 1) The collection, preservation, and shipment
of blood samples obtained from convicted felons pursuant to RCW 43.43.754 for the convicted felon databank
program shall be in conformance with the "Protocol for
the Collection of Blood for the Convicted Felon DNA
Program" as prepared by the Washington State Patrol
Crime Laboratory Division. Copies of the current protocol may be obtained from the Washington State Patrol
Crime Laboratory Division, Olympia, WA.
(a) If the convicted felon is sentenced to one year or
less in jail, the blood sample will be drawn by the county
no later than 60 days from the date of conviction or prior to release, whichever comes first. If the convicted felon will spend no time in jail due to time already served,
probation or other sentencing by the court, the blood
shall be drawn prior to release.
(b) If the convicted felon is sentenced to more than
one year in jail the sample will be drawn within 120
days after transfer to the state correctional institution by
the Department of Corrections.
(2) Results from DNA identifications made from
blood samples obtained from convicted felons under
RCW 43.43.754 shall be submitted to the Chief of the
Washington State Patrol and entered into the
Washington State Patrol DNA databank. Such results
shall reside in the databank until expungement pursuant
to WAC 446-75-070.

under RCW 43.43.754 or has other lawful grounds for
expungement. Such proof shall include a sworn statement from the applicant, and not-guilty or released
without conviction documentation from such criminal
charges. Where the finding or release is based on an order of a court, the applicant shall furnish a certified true
copy of the court order.
NEW SECTION
DNA IDENTIFICA TION
WAC 446-75-080
DAT A - PROHIBITION S. The use of any data obtained from DNA identification procedures is prohibited
for any research or other purpose not related to a criminal investigation or to improving the operation of the
system established by the Washington State Patrol and
authorized by RCW 43.43.752 through 43.43.759.

WSR 91-11-047

WITHDRAW AL OF PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMEN T OF ECOLOGY
[Filed May 14, 1991, 10:42 a.m.]

The Department of Ecology is withdrawing the proposed
amendments to chapter 173-224 WAC, WSR 91-03080 which was filed with the code reviser on January 17,
1991.
Any questions regarding this action should be directed to
Bev Poston, Department of Ecology, Mailstop PV-11,
Olympia, Washington 98504-8711, (206) 438-7039.
Fred Olson

WSR 91-11-048

PROPOSED RULES

NEW SECTION
WAC 446-75-070 EXPUNGEM ENT OF DNA
DAT A. (I) A person desiring the destruction of his
DNA identification data from a DNA databank shall
make his request therefor on a form furnished by the
Chief of the Washington State Patrol. The request shall
be mailed or delivered to the Washington State Patrol
Crime Laboratory Division, Olympia, WA.
(2) The request shall be completed, signed by the
person whose record is sought to be expunged. The signature shall be notarized. It shall include the address of
the applicant, the printed name and the address of the
witness to the applicant's signature and such other information requested on the application as identifies the
applicant and the offense for which the request of expungement is made.
(3) The request shall include proof that the person
making the request for expungement is the same person
whose DNA data is sought to be expunged. Such proof
shall include a sworn statement of identity. When requested by the Patrol, fingerprints and a blood sample
shall also be required from the applicant.
(4) The request shall include proof that the person
making the request has no record as a convicted felon

UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTA TION
COMMISSION
[Filed May 14, 1991, 1:08 p.m.)

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: WAC 480-70-245 relating to solid
waste service agreements. The proposed amendatory
section is shown below as Appendix A, Docket No. TG910450. Written and/or oral submissions may also contain data, views, and arguments concerning the effect of
the proposed amendatory section on economic values,
pursuant to chapter 43.21 H RCW.
Purpose: To clarify the wording of the rule.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 80.01.040.
Summary: See Purpose above.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implementation and Enforcement: Paul Curl, Secretary,
and Transportation Staff, 1300 South Evergreen Park
Drive S.W., Olympia, WA, (206) 753-6451.
Name of Proponent: Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission, governmental.
Agency Comments or Recommendations, if any, as to
Statutory Language, Implementation, Enforcement, and
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Fiscal Matters: There are no comments or recommendations being submitted inasmuch as the proposal is pursuant to legislative authorization as reflected in RCW
80.01.040.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or
state court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: See Purpose above.
Proposal does not change existing rules.
No small business economic impact statement is required for this proposal by chapter 19.85 RCW.
Hearing Location: Commission Hearing Room, Second Floor, Chandler Plaza Building, 1300 South Evergreen Park Drive S.W., Olympia, WA, on July 3, 1991,
at 9:00 a.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Paul Curl, Secretary,
1300 South Evergreen Park Drive S. W ., Olympia, WA,
by June 24, 1991.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 3, 199 l.
May 13, 1991
Paul Curl
Secretary
APPENDIX "A"
AMENDATORY
10/18/71)

SECTION

(Amending

Order

R-31,

filed

WAC 480-70--245 AGREEMENTS TO OPERATE CERTIFICATES. (I) (When)) A a certificated carrier ((possesses cxelusin au
tholity in an a1ca and)) which due to lack of ownership of suitable
equipment is unable to adequately serve ((lm)) its customers ((melt
cct tificatcd can ic1 )) may enter into an agreement with another certificated carrier not possessing authority in the area, but possessing the
required equipment necessary to provide the service. The agreement
must be filed with and approved by the commission before such service
is rendered under the agreement.
(2) Customer billing will be rendered by the certificated carrier possessing the proper authority in the area at the rates and charges contained in that carrier's tariff on file with the commission. The terms of
reimbursement for the service rendered by the performing carrier must
be stated in and be a part of the agreement entered into between the
carriers.
Reviser's note: The typographical error in the above section occurred in the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register
pursuant to the requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

WSR 91-11-049

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

CONVENTION AND TRADE
CENTER
[Memorandum-May 13, 1991]

The Washington State Convention and Trade Center
board of directors at its May 8, 199 l, regular meeting,
the July regular meeting of the board will be held on
Saturday, July 13 (instead of Wednesday, July IO) in
conjunction with a two-day board retreat. The public
meeting notice will reflect this revised meeting date.
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

EDMONDS COMMUNITY COLLEGE
[Memorandum-May 14, 1991]

Thursday, May 16, 199 l
Lynnwood Hall, Room 424
12:00 - 6:25
The facilities for this meeting are free of mobility barriers and interpreters for deaf individuals and brailled or
taped information for blind individuals will be provided
upon request when adequate notice is given.

WSR 91-11-051

PROPOSED RULES

EMPLOYMENT SECURITY DEPARTMENT
[Filed May 14, 1991, 3:15 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: Employer notice and separation determination rules.
Purpose: To implement changes in departmental policies regarding the mailing of notices to employers when
a claim for unemployment benefits is filed and to remove
requirements to adjudicate most separations from base
year employers when those employers are not last
employers.
Other Identifying Information: Written comments received by June 25, 1991, will be considered for revised
rules to be presented for further comments at or before
the July 24, 1991, hearing date.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 50.12.0 I 0
and 50.12.040.
Summary: Adjudication of separation issues will be
limited to separations from last employer and discharges
for criminal behavior. Base year employers will not be
notified of filings of invalid claims.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: These changes arc expected to lessen agency administrative expense and employer response requirements.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Wm. Eric Jordan, 212 Maple Park, Olympia, WA,
(206) 586-2915; Implementation and Enforcement:
Marie Brillante, Assistant Commissioner, UI, 212 Maple Park, Olympia, WA, (206) 753-5120.
Name of Proponent: Employment Security Department, governmental.
Ruic is not necessitated by federal law, federal or
state court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: Prior to January 14, when emergency rules were
filed, the department reviewed, and adjudicated when
necessary all situations when a worker quit or was fired
by a base year employer or last employer. These rules
remove the requirement that separations from base year
employers be considered except when the base year employer is last employer or when the worker is fired for
committing a criminal act connected with the work
(RCW 50.20.060(2)). As a result of these rules, fewer
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redundant notices will be mailed to employers, and fewer
employer responses will be required.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules:
WAC 192-12-300, removing information relating to
discontinued mailings to base year employers who have
not reported wages; WAC 192-12-305, remove obsolete
references; WAC 192-12-310, removing requirement to
notify base year employers until claim is valid, clarifying
notice requirements; WAC 192-12-320, removing requirements for determination notices for separations
other than last employer; and WAC 192-12-330, clarifying department response to employer supplied information on claims.
No small business economic impact statement is required for this proposal by chapter 19.85 RCW.
The proposed rules have a minor or negligible economic impact on businesses. These changes will result in
fewer mailings to employers and resulting employer
responses.
Hearing Location: Commissioner's Conference Room,
2nd Floor, Employment Security Department, 212 Maple Park, Olympia, WA 98504, on Wednesday, July 24,
1991, at 9:30 a.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Wm. Eric Jordan,
Rules Coordinator, Employment Security Department,
212 Maple Park, Mailstop KG-11, Olympia, WA
98504, by July 19, 1991.
Date of Intended Adoption: August 9, 1991.
May 14, 1991
Vernon E. Stoner
Commissioner
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 4-89, filed 10/4/89,
effective 10/9/89)
WAC 192-12-300 MAILING ADDRESSES FOR NOTICE TO
EMPLOYER. Notices to employers mailed as required in RCW 50.20.150 and WAC 192-12-310 will be mailed as follows:
( 1) The notice to the last employer of the claimant will be mailed to
the address provided by the claimant.
(2) The notice to any base year employer who has reported wages to
the department will be mailed to the mailing address of record of the
employer provided by the employer for tax purposes.
(((3) The notice to any otlict base yca1 cmployct will be 111ailcd to
the add1ess p1ovided by the clairnaut.))
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 4-89. filed 10/4/89,
effective I 0/9 /89)
CLAIMANT RESPONSIBILITY FOR
WAC 192-12-305
PROVIDING ACCURATE EMPLOYER ADDRESS. (I) If the notice to last employer ((rn base yem e1uployei)) (WAC 192-12-310) is
mailed to an address provided by the claimant (WAC 192-12-300 (I)
((-&--f37))) and is returned by the Post Otlice as undeliverable, the
claimant will be determined to have failed to provide details of separation of employment, unless:
(a) the mail returned by the Post Office indicates the employer has
moved and left no forwarding address, or
(b) the claimant can establish that the address provided was an accurate address at the time the claimant last worked for the employer.
(2) No payment will be made to a claimant found to have failed to
provide details of separation from employment pursuant to subsection
(I) unless the claimant is a continued claim recipient as defined in
WAC 192-12-0 I I, in which case payments will be made conditionally
pursuant to WAC 192-12-012.
(3) A claimant who has failed to provide details of separation from
employment pursuant to subsection (I) may be subject to disqualification pursuant to WAC 192-23-051 if the claimant docs not respond to
a request to provide an accurate employer address.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 4-89, filed 10/4/89,
effective 10/9 /89)
WAC 192-12-310 NOTICE TO EMPLOYER. (I) At the time
of filing any new claim (the filing for an application for initial determination) a notice will be mailed to((~
w-'f))!he claimant's last employer((;-and
(b) All base yea1 employeis)). This notice will provide the employer
with information provided to the department by the claimant and request that the employer provide information to the department if the
separation was for reasons of other than lack of work.
(2) At the time of filing any new claim (the filing for an application
for initial determination) that results in the establishment of a benefit
year pursuant to RCW 50.04.030, a notice will be mailed to all base
year employers. This notice to base year employers will include information on wages reported and benefit charging related information and
will reguest employer response if wage information is incorrect or if
the employer wishes to reguest relief of benefit charging.
ill At the time of filing an additional claim for benefits (reopening a
claim after subsequent employment) a notice will mailed to the last
employer reported by the claimant.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 4-89, filed 4-89, filed
10/4/89, effective 10/9/89)
WAC 192-12-320 MAILING OF DETERMINATION NOTICES. RCW 50.20.180 allows the commissioner to determine the
parties to be mailed notices of allowance or denial of benefits.
(I) The claimant will be mailed a notice of determination
(a) that denies the claimant benefits, or
(b) that allows benefits and is also mailed to an employer.
(2) The last employer will be mailed a determination notice if the
claimant was separated from employment for reasons other than lack
of work.
(3) A determination of eligibility will be made and a notice mailed
to any ((base yeai )) employer since the beginning of the base year who

(((a) f101n who111 the claintant was separated f10111 cn1ploy111c11t fut
1caso11s other than lack of wo1 k, and
(b) the clai111a11t has not been cn1ploycd and had cat nings of at least
his OJ ht1 weekly benefit a1non11t in each of five weeks subsequent to

the scpat ation, rn
(e) the employci )) provides information that the claimant was discharged as a result of a felony or gross misdemeanor connected with
the work.
(4) A determination of eligibility of benefits based on an issue other
than a separation from employment will be mailed to an employer if
the employer provides relevant information relating to eligibility for a
specific week.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 4-89, filed 10/4/89,
effective 10/9/89)
WAC 192-12-330 PREDETERMINATION PROCEDURESEPARA TION ISSUE. (I) No determination on a separation issue
(RCW 50.20.050, RCW 50.20.060) will be issued until both parties to
the separation have had an opportunity to present information and rebuttal, if necessary and appropriate, on the matters at issue.
(2) If an employer docs not respond within ten days to the notice
required by WAC 192-12-310, the department may at that time make
a determination based on available information.
(3) If the department receives information from the employer after
the end of the ten day response period, but before the determination
has been made, the information provided by the employer will be considered prior to making the determination if the information was
mailed to the Job Service Center where the claim was filed.
(4) If the department receives information from the employer after
the end of the ten day period and within thirty days following the
mailing of a determination, the department ((may)) will consider that
information for the purposes of a redetermination under RCW 50.20.160 or as· an appeal of the determination.
(5) Any information received within thirty days of the mailing of
the notice required by WAC 192-12-310 ((witt)) ~be considered a
request for relief of benefit charges under RCW 50.29.020.
NEW SECTION
WAC 192-12--370 LAST EMPLOYER RULE (I) For the purpose of determining eligibility for benefits pursuant to RCW 50.20.050, only the separation from the last employer will be considered.
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(2) For the purpose of determining eligibility for benefits pursuant
to RCW 50.20.060( I), only the separation from the last employer will
be considered.
(3) For the purpose of determining eligibil,ity for benefits pursuant
to RCW 50.20.060(2), any separation subsequent to the beginning of
an individual's base year will be considered.
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(2) The notice to any base year employer who has reported wages to the department will be mailed to the
mailing address of record of the employer provided by
the employer for tax purposes.
(( (J) The notice to any otiie1 base yea1 employe1 wiH
be maii'ed to the add1 ess p1 o~aed by the efaimant.))

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 4-89,
filed 10/4/89, effective 10/9/89)
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EMERGENCY RULES

EMPLOYMENT SECURITY DEPARTMENT
[Filed May 14, 1991, 3:18 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 14, 1991.
Purpose: To revise requirements for mailing notices to
employers when workers file unemployment claims, and
removing requirements to make determinations of eligibility in certain cases.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC I 92-12-300, I 92-12-305, I 92-12320, and 192-12-330.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 50. I 2.010
and 50.12.040.
Pursuant to RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good
cause finds that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is necessary for the preservation of the
public health, safety, or general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of notice and opportunity
to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be
contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: Reduction of federal administrative funding for the department requires changes in
procedures to lessen administrative costs. Rule-making
proceedings for permanent change of these and related
rules have commenced. (See separate notice filed May
14, 1991.) These emergency rules are substantially similar to emergency rules adopted January I 4, I 99 I (WSR
91-03-054).
Other Findings Required by Other Provisions of Law
as Precondition to Adoption or Effectiveness of Rule:
The Employment Security Department has filed notice
to adopt these rules as permanent rules, and has actively
solicited comments on the general content of these rules
through work with a task force including representatives
of employers and workers, and through publication of
notice of a period of preproposal comment filed January
14, 1991, published as WSR 91-03-055, allowing written comment through April I 5, I 991.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
May 14, 1991
Vernon E. Stoner
Commissioner

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 4-89,
filed 10/4/89, effective 10/9/89)
WAC 192-12-300 MAILING ADDRESSES FOR
NOTICE TO EMPLOYER. Notices to employers
mailed as required in RCW 50.20.150 and WAC 19212-310 will be mailed as follows:
(I) The notice to the last employer of the claimant
will be mailed to the address provided by the claimant.
I tot I

WAC 192-12-305 CLAIMANT RESPONSIBILITY FOR PROVIDING A CCU RA TE EMPLOYER
ADDRESS. (1) If the notice to last employer ((01 base
yea1 employe1)) (WAC 192-12-310) is mailed to an
address provided by the claimant (WAC 192-12-300
( 1) ((-&-ffl))) and is returned by the Post Office as undeliverable, the claimant will be determined to have
failed to provide details of separation of employment,
unless:
(a) the mail returned by the Post Office indicates the
employer has moved and left no forwarding address, or
(b) the claimant can establish that the address provided was an accurate address at the time the claimant
last worked for the employer.
(2) No payment wilJ be made to a claimant found to
have failed to provide details of separation from employment pursuant to subsection ( 1) unless the claimant
is a continued claim recipient as defined in WAC 19212-011, in which case payments will be made conditionally pursuant to WAC 192-12-012.
(3) A claimant who has failed to provide details of
separation from employment pursuant to subsection (J)
may be subject to disqualification pursuant to WAC
192-23-051 if the claimant does not respond to a request to provide an accurate employer address.
AMENDATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order 4-89,
filed 10/4/89, effective 10/9/89)
WAC 192-12-320 MAILING OF DETERMINA-.
TJON NOTICES. RCW 50.20.180 allows the commissioner to determine the parties to be mailed notices of
allowance or denial of benefits.
(J) The claimant wil/ be mailed a notice of
determination
(a) that denies the claimant benefits, or
(b) that allows benefits and is also mailed to an
employer.
(2) The last employer will be mailed a determination
notice if the claimant was separated from employment
for reasons other than Jack of work.
(3) A determination of eligibility will be made and a
notice mailed to any ((base yeai)) employer since the
beginning of the base year who
(((a) Jj om whom the cfaima11t was sepaiated nom
emp}oyme11t £01 1easons oti'1e1 than fack ofwo1k, a11d
(b) the cfaimant lias not been cmpi'oyed and had

earnin;gs of at least his 01 hei. weekly benefit amount in
each ~f fi~e weeks subsequent to the scpaiatio11, or
(c) the employe1)) provides information that the

claimant was discharged as a result of a felony or gross
misdemeanor connected with the work.
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( 4) A determination of eligibility of benefits based on
an issue other than a separation from employment will
be mailed to an employer if the employer provides relevant information relating to eligibility for a specific
week.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 4-89,
filed 10/4/89, effective 10/9/89)
WAC 192-12-330
PREDETERMINATION
PROCEDURE-SEPARATION ISSUE. (I) No determination on a separation issue (RCW 50.20.050, RCW
50.20.060) will be issued until both parties to the separation have had an opportunity to present information
and rebuttal, if necessary and appropriate, on the matters at issue.
(2) If an employer does not respond within ten days to
the notice required by WAC 192-12-310, the department may at that time make a determination based on
available information.
(3) If the department receives information from the
employer after the end of the ten day response period,
but before the determination has been made, the information provided by the employer will be considered prior
to making the determination if the information was
mailed to the Job Service Center where the claim was
filed.
( 4) If the department receives information from the
employer after the end of the ten day period and within
thirty days following the mailing of a determination, the
department ((may)) will consider that information for
the purposes of a redetermination under RCW 50.20.160
or as an appeal of the determination.
(5) Any information received within thirty days of the
mailing of the notice required by WAC 192-12-310
((wiH)) may be considered a request for relief of benefit
charges under RCW 50.29.020.
NEW SECTION
WAC 192-12-370 LAST EMPLOYER RULE (I)
For the purpose of determining eligibility for benefits
pursuant to RCW 50.20.050, only the separation from
the last employer will be considered.
(2) For the purpose of determining eligibility for benefits pursuant to RCW 50.20.060(1) only the separation
from the last employer will be considered.
(3) For the purpose of determining eligibility for benefits pursuant to RCW 50.20.060(2), any separation
subsequent to the beginning of an individuals base year
will be considered.

Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 17 .24
RCW.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-07-03 7 on March
15, 1991.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 15, 1991
Michael Schwisow
Deputy Director
for C. Alan Pettibone
Director
REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are repealed:
WAC 16-484-020 ESTABLISHING QUARANTINE-PROMULGATION.
WAC 16-484-022 PROMULGATION-ESTABLISHING QUARANTINE.
WAC 16-484-030 DEFINITIONS.
WAC 16-484-040 CONDITIONS GOVERNING
SHIPMENTS.
WAC 16-484-050 SANITARY REQUIREMENT
ON NARCISSUS BULBS GROWN WITHIN THE
STATE OF WASHINGTON.
WAC 16-484-080 CONDITIONS APPLICABLE
TO GROWERS.
WAC 16-484-090 VIOLATIONS.
WAC 16-484-100 EFFECTIVE DATE.

WSR 91-11-054

PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
[Order 2085-Filed May 15, 1991, 9:41 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 15, 1991.
Purpose: To repeal the Australia and Tasmania apple
quarantine.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing chapter 16-486 WAC.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 17.24
RCW.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-07-036 on March
15, 1991.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 15, 1991
Michael Schwisow
Deputy Director
for C. Alan Pettibone
Director
REPEALER

WSR 91-11-053

PERMANENT RULES

The following chapter of the Washington Administrative Code is repealed:

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
[Order 2084-Filed May 15, 1991, 9:38 a.m.)

WAC 16-486-001 PROMULGATION-ESTABLISHING QUARANTINE.
WAC 16-486-010 QUARANTINE AREA.
WAC 16-486-015 COMMODITY COVERED.
WAC 16-486-020 REGULATION.

Date of Adoption: May 15, 1991.
Purpose: To repeal the narcissus bulb nematode
quarantine.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing chapter 16-484 WAC.
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WAC 220-52071001 SEA CUCUMBERS. (91-30)

WAC 16-486-025 FUMIGATION
REQUIREMENTS.
WAC 16-486-030 PROOF OF FUMIGATION.
WAC 16-486-035 DISPOSITION OF APPLES
SHIPPED IN VIOLATION OF THIS
QUARANTINE.
WAC 16-486-040 VIOLATION AND
PENALTY.
WAC 16-486-045 EFFECTIVE DATE.

Reviser's note: The typographical error in the above repealer occurred in the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register
pursuant to the requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

WSR 91-11-056
PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES
[Filed May 15, 1991, 10:51 a.m.]

WSR 91-11-055

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES

[Order 91-33-Filed May 15, 1991, 10:49 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 14, 1991.
Purpose: Commercial fishing regulations.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-52-071001.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Pursuant to RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good
cause finds that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is necessary for the preservation of the
public health, safety, or general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of notice and opportunity
to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be
contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: The current regulation governing sea cucumber seasons was put into effect in 1986
for a single four-year cycle only, and a new regulation is
necessary to authorize further seasons. Limiting catch
effort in early season stabilizes price and provides for the
economic well being of the industry.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
May 14, 1991
William Koss
for Joseph R. Blum
Director

NEW SECTION
WAC 220-52-0llOOJ SEA CUCUMBERS. Notwithstanding the provisions of WAC 220-52-071, effective immediately until further notice it is unlawful to
take, fish for, or possess sea cucumbers taken from waters of Washington State except as provided for in this
section:
(1) Sea Cucumber District 1 - Open May 1 through
May 14, 1991 Monday through Wednesday.
(2) Sea Cucumber District 1 - Open May 15 through
June 30, 1991 Monday through Thursday.
(3) Sea Cucumber District 1 - Open July 1 until further notice Monday through Friday.
( 4) During the open periods as provided for in this
section it is unlawful to have more than one diver in the
water at any time.
REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative Code is repealed:
[ 103)

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: Commercial licensing rules.
Purpose: Amend commercial license rules to provide
proof of vessel ownership and accountability.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 75.08.080.
Summary: Requires vessel owners to provide proof of
vessel ownership; requires herring validation owners to
use validations in combination with commercial licenses.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: There is a statutory
mandate that fisheries license only vessel owners, a herring validation is required in addition to a commercial
license.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Evan S. Jacoby, Mailstop AX-I I, Olympia,
Washington, 586-2429; Implementation: Helen Small,
Mailstop AX-I I, Olympia, Washington, 753-6517; and
Enforcement: Dayna Matthews, Mailstop AX-11,
Olympia, Washington, 753-6585.
Name of Proponent: Washington State Department of
Fisheries, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or
state court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: The Department of Fisheries is required to issue
commercial fishing licenses to vessel owners, only. The
best proof of ownership is Coast Guard documentation,
which is a federal requirement for all vessel of five or
more net tons. For smaller vessels, the next best proof is
state registration. This establishes a requirement to
present current registration or documentation, with a
grandfathering condition for vessels up to 36 feet in
length that have state registration. Commercial herring
fishers are required to have a herring endorsement in
addition to a commercial fishing license. As the endorsement is supplemental to the license, this rule proposal
demands renewal of the underlying license and provides
for license accountability.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: See
above.
No small business economic impact statement is required for this proposal by chapter 19.85 RCW.
Neither ten percent of all the businesses in any one
three-digit industrial classification nor twenty percent of
all small businesses are affected.
Hearing Location: Large Conference Room, General
Administration Building, 210 11th Street, Olympia, WA
98504, on June 26, 1991, at I :00 p.m.
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Submit Written Comments to: Hearings Officer,
Washington State Fisheries, 115 General Administration
Building, Olympia, WA 98504, by June 23, 1991.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 3, 1991.
May 10, 1991
Judith Merchant
Deputy
for Joseph R. Blum
Director
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-44, filed 6/8/89)
WAC 220--20--017 COMMERCIAL ((SALMON)) FISHING
LICENSES-APPLICATION AND RENEWAL. ill The license
application deadline for all commercial ((saimon)) fishing licenses is
December 31 of the licensing year, except the application deadline for
Columbia River smelt licenses is January 10 of the licensing year.
(2) Every commercial fishing vessel owner must, as a condition of
obtaining a license to fish, offer evidence of ownership. The following is
the only acceptable evidence of ownership:
(a) For initial issuance or renewal of a license for a vessel measuring
less than 32 feet in length, evidence of ownership may be either current
state vessel registration or current United States Coast Guard documentation. Either is acceptable, except that once documentation is
presented, it becomes the only acceptable evidence of ownership, unless
the vessel is remeasured and found to be under 5 net tons and no longer eligible for documentation.
(b) For renewal of a license for a vessel with state registration numbers that is 32 feet or greater in length but not more than 36 feet in
length, evidence of ownership is current state registration.
(c) For renewal of a license for a documented vessel 32 feet or
greater in length, evidence of ownership is current Coast Guard
documentation.
(d) For initial issuance of a license for a vessel 32 feet or greater in
length, evidence of ownership is:
(i) Current United States Coast Guard documentation; or
(ii) A tonnage certificate from the American Bureau of Shipping
showing the vessel is less than five net tons (formal admeasurement),
and current state registration; or
(iii) Coast Guard verification that the vessel does not meet the minimum tonnage requirement for documentation (simplified admeasurement), and current state registration.
(e) For renewal of a license for a vessel greater than 36 feet in
length, evidence of ownership is:
(i) Current United States Coast Guard documentation; or
(ii) A tonnage certificate from the American Bureau of Shipping
showing the vessel is less than five net tons (formal admeasurement),
and current state registration; or
(iii) Coast Guard verification that the vessel does not meet the minimum tonnage requirement for documentation (simplified admeasurement), and current state registration.
(Q "Initial issuance" is defined as the first issuance of a commercial
fishing license of any type to a vessel. Once any commercial fishing license has been issued to a vessel, additional licensing is not "initial issuance," and evidence of ownership is the same as for license renewal.
(g) "Renewal" is defined as reapplication for a commercial fishing
license of any type for a vessel that has held a commercial fishing license of any type since June 30, 1983, and includes additional licensing
for a vessel that has held a commercial fishing license since June 30,
1983.
----c1) A commercial fishing vessel owner who is required under subsection (2) of this section to present documentation as evidence of
ownership, and is unable to do so, may renew a license in order to
transfer the license off of the vessel that is incapable of being documented. In such a case, evidence of ownership shall be current state
registration, and the license renewal application must be accompanied
by a license transfer application.
(4) Herring validations - In addition to a commercial fishing license,
a herring validation to the license is required to take herring for commercial purposes.
(a) Beginning in 1992, herring validations to commercial fishing licenses are not renewable without renewal of the underlying license.
(b) Herring validations to commercial fishing licenses are transferable to other fishing licenses of the same gear type.

WSR 91-11-057
PROPOSED RULES

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
[Filed May 16, 1991, 9:47 a.m.)

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: Chapter 478-160 WAC, Admissions
and registration procedures for the University of
Washington.
Purpose: To update the program rules for continuing
education.
Other Identifying Information: WAC 478-160-175
through 478-160-195.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 28B.20. l 30.
Summary: Revisions and deletions to the continuing
education portions of chapter 478-160 WAC are proposed to bring the code into uniformity with current
agency practices.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: The rules have not been
revised to reflect current policy.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting
and Enforcement: University Extension, 5001 25th Avenue N.E., 543-2300; and Implementation: Office of the
Provost, 301 Administration, 543-7632.
Name of Proponent: University of Washington,
public.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or
state court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: Amendments to WAC 478-160--175 through 478160--19 5 are proposed to bring the code into conformity
with current continuing education policies and practices;
regarding repeal of WAC 478-106-180, Extension credit, is incorporated into WAC 478-160--175 amendments;
regarding repeal of WAC 478-160-185, Continuing
studies credit courses, are no longer offered; and regarding repeal of WAC 478-160-195, Community services
program, activities have been discontinued.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: See
Explanation of Rule above.
No small business economic impact statement is required for this proposal by chapter 19.85 RCW.
Hearing Location: HUB 106B, Husky Union Building, University of Washington, on July 15, 1991, at
12:00 p.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Rules Coordination
Office AI-I 0, University of Washington, Seattle,
Washington, 98195, by July 15, 1991.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 19, 1991.
May 14, 1991
Melody Tereski
Administrative Procedures Officer
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 72-5, filed 11/6/72)
WAC 478-160--170

CONTINUING EDUCATION-POLICY.

Continuing education((, in cooperation with the :;a1ious schools and
colleges, develops and adn1inistc1s college level p1og1an1s to ptooidc
continued educational oppo1 tuuitics, p1 in1a1 ily)) at the University of

Washington provides access to the academic and research resources of
the institution in credit and noncredit courses for adults and occasionally for young people. Courses are offered by the University of
Washington Extension and continuing education units in the professional schools and colleges.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 72-5, filed 11/6/72)
CREDIT DEFINITIONS. ((Continuing cd
ttcation offc1s cou1scs which confer extension cicdit or co11ti11uing
studies c1edit, 01 a1c 11011c1cdit in 11atu1c. For the put pose of these reg•
ulations, the following definitions shall apply.
( l) The let iii llVllCJ edit iilCdlJS that the COUI SC C3Ji ics no Ci edit.
(2) Continuing studies c1cdit is that ctcdit associated with cc1tai11
spccificallj dcsig1acd co11ti11ui11g education conrscs. Co11ti11ui11g studies
c1cdit is not applicable toward a unioc1sity degree 01 a p1ofcssio11al
cct tificatc.
(3) Extension t1cdit is that aeadcn1ic credit associated with cxtcn•
siou and co11cspondcncc study cou1 scs. Pvfali iculatcd students 111ay ap
ply extension ct edit towa1d a tiuiuc1sity dcg1cc OJ a p1ofcssio11al cc1 tificatc within cc1 tain p1csc1 ibcd lin1itations as outlined in the uniucJSity
BttHctnr.
(4) Residence c1cdit is that acadc111ic c1edit associated with those
cou1scs which a1e offcted at the w1iue1sity within the 1cgula1 acade1nic
Cb ii iculunt. €1 edit can1td tin ough satisfacto1 y co111plctio11 of such
cou1scs is applicable towatd a uniuc1sity deg1cc 01 a p1ofcssional cct
tificatc to the extent it satisfies specific college 01 school dcg1 cc 1c
qui1cmcnts.)) Credit courses are offered either for resident credit or for
extension credit.
(I) Most courses offered through University of Washington Extension are offered for resident credit, and grades earned in such courses
are transcripted as resident credit and are included in the student's
resident cumulative grade-point average.
(2) Courses offered through correspondence study, and some other
courses, are offered for extension credit. These credits and grades are
not included in the resident grade-point average, and students may
apply only ninety such university credits toward an undergraduate degree. Extension credit courses are identified by an 'X" prefix when
listed in catalog material.
Additional information concerning credit courses may be obtained
by contacting University of Washington Extension at 5001 25th Ave.
N .E., Seattle, WA 98195, (206) 543-2300.
WAC 478-160-175

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 72-5, filed 11 /6/72)
NONCREDIT COURSES. Noncredit
WAC 478-160-190
courses, covering a variety of topics, are offered during the day and
evening for both adults and young people. ((They include lcctu1 c=dis
cussion sci ics, one tomth1 cc day sy n1posia, 1csidcntial scn1i11a1 s, shot t
cou1scs and confc1c11ccs, wo111c11's p1og1a111s, lcctu1cs and co11cc1 ts and
tclccou1scs.))
The delivery format of noncredit courses include certificate programs, lecture-discussion series, symposia, seminars, short courses, and
conferences.
Specific information may be obtained by contacting ((the Office of
~fonc1cdit P1ogiams, Lewis llall Seattle, WA 98195)) University of
Washington Extension or the appropriate professional school or
college.
REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are
repealed:
WAC 478-160-180
WAC 478-160-185
COURSES.
WAC 478-160-195

EXTENSION CREDIT.
CONTINUING STUDIES CREDIT
COMMUNITY SERVICES.
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PROPOSED RULES

PARKS AND RECREATION
COMMISSION
[Filed May 16, 1991, 10:00 a.m.]

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: Boating pumpout contract program.
Purpose: To establish procedures and guidelines to
contract with public or private marinas to purchase and
install sewage pumpout stations.
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Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 43.51
RCW.
Statute Being Implemented: Chapter 88.36 RCW.
Summary: This WAC describes who is eligible to apply for a contract with state parks to purchase and install a sewage pumpout station. It also describes the eligible costs and procedures to follow to apply.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implementation and Enforcement: Washington State
Parks and Recreation Commission, Olympia, 586-2166.
Name of Proponent: Washington State Parks and
Recreation Commission, public.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or
state court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: The purpose is to clarify how to apply to state
parks for contracts to purchase and install sewage
pumpouts. It also describes eligible costs.
Proposal does not change existing rules.
No small business economic impact statement is required for this proposal by chapter 19.85 RCW.
Hearing Location: Anacortes City Hall, Council
Chambers, Six and Q Streets, Anacortes, Washington
98221, on July 12, 1991, at 9:00 a.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Jim French,
Washington State Parks and Recreation Commission,
7150 Cleanwater Lane, 98504, by July 8, 1991.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 12, 1991.
May 16, 1991
Nina Carter
Executive Assistant
Chapter 352-75 WAC
((BOATH<IG PUMPOUT GRANTS))
BOAT SEWAGE PUMPOUT CONTRACT PROGRAM
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 90-10-052, filed
4 / 30 /90, effective 5 / 31 /90)
WAC 352-75-010 PURPOSE. The purpose of this chapter is to
set forth the parameters for the ((allocation)) distribution and uses of
moneys administered by the parks and recreation commission ((from))~
A portion of the income is derived from the watercraft excise tax
((found-in)) pursuant to RCW 82.49.030ill. These moneys shall provide financial assistance to applicants throughout the state of
Washington for the construction of sewage pumpout or sewage dump
station facilities ((m)) which will aid the achievement of clean waterways throughout the state of Washington.
((hr-ordCT)) Io prevent the despoliation of the waters ((of)) !.!!
Washington state, to provide adequate opportunities for the responsible
disposal of boat sewage, and to ((derive)) obtain the most benefit~ for
the state in protecting ((a)) valuable((;)) recreational resource~. ((iris
11cccssat y to establish clitclia)) the sewage pumpout and sewage dump
station program was developed and criteria established for the award
and use of funds made available ((u11dc1 chaptc1 88.36 REW)) pursuant to RCW 88.36.100(2). This chapter ((witt)) and chapter 88.36
RCW sets forth the following:
----crf The limitations on the allocation and uses of the funds;
(2) The criteria to be considered for determining who will be eligible
to receive funds;
(3) The process to be followed for ((the awa1d of)) awarding the
funds; and
(4) Other related issues.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 90-10-052, filed
4/30/90, effective 5/31 /90)
WAC 352-75---020 DEFINITIONS. When used in this chapter or
chapter 88.36 RCW, the following words and phrases shall have the
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meaning designated in this section unless a different meaning is expressly provided or unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.
(1) "State parks" means the operating arm of the Washington state
parks and recreation commission, which is responsible for implementation of commission programs established pursuant to statute or policy.
(2) "Boater" means any person on a vessel on waters of the state of
Washington.
(3) "Boat wastes" shall include, but are not limited to((7)), sewage,
garbage, marine debris, discarded plastics, contaminated bilge water,
cleaning solvents, paint scrapings, or discarded petroleum products associated with the use of vessels.
(4) "Commission" means the Washington state parks and recreation
commission.
(5) "Director" means the director of the Washington state parks
and recreation commission, pursuant to RCW 43.51.060(8).
(6) "Eligible cost" for sewage pumpout and sewage dump stations
means the cost of that portion of the facility that can be financed under the provisions of this chapter and guidelines developed pursuant to
this chapter.
(7) "Environmentally sensitive area" means a restricted body of water where discharge of untreated sewage from boats is especially detrimental because of limited flushing, shallow water, commercial or recreational shellfish, swimming areas, diversity of species, the absence of
other pollution sources, or other characteristics.
(8) "Final offer list" is the list of projects approved by the commission which can receive funding from the account during the time period that the offer list is effective.
(9) "Financial recipient" is the entity which has been awarded a
contract with state parks to receive funding for the construction of a
sewage pumpout or sewage dump station.
i!Ql "Marina" means a facility providing boat moorage space, fuel,
or commercial services. Commercial services include but are not limited to overnight or live-aboard boating accommodations.
((tte1)) il.!2 "Polluted area" means a body of water used by boaters that is contaminated by boat wastes or other pollutants at unacceptable levels, based on applicable water quality and shellfish
standards.
((ft+t)) .Q.ll "Private entity" means any individual firm, corporation, association, partnership, consortium, joint venture, industry, or
any other nonpublic entity which operates or has the potential to operate a boat sewage pumpout or portable sewage dump station facility.
((ftZ})) i!12. "Project" means sewage pumpout or sewage dump
station facility(ies) for which a public or private entity applies for and
receives funding or financial assistance.
((fH1)) ilil "Priority ranking list" means the list of rated and
ranked projects for which state financial assistance is requested.
((tt-41))@ "Public entities" means all elected or appointed bodies,
including tribal governments, responsible for collecting and spending
public funds.
((ft5t)) ilfil "Sewage dump station" means any receiving chamber
or tank designed to receive vessel sewage from a portable container.
((tt6t)) i!1l "Sewage pumpout station" means a mechanical device,
generally stationed on a dock, pier, float, barge, or other location convenient to boaters, designed to remove sewage waste from holding
tanks on vessels.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 90-10-052, filed
4/30/90, effective 5/31 /90)

WAC 352-75-030 ((PROVISION or GUIDELINES)) CONTRACT EUGIBILITY. (I) The commission may award contractSTci
public, tribal, or private owned marinas, boat launches, or boater destination sites. The commission shall designate a marina, boat launch,
or boater destination as eligible to apply for funding for the installation
of a sewage pumpout or sewage dump station based on the following
criteria:
--cafThe marina, boat launch, or boater destination is located in an
environmentally sensitive or polluted area; or
(b) The marina, boat launch, or boater destination site has one hundred twenty-five slips or more and there is a lack of sewage pumpouts
within one--<1uarter mile.
(2) The commission may at its discretion designate a marina, boat
launch, or boater destination as eligible to apply for funding for the
installation of a sewage pumpout and/or sewage dump station if it
meets the following criteria:
(a) There is a demonstrated need for a sewage pumpout or sewage
dump station at the marina, boat launch, or boater destination based

on professionally conducted studies undertaken by federal, state, or local government, or the private sector; and
(b) The marina, boat launch, or boater destination provides commercial services, such as sales of food, fuel, or supplies, or overnight or
live-aboard moorage opportunities; or
(c) The marina, boat launch, or boater destination site is located at
a heavily used boater destination or on a heavily traveled route as determined by the commission; or
(d) There is a lack of adequate sewage pumpout station capacity
within a reasonable distance.
(3) The commission may make exceptions to the eligibility to apply
for funding for the installation of sewage pumpout and/or sewage
dump station requirements under subsection .(2) of this section if the
marina, boat launch, or boater destination lacks available sewer, septic,
water, or electrical services.
(4) State parks shall notify owners or operators of marinas, boat
launches, and destination sites of the availability of funding to support
installation of appropriate sewage pumpout or sewage dump stations.
State parks shall also notify such operators or owners of which waters
of the state have been designated as environmentally sensitive or polluted for the purpose of this program.
ill State parks will provide all financial recipients with a set of financial guidelines for contract( (s)) administration. These guidelines
will include all state forms and will describe in detail state procedures
for recordkeeping, reporting, reimbursement, and auditing.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 90-10-052, filed.
4/30/90, effective 5/31 /90)

or

w AC 352-75-040 ((USE
FUNDS)) APPLICA TJON PROCESS. ((Funds in the boat sewage purnpout a11d dun1p station account

WTifb"c used to co11liact with public and private entities to install sew
age pu111pout 01 sewage durnp stations located 011 both ftcsh watc1s
a11d 111a1 inc watcts duiing the pc1 iod f101n Julj I, 1989, until June 30,
+995:)) To be considered by the commission for receipt of sewage
pumpout or sewage dump station funds a potential eligible public or
private entity must:
(I) Submit a letter of intent to state parks.
(2) Complete an application form prescribed by state parks on or
before the filing date set by state parks in the application form.
(3) Agree that funds are available on a reimbursement basis only.
(4) Include a copy of the applicant's shoreline substantial development permit with the application.
(5) If a public and/or tribal entity, submit documentation of SEPA
compliance with the application.
(6) If a private entity, submit an environmental checklist with the
application.
(7) Agree to complete all construction by established completion
date.
---slate parks will review all applications for compliance with the minimum qualification requirements as set forth in RCW 88.36.040 and
chapter 352-75 WAC. Applicants which do not meet the minimum
qualifications will be notified in writing of the disqualification. Applications will be evaluated and ranked in accordance with the following
criteria:
(a)(T) Approval of site by local jurisdiction;
(ii) Proximity to existing sewage pumpout or sewage dump stations;
(iii) Resource sensitivity;
(iv) Boater use;
(v) Size of marina;
(vi) Economics of installation;
(vii) Feasibility of installation; and
(viii) Geographic balance.
(b) Based on the process set forth in subsection (I) of this section,
state parks shall establish a priority ranking list. This list will rank all
qualified applications in a priority order. The priority ranking list will
be available for thirty days for public review and comment. One or
more public hearings may be conducted if state parks determines there
is significant public interest. Comments received during the public review period will be considered before the priority ranking list is submitted to the commission for final approval. State parks staff shall
provide the commission with preliminary evaluations and rankings of
the applications to include a summary of each proposal recommended
for funding. The commission will consider the recommendations received from state parks staff and adjust the ranked list of applications
based on the information provided to them, if desired, and approve the
applications. As a result of the commission's decision, a final offer list
will be developed and issued. If an applicant on a final offer list does
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not sign a contract with the commission within ninety days of the list
publication, the offer is automatically cancelled, and the applicant
must reapply and compete for funding during a new funding cycle.
(c) Once an applicant has contracted to participate in the boat sewage pumpout or sewage dump station program, he/she must provide
state parks with:
(i) A finished final design approved and stamped by a professional
engineer. Said design must be submitted to and approved by state
parks prior to any construction activity.
(ii) Complete plans, specifications, and cost estimates.
(iii) Assurance through a certified statement that the bidding, contracting, and construction activities comply with the applicable portions of Title 39 RCW.
(iv) At the conclusion of the construction the applicant will provide
state parks with:
(A) Contractor's billings;
(B) A 19-1 invoice vouchers for reimbursement;
(C) Copies of all advertisements;
(D) Copies of all bids;
(E) Copies of all change orders;
(F) A copy of the original public works contract if a public entity, or
a copy of the original contract with the general contractor if a private
entity; and
(G) A copy of the contractor's performance bond.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 90-10-052, filed
4/30/90, effective 5 /31 /90)
((COMPLIMWE WITll APPLICABLE

WAC 352-75-050
LAVlS, REGULATIOP~S ANE> OTllER REQUIREMENTS)) USE
OF FUNDS. (((I) A public 01 pli1ate entity which CiitCIS into a

con

uacl with the connnission shall comply fully with all applicable fcdc1

al, state, and local laws, 01dc1s, 1cgulatious, and will be 1cquiicd to
obtain all 1cquilcd pc1111its.
(2) A public 01 p1i11atc cntit) applying fo1 funds f1on1 the conunis
sion fot a sewage pu111pout and/01 sewage du1np station 111ust coanply

with design ct itc1 ia fm such sewage puaapout and/01 sewage dtunp

station developed by the Washi11gton dcpai tment of ecology. Appli
cants will be provided with these dcsiga clitc1ia as pa1 t of the applica
tio11 matciials.)) Funds in the boat sewage pumpout and sewage dump
station program shall only be used to contract with public and private
entities to install sewage pumpout or sewage dump stations located on
both fresh waters and salt waters.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 90-10-052, filed
4/30/90, effective 5 /31 /90)

WAC 352-75--060 ((RESPONSIBILITIES FOR COSTS)) ONGOING COST. ((The commission shall not be held 1csponsiblCful
pay111cnt of sala1 ics, consultant's fees, and othci ovc'i head costs 1clati11g

to a eo11ttact cntc1cd into with the eo111111ission by a pttblic 01 p1 ioatc
entity:)) Each financial recipient shall comply with the reguirements
set forth in RCW 88.36.050 and this chapter. They shall further monitor the use of their sewage pumpout and dump station unit and report
such usage to state parks not later than thirty days after the 31st day
of December for the preceding year in the format prescribed by state
parks.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 90-10-052, filed
4/30/90, effective 5/31 /90)

WAC 352-75-070 ((FUNE>l~W PROCESSES)) EQUIPMENT
BREAKDOWN. (((I) Funding cycle. The funding cycle shall be con
ducted on an annual basis, unless after adequate public notice and
co1n1ncnt, the dit ccto1 dctct 111incs that funding on a biennial basis is in
the best intctcst of the p1og1an1. The a111ou11t of 111011CJ available on an
annual basis shall be app1oxin1atcly equal to one half of the bic1mial
appioptiation less p1io1 obligations, such as extended pay111c11t eo11
ttacts, plus any n1011cj available liont ptcoious yca1s.
(2) Application p1occss. To be considc1cd bj the conunission fot 1c
ccipt of boat sewage pu1npout 01 dmup station funds, an eligible public

a fo1n1 ptesctibcd by
state pa1 ks and tile the application 011 01 bcfmc Ilic fili11g date set by
state pat ks in the application fo11n. Included witl1 the sub1nittcd appli
cation fo11ns shall be a copy of a sho1eli11c substantial developn1e11t
pc11nit application. The application fo1 fuudiug will be 1atcd as de
01 ptivatc entity tnast co111plctc an application

011

sci ibcd in subsections (3), (4), (5), and (6) of this section.
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(3) Ranking c1 itct ia. Applications will be evaluated and piiolitizcd
in acco1dauec with the following p1occdu1cs.
(a) State pa1ks will log iu all applications as 1cccived.

(b) State paiks will 1c1icw all applications fo1 compliance with the

111i11i1110111 qualification rcquit e111c11ts as set fo1 th in REW 88.36.040

and '+'<'AC 352 75=080. Applicants which do not meet the minimum
qualifications will be notified in Miting of the disqualification.

(c) State pa1 ks will pc1 foa n1 a p1 clin1ina1y evaluation of all 1enldi11
ing applicatio11s. The di1ceto1 11ray establish au application 1cview
~ou.u11ittce t? se1vc in au adviso1y capacity to state pa1ks in the ptc
h111111aty 1cvicw and evaluation of applications. This 1cvicw co1111llittce
will include 1cptescntativcs f10111state11atu1af 1csou1ee agencies, 111a1i
na opcaato1s, boatc1 gtoups. and unaffiliated boatc1s.
(d) Applications will be ranked acco1ding to the following e1itc1ia.
(i) App101al of site by local jmisdiction,

(ii) P1oxi111itj to existing sewage pun1pout or sewage dunrp stations,
(iii) Resou1ec sensitivity,
(iv) Boate1 use,
(v) Size of 11ia1 ina,
(vi) Econo111ies of installation,
(vii) Feasibility of instalJation, a11d
(viii) Gcog1aphic balance.
(4) Pt iolity ranking list. Based 011 the ptoccss set foilh in subsection
(3)_ o~ this_ section, state pa1 ks shall establish a pliolity 1an king list.
Thrs hst will 1_a11k all 1e111aining applications in priolity 01der and p10
pose fot funding those applicauts above a 1uiniJ110111 1auk set by state

J'4Tks:

(5) Public 1eYicw. The p1io1ity 1a11king lists will be available fo1 at
least 30 days for public 1evicvv aud comtnc11t. One or 111orc public
heaaings 111ay be conducted if state pa1 ks detcnuines thet e is signifi
cant pablic iat~tcst. Co11111rc11ts received doling the pablic 1evicw pcli
od will be cons1de1cd bcfotc the p1iolity tanking lists ate subnritted to
the eonnnissiou fo1 app1ovaf.
(6) Connuission deliberations. State patks will p1ovidc the co111111is
~ion w_ith the p1din1i11a1y evaluation and aanking of the appJicatious,
111clud111g a su111111a1 J of each ptoposal 1eco111111t11dcd for fundiug. The
cor11111issiou will co11sidc1, adjust the 1ankcd list of applicatio11s based
on the infounation provided to tl1tn1 by state pa1ks, if dcsi1cd, and ap
p101c the applicatio11s.

(7) Final offtt list. As a 1esult of the eonnnission's deeisio11, a final
offer list will be developed and issued. The final offer list will be effec
tivc until the next final offer list is issued. All offcts ate autornatically
cancelled aftct the cffcctiYc petiod. If an applicant on the final offe1
list docs not sign a conliaet with the eo1111uission doting the effective
peliod, the applicant may 1capply and must compete fo1 Fu11ding du1
ing a subsequent Fu11ding cycle.)) Each financial recipient is responsible for the upkeep or preservation of condition of their sewage
pumpout and dump station facility, including cost of ordinary repairs
necess~ry and proper from time to time for that purpose. In the event
an egu1pment breakdown does occur, the financial recipient must notify state parks_ within two working days of the breakdown. The facility
must be repaired and be fully operational within ten days after the
brea~down where the breakdown can be cured with normal expected
repairs of five hundred dollars or less. For repairs greater than five
hundred dollars, the facility must be fully operational within twenty
days after the breakdown. A written report for all breakdown must be
submitted to state parks within two weeks of the breakdown describing
the problem(s), repair(s), and cost(s).
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 90-10-052, filed
4/30/90, effective 5/31 /90)
WAC 352-75-080 ((ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA)) GENERAL
CONTRACT PROVISIONS. (((I) The commission may awa1d co11

t1acts to publicly owned, ttibal 01 p1ivatcly owned 11ra1inas, boat
lattnehes, 01 boatct destination sites.
(2) The co1n1nissio11 shall designate a ma1iaa, boat launch, or boatet
destination as eligible to apply fo1 fu11di11g fut the instalJation of a
sewage pu1npout 01 sewage dunrp station based on the following

eritcrnr.
(a) The n1a1 ina, boat launch, 01 boatCJ destination is located in an
t1ni1011111t11tally sensitive 01 polluted atea, 01
(b) The n1a1 ina, boat launch, 01 boatc1 destination site has 011c hon
dred twenty five slips 01 n101e and thc1c is a lack of sewage punrpouts
within one four th 1nilc.
(3) The conuuission 111ay at its disc1 ction designate a 111a1 ina, boat
launch, 01 boatet destination as eligible to apply fut funding fo1 the
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installation of a sewage purnpout and/01 sewage durnp station if it
nrccu the following clitclia.
(a) There is a dcn1011sliatcd need fot a sewage puanpout 01 sewage
du111p station at the 1na1 ina, boat launch, 01 boatc1 destination based
011

pmks. Such educational p1og1an1s will include but not be lin1itcd to
dishibation of b1ochmcs dt>clopcd 01 app1ovcd by state pa1ks, and in
stallation of inlet p1 etioc signagc dew eloped OJ app1 owed by state pa1 ks,
(e) That the applicant ag1ee not to chatge a fee for the use of the
sewage pu111pout 01 sewage dmnp station,
(f) That the applicant agree to auange and paj a 1easo11ablc fee fo1
a peliodic inspection of the sewage puanpout facility bj the local health
depar li11ent 01 app1 op1 iate authot ilj. The local ltealtl1 depa1 b11e11t 01
app1op1 iatc autho1 ity will set the fee and the inte1 ;al of inspection,
and
(g) That the funding recipient agrees to allow State Pai ks access to
inspect the pampoat facility.)) In the event that materials from the
boat sewage pumpout and dump station spill in the marina, boat
launch, or boat destination areas, the financial recipient shall promptly
commence and complete cleanup of the area and shall notify state
parks within forty-eight hours of any spill which is otherwise required
to be reported to any federal, state, or local regulatory agency.

professionally conducted studies undcr taken bj federal, state, or lo

cal govc1nn1c11t, 01 the p1ivatc sector, a11d

(b) The

111a1

ina, boat launch,

01

boatc1 destination p1ovidcs

con1

111c1cial scr vices, such as sales of food, fuel rn supplies, 01 ovc1 niglrt 01
live aboard n1001agc oppot tunitics, and
(c) The 11131 ina, boat launch, 01 boatci destination site is located at

a heavily used boater destination 01 011 a heavily liavclcd 1outc as de
let ruined by the con11nission, 01
(d) Thc1c is a lack of adcqaatc sewage pampoat station capacity
within a 1easonablc distance.
(4) The co1n1uission 111ay 111ake exeeptio11s to the eligibility to apply
foi funding fo1 the installation of sewage punrpout and/01 sewage
duntp station aequia e111c11ts undet subsectious (2)(a) and (b) of this
section if the 11131 ina, boat lau11ch, 01 boa tea destination lacks aoailablc
sewct, septic, watc1, 01 clccliical sci ;ices.
(S) State pa1ks shall notify ownc1s 01 opt1ato1s of malinas, boat
launches and dcstinatio11 sites of the a;ailability of funding to supped
installation of apptopr iate sewage pu111pouts Vi sewage duarp stations.
State pa1ks shall also notif) such opc1ato1s 01 ow11c1s of which watcJS
of the state ha;c been designated as caoi1om11cntally schsitioc OJ pol
lated f01 the pmposc of this p1og1am.)) Contracts entered into with
the commission shall be under the guidelines of RCW 88.36.050 and
this chapter. Each contract shall include but not be limited to the following provisions:
(I) Term and acceptance of contract.
(2) Scope of project and maximum project costs.
(3) Maximum project costs and budget adjustments.
(4) Design and construction.
(5) Reimbursement.
(6) Governing law.
(7) Severability.
(8) Dispute resolution.
(9) Negotiation period.
(JO) Termination.
(I I) Survival.
(12) Ownership.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 90-10--052, filed
4/30/90, effective 5/31 /90)
WAC 352-75--090 ((GENERAL cmHRACT REQUIRE
MEPHS)) SPILL REPORTING AND CLEANUP. ((Conhacts en
tc1cd into with the connnission shall include the following tc1111s.
(1) Eligible costs, as dcc111cd 1caso11ablc bj the co1111nission, 111ay be
1cin1bu1scd. Eligible costs include pu1chase, installation, 01 n1ajo1 1c11
ooation of the sewage punrpout 01 sewage du111p stations, including
scwc1, watct, clcclt ical co11ncctio11s, and those costs attendant to the
poi chase, insta11ation, and othc1 ncccssa1 J apput tcnances, such as 1c
quited pic1 space, as dcteunined bj state parks.
(2) Pot pt ioatcly owned 111ar inas, boat launches, 01 boatc1 dcstina
tion sites ownetship of the sewage pun1pout 01 sewage duntp station
will be aetaincd by the connnission. Fo1 publiclj owned 1na1iuas, boat
launches, 01 boate1 destination sites ownc1ship of the sewage punapout
01 sewage damp station will be 1ctaincd by the pablic entity.
(3) Opctation, nounal and expected naaintcnancc, and ongoing utili
lj costs will be the 1esponsibi1itj of the n1a1 ina, boat launch, 01 boate1
destination site ow11e1.
(4) The n1a1i11a, boat launch, 01 boate1 desti11atio11 site owne1 ag1ees
to allow the installation, existence, and use of the sewage pun1pout 01
sewage duntp station bj g1 anting an casement at no cost fo1 such
pu1poscs.
(5) Conliacts awa1ded shall be subject to the following conditions
fo1 a peliod of at least ten yea1 s.
(a) That the applicant allow the boating public access to the sewage
putnpout 01 sewage du111p station doling n1a1ina opc1ating hon1s,
(b) That the applicant ag1ce to n1onito1 the use of sewage pu1npout
and/or sewage duntp station by installing a use countc1 111echanis1n.
(c) That the applicant ag1cc to e11cou1age the use of the sewage
pun1pout 01 sewage duanp station by i11stalling a "puntpout station"
and/01 "dunap station" sign, and a11 insli action decal dcoclopcd 01 ap
p1oocd bj state pa1ks, and bj p1ooiding insliuction in p1opcr use to
a11yonc 1cqucsting assistance,
(d) That the applicant ag1cc to coopc1atc in any 1clatcd boatc1 en
oiaonntcntal education p1og1aJ11 adn1i11iste1cd 01 app1oocd bj state
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PERMANENT RULES

WILDLIFE COMMISSION

[Order 495-Filed May 16, 1991, 11:36 a.m.)

Date of Adoption: March 8, 1991.
Purpose: To amend the game management units
(GMUs) including special game areas for boundary descriptions to correct boundary errors and add boundary
descriptions for sheep, goat, moose, cougar, and lynx.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 232-28-022.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 77.12.040
and 77.04.055.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-03-130 on January 23, 1991.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted Version: The adopted version of WAC 232-28-022,
Game management units (GMUs)-Special game areas-Boundary descriptions, differs from the proposed
version filed with the code reviser in the following specifics: In GMU 472 (White River) the boundary was
changed to read: "... then down White River to the first
set of Bonneville Power Transmission lines ... "; in G MU
478 (Mashel) the origin is changed to read: "Beginning
where the Bonneville Transmission line crosses the
Orville Road at the Puyallup River bridge; then northerly along the Bonneville Power Transmission line to the
Carbon River ... " and the ending "to the point of beginning at the junction of the Bonneville Power Transmission line and the Orville Road; GMU 484 (Puyallup) the
boundary was changed to read "... then north along the
Orville Road to the Puyallup River bridge where it intersects the Bonneville Power Transmission line; ... " and
"... then down White River to the first set of Bonneville
Power Transmission lines ... "; Goat Unit 4-1 Ruth Creek
boundary changed to read: "Whatcom County within
the Mt. Baker Wilderness of the Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie
National Forest north of the North Fork Nooksack River; Cougar Unit 11 (Olympic Peninsula) was changed
to include GMU 663; Cougar Unit 12 (Rainier) was
changed to include GMU 666; and Cougar Unit 13
(Capitol)-GMUs 663, 666 was not adopted; GMU 663
was added to Cougar Unit 11 (Olympic Peninsula) and
GMU 666 was added to Cougar Unit 12 (Rainier).
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Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 14, 1991
Curt Smitch
Director
for John C. McGlenn
Chairman
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 463,
filed 10/19/90, effective 11/19/90)
WAC 232-28-022
GAME
MANAGEMENT
UNITS (GMUS)-SPECIAL GAME AREASBOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS.
REGION ONE

GMU 100-Curlew (Ferry and Okanogan counties): Beginning at Republic; then south along Highway 21 to the
northern boundary of the Colville Indian Reservation;
then east along the Reservation boundary to the Stall
Creek Road, USFS #31 O; then north on #310 to US FS
Road #250; then north to the Kettle Crest Trail #13;
then north on Trail # 13 to the Deer Creek-Boulder
Creek Road; then west on the Deer Creek-Boulder
Creek Road to the Kettle River at Curlew; then north
. along the Kettle River to the Canadian Border near
Danville; then west along the border to the Kettle river
near the Ferry Customs Office; then south along the
Kettle River to the mouth of Toroda Creek and the
Toroda Creek Road; then southwest along the Toroda
Creek Road to Wauconda and Highway 20; then southeast on Highway 20 to Republic to the point of beginning. (See Colville National Forest map)
GMU 103-Boulder (Ferry County): Beginning at Lake
Roosevelt at the mouth of the Kettle River; then south
along Lake Roosevelt to the north boundary of the
Colville Indian Reservation; then west along the Reservation boundary to the Stall Creek Road, USFS Road
#310; then north on #310 to US FS Road #250; then
north on #250 to the Kettle Crest Trail # 13; then north
on Trail #13 to the Deer Creek Boulder Creek Road;
then west on the Deer Creek-Boulder Creek Road to the
Kettle River at Curlew; then north along the Kettle River to the Canadian Border near Danville; then east
along the border to the Kettle River near Laurier then
south along the Kettle River to its mouth to the point of
beginning. (See Colville National Forest map)
GMU 105-Kelly Hill (Stevens County): Beginning at
the Kettle River on the Canadian border near Laurier;
then south along the Kettle River to its mouth at Lake
Roosevelt; then northeast along Lake Roosevelt to the
Canadian border; then west along the border to the Kettle River near Laurier to the point of beginning. ((fSee
Colville National Forest map)) (See Washington Atlas
and Gazetteer)
GMU 108-Douglas (Stevens County): Beginning at the
bridge over Lake Roosevelt near Northport; then southwest along Lake Roosevelt to the bridge over Lake
Roosevelt near Kettle Falls (Highway 395); then south
east· on Highway 395 into Colville and Highway 20; then
east on Highway 20 the edge of town and the ColvilleAladdin-Northport Road; then north and west on the
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Colville-Aladdin-North port Road to the town of
Northport and Highway 25; then through town to the
Lake Roosevelt bridge to the point of beginning. (See
Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU I I I-Aladdin (Stevens and Pend Oreille counties):
Beginning at Lake Roosevelt at the Canadian Border;
then south along Lake Roosevelt to the bridge over the
lake near Northport (Highway 25); then into Northport
on Highway 25 to the Colville-Aladdin-Northport
Road; then east and south along the Colville-AladdinNorthport Road to Highway 20 near Colville; then east
on Highway 20 to the Pend Oreille River near Tiger;
then north along the Pend Oreille river to the Canadian
border; then west along the border to Lake Roosevelt to
the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas &
Gazetteer)
GMU 113-Selkirk (Pend Oreille County): Beginning on
the Pend Oreille River at the Canadian border; then
south along the Pend Oreille River to the Idaho border
near Newport; then north along the Idaho-Washington
border to the Canadian border; then west along the Canadian border to the Pend Oreille River to the point of
beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer or
Colville National Forest map)
G MU 118-Chewelah (Stevens and Pend Oreille counties): Beginning at Colville; then east on Highway 20 to
the Pend Oreille River near Tiger; then south along the
Pend Oreille River to the bridge over the river at Usk;
then west on the McKenzie Road to the West Side
Calispell Road and the Flowery Trail Road; then west
on the Flowery Trail Road to Chewelah and Highway
395; then north on Highway 395 to Colville to the point
of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 119-Boyer (Stevens and Pend Oreille counties):
Beginning on the Pend Oreille River at the bridge near
Usk; then west on the McKenzie Road to the Westside
Calispell Road and the Flowery Trail Road; then west
on the Flowery Trail Road to Chewelah and Highway
395; then south on Highway 395 to Highway 231; then
south on Highway 231 to Springdale; then east on
Highway 292 to Highway 395 at Loon Lake; then south
on Highway 395 to Deer Park; then east on the Deer
Park-Milan Road to Highway 2, then northeast on
Highway 2 to the Idaho border at Newport; then north
along the Idaho border to the Pend Oreille River; then
north along the Pend Oreille River to the bridge at Usk
and point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas &
Gazetteer)
GMU 121-Huckleberry (Stevens County): Beginning at
the bridge over Lake Roosevelt near Kettle Falls; then
south on Highway 395 to Highway 231; then south on
Highway 231 to the northeast corner of the Spokane Indian Reservation; then west along the north boundary of
the Reservation to Lake Roosevelt; then north along
Lake Roosevelt to the Highway 395 bridge near Kettle
Falls to the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas
& Gazetteer)
G MU 124-Mount Spokane (Spokane, Stevens and Pend
Oreille counties): Beginning at the Idaho-Washington
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border at Newport; then south on Highway 2 to the
Deer Park-Milan Road; then west on the Deer ParkMilan Road to Deer Park and Highway 395; then north
on Highway 395 to Highway 292 at Loon Lake; then
west on Highway 292 to Springdale and Highway 231;
then south on Highway 231 to the northeast boundary of
the Spokane Indian Reservation; then south along the
east boundary of the Indian Reservation (Chamokane
Creek) to the Spokane River; then east along the
Spokane River to the Washington-Idaho border; then
north along the border to Newport and point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 127-Mica Peak (Spokane County): Beginning at
Spokane; then south along State Highway 195 to the
Spokane-Whitman County line; then east along
Spokane-Whitman County line to the WashingtonIdaho line; then north along the Washington-Idaho line
to the Spokane River; then west along the Spokane River to the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas &
Gazetteer)

GMU 142-Almota (Whitman County): Beginning at
Clarkston; then down the Snake River to the mouth of
the Palouse River; then up the Palouse River to the
Washtucna-LaCrosse Highway (State Highway No.
26); then east along the highway through LaCrosse to
State Highway 127 to Dusty; then continuing east along
State Highway" 127 to Colfax; then southeast along the
Colfax-Pullman-Moscow Highway to the WashingtonIdaho line; then south along the state line to Clarkston
and the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas &
Gazetteer)
GMU 145-Mayview (Garfield and Asotin counties): Beginning at the mouth of Alpowa Creek and its junc~ion
with U.S. Highway No. 12; then west along U.S. Highway No. 12 to its junction with State Highw~y 127
(Central Ferry Highway); then north along the Highway
to the Snake River; then east up the Snake River to the
mouth of Alpowa Creek and the point of beginning. (See
Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)

GMU 130-Cheney (Spokane and Lincoln counties): Beginning at Spokane; then south along State Highway
195 to the Spokane-Whitman County line; then west
along the north boundary of Whitman and Adams
counties to U.S. Highway No. 395; then northeast along
U.S. Highway 395 to Sprague; then north along State
Highway No. 231 to its junction with U.S. Highway No.
2; then east along U.S. Highway No. 2 to Reardan; then
north along state Highway No. 231 to the Spokane River; then up the Spokane River to Spokane to the point
of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)

GMU 148-Starbuck (Walla Walla, Columbia, and
Garfield counties): Beginning at Central Ferry; then
south along State Highway No. 127 to Dodge Junction;
then southwest along U.S. Highway No. 12 to the town
of Waitsburg and the Touchet River; then west along
the river to its junction with the Ayer Road at Harsha;
then north along the Ayer Road to the Snake River at
Ayer; then east along the Snake River to Central Ferry
and the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas &
Gazetteer)

GMU 133-Roosevelt (Lincoln County): Beginning at
Reardan; then north along State Highway 231 to the
Spokane River; then west along the Spokane River to
Lake Roosevelt; then west along Lake Roosevelt to
Coulee Dam; then southeast on State Highway 174 to
Wilbur and U.S. Highway 2; then east along Highway 2
to Reardan and the point of beginning. (See Washington
Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 136-Harrington (Lincoln County): Beginning at
the town of Grand Coulee; then southeast along State
Highway No. 174 to its junction with U.S. Highway No.
2 at Wilbur; then east along U.S. Highway No. 2 to its
junction with U.S. Highway No. 231 three miles west of
Reardan; then south along Highway No. 231 to its
junction with U.S. Highway No. 395; then southwest
along U.S. Highway No. 395 to the Adams County line
at Sprague Lake; then west along the Adams-Lincoln
County line to the Grant County line; then north along
the Grant-Lincoln County line to Grand Coulee and the
point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 139-Steptoe (Whitman County): Beginning at
Colfax; then west along State Highway 127 to Dusty
and continuing west along State Highway No. 26
through LaCrosse to the west Whitman County line
(Palouse River); then north along the west Whitman
County line, east along the north Whitman County line
and south along the east Whitman County line to the

Moscow-Pullman Highway; then west along the Moscow-Pullman-Colfax Highway to Colfax and the point
of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)

GMU 151-Eureka (Walla Walla County): Beginning at
the Washington-Oregon State line on the Columbia River (near Wallula Junction); then north up the
Columbia River to the Snake River; then northeast up
the Snake River to Ayer; then south along the Ayer
Road to State Highway No. 124 and the Touchet River
at Harsha; then east up the river to Waitsburg and U.S.
Highway 12; then southwest along Highway 12 to Walla
Walla and State Highway No. 125; then south along
State Highway No. 125 to the Washington-Oregon
State line; then west along the state line to the Columbia
River and the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas
& Gazetteer)
GMU 154-Blue Creek (Walla Walla and Columbia
counties): Beginning at the Washington-Oregon State
line on State Highway No. 125 (south of Walla Walla);
then north along State Highway No. 125 to U.S. Highway No. 12; then northeast along Highway 12 to the
Payne Hollow Road at Long Station; then south along
the Payne Hollow-Jasper Mountain-Mt. Pleasant Road
to the Lewis Peak Road; then south along the Lewis
Peak Road to its termination at the Mill Creek Watershed Intake Trail; then southwest along the trail to the
Washington-Oregon State line; then west along the state
line to State Highway No. 125 and the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
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GMU 157-Watershed, Mill Creek Watershed area
(Walla Walla, Columbia counties): Starting at the Mill
Creek Watershed Intake Trail (No. 3211) on the
Washington-Oregon State line; then northeast along the
Intake Trail to the Skyline Drive Road (No. 64); then
south along the road to the Washington-Oregon State
line; then due west to the point of beginning. (See
Umatilla Forest map)
GMU 160-Touchet (Walla Walla, and Columbia counties): Beginning at Dayton; then south along the North
Touchet River Road to its junction with the Skyline
Drive Road at Manila Springs; then southwest along the
Skyline Road to its junction with the Mill Creek Watershed Intake Trail (No. 3211 ); then west along the Intake
Trail to the Lewis Peak Trail; then north along the
Lewis Peak-Mt. Pleasant-Jasper Mountain-Payne Hollow Road to U.S. Highway 12 at Long Station: then
north along said highway to Dayton and the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer and
Umatilla National Forest map)
GMU 161-Eckler (Columbia County): Beginning at
Dayton; then east along the Patit Creek Road to its
junction with the Hartsock-Maloney Mountain Road;
then south and west along the Maloney Mountain Road
(No. 4625) to the Skyline Drive Road (No. 46); then
south along the Skyline Drive Road to its junction with
the North Touchet River Road at Manila Springs; then
north along the North Touchet River Road to Dayton
and the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas &
Gazetteer and Umatilla National Forest map)
GMU 163-Marengo (Columbia, and Garfield counties):
Beginning at Dayton; then east along the Main Patit
Road to its junction with the Hartsock-Maloney Mountain Road; then north down the Hartsock Grade Road to
the Tucannon Road; then south along the Tucannon
Road to the Blind Grade Road; then east up the Blind
Grade Road to the Linville Gulch Road; then north
down the Linville Gulch Road to U.S. Highway No. 12;
then west and south along Highway 12 to Dayton and
the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas &
Gazetteer)
G MU 166-Tucannon (Columbia, and Garfield counties): Beginning on the Tucannon River Road at its
junction with the Hartsock Grade Road; then south up
the Hartsock Grade Road to its junction with the
Maloney Mountain Road; then southwest along the
Maloney Mountain Road (No. 4625) to the Skyline
Drive Road (No. 46); then south along the Skyline Drive
Road to its junction with the Teepee Road (No. 4608);
then east along the Teepee Road to Teepee Camp; then
east along the Teepee Oregon Butte-Bullfrog Springs
Diamond Peak Trail to Diamond Peak; then east along
the Diamond Peak Road (No. 4030) to the Mountain
Road (No. 40); then north along the Mountain Road to
its junction with the elk drift fence at the Forest Boundary; then north and west along the fence to the
Tuqrnnon Road; then north along the Tucannon Road to
the Hartsock Grade Road and the· point of beginning.
(See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer and Umatilla National Forest map)
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GMU 169-Wenaha (Columbia, Garfield and Asotin
counties): Beginning on the Skyline Drive Road at the
Washington-Oregon State line; then north along the
road to Godman Springs and the Teepee Road (No.
4608); then east along the Teepee Road to Teepee
Camp; then east along the Teepee Oregon Butte-Bullfrog Springs Diamond Peak Trail to Diamond Peak;
then east on the Diamond Peak Road (No. 4030) to the
Mountain Road (No. 40); then south along the Mountain Road to the South Boundary Road (No. 4039); then
west along the road to the Three Forks Trail (No.
3133); then west down said trail to Crooked Creek; then
south ?n Crooked Creek to the Washington-Oregon
State lme; then due west along the line to Skyline Road
and the point of beginning. (See Umatilla National Forest map)
GMU 172-Mountview (Garfield and Asotin counties):
Be.ginning at the junction of State Highway 129 and
Mill Road at Anatone; then southwest on the Mill Road
& Bennett Ridge Road-West Mountain Road (No.
1290) to the Big Butte-Mt. Misery Road (No. 4304);
then west along the road to the Mountain Road (No.
40); then south on the road to the South Boundary Road
(No. 4039); west along the South Boundary Road to the
Three Forks Trail (No. 3133); then down said trail to
Crooked Creek; then down the creek to the WashingtonOregon State line; then east along the line to State
Highway No. 129; then north on Highway 129 to
Anatone and the point of beginning. (See Washington
Atlas & Gazetteer and Umatilla National Forest map)
GMU 175-Lick Creek (Garfield and Asotin counties):
Beginning at the junction of the Mountain Road (No.
40) and National Forest Boundary (south of Pomeroy);
then south along the Mountain Road to its junction with
the Wenatchee Guard Station-Anatone Road; then east
along the road to the National Forest Boundary at Big
Butte; then northwest along the boundary fence to the
Cloverland-Wenatchee Guard Station Road; then
northeast along the Cloverland Road to the Campbell
Grade Road; then down the Campbell Grade Road to
the South Fork Asotin Creek Road; then down South
Fork Asotin Creek Road to Asotin Creek; then down
Asotin Creek to Charley Creek; then up Charley Creek
to the elk drift fence; then west along the elk fence to its
junction with the Mountain Road (No. 40) and the point
of beginning. (See Umatilla National Forest map)
178-Peola (Garfield and Asotin counties): Beginning on the Snake River at the mouth of Asotin Creek·
then up Asotin Creek to Charley Creek; then up Charle;
Creek to the elk drift fence; then northwest along the
fence to the Tucannon Road; then down the Tucannon
Road to the Blind Grade Road; then up Blind Grade to
the Linville Gulch Road; then down the Linville Gulch
Road to U.S. Highway No. 12; then east along Highway
12 to the mouth of Alpowa Creek on the Snake River;
then up the Snake River to the mouth of Asotin Creek
and the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas &
Gazetteer)
~MU

GM U 181-Couse (Asotin County): Beginning at the
mouth of Asotin Creek on the Snake River; then south
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along the Snake River to the Grande Ronde River; then
west up the Grande Ronde River to State Highway No.
129; then northeast along Highway 129 to Anatone; then
west and south along the Mill Road-Bennett Ridge
Road-West Mountain Road to the National Forest
Boundary at Big Butte (Road No. 4304); then northwest
along the Forest Boundary fence to the Cloverland
Road; then northeast on that road to the Campbell
Grade Road; then down that road to the South Fork
Asotin Creek Road; then down that road to Asotin
Creek; then down Asotin Creek to the Snake River and
the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas &
Gazetteer)
GMU 184-Joseph (Asotin County): Beginning at the
mouth of the Grande Ronde River; then west along the
river to the mouth of Joseph Creek; then south up
Joseph Creek to the first Joseph Creek bridge and the
Joseph Creek Road; then south up said road to the
Washington-Oregon State line; then east along the line
to the Snake River; then north down the Snake River to
the Grande Ronde River and the point of beginning.
(See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 185-Black Butte (Asotin County): Beginning at
State Highway No. 129 on the Washington-Oregon
State line; then north along Highway 129 to the Grande
Ronde River; then east down the river to the mouth of
Joseph Creek; then south up Joseph Creek to the first
Joseph Creek bridge and the Joseph Creek Road; then
south up said road to the Washington-Oregon State line;
then west along the line to State Highway No. 129 and
the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas &
Gazetteer)
REGION TWO

GMU 200-Tunk (Okanogan and Ferry counties): Beginning at Tonasket, then south along the Okanogan River to the north boundary of the Colville Indian Reservation, then east along the Reservation boundary to
State Route 21 south of Republic, then north along
State Route 21 to Republic and State Route 20, then
west along State Route 20 to Tonasket to the point of
beginning. (See Okanogan National Forest Travel Plan)
GMU 203-Pasayten (Okanogan and Whatcom counties): Beginning at the eastern boundary of the Pasayten
Wilderness and its junction with the Canadian border,
then south along the wilderness boundary to Trail #341,
then west along Trail #341 to the Iron Gate Road and
Trail #343, then west along Trail #343 to its junction
with the Pasayten Wilderness boundary, then west along
the wilderness boundary to the Hidden Lakes Trail
(#477) then west along Hidden Lakes Trail to Drake
Creek, then southwest down Drake Creek and the Lost
River to the Pasayten Wilderness boundary and the
Robinson Creek Trail #478, then north up the Robinson
Creek Trail to the junction of the Ferguson Lake Trail,
then west to Silver Lake, then west to the West Fork
Trail crossing of the West Fork of the Pasayten River,
then west to Oregon Basin and the Pasayten Wilderness
boundary, then west and north along the boundary to
the Canadian border, then east along the border to the

point of beginning. (See Okanogan National Forest
Travel Plan)
GMU 206-Bonaparte (Okanogan and Ferry counties):
Beginning at the town of Tonasket, then north along the
Okanogan River and the east shore of Osoyoos Lake to
the Canadian border, then east along the Canadian border to the Kettle River near the Ferry Customs office,
then south along the Kettle River to the mouth of
Toroda Creek, then southwest along Toroda Creek to
Toroda Creek Road (#502 and #9495), then southwest
along Toroda Creek Road to its junction with State
Route 20 at Wauconda, then west along State Route 20
to Tonasket and the point of beginning. (See Okanogan
National Forest Travel Plan)
GMU 209-Wannacut (Okanogan County): Beginning at
the Canadian border on Lake Osoyoos, then south along
the west shore of Lake Osoyoos and the Okanogan River
to the bridge at Tonasket, then south on County Road
#7 (#9437) to the North Pine Creek-Aeneas Lake Road
(#9400) junction, then southwest on that road to the
Horse Springs Coulee Road (#4371) junction, then
northwest on that road to the Loomis-Nighthawk Highway (#9425) junction near Spectacle Lake, then west on
Loomis-Nighthawk Highway to Loomis, then north on
the Loomis-Nighthawk Highway (#9425) past Palmer
Lake to the Canadian border station near Nighthawk,
then east on the U.S.-Canada boundary to Lake
Osoyoos and the point of beginning. (See Okanogan
National Forest Travel Plan)
GMU 215-Sinlahekin (Okanogan County): Beginning at
the Canadian border station near Nighthawk, then south
through Nighthawk and past Palmer Lake on the
Nighthawk-Loomis Highway (#9425) to Loomis, then
east on the Loomis-Tonasket Highway (#9425) to the
Horse Springs Coulee Road (#4371) junction near
Spectacle Lake, then south on that road to the North
Pine Creek-Aeneas Lake Road (#9400), then east on
that road to the Okanogan River, then south along the
Okanogan River to the town of Riverside, then north on
U.S. Highway 97 to its junction with the South Pine
Creek Road (#9410), then west on South Pine Creek
Road to its junction with the Conconully-Loomis Road
(#4015), then south on Road #4015 to Conconully, then
north on the North Fork Salmon Creek Road (#2361,
Road 38 and 2820) over Lone Frank Pass to the junction with Road #39, then north on Road #39 to Long
Swamp, then east along the Middle Fork Toats Coulee
Road (#39) to the junction with the Iron Gate Road
(#500), then northwest along the Iron Gate Road to its
end, then north and east along trails #533 and #341. to
the Pasayten Wilderness boundary, then north along
that boundary to the Canadian border, then east along
the border to the Nighthawk border station and the
point of beginning. (See Okanogan National Forest
Travel Plan)
GMU 218-Chewuch (Okanogan County): Beginning at
the junction of the Iron Gate Road (#500) and the
Pasayten Wilderness boundary, then southeast on the
Iron Gate Road to the Middle Fork Toats Coulee Creek
Road (#39), then west and south on the Middle Fork
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Toats Coulee Creek Road past Long Swamp to the
Boulder Creek Road (#37), then southwest down Boulder Creek Road to the East Chewuch River Road
(#9137) then south to Winthrop and State Route 20,
then northwest on State Route 20 to the Okanogan
County line, then northwest along the Okanogan County
line through Harts Pass to Oregon Basin, then east to
Silver Lake, then due east to the intersection of
Ferguson Lake Trail and Middle Fork Trail #478, then
south on Trail #478 to the Pasayten Wilderness boundary, then northeast along that boundary to Lost River,
then northeast up Lost River and Drake Creek to Hidden Lake Trail #4 77, then east along Trail #4 77 to the
Pasayten Wilderness boundary at Eight-Mile Pass, then
east along the wilderness boundary to its junction with
Trail #342 near Hicky Hump, then north along Trail
#342 to its junction with Trail #343 at Two Bear camp,
then east along Trail #343 to the Iron Gate Road to the
point of beginning. (See Okanogan National Forest
Travel Plan)

then west on the Twisp River Road (County Road 9114
and Forest Road #4440) to Roads End Campground,
then northwest on the North Fork Twisp River Trail
#426 to Copper Pass and the Okanogan County line,
then southeast along the county line to the junction of
South Fork Gold Creek Road (#4330) and the South
Navarre Road (#8200), then southeast along Road
(#8020) to the Antoine Creek Road (#8140), then
southeast along Road (#8140) to U.S. Highway 97, then
north on U.S. Highway 97 to Wells Dam, then upriver
to Pateros and the point of beginning. (See Okanogan
National Forest Travel Plan)
GMU 248-Big Bend (Douglas and Grant counties): Beginning at Mansfield; then west along State Route 172
to Road B N.E.; then north on B N.E. and the West
Foster Creek Road to State Route 17; then east along
State Route 17 to the Chalk Hills Road (Road K
N.W.); then north along the Chalk Hills Road (K & L
N.E.) to Road 28 N.E.; then north along Road L N.E.
for 4 miles to the east boundary of Range 26 E; then
north to the Columbia River; then up the Columbia River to Grand Coulee Dam; then south along the Feeder
Canal and the west side of Banks Lake to a point due
east from Road 9 N .E.; then west from that point and
along Road 9 N.E. through Mold to State Route 17;
then north along State Route 17 to Sim's Corner (Jct.
State Routes 17 & 172); then west on State Route 172
to Mansfield and the point of beginning. (See official
road map of Douglas County)

GMU 224-Pearrygin (Okanogan County): Beginning at
the town of Conconully, then north along County Road
2361, and the N. Fork Salmon Creek Road (#38) to its
junction with Road 39, SW along Road 39 to the Boulder Creek Road (#37), then southwest along the Boulder
Creek Road to the East Chewuch River Road (#9137),
then south down the East Chewuch River Road to
Winthrop, then south and east along State Route 20 to
the Loup Loup summit, then north along the North
Summit Road (#42) and County Road 2017 to Conconully and the point of beginning. (See Okanogan National
Forest Travel Plan)
G MU 231-Gardner (Okanogan County): Beginning at
the town of Twisp, then northwest along State Route 20
to the Okanogan County line, then south along the
county line to Copper Pass and the North Fork Twisp
River Trail #426, then southeast along Trail #426 to the
Twisp River Road, then southeast along the Twisp River
Road to the town of Twisp and the point of beginning.
(See Okanogan National Forest Travel Plan)
GMU 233-Pogue (Okanogan County): Beginning at the
town of Riverside, then north along U.S. Highway 97 to
the South Pine Creek Road (#9410), then west on South
Pine Creek Road to the Conconully-Loomis Road
(#4015), then south along Road #4015 to Conconully,
then south along County Road 2017 and the North
Summit Road (#42) to State Route 20 near Loup Loup
summit, then east on State Route 20 to the town of
Okanogan and the Okanogan River, then north up the
Okanogan River to Riverside and the point of beginning.
(See Okanogan National Forest Travel Plan)
GMU 239-Chiliwist (Okanogan County): Beginning at
the town of Okanogan, then west on State Route 20 to
State Route 153, then south along State Route 153 to
Pateros and the Columbia River, then north up the
Columbia and Okanogan rivers to Okanogan and the
point of beginning. (See Okanogan National Forest
Travel Plan)
GMU 242-Alta (Okanogan County): Beginning at
Pateros, then northwest on State Route 153 to Twisp,
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GMU 254-Saint Andrews (Douglas and Grant counties): Beginning at Sim's Corner (Jct. of State Routes 17
and 172); then south on State Route 17 to Road 9 N .E.;
then east on Road 9 N .E. (through Mold) to a point due
east on the west shore of Banks Lake; then south along
the west shore of Banks Lake to State Route 2; then
west along State Route 2 to State Route 172; then north
and east along State Route 172 through Mansfield to
Sim's Corner and the point of beginning. (See official
road map of Douglas County)
GMU 260-Foster Creek (Douglas County): Beginning
at Bridgeport; then down the Columbia River to Bonita
Flat; then east along the Bonita Flat Road to the town
site of Dyer; then south along the Dyer Hill Road and
the N. Division Road to Road 20 N.E.; then east along
Road 20 N.E. (Dyer Hill Rd.) to the W. Foster Creek
Rd.; then north along the West Foster Creek Road to
State Route 17; then east along State Route 17 to the
Chalk Hills Road (K N .E.); then north along the Chalk
Hills Road (K & L N.E.) to Road 28 N.E.; then north
along Road L N.E. for 4 miles to the east boundary of
Range 26 E.; then north to the Columbia River; then
down the Columbia River to Bridgeport and the point of
beginning. (See official road map of Douglas County)
GMU 262-Withrow (Douglas County): Beginning at
Orondo; then up the Columbia River to the Bonita Flat
Road; then east along the Bonita Flat Road to the town
site of Dyer; then south along the Dyer Hill Road and
the N. Division Road to Road 20 N.E. (Dyer Hill Rd.);
then east along Road 20 N.E. to Road B N.E. (W. Foster Ck. Rd.); then south on Road B N .E. to State Route
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172; then west and south on State Route 172 to State
Route 2; then west along State Route 2 to Orondo and
the point of beginning. (See official road map of Douglas
County)
GMU 266-Badger (Douglas County): Beginning at
Orondo; then down the Columbia River to the Rock island Grade Road (includes Turtle Rock Island); then
north along the Rock Island Grade Road to the
Titchenal Canyon Road; then northeast along the
Titchenal Canyon Road to the Alstown Road; then east
to Alstown; then north and east along the Alstown Road
to Road K S.W.; then north along Road K to State
Route 2; then west along State Route 2 to Orondo and
the point of beginning. (See official road map of Douglas
County)
GMU 269-Moses Coulee (Douglas and Grant counties):
Beginning near Rock Island Dam at the junction of
State Route 28 and the Rock Island Grade Road; then
north along the Rock Island Grade Road to the
Titchenal Canyon Road; then northeast along the
Titchenal Canyon Road to the Alstown Road; then east
to Alstown; then north and east along the Alstown Road
to Road K S. W .; then north along Road K to State
Route 2; then east along State Route 2 to the Moses
Coulee Road; then south along the Moses Coulee Road
to the Grant & Douglas County line; then south along
the Sagebrush Flat Road to Road J N.W.; then south
along Road J N.W. to the Overen Road (Road 20
N.W.); then west along the Overen Road to the Baird
Springs Road; then southwest along the Baird Springs
Road across State Route 28 to the Crescent Bar Road;
then south along the Crescent Bar Road to the
Columbia River; then up the Columbia River to the
Rock Island Grade Road and the point of beginning.
(See official road maps of Douglas and Grant counties)
GMU 272-Beezley (Grant and Douglas counties): Beginning at the town of Grand Coulee, then southwest
along the west shore of Banks Lake to State Route 2,
then west along State Route 2 to Moses Coulee Road,
then south along Moses Coulee Road to the GrantDouglas County line; then south along the Sagebrush
Flats Road to Road J N.W.; then south along Road J
N.W. to the Overen Road, (Road 20 N.W.); then west
along the Overen Road to the Baird Springs Road, then
southwest along Baird Springs Road across State Route
28 to the Crescent Bar Road, then southwest along
Crescent Bar Road to the Columbia River, then down
the Columbia River to Interstate 90, then northeast
along Interstate 90 to the Beverly Burke Road (Road R
S.W.), then south along Beverly Burke Road to
Frenchman Hills Road, then east along Frenchman Hills
Road to O'Sullivan Dam Road, then east along
O'Sullivan Dam Road to State Route I 7, then south
along State Route I 7 to the Grant-Adam s County line
(Road 12 S.E.), then east and north along the Grant
County line to the town of Grand Coulee and the point
of beginning. (See official road maps of Grant and
Douglas counties)
GMU 278-Wahluk e (Grant and Adams counties): Beginning at the Columbia River at Interstate 90, then

northeast along Interstate 90 to the Beverly Burke Road
(Road R S.W.); then south along Beverly Burke Road to
Frenchman HiJls Road; then east along Frenchman HiJls
Road to O'Sullivan Dam Road; then east along
O'Sullivan Dam Road to State Route 17, then south
along State Route 17 to State Route 26; then east along
State Route 26 to State Route 24 at Othello; then south
and west along State Route 24 to the Columbia River at
Vernita Bridge; then up the Columbia River to Interstate 90 and the point of beginning. (See Washington
Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 28 I-Ringold (Franklin, Adams, and Grant counties): Beginning at the Columbia River and U.S. Highway 395 at Pasco, then up the Columbia River (including all islands) to State Route 24 at Vernita Bridge;
then east and north along State Route 24 to State Route
26 at Othello; then east along State Route 26 to State
Route 17; then south along State Route 17 to U.S.
Highway 395; then south along U.S. Highway 395 to
the Columbia River at Pasco and the point of beginning.
The Hanford Nuclear Site and the Saddle Mountain
National Wildlife Refuge are closed to unauthorized
public entry. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 284-Kahlotu s (Adams and Franklin counties):
Beginning at the Columbia River and U.S. Highway 395
at Pasco; then north along U.S. Highway 395 to State
Route 17; then north along State Route 17 to the Grant
& Adams County line (Road 12 S.E.); then east and
north along the Grant & Adams County line to the
Lincoln County line; then east along the Adams-Linc oln
County line to the Whitman County line; then south
along the Adams-Whi tman County line to the Palouse
River; then down the Palouse River to the Snake River;
then down the Snake River to the Columbia River; then
up the Columbia River to U.S. Highway 395 and the
point of beginning. (Sec Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
REGION THREE

GMU 300-Manson (Chelan County): Beginning at the
town of Chelan; then down the Chelan River Gorge to
the Columbia River; then north along the Columbia River to Wells Dam; then southwest along Highway 97 to
the Antoine Creek Road (US FS #8 I 40); then west along
Antoine Creek Road to Forest Road #8020 near Cooper
Mountain; then northwest along Road #8020 to junction
of Road #4330 near Fox Peak; then northwest along the
ridge separating the Chelan and Methow-Tw isp
drainages (Sawtooth Ridge) to McAlester Mountain;
then southeast along the ridge between Rainbow Creek
and Boulder Creek to the Stehekin River; then south
along Lake Chelan shore to the town of Chelan to the
point of beginning. (See Wenatchee National Forest
Recreation map)
GMU 301-Clark (Chelan County): That portion of
Chelan County that lies within the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area and that portion of the Lake Chelan National Recreation Area west of McAlester Mountain and
running southwest along the ridge between Rainbow
Creek and Boulder Creek to the Stehekin River; then
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continuing south along Lake Chelan to the south boundary of the National Recreation Area. (See Wenatchee
National Forest Recreation map)

Horse Camp; then east along Icicle Creek to the
Wenatchee River; then south and east along the
Wenatchee and Columbia Rivers to the mouth of
Colockum Creek. (See Wenatchee National Forest Recreation map)

GMU 302-Alpine (Kittitas and Chelan counties): Those
lands within Kittitas and Chelan counties east of the
Pacific Crest Trail that lie within the Alpine Lakes Wilderness Area. (See Wenatchee National Forest Recreation map)

GMU 316-Swakane (Chelan County): Beginning at the
mouth ~f th.e Wenatchee River; then north along the
Columb~a R1~er to the Entiat River; then north along
the Entiat River to Road #5700 near Ardenvoir; then
west along Roads #5700 and #5800 to French Corral·
then west along the Eagle Creek Road #7520 to High~
way 209; then north along Highway 209 to Highway
207 near Lake Wenatchee; then south along Highway
209 to Highway 2 at Coles Corner; then west along
Highway 2 to Stevens Pass; then south along the
Chelan-King County Line to the Alpine Lakes Wilderness Bou?dary; then east and south along the Alpine
Lakes ~1lderness Boundary to Icicle Creek; then east
along lc1cle Creek to the Wenatchee River; then east
along the Wenatchee River to its mouth ori the
Columbia River. (See Wenatchee National Forest Recreation map)

GMU 304-Chiwawa (Chelan County): Beginning at
Coles Corner on Highway 2; then north along Highway
207 to Highway 209 near Lake Wenatchee; then south
on Highway 209 to the Eagle Creek Road #7520; then
northeast on Road #7520 to French Corral and Forest
Road #5800; then east along Roads #5800 and #5700 to
the Entiat River near Ardenvoir; then north along the
Entiat River to the Glacier Peak Wilderness Boundary;
then south and west along the Glacier Peak Wilderness
Boundary to the Pacific Crest Trail; then south to Highway 2 at Stevens Pass; then east on Highway 2 to Coles
Corner. (See Wenatchee National Forest Recreation
map)
GMU 306-Slide Ridge (Chelan County): Beginning on
the Entiat River at the Glacier Peak Wilderness Boundary (near the mouth of Larch Lakes Creek); then south
along the Entiat River to the mouth of Fox Creek; then
east on Fox Creek to Fourmile Ridge Trail #1445; then
east on Trails # 1445 and # 1448 to the Slide Ridge Road
#8410 at Stormy Mountain; then north on Road #841 O
to Twenty-five Mile Creek; then north on Twenty-five
Mile Creek to Lake Chelan; then north and west along
the south shore of Lake Chelan to the Lake Chelan National Recreation Area Boundary near Riddle Creek;
then south and west along the Recreation Area and
Glacier Peak Wilderness Boundaries to the Entiat River.
(See Wenatchee National Forest Recreation map)
GMU 308-Entiat (Chelan County): Beginning at the
mouth of the Entiat River near the town of Entiat; then
northwest along the Entiat River to the mouth of Fox
Creek; then east along Fox Creek to the Fourmile Ridge
Trail #1445 then east along Trail #1445 and #1448 to
the Slide Ridge Road #8410 at Stormy Mountain; then
north along Road #8410 to Twenty-five Mile Creek;
then North along Twenty-five Mile Creek to Lake
Chelan; then southeast along Lake Chelan and the
Chelan River Gorge to the Columbia River; then southwest along the Columbia River to the mouth of the
Entiat River. (See Wenatchee National Forest Recreation map)
GMU 314-Mission (Kittitas and Chelan counties): Beginning at the mouth of the Colockum Creek on the
Columbia River; then west along Colockum Creek and
the Colockum Pass Road (#I 0) to the Naneum Ridge
Road (#9); then northwest along Naneum Ridge Road
and Mission Ridge to the Liberty-Beehive Road #9712;
then northwest along Road #9712 to Road #9716; then
north along Road #9716 to Highway 97 at Swauk Pass;
then northwest along the Kittitas-Chelan County line
and Trail # 1226 to the Alpine Lakes Wilderness Boundary at Navaho Peak, then north along the Alpine Lakes
Wilderness Boundary to Icicle Creek near Black Pine
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~M~ 328-Naneum (Kittitas and Chelan counties): Begmmng at the intersection of Highway 97 and Lower
Green Canyon Road; then north along Lower Green
Canyon Road to the East Highline Canal (Tl9N, RISE,
S28); then east along the canal to the Colockum Pass
Road #IO; then northeast along the Colockum Pass
Road to the Naneum Ridge Road #9; then northwest
along the Naneum Ridge Road and Mission Ridge to
the Liberty Beehive Road #9712; then northwest along
Road #9712 to Road #9716; then north along Road
#9716 to Highway 97 at Swauk Pass; then south along
Highway 97 to the Lower Green Canyon Road. (See
Wenatchee National Forest Recreation map & Department of Wildlife map)

GM.U .329-Quilomene (Kittitas and Chelan counties):
Begmmng on Interstate 90 at the Columbia River near
Vantage; then north along the Columbia River to the
mouth of Tekieson Creek; then up Tekieson Creek to
Road # 14; then north along Roads 14, 14.17 and 14.14
to the top of Cape Horn cliffs; then north along the cliff
top to the northern point of Cape Horn; then southwest
along the stock fence to Road # 14.14; then west ((and
1101 th alo11g Road # 14.14 a11d Road # 14)) on Road 14.14
to the switch backs in Sections 19 and 20; then north
from the boundary sign on the section lines between
Sections 17, 18, 19 and 20; T20N, R28 E.W.M. to the
boundary sign on Road 14 in the northwest corner of
Section 17; then north and west to Davies Canyon; then
((Mr theast)) east along Davies Canyon to the Columbia
River; then north along the Columbia River to mouth of
Colockum Creek; then southwest along Colockum Creek
and Colockum Road (Road #10) to the East Highline
Canal (T 18N, R20E, S 17); then east along the canal
and Interstate 90 to the Columbia River at Vantage.
(See Department of Wildlife map)
GMU 330-West Bar (Kittitas County): Beginning at
the mouth of Tekieson Creek on the Columbia River·
then up Tekieson Creek to Road # 14; then north o~
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Road 14, 14.14 and 14.17 to the top of the Cape Horn
Cliffs; then north along the cliff top to the north end of
Cape Horn; then southwest along the stock fence to
Road 14.14; then west ((a11d 1101lh along)) on Road((s))
#14.14 ((and #14)) to the switch backs inSections 19
and 20; then north from the boundary sign on the section lines between Sections 17, 18, 19, and 20, T20N,
R21 E.W.M. to the boundary sign on Road 14 in the
northwest corner of Section 17; then north and west to
Davies Canyon; then east along Davies Canyon to the
Columbia River; then south along the Columbia River to
the mouth of Tekieson Creek. (See Department of
Wildlife map)
GMU 334-Ellensburg (Kittitas County): Beginning at
the intersection of Highway 97 and Lower Green Canyon Road; then north along the Lower Green Canyon
Road to the East Highline Canal (Sec. 28, Twp. I 9N .,
R. 18E); then east and south along the canal past Interstate 90 to the pump station; then south and west along
the upper most branch of the canal to Highway 821 and
the Yakima River (a point about one mile south of
Thrall); then north along the Yakima River to Damon
Road; then south on Damon Road and Shushuskin Canyon to the South Branch Extension Canal; then west
along the canal to where it crosses Manastash Road;
then north along the South Branch Canal to Taneum
Creek; then east along Taneum Creek to the Yakima
River; then northeast along the river to Thorp Highway;
then east along the Thorp Highway and Highway IO to
Highway 97; then north along Highway 97 to Lower
Green Canyon Road. (See Wenatchee National Forest
Recreation map & Department of Wildlife map) (This
is a Kittitas County Closure area for high power rifle
hunting of both deer and elk. Contact Kittitas County
for more details)
GMU 335-Teanaway (Kittitas County): Beginning at
Swauk Pass on Highway 97; then northwest along the
Kittitas-Chelan County line and Trail # 1226 to the Alpine Lakes Wilderness Boundary at Navaho Peak; then
west along the Alpine Lakes Wilderness Boundary to the
King-Kittitas County line at Kendal Peak; then south
along the King-Kittitas County line to Interstate 90;
then east along Interstate 90 to Cle Elum; then east
along Highway I 0 to Highway 97; then northeast on
Highway 97 to Swauk Pass. (See Wenatchee National
Forest Recreation map)
GMU 336-Taneum (Kittitas County): Beginning at Cle
Elum; then west along Interstate Highway 90 to the Pacific Crest Trail at Snoqualmie Pass; then southeast
along the Pacific Crest Trail to Blowout Mountain; then
southeast along the divide between the Naches and
Yakima River drainages and Trail #1388 to Peaches
Ridge and Trail # 1363; then north along Trail # 1363 to
Trail #1367; then east along Trail #1367 to South Fork
Taneum Creek; then east along Taneum Creek to the
Yakima River; then north (downstream) on the Yakima
River to the Thorp Highway Bridge; then northwest
along the Thorp Highway, State Highway IO and State
Highway 903 to Cle Elum. (See Wenatchee National
Forest Recreation map)

GMU 340-Manastash (Kittitas County): Beginning at
the junction of Taneum Creek and the South Branch
Highline Canal; then west up Taneum Creek and South
Fork Taneum Creek to USFS Trail ((#1363 (Peaches
Ridge T1ail))) #1367; then west on Trail ((~))
#1367 to Trail #1363 (Peaches Ridge Trail), to the
Naches-Yakima River Divide; then southeast along
Trail #1388 and the ridge top dividing the Manastash
and Wenas- Umtaneum drainages to the junction of the
Observatory Road, (Twp. 17 N., R. 17 E.W.M., Section
20) then south on the Observatory Road to the Wenas
((-&)) - Ellensburg Road; then east on the WenasEllensburg Road to Umtaneum Creek; then down
Umtaneum Creek to the Yakima River; then up the
Yakima River to the Damon Road; then south to the
Wenas-Ellensburg Road; then south on the WenasEllensburg Road to the South Branch Highline Canal;
then along the canal to Taneum Creek and the beginning._ (See Wenatchee National Forest Recreation map)
GMU 342- Umtaneum (Kittitas and Yakima counties):
Beginning at Yakima then north along the Yakima River to Umtaneum Creek; then up Umtaneum Creek to
the Wenas-Ellensburg Road; then west along the
Wenas-Ellensburg Road to the Observatory Road; then
north along the Observatory Road to the Road junction
at the top of the ridge (Section 20, TI7N, R.17
E.W.M.); then west and north along the top of the ridge
dividing Manastash and Umtaneum-Wenas drainages to
USFS Trail # 1388 and Forest Road 1701; then along
Road 170 I to Highway 410 to the junction of 1-82 and
the Yakima River. (See Wenatchee National Forest
map and Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 346-Little Naches (Yakima & Kittitas counties):
Beginning at the Junction of Highway 410 and Forest
Road 170 I; then north on Road 1701 to Trail # 1388;
then northwest along Trail # 1388 to the Pacific Crest
Trail at Blowout Mountain; then south along the Pacific
Crest Trail to State Highway 410 at Chinook Pass; then
east along State Highway 410 to point of beginning.
(See Wenatchee National Forest Recreation map)
GMU 352-Nile (Yakima County): Beginning at Highway 410 at its junction with Forest Road 1500 (Eagle
Rock); then west along the 1500 Road to the McDaniel
Lake Road (USFS Road #1502); then west along the
McDaniel Lake Road to the junction of the North Fork
and the South Fork of Rattlesnake Creek; then up the
North Fork of Rattlesnake Creek to Richmond Mine
Trail #973; then north along Richmond Mine Trail to
the Bumping Lake Road; then north along Bumping
Lake Road to Highway 4 IO; then east along Highway
410 to Eagle Rock and the point of beginning. (See
Wenatchee National Forest Recreation map)
GMU 356-Bumping (Yakima County): Beginning at
the intersection of Highway 12 and USFS Road #1500;
then north along Road #1500 to McDaniel Lake Road
(USFS Road #1502); then west on McDaniel Lake
Road to the junction of North Fork and South Fork of
Rattlesnake Creek; then up the North Fork of Rattlesnake Creek to Richmond Mine Trail #973; then north
along Richmond Mine Trail to the Bumping Lake Road;
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beginning at Vantage. (See Washington Atlas &
Gazetteer)

then north along the Bumping Lake Road to Highway
410; then west along Highway 410 to the Pacific Crest
Trail at Chinook Pass; then south along the Pacific Crest
Trail to Highway 12 at White Pass; then east along
Highway 12 to the point of beginning. (Lands within the
boundary of Mt. Rainier National Park along the Pacific
Crest Trail are not open to hunting). (See Wenatchee
National Forest Recreation map)

REGION FOUR

GMU 405-Chuckanut (Whatcom and Skagit counties):
Beginning at the Canadian border and the Silver Lake
Road; then south along the Silver Lake Road to the
Mount Baker Highway; then southwest along the Mount
Baker Highway to the Mosquito Lake Road; then south
along the Mosquito Lake Road to the Blue Mountain
Road; then east to Peterson Creek and the Musto Marsh
Road; then south to Skookum Creek; then west down
Skookum Creek to its mouth; then northwest down the
South Fork Nooksack River to Saxon Bridge; then west
on the Saxon Bridge Road to Highway 9; then south
along Highway 9 through Sedro Woolley to the town of
Arlington and the Stillaguamish River; then down the
Stillaguamish River through Stanwood and West Pass to
Skagit Bay; then west and north through Skagit Bay,
Deception Pass, Rosario Strait and Bellingham Channel
to Samish Bay and Edison; then north along the shoreline to the Whatcom County line; then west and north
along the Whatcom County line to the Canadian border;
then east along the Canadian border to the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer; this description is not easily found on base maps. Contact the
Region 4 office for more information.)

GMU 360-Bethel (Yakima County): Beginning at the
junction of Highway 410 and Highway #12; then west
along Highway 12 to the junction with USFS Road
#I 500; then north and east along Road #I 500 to its
junction with Highway 410 at Eagle Rock; then southeast along Highway 410 to its junction with Highway I 2
and the point of beginning. (See Wenatchee National
Forest Recreation map)
GMU 364-Rimrock (Yakima County): Beginning at the
junction of Highway 12 and Jump-off Road (USFS
Road #1302); then southwest along Jump-off Road to
Divide Ridge Trail # 1127 at Jump-off Lookout; then
southeast along Divide Ridge Trail #1127 to Strobach
Springs; then west to Blue Slide Lookout; then south on
jeep trail to Blue Lake; then south along jeep trail to the
Darland Mountain Road and the north boundary of the
Yakima Indian Reservation; then west along the reservation boundary to the Pacific Crest Trail; then north
along the Pacific Crest Trail to Highway 12 at White
Pass; then east along Highway I 2 to the junction with
Jump-off Road and the point of beginning. (See
Wenatchee National Forest Recreation map)

GMU 410-Islands (San Juan, Island counties): All islands in San Juan County as well as Whidbey and
Camano islands and Cypress and Sinclair islands in
Skagit County. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)

GMU 366-Rimrock-Cowiche (Yakima County): GMUs
364 (Rimrock) and 368 (Cowiche) (See Wenatchee National Forest Recreation map)

GMU 418-Nooksack (Whatcom and Skagit counties):
Beginning at the point where Jackman Creek meets
State Highway 20 (east of Concrete); then northeast up
Jackman Creek to the range line between Range 9 and
1OE; then north along this range line to the boundary of
the North Cascades National Park; then north along the
North Cascades Park boundary to the Canadian border;
then west along the Canadian border to the Silver Lake
Road; then south along the Silver Lake Road to the
Mount Baker Highway; then southwest along the Mount
Baker Highway to the Mosquito Lake Road; then south
along the Mosquito Lake Road to the Blue Mountain
Road; then east to Peterson Creek and the Musto Marsh
Road; then south to Skookum Creek; then west down
Skookum Creek to its confluence with the South Fork
Nooksack River; then west down the South Fork Nooksack River to the Saxon Bridge; then west on the Saxon
Bridge Road to Highway 9; then south along Highway 9
to its intersection with State Highway 20 (east of Sedro
Woolley); then east along Highway 20 to Jackman
Creek (east of Concrete) and the point of beginning.
(See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer or Mt.
Baker/Snoqualmie National Forest map)

GMU 368-Cowiche (Yakima County): Beginning at the
junction of Highway 12 and Jump-off Road (USFS
Road #1302); then southwest along Jump-Off Road to
Divide Ridge Trail #I I 27 at Jump-off Lookout; then
southeast along Divide Ridge Trail # 1127 to Strobach
Springs; then west to Blue Slide Lookout; then south on
jeep trail to Blue Lake; then south along jeep trail to the
Darland Mountain Road and the north boundary of the
Yakima Indian Reservation; then east along the reservation boundary to the Yakima River and Highway 12;
then north and west along Highway 12 to the point of
beginning. (See Wenatchee National Forest Recreation
map & Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 370-Priest Rapids (Kittitas, Yakima and Benton
counties): Beginning at the Interstate 90 bridge at Vantage; then west along Interstate 90 to the East Highline
Canal (which is approximately 1/4 mile west of
Boylston Road); then southwest along the canal to
Highway 821 and the Yakima River, at a point about
one mile south of Thrall; then southeast along the
Yakima River to the Mabton-Sunnyside Road; then
south along the Mabton-Sunnyside Road; then south
along the Yakima Indian Reservation Boundary to the
Yakima-Klickitat county line; then east along the county line to the Alderdale Road; then south along the
Alderdale Road to Highway 14 and the Columbia River;
then upstream along the Columbia River to the point of
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GMU 426-Diablo (Skagit and Whatcom counties): The
Ross Lake National Recreation Area and the adjoining
corridor between the Pasayten Wilderness Area and the
northeast boundary of the south segment of North
Cascades National Park. (See Washington Atlas &
Gazetteer)
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GMU 433-Cavanaugh (Skagit and Snohomish counties): Beginning at the intersection of State Highway 20
and State Highway 9 at Sedro Woolley; then south
along State Highway 9 to Arlington; then east along the
Arlington-Darrington Highway 530 to Darrington; then
north along the Sauk Valley Road to Rockport; then
west along the State Highway 20 to Sedro Woolley and
the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas &
Gazetteer)

Wilderness Area boundary; then north along that
boundary to the Suiattle River; then along the river to
the Sauk River; then south up the Sauk River to
Darrington; then west along the Darrington-Arlington
Highway to the Trafton School at Trafton; then southeast along the Jim Creek-Trafton Road (242nd St.
N.E.) to the City of Seattle power transmission lines;
then southwest along the transmission line to the point
where it crosses the Jordan Road in Sec. 20, T3 IN,
R6E; then southeast along the Jordan Road to Granite
Falls; then south along the Menzel Lake-Lake Roesiger
Roads to the Woods Creek Road; then south on Woods
Creek Road to Highway 2 (Skykomish-Monroe Highway); then east along Highway 2 to Sultan to the point
of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer or
Mt. Baker/Snoqualmie National Forest map)

GMU 440-Suiattle (Skagit and Snohomish counties):
Beginning at the intersection of State Highway 20 and
the Sauk Valley Road at Rockport; then south along the
Sauk Valley Road to Darrington and the Sauk River to
the Suiattle River; then along that river to the Glacier
Peak Wilderness Area boundary; then north and east
along that boundary to the line between Ranges 12 and
13 E.; then north on that range line to the North
Cascades National Park boundary; then west and north
along the North Cascades Park boundary and the Ross
Lake National Recreation Area boundary to the range
line between range 9 and I 0 E; then south along this
range line to the Jackman Creek drainage; then southwest down the Jackman Creek drainage to State Highway 20; then east along State Highway 20 to Rockport
and the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas &
Gazetteer)
GMU 442-Tulalip (Snohomish and King counties): Beginning at the mouth of the Stillaguamish River; then up
the Stillaguamish River to Arlington; then northeast
along the Arlington-Darrington Highway to the Trafton
School at Trafton; then southeast along the Jim CreekTrafton Road (242nd St. N .E.) to the City of Seattle
power transmission line; then southwest along the transmission line to the point where it crosses the Jordan
Road in Sec. 20, T3 IN, R6E; then southeast along the
Jordan Road to Granite Falls; then south along the
Menzel Lake-Lake Roesiger Roads to the Woods Creek
Road; then south on Woods Creek Road to Monroe;
then south on Highway 203 to the Snoqualmie River at
Duvall; then north down the Snoqualmie River to the
Snohomish River and down the Snohomish River to
Puget Sound; then north along the shore of Puget Sound
to the mouth of the Stillaguamish River and the point of
beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer or Mt.
Baker /Snoqualmie National Forest map)
GMU 448-Stillaguamish (Snohomish and Skagit counties): Beginning at Sultan; then east along U.S. Highway
2 to Stevens Pass; then north along the Cascade Crest
Trail to the headwaters of the Rapid River originating in
Sec. 34, T27N, Rl3E; then north and west down said
river to its junction with Meadow Creek in Sec. 14,
T27N, Rl2E; then north up that creek to its junction
with the headwaters of Cady Creek in Sec. 36, T28N,
Rl2E; then north and west down Cady Creek to its
junction with an unnamed creek in Sec. 21, T28N,
Rl 2E; then north up that unnamed creek to its headwaters at Excelsior Mountain and the Quartz Creek Trail
(#1050); then north up the Quartz Creek Trail to Curry
Gap; then east along USFS Trail #650 along the crest
between Sloan Creek and the North Fork Skykomish
River drainages to June Mountain and the Glacier Peak

GMU 450-Cascade (Skagit and Snohomish counties):
That part of Skagit County east of the range line between Ranges 12 and 13 E. that is south and west of the
North Cascades National Park; and, in addition, those
lands west of the range line between Ranges 12 and 13
E. that lie within the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area.
That part of Snohomish County commencing at the
Skagit County line and the Glacier Peak Wilderness
Area boundary; then south along said boundary to June
Mountain; then west along the 650 trail along the crest
between Sloan Creek and the North Fork of the
Skykomish River drainages past Long John and Bald
Eagle Mountains to Curry Gap; then south along the
Quartz Creek Trail (No. 1050) and across the North
Fork of the Skykomish River to Excelsior Mountain
Trail (No. 1054); then south and east to the headwaters
of an unnamed creek in Sec. 16, T28N RI 2E; then south
along said creek through Sections 16 and 21 to West
Cady Creek; then up (easterly) said creek to its junction
with the headwaters of Meadow Creek in Sec. 36 T28N
RI 2E; then south down Meadow Creek to its junction
with the Rapid River in Sec. 14 T27N R12E; then east
up the Rapid River to the headwaters of its south and
east branch in Sec. 34 T27N Rl3E near the Cascade
Crest and the Chelan County line. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer and Mt. Baker/Snoqualmie National
Forest map)
GMU 454-lssaquah (King and Snohomish counties):
Beginning at the mouth of the Snohomish River near
Everett; then southeast up the Snohomish River to
Duvall; then south along State Highway 203 to Fall
City; then southwest along the Fall City-Preston Road
to Interstate 90; then east on Interstate 90 to State
Highway 18; then southwest along State Highway 18 to
its intersection with the Raging River; then south up
that river to its junction with the posted boundary of the
City of Seattle Cedar River Watershed; then along that
posted boundary to its junction with the boundary of the
City of Tacoma Green River Watershed (CTGRW);
then south along the CTGR W posted boundary to
Weyerhaeuser Road 5200 near Lynn Lake; then down
the 5200 Road for approximately 7.6 miles to its junction with U.S. Highway 410; then west along U.S.
Highway 410 and State Highway Nos. 164 and 18
through Auburn to U.S. Highway 99; then north along
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USFS Road 7035; then east along that road to its intersection with the Naches Pass Trail at Twin Camps; then
east along the Naches Pass Trail to the Pacific Crest
Trail (USFS Trail 2000) near Pyramid Peak; then south
along the Pacific Crest Trail to the Mount Rainier National Park boundary near Sourdough Gap; then north
and west along the park boundary to the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer and Mt.
Baker/Snoqualmie National Forest map)

Highway 99 to the Redondo Beach junction; then due
west to Puget Sound; then north along Puget Sound to
the mouth of the Snohomish River and the point of beginning. (See Mt. Baker /Snoqualmie National Forest
map and Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 460-Snoqualmie (King and Snohomish Counties):
Beginning at the intersection of State Highway 203 and
U.S. Highway 2; then east along U.S. Highway 2 to
Stevens Pass and the Pacific Crest Trail; then south
along the Pacific Crest Trail to its junction with the City
of Seattle Cedar River Watershed posted boundary; then
west along the posted boundary to its intersection with
the headwaters of the Raging River; then down the
Raging River to its intersection with State Highway 18;
then along State Highway 18 to its junction with Interstate Highway 90 (l-90); then west along I-90 to its
junction with the Preston-Fall City Road; then north
along the Preston-Fall City Road to State Highway 203;
then north on State Highway 203 to the point of beginning. (See Mt. Baker/Snoqualmie National Forest map
and Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)

GMU 478-Mashel (Pierce County): Beginning where
((State Highway 162 c1osscs the Ca1bon Rivc1 (neat
C1 oekc1 ), thc11 sotttheast ttp)) the Bonneville Power
Transmission line crosses the Orville Road at the
Puyallup River Bridge; then northerly along the
Bonneville Power Transmission line to the Carbon River
to the west boundary of Mt. Rainier National Park; then
south along the park boundary to the Nisqually River;
then west down the Nisqually River to Alder Lake; then
continuing west down Alder Lake and the Nisqually River to the Weyerhaeuser 1000 (Main) Line (VailEatonville Truck Trail) Bridge; then east on the 1000
line to its junctions with Highway 7 (Mountain Highway) and Highway 161 (Eatonville-LaGrande Road);
then east and north along Highway 161 through
Eatonville to its junction with Orville Road E.
(Kapowsin-Eatonville Road); then north along that road
through Kapowsin ((to its jttnetion with llighl'Vay 162
jnst cast of 01 ting at C1 oelm, then cast along that
highway to the Ca1bon Ri\lc1)) to the point of beginning
at the junction of the Bonneville Power Transmission
line and the Orville Road. (See Mt. Baker/Snoqualmie
National Forest map or Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)

GMU 466-Stampede (King County): Beginning at intersection of the Pacific Crest Trail (USFS Trail 2000)
and the posted boundary for the City of Seattle Cedar
River Watershed; then south along the Pacific Crest
Trail to its junction with the Naches Pass Trail at Pyramid Peak; then west on the Naches Pass Trail to Twin
Camps and USFS Road 7035; then along USFS Road
7035 to USFS Trail 1172 and its intersection with
USFS Road 7012 (Champion Creek Rd.); then down
Road 7012 to the posted boundary of the City of
Tacoma Green River Watershed; then east and north
along that boundary and the City of Seattle Cedar River
Watershed posted boundary to the point of beginning.
(See Mt. Baker/Snoqualmie National Forest map and
Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 472-White River (King and Pierce counties): Beginning at the junction of State Highway 410 and the
north boundary of Mount Rainier National Park; then
west along the north park boundary to the Carbon River; then down the Carbon River to its intersection with
the Bonneville Power Transmission line; then up the
powerline to South Prairie Creek; then up South Prairie
Creek to New Pond Creek; then up New Pond Creek to
its intersection with Champion 923 Road.; then north on
Champion 923 Road to Champion 92 Road; then east on
Champion 92 Road to Champion 93 Road; then northwest on Champion 93 Road to Champion 931 Road;
then east on Champion 931 Road to Champion 9 Road;
then northeast on Champion 9 Road to Champion 96
Road; then east on Champion 96 Road to Champion
9601 Road; then east on Champion 9601 Road to Old
Pond Creek to the White River; then down White River
to the ((second)) first set of Bonneville Power Transmission lines; then up the powerline to where it intersects
State Highway 410; then east along State Highway 410
to Weyerhaeuser Road 5200; then up that road for approximately 7.6 miles to its junction with the City of
Tacoma Green River Watershed posted boundary; then
east along that posted boundary and USFS Trail 1172 to
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GMU 480-South Islands (Pierce County): Anderson
and Ketron (( t) )islands. ((Note special fo ca1 m 1cst1 ictions in effect fo1 these islands. 1lnnting is closed on
McNeil Island.)) (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 484-Puyallup (Pierce and King counties): Beginning at the mouth of the Nisqually River; then up the
Nisqually River to its junction with the Weyerhaeuser
1000 line, then east along the Weyerhaeuser 1000 line to
its intersection with State Highways 7 and 161; then
north along State Highway 161 to its intersection with
the Orville Road; then north along the Orville Road
((throngh the town of Kapowsi11 to the intersection of
State Rontc 162, then nor thcast along State Rontc 162
to its intc1seetion with the Ca1bon Ri\le1, then cast along
the Ca1bon RiVC1)) to the Puyallup River Bridge where
it intersects the Bonneville Power Transmission line;
then up the powerline to South Prairie Creek; then up
South Prairie Creek to New Pond Creek; then up New
Pond Creek to its intersection with Champion 923 Road;
then north on Champion 923 Road to Champion 92
Road; then east on Champion 92 Road to Champion 93
Road; then northwest on Champion 93 Road to Champion 931 Road; then east on Champion 931 Road to
Champion 9 Road; then northeast on Champion 9 Road
to Champion 96 Road; then east on Champion 96 Road
to Champion 9601 Road; then east on Champion 9601
Road to Old Pond Creek; then down Old Pond Creek to
the White River; then down White River to the ((SCC"
ond)) first set of Bonneville Power Transmission lines;
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then up the powerline to where it intersects State Highway 410; then ((east)) west along State Highway 410 to
where it intersects State Highway 164; then west along
State Highway 164 through Auburn to Old Highway 99;
then north along Old Highway 99 to Redondo Junction;
then due west to Puget Sound; then south along the
shoreline of Puget Sound to the mouth of the Nisqually
River and the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas
& Gazetteer or Mt. Baker/Snoqualmie National Forest
map)
GMU 485-Green River (King County): Beginning at
the junction of the Green River and the west boundary
of the Tacoma Watershed; then south and east along the
watershed boundary to the USFS 7012 Road (Champion Creek Road); then northwest along that road and the
posted GMU 485 boundary to where it meets USFS
Road 5063; then east, then north along that road to its
junction with the USFS 5060 Road near the headwaters
of Friday Creek; then north along that road to the
Tacoma Watershed boundary; then west along the
Tacoma Watershed boundary to the Green River and
the point of beginning. (See Mt. Baker/Snoqualmie National Forest map and Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 490-Cedar River (King County): Beginning at
the junction of the Cedar River and the western posted
boundary of the City of Seattle Cedar River Watershed;
then north and east along said posted boundary to
Yakima Pass; then continue south and west along that
posted boundary and to the point of beginning. Note
that the City of Seattle enforces trespass on lands owned
or controlled by the city. (See Mt. Baker /Snoqualmie
National Forest map and Washington Atlas &
Gazetteer)
REGION FIVE

GMU 501-Lincoln (Lewis, Thurston, Pacific and Grays
Harbor counties): Beginning at the intersection of Interstate 5 and State Highway 6, then west on State Highway 6 to the Stevens Road, then northwest on Stevens
Road to Elk Creek Road (Doty), then west on Elk Creek
Road to the 7000 Road, then west on the 7000 Rd. to
the 7800 Rd., then west on the 7800 Rd. to the 720 Rd.,
then northeast on the 720 Rd. to Garrard Creek Road,
then northeast on the Garrard Creek Road to Oakville
and U.S. Highway 12, then east on U.S. 12 to Interstate
5, then south on Interstate 5 to State Highway 6 and
point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 504-Stella (Cowlitz County): Beginning at the
mouth of the Cowlitz River at the Columbia River, then
west down the Columbia to the mouth of Germany
Creek, then north up Germany Creek to State Highway
4, then east on Highway 4 to Germany Creek Road,
then north on Germany Creek Road to IP 1000 Road,
then north on IP 1000 to the IP 1050 Road, then east on
IP 1050 Road to the 2200 Rd., then east and south to
the 2000 Rd., then south on the 2000 Rd. to the Delameter Road (Woodside Road), then east on Delameter
Road to State Highway 411, then north on Highway 411
to PH 10 Road (Four Corners), then east to Cowlitz
River, then south down the Cowlitz River to the

Columbia River and point of beginning.
Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)

(See

GMU 505-Mossyrock (Lewis County): Beginning on
Interstate 5 and the Cowlitz River, then northeast up the
Cowlitz River to Mayfield Lake and the U.S. Highway
12 bridge, then east on Highway 12 to Winston Creek
Road, then south and east to Longbell Road and Perkins
Road, then northeast on Perkins Road to Swofford
Road, then north on Swofford Road to Ajlune Road,
then east on Ajlune Road to Riffe Lake, then east along
the south shore to the Cowlitz River and up the Cowlitz
River to the USFS 23 Road (Cispus Road) Bridge, then
south and east to the C line Road, then east to the
Bennet Road, then east to U.S. Highway 12, then west
on Highway 12 to State Highway 7 (Morton), then
north on State Highway 7 to State Highway 508, then
west on Highway 508 to Centralia/ Alpha Road, then
west and north on Centralia/ Alpha Road to Salzer Valley Road, then west to Summa Street and Kresky Road,
then north on Kresky Road to Tower Street, then on
Tower Street to State Highway 507, then west on Highway 507 Cherry, Alder and Mellen streets to Interstate
5, then south on Interstate 5 to the Cowlitz River and
point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 506-Willapa Hills (Wahkiakum, Pacific, Lewis
counties): Beginning in Cathlamet on the State Highway
407 bridge across the Cathlamet Channel (Columbia
River), then west down the Columbia River to the
mouth of Deep River, then up Deep River to State
Highway 4, then northwest to Salmon Creek Road, then
northeast on Salmon Creek Road to the Bonneville
Powerline Road, then north on the Bonneville Powerline
Road to State Highway 6, then east on State Highway 6
to the town of ((PeEH)) Pe Ell and the Muller Road,
then south on Muller Road to the 1000 Road, then south
on the 1000 Road to the 1800 Road, then south on the
1800 Road to the 500 Road, then southeast on the 500
Road to State Highway 407, then south on State Highway 407 to Cathlamet and point of beginning. (See
Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 510-Stormking (Lewis County): Beginning on
U.S. Highway 12 at the Silver Creek Bridge; then north
up Silver Creek to Silverbrook Road, then east to USFS
47 Rd., then north on USFS 47 to USFS 85, then west
on USFS 85 to Silver Creek, then southwest on Silver
Creek to Lynx Creek, then north on Lynx Creek and its
northern most tributary to USFS 85 Rd., then northwest
on the USFS 85 Rd. to Catt Creek, then north on Catt
Creek to the Nisqually River, then west down the
Nisqually River to State Highway 7, then south on
Highway 7 to U.S. Highway 12 (Morton), then east on
Highway 12 to Silver Creek and point of beginning. (See
Gifford Pinchot National Forest map)
GMU 512-Sawtooth (Lewis County): Beginning on
U.S. Highway 12 at the Silver Creek bridge, then north
up Silver Creek to Silverbrook Road, then east to USFS
47 Rd., then north on USFS 47 Rd. to USFS 85 Rd.,
then west on USFS 85 to Silver Creek, then southwest
on Silver Creek to Lynx Creek, then north on Lynx
Creek and its northern most tributary to USFS 85 Rd.,
I 120 I
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Mayfield Lake and the Cowlitz River to Interstate 5 and
point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)

then north on 85 Rd. to Catt Creek, then northwest
down Catt Creek to the Nisqually River, then east up
the Nisqually River to Horse Creek, then east up Horse
Creek to USFS 52 Rd. (Skate Creek Road), then southeast on USFS 52 to the Cowlitz River, then southwest
down the Cowlitz River to Smith Creek, then up Smith
Creek to U.S. Highway 12, then west on U.S. Highway
12 to Silver Creek and point of beginning. (See Gifford
Pinchot National Forest map and/or Washington Atlas
& Gazetteer)

GMU 522-Loo-wit (Cowlitz and Skamania counties):
Beginning on the North Fork Toutle River at the mouth
of Hoffstadt Creek, then southeast up the North Fork
Toutle River to the Weyerhaeuser 3001 Rd., then
southeast along the 300 l, 3000, and 3090 roads to the
headwaters of the South Fork Castle Creek, then due
south to the South Fork Toutle River, then east along
South Fork Toutle to its headwaters and Mount St.
Helens crater edge; then east along the crater edge to
the headwaters of Ape Canyon, then down Ape Canyon
((to Smith)) Creek((, the11 north alo11g)) to the USFS
Smith Creek ((and following the eastern main branch to
its headwaters, then dae west)) Trail then north up
USFS Smith Creek Trail to ((the)) USFS 99 Rd., then
north along USFS 99 to USFS 26, then north to Strawberry Lake Creek, then west down Strawberry Lake
Creek to the Green River, then across the Green River
to Grizzly Creek, then up Grizzly Creek to Grizzly
Lake, then west up the western inlet to its headwaters,
then west to the headwaters of Coldwater Creek, then
west down Coldwater Creek to Coldwater Lake, then
southwest along the northwest shore to the old
Weyerhaeuser 3500 Rd., then west along the 3500,
3530, 3540, 3130, 3120 roads to the intersection with
Hoffstadt Creek, then down Hoffstadt Creek to the
North Fork Toutle River and point of beginning. (See
Gifford Pinchot National Forest map)

GMU 514-Tatoosh (Lewis County): Beginning at USFS
52 Rd. (Skate Creek) and the Cowlitz River (at
Packwood), then northwest on USFS 52 Rd. to Horse
Creek, then down Horse Creek to the Nisqually River
and the southern boundary of Mt. Rainier National
Park, then north and east along the Nisqually River and
south park boundary to the Cascade Crest Trail, then
south along the Cascade Crest Trail to U.S. Highway
12, then northwest and southwest on Highway 12 To
USFS 1270 Rd., then north on USFS 1270 to the
Cowlitz River, then southwest down the Cowlitz River to
the USFS 52 Rd. and point of beginriing. (See Gifford
Pinchot National Forest map)
GMU 516-Packwood (Lewis and Skamania counties):
Beginning at the mouth of Cispus River, then east up
the Cispus River to the USFS 56 Rd. (Midway G.S.
Road), then east on the USFS 56 Rd. to the USFS 5603
Rd., then east on the USFS 5603 to the Yakima Indian
Reservation boundary and the Cascade Crest; then north
along the Reservation boundary to Cispus Pass and the
Cascade Crest Trail, then north along the Cascade Crest
Trail to the U.S. Highway 12 (White Pass), then northwest and southwest on Highway 12 to USFS 1270 Rd.
(Sec. 31, T14N, RlOE), then north on USFS 1270 to
the Cowlitz River, then southwest down the Cowlitz River to the mouth of Smith Creek, then south up Smith
Creek to U.S. Highway 12, then southwest down Highway 12 to Bennet Road, then west on the Bennet Road
to the C line Road, then west to the USFS 23 Rd.
(Cispus Road), then west and north to the Cowlitz River, then west down the Cowlitz River to the mouth of
the Cispus River and point of beginning. (See Gifford
Pinchot National Forest map)
GMU 520-Winston (Cowlitz, Lewis and Skamania
counties): Beginning at the intersection of Interstate 5
and the Cowlitz River, then south down the Cowlitz River to the Toutle River, then east up the Toutle River to
the North Fork Toutle River, then up the North Fork
Toutle River to the Green River, then east up the Green
River to USFS 2612 Rd., then east on 2612 to USFS 26
Rd. (Ryan Lake Road), then north on USFS 26 Rd. to
the Cispus River, then west down the Cispus to the
Cowlitz River, then west down the Cowlitz River to
Riffe Lake, then west along the south shore to Ajlune
Road, then west to Swofford Road, then south on
Swofford Road to Perkins Road, then southwest and
northwest on Perkins Road and Longbell Road to
Winston Creek Road, then northwest on Winston Creek
Road to State Highway 12, then west on State Highway
12 to the Mayfield Lake bridge, then southwest down
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GMU 524-Margaret (Cowlitz, Skamania and Lewis
counties): Beginning on the North Fork Toutle River at
the mouth of the Green River, then southeast up the
North Fork Toutle River to the mouth of Hoffstadt
Creek, then up Hoffstadt Creek to the 3120 Rd., then
east along the 3120, 3130, 3540, 3530 and 3500 roads to
Coldwater Lake, then northeast along the northwest
shoreline to Coldwater Creek, then up Coldwater Creek
to its headwaters and east to the headwaters of Grizzly
Lake, then east down the west inlet creek to Grizzly
Lake, then down Grizzly Creek to the Green River and
the mouth of Strawberry Lake Creek, then up Strawberry Lake Creek to the USFS 26 Rd. (Ryan Lake
Road), then north on the USFS 26 Rd. to the USFS
2612 Rd., then west on USFS 2612 Rd. to the Green
River, then down the Green River to its mouth and point
of beginning. (See Gifford Pinchot National Forest map)
GMU 530-Ryderwood (Cowlitz, Lewis, Wahkiakum
counties): Beginning in the town of ((PeEH)) Pe Ell (intersection of State Highway 6 and Muller Road), then
south on Muller Road to the 1000 Rd., then south on
the I 000 Rd. to the 1800 Rd., then south on the 1800
Rd. to the 500 Rd., then southeast on the 500 Rd. to
State Highway 407, then south on State Highway 407 to
the Columbia River Bridge (Cathlamet Channel), then
east up the Columbia River to the mouth of Germany
Creek, then north up Germany Creek to State Highway
4, then east on Highway 4 to Germany Creek Road,
then north on Germany Creek Road to IP 1000 Road,
then north on IP l 000 to IP l 050 Road, then east on IP
I 050 Road to the 2200 Road, then east and south on the
2200 Road to the 2000 Road, then south on the 2000
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6000 Rd., then east up the 6000 Rd. to the 6450 Rd.,
then southwest on the 6450 Rd. approximately one mile
to the Arnold Creek Road, then southeast on Arnold
Creek and Dubois roads to State Highway 503, then
east on State Highway 503 to the 6690 Rd. (Rock Creek
Road); then northeast on the 6690 and 6696 roads to the
West Fork Speelyai Creek, then down Speelyai Creek to
State Highway 503, then northeast on State Highway
503 to USFS 81 Rd. and point of beginning. (See
Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)

Road to Delameter Road (Woodside Drive), then east
on Delameter Road to State Highway 411, then north
on State Highway 411 to PH 10 Road (4 Corners), then
east to the Cowlitz River, then north up the Cowlitz River to the Interstate 5 bridge, then north on Interstate 5
to State Highway 6, then west on State Highway 6 to
((PeEtt)) Pe Ell and point of beginning. (See
Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 550-Coweeman (Cowlitz County): Beginning at
the mouth of the Cowlitz River, then north to the Toutle
River, then east along the Toutle River to the South
Fork Toutle River, then up the South Fork Toutle to the
4950 Rd., then south and east on the 4950 Rd. to the
235 Rd., then south on the 235, 200, 245, 134, 133, 130
and 1680 roads to the 1600 Rd., then southeast along
the 1600 and 1400 roads to the Kalama/Coweeman
summit, then south along the 1420 Rd. to the 1425 Rd.,
then southwest along the 1425 Rd. to the 6400 Rd., then
southwest down the 6400 Rd. to the 6000 Rd., then east
to the 6450 Rd., then southeast approximately one mile
on the 6450 Rd. to the Arnold Creek Road, then southeast on Arnold Creek Road to Dubois Road, then to
State Highway 503, then west on State Highway 503 to
Cape Horn Creek, then down Cape Horn Creek to
Merwin Reservoir and the Lewis River, then down the
Lewis River to the Columbia River, then down the
Columbia River to the mouth of the Cowlitz River and
point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 554-Yale (Cowlitz County): Beginning on State
Highway 503 at its crossing of Cape Horn Creek, then
east on Highway 503 to 6690 Rd. (Rock Creek Road),
then northeast on the 6690 and 6696 roads to West Fork
Speelyai Creek, then down Speelyai Creek to State
Highway 503, then northeast on Highway 503 to Dog
Creek, then down Dog Creek to Yale Reservoir, then
south and west down Yale reservoir, Lewis River, and
Merwin Reservoir to Cape Horn Creek, then up Cape
Horn Creek to State Highway 503 and point of
beginning.
GMU 556-Toutle (Cowlitz County): Beginning on State
Highway 503 (Lewis River Road) and USFS 81 Rd.
(Merril Lake Road) intersection, then north on USFS
81 Rd. to Weyerhaeuser 7200 Rd., then northeast on the
7200 Rd. to the 7400 Rd., then northwest on the 7400
Rd. to the 5500 Rd., then east and north on the 5500
and 5670 roads to the South Fork Toutle River, then
east up the South Fork Toutle River to a point due south
of the headwaters of the South Fork Castle Creek (Sec.
I, TWP SN R4E), then north to the headwaters of South
Fork Castle Creek, then down South Fork Castle Creek
to Weyerhaeuser 3092 Rd., then west on the 3092 Rd. to
3090 Rd., then northwest on the 3090, 3000 and 3001
roads to the North Fork Toutle River, then down the
North Fork Toutle River to the South Fork Toutle River, then south-east up the South Fork Toutle River to
the 4950 Rd., then south on the 4950, 235, 200, 245,
243A, 134, 133, 130, and 1680 roads to the 1600 road,
then southeast on the 1600 and 1400 roads to the
Kalama/Coweeman summit, then south on the 1420 Rd.
to the 1425 Rd., then southwest along the 1425 Rd. to
the 6400 Rd., then southwest on the 6400 Rd. to the

GMU 558-Marble (Cowlitz and Skamania counties):
Beginning on State Highway 503 (Lewis River Road)
and USFS 81 Rd. intersection, then north on USFS 81
Rd. to Weyerhaeuser 7200 Rd., then northeast on the
7200 Rd. to the 7400 Rd., then northwest on the 7400
Rd. to the 5500 Rd., then east and north on the 5500
and 5670 roads to the South Fork Toutle River, then
east up the South Fork Toutle River to Mount St.
Helens crater and along crater to headwaters of Ape
Canyon, then east down Ape Canyon Creek to Smith
Creek((~)) Trail then north up USFS Smith Creek
((along the East Fotlc to its head;atCIS and)) Trail to
USFS 99 Rd., then northeast on USFS 99 Rd. to USFS
25 Rd., then south on USFS 25 Rd. to the Muddy River, then south down the Muddy River to the North
Fork Lewis River, then west down the North Fork Lewis
River, Swift Reservoir to Yale Reservoir and Dog Creek,
then north up Dog Creek to State Highway 503, then
southwest to USFS 81 Rd. and point of beginning. (See
Gifford Pinchot National Forest map)
GMU 560-Lewis River (Skamania, Klickitat, Yakima
and Lewis counties): Beginning at Trout Lake, north to
the USFS 80 Rd., then north to the USFS 82 Rd., then
northeast on the USFS 82 Rd. to the Yakima Indian
Reservation boundary, then north along boundary (Cascade Crest) to USFS 5603 Rd., then west to the USFS
56 Rd., then west to the Cispus River, then northwest
down the Cispus River to the USFS 26 Rd. (Ryan Lake
Road), then west and south on the USFS 26 Rd. to
USFS 99 Rd., then northeast to the USFS 25 Rd., then
south to Muddy River, then south down the Muddy River to the North Fork Lewis River, then west to the
USFS 90 Rd. bridge (Eagle Cliff), then east on USFS
90 Rd. to USFS 51 Rd., then southeast to USFS 30 Rd.,
then northeast on the USFS 30 Rd. to USFS 24 Rd.,
then southeast to the State Highway 141, then northeast
to Trout Lake and point of beginning. (See Gifford
Pinchot National Forest map)
GMU 564-Battle Ground (Clark ((County)) and
Skamania Counties): Beginning at Merwin Dam on the
Lewis River, then on a southeast line to the power line,
then southeast to County Rd. 20, then south to Pup
Creek Road, then southeast to County Rd. 16, then
southeast through Amboy and Yacolt to Moulton and
County Rd. 12, then ((west to Ila1 twiek Road, south to
Basket Flat Road, west to l97th Ave., south to 279th
St1eet, west to l82nd Ave., sonth to 249th St1eet, and
east to €1 aw fo1 d Road, then southeast on All w01 th to
229th St1 eet, then southeast 011 229th Sh eel to Be11 y
Road, then southeast on Be11y Road to DNR 1410 Rd.,
then southeast 011 the 1410 Road to DNR 1400 Rd.,
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then west Oil 1400 Rd. to Rawson and Powell toads to
2 l 2th A\'c., then south to 83rd Stt cct, cast to 2 I 7th
Ave., south to 68th Stt cct, cast to 232iid Ave., and south
to State Highway 500, then south and. cast to Blait))
southeast on County Road 12 to Dole Valley Road,
south on Dole Valley Road, Rock Creek Road, and
Skamania Mines Road in Skamania County to Skye
Road, east on Skye Road to Washougal River Road,
then southeast ((to)) on State Highway 140((-;-thcn
no1 th aiid cast)) to State Highway 14 and Cape Horn
Road, then south on Cape Horn Road to the Columbia
River, then down the Columbia River to the Lewis River
and up the Lewis River to Merwin Dam and point of
beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 568-Washougal (Clark and Skamania counties):
Beginning at Merwin Dam on the Lewis River, then on
a southeast line to the powerline crossing on County Rd.
20, then south to Pup Creek Road, then east to County
Rd. 16, then southeast through Amboy and Yacolt to
Moulton and County Rd. 12, then ((west to Ila1 twick
Road, south to Basket Flat Road, west to I 97th Ave.,
south to 279th St., west to I 82nd Ave., sonth to 249th
St., and cast to C1awfotd Road, then southeast on
Allwo1th to 229th St., to Betty Road and the DNR
1410 Rd., to DNR 1400 Rd., then west to Rawson aiid
Powcll 1oads to 212th Ave., then south to 83td St., cast
to 217th Ave., south to 68th St., cast to 232nd Ave., and
sonth to State Highway 500, then south and cast to
Btarr)) southeast on County Road 12 to Dole Valley
Road, south on Dole Valley Road, Rock Creek Road,
and Skamania Mines Road in Skamania County to Skye
Road, east on Skye Road to Washougal River Road,
then southeast ((to)) on State Highway 140((-;-thcn
llOtth and cast)) to State Highway 14, and Cape Horn
Road, then south on Cape Horn Road to the Columbia
River, then east up the Columbia to the mouth of Rock
Creek at Stevenson; then northwest up Rock Creek to
the south boundary of Gifford Pinchot National Forest,
then due west approximately 0.5 miles to USFS Rd.
406; then northwest on USFS Rd. 406 to USFS 41, then
west to Sunset Work Center and Forest Rd. 42 (Green
Fork Road), then east to USFS 4205 Rd., then north
and east to the USFS 53 Rd., then northwest to the
USFS 37 Rd., and USFS 54 Rd., then northwest on
USFS 54 Rd (N.E. Healy Rd.) to International Paper
Road; then north to Canyon Creek, down Canyon Creek
to Merwin Reservoir and west to Merwin Dam and point
of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 572-Siouxon (Skamania and Clark counties): Beginning at the intersection of the Wind River Road and
USFS 65 Rd. (Panther Creek Road); then north on the
USFS 65 Rd, USFS 60 Rd. (Carson-Guler Road); then
northwest to Peterson Prairie and USFS 24 Road, then
north to the USFS 30, then southwest to the USFS 51
Rd. (Curly Creek Road), then northwest to the USFS
90 Rd. (Lewis River Road), then west to the Eagle Cliff
bridge on the North Fork Lewis River; then down the
North Fork Lewis River through Swift and Yale reservoirs to Merwin Reservoir and the mouth of Canyon
Creek; then south up Canyon Creek to International Paper Road, then south to USFS 54 Rd. (N .E. Healy
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Road); then southeast to the USFS 37 Rd. and the
USFS 53 Rd., then east and south to the USFS 4205
Rd., then south and west to the USFS 42 Rd. (Green
Fork Road); then west to the USFS 41 Rd. at Sunset
Falls; then east on the USFS 41 Rd. (Sunset Hemlock
Road) to the U.S. Forest Service District Headquarters
and the Hemlock Road; then east on the Hemlock Road
to the Wind River Road (Stabler); then south on the
Wind River Road to USFS 65 Rd. and point of beginning. (See Gifford Pinchot National Forest map)
GMU 574-Wind River (Skamania County): Beginning
at the mouth of Rock Creek (Stevenson), then northwest
up Rock Creek to the south boundary of Gifford Pinchot
National Forest, then due west approximately 1/2 mile
to USFS 406 Rd., then northwest on USFS 406 Rd. to
USFS 41 Rd., then east to U.S. Forest Service District
Headquarters (Wind River) and Hemlock Road, then
east to the Wind River Road (Stabler), then south to
USFS 65 Rd. (Panther Creek Road), then north to
USFS 60 Rd. (Carson-Guler Road), then northeast to
USFS 24 Rd. and 141 Rd. to USFS 86 Rd., then south
on USFS 86 Rd. to USFS 1840 Rd. to the USFS 18 Rd.
(Oklahoma Road) to Willard and the Little White
Salmon River, then down the Little White Salmon River
to the Columbia River, then west down the Columbia
River to the mouth of Rock Creek and point of beginning. (See Gifford Pinchot National Forest map)
GMU 576-White Salmon (Klickitat, Yakima, and
Skamania counties): Beginning at the mouth of the
Klickitat River (Lyle) to the Fisher Hill Bridge, then
north along the Fisher Hill Road (P-2000) to the Gravel
Pit Road, then west to the B-Z Corners-Glenwood
Road, then southwest to Highway 141 (B-Z Corners),
then north to Trout Lake, then west on Highway 141 to
USFS 86 Rd., then south to the USFS 1840 Rd., then
south on the USFS 1840 Rd. to the USFS 18 Rd.
(Oklahoma Road), then south on the 18 Rd. to Willard
and the Little White Salmon River, then south down the
Little White Salmon River to the Columbia River, then
east up the Columbia River to the Klickitat River and
point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 580-Sixprong (Klickitat and Yakima counties):
Beginning on State Highway 14 at Sundale, then east to
the Goldendale-Goodnoe Hills Road; then northwest
along Goldendale-Goodnoe Hills Road to Dot Road;
then north along the Dot Road to Cleveland; then along
the Goldendale-Bickleton Road to the Yakima County
line; then east along the Yakima County line to
Alderdale Road; then southeast along the Alderdale
Road to State Highway 14 and Columbia River; then
west along the state line to Sundale and the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 584-Goodnoe (Klickitat County): Beginning at
the U.S. Highway 97 bridge on the Columbia River
(Maryhill), then north on Highway 97 to Satus Pass and
the Yakima Indian Reservation, then east along south
Reservation boundary to the ·Yakima County line, then
east to Goldendale/Bickleton Road, then southwest to
to
south
then
Dot Road,
Cleveland and
Goldendale/Goodno e Hills Road, then southeast to
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the Clallam River and the point of beginning. (See updated Olympic National Forest and Olympic National
Park map and Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)

State Highway 14, then west to Sundale and mouth of
Chapman Creek, then west down the Columbia River to
U.S. Highway 97 bridge and point of beginning. (See
Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)

GMU 603-Pysht (Clallam County): Beginning at the
mouth of the Clallam River; then up the river to the
State Highway 112; then south along State Highway
112 to its junction with the Burnt Mountain Road; then
southwest along the Burnt Mountain Road to its junction with U.S. Highway JOI; then east along U.S.
Highway IOI to the point where the highway enters the
Olympic National Park, about one mile west of Lake
Crescent; then north and east along the Olympic National Park boundary to the Elwha River; then north
down the Elwha River to its mouth and the Strait of
Juan de Fuca; then west along the shore of the Strait of
Juan de Fuca to the mouth of the Clallam River and the
point of beginning. EXCEPT that part of the Lower Elwha
Indian Reservation within this boundary. (See updated
Olympic National Forest and Olympic National Park
map and Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)

GMU 586-Glenwood (Klickitat County): Beginning at
B-Z Corners and State Highway 141, then north to
Trout Lake and the USFS 80 Rd., then to the USFS 82
Rd., then north to the Yakima Indian Reservation
boundary, then east along the south Reservation boundary to Summit Creek Primary Road, then south to the
Klickitat River and the Truck Cut Road, then west to
the Glenwood/Goldendale Road, then northwest to the
Gravel Pit Road, then south to the B-Z
Corners/Glenwood Road, then southwest to B-Z Corners and point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas &
Gazetteer)
GMU 588-Grayback (Klickitat County): Beginning at
Highway 97 bridge across Columbia River (Maryhill),
then west down the Columbia River to Lyle and the
mouth of the Klickitat River, then up the Klickitat River
to the Fisher Hill Bridge, then north along the Fisher
Hill Road (P-2000) to the Gravel Pit Road, then north
to the Glenwood/Goldendale Road, then east to the
Truck Cut Road, then north to the Su~mit Creek Primary Road, then to the Yakima Indian Reservation
boundary, then east along the southern boundary of the
Reservation to Highway 97 (Satus Pass Highway), then
south on Highway 97 to Maryhill and point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)

GMU 607-Soleduck (Clallam County): Beginning at
Forks, then south along U.S. Highway IOI to the
Bogachiel River; then east up the Bogachiel River to the
Olympic National Park boundary; then north and east
along the Olympic National Park boundary to its intersection with U.S. Highway 101; then west and south
along U.S. Highway 101 to Forks to the point of beginning. (See updated Olympic National Forest and Olympic National Park map and Washington Atlas &
Gazetteer)

REGION SIX

GMU 612-Goodman (Jefferson and Clallam counties):
Beginning at LaPush on the Pacific Ocean, then east
along the LaPush Road to its junction with U.S. Highway 101 north of Forks; then south along U.S. Highway
101 to the Pacific Ocean below the mouth of the Hoh
River; then north along the Pacific Ocean to LaPush and
the point of beginning; EXCEPT that part of the Hoh Indian Reservation and the Olympic National Park within
this boundary. (See updated Olympic National Forest
and Olympic National Park map and Washington Atlas
& Gazetteer)

GMU 601-Hoko (Clallam County): Beginning at the
mouth- of the Hoko River, then up the river to State
Highway 112((~)); then southeast along State Highway
112 to its junction with the Hoko-Ozette Road; then
southeast along the Hoko-Ozette Road to the Olympic
National Park boundary; then north along the Olympic
National Park boundary to the Makah Indian Reservation boundary; then east and north along the Makah Indian Reservation boundary to the Strait of Juan de
Fuca; then southeast along the shore of the Strait of
Juan de Fuca to the mouth of the Hoko River and the
point of beginning. (See updated Olympic National Forest and Olympic National Park map and Washington
Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 602-Dickey (Clallam County): Beginning at the
mouth of the Clallam River, then up the river to State
Highway 112; then south along State Highway 112 to its
junction with the Burnt Mountain Road; then southwest
along the Burnt Mountain Road to its junction with
U.S. Highway 101; then southwest along U.S. Highway
101 to the junction with the LaPush Road; then southwest along LaPush Road to the Olympic National Park
boundary; then north along the Olympic National Park
boundary to the Hoko-Ozette Road; then northeast
along the Hoko-Ozette Road to its junction with State
Highway 112; then northwest along State Highway 112
to the Hoko River; then down the Hoko River to its
mouth and the Strait of Juan de Fuca; then east along
the shore of the Strait of Juan de Fuca to the mouth of

GMU 615-Clearwater (Jefferson County): Beginning at
the junction of Bogachiel River and U.S. Highway JOI,
then east up the Bogachiel River to the Olympic National Park boundary; then south, east and west along
the Olympic National Park boundary to where it meets
the boundary of the Quinault Indian Reservation; then
west along the Quinault Indian Reservation boundary to
U.S. Highway 101; then north and east along U.S.
Highway JOI to the Bogachiel River and point of beginning; EXCEPT that part of the Olympic National Park
within this boundary. (See updated Olympic National
Forest and Olympic National Park map and Washington
Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 618-Matheny (Jefferson and Grays Harbor counties): Those lands between the Queets and Quinault
Rivers that are outside the Olympic National Park and
outside the Quinault Indian Reservation. (See Olympic
National Forest map)
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GMU 621-0lympic (Jefferson, Clallam and Mason
counties): Beginning at the junction of U.S. Highway
101 and the Elwha River, then south up the Elwha River
to the Olympic National Park boundary; then east and
south along Olympic National Park boundary to the
North Fork of the Skokomish River; then south down
the North Fork of the Skokomish River to Lake Cushman; then southeast along the west shore of Lake Cushman to Cushman Upper Dam; then east along the Power
Dam Road to its intersection with Lake CushmanHoodsport Road; then southeast on Lake CushmanHoodsport Road to U.S. Highway 101 and Hood Canal;
then north along Hood Canal to Dabob Bay and
Quilcene Bay to East Quilcene Road at the north end of
Quilcene Bay; then west along East Quilcene Road to its
junction with Chimacum Center Road; then south along
Chimacum Center Road to Quilcene and U.S. Highway
101; then north and west along U.S. Highway 101 to the
Elwha River and the point of beginning. EXCEPT that
part of the Lower Elwha Indian Reservation within this
boundary. (See updated Olympic National Forest and
Olympic National Park map and Washington Atlas &
Gazetteer)
GMU 624-Coyle (Clallam and Jefferson counties): Beginning at the mouth of the Elwha River, then south up
the Elwha River to U.S. Highway 101; then east and
south along U.S. Highway 101 to Quilcene; then north
on the Chimacum Center Road to its junction with East
Quilcene Road; then east on the East Quilcene Road to
Quilcene Bay; then south along the east shore of
Quilcene Bay to Dabob Bay and Hood Canal; then north
along the shore of Hood Canal to Puget Sound; then
north through Admirality Inlet to Port Townsend and
Juan de Fuca Straits (including Marrowstone Island);
then west along the south shore line of Juan de Fuca
Straits to the mouth of the Elwha River and the point of
beginning; EXCEPT all of Indian Island in Jefferson
County. (See updated Olympic National Forest and
Olympic National Park map and Washington Atlas &
Gazetteer)
GMU 625-Indian Island (Jefferson County): Indian Island in Jefferson County. (See Washington Atlas &
Gazetteer)
GMU 627-Kitsap (Kitsap, Mason, Pierce and King
counties): Beginning at the town of Allyn on State
Highway 3; then north along Highway 3 to Belfair; then
north up the "Old Belfair Highway" to its junction with
the Bear Creek-Dewatto Road; then west on Bear
Creek-Dewatto Road to the Mason-Kitsap County line;
then west along the Mason-Kitsap county line to Hood
Canal; then north along the shoreline of Hood Canal to
Puget Sound at Hansville; then south through Puget
Sound to Nisqually Reach and Case Inlet; then north up
Case Inlet to the town of Allyn and the point of beginning; also Vashon Island. (See Washington Atlas &
Gazetteer)
GMU 633-Mason (Mason County): Beginning at the
Mason-Thurston County Line on U.S. Highway 101 at
Oyster Bay; then north and east through Oyster Bay,
Totten Inlet-Dana Passage and Case Inlet to the town
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of Allyn on State Highway 3; then north along Highway
3 to Belfair; then north up the "Old Belfair Highway" to
its junction with the Bear Creek-Dewatto Road; then
west on the Bear Creek-Dewatto Road to its junction
with the Dewatto-Holly Road; then west along the Mason-Kitsap County Line to Hood Canal; then south
through Hood Canal to Hoodsport and U.S. Highway
101; then south along Highway 101 to the MasonThurston County Line and the point of beginning. (See
the Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 636-Skokomish (Grays Harbor and Mason counties): Beginning at the junction of the Lake CushmanHoodsport Road and U.S. Highway 101 at Hoodsport;
then south down U.S. Highway 101 to its junction with
the Shelton Dayton-Matlock Road (County Road
9010); then west to the town of Matlock; then west on
the Matlock-Deckerville Road and Middle Satsop Road
to the Kelly Road (C-500 Line); then north on the Kelly
Road to its junction with the L-600 Line (Canyon River
Road, Road ((z.t:5-3)) 2260); then west on the L-600 line
to USFS Road 22 (Montesano-Grisdal e Road); then
north on USFS Road 22 through Grisdale; then west
and south on USFS Road 22 to where it crosses the East
Fork of the Humptulips River; then upstream on the
East Fork Humptulips River to the most northern point
crossed by the range line 7W.W.M. and 8W.W.M., then
north on this range line to its junction with Road 2302
(USFS Road 2204-200); then east and north on Road
2302 to the Olympic National Park Boundary; then east
along the Olympic Park boundary to the North Fork of
the Skokomish River; then south down the North Fork
of the Skokomish River to Lake Cushman; then southeast along the west shore of Lake Cushman to Cushman
Upper Dam; then east along the Power Dam Road to its
intersection with Lake Cushman-Hoodspor t Road; then
southeast on Lake Cushman-Hoodspor t Road to U.S.
Highway 101 and the point of beginning. (See
Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 638-Quinault Ridge (Grays Harbor and Jefferson
counties): Beginning at the Olympic National Park
boundary at the northwest corner of Lake Quinault; then
southwest along the south shore of Lake Quinault to the
boundary of the Quinault Indian Reservation; then
southwest along this boundary to U.S. Highway 101;
then south along U.S. Highway 101 to Quinault Ridge
Road (Fores( Service Road #2258); then northeast along
the Quinault Ridge Road to the Forest Service Road
#2280; then east along Forest Service Road #2280 to the
Forest Service Road #2220; then north and south along
that road to the Forest Service Road #2204; then northeast along Forest Service Road #2204 to the 2204-200
Spur Road; then north along this spur road to the
boundary of the Olympic National Park; then west along
the Olympic National Park Boundary to Lake Quinault
and the point of beginning. (See Olympic National Forest map)
GMU 639-Humptulips (Grays Harbor County): Beginning at the junction of U.S. Highway 101 and the
Quinault Ridge Road (Forest Service Road #2258); then
northeast along Quinault Ridge Road to the Forest Service Road #2280; then east along Forest Service Road
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#2280 to the Forest Service Road #2220; then north and
south along Forest Service Road #2220 to the Forest
Service Road #2204; then northeast along Forest Service
Road #2204 and the 2204-200 Spur Road to a point
crossed by the range line between range 7W.W.M. and
8W.W.M.; then south on this range line to the most
northern point crossed by the East Fork of the
Humptulips River; then downstream on the East Fork of
the Humptulips to the USFS 22 Road; then west and
south along USFS 22 Road to its junction with the
Donkey Creek Road; then southwest along ~he _Don~ey
Creek Road (Forest Service Road #22) to its Junction
with U.S. Highway 101; then north along U.S. Highway
101 to its junction with the Quinault Ridge Road (Forest Service Road #2258) and the point of beginning.
(See Olympic National Forest map)

River and the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas
& Gazetteer)
GMU 658-North River (Grays Harbor and Pacific
counties): Beginning at the U.S. Highway 101 bridge
across the Chehalis River in Aberdeen; then west along
the Chehalis River to the river mouth; then west along
the southern shore of Grays Harbor to the Pacific
Ocean; then south along the Pacific Ocean to Willapa
Bay; then east in Willapa Bay to the m~uth of the
Willapa River; then east up the Willapa River to U.S.
Highway IOI in the City of Raymond; then north along
U.S. Highway 101 to the Chehalis River Bridge a?d the
point of beginning; also Rennie Island. (See Washmgton
Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 660-Minot Peak (Grays Harbor and Pacific
counties): Beginning at the junction of U.S. Highway
101 and U.S. Highway 12 in Aberdeen; then south along
U.S. Highway IOI to the Smith Creek Road; then east
along the Smith Creek Road to its junction with _the
North River Road; then east along the North River
Road through Brooklyn and continuing east along the
Brooklyn-Oakville Road to the town of Oakville; then
north along U.S. Highway 12 to Elma; then west ~long
U.S. Highway 12 to U.S. Highway IOI and t~e pomt of
beginning((, also Rennie Island)). (See Washmgton Atlas & Gazetteer)

GMU 642-Copalis (Grays Harbor County): Beginning
at the U.S. Highway 101 bridge crossing the Hoquiam
River in the City of Hoquiam; then north along U.S.
Highway 101 to the boundary of the Qu~nault Ind~an
Reservation; then southwest along the Qumault Indian
Reservation boundary to the Pacific Ocean; then south
along the shore of the Pacific Ocean to Grays Harbor;
then east along the north shore of Grays Harbor to the
mouth of the Hoquiam River; then north along the
Hoquiam River to U.S. Highway 101 and the point of
beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 648-Wynoochee (Grays Harbor County): Beginning at the junction of U.S. Highway 101 and the Donkey Creek Road; then northeast alon_g t?e D~nkey_ Creek
Road (Forest Service Road #22) to its Junction with t~e
Donkey Creek-Grisdale Road; continuing east o? this
road (Forest Service Road #22) to Camp Gnsdale
(south of Wynoochee Lake); then south along the
Grisdale-Montesano Road (Forest Service Road #22) to
the junction with the L-600 line (Canyon River Road,
Road 2153); then east along the L-600 line to the concrete bridge over the West Fork of the Satsop River in
Sec. 15, T.21N., R.7W.W.M.; then south down the
West Fork and the main stream of the Satsop River to
U.S. Highway 12; then west along U.S. Highway 12 to
its junction with U.S. Highway 101 in Abe~de~n; t~en
west and north along U.S. Highway 101 to its Junction
with the Donkey Creek Road and the point of beginning.
(See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 651-Satsop (Grays Harbor, Mason and Thurston
counties): Beginning at the U.S. Highway 12 Bri~ge on
the Satsop River, then upstream on the Satsop River to
its junction with the West Fork of the Satsop River; then
up the West Fork of the Satsop to the concrete bridge on
the L-600 Road (Canyon River Road, Road 2153); then
east on the L-600 Line to its junction with the Kelly
Road; then south on the Kelly Road to the Middle
Satsop Road; then east on the Middle Satsop and
Matlock-Deckerville Roads to the town of Matlock;
then east on the Shelton-Matlock Road (County Road
9010) to its junction with U.S. Highway IOI; then south
on U.S. Highway 101 to its junction with State Route
#8, then west on State Route 8 to its junction with U.S.
Highway 12; then west along Highway 12 to the Satsop

GMU 663-Capitol Peak (Grays Harbor and Thurston
counties): Beginning at the intersection of Highway 8
and Highway 12 near Elma; then southeast along U.S.
Highway I 2 to its junction with the Moon Road; then
north on the Moon Road to the Gate-Mirna Road; then
northeast on Gate-Mirna Road to Waddell Creek Road;
then northeast and then northwest on Waddell Creek
Road to Delphi Road; then north on the Delphi Road to
U.S. Highway IOI; then west on Highway IOI t~ Highway 8; then west on Highway 8 to Elm~ and Highway
12 and the point of beginning. (See Washmgton Atlas &
Gazetteer)
GMU 666-Deschutes (Thurston County): Beginning at
the mouth of the Nisqually River; then south on the
Nisqually River to old Pacific Highway (Mounts Road);
then southwest on old Pacific Highway (Mounts Road)
to Highway 510; then southeast on Highway 510 to
Yelm Highway; then southwest and west on the Yelm
Highway to Spurgeon Creek Road; then south on the
Spurgeon Creek Road to Rainier Road; then northwest
on Rainier Road to Stedman Road; then west and south
on Stedman Road to Waldrick Road; then west on
Waldrick Road to Pacific Highway S.E. (Old Highway
22}; then north on Pacific Highway S.E. (Old Highway
22} to McCorkle Road; then west on McCorkle Road to
I 13th Avenue; then west on I 13th Avenue to Littlerock
Road· then north on Littlerock Road to I 10th Avenue
(((Bl~om Road))); then west on I 10th Avenue to Delphi
Road; then north on Delphi Road to U.S. Highway I0 I;
then northwest on Highway IOI to the Mason-Thurston
county Line at Oyster Bay; then northeast and southeast
through Totten Inlet, Dana Passage and Nisqua!ly
Reach to the mouth of the Nisqually River and the pomt
of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
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GMU 667-Skookumchuck (Thurston and Lewis counties): Beginning at the old Pacific Highway (Mounts
Road) Bridge on the Nisqually River; then upstream on
the Nisqually River to Alder Lake; then along the north
shore of Alder Lake to the town of Elbe and Highway 7;
then south on Highway 7 to Highway 508 at Morton;
then west on Highway 508 to the Centralia-Alpha
Road; then west on the Centralia-Alpha Road((;)) and
Salzer ((and Sttmma)) Road((s)) to Pearl Street; then
north on Pearl Street to Highway 507; then northwest
on Highway 507 to Interstate 5 then north on Interstate
5 to U.S. Highway 12; then west on Highway 12 to
Moon Road; then north on Moon Road to the GateMima Road; then northeast on the Gate-Mirna Road to
Waddell Creek Road; then northeast on the Waddell
Creek Road to the Delphi Road; then south on the
Delphi Road to 110th Avenue; then east on l IOth Avenue to Littlerock Road; then south on Littlerock Road to
I 13th Avenue; then east on I 13th Avenue to McCorkle
Road; then east on McCorkle Road to Pacific Highway
S.E. (Old Highway 99); then south on Pacific Highway
S.E. (Old Highway 99) to Waldrick Road; then east on
Waldrick Road to Stedman Road; then north and east
on Stedman Road to Rainier Road; then southeast on
· Rainier Road to Spurgeon Creek Road; then north on
Spurgeon Creek Road to the Yelm Highway; then east
and northeast on Yelm Highway to Highway 51 O; then
northwest on Highway 510 to Pacific Highway; then
northeast on Pacific Highway to the Nisqually River and
the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas &
Gazetteer)
GMU 669-Palix (Pacific County): Beginning at the U.S.
Highway 101 Bridge across the Willapa River in
Raymond; then west along the Willapa River to Willapa
Bay; then south along the east shore of Willapa Bay to
the mouth of the North Nemah River; then northeast up
the North Nemah River and Williams Creek to the
North Nemah Road Crossing (or North Nemah A
Line); then east on the North Nemah A Line to the
Williams Creek A Line; then northeast on the Williams
Creek A Line to the C2000 Line to the Trap Creek A
Line; then east on the Trap Creek A Line (on the north
side of the Trap Creek Lookout) to the Bonneville Power
Line Road; then north on the Bonneville Powerline Road
to its junction with State Highway 6; then northwest
along Highway 6 to its junction with U.S. Highway 101
in the City of Raymond; then north along U.S. Highway
IOI to the bridge across the Willapa River and the point
ofbeginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
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then southwest along the Smith Creek Road to U.S.
Highway IOI; then south on U.S. Highway 101 to its
junction with State Highway 6 and the point of the beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 678-Nemah (Pacific and Wahkiakum counties):
Beginning at the mouth of the North Nemah River on
Willapa Bay; then northeast up the North Nemah River
and Williams Creek to the North Nemah Road Crossing
(or North Nemah A Line); then east on the North
Nemah A Line to the Williams Creek A Line to the
C2000 line. to the Trap Creek A Line; then east along
the Trap Creek A Line (north side of Trap Creek Lookout) to the Bonneville Powerline Road; then south along
the Powerline Road to the Salmon Creek Road; then
southwest along the Salmon Creek Road to State Highway 4; then west along State Highway 4 to its junction
with U.S. Highway 101 at Johnson's Landing and continuing west along U.S. Highway IOI to the Naselle River bridge; then down the Naselle River to Willapa Bay;
then north along the shore of Willapa Bay to the mouth
of the North Nemah River and the point of beginning.
(See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 681-Bear River (Pacific and Wahkiakum counties): Beginning at the Deep River Bridge on State
Highway 4; then down the Deep River to the Columbia
River; then west along the Columbia River to the mouth
of the Wallacut River; then up the Wallacut River to
U.S. Highway 101; then northwest on U.S. Highway
No. IOI, north on Alternate U.S. Highway No. 101 and
northeast on U.S. Highway I 0 I to the Bear River; then
down the Bear River to Willapa Bay; then north along
the shore of Willapa Bay to the mouth of the Naselle
River and up the Naselle River to U.S. Highway IOI;
then east along U.S. Highway IOI to its junction with
State Highway 4 at Johnson's Landing; then southeast
along State Highway 4 to the Deep River Bridge and the
point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
GMU 684-Long Beach (Pacific County): The Long
Beach Peninsula and those lands west of the following
line; beginning at the mouth of Bear River; then up the
Bear river to U.S. Highway 101; then southwest along
U.S. Highway IOI to Alternate U.S. Highway 101; then
south along Alternate U.S. Highway 101 to U.S. Highway 101; then southeast along U.S. Highway IOI to the
Wallacut River; then down the Wallacut River to the
Columbia River. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
DEER AREA DESCRIPTIONS

GMU 672-Fall River (Pacific, Lewis and Grays Harbor
counties): Beginning at the junction of U.S. Highway
IOI and State Highway 6 in Raymond; then east along
State Highway 6 to Doty Road (Stevens Road); then
northwest on Stevens Road to the Elk Creek Road (in
Doty); then west on the Elk Creek Road to the 7000
Road; then west on the 7000 Road to the ·7800 Road;
then west on the 7800 Road to the 720 Road; then
northeast on the 720 Road to Garrard Creek Road; then
north on the Garrard Creek Road to the BrooklynOakville Road; then east along the Brooklyn-Oakville
Road, North River Road, to the Smith Creek Road;

Deer Area No. 001 Champion North (Pierce County):
Beginning at the point where the Bonneville Power
Transmission Line crosses the Carbon River (about 14
miles northwest of Carbonado); then south and west up
the Carbon River to where it intersects State Highway
No. 165; then south and east along State Highway No.
165 to where it intersects the Mt. Rainier National Park
boundary; then south along said boundary to where it
intersects the North Fork Puyallup River; then north
and west down the North Fork Puyallup River and the
Puyallup River to where it intersects the Bonneville
Power Transmission Line (about three miles south of
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Orting); then north and east along said power transmission line to the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
Deer Area No. 002 Champion South (Pierce County):
Beginning at the point where Champion's I Road crosses
the Puyallup River (approximately I 1/2 miles NE of
Kapowsin) then southeast up the Puyallup River to the
confluence with Deer Creek; then south up Deer Creek
to where it intersects the 243 Road; then northwest
along the 243 Road to where it intersects the 24 Road;
then southwest along the 24 Road to where it intersects
the 3270 Road; then west along the 3270 Road to where
it intersects the 327 Road; then southwest along the 327
Road to where it crosses Busy Wild Creek (near Lake
Lorraine); then west down the Busy Wild Creek to its
confluence with the North Fork Mashel River; then up
the North Fork Mashel River (about I mile) to the point
nearest the southernmost extension of the 3 I I Road
(Tl6N, R6E, Sec. 19, SW 1/2 of SW 1/2); then in _a
line to the 31 I Road; then along 3 I I Road to where 1t
intersects the 3 I I 3 Road; then north along the 3 I 13
Road to where it intersects the 843 Road; then along the
843 Road to where it intersects the 84 Road; then along
the 84 Road to where it intersects the 8 Road; then
north along the 8 Road to where it intersects the 82
Road; then along the 82 Road to where it intersects the
township line between Townships 16 & 17 North, W.M.;
then west on said line to where it intersects the range
line between Ranges 4 & 5 East, W.M.; then north on
said line to northwest corner of Sec. 31, Tl7N, R5E;
then east on section line between sections 30 and 3 I,
T17N, R5E to 1/4 corner (Champion ownership); then
north from said corner along ownership line to the point
closest to the southernmost extension of the 0- I 00 Road
(approx. 3/4 mile); then in a northwest line to the 0-100
Road, then along the 0-100 Road to where it intersects
with Ohop Creek; then northwest along Ohop Creek to
where it empties into Lake Kapowsin; then northeast
along the east shore of Lake Kapowsin to the point closest to the start of the I Road; then along the I Road to
point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
Deer Area No. 010 Pyramid (Chelan County): That
part of GMUs 306 and 304 beginning at the Glacier
Peaks Wilderness and Lake Chelan; then south along
Lake Chelan to Corral Creek Campground; then west to
the intersection of trail #I 433 and Butte Trail #I 440;
then northwest along Butte Trail #I 440 to South Pyramid Trail #1439; then southwest to intersection of trail
#1437; then due west to Trail #1434; then northwest to
Trail #I 435; then south to Trail # 1400; then southeast to
Garland Creek; then west to Garland Peak; then north
along trail # 1408 to Trail #I 515; then south to Tra~I
#I 530; then west to trail #I 509; then south to Trail
#1527; then north to Estes Butte and continuin~ al?ng
the Glacier Peaks Wilderness boundary to begmmng.
(See Wenatchee National Forest map)
Deer Area No. 040 Foss River (King County in the Alpine Lakes Wilderness Area): Beginning at the intersection of the Dingford Creek Trail (USFS Trail 1005) and
the Alpine Lakes Wilderness Area boundary; then n~rth
along USFS Trail 1005 to Little Myrtle Lake; then m a

northeast line approximately one-half mile to Marlene
Lake; then down the tributary from Marlene Lake to its
intersection with USFS Trail 1072 near Lake Dorothy;
then north along USFS Trail I 072 to its intersection
with the Alpine Lakes Wilderness Area boundary; then
north and east along the wilderness boundary to the Pacific Crest Trail at Hope Lake; then south along the Pacific Crest Trail to the headwaters of Burntboot Creek
about Iceberg Lake at Overcoat Peak; then down
Burntboot Creek to the Alpine Lakes Wilderness Area
boundary; then north and west along the wilderness area
boundary to the point of beginning. (See Washington
Atlas and Gazetteer)
Deer Area No. 060 Olympic Wilderness (Clallam,
Jefferson, Grays Harbor and Mason counties): The
Buckhorn Colonel Bob, Mt. Skokomish, the Brothers
and Won,der Mountain Wilderness areas of Olympic
National Forest. (See Olympic National Forest map for
these primitive roadless areas)
Deer Area No. 061 Marrowstone Island (Jefferson
County): Marrowstone Island in Jefferson County. (See
Washington Atlas and Gazetteer)
ELK AREA DESCRIPTIONS

Elk Area No. 001 Trinidad (Grant and Douglas counties): All of Douglas and Grant counties except closed in
the corridor described as follows: Beginning at East
Wenatchee and following a line parallel to and one-half
mile north and east of Highway No. 28 from East
Wenatchee to a point in Grant County one-half mile
north of SR 28 on Road "U" N.W.; then south on Road
"U" N.W. to Road "9" N.W.; then west on Road "9"
N.W. To the Ancient Lake Road; then south on the
Ancient Lake Road to the northwest corner of Sec. 8,
Tl9N, R23E W.M. (yellow cattle guard); then west to
midstream of the Columbia; then north up midstream of
the Columbia River to East Wenatchee and the point of
beginning. (See official road map of Douglas and Grant
counties)
Elk Area No. 002 Caribou (Kittitas County): Beginning
at the Highline Canal; then north along the Reecer
Creek Road and USFS 35 Road to the junction at the
USFS 35 I 7 Road; then east and south along USFS
3517 Road and Lillard Hill Road to the Bonneville
Powerlines; then east along the Bonneville Powerlines to
the Colockum Pass-Brushy Road (cattle guard); then
east along the Brushy Road to the Crossover Road; then
south along the Crossover Road to the Perkins/Caribou
junction; then east along the Perkins Road to the Beacon
Ridge Road; then south along the Beacon Ridge Road to
the Old Vantage Highway; then south along a county
service road to Interstate #90; then west along Interstate
#90 to the Highline Canal near the Stevens Road; then
northwest along the Highline Canal to the point of beginning. (See Department of Wildlife map)
Elk Area No. 003 Kingsbury (Chelan, Kittitas counties):
That portion of G MU 314 which lies east of the Stemilt
Creek, Stemilt Creek Road, Stemilt Hill Road, Stemilt
Loop Road and Jump Off Ridge Road. (See Washington
Atlas & Gazetteer)
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Elk Area No. 004 Wenatchee (Chelan, Kittitas and
Okanogan Counties): GMUs 300, 304, 306, 308, 316,
that portion of 302 which lies in Chelan County; and
that portion of 314 which lies west of the following
boundaries: Beginning at the mouth of the Stemilt Creek
at the Columbia River, south up Stemilt Creek to the
Stemilt Creek Road to the Stemilt Hill Road; then east
and south along the Stemilt Hill Road to the Stemilt
Loop Road; then east along the Jump Off Road to the
Jump Off Ridge Road (Bonneville Powerlines); then
south along the Jump Off Ridge Road to the Naneum
Ridge Road. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)

Colocknm Ct eek), then west and south along the Powctlinc Road #12 to Coloeku111 Pass Road, then south
along the Colockum Pass Road to the section line between Sections 8 and 9 (T20N, R21E), then west along
the section line to the Mose Catt Road, then not th and
west on the Mose Cat 1 Road to the Jump Off Road,
then HOtth and west 011 Jump Off Road to the Shallct
Road and Uppct Basin Loop Road, then not th and east
011 the Uppct Basi11 Loop Road and Wc11atehce I Icights
Road, then not theast 011 the '.Vcnatchcc I Icights Road
and Squilehuek Road to the Columbia Rivet, then down
the)) the power line on the Columbia River (approximately 3/4 mile downstream from Colockum Creek);
west and south along the power line to where power line
crosses North Fork Tarpiscan Creek Road (in Section
16, T20N, R3 l E); north and west along North Fork of
Tarpiscan Creek Road to Colockum Pass Road (Section
9, T20N, R21E); south and west on Colockum Pass
Road to section line between Section 8 and Section 9
(T20N, R2 l E); north on that section line to point of intersection with Mose Carr Road; west and north on
Mose Carr Road to Jumpoff Road; south and west along
Jumpoff Road to Shaller Road; north and west along
Shaller Road to Upper Basin Loop Road; north and east
on Upper Basin Loop Road to Loop Road (pavement) in
Section IO; north on Loop Road to Wenatchee Heights
Road; down Wenatchee Heights Road and Sguilchuck
Road to Columbia River; along west bank of ((the))
Columbia River to ((the)) point of beginning. (See
Washington Atlas and Gazetteer)

Elk Area No. 025 Backbone (Lewis County): Beginning
at State Highway No. 12 at the Pacific Crest Trail; then
northwest and southwest along State Highway No. 12 to
Coal Creek in Sec. 1, Twp. 13N., R 9 E.W.M.; then
north along the range line between Ranges 9 and 10
E.W.M., across the Cowlitz River to the Gifford Pinchot
National Forest boundary in the NE corner of Sec. 1,
Twp. 13N., R 9 E.W.M.; then southwest along the National Forest Boundary to the Skate Creek Road (first
contact) in Sec. 9. Twp. 13N., R 9 E.W.M.; then northwest along the Skate Creek Road to the mouth of Horse
Creek and the south boundary of Mt. Rainier National
Park; then east along the south Park boundary to the
Pacific Crest Trail; then south along the Pacific Crest
Trail to State Highway No. 12 and the point of beginning. (See Gifford Pinchot National Forest map)
Elk Area No. 029 Toledo (Lewis County): Beginning at
the Cedar Creek Bridge along State Highway No. 505;
then northeast up Cedar Creek approximately 4 miles to
the Weyco 1970 line; then north and west along the
Weyco 1970 line approximately 3.5 miles to the Weyco
1800 line; then north along the Weyco 1800 line approximately 1 mile to the Evans Road; then southwest
along the Evans Road to the Layton Road; then south
along the Layton Road to State Highway No. 505; then
east and southeast along State Highway No. 505 to Cedar Creek Bridge and the point of beginning. (See
Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
Elk Area No. 030 Reecer Creek (Kittitas County): Beginning at the Highline Canal; then north along the
Reecer Creek Road and USFS 35 Road to the junction
of the USFS 3517 Road; then east and south along the
USFS 3517 Road and Lillard Hill Road to the Wilson
Creek Road to the Highline Canal; then west along the
Highline Canal to the point of beginning. (See
Wenatchee National Forest map)
Elk Area No. 031 Shushuskin (Kittitas County): Beginning at Damon Road and the Yakima River; then west
along Damon Road to Manastash Road; then west on
Manastash Road to Cove Road; then south on Cove
Road ((and Mellegaa1d Road)) to Umtaneum Creek;
then east (downstream) along Umtaneum Creek to the
Yakima River; then north along the Yakima River to
the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas and
Gazetteer)
Elk Area No. 032 Malaga (Kittitas((~)) and Chelan
Counties): Beginning at ((Powctli11cs 011 tl;ecoln111bia
Ri'1et (app1oxi111ately 3/4 mile downsttcam ftom
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Elk Area No. 033 Peshastin (Chelan County): Beginning at Crawford Street and the Columbia River in
Wenatchee; then west on Crawford Street and Number
Two Canyon Road to USFS #7101 Road (Peavine Canyon); then west on USFS #7101 Road to Mission Creek
Road; then north on Mission Creek Road to USFS
#7104 Road (((Poison Canyon))) (Sand Creek); then
((notthwest)) west on USFS #7104 Road ((and along
the not thcast edge of Camas Meadow, then west along
this dit t 1oad to the)) (Sand Creek) to Camas Creek;
then west up Camas Creek to where Camas Creek
crosses USFS #7200 Road, T22N, Rl8E, Section 4;
then north along USFS #7200 Road to Highway #97;
then north on Highway #97 to USFS #7300 Road
(Mountain Home Road); then north on the USFS #7300
Road to the Wenatchee River at Leavenworth; then
down the Wenatchee River and Columbia River to the
point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas and
Gazetteer)
Elk Area No. 039 Backbone (Lewis County): Legal description same as Elk Area No. 025 (Backbone) (See
Gifford Pinchot National Forest Map)
Elk Area No. 051 Doty (Lewis and Pacific Counties):
Beginning on State Highway 6 at the town of Adna,
then west on Highway 6 to Stevens Road, then northwest on Stevens Road to Elk Creek Road (Doty), then
west on Elk Creek Road to the 7000 Road, then west on
the 7000 Road to the 7800 Road, then west on the 7800
Road to the 720 Road, then northeast on the· 720 Road
to Garrard Creek Road, east on Garrard Creek Road to
Manners Road, then south on Manners Road to Lincoln
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Creek Road, then east along Lincoln Creek Road to
Ingalls Road, then south and east on Ingalls and Bunker
Creek roads to the town of Adna and point of beginning.
(See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
Elk Area No. 052 Mayfield (Lewis County): Beginning
at the junction of Highway 12 and the Winston Creek
Road; then southeast and north along the Winston
Creek Road, Longbell, Perkins, Green Mountain roads
to Riffe Lake; then west and northwest along the shoreline of Riffe Lake to the Cowlitz River; then west along
the Cowlitz River to Highway 12; then west along
Highway 12 to the Winston Creek Road and the point
of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
Elk Area No. 053 Randle (Lewis County): Beginning at
State Highway 12 and the Cispus Road in the town of
Randle; then east along Highway 12 to the Bennett
Road approximately one (I) mile east of Cora Bridge;
then west on Bennett and C line roads to the Cispus
Road; then north on said road to the town of Randle and
the point of beginning. (See Gifford Pinchot National
Forest map)
Elk Area No. 054 Boistfort (Lewis County): Beginning
at the town of Vader; then west along State Highway
506 to the Wildwood Road; then north along the Wildwood Road to the Abernathy 500 line gate (Sec. 20,
Tl IN, R3W, Willamette Meridian); then northwest
along the 500, 540, and 560 lines to the Weyerhaeuser
813 line; then northwest along the 813, 812, 5000J, 5000
and 4000 lines to the Pe Ell/McDonald Road (Sec. 15,
Tl2N, R4W[)]; then west along the Pe Ell/McDonald
Road to the Lost Valley Road; then northeast along the
Lost Valley Road to the Boistfort Road; then north
along the Boistfort Road to the King Road; then east
along the King Road to the town of Winlock and State
Highway 603; then south along Highway 603 to the
Winlock/Vader Road; then south along said road to the
town of Vader and the point of beginning. (See
Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
Elk Area No. 055 East Valley (Wahkiakum County):
Within one mile on either side of the line beginning at
Wilson Creek Park on East Valley Road; then west on
East Valley Road to the junction with Middle Valley
Road (4.5 miles); then north along Middle Valley Road
to the junction of Oat Field Road (2.5 miles). (See
Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
Elk Area No. 057 Carlton (Lewis County): That part of
unit 514 (Tatoosh) lying east of Highway No. 123 and
north of Highway No. 12. (Sec Gifford Pinchot National
Forest map)
Elk Area No. 058 West Goat Rocks (Lewis County):
Goat Rocks Wilderness west of the Cascade Crest Trail.
(See Gifford Pinchot National Forest map)
Elk Area No. 059 Mt. Adams Wilderness (Skamania
and Yakima counties): The Mt. Adams Wilderness (See
Gifford Pinchot National Forest map)
Elk Area No. 061 Mt. Tebo (Mason County): Beginning
at the junction of the North Fork and South Fork of the
Skokomish River; then northwest along the South Fork

to the boundary of Olympic National Park; then east
along the National Park boundary to the North Fork of
the Skokomish River; then southeast down the North
Fork of the Skokomish River through Lake Cushman;
then south down the North Fork of the Skokomish River
to the South Fork of the Skokomish River and the point
of beginning. (See Olympic National Forest Map)
Elk Area No. 065 Willapa Valley (Pacific County):
That part of Pacific County within two miles of State
Highway 6 between Menlo and the eastern most junction of Elk Prairie Road and State Highway 6. (See
Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
Elk Area No. 066 Twin Valley (Grays Harbor County):
Beginning in the City of Hoquiam at the junction of
U.S. Highway No. 101 and the East Hoquiam Road;
then north on the East Hoquiam Road to its junction
with the East Hoquiam Cutoff Road in Sec. 21, T 19N,
R9 W.W.M; then east on the East Hoquiam Cutoff
Road to its junction with the Wishkah Road; then south
on the Wishkah Road to its junction with the WishkahWynoochee Crossover Road in Sec. 35, Tl 9N, R9
W.W.M.; then east on the Wishkah-Wynoochee Crossover Road to its junction with the Donovan Corkey A
line; then north on the A line to its junction with the A
2200; then east on the A 2200 Road to its junction with
the A 2210; then south on the A 2210 Road to a point
crossed by the township line between Twp 20N and
J9N; then east on the township line to its junction with
the Wynoochee River Road; then south along the
Wynoochee River Road to U.S. Highway No. 12; then
west along U.S. Highway 12 to its junction with U.S.
Highway No. I 01 in the City of Aberdeen, then west on
U.S. Highway 101 to the City of Hoquiam and junction
with the East Hoquiam Road and the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
Elk Area No. 067 South Willapa (Pacific County): Beginning in the City of South Bend at the junction of
U.S. Highway I OJ and the Skidmore Slough C-line;
then south on the Skidmore Slough C-line to its junction
with the B-line in Sec. 11, Tl 3N, R9 W.W.M.; then
southeast on the B-line to its junction with the A-line in
Sec. 18, Tl3N, R8 W.W.M.; then east and north on the
A-line to its junction with the South Fork Willapa
Road; then east along the South Fork Willapa Road to
State Highway No. 6, Sec. I 0, Two. [Twp.] 13 N ., R. 8
W.W.M.; then northwest on State Highway No. 6 to its
junction with U.S. Highway JOI; then southwest on U.S.
Highway IOI to its junction with the Skidmore Slough
C-line and the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
Elk Area No. 069 Chinook (Pacific County): Beginning
at the junction of U.S. Highway IOI and ((the Ptest
Road (app1oxi111ately 4 miles)) Lingenfelter Road west
of the town of Chinook((})); then northwest on Prest
Road to its junction with Chinook Valley Road; then
west on Chinook Valley Road to its intersection with the
east branch of the Wallicut River; then north along the
Wallicut River to its intersection with Highway I 0 I;
then west on Highway IOI to the junction of Highway
I 0 I alternate; then south on Highway I 0 I alternate to
I oo I
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Highway IOI; then east on Highway 101 to Prest Road
and the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas &
Gazetteer)

Okanogan River to Highway 97 bridge at mouth of river, then west on Highway 97 through the town of
Brewster to the Indian Dan Canyon Road, then north to
Paradise Hill Road; then east and south along the Paradise Hill Road to the Hanford Cutoff (approximately
I /2 mile south of Rat Lake Road), then west on
Hanford Cutoff to the North Star Road, then north on
North Star Road to junction with Chiliwist Road then
east on Chiliwist Road to junction with Olema/Cook
Mt. Road, then north on Olema/Cook Mt. Road to its
junction with Highway 20, then east on Highway 20 to
the junction with Buzzard Lake Road, then north on
Buzzard Lake Road to the junction with Windy Hill
Road, then east on Windy Hill Road to its junction with
Spring Coulee/Salmon Creek Road, then north on
Spring Coulee/Salmon Creek Road to the junction with
Green Lake Road, then north on Green Lake Road to
the Conconully Highway then northwest on the Conconully Highway to the junction with the Riverside Cutoff
Road, then northeast of the Riverside Cutoff Road to
the town of Riverside and the Okanogan River and the
point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)

BOW AND ARROW AREA DESCRIPTIONS

Bow Area No. 802 Long Island (Pacific County): Long
Island in Pacific County. (See Washington Atlas &
Gazetteer map)
Bow Area No. 806 Rattlesnake (Yakima County): Beginning at the point where USFS Road # 1500 crosses
Little Rattlesnake Creek, near Hanging Tree Campground; then southwest up Little Rattlesnake Creek to
USFS Road #1500; then north along Road #I500 to
USFS Trail #I IOI (MJB Trail); then northwest along
MJB Trail to USFS Trail #1114; then north along Trail
#I I I 4 to US~S Trail #981; then west along Trail #981
to USFS Trail #982; then northeast along Trail #982 to
USFS Trail #973; then northwest along Trail #973 to
the North Fork of Rattlesnake Creek; then down the
North Fork to the junction with South Fork of Rattlesnake Creek; then up the South Fork to USFS Road
#I 502; then east on Road #1502 to USFS Road # 1500;
then east on Road # 1500 to Little Rattlesnake Creek
and the point of beginning. (See Wenatchee National
Forest map)

B_ow Area No._ 831 Hamilton (Skagit County): Beginnmg at the pomt where State Highway No. 20 crosses
Child's Creek approximately one mile west of Lyman;
then east along Highway No. 20 to the Burpee Hill
Road at Concrete; then north along said road to the
Baker Lake Highway; then west along said highway to
the DNR Road N. 2400; then continue west along said
line to the DNR 2000 line; then north along said line to
the DNR 2800 line; then west along said line to the
DNR 2900 line; then west along said line to the Scott
Paper Mainline; then north along said line to the Scott
Paper 110 line; then continue west along said line to
where it crosses Child's Creek; then south down said
creek to State Highway No. 20 and point of beginning.
(See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)

Bow Area No. 807 Ahtanum (Yakima County): That
part of GMU 368 which lies west of the following
boundary; beginning at the junction of the North and
South fork of Ahtanum Creek; then northwest up North
Fork of Ahtanum Creek to Nasty Creek; then north up
Nasty Creek to the Nasty Creek-Cowiche Road (DNR
Road #C1050); then north on Road #CI050 to South
Fork of Cowiche Creek; then east down South Fork
Cowiche Creek to the power line which crosses near the
mouth of Reynolds Creek; then northwest along the
powerline to Jump-off (USFS Road #1302). Except
closed east of a north south line drawn between the
South Fork and North Fork of Ahtanum Creek two
miles west of the Tampico Store. (See Wenatchee National Forest map)
B_ow Area No. 808 Acme (Whatcom County): Beginmng at the town of Acme; then north on Highway No. 9
to the junction of the Strand Road; then east on the
Strand Road and over the Van Zandt Dike following the
south boundaries of Sections 21, 22 and 23 of Twp. 38
N, R 5 E to the Mosquito Lake Road; then south along
the Mosquito Lake Road to the Blue Mountain Road;
then east to Peterson Creek and the Musto Marsh Road;
then south to Skookum Creek; then west along Skookum
Creek to the South Fork Nooksack River; then continue
west along the South Fork Nooksack River to the mouth
of Christy Creek; then south along Christy Creek to its
source; then west to Ennis Creek; then west along Ennis
Creek to the Ennis Creek Road; then west along Ennis
Creek Road to the Wickersham Road; then west along
the Wickersham Road to Highway No. 9; then north
along Highway No. 9 to Acme and the point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
Bow Area No. 820 Malott (Okanogan County): Beginning south of the town of Riverside, then south down the
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MUZZLELOADER AREA DESCRIPTIONS

Muzzleloader Area No. 908 Acme (Whatcom County):
Same as Bow Area No. 808. (See Washington Atlas &
Gazetteer)
Muzzleloader Area No. 910 Cle Elum (Kittitas County): Beginning at Easton; then southeast along the main
BPA Powerlines to the Fowler Creek Road (4517);
southeast on Spur Road 117 to Granite Creek Trail
#1326; then south on Trail # 1326 to the top of South
Cle Elum Ridge; then east along the ridge on Trail
#1326 to Spur Road I 19; then north on Road 119 to the
Pcoh Point Road (3350); then south on Road 3350 to
the junction with Road 3352; then cast on the 3352
Road to the Cedar Creek Road; then north on the Microwave Road to Sky Meadows and Casassa Road to the
BPA Powerlines; then east along the BPA Powerlines to
Highway IO; then east along Highway I 0 to the junction
with Highway 97; then north on Highway 97 to the
Lower Green Canyon Road; ((the [then])) then north to
Upper Green Canyon Road to the junctionOfthe First
Creek Road; then west on the First Creek Road to
Highway 97; then north on Highway 97 to USFS 9738
(Blue Creek); then west on USFS 9738 to USFS 9702
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(Dickey Creek); then southwesterly on Road 9702 to the
Dickey Creek Road; then west on USFS 9702 to the
North Fork Teanaway Road; then south to the junction
with West Fork Teanaway Road; then south on Middle
Fork Road to Bible Camp; then south up #17 Canyon
Road to Cle Elum Ridge Road; then west on Cle Elum
Ridge Road to the bottom of #5 Canyon Road; then
south to Highway 903 and Bullfrog Road; then south on
Bullfrog Road to Interstate Highway 90; then west on
Interstate Highway 90 to Easton and point of beginning.
(See Wenatchee National Forest map)
Muzzleloader Area No. 921 Baleville (Pacific County):
Beginning at the junction of the Hammond Road and
U.S. Highway 105; then north on the Hammond Road
to the radio towers; continue north on the D 2100 line to
its junction with the D-line; then northwest along the
D-line (also known as the Rayonier 2720) to its junction
with the Rayonier 2700 line, then southwest on the
Rayonier 2700 line to its junction with Highway 105;
then east on Highway 105 to the Hammond Road and
point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas &
Gazetteer.)
Muzzleloader Area No. 925 Ritzville (Adams County):
Beginning at the junction of Interstate 90 and S.R. 261
near the town of Ritzville, then south along S.R. 261 to
Washtucna, then east on S.R. 26 to the Whitman County line, then north along the Adams, Whitman County
line to where it intersects the Lincoln, Adams County
line, then north along the Adams, Lincoln County line to
Interstate 90, then west along Interstate 90 to point of
beginning. (See Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
Muzzleloader Area No. 940 Coal Creek (Skagit County): Beginning at the point where State Highway No. 20
crosses Childs Creek approximately one mile west of
Lyman; then north up said creek to Crown Pacific 110
Road; then west along said road to Crown Pacific 130
Road; then west along said road to Crown Pacific 132
Road; then continue west along said road to where it
crosses Hansen Creek; then south down Hansen Creek
to State Highway No. 20; then east along State Highway No. 20 to Childs Creek and point of beginning.
Muzzleloader Area No. 944 ((Cleman)) Clemen
(Yakima County): That portion of GMU ((:3-46)) 342
beginning at the junction of Highway #410 and USFS
Road #1701 (Big Bald Mountain Road); then north to
USFS Road #1712; then east on USFS Road #1712
(((Cleman)) Clemen Ridge Road) to the east edge of
Meyster Canyon; then along the east side of Meyster
Canyon to the elk fence; then west along the elk fence to
Waterworks Canyon and Highway #410 and to point of
beginning. (See Wenatchee National Forest map)
Muzzleloader Area No. 950 Toutle Mountain (Cowlitz
County): Beginning at the confluence of the South Fork
Toutle River and the North Fork Toutlc River; then up
the S.F. Toutle River to Johnson Creek; then up Johnson
Creek to the Weyerhaeuser Company 4400 [440) Road;
then northeast on the 440 [4400) Road to the 2421
Road; then north to the 2400 Road; then east on the
2400 Road to Alder Creek; then north down Alder
Creek to the North Folk Tootle River; then west down

the North Fork Toutle River to the confluence with the
South Fork Tootle River and point of beginning. (See
Washington Atlas & Gazetteer)
Muzzleloader Area No. 961 Hoko River (Clallam
County): Within one mile of the Hoko County Road between Highway 112 and the Olympic National Park
boundary near Lake Ozette. (See Olympic National
Forest Map)
Muzzleloader Area No. 962 Elwha (Clallam County):
Beginning at the U.S. Highway IOI Bridge on the Elwha River; then south on the Elwha River to the Olympic National Park boundary; then along Olympic National Park boundary to the section line between Sections 32 and 33 of T 30 N, R 7 W. W. M.; then north
on the section lines to U.S. Highway IOI; then east on
U.S. Highway 101 to Elwha River and point of beginning. (See Washington Atlas and Gazetteer)
Goat Unit 2-1 Mount Chopaka:
Permit Area: Okanogan County within the following described boundary: Beginning where the Similkameen River crosses the Canadian boundary near Mt. Chopaka;
then south down said river and up Palmer Lake and
Sinlahekin Creek to Toats Coulee Creek; then west up
said creek and north up the North Fork Toats Coulee
Creek to Snowshoe Mountain and the Canadian boundary; then east along the Canadian boundary to the
Similkameen River and point of beginning; EXCEPT
CLOSED in Township 39 North, Range 25EWM,
which includes Grandview Mountain.
Goat Unit 2-2 Methow Area:
Permit Area: Okanogan County within the following described boundary: Beginning at the Town of Twisp,
westerly along the Twisp River Road (County Road
#4440) to roads end; westerly up the Twisp Pass Trail
#432 to Twisp Pass and the Okanogan County line;
northerly along the Chelan-Okanogan County line
through Washington Pass to the Cascade Summit;
northerly along the Cascade Summit and the Okanogan
County line to Harts Pass; southeast down Harts Pass
(Road #5400) to Lost River; then along the Lost RiverMazama Road to Mazama; then southeasterly along
State Highway 20 to Twisp and the point of beginning.
Goat Unit 3-1 East Stevens Pass:
Permit Area: Chelan County within the following described boundary: Beginning at Stevens Pass; then north
along the Cascades Summit to Cady Pass and the source
of the Little Wenatchee River; then down the Little
Wenatchee River, Lake Wenatchee and the Wenatchee
River to U.S. Highway 2; then north and west along
U.S. Highway 2 to Stevens Pass and point of beginning
EXCEPT those lands within I /2 mile of Alpine
Lookout.
Goat Unit 3-2 North Wenatchee Mountains:
Permit Area: Chelan County south of the Stevens Pass
Highway, west of the Blewett Pass Highway, and north
of Ingalls Creek, and Kittitas County north of the following described line: Beginning at Ingalls Peak; then
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down Fortune Creek to the Cle Elum River; then up the
Cle Elum River to the Cascade Summit at Deception
Pass.

State Highway 12 and back to point of beginning; EXCEPT Timberwolf Mountain, which is closed.

Goat Unit 3-3 Goat and Davis Mountains:

Permit Area: Yakima County within the following described boundary: Beginning at White Pass and Pacific
Crest Trail; then south to the Yakima Indian Reservation boundary; then east to USFS Road 1137; then west
to USFS Road I 000; then north to USFS Road 12; then
north to State Highway 12; then west on State Highway
12 to point of beginning.

Goat Unit 3-9 Tieton River:

Permit Area: Kittitas County west of the Cle Elum River, north of the Waptus River, and east and south of
Trail Creek Trail.
Goat Unit 3-4 Snoqualmie:
Permit Area: Kittitas County within the following described boundary: Beginning at Snoqualmie Pass; then
north along the Cascade Crest to Deception Pass and the
headwaters of the Cle Elum River; then south along the
Cle Elum River to the Trail Creek Trail # 1322; then
southwest along the Trail Creek Trail to the Waptus
River Trail #1310; then southeast along the Waptus River Trail to the Cle Elum River at the Salmon la Sac
campground; then south along the Cle Elum River to the
Cooper Pass Road (USFS Road 4600); then west along
the Cooper Pass Road, through Cooper Pass to the road
end near the Kachess River; then south along the Kachess River and Kachess Lake to Interstate Highway 90;
then west along Interstate Highway 90 to Snoqualmie
Pass and point of beginning.
Goat Unit 3-5 Cle Elum:
Permit Area: Kittitas and Chelan counties within the
following described boundary: Beginning at the point
where Interstate Highway 90 crosses the Cle Elum River; then north along the Cle Elum River to Fortune
Creek; then east along Fortune Creek to Ingalls Peak
and the headwaters of Ingalls Creek; then south and east
along Ingalls Creek to U.S. Highway 97; then south
along U.S. Highway 97 and State Highway 970 to Interstate 90 at Cle Elum; then west along Interstate 90 to
the Cle Elum River and point of beginning.
Goat Unit 3-6 Naches Pass:
Permit Area: Yakima and Kittitas counties within the
following described boundary: Beginning at Chinook
Pass; then north along the Pacific Crest Trail to Naches
Pass; then east to USFS Road 19 and continuing to
State Highway 410; then west along State Highway 410
to Chinook Pass and point of beginning.
Goat Unit 3-7 Bumping River:
Permit Area: Yakima County within the following described boundary: Beginning at White Pass and the Pacific Crest Trail; then north to Forest Trail #980; then
north to USFS Road 18; then north to State Highway
410; then east to State Highway 12; then west along
State Highway 12 and back to point of beginning; EXCEPT Timberwolf Mountain, which is closed.
Goat Unit 3-8 Bumping River:
Permit Area: Yakima County within the following described boundary: Beginning at White Pass and the Pacific Crest Trail; then north to Forest Trail #980; then
north to USFS Road 18; then north to State Highway
410; then east to State Highway 12; then west along

Goat Unit 4-1 Ruth Creek Area:
Permit Area: Whatcom County within the Mt. Baker
Wilderness of the Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest north of the North Fork Nooksack River.
Goat Unit 4-3 Chowder Ridge:
Permit Area: Whatcom County within the following described boundary: Beginning where Wells Creek intersects the North Fork Nooksack River; then up Wells
Creek to Bar Creek; then southwest up Bar Creek to the
Mazama Glacier; then continue southwest up Mazama
Glacier to the summit of Mt. Baker; then northwest between Roosevelt Glacier and Coleman Glacier to
Kulshan Cabin and the headwaters of Kulshan Creek
and Grouse Creek to Smith Creek; then north down
Smith Creek to Glacier Creek; continue north down
Glacier Creek to the North Fork Nooksack River; then
east along the North Fork Nooksack River to Wells
Creek and the point of beginning.
Goat Unit 4-4 Lincoln Peak:
Permit Area: Whatcom County within the following described boundary: Beginning where Glacier Creek intersects with the Mt. Baker Highway (State Highway 547);
then south up Glacier Creek to Smith Creek; then south
up Smith Creek to Grouse Creek; then continue up
Grouse Creek in a south direction to Kulshan Creek;
then southeast up Kulshan Creek to Kulshan Cabin;
then continue southeast between Roosevelt Glacier and
Coleman Glacier to the summit of Mt. Baker; then south
down Eastern Glacier to Baker Pass and the Baker Pass
Trail #603 (5,000 ft.); then west along Baker Pass Trail
#603 to the Ridley Creek Trail (#690); then northwest
on the Ridley Creek Trail to Ridley Creek; then down
Ridley Creek to the Middle Fork Nooksack River; then
west down the Middle Fork Nooksack River to the
Mosquito Lake Road; then north on the Mosquito Lake
Road to the Mt. Baker Highway (State Highway 542);
then north and east on Mt. Baker Highway (State
Highway 542) to Glacier Creek and the point of
beginning.
Goat Unit 4-6 Dillard Creek:
Permit Area: Whatcom County within the following described boundary: Beginning at the intersection of USFS
Road 3725 and the Baker Lake Road (USFS Road
394); then west along USFS Road 3725 to Sulphur
Creek; then northwest up Sulphur Creek to the Baker
Pass Trail (#603) to Baker Pass (5,000 ft. elevation);
then northeast up Eastern Glacier to the summit of Mt.
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Baker; then southeast down Park Glacier to the headwaters of Park Creek; then continue southeast down
Park Creek to the Baker Lake Road (USFS Road 394);
then south along the Baker Lake Road (USFS Road
394) to USFS Road 3725 and the point of beginning.

Goat Unit 4-10 Majestic Mountain:
Permit Area: Whatcom and Skagit counties within the
following described boundary: Beginning at the intersection of Pyramid Creek and State Highway 20; t_hen
south up Pyramid Creek to the North Cascades National Park boundary; then east along the Park boundary to
the Cascades Summit; then north along the Cascades
Summit to Granite Creek; then west down Granite
Creek to Ruby Creek and Ruby Arm; then continue
west along Ruby Arm to Ross Lake and_ Ross Dam; then
southwest from Ross Dam to State Highway 20; then
southwest and northwest along State Highway 20 to
Pyramid Creek and the point of beginning.

Goat Unit 4-7 Avalanche Gorge:
Permit Area: Whatcom County within the following described boundary: Beginning at the intersection of the
Baker Lake Road (USFS Road 394) and Park Creek;
then northwest up Park Creek to Park Glacier; then
continue northwest up Park Glacier to the summit of
Mt. Baker; then northeast down Mazama Glacier to the
6,500 ft. elevation; then east to the Portals; then continue east along the ridge line to Coleman Pinnacle; then
northeast along the Camp Kiser Trail #683 (Ptarmigan
Ridge) to the extreme southeast extension. of Kulshan
Ridge; then due east to the Lake Ann Trail #600; then
east along the Lake Ann Trail #600 to the boundary of
North Cascades National Park; then south and east
along the Park boundary to the Baker River and down
the Baker River to the Baker Lake Road (USFS Road
394); then west along the Baker Lake Ro~d ~USFS
Road 394) to Park Creek and the point of begmmng.

Goat Unit 4-12 Mt. Tommy Thompson:
Permit Area: Skagit County within the following described boundary: Beginning at the confluence of Illabot
Creek on the Skagit River; then east up Illabot Creek to
its headwaters; then continue east over the ridge line to
the northern-most extension of Buck Creek; then north
over the ridge line at 6,921 foot elevation to the southern-most extension of Muchler Creek; then northeast
down Muchler Creek to Kindy Creek; then north down
Kindy Creek to the Cascade River; t~en ?orth and west
down the Cascade River to the Skagit River; then west
down the Skagit River to Illabot Creek and the point of
beginning.

Goat Unit 4-8 East Ross Lake:
Permit Area: Whatcom County within the following described boundary: Beginning at the point the U.S.
Canada boundary meets the east boundary of North
Cascades National Park; then south along the Park
boundary to Stetattle Creek; then south down Stetattle
Creek to Gorge Lake; then southwest along Gorge Lake
to State Highway 20; then east and north along State
Highway 20 to Ross Dam; then north along the east
shoreline of Ross Lake (Note: Exclude Ruby Arm) to
Devil's Creek; then east up Devil's Creek to a tributary
extending south to ridge line between Jerry ~akes an~ a
pinnacle of Jack Mountain (7 ,292 ft. elevation); cont1?ue south over this ridge line into the Crater Creek Basm
and Crater Creek; then down Crater Creek to its confluence with Ruby Creek; then east up Ruby. Creek to
Granite Creek; then continue east up Granite to the
Cascades Summit; then north along the Cascades Summit to the U .S.-Canada boundary; then west along the
Canadian line to the east boundary of North Cascades
National Park and the point of beginning. (Notice: Jack
Mountain not included in Goat Unit 4-8, East Ross
Lake. See description for Goat Unit 4-9, Jack
Mountain.)
Goat Unit 4-9 Jack Mountain:
Permit Area: Whatcom County within the following described boundary: Beginning at the confluence of Ruby
Creek and Crater Creek; then north up Crater Creek to
the ridge line between Jerry Lakes and a pinnacle of
Jack Mountain (7 ,292 ft. elevation); continue due north
to Devil's Creek; then west down Devil's Creek to Ross
Lake; then south along the east shoreline of Ross Lake
to Ruby Arm; then easterly up Ruby Arm and ~uby
Creek to the confluence of Crater Creek and the pomt of
beginning.

Goat Unit 4-14 Mt. Buckindy:
Permit Area: Skagit and Snohomish counties within the
following described boundary: Beginning at the confluence of Buck Creek on the Suiattle River; then east up
the Suiattle River to Sulphur Creek; then continue east
up Sulphur Creek to Dome Creek; t~en north to Sinister
Mountain and the Cascades Summit; then north along
the Cascades Summit to Mt. Formidable; continue north
into the headwaters at the Middle Fork Cascade River;
then west down the Middle Fork Cascade River to the
main Cascade River; continue west along the Cascade
River to Kindy Creek; then south up Kindy Creek to
Muchler Creek; then southwest up Muchler Creek to its
southern-most extension; then continue southwest over
the ridgetop at 6,921 foot elevation to the northern-most
extension of Buck Creek; then continue southwest down
Buck Creek to the Suiattle River and the point of
beginning.
Goat Unit 4-16 Glacier Peak:
Permit Area: Snohomish County within the following
described boundary: Beginning at Tenpeak Mountain on
the Cascades Crest; then northeast to three lakes (approximately 1.75 miles northeast of Tenpeak Mountain);
then north and west down the Suiattle River to Mill
Creek; then up the Mill Creek Trail (#790) and the Pacific Crest Trail (#2000) to Mica Lake, Fire Creek Pass,
and Glacier Creek; continuing down Glacier Creek to
the White Chuck River; then up the White Chuck River
to White Mountain at the Cascade Crest, then northeast
along Cascade Crest to Tenpeak Mountain and the point
of beginning.
Goat Unit 4-18 Sauk River Area:
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Highway bridge over Bear Creek (approximately three
miles east of Verlot); then east up said highway to
USFS Trail #707; then southwest on said trail (between
Sperry Peak and Morning Star Peak) to the Sultan River; then west down said river and Spada Lake to
Culmback Dam; then north up unnamed creek to the
Pilchuck-Sultan divide; then northwest along said divide
to Ritz Creek; then northeast down Ritz Creek to the
Pilchuck River; then northwest down said river to
Wilson Creek; then northwest up Wilson Creek to
Ashland Lakes on the Pilchuck-Stillaguamish divide;
then north down Black Creek and Bear Creek drainage
to the Mountain Loop Highway bridge over Bear Creek
and the point of beginning.

Permit Area: Snohomish County within the following
described boundary: Beginning at the confluence of the
Whitechuck River and Pugh Creek; then south up Pugh
Creek to Round Lake; then south to USFS Trail #646;
then west and south down this trail to the North Fork
Sauk River; then east up said river to Sloan Creek; then
up Sloan Creek to June Mountain; then due south to
USFS Trail # 1051; then east along said trail to the Pacific Crest Trail (#2000); then north along the Pacific
Crest Trail to White Mountain; then down the
Whitechuck River to the confluence with Pugh Creek
and the point of beginning.
Goat Unit 4-21 Liberty Mountain:
Permit Area: Snohomish County within the following
described boundary: Beginning at the Boulder River
bridge on the Darrington-Arlington Highway (State
Highway 530) to the town of Darrington; then east
along said highway to the Darrington-Clear Creek Road
(USFS Road 20); then southeast along that road to the
bridge over Clear Creek; then south up Clear Creek to
the confluence with Helena Creek and southeast up
Helena Creek to Windom Lake; then southeast over an
unnamed ridge to Independence Lake and down USFS
Trail #712 to intersection with USFS Road 4060; then
south down said road to the South Fork Stillaguamish
River; then west down said river to Canyon Creek; then
northeast up Canyon Creek, North Fork Canyon Creek
and Meadow Creek to Tupso Creek; then east up Tupso
Creek to its easternmost point; then continue northeast
to Boulder River; then north down Boulder River to the
bridge on State Highway 530 and the point of
beginning.
Goat Unit 4-23 Twin Peaks:
Permit Area: Snohomish County within the following
described boundary: Beginning at the intersection of
Falls Creek and the Mt. Loop Highway (USFS Road
322); then west up Falls Creek and along USFS Trail
#645 to USFS Road 3006; then south down said road to
the Mountain Loop Highway; then east and north on
said highway to Falls Creek and the point of beginning.
Goat Unit 4-24 Sloan Peak:
Permit Area: Snohomish County with the following described boundary: Beginning at the confluence of the
South Fork and the North Fork of the Sauk River; then
east up to the North Fork Sauk River to Sloan Creek;
then south and southeast up Sloan Creek to June
Mountain; then due south to USFS Trail #1051; then
southwest along said trail to USFS Road 63; then continue southwest on said road to Silver Creek; then north
up Silver Creek to Silver Lake; then north on USFS
Trail #708 to Glacier Creek; then west along said creek
to the South Fork Sauk River; then north down the
South Fork Sauk River to the confluence of the North
Fork Sauk River and the point of beginning.
Goat Unit 4-25 Vesper Peak:
Permit Area: Snohomish County within the following
described boundary: Beginning at the Mountain Loop
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Goat Unit 4-30 Tolt River:
Permit Area: King and Snohomish counties within the
following described boundary: Beginning at the point the
Tolt River intersects the Weyerhaeuser Mainline Truck
Road (approximately one mile west of the Tott River
South Fork Reservoir); then north along said road to the
junction with State Highway 2; then east along said
highway to the junction with the South Fork Skykomish
River; then east and south up said river to the confluence
of Money Creek; then west up Money Creek to Lake
Elizabeth; then west to the headwaters of the South
Fork Tolt River near Lake Elizabeth; then west down
the South Fork Tolt River to the point of beginning.
Except Closed: All of the Mount Index and Mount
Persis as follows: Beginning at confluence of South Fork
Skykomish River and Index Creek; then west up said
creek and its northern fork to Ink Lake; then west up the
ridge to the 4,915 elevation point; then southwest down
the ridge (approximately one and one-half miles) to the
confluence of Titacaed Creek and the North Fork Tott
River; then west along said river to the Weyerhaeuser
Mainline Truck Road; then north along said road to
State Highway 2; then east along said highway to where
it intersects the South Fork Skykomish River; then east
along said river to the point of beginning.
Goat Unit 4-32 Foss River:
Permit Area: King and Snohomish counties within the
following described boundary: Beginning at intersection
of U.S. Highway 2 and the King County line at Stevens
Pass; then south along the King County line to the
headwaters of the Middle Fork Snoqualmie River near
Dutch Miller Gap; then west and south down said river
to the confluence with the Dingford Creek; then north
and east up said creek to its headwaters intersection with
USFS Trail #1005; then north up said trail to Little
Myrtle Lake; ·then west and north to Marlene Lake (approximately 4 miles); then north down the stream outlet
from Marlene Lake to the junction with USFS Trail
# 1002 near Dorothy Lake; then north along said trail to
the junction with the East Fork Miller River headwaters; then north down said river to the confluence with
the South Fork Skykomish River; then east up said river
to the junction with U.S. Highway 2; then east along
said highway to the point of beginning.
Goat Unit 4-34 Pratt River:
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Permit Area: King County within the following described boundary: Beginning at the point where the
Weyerhaeuser Mainline Truck Road intersects the Middle Fork Snoqualmie River (near the confluence of the
North Fork and Snoqualmie Rivers); then northeast up
the Middle Fork Snoqualmie to its headwaters near
Dutch Miller Gap at the King County line; then south
along the King County line to Snoqualmie Pass and the
intersection with Interstate 90; then west along Interstate 90 to the point nearest the Middle Fork
Snoqualmie River (approximately one mile east of
North Bend); then north and east up the Middle Fork
Snoqualmie River and to the point of beginning. Except
closed: Snoqualmie Mountain and the watersheds of
Denny Creek and South Fork of the Snoqualmie above
Denny Creek.

MOOSE

Moose Unit 1 Selkirk Mountains:
Permit Area: Pend Oreille County, east of the Pend
Oreille River.
Moose Unit 2 Mt. Spokane:
Permit Area: Spokane County.
BIGHORN SHEEP

Sheep Unit I Okanogan:
Permit Area: Okanogan County west of the Okanogan
River.
Sheep Unit 2 Vulcan Mountain:
Permit Area: Ferry County north of the Kettle River.

Goat Unit 4-38 Corral Pass:

Sheep Unit 3 Tucannon River:

Permit Area: Pierce County within the following described boundary: Beginning where Goat Creek intersects the Corral Pass Road; then southeast up Goat
Creek to the Cascade Crest; then north along the Crest
to USFS Trail #1188; then northwest along said trail to
USFS Trail #1176; then north along said trail to Corral
Pass; then west along Corral Pass Road to its intersection with Goat Creek and the point of beginning.

Permit Area: The Tucannon River drainage in Columbia
and Garfield counties.

Goat Unit 5-2 Tatoosh:
Permit Area: Lewis County within the following described boundary: Beginning at the junction of the
southern Mount Rainier National Park boundary and
State Highway 123; then south along State Highway
123 to U.S. Highway 12; then southwest along said
highway to Skate Creek Road (USFS Road 52); then
northwest along said road to the junction of Morse
Creek Road (old road to Longmire Campground); then
north along said road to the Mount Rainier National
Park boundary; then east along the southern park
boundary to the point of beginning.
Goat Unit 5-4 Goat Rocks:
Permit Area: Lewis County south of the White Pass
Highway (U.S. Highway 12) and east of the Johnson
Creek Road (USFS Road 1302).
Goat Unit 6-1 Elwha River:
Permit Area: Clallam and Jefferson counties outside
Olympic National Park and west of the Dungeness
River.
Goat Unit 6-2 Quilcene River:
Permit Area: Clallam and Jefferson counties outside
Olympic National Park, east of the Dungeness River
and north of the Dosewallips River.
Goat Unit 6-3 Hamma Hamma River:
Permit Area: Jefferson and Mason counties outside
Olympic National Park and south of the Dosewallips
River.

Sheep Unit 5 Umtaneum:
Permit Area: That part of Yakima County north of
Wenas Creek and that part of Kittitas County south of
Interstate 90.
Sheep Unit 6 Murray:
Permit Area: That part of Yakima County north of
Wenas Creek and that part of Kittitas County south of
Interstate 90.
Sheep Unit 9 Blackbutte:
Permit Area: That part of Asotin County within the following described boundary: All of G MU 184 (Joseph),
185 (Blackbutte), and that part of GMU 181 (Couse)
that drains into the Grande Ronde River between the
mouth of the Grande Ronde River and State Highway
No. 129.
Sheep Unit 10 Mt. Hull:
Permit Area: That part of Okanogan County within the
following described boundary: Beginning at Oroville;
then south along Highway 97 to the Swanson's Mill
Road (old Mt. Hull Road) near Lake Andrews, then
east to the Dry Gulch Road; then north to the Molson
Grade Road; then west to Oroville and the point of
beginning.
Sheep Unit 11 Wenaha Wilderness:
Permit Area: The Crooked Creek drainage in Asotin,
Garfield, and Columbia counties within the boundary of
GMU 169.
LYNX

Permit Area: That part of Okanogan County west of the
Okanogan River except closed within the following described boundary: Beginning at Okanogan, then west
along State Highway 20 to Twisp; then north along the
Methow River to the Chewuch River; then north along
the Chewuch River to the Pasayten Wilderness boundary; then east and north along boundary to the U.S.Canada border; then east along said border to U.S.
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Highway 97; then south along U.S. Highway 97, to
Okanogan and point of beginning.
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PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
RETIREMENT SYSTEMS

COUGAR PERMIT AREA DESCRIPTIONS

Unit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Description

[Filed May 16·, 1991, 3:26 p.m.)

Pend Oreille-G MU 113
Colville-G MUs 108, 111, 118, and 119
Republic-GMUs JOO, 103, 105, 200, and
206
SPokane-G MUs 12 I and 124
Blue Mountains-GMUs 145 through 185
Okanogan-GMUs 203, 209-242, and 300
Wenatchee-GMUs 301-368
Nooksack-GMU 418
Skagit-GMUs 426, 433, 440-448, and 450
Snogualmie-GMUs 454, 460, 466, 472, 490
Olympic Peninsula-GMUs 601-651, and
663
'Rainier-GMUs 478, 484, 505, 510, 512,
514, 516, 666, and 667

Date of Adoption: May 14, 1991.
Purpose: Assessment of interest charges on employers'
overdue payments of obligations owed to the Department
of Retirement Systems.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 34.05
RCW, RCW 41.50.050, and 41.50.120.
Other
Authority:
RCW
41.50.120
(being
implemented).
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-06-089 on March
6, 1991.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted Version: WAC 415-114-020( 4) was removed as part
of a clarification made in how interest will be assessed,
under WAC 415-114-040. This clarification is the result
of public comment; WAC 415-114-040(1) was
reworded for clarity. This clarification provides more
detail on the formula to be used for the assessment of
interest charges. This was done as a result of public
comment; WAC 415-1I4-040(3) was reworded to clarify how interest is to be charged if employers do not submit timely contribution reports to Department of Retirement Systems; and WAC 415-114-040(4) was
reworded to clarify that June 15, 1991, is the beginning
period for the assessment of interest charges. The phrase
"Beginning with May, 1991 " is deleted to clarify this
point.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 14, 1991
George Northcroft
Director
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ATIORNEY GENERAL OPINION

Cite as:

AGO 1991 No. 19

[May 14, 1991)

ScHOOLs-D1sTRICTs-EDUCATIONAL SERVICE D1sTRICTS-INTERLOCAL COOPERATION ACT-INSURANCE-SHORT-TERM OBLIGATIONS-AUTHORITY OF
ENTITY CREATED BY SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICE DISTRICTS TO ISSUE REVENUE ANTICIPATION NOTES

1.

2.

WSR 91-11-061

Chapter 48.52 RCW authorizes school districts and
educational service districts to join together to create a risk management pool pursuant to chapter 39.34 RCW, the Interlocal Cooperation Act. The risk
management pool thus created may fake the form of
a separate legal or administrative entity.

CHAPTER 415-114
A Rule Relating to The Assessment of Interest Charges
on Employers' Overdue Payments
NEW SECTION

The Interlocal Cooperation Act does not authorize
the exercise of any new substantive powers by the
public agencies that enter into interlocal cooperation
agreements. Since educational service districts do
not have the authority to issue short-term obligations, a separate legal entity created by educational
service districts and school districts does not have
the authority to issue short-term obligations.

Requested by:
Honorable Robert V. Graham
State Auditor
Legislative Building, AS-2 I
Olympia, Washington 98504-0421

WAC 415-114-010 PURPOSE. These rules relate
to the implementation of RCW 41.50. I 20 which provides the Department of Retirement Systems the authority to assess interest charges on employers' overdue
payments of obligations owed to the Department.
These rules are intended to encourage employers to
pay obligations in a timely manner.
NEW SECTION
WAC 415-114-020 DEFINITIONS. As used in
this chapter, unless a different meaning is plainly required by the context:
1. Department - refers to the Department of Retirement Systems established pursuant to chapter 41.50
RCW as now existing or hereafter amended;
2. Employers - refers to all employers within the retirement systems administered by the Department, as
defined in RCW 41.50.030;
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3. Obligations owed to the Department - include, but
are not limited to, employer and employee contributions;
4. Close of business day - refers to 5:00 p.m of a
business day.

charges assessed on a monthly accounts receivable statement are due and payable by the close of the third business day after the 15th day of the following calendar
month in accordance with WAC Section 415-114-030.

NEW SECTION
WAC 415-114-030 WHAT IS CONSIDERED
AN OVERDUE PAYMENT OF AN OBLIGATION
OWED TO THE DEPARTMENT. Payment for a calendar month, or any portion thereof, shall be made to
the Department on or before the 15th day of the following calendar month. Payment is overdue if not received
within three business days following the 15th day of the
following calendar month. Payment must be received by
the Department or credited to the Department's account
before the close of business on the third business day
following the 15th day of the following calendar month.
NEW SECTION
WAC 415-114-040 ASSESSMENT OF INTEREST CHARGE. 1. When a payment is overdue, interest
will be charged in the following manner: An I% simple
interest charge will be assessed against the employer's
balance due on account multiplied by the number of the
days past due divided by 30.40 (annual average of days
in a month). The balance due on the account is the total
of the obligations owed to the Department, less payments received. The interest obligation shall not be
compounded.
2. Interest charges of less than five dollars will not be
billed.
3. Interest charges will be based upon the employer's
monthly contribution report as received by the Department. If the employer's contributions have not been received in a timely manner as stated in WAC 415-114030, interest charges will be based on the most recent
contribution report processed from a prior month. Such
interest charges will then be adjusted when the late contribution report is received and processed.
4. Interest will be charged for overdue obligations
owed to the Department for reports and obligations
which are due on June 15, 1991.
NEW SECTION
WAC 415-114-050 ASSESSMENT OF INTEREST CHARGE ON ACCRUED OBLIGATIONS.
Employers will be given until June 15, 1991, to pay the
total balance due to the Department on all obligations,
including those accrued and owing to the Department
prior to May 1991 obligations. Accrued obligations not
paid by the close of business day on the third business
day after June 15, 1991, will be assessed an interest
charge in accordance with WAC 415-114-030.
NEW SECTION
WAC 415-114-060 BILLING OF INTEREST
CHARGES. Interest charges assessed against an employer for overdue payments will appear on the employer's monthly accounts receivable statement. Interest
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[Order 167-Filed May 16, 1991, 3:44 p.m.,-effective June 16, 1991)

Date of Adoption: May 10, 1991.
Purpose: To regulate and certify sex offender treatment providers.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.155.040.
Pursuant to RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good
cause finds that state or federal law or federal rule or a
federal deadline for state receipt of federal funds requires immediate adoption of a rule.
Reasons for this Finding: Chapter 18.155 RCW requires this program be implemented by July I, 1991.
Rules must be in place prior to that date.
Effective Date of Rule: June 16, 1991.
May 10, 1991
Pam Campbell Mead
for Kristine M. Gebbie
Secretary
NEW SECTION
WAC 246-930-075 SUPERVISION OF AFFILIATES. Supervision of affiliates is considerably different
than consultation. Consultation is solely advisory, the
consultant does not assume responsibility for those individuals to whom they consult. Supervision of affiliates
requires that the provider take full ethical and legal responsibility for the professional work and for the quality
of work of the affiliate. The following rules apply to providers and affiliates when service is being provided to
SSOSA and SSODA clients: (I) Whether providing
training, consultation or supervision, sex offender treatment providers shall avoid presenting themselves as having qualifications in areas where they do not have
expertise.
(2) The supervisor shall provide sufficient training and
supervision to the affiliate to insure the health and safety
of the client and community. The supervisor shall have
the expertise and knowledge to directly supervise the
work of the affiliate.
(3) The supervisor shall insure that any person he or
she supervises has sufficient education, background and
preparation for the work they will be doing.
(4) Supervision of an affiliate shall require that the
supervisor and supervisee enter into a formal written
contract defining the parameters of the professional relationship. This supervision contract shall be submitted
to the department for approval and will be renewed on a
yearly basis. This document shall include, but is not
limited to:
(a) The areas of professional activity for which supervision will occur.
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(b) The amount of supervision time and frequency of
supervisory meetings to be provided. This information
can be presented as a ratio of supervisory time to clinical
work conducted by the afflliate.
(c) The supervisory fees and business arrangements,
when applicable.
(d) The nature of the supervisory relationship and the
anticipated process of supervision.
(e) The manner in which clinical cases will be selected
and reviewed.
(J) The methodology for record keeping, evaluation of
the afflliate, and feedback.
(g) The manner in which the afflliate shall be represented to the public.
( 5) Supervision of affiliates shall involve regular, direct, on-site supervision. Supervision shall include a reasonable degree of direct observation by means of the supervisor sitting in sessions, audio tape recording, videotape, etc. However, it is recognized that certain geographic locales do not have sufflcient resources to enable
immediate, direct supervision of afflliates. In these cases
special flexible supervision arrangements which deviate
from the standard are encouraged; these special supervision contracts shall be submitted to the department for
approval.
(6) The level of supervision provided shall insure the
afflliate's preparedness to conduct his or her professional
work and provide adequate oversight. There shall be a
minimum of one hour of supervision time for every ten
hours of supervised professional work. Supervision meetings shall regularly occur at least every other week.
(7) A certified sex offender provider shall undertake
no supervision which exceeds the provider's ability to
comply with supervision standards. A supervisor shall
not supervise more than thirty hours of SSOSA and
SSODA case clinical work each week.
(8) Generally, a supervisor shall not provide supervision for more than two affl/iates. However, the special
needs of certain locales, particularly rural areas, are
recognized. Where appropriate, deviation from the standards for amount of supervision time, frequency of supervision, and limitations on supervision by a supervisor
are encouraged if quality of supervision can be maintained. Special supervisory arrangements shall be submitted for approval as part of the supervision contract to
the department. As necessary, a supervisor can adjust a
supervision plan, but shall notify the department of the
amendment to the contract.
(9) The status of the afflliate' s relationship to the supervisor is to be accurately communicated to the public,
other professionals and to all clients served.
(JO) An afflliate sex offender treatment provider shall
represent themselves as an afflliate only when they are
doing clinical work supervised by their contracted sex
offender treatment provider. If the afflliate is providing
unsupervised clinical services to clients who are not
SSOSA or SSODA cases, the individual shall not utilize
the title "afflliate" in that context.
(JI) All written work conducted by the afflliate under
SSOSA or SSODA shall be cosigned by the supervisor,
indicating the supervisory relationship. The work will be
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represented as conducted by the afflliate and with oversight provided by the supervisor.
(12) All work relating to SSOSA and SSODA clients,
conducted by the afflliate will be the responsibility of the
supervisor. The supervisor will have full authority over
the practice of the afflliate involving SSOSA and
SSODA clients.
(J 3) Supervision will include, but is not limited to:
(a) Discussion of services provided by the afflliate.
(b) Case selection, service plan and review of each
case or work unit of the affiliate.
(c) Discussions regarding theory and practice regarding the work being conducted.
(d) Review of Washington statutes, rules and criminal
justice procedures relevant to the work being conducted.
(e) Discussion of the standards of practice for providers as adopted by the department and the ethical issues
involved in providing professional services for sex
offenders.
(/) Discussion regarding coordination of work with
other professionals.
(g) Discussion of relevant professional literature and
research.
(h) Periodic review of the supervision itself.
(14) Both the supervisor and afflliate shall maintain
full documentation of the work done and supervision
provided.
(J 5) Timely evaluation of the afflliate's work and professional progress shall be provided by the supervisor.
( 16) If the work of the supervisee does not meet sufficient standards to protect the best interests of the clients
and the community, it is the responsibility of the supervisor to remediate the problems or terminate the supervision contract. If a supervision contract is terminated,
the supervisor shall notify the department and provide
the department with a letter of explanation.
( 17) Supervision is a power relationship and the
supervisee-supervisor relationship is not to be exploited.
This standard in no way precludes reasonable compensation for supervisory services.
(18) It is the responsibility of the supervisor to provide, on request, accurate and objective letters of reference and work documentation regarding the afflliate,
when requested by afflliate.
(19) If a supervisee is in the employ of a provider it is
the responsibility of the supervisor to provide:
(a) Appropriate working conditions.
(b) Opportunities to further their skills and professional development.
(c) Consultation in all areas of professional practice
appropriate to their employment.
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[Order 168-Filed May 16, 1991, 3:49 p.m.)

Date of Adoption: May 9, 1991.
Purpose: To regulate and certify sex offender treatment providers.
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Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.155.040.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-06-091 on March
6, 1991.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted Version: In response to both written and oral testimony at the April 18th rules hearing, changes were
made to WAC 246-930-499 to expand the provisional
section and allow practitioners without the diverse experience requirements to apply for a provisional certification with one year expansion if approved.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 9, 1991
Pam Campbell Mead
for Kristine M. Gebbie
Secretary
Chapter 246-930 WAC
SEX OFFENDER TREATMENT PROVIDER
NEW SECTION
WAC 246-930-010 GENERAL DEFINITIONS.
Whenever used in these rules, unless expressly otherwise
stated, or unless the context or subject matter requires a
different meaning, the following terms shall have the
following meanings:
( 1) 11 Department" means the department of health,
professional licensing services division.
(2) "Secretary" means the secretary of the department of health, or designee.
(3) "Provider" means sex offender treatment provider.
(4) "Affiliate" means affiliate sex offender treatment
provider.
(5) "Committee" means the sex offender treatment
providers advisory committee.
( 6) 11 Credential" or its derivative means the process of
licensing, registration, certification, or the equivalent
through which a person is legally recognized by a state
agency as lawfully authorized to practice a health
profession.
(7) "Evaluation" is defined as the direct provision of
comprehensive evaluation and assessment services to
persons who have been investigated by law enforcement
Qr child protective services for commission of a sex offense, or who have been adjudicated or convicted of a
sex offense. Such services must have resulted in preparation of a formal written report. To qualify, the individual
must have had primary responsibility for interviewing
the offender and must have completed the written report.
Only face-to-face contact with a client may be counted
for evaluation credit. Evaluation hours performed by affiliate providers under the supervision of fully certified
providers count toward certification under this definition.
Note that limited assessments for the purpose of institution classification, treatment monitoring, and reporting
do not qualify for evaluation credit under this definition.
(8) "Treatment" is defined as the direct provision of
face-to-face individual, group, or family therapy with
persons who have been investigated by law enforcement
or child protective services for commission of a sex offense, or who have been adjudicated or convicted of a
sex offense. The professional must have had formal responsibility for provision of primary treatment services,

and such services must have had direct relevance to a
client's offending behavior. Treatment hours performed
by affiliate providers under the supervision of fully certified providers count toward certification under this
definition.
"Co-therapy hours" are defined as the actual number
of hours the applicant spent facilitating a group session.
Co-therapists may both claim credit for therapy hours
as long as both persons have formal responsibility for the
group sessions. Time spent in maintaining collateral
contacts and written case/progress· notes can not be
counted under this definition.
(9) A "fully certified sex offender treatment provider"
is an applicant who has met the educational, experience
and training requirements as specified for full certification, has satisfactorily passed the examination, and been
issued a certification to evaluate and treat sex offenders
pursuant to chapter 18.155 RCW.
(IO) An "affiliate sex offender treatment provider" is
an applicant who has met the educational, experience
and training requirements as specified for affiliate certification applicants, and has satisfactorily passed the examination. An affiliate sex offender treatment provider
evaluates and treats sex offenders pursuant to chapter
18.155 RCW under the supervision of a fully certified
sex offender treatment provider in accordance with the
supervision requirements set forth in WAC 246-930075.
( 11) "SSOSA" 1s special sex offender sentencing
alternative.
(12) "SSODA" 1s special sex offender disposition
alternative.
NEW SECTION
WAC 246-930-020 REQUIREMENT FOR UNDERLYING CREDENTIAL AS A HEALTH PROFESSIONAL. (1) Under RCW 18.155.020(1), only
credentialed health professionals may be certified as
providers.
(2) A person who is credentialed as a health professional in a state or jurisdiction other than Washington
must satisfy this requirement by submitting the
following:
(a) A copy of the current nonexpired credential issued
by the credentialing state;
(b) A copy of the statute, administrative regulation,
or other official document of the issuing state which sets
forth the minimum requirements for the credential;
(c) A statement from the issuing authority:
(i) That the credential is in good standing;
(ii) That there is no disciplinary action currently
pending; and
(iii) Listing any formal discipline actions taken by the
issuing authority with regard to the credential;
(d) A statement signed by the applicant, on a form
provided by the department, submitting to the jurisdiction of the Washington state courts for the purpose of
any litigation involving his or her practice as a sex offender treatment provider;
(e) A statement signed by the applicant on a form
provided by the department, that the applicant does not
intend to practice the health profession for which he or
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she is credentialed by another state within the state of
Washington without first obtaining an appropriate credential to do so from the state of Washington, except as
may be authorized by Washington state law; and
(f) Evidence to show compliance with the AIDS education requirement:
(i) Education and training shall be consistent with the
model curriculum available from the office on AIDS
within the department of health pursuant to chapter 70.24 RCW. Such education and training shall be a minimum of four clock hours and shall include, but not be
limited to, the following: Etiology and epidemiology;
testing and counseling; infection control guidelines; clinical manifestations and treatment; legal and ethical issues to include confidentiality; and psychosocial issues to
include special population considerations.
(ii) Documentation. The applicant shall:
(A) Certify, on forms provided, that the minimum
education and training has been completed after January
I, 1987;
(B) Keep records for two years documenting attendance and description of the learning;
(C) Be prepared to validate, through submission of
. these records, that attendance has taken place.
(3) Underlying registration, certification, or licensure
must be maintained in good standing. If underlying registration, certification, or licensure is not renewed or is
revoked, certification as a sex offender treatment provider, affiliate sex offender treatment provider, or temporary or provisional treatment provider will be immediately revoked.
NEW SECTION
WAC 246-930-030 EDUCATION REQUIREMENT FOR FULL CERTIFICATION APPLICANTS. ( 1) Applicants for full certification must have
completed:
(a) A master's or doctoral degree in social work, psychology, counseling, or educational psychology from a
fully accredited college or university; or
(b) A medical doctor or doctor of osteopathy degree if
the individual is a board certified/eligible psychiatrist; or
(c) A master's or doctoral degree in a closely related
field when there is documentation of thirty graduate semester hours or forty-five graduate quarter hours in approved subject content. Approved subject content includes at least five graduate semester hours or seven
graduate quarter hours in (c)(i) and (ii) of this subsection and five graduate semester hours or seven graduate
quarter hours in at least two additional content areas
from the entire list:
(i) Counseling and psychotherapy.
(ii) Personality theory.
(iii) Research.
(iv) Psychopathology /personality disorders.
(v) Assessment/tests and measurement.
(vi) Group therapy /family therapy.
(vii) Human growth and development/sexuality.
(viii) Corrections/criminal justice.
(2) Transcripts of all graduate work must be submitted directly to the department from the college or university where earned.
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NEW SECTION
WAC 246-930--040 PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENT FOR FULL CERTIFICATION APPLICANTS. (l) In order to qualify for examination, at least two thousand hours of direct treatment and evaluation experience, as defined in WAC
246-930-010. At least two hundred fifty of these hours
must be evaluation experience and at least five hundred
of these hours must be treatment experience .
(2) All of the prerequisite experience must have been
within the seven-year period preceding application for
certification as a provider.
NEW SECTION
WAC 246-930-050 EDUCATION REQUIREMENT FOR AFFILIATE CERTIFICATION APPLICANTS. (l) Applicants for affiliate certification must
have completed:
(a) A bachelor's, master's, or doctorate degree in social work, psychology, counseling, or educational psychology from a fully accredited institution of higher education; or
(b) A medical doctor or doctor of osteopathy degree if
the individual is a board certified/eligible psychiatrist; or
(c) A bachelor's degree in a closely related field when
there is documentation of thirty semester hours or fortyfive quarter hours in approved subject content. Approved
subject content includes at least five semester hours or
seven quarter hours in (c)(i) and (ii) of this subsection
and five semester hours or seven quarter hours in at least
two additional content areas from the entire list:
(i) Counseling and psychotherapy.
(ii) Personality theory.
(iii) Research.
(iv) Psychopathology /personality disorders.
(v) Assessment/tests and measurement.
(vi) Group therapy /family therapy.
(vii) Human growth and development/sexuality.
(viii) Corrections/criminal justice.
(2) Transcripts of all academic work must be submitted directly to the department from the college or university where earned.
NEW SECTION
WAC 246-930-060 PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENT FOR AFFILIATE CERTIFICATION APPLICANTS. (I) Applicants meeting
only the minimal academic requirements for affiliate
status (bachelor's degree), must have a total of two
thousand hours of experience in evaluation and/or treatment as defined in WAC 246-930-0 I 0. No specific
minimum number of hours in either category is required
for affiliate applicants.
(2) All of the prerequisite experience must have been
within the seven-year period preceding application for
certification as a provider.
(3) If the applicant for affiliate status meets the academic requirements for full certification, post-graduate
degree as outlined in WAC 246-930-030, no experience
requirement applies.
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NEW SECTION
WAC 246-930-070 TRAINING FOR APPLICANTS FOR FULL OR AFFILIATE CERTIFICATION. (1) All applicants for certification as providers or
affiliate providers shall submit documentation of attendance at fifty hours of formal conferences, symposia, or
seminars related to the treatment and evaluation of sex
offenders or abuse victims.
(2) All such training shall have been received within
the three years preceding application for certification.
NEW SECTION
WAC 246-930-200 APPLICATION AND EXAMINATION. (1) In order to be certified to practice
under this chapter as a provider or affiliate provider in
the state of Washington all applicants must pass an examination approved by the secretary.
(2) An applicant must meet all education, experience,
and training requirements and be a health care provider
before being allowed to sit for the examination.
(3) Examinations will be given twice annually at a
time and place determined by the secretary.
(4) A completed application with the appropriate fee
for certification must be received in the office of the department, no later than sixty days prior to the examination administration. All supporting documentation must
be received no later than twenty days prior to the scheduled examination date.
(5) Any applicant who fails to follow written or oral
instructions relative to the conduct of the examination, is
observed talking or attempting to give or receive information, or attempting to remove materials from the examination or using or attempting to use unauthorized
materials during any portion of the examination will be
terminated from the examination and not permitted to
complete it.
(6) The department shall approve the method of
grading each examination, and shall apply such method
uniformly to all applicants taking the examination.
(7) An applicant will be notified in writing of his or
her examination score.
(8) An applicant's examination score shall not be disclosed to anyone other than the applicant, unless requested to do so in writing by the applicant.
(9) An applicant who fails to make the required grade
in the first examination is entitled to take up to two additional examinations upon the payment of a reexamination fee for each subsequent examination determined by
the secretary. Upon failure of three examinations, the
secretary may require remedial education before admission to future examinations.
NEW SECTION
WAC 246-930-210 EXAMINATION APPEAL
PROCEDURES. (I) Any candidate who takes and does
not pass the sex offender treatment provider examination, may request review of the results of the
examination.
(a) The examination results will not be modified unless the candidate presents clear and convincing evidence
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of error in the examination content or procedure, or bias,
prejudice, or discrimination in the examination process.
(b) Any challenges to examination scores will not be
considered unless the total of the potentially revised
score would result in issuance of a certificate.
'
(2) The procedure for requesting an informal review
of examination results is as follows: The request must be
in writing and must be received by the department within thirty days of the date on the letter of notification of
examination results sent to the candidate.
The request must be in writing and must be received
by the department within thirty days of the date on the
letter of notification of examination results sent to the
candidate.
(3) The advisory committee will schedule a closed
session meeting to review the failed examination questions and forms completed by the candidate. The candidate will be notified in writing of the decision.
(a) The candidate will be identified only by candidate
number for the purpose of this review.
(b) Letters of referral or requests for special consideration will not be read or considered.
(4) Any candidate not satisfied with the results of the
informal examination review may request a formal hearing before the secretary to challenge the informal review
decision. The procedures for requesting a formal hearing
are as follows:
(a) The candidate must complete the informal review
process before requesting a formal hearing.
(b) The request for formal hearing must be received
by the department within twenty days of the date on the
notice of the results of the informal review.
(c) The written request must specifically identify the
challenged portion(s) of the examination and must state
the specific reason(s) why the candidate believes the examination results should be modified.
(5) Before the hearing is scheduled the parties shall
attempt by informal means to resolve the following:
(a) The simplification of issues;
(b) Amendments to the candidate's notice identifying
the challenged portion(s) of the examination and the
statement of the specific reason(s) why the candidate
feels the results of the examination should be changed;
(c) The possibility of obtaining stipulations, admission
of facts, and documents;
(d) The limitation of the number of expert witnesses;
(e) A schedule for completion of all discovery; and
(f) Such other matters as may aid in the disposition of
the proceeding.
If the parties are unable to resolve any of these issues
informally, either party may request a prehearing conference to be held before an administrative law judge.
(6) In the event there is a prehearing conference, the
administrative law judge shall enter an order which sets
forth the actions taken at the conference, the amendments allowed to the pleading, and the agreements made
by the parties of their qualified representatives as to any
of the matters considered, including the settlement or
simplification of issues. The prehearing order limits the
issues for hearing to those not disposed of by admissions
or agreements. Such order shall control the subsequent
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course of the proceeding unless modified for good cause
by subsequent prehearing order.
(7) Candidates will receive at least twenty days' notice of the time and place of the formal hearing.
(8) The hearing will be restricted to the specific
portion(s) of the examination the candidate had identified in the request for formal hearing.
(9) The formal hearing will be conducted pursuant to
the Administrative Procedure Act, chapter 34.05 RCW.

(g) The president, chief executive officer, or designated official of any credentialing agency for health
professionals.
(3) Reports under this section must be made in writing, and must include the name, address, and telephone
number of the person making the report, the name and
address of the person about whom the report is made,
and complete information about the circumstances giving rise to the report.

NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION

WAC 246-930-220 REEXAMINATION. (I) An
applicant for certification who has been previously certified shall retake the examination and achieve a passing
score before recertification under any of the following
circumstances:
(a) The applicant has been uncertified voluntarily for
more than thirty-six calendar months; or
(b) The applicant's certificate has been revoked or
suspended by reason of a disciplinary action by the secretary of the department of health.
(2) The secretary may require reexamination in any
disciplinary order as a condition of reissuing a certificate
. or confirming certification.
(3) Whenever reexamination is required, the applicant
shall pay the appropriate fees set forth in WAC 246930-990.
NEW SECTION
WAC 246-930-300 MANDATORY REPORTING. (I) Pursuant to RCW 18.130.070, the persons
designated in subsection (2) of this section are required
to report to the department:
(a) Any conviction, determination, or finding of which
they have personal knowledge that any person certified
as a provider or affiliate provider has committed an act
which constitutes unprofessional conduct under RCW
18.130.180; or
(b) Any information of which they have personal
knowledge which indicates that any person certified as a
provider or affiliate provider may not be able to practice
with reasonable skill and safety to the public as a result
of a mental or physical condition.
(2) The following persons are required to report the
information identified in subsection ( 1) of this section:
(a) Persons certified as providers or affiliate providers;
(b) The president, chief executive officer, or designated official of any professional association or society
whose members are certified providers or affiliate
providers;
(c) Prosecuting attorneys and deputy prosecuting
attorneys;
(d) Community corrections officers employed by the
department of corrections;
(e) Juvenile probation or parole counselors who provide counseling or supervision to juveniles;
(f) The president, chief executive officer, or designated
official of any public or private agency which employs
certified providers or affiliate providers;

WAC 246-930-400 ISSUANCE AND RENEWAL OF CERTIFICATION. (I) Individuals receiving an
initial provider or affiliate provider certificate will be issued a certificate to expire on June 30th of the next calendar year.
(2) Individuals shall renew their certificate annually
on or before June 30th. Failure to renew shall invalidate
the certificate to practice as a provider. Any person
practicing with an expired certificate shall be deemed to
be engaging in uncertified practice.
(3) An individual will be considered to have made
timely renewal application if the appropriate renewal fee
and required accompanying documentation is received
by the department on or before the expiration date.
NEW SECTION
WAC 246-930-499 TEMPORARY AND PROVISIONAL CERTIFICATE DURING INITIAL IMPLEMENTATION OF CERTIFICATION PROGRAM. In order to provide adequate time for applicants to prepare for initial examination and to avoid disruption of current service provision, a system of
temporary and provisional certification as described below will be in effect for applicants whose applications are
received by the department before September I, 1991.
(I) Temporary full certification. An applicant who is
a credentialed health professional and who meets all education, experience, and training prerequisites for full
certification at the time of application will be issued
temporary full certification in order to allow practice to
continue pending satisfactory passage of the examination. The temporary full certification will expire on issuance of an initial certificate, or on June 30, 1992,
whichever comes first. Temporary full certification will
not be renewed.
(2) Temporary affiliate certification. An applicant who
is a credentialed health professional and who meets all
education, experience, and training prerequisites for affiliate certification at the time of application will be is.sued temporary affiliate certification in order to allow
practice to continue pending satisfactory passage of the
examination. The temporary affiliate certification will
expire on issuance of an initial affiliate or full certificate,
or on June 30, 1992, whichever comes first. Temporary
affiliate certification will not be renewed.
(3) Provisional full certification.
(a) An applicant who is a credentialed health professional and who has at least one thousand hours of experience in treatment and/or evaluation accrued over the
seven years immediately preceding application, and who
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has the equivalent of one year of graduate school credit
toward satisfaction of the education requirements of
WAC 246-930-030( 1) may submit a plan to the department at application documenting how he/she plans
to meet all remaining experience, education, or training
requirements and pass the examination by June 30,
1992. If the plan is approved by the department, the applicant will be granted provisional full certification.
(b) An applicant who is a credentialed health professional and who otherwise meets all education and training prerequisites for full certification at the time of application and who has the requisite experience except
that his or her experience has been primarily in the area
of evaluation, or primarily in the area of treatment of
offenders, may submit a plan documenting how he/she
plans to obtain sufficient experience in evaluation or
treatment necessary to qualify him or her for full certification no later than June 30, 1993. If the plan is approved by the department, the applicant will be granted
a provisional full certification.
(c) Plans submitted under this subsection which call
for obtaining additional experience in a practice area in
which the applicant does not have the required minimum
hours shall include an appropriate supervision component with a certified sex offender treatment provider.
( d) Providers practicing with provisional full certification status may not supervise affiliate providers.
(e) The provisional full certification will expire upon
issuance of initial full or affiliate certification or on June
30, 1992, whichever comes first, except that if a provider
who holds provisional certification pursuant to (b) of this
subsection has passed the examination, demonstrated
substantial progress in accordance with his or her approved plan, and paid the extension fee required by
WAC 246-930-990, the termination date may be extended to June 30, 1993. Provisional full certification
status will not be renewed.
( 4) Provisional affiliate certification. An applicant who
is a credentialed health professional, who meets the
minimum educational requirements for affiliate certification set forth in WAC 246-930-050, and who has at
least one thousand seven hundred hours of experience in
treatment and/or evaluation accrued over the seven
years immediately preceding application, may submit a
plan to the department documenting how she/he plans
to meet all remaining experience requirements and/or
the training requirements set forth in WAC 246-930070 and pass the examination by June 30, 1992. If the
plan is approved by the department, the applicant will be
granted provisional affiliate certification. Provisional affiliate certification will expire on issuance of an initial
full or affiliate certificate, or June 30, 1992, whichever
comes first. Provisional affiliate certification will not be
renewed.
(5) The temporary and provisional certification system
will be in effect from July I, 1991, through June 30,
1992. On June 30, 1992, all provisional and temporary
certificates expire, and only full certification or affiliate
status certification will be issued, except that the approved provisional certificate may be extended to no later than June 30, 1993, in accordance with subsection
(3)(b) of this section.

(6) Any temporary or provisional certification issued
pursuant to this section shall be subject to disciplinary
action pursuant to chapter 18.130 RCW.
NEW SECTION
WAC 246-930-990 SEX OFFENDER TREATMENT PROVIDER FEES. The following fees shall be
charged by the professional licensing division of the department of health:
Fee

Title of Fee
Sex offender treatment provider:
Application and examination
Reexamination
Initial certification
Renewal
Late renewal penalty
Duplicate certificate
Extension fee

$

Affiliate treatment provider:
Application and examination
Reexamination
Initial certification
Renewal
Late renewal penalty
Duplicate certificate

650.00
325.00
100.00
1,175.00
200.00
15.00
1,000.00
300.00
150.00
50.00
600.00
200.00
15.00
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
(Occupational Therapy Practice Board)
[Order 1718-Filed May 16, 1991, 3:53 p.m.)

Date of Adoption: April 5, 1991.
Purpose: Housekeeping actions to update recognized
educational programs; and to define licensure requirements for occupational therapists.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 246-847-010, 246-847-040, 246-847050, 246-847-110, and 246-847-065.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.59.130.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-05-088 on February 20, 1991.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
April 26, 1991
Terry Uridil
Chair
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 1128,
filed 2/12/91, effective 3/15/91)
WAC 246-847-010 DEFINITIONS. (I) The following terms in RCW 18.59.020(2) shall mean:
(a) "Scientifically based use of purposeful activity" is
the treatment of individuals using established methodology based upon the behavioral and biological sciences
and includes the analysis, application and adaptation of
activities for use with individuals having a variety of
physical, emotional, cognitive and social disorders. Use
of purposeful activity includes a process of continually
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modifying treatment to meet the changing needs of an
individual. Purposeful activity is goal--0riented and cannot be routinely prescribed.
(b) "Teaching daily living skills" is the instruction in
daily living skills based upon the evaluation of all the
components of the individual's disability and the adaptation or treatment based on the evaluation. Components
of a disability are physical, sensory, social, emotional
and cognitive functions.
(c) "Developing prevocational skills and play and
avocational capabilities" is not only the development of
prevocational skills and play and avocational capabilities
but involves the scientifically based use of purposeful
activity.
(d) "Designing, fabricating, or applying selected orthotic and prosthetic devices or selected adaptive equipment" is not specific occupational therapy services if a
person designs, fabricates, or applies selected orthotic
and prosthetic devices or selected adaptive equipment for
an individual if the device or equipment is prescribed or
ordered by a health care professional authorized by the
laws of the state of Washington to prescribe the device
or equipment or direct the design, fabrication, or application of the device or equipment.
(e) "Adapting environments for the handicapped" is
the evaluation of all the components of an individual's
disability and the adaptation of the environment of the
individual based on the evaluation. Components of a
disability are physical, sensory, social, emotional and
cognitive functions.
(2) "Supervision" and "regular consultation" of an
occupational therapy assistant by an occupational therapist in RCW 18.59.020(4) and "direct supervision" of a
person holding a limited permit by an occupational therapist in RCW 18.59.040(7) shall mean face to face
meetings between the occupational therapist and occupational therapy assistant and between the occupational
therapist and holder of a limited permit occurring at intervals as determined necessary by the occupational
therapist to establish, review, or revise the client's treatment objectives. The meetings shall be documented and
the documentation shall be maintained in each client's
treatment record. The failure to meet to establish, review, or revise the client's treatment objectives at sufficient intervals to meet the client's needs shall be grounds
for disciplinary action against the occupational
therapist's license and/or the occupational therapy
assistant's license to practice in the state of Washington
and/or the limited permit pursuant to WAC ((308 171
300)) 246-847-160 (4) and (14), ((308 171 301)) 246847-170 (2) and (3) and RCW 18.59.100 for conduct
occurring prior to June 11, 1986 and pursuant to RCW
18.130.180 for conduct occurring on or after June 11,
1986.
(3) "Professional supervision" of an occupational
therapy aide in RCW 18.59.020(5) shall mean:
(a) Documented training by the occupational therapist
of the occupational therapy aide in each specific occupational therapy technique for each specific client and the
training shall be performed on the client;
(b) Face to face meetings between the occupational
therapy aide and the supervising occupational therapist
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or an occupational therapy assistant under the direction
of the supervising occupational therapist occurring at intervals as determined by the occupational therapist to
meet the client's needs, but shall occur at least once every two weeks; and
(c) The occupational therapist shall observe the occupational therapy aide perform on the client the specific
occupational therapy techniques for which the occupational therapy aide was trained at intervals as determined by the occupational therapist to meet the client's
needs, but shall occur at least once a month.
The meetings and client contacts shall be documented
and the documentation shall be maintained in the client's treatment records. The failure to meet at sufficient
intervals to meet the client's needs shall be grounds for
disciplinary action against the occupational therapist's
license to practice in the state of Washington pursuant
to WAC ((308 171 300)) 246-847-160 (4) and (14),
((308 171 301)) 246-847-170 (2) and (3) and RCW
18.59.100 for conduct occurring prior to June 11,. 1986
and pursuant to RCW 18.130.180 for conduct occurring
on or after June 11, 1986.
(4) Sections (2) and (3) of this rule shall not be effective until July 1, 1985.
(5) "Clients" include patients, students, and those to
whom occupational therapy services are delivered.
( 6) "Evaluation" is the process of obtaining and interpreting data necessary for treatment, which includes,
but is not limited to, planning for and documenting the
evaluation process and results. The evaluation data may
be gathered through record review, specific observation,
interview, and the administration of data collection procedures, which include, but are not limited to, the use of
standardized tests, performance checklists, and activities
and tasks designed to evaluate specific performance
abilities.
(7) "Work site" in RCW 18.59.080 means the primary work location.
(8) "In association" for RCW 18.59.040(7) shall
mean practicing in a setting in which another occupational therapist licensed in the state of Washington is
available for consultation and assistance as needed to
provide protection for the clients' health, safety and
welfare.
(9) One "contact hour" is considered to be sixty
minutes.
(I 0) "Peer reviewer" shall mean a licensed occupational therapist chosen by the licensee to review the self
study plan and verify that the self study activity meets
the objectives for peer reviewed self study as defined in
WAC 246-847-065.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 1128,
filed 2/12/91, effective 3/15/91)
WAC 246-847-040
RECOGNIZED EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS-OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS. The board recognizes and approves courses of
instruction conducted by schools that have obtained accreditation of the program in occupational therapy from
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the Committee on Allied Health Education and Accreditation of the American Medical Association in collaboration with the American Occupational Therapy Association as recognized in the ((1989 1990)) 1990-1991
Listing of Educational Programs in Occupational Therapy published by the American Occupational Therapy
Association, Inc.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order l 12B,
filed 2/12/91, effective 3/15/91)
RECOGNIZED EDUCAWAC 246-847-050
TIONAL PROGRAMS-OCCUPATIO NAL THERAPY ASSIST ANTS. The board recognizes and approves courses of instruction conducted by schools that
have obtained approval of the occupational therapy assistant associate degree programs and occupational therapy assistant certificate programs from the American
Occupational Therapy Association as recognized in the
( (1989 1990)) 1990-1991 Listing of Educational Programs in Occupational Therapy published by the American Occupational Therapy Association, Inc.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order l 12B,
filed 2/ 12/91, effective 3/15 /91)
WAC 246-847-110 PERSONS EXEMPT FROM
LICENSURE PURSUANT TO RCW 18.59.040(5).
(1) To qualify for the exemption from licensure pursuant
to RCW 18.59.040(5), the individual claiming the exemption shall in writing notify the department, at least
thirty days before any occupational therapy services are
performed in this state, of the following:
(a) In which state(s) the individual is licensed to perform occupational therapy services and the license
number(s); or
(b) If the exemption is claimed pursuant to RCW 18.59 .040 (5)(b), the individual shall submit a signed notarized statement attesting to having passed the American Occupational Therapy Association certification examination and having engaged in occupational therapy
practice; not having engaged in unprofessional conduct
or gross incompetency as established in WAC ((:368=
171 300)) 246-847-160 for conduct occurring prior to
June 11, 1986 and as established in RCW 18.130.180
for conduct occurring on or after June 11, 1986; and not
having been convicted of a crime ( ([of] [imolving])) involving moral turpitude or a felony relating to the profession of occupational therapy; and
(c) A signed notarized statement describing when the
occupational therapy services will be performed, where
the occupational therapy services will be performed, and
how long the individual will be performing occupational
therapy services in this state.
(2) A ninety-day temporary permit must be received
by the occupational therapist prior to rendering of occupational therapy services.
ill "Working days" in RCW 18.59.040(5) shall mean
((days state offices aie open to conduct business)) consecutive calendar days.

AMEND ATOR Y SECTION (Amending Order l 12B,
filed 2/12/91, effective 3/15/91)
WAC 246-847-065 CONTINUED COMPETENCY. Beginning January 1, I 993, evidence of continued
competency completed after January I, I 991, for the
practice of occupational therapy shall include a minimum of thirty contact hours of continuing education per
license renewal period. The thirty contact hours may be
obtained through two or more of the following methods
which have specified goals and objectives relating to the
practice of occupational therapy as defined in RCW 18.59.020 and WAC 308-171-001; inservices, coursework,
conferences, workshops, peer reviewed self study, presentations, or ( (pee1 1 eviewed)) publications.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

[Order 172-Filed May 16, 1991, 3:55 p.m.)

Date of Adoption: May 15, 1991.
Purpose: To establish implementation date for requiring the didactic and clinical competency in the·expanded
functions area of education for dental hygiene licensure.
RCW
Adoption:
for
Authority
Statutory
18.29.130(6).
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-08-077 on April
3, 1991.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 16, 1991
Kristine M. Gebbie
Secretary
NEW SECTION
WAC 246-815-031 DENTAL HYGIENE EXPANDED FUNCTIONS EDUCATION REQUIREMENT FOR LICENSURE IMPLEMENTATION
The dental hygiene education requirement for licensure
regarding the didactic and clinical competency of the
expanded functions referenced in WAC 246-8 I 5-030
(l)(a)-(d), (2) and (3) shall become effective February
I, 1992.
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DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING
(Escrow Commission)
[Filed May 16, 1991, 4:27 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 8, 1991.
Purpose: The purpose is to reduce escrow licensing
fees.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 308-1288-080 Escrow officer and
agent fees.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.44.320.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-08-049 on April
I, 1991.
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Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 16, 1991
Mary Faulk
Director
Chair, Escrow Commission

EXECUTIVE ORDER

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
[EO 91-04]

ESTABLISHING THE GOVERNOR'S COUNCIL
ON EDUCATION REFORM AND FUNDING

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 90-03099, filed 1/24/90, effective 3/1/90)

WHEREAS, there is dramatic evidence that we must
significantly improve the performance of all students in
our public education system; and

WAC 308-128B-080 ESCROW OFFICER AND
AGENT FEES. On ((Ma1ch I, 1990)) July l, 1991, the
following fees shall be charged by the professional licensing division of the department of licensing:
Title of Fee

WHEREAS, this can only be accomplished if our education system undergoes fundamental changes and the
necessary funding is committed to these changes;

Fee

Escrow officer:
First examination
Reexamination
Original license
License renewal

Escrow agent:
Application and original certificate

I. The Council is charged with the responsibility to develop a long-term action plan to reform the state's· public elementary and secondary schools and significantly
improve student performance. In developing this plan,
the Council shall incorporate the work of the Commission on Student Learning. At a minimum, the plan
should address:

((200.00))

160.00
25.00
25.00

A.

The creation of an educational system that
is flexible and allows each individual to
achieve at high levels;

B.

The creation of a system that is performance-oriented and emphasizes results rather
than the maintenance of existing policies
and procedures;

C.

The efficient use of existing funds, the prioritization of those funds and methods to obtain necessary additional funds.

( (:375:00))
345.00

Renewal

((375.00))

Late renewal with penalty

( (562.50))

345.00

517.50

Transfer of certificate,
name or address change
Duplicate certificate
Escrow agent branch office:
Application and original license

NOW, THEREFORE, I, Booth Gardner, Governor of
the State of Washington, by virtue of the authority vested in me, do hereby establish the Governor's Council on
Education Reform and Funding.

$150.00
150.00
((ze&.00))
160.00

Transfer of license, name or
address change or license
activation
Duplicate license

25.00
25.00

II. Members of the Council shall include the Superintendent of Public Instruction, a school district director, a
school administrator, two certificated instructional staff,
a classified school employee, and six public members appointed by the Governor. The membership shall also include eight legislators: The Speaker of the House, the
House Minority Leader, the Senate Majority Leader,
the Senate Minority Leader, and one additional member
appointed by each House and Senate caucus.

( (:375:00))
345.00

Renewal

((375.00))

Late renewal with penalty

( (562.50))

Transfer of license, name
or address change
Duplicate license
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345.00

517.50
25.00
25.00

II I. The Governor shall serve as Chair of the Council.
IV. The Council shall seek to operate on the basis of
consensus but may establish procedures to approve action or other activities as needed. The Council may establish an executive committee and such subcommittees,
technical advisory committees and staff committees as it
deems necessary.
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
[Memorandum-May 16, 1991]

The June Washington State Transportation Commission
meeting will be held on Thursday, June 20, 1991, at 9
a.m. at Silverdale on the Bay, 3073 N.W. Bucklin Hill
Road, Silverdale, WA. There will be subcommittee
meetings on Wednesday, June 19, 1991.

l

V. The Council shall issue an interim report and action
plan by December I, 1991, with a final report and action
plan completed by December I, 1992.
VI. The Chair shall establish the Council budget from
funds provided and pay Council meeting and member's
travel expenses, if not otherwise covered, pursuant to
standard state procedures.
147)
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VII. This Executive Order shall take effect immediately.

PERMANENT RULES

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my
hand and caused the Seal of
the State of Washington to
be affixed at Olympia this
16th day of May, A.O.,
nineteen hundred and ninety
one.

DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR AND INDUSTRIES

[Order 91-01-Filed May 20, 1991, 9:53 a.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 20, 1991.
Purpose: Chapter 296-24 WAC, General safety and
health standards, the purposes of the federal-initiated
amendments to this chapter are to make the existing
state standards in Part A-4 at-least-as-effective-as the
federal final rule and incorporate corrections received in
Federal Register Volume 55, Number 183, dated September 20, 1990. These are clarifications and housekeeping amendments to correct federal publication errors. The purpose of the state-initiated amendments is to
correct source references and provide a consistent definition of "potable water"; chapter 296-56-WAC, Safety
standards-Longshore, stevedore and related waterfront
operations, the purpose of the federal-i~itiated a_mendment is to prohibit the use of 4 x 29 wire rope in any
"running rigging." This amendment is the result of
OSHA Hazard Alert STD 2-1.9. The purpose of the
state-initiated change is to correct a statement relating
to running water; chapter 296-62 WAC, General occupational health standards, the purpose of the state-initiated housekeeping amendments is to correct typographical errors, reflect current ANSI specifics and
make narrative identical with federal materials; chapter
296-99 WAC, Safety standards for grain handling facilities, the purpose of this federal-initiated amendment
is to reinstate a I /8 inch action level for priority housekeeping areas in grain handling facilities. This amendment will make the WISHA standard "identical" to 29
CFR 1910.272 (i)(2)(ii); chapter 296-155 WAC, Safety
standards for construction work, the purposes of the
federal-initiated amendments are to cancel an exemption from wearing head protection to Old Order Amish
and the Sikh Dharma Brotherhood, to delete two items,
and add a new definition to be at-least-as-effective as
the federal rule. These changes are made to make the
state standards at-least-as-effective-as or "identical"
the federal rule. The purpose of the state-initiated
amendment is to adopt the 1985 edition of ANSI A I 0.3,
Safety Requirements for Powder Actuated Fastening
Systems. This amendment will allow the use of power
loads regardless of the manufacturer, provided they provide the same level of safety and performance as those
recommended by the manufacturer of the tool being
used; chapter 296-305 WAC, Safety standards for
firefighters, the purpose of this state-initiated amendment relating to body protection, is to remove the 7 .5
oz/yd 2 requirement for the outer shell fabric and require compliance with the requirements of NFPA 1971:
WAC 296-305-06009. The amendment deletes the requirement that, outer shell fabric shall not weigh less
than 7.5 oz.yd-; and chapter 296-306 WAC, Safety
standards for agriculture, the purposes of these stateinitiated amendments are to correct source reference
numbers currently in the standard provide consistent

Booth Gardner
Governor of Washington
BY THE GOVERNOR:
Donald F. Whiting
Assistant Secretary of State
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PREPROPOSAL COMMENTS

OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY OF STATE
(Filed May 17, 1991, 2:45 p.m.]

Subject of Possible Rule Making: Rules are being
drafted to implement an address confidentiality program
for victims of domestic violence who have permanently
relocated. The rules are required for the administration
of chapter 23, Laws of 1991 (SB 5906), add~ng a new
chapter to Title 40 RCW. Emergency rules will be filed
on July I, 1991, the effective date of chapter 23, Laws of
1991.
Persons may comment on this subject in writing and
by telephone, Pamela Davenport, Manager, Address
Confidentiality Program, 1120 Washington Street S.E.,
Olympia, WA 98504-0418, (206) 753-2972, Mailstop
EA-I I, Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Comments will be accepted until June 24, 1991.
Other Information or Comments by Agency at this
Time, if any: These regulations will provide the administrative procedure for program operation including application, renewal and ter~i~ation criteria. for program
participants, program par~1c1pants 1 aut?onty to use a
substitute address in creating records with state and local agencies, qualifications and criteria for approving
agency requests for exemptions from the requirement to
accept use of a substitute address, and procedures for
maintaining the confidential status of name and address
information in marriage records and· voting records of
program participants.
May 17, 1991
Donald F. Whiting
Assistant Secretary
of State

I
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definition of "potable water," and to make figure numbers and titles in ROPS sections identical with the comparable federal rule.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
WAC 296-24-11001, 296-24-11003, 296-24-11005,
296-24-11007, 296-24-11009, 296-24-11011, 296-2411013, 296-24-11015, 296-24-11017, 296-24-119,
296-24-12002, 296-56-60073, 296-56-60229, 296-6207515, 296-62-07540, 296-62-07544, 296-62-09007,
296-62-11011, 296-62-14503, 296-62-3050, 296-623090, 296-99-050, 296-155-205, 296-155-363, 296155-36313, 296-155-375, 296-155-675, 296-155-694,
296-155-730, 296-305-06009, 296-306-260, 296-306265, 296-306-27095, 296-306-310, and 296-306-320.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 49.17
RCW.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-04-077 on February 6, 1991.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted Version: As a result of oral or written testimonies received, this section is being adopted with the following
revisions: WAC 296-24-11001 has been changed to include the following exemptions under (2)(c):
(iv) Construction, agriculture and maritime
employment;
(v) Installations under the exclusive control of electric
utilities for the purpose of power generation, transmission and distribution, including related equipment for
communications or metering; and
Exposure to electrical hazards from work on, near, or
with conductors or equipment in electrical utilization installations, which is covered by WAC 296-24-956
through 296-24-960;
(vi) Oil and gas well drilling and servicing.
Effective Date of Rule: June 20, 1991.
May 20, 1991
Joseph A. Dear
Director
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 90-14,
filed 10/ I /90, effective 11/15 /90)
WAC 296-24-11001 SCOPE, APPLICATION,
AND PURPOSE. (I) Scope. This standard covers the
operation, servicing and maintenance of all machines,
equipment and systems in which the start up, or release
of stored energy could cause injury to employees. This
standard establishes minimum performance requirements for the control of such hazardous energy.
(2) Application.
(a) This standard applies to the control of energy
during servicing and/or maintenance of machines and
equipment and systems.
(b) Normal production operations are not covered by
this standard where no personnel exposure exists. Servicing and/or maintenance which takes place during
normal production operations is covered by this standard
when:
(i) An employee is required to remove or bypass a
guard or other safety device; or
(ii) An employee is required to place any part of his
or her body into an area on a machine or piece of
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equipment where work is actually performed upon the
material being processed (point of operation) or where
an associated danger zone exists during a machine operating cycle. Exception: Minor tool changes and adjustments, and other minor servicing activities, which take
place during normal production operations, are not covered by this standard if they are routine, repetitive, and
integral to the use of the equipment for production, provided that the work is performed using alternative measures which provide effective protection and/or personnel
exposure does not exist. See Appendix B for running adjustment procedures.
(c) This standard does not apply to the following:
(i) When the ((\iettical sta11da1d in)) Title 296 WAC
vertical standard for an industry requires a lockout or
tagout control program, the vertical standard shall be
used for all requirements directly addressed by that
standard. The horizontal requirements of this chapter
shall supplement the vertical standards, including the
details of issues such as the procedural and training requirements of this chapter.
(ii) Work on cord and plug connected electric equipment when exposure to the hazards of unexpected energization or start up of the equipment is controlled by the
unplugging of the equipment from the energy source and
by the plug being under the exclusive control of the employee performing the servicing or maintenance.
(iii) Hot tap operations involving transmission and
distribution systems for substances such as gas, steam,
water, or petroleum products when they are performed
on pressurized pipelines, provided that the employer demonstrates that:
·
(A) Continuity of service is essential; and
(8) Shutdown of the system is impractical; and
(C) Documented procedures are followed, and special
equipment is used which will provide proven effective
protection for employees; and
(D) The employees involved are specifically trained
and qualified on the equipment and procedures to be
used.
(iv) Construction, agriculture, and maritime
employment.
(v) Installations under the exclusive control of electric
utilities for the purpose of power generation, transmission, and distribution, including related equipment for
communications or metering.
Exposure to electrical hazards from work on, near, or
with conductors or equipment in electric utilization installations, which is covered by WAC 296-24-956
through 296-24-960.
(vi) Oil and gas well drilling and servicing.
(3) Purpose. This section requires employers to establish a written lockout/tagout program, train affected
employees and ensure that adequate procedures are used
for affixing appropriate lockout devices or tagout devices
to energy isolating devices, and to otherwise disable machines, equipment or systems to prevent unexpected energization, start-up, or release of stored energy in order
to prevent injury to employees.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 90-14,
filed 10/1/90, effective 11/15/90)
WAC 296-24-11003 DEFINITIONS APPLICABLE TO THIS SECTION.(!) Affected employee. Any
person whose job requires him/her to operate or use a
machine or equipment on which servicing or maintenance is being performed under lockout or tagout, or
whose job requires him/her to be in an area potentially
influenced by the servicing or maintenance being
performed.
(2) Authorized/designated individual shall mean an
individual who is qualified by reason of training and to
whom the authority and responsibility to perform a specific assignment has been given by the owner/ management. With respect to the requirements of this Part A-4,
such authority and responsibility shall include deactivating and locking or tagging out equipment and/or systems in compliance with the requirements of this chapter
and the employers control program when servicing or
maintenance activities could create exposure for the
authorized person or other affected employee(s).
(3) Authorized employer representative shall mean an
individual who is specifically qualified by reason of
training and to whom owner/management has designated authority and responsibility for a specific assignment.
(4) Capable of being locked out. An energy isolating
device ((will be eomidcted to be)) ~ capable of being
locked out ((either)) if it ((is desigoed with)) has a hasp
or other attachment ((01 ioteg1al patt)) to Which, or
through which, a lock can be affixed, or ((if)) it has a
locking mechanism built into it. Other energy isolating
devices ((will also be eonside1ed to be)) are capable of
being locked out, if lockout can be achieved without the
need to dismantle, rebuild, or replace the energy isolating device or permanently alter its energy control
capability.
(5) Energized. Connected to an energy source or containing residual or stored energy.
(6) Energy isolating device. A mechanical device that
physically prevents the transmission or release of energy,
including but not limited to the following: A manually
operated electrical circuit breaker; a disconnect switch; a
manually operated switch by which the conductors of a
circuit can be disconnected from all ungrounded supply
conductors and, in addition, no pole can be operated independently; a slide gate; a slip blind; a line valve; a
block; and any similar device used to block or isolate
energy. The term does not include a push button, selector switch, remote control switches, automatic circuit
activating devices, and other control circuit type devices.
(7) Energy source. Any source of electrical, mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, chemical, thermal or other
energy, including gravity.
(8) Hot tap. A procedure used in the repair, maintenance, and services activities on a piece of equipment
(pipelines, vessels, or tanks) under pressure, in order to
install connections or appurtenances. It is commonly
used to replace or add sections of pipeline without the
interruption of service for air, gas, water, steam, and
petrochemical distribution systems.

(9) Lockout. The placement of a lockout device on an
energy isolating device, in accordance with an established procedure, ensuring that the energy isolating device and the equipment being controlled cannot be operated until the lockout device is removed.
( 10) Lockout device. A device that utilizes a lock, either key or combination type, to hold an energy isolating
device in the safe position.
( 11) Normal production operations. The utilization of
a machine or equipment to perform its intended production function.
(12) Servicing and/or maintenance. Workplace activities such as constructing, installing, setting up, adjusting, inspecting, modifying, and maintaining and/or servicing machines or equipment. These activities include
lubrication, cleaning, or unjamming of machines or
equipment and making adjustments or tool changes,
where the employee may be exposed to the unexpected
energization or startup of the equipment or release of
hazardous energy.
(13) Setting up. Any work performed to prepare a
machine or equipment to perform its normal production
operation.
(14) Tagout. The placement of a tagout device on an
energy isolating device, in accordance with an established procedure, to indicate that the energy isolating
device and the equipment being controlled may not be
operated until the tagout device is removed.
(15) Tagout device. A prominent warning device, such
as a tag and a means of attachment, which can be
securely fastened to an energy isolating device in accordance with an established procedure, to indicate that
the energy isolating device and the equipment being
controlled may not be operated until the tagout device is
removed in accordance with approved company
procedures.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 90-14,
filed 10/1/90, effective 11/15/90)
WAC 296-24-11005
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS. Energy control program.
(I) The employer shall establish a written program
consisting of an energy control procedure ((and)), employee training and periodic inspections to ensure that
before any employee performs any servicing or maintenance on a machine or equipment where the unexpected
energizing, start up, or release of stored energy could
occur and cause injury, the machine, equipment, system,
or process shall be isolated, and rendered inoperative, in
accordance with this Part A-4.
(2) Lockout/tagout.
(a) If an energy isolating device is not capable of being locked out, the employer's energy control program
shall utilize a tagout system.
(b) If an energy isolating device is capable of being
locked out, the employer's energy control program shall
utilize lockout unless the employer can demonstrate that
the utilization of a tagout system will provide full employee protection as set forth in subsection (3) of this
section.
(c) After the effective date of this section, whenever
major replacement, repair, renovation, relocation, or
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modification of machines or equipment is performed,
and whenever new machines or equipment are installed,
energy isolating devices for such machines or equipment
shall be designed to accept a lockout device.
(3) Full employee protection.
(a) When a tagout device is used on an energy isolating device which is capable of being locked out, the tagout device shall be attached at the same location that the
lockout device would have been attached, and the employer shall demonstrate that the tagout program will
provide a level of safety equivalent to that obtained by
using a lockout program.
(b) In demonstrating that a level of safety is achieved
in the tagout program which is equivalent to the level of
safety obtained by using a lockout program, the employer shall demonstrate full compliance with all tagout-related provisions of this standard together with such additional elements as are necessary to provide the equivalent safety available from the use of a lockout device.
Additional means to be considered as part of the demonstration of full employee protection shall include the
implementation of additional safety measures such as
the removal of an isolating circuit element, blocking of a
controlling switch, opening of an extra disconnecting device, or the removal of a valve handle to reduce the likelihood of inadvertent energization.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 90-14,
filed 10/1/90, effective 11/15/90)
WAC 296-24-11007 ENERGY CONTROL PROCEDURE. (1) Procedures shall be developed, documented, and utilized for the control of potentially hazardous energy when employees are engaged in the activities covered by this section. Exception: The employer
need not document the required procedure for a particular machine or equipment when all of the following elements exist:
(a) The machine or equipment has no potential for
stored or residual energy or reaccumulation of stored
energy after shut down which could endanger employees;
(b) The machine or equipment has a single energy
source which can be readily identified and isolated;
(c) The isolation and locking out of that energy source
will completely deenergize and deactivate the machine
or equipment;
(d) The machine or equipment is isolated from that
energy source and locked out during servicing or
maintenance;
(e) A single lockout device will achieve a locked-out
condition;
(f) The lockout device is under the exclusive control of
the authorized employee performing the servicing or
maintenance;
(g) The servicing or maintenance does not create hazards for other employeesi
(h) The employer, in utilizing this exception, has had
no accidents involving the unexpected activation or
reenergization of the machine or equipment during servicing or maintenance.
(2) The ((written)) procedures shall clearly and specifically outline the scope, purpose, authorization, rules,
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and techniques to be utilized for the control of hazardous energy, and the means to enforce compliance including, but not limited to, the following:
(a) A specific statement of the intended use of the
procedure;
(b) Specific procedural steps for shutting down, isolating, blocking, and securing machines or equipment to
control hazardous energy;
(c) Specific procedural steps for the placement, removal, and transfer of lockout devices or tagout devices
and the responsibility for them; and
(d) Specific requirements for testing a machine or
equipment to determine and verify the effectiveness of
lockout devices, tagout devices, and other energy control
measures.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 90-14,
filed 10/1/90, effective 11/15/90)
WAC 296-24-11009 PROTECTIVE MATERIALS AND HARDWARE. (I) Locks, tags, chains,
wedges, key blocks, adapter pins, self-locking fasteners,
or other hardware shall be provided by the employer for
isolating, securing, or blocking of machines or equipment
from energy sources.
(2) Lockout devices and tagout devices shall be singularly identified; shall be the only device(s) used for controlling energy; shall not be used for other purposes; and
shall meet the following requirements:
(a) Durable.
(i) Lockout devices and tagout devices, including the
attachment means, shall be capable of withstanding the
environment to which they are exposed for the maximum
period of time that exposure is expected.
(ii) Tagout devices shall be constructed and printed so
that exposure to weather conditions or wet and damp locations will not cause the message on the tag to become
illegible.
(iii) Tags shall not deteriorate when used in corrosive
environments such as areas where acid and alkali chemicals are handled and stored.
(b) Standardized.
ill Lockout and tagout devices shall be standardized
within the facility in at least one of the following criteria: Color; shape; or size; and additionally, in the case of
tagout devices, print and format shall be standardized.
((fit))@ Employers should be guided by WAC 29624-140, Specifications for accident prevention signs and
tags, when designing/selecting the content and format of
tagout devices.
(c) Substantial.
(i) Lockout devices. Lockout devices shall be substantial enough to prevent removal without the use of excessive force or unusual techniques, such as with the use of
bolt cutters or other metal cutting tools.
(ii) Tagout devices. Tagout devices, including their
means of attachment, shall be substantial enough to
prevent inadvertent or accidental removal. Tagout device
attachment means shall be of a nonreusable type, attachable by hand, self-locking, and nonreleasable with a
minimum unlocking strength of no less than 50 pounds
and having the general design and basic characteristics
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of being at least equivalent to a one-piece, all-environment-tolerant nylon cable tie.
(d) Identifiable. Lockout devices and tagout devices
shall indicate the identity of the employee applying the
device(s).
(3) Tagout devices shall warn against hazardous conditions if the machine or equipment is energized and
shall include a legend such as the following: Do not
start, do not open, do not close, do not energize, do not
operate.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 90-14,
filed 10/1/90, effective 11/15/90)
WAC 296-24-11011 PERIODIC INSPECTION.
( 1) The employer shall conduct a periodic inspection of
the energy control procedure(s) at least annually to ensure that the procedure and the requirements of this
standard are being followed.
(a) The periodic inspection shall be performed by an
authorized employee other than the one(s) utilizing the
energy control procedure being inspected.
(b) The periodic inspection shall be ((designed)) conducted to correct any deviations or inadequacies ((ob:
served)) identified.
(c) Where lockout is used for energy control, the periodic inspection shall include a review, between the inspector and each authorized employee, of that
employee's responsibilities under the energy control procedure being inspected.
(d) Where tagout is used for energy control, the periodic inspection shall include a review, between the inspector and each authorized and affected employee, of
that employee's responsibilities under the energy control
procedure being inspected, and the elements set forth in
WAC 296-24-11013.
(2) The employer shall certify that the periodic inspections have been performed. The certification shall
identify the machine or equipment on which the energy
control procedure was being utilized, the date of the inspection, the employees included in the inspection, and
the person performing the inspection.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 90-14,
filed 10/1/90, effective 11/15/90)
WAC 296-24-11013 TRAINING AND COMMUNICATION. (I) The employer shall provide training to ensure that the purpose and function of the energy
control program are understood by employees and that
the knowledge and skills required for the safe application, usage, and removal of the energy control((s)) devices are ((1equi1ed)) acquired by employees. The training shall include the following:
(a) Each authorized employee shall receive training in
the recognition of applicable hazardous energy sources,
the type and magnitude of the energy available in the
workplace, and the methods and means necessary for
energy isolation and control.
(b) Each affected employee shall be instructed in the
purpose and use of the energy control procedure.
(c) All other employees whose work operations are or
may be in an area where energy control procedures may

be utilized, shall be instructed about the procedure, and
about the prohibition relating to attempts to restart or
reenergize machines or equipment which are locked out
or tagged out.
(2) When tagout systems are used, employees shall
also be trained in the following limitations of tags:
(a) Tags are essentially warning devices affixed to energy isolating devices, and do not provide the physical
restraint on those devices that is provided by a lock.
(b) When a tag is attached to an energy isolating
means, it is not to be removed without authorization of
the authorized person responsible for it, and it is never
to be bypassed, ignored, or otherwise defeated.
(c) Tags must be legible and understandable by all
authorized employees, affected employees, and all other
employees whose work operations are or may be in the
area, in order to be effective.
(d) Tags and their means of attachment must be
made of materials which will withstand the environmental conditions encountered in the workplace.
(e) Tags may evoke a false sense of security, and their
meaning needs to be understood as part of the overall
energy control program.
(f) Tags must be securely attached to energy isolating
devices so that they cannot be inadvertently or accidentally detached during use.
(3) Employee retraining.
(a) Retraining shall be provided for all authorized and
affected employees whenever there is a change in their
job assignments, a change in machines, equipment or
processes that present a new hazard, or when there is a
change in the energy control procedures.
(b) Additional retraining shall also be conducted
whenever a periodic inspection reveals, or whenever the
employer has reason to believe, that there are deviations
from or inadequacies in the employee's knowledge or use
of the energy control procedures.
(c) The retraining shall reestablish employee proficiency and introduce new or revised control methods and
procedures, as necessary.
( 4) The employer shall certify that employee training
has been accomplished and is being kept up to date. The
certification shall contain each employee's name and
dates of training.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 90-14,
filed 10/1/90, effective 11/15/90)
WAC 296-24-11015

SPECIFIC PROCEDURES.

( 1) Energy isolation. Implementation of lockout or the

tagout system shall be performed only by authorized/
designated employees.
(2) Notification of employees. Affected employees
shall be notified ~y the authorized employer representative of the application and removal of lockout devices or
tagout devices. Notification shall be given before the
controls are applied, and after they are removed from
the machine or equipment.
(3) Application of control. The established procedures
for the application of energy control ( ((implementation
of)) the lockout or tagout ((system)) procedures) shall
cover the following elements and actions and shall be
done in the following sequence:
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(a) Preparation for shutdown. Before an authorized or
affected employee turns off a machine or equipment, the
authorized employee shall have knowledge of the type
and magnitude of the energy, the hazards of the energy
to be controlled, and the method or means to control the
energy.
(b) Machine or equipment shutdown. The machine or
equipment shall be turned off or shut down using the
procedures ((1cqui1cd by this standat d)) established for
the machine or equipment. An orderly shutdown must be
utilized to avoid any additional or increased hazard(s) to
employees as a result of equipment ((dce11c1gizatio11))
stoppage.
(c) Machine or equipment isolation. All energy isolating devices that are needed to control the energy to the
machine or equipment shall be physically located and
operated in such a manner as to isolate the machine or
equipment from the energy source(s).
(4) Lockout or tagout device application.
(a) Lockout or tagout devices shall be affixed to each
energy isolating device by authorized employees.
(b) Lockout devices, where used, shall be affixed in a
manner to that will hold the energy isolating devices in a
"safe" or "off" position.
(c) An information tag shall be attached to each
lockout point. This tag shall comply with all minimum
requirements for tagout devices, see WAC 296-2411009.
(d) Tagout devices, where used, shall be affixed in
such a manner as will clearly indicate that the operation
or movement of energy isolating devices from the "safe"
or "off" position is prohibited.
(i) Where tagout devices are used with energy isolating devices designed with the capability of being locked
((but ~hcte padlocking is infeasible)), the tag attachment shall be fastened at the same point at which the
lock would have been attached. Note: See WAC 29624-11005.
(ii) Where a tag cannot be affixed directly to the energy isolating device, the tag shall be located as close as
safely possible to the device, in a position that will be
immediately obvious to anyone attempting to operate the
device.
(5) Stored energy.
(a) Following the application of lockout or tagout devices to energy isolating devices, all potentially hazardous stored or residual energy shall be relieved, disconnected, restrained, blocked, and otherwise rendered safe.
(b) If there is a possibility of reaccumulation of stored
energy to a hazardous level, verification of isolation shall
be continued until the servicing or maintenance is completed, or until the possibility of such accumulation no
longer exists.
(6) Verification of isolation. Prior to starting work on
machines or equipment that have been locked out or
tagged out, the authorized employee shall verify that
isolation and deenergization of the machine or equipment have been accomplished.
(7) Release from lockout or tagout. Before lockout or
tagout devices are removed and energy is restored to the
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machine or equipment, procedures shall be followed and
actions taken by the authorized employee(s) to ensure
the following:
(a) The machine or equipment. The work area shall
be inspected to ensure that nonessential items have been
removed and to ensure that machine or equipment components and guards are operationally intact.
(b) Employees.
(i) The authorized employee representative shall ensure that the work area is checked to assure that all employees are safely positioned or removed.
(ii) ((Bcfurc)) After lockout or tagout devices ((m"C))
have been removed and before~ machine((s)) or equipment ((m"C)) is started or energized, affected employees
shall be notified that the lockout or tagout device((s
have)) has been removed.
(c) Lockout or tagout devices removal. Each lockout
or tagout device shall be removed from each energy isolating device by the employee who applied the device.
Exception: When the authorized employee who applied
the lockout or tagout device is not available to remove it,
that device may be removed under the direction of the
employer, provided that specific procedures and training
for such removal have been developed, documented, and
incorporated into the employer's energy control program.
The employer shall demonstrate that the specific procedure provides equivalent safety to the removal of the device by the authorized employee who applied it. The
specific procedure shall include at least the following
elements:
(i) Verification by the employer that the authorized
employee who applied the device is not at the facility;
(ii) Making all reasonable efforts to contact the authorized employee to inform him/her that his/her lockout
or tagout device has been removed; and
(iii) Ensuring that the authorized employee has this
knowledge before he/she resumes work at that facility.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 90-14,
filed 10/1/90, effective 11/15/90)
WAC 296-24-11017 ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS. (I) Testing or positioning of machines, equipment, or components thereof.
·
In situations in which lockout or tagout devices must
be temporarily removed from the energy isolating device
and the machine or equipment energized to test or position the machine, equipment or component thereof, the
following sequence of actions shall be followed:
(a) Clear the machine or equipment of tools and materials in accordance with WAC 296-24-11015;
(b) Remove employees from the machine or equipment area in accordance with WAC 296-24-11015;
(c) Remove the lockout or tagout devices as specified
in ( ('+VAC 296 24 11917)) this section;
(d) Energize and proceed with testing or positioning;
(e) Deenergize all systems and reapply energy control
measures in accordance with this Part A-4 to continue
the servicing and/or maintenance.
(2) Outside personnel (contractors, etc.).
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(a) Whenever outside serv1cmg personnel are to be
engaged in activities covered by the scope and application of this standard, the on-site employer and the outside employer shall inform each other of their respective
lockout or tagout procedures.
(b) The outside employer shall assure that all outside
personnel shall comply with all requirements of the onsite employer's lockout/tagout control program.
(c) Deviations from the on-site employer's control
program are not permissible without specific prior
approval.
(3) Group lockout or tagout.
(a) When servicing and/or maintenance is performed
by a crew, craft, department or other group, they shall
utilize a procedure which affords the employees a level
of protection equivalent to that provided by the implementation of a personal lockout or tagout device.
(b) Group lockout or tagout devices shall be used in
accordance with the procedures required by this section
including, but not necessarily limited to, the following
specific requirements:
(i) Primary responsibility is vested in an authorized
employee for all employees working under the protection
of a group lockout or tagout device (such as an operations lock); and
(ii) Provision for the authorized employee to ascertain
the exposure status of individual group members with
regard to the lockout or tagout of the machine or equipment; and
(iii) When more than one crew, craft, department,
etc., is involved, job-associated lockout or tagout control
responsibility shall be assigned to an authorized employee designated to coordinate affected work forces and ensure continuity of protection; and
(iv) Each authorized employee shall affix a personal
lockout or tagout device to the group lockout device,
group lockbox, or comparable mechanism when he or
she begins work, and shall remove those devices when he
or she stops working on the machine or equipment being
serviced or maintained.
( 4) Shift or personnel changes. Specific procedures
shall be utilized during shift or personnel changes to ensure the continuity of lockout or tagout protection, including provision for the orderly transfer of lockout or
tagout device((s)) protection between off-going and oncoming employees, to minimize exposure to hazards
from the unexpected energization((~)) or start-up of the
machine or equipment, or release of stored energy.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 90-14,
filed 10/1/90, effective 11/15/90)
WAC 296-24-119

APPENDICES.
APPENDIX A

Appendix A is a nonmandatory appendix intended as
an illustrative example to assist employers in setting up
the company's individual minimum deactivating and
control program. Nothing in this appendix is intended to
either add or detract from any requirements of this Part
A-4.
( 1) General.

(a) ((Lockout 1s the p1efe11ed method of isolating
machines 01 equipment fl om ene1 gy som ces. To assist
e111ploye1 s in developing a p1 ocedm c which meets the
1cqui1 cments of the standai d, howevc1, the following
simple pt occdm c is p1 Ov idcd fo1 use in both lockout 01
tagout p1 og1 ams.· This p1 ocedu1 c may be used vv hen
thc1 c ai c limited nu111bc1 01 types of machines 01 equipment m thcte is a single powc1 sou1cc. Fo1 11101c complex systems, a mo1 c comp• chcnsivc p1 occdm c vv ill need
to be developed, documented, and utilized.
Lockout (01 Tagout) P1 occdurc fo1 (Name of Company}.)) The following simple lockout procedure is provided to assist employers in developing their procedures
so they meet the requirements of this standard. When
the energy isolating devices are not lockable, tagout may
be used, provided the employer complies with the provisions of the standard which require additional training
and more rigorous periodic inspections. When tagout is
used and the energy isolating devices are lockable, the
employer must provide full employee protection (see
WAC 296-24-11005(3)) and additional training and
more rigorous periodic inspections are required. For
more complex systems, more comprehensive procedures
may need to be developed, documented and utilized.
Lockout Procedure
Lockout procedure for
(Name of Company for single procedure or identification of equipment if multiple procedures are used.)
(2) Purpose.
(a) This procedure establishes the minimum requirements for the lockout ((m tagout of c11c1gy isolating devices. It shall be used to cnsmc that the machine 01
equipment a1 c isolated fl om all potentially haza1 do us
cnei gy, and locked out 01 tagged out bcfo1 c employees
pe1 fo1111 any se1V icing 01 maintenance activities whet c
the unexpected wc1 gization, stat t up or 1clcasc of
sto1 ed enc1 gy could cause inju1 y (Ty pc(s) and
Magnitudc(s) of Enc1 gy and llaza1 ds))) of energy isolating devices whenever maintenance or servicing is done
on machines or equipment. It shall be used to ensure
that the machine or equipment is stopped, isolated from
all potentially hazardous energy sources and locked out
before employees perform any servicing or maintenance
where the unexpected energization or start-up of the
machine or equipment or release of stored energy could
cause injury.
(3) ((Responsibility)) Compliance with this program.
(a) ((App1opliate employees shall be inst1ucted in the
safety significance of the lockout (01 tagout) p1 ocedu1 e
(Namc(s)/Job Titlc(s) of employees autho1 izcd to lockout 01 tagout). Each new 01 t1 ansfc11 cd affected employee and othe1 employees vv hose vvOI k opc1 ations a1 e
01 may be in the a1 ea shall be i11st1 acted in the pm pose
and use of the lockout 01 tagout p1occdtt1c (Namc(s)/
fob Title(s) of affected employees and how to notify).))
All employees are required to comply with the restrictions and limitations imposed upon them during the use
of lockout. The authorized employees are required to
perform the lockout in accordance with this procedure.
All employees, upon observing a machine or piece of
equipment which is locked out to perform servicing or
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maintenan ce shall not attempt to start, energize or use
that machine or equipment .
(b) Type of complianc e enforceme nt to be taken for
violation of the above.
(4) ((P1cpa1atio11 fot Lockout or Tagoat)) Sequence
of lockout.
(a) ((Make a sarvcy to locate and identify all isolating
devices to be cc1 tain vvhich s¥Yitch(s), valve(s) 01 other
ene1gy isolating devices apply to the equipment to be
locked or tagged oat. More than one energy source
(electi ical, 111ccha11ical, 01 othe1 s) may be i1nohcd.
(Type(s) and Location(s ) of energy isolating means).))
Notify all affected employees that servicing or maintenance is required on a machine or equipment and that
the machine or equipment must be shut down and locked
out to perform the servicing or maintenan ce.
Name(s)/j ob title(s) of affected employees and how to
notify.
(b) The authorized employee shall refer to the company procedure to identify the type and magnitude of
the energy that the machine or equipment utilizes, shall
understand the hazards of the energy, and shall know
the methods to control the energy.
Type(s) and magnitude (s) of energy, its hazards and
the methods to control the energy.
(c) If the machine or equipment is operating, shut it
down by the normal stopping procedure (depress stop
button, open switch, close valve, etc.).
Type(s) and location(s) of machine or equipment
operating controls.
(d) Deactivate the energy isolating device(s) so that
the machine or equipment is isolated from the energy
source(s).
Type(s) and location(s) of energy isolating devices.
(e) Lock out the energy isolating device(s) with assigned individual lock(s).
(Q Stored or residual energy (such as that in capacitors, springs, elevated machine members, rotating flywheels, hydraulic systems, and air, gas, steam, or water
pressure, etc.) must be dissipated or restrained by methods such as grounding , repositioning, blocking, bleeding
down, etc.
Type(s) of stored energy - methods to dissipate or
restrain.
(g) Ensure that the equipment is disconnected from
the energy source(s) by first checking that no personnel
are exposed, then verify the isolation of the equipment
by operating the push button or other normal operating
control(s) or by testing to make certain the equipment
will not operate.
CAUTION:

Return operating control(s) to neutral or 'off' position
after verifying the isolation of the equipment.

Method of verifying the isolation of the equipment .
(h) The machine or equipment is now locked out.
(5) ((Scqaenc e of Lockoat 01 Tagoat System
P1occd111e.
· (a) Notify all affected employees that a lockout or
tagoat system is going to be atilized and the teason
the1cfo1. The aatho1ized employee shall k110¥Y the type
and magnitade of cne1 gy that the machine or equipment
atilizcs and shall 11nde1 stand the hazards the1 cof.
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(b) If the machine or eqnipment is opet ating, shut it
down by the 1101 mal stopping p1 occdm c (dep1 ess stop
batton, opcn toggle s¥Y itch, etc.)
(c) Opcr ate the switch, Mhe, or othe1 energy isolating
dev iee(s) so that the equipment is isolated ft om its Cher gy sou1ee(s). Sto1ed e11e1gy (sach as that in spJings, elevated machine members, rotating Ay Y¥ heels, hyd1 a alie
systems, and air, gas, steam, or ¥Yatet p1essme, etc.)
nrast be dissipated or ltshained by methods sach as repositioning, blocking, bleeding dovv n, etc. (Ty pe(s) of
Stored Energy methods to dissipate 01 rest1 ain).
(d) Lockont and/01 tagout the cne1 gy isolating devices ¥Yith assigned individual . lock(s) 01 tag(s)
(Method(s ) Selected, i.e., locks tags, additional safety
measm es, etc.)
(e) Afte1 ernmJ ing that no per so1111el ate exposed, and
as a check on hav i11g disconnected the ene1 gy som ees,
opet ate the pnsh button 01 other 1101 mal opet ating conh ols to make certain the equip111CHt will not operate
ensute
to
checked
Eqaipmen t
of
(Type(s)
disconnections).
CAU'f16K Ret111 n opeiating contt ol(s) to "neutt al" 01
"off" position aftet the test.
(f) The eqaipment is 110¥Y locked oat 01 tagged ont.
(6) Restating Machines 01 Eqnipmen t to Normal
P1 odaction Opet ations.
(a) After the se1 vicing and/or maintenan ce is complete and equipment is ready fo1 1101 mal p1 oduetion operations, check the a1ea a1ound the machines 01 equipment to ensn1 e that no one is exposed.
(b) After all tools have been re111ov cd ti om the machine 01 eqaipmcnt , g11a1 ds have beCH teinstalled and
employees a1 e in the clca1, 1emove all lockout 01 tagoat
devices. OpeJate the ene1gy isolating devices to testote
eneJgy to the maclriue OJ equipment.
(7) P1ocedure Involving Mote Than One Pe1son.
(a) In the pr eeeding steps, if 11101 e than one indi\'idaal
is 1eqnited to lockoat or tagoat eqaipment , each shall
place his/llCI own pe1sonal lockout de'1icc 01 tagoat device on the eneJgy isolating de~iee(s). When an cne1gy
isolating de\'ice cannot accept 111altiplc locks 01 tags, a
maltiplc lockout OJ tagont de'1ice (hasp) may be ased. If
lockout is used, a single lock may be used to lockout box
01 cabinet which allovvs the nse of multiple locks to seem c it. Each employee will then nsc his/hc1 own lock to
see ate the box: 01 cabinet. As each person no longe1
needs to maintain Iris 01 het lockout pt otection, that
pe1so11 ¥Yill 1emove his/hu lock from the box 01 cabinet
(Name(s) /Job Title(s) of employees authoJ ized for
g1oap lockout oi tagoat).
(8) Basic Ralcs fo1 Using Lockout 01 Tagoat System
Procedure.
(a) All equipment shall be locked oat 02 tagged oat to
p1oteet against accidental 01 inad•e1 tent opc1ation ¥Yhcn
such operation could cause irrj u1 y to pet sonnel. Do not
attempt to ope1 ate ai1y s¥Yitch, valve, 01 othc1 cner gy
isolating device whCH it is locked 01 tagged oat.
L6CK6U'f (Olt TAGOU'f) l'ft6Cl!DUlt E

Enhy No. (Desc1iptio11)
I. Name of Company
2. Typc(s) and Magnitttde (s) of CHc1gy and haza1ds
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3. Names(s)/Job Title(s) of employees a11tho1 ized to
loekont 01 tagont
4. Name(s)/Job Title(s) of affected employees and
how to notify
5. Type(s) and Location of ene1 gy isolating means
6. Type(s) of Sto1 ed E11e1 gy method to dissipate 01
1est1 ain
7. Method(s) Selected i.e., locks, tags, additional
safety measm es, etc.
8. Typc(s) of Eq11ip111c11t checked to c11s111 e
disconnections
9. Name(s)/Job Title(s) of employees a11tho1ized fo1
g1011p lockout 01 tagout)) Restoring equipment to
service.
(a) When the servicing or maintenance is completed
and the machine or equipment is ready to return to normal operating condition, the following steps shall be
taken.
(bf Check the machine or equipment and the immediate area around the machine or equipment to ensure that
nonessential items have been removed and that the machine or equipment components are operationally intact.
(c) Check the work area to ensure that all employees
have been safely positioned or removed from the area.
(d) Verify that the controls are in neutral.
(e) Remove the lockout devices and reenergize the
machine or equipment.
Note:

The removal of some forms of blocking may require
reenergization of the machine before safe removal.

(f) Notify affected employees that the servicing or
maintenance is completed and the machine or equipment
is ready for use.
APPENDIX B
RUNNING ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURES - NONMANDATORY
APPENDIX

( l) Running Adjustment Procedures are intended to
be limited to applications which require energizing the
equipment in order to complete a task which cannot be
accomplished while the equipment is locked out. Typical
examples could include:
(a) A machine which must be in motion to make final
adjustments of moving elements;
(b) A machine which must be in motion to remove
production materials;
(c) A machine which must be in motion to "thread
on" new carrier ropes, belts or clothing elements;
(d) An electrical circuit which must be energized to
test for continuity;
(e) A pipeline system which must be filled for testing
or inspection purposes.
(2) When standard lockout procedures cannot be used
to accomplish the necessary task, the following procedures shall be used to minimize the possibility of personnel exposure:
(a) The operating control(s) shall only be operated by
a qualified operator /craftsman;
(b) The qualified operator/craftsman shall attend the
control(s) at all times when the controls are not locked
out;

(c) The equipment shall be operated at the slowest
speed possible consistent with the task to be performed;
(d) All personnel shall remain in view of the person
operating the controls or other means of communication
shall be established;
(e) Extension tools which minimize personnel exposure shall be used where possible;
(f) All personnel shall be thoroughly trained in the
exact procedure to be followed;
(g) All personnel shall be positioned beyond the reach
of other machine elements or sections which are not
locked out and may offer the potential for exposure. In
any instance where a necessary work position offers exposure to other sections or elements of the machine, such
other sections shall be locked out before exposure occurs;
(h) Anytime that communications are lost between
the operator and work crews or anytime that established
and authorized procedures cannot be followed, all work
offering potential exposure shall be stopped until agreement is reached on exactly how to proceed.
APPENDIX C
GROUP LOCKOUT PROCEDURES

(aka. ganglock or lockbox procedures)
NONMANDATORY APPENDIX

(I) Application.
(a) Lockbox procedures are intended and must be designed to provide positive isolation at any identified
worksite without the necessity for every workman to apply personal lockout devices on every control device
which could otherwise influence his/her individual
worksite(s). Lockbox procedures are most useful in applications such as (but not limited to) the following:
(i) Multiple crews/crafts or multiple employers working on same job/machine/system;
(ii) Complex machines/systems with multiple controls, particularly when control locations are broadly
spaced out or remote from the actual worksite(s).
(b) The following appendix text is purposely detailed
because it has been conclusively established that all
items listed need to be addressed in the employer's
lockbox control program if the procedure is going to be
successful in achieving assured isolation for all potentially influenced personnel.
(2) Program requirements.
(a) The employer's detailed lockbox procedure must
be formally produced, employees and supervisors trained
and adequate equipment provided prior to permitting
any personnel to work under any form of an alternative
lockout procedure.
(b) Overall procedural authority and responsibility
must be vested in a designated and specifically qualified
area supervisor or job lockout coordinator for each shutdown conducted under lockbox procedures.
(c) Each lockbox shutdown shall be conducted with a
shutdown checklist. Every control necessary to assure
isolation at all permissible worksites must be listed on
the checklist. Where numerical identification system is
used, controls shall be listed by both identification system and common language name.
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(i) The responsible area supervisor, with assistance as
necessary, must review the job shutdown checklist to assure that it is accurate and complete before each
shutdown.
(ii) Each item on the job lockout checklist shall have
boxes or space for the lockout crew to sign off when individual items are deactivated, locked out and tested.
(d) The minimum permissible lockout crew shall be
not less than (2) two fully qualified employees.
(i) The job supervisor /designated lockout coordinator
must participate as one member of the lockout crew
which deactivates, secures and tests each control on the
checklist. He/she must at least observe the test sequence
on each control.
(ii) Additional qualified employees may be added to
the lockout crew as job demands or special circumstances dictate.
(e) When the shutdown job will include work performed by personnel who are not within the owner's
full-time employee group (typically service reps, contract mechanics, laborers or engineers), the lockout
crew:
(i) Must be supplemented by a specifically designated
. and qualified supervisor or leadman from each outside
employer; or
(ii) The designated control authority (item (2)(b))
must explain the delineated boundaries of the secured
equipment to each person before that person can sign in,
lock the control box and enter the job.
(f) All lockbox shutdown jobs must be conducted with
an everyman control requirement. Each person entering
the job must sign the sign-in sheet and apply a personal
lockout device on the lockbox before he/she enters the
job. Each person must also sign back out and remove
their own lockout device when they leave the job for the
last time each day.
(i) The designated control authority may leave his/her
lock on the lockbox until the job is completed if desired.
(g) Lockbox.
(i) The job lockbox must be constructed so that the
lockout keys are visible within the box but cannot be removed without opening the lockbox cover.
(ii) The lockbox cover must be constructed so that any
single lock installed on the cover will prevent the keys
inside from being removed.
(3) Procedure Sequence.
(a) The sign-in/sign-out sheet(s) shall remain in the
possession of the job supervisor /lockout coordinator until
the deactivating is complete, the controls locked out and
the control keys are securely locked up inside the
lock box.
(b) The lockout crew shall deactivate, lockout and test
each control on the job shutdown checklist in full compliance with the standard lockout procedures of this
section.
(c) The lockout crew shall individually sign off for
each item on the checklist when each item is locked and
again when each item has passed the required test sequecce to assure that deactivation is complete.
(d) Each listed control shall be lbcked in the deactivated position by a minimum of two members of the
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lockout crew except that when the lockout crew is required by this section to be supplemented by a foreman
for each outside contractor, each contractor foreman
shall also apply an additional lock on each control.
(e) Each person on the lockout crew shall use differently keyed padlocks not combination locks, to implement the lockbox procedures. Series locks may be used
provided that no key is available which will open more
than one lock on any given control.
(f) Padlocks used shall be individually identified or an
information tag identifying the user, shall be attached to
the lock.
(g) When all items on the job lockout checklist are
deactivated, locked out, tested and signed off, all keys
which will open any control padlock used shall be placed
inside the job lockbox.
(4) The job supervisor shall then effect the following
procedures in the sequence specified:
(a) Review the checklist to ascertain that lockout is
complete;
(b) Assure that all keys for the control locks are
placed in the lockbox;
(c) Apply a personal identified padlock on the lockbox
in a manner to secure all control keys inside;
(d) Sign the checklist approving that the lockout is
complete;
(e) Sign and release the sign-in/sign-out sheets to
approve personnel entry;
(f) The sign-in/sign-out sheet(s) shall be kept with
the job shutdown checkoff list(s) until the job is completed, all personnel have signed out and the equipment/
system is authorized for restarting. The checklist and
sign-in sheets shall then be returned to the area supervisors office and retained as a record for not less than two
(2) years.
(5) Workcrew personnel may only enter the job in accordance with the following procedures:
(a) Each person must apply a personally identified
padlock on the lockbox in such a manner that the control keys inside are not removable until your lock is
removed;
(b) Review the checklist to assure that the controls
influencing your intended work position are locked out
and tested;
(c) Individually sign in on the job sign-in sheet;
(d) Work crew personnel must each remove their individual padlocks and personally sign back out when
they leave the job.
(6) On locked out jobs which will continue into succeeding shifts, the lockout crew and job supervisor /coordinator shall be relieved in accordance with the
following:
(a) When individually keyed and personally identified
locks are used on individual machine/system controls,
every person on the sign-in sheet must clear the job,
sign-out and remove their individual locks off the
lockbox. Nobody shall be permitted to re-enter the job
until the on-coming lockout crew has locked out all
controls in accordance with all requirements of this section, then has provided a new completed checklist and
sign-in sheet. Personnel may then lock the new control
keys in the lockbox, sign-in and resume work.
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(b) When series locks with information tags are used
in lieu of personally identified locks on individual machine/system controls, the relief lockout crew and job
supervisor /coordinator may relieve their individual
counterpart person at the lockbox in accordance with the
following procedure:
(i) Sign-in on the existing job checklist including the
date and time;
(ii) Install a personally identified lock on the lockbox;
(iii) Each off-going individual shall then line out their
name on the checklist, initial the change and record the
time. He/she then stands relieved and may remove the
time. He/she then stands relieved and may remove their
personal lock from the lockbox.
CRITERIA: The lockbox must be locked at all times
securing all keys for individual controls.
(iv) When the requirements of this item (6)(b) have
been complied with, the locks and information tags on
the individual machine/system controls shall not be required to be changed or amended. Retesting individual
controls shall not be required and is not recommended.
(c) The on-coming job supervisor shall sign both the
checklist(s) and personnel sign-in sheet(s) indicating the
date and time when supervision authority changed.
(7) When all personal padlocks have been removed·
from the lockbox and all personnel have signed back out,
the job supervisor must sign the checklist(s) and sign-in
sheet(s) to authorize reactivating the equipment/system.
The supervisors signature shall include the date and time
when authorization was granted.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 74-27,
filed 5/7 /74)
WAC 296-24-12002 DEFINITIONS. The following definitions are applicable to all sections of this chapter which include WAC 296-24-120 in the section
number.
(1) "Lavatory" means a basin or similar vessel used
exclusively for washing of the hands, arms, face and
head.
(2) "Nonwater carriage toilet facility" means a toilet
facility not connected to a sewer.
(3) "Number of employees" means, unless otherwise
specified, the maximum number of employees present at
any one time on a regular shift.
( 4) "Personal service room" means a room used for
activities not directly connected with the production or
service function performed by the establishment. Such
activities include but are not limited to, first aid, medical
services, dressing, showering, toilet use, washing, and
eating.
(5) "Potable water" means water which meets the
quality standards ( (p1 ese1 ibed in the U.S. Public Ilea Ith
SeJ vice DJ inking WateJ Standa1ds, published in 42 CFR
paJt 72, OJ wate1 which is app10\led fo1 d1inking pu1poses by the state OJ local autho1ity havingju1isdiction)) for
drinking purposes of state or local authority having jurisdiction or water that meets the quality standards prescribed by the United States Environmental Protection
Agency's National Interim Primary Drinking Water
Regulations, published in 40 CFR Part 141, and 40
CFR 147.2400.

(6) "Toilet facility" means a fixture maintained within
a toilet room for the purpose of defecation or urination,
or both.
(7) "Toilet room" means a room maintained within or
on the premises of any place of employment, containing
toilet facilities for use by employees.
(8) "Toxic material" means a material in concentration or amount which exceeds the applicable limit established by a standard, such as chapter 296-62 WAC or,
in the absence of an applicable standard, which is of
such toxicity so as to constitute a recognized hazard that
is causing or is likely to cause death or serious physical
harm.
(9) "Urinal" means a toilet facility maintained within
a toilet room for the sole purpose of urination.
(10) "Water closet" means a toilet facility maintained
within a toilet room for the purpose of both defecation
and urination and which is flushed with water.
(11) "Wet process" means any process or operation in
a workroom which normally results in surfaces upon
which employees may walk or stand becoming wet.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 86-02,
filed 1/17 /86)
WAC 296-56-60073 MISCELLANEOUS AUXILIARY GEAR. (l) Routine inspection.
(a) At the completion of each use, loose gear such as
slings, chains, bridles, blocks, and hooks shall be so
placed as to avoid damage to the gear. Loose gear shall
be inspected and any defects corrected before re-use.
(b) All loose gear shall be inspected by the employer
or his authorized representative before each use and,
when necessary, at intervals during its use, to ensure
.that it is safe. Any gear which is found upon inspection
to be unsafe shall not be used until it is made safe.
( c) Defective gear shall not be used. Distorted hooks,
shackles, or similar gear shall be discarded.
(d) Chains or other gear which have been lengthened,
altered, or repaired by welding shall be properly heat
treated, and before again being put into use, shall be
tested and reexamined in the manner set forth in WAC
296-56-60097 and 296-56-60098.
(2) The employer shall maintain a record of the dates
and results of the tests with each unit of gear concerned
clearly identified. The records shall be available for examination by division of industrial safety and health
personnel and the employee safety committee.
(3) Wire rope and wire rope slings.
(a) Four by twenty-nine ( 4 x 29) wire rope shall not
be used in any running rigging.
ill The employer shall ascertain and adhere to the
manufacturer's recommended ratings for wire rope and
wire rope slings and shall have such ratings available at
the terminal. When the manufacturer is unable to supply
such ratings, the employer shall use the tables for wire
rope and wire rope slings found in American National
Safety Standard for Slings, ANSI 830.9. A design safety factor of at least five shall be maintained for the
common sizes of running wire used as falls, in purchases
or in such uses as light load slings. Wire rope with a
safety factor of less than five may be used only:
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(((ht)) ill Except for eye splices in the ends of wires
and for endless rope slings, each wire rope used in hoisting or lowering, or in bulling cargo, shall consist of one
continuous piece without knot or splice.
(4) Natural fiber rope.
(a) The employer shall ascertain the manufacturer's
ratings for the specific natural fiber rope used and have
such ratings available at the terminal. The manufacturer's ratings shall be adhered to and a minimum design
safety factor of five maintained.
(b) Eye splices shall consist of at least three full tucks.
Short splices shall consist of at least six full tucks, three
on each side of the center line.
(5) Synthetic rope.
(a) The employer shall adhere to the manufacturer's
ratings and use recommendations for the specific synthetic fiber rope used and shall have such ratings available at the terminal.
(b) Unless otherwise recommended by the manufacturer, when synthetic fiber ropes are substituted for manila ropes of less than three inches (7.62 cm) circumference, the substitute shall be of equal size. Where substituted for manila rope of three inches or more in circumference, the size of the synthetic rope shall be
determined from the formula:

(i) In specialized equipment, such as cranes designed
to be used with lesser wire rope safety factors;
(ii) In accordance with design factors in standing rigging applications; or
(iii) For heavy lifts or other purposes for which a
safety factor of five is impractical and for which the
employer can demonstrate that equivalent safety is
ensured.
((~)) i£l Wire rope or wire rope slings exhibiting
any of the following conditions shall not be used:
(i) Ten randomly distributed broken wires in one rope
lay or three or more broken wires in one strand in one
rope lay;
(ii) Kinking, crushing, bird caging, or other damage
resulting in distortion of the wire rope structure;
(iii) Evidence of heat damage;
(iv) Excessive wear, corrosion, deformation or other
defect in the wire or attachments, including cracks in
attachments;
(v) Any indication of strand or wire slippage in end
attachments; or
(vi) More than one broken wire in the close vicinity of
a socket or swaged fitting.
. ((ftj)) @ Protruding ends of strands in splices on
slings and bridles shall be covered or blunted. Coverings
shall be removable so that splices can be examined.
Means used to cover blunt ends shall not damage the
wire.
((fdt)) ~ Where wire rope clips are used to form
eyes, the employer shall adhere to the manufacturer's
recommendations, which shall be available at the terminal. If U bolt clips are used and the manufacturer's
recommendations are not available, Table C-1 shall be
used to determine the number and spacing of clips. U
bolts shall be applied with the U" section in contact
with the dead end of the rope.
11

C=F6(C,2)+ .4(Cm

11

11

TABLEC·l
NUMBER AND SPACINr. OF U-BOLT WTRE ROPE CLIPS
lmproYOd Plow Sled,
RopeDlamctu
lnchr11lcm1

U2 or Im (1.3)
518 (1.6)
3/4 (1.9)
7/8(~)

1 (2.5)
1-118 (2.7)
l-U4 (3.2)
1-3/8 (3.5)
1·1/2 (3.8)

Minimum
Number of Clim
Drop
Otber
Fon!rd
~alrrial

3
3
4
4
5
6
6
7
7

4
4
5
5
7
7
8
8

9

Minimum
Spadn1
lacba/(cm)

3 (7.6)
3.3/4 (9.S)

I
.I

I
I

4·U2 (11..ll

5-114 (13.3)

6 (15.2)

6-3/4 (17.1)
7-112 (18.1)
8-1/4 (21.0)
9 (22.9)

((fet)) ill Wire rope shall not be secured by knots.
((ffl)) 1.gl Eyes in wire rope bridles, slings, bull wires,

or in single parts used for hoisting shall not be formed
by wire rope clips or knots.
((fg))) ill Eye splices in wire ropes shall have at least
three tucks with a whole strand of the rope and two
tucks with one-half of the wire cut from each strand.
Other forms of splices or connections which are demonstrated to be equally safe may be used.

I

2

)

Where C = the required circumference of the synthetic
rope in inches, C, = the circumference to the nearest
one-quarter inch of a synthetic rope having a breaking
strength not less than that of the size manila rope that
would be required by subsection (4) of this section, and
en; = the circumference of manila rope in inches which
would be required by subsection ( 4) of this section. In
making such substitution, it shall be ascertained that the
inherent characteristics of the synthetic fiber are suitable
for hoisting.
(6) Removal of natural and synthetic rope from service. Natural or synthetic rope having any of the following defects shall be removed from service:
(a) Abnormal wear;
(b) Powdered fiber between strands;
(c) Sufficient cut or broken fibers to affect the capacity of the rope;
(d) Variations in the size or roundness of strands;
(e) Discolorations other than stains not associated
with rope damage;
(f) Rotting; or
(g) Distortion or other damage to attached hardware.
(7) Thimbles. Properly fitting thimbles shall be used
where any rope is secured permanently to a ring, shackle
or attachment, where practical.
(8) Synthetic web slings.
(a) Slings and nets or other combinations of more
than one piece of synthetic webbing assembled and used
as a single unit (synthetic web slings) shall not be used
to hoist loads in excess of the sling's rated capacity.
(b) Synthetic web slings shall be removed from service
if they exhibit any of the following defects:
(i) Acid or caustic burns;
(ii) Melting or charring of any part of the sling
surface;

11
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(iii) Snags, punctures, tears or cuts;
(iv) Broken or worn stitches; or
(v) Distortion or damage to fittings.
(c) Defective synthetic web slings removed from service shall not be returned to service unless repaired by a
sling manufacturer or similar entity. Each repaired sling
shall be proof tested by the repairer to twice the slings'
rated capacity prior to its return to service. The employer shall retain a certificate of the proof test and make it
available for examination.
(d) Synthetic web slings provided by the employer
shall only be used in accordance with the manufacturer's
recommendations, which shall be made available upon
request.
(e) Fittings shall have a breaking strength at least
equal to that of the sling to which they are attached and
shall be free of sharp edges.
(9) Chains and chain slings used for hoisting.
(a) The employer shall adhere to the manufacturer's
recommended ratings for safe working loads for the sizes
of alloy steel chains and chain slings and shall have such
ratings available. When the manufacturer is unable to
provide such ratings, the employer shall use the tables
for chains and chain slings found in American National
Safety Standard for Slings, ANSI 830.9-1971.
(b) Proof coil steel chain, also known as common or
hardware chain, and other chain not recommended by
the manufacturer for slinging or hoisting shall not be
used for slinging or hoisting.
(c)(i) Sling chains, including end fastenings, shall be
inspected for visible defects before each day's use and as
often as necessary during use to ensure integrity of the
·
sling.
(ii) Thorough inspections of chains in use shall be
made quarterly to detect wear, defective welds, deformation, increase in length or stretch. The month of inspection shall be indicated on each chain by color of
paint on a link or by other effective means.
(iii) Chains shall be removed from service when maximum allowable wear, as indicated in Table C-2, is
reached at any point of link.
(iv) Chain slings shall be removed from service when
stretch has increased the length of a measured section by
more than five percent; when a link is bent, twisted or
otherwise damaged; or when a link has a raised scarf or
defective weld.
(v) Only designated persons shall inspect chains used
for slinging and hoisting.

TABLEC·l
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE WEAR AT ANY POINT OF LINK

.......

.......

(cm)

1/4 (9132)
J/a
111
.511
J/4
718

(0.6)
(1.0)
(l.J)
(1.6)

1-1/S
1-1/4
1·3111
1-111
1-l/4

(Ul
(l.l)

J/64
5164
7164
9164

5/ll
1-1164
J/16
7131
114
llll
5116
1-1/ll

(13)

(1.21

I

I

I

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE WEAR

CHAIN SIZE

(2.5)

().$)
(l.8)
(U)

I

(cml

(0.1)
(0.l)
(0.J)
(0.4)
(0.4)
(0.4)
(0.5)
(0.6)
(0.6)
(0.7)
(0.8)
(0.9)

(d) Chains shall only be repaired under qualified supervision. Links or portions of chain defective under any
of the criteria of WAC 296-56-60073 (9)(c) shall be
replaced with properly dimensioned links or connections
of material similar to that of the original chain. Before
repaired chains are returned to service, they shall be
tested to the proof test load recommended by the manufacturer for the original chain. Tests shall be performed
by the manufacturer or shall be certified by an agency
accredited for the purpose under WAC 296-56-60093.
Test certificates shall be available at the terminal.
(e) Alloy chains shall not be annealed.
(f) Kinked or knotted chains shall not be used for
lifting. Chains shall not be shortened by bolting, wiring
or knotting. Makeshift links or fasteners such as wire,
bolts or rods shall not be used.
(g) Hooks, rings, links and attachments affixed to
sling chains shall have rated capacities at least equal to
that of the chains to which they are attached.
(h) Chain slings shall bear identification of size, grade
and rated capacity.
(10) Shackles.
(a) If available, the manufacturer's recommended safe
working loads for shackles shall not be exceeded. In the
absence of manufacturer's recommendations, Table C-3
shall apply.
(b) Screw pin shackles used aloft in house fall or other gear, except in cargo hook assemblies, shall have their
pins moused or otherwise effectively secured.
TABLEC·J
SAFE WORKING LOADS FOR SHACKLES
MATERJALSIZE

lncba
114

518

I

J/4
718
I

1·118
1-114
l·lll

I-Ill

l·l/4

l

l

160

I

PIN DIAMETER

(tm)

Inch a

(cm)

(l.J)

518
l/4
718

(1.6)

(1.6)
(1.9)

(U)
(U)

(l.9)
(J.l)
(J.5)
(JJI)
(4.4)
(5.0)

I

l·US
1·114
l·J/8

1-1/l

1·518

l

1-114

(1.9)

I

I

SAFE
WORKING
LOADIN
2,000 LB TONS I

u

(J.l)

2.2
J.l
4.J
5.6
6.7

(J.8)
(4.1)
(5.0)
(5.7)

10.0
11.9
16.2
11.l

(:U)
(U)
(2.9)

().5)

8.2

I
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(c) Tables G-2 through G-5 shall be used to determine the safe working loads of various sizes and classifications of improved plow steel wire rope slings with various types of terminals. For sizes, classifications and
grades not included in these tables the safe working load
recommended by the manufacturer for specific, identifiable products shall be followed, however, a safety factor
of not less than five shall be maintained.
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TABLE G-4 ALLOY STEEL CHAIN
(la T-o11,000-...1
Nominal ma cllala otock

lncb.·

u•
l/I
Ill
518

l/4
711
I
J.111
J.1/4

l·lll
J.l/J
1·518

l·l/4

..

._

d .....

~ ~

1.61

130
UJ

LJ-'

11.S
14.J
19.J

ll.2
J&.7
33.5
39.7
41..5
47.0

lJIJ

5.70
9.75
14.25

JU

:14.9

ll.5

31.5
4U
58.0
61.5
73.5
SU

~I

4.65
730

IL65
16.l
JO.J
J7.J

JU
olO.S

47.0
56.0
59.5
6LO

,...,.. I

b

1.u

130
5.6J

LJ-'
IU

14.J
19.8
ll.2
J&.7
33.S
39.7
4U
47.0

( 11) Hooks other than hand hooks.
(a) The manufacturer's recommendations shall be followed in determining the safe working loads of the various sizes and types of specific and identifiable hooks. All
hooks for which no applicable manufacturer's recommendations are available shall be tested to twice the in~ended safe working load before they are initially put
mto use. The employer shall maintain a record of the
dates and results of such tests.
(b) Loads shall be applied to the throat of the hook
since loading the point may overstress, bend, or spring
the hook.
(c) Hooks shall be inspected once a month to see that
they have not been bent by overloading. Bent or sprung
hooks shall not be used.
(d) Crane hooks. Magnetic particle or other suitable
crack detecting inspection shall be performed at least
once each year. When testing by x-ray, the pertinent
provisions of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
standards for protection against radiation, relating to
protection against occupational radiation exposure, shall
apply.
(e) Any activity which involves the use of radioactive
materials or x-rays, whether or not under license from
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, shall be performed
by competent persons specially trained in the proper and
safe operation of such equipment. In the case of materi~ls used under commission license, only persons actually
licensed, or competent persons under direction and supervision of the licensee, shall perform such work.
(f) Teeth of case hooks shall not be split, cracked, or
deformed.
(g) Jaws of patent clamp type plate hooks shall be
kept in safe condition so that they will grip plates
securely.
( 12) Pallets.
(a) Pallets shall be made and maintained to safely
support and carry loads being handled. Fastenings of reusable pallets used for hoisting shall be bolts and nuts,
drive screws (helically threaded nails), annular threaded
nails or fastenings, or equivalent holding strength.
(b) Damaged pallets shall be stored in designated areas and identified.
(c) Reusable wing or lip-type pallets shall be hoisted
by bar bridles or other suitable gear and shall have an

overhanging wing or lip of at least three inches (76.2
mm). They shall not be hoisted by wire slings alone.
(d~ Loaded pallets that do not meet the requirements
of this paragraph shall be hoisted only after being placed
on pallets meeting such requirements or shall be handled
by other means providing equivalent protection.
(e) Bridles for handling flush end or box-type pallets
shall be designed to prevent disengagement from the
pallet under load.
(f) Pallets shall be stacked or placed to prevent falling, collapsing or otherwise causing a hazard under
standard operating conditions.
(g) Disposable pallets intended only for one use shall
not be re-used for hoisting.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 86-02,
filed I/ 17 /86)
WAC 296-56-60229 SANITATION. (I) Washing
and toilet facilities.
(a) The employer shall provide accessible washing and
toilet facilities sufficient for the sanitary requirements of
employees. The facilities shall have:
(i) Running water, including hot, and cold or tepid
water (when cargo handling is conducted at locations
without permanent facilities, containers of potable water
may be provided in lieu of running water);
(ii) Soap;
(iii) Individual hand towels, clean individual sections
of continuous toweling or warm air blowers; and
(iv) Fixed or portable toilets in separate compartments with latch-equipped doors.
(b) Separate toilet facilities shall be provided for male
and female employees except when toilet rooms are occupied by only one person at a time. A means of locking
shall be provided.
(c) Washing and toilet facilities shall be regularly
cleaned and maintained in good order.
(2) Drinking water.
(a) Potable drinking water shall be accessible to employees at all times.
(b) Potable drinking water containers shall be clean
containing only water and ice, and shall be fitted with
covers.
(c) Common drinking cups are prohibited.
(3) Prohibited eating areas. Consumption of food or
beverages in areas where hazardous materials are being
stored or handled shall be prohibited.
(4) Garbage and overboard discharges. Work shall
not be conducted in the immediate vicinity of uncovered
garbage or in the area of overboard discharges from the
vessel's sanitary lines unless employees are protected
from the garbage or discharge by a baffle or splash
boards.
·
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-20,
filed I/ 11 /90, effective 2/26/90)
WAC 296-62-07515 CONTROL OF CHEMICAL AGENTS. Chemical agents shall be controlled in
such a manner that the workers exposure shall not exceed the applicable limits in WAC 296-62-075 through
296-62-07515.
[ 162)
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HT/PEL
TABLEl.1
Substance
Abate, see Temephos
Acetaldehyde
Acetic acid
Acetic anhydride
Acetone
Ace ton I trll e
2-Acetylaml non uorene
(see WAC 296-62-073)
Acetylene
Acetylene dichloride
(see 1,2-Dlchloroeth ylene)
Acetylene tetrabromlde
Acetyl salicylic acid
~Aspirin)

A ·oleln

Ac~~amlde

Aery le acid
Acrylonltrlle
(see WAC 296-62-07J41i
Aldrin
Ally! alcohol
Ally! Chloride
Ally! glycldyl ether (AGE)
Allyl propyl disulfide
alpha-Alumina
(see Aluminum oxide)
Tota I dust
Respt rab_l.!J.ract Io~.

TAOLE I: LIMITS FOR AIR CONTAMINANTS
Permissible Exposure Limits (PEL)
CAS !f
Number

Aluminum, metal and
oxide (as Al)
Total dust
Resplrable fraction
pyro powders ··
welding fumes !.I
soluble salts
alkyls (llOC)
Alund1111 (see Al1111ln1111 oxide)
4-Amlnodtphenyl
(see WAC 296-62-073)
2-Amlnoethanol
(see Ethanolamlne)
2-Amlnopyrldlne
Amit role
Ammonia
Ammonium chloride, fume
Ammonium sul famate (Ammate)
Total dust
Resplrable fraction
n-Amyl acetate
sec-Amyl acetate
An II I ne and homo I ogue s
Anlsldlne (o, p-lsomers)
Anttmony and Compounds (as Sb)
ANTU
(alpha Haphthyl thlourea)
Argon
Arsenic,
Organic compounds (as As)

a/

TllA

l!I!!!! -

b/
!!!!J/m3 -

100
10

a/

c/
STEL -

l!I!!!! -

b/
mg/ml -

180
25

15D

270

750
40

180D
7D

IDDD
6D

240D
105

74-86-2

Simple

Asphyxhnt

79-27-6
5D-78-2

1.D

14
5.0

ID7-02-8
79-06-1
79-10-7
107-13-1

0.1

D.J

o.8

10

D.25
O.OJ
JO

2.0
1.0
5.0
2.0

0.25
5.0
J.D
22
12

4.0
2.0
10
J.O

ID
6.0
44
18

75-07-0
64-19-7
108-24-7
67-64-1
75-DS-8
53-96-3

309-00-2
107-18-6
107-05-1
106-92-3
2179-59-1
1344-28-1

CEILING
a/
b/
!!!!J/m3 l!Pm -

s.o

Skin
Des lgnat Ion

20

x
x
x
x

10

s.o

llT /PEL
TAOLEl.2

Substance

WSR 91-11-070

CAS ~
Number

TABLE I: LIMITS FOR AIR CONTAMlllANTS
Permissible Exposure Limits (PEL)
. cl
TWA
STEL a/
b/
a/
b/
ppm !!!!J/m3 ppm mg/ml -

7429-90·5

CEILING
a/
b/
ppm mg/ml -

Skin
Des lgnation

10
5.0
5.0
5.0
2.0
2.0

92-67-1

504-29-0
61·82-5
7664-41-7
12125·02-9
7773-06-D

D.5

628-63-7
626-38-0
62-53-3
29191-52·4
7440-36-0
86-88-4

IOD
125
2.0
D.1

7440-37-1
7440-38-2

Simple

25

2.D
D.2
18
ID
10
S.D
525
650
8.D
0.5
0.5
0.3
Asphyxlant
0.2

I 163 J

JS

27
20

x
x
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HT/PEL
TABLEl.3
Substance

CAS !/
Humber

Arsenic, Inorganic
compounds, (as As)
7440-l8-2
(see WAC 296-62-07347 for
applications and exclusions)
Arsine
7784-42-1
Asbestos
(see WAC 296-62-077 through 62-0775l)
Asphalt (Petroleum fumes)
8052-42-4
Atrazlne
1912-24·9
Az I nphos methyl
86-50-0
Barium, soluble
7440-39-3
compounds (as Ba)
Barium Sulfate
7727-4l-7
Tota I dust
Resplrable fraction
Benomyl
17804-35-2
Total dust
Resplrable fraction
Benzene,
71-43-2
(see WAC 296-62-07523)~/
Benzldlne,
92-87-5
(see WAC 296-62-073)
p-Benzoqulmone)
(see Qulnone
Benzo(a) prrene:
--(see Coa tar pitch volatiles)
Benzoyl peroxide
94-36-0
Benzyl chloride
100-44-7
Beryllium and beryllium
7440-41-7
co111>ounds (as Be)

HT/PEL
TABLEl.4
~lance

Blphenyl (see Dlphnyl)
Bismuth tellurlde, Undoped
Total dust
Resplrable fraction
Bismuth tellurlde, Se-doped
Borates, tetra, sodium salts:
Anhydrous
Decah~drate

Penta ydrate
Boron oxide
Total dust
Boron trlbromlde
Boron trifluoride
Bromacl I
Bromine
Bromine pentafluorlde
Bromochloromethane,
(see Chlorobromethane)
Bromoform
Butadlene
(1,3-butadlene)
Butane
Butanethlol
(see Butyl mercaptan)
2-Butanone
(Methyl ethyl ketone)
2-Butoxr ethanol
(Buty Cellosolve)
n-eutyl acetate

TABLE 1: LIMITS FOR AIR CONTAMINANTS
Permissible Exposure Limits (PEL)
STEL r;/
TWA
b/
a/
a/
b/
mg/ml ppm ppm mg/ml -

CEILING
Skin
a/ .
b/ Des lgppm mg/m3 - nation

0.2
0.05

0.2
5.0
5.0
0.2
0.5

x

10.0
5.0
0.8

10
5.0

1.0

5.0
5.0

1.0
0.002

5.0

0.005
(30 min.)

0.025

TABLE 11 LIMITS FOR AIR CONTAMINANTS
Permlsslble Exposure limits (PEL)
CAS !/
~

a/
ppm -

ll04·82-l

TWA

b/
119/ml -

a/
ppm -

STEL f./
ir.!!/m3 ~/

CEILING
ppm -

Skin
b/ Des lgmg/m3 - !!!llin

1.0
1.0

10
3.0

a/

10
5.0
5.0

IJJ0-43-4
1303-96-4
12179-04-3
IJOl-86-2

1.0
5.0
1.0
10

10294-33-4
76l7·07-2
314-40-9
7726-95-6
7789-l0-2

1.0
0.1
0.1

10
0.7
0.7

15-25-2
106-99-0

0.5
10

5.0
22

106-97-8

800

1,900

78-9l-l

200

590

111-76-2

25

120

123-86-4

150

710

I 164 I

0.3

2.0

x

300

885

200

950

x
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HT/PEL
TABLEl .5

Substance
sec-Butyl acetate
tert-Butyl acetate
Butyl acrylate
n-Butyl a 1cohol
sec-Butyl alcohol
tert-8utyl alcohol
Butyl amine
tert-Butyl chromate
(see CrOJ)
n-Butyl glycldyl ether (BGE)
n-Butyl lactate
Butyl mercaptan
o-sec-Butylphenol
p-tert-Butyl-toluene.
Cadmium oxide fume, (as Cd)
Cadmium dust and salts (as Cd)
Calcium arsenate
(see I/AC 296-62-07347)
Calcium carbonate
Total dust
Resp I rab I e fract I on
Calcium cyanamlde
Calcium hydroxide
Calcium oxide
Calcium silicate
Total dust
Resplrable fraction
Calcium sulfate
Total dust
~jplrable frac.tlon

TABLE 1: LIMITS FOR AIR CONTAMINANTS
Permissible Exposure Limits (PEL)

!:

Camphor( synthet I c)
Caprolactam;
Dust
Vapor
Captafol
(DtrolatanCI)
Cap tan
Ca rba ryl (Sev I nCI)
Carbofuran (F'uradon*)
Carbon b 1ack
Carbon dioxide
Carbon disulfide
Carbon monoxide
Carbon tetrabromlde
Carbon tetrachloride
Carbonyl chloride
(see Phosgene)
Carbonyl fluoride
Ca techo 1 ( Pyroca tee ho 1)
Cellulose (paper fiber)
Total dust
Resp I rab I e f ract I on
Cesium hydroxide
Chlordane
Ch I or Ina ted camphene
Chlorinated dlphenyl oxide
Chlorine
Chlorine dioxide
Chlorine trifluoride
Chloroacetaldehyde•

Tl/A

cl

STEL -

CAS
Number

a/
l!I!!!! -

b/
mg/ml -

105-46-4
540-88-5
141-32-2
71-36-3
78-92-2
75-65-0
109-73-9
1189-85-1

200
200
10

950
950
55

JOO
JOO

305
300

ISO

450

2425-08-6
138-22-7
109-79-5
89-72-5
98-51-1
1306-19-0
7440-43-9

25
5.0
0.5
5.0
10

135
25
1.5
JO
60

20

120

--------·

al

bl
!!!!jfml -

l!I!!!! -

CEILING
a/
bl
!!!!I/ml l!I!!!! -

Skin
Des lg-

!!!!.!..2!!

50

150

x

5.0

15
0.1

x
x
x

0.05

0.05

1317-65-3

10
5.0
0.5

156-62-7
1305-62-0
1305-78-8
1344-95-2

s.o

2.0

~--

10
5.0

7778-18-9

ID

s.o

HT/PEL
TAOLEI .6

Substance

WSR 91-11-070

TAOLE I: LIMITS FOR AIR CONTAMINANTS
Permissible Exposure Limits (PEL)
CAS

!:

~

TllA
a/
ppm -

76-22-2
105-60-2
2425-06-1
133-06-2
63-25-2
1563-66-2
1333-86-4
124-38-9
75-15-0
630-08-0
558-13-4
55-23-5
353-50-4
120-8D-9
9004-34-6
21351-79-1
57-74-9
8001-35-2
55720-99-5
7782-50-5
10049-04-4
7790-91-2
107-20-0

b/
mg/ml -

cl

STEL a/
Pl!!!! -

bl
m9/ml -

10

J,0
40

3D,OO
12

54 ,000
36

CEILING
a/
bl
ppm mg/ml -

2.0
5.0

1.0
20
0.1

5,000
4.0
35
0.1
2.0

5.0
5.0
0.1
3.5
9,000
12
40
1.4
12.6

2.0
5.0

5.0
20

0.5
0.1

10
5.0
2.0
0.5
0.5
0.5
1. 5
0.3

I 165 I

0.3

4.0

5.0

15

3.D
0.9

!!!!.1.2!!

x

200

229

x

x
x
x

1.0
1.0
0.3

Sk In
Des lg-

1.0

3.D

0.1
1.0

0,4
3,0
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HT/PEL
TABLE!. 7
Substance
a-Chloroacetophenone
(Phenacyl chloride)
Chloroacetyl chloride
Chlorobenzene
(Monochlorobenzene)
o-Chlorobenzllldene
malononltr le (OCBM)
Chlorobromomethane
2-Chloro-1, l-butadlene
(see beta-Chloroprene)
Chlorodlfluoromethane
Chlorodl~henyi

(42i C lor ne) (PCB)
Chlorodlphenyi
(54i Chlor ne) (PCB)
1-Chloro-2, 3-epoxypropane,
(see Eplchlorhydrln)
2-Chloroethanol
(see Ethylene chlorohydrln)
Chloroethylene
(see vinyl chloride)
Chloroform (Trlchloromethane)
1-Chloro-1-nltropropane
bls-Chloromethyl ether
(see WAC 296-62-07l)
Chlorometh~l methll ether
(See Met yl car omethyl ether)
Chloropentafluoroethane
Chloroplcrln
beta-Chloroprene

CAS !f
Humber
5l2-21-4

0.05

O.l

79-04-9
108-90-7

0.05
75

0.2
350

74-97-5

200

1,050

75-45-6
5l469-21-9

1,000

l,500
1.0

0.4

2.0
2.0

9.78
10

1,000
0.1
10

6,120
0.7
35

x

x
x

0.5

11097-69-1

67-66-l
600-25-9
542-88-1

CEILING
Skin
a/
b/ Des lg!!!!I/ml - nation
l!l!m -

0.05

2698-41-1

107-l0-2
76-15-l
76-06-2
126-99-8

HT/PEL
TABLEt.8
~bstanca

TABLE 1: LIMITS FOR AIR COHTAMIHAHTS
Permissible Exposure Limits (PEL)
STEL i;_/
TWA
a/
b/
b/
a/
mg/ml !!!!I/ml l!l!m l!l!m -

x

TABLE 1: LIMITS FOR AIR CONTAMINANTS
Permissible Exposure limits (PEL)
CAS !f
Humber

o-Chlorostyrene
2039-87-4
o-Chlorotoluene
95-49-8
2-Chloro-6-trlchloromethyl
1929-82-4
pyridine (see Hltrapyrln)
Total dust
Resplrable fraction
Chlorpyrlfos
2921-88-2
Chromic acid· and chromates Varies w/cont>Ounds
(as CrOJ)
Chromium (II) compoun~:
7440-47-3
(as Cr)
Chromium (Ill) compounds
7440-47-l
(as Cr)
Chromium (VI) compounds
(as Cr)
Chromium Metal
7440-47-3
Chromyl chloride
14977-61-8
Chrysene: (see Coal tar
pltch volatiles)
Clopldol
2971-90-6
Total dust
Resplrable fraction
Coal Oust (less than 51 SID2)
Resplrable fraction
Coal dust (greater than or
equal to 5i SI02)
Resplrable fraction
Coal tar pitch volatiles
65996-93-2
(benzene soluble fraction
anthracene, BaP, phenanthrene,
acrldlne, chrysene, pyrene)

a/
l!l!m -

TWA

50
50

b/
11g/m3 285
250

a/

STEL

i;_/

!>PITT -

b/
!!!!I/ml -

75

428

CEILING
a/

l!l!m -

Skin
b/ Des lgmg/ml - !!ill.!!!!

10

s.o

0.2

---

0.5
0.5
0.05
0.025

0.5
0.15
10
5.0
2.0
0.1
0.2

I 166 I

0.1

x
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HT/PEL
TABLEl.9

TABLE 1: LIMITS FOR AIR CONTAMINANTS
Permt sslble Exposure limits (PEL)

Cobal t, metal fume & dust,
(as Co)
Cobalt carbonyl (as Co)
Coba 1t hydrocarbonyl (as ~··i
Coke oven emissions
(see WAC 296-62-200)
Copper fume
(as Cu)
Dusts and mists (as Cu)
Cotton dust (raw) !.'
Corundum, (see Aluminum oxide)
Crag• herbic ide (Sesone)
Total dust
Aespl rabte fracti on
Cresol (all homer s)
Crotona ldehyde

a/

b/
mg/ml -

. ppm -

7440-48-4

0.05

1021D-68-I
16842-0l-8

0.1
0.1

7440-50-8

0.1

ppm -a/

CEILlllG
a/
b/
.ppm mg/ml -

b/
mg/ml -

Skin
Des lg-

!!!lli!!

1.0
1.0
ll6-78 -7
ll19-7 7-l
12J-7 l-9:
4170-lO-l
299-86-5

98-82- 8

5.0
2.0

10
5.0
22
6.0

50

245

x

5.0

420-04-2
Varies with Compound --460-19-5
10
506-77-4
110-82-7
300
108-9l-O
50
108-94-1
25
tt0-8l -8
lOO
108-91-8
10
121-82-4
542-92-7
75

HT/PEL
TADLEl.10

Substance

c/
STEL -

TWA

CAS !!_
~

Substance

Crufomate
Cumene
Cyanamlde
Cyanide (as CN)
Cyanogen
Cyanogen chlori de
Cyc Iohexane
Cyc I ohexano 1
Cyc I ohexanone
Cyclohexene
Cyc 1ohexylaml ne
Cyclo nlte (see ROX)
Cyc I_ open tad~~-

WSR 91-1 1-07 0

x

2.0
5.0
20

1,050
200
100
1,015
40
1.5
200

x
O.J

r-

0.6

x
x
x

TAD LE 1: LIMITS FOR AIR COllTAM
' lllANTS
Perml sstble Exposure l1mt ts ·(PEL)
CAS !!_
~

Cyclopentane
287-9 2-l
Cyhexattn
13121-70-5
2,4-D (Dlchlorylphenoxy94-75-7
acetic acid)
DDT (Dlch lorodl pheny ltrl50-29 -l
chloro ethane )
DDVP, DI ch 1orvos
62-7l- 7
Decaborane
17702-41-9
Demeton•
8065-48-l
Dlacetone alcohol
123-42-2
( 4-hydroxy-4-me thy! -2-pentanone)
1, 2-0lamlnoethane
(see Ethylenedlamlne)
Diaz I non
J3l·4 l-5
DI azomethane
334-88-3
Dlborane
19287·45-7
Dlbrome, (see Naled)
I, 2-D lbromo-3-ch 1oropropane
96-12 -l
(see WAC 296-62-07l45)
2-11-D Ibutyl amt no ethano 1
102-81-8
Dlbutyl phosphate
107-66-4
Dlbutyl phtha late
84-74-2
DI ch I oroace tyl ene
7572-29-4
o-D I ch I orobenzene
95-50-1
p-DI ch 1orobenzene
106-46-7
l, 3'-Dlc hlorob enzldl ne
91-94-1
(see WAC 296-62-073)
01 ch I orod I fluorome thane
75-71-8
1, 3-Dlc hloro- 5, 5-dlmethyl
118-52-5
hydantoln

c/
STEL -

TWA
a/

ppm -

b/
mg/ml -

600

1,720
5.0
10

a/

ppm -

~,

my/ml ~

CEILING
Skin
a/
b/ Des lgppm mg/ml ~

1.0
0.1
0.05
0.01
50

1.0
O.l
0.1
240

0.2
0.1

0.1
0.4
0.1

2.0
1.0

14
5.0
5.0

75

450

1,000

4,950
0.2

I 167 J

x
0.15

x
x
x

0.9

x

2.0

110

x

10

675

0.4

0.1
50

0.4
JOO
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HT/PEL
TADLEl.11

Substance
1, 1-Dlchloroethane
1, 2-Dtchloroethane
(see Ethylene dichloride)
1, 2-Dlchloroethytene
1, 1-Dlchloroethylene
(see Ylnylldene chloride)
Dtchloroethyl ether
DI chlorofl uoromethane
DI ch 1oromethane
(see Methylene chloride)
1, 1-Dlchloro-1-nltroethane
I, 2·Dlchloropropane
(see Propylene dichloride)
Olchloropropene
2, 2·Dlchloroproplonlc acid
Dlchlorotetrartuoroetha~~

TAOLE 1: LIMITS FOR AIR CONTAMINANTS
Permlsslble Exposure Limits (PEL)
a/
eem -

b/
mg/ml -

75-34-J

100

400

540-59-0

200

790

111-44-4
75-43-4

5.0
10

594-72-9
542-75-6
75·99-0
76·14-2
52.73.7
141 ·66·2
77-73-6
102-54·5

Olchlorvos (DDYP)
Dlcrotophos
Dlcyclopentadlene
Dlcyclopentadlenyl Iron
Total dust
Resptrable fraction
Dleldrln
60-57-1
Dtethanolamtne
111-42-2
Diethyl amine
109-89·7
2-DI ethyl amt noe thano 1
100-37·8
Dlethylene trlamlne
111-40-0
Diethyl ether (see Ethyl ether)
Diethyl ketone
96-22·0
Diethyl phthalate
84-66-2

HT/PEL
TABLEt.12
Substance

STEL S.f

TllA

CAS ~
~

' CAS !f
Hudler

a/
eem -

b/
mg/ml -

JO
40

10

60

2.0

10.

10.

1.0
1.0
1,000
D,1

s.o

5.0

6.D
7,000
1.0
0.25
JO

3.0
10
10
1.0

10
5.0
0.25
15
30
50
4.0

200

x

x
x
x
x
i;~-

75

x
x

705

s.o

TABLE 1: LIMITS FOR AIR CONTAMINANTS
Per11h1lbl• Exposure lt•lts (PEL)
STEL S.f
TWA
a/
b/
a/
b/
!!!!I/ml !!J/•]
1!1!11
!!!!• -

DI f 1uorodlbromomethane
75-61-11
Dlglyctdyl ether (DGE)
2238-07·5
DI hydroxybenzene
(see Hydroqu 1none)
DI 1sobutyl ketone
108-8]-8
DI 1sopropylamlne
108-18-9
Dlmethoxymethane (see Methylal)
Dimethyl acetamlde
127-19-5
124-40-]
Dimethyl amine
4-Dlmethil aml noazobenzene
60-11-7
(see WC 296-62-073)
Dimethyl amlnobenzene
(see Xyl I dene)
Dlmethylanll lne
121-69-7
(see H, N-Dlmethylanll lne)
Dlmethylbenzene (see Xyl@;.tJ
Dimethyl -1, 2-dlbromo-2,
300-711-5
2-dlchloroethyl phosphate
(see Haled)
Dlmethylfor11amlde
68-12-2
2, 6-Dlmethyl heptanone
(see Dl 1sobutyl ketone)
1, I-Dimethyl hydrazine
57-14-7
Dimethyl phthalate
131-11-3
Dimethyl sulfate
77·78·1
Dlnltolmlde
148-01-11
(J, 5-Dlnltro-o-toluamlde)
Dlnltrobenzene (all Isomers) tpha)528·29-0:
metal 99-115-01
para 100·25-

CEILING
Skin
a/
b/ Destgmg/ml eem !!ill~

lDO
D.1

0.5

25
5.0

150
20

10
10

]5
18

5.0

25

CEILING
a/

1!1!11 -

Skin
b/ Des lgmg/ml nation

SCIO

x
x

10

50

x

3.0

x

10

]0

x

0.5

1.0
5.0
0.5
5.0
5.0
1.0

0.1
0.15

I 168 I

x
x
x
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TABLE t: LIMITS FOR AIR CONTAMINANTS
Permissible Exposure limits (PEL)

HT /PEL
TABlEl.13
Substance
DI nttro-o-cre sol
Dlnltrotoluene
Dloxane (Dlethylene dioxide)
Dloxathlon
Dlphenyl (Blphenyl I
Dlphenylamlne
Dlphenylmethane di Isocyanate
(see Methylene blsphenyl
lsocyana te (MDI l l
Dlpropylene glycol methyl ether
Dlpropyl ketone
Dlquat
Ot-sec, Octyl phthalate
(Dl-2-ethyl huylphtha late)
Olsulfram
Dlsul roton
2, 6-Dt-tert-butyl-p-cresol
Dluron
Dlvlnyl benzene
Emery
Total dust
Resptrable fraction
Endosul tan (Thlodane)
Endrln
Eplchlorhydrln
EPN
1, 2-Epoxypropane
(see Propylene oxide)
2, 3-Epoxy-1-propanol
-U~ Glycldo.!L

CAS j/
~
5l4-52-l
25lZl-14-6
12l-91-l
78-l4-2
92-52-4
122-J9-4

l4590-94-8
12l-19-l
85-00-7
117-81-7
97-77-8
298-04-4
128-37-0
330-54-1
1321-74-D
112-62-9
115-29-7
72-20-8
106-89-8
2104-64-5

Ethane
Ethanethlol
(see Ethyl mercaptan)
Ethanolamtne
Eth Ion
2-Ethoxye thano I
2-Ethoxyethyl acetate
(Cellosolve acetate)
Ethyl acetate
Ethyl acrylate
Ethyl alcohol (ethanol)
Ethyl amine
Ethyl amyl ketone
(5-Hethyl-3-hepa tone)
Ethyl benzene
Ethyl bromide
Ethyl butyl ketone
(l-Heptanone)
Ethyl chloride
Ethylene
Ethylene· chlorohydrln
Ethylenedlamtne
Ethylene dlbromlde
Ethylene dichloride
Ethylene glycol
Ethylene glycol dlnltrate
Ethylene glycol monomethyl ether
acetate (Methyl cellosolve
acetate)
Ethylenelmlne
~e~~\/~~~9!;62-0731

b/
mg/ml -

a/
el!!!! -

c/
STEL -

b/
!!!9/ml -

CEILlllG
b/
a/
mg/ml eem -

0.2
1.5
90
0.2
1.0
10

25
0.2

600
2J5

100
50

o.s
s.o

10

2.0
0.1
10
10
50

10

x
x
x
x

x

900

150

Skin
Des 13~

x

10

s.o

x
x
x
x

0.1
0.1
8.0
0.5

2.0

TABLE 1: LIMITS FOR AIR CUtWIMINllNTS
Permissible Exposure Limits (PEL)

llT /PEL
Tl\OLEl.14

Substance

Tl/A
.. a/
el!!!! -

CllS ~
~

STEL £/

Tiii\
a/
eem -

b/
mg/ml -

Simple

Asphyxtant

141-4J-5
563-12-2
110-B0-5
111-15-9

3.0

e.o

M 1-78·6
140-88-5
64-17-5
75-04-07
541-85-5

400

1,000
10
25

1,400
20
1,900
18
llO

100-41-4
74-96-4
106-J5·4

100
200
50

4J5
690
2JO

75-00-l
74-85-1
107-07-3
107-15·3
106-93-4
107-06-2
107-21·1
626-96-6
·-·

1,000
Simple

2,600
Asphyxlant

10
0.1
1.0

25

151-56-4

0.4
19
27

5.0
5.0

s.o

4.0
24

5.0

··- ·-· ··I 169 J

a/
21!!!! -

b/
mg/ml -

6.0

15

25

100

125
250

545
1,110

0.5
2.0

CEILING
a/
b/
mg/ml 22m -

Skin
Des lgnation

x
x
x
x

8.0
0.1"

....

1.0

3.0

50

125

--..

-··

-·~··--

-··

x
x
x
x

x

·--------
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TABLE 1 i LIMITS FOR AIR CONTAMINANTS
Per•lsslb le Eicposure Ll•lts (PEL)

HT/PEL
TABLEl.15

Substance

CAS !/
~

a/

TWA

STEL
b/
119/m3 -

pp• -

Ethylene oxide
75-21-8
1.0
(see WAC 296-62-07 353)
Ethyl ether
60-29-7
400
Ethyl formate
109-94-4
100
Ethylldln e chloride
(see l, 1-Dlchtor oethane)
Ethyl Iden• norbornen e
16219-75-3
Ethyl ••rcaptan
75-08-l
0.5
n-Ethyh1o rphol In•
100-74-3
5.0
Ethll sec-a•JI ketone
25
( -Hlhyl- -hephnon e)
Ethyl sit lcate
78-10-4
10
fena.lpho s
22224-92-0
Fensulfo thlon (Duanl t)
115-90-2
fenthlon
55-38-9
ferb&11
14484-154-l
Total dust
ferrovana dlum dist
l2G04-58-9
fluorides (as f)
Varies w/coq>e>und --fluorine
7782-41-4
0.1
fluorotrlc hloromet hane
75-69-4
(see Trlchloro fluoro Hthana)
Fonofos
944-22-9
formaldeh~de
50-00-0
1.0
(see WA 298-62-07540)
for•amlde
75-12-7
20
formic acid
64-18-6
5.0
Furfural
98-01-l
2.0
furfuryl alcohol
98-00-0
10
Gasol lne
8000-61-9
300
Genaanl 1111 tetrahydr l de
7782-65-2
0.2

HT/PEL
TADLEl .16

Substanc e

a/
PP• -

S/
b/
119/m3 -

CEILING
a/

ppll -

Skin
b/ Des lg119/113 ~

5.0

25

2.0
1,200
300

500

1,500

l.O
23
130

x

85
O.l
O.l
0.2

x
x

10
l.0
2.5
0.2

3.0
l,000

O.l
30
9.0
8.o
40
900
0.0

5,600

x

2.0
30

45

15
500

60
l,500

x
x

TADLE I: LIMITS FOR AIR CONTAMINllNTS
Permissi ble Exposure Limits (PEL)
Cl\S ~
Humber

Glass, fibrous or dust
Gluterald ehyde
111-l0-8
Glycerin mist
56-81-5
Total dust
Resplrab le fraction
Glycldol
556-52-5
(2, !-Epoxy- I- propanol )
Glycol monoethy l ether
(see 2-Ethoxy ethanol)
Grain dust (oat, wheat, barley)
Graphite , natural
7782-42-5
Resplrab le dust
Graphite , Syntheti c
Total dust
Resplrab le fraction
Guth Ion~
(see Azlnphos methyl)
Gypsum
13397-24 -5
Total dust
Resplrab le tract Ion
Hafnium
7440-58-6
Helium
Heptachl or
76-44-8
Heptane (n-heptan e)
142-82-5
2-Heptan one,
(see Methyl n-amyl ketone)
3-Heptan one
(see Ethyl butyl ketone)
Hexachlo robutadle ne
87-68-l
Hexachlo rocyclope ntadlene
77-47-4

c/
STEL -

Tl/A
a/
ppm -

b/
mg/ml -

a/

PP!!! -

b/
mg/ml -

CEILING
a/
(!pm -

b/
mg/ml -

0.2

0.8

Skin
Des lgnation

10
10

25

s.o

75

10
2.5
10

s.o
10
5.0

Simple

o.s

400

Asphyxla nt
0.5
l,600

0.02
0.01

0.24
O.l

! 110 I

500

2,000

x

x

---
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TABLE 1: LIMITS FOR AIR CONTAMINNITS
Permissible Exposure Limits (PEL)

HT/PEL
TADLEl.17

~
!!!!!!!!!!!:
CAS

Substance
Hexach I oroe thane
llexach I oronaph tha I ene
Hexafluoroac etone
Hexane
n-hexane
other Isomers
2-Hexanone
(Methyl-n-bu tyl ketone)

c/
STEL -

Tl/A
a/

67-72-1
13l5-B7-I
684-16-2

ppm -

mqtml -

1.0

10
0.2
0.7

0.1

ppm -

1,000

J,600

50

205

75

JOO.

so

300

0.1
Simple
0.5

0.1
Asphyxlant
5.0

1.0
0.05
10

t.4
0.2
14
2.0

0.5
10

3.0
45
0.1

0.6

10

Substance

ppm -

b/
mg/ml -

Skin
Des lgnation

4,7

5.0

15

21

25

125

3.0
5.0

10
7.0

3,0

2.5

x

x

x

1-I
LO

0.1

5.0

~

~

13463-40-6
Iron pentacarbony l (
Varies w/ciJmpound
Iron salts, soluble (as
123·92-2
lsoamyl acetate
J-Sl·l
lsoamyl alcohol
(primary and secondary)
lsobutyl Acetate
lsobutyl alcohol
lsooctyl a I coho I
78-59-1
lsophorone
4098·71·9
I sophorone d II socyana te
109-59-1
lsopropoxyeth anol
108-21-4
lsopropyl acetate
67-63-0
l~opropyl alcohol
75·ll·O
lsopropylaml ne
768-52-5
11-lsopropyla nl 1 lne
108-20-3
I sopropyl ether
4016·14·2
lsopropyl glycldyl ether (ICE)
Kaolin
Total dust
Resplrable fraction
463-51·4
Ketene
7439-92-1
Lead Inorganic (as Pb)
(see \/AC 296·62-07521 )
3687·31·8
Lead arsenate ·
(see \/AC 296·62-07347 )
7758-97-6
Lead chromate
1317-65-J
Limestone
Total dust
Resplrable fraction
58-89-9
Llndane

··-----

a/

x
x
x

TllDLE I: LIMITS FOR AIR CONTllHIHAHTS
Permissible Exposure Limits (PEL)
CAS

CEILING

b/
mg/ml -

a/

180
t,BOO
20

50
110-54-3
Varies w/compound 500
5.0
591-78-6

108-10-1 .
Hexone
(Methyl lsobutyl ketone)
100-84-9
sec-Hexyl acetate
107-41-5
Hexylene Glycol
302-01-2
Hydrazine
Hydrogen
61788-32-7
Hydrogenated terphenyls
10035-10-6
Hydrogen bromide
7647-01-0
Hydrogen chloride
74-90-8
Hydrogen cy1nlde
7664-39-J
Hydrogen fluoride
7722-84-1
Hydrogen peroxide
7783-0l-5
Hydrogen selenlde (as Se)
7783-06-4
Hydrogen Sul Ude
123-31·9
Hydroqulnone
4-Hydroxy-4-me thyl-2-pen tan one
(see Olacetone alcohol)
999-61-1
2-Hydroxyprop yl acrylate
95-13·6
tndene
7440·74-6
Indium and compounds (as In)
7553·56-2
Iodine
75-47-8
todoform
tron oxide dust and fume (as Fe) 1309-37·1
Total particulate

b/

c/

ppm -

b/
mg/ml -

ppm -

b/
mg/ml - .

0.1
•••
100
100

o.8
1.0
525
360

0.2

1.6

125

450

a/

700
150
270
23

a/.

0.5

1,050
240
10
5.0
0.9
0.15

a/

ppm -

b/
mg/ml -

5,0
0.02

Skin
Oeslg·

!!!lli!!

-----

1,185
1,ns
24
250
50

CEILING

STEL -

Tl/A

25

x
x

x

75

t.5

3.0

0.15

o.os
10
5.0

o.s

I 171 J

x
--~---

.~
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HT/PEL
TABLEl.18
Substance

CAS !/
~

TABLE 11. LIMITS FOR AIR CPftTAMIHAHTS
Perlilsslb l• Exposure ll•lts (PEL)
STEL SI
TWA
b/
a/
b/
a/
mg/1113 mg/a3 !!Ell l!E• -

13463-40-6
Iron pentacarbonyl (as Fe)
Iron salts, soluble (as Fe) Varies 11/coqiound
123-92-2
lsoamyl acetate
123-51-3
lsoamyi alcohol
(pr mary and secondary)
110-19-0
lsobutyl acetate
78-83-1
lsobutyl alcohol
26952-21-6
lsooctyl alcohol
78-59-1
lsophorone
4098-71-9
I sophoron1 dll socyanate
109-59-1
lsopropoxyethanol
108-21-4
lsopropyl acetate
67-63-0
lsopropyl alcohol
75-31-0
I sopropy I aa I ne
768-52-5
H-lsoprop ylanll lne
108-20-J
I sopropyl ether
(IGE)
4016-14-2
ether
lsopropyl glyctdyl
Kaolin
Total dust
Resp I rabl e fract Ion
463-51-4
Ketene
7439-92-1
lead lnor~anlc las Pbl
(see WA 296-6 -0752 )
3687-31-8
Lead arsenate
(see WAC 296-62-07347)
7758-97-6
lead chromate
1317-65-3
limestone
dust
Total
Resplrab le fraction
58-89-9
llndane

---- -·-- ·--- --..--...

l Ith I um hydride
L.P.G.
(llqulfle d petroleum gas)
Magnes I te
Total dust
Resplrab le fraction
Magnes tum ox Ide fume
Total particul ate
Mala th Ion
Total dust
Malelc anhydrid e
Manganese and compound (as Mn)
Manganese tetroxlde and fume
(as Hn)
Manganese cyclopen tadlenyl
trtcarbon yl (as Hn)
Manganese tetroxlde (as Hn)
Marble
Total dust
Resplrab le fraction
Mercury (aryl and Inorganic )
(as Hg)
Mercury (organo- alkyl compounds)
(as Hg)
Mercury (vapor) (as Hg)
Hesltyl oxide
Methacryl le acid
Methane
Methanet hlol
(see Methyl mercapta n)
Methomyl (lannate)
Methoxychlor
Total dust

0.8
1.0
525
360

150
50
50

700
150
270
2J
0.045
105
950
980
12
10
1,050
240

c.o

0.005
25
250
400
5.0
2.0
250

so

0.2

1.6

125

450

0.02
310
500
10

I, 185
I, 225
24

75

360

1.5

3.0

10
5.0
0.9
0.05

0.5

0.05
10
5.0
0.5

x

STEL

TWA

CAS ~
~

l!I!!!! -

b/
!!!!I/ml -

7580-67-8
68476-85-7

1,000

0.025
1,800

a/

546-93-0

a/

l!I!!!! -

L~

··-- S./
b/
mg/ml -

10

121-75-5

3.0

1.0

12079-65·1

0.1

1317·l5-7
1317-65-3

1.0

15
20
Simple

0.05
60
70
Asphyxlant

2.5

16752·77-5
72·4l·5

10

I 172 J

5.0

0.1
O.Ol

0.01

74l9-97-6

Skin
Destgnat Ion

x

10
5.0

7439-97-6

1!21! -

b/
!!!2/ml -

x

10
1.0

0.25

CEILING
a/

--- ·.
---

10
5.0

1309·48·4

74l9-97-6
141-79-7
79-41-4

x

0.05

TAOLE 1: LIMITS FOR AIR CONTAMINANTS
Pennlssl ble Exposure limits (PEL)

108-31-6
74l9·96· 5
7439-96-5

x
x

25

5.0

Ltrdl. Je.$ C. ~ tG.bU..,

HT/PEL
TAOLEl.19

Substanc e

0.1
--100
100

Skin
CEILIHO
b/ Des lga/
11g/m3
l!l!m !!!lli!!

25

:t

100

x
x
x
x

---
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TADLE I: LIMITS FOR AIR COHTAMIHllNTS
Permissible hposure Llml ts (PEL)

HT /PEL
TAOLEl.20
CAS

c/
STEL -

TllA

~

Substance

~

PP'." -

b/
mg/ml -

2-Methoxyethanol
(Methyl eel losolve)
4-Methoxyphenol
Methyl acetate
Methyl acetylene (propyr•)
He thy l ace tyl ene-propad l ene
mixture (MAPP)
Methyl acrylate
Methyl a cry l on ttr11 e
Methyl al (Olmethoxy-methane)
Methyl alcohol (methanol)
Methyl amine
Methyl amyl alcohol
(see Methyl tsobutyl carblnol)
Methyl n-amyl ketone
(2-Heptanone)
H-Methyl aniline
(see Monomethyl an11 lne)
Methyl bromide
Methyl butyl ketone
(see 2-Hexanone)
Methyl cellosolve
(see 2-Methoxyethanol)
Methyl cellosolve acetate
(2-Methoxyethyl acetate)
Methyl chloride
Methyl chlorororm
(I, I, 1-trlchloreth ane)
Methyl chloromethyl ether
(see llAC 296-62-07l)

109-86-4

5.0

16

200
1,ocio
1,000

5.0
610
1,650
1,800

a/

150-76-5
79-20-9
74-99-7

~;.

b/
mg/ml -

a/

ppm -

CEILING
a/

ppm -

Skin
b/ Des lgmg/ml .!!!lli!!

x

35
3.0
3,100
260
12

96-ll-l
126-98-7
109-87-5
67-56-1
74-89-5

10
1.0
1,000
200
10

110-43-0

50

2l5

74-8l-9

5.0

20

109-86-4

5.0

16

110-49-6

5.0

24

74-87-3
71-55-6

50
350

105
1,900

760

250

2,250

1,250

x
x
x

325

250

x
x
x
210
2,450

100
450

107-30-2

TAOLE 1: LIMITS FOR AIR CONTAMINANTS
Permissible Exposure Limits (PEL)

HT /PEL
TADLEl.21
CAS

~

TWA
a/

Substance

~

!!!!!!! -

Methyl 2-cyanoacryl ate
Hethylcyclohexane
He thyl eye I ohexano l
He thyl eye I ohexanone
Methyl cycl open tad l enyl
manganese trlcarbonyl (as Mn)
Methyl demeton
Methylene blsphenyl Isocyanate
(MDI)
4, 4'-Methylene bis
(2-chloroanl llne (MOOCA))
(see WAC 296-62-073)
Methylene bis
( 4-cyc l ohexyl Isocyanate)
Methylene chloride
4, 4-Methylene dlanlllne
Methyl ethyl ketone (MEK)
(see 2-Dutanone)
Methyl ethyl ketone peroxide
(MEl:P)
Methyl formate
5-Methyl-3-heptanone
(see Ethyl amyl ketone)
Methyl hydrazine
(see Monomethyl hydrazine)
Methyl Iodide
Methyl lsoamyl ketone
Methyl lsobutyl carblnol
Methyl lsobutyl ketone
(see Hexone)

137-05-3
108-87-2
25639-42-3
583-60-8
12108-13-3

2.0
400
50
50

b/
!!?j/ml 8.o
1,600
235
2l0
0.2

ppm -

b/
mg/m3 -

4.0

16

75

345

a/

0.5

8022-00-2
101-68-8
101-14-4

c/
STEL -

0.2

0.01
100
0.1

o.8

250

100

10
240
100

2.0
50
25

[ 173]

x
x
x
x

0.11

500

x

150

. 40

0.2

1.5

0.2

0.35

375

60-34-4
74-88-4
110-12-3
108-11-2

Skin
b/ Des lgmg/ml .!!!lli!!

0.22

0.02

1338-23-4
107-31-3

P!!!!! -

0.02

5124-30-1
75-09-2
101-77-9
78-93-3

CEILING
a/

165

x
x
x

WSR 91-11 -070
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HT /PEL
TABLEl.22
Substance
Methyl Isocyanate
Methyl lsopropyl ketone
Methyl mercaptan
Methyl methacrylate
Methyl parathion
Methyl propyl ketone
(see 2-Pentanone)
Methyl sl 1lcate
alpha-Methil styrene
Methylene lsphen~l
Isocyanate (MDI
Mevlnphos~ (see Phosdrln)
Metrlbuzln
Mica (see Silicat es)
Molybdenum (as Mo)
Soluble compounds
Insoluble compounds
Total dust
Monocrotophos (Azodrln9)
Monomethyl aniline
Mono~ethyl hydrazine
Morphollne
Haled
Naphtha (Coal tar)
Naphthalene
alpha -Naphthylamlne
(see WAC 296-62-073)
beta-Naehthylamlne
(see AC 296-62-073)

CAS !/
Nunt>er
624-81-9
563-80-4
74-93-1
80-62-6
298-00-0

0.02
200
0.5
100

0.05
705
1.0
410
0.2

684-84-5
98-83-9
101-68-8

1.0
50

6.0
240

21087-64-9

5.0

7439-98-7

5.0

6923-22-4
100-61-8

10
0.25
2.0

110-91-8
300-76-5
8030-30-6
91-20-3
134-32-7

Neon
Hickel carbonyl (as NI)
Hickle, (as HI)
Metal and Insoluble compounds
Soluble compounds
Nicotine
Nltrap irln (see 2-Chloro-6
trlc loromethyl pyridine)
Total dust
Resplrable fractio n
Nitric acid
Nitric oxide
p-Nltro anlllne
Nltrobenzene
4-Nltroblphenyl
(see WAC 296-62-073)
p-lll trochl orobenzene
4-Nltrodlphenyl
(see WAC 296-62-073)
Nltroethane
Nitrogen
Nitrogen dioxide
Nitrogen trifluo ride
Nitroglycerin
Hltromethane
1-Nltropropane
2-HI tropropane
N-Nltrosodlmethllamlne
(see WAC 296- 2-073)

0.5

70
3.0
400
50

20
lbO
10

Skin
CEILING
b/ Des lga/
!!!Jlfm3 - nation
l!l!m -

x

x
100

485

30

105

15

75

0.02

0.2

0.2

0.35

x
x
x
x

91-59-8

llT/PEL
TABLEl.23
Substance

TABLE 1: LIMITS FOR AIR CONTAMIW\NTS
Permissible Exposure Limits (PEL)
STEL ~J
1\IA
b/
a/
b/
a/
mg/ml ppm mg/ml ppm -

CAS !/
Nunt>er
7440-01-9
13463-39-3
7440-02-0

TADLE 1: LIMITS FOR AIR CONTAMINANTS
Permissible Exposure Limits (PEL)
STEL s_/
1\IA
b/
a/
b/
a/
mg/m3 ppm mg/ml ppm Asphyxlant
0.007

Simple
0.001

1.0
0.1
0.5

54-11-5
1929-82-4
7697-37-2
10102-43-9
100-01-6
98-95-3
92-93-3

10
5.0
5.0
30
3.0
5.0

2.0
25
1.0

x

4.0

10

x
x
x

0.5

100-00-5
79-24-3
7727-37-9
10102-44-0
7783-54-2
55-63-0
75-52-5
108-03-2
79-46-9
62-75-9

Skin
CEILING
b/ Des lga/
mg/ml - nation
ppm -

100
Simple

310
Asphyxlant

IO

29

100
25
10

250
90
35

[ 174]

1.0

1.8
0.1

x
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TABLE I: LIMITS FOR AIR CONTAMINANTS
Permissible Exposure Limits (PEL)

HT /PEL
TADLEI .24

Substance
Nltrotoluene:
o-lsomer
m-lsomer
p-lsomer
NI trot I rch 1oromethane
(see Chloroplcrln)
Nitrous Oxide
(Nitrogen oxide)
Nonane
Octachloronaphthalene
Octane
011 mlSt, mineral (particulate)
Osml1111 tetroxtde (as Os)
Oxalic acid
Oxygen dlfluortde

Ozone

Pararfln wax rume
Paraquat (Resptrable dust)

STEL £/

TWA

CAS ~
tlumber

a/ ...
ei!m -

!!!!]/ml

88-72-2
98-0B-2
99-99-0

2.0
2.0
2.D

II
II
II

10024-97-2

JO

54

111-84-2
22l4-ll-1
111-65-9
8012-95-1
20816-12-0
144-62-7
7783-41-7
10028-15-6
8002-74-2
4685-14-7
1910-42-5
2074-50-2
56-l8-2

200

1,050
0.1
1,450
5.0
0.002
1.0

JOO
0.0002
0.1

HT/PEL
TABLEl.25

a/
el!'! -

J!I.

.. CEILING
a/
eem -

b/
!!!!]/ml -

Skin

bl Des lg-

mg/ml -

nat Ion

x
x
x

x

O.l
1,800

l75

0.2
2.0
0.1

Parathion
Particulate polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons
(see coal tar pitch volatiles)
Particulates not other.tlse
regulated (see WAC 296-62-07510)
Total Oust
Resplrable Fraction
0.005
19624-22-7
Pentaborane
Penta ch I oronaphtha 1ene
1321-64-8
Penta ch I oropheno I···- -----·---8~·-··· -·-

Substance
Pentaerythrl tol
Total dust
Resptrable fraction
Pentane
2-Pentanone
(methyl propyl ketone)
Perchloroethylene
( tetrach I oroethyl ene)
Perchloromethyl mercaptan
Perchloryl rluorlde
Per II te
Total dust
Resptrable rractlon
Petroleum dist I 1lates
(Naptha)
Phenol
Phenothlaztne
p-Phenylene dlamlne
Phenyl ether (vapor)
Phenyl ether-dlphenyl
mixture (vapor)
Phenylethylene, (see Styrene)
Phenyl glyctdyl ether (PGE)
Phenyl hydrazine
Phenyl mercaptan
Phenyl phosphine
Phorate
Phosdrln (Hcvlnphosll)
Phosgene (carbonyl chloride)
Phosphine
Phosphoric acid
Phosphorus (yellow)

WSR 91-11-070

0.0006

0.006
2.0

o.J

0.6

0.05

0.1

x
x

0.1

ID

5.0
0.01

o.s
o.s

0.015

O.Ol

x

-----·-

x

TABLE 1: LIMITS FOR AIR CONTAMINANTS
Pennlsslble Exposure Limits (PEL)
CAS

!/

STEL £I

TWA
a/
ee!!! -

b/
!!!!I/ml -

a/
eem -

mg/ml -

109-66-0
107-87-9

600
200

10
5.0
1,800
700

750
250

2,250
875

127-18-4

25

170

594-42-l
7616-94-6

0.1
l.O

0.8
14

6.0

28

100

10
5.0
400

l!!!!!!!!!!

115·77·5

108-95-2
92-84-2
106-50-l
101-84-8

5.0

1.0
1.0

19
5.0
0,1
7.0
7.0

122-60-1
100-63-0
108-98-5
638-21-1
290-02-2

1.0
5.0
0.5

6.0
20
2.0

7706-J~-7

0.01
0.1
0.3

75-44-5
780l-51-2
7664-lB-2
7723-14-0

0.05
0.1
0.4
0.4
1.0
0.1

[ 175)

bl

CEILlllG
a/
eem -

b/
mg/ml -

Skin
Destg~

x

x

x

10

,--

0.03
1.0

x

45

0.2
0.3
1.0
3.0

0.05

0.25

x
x

WSR 91-11-070
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TAOLE I: LIMITS FOR AIR CONTAMINANTS
Permtsslble Exposure Ltmtts (PEL)

HT /PEL
TABLE! .26

Substance
Phosphorous oxychlorlde
Phosphorus pentachlorlde
Phosphorus pentasulflde
Phosphorus trlchlorlde
Phthallc anhydride
m-Phthalodlnltrlle
Plcloram
Total dust
Resplrable fraction
Plcrlc acid
Plndone (see Plval)
(2-Plvalyl-1, 3-lndandlone)
·p1pera1lne dlhydrochlorlde
Plval• (see Plndone)
Plaster of Paris
Total dust
Resplrable fraction
Platinum (as Pt)
Metal
Soluble salts
Polychloroblphenyls
(see Chlorodlphenyls)
Portland cement
Total dust
Resplrable fraction
Potassium hydroxide
Propane
Propargyl alcohol
beta-Prop lo lac tone
(see WAC 296-62-073)
~roplonlc acid

CAS ~
~
10025-87-3
10026-13-8
1314-80-3
7719-12-2
85-44-9
626-17-5
1918-02-1

Propoxur (8aygon)
n-Propyl acetate
n-Propyl alcohol
n-Propyl nl trata
Propylene
Propylene dichloride
(1, 2-Dlchloropropane)
Propyler.e glycol dlnttrate
Propylene glycol
monomethyl ether
Propylene !mine
Propylene oxide
Propyne, (see Methyl acetylene)
Pyrethru11
Pyridine
Qui none
ROX (See Cyclonlte)
Resorclnol
Rhodium (as Rh)
Insoluble compounds,
Metal fumes and dusts
Soluble compounds, salts
Ronnel
Rosin core solder, p{rolysls
products (as forma dehyda)
Rotenone
Rouge
Total dust
Resplrable fraction
Rubber so hent (naphtha)
Selenium compounds (as Se)

a/
EEm -

bl
mgtm3 -

0.1
0.1

0.6
1.0
1.0
1.5
6.0
5.0

0.2
1.0

142-64-3

x

10
5.0

1310-58-J
74-98-6
107-19-7
57-57-8

1,000
1.0

1,800
2.0

79-09-4

10

JO

2.0

x

TABLE 11 LIMITS FOR AIR COHTAMlllANTS
Perwlsslbl• Exposure Ll•lls (PEL)
STEL £/
Tl/A
bl
al
b/
a/
119/1113 !!1/•3 l!I!! !!!!• -

78-87-5

200
200
25
Simple
75

0.5
840
500
10S
Asphyxlant
350

6423-43-4

0.05

0.3

107-98-2
75-55-8
75-56-9

100
2.0
20

360
5.0
50

8003-34-7
110-86-1
106-51-4

5.0
0.1
10

5.0
15
0.4
1.5
45
0.1
0.001
10
0.1

299-84-3

5.0

83-79-4

10

8002-05-9
7782-49-2

3.0
3.0

1.0
0.002

65997-15-1

108-46-3
7440-16-6

0.5

Sk In
Des lgnation

CEllltlG
bl
a/
mg/m3 e2m -

10
5.0

7440-06-4

114-26-1
109-60-4
71-23-8
627-13-4

bl
mg/m3 -

s.o

--------26499-65-0

CAS !f
Humber

at
e2m -

10
5.0
0.1
0.1

88-89-1
83-26-1

HT/PEL
TABLEl.27
Substance

C/
STEL -

Tl/A

100

s.o

400
0.2

[ 176]

250
250
40

1,050
625
170

110

510

CEILING
a/

l!l!m -

Skin
bl Des lgnation
119/1113 -

x

x
150

540

20

90

x

x

Washington State Register, Issue 91-11
HT/PEL
TAOLEl.26
Substance
Selenium hexafluoride (as Se)
Sesone (see Crag herbicide)
Sllane (see Silicon
tetrahydrl de)
Silica, amorphous, precipitat ed
and gel
Silica, amorphous, dlatomaceous
earth, containing less than
l~ crystallin e silica
Total dust
Resplrable fraction
Silica, crystallln e
crlstobal lte (as quartz)
resplrable dust
Sll I ca, crys ta 111 ne
quartz (as quartz),
resplrable dust
Silica, crystallin e
trlpol I (as quartz),
resplrable dust
Sil lca, crystall lne
trldymlte (as quartz),
resplrable dust
Silica, fused, resplrable dust
Silicates (less than
1~ crystallin e silica:
Mica (Resplrable dust)
Soapstone, Total dust
Soapstone, Resplrable dust
Talc (containing asbestos):
use asbestos limit (see
WAC 296·62-07517)

WSR 91-11-07 0

TADLE I: LIMITS FOR AIR COtlTAMlllANTS
Permissible Exposure Limits (PEL)
CAS

!/

~

778J-79-1

al

Tl/A

ppm -

o.os

bl
mqtmJ -

6.0

61790-SJ-2

6.0

14464-46-1

6.0
J.O
0.05

14008-60-7

0.1 J!/

1Jl7-95-9

0.1

15466-32-J

0.05

60676-86-0

0 .1

12001-26-2

J.O

h'

6.0
3.0

TABLE 1: LIMITS FOR AIR CONTAMINANTS
Permissible Exposure Limits (PEL)
CAS

!/

Substance
~
Talc (containing no
14807-96-6
asbestos), Resplrable dust
Tremol 1te
(see I/AC 296-62-07517)
Sil Icon
7440-21-3
Total dust
Resplrable fraction
Sil Icon Carbide
409-21-2
Total dust
Resplrable fraction
Sil Icon tetrahydrlde
7803-62-5
Silver, metal dust and soluble 7440-22-4
compounds (a~)
Soapstone (see Silicates)
Sodium azlde
26628-22-8
~as HtW
as Ha 3)
Sodium blsulflte
7631-90-5
Sodlum-2,
4-dlchlorophenoxyethyl
sulfate (see Crai herbicide)
Sodium f Juoroaceta e
62-74-8
Sodium hydroxide
1310-73-2
Sodium metablsulflte
7681-57-4
starch
9005-25-8
Tota 1 dust
Resplrable fraction
Stlblne
7803-52-3
Stoddard solvent
8052-41-3
Strychnine
57-24-9
Styrene
100-42-5

CEILlllG
Skin
a/
b/ Oeslgppm mgtmJ - _!!!Ll.2!!

bl
mgtmJ -

ppm -

0.2

112926-00-0

HT /PEL
TABLEl.29

al

s_I

STEL

a/
ppm -

TWA

b/
!!19/m3 2.0

a/

ppm -

STEL

£1

b/
!!19/m3 -

CEILING

Skin

ppm -

b/
mg/ml -

R:ll8ii

0.1
0.1

0.3
0.3

x
x

al

10
5.0
10
5.0
7.0
0.01

5.0

5.0
0.05

0.15

5.0
10
5.0
0.5
525
0.15
215

0.1
100
50

I 177 I

100

425

2.0

x
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HT/PEL
TABLEl.30
Substa nce

CAS !f
Nuntier

Subtll lslns

9014-01-1

Sucros e
Total dust
Resplr able fractio n
Sulfot ep (see TEPP)
Sulfur dioxid e
Sul fur hexafl uorlde
Sulfur ic acid
Sulfur monoc hlorlde
Sulfur pentaf luorld e
Sulfur tetrafl uoride
Sulfur yl fluorid e
Sulpro fos
Systox (see Demetone)
2, 4, 5-T
Talc (see Sll lcates )
Tantalum
Metal and oxide dusts
TEDP (Sulfo tep)
Telluri um and compounds (as Te)
Telluri um hexafl uoride (as Te)
Temephos
Total dust
Resplr able fractio n
TEPP
Terphenyl s
1, 1, l, 2-Tetr achlor o-2,
2-dl fl uoroet hane
1, l, 2, 2-Tetr achlor o-1,
2-dl f 1uoroet hane

57-50-1

TABLE 1: LIMITS FOR AIR CONTAMINANTS
Permis sible Exposure Ll1lts (PEL)
STEL
TVA

7446-09-5
2551-62-4
7664-93-9
10025-67-9
5714-22-1
7783-60-0
2699-79-8
35400-43-2

81

bl
!!!!/•3 -

!!!!Ill -

l?E!!! -

!!!!Ill -

bl
!!!llfm3 -

10
5.0
2.0
1,000

5.0

5.0
6,000
1.0

5.0

20
1.0

10

10

7440-25-7

5.0

3689-24-5
13494-80-9
7783-80-4
3383-96-8

Skin
Des lg-

!!!lli!!

x

10
6.0
0.1
0.4

1.0
0.01
0.1

40

x

0.2

O. l

0.2

0.02

10

s.o

0.05

107-49 -3
26140-60-3
76-11- 0

0.004
500

4,170

76-12- 0

500

4, 170

o.s

c/
STEL -

TWA

CAS ~
Humber

ppm -

bl
1119/ml -

79-34- 5

l. 0

7.0

1335-8 8-Z
70-00- 2
109-99 -9
75-74- 1
3333-5 2-6
509-14 -8
7722-8 8-5
479-45 -8

a/

200

o.s

1.0

2.0
0,075
590
0.075
3.0
8.0
5.0
1.5

a/
ppm -

bl
mg/m3 -

x

5.0

TAOLE I; LIM! TS FOR AIR CONTAMINANTS
Permi ssible Exposure Limits (PEL)

'HT/PEL
TADLE!.31

1, l, 2, 2-Tetr achlor oP':.1 .• e
Tetrac hloroe thylen e
(see Perchl oroeth ylene)
Tetrac hlorom ethane
(see Carbon tetrac hlorid e)
Tetrac hloron aphhal ene
Tetrae thyl lead (as Pb)
Tetrah :1drofu an
Tetram ethyl lead (as Pb)
Tetram ethyl succln onltrl le
Tetran ltrome thane
Tetras odium pyroph osphat e
Tetryl (2, 4, 6-trln ttroph enylmethyl n I tramln e)
Tha 11 lum (solub le compounds)
(as Tl)
4, 4-Thlo bls
(6-ter t-buty l-m-cr esol)
Total dust
Resplr able fractio n
Thlog lycoll c acid
Thlony l chlori de
Thi rantl'
(see WAC 296-62 -07519 )

CEILING
a/

bl
!)Jl/m3 0.00006
(60 min. )j/

93-76- 5

Substa nce

S/

a/

FP111

CEILlllG
a/
-

b/
mg/m3 -

!!!lli!!

x

x
x
250

735

x

x
x
x

0.1

7440-2 8-0

Skin
Des lg-

96-69- 5

68-11- 1
7719-0 9-7
137-26 -8

7440-3 1-5
Tin (as Sn)
Inorga nic compounds (excep t oxides )
1-5
Tin, Organi c compounds (as Sn)· 7440-3
21651- 19-4
Tin Oxide (as Sn)
13463- 67-7
Titani um dioxid e
Total dust
108-88 -3
Toulen e

1.0

10
5.0
4.0

l. 0

5.0

x

5.0
2.0

x

0.1
2.0

100

10
375
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TAOLE I: LIMITS FOR AIR CONTAMINANTS
Permtsslbl e Exposure Llml ts (PEL)

HT/PEL
TAOLE1.J2

Substance
Toluene-2, 4-dllsocyanate (TOI)
m-Toluldlne
o-Toluldlne
p-Toluldlne
Toxaphene
(see Chlorinated camphene)
Tremollte (see Sii lcates)
Trlbutyl phosphate
Trichloroacetic acid
1, 2, 4-Trlchlorobenzene
1, 1, I-Trichloroethane
(see Methyl chloroform)
1, 1, Z-Trlchloroethane
Tr I ch loroethyl ene
Tri ch lorof I uoromethane
Tri ch loromethane
(see Chloroform)
Tr I ch loronaphtha I ene
I, 2, J-Trlchloropropan~
1, I, 2-Trlchloro-I, 2,
2-trl fl uoroethane
Trlcyclohexyl tin hydroxide
(see Cyhexatln)
Trlethylamlne
Tri fluorobromomethane
Trlmellltlc anhydride
Trlmethylamlne
Trlmethyl benzene
Trlmethyl phosphl te
2, 4, 6-Trlnltrophenol
(see Plcrlc acid)

:!:

CAS
Number

Ee!!! -

bl
mg/ml -

al
EE!!!! -

504-84-9
108-44-1
95-5l-4
106-49-0

o_,005
2.0
2.0
2.0

0.04
9.0
9.0
9.0

0.02

126-73-8
76-0l-9
120-82-1

0.2
1.0

2.5
7.0

79-00-5
79-01-6
75-69-4

10
50

2, 4, 6-Trlnltrophenylmethylnltramlne
(see Te try I)
2, 4, 6-Trlnltrotoluene (TNT)
Trlorthocresyl phosphate
Trlphenyl amine
Trlphenyl phosphate
Tungsten (as II)
Soluble compounds
I nso I ub I e compounds
Turpentine
Uranium (as U)
Soluble compounds
Insoluble compounds
n-Valeraldehyde
Vanadium (as V20~)
Resplrable dus and fume
Vegetable oil mist
Total dust
Resplrable fraction
Vinyl acetate
Vinyl benzene (see Styrene)
Vinyl bromide
Vinyl chloride
(see I/AC 296-62-07329)
Vinyl cyanld
(see Acrylonltrlle)
Vinyl cyclohexene dioxide
Vinyl toluene
Vinyl ldene chloride
(1, 1-0lch.l~roethylene)

45
270

IJZl-65-9
96-18-4
76-13-1

10
1,000

121-44-8
75-63-8
552-30-7
75-50-J
25551-IJ-7
IZl-45-9

10
1,000
0.005
10
25
2.0

cl

STEL -

bl
mg/ml -

CEILING

al

EEm -

b/
~/ml -

0.15

200

1,000

x
x
x

5.0

40

1,000

5,600

s.o

60
7,600

40
6, 100
0.04
24
125
10

1,250

x·
x

~ ,500

15

Skin
Des lgnation

60
36

15

TABLE I: LIMITS FOR AIR CONTAMINANTS
Permissible Exposure Limits (PEL)

HT /PEL
TAOLEl.JJ
Substance

al

Tl/A
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CAS

lf

~

a/
Ee!!! -

TWA

b/
mg/ml -

a/
Ee!!! -

c/
STEL -

b/
m~/ml -

o.s

118-96-7
78-J0-8
603-34-9
115-86-6
7440-JJ-7
100

110-62-J
1314-62-l

50

Skin
Des lg-

~

x
x

0.1
5.0
J.O

8006-64-2
7440-61-1

CEILlllG
a/
b/
mg/ml EEm -

1.0
5.0
560

J.O
10

0.05
0.2
175
0.05

0.6

10

s.o

106-05-1

10

593-60-2
75-01-4

5.0

20

106-87-6
25013-15-4
75-35-4

10
50
1.0

60
240
4.0

JO

l 179 J

20

60

x
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TABLE 1: LIMITS FOR AIR COUTAMHIAIHS
Permissible Exposure Limits (PEL)

Ill/PEL
TAIJLEl.34
CAS )_I

Substance

a/
EEm -

~

JOO
6032-32-4
VM & P llaphtha
61-61-2
llarfarln
Welding fumes !I
(total particulate)
Wood dust:
Nona I Jergen I c:
All soft woods and hard
woods except allergcnlcs
Allergenlcs: (e.g. cedar,
mahogany and teak)
100
l)J0-20-7
Xylenes(Xylol)
(o-, m-, p-lsomers)
14 77-55-0
m-Xylene alpha, alpha-dlamlne
2.0
1300-73-6
Xyl 1d1ne
7440-65-5
'Yttrium
7646-65-7
Zinc chloride fume
varies w/compound
Zinc chromate (as Cr03)
1314-13-2
Zinc oxide
Total dust
Resplrable fraction
1314-13-2
Zinc oxide fume
557-05-1
Zinc stearate
Total dust
Resplrable fraction
7440-67-2
Zirconium compounds (as Zr)
Notes:

a/

6/

cl

gl

T\IA

b/
mg/mJ l,JSO
0.1
5.0

E~m

400

b/
mg/m3 -

Skin
CEILUIG
b/ Des lga/
mg/m3 - !!illE..!!
EEm -

!,BOO

10

5.0
2.5
435

a/
-

cl
STEL -

150

10
1.0
1.0
0.05

655

0.1
2.0

10
5.0
5.0

10

10
5.0
5.0

10

x
x

0.1

Parts of vapor or gas per million parts of contaminated air by volume at 25°C and 760 rrrn. Hg. pressure (torr.).
Approximate milligrams of subtance per cubic meter of air.
Duration Is for 15 minutes, unless otherwise noted.
The f1nal benzene standard In \/AC 296-62-07523 applies to all occupat1onal exposures to benzene except some subsegments of Industry where exposures are consistently under the action level (1.e., distribution and sale of
fuels, sealed containers and pipelines, coke production, oil and gas drilling and production, natural gas processing, and the percentage exclusion for liquid mixtures).

HT/PEL
TABLEl.35
~I

fl

g/
)}/

Th1s 8-hour TWA applies to resp1rable dust as measured by a vertical elutrlator cotton dust sampler or
equivalent Instrument. The time-weighted average applies to the cotton waste processing operations of
waste recycling (sorting, blending, cleaning, and willowing) and garrettlng. See also \/AC 296-62-14533
for cotton dust limits applicable to other sectors.
As determined fr~ breathing-zone air SBIJllles •.
Total dust fr;·~tda for S111ca (as quartz) Is: 30 !!19/ml
\)'fOz+3
Both concentration and percent quartz for the appl 1cat1on of this 11m1t are to be determined from the fraction
passing a size-selector with the following characteristics:
ero ynam c
unit denslt ~m~e~~ Percent passing selector
90
75
50

2

2.5
3.5
5.0
10

25
0

containing less than 1% quartz If 1% quartz,
use quartz limit.
The measurements under this note refer to the
use of an AEC (now NRC) Instrument. The
resplrable fraction of coal dust Is determined with an MRE t9e figure corresponding
to that of 2.4 mo/m 1n the table for coal
dust Is 4.5 mg/ml.
Notes:

1/ The CAS number Is for Information only. Enforcement Is based on the substance name. For an entry covering more
than one metal compound measured as the metal, the CAS number for the metal Is given -- not CAS numbers for the
Individual compounds.

11

Compliance with the subtlllslns PEL Is assessed by saq>llng with a high volume sa111>ler (600-800 liters per minute)
for at least 60 minutes.

I 1so J
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TABLE 2
TRAHSITIOHAL LIHITS

HT/PEL
TABLEL 36

The transitional limits listed are In effect until Decentier 31, 1992. These
limits require the use of engineering controls, where feasible, the additional
protection lo achieve the more protective llmlts listed In Table 1 may be
achieved using protective control measures as set forth In WAC 296-62-07501(3).
Acce~talHe

PEL
Substance
Carbon di sulfide

j:!(!M

Carbon monoxide

50

Carbon tetrachloride

5.0

Chloroform (Trlchloromethane)

10

10

-----

Coal dust-res~lrable
(less than i 5102)
Cobalt metal, dust
and rume (as Co)
Ethylene dichloride
Ethyle~~

glycol dlnltrate ·

.

10

..

mg/ml

--55

--50

2.4
0.1

---

0.05 0.3

--- ---

Nitrogen dioxide

Cel Ing
Concentrat Ion
ppm mg/ml

----- ---

15

20

50

---

240

--- ----- --15
---

0.2

1.0

5.0

9.0

Nitroglycerin

0.05 0.5

0.2

2.0

Perchloroethylene (Tetrachloroethylene)

50

200

Styrene

100

---

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-20,
filed 1/11/90, effective 2/26/90)
WAC 296-62-07540
FORMALDEHYDE. (I)
Scope and application. This standard applies to all occupational exposures to formaldehyde, i.e., from formaldehyde gas, its solutions, and materials that release
formaldehyde.
(2) Definitions. For purposes of this standard, the following definitions shall apply:
(a) "Action level" means a concentration of 0.5 part
formaldehyde per million parts of air (0.5 ppm) calculated as ~n 8-hour time-weighted average (TWA)
concentration.
(b) "Approved" means approved by the director of the
department of labor and industries or his authorized
representative: PROVIDED, HOWEVER, That should
a provision of this chapter state that approval by an
agency or organization other than the department of labor and industries is required, such as Underwriters'
Laboratories or the Bureau of Mines, the provision of
WAC 296-24-006 shall apply.
( c) "Authorized person" means a person a pp roved or
assigned by the employer to perform a specific type of
duty or duties or to be at a specific location or locations
at the job site.
(d) "Director" means the director of the department
of labor and industries, or his designated representative.
(e) "Emergency" is any occurrence, such as but not
limited to equipment failure, rupture of containers, or
failure of control equipment that results in an uncontrolled release of a significant amount of formaldehyde.

-----

200

---

(f) "Employee exposure" means the exposure to airborne formaldehyde which would occur without corrections for protection provided by any respirator that is in
use.
(g) "Formaldehyde" means the chemical substance,
HCHO, Chemical Abstracts Service Registry No. 5000-0.
(3) Permissible exposure limit (PEL).
(_a) TWA: The em~loyer shall assure that no employee 1s exposed to an airborne concentration of formaldehyde which exceeds one part formaldehyde per million
parts of air ( 1 ppm) as an 8-hour TWA.
(b) Short term exposure limit (STEL): The employer
shall assure that no employee is exposed to an airborne
concentration of formaldehyde which exceeds two parts
formaldehyde per million parts of air (2 ppm) as a fifteen-minute STEL.
(4) Exposure monitoring.
(a) General.
_(i) Each employer who has a workplace covered by
this standard shall monitor employees to determine their
exposure to formaldehyde.
(ii) Exceptions.
(A) The employer need not initiate exposure monitoring unless there is a formaldehyde hazard as defined in
subsection (13) of this section or there are employee
health complaints possibly associated with formaldehyde
exposure.
(B) Where the employer documents, using objective
data, that the presence of formaldehyde or formaldehyde-releasing products in the workplace cannot result

I 1s1 I
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in airborne concentrations of formaldehyde that would
cause any employee to be exposed at or above the action
level or the STEL under foreseeable conditions of use,
the employer will not be required to measure employee
exposure to formaldehyde unless there are employee
health complaints possibly associated with formaldehyde
exposure.
(iii) When an employee's exposure is determined from
representative sampling, the measurements used shall be
representative of the employee's full shift or short-term
exposure to formaldehyde, as appropriate.
(iv) Representative samples for each job classification
in each work area shall be taken for each shift unless the
employer can document with objective data that exposure levels for a given job classification are equivalent
for different workshifts.
(b) Initial monitoring. The employer shall identify all
employees who may be exposed at or above the action
level or at or above the STEL and accurately determine
the exposure of each employee so identified.
(i) Unless the employer chooses to measure the exposure of each employee potentially exposed to formaldehyde, the employer shall develop a representative sampling strategy and measure sufficient exposures within
each job classification for each workshift to correctly
characterize and not underestimate the exposure of any
employee within each exposure group.
(ii) The initial monitoring process shall be repeated
each time there is a change in production, equipment,
process, personnel, or control measures which may result
in new or additional exposure to formaldehyde.
(c) Periodic monitoring.
(i) The employer shall periodically measure and accurately determine exposure to formaldehyde for employees shown by the initial monitoring to be exposed at or
above the action level or at or above the STEL.
(ii) If the last monitoring results reveal employee exposure at or above the action level, the employer shall
repeat monitoring of the employees at least every six
months.
(iii) If the last monitoring results reveal employee exposure at or above the STEL, the employer shall repeat
monitoring of the employees at least once a year under
worst conditions.
(d) Termination of monitoring. The employer may
discontinue periodic monitoring for employees if results
from two consecutive sampling periods taken at least
seven days apart show that employee exposure is below
the action level and the STEL. The results must be statistically representative and consistent with the employer's knowledge of the job and work operation.
(e) Accuracy of monitoring. Monitoring shall be accurate, at the ninety-five percent confidence level, to
within plus or minus twenty-five percent for airborne
concentrations of formaldehyde at the TWA and the
STEL and to within plus or minus thirty-five percent for
airborne concentrations of formaldehyde at the action
level.
(f) Employee notification of monitoring results. Within fifteen days of receiving the results of exposure monitoring conducted under this standard, the employer shall

notify the affected employees of these results. Notification shall be in writing, either by distributing copies of
the results to the employees or by posting the results. If
the employee exposure is over either PEL, the employer
shall develop and implement a written plan to reduce
employee exposure to or below both PELs, and give
written notice to employees. The written notice shall
contain a description of the corrective action being taken
by the employer to decrease exposure.
(g) Observation of monitoring.
(i) The employer shall provide affected employees or
their designated representatives an opportunity to observe any monitoring of employee exposure to formaldehyde required by this standard.
(ii) When observation of the monitoring of employee
exposure to formaldehyde requires entry into an area
where the use of protective clothing or equipment is required, the employer shall provide the clothing and
equipment to the observer, require the observer to use
such clothing and equipment, and assure that the observer complies with all other applicable safety and
health procedures.
(5) Regulated areas.
(a) The employer shall establish regulated areas
where the concentration of airborne formaldehyde exceeds either the TWA or the STEL and post all entrances and accessways with signs bearing the following
information:
DANGER
FORMALDEHYDE
IRRITANT AND POTENTIAL CANCER HAZARD
AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL ONLY

(b) The employer shall limit access to regulated areas
to authorized persons who have been trained to recognize the hazards of formaldehyde.
(c) An employer at a multi-employer worksite who
establishes a regulated area shall communicate the access restrictions and locations of these areas to other
employers with work operations at that worksite.
(6) Methods of compliance.
(a) Engineering controls and work practices. The employer shall institute engineering and work practice controls to reduce and maintain employee exposures to
formaldehyde at or below the TWA and the STEL.
(b) Exception. Whenever the employer has established
that feasible engineering and work practice controls
cannot reduce employee exposure to or below either of
the PELs, the employer shall apply these controls to reduce employee exposures to the extent feasible and shall
supplement them with respirators which satisfy this
standard.
(7) Respiratory protection.
(a) General. Where respiratory protection is required,
the employer shall provide the respirators at no cost to
the employee and shall assure that they are properly
used. The respirators shall comply with the requirements
of this standard and shall reduce the concentration of
formaldehyde inhaled by the employee to at or below
both the TWA and the STEL. Respirators shall be used
in the following circumstances:
I 1s21
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(i) During the interval necessary to install or implement feasible engineering and work practice controls;
(ii) In work operations, such as maintenance and repair activities or vessel cleaning, for which the employer
establishes that engineering and work practice controls
are not feasible;
(iii) In work situations where feasible engineering and
work practice controls are not yet sufficient to reduce
exposure to or below the PELs; and
(iv) In emergencies.
(b) Respirator selection.
(i) The appropriate respirators as specified in Table I
shall be selected from those approved by the Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) and by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) under the provisions of 30 CFR Part 11.
(ii) The employer shall make available a powered airpurifying respirator adequate to protect against formaldehyde exposure to any employee who experiences difficulty wearing a negative-pressure respirator to reduce
exposure to formaldehyde.
(c) Respirator usage.
(i) Whenever respirator use is required by this standard, the employer shall institute a respiratory protection program in accordance with WAC 296-62-07109,
296-62-07111, 296-62-07115, and 296-62-07117.
(ii) The employer shall perform either quantitative or
qualitative face fit tests in accordance with the procedures outlined in Appendix E at the time of initial fitting
and at least annually thereafter for all employees requir~d by this standard to wear negative-pressure
respirators.
(A) Respirators selected shall be from those exhibiting the best facepiece fit.
(B) No respirator shall be chosen that would potentially permit the employee to inhale formaldehyde at
concentrations in excess of either the TWA or the
STEL.
TABLE 1
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR RESPIRATORY
PROTECTION AGAINST FORMALDEHYDE
Condition of use
or formaldehyde
concentration (ppm)

1
Minimum respirator required

Up to 10 ppm ...................... Full facepiece with cartridges or canisters
specifically approved for protection
2
against formaldehyde •
Up to 100 ppm .................... Full-face mask with chin style or chest or
back mounted type industrial size canister
specifically approved for protection
against formaldehyde.
Type C supplied-air respirator pressure
demand or continuous flow type, with full
facepiece, hood, or helmet.
Above 100 ppm or unknown
apparatus
breathing
(emergencies) .............. ,... Self-contained
(SCBA) with positive-pressure full facepiece.
Combination supplied-air, full facepiece
positive-pressure respirator with auxiliary
self-contained air supply.
[ 183)
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TABLE 1
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR RESPIRATORY
PROTECTION AGAINST FORMALDEHYDE
Condition of use
or formaldehyde
concentration (ppm)

Minimum respirator required

1

Firefighting .......................... SCBA with positive-pressure in full facepiece.
Escape .................................. SCBA in demand or pressure demand
mode.
Full-face mask with chin style or front or
back mounted type industrial size canister
specifically approved for protection against
formaldehyde.
Respirators specified for use at higher concentrations may be used
at lower concentrations.
A half:--mask ~espirator with cartridges specifically approved for
protection against formaldehyde can be substituted for the full
facepiece respirator providing that effective gas-proof goggles are
provided and used in combination with the half-mask respirator.

(iii) Where air purifying chemical cartridge respirators are used, the cartridges shall be replaced after three
hours of use or at the end of the workshift, whichever is
sooner unless the cartridge contains a NIOSH-approved
end-of-service indicator to show when breakthrough
occurs.
(iv) Unless the canister contains a NIOSH-approved
end-of-service life indicator to show when breakthrough
occurs, canisters used in atmospheres up to I 0 ppm shall
be replaced every four hours and industrial sized canisters used in atmospheres up to 100 ppm shall be replaced every two hours or at the end of the workshift
'
whichever is sooner.
(v) Employers shall permit employees to leave the
work area to wash their faces and respirator facepieces
as needed to prevent skin irritation from respirator use.
(8) Protective equipment and clothing. Employers
shall comply with the provisions of WAC 296-24-07501
~nd 29~-24-078. When protective equipment or clothing
1s p~ov1ded under these provisions, the employer shall
provide these protective devices at no cost to the employee and assure that the employee wears them.
(a) Selection. The employer shall select protective
clothing and equipment based upon the form of formaldehyde to be encountered, the conditions of use, and the
hazard to be prevented.
(i) All contact of the eyes and skin with liquids containing one percent or more formaldehyde shall be prevented by the use of chemical protective clothing made
of material impervious to formaldehyde and the use of
other personal protective equipment, such as goggles and
face shields, as appropriate to the operation.
(ii) Contact with irritating or sensitizing materials
shall be prevented to the extent necessary to eliminate
the hazard.
(iii) Where a face shield is worn, chemical safety
goggles are also required if there is a danger of formaldehyde reaching the area of the eye.
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(iv) Full body protection shall be worn for entry into
areas where concentrations exceed I00 ppm and for
emergency reentry into areas of unknown concentration.
(b) Maintenance of protective equipment and
clothing.
(i) The employer shall assure that protective equipment and clothing that has become contaminated with
formaldehyde is cleaned or laundered before its reuse.
(ii) When ventilating formaldehyde-contaminated
clothing and equipment, the employer shall establish a
storage area so that employee exposure is minimized.
Containers for contaminated clothing and equipment
and storage areas shall have labels and signs containing
the following information:
DANGER
FORMALDEHYDE-CONTAMINAT ED (CLOTHING)
EQUIPMENT
AVOID INHALATION AND SKIN CONTACT

(iii) The employer shall assure that only persons
trained to recognize the hazards of formaldehyde remove
the contaminated material from the storage area for
purposes of cleaning, laundering, or disposal.
(iv) The employer shall assure that no employee takes
home equipment or clothing that is contaminated with
formaldehyde.
(v) The employer shall repair or replace all required
protective clothing and equipment for each affected employee as necessary to assure its effectiveness.
(vi) The employer shall inform any person who launders, cleans, or repairs such clothing or equipment of
formaldehyde's potentially harmful effects and of procedures to safely handle the clothing and equipment.
(9) Hygiene protection.
(a) The employer shall provide change rooms, as described in WAC 296-24-120 for employees who are required to change from work clothing into protective
clothing to prevent skin contact with formaldehyde.
(b) If employees' skin may become splashed with solutions containing one percent or greater formaldehyde,
for example because of equipment failure or improper
work practices, the employer shall provide conveniently
located quick drench showers and assure that affected
employees use these facilities immediately.
(c) If there is any possibility that an employee's eyes
may be splashed with solutions containing 0.1 percent or
greater formaldehyde, the employer shall provide acceptable eyewash facilities within the immediate work
area for emergency use.
(I 0) Housekeeping. For operations involving formaldehyde liquids or gas, the employer shall conduct a program to detect leaks and spills, including regular visual
inspections.
(a) Preventative maintenance of equipment, including
surveys for leaks, shall be undertaken at regular
intervals.
(b) In work areas where spillage may occur, the employer shall make provisions to contain the spill, to
decontaminate the work area, and to dispose of the
waste.
(c) The employer shall assure that all leaks are repaired and spills are cleaned promptly by employees

wearing suitable protective equipment and trained in
proper methods for cleanup and decontamination.
(d) Formaldehyde-contaminated waste and debris resulting from leaks or spills shall be placed for disposal in
sealed containers bearing a label warning of
formaldehyde's presence and of the hazards associated
with formaldehyde.
(I I) Emergencies. For each workplace where there is
the possibility of an emergency involving formaldehyde,
the employer shall assure appropriate procedures are
adopted to minimize injury and Joss of life. Appropriate
procedures shall be implemented in the event of an
emergency.
(I 2) Medical surveillance.
(a) Employees covered.
(i) The employer shall institute medical surveillance
programs for all employees exposed to formaldehyde at
concentrations at or exceeding the action level or exceeding the STEL.
(ii) The employer shall make medical surveillance
available for employees who develop signs and symptoms
of overexposure to formaldehyde and for all employees
exposed to formaldehyde in emergencies. When determining whether an employee may be experiencing signs
and symptoms of possible overexposure to formaldehyde,
the employer may rely on the evidence that signs and
symptoms associated with formaldehyde exposure will
occur only in exceptional circumstances when airborne
exposure is less than 0.1 ppm and when formaldehyde is
present in materials in concentrations less than 0. I
percent.
(b) Examination by a physician. All medical procedures, including administration of medical disease questionnaires, shall be performed by or under the supervision of a licensed physician and shall be provided without cost to the employee, without loss of pay, and at a
reasonable time and place.
(c) Medical disease questionnaire. The employer shall
make the following medical surveillance available to
employees prior to assignment to a job where formaldehyde exposure is at or above the action level or above the
STEL and annually thereafter. The employer shall also
make the following medical surveillance available
promptly upon determining that an employee is experiencing signs and symptoms indicative of possible overexposure to formaldehyde.
(i) Administration of a medical disease questionnaire,
such as in Appendix D, which is designed to elicit information on work history, smoking history, any evidence
of eye, nose, or throat irritation; chronic airway problems or hyperreactive airway disease; allergic skin conditions or dermatitis; and upper or lower respiratory
problems.
(ii) A determination by the physician, based on evaluation of the medical disease questionnaire, of whether a
medical examination is necessary for employees not required to wear respirators to reduce exposure to
formaldehyde.
(d) Medical examinations. Medical examinations shall
be given to any employee who the physician feels, based
on information in the medical disease questionnaire, may
be at increased risk from exposure to formaldehyde and
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at the time of initial assignment and at least annually
thereafter to all employees required to wear a respirator
to reduce exposure to formaldehyde. The medical examination shall include:
(i) A physical examination with emphasis on evidence
of irritation or sensitization of the skin and respiratory
system, shortness of breath, or irritation of the eyes.
(ii) Laboratory examinations for respirator wearers
consisting of baseline and annual pulmonary function
tests. As a minimum, these tests shall consist of forced
vital capacity (FVC), forced expiratory volume in one
second (FEVl), and forced expiratory flow (FEF).
(iii) Any other test which the examining physician
deems necessary to complete the written opinion.
(iv) Counseling of employees having medical conditions that would be directly or indirectly aggravated by
exposure to formaldehyde on the increased risk of impairment of their health.
(e) Examinations for employees exposed in an emergency. The employer shall make medical examinations
available as soon as possible to all employees who have
been exposed to formaldehyde in an emergency.
(i) The examination shall include a medical and work
history with emphasis on any evidence of upper or lower
respiratory problems, allergic conditions, skin reaction or
hypersensitivity, and any evidence of eye, nose, or throat
irritation.
(ii) Other examinations shall consist of those elements
considered appropriate by the examining physician.
(f) Information provided to the physician. The employer shall provide the following information to the examining physician:
(i) A copy of this standard and Appendices A, C, D,
and E;
(ii) A description of the affected employee's job duties
as they relate to the employee's exposure to
formaldehyde;
(iii) The representative exposure level for the
employee's job assignment;
(iv) Information concerning any personal protective
equipment and respiratory protection used or to be used
by the employee; and
(v) Information from previous medical examinations
of the affected employee within the control of the
employer.
(vi) In the event of a nonroutine examination because
of an emergency, the employer shall provide to the physician as soon as possible: A description of how the
emergency occurred and the exposure the victim may
have received.
(g) Physician's written opinion.
(i) For each examination required under this standard, the employer shall obtain a written opinion from
the examining physician. This written opinion shall contain the results of the medical examination except that it
shall not reveal specific findings or diagnoses unrelated
to occupational exposure to formaldehyde. The written
opinion shall include:
(A) The physician's opinion as to whether the employee has any medical condition that would place the
employee at an increased risk of material impairment of
health from exposure to formaldehyde;
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(B) Any recommended limitations on the employee's
exposure or changes in the use of personal protective
equipment, including respirators;
(C) A statement that the employee has been informed
by the physician of any medical conditions which would
be aggravated by exposure to formaldehyde, whether
these conditions may have resulted from past formaldehyde exposure or from exposure in an emergency, and
whether there is a need for further examination or
treatment.
(ii) The employer shall provide for retention of the
results of the medical examination and tests conducted
by the physician.
(iii) The employer shall provide a copy of the physician's written opinion to the affected employee within
fifteen days of its receipt.
( 13) Hazard communication.
(a) General. Notwithstanding any exemption granted
in WAC 296-62-05403 (6)(c) for wood products, each
employer who has a workplace covered by this standard
shall comply with the requirements of WAC 296-6205409 through 296-62-05419.
(i) For purposes of hazard communication, formaldehyde gas, all mixtures or solutions composed of greater
than 0.1 percent formaldehyde, and materials capable of
releasing formaldehyde into the air under any normal
condition of use at concentrations reaching or exceeding
0.1 ppm shall be considered a health hazard.
(ii) As a minimum, specific health hazards that the
employer shall address are: Cancer, irritation and sensitization of the skin and respiratory system, eye and
throat irritation, and acute toxicity.
(b) Manufacturers and importers who produce or import formaldehyde or formaldehyde-containing products
shall provide downstream employers using or handling
these products with an objective determination through
the required labels and MSDSs if these items may constitute a health hazard within the meaning of WAC
296-62-05407 under normal conditions of use.
(c) Labels.
(i) The employer shall assure that hazard warning labels complying with the requirements of WAC 296-6205411 are affixed to all containers where the presence of
formaldehyde constitutes a health hazard.
(ii) Information on labels. As a minimum, labels shall
identify the hazardous chemical; list the name and address of the responsible party; contain the information
"potential cancer hazard"; and appropriately warn of all
other hazards as defined in Part C (WAC 296-62-054
through 296-62-05425), Appendices A and B.
(iii) Substitute warning labels. The employer may use
warning labels required by other statutes, regulations, or
ordinances which impart the same information as the
warning statements required by this subitem.
(d) Material safety data sheets.
(i) Any employer who uses formaldehyde-containing
materials that constitute a health hazard as defined in
this standard shall comply with the requirements of
WAC 296-62-05413 with regard to the development
and updating of material safety data sheets.
(ii) Manufacturers, importers, and distributors of
formaldehyde containing materials that constitute a
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health hazard as defined in this standard shall assure
that material safety data sheets and updated information
are provided to all employers purchasing such materials
at the time of the initial shipment and at the time of the
first shipment after a material safety data sheet is
updated.
(14) Employee information and training.
(a) Employee training. Written materials for employee training shall be updated as soon as possible, but no
later than two months after the effective date of the
standard.
(b) Participation. The employer shall assure that all
employees who are assigned to workplaces where there is
a health hazard from formaldehyde participate in a
training program.
(c) Frequency.
(i) Employers shall provide employees with information and training on formaldehyde at the time of their
initial assignment and whenever a new hazard from
formaldehyde is introduced into their work area.
(ii) Employers shall provide such information and
training at least annually for all employees exposed to
formaldehyde concentrations at or above the action level
or the STEL.
(d) Training program. The training program shall be
conducted in a manner which the employee is able to
understand and shall include:
(i) A discussion of the contents of this regulation and
the contents of the material safety data sheet;
(ii) The purpose for and a description of the medical
surveillance program required by this standard,
including:
(A) A description of the potential health hazards associated with exposure to formaldehyde and a description of the signs and symptoms of exposure to
formaldehyde.
(B) Instructions to immediately report to the employer the development of any adverse signs or symptoms
that the employee suspects is attributable to formaldehyde exposure.
(iii) Description of operations in the work area where
formaldehyde is present and an explanation of the safe
work practices appropriate for limiting exposure to
formaldehyde in each job;
(iv) The purpose for, proper use of, and limitations of
personal protective clothing and equipment;
(v) Instructions for the handling of spills, emergencies, and clean-up procedures;
(vi) An explanation of the importance of engineering
and work practice controls for employee protection and
any necessary instruction in the use of these controls;
and
(vii) A review of emergency procedures including the
specific duties or assignments of each employee in the
event of an emergency.
(e) Access to training materials.
(i) The employer shall inform all affected employees
of the location of written training materials and shall
make these materials readily available, without cost, to
the affected employees.

(ii) The employer shall provide, upon request, all
training materials relating to the employee training program to the director of labor and industries, or his designated representative.
( 15) Recordkeeping.
(a) Exposure measurements. The employer shall establish and maintain an accurate record of all measurements taken to monitor employee exposure to formaldehyde. This record shall include:
(i) The date of measurement;
(ii) The operation being monitored;
(iii) The methods of sampling and analysis and evidence of their accuracy and precision;
(iv) The number, durations, time, and results of
samples taken;
(v) The types of protective devices worn; and
(vi) The names, job classifications, Social Security
numbers, and exposure estimates of the employees whose
exposures are represented by the actual monitoring
results.
(b) Exposure determinations. Where the employer has
determined that no monitoring is required under this
standard, the employer shall maintain a record of the
objective data relied upon to support the determination
that no employee is exposed to formaldehyde at or above
the action level.
(c) Medical surveillance. The employer shall establish
and maintain an accurate record for each employee subject to medical surveillance under this standard. This
record shall include:
(i) The name and Social Security number of the
employee;
(ii) The physician's written opinion;
(iii) A list of any employee health complaints that
may be related to exposure to formaldehyde; and
(iv) A copy of the medical examination results, including medical disease questionnaires and results of any
medical tests required by the standard or mandated by
the examining physician.
·
(d) Respirator fit testing.
(i) The employer shall establish and maintain accurate records for employees subject to negative-pressure
respirator fit testing required by this standard.
(ii) This record shall include:
(A) A copy of the protocol selected for respirator fit
testing;
(B) A copy of the results of any fit testing performed;
(C) The size and manufacturer of the types of respirators available for selection; and
(D) The date of the most recent fit testing, the name
and Social Security number of each tested employee,
and the respirator type and facepiece selected.
(e) Record retention. The employer shall retain records required by this standard for at least the following
periods:
(i) Exposure records and determinations shall be kept
for at least thirty years;
(ii) Medical records shall be kept for the duration of
employment plus thirty years; and
(iii) Respirator fit testing records shall be kept until
replaced by a more recent record.
(f) Availability of records.
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(i) Upon request, the employer shall make all records
maintained as a requirement of this standard available
for examination and copying to the director of labor and
industries, or his designated representative.
(ii) The employer shall make employee exposure records, including estimates made from representative
monitoring and available upon request for examination
and copying, to the subject employee, or former employee, and employee representatives in accordance with
WAC 296-62-052 through 296-62-05209 and 296-6205213 through 296-62-05217.
(iii) Employee medical records required by this standard shall be provided upon request for examination and
copying, to the subject employee, or former employee, or
to anyone having the specific written consent of the subject employee or former employee in accordance with
WAC 296-62-05201 through 296-62-05209, and 29662-05213 through 296-62-05217.
(16) Effective dates.
(a) Laboratories. This standard shall become effective
for anatomy, histology, and pathology laboratories thirty
days after the adoption date, except as noted in (b) of
this subsection. For all laboratories other than anatomy,
histology, and pathology, subsections (2) and (4)
through (15) of this section shall become effective on
September I, 1988, except as noted in (b) of this
subsection.
(b) Engineering and work practice controls. Engineering and work practice controls required by this standard
shall be implemented as soon as possible, but no later
than February 2, 1989.
(c) Employee training. Written materials for employee training shall be updated as soon as possible, but no
later than two months after the effective date of the
standard.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-20,
filed 1/11/90, effective 2/26/90)
APPENDIX B-SAMPWAC 296-62-07544
LING STRATEGY AND ANALYTICAL METHODS FOR FORMALDEHYDE . (I) To protect the
health of employees, exposure measurements must be
unbiased and representative of employee exposure. The
proper measurement of employee exposure requires more
than a token commitment on the part of the employer.
WISHA's mandatory requirements establish a baseline;
under the best of circumstances all questions regarding
employee exposure will be answered. Many employers,
however, will wish to conduct more extensive monitoring
before undertaking expensive commitments, such as engineering controls, to assure that the modifications are
truly necessary. The following sampling strategy, which
was developed at NIOSH by Nelson A. Leidel, Kenneth
A. Busch, and Jeremiah R. Lynch and described in
NIOSH publication No. 77-173 (Occupational Exposure Sampling Strategy Manual) will assist the employer
in developing a strategy for determining the exposure of
his or her employees.
(2) There is no one correct way to determine employee exposure. Obviously, measuring the exposure of every
employee exposed to formaldehyde will provide the most
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information on any given day. Where few employees are
exposed, this may be a practical solution. For most employers, however, use of the following strategy will give
just as much information at less cost.
(3) Exposure data collected on a single day will not
automatically guarantee the employer that his or her
workplace is always in compliance with the formaldehyde standard. This does not imply, however, that it is
impossible for an employer to be sure that his or her
worksite is in compliance with the standard. Indeed, a
properly designed sampling strategy showing that all
employees are exposed below the PELs, at least with a
ninety-five percent certainty, is compelling evidence that
the exposure limits are being achieved provided that
measurements are conducted using valid sampling strategy and approved analytical methods.
( 4) There are two PE Ls, the TWA concentration and
the STEL.
(a) Most employers will find that one of these two
limits is more critical in the control of their operations,
and WISHA expects that the employer will concentrate
monitoring efforts on the critical component.
(b) If the more difficult exposure is controlled, this
information, along with calculations to support the assumptions, should be adequate to show that the other
exposure limit is also being achieved.
(5) Sampling strategy.
(a) Determination of the need for exposure
measurements.
(b) The employer must determine whether employees
may be exposed to concentrations in excess of the action
level. This determination becomes the first step in an
employee exposure monitoring program that minimizes
employer sampling burdens while providing adequate
employee protection.
(c) If employees may be exposed above the action
level, the employer must measure exposure. Otherwise,
an objective determination that employee exposure is low
provides adequate evidence that exposure potential has
been examined.
(d) The employer should examine all available relevant information, e.g., insurance company and trade association data and information from .suppliers or exposure data collected from similar operations.
(e) The employer may also use previously-conducted
sampling including area monitoring. The employer must
make a determination relevant to each operation although this need not be on a separate piece of paper.
(f) If the employer can demonstrate conclusively that
no employee is exposed above the action level or the
STEL through the use of objective data, the employer
need proceed no further on employee exposure monitoring until such time that conditions have changed and the
determination is no longer valid.
(g) If the employer cannot determine that employee
exposure is less than the action level and the STEL, employee exposure monitoring will have to be conducted.
(6) Workplace material survey.
(a) The primary purpose of a survey of raw material
is to determine if formaldehyde is being used in the work
environment and if so, the conditions under which formaldehyde is being used.
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(b) The first step is to tabulate all situations where
formaldehyde is used in a manner such that it may be
released into the workplace atmosphere or contaminate
the skin. This information should be available through
analysis of company records and information on the
MSDSs available through provisions of this standard
and the hazard communication standard.
(c) If there is an indication from materials handling
records and accompanying MSDSs that formaldehyde is
being used in the following types of processes or work
operations, there may be a potential for releasing formaldehyde into the workplace atmosphere:
(i) Any operation that involves grinding, sanding,
sawing, cutting, crushing, screening, sieving, or any other manipulation of material that generates formaldehyde-bearing dust.
(ii) Any processes where there have been employee
complaints or symptoms indicative of exposure to
formaldehyde.
(iii) Any liquid or spray process involving
formaldehyde.
(iv) Any process that uses formaldehyde in preserved
tissue.
(v) Any process that involves the heating of a formaldehyde-bearing resin.
Processes and work operations that use formaldehyde
in these manners will probably require further investigation at the worksite to determine the extent of employee
monitoring that should be conducted.
(7) Workplace observations.
(a) To this point, the only intention has been to provide an indication as to the existence of potentially exposed employees. With this information, a visit to the
workplace is needed to observe work operations, to identify potential health hazards, and to determine whether
any employees may be exposed to hazardous concentrations of formaldehyde.
(b) In many circumstances, sources of formaldehyde
can be identified through the sense of smell. However,
this method of detection should be used with caution because of olfactory fatigue.
(c) Employee location in relation to source of formaldehyde is important in determining if an employee may
be significantly exposed to formaldehyde. In most instances, the closer a worker is to the source, the higher
the probability that a significant exposure will occur.
@ Other characteristics should be considered. Certain high temperature operations give rise to higher
evaporation rates. Locations of open doors and windows
provide natural ventilation that tend to dilute formaldehyde emissions. General room ventilation also provides a
measure of control.
(8) Calculation of potential exposure concentrations.
(a) By knowing the ventilation rate in a workplace
and the quantity of formaldehyde generated, the employer may be able to determine by calculation if the
PELs might be exceeded.
(b) To account for poor mixing of formaldehyde into
the entire room, locations of fans and proximity of employees to the work operation, the employer must include a safety factor.

(c) If an employee is relatively close to a source, particularly if he or she is located downwind, a safety factor
of one hundred may be necessary.
(d) For other situations, a factor of ten may be acceptable. If the employer can demonstrate through such
calculations that employee exposure does not exceed the
action level or the STEL, the employer may use this information as objective data to demonstrate compliance
with the standard.
(9) Sampling strategy.
(a) Once the employer determines that there is a possibility of substantial employee exposure to formaldehyde, the employer is obligated to measure employee
exposure.
(b) The next step is selection of a maximum risk employee. When there are different processes where employees may be exposed to formaldehyde, a maximum
risk employee should be selected for each work
operation.
(c) Selection of the maximum risk employee requires
professional judgment. The best procedure for selecting
the maximum risk employee is to observe employees and
select the person closest to the source of formaldehyde.
Employee mobility may affect this selection; e.g., if the
closest employee is mobile in his tasks, he may not be
the maximum risk employee. Air movement patterns and
differences in work habits will also affect selection of the
ma-ximum risk employee.
(d) When many employees perform essentially the
same task, a maximum risk employee cannot be selected.
In this circumstance, it is necessary to resort to random
sampling of the group of workers. The objective is to select a subgroup of adequate size so that there is a high
probability that the random sample will contain at least
one worker with high exposure if one exists. The number
of persons in the group influences the number that need
to be sampled to ensure that at least one individual from
the highest ten percent exposure group is contained in
the sample. For example, to have ninety percent confidence in the results, if the group size is ten, nine should
be sampled; for fifty, only eighteen need to be sampled.
(e) If measurement shows exposure to formaldehyde
at or above the action level or the STEL, the employer
needs to identify all other employees who may be exposed at or above the action level or STEL and measure
or otherwise accurately characterize the exposure of
these employees.
(f) Whether representative monitoring or random
sampling are conducted, the purpose remains the same
to determine if the exposure of any employee is above
the action level. If the exposure of the most exposed employee is less than the action level and the STEL, regardless of how the employee is identified, then it is reasonable to assume that measurements of exposure of the
other employees in that operation would be below the
action level and the STEL.
(10) Exposure measurements.
(a) There is no "best" measurement strategy for all
situations. Some elements to consider in developing a
strategy are:
(i) Availability and cost of sampling equipment;
(ii) Availability and cost of analytic facilities;
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(iii) Availability and cost of personnel to take
samples;
(iv) Location of employees and work operations;
(v) Intraday and interday variations in the process;
(vi) Precision and accuracy of sampling and analytic
methods; and
(vii) Number of samples needed.
(b) Samples taken for determining compliance with
the STEL differ from those that measure the TWA concentration in important ways. STEL samples are best
taken in a nonrandom fashion using all available knowledge relating to the area, the individual, and the process
to obtain samples during periods of maximum expected
concentrations. At least three measurements on a shift
are generally needed to spot gross errors or mistakes;
however, only the highest value represents the STEL.
(c) If an operation remains constant throughout the
workshift, a much greater number of samples would
need to be taken over the thirty-two discrete
nonoverlapping periods in an 8-hour workshift to verify
compliance with a STEL. If employee exposure is truly
uniform throughout the workshift, however, an employer
in compliance with the 1 ppm TWA would be in compliance with the 2 ppm STEL, and this determination
can probably be made using objective data.
(11) Need to repeat the monitoring strategy.
(a) Interday and intraday fluctuations in employee
exposure are mostly influenced by the physical processes
that generate formaldehyde and the work habits of the
employee. Hence, in-plant process variations influence
the employer's determination of whether or not additional controls need to be imposed. Measurements that
employee exposure is low on a day that is not representative of worst conditions may not provide sufficient information to determine whether or not additional engineering controls should be installed to achieve the PELs.
(b) The person responsible for conducting sampling
must be aware of systematic changes which will negate
the validity of the sampling results. Systematic changes
in formaldehyde exposure concentration for an employee
can occur due to:
(i) The employee changing patterns of movement in
the workplace;
(ii) Closing of plant doors and windows;
(iii) Changes in ventilation from season to season;
(iv) Decreases in ventilation efficiency or abrupt failure of engineering control equipment; and
(v) Changes in the production process or work habits
of the employee.
(c) Any of these changes, if they may result in additional exposure that reaches the next level of action (i.e.,
0.5 or 1.0 ppm as an 8-hour average or 2 ppm over fifteen minutes) require the employer to perform additional monitoring to reassess employee exposure.
(d) A number of methods are suitable for measuring
employee exposure to formaldehyde or for characterizing
emissions within the worksite. The preamble to this
standard describes soine methods that have been widely
used. or subjected to validation testing. A detailed analytical procedure derived from the WISHA Method
A.C.R.O. for acrolein and formaldehyde is presented
below for informational purposes.
[ 189)
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(e) Inclusion of WISHA's method in this appendix in
no way implies that it is the only acceptable way to
measure employee exposure to formaldehyde. Other
methods that are free from significant interferences and
that can determine formaldehyde at the permissible exposure limits within ± 25 percent of the "true" value at
the ninety-five percent confidence level are also acceptable. Where applicable, the method should also be capable of measuring formaldehyde at the action level to ±
35 percent of the "true" value with a ninety-five percent
confidence level. WISHA encourages employers to
choose methods that will be best for their individual
needs. The employer must exercise caution, however, in
choosing an appropriate method since some techniques
suffer from interferences that are likely to be present in
workplaces of certain industry sectors where formaldehyde is used.
(12) WISHA's analytical laboratory method.
A.C.R.O. (also use methods F.O.R.M. and F.0.R.M.
2 when applicable).
W Matrix: Air.
((fat)) ill Target concentration: 1 ppm (1.2 mg/m3).
((fb))) ill Procedures: Air samples are collected by
drawing known volumes of air through sampling tubes
containing XAD-2 adsorbent which have been coated
with 2-(hydroxymethyl) piperidine. The samples are
desorbed with toluene and then analyzed by gas chromatography using a nitrogen selective detector.
((ftj)) @ Recommended sampling rate and air volumes: 0.1 L/min and 24 L.
((fdt)) hl Reliable quantitation limit: 16 ppb (20 ug/
m3).
((ftj)) .ill Standard error of estimate at the target
concentration: 7.3%.
((ffl)) ifil Status of the method: A sampling and analytical method that has been subjected to the established evaluation procedures of the organic methods
evaluation branch.
((fBt)) ill Date: March, 1985.
((fa-7))@ General discussion.
((fi7)) W Background: The current WISHA method
for collecting acrolein vapor recommends the use of activated l 3X molecular sieves. The samples must be
stored in an ice bath during and after sampling and also
they must be analyzed within forty-eight hours of collection. The current WISH A method for collecting
formaldehyde vapor recommends the use of bubblers
containing ten percent methanol in water as the trapping
solution.
ill This work was undertaken to resolve the sample
stability problems associated with acrolein and also to
eliminate the need to use bubblers to sample formaldehyde. A goal of this work was to develop and/or to
evaluate a common sampling and analytical procedure
for acrolein and formaldehyde.
ill NIOSH has developed independent methodologies
for acrolein and formaldehyde which recommend the use
of reagent-coated adsorbent tubes to collect the aldehydes as stable derivatives. The formaldehyde sampling
tubes contain Chromosorb I 02 adsorbent coated with
N-benzylethanolamine (BEA) which reacts with formaldehyde vapor to form a stable oxazolidine compound.
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The acrolein sampling tubes contain XAD-2 adsorbent
coated with 2-(hydroxymethyl) piperidine (2-HMP)
which reacts with acrolein vapor to form a different,
stable oxazolidine derivative. Acrolein does not appear to
react with BEA to give a suitable reaction product.
Therefore, the formaldehyde procedure cannot provide a
common method for both aldehydes. However, formaldehyde does react with 2-HMP to form a very suitable
reaction product. It is the quantitative reaction of acrolein and formaldehyde with 2-HMP that provides the
basis for this evaluation.
@ This sampling and analytical procedure is very
similar to the method recommended by NIOSH for
acrolein. Some changes in the NIOSH methodology
were necessary to permit the simultaneous determination
of both aldehydes and also to accommodate WISHA
laboratory equipment and analytical techniques.
((fii7)) i!..±}_ Limit-defining parameters: The analyte
air concentrations reported in this method are based on
the recommended air volume for each analyte collected
separately and a desorption volume of 1 mL. The
amounts are presented as acrolein and/or formaldehyde,
even though the derivatives are the actual species
analyzed.
((f*t)) ill1 Detection limits of the analytical procedure: The detection limit of the analytical procedure was
386 pg per injection for formaldehyde. This was the
amount of analyte which gave a peak whose height was
about five times the height of the peak given by the residual formaldehyde derivative in a typical blank front
section of the recommended sampling tube.
((fB7)) i!&} Detection limits of the overall procedure:
The detection limits of the overall procedure were 482
ng per sample (16 ppb or 20 ug/m3 for formaldehyde).
This was the amount of analyte spiked on the sampling
device which allowed recoveries approximately equal to
the detection limit of the analytical procedure.
((teJ)) i.!.12 Reliable quantitation limits:
ill The reliable quantitation limit was 482 ng per
sample (16 ppb or 20 ug/m3) for formaldehyde. These
were the smallest amounts of analyte which could be
quantitated within the limits of a recovery of at least
seventy-five percent and a precision (± 1.96 SD) of ±
25% or better.
ill The reliable quantitation limit and detection limits
reported in the method are based upon optimization of
the instrument for the smallest possible amount of
analyte. When the target concentration of an analyte is
exceptionally higher than these limits, they may not be
attainable at the routine operating parameters.
((fBJ)) ill} Sensitivity: The sensitivity of the analytical procedure over concentration ranges representing
0.4 to 2 times the target concentration, based on the
recommended air volumes, was seven thousand five hundred eighty-nine area units per ug/mL for formaldehyde. This value was determined from the slope of the
calibration curve. The sensitivity may vary with the particular instrument used in the analysis.
((fEt)) @ Recovery: The recovery of formaldehyde
from samples used in an eighteen-day storage test remained above ninety-two percent when the samples were

stored at ambient temperature. These values were determined from regression lines which were calculated from
the storage data. The recovery of the analyte from the
collection device must be at least seventy-five percent
following storage.
((f"Ft)) .QQ1 Precision (analytical method only): The
pooled coefficient of variation obtained from replicate
determinations of analytical standards over the range of
0.4 to 2 times the target concentration was 0.0052 for
formaldehyde ((d)(C)(iii) of this subsection).
((f61)) .Q!2 Precision (overall procedure): The precision at the ninety-five percent confidence level for the
ambient temperature storage tests was ± 14.3% for
formaldehyde. These values each include an additional
±5% for sampling error. The overall procedure must
provide results at the target concentrations that are
±25% at the ninety-five percent confidence level.
((fttt)) @ Reproducibility: Samples collected from
controlled test atmospheres and a draft copy of this procedure were given to a chemist unassociated with this
evaluation. The formaldehyde samples were analyzed
following fifteen days storage. The average recovery was
96.3% and the standard deviation was 1.7%.
((fiiit)) Q1l Advantages:
((f*t)) ~ The sampling and analytical procedures
permit the simultaneous determination of acrolein and
formaldehyde.
((fB7)) ill Samples are stable following storage at
ambient temperature for at least eighteen days.
((fivt)) ~Disadvantages: None.
((fbt)) ill2. Sampling procedure.
((fit))~ Apparatus:
((f*t)) ill Samples are collected by use of a personal
sampling pump that can be calibrated to within ±5% of
the recommended 0.1 L/min sampling rate with the
sampling tube in line.
((fB7)) @ Samples are collected with laboratory
prepared sampling tubes. The sampling tube is constructed of silane treated glass and is about 8-cm long.
The ID is 4 mm and the OD is 6 mm. One end of the
tube is tapered so that a glass wool end plug will hold
the contents of the tube in place during sampling. The
other end of the sampling tube is open to its full 4-mm
ID to facilitate packing of the tube. Both ends of the
tube are fire-polished for safety. The tube is packed with
a 75-mg backup section, located nearest the tapered end
and a 150-mg sampling section of pretreated XAD-2
adsorbent which has been coated with 2-HMP. The two
sections of coated adsorbent are separated and retained
with small plugs of silanized glass wool. Following packing, the sampling tubes are sealed with two 7/32 inch
OD plastic and caps. Instructions for the pretreatment
and the coating of XAD-2 adsorbent are presented in
(d) of this subsection.
((f€t)) ill Sampling tubes, similar to those recommended in this method, are marketed by Supelco, Inc.
These tubes were not available when this work was initiated; therefore, they were not evaluated.
((fii7)) Q&l Reagents: None required.
((fiiit))@ Technique:
((f*t)) ~ Properly label the sampling tube before
sampling and then remove the plastic end caps.
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((fl»)) ill Attach the sampling tube to the pump using a section of flexible plastic tubing such that the
large, front section of the sampling tube is exposed directly to the atmosphere. Do not place any tubing ahead
of the sampling tube. The sampling tube should be attached in the worker's breathing zone in a vertical manner such that it does not impede work performance.
((f€t)) ~ After sampling for the appropriate time,
remove the sampling tube from the pump and then seal
the tube with plastic end caps.
((fBt)) @ Include at least one blank for each sampling set. The blank should be handled in the same manner as the samples with the exception that air is not
drawn through it.
((fEt)) ~ List any potential interferences on the
sample data sheet.
((f"t)) i1fil Breakthrough:
((f*})) ill Breakthrough was defined as the relative
amount of analyte found on a backup sample in relation
to the total amount of analyte collected on the sampling
train.
((fl»)) ill For formaldehyde collected from test atmospheres containing six times the PEL, the average five
percent breakthrough air volume was 41 L. The sampling rate was 0.1 L/min and the average mass of formaldehyde collected was 250 ug.
((fvt)) Q22. Desorption efficiency: No desorption efficiency corrections are necessary to compute air sample
results because analytical standards are prepared using
coated adsorbent. Desorption efficiencies were determined, however, to investigate the recoveries of the
analytes from the sampling device. The average recovery
over the range of 0.4 to 2 times the target concentration,
based on the recommended air volumes, was 96.2% for
formaldehyde. Desorption efficiencies were essentially
constant over the ranges studied.
((fvit)) D..Q1 Recommended air volume and sampling
rate:
((t*})) ill The recommended air volume for formaldehyde is 24 L.
((fl»)) ill The recommended sampling rate is 0.1 L/
min.
((fviit)) Q!l Interferences:
((t*})) ill Any collected substance that is capable of
reacting with 2-H MP and thereby depleting the
derivatizing agent is a potential interference. Chemicals
which contain a carbonyl group, such as acetone, may be
capable of reacting with 2-HMP.
(b) There are no other known interferences to the
sampling method.
((tvmt)) Q1l Safety precautions:
((t*})) ill Attach the sampling equipment to the
worker in such a manner that it will not interfere with
work performance or safety.
((fl»)) ill Follow all safety practices that apply to
the work area being sampled.
((ttj)) Ql2. Analytical procedure.
((fit)) ill Apparatus:
((t*})) .ill A gas chromatograph (GC), equipped with
a nitrogen selective detector. A Hewlett-Packard model
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5840A GC fitted with a nitrogen phosphorus flame ionization detector (NPD) was used for this evaluation. Injections were performed using a Hewlett-Packard model
7671A automatic sampler.
((fl»)) iill. A GC column capable of resolving the
analytes from any interference. A 6 ft x I /4 in OD
(2mm ID) glass GC column containing 10% UCON 50HB-5100 + 2% KOH on 80/100 mesh Chromosorb WA W was used for the evaluation. Injections were performed on-column.
((f€7)) (iii) Vials, glass 2-mL with Teflon-lined caps.
((fBt)) fitl Volumetric flasks, pipets, and syringes for
preparing standards, making dilutions, and performing
injections.
( ( fiit)) ill Reagen ts:
((t*})) .ill Toluene and dimethylformamide. Burdick
and Jackson solvents were used in this evaluation.
((fl»)) iill. Helium, hydrogen, and air, GC grade.
((f€t)) (iii) Formaldehyde, thirty-seven percent by
weight, in water. Aldrich Chemical, ACS Reagent
Grade formaldehyde was used in this evaluation.
(((D) Ambdite)) (iv) Amberlite XAD-2 adsorbent
coated with 2-(hydroxymethyl) piperidine (2-HMP),
10% by weight ((d) of this subsection).
((fEt)) M Desorbing solution with internal standard.
This solution was prepared by adding 20 uL of
dimethylformamide to 100 ml of toluene.
( (fiiit)) ~Standard preparation:
((t*})) .ill Formaldehyde: Prepare stock standards by
diluting known volumes of thirty-seven percent formaldehyde solution with methanol. A procedure to determine the formaldehyde content of these standards is
presented in (d) of this subsection. A standard containing 7.7 mg/ml formaldehyde was prepared by diluting
I ml of the thirty-seven percent reagent to 50 ml with
methanol.
((fBJ)) iill. It is recommended that analytical standards be prepared about sixteen hours before the air
samples are to be analyzed in order to ensure the complete reaction of the analytes with 2-H MP. However,
rate studies have shown the reaction to be greater than
ninety-five percent complete after four hours. Therefore,
one or two standards can be analyzed after this reduced
time if sample results are outside the concentration
range of the prepared standards.
((f€t)) .@il Place 150-mg portions of coated XAD-2
adsorbent, from the same lot number as used to collect
the air samples, into each of several glass 2-mL vials.
Seal each vial with a Teflon-lined cap.
((fet)) fitl Prepare fresh analytical standards each
day by injecting appropriate amounts of the diluted
analyte directly onto 150-mg portions of coated
adsorbent. It is permissible to inject both acrolein and
formaldehyde on the same adsorbent portion. Allow the
standards to stand at room temperature. A standard,
approximately the target levels, was prepared by injecting 11 uL of the acrolein and 12 uL of the formaldehyde stock standards onto a single coated XAD-2
adsorbent portion.
((fEt)) M Prepare a sufficient number of standards
to generate the calibration curves. Analytical standard
concentrations should bracket sample concentrations.
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Thus, if samples are not in the concentration range of
the prepared standards, additional standards must be
prepared to determine detector response.
(((Ft))~ Desorb the standards in the same manner
as the samples following the sixteen-hour reaction time.
((fivt))@ Sample preparation:
((f*t)) ill Transfer the 150-mg section of the sampling tube to a 2-ml vial. Place the 75-mg section in a
separate vial. If the glass wool plugs contain a significant
number of adsorbent beads, place them with the appropriate sampling tube section. Discard the glass wool
plugs if they do not contain a significant number of
adsorbent beads.
((fBt)) @ Add I ml of desorbing solution to each
vial.
((fet)) (iii) Seal the vials with Teflon-lined caps and
then allow them to desorb for one hour. Shake the vials
by hand with vigorous force several times during the
desorption time.
((tB})) ~ Save the used sampling tubes to be
cleaned and recycled.
((fry))~ Analysis:
((f*t)) ill GC conditions.
~ Column temperature:
W Bi-level temperature program.
ill First level: I00°C to 140°C at 4°C/min following
completion of the first level.
@ Second level: l 40°C to l 80°C at 20°C/min following completion of the first level.
ill Isothermal period: Hold column at l 80°C until
the recorder pen returns to baseline (usually about
twenty-five minutes after injection).
i£l Injector temperature: l 80°C.
@ Helium flow rate: 30 ml/min (detector response
will be reduced if nitrogen is substituted for helium carrier gas).
~ Injection volume: 51 0.8 uL.
ill GC column: Six-ft x I /4-in OD (2 mm ID) glass
GC column containing 10% UCON 50-HB5100NZG651+512% KOH on 80/100 Chromosorb WAW.
ifil NPD conditions:
ill Hydrogen flow rate: 3 ml/min.
@Air flow rate: 50 ml/min.
ill Detector temperature: 275 515JC.
((fBt)) ill Use a suitable method, such as electronic
integration, to measure detector response.
((fet)) @ Use an internal standard method to prepare the calibration curve with several standard solutions
of different concentrations. Prepare the calibration curve
daily. Program the integrator to report results in ug/ml.
((fD))) ilii2. Bracket sample concentrations with
standards.
((frit)) ~Interferences (analytical).
(A) Any compound with the same general retention
time as the analytes and which also gives a detector response is a potential interference. Possible interferences
should be reported to the laboratory with submitted
samples by the industrial hygienist.
(B) GC parameters (temperature, column, etc.), may
be changed to circumvent interferences.

(C) A useful means of structure designation is GC/
MS. It is recommended this procedure be used to confirm samples whenever possible.
(D) The coated adsorbent usually contains a very
small amount of residual formaldehyde derivative.
((tviit)) ill Calculations:
((f*t)) ill Results are obtained by use of calibration
curves. Calibration curves are prepared by plotting detector response against concentration for each standard.
The best line through the data points is determined by
curve fitting.
((fBt)) @ The concentration, in ug/ml, for a particular sample is determined by comparing its detector
response to the cali bra ti on curve. If either of the
analytes is found on the backup section, it is added to
the amount found on the front section. Blank corrections
should be performed before adding the results together.
((fet)) (iii) The acrolein and/or formaldehyde air
concentration can be expressed using the following
equation:
Mg/m3=(A)(B)/C.
where A=ug/mL from 3.7.2, B=desorption volume,
and C= L of air sampled.
No desorption efficiency corrections are required.
((fE»)) ~ The following equation can be used to
convert results in mg/m5 l 35 l to ppm.
ppm=(mg/m3)(24.45)/MW
where mg/m3=result from 3.7.3, 24.45=molar volume of an ideal gas at 760 mm Hg and 25 5151 C,
MW=molecular weight (Formaldehyde=30.0).
((fdt)) .ill Backup data. ((fit)) Backup data on detection limits, reliable quantitation limits, sensitivity and
precision of the analytical method, breakthrough,
desorption efficiency, storage, reproducibility, and generation of test atmospheres are available in OSHA Method 52, developed by the Organics Methods Evaluation
Branch, OSHA Analytical Laboratory, Salt Lake City,
Utah.
((fiit)) ill Procedure to coat XAD-2 adsorbent with
2-HMP:
((f*t)) ill Apparatus: Soxhlet extraction apparatus,
rotary evaporation apparatus, vacuum dessicator, 1-L
vacuum flask, 1-L round-bottomed evaporative flask, IL Erlenmeyer flask, 250-mL Buchner funnel with a
coarse fritted disc, etc.
((fBt))@ Reagents:
((ftt)) _®Methanol, isooctane, and toluene.
((fttt)) ill (Hydroxymethyl) piperidine.
((tttft)) i9 Amberlite XAD-2 nonionic polymeric
adsorbent, twenty to sixty mesh, Aldrich Chemical
XAD-2 was used in this evaluation.
((fet)) ill Procedure: Weigh 125 g of crude XAD-2
adsorbent into a 1-L Erlenmeyer flask. Add about 200
mL of water to the flask and then swirl the mixture to
wash the adsorbent. Discard any adsorbent that floats to
the top of the water and then filter the mixture using a
fritted Buchner funnel. Air dry the adsorbent for two
minutes. Transfer the adsorbent back to the Erlenmeyer
flask and then add about 200 mL of methanol to the
flask. Swirl and then filter the mixture as before. Transfer the washed adsorbent back to the Erlenmeyer flask
and then add about 200 mL of methanol to the flask.
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Swirl and then filter the mixture as before. Transfer the
washed adsorbent to a 1-L round-bottomed evaporative
flask, add 13 g of 2-H MP and then 200 mL of
methanol, swirl the mixture and then allow it to stand
for one hour. Remove the methanol at about 40°C and
reduced pressure using a rotary evaporation apparatus.
Transfer the coated adsorbent to a suitable container
and store it in a vacuum desiccator at room temperature
overnight. Transfer the coated adsorbent to a Soxhlet
extractor and then extract the material with toluene for
about twenty-four hours. Discard the contaminated toluene, add methanol in its place and then continue the
Soxhlet extraction for an additional four hours. Transfer
the adsorbent to a weighted 1-L round-bottom evaporative flask and remove the methanol using the rotary
evaporation apparatus. Determine the weight of the
adsorbent and then add an amount of 2-HMP, which is
ten percent by weight of the adsorbent. Add 200 mL of
methanol and then swirl the mixture. Allow the mixture
to stand for one hour. Remove the methanol by rotary
evaporation. Transfer the coated adsorbent to a suitable
container and store it in a vacuum dessicator until all
traces of solvents are gone. Typically, this will take two
to three days. The coated adsorbent should be protected
from contamination. XAD-2 adsorbent treated in this
manner will probably not contain residual acrolcin derivative. However, this adsorbent will often contain residual formaldehyde derivative levels of about 0.1 ug per
150 mg of adsorbent. If the blank values for a batch of
coated adsorbent are too high, then the batch should be
returned to the Soxhlet extractor, extracted with toluene
again and then recoated. This process can be repeated
until the desired blank levels are attained.
The coated adsorbent is now ready to be packed into
sampling tubes. The sampling tubes should be stored in
a scaled container to prevent contamination. Sampling
tubes should be stored in the dark at room temperature.
The sampling tubes should be segregated by coated
adsorbent lot number. A sufficient amount of each lot
number of coated adsorbent should be retained to prepare analytical standards for use with air samples from
that lot number.
((filit)) l!!!l A procedure to determine formaldehyde
by acid titration:
ill Standardize the 0.1 N HC I solution using sodium
carbonate and methyl orange indicator.
@ Place 50 mL of 0.1 M sodium sulfite and three
drops of thymophthalein indicator into a 250-mL
Erlenmeyer flask. Titrate the contents of the flask to a
colorless endpoint with 0.1 N HCI (usually one or two
drops is sufficient). Transfer 10 m L of the formaldehyde/methanol solution ((b)(iii)(A) of this subsection)
into the same flask and titrate the mixture with 0. I N
HCl, again, to a colorless endpoint. The formaldehyde
concentration of the standard may be calculated by the
following equation:
Formaldehyde, mg/mL

=

acid titer x acid normality x 30.0
mL of Sample

(iii) This method is based on the quantitative liberation of sodium hydroxide when formaldehyde reacts with
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sodium sulfite to form the formaldehyde-bisulfi te addition product. The volume of sample may be varied depending on the formaldehyde content but the solution to
be titrated must contain excess sodium sulfite. Formaldehyde solutions containing substantial amounts of acid
or base must be neutralized before analysis.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 73-3,
filed 5/7 /73)
WAC 296-62-09007 PRESSURE. ( 1) ((Work=
men)) Employees exposed to pressures above normal atmospheric pressure which may produce physiological injury shall adhere to decompression schedules or other
tables as are or may be adopted by the department of
labor and industries: for example, state of Washington
"safety standards for compressed air work" and "safety
({1egnlations fo1 scuba diving)) standards for commercial diving operations." The employer shall provide and
supervise the use of decompression equipment and
schedules in accordance with applicable requirements.
(2) If no specific requirements prevail for an unusual
condition, a plan based on the recommendations of professionally qualified advisors, experienced with hazards
associated with such exposures, shall be followed by both
the employer and employee.
AMEN DA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 73-3,
filed 5/7 /73)
WAC 296-62-11011
DESIGN AND OPERATION. Ventilation systems shall be designed and operated in such a manner that ( ( ~01 kmen)) employees will
not be subjected to excessive air velocities.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 73-3,
filed 5/7 /73)
WAC 296-62-14503 PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTRY INTO CONFINED SPACES.
( (Wo1 kme11)) Employees required to enter confined
spaces shall be protected from the hazards which may
result from the entry.
( 1) Management shall be responsible for procedures,
training, and planning for entry into confined spaces
which present a problem due to toxicity, flammability,
oxygen deficiency or excess, mechanical, electrical, corrosive or temperature hazard.
(2) Management shall develop, distribute and enforce
a written procedure which shall include planning, general precautions, procedures. evaluation of hazards, ventilation requirements, personal protection, isolation and
responsibilities.
(3) For each project or job, individuals who arc competent in the evaluation of hazards, precautions, first aid
and artificial respiration shall specifically be assigned.
All personnel shall be trained in the use of personal protective equipment required for the job assignment.
(4) Management shall instruct all involved employees
in the safe procedures to be followed.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 90-14,
filed 10/1/90, effective 11/15/90)
SURVEILMEDICAL
WAC 296-62-3050
LANCE. ( 1) General. Employers engaged in operations
specified in WAC 296-62-300 ( 1)(a) through ( d} and
not covered by WAC 296-62-300(2), exceptions; and
employers of employees specified in WAC 296-623112(9) shall institute a medical surveillance program in
accordance with this subsection.
(2) Employees covered. The medical surveillance pro~ram shall be instituted by the employer for the followmg employees:
(a) All employees who are or may be exposed to hazar~o~s substances or health hazards at or above the perm1ss1ble exposure limits or, if there is no permissible exposure limit, above the published exposure levels for
these substances, without regard to the use of respirators, for 30 days or more a year;
(b} All employees who wear a respirator for 30 days
or more a year or as required by WAC 296-62-071; and
(c) All employees who are injured, become ill or develop signs or symptoms due to possible overexposure
involving hazardous substances or health hazards from
an emergency response or hazardous waste operation;
and
(d) Members of HAZMAT teams.
(3) Frequency of medical examinations and consultations. Medical examinations and consultations shall be
made available by the employer to each employee covered under subsection ( l) of this section on the following
schedules:
(a) For employees covered under WAC ((296 62
-3+50)) 296-62-3050 (2)(a), (b), and (d):
(i) Prior to assignment;
(ii) At least once every twelve months for each employee covered unless the attending physician believes a
longer . interval (not greater than biennially) is
appropriate;
(iii) At termination of employment or reassignment to
an area where the employee would not be covered if the
employee has not had an examination within the last six
months;
(iv) As soon as possible upon notification by an employee that the employee has developed signs or symptoms indicating possible overexposure to hazardous sub~t~nces or health hazards, or that the employee has been
mJured or exposed above the permissible exposure limits
or published exposure levels in an emergency situation; '
. (v) At m.ore frequent. times, if the examining physician determines that an increased frequency of examination is medically necessary.
(b) For e?1ploy~es covered under subsection ((ft1))
ffi(c) of this section and for all employees including
those employees cove.re.d by WAC 296-62-300 (l)(e)
who may have been injured, received a health impairment, developed signs or symptoms which may have resulted from exposure to hazardous substances resulting
from an emergency incident, or exposed during an
emergency incident to hazardous substances at concentrations above the permissible exposure limits or the

publish~d exp~sure levels without the necessary personal
protective eqmpment being used:
(i) As soon as possible following the emergency incident or development of signs or symptoms;
(ii) ~t additional times, if the examining physician
determines that follow-up examinations or consultations
are medically necessary.
(4) Content of medical examinations and
consultations.
(a~ Med~cal exam.inations required by subsection (3)
of this section shall include a medical and work history
(or updated history if one is in the employee's file) with
special emphasis on symptoms related to the handling of
hazardous substances and health hazards, and to fitness
for duty including the ability to wear any required PPE
under conditions (i.e., temperature extremes) that may
be expected at the worksite.
(b) The content of medical examinations or consultat~ons made available to employees pursuant to this section sh~ll ?e d~termined by the examining physician.
Th~ gmdehnes in the Occupational Safety and Health
Guidance Manual for Hazardous Waste Site Activities
(See Appendix D, Reference #10) should be consulted.
(5) Examination by a physician and costs. All medical
examinations and procedures shall be performed by or
under the supervision of a licensed physician, preferably
one knowledgeable in occupational medicine, and shall
be provided without cost to the employee, without loss of
pay, and at a reasonable time and place.
(6) Information provided to the physician. The employer shall provide one copy of this standard and its
appendices to the examining physician, and in addition,
the following for each employee:
(a) A description of the employee's duties as they relate to the employee's exposures;
(b) The employee's exposure levels or anticipated exposure levels;
(c) A description of any personal protective equipment
used or to be used;
(d) Information from previous medical examinations
of the employee which is not readily available to the examining physician; and
(e) Information required in WAC 296-62-071
through 296-62-07121.
(7) Physician's written opinion.
(a) The employer shall obtain and furnish the employee with a copy of a written opinion from the examining physician containing the following:
(i) The physician's opinion as to whether the employee
has any detected medical conditions which would place
the employee at increased risk of material impairment of
the ~mployee's health from work in hazardous waste operat10ns or emergency response or from respirators use.
(ii) The physician's recommended limitations upon the
employees assigned work.
(iii) The results of the medical examination and tests
if requested by the employee.
(iv) A statement that the employee has been informed
by the physician of the results of the medical examination ~nd .any medical conditions which require further
examination or treatment.
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(b) The written opinion obtained by the employer
shall not reveal specific findings or diagnoses unrelated
to occupational exposures.
(8) Recordkeeping.
(a)-An accurate record of the medical surveillance required by this section shall be retained. This record shall
be retained for the period specified and meet the criteria
of Part B of chapter 296-62 WAC.
(b) The record required in (a) of this subsection shall
include at least the following information:
(i) The name and Social Security number of the
employee;
(ii) Physicians' written opinions, recommended limitations, and results of examinations and tests;
(iii) Any employee medical complaints related to exposure to hazardous substances;
(iv) A copy of the information provided to the examining physician by the employer, with the exception of
the standard and its appendices.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 89-21018, filed 10/10/89, effective 11/24/89)
WAC 296-62-3090 HANDLING DRUMS AND
CONTAINERS. (1) General.
(a) Hazardous substances and contaminated soils, liquids, and other residues shall be handled, transported,
labeled, and disposed of in accordance with this section.
(b) Drums and containers used during the clean-up
shall meet the appropriate DOT, OSHA, WISHA, and
EPA regulations for the wastes that they contain.
(c) When practical, drums and containers shall be inspected and their integrity shall be assured prior to being
moved. Drums or containers that cannot be inspected
before being moved because of storage conditions (i.e.,
buried beneath the earth, stacked behind other drums,
stacked several tiers high in a pile, etc.) shall be moved
to an accessible location and inspected prior to further
handling.
(d) Unlabeled drums and containers shall be considered to contain hazardous substances and handled accordingly until the contents are positively identified and
labeled.
(e) Site operations shall be organized to minimize the
amount of drum or container movement.
(f) Prior to movement of drums or containers, all employees exposed to the transfer operation shall be warned
of the potential hazards associated with the contents of
the drums or containers.
(g) United States Department of Transportation specified salvage drums or containers and suitable quantities
of proper absorbent shall be kept available and used in
areas where spills, leaks, or ruptures may occur.
(h) Where major spills may occur, a spill containment
program, which is part of the employer's safety and
health program required in WAC 296-62-30 I 0, shall be
implemented to contain and isolate the entire volume of
the hazardous substance being transferred.
(i) Drums and containers that cannot be moved without rupture, leakage, or spillage shall be emptied into a
sound container using a device classified for the material
being transferred.
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(j) A ground-penetrating system or other type of detection system or device shall be used to estimate the location and depth of buried drums or containers.
(k) Soil or covering material shall be removed with
caution to prevent drum or container rupture.
(I) Fire extinguishing equipment meeting the requirements of Part G of chapter 296-24 WAC shall be on
hand and ready for use to control incipient fires.
(2) Opening drums and containers. The following
procedures shall be followed in areas where drums or
containers are being opened:
(a) Where an airline respirator system is used, connections to the source of air supply shall be protected
from contamination and the entire system shall be protected from physical damage.
(b) Employees not actually involved in opening drums
or containers shall be kept a safe distance from the
drums or containers being opened.
(c) If employees must work near or adjacent to drums
or containers being opened, a suitable shield that does
not interfere with the work operation shall be placed between the employee and the drums or containers being
opened to protect the employee in case of accidental
explosion.
(d) Controls for drum or container opening equipment, monitoring equipment, and fire suppression equipment shall be located behind the explosion-resistant
barrier.
(e) When there is a reasonable possibility of flammable atmospheres being present, material handling equipment and hand tools shall be of the type to prevent
sources of ignition.
(f) Drums and containers shall be opened in such a
manner that excess interior pressure will be safely relieved. If pressure cannot be relieved from a remote location, appropriate shielding shall be placed between the
employee and the drums or containers to reduce the risk
of employee injury.
(g) Employees shall not stand upon or work from
drums or containers.
(3) Material handling equipment. Material handling
equipment used to transfer drums and containers shall
be selected, positioned, and operated to minimize sources
of ignition related to the equipment from igniting vapors
released from ruptured drums or containers.
( 4) Radioactive wastes. Drums and containers containing radioactive wastes shall not be handled until
such time as their hazard to employees is properly
assessed.
(5) Shock-sensitive wastes.
As a minimum, the following special precautions shall
be taken when drums and containers containing or suspected of containing shock-sensitive wastes are handled:
(a) All 'nonessential employees shall be evacuated
from the area of transfer.
(b) Material handling equipment shall be provided
with explosive containment devices or protective shields
to protect equipment operators from exploding
containers.
(c) An employee alarm system capable of being perceived above surrounding light and noise conditions shall
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be used to signal the commencement and completion of
.
explosive waste handling activities.
(d) Continuous communications (i.e., portable rad1?s,
hand signals, telephones, as appropriate) shall be ma1~
tained between the employee-in-charge of the immediate handling area and the site safety and health supervisor and/or command post until such .tim~ as th.e handling operation is completed. Communication equipment
or methods that could cause shock-sensitive materials to
.
explode shall not be used.
(e) Drums and containers under pressure, as ev1_denced by bulging or swelling, shall not be moved until
such time as the cause for excess pressure is determined
and appropriate containment procedures have been implemented to protect employees from explosive relief of
the drum.
(f) Drums and containers containing packaged laboratory wastes shall be considered to contain shock-sensitive or explosive materials until they have been
characterized.
Caution: Shipping of shock-sensitive wastes may be
prohibited under United States Departmen~ of '.ransportation regulations. Employers and their shippers
should refer to WAC 480-12-195.
(6) Laboratory waste packs. In addition to the requirements of subsection ( 4) of this se~ti?n, the. following precautions shall be taken, as a minimum, tn handling laboratory waste packs (lab packs):
(a) Lab packs shall be opened only when ?ecess~ry
and then only by an individual knowledgeable tn the inspection, classification, and segregation of the containers
within the pack according to the hazards of the was~es.
(b) If crystalline material is noted on any container,
the contents shall be handled as a shock-sensitive waste
until the contents are identified.
(7) Sampling of drum and container co~tents. Sampling of containers and drums s?all. be done tn acc?rdance
with a sampling procedure which 1s part of the site safety and health plan developed for and available to employees and others at the specific worksite.
(8) Shipping and transport.
(a) Drums and containers shall be identified and classified prior to packaging for shipment.
(b) Drum or container staging a~eas s.hall be kept. to
the minimum number necessary to 1dent1fy and classify
materials safely and prepare them for transport.
(c) Staging areas shall be provided with adequate access and egress routes.
(d) Bulking of hazardous wastes shall be permit.ted
only after a thorough characterization of the matenals
has been completed.
(9) Tank and vault procedures.
(a) Tanks and vaults containing hazardous substances
shall be handled in a manner similar to that for drums
and containers, taking into consideration the size of the
tank or vault.
(b) Appropriate tank or vault entry procedures as described in WAC 296-62-14503 and the employer's safety and health plan shall be followed whenever employees
must enter a tank or vault.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-20,
filed I/ 11 /90, effective 2/26 /90)
WAC 296-99-050 HOUSEKEEPING. (1) The
employer shall develop and implement a written housekeeping program that establishes the frequen~y and
method(s) determined best to reduce accumulations of
fugitive grain dust on ledges, floors, equipment, and other exposed surfaces.
(2) In addition, the housekeeping program for grain
elevators shall ( (1 eqni1 e that a special emphasis be made
with 1espeet to keeping)) address fugitive grain dust accumulations at priority housekeeping areas ( (f1 ee fI 0111
aeenmnlations of fogitive g1ai11 dnst)).
(a) Priority housekeeping areas shall include at least
.
the following:
(i) Floor areas within thirty-five feet (I 0. 7 m) of mside bucket elevators;
(ii) Floors of enclosed areas containing grinding
.
. .
equipment;
(iii) Floors of enclosed areas containing gram dryers
located inside the facility.
(b) ((Employe1s shall not pe1mit fugitive g1ain dnst to
acenmnlate i11 piiot ity honsekeepi11g at eas desct ibed in
(2)(a)(i), (ii), and (iii) of thi~ section.)) The employer
shall immediately remove any fugitive grain dust accumulations whenever they exceed one-eighth inch (.32
cm) at priority housekeeping areas, pursuant to the
housekeeping program, or shall demonstrate and assure,
through the development and ifl'.plementation ~f t~e
housekeeping program, that egmvalent protection 1s
provided.
(3) The use of compressed air to blow dust from ledges, walls, and other areas shall only be permitted when
all machinery that presents an ignition source in the area
is shut-down, and all other known potential ignition
sources in the area are removed or controlled.
( 4) Grain and product spills shall not be considered
fugitive grain dust accumulations. However, the housekeeping program shall address the procedures for removing such spills from the work area.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89--03,
filed 5/15/89, effective 6/30/89)
WAC 296-155-205 HEAD PROTECTION. (I)
All employees on any construction site shall be provided
an individual hard hat which meets all requirements of
(a) and (b) of this subsection. Employers shall provide
individual hard hats at no cost to the employees.
(a) Hard hats for the protection of employees against
impact and/or penetration of falling and flying objects
shall meet the specifications contained in American National Standards Institute, Z89. I-I 969, Safety Requirements for Industrial Head Protection.
(b) Hard hats for the head protection of employees
exposed to high voltage electrical shock and burns shall
meet the specifications contained in American National
Standards Institute, Z89 .2-1971.
(2) All employees must have their individual hard
hats on site and readily available at all times.
(3) All employees shall wear a hard hat on any construction site whenever there is a potential exposure to
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danger of flying or falling objects to persons working or
occupying the area.
Note:

The hard hat may be removed whenever there is no potential
exposure to a hazard.

(4) ((Employeis of membeis of the Old Oidei Amish
the Sikh Dha1 ma Bi othei hood will uot be cited foi
the failn1 e to p1 ov ide head pi otectio11 aud to 1eqaii e
these employees to wea1 head pi otectiou pi ovided these
employee [employees] have so notified theii employei of
theii i cligions objection to the wea1 ing of ha1d hats, in
WI iting.
ffl)) Employees working on asphalt paving crews
when they are exposed to extreme temperatures from hot
mix and when they are not exposed to falling objects
need not wear protective hard hats. Flaggers working in
conjunction with asphalt paving operations shall wear
protective hard hats.
((f67)) ill Caps with metal buttons or metal visors
shall not be worn around electrical hazards.
((ffl)) ill Employees working near moving machinery or in locations which present a hair-catching or fire
hazard shall wear caps, nets or other head and face protection that will completely contain the hair.
01

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 86-14,
filed 1/21 /86)
WAC 296-155-363 SAFETY REQUIREMENTS
FOR POWDER ACTUATED FASTENING SYSTEMS, IN ACCORDANCE WITH ANSI AI0.3((+97-1-)) 1985, SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR
POWDER ACTUATED FASTENING SYSTEMS.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-03,
filed 5/15/89, effective 6/30/89)
WAC 296-155-36313 OPERATION. (I) Acceptable tools. Only tools meeting the requirements of this
standard shall be used.
(2) Qualified operators. Only qualified operators shall
operate tools.
(3) Use lowest velocity. The lowest velocity class of
tool that will properly set the fastener shall be used.
( 4) Operating limitations. Tools shall be operated in
strict accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.
(5) Personal protection. Eye or face protection, or
both, shall be worn by operators, assistants, and adjacent
personnel when tool is in use. Hearing protection shall
be used when making fastenings in confined areas.
(6) Daily inspections. Each day, prior to use, the operator shall inspect the tool to determine that it is in
proper working condition in accordance with the testing
methods recommended by the manufacturer of the tool.
(7) Defective tools. Any tool found not to be in proper
working condition shall be immediately removed from
service and tagged 11 DEFECTIVE 11 ; it shall not be used until it has been properly repaired in accordance with the
manufacturer's instructions.
(8) Proper accessories. The proper shield, fixture,
adapter, or accessory, suited for the application, as recommended and supplied by the manufacturer, shall be
used.
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(9) Proper loads and fasteners. Only those types of
fasteners and power loads recommended by the tool
manufacturer for a particular tool, or those providing
the same level of safety and performance, shall be used.
{IO) Questionable material. Before fastening into any
questionable material, the operator shall determine its
suitability by using a fastener as a center punch. If the
fastener point does not easily penetrate, is not blunted,
and does not fracture the material, initial test fastenings
shall then be made in accordance with the tool manufacturer's recommendations. (See WAC 296-15536315(3).)
{I I) Tool safety. No tool shall be loaded unless it is
being prepared for immediate use. If the work is interrupted after loading, the tool shall be unloaded at once.
( 12) Powder actuated magazine or clip-fed tools are
not considered loaded unless a power load is actually in
the ram (firing chamber), even though the magazine or
clip is inserted in the tool. If work is interrupted, the firing chamber shall be cleared and the magazine or clip
removed.
( 13) Pointing tools. Tools shall not be loaded until just
prior to the intended firing time. Neither loaded nor
empty tools are to be pointed at any person; hands shall
be kept clear of the open barrel end.
( 14) Tool perpendicular to work. The tool shall always
be held perpendicular to the work surface when fastening into any material, except for specific applications
recommended by the tool manufacturer.
( 15) Misfires. In the event of a misfire, the operator
shall hold the tool firmly against the work surface for a
period of thirty seconds and then follow the explicit instructions set forth in the manufacturer's instructions.
( 16) Different power levels. Power loads of different
power levels and types shall be kept in separate compartments or containers.
(17) Signs. A sign, at least 20 x 25 cm (8 x 10 in),
using boldface type no less than 2.5 cm (I in) in height,
shall be posted in plain sight on all construction projects
where tools are used. The sign shall bear wording similar
to the following: II POWDER ACTUATED TOOL IN USE. II
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 74-26,
filed 5/7 /74, effective 6/6/74)
WAC 296-155-375
JACKS-LEVER
AND
RATCHET, SCREW, AND HYDRAULIC. ((ffl))
General requirements.
((fat)) ill The manufacturer's rated capacity shall be
legibly marked on all jacks and this capacity shall not be
exceeded.
((fbt)) ill All jacks shall have a positive stop to prevent over-travel.
( ( ftj)) ill Specially designed jacks constructed for
specific purposes shall meet the approval of the division
of Industrial Safety and Health before being placed in
service.
((fdt)) ill Control parts shall be so designed that the
operator will not be subjected to hazard.
(((2) Lift slab consli actiou.
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(a) Ilydiaulie jacks used i11 lift slab eonsh action shall
have a safety device which will cause the jacks to supp01 t the load i11 a11y position in the eve11t the jack
malfunctions.
(b) If lift slabs ate automatically conli oiled, a de\' ice
shall be i11stalled whi eh will stop the operation whe11 the
l /2 i11ch leveling tolerance is exceeded.
(3) Blocki11g. Whe11 it is necessary, to provide a firm
foundation, the base of the jack shall be blocked 01
et ibbed. Where there is a possibility of slippage of the
metal cap of the jack, a wood block shall be placed between the cap and the load.))
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-20,
filed 1/11/90, effective 2/26/90)
WAC 296-155-675
SCOPE, APPLICATION,
AND DEFINITIONS APPLICABLE TO THIS
PART. (I) Scope and application. This subpart sets
forth requirements to protect all construction employees
from the hazards associated with concrete and masonry
construction operations performed in workplaces covered
under chapter 296-155 WAC.
(2) Definitions applicable to this part.
(a) "Bull float" means a tool used to spread out and
smooth the concrete.
(b) "Form work" means the total system of support for
freshly placed or partially cured concrete, including the
mold or sheeting (form) that is in contact with the concrete as well as all supporting members including shores,
reshores, hardware, braces, and related hardware.
(c) "Jacking operation" means the task of lifting a
slab (or group of slabs) vertically from one location to
another (e.g., from the casting location to a temporary
(parked) location, or from a temporary location to another temporary location, or to its final location in the
structure), during the construction of a building/structure where the lift-slab process is being used.
@ "Lift slab" means a method of concrete construction in which floor and roof slabs are cast on or at
ground level and, using jacks, lifted into position.
(((d})) ~ "Limited access zone" means an area
alongside a masonry wall, which is under construction,
and which is clearly demarcated to limit access by
employees.
( ( ttj)) ill "Precast concrete" means concrete members (such as walls, panels, slabs, columns, and beams)
which have been formed, cast, and cured prior to final
placement in a structure.
((ffl)) i.fil "Reshoring" means the construction operation in which shoring equipment (also called reshores or
reshoring equipment) is placed, as the original forms and
shores are removed, in order to support partially cured
concrete and construction loads.
((tg))) ill "Shore" means a supporting member that
resists a compressive force imposed by a load.
((fht)) ill "Vertical slip forms" means forms which
are jacked vertically during the placement of concrete.
((tit)) ill "Guy" means a line that steadies a high
piece or structure by pulling against an off-center load.

AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-20,
filed 1/11/90, effective 2/26/90)
WAC 296-155-694
REQUIREMENTS
FOR
LIFT-SLAB CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS.
(( (I) Gener al. The safety 1equit eme11ts and 1eeommen
dations in this section apply specifically to lift slab constr action opet atio11s.
(2) Design and planning. Lift slab opet ations shall be
desig11ed and pla1111ed by a qualified pt ofessional e11ginee1 01 aichitect. Such plans and designs shall include
detailed instr actions and sketches indicating the prescribed method of et ection.
(3) Jacking equipment.
(a) Jacking equipme11t shall not be loaded beyo11d its
safe working capacity, a11d then threaded rods and other
members that transmit loads to the jacks shall have a
minimum safety factor of 2.5. Jacking equipment used
in lift slab oper atio11s shall meet the er itet ia in (a)
through (d) of this subsection. (Note. ANSI has i11tCJ pr eted this pt O\l ision to mean that the safety factor of
2.5 must be met fot all jacking components such as
jacks, tht eaded 1ods, lifting nuts, lifting a11gles, as well
as shear heads, columns and footings.)
(b) Jacks shall be so designed a11d installed so that
they will 11ot eonti11ue to lift when overloaded.
(e) Jacks shall be installed with a safety device whieh
will enable them to continue to support the load in any
position should the jack malfunction and lose its lifting
a-bitity:
(d) The maximum number of manually=contt oiled
jacks 011 one slab shall be limited to 14, and in 110 C\lent
should the number be too gt eat to pet mit the opet a tor to
mai11tai11 the slab level within specified tolet a11ces.
(4) U11ifo1 m lifting. Jaeki11g ope1 ations shall be
syneht onized in such a man11e1 as to insure even a11d
uniform lifti11g of the slab. Dur i11g lifting, all points of
the slab suppot t shall be kept withi11 one half inch of
that 11eeded to maintain the slab in a level position. If
leveling is automatically eo11ttolled, a device shall be installed whi eh will stop the operation when the 011e half
inch tolerance is exceeded or when there is a malfune
tion i11 the jacking system. If level is maintained by
manual conh ols, such controls shall be located in a centt al location and attended by a tr ai11ed ope1 a tor while
lifti11g is in pt ogt ess.
(5) Falling hazat d. No one shall be pet mitted under
the slab during jacking operations. (Note. Af'~BI has i11•
te1p1eted this provision as follows. "No one is permitted
in the building dat i11g jacking opet ations except those
employees 1equired for the jacking opet at ion and to se
cat e slabs.)))(1) Lift-slab operations shall be designed
and planned by a registered professional engineer who
has experience in lift-slab construction. Such plans and
designs shall be implemented by the employer and shall
include detailed instructions and sketches indicating the
prescribed method of erection. These plans and designs
shall also include provisions for ensuring lateral stability
of the building/structure during construction.
(2) Jacks/lifting units shall be marked to indicate
their rated capacity as established by the manufacturer.
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(3) Jacks/lifting units shall not be loaded beyond
their rated capacity as established by the manufacturer.
(4) Jacking equipment shall be capable of supporting
at least two and one-half times the load being lifted
during jacking operations and the equipment shall not be
overloaded. For the purpose of this provision, jacking
equipment includes any load bearing component which is
used to carry out the lifting operation(s). Such equipment includes, but is not limited to, the following:
Threaded rods, lifting attachments, lifting nuts, hook-up
collars, T-caps, shearheads, columns, and footings.
(5) Jacks/lifting units shall be designed and installed
so that they will neither lift nor continue to lift when
they are loaded in excess of their rated capacity.
(6) Jacks/lifting units shall have a safety device installed which will cause the jacks/lifting units to support
the load in any position in the event any jack/lifting unit
malfunctions or losses its lifting ability.
(7) Jacking operations shall be synchronized in such a
manner to ensure even and uniform lifting of the slab.
During lifting, all points at which the slab is supported
shall be kept within I /2 inch of that needed to maintain
the slab in a level position.
(8) If leveling is automatically controlled, a device
shall be installed that will stop the operation when the
1/2 inch tolerance set forth in subsection (7) of this section is exceeded or where there is a malfunction in the
jacking (lifting) system.
(9) If leveling is maintained by manual controls, such
controls shall be located in a central location and attended by a competent person while lifting is in progress.
In addition to meeting the definition in WAC 296-155012( 4 ), the competent person must be experienced in the
lifting operation and with the lifting equipment being
used.
0 0 ) The maximum number of manually controlled
jacks/lifting units on one slab shall be limited to a number that will permit the operator to maintain the slab
level within specified tolerances of subsection (7) of this
section, but in no case shall that number exceed 14.
(I I) No employee, except those essential to the jacking operation, shall be permitted in the building/structure while any jacking operation is taking place unless
the building/structure has been reinforced sufficiently to
ensure its integrity during erection. The phrase "reinforced sufficiently to ensure its integrity" used in this
subsection means that a registered professional engineer,
independent of the engineer who designed and planned
the lifting operation, has determined from the plans that
if there is a loss of support at any jack location, that loss
will be confined to that location and the structure as a
whole will remain stable.
(a) Under no circumstances, shall any employee who
is not essential to the jacking operation be permitted
immediately beneath a slab while it is being lifted.
(b) For the purpose of subsection (l l) of this section,
a jacking operation begins when a slab or group of slabs
is lifted and ends when such slabs are secured (with either temporary connections or permanent connections).
(c) Employers who comply with appendix A to WAC
296-155-694 shall be considered to be in compliance
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with the provisions of subsections (I 1) through (l 1)( c)
of this section.
( 12) When making temporary connections to support
slabs, wedges shall be secured by tack welding, or an
equivalent method of securing the wedges to prevent
them from falling out of position. Lifting rods may not
be released until the wedges at that column have been
secured.
( 13) All welding on temporary and permanent connections shall be performed by a certified welder, familiar with the welding requirements specified in the plans
and specifications for the lift-slab operation.
( 14) Load transfer from jack/lifting units to building
columns shall not be executed unit the welds on the column shear plates (weld blocks) are cooled to air
temperature.
( 15) Jacks/lifting units shall be positively secured to
building columns so that they do not become dislodged
or dislocated.
( 16) Equipment shall be designed and installed so that
the lifting rods cannot slip out of position or the employer shall institute other measures, such as the use of
locking or blocking devices, which will provide positive
connection between the lifting rods and attachments and
will prevent components from disengaging during lifting
operations.
Appendix
to
WAC
296-155-694-Lift-Slab
Operations
(This Appendix is non-mandatory.)
In WAC 296-155-694(11 ), WIS HA requires employees to be removed from the building/structure during jacking operations unless an independent registered
professional engineer, other than the engineer who designed and planned the lifting operation, has determined
that the building/structure has been sufficiently reinforced to insure the integrity of the building/structure.
One method to comply with this provision is for the employer to ensure that continuous bottom steel is provided
in every slab and in both directions through every wall
or column head area. (Column head area means the distance between lines that are one and one half times the
thickness of the slab or drop panel. These lines are located outside opposite faces of the outer edges of the
shearhead sections-See Figure 1). The amount of bottom steel shall be established by assuming loss of support at a given lifting jack and then determining the
steel necessary to carry, by catenary action over the span
between surrounding supports, the slab service dead load
plus any service dead and live loads likely to be acting
on the slab during jacking. In addition, the surrounding
supports must be capable of resisting any additional load
transferred to them as a result of the loss of support at
the lifting jack considered.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-20,
filed I/ 11 /90, effective 2/26/90)
WAC 296-155-730 TUNNELS AND SHAFTS.
(I) Scope and application.
(a) This section applies to the construction of underground tunnels, shafts, chambers, and passageways. This
section also applies to cut-and-cover excavations which
are both physically connected to ongoing underground
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construction operations within the scope of this section,
and covered in such a manner as to create conditions
characteristic of underground construction.
(b) This section does not apply to excavation and
trenching operations covered by Part N of this chapter,
such as foundation operations for above-ground structures that are not physically connected to underground
construction operations, and surface excavation.
(c) The employer shall comply with the requirements
of this part and chapter in addition to applicable requirements of chapter 296-36 WAC, Safety standards--Compressed air work.
(2) Access and egress.
(a) Each operation shall have a check-in/check-out
system that will provide positive identification of every
employee underground. An accurate record of identification and location of the employees shall be kept on the
surface. This procedure is not required when the construction of underground facilities designed for human
occupancy has been sufficiently completed so that the
permanent environmental controls are effective, and
when the remaining construction activity will not cause
any environmental hazard, or structural failure within
the facilities.
(b) The employer shall provide and maintain safe
means of access and egress to all work stations.
(c) The employer shall provide access and egress in
such a manner that employees are protected from being
struck by excavators, haulage machines, trains, and other mobile equipment.
(d) The employer shall control access to all openings
to prevent unauthorized entry underground. Unused
chutes, manways, or other openings shall be tightly covered, bulkheaded, or fenced off, and shall be posted with
warning signs indicating "keep out" or similar language.
Completed or unused sections of the underground facility shall be barricaded.
(3) Safety instruction. All employees shall be instructed in the recognition and avoidance of hazards associated with underground construction activities including, where appropriate, the following subjects:
(a) Air monitoring;
(b) Ventilation;
(c) Confined space entry procedures;
(d) Illumination;
(e) Communications;
(f) Flood control;
(g) Mechanical equipment;
(h) Personal protective equipment;
(i) Explosives;
U) Fire prevention and protection; and
(k) Emergency procedures, including evacuation plans
and check-in/check-out systems.
(4) Notification.
(a) Oncoming shifts shall be informed of any hazardous occurrences or conditions that have affected, or
might affect employee safety, including liberation of gas,
equipment failures, earth or rock slides, cave-ins,
floodings, fire(s), or explosions.

(b) Information specified in (a) of this subsection shall
be recorded in a shift journal which shall be current prior to the end of each shift, and shall be located above
ground.
(c) Oncoming supervisory personnel shall read the notification prior to going underground, and shall signify
their understanding of the contents by affixing their respective initials to the log.
(d) The hazard notification log shall be retained on
the site until the completion of the project.
(e) The employer shall establish and maintain direct
communications for coordination of activities with other
employers whose operations at the jobsite affect or may
affect the safety of employees underground.
(5) Communications.
(a) When natural unassisted voice communication is
ineffective, a power-assisted means of voice communication shall be used to provide communication between the
work face, the bottom of the shaft, and the surface.
(b) Two effective means of communication, at least
one of which shall be voice communication, shall be
provided in all shafts which are being developed or used
either for personnel access or for hoisting. Additional
requirements for hoist operator communication are contained in subsection (22)(c)(xv) of this section.
(c) Powered communication systems shall operate on
an independent power supply, and shall be installed so
that the use of or disruption of any one phone or signal
location will not disrupt the operation of the system
from any other location.
(d) Communication systems shall be tested upon initial entry of each shift to the underground, and as often
as necessary at later times, to ensure that they are in
working order.
(e) Any employee working alone underground in a
hazardous location, who is both out of the range of natural unassisted voice communication and not under observation by other persons, shall be provided with an effective means of obtaining assistance in an emergency.
(6) Emergency provisions. Hoisting capability. When
a shaft is used as a means of egress, the employer shall
make advance arrangements for power-assisted hoisting
capability to be readily available in an emergency, unless
the regular hoisting means can continue to function in
the event of an electrical power failure at the jobsite.
Such hoisting means shall be designed so that the load
hoist drum is powered in both directions of rotation and
so that the brake is automatically applied upon power
release or failure.
(7) Self-rescuers. The employer shall provide selfrescuers having current approval from the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health and the
Mine Safety and Health Administration to be immediately available to all employees at work stations in underground areas where employees might be trapped by
smoke or gas. The selection, issuance, use, and care of
respirators shall be in accordance with the requirements
of WAC 296-62-071 through 296-62-07121.
(8) Designated person. At least one designated person
shall be on duty above ground whenever any employee is
working underground. This designated person shall be
responsible for securing immediate aid and keeping an
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accurate record of the number, identification, and location of employees who are underground in case of emergency. The designated person must not be so busy with
other responsibilities that the personnel counting and
identification function is encumbered.
(9) Emergency lighting. Each employee underground
shall have an acceptable portable hand lamp or cap lamp
in his or her work area for emergency use, unless natural
light or an emergency lighting system provides adequate
illumination for escape.
( 10) Rescue teams.
(a) On jobsites where 25 or more employees work underground at one time, the employer shall provide (or
make arrangements in advance with locally available
rescue services to provide) at least two 5-person rescue
teams, one on the jobsite or within one-half hour travel
time from the entry point, and the other within 2 hours
travel time.
(b) On jobsites where less than 25 employees work
underground at one time, the employer shall provide (or
make arrangements in advance with locally available
rescue services to provide) at least one 5-person rescue
team to be either on the jobsite or within one-half hour
travel time from the entry point.
(c) Rescue team members shall be qualified in rescue
procedures, the use and limitations of breathing apparatus, and the use of firefighting equipment. Qualifications
shall be reviewed not less than annually.
(d) On jobsites where flammable or noxious gases are
encountered or anticipated in hazardous quantities, rescue team members shall practice donning and using
pressure demand mode, self-contained breathing apparatuses monthly.
(e) The employer shall ensure that rescue teams are
familiar with conditions at the jobsite.
(11) Hazardous classifications.
(a) Potentially gassy operations. Underground construction operations shall be classified as potentially gassy if either:
(i) Air monitoring discloses I 0 percent or more of the
lower explosive limit for methane or other flammable
gases measured at 12 inches (304.8 mm) +/-0.25 inch
(6.35 mm) from the roof, face, floor, or walls in any underground work area for more than a 24-hour period; or
(ii) The history of the geographical area or geological
formation indicates that 10 percent or more of the lower
explosive limit for methane or other flammable gases is
likely to be encountered in such underground operations.
(b) Gassy operations. Underground construction operations shall be classified as gassy if:
(i) Air monitoring discloses IO percent or more of the
lower explosive limit for methane or other flammable
gases measured at 12 inches (304.8 mm) +/-0.25 inch
(6.35 mm) from the roof, face, floor, or walls in any underground work area for three consecutive days; or
(ii) There has been an ignition of methane or of other
flammable gases emanating from the strata that indicates the presence of such gases; or
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(iii) The underground construction operation is both
connected to an underground work area which is currently classified as gassy and is also subject to a continuous course of air containing the flammable gas
concentration.
(c) Declassification to potentially gassy operations.
Underground construction gassy operations may be
declassified to potentially gassy when air monitoring results remain under 10 percent of the lower explosive
limit for methane or other flammable gases for three
consecutive days.
( 12) Gassy operations-Additional requirements.
Only acceptable equipment, maintained in suitable condition, shall be used in gassy operations.
(a) Mobile diesel-powered equipment used in gassy
operations shall be either approved. in accordance with
the requirements of 30 CFR Part 36 (formerly Schedule
31) by MSHA, or shall be demonstrated by the employer to be fully equivalent to such MSHA-approved
equipment, and shall be operated in accordance with
that part.
(b) Each entrance to a gassy operation shall be prominently posted with signs notifying all entrants of the
gassy classification.
(c) Smoking shall be prohibited in all gassy operations
and the employer shall be responsible for collecting all
personal sources of ignition, such as matches and lighters, from all persons entering a gassy operation.
(d) A fire watch as described in WAC 296-155410(5) shall be maintained when hot work is performed.
(e) Once an operation has met the criteria in subsection ( 11 )(a)(i) of this section, warranting classification
as gassy, all operations in the affected area, except the
following, shall be discontinued until the operation either
is in compliance with all of the gassy operation requirements or has been declassified in accordance with (c) of
this subsection:
(i) Operations related to the control of the gas
concentration;
(ii) Installation of new equipment, or conversion of
existing equipment, to comply with this subsection; and
(iii) Installation of above-ground controls for reversing the air flow.
(13) Air quality and monitoring.
(a) General. Air quality limits and control requirements specified in chapter 296-62 WAC shall apply except as modified by this subsection.
(b) The employer shall assign a competent person who
shall perform all air monitoring required by this section.
(c) Where this paragraph requires monitoring of airborne contaminants "as often as necessary," the competent person shall make a reasonable determination as to
which substances to monitor and how frequently to
monitor, considering at least the following factors:
(i) Location of jobsite: Proximity to fuel tanks, sewers, gas lines, old landfills, coal deposits, and swamps;
(ii) Geology: Geological studies of the jobsite, particularly involving the soil type and its permeability;
(iii) History: Presence of air contaminants in nearby
jobsites, changes in levels of substances monitored on the
prior shift; and
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(iv) Work practices and jobsite conditions: The use of
diesel engines, use of explosives, use of fuel gas, volume
and flow of ventilation, visible atmospheric conditions,
decompression of the atmosphere, welding, cutting and
hot work, and employees' physical reactions to working
underground.
(d) The employer shall provide testing and monitoring
instruments which are capable of achieving compliance
with the provisions of this subsection, and:
(i) Shall maintain the testing and monitoring instruments in good condition;
(ii) Shall calibrate the instruments on a frequency not
to exceed 6 months.
(e) Exposure to airborne contaminants shall not exceed the levels established by chapter 296-62 WAC.
(f) Respirators shall not be substituted for environmental control measures. However, where environmental
controls have not yet been developed, or when necessary
by the nature of the work involved (for example, welding, sand blasting, lead burning), an employee may work
for short periods of time in concentrations of airborne
contaminants which exceed the limit of permissible exposure referred to in (d) of this subsection, if the employee wears a respiratory protective device approved by
MSHA-NIOSH as protection against the particular
hazards involved, and the selection and use of respirators
complies with the provisions of WAC 296-62-071
through 296-62-07121.
(g) Employees shall be withdrawn from areas in
which there is a concentration of an airborne contaminant which exceeds the permissible exposure limit listed
for that contaminant, except as modified in ((Wffl))
(t)(i) and (ii) of this subsection.
(h) -The atmosphere in all underground work areas
shall be tested as often as necessary to assure that the
atmosphere at normal atmospheric pressure contains at
least 19.5 percent oxygen and no more than 22 percent
oxygen.
(i) Tests for oxygen content shall be made before tests
for air contaminants.
U) Field-type oxygen analyzers, or other suitable devices, shall be used to test for oxygen deficiency.
(k) The atmosphere in all underground work areas
shall be tested quantitatively for carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, and other toxic gases,
dust, vapors, mists, and fumes as often as necessary to
ensure that the permissible exposure limits prescribed in
chapter 296-62 WAC, are not exceeded.
(I) The atmosphere in all underground work areas
shall be tested quantitatively for methane and other
flammable gases as often as necessary to determine:
(i) Whether action is to be taken under (q), (r), and
(s) of this subsection; and
(ii) Whether an operation is to be classified potentially gassy or gassy under subsection ( 11) of this section.
(m) If diesel-engine or gasoline-engine driven ventilating fans or compressors are used, an initial test shall
be made of the inlet air of the fan or compressor, with
the engines operating, to ensure that the air supply is not
contaminated by engine exhaust.

(n) Testing shall be performed as often as necessary
to ensure that the ventilation requirements of subsection
(15) of this section are met.
(o) When rapid excavation machines are used, a continuous flammable gas monitor shall be operated at the
face with the sensor(s) placed as high and close to the
front of the machine's cutter head as practicable.
(p) Whenever air monitoring indicates the presence of
5 ppm or more of hydrogen sulfide, a test shall be conducted in the affected underground work area(s), at least
at the beginning and midpoint of each shift, until the
concentration of hydrogen sulfide has been less than 5
ppm for 3 consecutive days.
(i) Whenever hydrogen sulfide is detected in an
amount exceeding 10 ppm, a continuous sampling and
indicating hydrogen sulfide monitor shall be used to
monitor the affected work area.
(ii) Employees shall be informed when a concentration of 10 ppm hydrogen sulfide is exceeded.
(iii) The continuous sampling and indicating hydrogen
sulfide monitor shall be designed, installed, and maintained to provide a visual and aural alarm when the hydrogen sulfide concentration reaches 20 ppm to signal
that additional measures, such as respirator use, increased ventilation, or evacuation, might be necessary to
maintain hydrogen sulfide exposure below the permissible exposure limit.
(q) When the competent person determines, on the
basis of air monitoring results or other information, that
air contaminants may be present in sufficient quantity to
be dangerous to life, the employer shall:
(i) Prominently post a notice at all entrances to the
underground jobsite to inform all entrants of the hazardous condition; and
(ii) Immediately increase sampling frequency levels to
insure workers are not exposed to identified contaminants in excess of the permissible exposure limit(s); and
(iii) Ensure that all necessary precautions are taken to
comply with pertinent requirements of this section, and
chapter 296-62 WAC.
(r) Whenever five percent or more of the lower explosive limit for methane or other flammable gases is detected in any underground work area(s) or in the air return, steps shall be taken to increase ventilation air volume or otherwise control the gas concentration, unless
the employer is operating in accordance with the potentially gassy or gassy operation requirements. Such additional ventilation controls may be discontinued when gas
concentrations are reduced below five percent of the
lower explosive limit, but shall be reinstituted whenever
the five percent level is exceeded.
(s) Whenever 10 percent or more of the lower explosive limit for methane or other flammable gases is detected in the vicinity of welding, cutting, or other hot
work, such work shall be suspended until the concentration of such flammable gas is reduced to less than 10
percent of the lower explosive limit.
(t) Whenever 20 percent or more of the lower explosive limit for methane or other flammable gases is detected in any underground work area(s) or in the air
return:
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(i) All employees, except those necessary to eliminate
the hazard, shall be immediately withdrawn to a safe location above ground; and
(ii) Employees who remain underground to correct or
eliminate the hazard described in (t) above shall be
equipped with approved, pressure demand mode, selfcontained breathing apparatus, and shall have received
adequate training in the proper use of that equipment.
(iii) Electrical power, except for acceptable pumping
and ventilation equipment, shall be cut off to the area
endangered by the flammable gas until the concentration
of such gas is reduced to less than 20 percent of the
lower explosive limit.
(14) Additional monitoring for potentially gassy and
gassy operations. Operations which meet the criteria for
potentially gassy and gassy operations set forth in subsection (13) of this section shall be subject to the additional monitoring requirements of this subsection.
(a) A test for oxygen content shall be conducted in
the affected underground work areas and work areas
immediately adjacent to such areas at least at the beginning and midpoint of each shift.
(b) When using rapid excavation machines, continuous automatic flammable gas monitoring equipment
shall be used to monitor the air at the heading, on the
rib, and in the return air duct. The continuous monitor
shall signal the heading, and shut down electric power in
the affected underground work area, except for acceptable pumping and ventilation equipment, when 20 percent or more of the lower explosive limit for methane or
other flammable gases is encountered.
(i) A manual flammable gas monitor shall be used as
needed, but at least at the beginning and midpoint of
each shift, to ensure that the limits prescribed in subsections (11) and (13) of this section are not exceeded. In
addition, a manual electrical shut down control shall be
provided near the heading.
(ii) Local gas tests shall be made prior to and continuously during any welding, cutting, or other hot work.
(iii) In underground operations driven by drill-andblast methods, the air in the affected area shall be tested
for flammable gas prior to re-entry after blasting, and
continuously when employees are working underground.
(c) Recordkeeping. A record of all air quality tests
shall be maintained above ground at the worksite and be
made available to the director or his representatives
upon request. The record shall include the location, date,
time, substance and amount monitored. Records of exposures to toxic substances shall be retained in accordance with Part B, chapter 296-62 WAC. All other air
quality test records shall be retained until completion of
the project.
(15) Ventilation.
(a)(i) Fresh air shall be supplied to all underground
work areas in sufficient quantities to prevent dangerous
or harmful accumulation of dust, fumes, mists, vapors,
or gases.
(ii) Mechanical ventilation shall be provided in all
underground work areas except when the employer can
demonstrate that natural ventilation provides the necessary air quality through sufficient air volume and air
flow.
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(b) A minimum of 200 cubic feet (5.7 m3) of fresh air
per minute shall be supplied for each employee
underground.
(c) The linear velocity of air flow in the tunnel bore,
in shafts, and in all other underground work areas shall
be at least 30 feet (9 .15 m) per minute where blasting or
rock drilling is conducted, or where other conditions
likely to produce dust, fumes, mists, vapors, or gases in
harmful or explosive quantities are present.
(d) The direction of mechanical air flow shall be
reversible.
(e) Air that has passed through underground oil or
fuel-storage areas shall not be used to ventilate working
areas.
(f) Following blasting, ventilation systems shall exhaust smoke and fumes to the outside atmosphere before
work is resumed in affected areas.
(g) Ventilation doors shall be designed and installed
so that they remain closed when in use, regardless of the
direction of the air flow.
(h) When ventilation has been reduced to the extent
that hazardous levels of methane or flammable gas may
have accumulated, a competent person shall test all affected areas after ventilation has been restored and shall
determine whether the atmosphere is within flammable
limits before any power, other than for acceptable
equipment, is restored or work is resumed.
(i) Whenever the ventilation system has been shut
down with all employees out of the underground area,
only competent persons authorized to test for air contaminants shall be allowed underground until the ventilation has been restored and all affected areas have been
tested for air contaminants and declared safe.
U) When drilling rock or concrete, appropriate dust
control measures shall be taken to maintain dust levels
within limits set in WAC 296-155-160. Such measures
may include, but are not limited to, wet drilling, the use
of vacuum collectors, and water mix spray systems.
(k)(i) Internal combustion engines, except dieselpowered engines on mobile equipment, are prohibited
underground.
(ii) Mobile diesel-powered equipment used underground in atmospheres other than gassy operations shall
be either approved by MSHA in accordance with the
provisions of 30 CFR Part 32 (formerly Schedule 24), or
shall be demonstrated by the employer to be fully equivalent to such MSHA-approv ed equipment, and shall be
operated in accordance with that Part. (Each brake
horsepower of a diesel engine requires at least 100 cubic
feet (28.32 m3) of air per minute for suitable operation
in addition to the air requirements for personnel. Some
engines may require a greater amount of air to ensure
that the allowable levels of carbon monoxide, nitric oxide, and nitrogen dioxide are not exceeded.)
(iii) Application shall be made to the mining section,
division of industrial safety and health, department of
labor and industries, for permission to use specified diesel equipment in a specified underground area and shall
include the following:
(A) The type of construction and complete identification data and specifications including analysis of the undiluted exhaust gases of the diesel equipment.
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(B) The location where the diesel equipment is to be
used.
(C) Before the diesel equipment is taken underground,
written permission shall be obtained from the division of
industrial safety and health or its duly authorized representative. A satisfactory test on surface, to show that the
exhaust gases do not exceed the maximum percentage of
carbon monoxide permitted, shall be required.
(D) Diesel equipment shall only be used underground
where the ventilation is controlled by mechanical means
and shall not be operated if the ventilating current is less
than 100 CFM per horsepower based on the maximum
brake horsepower of the engines.
(E) Air measurements shall be made at least once
daily in the diesel engine working area and the measurements entered in the Underground Diesel Engine Record
Book. Permissible maximum amounts of noxious gases
are as follows:
At engine exhaust
ports
Next to equipment
General atmosphere
General atmosphere
General atmosphere
3

Carbon Monoxide
Carbon Monoxide
Carbon Monoxide
Nitrogen Dioxide
Aldehydes

.10%
.005%
.005%
.0003%
.0002%

1,000
50
50
3
2

ppm 3
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm

Parts of vapor or gas per million parts of contaminated air by
volume at 25°C and 760 mm Hg. pressure.

(I) Potentially gassy or gassy operations shall have
ventilation systems installed which shall:
(i) Be constructed of fire-resistant materials; and
(ii) Have acceptable electrical systems, including fan
motors.
(m) Gassy operations shall be provided with controls
located above ground for reversing the air flow of ventilation systems.
(n) In potentially gassy or gassy operations, wherever
mine-type ventilation systems using an offset main fan
installed on the surface are used, they shall be equipped
with explosion-doors or a weak-wall having an area at
least equivalent to the cross-sectional area of the airway.
(16) Illumination.
(a) Sufficient lighting shall be provided, in accordance
with the requirements of ((Table B 3 of Pait B of this
ehapte1)) WAC 296-155-165 (I) through ( 4 ), to permit
safe operations at the face as well as in the general tunnel or shaft area and at the employees' workplace.
(b) Only acceptable portable lighting ((as defined i11
WAC 296 155 462( l))) shall be used within 50 feet
(15.24 m) of any underground heading during explosive
handling.
( 17) Fire prevention and control. Fire prevention and
protection requirements applicable to underground construction operations are found in Part D of this chapter
except as modified by the following additional standards.
(a) Open flames and fires are prohibited in all underground construction operations except as permitted for
welding, cutting, and other hot work operations.
(i) Smoking may be allowed only in areas free of fire
and explosion hazards.
(ii) Readily visible signs prohibiting smoking and open
flames shall be posted in areas having fire or explosion
hazards.

(iii) The carrying of matches, lighters, or other flameproducing smoking materials shall be prohibited in all
underground operations where fire or explosion hazards
exist.
(b) The employer may store underground no more
than a 24-hour supply of diesel fuel for the underground
equipment used at the worksite.
(c) The piping of diesel fuel from the surface to an
underground location is permitted only if:
(i) Diesel fuel is contained at the surface in a tank
whose maximum capacity is no more than the amount of
fuel required to supply for a 24-hour period the equipment serviced by the underground fueling station; and
(ii) The surface tank is connected to the underground
fueling station by an acceptable pipe or hose system that
is controlled at the surface by a valve, and at the shaft
bottom by a hose nozzle; and
(iii) The pipe is empty at all times except when transferring diesel fuel from the surface tank to a piece of
equipment in use underground; and
(iv) Hoisting operations in the shaft are suspended
during refueling operations if the supply piping in the
shaft is not protected from damage.
(d)(i) Gasoline shall not be carried, stored, or used
underground.
(ii) Acetylene, liquefied petroleum gas, and
Methylacetylene Propadiene Stabilized gas may be used
underground only for welding, cutting and other hot
work, and only in accordance with Part H of this chapter and subsections (13), (15), (17), and (l 8) of this
section.
(e) Oil, grease, and diesel fuel stored underground
shall be kept in tightly sealed containers in fire-resistant
areas at least 300 feet (91.44 m) from underground explosive magazines, and at least 100 feet (30.48 m) from
shaft stations and steeply inclined passageways. Storage
areas shall be positioned or diked so that the contents of
ruptured or overturned containers will not flow from the
storage area.
·
(f) Flammable or combustible materials shall not be
stored above ground within 100 feet (30.48 m) of any
access opening to any underground operation. Where
this is not feasible because of space limitations at the
jobsite, such materials may be located within the I 00foot limit, provided that:
(i) They are located as far as practicable from the
opening; and
(ii) Either a fire-resistant barrier of not less than onehour rating is placed between the stored material and
the opening, or additional precautions are taken which
will protect the materials from ignition sources.
(g) Fire-resistant hydraulic fluids shall be used in hydraulically-actuated underground machinery and equipment unless such equipment is protected by a fire suppression system or by multipurpose fire extinguisher(s)
rated at a sufficient capacity for the type and size of hydraulic equipment involved, but rated at least
4A:40B:C.
(h)(i) Electrical installations in underground areas
where oil, grease, or diesel fuel are stored shall be used
only for lighting fixtures.
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(ii) Lighting fixtures in storage areas, or within 25
feet (7 .62 m) of underground areas where oil, grease, or
diesel fuel are stored, shall be approved for Class I, Division 2 locations, in accordance with Part I of this
chapter.
(i) Leaks and spills of flammable or combustible fluids
shall be cleaned up immediately.
U) A fire extinguisher of at least 4A:40B:C rating or
other equivalent extinguishing means shall be provided
at the head pulley and at the tail pulley of underground
belt conveyors, and at 300-foot intervals along the belt.
(k) Any structure located underground or within 100
feet (30.48 m) of an opening to the underground shall be
constructed of material having a fire-resistance rating of
at least one hour.
( 18) Welding, cutting, and other hot work. In addition
to the requirements of Part H of this chapter, the following requirements shall apply to underground welding,
cutting, and other hot work.
(a) No more than the amount of fuel gas and oxygen
cylinders necessary to perform welding, cutting, or other
hot work during the next 24-hour period shall be permitted underground.
(b) Noncombustible barriers shall be installed below
·welding, cutting, or other hot work being done in or over
a shaft or raise.
( 19) Ground support.
(a) In tunnels (other than hard rock) timber sets, steel
rings, steel frames, concrete liners, or other engineered
tunnel support systems shall be used. Every tunnel support system shall be designed by a licensed professional
engineer. Design specifications shall be available at the
worksite.
(b) Portal areas. Portal openings and access areas
shall be guarded by shoring, fencing, head walls,
shotcreting, or other equivalent protection to ensure safe
access of employees and equipment. Adjacent areas shall
be scaled or otherwise secured to prevent loose soil, rock,
or fractured materials from endangering the portal and
access area.
(c) Subsidence areas. The employer shall ensure
ground stability in hazardous subsidence areas by shoring, by filling in, or by erecting barricades and posting
warning signs to prevent entry ..
(d) Underground areas.
(i)(A) A competent person shall inspect the roof, face,
and walls of the work area at the start of each shift and
as often as necessary to determine ground stability.
(B) Competent persons conducting such inspections
shall be protected from loose ground by location, ground
support, or equivalent means.
(ii) Ground conditions along haulageways and travelways shall be inspected as frequently as necessary to ensure safe passage.
(iii) Loose ground that might be hazardous to employees shall be taken down, scaled, or supported.
(iv) ((Totque meters and torque wrenches shall be
available at tunnels where rock bolts ate used for ground
suppot t. Ft equeut tests shall be made to deter mi11e if
bolts meet the requited torque. The· test frequency shall
be deter mi11ed by rock conditio11s and dista11ce f1 om vibr at ion sout ces.
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fvtt*t)) Torque wrenches shall be used wherever
bolts that depend on torsionally applied force are used
for ground support.
((fBt)) ,01 A competent person shall determine
whether rock bolts meet the necessary torque, and shall
determine the testing frequency in light of the bolt system, ground conditions, and the distance from vibration
sources.
(vi) Suitable protection shall be provided for employees exposed to the hazard of loose ground while installing ground support systems.
(vii) Support sets shall be installed so that the bottoms have sufficient anchorage to prevent ground pressures from dislodging the support base of the sets. Lateral bracing (collar bracing, tie rods, or spreaders) shall
be provided between immediately adjacent sets to ensure
added stability.
(viii) Damaged or dislodged ground supports that create a hazardous condition shall be promptly repaired or
replaced. When replacing supports, the new supports
shall be installed before the damaged supports are
removed.
(ix) A shield or other type of support shall be used to
maintain a safe travelway for employees working in
dead-end areas ahead of any support replacement
operation.
(e) Shafts.
(i) Shafts and wells over 4 feet ( 1.219 m) in depth
that employees must enter shall be supported by a steel
casing, concrete pipe, timber, solid rock, or other suitable material.
(ii)(A) The full depth of the shaft shall be supported
by casing or bracing except where the shaft penetrates
into solid rock having characteristics that will not
change as a result of exposure. Where the shaft passes
through earth into solid rock, or through solid rock into
earth, and where there is potential for shear, the casing
or bracing shall extend at least 5 feet ( 1.53 m) into the
solid rock. When the shaft terminates in solid rock, the
casing or bracing shall extend to the end of the shaft or
5 feet ( 1.53 m) into the solid rock, whichever is less.
(B) The casing or bracing shall extend 42 inches ( 1.07
m) plus or minus 3 inches (8 cm) above ground level,
except that the minimum casing height may be reduced
to 12 inches (0.3 m), provided that a standard railing is
installed; that the ground adjacent to the top of the shaft
is sloped away from the shaft collar to prevent entry of
liquids; and that effective barriers are used to prevent
mobile equipment operating near the shaft from jumping
over the 12-inch (0.3 m) barrier.
(iii) After blasting operations in shafts, a competent
person shall determine if the walls, ladders, timbers,
blocking, or wedges have loosened. If so, necessary repairs shall be made before employees other than those
assigned to make the repairs are allowed in or below the
affected areas.
(f) Blasting. This subsection applies in addition to the
requirements for blasting and explosives operations, including handling of misfires, which are found in chapter
296-52 WAC.
(i) Blasting wires shall be kept clear of electrical lines,
pipes, rails, and other conductive material, excluding
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earth, to prevent explosives initiation or employee exposure to electric current.
(ii) Following blasting, an employee shall not enter a
work area until the air quality meets the requirements of
subsection (13) of this section.
(g) Drilling.
(i) A competent person shall inspect all drilling and
associated equipment prior to each use. Equipment defects affecting safety shall be corrected before the
equipment is used.
(ii) The drilling area shall be inspected for hazards
before the drilling operation is started.
(iii) Employees shall not be allowed on a drill mast
while the drill bit is in operation or the drill machine is
being moved.
(iv) When a drill machine is being moved from one
drilling area to another, drill steel, tools, and other
equipment shall be secured and the mast shall be placed
in a safe position.
(v) Receptacles or racks shall be provided for storing
drill steel located on jumbos.
(vi) Employees working below jumbo decks shall be
warned whenever drilling is about to begin.
(vii) Drills on columns shall be anchored firmly before
starting drilling, and shall be retightened as necessary
thereafter.
(viii) The employer shall provide mechanical means
on the top deck of a jumbo for lifting unwieldy or heavy
material.
(ix) When jumbo decks are over 10 feet (3.05 m) in
height, the employer shall install stairs wide enough for
two persons.
(x) Jumbo decks more than 10 feet (3.05 m) in height
shall be equipped with guardrails on all open sides, excluding access openings of platforms, unless an adjacent
surface provides equivalent fall protection.
(xi) Only employees assisting the operator shall be allowed to ride on jumbos, unless the jumbo meets the requirements of subsection (20)(e) of this section.
(xii) Jumbos shall be chocked to prevent movement
while employees are working on them.
(xiii) Walking and working surfaces of jumbos shall
be maintained to prevent the hazards of slipping, tripping, and falling.
(xiv) Jumbo decks and stair treads shall be designed
to be slip-resistant and secured to prevent accidental
displacement.
(xv) Scaling bars shall be available at scaling operations and shall be maintained in good condition at all
times. Blunted or severely worn bars shall not be used.
(xvi) Before commencing the drill cycle, the face and
lifters shall be examined for misfires (residual explosives) and, if found, they shall be removed before drilling
commences at the face. ((tiftcrs)) Blasting holes shall
not be drilled through blasted rock (muck) or water.
(xvii) Employees in a shaft shall be protected either
by location or by suitable barrier(s) if powered mechanical loading equipment is used to remove muck containing unfired explosives.
(xviii) A caution sign reading "buried line," or similar
wording shall be posted where air lines are buried or
otherwise hidden by water or debris.
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(20) Haulage.
(a) A competent person shall inspect haulage equipment before each shift.
(i) Equipment defects affecting safety and health shall
be corrected before the equipment is used.
(ii) Powered mobile haulage equipment shall be provided with adequate brakes.
(iii) Power mobile haulage equipment, including
trains, shall have audible warning devices to warn employees to stay clear. The operator shall sound the
warning device before moving the equipment and whenever necessary during travel.
(iv) The operator shall assure that lights which are
visible to employees at both ends of any mobile equipment, including a train, are turned on whenever the
equipment is operating.
(v) In those cabs where glazing is used, the glass shall
be safety glass, or its equivalent, and shall be maintained
and cleaned so that vision is not obstructed.
(b) An ti rollback devices or brakes shall be installed on
inclined conveyor drive units to prevent conveyors from
inadvertently running in reverse. Employees shall not be
permitted to ride a power-driven chain, belt, or bucket
conveyor unless the conveyor is specifically designed for
the transportation of persons.
(c) Endless belt-type manlifts are prohibited in underground construction.
(d) General requirements also applicable to underground construction for use of conveyors in construction
are found in WAC 296-155-545 (l) through ( 17).
(e) No employee shall ride haulage equipment unless
it is equipped with seating for each passenger and protects passengers from being struck, crushed, or caught
between other equipment or surfaces. Members of train
crews may ride on a locomotive if it is equipped with
handholds and nonslip steps or footboards. Requirements
applicable to underground construction for motor vehicle
transportation of employees are found in WAC 296155-610.
(f) Conveyor lockout.
(i) Conveyors shall be deenergized and locked out
with a padlock, and tagged out with a "Do Not Operate" tag at any time repair, maintenance, or clean-up
work is being performed on the conveyor.
(ii) Tags or push button stops are not acceptable.
(iii) Persons shall not be allowed to walk on conveyors
except for emergency purposes and then only after the
conveyor has been deenergized and locked out in accordance with (f) above, and persons can do so safely.
(g) Powered mobile haulage equipment, including
trains, shall not be left unattended unless the master
switch or motor is turned off; operating controls are in
neutral or park position; and the brakes are set, or
equivalent precautions are taken to prevent rolling.
(h) Whenever rails serve as a return for a trolley circuit, both rails shall be bonded at every joint and
crossbonded every 200 feet (60.96 m).
(i) When dumping cars by hand, the car dumps shall
have tiedown chains, bumper blocks, or other locking or
holding devices to prevent the cars from overturning.
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155-48533 contains rules applicable to crane hoisting of
personnel, except, that the limitations imposed by WAC
296-155-48533(2) do not apply to the routine access of
employees to the underground via a shaft. Requirements
for personnel hoists, material hoists, and elevators are
found in WAC 296-155-530 and in this subsection.
(a) General requirements for cranes and hoists.
(i) Materials, tools, and supplies being raised or lowered, whether within a cage or otherwise, shall be secured or stacked in a manner to prevent the load from
shifting, snagging, or falling into the shaft.
(ii) A warning light suitably located to warn employees at the shaft bottom and subsurface shaft entrances
shall flash whenever a load is above the shaft bottom or
subsurface entrances, or the load is being moved in the
shaft. This paragraph does not apply to fully enclosed
hoistways.
(iii) Whenever a hoistway is not fully enclosed and
employees are at the shaft bottom, conveyances or
equipment shall be stopped at least 15 feet ( 4.57 m)
above the bottom of the shaft and held there until the
signalman at the bottom of the shaft directs the operator
to continue lowering the load, except that the load may
be lowered without stopping if the load or conveyance is
within full view of a bottom signalman who is in constant voice communication with the operator.
(iv)(A) Before maintenance, repairs, or other work is
commenced in the shaft served by a cage, skip, or bucket, the operator and other employees in the area shall be
informed and given suitable instructions.
(B) A sign warning that work is being done in the
shaft shall be installed at the shaft collar, at the operator's station, and at each underground landing.
(v) Any connection between the hoisting rope and the
cage or skip shall be compatible with the type of wire
rope used for hoisting.
(vi) Spin-type connections, where used, shall be
maintained in a clean condition and protected from foreign matter that could affect their operation.
(vii) Cage, skip, and load connections to the hoist rope
shall be made so that the force of the hoist pull, vibration, misalignment, release of lift force, or impact will
not disengage the connection. Only closed shackles shall
be used for cage and skip rigging.
(viii) When using wire rope wedge sockets, means
shall be provided to prevent wedge escapement and to
ensure that the wedge is properly seated.
(b) Additional requirements for cranes. Cranes shall
be equipped with a limit switch to prevent overtravel at
the boom tip. Limit switches are to be used only to limit
travel of loads when operational controls malfunction
and shall not be used as a substitute for other operational controls.
(c) Additional requirements for hoists.
(i) Hoists shall be designed so that the load hoist
drum is powered in both directions of rotation, and so
that brakes are automatically applied upon power release or failure.
(ii) Control levers shall be of the "deadman type"
which return automatically to their center (neutral) position upon release.

U) Rocker-bottom or bottom-dump cars shall be
equipped with positive locking devices to prevent unintended dumping.
(k) Equipment to be hauled shall be loaded and secured to prevent sliding or dislodgement.
(l)(i) Mobile equipment, including rail-mounted
equipment, shall be stopped for manual connecting or
service work, and;
(ii) Employees shall not reach between moving cars
during coupling operations.
(iii) Couplings shall not be aligned, shifted, or cleaned
on moving cars or locomotives.
(iv) Safety chains or other connections shall be used
in addition to couplers to connect man cars or powder
cars whenever the locomotive is uphill of the cars.
(v) When the grade exceeds one percent and there is a
potential for runaway cars, safety chains or other connections shall be used in addition to couplers to connect
haulage cars or, as an alternative, the locomotive must
be downhill of the train.
(vi) Such safety chains or other connections shall be
capable of maintaining connection between cars in the
event of either coupler disconnect, failure or breakage.
(m) Parked rail equipment shall be chocked, blocked,
or have brakes set to prevent inadvertent movement.
(n) Berms, bumper blocks, safety hooks, or equivalent
means shall be provided to prevent overtravel and overturning of haulage equipment at dumping locations.
(o) Bumper blocks or equivalent stopping devices shall
be provided at all track dead ends.
(p)(i) Only small handtools, lunch pails, or similar
small items may be transported with employees in man
cars, or on top of a locomotive.
(ii) When small hand tools or other small items are
carried on top of a locomotive, the top shall be designed
or modified to retain them while traveling.
(q)(i) Where switching facilities are available, occupied personnel cars shall be pulled, not pushed. If personnel cars must be pushed and visibility of the track
ahead is hampered, then a qualified person shall be stationed in the lead car to give signals to the locomotive
operator.
(ii) Crew trips shall consist of personnel loads only.
(21) Electrical safety. This paragraph applies in addition to the general requirements for electrical safety
which are found in Part I of this chapter.
(a) Electric power lines shall be insulated or located
away from water lines, telephone lines, air lines, or other
conductive materials so that a damaged circuit will not
energize the other systems.
(b) Lighting circuits shall be located so that movement of personnel or equipment will not damage the circuits or disrupt service.
(c) Oil-filled transformers shall not be used underground unless they are located in a fire-resistant enclosure suitably vented to the outside and surrounded by a
dike to retain the contents of the transformers in the
event of rupture.
(22) Hoisting unique to underground construction except as modified by this section, the following provisions
of chapter 296-155 WAC, Part L apply: Requirements
for cranes are found in WAC 296-155-525. WAC 296[ 2071
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(iii) When a hoist is used for both personnel hoisting
and material hoisting, load and speed ratings for personnel and for materials shall be assigned to the equipment.
(iv) Hoist machines with cast metal parts shall not be
used.
(v) Material hoisting may be performed at speeds
higher than the rated speed for personnel hoisting if the
hoist and components have been designed for such
higher speeds and if shaft conditions permit.
(vi) Employees shall not ride on top of any cage, skip,
or bucket except when necessary to perform inspection
or maintenance of the hoisting system, in which case
they shall be protected by a body belt/harness system to
prevent falling.
(vii) Personnel and materials (other than small tools
and supplies secured in a manner that will not create a
hazard to employees) shall not be hoisted together in the
same conveyance. However, if the operator is protected
from the shifting of materials, then the operator may
ride with materials in cages or skips which are designed
to be controlled by an operator within the cage or skip.
(viii) Line speed shall not exceed the design limitations of the systems.
(ix) Hoists shall be equipped with landing level indicators at the operator's station. Marking of the hoist
rope does not satisfy this requirement.
(x) Whenever glazing is used in the hoist house, it
shall be safety glass, or its equivalent, and be free of
distortions and obstructions.
(xi) A fire extinguisher that is rated at least 2A: 1OB:C
(multipurpose, dry chemical) shall be mounted in each
hoist house.
(xii) Hoist controls shall be arranged so that the operator can perform all operating cycle functions and
reach the emergency power cutoff without having to
reach beyond the operator's normal operating position.
(xiii) Hoists shall be equipped with limit switches to
prevent overtravel at the top and bottom of the hoistway.
(xiv) Limit switches are to be used only to limit travel
of loads when operational controls malfunction and shall
not be used as a substitute for other operational controls.
(xv) Hoist operators shall be provided with a closedcircuit voice communication system to each landing station, with speaker-microphones so located that the operator can communicate with individual landing stations
during hoist use.
(xvi) When sinking shafts 75 feet (22.86 m) or less in
depth, cages, skips, and buckets that may swing, bump,
or snag against shaft sides or other structural protrusions
shall be guided by fenders, rails, ropes, or a combination
of those means.
(xvii) When sinking shafts more than 75 feet (22.86
m) in depth, all cages, skips, and buckets shall be rope
or rail-guided to within a rail length from the sinking
operation.
(xviii) Cages, skips, and buckets in all completed
shafts, or in all shafts being used as completed shafts,
shall be rope or rail-guided for the full length of their
travel.
(xix) Wire rope used in load lines of material hoists
shall be capable of supporting, without failure, at least

five times the maximum intended load or the factor recommended by the rope manufacturer, whichever is
greater. Refer to WAC 296-155-530 (3)(r)(i), (ii), and
(iii) for design factors for wire rope used in personnel
hoists. The design factors shall be calculated by dividing
the breaking strength of wire rope, as reported in the
manufacturer's rating tables, by the total static load, including the weight of the wire rope in the shaft when
fully extended.
(xx) A competent person shall visually check all
hoisting machinery, equipment, anchorages, and hoisting
rope at the beginning of each shift and during hoist use,
as necessary.
(xxi) Each safety device shall be checked by a competent person at least weekly during hoist use to ensure
suitable operation and safe condition.
(xxii) In order to ensure suitable operation and safe
condition of all functions and safety devices, each hoist
assembly shall be inspected and load-tested to 100 percent of its rated capacity: At the time of installation; after any repairs or alterations affecting its structural integrity; after the operation of any safety device; and annually when in use. The employer shall prepare a certification record which includes the date each inspection
and load-test was performed; the signature of the person
who performed the inspection and test; and a serial
number or other identifier for the hoist that was inspected and tested. The most recent certification record shall
be maintained on file until completion of the project.
(xxiii) ·Before hoisting personnel or material, the operator shall perform a test run of any cage or skip
whenever it has been out of service for one complete
shift, and whenever the assembly or components have
been repaired or adjusted.
(xiv) Unsafe conditions shall be corrected before using
the equipment.
(d) Additional requirements for personnel hoists.
(i) Hoist drum systems shall be equipped with at least
two means of stopping the load, each of which shall be
capable of stopping and holding 150 percent of the
hoist's rated line pull. A broken-rope safety, safety
catch, or arrestment device is not a permissible means of
stopping under this subsection.
(ii) The operator shall remain within sight and sound
of the signals at the operator's station.
(iii) All sides of personnel cages shall be enclosed by
one-half inch ( 12. 70 mm) wire mesh (not less than No.
14 gauge or equivalent) to a height of not less than 6
feet ( 1.83 m). However, when the cage or skip is being
used as a work platform, its sides may be reduced in
height to 42 inches ( 1.07 m) when the conveyance is not
in motion.
(iv) All personnel cages shall be provided with a positive locking door that does not open outward.
(v) All personnel cages shall be provided with a protective canopy. The canopy shall be made of steel plate,
at least 3/16 -inch ( 4. 763 mm) in thickness, or material
of equivalent strength and impact resistance. The canopy
shall be sloped to the outside, and so designed that a
section may be readily pushed upward to afford emergency egress. The canopy shall cover the top in such a
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manner as to protect those inside from objects falling in
the shaft.
(vi) Personnel platforms operating on guide rails or
guide ropes shall be equipped with broken-rope safety
devices, safety catches, or arrestment devices that will
stop and hold 150 percent of the weight of the personnel
platform and its maximum rated load.
(vii) During sinking operations in shafts where guides
and safeties are not yet used, the travel speed of the
personnel platform shall not exceed 200 feet (60.96 m)
per minute. Governor controls set for 200 feet (60.96 m)
per minute shall be installed in the control system and
shall be used during personnel hoisting.
(viii) The personnel platform may travel over the controlled length of the hoistway at rated speeds up to 600
feet ( 182.88 m) per minute during sinking operations in
shafts where guides and safeties are used.
(ix) The personnel platform may travel at rated
speeds greater than 600 feet ( 182.88 m) per minute in
complete shafts.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 83-34,
filed 11/30/83)
WAC 296-305-06009 BODY PROTECTION. (I)
Body protection shall be coordinated with foot and leg
protection to ensure full protection for the wearer. This
shall be achieved by one of the following methods:
(a) Wearing of a fire resistive coat with fully extended
hip boots meeting the requirements of WAC 296-30506007; or
(b) Wearing of a fire resistant coat with fire resistant
trousers; or
(c) Wearing of ancillary clothing as specified in WAC
296-305-060 (3)(a) of this chapter.
(2) Fire resistant coat and trousers shall be at least
equivalent to the requirements of the N FPA Standard
#1971, protective clothing for structural fire fighters((;
except that the oute1 shell fab1 ic shall weigh 11ot less
than 7.5 oz/yd 2)).
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 76-28,
filed 9/28/76)
WAC 296-306-260 ROLLOVER PROTECTIVE
STRUCTURES (ROPS) FOR MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT. (I) Coverage. (a) This section
applies to the following types of material handling
equipment: To all rubber-tired, self-propelled scrapers,
rubber-tired front-end loaders, rubber-tired dozers,
wheel-type agricultural and industrial tractors, crawler
tractors, crawler-type loaders, and motor graders, with
or without attachments, that are used in agricultural
work. This requirement does not apply to side-boom
pipelaying tractors.
(2) Material handling machinery described in subsection (I) of this section and manufactured on or after
October 25, 1976, shall be equipped with rollover protective structures which meet the minimum performance
standards prescribed in WAC 296-306-260 and 296306-265, as applicable.
(3) Rollover protective structures and supporting attachment shall meet the minimum performance criteria
( 209)
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detailed in WAC ((296 306 260)) 296-303-26001 and
296-306-265, as applicable, or shall be designed, fabricated, and installed in a manner which will support,
based on the ultimate strength of the metal, at least two
times the weight of the prime mover applied at the point
of impact.
(a) The design objective shall be to minimize the likelihood of a complete overturn and thereby minimize the
possibility of the operator being crushed as a result of a
rollover or upset.
(b) The design shall provide a vertical clearance of at
least 52 inches from the work deck to the ROPS at the
point of ingress or egress.
( 4) Remounting. ROPS removed for any reason, shall
be remounted with equal quality, or better, bolts or
welding as required for the original mounting.
(5) Labeling. Each ROPS shall have the following information permanently affixed to the structure:
(a) Manufacturer or fabricator's name and address;
(b) ROPS model number, if any;
.
(c) Machine make, model, or series number that the
structure is designed to fit.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 76-28,
filed 9/28/76)
WAC 296-306-265
PROTECTIVE
FRAME
(ROPS) TEST PROCEDURES AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR WHEEL-TYPE AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL TRACTORS
USED IN AGRICULTURE. (I) Definitions applicable
to this section. (a) SAE J333a, Operator Protection for
Wheel-Type Agricultural and Industrial Tractors (July
1970) defines "agricultural tractor" as a "wheel-type
vehicle of more than 20 engine horsepower designed to
furnish the power to pull, carry, propel, or drive implements that are designed for agricultural usage." Since
this chapter applies only to agriculture work, the following definition of "agricultural tractor" is adopted for
purposes of this part: "Agricultural tractor" means a
wheel-type vehicle of more than 20 engine horsepower,
which is designed to furnish the power to pull, propel, or
drive implements.
(b) "Industrial tractor" means that class of wheeled
type tractor of more than 20 engine horsepower (other
than rubber-tired loaders and dozers described in WAC
((296 306 260)) 296-306-26001), used in operations
such as landscaping, construction services, loading, digging, grounds keeping, and highway maintenance.
(c) The following symbols, terms, and explanations
apply to this section:

=

Energy input to be absorbed during side
loading. Eis = 723 + 0.4 W ft.-lb. (E'is =
·JOO+ 0.12 W',m.-kg).
Eir = Energy input to be absorbed during rear
loading. Eir = 0.4 7 W ft. - lb. ( E'ir = 0.14
W', m. - kg).
w = Tractor weight as prescribed in WAC 296306-265 (5)(a) and (5)(c) in lb. (W', kg).
L = Static load, lb. (kg.).
D = Deflection under L, in. (mm.).
Static load-deflection diagram.
L-0
Eis
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Modified static load-deflection diagram
(Figure V,-20). To account for increase in
strength due to increase in strain rate, raise
L in plastic range to L x K.
Increase in yield strength induced by higher
rate of loading ( 1.3 for hot rolled low carbon
steel 1010-1030). Low carbon is preferable;
however, if higher carbon or other material
is used, K must be determined in the laboratory. Refer to Charles H. Norris, et al.,
Structural Design for Dynamic Loads
( 1959), p. 3.
Maximum observed static load.
Point on L-D curve where observed static
load is 0.8 Lmax (refer to Figure V-19).
Strain energy absorbed by the frame, ft.-lb.
(m. - kg) area under Lm-Dm curve.
Factor of energy ratio, FER = Eu/Eis; also
= Eu/Eir.
Maximum observed force in mounting connection under static load, L, lb. (kg.).
Design margin for mounting connection
FSB = (Pu/Pb)-1.
Vertical height of lift of 4,410 lb. (2,000
kg.) weight, in. (H', mm.). The weight shall
be pulled back so that the height of its center of gravity above the point of impact is
defined as follows: H = 4.92 + 0.00190 W
or (H' = 125 = 0.107 W') (Figure V-((+4))
24).

((tiit)) @ Source of standard. The standard in this
section is derived from, and restates, Society of Automotive Engineers Standard J334a (July 1970), Protective Frame Test Procedures and Performance Requirements. This standard shall be resorted to in the event
that questions of interpretation arise. The standard appears in the 1971 SAE handbook.
(2) General.
(a) The purpose of this section is to set forth requirements for frames for the protection of operators of wheel
type agricultural and industrial tractors to minimize the
possibility of operator injury resulting from accidental
upsets during normal operation. With respect to agricultural and industrial tractors, the provisions of WAC
296-306-260 and 296-306-270 for rubber-tired dozers
and rubber-tired loaders may be utilized in lieu of the
requirements of this section.
(b) The protective frame which is the subject of this
standard is a structure mounted to the tractor that extends above the operator's seat and conforms generally
to Figure V-15.
(c) If an overhead weather shield is attached to the
protective frame, it may be in place during tests: PROVIDED, That it docs not contribute to the strength of
the protective frame. If such an overhead weather shield
is attached, it must meet the requirements of subsection
(I 0) of this section.
(d) For overhead protection requirements, sec WAC
296-306-270.

(e) If protective enclosures are used on wheel-type
agricultural and industrial tractors, they shall meet the
requirements of Society of Automotive Engineers Standard J 168 (July 1970), Protective Enclosures, Test Procedures, and Performance Requirements.
(3) Applicability. The requirements of this section apply to wheel-type agricultural tractors used in agriculture work and to wheel-type industrial tractors used in
construction type work. See subsection (I) of this section
for definitions of agricultural tractors and industrial
tractors.
( 4) Performance requirements.
(a) Either a laboratory test or a field test is required
in order to determine the performance requirements set
forth in subsection (I 0) of this section.
(b) A laboratory test may be either static or dynamic.
The laboratory test must be under conditions of
repeatable and controlled loading in order to permit
analysis of the protective frame.
(c) A field upset test, if used, shall be conducted under reasonably controlled conditions, both rearward and
sideways, to verify the effectiveness of the protective
frame under actual dynamic conditions.
(5) Test procedure-General.
(a) The tractor used shall be the tractor with the
greatest weight on which the protective frame is to be
used.
(b) A new protective frame and mounting connections
of the same design shall be used for each test procedure.
(c) Instantaneous and permanent frame deformation
shall be measured and recorded for each segment of the
test.
(d) Dimensions relative to the seat shall be determined with the seat unloaded and adjusted to its highest
and most rearward latched position provided for a seated
operator.
(e) If the seat is offset, the frame loading shall be on
the side with the least space between the centerline of
the seat and the upright.
(f) The low temperature impact strength of the material used in the protective structure shall be verified by
suitable material tests or material certifications in accordance with WAC 296-306-26001 (7)(b)(iv).
(6) Test procedure for vehicle overturn.
(a) Vehicle weight. The weight of the tractor, for
purposes of this section, includes the protective frame,
all fuels, and other components required for normal use
of the tractor. Ballast must be added if necessary to
achieve a minimum total weight of 130 lb. (59 kg.) per
maximum power takeoff horsepower at rated engine
speed. The weight of the front end must be at least 33
lb. ( 15 kg.) per maximum power takeoff horsepower. In
case power takeoff horsepower is unavailable, 95 percent
of net engine flywheel horsepower shall be used.
(b) Agricultural tractors shall be tested at the weight
set forth in subdivision (a) of this subsection.
(c) Industrial tractors shall be tested with items of integral or mounted equipment and ballast that are sold as
standard equipment or approved by the vehicle manufacturer for use with the vehicle where the protective
frame is expected to provide protection for the operator
with such equipment installed. The total vehicle weight
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and front end weight as tested shall not be less than the
weights established in subdivision (a) of this subsection.
(d) The test shall be conducted on a dry, firm soil
bank as illustrated in Figure V-16. The soil in the impact area shall have an average cone index in the 0.6 in.
(153 mm.) layer not less than 150 according to American Society of Agricultural Engineers Recommendations
ASAE R3 l 3, Soil Cone Penetrometer. The path of travel of the vehicle shall be 12° ± 2° to the top edge of the
bank.
(e) The upper edge of the bank shall be equipped with
an 18 in. (457 mm.) high ramp as described in Figure
V-16 to assist in tipping the vehicle.
(f) The front and rear wheel tread settings, where adjustable, shall be at the position nearest to halfway between the minimum and maximum settings obtainable
on the vehicle. Where only two settings are obtainable,
the minimum setting shall be used.
(g) Vehicle overturn test-Sideways and rearward. (i)
The tractor shall be driven under its own power along
the specified path of travel at a minimum speed of I 0
m.p.h. (16 km./hr.) or maximum vehicle speed if under
IO m.p.h. ( 16 km./hr.) up the ramp as described in subdivision (e) of this subsection to induce sideways
overturn.
(ii) Rear upset shall be induced by engine power with
the tractor operating in gear to obtain 3-5 m.p.h. (4.8-8
km./hr.) at maximum governed engine r.p.m. preferably
by driving forward directly up a minimum slope of two
vertical to one horizontal. The engine clutch may be
used to aid in inducing the upset.
(7) Other test procedures. When the field upset test is
not used to determine ROPS performance, either the
static test or the dynamic test, contained in subsection
(8) or (9) of this section, shall be made.
(8) Static test.
(a) Test conditions.
(i) The laboratory mounting base shall include that
part of the tractor chassis to which the protective frame
is attached including the mounting parts.
(ii) The protective frame shall be instrumented with
the necessary equipment to obtain the required load deflection data at the locations and directions specified in
Figure V-17, V-18, and V-19.
(iii) The protective frame and mounting connections
shall be instrumented with the necessary recording
equipment to obtain the required load-deflection data to
be used in calculating FSB (see subsection (l)(c) of this
section). The gauges shall be placed on mounting connections before the installation load is applied.
(b) Test procedure.
(i) The side load application shall be at the upper extremity of the frame upright at a 90° angle to the centerline of the vehicle. The side load "L" shall be applied
according to Figure V-17. "L" and "D" shall be recorded simultaneously. The test shall be stopped when:
(A) The strain energy absorbed by the frame is equal
to the required input energy (Eis) or
(B) Deflection of the frame exceeds the allowable deflection, or
(C) The frame load limit occurs before the allowable
deflection is reached in the side load.
[ 211)
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(ii) The L-D diagram, as shown by means of a typical
example in Figure V-20, shall be constructed, using the
data obtained in accordance with item (i) of this
subdivision.
(iii) The modified Lm-Dm diagram shall be constructed according to item (ii) of this subdivision and
according to Figure V-21. The strain energy absorbed
by the frame (Eu) shall than [then] be determined.
(iv) Eis, FER, and FSB shall be calculated.
(v) The test procedure shall be repeated on the same
frame utilizing L (rear input; see Figure V-19) and Eir.
Rear load application shall be uniformly distributed
along a maximum projected dimension of 27 in. (686
mm.) and a maximum area of 160 sq. in. ( 1,032 sq. cm.)
normal to the direction of load application. The load
shall be applied to the upper extremity of the frame at
the point which is midway between the centerline of the
seat and the inside of the frame upright.
(9) Dynamic test.
(a) Test conditions.
(i) The protective frame and tractor shall meet the
requirements of subsection (6)(b) or (c) of this section,
as appropriate.
(ii) The dynamic loading shall be produced by use of
a 4,410 lb. (2,000 kg.) weight acting as a pendulum. The
impact face of the weight shall be 27 plus or minus 1 in.
by 27 plus or minus I in. (686 + or - 25 mm.) and shall
be constructed so that its center of gravity is within I in.
(25.4 mm.) of its geometric center. The weight shall be
suspended from a pivot point 18-22 ft. (5.5-6.7 m.)
above the point of impact on the frame and shall be
conveniently and safely adjustable for height. (See Figure V-((.Z.Z)) 21.)
(iii) For each phase of testing, the tractor shall be restrained from moving when the dynamic load is applied.
The restraining members shall be of 0.5-0.63 in. ( 12.516 mm.) steel cable and points of attaching restraining
members shall be located an appropriate distance behind
the rear axle and in front of the front axle to provide a
15°-30° angle between a restraining cable and the horizontal. The restraining member shall either be in the
plane in which the center gravity of the pendulum will
swing or more than one restraining cable shall give a resultant force in this plane. (See Figure V-((z.3-)) 22.)
(iv) The wheel tread setting shall comply with the requirements of subsection (6)(f) of this section. The tires
shall have no liquid ballast and shall be inflated to the
maximum operating pressure recommended by the tire
manufacturer. With specified tire inflation, the restraining cables shall be tightened to provide tire deflection of
6-8 percent of nominal tire section width. After the vehicle is properly restrained, a wooden beam 6 x 6 in. ( 15
x 15 cm.) shall be driven tightly against the appropriate
wheels and" clamped. For the test to the side, an additional wooden beam shall be placed as a prop against the
wheel nearest the operator's station and shall be secured
to the floor so that it is held tightly against the wheel
rim during impact. The length of this beam shall be
chosen so that when it is positioned against the wheel
rim it is at an angle of 25°-40° to the horizontal. It
shall have a length 20-25 times its depth and a width
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two to three times its depth. (See Figures V-((B)) 22
and V-((2-4)) 23.)
(v) Means shall be provided indicating the maximum
instantaneous deflection along the line of impact. A simple friction device is illustrated in Figure V-((2-4)) 23.
(vi) No repair or adjustments may be carried out
during the test.
(vii) If any cables, props, or blocking shift or break
during the test, the test shall be repeated.
(b) Test procedure.
(i) General. The frame shall be evaluated by imposing
dynamic loading to rear followed by a load to the side on
the same frame. The pendulum dropped from the height
(see definition H in subsection (1 )(c) of this section)
imposes the dynamic load. The position of the pendulum
shall be so selected that the initial point of impact on the
frame shall be in line with the arc of travel of the center
of gravity of the pendulum. A quick release mechanism
should be used but, if used, shall not influence the attitude of the block.
(ii) Impact at rear. The tractor shall be properly restrained according to subdivisions (a)(iii) and (iv) of this
section. The tractor shall be positioned with respect to
the pivot point of the pendulum such that the pendulum
is 20° from the vertical prior to impact, as shown in
Figure V-((B)) 22. The impact shall be applied to the
upper extremity oTthe frame at the point which is midway between the centerline of the seat and the inside of
the frame upright of a new frame.
(iii) Impact at side. The block and restraining shall
conform to subdivisions (a)(iii) and (iv) of this subsection. The point of impact shall be that structural member of the protective frame likely to hit the ground first
in a sideways accidental upset. The side impact shall be
applied to the side opposite that used for rear impact.
(I 0) Performance requirements.
(a) General.
(i) The frame, overhead weather shield, fenders, or
other parts in the operator area may be deformed but
shall not shatter or leave sharp edges exposed to the opera tor, or violate dimensions as shown in Figures
V-((t-1)) .!.£and V-((+8)) .!2 as follows:
11

D

=

E
F

=

G

=
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(b) Vehicle overturn performance requirements. The
requirements of this subsection (I 0) must be met in both
side and rear overturns.
(c) Static test performance requirements. Design factors shall be incorporated in each design to withstand an
overturn test as prescribed in this subsection (10). The
structural requirements will be generally met if FER is
greater than I and FSB is greater than K-1 in both side
and rear loadings.
(d) Dynamic test performance requirements. Design
factors shall be incorporated in each design to withstand
the overturn test prescribed in this subsection (10). The
structural requirements will be generally met if the dimensions in this subsection (I 0) are adhered to in both
side and rear loads.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 87-24,
filed 11/30/87)
WAC 296-306-27095
V-1 THROUGH V-28.

EXHIBIT B-FIGURES

~

CABLE SLACK

\

2 in. (51 mm.) inside of frame upright to
vertical centerline of seat.
30 in. (762 mm.).
Not Jess than 0 in. and not more than 12 in.
(305 mm.), measured at centerline front of
seat backrest to crossbar along the line of
load application as shown in Figure V-17.
24 in. (610 mm.).

(ii) The material and design combination used in the
protective structure must be such that the structure can
meet all prescribed performance tests at zero degrees
Fahrenheit in accordance with WAC 296-306-26001
(7)(b)(iv).

Figure Y-1
Vertical loading setup for all types of equipment
described in WAC ((296 306 270)) 296-306-26001 (2).
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Figure V-2
Test setup for rubber-tired self-propelled scrapers.
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Figure V-5
Determination of energy area under force deflection
curve for all types of ROPS equipment defined in WAC
296-306-26001 (2).
Figure V-3
Test setup for rubber-tired front-end loaders, rubbertired ((dozens)) dozers, and motor graders.
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Side-loading setup for crawler tractors and crawler
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Figure V-9
Energy absorbed versus vehicle weight .
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scrapers.
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Minimum horizontal load factor for crawler tractors
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Method of measuring instantaneous deflection.
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Figure V-25
Location for side load.
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SEAT

Figure V-26
Zone of protection for drop test.

Figure V-27
Method of load application for crush test.

any person, corporation, association, or other legal entity
that owns or operates an agricultural establishment or
on whose premises or in whose interest an agricultural
establishment is operated and any person, corporation,
association, or other legal entity who is responsible for
the management and condition of an agricultural establishment or who acts directly or indirectly in the interest
of an employer in relation to any employee.
(2) 11 Agricultural establishment" is a business operation that uses paid employees in the production of food,
fiber, or other materials such as seed, seedlings, plants,
or parts of plants.
(3) "Accessible" means no more than one-fourth mile
or five minutes travel time from the work location
served.
( 4) "Hand-labor operations" means agricultural activities or operations performed by hand or with hand
tools. Some examples of "hand-labor operations" are the
hand cultivation, weeding, planting or harvesting of vegetables, nuts, fruit, seedlings or other crops, including
mushrooms, and the hand packing into containers.
"Hand-labor" does not include such activities as logging
operations, the care or feeding of livestock, or hand-labor operations in permanent structures (e.g., canning facilities or packing houses).
(5) "Handwashing facility" means a facility providing
a tap with an adequate supply of water, approved by the
local health authority. Soap, single-use hand towels and
either a basin or other suitable container for washing
shall be provided.
(6) "Potable water" means water ((that)) which
meets the quality standards for drinking purposes ((by
the state 01 local authoiity having ju1 isdiction 01 wate1
that meets the quality standa1 ds p1 esc1 ibed by the local
health authoiity in acco1 dance with the United States
En~ i1 on mental P1 otection Agency's National Inte1 im
P1 ima1 y Diinking Vlate1 Regulations, published in 40
CFR Pait 141)) of state or local authority having jurisdiction or water that meets the· quality standards prescribed by the United States Environmental Protection
Agency's Interim Primary Drinking Water Regulations,
published in 40 CFR Part 141, and 40 CFR 14 7.2400.
(7) "Toilet" means a fixed or portable facility designed for the purpose of adequate collection and containment of both defecation and urination. "Toilet 11 includes biological, chemical, flush and combustion toilets,
or sanitary privies.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-03,
filed 5/15/89, effective 6/30/89)

Figure V-28
Protected zone during crush and drop tests.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 89-03,
filed 5/15/89, effective 6/30/89)

WAC 296-306-320 FIELD SA NIT A TI ON-REQUIREMENTS. Agricultural employers shall provide
the following for employees engaged in hand-labor operations in the field, without cost to the employee:
(1) Orientation: Orientation shall be given verbally to
all employees in a manner readily understandable by
each employee and shall include:
(a) Potable water: The location(s) of potable water
supplies;

FIELD SANITATIONWAC 296-306-310
DEFINITIONS. (I) 11 Agricultural employer" means

I 21s 1
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(b) Nonpotable water: Identification of all nonpotable
water at the worksite and prohibition of the use of nonpotable water with an explanation of the possible consequences of using nonpotable water;
(c) Handwashing facilities: The location(s) of handwashing facilities with an explanation of when and how
they should be used and the consequences of nonuse; and
(d) Toilet facilities: The location(s) of toilet facilities
with an explanation of the necessity to use them and to
keep them sanitary as well as the possible consequences
of nonuse.
(2) Potable drinking water.
(a) The water shall be provided and shall be placed in
locations readily accessible to all employees.
(b) Potable water containers shall be refilled daily or
more often as necessary.
(c) Potable water dispensers shall be designed, constructed, and serviced so that sanitary conditions are
maintained. They shall be capable of being closed and
shall be equipped with a tap.
(d) Open containers such as barrels, pails, or tanks for
drinking water from which water must be dipped or
poured, whether or not they are fitted with a cover, are
prohibited.
(e) Marking: Any container used to distribute drinking water shall be clearly marked, in English and with
appropriate international symbol as to the nature of its
contents.
(f) Use: Any container used to distribute drinking
water shall not be used for any other purpose.
(g) The water shall be suitably cool and in sufficient
amounts, taking into account the air temperature, humidity, and the nature of the work performed, to meet
employees' needs.
Note:

Suitably cool water should be sixty degrees Fahrenheit or less.
During hot weather, workers may require up to three gallons
of water per day.

(h) The use of common drinking cups or dippers is
prohibited. Water shall be dispensed in single-use
drinking cups, personal containers, or by water fountains. Single-use drinking cups mean a container of any
type or size whether disposable or not, and may include
personal containers so long as the option to use a personal container is exercised by the employee, not the
employer.
(i) Employees shall not be permitted to drink from irrigation ditches, creeks or rivers. Potable water shall
meet the quality standards for drinking purposes ((by
the)) of state or local authority having jurisdiction or
((water)) that meets ((the)) quality standards prescribed
by the ((local health depat tment i11 acco1 dance with
the)) United States Environmental Protection Agency's
National Interim Primary Drinking Water Regulations,
published in 40 CFR Part 141 and 40 CFR 14 7.2400.
(3) Handwashing facilities.
(a) One handwashing facility, providing a tap with an
adequate supply of water, soap, single-use hand towels

WSR 91-11-070

and either a basin or other suitable container for washing shall be provided for each twenty employees or fraction thereof.
Note:

Nonpotable water shall not be used for washing any portion of
the person, except as specifically permitted by the health authorities having jurisdiction.

(b) Running water: Each facility shall be provided
with running water.
(c) Soap: Each facility shall be provided with a dispenser containing handsoap or a similar cleansing agent.
(d) Towels: Each facility shall be provided with individual single-use hand towels.
(e) Cleanliness: Facilities shall be maintained in a
clean and sanitary condition in accordance with appropriate public health sanitation practices.
(f) Waste: Waste receptacles shall be provided. Disposal of wastes from the facilities shall not create a hazard or cause an unsanitary condition.
(g) Reasonable use: Employees shall be allowed reasonable opportunities during the work period to use the
facilities.
(h) Location:
(i) Facilities shall be accessibly located in close proximity to toilet facilities and within one-quarter mile of
each employee's place of work in the field.
(ii) Where it is not feasible to locate facilities as required by (h)(i) of this subsection, the facilities shall be
located at the point of closest vehicular access.
( 4) Toilet facilities.
(a) One toilet facility shall be provided for each
twenty employees or fraction thereof.
(b) Each employer shall ensure, at the beginning of
each day, that the toilets are inspected. If any toilet facility fails to meet the requirements of this section, immediate corrective action shall be taken. Inspections
shall be documented and the record shall be maintained
at the work site for at least seventy-two hours.
(c) Toilet facilities shall be adequately ventilated; appropriately screened, and have self-closing doors that
can be closed and latched from the inside and shall be
constructed to ensure privacy.
(d) Cleanliness: Facilities shall be maintained in a
clean, sanitary, and functional condition and in accordance with the appropriate public health sanitation
practices.
(e) Toilets shall be supplied with toilet paper.
(f) Waste: Disposal of wastes from the facilities shall
not create a hazard or cause an unsanitary condition.
(g) Reasonable use: Employees shall be allowed reasonable opportunities during the work period to use the
facilities.
(h) Location:
(i) Facilities shall be accessibly located in close proximity to hand washing facilities and within one-quarter
mile of each employee's place of work in the field.
(ii) Where it is not feasible to locate facilities as required by (h)(i) of this subsection, the facilities shall be
located at the point of closest vehicular access.
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[Memorandum-May 17, 1991]

month timeframe allotted for final action under the current filing.
Ann Daley
Executive Director

MEETING NOTICE
FOR JUNE 1991
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT BOARD
TRANSPORTATION BUILDING, OLYMPIA, WASHINGTON
98504

PERMANENT RULES

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT BOARD

WSR 91-11-074

BOARD OF
PILOT AGE COMMISSIONERS

TIB field trip, 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m., Thursday, June
13, 1991, in Bremerton area.
TIB work session, 6:00 p.m., Thursday, June 13, 1991,
in Bremerton at the Best Western Bayview Inn, Ostrich
Room.
TIB meeting, 9:00 a.m., Friday, June 14, 1991, in
Bremerton at the Bremerton City Hall, 239 4th Street,
Room 212.
TIB work session, 6:00 p.m., Thursday, July 18, 1991, in
Olympia at the Aladdin Motor Inn.
TIB meeting, 9:00 a.m., Friday, July 19, 1991, in
Olympia at the Transportation Commission Board
Room, Transportation Building.
There will be no August or September 1991 board
meeting.

WSR 91-11-072

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

HARDWOODS COMMISSION
[Memorandum-May 17, 1991]

There will be a meeting of the Washington State Hardwoods Commission on May 22, 1991, 10:00 a.m. until
10:30 a.m. at the Insurance Building, 3rd Floor Meeting
Room. Purpose of the meeting will be to conduct business on a conference call line with members of the
commission.

WSR 91-11-073

WITHDRAWAL OF PROPOSED RULES

HIGHER EDUCATION
COORDINATING BOARD
[Filed May 20, 1991, 1:44 p.m.]

On December 5, 1990, the Higher Education Coordinating Board filed proposed rules with the code reviser
regarding the American Indian Endowed Scholarship
Program, chapter 250-76 WAC, under WSR 90-24076. This letter is to request formal withdrawal of that
filing through notice in the next Washington State
Register.
It is our intent to revise the text of the proposed program regulations to include substantive changes, and resubmit to the code reviser for publication in a subsequent register. It will not be possible for this agency to
incorporate the additional changes, provide opportunity
for public hearing, and adopt the revisions within the six

[Filed May 20, 1991, 2:17 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 9, 1991.
Purpose: To amend the Puget Sound pilotage tariff.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 296-116-300.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 88.16.035.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-08-003 on March
22, 1991.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted Version: The adopted version represents a decrease of
approximately 1.5% from the proposed version.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 20, 1991
Marjorie Smitch
Assistant Attorney General
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending WSR 90-20116, filed 10/2/90, effective 11/2/90)
WAC 296-116-300 PILOTAGE RATES FOR
THE PUGET SOUND PILOTAGE DISTRICT.
((These 1ates shall become effective 011 May I, 1989.))
CLASSIFICATION
Ship length overall (LOA)
Charges:

RATE
per LOA rate
schedule in
this section

Boarding fee:

$ (( Z6-:00))

28.00

Per each boarding/deboarding at the Port Angeles
pilot station.
Harbor shift - Live ship (Seattle Port)
Harbor shift - Live ship (other than
Seattle Port)
Harbor shift - Dead ship

LOA Zone I
LOA Zone I

Double LOA
Zone I
Dead ship towing charge:
Double LOA
Zone
LOA of tug + LOA of tow + beam of tow
Any tow exceeding seven hours, two pilots are mandatory. Harbor shifts shall constitute and be limited
to those services in moving vessels from dock to
dock, from anchorage to dock, from dock to anchorage, or from anchorage to anchorage in the same
port after all other applicable tariff charges for pilotage services have been recognized as payable.
Waterway and bridge charges:
Ships up to 90' beam:
A charge of ((5+4+:66)) $153.00 shall be in addition to bridge fees for any vessel movements both
inbound and outbound required to transit south of
Spokane Street Bridge in Seattle, south of Eleventh
Street Bridge in any of the Tacoma waterways, in
Port Gamble, or in the Snohomish River. Any vessel
movements required to transit through bridges shall
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RATE

CLASSIFICATION

Super ships:
20,000 to 50,000 gross tons:
Additional charge to LOA zone
mileage of $( (&.&t7-Z)) 0.0512 a gross ton for all
gross tonnage in excess of 20,000 gross tons up to
50,000 gross tons.

Ships 90' beam and/or over:
A charge of ((§+96:00)) $206.00 shall be in addition to bridge fees for any vessel movements both
inbound and outbound required to transit south of
Spokane Street Bridge in Seattle and south of Eleventh Street Bridge in any of the Tacoma waterways.
Any vessel movements required to transit through
bridges shall have an additional charge of
((~)) $144.00 per bridge.
(The above charges shall not apply to transit of vessels from Shilshole Bay to the limits of Lake
Washington.)

50,000 gross tons and up:
In excess of 50,000 gross tons, the charge shall be
$((&.e56-5)) 0.0613 per gross ton.
For vessels where a certificate of international gross tonnage is required, the appropriate international gross
tonnage shall apply.
Delayed arrival-Port Angeles:

Two or three pilots required:
In a case where two or three pilots are employed for
a single vessel waterway or bridge transit, the second and/or third pilot charge shall include the
bridge and waterway charge in addition to the harbor shift rate.

Launching vessels
Trial trips, 6 hours or less
(Minimum$((~))

582.00)

Trial trips, over 6 hours (two pilots)
Shilshole Bay -

When a pilot is ordered for an arriving inbound vessel at
Port Angeles and the vessel does not arrive within
two hours of its ET A, or its ET A is amended less
than six hours prior to the original ET A, a charge
of$((~)) 97.00 for each hour delay, or fraction
thereof, shall be assessed in addition to all other appropriate charges.

$((~))

Radio direction finder calibration

Salmon Bay

205.00
$(( 189 .00))
205.00
$((285.00))
309.00
$

March Point or Anacortes
Bangor

((~))

97.00
per hr.

Bellingham

$ (( t'ffl:OO))

Bremerton

194.00
per hr.

Cherry Point

$(( ttt:ee))

Dupont

$((t+t:e0))
120.00
LOA Zone I
Cancellation charge
Cancellation charge - Port Angeles (when pilot is ordered and vessel proceeds without stopping for pilot.) LOA Zone I

Everett

Lake Union

Lake Union - Lake Washington (plus LOA zone from
Webster Point)

Docking delay after anchoring:

$

Applicable harbor shift rate to apply, plus
$((~)) 97.00 per hour standby. No charge if delay is 60 minutes or less. If the delay is more than
60 minutes, charge is$((~)) 97.00 for every
hour or fraction thereof.
Sailing delay:
No charge if delay is 60 minutes or less. If the delay is more than 60 minutes, charge is $((~))
97.00 for every hour or fraction thereof.

Edmonds

((~))

Ferndale
Manchester
Mukilteo

97.00
per hr.

Olympia
Point Wells
Port Gamble

$

$

((~))

97.00
per hour

Transportation to vessels on Puget Sound:

120.00
$ ((87.00))
94.00

Salmon Bay -

RATE

CLASSIFICATION

have an additional charge of ((S67':66)) $73.00 per
bridge.

Compass adjustment

WSR 91-11-074

Port Townsend (Indian Island)

((~))

97.00
per hour

Seattle
Semiahmoo (Blaine)
Tacoma

$((~))

Tacoma Smelter

97.00
per hour

Winslow

Slowdown:
When a vessel chooses not to maintain its normal
speed capabilities for reasons determined by the vessel and not the pilot, and when the difference in arrival time is one hour, or greater, from the predicted
arrival time had the vessel maintained its normal
.speed capabilities, a charge of$((~)) 97.00 per
hour, and each fraction thereof, will be assessed for
the resultant difference in arrival time.

(a) lntraharbor transportation for the Port Angeles port
area - transportation between Port Angeles pilot
station and Port Angeles harbor docks - $((*-00))
11.00.
(b) lnterport shifts: Transportation paid to and from both
points.

I 221 I

$ ((ttt:ee))

113.00
((65.00))
66.00
((124.00))
125.00
((34.00))
35.00
(( 146.00))
147.00
((65.00))
66.00
((23.00))
24.00
((42.00))
43.00
(( 134.00))
135.00
((51.00))
52.00
((41.00))
42.00
((84.00))
85.00
((23.00))
24.00
((60.00))
61.00
((85.00))
86.00
11.00
( ( +5:3-:00))

154.00
((43.00))
44.00
((49.00))
50.00
((34.00))
35.00

WSR 91-11-074
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CLASSIFICATION

RATE

LOA

(c) lntraharbor shifts: Transportation to be paid both
ways. If intraharbor shift is cancelled on or before
scheduled reporting time, transportation paid one
way only.
(d) Cancellation: Transportation both ways unless notice
of cancellation is received prior to scheduled reporting time in which case transportation need only be
paid one way.
(e) Any new facilities or other seldom used terminals, not
covered above, shall be based on mileage x $1.60
per mile.

Intra
Harbor

940
960
980
1000

Delinquent payment charge: I I /2% per month after 45
days from first billing.
Nonuse of pilots: Ships taking and discharging pilots without using their services through all Puget Sound and
adjacent inland waters shall pay full pilotage fees on
the LOA zone mileage basis from Port Angeles to
destination, from place of departure to Port Angeles, or for entire distance between two ports on
Puget Sound and adjacent inland waters.
LOA rate schedule
The following rate schedule is based upon distances
furnished by National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, computed to the nearest half-mile
and includes retirement fund contributions.

LOA

ZONE
Intra
Harbor

((tlp to 449 133

450
460
4i'0
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
5i'0
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
6i'0
680
690
i'00
T20
i'40
i'60
i'80
800
820
840
860
880
900
920

459
469
4i'9
489
499
509
519
529
539
549
559
569
5i'9
589
599
609
619
629
639
649
659
669
6i'9
689
699
i'l9
i'39
i'59
Ti'9
i'99
819
839
859
8i'9
899
919
939

136
148
145
148
151
158
160
162
168
li'I
li'4
181
184
192
201
288
220
229
241
251
26i'
2i'5
283
288
296
310
328
342
356
3T3
388
401
419
433
449
462
4i'8

ZONE

ZONE

ZONE

ZONE

ZONE

II

111

IV

v

VI

0-30

31-50

51-75

208
213
216
221
226
228
232
23i'
246
249
253
261
2i'I
2i'5
2i'9
285
293
296
300
30i'
313
319
322
330
33i'
342
353
364
3i'9
395
410
424
438
456
4i'2
48i'
581
516

361
364
368
3T3
3i'5
3i'9
386
390
396
481
409
412
428
424
432
435
441
449
455
459
464
4i'2
4i'i'
482
488
494
504
516
52i'
539
549
560

541
549
558
5i'8
580
598
599
606
689
616
623
632
638
648
645
649
651
655
660
662
665
6i'0
6i'3
685
692
i'85
i'l2
n2
T38
i'41
i'52
i'5i'
i'68
Ti'6
i'98
816
835
855

Miles

Miles

5n

584
596
606
61i'
632

Miles

ZONE

76-100 IOI Miles
Miles

& Over

T30
i'41
i'52
i'55
i'60
i'68
Ti'4
i'82
i'89
801
815
821
838
83i'
843
855
864
8i'4
883
891
901
911
920
931
939
950
966
98i'
1806
1826
1844
1061
1882
1101
1120
1138
1161
II i'5

950
953
95i'
968
963
968
9i'5
9i'8
98i'
99i'
1006
1816
1826
1033
1844
1055
1861
10i'8
1082
1893
1181
1111
1128
112T
1138
1161
II i'S
1194
1215
1233
1254
12n
1288
1310
1328
1348
136i'
1385

959
9i'9
999

494
50i'
525
6c O~CI 539
UQ to 449
144
450 - 459
148
460- 469
152
470 - 479
157
480- 489
161
490- 499
164
171
500- 509
510- 519
174
520 - 529
176
530 - 539
182
540 - 549
185
550 - 559
189
560 - 569
196
570 - 579
200
580 - 589
208
590 - 599
218
600- 609
226
610-619
239
620 - 629
248
630 - 639
261
640- 649
272
650 - 659
290
660- 669
298
670 - 679
307
680 - 689
312
690 - 699
321
700- 719
336
720 - 739
356
740 - 759
371
760 - 779
386
780 - 799
405
800 - 819
421
820 - 839
435
840 - 859
454
860 - 879
470
880 - 899
487
900- 919
501
920- 939
518
940- 959
536
960 - 979
550
980 - 999
569
1000 & over 585

ZONE

ZONE

ZONE

ZONE

ZONE

II

Ill

IV

v

VI

0-30

31-50

51-75

530
546
560
5i'9
226
231
234
240
245
247
252
257
267
270
274
283
294
298
303
309
318
321
325
333
339
346
349
358
366
371
383
395
411
428
445
460
475
495
512
528
543
560
575
592
607
628

641
653
663
6i'5
392
395
399
405
407
411
419
423
430
435
444
447
456
460
469
472
478
487
493
498
503
512
517
523
529
536
547
560
572
585
595
607
620
633
646
657
669
685
695
708
719
732

8i'4
891
911
931
587
595
605
618
629
640
650
657
661
668
676
685
692
694
700
704
706
710
716
718
721
727
730
743
751
765
772
783
792
804
816
821
833
842
866
885
906
927
948
966
988
1010

Miles

Miles

Miles

76-100 IOI Miles
Miles

& Over

1194
1215
1233
1254
792
804
816
819
824
833
839
848
856
869
884
890
900
908
914
927
937
948
958
966
977
988
998
1010
1018
1030
1048
1071
1091
1113
1132
1151
1174
1194
1215
1234
1259
1274
1295
1318
1337
1360

1403
1423
1441
1461))
1030
1034
1038
1041
1044
1050
1057
1061
1071
1081
1091
1102
1113
1120
1132
1144
1151
1161
1174
1185
1194
1205
1215
1222
1234
1259
1274
1295
1318
1337
1360
1380
1397
1421
1440
1462
1483
1502
1522
1543
1563
1585

WSR 91-11-075

PERMANENT RULES

BOARD OF REGISTRATION
FOR PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS
AND LAND SURVEYORS
[Filed May 20, 1991, 4:41 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 3, 1991.
Purpose: Regulation of the engineering and land surveying professions. Implement a two year renewal for
individuals licensed as a professional engineer or land
surveyor.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 196-24-060.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.43.035.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-07-064 on March
20, 1991.
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Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 17, 1991
Alan E. Rathbun, P.E.
Executive Director
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 90-21034, .filed 10/10/90, effective 11/10/90)
WAC 196-24-060 RENEWAL§. ((FEES)). (!)
((Renewals a1 e issned 011 an a111111al basis.)) The director
of the department of licensing has determined that all
licenses for individuals registered as a professional engineer and/or professional land surveyor shall expire on
the licensee's birth date. Renewals for individuals shall
be issued for a two-year period. It shall be the licensee's
responsibility to submit payment of the prescribed renewal fee to the department of licensing on or before the
date of expiration.
(2) ((UndCI the staggered license 1C11ewal system the
late payment penalty p1 Ov ision will be applied as fol~)) Effective with renewals due on July I, 1991, and
continuing through those due on June 30, 1992, the renewal period for engineers and land surveyors will be
converted from one to two years. This conversion will be
accomplished as follows:
(a) Current licensees as of July I, 1991, with a birth
date which is an even number shall initially renew for
one year. All subsequent renewals shall be for a twoyear period.
(b) Current licensees as of July I, 1991, with a birth
date which is an odd number shall initially renew for a
two-year period. All subsequent renewals shall be for a
two-year period.
(3) The initial license issued to an individual shall expire on the licensee's next birth date. However, if the licensee's next birth date is within three months of the
initial date of licensure, the original license shall expire
on his or her second birth date following original licensure. All subsequent renewals shall be for a two-year
period.
·
ill Before the expiration date of the individual's license the director of the department of licensing shall
mail a notice for renewal of license to the last known
address of every person holding a current license. The
licensee must return such notice along with current renewal fees prior to the expiration of said license. Regardless of whether a renewal notice is received by the
licensee, said license shall become invalid if the required
fee is not paid by the date of expiration. If the licensee
fails to pay the prescribed renewal fees within ninety
days after the expiration date of the license, then the renewal fee will be the current fee plus an amount equal to
one year's renewal fee.
((ffl)) ill The renewal fee for engineers, land surveyors, engineering corporations and engineering partnerships are determined by the director of the department of licensing.
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EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES

[Order 91-34-Filed May 20, 1991, 4:42 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 20, 1991.
Purpose: Commercial fishing regulations.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-32-05500X.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Pursuant to RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good
cause finds that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is necessary for the preservation of the
public health, safety, or general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of notice and opportunity
to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be
contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: Harvestable numbers of
salmon are available for a subsistence fishery. This conforms state regulations with Yakima Tribe regulations.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
May 20, 1991
Judith Merchant
Deputy
for Joseph R. Blum
Director

NEW SECTION
WAC 220-32-05500Y
COLUMBIA
RIVER
TRIB UTARJES-SUBSISTENCE. Notwithstanding
the provisions of WAC 220-32-055 and WAC 220-32059, effective immediately until further notice, it is unlawful for any fisher to take, fish for, or possess salmon
for commercial or subsistence purposes from the
Yakima, Klickitat, Icicle, Wind or Columbia Rivers except treaty Indian fishers possessing treaty rights under
the Yakima Treaty may fish for foodfish for subsistence
purposes as provided for in this section:
(I) Yakima River - a. Horn Dam and from the
southern border of the reservation to Sunnyside Dam
open 12:00 noon Tuesday to 6:00 p.m. Saturday of each
week from April 9 to June 29; 1991.
b. Prosser and Wapato Dams open 12:00 noon
Wednesday to 6:00 p.m. Saturday of each week from
April JO to June 29, 1991.
fn all open areas it shall be unlawful to place fishing
platforms, or to take, molest, injure, or fish for salmon
or to fish bypass pipes associated with irrigation canal
fish screening structures and no fishing is allowed from
boats or any other floating devices. Lawful gear is restricted to dipnet, setbag net, or rod and reel with bait or
Jure.
(2) Klickitat River - open 12:00 noon Wednesday to
6:00 p.m. Saturday, April 3 to May 25, 1991. in those
waters from the Swinging Bridge to Fishway Number 5.
It is unlawful to place fishing platforms or to take, molest, injure, or fish for salmon within 25 feet of any fish
ladder, fishway or fish bypass pipes. No fishing is allowed from boats or any other floating devices. Lawful
gear is restricted to dipnet, setbag net, or rod and reel
with bait or lure.
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(3) Icicle River - open 9:00 p.m. Thursday to 12:00
noon Saturday, May 9 to June 29, 1991, in those waters
where Icicle River borders the property of the U. S. Fish
and Wildlife National Fish Hatchery at Leavenworth. It
is unlawful to place fishing platforms or to take, molest,
injure, or fish for salmon within 30 feet of any fish ladder, fishway or fish bypass pipes. No fishing is allowed
from boats or any other floating devices. Lawful gear is
restricted to dipnet, setbag net, or rod and reel with bait
or lure.
(4) Wind River from the mouth to a marker 40(]
downstream of Shippard Falls open 12:00 noon Monday
April 1, 1991 to 6:00 p.m. Saturday June 15, 1991.
Lawful gear is restricted to dipnet, setbag net, or rod
and reel with bait or Jure.
(5) Columbia River - The Dalles Dam Sanctuary, except those water within 20(] of any portion of the Dalles
Dam.
REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative Code is repealed:
WAC 220-32-05500X COLUMBIA RIVER
TRIBUTARIES-SUBSISTENCE (91-29)
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EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES

(Order 91-35-Filed May 20, 1991, 4:43 p.rn., effective May 24,
1991, 12:01 a.rn.]

Date of Adoption: May 20, 1991.
Purpose: Commercial fishing regulations.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Repealing WAC 220-44-05000K.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Pursuant to RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good
cause finds that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is necessary for the preservation of the
public health, safety, or general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of notice and opportunity
to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be
contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: The Pacific Fishery Management Council has established a harvestable quota of
groundfish. This regulation provides for harvest of the
quota without impacting nonharvestable stocks. This
regulation is adopted at the recommendation of the Pacific Fisheries Management Council and is consistent
with federal regulations.
Effective Date of Rule: 12:0 I a.m., May 24, 1991.
May 20, 1991
Judith Merchant
Deputy
for Joseph R. Blum
Director

NEW SECTION
WAC 220-44-05000L COASTAL BOTTOMFISH
CATCH LIMITS. Notwithstanding the provisions of
WAC 220-44-050, effective 12:01 a.m. May 24, 1991,
until further notice it is unlawful to possess, transport
through the waters of the state, or land in any
Washington State port bottomfish taken for commercial
purposes from Marine Fish-Shellfish Management and
Catch Reporting Areas 29, 58B, 59A, 59B, 60A, _6!, 62,
or 63 in excess of the amounts or Jess than the minimum
sizes shown below for the following species:
(I) Widow Rockfish (Sebastes entomelas) - 10,000
pounds per vessel trip per week, defined as Wednesday
through the following Tuesday. A fisherman may choose
to make one landing of 20,000 pounds pei two consecutive weeks by filing a 1991 declaration of intent. There is
no limit on the number of landings Jess than 3,000
pounds.
(2) Shortbelly rockfish (Sebastes jordani) - no maximum poundage per vessel trip; no minimum size.
(3) Pacific ocean perch (Sebastes alutus) - No restrictions on landings up to 1,000 pounds per vessel trip.
Landings above 1,000 pounds allowed only if Pacific
ocean perch represent 20 percent or Jess of the total
weight of fish on board. Under no circumstances may a
vessel land more than 3,000 pounds of Pacific ocean
perch in any one vessel trip.
( 4) All other species of rockfish (includes all rockfish
except Pacific ocean perch (Sebastes alutus), widow
rockfish (Sebastes entomelas), shortbelly rockfish
(Sebastes jordani) and Thorny head (or idiot) rockfish
(Sebastolobus spp.)) - 25,000 pounds of all other species
of rockfish combined per vessel trip per calendar week,
defined as Wednesday through the following Tuesday, of
which no more than 3,000 pounds may be yellowtail
rockfish (Sebastes flavidus) except that a fisherman having made a 1991 declaration of intent, may make either
one landing of no more than 50,000 pounds of all other
species of rockfish combined per vessel trip biweekly,
defined as Wednesday through the second Tuesday following, of which no more than 5,000 pounds may be
yellowtail rockfish or two landings of not more than
12,500 pounds of all other species of rockfish in any one
calendar week of which no more than 3,000 pounds in
any one landing may .be yellowtail rockfish. It is unlawful for any vessel to make more than one landing in excess of 3,000 pounds of other rockfish species in any calendar week, if no declaration to land twice weekly has
been made.
(5) Deepwater Complex - Sablefish, Dover Sole, and
Thornyhead (or Idiot) Rockfish (Sebastolobus spp.) Fishers are limited to 27,500 pounds of the deepwater
complex of which no more than 7,500 pounds can be
Thornyhead rockfish, per vessel trip, per calender week,
defined as Wednesday through the following Tuesday,
except that a fisher having made a 1991 declaration of
intent may make either one landing of no more than
55,000 pounds of the deepwater complex of which no
more than 15,000 pounds can be Thornyhead rockfish,
per vessel trip biweekly, defined as Wednesday through
the second Tuesday following or two landings of not
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more than 13, 750 pounds of the deepwater complex of
which no more than 3, 750 pounds can be Thornyhead
rockfish, in any one calender week. If no declaration of
intent to land twice weekly has been made, then it is
unlawful for any vessel to make more than one landing
in excess of 4,000 pounds of the deepwater complex except sablefish landings are limited to 1,000 pounds.
The following limits apply to sablefish taken under
these subsections.
(a) Trawl vessels - Landings above 1000 pounds allowed only if sablefish represent 25 percent or Jess of the
total combined round weight of the deepwater complex
onboard. Minimum size 22 inches In length, unless
dressed in which case minimum size I 5. 5 inches in
length from the anterior insertion of the first dorsal fin
to the tip of the tail. To convert to round weight from
dressed weight multiply the dressed weight by 1.6. Trawl
vessels are allowed an incidental catch Jess than the
minimum size of 1,000 pounds or 25 percent of the total
combined round weight of the deep water comp/ex on
board but not to exceed 5,000 pounds per trip. This undersize sablefish incidental allowance is inclusive in the
trip limit.
(b) Non-Trawl Vessels - 500 pound trip limit. To
convert to round weight from dressed weight, multiply
the dressed weight by 1.6.
(6) 1991 Declarations of Intent -A 1991 Declaration
of Intent must be made to make other than one vessel
trip per week and land in excess of the minimum
amounts as provided for in this section. The new declaration form must be completed as provided for in this
subsection. All Declarations of Intent are binding for a
minimum of four weeks starting on the first Wednesday
following the declaration. The 199 I declaration of intent
to make other than one vessel trip per week must be
mailed or delivered to the Department of Fisheries, I 15
General Administration Building Olympia, Wa., 98504,
and must be received prior to the beginning of such fishing. The declaration of intent must contain the name
and address of the fishermen, the name and registration
number of the vessel, the date on which such fishing will
commence and must be signed and dated by the fisherman. The fisherman may return to the one vessel trip per
calendar week fishing by filing a declaration of intent to
stop fishing other than once weekly with the department
in the above manner. The declaration to stop such fishing and begin one vessel trip per calendar week fishing
must be received prior to the beginning of the week in
which the one vessel trip per calendar week fishing will
resume. The date of first landing will determine the beginning of bi-weekly periodicity. A calendar week is defined as Wednesday through the following Tuesday.
(7) It is unlawful during unloading of the catch and
prior to its being weighed or leaving the unloading facility to intermix with any other species a species or category of bottomfish having a vessel trip limit.
(8) For purposes of this section, a vessel trip is defined
as having occurred upon the initiation of transfer of
catch from the fishing vessel, and all fish aboard the
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vessel are considered part of the vessel trip limit at the
initiation of transfer of catch.
Reviser's note: The spelling error in the above section occurred in
the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register pursuant to
the requirements of RCW 34.08.040.

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative Code is repealed:
WAC 220-44-05000K COASTAL BOTTOMFISH
CATCH LIMITS (91-23)

WSR 91-11-078

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY
[Memorandum-May 21, 1991)

At the meeting of May JO, 1991, the board of regents of
Washington State University established the following
dates for the regular meetings of the board of regents for
July I, 1991, through August 31, 1992:
Friday,
Friday,
Friday,
Friday,
Friday,
Friday,
Friday,
Friday,
Friday,
Friday,

August 2, 1991, at Spokane
September 13, 1991, at Pullman
October 11, 1991, at Pullman
November 22, 1991, at Seattle
January 17, 1992, at Pullman
February 28, 1992, at Pullman
April 3, 1992, at Pullman
May 8, 1992, at Pullman
June 26, 1992, at Tri Cities
August 14, 1992, at Vancouver

Meetings will begin at 9:00 a.m. unless notice is given
otherwise prior to the meeting. All meetings will be at
the local campus, except for the Seattle meeting which
will be at the Washington Mutual Savings Bank.

WSR 91-11-079

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

EASTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
[Memorandum-May 21. 1991]
SPECIAL MEETING
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

May 23, 1991, 3:00 p.m.
Spokane Center, Room 222
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

May 24, 1991, 9:00 a.m.
Loujse Anderson Hall, First Floor Lounge
Breakfast will be served to board members prior to the
meeting at 8:00 a.m., Room 140, Second Floor.

l
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION
[Memorandum-May 20, 1991)

The Washington State Human Rights Commission will
hold its next regular commission meeting in Richland on
June 26 and 27, 1991. The meetings will be held at the
City Hall Council Chambers, 505 Swift Boulevard,
Richland. The meeting on June 26, will begin at 7:00
p.m. and will be a planning and training session only.
The regular business meeting on June 27, will begin at
9:30 a.m.

WSR 91-11-081

PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
[Filed May 21, 1991, 2:49 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: Chapters 246-220, 246-221, 246-222,
246-232, 246-233, 246-235, 246-239, 246-240, 246243 and 246-244 WAC, General provisions for radiation
protection and the use of isotopes (radioactive material)
in medicine and industry.
Purpose: These rules have had a few definitions added,
changes in the text from the Department of Social and
Health Services to the Department of Health and cross
references of WAC in the text changed from Title 402
WAC to Title 246 WAC (after recodification). The
purpose of the rules is radiation protection for the
public.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 70.98.050
and 70.98.080.
Summary: Only slight changes have been made in the
content as described above.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: Since the regulations
were lacking certain definitions, these were added for
clarity.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implementation and Enforcement: Terry Frazee, Airdustrial Building 5, LE-13, 753-3461.
Name of Proponent: Department of Health,
governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or
state court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: The rules address the use of isotopes in medicine
and industry, including licensing, recordkeeping, storage,
use and disposal. Limits are placed on types of isotopes
and quantities. No substantive changes, however, are
being made in these areas at this time. The only changes
are in definitions (some additions), references to Department of Social and Health Services being changed to
Department of Health, and references to Title 402
WAC being changed to Title 246 WAC.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: As
described above.
No small business economic impact statement 1s required for this proposal by chapter 19.85 RCW.

Chapters 246-220, 246-221, 246-222, 246-232, 246233, 246-235, 246-239, 246-240, 246-243 and 246-244
WAC, deal with the regulation of radioactive material
licensees and other users of radiation-emitting devices.
Certain chapters contain administrative requirements
such as recordkeeping, personnel monitoring, and worker
rights, and other chapters are of technical nature.
The changes proposed are such that no economic impact is made on the facilities that are subject to the requirements. Several additional definitions have been
added to cover terms or words already existing in the
regulations, typographical errors have been corrected,
language has been modified for clarity, and cross reference to WAC sections in the text of the regulations has
been changed from Title 402 WAC to Title 246 WAC,
consistent with the recodification that occurred effective
January 31, 1991.
Hearing Location: OB-2 Auditorium, 12th and
Franklin, Olympia, Washington, on June 25, 1991, at
1:00 p.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Leslie Baldwin, 1300
S.E. Quince Street, Mailstop EY-16, Olympia, WA
98504, by June 24, 1991.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 2, 1991.
May 12, 1991
Pam Campbell Mead
for Kristine M. Gebbie
Secretary
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I/ 31 /91)
WAC 246-220-007 STATEMENT OF PHILOSOPHY. In accordance with the recommendations of the Environmental Protection
Agency, formerly the Federal Radiation Council, approved by the
president of the United States of America, persons engaged in activities under licenses issued by the Washington state department of ((strciat--:md)) health ((scn-Tces)) pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended, shall, in addition to complying with the requirements set forth in chapter((~)) 246-221 WAC, make every reasonable effort to maintain radiation exposures, and releases of radioactive materials in effluents to unrestricted areas, as low as is reasonably
achievable. Such persons should make particular efforts to keep the
radiation exposure of an embryo or fetus as low as is reasonably
achievable during the entire gestation period as recommended by the
National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements. The
term 'as low as is reasonably achievable" means as low as is readily
achievable taking into account the state of technology, and the economics of improvements in relation to benefits to the public health and
safety and in relation to the utilization of nuclear energy, ionizing radiation, and radioactive materials in the public interest.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-220-010 DEFINITIONS. As used in these regulations, these terms have the definitions set forth below. Additional definitions used only in a certain part will be found in that part.
( 1) "A 1" means the maximum activity of special form radioactive
material permitted to be transported in a Type A package. "A 2 "
means the maximum activity of normal form radioactive material permitted to be transported in a Type A package. A 1 and A 2 values are
assigned to individual radionuclidcs and are tabulated in Appendix A
of WAC ((402 12 200)) 246-220--110. Methods of calculating values
arc also given.
(2) "Accelerator produced material" means any material made radioactive by exposing it in a particle accelerator.
(3) "Act" means Nuclear energy and radiation, chapter 70.98
RCW.
(4) "Agreement state" means any state with which the United
States Nuclear Regulatory Commission has entered into an effective
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agreement under section 274 b. of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as
amended (73 Stat. 689).
(5) "Airborne radioactive material" means any radioactive material
dispersed in the air in the form of dusts, fumes, mists, vapors, or gases.
(6) "Airborne radioactivity area" means (a) any room, enclosure, or
operating area in which airborne radioactive material exists in concentrations in excess of the amounts specified in Appendix A, Table I,
Column I of chapter((~)) 246-221 WAC; or (b) any room, enclosure, or operating area in which airborne radioactive material exists
in concentrations which, averaged over the number of hours in any
week during which individuals are in the area, exceed twenty-five percent of the amounts specified in WAC ((402 24 220)) 246-221-290,
Appendix A, Table I, Column I.
(7) "Brachytherapy' means a method of radiation therapy in which
sealed sources are utilized to deliver a radiation dose at a distance of
up to a few centimeters, by surface, intracavitary, or interstitial
application.
ill "Byproduct material" means: (a) Any radioactive material (except special nuclear material) yielded in or made radioactive by exposure to the radiation incident to the process of producing or utilizing
special nuclear material, and (b) the tailings or wastes produced by the
extraction or concentration of uranium or thorium from any ore processed primarily for its source material content.
((ffl)) ill 'Calendar quarter' means not less than twelve consecutive weeks nor more than fourteen consecutive weeks. The first calendar quarter of each year shall begin in January and subsequent calendar quarters shall be so arranged such that no day is included in more
than one calendar quarter and no day in any one year is omitted from
inclusion within a calendar quarter. No licensee or registrant shall
change the method of determining calendar quarters for purposes of
these regulations except at the beginning of a calendar year.
((ffl)) (10) 'Calibration" means the determination of (a) the response or reading of an instrument relative to a series of known radiation values over the range of the instrument, or (b) the strength of a
source of radiation relative to a standard.
il.!l "CFR' means Code of Federal Regulations.
((ft0t)) i.!12 "Controlled area.' See "Restricted area."
((tH-1)) i!l)_ "Curie" means a unit of measurement of radioactivity.
One curie (Ci) is that ~uantity of radioactive material which decays at
the rate of 3.7 x 10 1 transformations per second (tps). Commonly
used submultiples of the curie are the millicurie and the microcurie.
One millicurie (mCi) = 0.001 curie = 3.7 x 107 tps. (Formerly referred to as disi~tegrations per seconds or ~ps.) <?ne microcurie_ ~uCi)
= 0.000001 curie = 3.7 x 104 tps. One p1cocune (pCi) = 10 1 - C1.
One nanocurie (nCi) = 10-9 Ci. One tps = 60 dpm.
((tHJ)) .l!11 'Department' means the department of ((social and))
health ((se1 •ices, office)), division of radiation protection, which has
been designated as the state radiation control agency.
((fHt))@ 'Depleted uranium" means the source material uranium in which the isotope Uranium-235 is less than 0.711 percent by
weight of the total uranium present. Depleted uranium does not include special nuclear material.
((fMt)) ilfil. 'dpm' means disintegrations per minute. Sec also
"curie."

(((+5t)) i.!2l "Dose' as used in these regulations shall mean absorbed dose or dose equivalent as appropriate.
(a) 'Absorbed dose' is the energy imparted to matter by ionizing
radiation per unit mass of irradiated material at the place of interest.
The special unit of absorbed dose is the rad. (See rad.)
(b) 'Dose equivalent" is a quantity that expresses on a common
scale for all radiation a measure of the postulated effect on a given organ. It is defined as the absorbed dose in rads times certain modifying
factors. The unit of dose equivalent is the rem. (Sec rem.)
((ft67)) ilfil 'Dose commitment". means the total radiation dose to
a part of the body that will result from retention in the body of radioactive material. For purposes of estimating the dose commitment. it is
assumed that from the time of intake the period of exposure to retained material will not exceed fifty years.
((t+-91)) i.!.21 "Exposure" means the quotient of dQ by dm where
'dQ' is the absolute value of the total charge of the ions of one sign
produced in air when all the electrons (negatrons and positrons) liberated by photons in a volume element of air having "dm" arc completely stopped in air. (The special unit of exposure is the roentgen (R).)*
Note:

*When not underlined as above the term 'exposure' has a more general
meaning in these regulations.

((f+St)) QQ2 'Exposure rate' means the exposure per unit of time,
such as R/min., mR/h, etc.
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((ft91)) Q!l 'Former United States Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC) or United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) licensed facilities' means nuclear reactors, nuclear fuel reprocessing
plants, uranium enrichment plants, or critical mass experimental facilities where AEC or NRC licenses have been terminated.
((tze})) @ 'Healing arts' means the disciplines of medicine, dentistry, osteopathy, chiropractic, podiatry, and veterinary medicine.
((tzt1))@ "High radiation area" means any area, accessible to
individuals, in which there exists radiation at such levels that a major
portion of the body could receive in any one hour a dose in excess of
I 00 millirems.
((tTZ}))@ 'Highway route controlled quantity' means a quantity
of radioactive material in a single package which exceeds:
(a) 3,000 times the A 1 or A 2 quantity as appropriate; or
(b) 30,000 curies, whichever is least.
( ({T3t)) @ 'Human use' means the intentional internal or external administration of radiation or radioactive material to human
beings.
((f-24t)) @
"IND" means investigatory new drug for which an
exemption has been claimed under the United States Food, Drug and
Cosmetic Act (Title 10 CFR).
((fZ5})) Q21 'Individual" means any human being.
( (("Z6})) .(1!l "Inspection" means an official examination or observation by the department including but not limited to, tests, surveys,
and monitoring to determine compliance with rules, regulations, orders, requirements and conditions of the department.
((fT'tt)) .(121 'Irretrievable source' means any sealed source containing licensed material which is pulled off or not connected to the
wireline downhole and for which all reasonable effort at recovery, as
determined by the department, has been expended.
((tzS})) (30) 'Interlock" means a device arranged or connected
such that the occurrence of an event or condition is required before a
second event or condition can occur or continue to occur.
Q..!2 "License" means a license issued by the department in accordance with the regulations adopted by the department.
((tz97)) .Lll). 'Licensee" means any person who is licensed by the
department in accordance with these regulations and the act.
((f3tlt)) Ll.ll "Licensing state" means any state with regulations
equivalent to the suggested state regulations for control of radiation
relating to, and an effective program for, the regulatory control of
NARM.
((f.ttt)) (34) 'Major processor" means a user processing, handling,
or manufacturing radioactive material exceeding Type A quantities as
unsealed sources or material, or exceeding four times Type B quantities as sealed sources, but does not include nuclear medicine programs,
universities, industrial radiographers, or small industrial programs.
Type A and B quantities are defined in Section 71.4 of I 0 CFR Part
71.
-.1111 "NARM" means any naturally occurring or accelerator-produced radioactive material except source material.
((f:Ht)) ~ "Natural radioactivity" means radioactivity of naturally occurring nuclides.
((fBt)) Q1l "N DA" means a new drug application which has been
submitted to the United States Food and Drug Administration.
((f34t)) Qfil "Normal form radioactive material" means radioactive
material which has not been demonstrated to qualify as "special form
radioactive materia I."
((f35t)) U2.l "Nuclear waste" as used in WAC ((402 19 500))
246-232-090(5) means any quantity of source or byproduct material,
(not including radiography sources being returned to the manufacturer) required to be in Type B packaging while transported to, through,
or across state boundaries to a disposal site, or to a collection point for
transport to a disposal site. Nuclear waste, as used in these regulations,
is a special classification of radioactive waste.
((t:'fr1)) ~ "Occupational dose" means exposure of an individual
to radiation in a restricted area: or in the course of employment in
which the in&ividual's duties involve exposure to radiation: PROVIDED, That occupational dose shall not be deemed to include any exposure of an individual to radiation for the purpose of diagnosis or therapy of such individual.
((f:B-t)) ~ "Ore refineries' means all processors of a radioactive
material ore.
((f3t!7)) ~ "Particle accelerator" means any machine capable of
accelerating electrons, protons, dcutcrons, or other charged particles in
a vacuum and of discharging the resultant particulate or other radiation into a medium at energies usually in excess of I MeV.
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((("391)) ~ 'Permittee" means a person who has applied f~r, and

received, a valid site use permit for use of the low-level waste disposal
facility at Hanford, Washington.
"Person" means any in?ividua~. corpor~tio~, partner((("4et)) ®
ship, firm, association, trust, estate, pubhc or private mst1tut1on, g~~up,
agency, political subdivision of this state, any other state or poht~cal
subdivision or agency thereof, and any legal successor, representative,
agent or agency of the foregoing.
((t4f1)) ill} 'Personal supervision" mea_ns superv~sion such th~t t_he
supervisor is physically present at the facility and m such prox1m1ty
that contact can be maintained and immediate assistance given as
required.
((t+Z7)) llil 'Personnel monitoring equipment" means devices
(e.g., film badges, pocket dosimeters, and thermoluminesc ent dosimeters) designed to be worn or carried by an individual for the purpose of
estimating the dose received by the individual.
((fet)) i.122. "Pharmacist" means an individual licensed by this
state to compound and dispense drugs, and poisons.
((~)) ill.l "Physician" means an individual licensed by this state
to prescribe and dispense drugs in the practice of medicine.
"Practitioner" means an individual lic_ensed ~y the
((~)) ®
state in the practice of a healing art (i.e., physician, dentist, podiatrist,
chiropractor, etc.).
((f-461)) QQ)_ "Qualified expert" means an individual who has demonstrated to the satisfaction of the department possession of knowledge
and training to measure ionizing radiation, to evaluate safety techniques, and to advise regarding radiation prot_ectio? needs. T~e ~epart
ment reserves the right to recognize the qualifications of an md1v1dual
in specific areas of radiation protection.
((f471))@ "Rad" means the special unit of absorbed dose. One
rad equals one-hundredth of a joule per kilogram of material: for example, if tissue is the material of interest, then I rad equals 100 ergs
per gram of tissue.
"Radiation' means ionizing radiation, i.e., gamma
((f4St)) @
rays and x-rays, alpha and beta particles, high speed electrons, and
other nuclear particles.
((f49t)) @ "Radiation area" means any area, accessible ~o individuals in which there exists radiation at such levels that a major portion of' the body could receive in any one hour a dose in excess of 5
millirems, or in any five consecutive days a dose in excess of 100
millirems.
((("5et)) 1112. "Radiation machine" mca~s any device ~a~able of
producing ionizing radiation except those which produce rad1at1on only
from radioactive material.
"Radiation safety _officer" means one _who ha_s ~he
(((-5+7)) @
knowledge, authority, and responsibility to apply appropriate rad1at1on
protection regulations and measures.
.
((f5Z"t)) i2fil "Radiation source." Sec "Source of radia_tion." .
((f537)) .{221 "Radioactive material" means any material (soltd, liq.
.
.
uid, or gas) which emits radiation spontaneously.
((f5"4t)) i1fil "Radioactive waste" means any rad1oact1vc material
which is no longer of use and intended for disposal or treatment for the
.
purposes of disposal.
((f557)) {ill "Radioactivity" means the transformation of unstable
atomic nuclei by the emission of radiation.
((~)) 1§Q1 "Registrable item" means any radiation machine except those exempted by RCW 70.98.180 or exempted by the depart.
.
ment pursuant to the authority of RCW 70.98.080.
'Registrant" means any person who 1s registered by
((f571)) @
the department in accordance with these regulations and the act.
((t587)) i£.ll 'Registration" means registration with the department
in accordance with the regulations adopted by the department.
((f5"97)) iQl} "Regulations of the United States Department of
Transportation " means the regulations in 49 CFR Parts 170-189, 14
CFR Part 103, and 46 CFR Part 146.
((fU67)) ® "Rem" means a measure of the dose of any r~diation
to body tissue in terms of its estimated biological effect rclatlve to a
dose received from an exposure to one roentgen (R) of x-rays. (One
millirem (mrem) = 0.001 rem.) For the purpose of these regulations.
any of the following is considered to be equivalent to a dose of one
rem:
(a) An exposure of 1 R of x, or gamma radiation:
.
(b) A dose of 1 rad due to x, gamma, or beta radiation:
(c) A dose of 0.05 rad due to particles heavier than protons and with
sufficient energy to reach the lens of the eye;
(d) A dose of 0.1 rad due to neutrons or high energy protons.*
(e) A dose of 0.4 rad due to thermal neutrons.

Note:

*If it is more convenient to measure the neutron flux, or equivalent, than
to determine the neutron absorbed dose in rads, one rem of neutron radiation may, for purposes of these regulations, be assumed to be equivalent to fourteen million neutrons per square centimeter incident upon the
body; or, if there exists sufficient information to estimate with reasonable
accuracy the approximate distri.bution in energy of the neutrons, the incident number of neutrons per square centimeter equivalent to one rem
may be estimated from the following table:
Neutron Flux Dose Equivalents

Neutron
energy
(MeV)
Thermal
0.0001
0.005
0.02
0.1
0.5
1.0
2.5
5.0
7.5
10.0
10 to 30

Number of neutrons
per square centimeter for a dose
equivalent of I ,
rem (neutrons/cm")
970
720
820
400
120
43
26
29
26
24
24
14

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

6

10
6
10
106

106
106

106
6

10

106

6

10
6
10
6
10
6
10

Average flux
density to
deliver lOO
millirems in
40 hours
2
(neutrons/cm
per second)
670
500
570
280
80
30
18
20
18
17
17
10

((ftrt7)) .\.ill "Research a~d deve~opment" means: (a) _Theor.etical
analysis, exploration, or expenmentatl~n: ~r (b) the ex~ens1on of m~es
tigative findings and theories of a sc1ent1fic or tech~1cal nature 1~to
practical application for experimental and demonstration purposes, including the experimental production and testing of models, devices,
equipment, materials, and processes. Research and development does
not include the internal or external administration of radiation or radioactive material to human beings.
((t6Z})) i2§l "Restricted area' (controlled area) means any area
the access to which is controlled by the licensee or registrant for purposes of protection of individuals from exposure to radiation and radioactive material. "Restricted area' shall not include any areas used
for residential quarters, although a separate room or rooms in a residential building may be set apart as a restricted area.
'Roentgen" (R) means the special unit of exposure.
((~)) M
4
One roentgen equals 2.58 x 10· coulombs/kilog ram of air (see
"Exposure").
'Sealed source" means radioactive material that is
((f647)) @
permanently bonded or fixed in a capsule or matrix designed to prevent
release and dispersal of the radioactive material under the most severe
conditions which are likely to be encountered in normal use and
handling.
((~)) .(§21 'Source material" m~ans: (a) Ur~nium or thorium, or
any combination thereof, in any physical or chemical form, or (b) ores
which contain by weight one-twentieth of one percent (0.05 percent)
or more of (i) uranium, (ii) thorium, or (iii) any combination thereof.
Source material does not include special nuclear material.
((fU67)) 11.Q.l. "Source of radiation" means any radioacti~e ~at7r~al,
or any device or equipment emitting or capable of producing 1omzmg
radiation.
((ff>-71)) Qll 'Source container" means a device in which radioactive material is transported or stored.
((f681)) @ "Source material milling' ?1cans any act!vity that _results in the production of byproduct material as defined m subsection
((ffl)) ffi(b) of this section.
((~))@ "Special form radioactive material" means radioactive
material which satisfies the following conditions:
(a) It is either a single solid piece or is contained in a sealed capsule
that can only be opened by destroying the capsule:
(b) The piece or capsule has at least one dimension not less than five
millimeters (0.197 inch): and
(c) It satisfies the test requirements of 10 CFR 71.75.
((f767)) i2i). 'Special nuclear material in quantities not sufficient to
form a critical mass" means uranium enriched in the isotope U-235 in
quantities not exceeding three hundred fifty grams of contained
U-235; Uranium-233 in quantities not exceeding two hundred grams;
Plutonium in quantities not exceeding two hundred grams; or any
combination of them in accordance with the following formula: For
each kind of special nuclear material, determine the ratio between the
quantity of that special nuclear material and the quantity specified
[ 228)
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above for the same kind of special nuclear material. The sum of such
ratios for all of the kinds of special nuclear material in combi"nation
shall not exceed "I" (i.e., unity). For example, the following quantities
in combination would not exceed the limitation and are within the
formula:
I 75(grams contained U-235)
350
50(grams U-233)
200
50(grams Pu)
200

+

+
<I

((ffi-1))@ "State" as used in WAC ((402 19 500)) 246-232090(5) means the several states of the union, the District of Columbia,
iiiC Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands.
((fT-21)) Qfil "Survey" means an evaluation of the production, usc,
release, disposal, and/or presence of sources of radiation under a specific set of conditions to determine actual or potential radiation hazards. When appropriate, such evaluation includes, but is not limited to,
tests, physical examinations and measurements of levels of radiation or
concentration of radioactive material present.
((f"B1)) fJJl "Test" means (a) the process of verifying compliance
with an applicable regulation, or (b) a method for determining the
characteristics or condition of sources of radiation or components
thereof.
((f7-41)) i2fil. "These regulations" mean all parts of the rules for radiation protection of the state of Washington.
((f1"51)) Q21 "Type A packaging" means packaging designed to retain its integral containment and shielding under normal conditions of
transport as demonstrated by tests described in 49 CFR 173.465 or
173.466 as appropriate. The contents are limited to A 1 or A 2 quantities. The package does not require competent authority approval.
((~)) ~ "Type A quantity" means a quantity of radioactive
material less than the A 1 or Ai value for a single radionuclide, or for
which the sum of the fractions does not exceed unity for a mixture of
radionuclides.
((~)) ill2 "Type B packaging" means packaging approved by the
United States nuclear regulatory commission for the transport of
quantities of radioactivity in excess of A 1 or A 2• It is defined in detail
in 10 CFR 71.4.
((t781)) @
"Type B quantity" means a quantity of radioactive
material in excess of a Type A quantity. It requires Type B packaging
for transportation.
((~)) ~ "Uncontrolled area." See "Unrestricted area."
((fl!61)) ~"United States Department of Energy" means the Department of Energy established by Public Law 95-91, August 4, 1977,
91 Stat. 565, 42 U.S.C. 7101 et seq., to the extent that the department
exercises functions formerly vested in the United States Atomic Energy Commission, its chairman, members, officers and components and
transferred to the United States Energy Research and Development
Administration and to the administrator thereof pursuant to sections
104 (b), (c) and (d) of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (Public
Law 93-438, October 11, 1974, 88 Stat. 1233 at 1237, effective January 19, 1975) and retransferred to the Secretary of Energy pursuant to
section 301 (a) of the Department of Energy Organization Act (Public
Law 95-91, August 4, 1977, 91 Stat. 565 at 577-578, 42 U.S.C. 7151,
effective October I, 1977).
((tti+1)) ill} "Unrefined and unprocessed ore" means ore in its natural form prior to any processing, such as grinding, roasting,
beneficiating, or refining.
((t8"27)) ~ "Unrestricted area" (uncontrolled area) means any
area access to which is not controlled by the licensee or registrant for
purposes of protection of individuals from exposure to radiation and
radioactive material, and any area used for residential quarters.
((f8"37)) .@21 "Waste handling licensees" mean persons licensed to
receive and store radioactive· wastes prior to disposal and/or persons
licensed to dispose of radioactive waste.
((f&47)) ~ "Worker" means an individual engaged in work under
a license or registration issued by the department and controlled by a
licensee or registrant, but does not include the licensee or registrant. If
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students of age eighteen years or older are subjected routinely to work
involving radiation, then the students are considered to be occupational
workers. Individuals of less than eighteen years of age shall meet the
requirements of WAC ((402 24 035)) 246-221-050.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31 /91)
WAC 246-220-050 EX EM PT IONS. (I) The department may,
upon application therefor or upon its own initiative, grant such exemptions or exceptions from the requirements of these regulations as it determines are authorized by law and will not result in undue hazard to
public health and safety or property.
(2) Any U.S. Department of Energy contractor or subcontractor and
any U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission contractor or subcontractor
of the following categories operating within this state is exempt from
these regulations to the extent that such contractor or subcontractor
under ((ms)) the applicable contract receives, possesses, uses, transfers
or acquires sources of radiation:
(a) Prime contractors performing work for the Department of Energy at U.S. government-owned or controlled sites, including the transportation of sources of radiation to or from such sites and the performance of contract services during temporary interruptions of such
transportation;
(b) Prime contractors of the Department of Energy performing research in, or development, manufacture, storage, testing or transportation of, atomic weapons or components thereof;
(c) Prime contractors of the Department of Energy using or operating nuclear reactors or other nuclear devices in a United States government-owned vehicle or vessel; and
(d) Any other prime contractor or subcontractor of the Department
of Energy or of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission when the state
and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission jointly determine (i) that the
exemption of the prime contractor or subcontractor is authorized by
law, and (ii) that under the terms of the contract or subcontract, there
is adequate assurance that the work thereunder can be accomplished
without undue risk to the public health and safety.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31 /91)
WAC 246-220-090 COM MUN !CATIONS. All communications
and reports concerning these regulations, and applications filed thereunder, should be addressed to the Department of ((Social a11d)) Health
((Scm=)), ((Radiatio11 Co11t10I Section)) Division of Radiation Protection, Mailstop ((-1::-F=H)) LE-13, Olympia. Washington 98504. The
emergency telephone number in Seattle, is 206-682-5327 or 206 (NUCLEAR).

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-220-130 APPENDIX C-THE INTERNATIONAL
SYSTEM OF UN ITS (SI). This appendix does not contain any regulations, but is included for informational purposes only.
The Metric Conversion Act of 1975 (PL 94-168) urges the increasing awareness and use of the International System of Units (SI). This
appendix is included to acquaint licensees and/or registrants with selected terms of SI units. Future revisions to ((Title 402)) chapters
246-220 through 246-255 WAC may use these units.
(I) Absorbed dose. The unit of absorbed dose is the gray (Gy~
which is equal to I joule per kilogram. One rad is equal to I x 10-gray. A submultiple is the milligray (mGy).
(2) Dose equivalent. The unit of dose equivalent is the sievert (Sv)
which is equal to I joule per kilogram as modified by the quality factor. One rem is equal to I x 10-2 sievert. A submultiple is the
millisievert (mSv).
(3) Exposure. The unit of exposure is the coulombs per kilogram
(C/kg). One roentgen is equal to 2.58 x I 0-4 coulombs per kilogram
of dry air. Multiples of this unit are the millicoulomb per kilogram
(mC/kg) and the microcoulomb per kilogram (uC/kg) of dry air at
standard temperature and pressure.
(4) Radioactivity. The unit of measurement of radioactivity is the
becquerel (Bq) and is equal to one transformation per second. One curie is equal to 3.7 x I 0 10 becquerels. Multiples arc megabecquerel
(MBq) and gigabecquerel (G Bq).
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-221--001 PURPOSE AND SCOPE. This chapter establishes standards for protection against radiation hazards. Except as
otherwise specifically provided, this chapter applies to all licensees or
registrants. Nothing in this chapter shall be interpreted as limiting the
intentional exposure of patients to radiation for the purpose of medical
diagnosis or therapy. The definitions contained in WAC ((400=-IT=
056)) 246-220--010 also apply to this chapter. ((Chaptc1 482 18))
WAC 246-220--007, Statement of philosophy, is directly applicable to
this chapter.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-221-010 RADIATION DOSE TO INDIVIDUALS
IN RESTRICTED AREAS.* (I) Except as provided in subsection (2)
of this section no licensee or registrant shall possess, use, store, receive,
or transfer sources of radiation in such a manner as to cause any individual in a restricted area to receive in any period of one calendar
quarter from all sources of radiation in the licensee's or registrant's
possession a dose in excess of the limits specified in the following table:
REM PER CALENDAR QUARTER
Whole body; head and trunk; active blood-forming
organs; lens of eyes; or gonads ................................... 1.25
Hands and forearms; feet and ankles ............................... 18.75
Skin of whole body ............................................... 7.5
Note:

*For determining the doses specified in this section a dose from x- or
gamma rays up to I 0 MeY may be assumed to be equivalent to the exposure measured by a properly calibrated appropriate instrument in air
at or near the body surface in the region of the highest dose rate.

(2) A licensee or registrant may permit an individual in a restricted
area to receive a dose to the whole body greater than that permitted
under subsection (I) of this section, provided that:
(a) During any calendar quarter the dose to the whole body from
sources of radiation in the licensee's or registrant's possession shall not
exceed three rems; and
(b) The dose to the whole body, when added to the accumulated occupational dose to the whole body, shall not exceed 5(N-18) rems
when "N" equals the individual's age in years at the individual's last
birthday; and
(c) The licensee or registrant has determined the individual's accumulated occupational dose to the whole body on department Form
RHF-4 or on a clear and legible record containing all the information
required in that form and has otherwise complied with the requirements of WAC ((482 24 824)) 246-221--020. As used in subsection
(2) of this section "dose to the whole body" shall be deemed to include
any dose to the whole body, gonads, active blood-forming organs, head
and trunk, or lens of the eye; and
(d) The licensee or registrant has determined that the predicted dose
to the whole body is as low as is reasonably achievable and consistent
with the statements in WAC ((482 10=618)) 246-220--007. The licensee or registrant shall perform an evaluation of the expected whole
body dose before permitting any individual to receive a whole body
dose in excess of the limits.specified in subsection (I) of this section.
A written record of the prior evaluation of this exposure shall be retained for inspection by the department.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-221--020 DETERMINATION OF PRIOR ACCUMULATED DOSE. Determination of prior dose. Each licensee or
registrant shall require any individual, prior to first entry of the individual into the licensee's or registrant's restricted area during each
employment or work assignment under such circumstances that the individual will receive or is likely to receive in any period of one calendar
quarter an occupational dose in excess of 25 percent of the applicable
standards specified in WAC ((482 24 828(1) and 482 24 835)) 246221--010(1) and 246-221--050 to disclose and verify in a written,
signed statement, either:
(I) That the individual had no prior occupational dose during the
current calendar quarter; or
(2) The nature and amount of any occupational dose which the individual· may have received during that specifically identified current
calendar quarter from sources of radiation possessed or controlled by

other persons. Each licensee shall maintain records of such statements
until the department authorizes their disposition.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-221-030 REQUIREMENTS FOR EXCEEDING
OCCUPATIONAL RADIATION DOSES. (I) Before permitting,
pursuant to WAC ((482 M=828)) 246-221--010(2), any individual in
a restricted area to receive an occupational radiation dose in excess of
the standards specified in WAC ((482 M=628)) 246-221--010(1) each
licensee or registrant shall:
(a) Obtain a certificate on state of Washington occupational external radiation exposure history (Form RHF-4) or on a clear and legible
record containing all the information required in that form, signed by
the individual, showing each period of time after the individual attained the age of 18 in which the individual received an occupational
dose of radiation; and
(b) Calculate on Form RHF-4 in accordance with the instructions
appearing therein, or on a clear and legible record containing all the
information required in that form, the previously accumulated occupational dose received by the individual and the additional dose allowed
for that individual under WAC ((482 M=SW)) 246-221--010(2).
In the preparation of Form RH F-4, or a clear and legible record
containing all the information required in that form, the licensee or
registrant shall make a reasonable effort to obtain reports of the individual's previously accumulated occupational dose. For each period for
which the licensee or registrant obtains such reports, the dose shown in
the report shall be used in preparing the form. In any case where a licensee or registrant is unable to obtain reports of the individual's occupational dose for a previous complete calendar quarter, it shall be
assumed that the individual has received the occupational dose specified in whichever of the following columns apply:

Part of Body

Column I
Assumed Dose in Rems
for Calendar Quarters
Prior to January I, 1961

Whole body, gonads, active
blood-forming organs,
head and trunk,
lens of eye

3.75

Column 2
Assumed Dose in Rems
for Calendar Quarters
Beginning on or After
January I, 1961

1.25

(2) The licensee or registrant shall retain and preserve records used
in preparing Form RH F-4 until the department authorizes their disposition. If calculation of the individual's accumulated occupational
dose for all periods prior to January I, 1961, yields a result higher
than the applicable accumulated dose value for the individual as of
that date, as specified in WAC ((482 24=6W)) 246-221--010 (2)(b)
the excess may be disregarded.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
EXPOSURE OF INDIVIDUALS TO
WAC 246-221-040
CONCENTRATIONS OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS IN RESTRICTED AREAS. (I) Requirements for exposures to individuals.
(a) No licensee shall possess, use, or transfer radioactive material in
such a manner as to permit any individual in a restricted area to inhale
a quantity of radioactive material in any period of one calendar quarter greater than the quantity which would result from inhalation for 40
hours per week for 13 weeks at uniform concentrations of radioactive
material in air specified in WAC ~(482 M=228)) 246-221-290, Ap1 2
pendix A, Table I, Column I , , . If the radioactive material is of
such form that intake by absorption through the skin is likely, individual exposures to radioactive material shall be controlled so that the
uptake of radioactive material by an4 organ from either inhalation or
5
absorption or both ro"utes of intake , in any calendar quarter does
not exceed that which would result from inhaling such radioactive material for 40 hours per week for 13 weeks at uniform concentrations
specified in WAC ((482 24=228)) 246-221-290, Appendix A, Table I,
Column I.
(b) No licensee shall possess, use, or transfer mixtures of U-234, U235, and U-238 in soluble form in such a manner as to permit any individual in a restricted area to inhale a quantity of such material in
excess of the intake limits specified in Appendix A, Table I, Column I
of this part. If such soluble uranium is of a form such that absorption
through the skin is likely, individual exposures to such material shall
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materials may be accounted for as part of the limitation on individual
dose in WAC ((4fH 24=-626)) 246-221--010. These materials shall be
subject to the precautionary procedures required by ((WAC 462 24=
636)) subsection (2)(a) of this section.

be controlled so that the uptake of such material by any organ from
4
either inhalation or absorption or both routes of intake does not exceed that which would result from inhaling such material at the limits
specified in WAC ((402 24 220)) 246-221-290, Appendix A, Table I,
Column 1 and footnote 4 thereto.
(c) For purposes of determining compliance with the requirements
of ((WAC 402 M-=030)) this section the licensee shall use suitable
measurements of concentrations of radioactive materials in air for detecting and evaluating airborne radioactivity in restricted areas and in
addition, as appropriate, shall use measurements of radioactivity in the
body, measurements of radioactivity excreted from the body, or any
combination of such measurements as may be necessary for timely detection and assessment of individual intakes of radioactivity by exposed
individuals. It is assumed that an individual inhales radioactive material at the airborne concentration in which he or she is present unless
he or she uses respiratory protective equipment pursuant to ((WA€
402 24=630)) this section. When assessment of a particular individual's intake of radioactive material is necessary, intakes less than those
which would result from inhalation for 2 hours in any one day or for
10 hours in any one week at uniform concentrations specified in Appendix A, Table I, Column 1 need not be included in such assessment,
provided that for any assessment in excess of these amounts the entire
amount is included.
(2) (a) The licensee shall, as a precautionary procedure, use process
or other engineering controls, to the extent practicable, to limit concentrations of radioactive materials in air to levels below those which
delimit an airborne radioactivity area as defined in WAC ((~
050 (5)(b))) 246-220-010.
(b) When it is impracticable to apply process or other engineering
controls to limit concentrations of radioactive material in air below
those defined in WAC ((402 12=650 (5)(b))) 246-220-010, other
precautionary procedures, such as increased surveillance, limitation of
working times, or provision of respiratory protective equipment, shall
be used to maintain intake of radioactive material by any individual
within any period of seven consecutive days as far below that intake of
radioactive material which would result from inhalation of such material for 40 hours at the uniform concentrations specified in Appendix
A, Table I, Column 1 as is reasonably achievable. Whenever the intake
of radioactive material by any individual exceeds this 40-hour control
measure, the licensee shall make such evaluations and take such actions as are necessary to assure against recurrence. The licensee shall
maintain records of such occurrences, evaluations, and actions taken in
a clear and readily identifiable form suitable for summary review and
evaluation.
(3) When respiratory protective equipment is used to limit the inhalation of airborne radioactive material pursuant to (('NAC 402 24
6:36)) subsection (2)(b) of this section, the licensee may make allowance for such use in estimating exposures of individuals to such materials provided that such equipment is used as stipulated in Regulatory
Guide 8.15, "Acceptable Programs for Respiratory Protection. ' 6
(4) Notwithstanding the provisions of (('+\'AC 412 24 030)) subsections (2) and (3) of this section, the department may impose further
restrictions:
(a) On the extent to which a licensee may make allowance for use of
respirators in lieu of provision of process, containment, ventilation, or
other engineering controls, if application of such controls is found to be
practicable; and
(b) As might be necessary to assure that the respiratory protective
program of the licensee is adequate in limiting exposures of personnel
to airborne radioactive materials.
(5) The licensee shall notify, in writing, the department at least 30
days before the date that respiratory protective equipment is first used
under the provisions of ((WAC 402 24=630)) this section.

(((6) A licensee who was autholizcd to nrakc allov.anec fot use of
1cspilato1y ptotcctivc cquip1ucnt piio1 to the effective date of this 1cg
ulation shall bting his 1cspi1ato1y p1otceti;c p1og1an1 i11to co11fo1111m1cc
with the 1cqui1c1ncnts of '•\'AC 402 24=030(3) within one ycat of that
date, and is exempt fiom the 1equi1ements of WAC 402 24=630(5).))
Notes:

1
Since the concentration specified for tritium oxide vapor assumes
equal intakes by skin absorption and inhalation, the total intake permitted is twice that which would result from inhalation alone at the concentration specified in H-3(s) in Appendix A, Table I, Column 1 for 40
hours per week for 13 weeks.
2For radioactive materials designated 'sub' in the 'isotope' column of
the table, the concentration value specified is based upon exposure to the
material as an external radiation source. Individual exposures to these
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Multiply the concen\{ation values specified in Appendix A, Table I,
Column I by 6.3 x 10 ml to obtain the quarterly quantity limit. Multiply t~e concentration v~lue specified in Appendix A, Table 1, Column 1
of this part by 2.5 x 10 ml to obtain the annual quantity limit for Rn222.
4

Significant intake by ingestion or injection is presumed to occur only
as a result of circumstances such as accident, inadvertence, poor procedure, or similar special conditions. Such intakes must be evaluated and
accounted for by techniques and procedures as may be appropriate to
the circumstances for the occurrence. Exposures so evaluated shall be
included in determining whether the limitation on individual exposures
in ((WAC 402 24-636)) subsection (l)(a) of this section has been exceeded.
---5Regulatory guidance on assessment of individual intakes of radioactive
material is given in Regulatory Guide 8.9, "Acceptable Concepts. Models, Equations and Assumptions for a Bioassay Program,' single copies
of which are available from the Office of Standards Development, United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555,
upon written request.
6

Single copies of Regulatory Guide 8.15 are available for the Office of
Standards Development, United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555, upon written request.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-221-050 EXPOSURE OF MINORS.* (I) No licensee or registrant shall possess, use, or transfer sources of radiation in
such a manner as to cause any individual within a restricted area, who
is under 18 years of age, to receive in any period of one calendar
quarter from all sources of radiation in such licensee's or registrant's
possession a dose in excess of IO percent of the limits specified in the
table in WAC ((402 24=620)) 246-221-010(1).
(2) No licensee shall possess, use, or transfer radioactive material in
such a manner as to cause any individual within a restricted area, who
is under 18 years of age, to be exposed to airborne radioactive material
in an average concentration in excess of the limits specified in WAC
((402 24 220)) 246-221-290, Appendix A, Table II, of this chapter.
For purposes of this paragraph, concentrations may be averaged over
periods not greater than a week.
(3) The provisions of WAC ((402 24-=030)) 246-221-040 (2)(b)
and (3) shall apply to exposures subject to ((WAC 402 24=635)) subsection (2) of this section except that the references in WAC ((402Z4=630)) 246-221-040 (2)(b) and (3) to Appendix A, Table I, Column I shall be deemed to be referenced to Appendix A, Table II, Column I.
Note:

•For determining the doses specified in this section, a dose from x- or
gamma rays up to 10 MeV may be assumed to be equivalent to the exposure measured by a properly calibrated appropriate instrument in air
at or near the body surface in the region of the highest dose rate.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-221-060 PERMISSIBLE LEVELS OF RADIATION
FROM EXTERNAL SOURCES IN UNRESTRICTED AREAS.*
Note:

•1t is the intent of this section to limit radiation levels so that it is unlikely that individuals in unrestricted areas would receive a dose to the
whole body in excess of 0.5 rem in any calendar year. If in specific instances, it is determined by the department that this intent is not met,
the department may, pursuant to WAC ((462 12 176)) 246-220-100,
impose such additional requirements on the licensee or registrant as may
be necessary to meet the intent.

(I) Except as authorized by the department pursuant to subsection
(2) of this section, no licensee or registrant shall possess, use, or transfer sources of radiation in such a manner as to create in any unrestricted area from such sources of radiation in that person's possession:
(a) Radiation levels which, if an individual were continuously
present in the area, could result in the individual's receiving a dose in
excess of two millirems in any one hour; or
(b) Radiation levels which, if an individual were continuously
present in the area, could result in the individual's receiving a dose in
excess of one hundred millirems in any seven consecutive days.
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(2) Any person may apply to the department for proposed limits
upon levels of radiation in unrestricted areas in excess of those specified in subsection (I) of this section resulting from the applicant's possession or use of sources of radiation. Such applications should include
information as to anticipated average radiation levels and anticipated
occupancy times for each unrestricted area involved. The department
may approve the proposed limits if the applicant demonstrates to the
satisfaction of the department that the proposed limits are not likely to
cause any individual to receive a dose to the whole body in any period
of one calendar year in excess of 0.5 rem and that the proposed limits
are consistent with WAC ((40z 10 010)) 246-220-007.
(3) In addition to other requirements of this part, licensees engaged
in uranium fuel cycle operations subject to the provisions of 40 CFR
Part 190, "Environmental Radiation Protection Standards for Nuclear
Power Operation," shall comply with that part.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-221-070 CONCENTRATION IN EFFLUENTS
RELEASED TO UNRESTRICTED AREAS. (I) A licensee shall not
possess, use, or transfer licensed material so as to release to an unrestricted area radioactive material in concentrations which exceed the
limits specified in WAC ((40z z4 zz0)) 246-221-290, Appendix A,
Table II, except as authorized pursuant to subsection (2) of this section. For purposes of this section concentrations may be averaged over
a period not greater than one calendar year.
(2) An application for a license or amendment may include proposed
limits higher than those specified in subsection (I) of this section. The
department will approve the proposed limits if the applicant
demonstrates:
(a) That the applicant has made a reasonable effort to minimize the
radioactivity contained in effluents released to unrestricted areas; and
(b) That it is not likely that radioactive material discharged in the
effluent would result in the exposure of an individual to concentrations
of radioactive material in air or water exceeding the limits specified in
WAC ((40z z4=-zz0)) 246-221-290, Appendix A, Table II.
(3) An application for higher limits pursuant to subsection (2) of
this section shall include information demonstrating that the applicant
has made a reasonable effort to minimize the radioactivity discharged
in effluents to unrestricted areas, and shall include, as pertinent:
(a) Information as to flow rates, total volume of effluent, peak concentration of each radionuclide in the effluent, and concentration of
each radionuclide in the effluent averaged over a period of one calendar year at the point where the effluent leaves a stack, tube, pipe, or
similar conduit;
(b) A description of the properties of the effluents, including:
(i) Chemical composition,
(ii) Physical characteristics, including suspended solids content in
liquid effluents, and nature of gas or aerosol for air effluents,
(iii) The hydrogen ion concentrations (pH) of liquid effluents, and
(iv) The size range of particulates in effluents released into air;
(c) A description of the anticipated human occupancy in the unrestricted area where the highest concentration of radioactive material
from the effluent is expected, and, in the case of a river or stream, a
description of water uses downstream from the point of release of the
effluent;
(d) Information as to the highest concentration of each radionuclide
in an unrestricted area, including anticipated concentrations averaged
over a period of one calendar year:
(i) Jn air at any point of human occupancy, or
(ii) In water at points of use downstream from the point of release
of the effluent;
(e) The background concentration of radionuclides in the receiving
river or stream prior to the release of liquid effluent;
(0 A description of the environmental monitoring equipment, including sensitivity of the system, and procedures and calculations to
determine concentrations of radionuclides in the unrestricted area and
possible reconcentrations of radionuclides; and
(g) A description of the waste treatment facilities and procedures
used to reduce the concentration of radionuclides in effluents prior to
their release.
( 4) For the purposes of this section, the concentration limits in
WAC ((40z z4=-zz0)) 246-221-290, Appendix A, Table II of this
part shall apply at the boundary of the restricted area. The concentration of radioactive material discharged through a stack, pipe or similar
conduit may be determined with respect to the point where the material leaves the conduit. If the conduit discharges within the restricted

area, the concentration at the boundary may be determined by applying appropriate factors for dilution, dispersion, or decay between the
point of discharge and the boundary.
(5) In addition to limiting concentrations in effluent streams, the
department may limit quantities of radioactive material released in air
or water during a specified period of time if it appears that the daily
intake of radioactive material from air, water, or food by a suitable
sample of an exposed population group, averaged over a period not exceeding one calendar year, would otherwise exceed the daily intake resulting from continuous exposure to air or water containing one-third
the concentration of radioactive material specified in WAC ((.fflZ=t4=
ZZS)) 246-221-290, Appendix A, Table II.
(6) In addition to the limits set in ((WAC 40z %4=-050)) subsection
(I) of this section all radioactive emissions to the atmosphere must
meet the requirements of chapter ((46Z=S0)) 246-247 WAC.
(7) The provisions of this section do not apply to disposal of radioactive material into sanitary sewerage systems, which is governed by
WAC ((40z %4=-140)) 246-221-190.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-221-080 LEAK TESTS. (I) Each sealed radioactive
source possessed under the provisions of a specific license, other than
hydrogen-3 (tritium), with a half-life greater than thirty days and in
any form other than gas, shall be tested and results obtained for leakage and/or contamination prior to initial use and at six-month intervals or as specified by the license. If there is reason to suspect that a
sealed source might have been damaged, it shall be tested for leakage
and results obtained before further use.
(2) Leak tests shall be capable of detecting the presence of 0.005
microcurie of removable contamination. The results of leak tests made
pursuant to ((WAC 40z %4=-060)) subsection (I) of this section shall
be recorded in units of microcuries and shall be maintained for inspection by the department. Any test conducted pursuant to subsection (I)
which reveals the presence of 0.005 microcurie or more of removable
contamination shall be considered evidence that the sealed source is
leaking. The licensee shall immediately withdraw the source from use
and shall cause it to be decontaminated and repaired or to be disposed
in accordance with WAC ((40z 19=400)) 246-232-080. If a sealed
source shows evidence of leaking, a report shall be filed with the department within five days of the test, describing the equipment involved, the test results, and the corrective action taken. Where sealed
sources are permanently mounted in devices or equipment, tests for
contamination and leakage may be made by wiping appropriate accessible surfaces and measuring these wipes for transferred
contamination.
(3) Leak tests are required for sealed radioactive sources that are
greater than I 00 microcuries for beta and gamma emitters and greater
than 10 microcuries for alpha emitters.
AMEN DA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective I/ 31 /91)
WAC 246-221-110 SURVEYS. Each licensee or registrant shall
make or cause to be made such surveys, as defined in WAC (('*6Z=H=
656)) 246-220-0 I 0, as may be necessary for the licensee or registrant
to establish compliance with these regulations and are reasonable under the circumstances to evaluate the extent of radiation hazards that
may be present. Records of such surveys shall be preserved as specified
in WAC ((40z %4=-170)) 246-221-230. Information on performing
surveys may be found in the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Regulatory Guide 8.23.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-221-120 CAUTION SIGNS, LABELS, AND SIGNALS. (I) General.
(a) Except as otherwise authorized by the department, symbols prescribed by this section shall use the conventional radiation caution colors (magenta or purple on yellow background). The symbol prescribed
by this section is the conventional three-blade design: Radiation
symbol
(i) Cross-hatch area is to be magenta or purple.
(ii) Background is to be yellow.
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(b) The conventional radiation symbol as described in (a) of this
subsection shall be used only for:
(i) Instructing individuals to be cognizant of a potential radiation
hazard as prescribed in (c) through U) of this subsection.
(ii) Indicating that information presented pertains to the topic of
radiation.
(c) In addition to the contents of signs and labels prescribed in this
section, a licensee or registrant may provide on or near such signs and
labels any additional information which may be appropriate in aiding
individuals to minimize exposure to radiation.
(d) Each radiation area and entrance thereto shall be conspicuously
posted with a sign or signs bearing the radiation caution symbol and
the words: CAUTION* - RADIATION AREA. However, in an exceptionally
large room where other activities of a nonradiological nature are conducted the entrance need not be posted provided a conspicuous barricade with an appropriate number of signs is established to delineate
the radiation area.
Note:

*The word 'DANGER' may be substituted for 'CAUTION' on signs
required by (d) through (h) of this subsection.

(e) High radiation areas.
(i) Each high radiation area and all entrances thereto shall be conspicuously posted with a sign or signs bearing the radiation caution
symbol and the words: CAUTION* - HIGH RADIATION AREA.
(ii) Each entrance or access point to a high radiation area shall be:
(A) Equipped with a control device which shall cause the level of
radiation to be reduced below that at which an individual might receive a dose of one hundred millirems in one hour upon entry into the
area; or
(8) Equipped with a control device which shall energize a conspicuous visible or audible alarm signal in such a manner that the individual
entering the high radiation area and the licensee or a supervisor of the
activity are made aware of the entry; or
(C) Maintained locked except during periods when access to the
area is required, with positive control over each individual entry.
(iii) The controls required by (e)(ii) of this subsection shall be established in such a way that no individual will be prevented from leaving a high radiation area.
(iv) In the case of a high radiation area established for a period of
thirty days or less, direct surveillance to prevent unauthorized entry
may be substituted for the controls required by (e)(ii) of this subsection. Direct surveillance requires the continuous physical presence of
an individual capable of taking all necessary precautions to prevent
unwarranted exposure of individuals.
(v) Any licensee or registrant may apply to the department for approval of methods not included in (e)(ii) and (iv) of this subsection for
controlling access to high radiation areas. The department will approve
the proposed alternatives if the licensee or registrant demonstrates that
the alternative methods of control will prevent unauthorized entry into
a high radiation area, and that the requirement of (e)(ii) of this subsection is met.
(vi) Very high radiation areas:
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(A) Each area in which there may exist radiation levels in excess of
five hundred rems in one hour at one meter from a sealed radioactive
source 7 that is used to irradiate materials shall:
(I) Have each entrance or access point equipped with entry control
devices which shall function automatically to prevent any individual
from inadvertently entering the area when such radiation levels exist;
permit deliberate entry into the area only after a control device is actuated that shall cause the radiation level within the area, from the
sealed source, to be reduced below that at which it would be impossible
for an individual to receive a dose in excess of one hundred mrem in
one hour; and prevent operation of the source if the source would
produce radiation levels in the area that could result in a dose to an
individual in excess of one hundred mrem in one hour. The entry control devices required by (e)(vi)(A) of this subsection shall be established in such a way that no individual will be prevented from leaving
the area.
(II) Be equipped with additional control devices such that upon failure of the entry control devices to function as required by (e)(vi)(A)(I)
of this subsection the radiation level within the area, from the sealed
source, shall be reduced below that at which it would be possible for an
individual to receive a dose in excess of one hundred mrem in one
hour; and visible and audible alarm signals shall be generated to make
an individual attempting to enter the area aware of the hazard and the
licensee or at least one other individual who is familiar with the activity and prepared to render or summon assistance, aware of such failure
of the entry control devices;
(III) Be equipped with control devices such that upon failure or removal of physical radiation barriers other than the source's shielded
storage container the radiation level from the source shall be reduced
below that at which it would be possible for an individual to receive a
dose in excess of one hundred mrem in one hour; and visible and audible alarm signals shall be generated to make potentially affected individuals aware of the hazard and the licensee or at least one other individual, who is familiar with the activity and prepared to render or
summon assistance, aware of the failure or removal of the physical
barrier. When the shield for the stored source is a liquid, means shall
be provided to monitor the integrity of the shield and to signal, automatically, loss of adequate shielding. Physical radiation barriers that
comprise permanent structural components, such as walls, that have no
credible probability of failure or removal in ordinary circumstances
need not meet the requirements of (e)(vi)(A)(III) of this subsection;
(IV) Be equipped with devices that will automatically generate visible and audible alarm signals to alert personnel in the area before the
source can be put into operation and in sufficient time for any individual in the area to operate a clearly identified control device which shall
be installed in the area and which can prevent the source from being
put into operation;
(V) Be controlled by use of such administrative procedure and such
devices as are necessary to assure that the area is cleared of personnel
prior to each use of the source preceding which use it might have been
possible for an individual to have entered the area;
(VI) Be checked by a physical radiation measurement to assure that
prior to the first individual's entry into the area after any use of the
source, the radiation level from the source in the area is below that at
which it would be possible for an individual to receive a dose in excess
of one hundred mrem in one hour;
(VII) Have entry control devices required in (e)(vi)(A)(I) of this
subsection wh.ich have been tested for proper functioning prior to initial operation with such source of radiation on any day that operations
are not uninterruptedly continued from the previous day or before resuming operations after any unintended interruption, and for which
records are kept of the dates, times, and results of such tests of function. No operations other than those necessary to place the source in
safe condition or to effect repairs on controls shall be conducted with
such source unless control devices are functioning properly. The licensee shall submit an acceptable schedule for more complete periodic tests
of the entry control and warning systems to be established and adhered
to as a condition of the license;
(VIII) Have those entry and exit portals that are used in transporting materials to and from the irradiation area, and that are not intended for use by individuals, controlled by such devices and administrative procedures as are necessary to physically protect and warn
against inadvertent entry by any individual through such portals. Exit
portals for processed materials shall be equipped to detect and signal
the presence of loose radiation sources that are carried toward such an
exit and to automatically prevent such loose sources from being carried
out of the area.
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(B) Licensees with, or applicants for, licenses for radiation sources
that are within the purview of (e)(vi)(A) of this subsection, and that
must be used in a variety of positions or in peculiar locations, such as
open fields or forests, that make it impracticable to comply with certain requirements of (e)(vi)(A) of this subsection, such as those for the
automatic control of radiation levels, may apply to the department for
approval, prior to use of safety measures that are alternative to those
specified in (e)(vi)(C) of this subsection, and that will provide at least
an equivalent degree of personnel protection in the use of such sources.
At least one of the alternative measures must include an entry-preventing interlock control based on a physical measurement of radiation
that assures the absence of high radiation levels before an individual
can gain access to an area where such sources are used.
(f) Airborne radioactivity areas. Each airborne radioactivity area
shall be conspicuously posted with a sign or signs bearing the radiation
caution symbol and the words: CAUTION* - AIRBORNE RADIOACTIVITY
AREA.
(g) Additional requirements.
(i) Each area or room in which any radioactive material, other than
natural uranium or thorium, is used or stored in an amount exceeding
JO times the quantity of radioactive material specified in Appendix B
of this part shall be conspicuously posted with a sign or signs bearing
the radiation caution symbol and the words: CAUTION* - RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL.
(ii) Each area or room in which natural uranium or thorium is used
or stored in an amount exceeding one hundred times the quantity
specified in Appendix B of this part shall be conspicuously posted with
a sign or signs bearing the radiation caution symbol and the words:
CAUTION* - RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL.
(h) Containers and articles.
(i) Except as provided in this section, each container of radioactive
material shall bear a durable, clearly visible label identifying the radioactive contents.
(ii) A label required pursuant to (h)(i) of this subsection shall bear
the radiation caution symbol and the words: CAUTION* - RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL. It shall also provide sufficient information to permit individuals handling or using the containers, or working in the vicinity
thereof, to take precautions to avoid or minimize exposures.
As appropriate, the information will include radiation levels, kinds
of material, estimate of activity, date for which activity is estimated.
(i) Where containers are used for storage, the labels required in this
subdivision shall state also the quantities and kinds of radioactive materials in the containers and the date of measurement of the quantities.
U) All radiation machines shall be labeled in a manner which cautions individuals that radiation is produced when the machine is being
operated.
(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (I )(h), (i) of this
section labeling is not required:
(a) For laboratory containers, such as beakers, flasks, and test tubes,
used transiently in laboratory procedures when the person using such
containers is present. For such containers a label identifying the radioactive contents is not required.
(b) For containers that do not contain radioactive material in quantities greater than the applicable quantities listed in WAC ((~
r.36)) 246-221-300, Appendix B.
(c) For containers containing only natural uranium or thorium in
quantities no greater than ten times the applicable quantities listed in
WAC ((402 24=230)) 246-221-300, Appendix B.
(d) For containers that do not contain radioactive material in concentrations greater than the applicable concentrations listed in WAC
((402 24=220)) 246-221-290, Column 2, Table I, Appendix A.
(e) For containers when they are attended by an individual who
takes the precautions necessary to prevent the exposure of any individual to radiation or radioactive material in excess of the limits established by the regulations in this part;
(f) For containers when they are in transport and packaged and labeled in accordance with regulations published by the United States
Department of Transportation;
(g) For containers which are accessible only to individuals authorized to handle or use them* or to work in the vicinity thereof, provided
that the contents are identified to such individuals by a readily available written record;
Note:

•for example, containers in locations such as water-filled canals, storage
vaults, or hot cells.

(h) For manufacturing and process equipment such as piping and
tanks.

(3) Each licensee, prior to disposal of an empty container which
previously held radioactive material shall properly survey for contamination and remove or deface the radioactive material label or otherwise
clearly indicate that the container no longer contains radioactive
materials.
7
This paragraph does not apply to radioactive sources that are used in teletherapy, in radiography, or in completely self-shielded irradiators in which the
source is both stored and operated within the same shielding radiation barrier
and, in the designed configuration of the irradiator, is always physically inaccessible to any individual and cannot create high levels of radiation in an area that
is accessible to any individual. This paragraph also does not apply to sources
from which the radiation is incidental to some other use nor to nuclear reactor
generated radiation other than radiation from byproduct, source, or special nuclear materials that are used in sealed sources in nonself-shielded irradiators.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I/ 31 /91)
WAC 246-221-130 EXCEPTIONS FROM POSTING AND
LABELING REQUIREMENTS. ((NotwithManding the p1ovisions of
WAC 402 24 090.))
(I) ((Pfotwithstanding the 1eqni1emcnts of WAC 402 36 140,)) A
room or area is not required to be posted with a caution sign because
of the presence of a sealed source, provided the radiation level 30.5
centimeters from the surface of the source container or housing does
not exceed five millirem per hour.
(2) Rooms or other areas in hospitals are not required to be posted
with caution signs, and control of entrance or access thereto pursuant
to WAC ((402 24=090)) 246-221-120 (l)(c) is not required, because
of the presence of patients containing less than 30 millicuries of radioactive material ((for whorn hospitalization is not othc1 wise 1equi1ed.))
Qrovided that there are personnel in attendance who will take the precautions necessary to prevent the exposure of any individual to radiation or radioactive material in excess of the limits established in the
regulations in this chapter.
(3) Caution signs are not required to be posted in areas or rooms
containing radioactive material for periods of less than eight hours
provided that:
(a) The material is constantly attended during such periods by an
individual who shall take the precautions necessary to prevent the exposure of any individual to radiation or radioactive material in excess
of the limits established in this part; and
(b) Such area or room is subject to the licensee's or registrant's
control.
(4) A room or other area is not required to be posted with a caution
sign, and control is not required for each entrance or access point to a
room or other area which is used solely for the storage of radioactive
material prepared for transport and packaged and labeled in accordance with regulations of the Uni~ed States Department of
Transportation.
(5) Rooms with x-ray equipment may not be required to be posted
with caution signs provided that access is controlled.
(6) The interior of a teletherapy room is not required to be posted
with caution signs provided such posting is conspicuously placed at the
entrance(s) to the rooms.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-221-140 INSTRUCTION OF PERSONNEL. Instructions required for individuals working in or frequenting any portion of a restricted area are specified in WAC ((402=48=020, 402=48
030, and 402=48=040)) 246-222-020, 246-222-030, and 246-222-

040.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-221-160 PROCEDURES FOR PICKING UP, RECEIVING, AND OPENING PACKAGES. (l)(a) Each licensee or
registrant who expects to receive a package containing quantities of
radioactive material in excess of the Type A 1 or A 2 quantities specified in WAC ((402 12 200)) 246--220-110 shall:
(i) If the package is to be delivered to the licensee's or registrant's
facility by the carrier, make arrangements to receive the package when
it is offered for delivery by the carrier; or
(ii) If the package is to be picked up by the licensee or registrant at
the carrier's terminal, make arrangements to receive immediate notification from the carrier of the arrival of the package.
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AMEN DA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective I /31 /91)

(b) Each licensee or registrant who picks up a package of radioactive material from a carrier's terminal shall pick up the package expeditiously upon receipt of notification from the carrier of its arrival.
(2)(a) Each licensee or registrant, upon receipt of a package of radioactive material, shall monitor the external surfaces of the package
for radioactive contamination caused by leakage of the radioactive
contents, except:
(i) Packages containing less than one hundred times the quantity of
nuclide(s) specified in WAC ((402 19 550)) 246-232-120, Schedule

WAC 246-221-190 DISPOSAL BY RELEASE INTO SANITARY SEWERAGE SYSTEMS. No licensee shall discharge radioactive material into a sanitary sewerage system unless:
(I) It is readily soluble or dispersible in water;
(2) The quantity of any radioactive material released into the system by the licensee in any one day does not exceed the larger of:
(a) The quan~ity which, if diluted by the average daily quantity of
sewage rel~ased into the sewer by the licensee, will result in an average
concentration not greater than the limits specified in WAC ((462=Z4=
TZe)) 246-221-290, Appendix A, Table I, Column 2; or
(b) Ten times the quantity of such material specified in WAC
((402 2+=230)) 246-221-300, Appendix B of this part;
(3) 1:he _quantity of any radioactive material released in any one
mont_h, 1f d1lut~d by the aver.age monthly quantity of water released by
the licensee, will not result rn an average concentration exceeding the
limits specified in WAC ((402 24 220)) 246-221-290, Appendix A,
Table I, Column 2; and
(4) The gross quantity of all radioactive material except hydrogen-3
and carbon-14 released into the sewerage system by the licensee does
not exceed one curie (I Ci) per year. The amount released into the
sewerage system for hydrogen-3 shall not exceed 5 curies per year and
for carbon-14 shall not exceed I curie per year.
. Excret_a fr~m indivi~uals undergoing medical diagnosis or therapy
with rad1oact1ve material shall be exempt from any limitations contained in this section: PROVIDED, That the licensee provides for appropriate radiological monitoring whenever any waste line in the licensee's installation which may carry such excreta is opened.

B·

(ii) Packages containing no more than I 0 millicuries of radioactive
material consisting solely of tritium, carbon-14, sulfur-35, or iodine125;
(iii) Packages containing only radioactive material as gases or in
special form;
(iv) Packages containing only radioactive material in other than liquid form (including Mo-99/Tc-99m generators) and not exceeding
the Type A1 or A2 quantity limit specified in WAC ((402 12 200))
246-220-110; and
(v) Packages containing only radionuclides with half-lives of less
than 30 days and a total quantity of no more than I 00 millicuries.
The monitoring shall be performed as soon as practicable after receipt, but no later than three hours after the package is received at the
licensee's facility if received during the licensee's normal working
hours, or no later than three hours from the beginning of the next
working day if received after normal working hours.
(b) If removable radioactive contamination in excess of 0.01 microcurie (22,200 transformations per minute) per one hundred square
centimeters of package surface is found on the external surfaces of the
package, the licensee shall immediately notify by telephone, telegraph,
mailgram or facsimile, the final delivering carrier, shipper and the
department.
(3)(a) Each licensee or registrant, upon receipt of a package containing quantities of radioactive material in excess of the Type A 1 or
A 2 quantities specified in WAC (( 402 24 125(2))) 246-220-110, other than those transported by exclusive use vehicle, shall monitor the
radiation levels external to the package. The package shall be monitored as soon as practicable after receipt, but no later than three hours
after the package is received at the licensee's facility if received during
the licensee's normal working hours, and no later than three hours
from the beginning of the next working day if received after normal
working hours.
(b) If radiation levels are found on the external surface of the package in excess of two hundred millirem per hour, or at one meter from
the external surface of the package in excess of ten millirem per hour,
the licensee or registrant shall immediately notify, by telephone, telegraph, mailgram or facsimile, the shipper, the final delivering carrier
and the department.
(4) Each licensee or registrant shall establish and maintain procedures for safely opening packages in which radioactive material is received, and shall assure that such procedures are followed and that due
consideration is given to instructions for the type of package being
opened and the monitoring of potentially contaminated packaging material (including packages containing radioactive material in gaseous
form) to assure that only background levels of radiation are present
prior to disposal of such material as nonradioactive waste. In addition,
this shall include a wipe sample of the outside of any inner package
which contains a liquid or dispersible radionuclide (radioactive wastes
shall be exempted). Copies of such written procedures shall be retained
for inspection by the department.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-221-200 DISPOSAL BY BURIAL IN SOIL. Nolicensee shall dispose of radioactive material by burial in soil except as
specifically approved by the department pursuant to WAC ((462=Z4=
H-5)) 246-221-180.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-221-210 DISPOSAL BY INCINERATION. No licensee shall incinerate radioactive material for the purpose of disposal
or preparation for disposal except as specifically approved by the department pursuant to WAC ((402 24=050 and 402 24 135)) 246-221-070 and 246-221-180.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-221-220 DISPOSAL OF SPECIFIC WASTES. Any
licensee may dispose of the following licensed material without regard
to its radioactivity:
(I) 0.05 microcuries or less of hydrogen-3 or carbon-14, per gram
of medium, used for liquid scintillation counting; and
(2)_ 0.05 _microcuries or less of hydrogen-3 or carbon-14, per gram
of ammal tissue averaged over the weight of the entire animal: PROVIDED HOWEVER, Tissue may not be disposed under this section in
a manner that would permit its use either as food for humans or as
animal feed; and
(3) Nothing in this section, however, relieves the licensee of maintaining records showing the receipt, transfer and disposal of such byproduct material as specified in WAC ((402 I 2=080)) 246-220-020;
and
(4) Nothing in this section relieves the licensee from complying with
other applicable federal, state and local regulations governing any other toxic or hazardous property of these materials.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-221-170 WASTE DISPOSAL, GENERAL REQUIREMENT. No licensee shall dispose of any radioactive material
except:
(I) By transfer to an authorized recipient as provided in WAC
(( 402 I 9=-400)) 246-232-080, or
(2) As authorized pursuant to WAC ((402 24=050, 402 24 135,
402 24=-140, 01 402 24=-150)) 246-221-070, 246-221-180, 246-221190, or 246-221-200.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I/ 31 /91)
WAC 246-221-230 RECORDS OF SURVEYS, RADIATION
MONITORING, AND DISPOSAL. (I) Each licensee or registrant
shall maintain records showing the radiation exposures of all individuals for whom personnel monitoring is required under WAC ((462=Z4=
67e)) 246-221-090. Such records shall be kept on state of Washington
current occupational external radiation exposure (Form RHF-5), in
accordance with the instructions contained in that form, or on clear
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and legible records containing all the information required by Form
RHF-5. The doses entered on the forms or records shall be for periods
of time not exceeding one calendar quarter.
(2) Each licensee or registrant shall maintain records in the same
units used in this part, showing the results of surveys required by
WAC ((402 24=e85)) 246-221-110 monitoring required by WAC
((402 M=-125)) 246-221-160, and disposals made under WAC ((402=
M=-135 tlnough 402 Mml65)) 246-221-180, 246-221-190, 246-221200, 246-221-210, and 246-221-220.
(3)(a) Records of individual exposure to radiation and to radioactive
material which must be maintained pursuant to the provisions of subsection (I) of this section and records of bioassays, including results of
whole body counting examinations made pursuant to WAC ((462=%4=
686)) 246-221-100, shall be preserved indefinitely or until the department authorizes their disposal.
(b) Records of the results of surveys and monitoring which must be
maintained pursuant to subsection (2) of this section shall be preserved
for two years after completion of the survey except that the following
records shall be maintained until the department authorizes their
disposition:
(i) Records of the results of surveys to determine compliance with
WAC ((402 24=e30)) 246-221-040;
(ii) In the absence of personnel monitoring data, records of the results of surveys to determine external radiation dose;
(iii) Records of the results of surveys used to evaluate the release of
radioactive effluents to the environment.
(4) Records of disposal of licensed material made pursuant to WAC
((402 24=135, 402 24 140, 402 24 150, 402 24 160, 01 402 24=
+65)) 246-221-180, 246-221-190, 246-221-200, 246-221-210, or
246-221-220 shall be maintained until the department authorizes their
disposition.
(5) Records which must be maintained pursuant to this part may be
the original or a reproduced copy or microform if such reproduced
copy or microform is duly authenticated by authorized personnel and
the microform is capable of producing a clear and legible copy after
storage for the period specified by department regulations.
(6) If there is a conflict between the department's regulations in this
part, license condition, or other written department approval or authorization pertaining to the retention period for the same type of
record, the retention period specified in the regulations in this part for
such records shall apply unless the department, pursuant to WAC
((402 12 125)) 246-220-050, has granted a specific exemption from
the record retention requirements specified in the regulations in this
part.
(7) The discontinuance or curtailment of activities does not relieve
the licensee or registrant of responsibility for retaining all records required by this section. A licensee or registrant may, however, request
the department to accept such records. The acceptance of the records
by the department relieves the licensee or registrant of subsequent responsibility only in respect to their preservation as required in this
section.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective I /31 /9 I)
WAC 246-221-240 REPORTS OF THEFT OR LOSS OF RADIATION SOURCES. Each licensee and/or registrant shall report
immediately by telephone, 206/682-5327) and confirm promptly by
letter to the State Department of ((Social and)) Health ((~)),
((effiec)) Division of Radiation Protection, Mailstop LE-13, Olympia,
Washington 98504, the actual or attempted theft or loss as soon as
such theft or loss becomes known to the licensee and/or registrant of:
(I) Any radiation-producing machine; or
(2) Any quantity of radioactive material in excess of a quantity exempted under WAC ((402 24=230)) 246-221-300, Appendix B, or
any item not exempted in chapter ((462=+9)) 246-232 WAC.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I/ 31 /91)
WAC 246-221-250 NOTIFICATION OF INCIDENTS. (I)
Immediate notification. Each licensee and/or registrant shall immediately notify the State Department of ((Social and)) Health ((~
effiec)), Division of Radiation Protection, Mailstop LE-13, Olympia,
Washington 98504, by telephone 206/682-5327) and confirming letter
of any incident involving any radiation source which may have caused
or threatens to cause:

(a) A dose to the whole body of any individual, or any dosimetry
device assigned to any individual, of twenty-five rems or more of radiation; a dose to the skin of the whole body of any individual or any
dosimetry device assigned to any individual of one hundred fifty rems
or more of radiation; or a dose to the feet, ankles, hands, or forearms
of any individual, or any dosimetry device as~igned to any individual,
of three hundred seventy-five rems· or more of radiation; or
(b) The release of radioactive material in concentrations which, if
averaged over a period of twenty-four hours, would exceed five thousand times the limits specified for such materials in WAC ((462=%4=
Z'.!6)) 246-221-290, Appendix A, Table II.
(2) Twenty-four hour notification. Each licensee and/or registrant
shall within twenty-four hours notify the State Department of ((Soei:rl
and)) Health ((StlVitcs, Office)), Division of Radiation Protection,
Mailstop LE-13, Olympia, Washington 98504, by telephone 206/6825327) and confirming letter of any incident involving any radiation
source possessed which may have caused or threatens to cause:
(a) A dose to the whole body of any individual, or any dosimetry
device assigned to any individual, of five rems or more of radiation; a
dose to the skin of the whole body of any individual or any dosimetry
device assigned to any individual of thirty rems or more of radiation;
or a dose to the feet, ankles, hands, or forearms or any dosimetry device assigned to any individual, of seventy-five rems or more of radiation; or
(b) The release of radioactive material in concentrations which, if
averaged over a period of twenty-four hours, would exceed five hundred times the limits specified for such materials in WAC ((462=%4=
Z'.!6)) 246-221-290, Appendix A, Table 11((0'1'
(e) Exposure of any individual 01 pc1so1111cl 111Unito1 ing dcYicc(s) to
quantities of 1adiation in excess of limits specified bj '.VAC 402 24=

026ffl)).

(3) For each occurrence, requiring notification pursuant to this section, a prompt investigation of the situation shall be initiated by the licensee/registrant. A written report of the findings of the investigation
shall be sent to the department within thirty days.
Any report filed with the department pursuant to this section shall
be prepared in the manner described in WAC ((402 24 200)) 246221-260(2). Telephone notifications that do not involve immediate or
twenty-four hour notification shall not be made to the emergency
number (Seattle 206/682-5327). Routine calls should be made to the
Olympia office (206/753-3468).
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I/ 31 /91)
WAC 246-221-260 REPORTS OF OVEREXPOSURES AND
EXCESSIVE LEVELS AND CONCENTRATIONS. (I) In addition
to any notification required by WAC ((402 24=190)) 246-221-250,
each licensee or registrant shall make a report in writing within 30
days to the department of each exposure of an individual to radiation
level or concentrations of radioactive material in excess of any applicable limit as set forth in this part or as otherwise approved by the
department.
(2) Each report required by ((WAC 402 24=200)) subsection (I) Qf
this section shall describe:
(a) The extent of exposure of individuals to radiation or to radioactive material, including estimates of each individual's dose as required
by ((WAC 402 24=200)) subsection (3) of this section;
(b) Levels of radiation and concentrations of radioactive material
involved;
(c) The cause of exposure, levels or concentrations: and
(d) Corrective steps taken or planned to assure against a recurrence.
(3) Any report filed with the department pursuant to this section
shall include for each individual exposed the name, social security
number, and date of birth, and an estimate of the individual's dose.
The report shall be prepared so that this information is stated in a
separate part of the report.
( 4) Individuals shall be notified of reports in accordance with the
requirements of WAC ((402m48=040)) 246-222-040.
(5) In addition to any notification required by WAC ((462=%4=
+90)) 246-221-250, each licensee shall make a report in writing within
30 days to the department of levels of radiation or releases of radioactive material in excess of limits specified by 40 CFR Part 190, "Environmental radiation protection standards for nuclear power operations," or in excess of license conditions related to compliance with 40
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CFR Part 190. Each report required under this paragraph shall describe the extent of exposure of individuals to radiation or to radioactive material; levels of radiation and concentrations of radioactive material involved; the cause of the exposure, levels of concentrations; and
corrective steps taken or planned to assure against a recurrence.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I/ 31 /91)
WAC 246-221-280 NOTIFICATIONS AND REPORTS TO
INDIVIDUALS. (I) Requirements for notification and reports to individuals of exposure to radiation or radioactive material are specified
in WAC ( (402=48=040)) 246-222-040.
(2) When a licensee or registrant is required pursuant to WAC
((402 24 200)) 246-221-260 to report to the department any exposure of an individual or dosimetry device assigned to any individual to
radiation from any source, the licensee or registrant shall also notify
the individual. Such notice shall be transmitted at a time not later than
the transmittal to the department, and shall comply with the provisions
of WAC ((402 48 040)) 246-222-040( I).
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-221-300
FROM LABELING.
Material
Americium-241
Antimony-122
· Antimony-124
Antimony-125
Arsenic-73
Arsenic-74
Arsenic-76
Arsenic-77
Barium-133
Barium-140
Bismuth-210
Bromine-82
Cadmium-109
Cadmium-I !Sm
Cadmium-115
Calcium-45
Calcium-47
Carbon-14
Cerium-141
Cerium-143
Cerium-144
Cesium-131
Cesium-I 34m
Cesium-134
Cesium-135
Cesium-136
Cesium-137
Chlorine-36
Chlorine-38
Chromium-51
Cobalt-58m
Cobalt-58
Cobalt-60
Copper-64
Dysprosium-165
Dysprosium-166
Erbium-169
Erbium-171
Europium-152 (9.2 h)
Europium-152 ( 13 yr)
Europium-154
Europium-155
Fluorine-18
Gadolinium-153
Gadolinium-159
Gallium-72
Germanium-71
Gold-198
Gold-199

APPENDIX B-QUANTITIES EXEMPT
Microcuries
0.01
100
10
10
100
10
10
100
10
10
I

10
10
10
100
10
10
100
100
100
I

1,000
100
I

10
10
10
10
10
1.000
10
10
I

100
10
100
100
100
100
I
I

10
1,000
10
100
10
100
100
100

Material
Hafnium-181
Holmium-166
Hydrogen-3
Indium-I 13m
Indium-l 14m
Indium-l 15m
lndium-115
Iodine-125
Iodine-126
Iodine-129
lodine-131
Iodine-132
Iodine-133
Iodine-134
Iodine-135
Iridium-192
Iridium-194
Iron-55
lron-59
Krypton-85
Krypton-87
Lanthanum-140
Lutetium-177
Manganese-52
Manganese-54
Manganese-56
Mercury-197m
Mercury-197
Mercury-203
Molybdenum-99
Neodymium-147
Neodymium-149
Nickel-59
Nickel-63
Nickel-65
Niobium-93m
Niobium-95
Niobium-97
Osmium-185
Osmium-191 m
Osmium-191
Osmium-193
Palladium- I03
Palladium- I 09
Phosphorus-32
Platinum-191
Platinum-193m
Platinum-193
Platinum-I 97m
Platinum-197
Plutonium-239
Polonium-210
Potassium-42
Praseodymium-142
Praseodymium-143
Promethium-147
Promcthium-149
Radium-226
Rhcnium-186
Rhcnium-188
Rhodium-I 03m
Rhodium-105
Rubidium-86
Rubidium-87
Ruthenium-97
Ruthenium-I 03
Ruthenium-I 05
Ruthenium-I 06
Samarium-151
Samarium-153
Scandium-46
Scandium-47
Scandium-48
Selenium-75
Silicon-31
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Microcuries
10
100
1,000
100
10
100
10
I
I

0.1
I

10
I

10
10
10
100
100
10
100
10
10
100
10
10
10
100
100
10
100
100
100
100
10
100
10
10
10
10
100
100
100
100
100
10
100
100
100
100
100
0.01
0.1
10
100
100
10
10
0.01

JOO
JOO
JOO
JOO
JO
JO
JOO
10
10
J

JO

100

JO
JOO
JO
JO
JOO
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Material

10

Silver-105
Silver- I I Om
Silver-I I I
Sodium-22
Sodium-24
Strontium-85
Strontium-89
Strontium-90
Strontium-91
Strontium-92
Sulphur-35
Tantalum-182
Technetium-96
Technetium-97m
Technetium-97
Technetium-99m
Technetium-99
Tellurium-125m
Tellurium-I 27m
Tellurium-127
Tellurium-I 29m
Tellurium-129
Tellurium-131m
Tellurium-132
Terbium-160
Thallium-200
Thallium-201
Thallium-202
Thallium-204
1
Thorium (natural)
Thulium-170
Thulium-171
Tin-113
Tin-125
Tungsten-181
Tungsten-185
Tungsten-187
2
Uranium (natural)
Uranium-233
Uranium-234 Uranium-235
Vanadium-48
Xenon-131m
Xenon-133
Xenon-135
Ytterbium-169
Ytterbium-175
Yttrium-90
Yttrium-91
Yttrium-92
Yttrium-93
Zinc-65
Zinc-69m
Zinc-69
Zirconium-93
Zirconium-95
Zirconium-97
Notes:

I

100
10
10
10

0.01
10
1,000
100
100
10
100
10
10
100
100
10
100
1,000
10
10
10

1Based on alpha disintegration rate of Th-232, Th-230 and their
daughter products.
2Based on alpha disintegration rate of U-238, U-234, and U-235.

Microcurics

Any alpha em1ttmg radionuclide not listed
above or mixtures of alpha emitters of unknown composition
Any radionuclide other than alpha emitting
radionuclides, not listed above or mixtures of
beta emitters of unknown composition
For purposes of WAC ((402 24
and 246-221-190, where there is
known amounts, the limit for the
lows: Determine, for each isotope

200 µCi Au-198/1,000 µCi
3 µCi l-131/10 µCi =I

I

0.1
10
10
100
10
10
100
100
100
10
10
10
100
10
100
10
10
10
100
100
100
10
100
10
10
10
10
10
10
100
100
0.01

Material

Note:

the quantity present in the combination and the limit otherwise established for the specific isotope when not in combination. The sum of such
ratios for all the isotopes in the combination may not exceed 'I' (i.e.,
'unity'). Example: For purposes of WAC ((402 2~90)) 246-221-120
(I )(g), if a particular batch, room, or area contains 200 µCi of Au-198
and 500 µCi of C-14, it may also contain not more than 3 µCi of 1-131
and remain unposted. This limit was determined as follows:

Microcuries

0.01
0.1

090 aud 402 24 140)) 246-221-120
involved a combination of isotopes in
combination should be derived as folin the combination, the ratio between

+

500 µCi C-14/1,000 µCi

+

The denominator in each of the above ratios was obtained by multiplying
the figure in the table by IO as provided in WAC ((402 24-e90)) 246221-120 (I)(g).

AMEN DA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective I/ 31 /91)
WAC 246-222-001 PURPOSE AND SCOPE. This chapter establishes requirements for notices, instructions and reports by licensees
or registrants to individuals engaged in work under a license or registration and options available to such individuals in connection with department inspections of licensees or registrants to ascertain compliance
with the provisions of the act and regulations, orders and licenses issued thereunder regarding radiological working conditions. The regulations in this chapter apply to all persons who receive, possess, use,
own or transfer a source of radiation licensed by or registered with the
department pursuant to the regulations in chapters ((402 16, 402 19,
and 402 22)) 246-224, 246-232, and 246-235 WAC. The definitions
contained in WAC ((402 12=050)) 246-220-010 also apply to this
chapter.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I/ 31 /91)
WAC 246-222-020

POSTING OF NOTICES TO WORKERS.

(I) Each licensee or registrant shall post current copies of the follow-

ing documents:
(a) The regulations in this chapter and in chapter((~)) 246-221 WAC;
-(b) The license, certificate of registration, conditions or documents
incorporated into the license by reference and amendments thereto;
(c) The operating procedures applicable to work under the license or
registration;
(d) Any notice of noncompliance involving radiological working
conditions, proposed imposition of civil penalty, order issued pursuant
to chapter ((40Z=+Z)) 246-220 WAC, or any response from the licensee or registrant.
(2) If posting of a document specified in subsection (I )(a), (b), or
(c) of this section is not practicable, the licensee or registrant may post
a notice which describes the document and states where it may be
examined.
(3) Each licensee or registrant shall conspicuously post pertinent
emergency procedures when emergency procedures are required by the
department.
(4) Properly completed department Form RHF-3 'Notice to employees," shall be posted by each licensee or registrant wherever individuals work in or frequent any portion of a restricted area.
(5) Documents, notices or forms posted pursuant to this section shall
appear in a sufficient number of places to permit individuals engaged
in work under the license or registration to observe them on the way to
or from any particular work location to which the document applies,
shall be conspicuous, and shall be replaced if defaced or altered.
(6) Department documents posted pursuant to subsection ( 1)(d) of
this section shall be posted as specified by subsection (5) of this section
within five working days after receipt of the documents from the department; the licensee's or registrant's response, if any, shall be posted
for a minimum of five working days after dispatch from the licensee or
registrant. Such documents shall remain posted for a minimum of five
working days or until action correcting the item(s) of noncompliance
has been completed, whichever is later.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-222-030 INSTRUCTIONS TO WORKERS. (I) All
individuals working in or frequenting any portion of a restricted area:
(a) Shall be kept informed of the storage. transfer, or use of sources
of radiation in such portions of the restricted area;
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(b) Shall be instructed in the health protection considerations associated with exposure to radiation or radioactive material, in precautions or procedures to minimize exposure, and in the purposes and
functions of protective devices employed;
(c) Shall be instructed in, and instructed to observe, to the extent
within the worker's control, the applicable provisions of these regulations, department form RHF-3 "Notice to employees," and license
conditions for the protection of personnel from exposures to radiation
or radioactive material occurring in such areas;
(d) Shall be instructed that any worker or representative of workers
who believes that a violation of the regulations, license conditions, or
unnecessary exposure to radiation exists or occurred, may request an
inspection by the department by oral or written notification. The notification shall set forth specific grounds for the complaint. Any such
notification to the department is confidential;
(e) Shall be instructed of their right to notify the department if the
individual suspects improper actions by a licensee/registrant, or conditions which may lead to a violation of these regulations, the license/
registration, or unnecessary exposure to radiation or radioactive
materials;
(f) Shall be instructed that employment discrimination by a licensee/registrant against an employee because of actions described in this
chapter is prohibited;
(g) Shall be instructed as to their responsibility to report promptly
to the licensee or registrant any condition which may lead to or cause a
violation of the act, these regulations, and licenses or unnecessary exposure to radiation or radioactive material;
(h) Shall be instructed in the appropriate response to warnings made
in the event of any unusual occurrence or malfunction that may involve exposure to radiation or radioactive material; and
(i) Shall be advised as to the radiation exposure reports which
workers shall be furnished pursuant to WAC ((402 48=040)) 246222--040.
--mHY July I, 1984, records of these instructions described in subsection (I) of this section, for all individuals working in, or frequenting
any portion of a restricted area shall be maintained for inspection by
the department until further notice. These records shall include a copy
of (('NAC 402 48 030)) this section, or all the information contained
in this section, along with a dated verification signature by the employee stating that the individual is satisfied with the explanation of
the instructions contained in this section.
(3) The extent of these instructions shall be commensurate with potential radiological health protection considerations in the restricted
area.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I/ 31 /91)
WAC 246-222-040 NOTIFICATIONS AND REPORTS TO
INDIVIDUALS. (I) Radiation exposure data for an individual and
the results of any measurements, analyses, and calculations of radioactive material deposited or retained in the body of an individual shall be
reported to the individual as specified in this section. The information
reported shall include data and results obtained pursuant to these regulations, orders, and license conditions, as shown in records maintained
by the licensee or registrant pursuant to these regulations. Each notification and report shall:
(a) Be in writing;
(b) Include appropriate identifying data such as the name.of the licensee or registrant, the name of the individual, and the individual's
Social Security number;
(c) Include the individual's exposure information; and
(d) Contain the following statement:
"This report is furnished to you under the provisions of the
Washington state department of ((social aiid)) health
((sci vices, office)), division of radiation protection, rules
and regulations for radiation protection. You should preserve this report for further reference."
(2) Upon request of the worker, each licensee or registrant shall advise each worker annually of the worker's current and accumulated
exposure to radiation or radioactive material as shown in records
maintained by the licensee or registrant pursuant to WAC ( (4W=Z4H0)) 246-221-230 (I) and (3).
(3) At the request of a worker formerly engaged in work controlled
by the licensee or the registrant, each licensee or registrant shall furnish to each worker or former worker a report of the worker's exposure
to radiation or radioactive material upon termination. For the purposes
[ 239)
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of this section, termination means the end of employment with the licensee or the end of a work assignment in the licensee's restricted
area(s) in a given calendar quarter without expectation, or specific
scheduling, of reentry into such restricted area(s) during the remainder
of that calendar quarter. Such report shall be furnished within thirty
days from the time the request is made, or within thirty days after the
exposure of the individual has been determined by the licensee or registrant, whichever is later; shall cover, within the period of time specified in the request, each calendar quarter in which the worker's activities involved exposure to radiation from radioactive material licensed
by, or radiation machines registered with the department; and shall include the dates and locations of work under the license or registration
in which the worker participated during this period.
( 4) When a licensee or registrant is required pursuant to WAC
( ( 402 24 200)) 246-221-260 to report to the department any exposure of an individual to radiation or radioactive material, the licensee
or the registrant shall also provide the individual a written report on
the individual's exposure data included therein. Such reports shall be
transmitted at a time not later than the transmittal to the department.
(5) In addition to the requirements of subsection (3) of this section,
at the request of a worker who is terminating employment in a given
calendar quarter with the licensee or registrant in work involving radiation exposure, or of a worker who, while employed by another person,
is terminating assignment to work involving radiation exposure in the
licensee's facility in that calendar quarter, each licensee or registrant
shall provide to each such worker, or to the worker's designee, at termination, a written report regarding the radiation dose received by
that worker from operations of the licensee or registrant during that
specifically identified calendar quarter or fraction thereof, or provide a
written statement of that dose if the finally determined personnel monitoring results are not available at that time. Estimated doses shall be
clearly indicated as such.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-222-050 PRESENCE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF
LICENSEES OR REGISTRANTS AND WORKERS DURING
INSPECTION. (I) Each licensee or registrant shall afford to the department at all reasonable times opportunity to inspect materials, machines, activities, facilities, premises, and records pursuant to these
regulations.
(2) During an inspection, department inspectors may consult privately with workers as specified in WAC ((402 48 060)) 246-222060. The licensee or registrant may accompany department inspectors
during other phases of an inspection.
(3) If, at the time of inspection, an individual has been authorized
by the workers to represent them during department inspections, the
licensee or registrant shall notify the inspectors of such authorization
and shall give the workers' representative an opportunity to accompany
the inspectors during the inspection of physical working conditions.
( 4) Each workers' representative shall be routinely engaged in work
under control of the licensee or registrant and shall have received instructions as specified in WAC ((402 48 030)) 246-222-030.
(5) Different representatives of licensees or registrants and workers
may accompany the inspectors during different phases of an inspection
if there is no resulting interference with the conduct of the inspection.
However, only one workers' representative at a time may accompany
the inspectors.
(6) With the approval of the licensee or registrant and the workers'
representative an individual who is not routinely engaged in work under control of the licensee or registrant, for example, a consultant to
the licensee or registrant or lo the workers' representative, shall be afforded the opportunity to accompany department inspectors during the
inspection of physical working conditions.
(7) Notwithstanding the other provisions of this section, department
inspectors arc authorized to refuse to permit accompaniment by any
individual who deliberately interferes with a fair and orderly inspection. With regard to any area containing proprietary information, the
workers' representative for that area shall be an individual previously
authorized by the licensee or registrant to enter that area.
AMEN DA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-222-060 CONSULTATION WITH WORKERS
DURING INSPECTIONS. (I) Department inspectors may consult
privately with workers concerning matters of occupaiional radiation
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protection and other matters related to applicable provisions of department regulations and licenses to the extent the inspectors deem necessary for the conduct of an effective and thorough inspection.
(2) During the course of an inspection any worker may bring privately to the attention of the inspectors, either orally or in writing, any
past or present condition which the worker has reason to believe may
have contributed to or caused any violation of the act, these regulations, or license condition, or any unnecessary exposure of an individual to radiation from licensed radioactive material or a registered radiation machine under the licensee's or registrant's control. Any such notice in writing shall comply with the requirements of WAC ((46%=4S=
&Te)) 246-222-070( I).
(3) The provisions of (('NAE 402 48-4360)) subsection (2) of this
section shall not be interpreted as authorization to disregard instructions pursuant to WAC ((402--48-4330)) 246-222-030.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-222-070 REQUESTS BY WORKERS FOR INSPECTIONS. (I) Any worker or representative of workers who believes that a violation of the act, of these regulations, or of license conditions exists or has occurred in work under a license or registration
with regard to radiological working conditions in which the worker is
engaged, may request an inspection by giving notice of the alleged violation to the Washington state department of ((social aud)) health
((sc11ices, office)), division of radiation protection. Any such notice
shall be in writing, shall set forth the specific grounds for the notice,
and shall be signed by the worker or representative of the workers. A
copy shall be provided to the licensee or registrant by the office of radiation protection no later than at the time of inspection except that,
upon the request of the worker giving such notice, his or her name and
the name of individuals referred to therein shall not appear in such
copy or on any record published, released, or made available by the
department, except for good cause shown.
(2) If, upon receipt of such notice, the inspector for the office of radiation protection determines that the complaint meets the requirements set forth in subsection (I) of this section, and that there are
reasonable grounds to believe that the alleged violation exists or has
occurred, the inspector shall cause an inspection to be made as soon as
practicable, to determine if such alleged violation exists or has occurred. Inspections pursuant to this section need not be limited to
matters referred to in the complaint.
(3) No licensee or registrant shall discharge or in any manner discriminate against any worker because such worker has filed any complaint or instituted or caused to be instituted any proceeding under
these regulations or has testified or is about to testify in any such proceeding or because of the exercise by such worker on behalf of the
worker or other workers of any option afforded by this chapter.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, fil~d 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-222-080 INSPECTIONS NOT WARRANTEDINFORMAL REVIEW. (I) If the department of ((social aud)) health
((sci vices, office)), division of radiation protection determines, with respect to a complaint under WAC ((402 48 070)) 246-222-070 that
an inspection is not warranted because there are no reasonable grounds
to believe that a violation exists or has occurred, the office of radiation
protection shall notify the complainant in writing of such
determination.
(a) If the complaint resulted from activities concerning naturally
occurring((~)) Q! accelerator produced((~)) radioactive materials
and/or radiation producing machines: The complainant may obtain
review of such determination by submitting a written statement of position to the Assistant Director, Division of Industrial Safety and
Health, Mailstop HC-402, Olympia, Washington 98504. Such request
for informal review will be processed according to the provisions of
WAC 296-350-460 and the provisions of the interagency agreement
between the department of labor and industries and the department of
((social aud)) health ((sci vices, office)), division of radiation protection, if any.
(b) If the complaint resulted from activities concerning byproduct
material, source material, and/or special nuclear material: The complainant may obtain review of such determination by submitting a
written statement of position with the Department of ((Social aud))
Health ((Sci vices, I lcalth Sci vices)), Division((;-6ffiec)) of Radiation

Protection, Mailstop LE-13, Olympia, Washington 98504 (206/7533468), who will provide the licensee or registrant with a copy of such
statement by certified mail, excluding, at the request of the complainant, the name of the complainant. The licensee or registrant may submit an opposing written statement of position with the department of
((social aud)) health ((sc11iccs, health sc11iccs)), division of radiation
protection, who will provide the complainant with a copy of such
statement by certified mail. Upon the request of the complainant, the
department of ((social and)) health ((sci vices, health sci vices di vi
sitm;)) may hold an informal conference in which the complainant and
the licensee or registrant may orally present their views. An informal
conference may also be held at the request of the licensee or registrant,
but disclosure of the identity of the complainant will be made only following receipt of written authorization from the complainant. After
considering all written or oral views presented, the department of ((soerat-and)) health ({stilicts, health sc11iccs division,)) shall affirm,
modify, or reverse the determination of the ((office)) division of radiation protection and furnish the complainant and the licensee or registrant a written notification of the decision and the reason therefor.
(2) If the ((office)) division of radiation protection determines that
an inspection is not warranted because the requirements of WAC
(( 402 48 070)) 246-222-070( I) have not been met, it shall notify the
complainant in writing of such determination. Such determination
shall be without prejudice to the filing of a new complaint meeting the
requirements of WAC ((402--48 070)) 246-222-070( I).
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I/ 31 /91)
WAC 246-232-001 PURPOSE AND SCOPE. (I) This chapter
prescribes rules governing licensing of radioactive material. No person
shall receive, possess, use, transfer, own or acquire radioactive material
except as authorized in a specific or general license issued pursuant to
chapters ((402 21 m 402 22)) 246-233 or 246-235 WAC or as
otherwise provided in this chapter.
(2) In addition to the requirements of this chapter, or chapters
((402 21 01 402 22)) 246-233 or 246-235 WAC, all licensees are
subject to the requirements of chapters ((402 10, 402 12, 402 24, a11d
4e2=4&)) 246-220, 246-221, 246-222, 246-247, and 246-254 WAC.
Licensees engaged in the practice of nuclear medicine are subject to
the requirements of chapter ((462=3-4)) 246-239 WAC, licensees engaged in industrial radiographic operatioiiS"afe"Subject to the requirements of chapter ((462=3U)) 246-243 WAC, licensees using sealed
sources in the healing arts are subject to the requirements of chapter
((46Z=3Z)) 246-240 WAC, licensees using radioactive material in well
logging and subsurface tracer studies are subject to the requirements
of chapter 246-244 WAC, licensees engaged in land disposal of radioactive waste are subject to the requirements of chapter 246-250 WAC,
and licensees owning or operating uranium or thorium mills and associated mill tailings are subject to the requirements of chapter((s-462=
52 a11d 402 70)) 246-252 WAC.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-232-010 EXEMPTIONS. (I) Source material.
(a) Any person is exempt from this chapter and chapters ((40-Z=Z+
aud 402 22)) 246-233 and 246-235 WAC to the extent that such
person receives, possesses, uses, owns, or transfers source material in
any chemical mixture, compound, solution or alloy in which the source
material is by weight less than I /20 of one percent (0.05 percent) of
the mixture, compound, solution, or alloy.
(b) Any person is exempt from this chapter and chapters ((40-Z=Z+
aud 402 22)) 246-233 and 246-235 WAC to the extent that such
person receives, possesses, uses or transfers unrefined and unprocessed
ore containing source material: PROVIDED, That, except as authorized in a specific license, such person shall not refine or process such
ore.
(c) Any person is exempt from this chapter and chapters ((40-Z=Z+
aud 402 22)) 246-233 and 246-235 WAC to the extent that such
person receives, possesses, uses or transfers:
(i) Any quantities of thorium contained in:
(A) Incandescent gas mantles;
(B) Vacuum tubes;
(C) Welding rods;
(D) Electric lamps for illuminating purposes provided that each
lamp does not contain more than fifty milligrams of thorium;
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(E) Germicidal lamps, sunlamps and lamps for outdoor or industrial
lighting provided that each lamp does not contain more than two
grams of thorium;
(F) Rare earth metals and compounds, mixtures, and products containing not more than 0.25 percent by weight thorium, uranium, or
any combination of these; or
(G) Personnel neutron dosimeters, provided each dosimeter does not
contain more than 50 milligrams of thorium;
(ii) Source material contained in the following products:
(A) Glazed ceramic tableware: PROVIDED, That the glaze contains not more than twenty percent by weight source material; and
(B) Piezoelectric ceramic containing not more than two percent by
weight source material;
(iii) Photographic film, negatives and prints containing uranium or
thorium;
(iv) Any finished product or part fabricated of, or containing, tungsten-thorium or magnesium-thorium alloys: PROVIDED, That the
thorium content of the alloy does not exceed four percent by weight
and that the exemption contained in this subparagraph shall not be
deemed to authorize the chemical, physical or metallurgical treatment
or processing of any such product or part;
(v) Depleted uranium contained in counterweights installed in aircraft, rockets, projectiles and missiles, or stored or handled in connection with installation or removal of such counterweights, provided that:
(A) The counterweights arc manufactured in accordance with a
specific license issued by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission authorizing distribution by the licensee pursuant to I 0 CFR
Part 40;
(B) Each counterweight has been impressed with the following legend clearly legible through any plating or other covering: "DEPLETED

materials containing radioactive material in concentrations not in excess of those listed in WAC ((402 19 580)) 246-232-130, Schedule

c.

(ii) No person may introduce radioactive material into a product or
material, knowing or having reason to believe. that it will be transferred to persons exempt under ((WAC 402 19 190 (2)))(a)(i) of this
subsection or equivalent regulations of the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, any agreement state or licensing state. except
in accordance with a specific license issued pursuant to WAC ((462=
~)) 246-235-100(1) or the general license provided in WAC
((402 19 250)) 246-232-040.
(b) Exempt quantities.
(i) Except as provided in ((WAC 402 19 190 (2)))(b)(ii) and (iii)
of this subsection any person is exempt from these regulations to the
extent that such person receives, possesses, uses. transfers, owns or acquires radioactive material in individual quantities each of which does
not exceed the applicable quantity set forth in WAC ((402 19 550))
246-232-120, Schedule B.
(ii) This paragraph, WAC ((402 19 190)) 246-232-010 (2)(b),
does not authorize the production, packaging or repackaging of radioactive material for purposes of commercial distribution. or the incorporation of radioactive material into products intended for commercial
distribution.
(iii) No person may, for purposes of commercial distribution, transfer radioactive material in the individual quantities set forth in. WAC
((402 19 550)) 246-232-120, Schedule B, knowing or having reason
to believe that such quantities of radioactive material will be transferred to persons exempt under ((WAC 402 19 190 (2)))(b) of this
subsection or equivalent regulations of the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission or any agreement state or licensing state, except in accordance with a specific license issued by the United States
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, pursuant to Section 32.18 of I 0
CFR Part 32 or by the department pursuant to WAC ((402 22 110))
246-235-100(2) which license states that the radioactive material may
be transferred by the licensee to persons exempt under ( ('I/AC 402
19 190 (2)))(b) of this subsection or the equivalent regulations of the
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission or any agreement state
or licensing state.
(c) Exempt items.
(i) Certain items containing radioactive material. Except for persons
who apply radioactive material to. or persons who incorporate radioactive material into the following products, any person is exempt from
these regulations to the extent that person receives, possesses, uses,
transfers, owns or acquires the following products:*

URANIUM"*;

(C) Each counterweight is durably and legibly labeled or marked
with the identification of the manufacturer and the statement: "UNAUTHORIZED ALTERATIONS PROHIBITED"*; and
(D) The exemption contained in this subparagraph shall not be
deemed to authorize the chemical, physical or metallurgical treatment
or processing of any such counterweight other than repair or restoration of any plating or other covering;
*Note: The requirements specified in ((WAC 492 19 199 (I )))(c)(v)(B) and
(C) of this subsection need not be met by counterweights manufactured
prior to December 31, 1969: PROV IOED, That such counterweights
are impressed with the legend, 'CAUTION - RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL URANIUM,' as previously required by the regulations.
(vi) Depleted uranium used as shielding constituting part of any
shipping container which is conspicuously and legibly impressed with
the legend "CAUTION - RADIOACTIVE SHIELDING - URANIUM" and the
uranium metal is encased in mild steel or in an equally fire resistant
metal of a minimum wall thickness of 3.2 millimeters.
(vii) Thorium contained in finished optical lenses: PROV I OED.
That each lens does not contain more than thirty percent by weight of
thorium, and that the exemption contained in this subparagraph shall
not be deemed to authorize either:
(A) The shaping, grinding or polishing of such lens or manufacturing processes other than the assembly of such lens into optical systems
and devices without alteration of the lens; or
(B) The receipt, possession, use or transfer of thorium contained in
contact lenses, or in spectacles, or in eyepieces in binoculars or other
optical instruments;
(viii) Uranium contained in detector heads for use in fire detection
units: PROVIDED, That each detector head contains not more than
0.005 microcuries of uranium; or
(ix) Thorium contained in any finished aircraft engine part containing nickel-thoria alloy, provided that:
(A) The thorium is dispersed in the nickcl-thoria alloy in the form
of finely divided thoria (thorium dioxide); and
(B) The thorium content in the nickcl-thoria alloy docs not exceed
four percent by weight.
(d) The exemptions in ((WAC 402 19 190 (l)))(c) of this subsection do not authorize the manufacture of any of the products
described.
(2) Radioactive material other than source material.
(a) Exempt concentrations.
(i) Except as provided in (('lt'AC 402 19 190 (2)))(a)(ii) of this
subsection any person is exempt from this chapter and chapters ((462=
21 and 402 22)) 246-233 and 246-235 WAC to the extent that such
person receives, possesses, uses, transfers, owns or acquires products or
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*Note: Authority to transfer possession or control by the manufacturer, processor, or producer of any equipment, device. commodity, or other
product containing source material or byproduct material whose subsequent possession. use, transfer and disposal by all other persons who are
exempted from regulatory requirements may be obtained only from the
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C.
20555.

(A) Timepieces or hands or dials containing not more than the following specified quantities of radioactive material and not exceeding
the following specified levels of radiation:
25 millicuries of tritium per timepiece;
5 millicurics of tritium per hand;
15 millicuries of tritium per dial (bezels when used shall be considered as part of the dial);
100 microcurics of promethium - 147 per watch or 200 microcurics of promethium - 147 per any other timepiece;
20 microcuries of promethium - 147 per watch hand or 40 microcurics of promethium - 147 per other timepiece hand;
60 microcuries of promethium - 147 per watch dial or 120 microcuries of promethium - 147 per other timepiece dial
(bezels when used shall be considered as part of the dial);
The levels of radiation from hands and dials containing promethium - 147 will not exceed. when measured through 50
milligrams per square centimeter of absorber:
For wrist watches. 0.1 millirad per hour at I centimeter from
any surface;
For pocket watches, 0.1 millirad per hour ~II
centimeter from
any surface;
For any other timepiece. 0.2 millirad per hour at I 0 centimeters
from any surface.
One microcurie of radium-226 per timepiece in timepieces manufactured prior to the effective date of these regulations.

l
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(B) Lock illuminators contammg not more than 15 millicuries of
tritium or not more than 2 millicurics of promethium - 147 installed in
automobile locks. The levels of radiation from each lock illuminator
containing promethium - 147 will not exceed I millirad per hour at I
centimeter from any surface when measured through 50 milligrams per
square centimeter of absorber.
(C) Precision balances containing not more than I millicurie of tritium per balance or not more than 0.5 millicurie of tritium per balance
part.
(D) Automobile shift quadrants containing not more than 25 millicuries of tritium.
(E) Marine compasses containing not more than 750 millicuries of
tritium gas and other marine navigational instruments containing not
more than 250 millicuries of tritium gas.
(F) Thermostat dials and pointers containing not more than 25 mil.
licuries of tritium per thermostat.
(G) Electron tubes: PROVIDED, That each tube does not contain
more than one of the following specified quantities of radioactive
material:
(aa) 150 millicuries of tritium per microwave receiver protector tube
or I 0 millicuries of tritium per any other electron tube;
(bb) I microcuric of cobalt-60;
(cc) 5 microcuries of nickel-63;
(dd) 30 microcuries of krypton-85;
(cc) 5 microcuries of cesium-137;
(ff) 30 microcuries of promethium-147;
(gg) I microcurie of radium-226:
AND PROVIDED FURTHER. That the levels of radiation from each
electron tube containing radioactive material docs not exceed I millirad per hour at I centimeter from any surface when measured through
7 milligrams per square centimeter of absorber.*
*Note:

For purposes of this subdivision, "electron tubes" include spark gap
tubes, power tubes, gas tubes including glow lamps, receiving tubes,
microwave tubes, indicator tubes, pick-up tubes, radiation detection
tubes, and any other completely sealed tube that is designed to conduct
or control electrical currents.

(H) Ionizing radiation measuring instruments containing, for purposes of internal calibration or standardization, a source of radioactive
material not exceeding 0.05 microcuries of americium-241 or the applicable quantity set forth in WAC ((402 19 550)) 246-232-120,
Schedule B.
(I) Spark gap irradiators containing not more than I microcuric of
cobalt-60 per spark gap irradiator for use in electrically ignited fuel oil
burners having a firing rate of at least three gallons ( 11.4 liters) per
hour.
(ii) Self-luminous products containing radioactive material(s).
(A) Tritium, krypton-85 or promethium-147. Except for persons
who manufacture, process or produce self-luminous products containing tritium, krypton-85 or promethium-147, any person is exempt
from these regulations to the extent that such person receives, possesses, uses, transfers, owns or acquires tritium, krypton-85 or promethium-147 in self-luminous products manufactured, processed, produced, imported or transferred in accordance with a specific license issued by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission pursuant
to Section 32.22 of I 0 CFR Part 32, which license authorizes the
transfer of the product to persons who arc exempt from regulatory requirements. The exemption in ((WAC 402 19 190 (2)))(c)(ii) of this
subsection does not apply to tritium, krypton-85 or promethium-147
used in products for frivolous purposes or in toys or adornments.
(B) Radium-226. Any person is exempt from these regulations to
the extent that such person receives, possesses, uses, transfers or owns
articles containing less than 0.1 microcuric of radium-226 which were
manufactured prior to October 1983.
(iii) Gas and aerosol detectors containing radioactive material.
(A) Except for persons who manufacture, process or produce gas
and aerosol detectors containing radioactive material, any person is
exempt from these regulations to the extent that such person receives,
possesses, uses, transfers. owns or acquires radioactive material in gas
and aerosol detectors designed to protect life or property from tires and
airborne hazards: PROVIDED. That detectors containing radioactive
material shall have been manufactured, imported, or transferred in accordance with a specific license issued by the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission* or an agreement state, pursuant to Section
32.26 of 10 CFR Part 32, or licensing state pursuant to WAC ((46Zzr..tffl)) 246-235-100(3), which authorizes the transfer of the detectors to persons who arc exempt from regulatory requirements.

*Note:

Authority to transfer possession or control by the manufacturer, processor, or producer of any equipment, device, commodity, or other
product containing source material or byproduct material whose subsequent possession, use, transfer and disposal by all other persons are exempted from regulatory requirements may be obtained only from the
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C.
20555.

(B) Gas and aerosol detectors previously manufactured and distributed to general licensees in accordance with a specific license issued by
an agreement state shall be considered exempt under ((WAC 402 19
+96-ffl))(c)(iii)(A ) of this subsection: PROVIDED, That the device is
labeled in accordance with the specific license authorizing distribution
of the ((gcn=rl)) generally licensed device: AND PROVIDED FURTHER, That they meet the requirements of WAC ((402 22 110))
246-235-100(3).
(C) Gas and aerosol detectors containing naturally occurring and
accelerator-produce d radioactive material (NARM) previously manufactured and distributed in accordance with a specific license issued by
a licensing state shall be considered exempt under ((WAC 402 19 190
ffl))(c)(iii)(A) of this subsection: PROVIDED, That the device is labeled in accordance with the specific license authorizing distribution of
the generally licensed device, and provided further that they meet the
requirements of WAC ((402 22 110)) 246-235-100(3).
(iv) Resins containing scandium-46 and designed for sand consolidation in oil wells. Any person is exempt from these regulations to the
extent that such person receives, possesses, uses, transfers, owns or acquires synthetic plastic resins containing scandium-46 which are designed for sand consolidation in oil wells. Such resins shall have been
manufactured or imported in accordance with a specific license issued
by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission or shall have
been manufactured in accordance with the specifications contained in a
specific license issued by the department or any agreement state to the
manufacturer of such resins pursuant to licensing requirements equivalent to those in Sections 32.16 and 32.17 of I 0 CFR Part 32 of the
regulations of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission. This
exemption does not authorize the manufacture of any resins containing
scandium-46.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-232-020 TYPES OF LICENSES. Licenses for radioactive materials are of two types: General and specific.
(I) General licenses provided in chapter ((46Z=2+)) 246-233 WAC
are effective without the filing of applications with the department or
the issuance of licensing documents to the particular persons, although
the filing of a certificate with the department may be required by the
particular general license. The general licensee is subject to all other
applicable portions of these regulations and any limitations of the general license.
(2) Specific licenses require the submission of an application to the
department and the issuance of a licensing document by the department. The licensee is subject to all applicable portions of these regulations as well as any limitations specified in the licensing document.
(Sec chapter ((462=Z-2)) 246-235 WAC.)
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-232-040 RECIPROCAL RECOGNITION OF LICENSES. (I) Subject to these regulations, any person who holds a
specific license from the United States N uclcar Regulatory Commission or any agreement state or licensing state, and issued by the agency
having jurisdiction where the licensee maintains an ollicc for directing
the licensed activity and at which radiation safety records arc normally
maintained, is hereby granted a general license to conduct the activities authorized in such licensing document within this stale for a period not in excess of one hundred eighty days in that twelve month period which commences the date approval is granted, and the appropriate
fee received, by the department provided that:
(a) The licensing document does not limit the activity authorized by
such document to specified installations or locations;
(b) The out-of-state licensee notifies the department in writing and
pays or has paid the appropriate fee (refer to chapter 246-254 WAC
((440 44=057(3)))), al least three days prior to each entry to the stale
to engage in such activity. The written notilication must be sent to the
((Office of Radiation P1 otcction)) Radioactive Materials Section. Department of ((Social and)) Health ((Serri=I)), Mails top LE-13,
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Olympia, Washington 98504 and the fee should be sent to Washington
State Department of ((Social and)) Health ((Sc1Uiccs, Dioisiou of
llealth, Office of Radiation P1otcctio11, LE 13)), Revenue Accounting,
P.O. Box 1099, Olympia, Washington 98504. Such notification shall
indicate the location, period, and type of proposed possession and use
within the state, and shall be accompanied by copies of the pertinent
licensing document~ ((and opt1ations/pioeedu1ts manaal)). If, for a
specific case, the three-day period would impose an undue hardship on
the out-of-state licensee.the licensee may, upon telephone application
to the department (((206=753 3351))) (206-753-4481), obtain permission to proceed sooner. The department may waive the requirement
for filing additional written notifications during the remainder of the
twelve months following the receipt of the initial notification from a
person engaging in activities under the general license provided in this
subsection;
(c) The out-of-state licensee complies with all applicable regulations of the department and with all the terms and conditions of the licensing document, except any such terms and conditions which may be
inconsistent with applicable regulations of the department;
(d) The out-of-state licensee supplies such other information as the
department may request; and
(e) The out-of-state licensee shall not transfer or dispose of radioactive material possessed or used under the general license provided in
this subsection except by transfer to a person:
(i) Specifically licensed by the department or by the United States
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, an agreement state or a licensing
state to receive such material; or
(ii) Exempt from the requirements for a license for such material
under WAC ((402 19 190)) 246-232-010 (2)(a).
(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (I) of this section,
any person who holds a specific license issued by the United States
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, an agreement state or a licensing
state authorizing the holder to manufacture, transfer, install, or service
a device described in WAC ((402 21 050)) 246-233-020(4) within
the areas subject to the jurisdiction of the licensing body is hereby
granted a general license to install, transfer, demonstrate or service a
device in this state provided that:
(a) Such person shall file a report with the department within thirty
days after the end of each calendar quarter in which any device is
transferred to or installed in this state. Each such report shall identify
each general licensee to whom such device is transferred by name and
address, the type of device transferred, and the quantity and type of
radioactive material contained in the device;
(b) The device has been manufactured, labeled, installed, and serviced in accordance with applicable provisions of the specific license issued to such person by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, an agreement state or a licensing state;
(c) Such person shall assure that any labels required to be affixed to
the device under regulations of the authority which licensed manufacture of the device bear a statement that "Removal of this label is prohibited"; and
(d) The holder of the specific license shall furnish to each general
licensee to whom such device is transferred or on whose premises such
device is installed a copy of the general license contained in WAC
((402 21 050)) 246-233-020(4).
(3) The department may withdraw, limit, or qualify its acceptance
of any specific license or equivalent licensing document issued by another agency, or any product distributed pursuant to such licensing
document, upon determining that such action is necessary in order to
prevent undue hazard to public health and safety or property.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-232-060 TERMINATION OF LICENSES. (I) Each
specific licensee shall immediately notify the department in writing
when the licensee decides to permanently discontinue all activities involving materials authorized under the license and request termimttion
of the license. This notification and request for termination of the license must include the reports and information specified in subsection
(3) (c) and (d) of this section. The licensee is subject to the provisions
of subsections (3) and (4) of this section, as applicable.
(2) No less than thirty days before the expiration date specified in a
specific license, the licensee shall either:
(a) Submit an application for license renewal under WAC ((~
~)) 246-235-050; or
(b) Notify the department in writing if the licensee decides not to
renew the license.
·
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(3) If a licensee does not submit an application for license renewal
under WAC ((402 22 055)) 246-235-050, the licensee shall on or
before the expiration date specified in the license:
(a) Terminate use of byproduct material;
(b) Properly dispose of byproduct material;
(c) Submit a completed departmental form "Certificate of disposition of radioactive material'; and
(d) Submit a radiation survey report to confirm the absence of radioactive materials or establish the levels of radioactive contamination,
unless the department determines a radiation survey report is not
necessary.
(i) If no radioactive contamination attributable to activities conducted under the license is detected, the licensee shall sublnit a certification that no detectable radioactive contamination was found. If the
information submitted under this paragraph and subsection (3) (c) and
(d) of this section is adequate, the department will notify the licensee
in writing that the license is terminated.
(ii) If detectable levels of radioactive contamination attributable to
activities conducted under the license are found, the license continues
in effect beyond the expiration date. if necessary, with respect to possession of residual radioactive material present as contamination until
the department notifies the licensee in writing that the license is terminated. During this time, the licensee is subject to the provisions of
subsection ( 4) of this section. In addition to the information submitted
under subsection (3)(c) and (d) of this section, the licensee shall submit a plan for decontamination, if necessary.
( 4) Each licensee who possesses residual byproduct material under
subsection (3)(d)(ii) of this section, following the expiration of the facility and/or equipment date specified in the license, shall:
(a) Be limited to actions, involving radioactive material related to
decontamination and preparation for release for unrestricted use; and
(b) Continue to control entry to restricted areas until they arc suitable for release for unrestricted use and the department notifies the licensee in writing that the license is terminated. The guidance contained in WAC ((402 19 590)) 246-232-140, Schedule D, shall be
used in making this determination.
(5) Each general licensee licensed under the provisions of WAC
((402 21 050)) 246-233-020(8), shall immediately notify the department in writing when the licensee decides to discontinue all activities
involving radioactive materials authorized under the general license.
Such notification shall include a description of how the generally licensed material was disposed and the results of facility surveys, if applicable. to confirm the absence cif radioactive materials.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-232-080 TRANS FER OF MATERIAL. (I) No licensee shall transfer radioactive material except as authorized pursuant to this section.
(2) Except as otherwise provided in the license and subject to the
provisions of this section, any licensee may transfer radioactive
material:
(a) To the department. A licensee may transfer material to the department only after receiving prior approval from the department;
(b) To the United States Department of Energy;
(c) To any person exempt from the regulations in this part to the
extent permitted under such exemption;
(d) To any person authorized to receive such material under terms
of a general license or its equivalent, or a specific license or equivalent
licensing document, issued by the department, the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, any agreement state or any licensing
stale, or to any person otherwise authori1.ed to receive such material by
the federal government or any agency thereof. the department, any
agreement state or any licensing state; or
(e) As otherwise authorized by the department in writing.
(3) Before transferring radioactive material to a specific licensee of
the department, the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
an agreement state or a licensing state, or to a general licensee who is
required to register with the department, the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, an agreement state or a licensing slate prior
to receipt of the radioactive material, the licensee transferring the material shall verify that the transferee's license authorizes the receipt of
the type, form, and quantity of radioactive material to be transferred.
(4) The following methods for the vcrilication required by ((w-A-E'
402 19 400)) subsection (3) of this section arc acceptable:
(a) The transferor may obtain for possession, and read, a current
copy of the transferee's specific license or registration certificate;
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(b) The transferor may obtain for possession a written certification
from the transferee that the transferee is authorized by license or registration certificate to receive the type, form, and quantity of radioactive material to be transferred, specifying the license or registration
certificate number, issuing agency, and expiration date;
(c) For emergency shipments the transferor may accept oral certification by the transferee that the transferee is authorized by license or
registration certificate to receive the type, form, and quantity of radioactive material to be transferred, specifying the license or registration
certificate number, issuing agency, and expiration date: PROVI OED,
That the oral certification is confirmed in writing within ten days;
(d) The transferor may obtain other sources of information compiled
by a reporting service from official records of the department, the
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the licensing agency
of an agreement state or a licensing state as to the identity of licensees
and the scope and expiration dates of licenses and registration: or
(e) When none of the methods of verification described in subsection
(4) of this section are readily available or when a transferor desires to
verify that information received by one of such methods is correct or
up-to--Oate, the transferor may obtain and record confirmation from
the department, the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, or
the licensing agency of an agreement state or a licensing state that the
transferee is licensed to receive the radioactive material.
(5) Preparation for shipment and transport of radioactive material
shall be in accordance with the provisions of WAC ((402 19 500))
246-232-090.
(6) The requirements of ((WAC 402 19 488)) subsection (4) 2f
this section notwithstanding, no verification is required when returning
used, unused or decayed sources of radiation to the original manufacturer, (e.g., industrial radiography sources, tclethcrapy sources, portable moisture/density gauge sources, fixed gauge sources, and Mo99/Tc-99m generators).
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121. filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-232-090 TRANSPORTATION. (I) Transportation of
radioactive material. No person shall deliver radioactive material to a
carrier for transport or transport radioactive material except as authorized in a general or specific license issued by the department or as
exempted in ((WAC 482 19 580)) subsection (2) of this section.
(2) Exemptions.
(a) Common and contract carriers, freight forwarders, and warehousemen who are subject to the rules and regulations of the United
States Department of Transportation ( 49 C FR Parts 170 through 189)
or the United States Postal Service (Domestic Mail Manual, Section
124.3 incorporated by reference, 39 CFR 111.11 (1974)) arc exempt
from ((WAC 402 19 500)) this section to the extent that they transport or store radioactive material in the regular course of their carriage
for another or storage incident thereto. Common and contract carriers
who are not subject to the rules and regulations of the United States
Department of Transportation or United States Postal Service are
subject to ((WAC 482 19 508)) subsection ( 1) of this section and
other applicable sections of these regulations.
(b) Physicians, as defined in WAC ((402 12 850)) 246-220-010,
arc exempt from the requirements of ((WAC 402 19 580)) this section only to the extent that they transport radioactive material for
emergency use in the practice of medicine.
(c) Specific licensees arc exempt from ((WAC 402 19 500)) this
section to the extent that they deliver to a carrier for transport packages each of which contains no radioactive material having a specific
activity in excess of 0.002 microcuric per gram.
(d) Any licensee who delivers radioactive material to a carrier for
transport, where such transport is subject to the regulations of the
United States Postal Service, is exempt from the provisions of((~
402 19 580)) subsection ( 1) of this section.
(3) General licenses for carriers.
(a) A general license is hereby issued to any common or contract
carrier not exempted under ((\VAC 482 19 500)) subsection (2) 2f
this section to receive, possess, transport and store radioactive material
in the regular course of their carriage for another or storage incident
thereto, provided the transportation and storage is in accordance with
the applicable requirements of the regulations, appropriate to the mode
of transport, of the United States Department of Transportation.
(b) A general license is hereby issued to any private carrier to
transport radioactive material, provided the transportation is in accordance with the applicable requirements of the regulations. appropriate to the mode of transport, of the United States Department of

Transportation insofar as such regulations relate to the loading and
storage of packages, placarding of the transporting vehicle, shipping
1
papers, and incident reporting.
(c) Persons who transport radioactive material pursuant to the general licenses in ((WAC 402 19 500 (3)))(a) or (b) of this subsection
arc exempt from the requirements of chapters ((402 24 and 402--48))
246-221 and 246-222 WAC of these regulations to the extent that
they transport radioactive material.
li(4) Preparation of radioactive material for transport. A general
2
cense is hereby issued to deliver radioactive material to a carrier for
transport provided that:
(a) The licensee complies with the applicable requirements of the
regulations, appropriate to the mode of transport, of the United States
Department of Transportation insofar as such regulations relate to the
packaging of radioactive material, to shipping papers, and to the monitoring, marking and la be ling of those packages.
(b) The licensee has established procedures for opening and closing
packages in which radioactive material is transported to provide safety
and to assure that. prior to the delivery to a carrier for transport, each
package is properly closed for transport.
(c) Prior to delivery of a package to a carrier for transport, the licensee shall assure that any special instructions needed to safely open
the package arc sent to or have been make available to the consignee.
(d) In addition to the requirements of the United States Department
of Transportation, each package of Type A or Type B quantity radioactive material prepared for shipment must have the innermost container labeled as to the isotope, chemical form, number of curies or
subunits thereof, and date of determination of activity and each innermost container shall be tested to assure that the container is properly
sealed and that contamination which would cause undue hazard to
public health and safety or property is not present prior to transportation. This requirement does not apply to properly packaged shipments
of radioactive waste consigned to a commercial low level waste burial
facility.
(5) Transport of nuclear waste-Advance notification requirement.
Prior to the transport of any nuclear waste outside of the confines of
the licensee's plant or other place of use or storage, or prior to the delivery of any nuclear waste to a carrier for transport, each licensee
shall comply with the procedures in this subsection for advance notification to the governor of a state or the governor's designee for the
transport of nuclear waste to, through, or across the boundary of the
state.
(a) Where, when, and how advance notification must be sent. The
notification required by ((WAC 4e2 19 see)) subsection (5) of this
section must be made in writing to the office of each appropriate
governor or governor's designee and to the director of the appropriate
Nuclear Regulatory Commission Regional Office. A notification delivered by mail must be postmarked at least seven days before the beginning of the seven-day period during which departure of the shipment is
estimated to occur. A notification delivered by messenger must reach
the office of the governor or of the governor's designec at least four
days before the beginning of the seven-day period during which departure of the shipment is estimated to occur. A list of the mailing addresses of the governors and governors' designees is available upon request from the Director, Office of State Programs, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555. A copy of the notification shall be retained by the licensee as a record for one year.
(b) Information to be furnished in advance notification of shipment.
Each advance notification of shipments of nuclear waste must contain
the following information:
(i) The name. address. and telephone number of the shipper, carrier,
and receiver of the nuclear waste shipment:
(ii) A description of the nuclear waste contained in the shipment as
required by the regulations of the U.S. Department of Transportation
in 49 CFR §§ 172.202 and 172.203(d);
(iii) The point of origin of the shipment, and the seven-day period
during which departure of the shipment is estimated to occur:
(iv) The seven-day period during which arrival of the shipment at
state boundaries is estimated to occur;
(v) The destination of the shipment. and the seven-day period during which arrival of the shipment is estimated to occur; and
(vi) A point of contact with a telephone number for current shipment information.
(c) Revision notice. A licensee who finds that schedule information
previously furnished to a governor or governor's dcsignee in accordance
with (a) and (b) of this subsection will not be met, shall telephone a
responsible individual in the office of the governor of the state or of the
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governor's designee and inform that individual of the extent of the delay relative to the schedule originally reported in writing under the
provisions of (a) and (b) of this subsection. The licensee shall maintain
a record of the name of the individual contacted for one year.
(d) Cancellation notice. Each licensee who cancels a nuclear waste
shipment for which advance notification has been sent as required by
this subsection shall send a cancellation notice to the governor of each
state or the governor's designee previously notified and to the director
of the appropriate Nuclear Regulatory Commission Inspection and
Enforcement Regional Office. The notice shall state that it is a cancellation and shall identify the advance notification which is being
cancelled. A copy of the notice shall be retained by the licensee as a
record for one year.

1Any notification of incidents referred to in those requirements shall be filed
or made to, the department.
For the purpose of this regulation, licensees who transport their own licensed
material as private carriers are considered to have delivered such material to a
carrier for transport.

wi~,

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-232-120 SCHEDULE B, EXEMPT QUANTITIES
OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS. (See also WAC ((402 19 190))
246-232-010 (2)(b).)
Radioactive Material
Antimony-122 (Sb-122)
Antimony-124 (Sb-124)
Antimony-125 (Sb-125)
Arsenic-73 (As-73)
Arsenic-74 (As-74)
Arsenic-76 (As-76)
Arsenic-77 (As-77)
Barium-131 ( Ba-131)
Barium-133 (Ba-133)
Barium-140 (Ba-140)
Bismuth-210 (Bi-210)
Bromine-82 (Br-82)
Cadmium-109 (Cd-109)
Cadmium-I 15m (Cd-l 15m)
Cadmium-115 (Cd-115)
Calcium-45 (Ca-45)
Calcium-47 (Ca-47)
Carbon-14 (C-14)
Cerium-141 (Ce-141)
Cerium-143 (Ce-143)
Cerium-144 (Ce-144)
Cesium-129 (Cs-129)
Cesium-131 (Cs-131)
Cesium-134m (Cs-134m)
Cesium-134 (Cs-134)
Cesium-135 (Cs-135)
Cesium-136 (Cs-136)
Cesium-137 (Cs-137)
Chlorine-36 (Cl-36)
Chlorine-38 (Cl-38)
Chromium-51 (Cr-51)
Cobalt-57 (Co-57)
Cobalt-58m (Co-58m)
Cobalt-58 (Co-58)
Cobalt-60 (Co-60)
Copper-64 (Cu-64)
Dysprosium-165 (Dy-165)
Dysprosium-166 (Dy-166)
Erbium-169 (Er-169)
Erbium-171 (Er-J 7 J)
Europium-J52 (Eu-J52) 9.2h
Europium-J52 (Eu-J52) 13 yr
Europium-J 54 (Eu-J 54)
Europium-J55 (Eu-J55)
Fluorine-J8 (F-J8)
Gadolinium-J53 (Gd-J53)
Gadolinium-J 59 (Gd-J 59)
Gallium-67 (Ga-67)
Gallium-72 (Ga-72)
Germanium-7J (Ge-71)

Microcuries
100
10
JO
100
10
10
100
10
10
10
I

10
10
10
100
10
10
JOO
100
JOO
I

100
1,000
JOO
I

10
10
10
10
10
J,000
100
10
10
J

100
10
100
100
JOO
JOO
J
J

JO
J,000
JO
JOO
JOO
JO
100
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Radioactive Material

Microcuries

Gold-198 (Au-J98)
Gold-199 (Au-J99)
Hafnium-181 (Hf-J81)
Holmium-166 (Ho-166)
Hydrogen-3 (H-3)
Indium-I I I (ln-111)
lndium-113m (In-I 13m)
Indium-I 14m (In-I 14m)
Indium-I 15m (In-I 15m)
lndium-115 (ln-115)
lodinc-123 (1-123)
lodinc-125 ( 1-125)
lodine-126 (1-126)
lodinc-129 (1-129)
lodinc-131 (1-131)
lodine-132 ( 1-132)
lodinc-133 (1-133)
lodine-134 (1-134)
lodinc-135 ( 1-135)
lridium-192 (lr-192)
lridium-194 (lr-194)
lron-52 (Fc-52)
lron-55 (Fc-55)
lron-59 (Fe-59)
Krypton-85 (Kr-85)
Krypton-87 (Kr-87)
Lanthanum-140 (La-140)
Lutetium-177 (Lu-177)
Manganese-52 ( Mn-52)
Manganese-54 (Mn-54)
Manganesc-56 (Mn-56)
Mercury-197m (Hg-197m)
Mcrcury-197 ( Hg-197)
Mercury-203 (Hg-203)
Molybdcnum-99 (Mo-99)
Neodymium-147 (Nd-147)
Neodymium-149 (Nd-149)
Nickel-59 (Ni-59)
Nickcl-63 (Ni-63)
N ickel-65 ( Ni-65)
Niobium-93m (Nb-93m)
Niobium-95 (Nb-95)
Niobium-97 (Nb-97)
Osmium-185 (Os-185)
Osmium-191m (Os-191m)
Osmium-191 (Os-191)
Osmium-193 (Os-193)
Palladium-103 (Pd-103)
Palladium-109 (Pd-109)
Phosphorus-32 (P-32)
Platinum-191 (Pt-191)
Platinum-I 93m (Pt-I 93m)
Platinum-193 (Pt-193)
Platinum- I97m (Pt- I97m)
Platinum-197 (Pt-197)
Polonium-210 (Po-210)
Potassium-42 (K-42)
Potassium-43 (K-43)
Praseodymium-142 (Pr-142)
Praseodymium-143 (Pr-143)
Promethium-147 (Pm-147)
Promethium-149 (Pm-149)
Radium-226 (Ra-226)
Rhenium-186 (Re-186)
Rhenium-188 (Re-188)
Rhodium-103m (Rh-103m)
Rhodium-I 05 (Rh-I 05)
Rubidium-81 (Rb-81)
Rubidium-86 (Rb-86)
Rubidium-87 (Rb-87)
Ruthenium-97 (Ru-97)
Ruthenium-103 (Ru-103)
Ruthenium-105 (Ru-105)
Ruthenium-106 (Ru-106)
Samarium-151 (Sm-151)

100
100
10
100
1,000
100
100
10
100
10
100
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I
I

0.1
I

10
I

10
10
10
100
10
100
10
100
10
10
100
10
10
10
100
100
10
100
100
100
100
10
100
10
10
10
10
100
100
100
100
100
10
100
100
100
100
100
0.1
10
10
100
100
10
10
0.1
100
100
100
100
10
10
10
100
10
10
I

10
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Microcurics

100
Samarium-153 (Sm-153)
10
Scandium-46 (Sc-46)
100
Scandium-47 (Sc-47)
10
Scandium-48 (Sc-48)
10
Selenium-75 (Se-75)
100
Silicon-31 (Si-31)
10
Silver-105 (Ag-105)
I
Silver-1 IOm (Ag-1 IOm)
100
Silver-I I I (Ag-111)
10
Sodium-22 (Na-22)
10
Sodium-24 (Na-24)
10
Strontium-85 (Sr-85)
I
Strontium-89 (Sr-89)
0.1
Strontium-90 (Sr-90)
10
Strontium-91 (Sr-91)
10
Strontium-92 (Sr-92)
100
Sulphur-35 (S-35)
10
Tantalum-182 (Ta-182)
10
Technetium-96 (Tc-96)
100
Technetium-97m (Tc-97m)
100
Technetium-97 (Tc-97)
100
Technetium-99m (Tc-99m)
10
Technetium-99 (Tc-99)
10
Tellurium-125m (Te-125m)
10
Tellurium-127m (Te-127m)
100
Tellurium-127 (Te-127)
10
Tellurium-129m (Te-129m)
100
Tellurium-129 (Te-129)
10
Tellurium-131m (Te-131m)
10
Tellurium-132 (Te-132)
10
Terbium-160 (Tb-160)
100
Thallium-200 (Tl-200)
100
Thallium-201 (Tl-201)
100
Thallium-202 (Tl-202)
10
Thallium-204 (Tl-204)
10
Thulium-170 (Tm-170)
10
Thulium-171 (Tm-171)
10
Tin-113 (Sn-113)
10
Tin-125 (Sn-125)
10
Tungsten-181 (W-181)
10
Tungsten-185 (W-185)
100
Tungsten-187 (W-187)
10
Vanadium-48 (V-48)
1,000
Xenon-131m (Xe-131m)
100
Xenon-133 (Xe-133)
100
Xenon-135 (Xe-135)
10
Ytterbium-169 (Yb-169)
100
Ytterbium-175 (Yb-175)
10
Yttrium-87 (Y-87)
10
Yttrium-90 (Y-90)
10
Yttrium-91 (Y-91)
100
Yttrium-92 (Y-92)
100
Yttrium-93 (Y-93)
10
Zinc-65 (Zn-65)
100
Zinc-69m (Zn-69m)
1,000
Zinc-69 (Zn-69)
10
Zirconium-93 (Zr-93)
10
Zirconium-95 (Zr-95)
10
Zirconium-97 (Zr-97)
Any radioactive material not listed above other than al0.1
pha emitting radioactive material

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-232-130 SCHEDULE C, EXEMPT CONCENTRATIONS. (See WAC ((402 19 190)) 246-232-010 (2)(a).)

Element (atomic
number)
Antimony (51)
Argon (18)
Arsenic (33)

Barium (56)
Beryllium (4)
Bismuth (83)
Bromine (35)
Cadmium ( 48)
Calcium (20)
Carbon (6)
Cerium (58)
Cesium (55)
Chlorine ( 17)
Chromium (24)
Cobalt (27)
Copper (29)
Dysprosium (66)
Erbium (68)
Europium (63)
Fluorine (9)
Gadolinium (64)
Gallium (31)
Germanium (32)
Gold (79)
Hafnium (72)
Hydrogen (I)
Indium (49)
Iodine (53)

Iridium (77)
Iron (26)
Krypton (36)
Lanthanum (57)
Lead (82)
Lutetium (71)
Manganese (25)
Mercury (80)
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Isotope
Sl>-122
Sl>-124
Sl>-125
Ar-37
Ar-41
As-73
As-74
As-76
As-77
Ba-131
Ba-140
Be-7
Bi-206
Br-82
Cd-109
Cd-l 15m
Cd-115
Ca-45
Ca-47
C-14
Ce-141
Ce-143
Ce-144
Cs-131
Cs-134m
Cs-134
Cl-38
Cr-51
Co-57
Co-58
Co-60
Cu-{;4
Dy-165
Dy-166
Er-169
Er-171
Eu-152
(9.2 h)
Eu-155
F-18
Gd-153
Gd-159
Ga-72
Ge-71
Au-196
Au-198
Au-199
Hf-181
H-3
In-I 13m
In-I 14m
1-125
1-126
1-131
1-132
1-133
1-134
lr-190
lr-192
lr-194
Fe-55
Fe-59
Kr-85m
Kr-85
La-140
Pl>-203
Lu-177
Mn-52
Mn-54
Mn-56
Hg-197m
Hg-197
Hg-203

Column I
Gas concentration
µCi/m1 1

lxl0- 3
4xl0- 7

4xl0- 7

lxl0-6

9xl0- 7

Column II
Liquid
and
solid
concen-

tration
µCi/ml 2
3x 10- 4
2x10-4
lx!0- 3
5xl0-3
5x 10-4
2xl0- 4
-4
8x 10_
3
2xl0_4
3xl0
2x 10-2
4xl0-4
3xto-3
2x 10-3
3xl0-4
3x 10- 4
9xl0- 5
5xl0-4
8xl0-J
9xl0-4
4xto-4
lxl0-4
2x10-2
6x 10-2
9xI0- 5
4x 10-3
2xto-;
5x!Olx!0-3

5xl0~

3x!O4x 10-3
4x!0-4
9xI0-4
lxl0- 3
6xl0-4
2xl0-6

5xl0-6
3xto-:
3xl03xl0-9
8xto-8
lx!0- 8
2x!0- 7

lx!0-6
3x!0-6

2xl0- 3
8xI0- 3
2x 10- 3
8xl0-4
4xl0-4
2x 10- 2
2x 10-3
5x 10-4
2x 10-3
7xto-4
3x!0-2

~~:~~
2xl0

2xl0-5
2x 10-5
6xl0-4
7xto- 5
lx!0- 3
2x!0- 3
4xl0-4
3xto-4
8xl0- 3
6x!0-4
2xl0-4
4xto- 3
txto- 3
3xl0-4

lx!O=~

lx!0_
2xl0 3
3xl0- 3
2x 10-4
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Element (atomic
number)
Molybdenum (42)
Neodymium (60)
Nickel (28)
Niobium
(Columbium) (41)
Osmium (76)

Palladium (46)
Phosphorus ( 15)
Platinum (78)

Potassium (19)
Praseodymium (59)
Promethium (61)
Radium (88)
Rhenium (75)
Rhodium (45)
Rubidium
Ruthenium (44)

Samarium (62)
Scandium (21)
Selenium (34)
Silicon (14)
Silver (47)
Sodium (11)
Strontium (38)

Sulfur (16)
Tantalum (73)
Technetium (43)
Tellurium (52)

Terbium (65)
Thallium (81)

Thulium (69)
Tin (50)
Tungsten
(Wolfram) (74)
Vanadium (23)
Xenon (54)
Ytterbium (70)
Yttrium (39)

Isotope

Column I
Gas concentration
1
µCi/m1

Column II
Liquid
and
solid
concentration

µCi/ml

Element (atomic
number)

2

2xto- 3

Mo-99
Nd-147
Nd-149
Ni-65

6xl0-4
3xl0- 3
lxl0- 3

Nb-95
Nb-97
Os-185
Os-19lm
Os-191
Os-193
Pd-103
Pd-109
P-32
Pt-191
Pt-193m
Pt-197m
Pt-197
K-42
Pr-142
Pr-143
Pm-147
Pm-149
Ra-226
Ra-228
Re-183
Re-186
Re-188
Rh-103m
Rh-105
Rb-86
Ru-97
Ru-103
Ru-105
Ru-106
Sm-153
Sc-46
Sc-47
Sc-48
Se-75
Si-31
Ag-105
Ag-I I Om
Ag-Ill
Na-24
Sr-85
Sr-89
Sr-91
Sr-92
S-35
Ta-182
Tc-96m
Tc-96
Te-125m
Te-127m
Te-127
Te-129m
Te-13lm
Te-132
Tb-160
Tl-200
Tl-201
Tl-202
Tl-204
Tm-170
Tm-171
Sn-113
Sn-125

lxl0- 3
9xl0- 3
7xl0-4
3x 10- 2
2xto-3
6xto-4
3x I o- 3
9xto-4
2x 10-4
txto- 3
lxlO-;
lxl0-1x10-3
3x 10-·1
3x 10-4
5x 10- 4
2xl0- 3
4xto- 4
1x10-1
3xto- 7
6xto- 3
9xl0- 4
6xl0- 4
txto- 1
I xlO-l
7x10-4
4xl0-J
8xto-4
lxl0- 3
txto-4
8xl0- 4
4xl0-4
9x10- 4
-4
3xl0_
3xl0 3
9xto- 3
lxl0- 3
3xto-4
4xto- 4
2x 10- 3
lxto- 3
txto-4
7xl0-4
7xto-4
6xl0- 4
4xl0- 4
txto- 1
lxl0- 3
2xl0- 3
6xl0-4
3xto- 3
3xto-4
6x10- 4
3x I 0- 4
4xto- 4
4xto- 3
3xto- 3
1x10-3
txto- 3
5xl0-4
5xl0- 3
9xl0-4
2xl0-4

W-181
W-187
V-48
Xe-13lm
Xe-133
Xe-135
Yb-175
Y-90
Y-9lm
Y-91
Y-92
Y-93

4xto- 3
7xl0-4
3xl0-4

Zinc (30)
Zirconium (40)
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Column I
Gas concentrati on
1
µCi/m1

Isotope

Column II
Liquid
and
solid
concentration
2
µCi/ml

Zn-65
Zn-69m
Zn-69
Zr-95
Zr-97

Beta and/or gamma emitting radioactive
material not listed above with half-life
less than 3 years

lxlO-IO

Notes:
1

Values arc given in Column I only for those materials normally used as gases
µCi/gm for solids

2

Note I:

Many radioisotopes disintegrate into isotopes which are also radioactive. In expressing the concentrations in Schedule C the activity stated
is that of the parent isotope and takes into account the daughters.

Note 2:

For purposes of WAC ((492 19 199)) 246-232--010(2) where there is
involved a combination of isotopes, the limit for the combination
should be derived as follows: Determine for each isotope in the product
the ratio between the concentration present in the product and the exempt concentration established in Schedule C for the specific isotope
when not in combination. The sum of such ratios may not exceed 'I'
(i.e., unity).

Example:
Concentration of Isotope A in Product
Exempt concentration of Isotope A

+
Concentration of Isotope B in Product
Exempt concentration of Isotope B

:s
Note 3:

I

For the purpose of determining concentration in a product or device,
the total quantity of radioactive material present is divided by only
that weight or volume of the discrete part or component throughout
which the radioactive material is relatively uniformly. distributed. If
the weight or volume of this part or component cannot be determined
then the product or device should be evaluated on the basis of the total
quantity of radioactive material present.

AMEN DA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-232-990 FEES. Fees are required from all applicants,
licensees, or registrants. Chapter ((46Z='ffi)) 246-254 WAC specifies
fees for ((owners rn opc1ato1s of u1aniu111 01 tiiOiTUiii rnills and thci1
associated mill tailings as authm izcd pm suant to REW 70.121.030.
Chaptu 440=44 WAC specifics fees fo1 all othu applicants pmsuant
to chaptc1 43.20A REW)) users of radiation subject to regulation under chapters 246-220 through 246-255 WAC.
REPEALER
The following sections of the Washington Administrative Code are
repealed:
WAC 246-232-100 REQUIREMENTS FOR USERS OF THE
WASHINGTON COMMERCIAL LOW-LEVEL WASTE DISPOSAL SITE.
WAC 246-232-110 LARGE VOLUMES OF NATURALLY
OCCURRING MATERIAL.
AMEN DA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-233-001 PURPOSE AND SCOPE. This chapter establishes general licenses for the possession and use of radioactive material contained in certain items and a general license for ownership of
radioactive material. Chapter ((462---1-9)) 246-232 WAC also contains
provisions applicable to the subject matter of this part.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-233-010 GENERAL LICENSES-SOURCE MATERIAL. (I) A general license is hereby issued authorizing use, possession, and transfer of not more than fifteen pounds of source material
at any one time by persons in the following categories:
(a) Pharmacists using the source material solely for the preparation
of medicinal compounds;
(b) Physicians using the source material for medicinal purposes;
(c) Persons receiving possession of source material from pharmacists
and physicians in the form of medicinals or drugs;
(d) Commercial and industrial firms, and research, educational, and
medical institutions, and state and local government agencies for research, development, educational, operational, or commercial purposes:
AND PROVIDED, That no such person shall, pursuant to this general
license, receive more than a total of one hundred fifty pounds of source
material in any one calendar year.
(2) Persons who receive, possess, use, or transfer source material
pursuant to the general license issued in subsection (I) of this section
are exempt from the provisions of chapters ((402 24 and 402=48))
246-221 and 246-222 WAC to the extent that such receipt, possession, use, or transfer is within the terms -0f such general license: PROVIDED, HOWEVER, That this exemption shall not be deemed to apply to any such person who is also in possession of source material under a specific license issued pursuant to chapter ((462=ZZ)) 246-235
WAC.
(3) A general license is hereby issued authorizing the receipt of title
to source material without regard to quantity. This general license does
not authorize any person to receive, possess, use, or transfer source
material.
(4) Depleted uranium in industrial products and devices.
(a) A general license is hereby issued to receive, acquire, possess,
use, or transfer, in accordance with the provisions of paragraphs
(4)(b), (c), (d), and (e) of this section, depicted uranium contained in
industrial products or devices for the purpose of providing a concentrated mass in a small volume of the product or device.
(b) The general license in paragraph (4)(a) of this section applies
only to industrial products or devices which have been manufactured
either in accordance with a specific license issued to the manufacturer
of the products or devices pursuant to WAC ((402 22 110)) 246235-100( 13) or in accordance with a specific license issued to the
manufacturer by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission or
an agreement state which authorizes manufacture of the products or
devices for distribution to persons generally licensed by the United
States Nuclear Regulatory Commission or an agreement state.
(c)(i) Persons who receive, acquire, possess, or use depleted uranium
pursuant to the general license established by paragraph (4)(a) of this
section shall file department form RH F-20 'Registration certificate Use of depleted uranium under general license.' with the department.
The form shall be submitted within thirty days after the first receipt or
acquisition of such depleted uranium. The registrant shall furnish on
department form RH F-20 the following information and such other
information as may be required by that form:
(A) Name and address of the registrant;
(B) A statement that the registrant has developed and will maintain
procedures designed to establish physical control over the depleted
uranium described in paragraph (4)(a) of this section and designed to
prevent transfer of such depleted uranium in any form, including metal
scrap, to persons not authorized to receive the depleted uranium; and
(C) Name and/or title, address, and telephone number of the individual duly authorized to act for and on behalf of the registrant in supervising the procedures identified in item (4)(c)(i)(B) of this section.
(ii) The registrant possessing or using depleted uranium under the
general license established by paragraph ( 4)(a) of this section shall report in writing to the department any changes in information previously furnished on the 'Registration certificate - Use of depleted uranium
under general license.' The report shall be submitted within thirty
days after the effective date of such change.
(d) A person who receives, acquires, possesses, or uses depleted uranium pursuant to the general license established by paragraph ( 4)(a)
of this section:
(i) Shall not introduce such depleted uranium, in any form, into a
chemical, physical, or metallurgical treatment or process, except a
treatment or process for repair or restoration of any plating or other
covering of the depleted uranium.

(ii) Shall not abandon such depleted uranium.
(iii) Shall transfer or dispose of such depleted uranium only by
transfer in accordance with the provision of chapter ((462=+9)) 246232 WAC. In the case where the transferee receives the depleted uranium pursuant to the general license established by paragraph (4)(a)
of this section the transferor shall furnish the transferee a copy of this
regulation and a copy of department form RHF-20.
In the case where the transferee receives the depleted uranium pursuant to a general license contained in the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's or agreement state's regulation equivalent to
paragraph (4)(a) of this section the transferor shall furnish the transferee a copy of this regulation and a copy of department form RHF-20
accompanied by a note explaining that use of the product or device is
regulated by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission or
agreement state under requirements substantially the same as those in
this regulation.
(iv) Shall maintain and make available to the department upon request the name and address of the person receiving the depleted uranium pursuant to such transfer.
(v) Shall not export such depleted uranium except in accordance
with a license issued by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission pursuant to 10 CFR Part 110.
(e) Any person receiving, acquiring, possessing, using, or transferring depleted uranium pursuant to the general license established by
paragraph (4)(a) of this section is exempt from the requirements of
chapters ((402 Mand 402=48)) 246-221 and 246-222 WAC of these
regulations with respect to the depleted uranium covered by that general license.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I/ 31 /91)
GENERAL LICENSES*-RADIOACWAC 246.,-233-020
TIVE MATERIAL OTHER THAN SOURCE MATERIAL.
*Note:

Different general licenses are issued in this section, each of which has
its own specific conditions and requirements.

(I) Certain devices and equipment. A general license is hereby issued to transfer, receive, acquire, own, possess, and use radioactive
material incorporated in the following devices or equipment which
have been manufactured, tested and labeled by the manufacturer in
accordance with a specific license issued to the manufacturer by the
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission for use pursuant to
Section 31.3 of 10 CFR Part 31. This general license is subject to the
provisions of WAC ((402 12=680 tlnough 402 12 140, chaptc1s 402
19, 402 24** and 402=48)) 246-220-020, 246-220-030, 246-220040, 246-220-050, 246-220-060, 246-220-070, chapters 246-232,
246-221 ** and 246-222 WAC.
(a) Static elimination device. Devices designed for use as static eliminators which contain, as a sealed source or sources, radioactive material consisting of a total of not more than 500 microcuries of Polonium-210 per device.
(b) Ion generating tube. Devices designed for ionization of air which
contain, as a sealed source or sources, radioactive material consisting
of a total of not more than 500 microcuries of Polonium-210 per device or a total of not more than 50 millicuries of Hydrogen-3 (tritium)
per device.
.. Attention is directed particularly to the provisions of chapter((~)) 246regulations which relate to the labeling of containers. - -

lli WAC of these

( 2) Reserved.
(3) Reserved.
(4) Certain measuring, gauging or controlling devices.
(a) A general license is hereby issued to commercial and industrial
firms and research, educational and medical institutions, individuals in
the conduct of their business, and state or local government agencies to
own, acquire, receive, possess, use or transfer, in accordance with the
provisions of (b), (c),'and (d) of this subsection, radioactive material
excluding special nuclear material contained in devices designed and
manufactured for the purpose of detecting, measuring, gauging or
controlling thickness, density, level, interface location, radiation, leakage, or qualitative or quantitative chemical composition, or for producing light or an ionized atmosphere.
(b) The general license in (a) of this subsection applies only to radioactive material contained in devices which have been manufactured
and labeled in accordance with the specifications contained in a specific
license issued by the department pursuant to WAC ((402 22 110))
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246-235-100(4) or in accordance with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, an agreement state or a licensing state, which authorizes distribution of devices to persons generally licensed by the United States
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, an agreement state or licensing
state**.
*Note:

Regulations under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act authorizing the use of radioactive control devices in food production require
certain additional labeling thereon which is found in Section 179.21 of
21 CFR Part 179.

(c) Any person who owns, acquires, receives, possesses, uses ~r
transfers radioactive material in a device pursuant to the general license in (a) of this subsection:
(i) Shall assure that all labels affixed to the device at th~ time ?f. receipt and bearing a statement that remov~I of th_e label .1s proh1b1ted
are maintained thereon and shall comply with all instructions and precautions provided by such labels;
(ii) Shall assure that the device is tested for leakage of radioactive
material and proper operation of the on-off mechanism and indicator,
if any, at no longer than six-month intervals or at such other intervals
as are specified in the label, however:
(A) Devices containing only krypton need not be tested for leakage
of radioactive material; and
(B) Devices containing only tritium or not more than I 00 microcuries of other beta and/or gamma emitting material or I 0 microcuries of
alpha emitting material need not be tested for any purpose. Devices
held in storage in the original shipping container prior to initial installation need not be tested until immediately prior· to use;
(iii) Shall assure that the tests required by (c)(ii) of this subsection
and other testing, ((installation)) installing, servicing, and ((rcmovat))
removing from installation involving the radioactive materials, its
shielding or containment, are performed:
(A) In accordance with the instructions provided by the labels; or
(B) By a person holding a specific license from the department or
from the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission or from any
agreement state or from a licensing state to perform such activities;
(iv) Shall maintain records showing compliance with the requirements of (c)(ii) and (iii) of this subsection. The records shall show the
results of tests. The records also shall show the dates of performance
and the names of persons performing, testing, ((i11stallatio11)) installi.!!.g, servicing, and ((rcmovat)) removing from installation concerning
the radioactive material, its shielding or containment. Records of tests
for leakage of radioactive material required by (c)(ii) of this subsection shall be maintained for one year after the next required leak test
is performed or the sealed source is transferred or. disposed. ~~cords ~f
tests of the on/off mechanism and indicator required by (c)(n~ of this
subsection shall be maintained for one year after the next required test
of the on/off mechanism and indicator is performe~ or. the se~led
source is transferred or disposed. Records of other testing, installation,
servicing, and removal from installation required by (c)(iii) of this
subsection shall be maintained for a period of two years from the date
of the recorded event or until the device is transferred or disposed;
(v) Upon the occurrence of a failure of or dan:iag~ to, or any in?ication of a possible failure of or damage to, the shielding of the radioactive material or the on/off mechanism or indicator, or upon the detection of 0.005 microcuries or more removable radioactive material, shall
immediately suspend operation of the device until it has been repaired
by the manufacturer or other person holding a specific license. fr?m the
department, the United States Nuclear Regulatory Comm1ss1on, or
from an agreement state or a licensing state to repair such devices, or
disposed by transfer to a person au_thori_zed by a ~pecific lic.en~e to. receive the radioactive material contained in the device and, within thirty
days, furnish to the department a written report containing a brief description of the event and the ren:iedial ac~i~n take~; .
.
(vi) Shall not abandon the device contammg radioactive material;
(vii) Except as provided in (c)(viii) of this subsection, shall transfer
or dispose the device containing radioactive material only by tran~fer
to a person holding a specific license of the department, the Umted
States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, or an agreement state, or a
licensing state whose specific license authorizes the pe.rson to rece.ive
the device and within thirty days after transfer of a device to a specific
licensee shall furnish to the department a report containing identification of the device by manufacturer's name, model number and the
name and address of the person receiving the device. No report is required if the device is transferred to the specific licensee in order to
obtain a replacement device;
(viii) Shall transfer the device to another general licensee only:
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(A) Where the device remains in use at a particular location. In
such case, the transferor shall give the transferee a copy of this subsection and any safety documents identified in the label of the device
and within thirty days of the transfer, report to the department the
manufacturer's name, model number of device transferred, the name
and address of the transferee, and the name and/or position of an individual who may constitute a point of contact between the department
and the transferee; or
(B) Where the device is held in storage in the original shipping container at its intended location of use prior to initial use by a general
licensee:
(ix) Shall comply with the provisions of WAC ((402 24 180 and
402 24 190)) 246-221-240 and 246-221-250 for reporting radiation
incidents, theft or loss of licensed material, but shall be exempt from
the other requirements of chapters ((402 24 a11d 402=48)) 246-221
and 246-222 WAC.
(d) The general license in (a) of this subsection does not authorize
the manufacture, import or export of devices containing radioactive
material.
(e) The general license provided in this subsection is subject to the
provisions of WAC ((402 12=680 tlnough 402 12 100, 402 12 130,
402 12 140, 402 12 170, 402 19 300, 402 19 350, 402 19 400, and
402 19 500)) 246-220-020, 246-220-030, 246-220-040, 246-220060, 246-220-070, 246-220-100, 246-232-050, 246-232-070, 246232-080, and 246-232-090.
(5) Luminous safety devices for aircraft.
(a) A general license is hereby issued to own, receive, acquire, possess and use tritium or Promethium-147 contained in luminous safety
devices for use in aircraft, provided:
(i) Each device contains not more than I 0 curies of tritium or 300
millicuries of Promethium-147; and
(ii) Each device has been manufactured, assembled or imported in
accordance with a specific license issued by the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, or each device has been manufactured or assembled in accordance with the specifications contained in a specific license issued by the department or any agreement state to the manufacturer or assembler of such device pursuant to licensing requirements
equivalent to those in Section 32.53 of 10 CFR Part 32 of the regulations of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
(b) Persons who own, receive, acquire, possess or use luminous safety devices pursuant to the general license in this subsection are exempt
from the requirements of chapters ((402 24 a11d 402 48)) 246-221
and 246-222 WAC except that they shall comply with the provisions
of WAC ((402 2+=180 a11d 402 24 190)) 246-221-240 and 246221-250.
(cf'fiiis general license does not authorize the manufacture, assembly, or repair of luminous safety devices containing tritium or Promethium-147.
(d) This general license does not authorize the ownership, receipt,
acquisition, possession or use of Promethium-147 contained in instrument dials.
(e) This general license is subject to the provisions of WAC ((402=
12=680 th1ough 402 12 140, 402 12 170, 402 19 300, 402 19 350,
402 I 9=400, a11d 402 19 500)) 246-220-020, 246-220-030, 246220-040, 246-220-050, 246-220-060, 246-220-070, 246-220-100,
246-232-050, 246-232-070, 246-232-080, and 246-232-090.
(6) Ownership of radioactive material. A general license is hereby
issued to own radioactive material without regard to quantity. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this chapter, this general license
does not authorize the manufacture, production, transfer, receipt, possession or use of radioactive material.
(7) Calibration and reference sources.
(a) A general license is hereby issued to those persons listed below
to own, receive, acquire, possess, use and transfer, in accordance with
the provisions of (d) and (e) of this subsection, Americium-241 in the
form of calibration or reference sources:
(i) Any person who holds a specific license issued by the department
which authorizes that person to receive, possess, use and transfer radioactive material; or
(ii) Any person who holds a specific license issued by the United
States Nuclear Regulatory Commission which authorizes that person
to receive, possess, use and transfer special nuclear material.
(b) A general license is hereby issued to own, receive, possess, use
and transfer plutonium in the form of calibration or reference sources
in accordance with the provisions of (d) and (e) of this subsection to
any person who holds a specific license issued by the department which
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authorizes that person to receive, possess, use and transfer radioactive
material.
( c) A general license is hereby issued to own, receive, possess, use
and transfer Radium-226 in the form of calibration or reference
sources in accordance with the provisions of (d) and (e) of this subsection to any person who holds a specific license issued by the department which authorizes that person to receive, possess, use and transfer
radioactive material.
(d) The general licenses in (a), (b) and (c) of this subsection apply
only to calibration or reference sources which have been manufactured
in accordance with the specifications contained in a specific license issued to the manufacturer or importer of the sources by the United
States Nuclear Regulatory Commission pursuant to Section 32.57 of
10 CFR Part 32 or Section 70.39 of 10 CFR Part 70 or which have
been manufactured in accordance with the specifications contained in a
specific license issued to the manufacturer by the department or any
agreement state or licensing state pursuant to licensing requirements
equivalent to those contained in Section 32.57 of 10 CFR Part 32 or
Section 70.39 of 10 CFR Part 70 of the regulations of the United
States Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
(e) The general licenses provided in (a), (b) and (c) of this subsection are subject to the provisions of WAC ((402 12 080 tlnough 402
12 100,402 12 130,402 12 140,402 12 170,402 19 300,402 19
350, 402 I 9=400, 402 19 500, chaptciS 402 24 and 402 48)) 246220-020, 246-220-030, 246-220-040, 246-220-060, 246-220-070,
246-220--100, 246-232-050, 246-232-070, 246-232-080, 246-232090, chapters 246-221 and 246-222 WAC.
In addition, persons who own, receive, acquire, possess, use or transfer one or more calibration or reference sources pursuant to these general licenses:
(i) Shall not possess at any one time, at any one location of storage
or use, more than 5 microcuries of Americium-241 and 5 microcuries
of plutonium and 5 microcuries of Radium-226 in such sources;
(ii) Shall not receive, possess, use or transfer such source unless the
source, or the storage container, bears a label which includes one of
the following statements or a substantially similar statement which
contains the information called for in the following statement:
(A)

The receipt, possession, use and transfer of this source,
Model .......... , Serial No ........... , are subject to
a general license and the regulations of the United States
Nuclear Regulatory Commission or of a state with which
the commission has entered into an agreement for the exercise of regulatory authority. Do not remove this label.

CAUTION - RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL - THIS SOURCE CONTAINS (AMERICIUM-241). (PLUTONIUM)*. DO NOT TOUCH
RADIOACTIVE PORTION OF THIS SOURCE
Name of manufacturer or importer
*Note:

Showing only the name of the appropriate material.

(B)

The receipt, possession, use and transfer of this source,
Model .......... , Serial No ........... , are subject to
a general license and the regulations of any licensing state.
Do not remove this label.

CAUTION - RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL - THIS SOURCE CONTAINS RADIUM-226. DO NOT TOUCH RADIOACTIVE PORTION
OF THIS SOURCE.
Name of manufacturer or importer
(iii) Shall not transfer, abandon, or dispose of such source except by
transfer to a person authorized by a license from the department, the
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, or an agreement state
or licensing state to receive the source;
(iv) Shall store such source, except when the source is being used, in
a closed container adequately designed and constructed to contain
Americium-241, Plutonium, or Radium-226/Radon-222 which might
otherwise escape during storage; and
(v) Shall not use such source for any purpose other than the calibration of radiation detectors or the standardization of other sources.
(f) These general licenses do not authorize the manufacture of calibration or reference sources containing Americium-241, Plutonium, or
Radium-226.

(8) General license for use of radioactive material for certain in vitro clinical or laboratory testing.*
(a) A general license is hereby issued to any physician, veterinarian,
clinical laboratory or hospital to receive, acquire, possess, transfer or
use, for any of the following stated tests, in accordance with the provisions of or use, for any of the following stated tests, in accordance with
the provisions of (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f) of this subsection the following radioactive materials in prepackaged units:
(i) lodine-125, in units not exceeding I 0 microcuries each for use in
in vitro clinical or laboratory tests not involving internal or external
administration of radioactive material, or the radiation therefrom, to
human beings or animals.
(ii) lodine-131, in units not exceeding I 0 m_icrocuries each for use in
in vitro clinical or laboratory tests not involving internal or external
administration of radioactive material, or the radiation therefrom, to
human beings or animals.
(iii) Carbon-14, in units not exceeding 10 microcuries each for use
in in vitro clinical or laboratory tests not involving internal or external
administration of radioactive material, or the radiation therefrom, to
human beings or animals.
(iv) Hydrogen-3 (tritium), in units not exceeding 50 microcuries
each for use in in vitro clinical or laboratory tests not involving internal or external administration of radioactive material, or the radiation
therefrom, to human beings or animals.
(v) lron-59, in units not exceeding 20 microcuries each for use in in
vitro clinical or laboratory tests not involving internal or external administration of radioactive material, or the radiation therefrom, to human beings or animals.
(vi) Cobalt-57, in units not exceeding I 0 microcuries each for use in
in vitro clinical or laboratory tests not involving internal or external
administration of radioactive material, or the radiation therefrom, to
human beings or animals.
(vii) Selenium-75, in units not to exceed 10 microcuries each for use
in in vitro clinical or laboratory tests not involving internal or external
administration of radioactive material, or the radiation therefrom, to
human beings or animals.
(viii) Mock lodine-125 reference or calibration sources, in units not
exceeding 0.05 microcurie of lodine-129 and 0.005 microcurie of
Americium-241 each for use in in vitro clinical or laboratory tests not
involving internal or external administration of radioactive material, or
the radiation therefrom, to human beings or animals.
*Note:

The new drug provisions of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act
also govern the availability and use of any specific diagnostic drugs in
interstate commerce.

(b) No person shall receive, acquire, possess, use or transfer radioactive material pursuant to the general license established by (a) of
this subsection until that person has received a validated copy of department Form RH F-15 "Certificate-in·vitro testing with radioactive
material under general license." Annual validation requires resubmittal
of revised department Form RHF-15 and submittal of the annual fee
to the department. The physician, veterinarian, clinical laboratory or
hospital shall furnish on department Form RHF-15 the following information and such other information as may be required by that
form:
(i) Name and address of the physician, veterinarian, clinical laboratory or hospital;
(ii) The location of use; and
(iii) A statement that the physician, veterinarian, clinical laboratory
or hospital has appropriate radiation measuring instruments to carry
out in vitro clinical or laboratory tests with radioactive material as
authorized under the general license in (a) of this subsection and that
such tests will be performed only by personnel competent in the use of
such instruments and in the handling of the radioactive material.
(c) A person who receives, acquires, possesses or uses radioactive
material pursuant to the general license established by (a) of this subsection shall comply with the following:
(i) The general licensee shall not possess at any one time, pursuant
to the general license in (a) of this subsection at any one location of
storage or use, a total amount of lodine-125, lodine-131, Selenium75, lron-59, and/or Cobalt-57 in excess of 200 microcuries.
(ii) The general licensee shall store the radioactive material, until
used, in the original shipping container or in a container providing
equivalent radiation protection.
(iii) The general licensee shall use the radioactive material only for
the uses authorized by (a) of this subsection.
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(iv) The general licensee shall not transfer the radioactive material
to a person who is not authorized to receive it pursuant to a license issued by the department, the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, any agreement state or licensing state, nor transfer the radioactive material in any manner other than in the unopened, labeled
shipping container as received from the supplier.
(v) The general licensee shall dispose of the Mock lodine-125 reference or calibration sources described in (a)(viii) of this subsection as
required by WAC ((402 2+-130)) 246-221-170.
(d) The general licensee shall not receive, acquire, possess, or use
radioactive material pursuant to (a) of this subsection:
(i) Except as prepackaged units which are labeled in accordance
with the provision of an applicable specific license issued pursuant to
WAC ((402 22 110)) 246-235-100(8) or in accordance with the provisions of a specific license issued by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, or any agreement state or licensing state which
authorizes the manufacture and distribution of lodine-125, lodine131, Carbon-14, Hydrogen-3 (tritium), lron-59, Selenium-75, Cobalt-57, or Mock Iodine-125 to persons generally licensed under this
subsection or its equivalent; and
(ii) Unless one of the following statements, as appropriate, or a substantially similar statement which contains the information called for
in one of the following statements, appears on a label affixed to each
prepackaged unit or appears in a leaflet or brochure which accompanies the package:
This radioactive material shall be received, acquired, possessed and used only by physicians, veterinarians, clinical
laboratories or hospitals and only for in vitro clinical or
laboratory tests not involving internal or external administration of the material, or the radiation therefrom, to human beings or animals. Its receipt, acquisition, possession,
use and transfer are subject to the regulations and a general license of the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission or of a state with which the commission has
entered into an agreement for the exercise of regulatory
authority.
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by the department or any agreement state to the manufacturer of such
device pursuant to licensing requirements equivalent to those in Section 32.61 of 10 CFR Part 32 of the regulations of the United States
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
(b) Persons who own, receive, acquire, possess, use or transfer
Strontium-90 contained in ice detection devices pursuant to the general license in (a) of this subsection:
(i) Shall, upon occurrence of visually observable damage, such as a
bend or crack or discoloration from overheating to the device, discontinue use of the device until it has been inspected, tested for leakage
and repaired by a person holding a specific license from the United
States Nuclear Regulatory Commission or an agreement state to manufacture or service such devices; or shall dispose of the device pursuant
to the provisions of these regulations;
(ii) Shall assure that all labels affixed to the device at the time of
receipt, and which bear a statement which prohibits removal of the labels, are maintained thereon; and
(iii) Are exempt from the requirements of chapters ((402 24 a11d
~)) 246-221 and 246-222 WAC except that such persons shall
comply with the provisions of WAC ((402 24 130, 402 24 180, a11d
402 24 190)) 246-221-170, 246-221-240, and 246-221-250.
(c) This general license does not authorize the manufacture, assembly, disassembly or repair of Strontium-90 sources in ice detection
devices.
(d) This general license is subject to the provisions of WAC ((46Z=
12=tl80 tin ough 402 12 100, 402 12 I30, 402 12 l 40, 402 12 170,
402 19 300, 402 19 350, 402 19 400, a11d 402 19 500)) 246-220020, 246-220-030, 246-220-040, 246-220-060, 246-220-070, 246220-100, 246-232-050, 246-232-070, 246-232-080, and 246-232090.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-235-001 PURPOSE AND SCOPE. (I) This chapter
prescribes requirements for the issuance of specific licenses.
(2) The provisions and requirements of this chapter are in addition
to, and not in substitution for, other requirements of these regulations.
In particular the provisions of chapter ((462=+9)) 246-232 WAC apply to applications and licenses subject to this chapter.--

Name of manufacturer
This radioactive material shall be received, acquired, possessed and used only by physicians, veterinarians, clinical
laboratories or hospitals and only for in vitro clinical or
laboratory tests not involving internal or external administration of the material, or the radiation therefrom, to human beings or animals. Its receipt, acquisition, possession,
use and transfer are subject to the regulations and a general license of a licensing state.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)

Name of manufacturer
(e) The physician, veterinarian, clinical laboratory or hospital possessing or using radioactive material under the general license of (a) of
this subsection shall report in writing to the department, any changes
in the information previously furnished in the "Certificate - in vitro
testing with radioactive material under general license," department
Form RHF-15. The report shall be furnished within thirty days after
the effective date of such change.
(f) This general license is subject to the provisions of WAC ((462=
12=tl80 tin ough 402 12 100, 402 12 130, 402 12 140, 402 12 160
and 402 12 170)) 246-220--020, 246-220--030, 246-220--040, 246220--060, 246-220--070, 246-220--090 and 246-220-100. In addition,
any person using radioactive material pursuant to the general license
of (a) of this subsection is exempt from the requirements of chapters
((402 24 and 402==48)) 246-221 and 246-222 WAC with respect to
radioactive material covered by that general license, except that such
persons using the Mock Iodine-125 described in (a)(viii) of this subsection shall comply with the provisions of WAC ((402 2+-130, 402
2+-180, and 402 2+-190)) 246-221-170, 246-221-240, and 246221-250 and of these regulations.
-""'(9)Tce detection devices.
(a) A general license is hereby issued to own, receive, acquire, possess, use and transfer Strontium-90 contained in ice detection devices,
provided each device contains not more than 50 microcuries of Strontium-90 and each device has been manufactured or imported in accordance with a specific license issued by the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission or each device has been manufactured in accordance with the specifications contained in a specific license issued

WAC 246-235-020 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
ISSUANCE OF SPECIFIC LICENSES. A license application will be
approved if the department determines that:
(I) The applicant is qualified by reason of training and experience to
use the material in question for the purpose requested in accordance
with these regulations in such a manner as to minimize danger to public health and safety or property;
(2) The applicant's proposed equipment, facilities, and procedures
are adequate to minimize danger to public health and safety or
property;
(3) The issuance of the license will not be inimical to the health and
safety of the public; and
(4) The applicant satisfies any applicable special requirements in
WAC ((402 22=tl70, 402 22=tl90, 402 22 110, a11d 402 80=060))
246-235-080, 246-235-090, 246-235-095, 246-235-100, and 246247-050.
~ the case of an application for a license to receive and possess
radioactive material for commercial waste disposal by land burial,
source material milling, or for the conduct of any other activity which
the agency determines will significantly affect the quality of the environment, the department, before commencement of construction of the
plant or facility in which the activity will be conducted, has concluded,
after independently weighing the environmental, economic, technical
and other benefits against environmental costs and considering available alternatives, that the action called for is the issuance of the proposed license, with any appropriate conditions to protect environmental
values. Commencement of construction prior to such conclusion shall
be grounds for denial of a license to receive and possess radioactive
material in such plant or facility. As used in this paragraph the term
"commencement of construction" means any clearing of land, excavation, or other substantial action that would adversely affect the environment of a site. The term does not mean site exploration, necessary
borings to determine foundation conditions, or other preconstruction
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monitoring or testing to establish background information related to
the suitability of the site or the protection of environmental values.

(((6) Financial su1cty a11angc1ncnts.
(a) Pu1suant to chaptc1 70.121 RCVl, and except as othc1wisc p10
vidcd, financial surety ana11gt111cnts fo1 site 1ccla1nation and long
tc1111 sat vcillancc and control which 111ay consist of su1cty bonds, cash
deposits, cct tificatcs of deposit, deposits of gov ct n111c11t seculitics, i11 c
vocable lcttc1 s 01 lines of er edit, 01 a11y co111bi11ation of the above fot
sou1 cc n1atc1 ial 111illing opCJ at ions shall be established to c11su1 c the
p1otcction of the public health and safety in the event of abandomncnt,
default, 01 other inability of the licensee to meet the 1cqui1cJ11c11ts of
the act and these 1cgulations.
(i) The arnount of funds to be c11su1 cd by such SUI cty a11 angc111cnts
shall be based 011 dcpa1 b11cnt app1ovcd cost cstin1atcs.
(ii) Self insu1aucc, 01 any a11angcn1ent which essentially co11stitutcs
self insu1a11cc (e.g., a conbact with a state 01 fcdc1al agency), will not
satisfy the su1cty 1cquiJc1ncnt since this p1ovidcs no additional assu1
a11cc other th au that which air eady exists th1ough license
I equi1 CiiiCiitS.

(b) The a11 angc111c11ts 1cqui1 cd in (a) of this subsection shall be cs
tablished p1 io1 to co111111c11ce111c11t of opt1 at ions to assu1 e that sufficient
funds will be available to ca11y out decontamination and deconnuis

siouiug of the facility.

(c) A1nend111ents to licenses in effect on the effective date of this
1egulation 111ay be issued p1oviding that the 1equi1ed su1ety a11ange
111e11ts ate established within ninety days aftc1 the effective date of this

subscetioH.

(d) Fo1 sou1cc n1atelial 111illing opctations, the muou11t of funds to
be cnsut cd by such su1 ety a11 angc1nc11ts shall be based 011 dcpa1 trueut
apptovcd cost csti111atcs in an apptovcd plan fut (i) decontan1iaation
and dcconn11issioning of n1ill buildings and the 1uilling site to levels
which would allow um csli icted use of these at cas upon deconunission
ing, and (ii) the 1cclan1ation of tailings and/ot waste disposal atcas in
accotdancc with the technical clitclia delineated in \\'AC 402 52 100.
The license shall subrnit this plan in conjunction with an cnvi1om11ental
1cpo1t that add1csses the expected environntcntal in1pacts of the n1ill
ing opctation, deconnnissioning and tailings 1eelan1ation, and evaluates
altc1nativcs fot naitigating these irnpacts. In addition, the su1ety shall
Covet the pajnte11t of the cha1ge foi long ten11 sut vcillancc and control
itquiitd bj the dcpat li11cnt. In establishing specific stnety a11a11ge
111c11ts, the licensee's cost cstin1&tcs shall take into account total costs
that would be incui aed if an independent cont• acto1 wca e hia cd to pc1
fonn the deconnuissioning and 1ecla111ation wo1k. la 01dc1 to avoid
u1111cccssa1 y duplication and expense, the dcpa1 tn1e11t t11ay accept fi
naacial su1 etics that have been consolidated with financial 01 sut ety
anangen1cnts established to 111cet 1equi1en1c11ts of othe1 federal 01
state agencies and/01 local gove1 ning bodies fot such deconnuissioning,
dceonta111i11ation, reclan1&tion, and long tCJ m site su1 veillance, p1ovid
cd such a1 aangcntcnls a1 c eonsidet cd adequate to satisfy these t equi1 e
ntcnts and that pot lion of the sutety which cove as the dcconrnrissioning
and 1eelan1ation of the 1uill, 1uill tailings site and associated aieas, and
the long tet n1 funding charge a1 c clcaalj identified. The licensee's
SUitty 111echanis111 will be 1cvicwcd annually by the dcpa1tr11e11t to as
sutc that sufficient funds will be available fo1 con1pletiou of the 1ecla
ntation plan if the wo1 k had to be pe1 founed bj an independent co11
bacto1. The a1nou11t of SUitly liability should be adjusted to 1ecognizc
anj inc1eascs 01 dec1cascs 1csulting f10111 inRation, changes in cngi
necling plans, activities per fo11ned, and any othct conditions affecting
costs. Rcgaadless of whcthet 1ecla111atio11 is phased tlnough the life of
the opciation 01 takes place at the end of ope1atious, an appaopaiatc
po1tio11 of su1cty liability shall be retained until final eo1npliancc with
the ittlan1ation plan is dctc1n1ined. This will yield a su1ety that is at
least sufficient at all ti111es to cove1 the costs of deco111111issioni11g and
1ecla1nation of the areas that aac expected to be distuabed bcfo1e the
next license 1t1tcwal. The tct 111 of the sutcty 11tcchanis111 n1ust be open
ended, unless it can be dc111onsliatcd that anothe1 a11angentent would
piovide an equivalent level of assu1a11ce. This assuaancc could be p10
vidcd with a su1ety insliui11eat which is w1itten fot a specified pcaiod
of tintc (e.g., five jtaas) jtl which naust be auton1atically acncwcd un
less the su1cty notifies the bcneficia1j (the state tegulatOJj agency)
and the pt incipal (the licensee) sonic i casonablc ti111e (e.g., ninety
dajs) ptioa to the 1cncwal date of theia intention not to re11cw. In such
a situation the sutety 1cquiitintnl still exists and the licensee would be
acquited to sub111it an acceptable itplaccn1c11t su1clj within a btief pc
Iiod of time to allow at least sixty days fo1 the depailmeiit to collect.
(7) Long te1111 catc tcqui1c111ents. Pursuant to chapte1 70.121
RCW, a11d as othe1 wise p10oided in WAC 402 22=070 (6)(d), a loug

tc1111 ca1c bust fttnd shall be established by somce 1natt1 ial milling Ii
ce11sees pt io1 to the issuance of the license.
(8) Continued su1 veillance rcqui1entc11ts fo1 sou1ce n1atc1 ial 111ills.
(a) The final disposition of tailings 01 wastes at sow cc 11iale1 ial
milling sites should be such that the need fo1 active nldintenanee is not
neccssa1y to preset vc isolation. As a 1uini1nu111, annual site inspections
shall be conducted by the gove111111Cnt agc11cy 1etaining ultirnate custo
dy of the site whctc tailings, 01 wastes a1c sto1 cd to confi1111 the i11tcg
lily of the stabilized taili11gs, 01 waste systc111s a11d to dete11ui11e the
need, if any, for 1uaintenancc and/01 rnouito1ing and/01 e11vi1onn1ental
sa111pling. Results of the inspection shall be 1 epo1 tcd to the United
States ~Cuclca1 Regulato1y Connnission within sixty days following
each it1spcctio11. The U11itcd States P'Cuclcar Regulato1 y Co111111issio11
n1ay 1equi1e 11w1c ficquent site inspections, if, on the basis of a site
specific evaluation, such a need appea1s 11eccssa1y due to the features
of a patticular tailings 01 waste disposal systcru.
(b) A mi11imum ehaige of two hund1ed fifty thousa11d dolla1S (1978
United States dollaiS) aee1 ued as specified in 'NAC 402 22=070
(6)(d) to eooe1 the costs of long te1 m sm oeillanee shall be paid by

each ntill opc1ato1 to the agency priot to the te11nination of a Uianiunt
OJ thoriUIH 111ill liccnse. If site su1 veillance 01 conliol 1cqui1e111e11ts at a
pat ticula1 site ate dctcnnined, 011 the basis of a site specific cvalua
lion, to be significantly g1catc1 than those specified in (a) of this sub=
section (e.g., if fcuciug is dctCJ mined to be 11tcessa1 y) valiance in
funding 1equil c111c11ts 111&y be specified by the depaa truent. The total
charge to covc1 the costs of lo11g tc1111 su1 vcilla11ce shall be sucl1 that,
with an assuaned one pe1ccnt annual 1eal inteiest 1atc, the collected
funds will jicld inte1cst i11 an an1ou11t sufficient to covCJ the an11ual
costs of site SUI veillancc. The cha1gc will be adjusted annually pi ior to
actual paynrcnts to 1ecognize inAation. The inRation 1atc to be used is
that i11dicatcd by the change in the consu111t1 pt ice index published by
the United States Oepaa lincnt of Labo1, Bm cau of Labot Statistics.
Coull ibutions by a licensee to the lo11g te1111 ca1 e ti ust fund pursuant
to chaptc1 70.121 RC'•\' shall be t1 ansfcned to covet the costs assessed
uudei this Ci iter ion.))
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-235-040 EXPIRATION OF LICENSES. Except as
provided in WAC ((402 22=055)) 246-235-050(2), each specific license shall expire at the end of the day, in the month and year stated
therein.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I/ 31 /91)
WAC 246-235-050 RENEWAL OF LICENSE. (I) Applications
for renewal of specific licenses shall be fi led in accordance with WAC
((402 22=020)) 246-235-010.
(2) In any case in which a licensee, not less than thirty days prior to
expiration of the existing license, has filed an application in proper
form for renewal or for a new license authorizing the same activities,
such existing license shall not expire until the application has been finally determined by the department.
0

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-235-060 AMENDMENT OF LICENSES AT REQUEST OF LICENSEE. Applications for amendment of a license
shall be filed in accordance with WAC ((402 22=020)) 246--235--010
and shall specify the respects in which the licensee desires the license
to be amended and the grounds for such amendment.
AM ENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-235-080 SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ISSUANCE OF CERTAIN SPECIFIC LICENSES FOR RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL. (I) Human use of radioactive material in institutions. In addition to the requirements set forth in WAC ((402=Z2=
046)) 246-235-020 a specific license for human use of radioactive
material in institutions will be issued if:
(a) The applicant has appointed a radiation safety committee to coordinate the use of radioactive material throughout that institution and
to maintain surveillance over the institution's radiation safety program.
Membership of the committee should include a specialist (where applicable a physician) from each department where radioactive material
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is used, a representative of the institution's management, a representative of the nursing staff, and a person trained in radiation safety. The
radiation safety committee shall meet at intervals not to exceed six
months. Minutes shall be taken and maintained for two years for inspection by the department;
(b) The applicant possesses adequate facilities for the clinical care of
patients. The applicant is advised that construction of new radioisotope
facilities and modification of existing facilities must also comply with
the requirements of WAC ((248 18 665)) 246-318-660 of the construction review section of the department;
(c) The physician(s) designated on the application as the individual
user(s) has (or have) substantial experience in the handling and administration of radioactive material and, where applicable, the clinical
management of radioactive patients; and
(d) If the application is for a license to use unspecified quantities or
multiple types of radioactive material, the applicant's staff has substantial experience in t.he use of a variety of radioactive materials for a
variety of human uses.
(2) Licensing of individual physicians for human use of radioactive
material. In addition to the requirements set forth in WAC ((4it2=2Z=
040)) 246-235-020 a specific license for the human use of radioactive
material will be issued to an individual physician if:
(a) The applicant has access to a hospital possessing adequate facilities to hospitalize and monitor the applicant's radioactive patients
whenever it is advisable;
(b) The applicant has extensive experience in the handling and administration of radioactive material and, where applicable, the clinical
management of radioactive patients;
(c) The application is for use in the applicant's practice in an office
outside a medical institution; and
(d) The department will approve an application by an individual
physician or group of physicians for a specific license to receive, possess or use radioactive material on the premises of a medical institution
only if:
(i) The use of radioactive material is limited to the:
(A) Administration of radiopharmaceuticals for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes;
(B) Performance of diagnostic studies on patients to whom a radiopharmaceutical has been administered;
(C) Performance of in vitro diagnostic studies; or
(D) Calibration and quality control checks of radioactive assay instrumentation, radiation safety instrumentation and diagnostic
instrumentation;
(ii) The physician brings the radioactive material with him or her
and removes the radioactive material when he or she departs. (The institution cannot receive, possess or store radioactive material other
than the amount of material remaining in the patient); and
(iii) The medical institution does not hold a radioactive material license issued pursuant to the provisions of subsection (I) of this section.
(3) Specific licenses for certain groups of medical uses of radioactive
material.
(a) Subject to the provisions of (b), (c) and (d) of this subsection an
application for a specific license pursuant to subsection (I), (2) or (4)
of this section, or for any medical use or uses of radioactive material
specified in one or more of Groups I to YI, inclusive, of WAC ((402=
Z2=266)) 246-235-120, Schedule A, will be approved for all of the
uses within the group or groups which include the use or uses specified
in the application if:
(i) The applicant satisfies the requirements of subsection (I), (2) or
( 4) of this section;
(ii) The applicant, or the physician designated in the application as
the individual user, has adequate clinical experience in the types of
uses included in the group or groups;
(iii) The applicant, or the physicians and all other personnel who
will be involved in the preparation and use of the radioactive material,
have adequate training and experience in the handling of radioactive
material appropriate to their participation in the uses included in the
group or groups;
(iv) The applicant's radiation detection and measuring instrumentation is adequate for conducting the procedures involved in the uses included in the group or groups, specifically:
(A) For Groups I through V, applicant must possess and use a calibrated and operable low-range survey instrument with a thin window
(less ·than 7 mg/cm 2) capable of detecting radiation levels of 0.05
milliroentgen per hour up to at least 20 milliroentgens per hour;
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(B) For Groups Ill, V, and VI, applicant must possess a calibrated
and operable high-range survey instrument capable of detecting radiation levels up to at least one Roentgen per hour;
(v) The applicant's radiation safety operating procedures are adequate for handling and disposal of the radioactive material involved in
the uses included in the group or groups.
(b) Any licensee or registrant who is authorized to use radioactive
material pursuant to one or more groups in (a) of this subsection and
WAC ((402 22 200)) 246-235-120, Schedule A, is subject to the following conditions:
(i) For Groups I. II, IV, and V, no licensee or registrant shall receive, possess or use radioactive material except as a radiopharmaceutical manufactured in the form to be administered to the patient, labeled, packaged and distributed in accordance with a specific license
issued by the department pursuant to WAC ((402 22 110)) 246-235100(10), a specific license issued by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission pursuant to Section 32.72 of IO CFR Part 32, or a
specific license issued by an agreement state or a licensing state pursuant to equivalent regulations.
(ii) For Group Ill, no licensee or registrant shall receive, possess or
use generators or reagent kits containing radioactive material or shall
use reagent kits that do not contain radioactive material to prepare
radiopharmaceuticals containing radioactive material, except:
(A) Reagent kits not containing radioactive material that are approved by the department, the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, an agreement state or a licensing state for use by persons
licensed pursuant to this subsection and WAC ((402 22 200)) 246-235-120, Schedule A, or equivalent regulations; or
(B) Generators or reagent kits containing radioactive material that
are manufactured, labeled, packaged and distributed in accordance
with a specific license issued by the department pursuant to WAC
((402 22 110)) 246-235-100(11), a specific license issued by the
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission pursuant to Section
32.73 of 10 CFR Part 32, or a specific license issued by an agreement
state or a licensing state pursuant to equivalent regulations.
(iii) For Group VI, no licensee or registrant shall receive, possess or
use radioactive material except as contained in a source or device that
has been manufactured, labeled, packaged and distributed in accordance with a specific license issued by the department pursuant to WAC
((402 22 110)) 246-235-100(12), a specific license issued by the
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission pursuant to Section
32.74 of IO CFR Part 32, or a specific license issued to the manufacturer by an agreement state or a licensing state pursuant to equivalent
regulations.
(iv) For Group 111, any licensee or registrant who uses generators or
reagent kits shall elute the generator or process radioactive material
with the reagent kit in accordance with instructions which are approved by the department, the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, an agreement state or a licensing state and are furnished
by the manufacturer on the label attached to or in the leaflet or brochure which accompanies the generator or reagent kit.
(v) For Groups I, II and 111 any licensee using byproduct material
for clinical procedures other than those specified in the product labeling (package insert) shall comply with the product labeling regarding:
(A) Chemical and physical form;
(B) Route of administration; and
(C) Dosage range.
(c) Any licensee who is licensed pursuant to (a) of this subsection
for one or more of the medical use groups in WAC ((402 22 200))
246-235-120, Schedule A, also is authorized, subject to the provisions
of (c) and (d) of this subsection to receive. possess and use for calibration and reference standards:
(i) Any radioactive material authorized for use in IND/NDA products under Group I, Group II, or Group Ill of WAC ((402 22 200))
246-235-120, Schedule A, with a half-life not longer than one hundred days. in amounts not to exceed 15 millicurics total;
(ii) Any radioactive material authorized for use in IND/NDA products under Group I, Group II, or Group Ill of WAC ((402 22 200))
246-235-120. Schedule A, with half-life greater than one hundred
days in amounts not to exceed 200 microcuries total;
(iii) Technetium-99m in amounts not to exceed 30 millicuries;
(iv) Any radioactive material excluding Radium-226, in amounts
not to exceed three millicurics per source (except Cobalt-57, which
may be possessed in amounts not to exceed 5.5 millicuries), contained
in calibration or reference sources that have been manufactured, labeled, packaged, and distributed in accordance with a specific license issued by the department pursuant to WAC ((~-He)) 246-235-
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I 00( 11 ), a specific license issued by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission pursuant to Section 32.74 of JO CFR Part 32, or a
specific license issued to the manufacturer by an agreement state or a
licensing state pursuant to equivalent regulations.
(d) Leak tests.
(i) Any licensee or registrant who possesses sealed sources as calibration or reference sources pursuant to (c) of this subsection shall
cause each sealed source containing radioactive material, other than
Hydrogen-3, with a half-life greater than thirty days in any form other than gas to be tested for leakage and/or contamination at intervals
not to exceed six months. In the absence of a certificate from a transferor indicating that a test has been made within six months prior to
the transfer, the sealed sources shall not be used until tested: PROVIDED, HOWEVER, That no leak tests are required when:
(A) The source contains 100 microcuries or less of beta and/or
gamma emitting material or 10 microcuries or less of alpha emitting
material;
(B) The sealed source is stored and is not being used: PROVIDED,
That a physical inventory of the source and wipe surveys of the storage
area or storage container are conducted.
(ii) The leak test shall be capable of detecting the presence of 0.005
microcurie of radioactive material on the test sample. The test sample
shall be taken from the sealed source or from the surfaces of the device
in which the sealed source is mounted or stored on which contamination might be expected to accumulate. Records of leak test results shall
be kept in units of microcuries and maintained for inspection by the
department.
(iii) If the leak test reveals the presence of 0.005 microcurie or more
of removable contamination, the licensee or registrant shall immediately withdraw the sealed source from use and shall cause it to be decontaminated and repaired or to be disposed of in accordance with
chapters ((402 22 and 402 24)) 246-235 and 246-221 WAC. A report shall be filed within five days of the test with the department describing the equipment involved, the test results, and the corrective action taken.
(e) Any licensee or registrant who possesses and uses calibration and
reference sources pursuant to (c)(iv) of this subsection shall:
(i) Follow the radiation safety and handling instructions approved
by the department, the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, an agreement state or a licensing state and furnished by the
manufacturer on the label attached to the source, or permanent container thereof, or in the leaflet or brochure that accompanies the
source, and maintain such instruction in a legible and conveniently
available form; and
(ii) Conduct a quarterly physical inventory to account for all sources
received and possessed. Records of the inventories shall be maintained
for inspection by the department and shall include at a minimum the
quantities and kinds of radioactive material, location of sources, name
of person performing the inventory, and the date of the inventory.
(4) Human use of sealed sources. In addition to the requirements set
forth in WAC ((402 22 040)) 246-235-020, a specific license for human use of sealed sources will be issued only if the applicant or. if the
application is made by an institution, the individual user:
(a) Has specialized training in the diagnostic or therapeutic use of
the sealed source considered, or has experience equivalent to such
training; and
(b) Is a physician.
(5) Use of sealed sources in industrial radiography. In addition to
the requirements set forth in WAC ((402 22 040)) 246-235-020, a
specific license for use of scaled sources in industrial radiography will
be issued if:
(a) The applicant will have an adequate program for training radiographers and radiographer's assistants and submits to the department
a schedule or description of such program which specifics the:
(i) Initial training;
(ii) Periodic training;
(iii) On-the-job training;
(iv) Means to be used by the licensee to determine the
radiographer's knowledge and understanding of and ability to comply
with department regulations and licensing requirements, and the operating and emergency procedures of the applicant; and
(v) Means to be used by the licensee to determine the radiographer's
assistant's knowledge and understanding of and ability to comply with
the operating and emergency procedures of the applicant;
(b) The applicant submits to the department and complies with satisfactory written operating and emergency procedures (described in
WAC ((402 36 110)) 246-243-140);
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(c) The applicant will have a quarterly internal inspection system, to
assure that license provisions, regulations, and the applicant's operating and emergency procedures are followed by radiographers and
radiographer's assistants. Records of this management control program
shall be maintained for two years;
(d) The applicant submits to the department a description of the
applicant's overall organizational structure pertaining to the industrial
radiography program, including specified delegations of authority and
responsibility for operation of the program;
(e) The applicant who desires to conduct leak tests has established
adequate procedures to be followed in leak testing sealed sources for
possible leakage and contamination and submits to the department a
description of such procedures including:
(i) Instrumentation to be used;
(ii) Method of performing tests, e.g., points on equipment to be
smeared and method of taking smear; and
(iii) Pertinent experience of the person who will perform the tests;
(f) The licensee shall conduct a program for inspection and maintenance of radiographic exposure devices and storage containers to assure proper functioning of components important to safety.
(6) Environmentally significant licensing actions. In addition to the
requirements set forth in WAC ((402 22=040)) 246-235-020, a specific license for any activity within the licensing authority of the department which the department determines will significantly affect the
radiological quality of the human environment, including those specified in WAC ((197 10 175 (7)(a))) 197-11-845(1) and 246-03-030
( 1)(a)(ii) (i.e., licenses to operate low level waste burial facilities or licenses to operate or expand beyond the design capacity, mineral processing facilities or their tailings areas, whose products, or byproducts,
have concentrations of naturally occurring radioactive material in excess of exempt concentrations as specified in WAC ((402 19 580))
246-232-130, Schedule C), will be issued if the following conditions
are met:
(a) Environmental impact statement.
(i) The application for a license or license amendment (other than
administrative amendments) is accompanied or preceded by a final environmental impact statement or final declaration of nonsignificance
completed in accordance with the State Environmental Policy Act
(SEPA) procedures and guidelines specified in chapters 197-11 and
((Z48=66)) 246-03 WAC. For any uranium or thorium mill in operation on or before the effective date of this regulation for which an environmental impact statement has not been prepared previously, an
application for license renewal must be accompanied or preceded by a
final environmental impact statement or final declaration of nonsignificance completed in accordance with SEPA guidelines.
Note:

No construction shall be commenced until the license has been issued or
unless an emergency exemption from SEPA requirements is granted in
accordance with WAC ((197 1&=188)) 197-11-880. For the purposes of
this subsection, the term 'commencement of construction' means any
clearing of land, excavation or other substantial action related to a proposed activity for specific licensing that would adversely affect the natural environment of a site; this term does not include changes desirable for
the temporary use of the land for public recreational use, limited borings
to determine site characteristics as necessary for environmental assessment, or other preconstruction monitoring to establish background information related to suitability of a site or to the protection of environmental values. In the case where an exemption is granted, the applicant shall
assume all financial risk for construction activity; waive any claim of entitlement to the issuance of a license based solely upon the grant of the
exemption or the commencement of construction pursuant thereto; and
furnish, if the circumstances warrant and the department so requires, a
financial surety arrangement to insure the protection of the public health,
safety and the environment in the event of abandonment, default, or inability of the license applicant to meet the requirements of the act or
these regulations.

(ii) In addition to the information required in chapter 197.:..J J
WAC, the following additional areas shall be addressed in the final
environmental impact statement:
(A) Alternative sites to those chosen by the applicant shall include
all alternative sites, whether or not those sites arc under the control or
ownership of the applicant.
(B) Long term impacts shall include, but not be limited to. decommissioning, decontamination, reclamation impacts and material management associated with the proposed activities.
(C) Environmental reviews, dose assessments. ecology, construction
effects on biota, impact on the environment from the use of chemicals,
and socioeconomic effects shall be addressed.
(D) Alternative disposal sites and techniques for disposal shall be
evaluated to determine if a site or technique is clearly superior.
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(b) For uranium or thorium milling operations, a bond made payable to the department of ((social and)) health ((seniccs)) or other
acceptable government agency, and in an amount specified by the department, shall be posted to ensure the protection of the public health
and safety in the event of abandonment, default or other inability of
the licensee to meet the requirements for reclamation and disposal of
tailings and for decommissioning the site. The bond, or a copy thereof
when the bond is made payable to another government agency, shall be
received by the department prior to issuance of the license, or prior to
license renewal for mills in operation on or before the effective date of
this regulation. Other acceptable surety arrangements in addition to
surety bonding include cash deposits, certificates of deposit, deposits of
government securities, letters or lines of credit or combinations of the
foregoing. The amount and mechanism of the surety arrangement may
be reviewed by the department preceding each license renewal and adjustments may be required of the licensee prior to such renewal.
(c) The owner of the proposed uranium or thorium mill and tailings
site(s) agrees to transfer or revert to the appropriate state or federal
agency upon termination of the license, all lands, buildings and
grounds, and any interest therein, necessary to fulfill the purposes of
this subsection, except where the lands are held in trust for, or are
owned by any Indian tribe. For any uranium or thorium mill in operation on or before the effective date of this regulation, such an agreement will be required prior to license renewal.
(d) For all uranium and thorium milling operations, the owner or
operator shall arrange to pay to the department or its designee ((on-a
quat Let ly basis a chat gc 011 each kilog1 ant of a1 aaiw11 01 tho1 iu111
contpound which is ntillcd out of the 1aw otc 011 01 aftct Januaiy 1,
(i) The specific ehatgc shall be twc11ty cents pct kilog1a1n 011 each
· kilog1a111 of u1aniuu1 rn tho1iun1 con1pou11d 111illcd out of the 1aw 01c.

(ii) The specific charge 11tay be increased rn decreased as is eoasid
c1ed neeessaiy to p1ovide)) a fee in accordance with WAC 246-254150 for a special security fund for the further maintenance, surveillance or care which may be required after a licensee has ceased to
operate.
( ((iii) The total cha1 gc shall not exceed one 111illion dollau;.
fivt)) A minimum fund of two hundred fifty thousand dollars shall
be provided by the licensee payable to the state. If a shortfall exists
between the amount of money in the special security fund and the two
hundred fifty thousand dollars minimum amount, a surety bond, or
other acceptable surety instrument as defined above shall be arranged.
(e) The application for a license includes a description of an appropriate program for effluent monitoring, environmental monitoring and
data reporting. Such description shall encompass locations, frequency,
and types of sampling, analytical plans and procedures, minimum detection levels, sampling equipment and quality assurance programs.
(f) All licensees or registrants required to meet the additional requirements set forth in this subsection shall establish environmental
monitoring programs adequate to determine the impact of their activity on the natural environment around the site of their environmentally
significant activity. The established environmental and effluent monitoring program shall address all environmentally significant radionuclide releases and external radiation sources caused or threatened to be
caused by the licensee's activities.
(i) Effluent and environmental monitoring results shall include the
following minimum information as pertinent:
(A) Information as to flow rates, total volume of effluent, peak concentration, concentration of each radionuclide in the effluent averaged
over a period of one year at the point where the effluent leaves a stack,
tube, pipe, or similar conduit;
(B) A description of the properties of the effluents, including:
(I) Chemical composition;
(II) Physical characteristics, including suspended solids content m
liquid effluents, and nature of gas aerosol for air effluents;
(III) The hydrogen ion concentrations (pH) of liquid effluents; and
(IV) The size range of particulates in effluent released into air;
(C) A description of the anticipated human occupancy in the unrestricted area where the highest concentration of radioactive material
from the effluent is expected, and, in the case of a river stream a description of water uses downstream from the point of release of the
effluent.
(D) Information as to the highest concentration of each radionuclide
in an- unrestricted area, including anticipated concentrations averaged
over a period of one year:
(I) In air at any point of human occupancy; or
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(II) In water at points of use downstream from the point of release
of the effluent;
(E) The background concentration of radionuclides in the receiving
river or stream prior to the release of liquid effluent;
(F) A description of the waste treatment facilities and procedures
used to reduce the concentration of radionuclides in effluents prior to
their release;
(G) A written description of sampling techniques and sample analysis methods;
(H) A written description of how all calculated results were obtained from sample analysis data. This explanation shall include example calculations and estimates of the precision and sensitivity of
monitoring results;
(I) A written description of the licensee's quality control program
including specification of control samples and standard samples used.
(ii) The licensee shall submit in writing to the department within
sixty days after January I and July I of each year, reports specifying
the quantities of each of the principle radionuclides released to unrestricted areas in liquid and in gaseous effluent during the previous six
months of operations. This data shall be reported in a manner that will
permit the department to confirm the potential annual radiation doses
to the public. All data from the radiological and nonradiological environmental monitoring program will also be submitted for the same
time period and frequency as specified above. The data shall be reported in a manner which will allow the department to confirm the potential annual radiation doses to the public.
(g) For land disposal of radioactive material, the provisions of chapter ((~)) 246-250 WAC must also be met.
(h) For operatIOrlOf mineral processing facilities, the provisions of
chapter 246-252 WAC must also be met.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-235-090 SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SPECIFIC LICENSES OF BROAD SCOPE. This section prescribes requirements for the issuance of specific licenses of broad scope for radioactive material ("broad licenses") and certain regulations governing
holders of such licenses.*
*Note:

Authority to transfer possession or control by the manufacturer, processor, or producer of any equipment, device, commodity or other
product containing source material or byproduct material whose subsequent possession, use, transfer and disposal by all other persons who are
exempted from regulatory requirements may be obtained only from the
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C.
20555.

(I) The different types of broad licenses are set forth below:
(a) A 'Type A specific license of broad scope' is a specific license
authorizing receipt, acquisition, ownership, possession, use and transfer
of any chemical or physical form of the radioactive material specified
in the license, but not exceeding quantities specified in the license, for
any authorized purpose. The quantities specified are usually in the
multicurie range.
(b) A "Type B specific license of broad scope" is a specific license
authorizing receipt, acquisition, ownership, possession, use and transfer
of any chemical or physical form of radioactive material specified in
WAC ((402 22 250)) 246-235-140 Schedule B, for any authorized
purpose. The possession limit for a Type B broad license, if only one
radionuclide is possessed thereunder, is the quantity specified for that
radionuclide in WAC ((402 22 250)) 246-235-140 Schedule B, Column I. If two or more radionuclides arc possessed thereunder, the possession limit for each is determined as follows: For each radionuclide,
determine the ratio of the quantity possessed to the applicable quantity
specified in WAC ((402 22 250)) 246-235-140 Schedule B, Column
I, for that radionuclide. The sum of the ratios for all radionuclidcs
possessed under the license shall not exceed unity.
(c) A "Type C specific license of broad scope" is a specific license
authorizing receipt, acquisition, ownership, possession, use and transfer
of any chemical or physical form of radioactive material specified in
WAC ((402 22 250)) 246-235-140 Schedule B, for any authorized
purpose. The possession limit for a Type C broad license, if only one
radionuclide is possessed thereunder, is the quantity specified for that
radionuclide in. WAC ((402 22 250)) 246-235-140 Schedule B, Column II. If two or more radionuclides arc possessed thereunder, the
possession limit is determined for each as follows: For each radionuclide determine the ratio of the quantity possessed to the applicable
quantity specified in WAC ((402 22 250)) 246-235-140 Schedule B,
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Column II, for that radionuclide. The sum of the ratios for all radionuclides possessed under the license shall not exceed unity.
(2) An application for a Type A specific license of broad scope will
be approved if:
(a) The applicant satisfies the general requirements specified in
WAC ((402 22=640)) 246-235-020.
(b) The applicant has engaged in a reasonable number of activities
involving the use of radioactive material; and
(c) The applicant has established administrative controls and provisions relating to organization and management, procedures, recordkeeping, material control and accounting, and management review that
are necessary to assure safe operations, including:
(i) The establishment of a radiation safety committee composed of
such persons as a radiation safety officer, a representative of management, and persons trained and experienced in the safe use of radioactive material;
(ii) The appointment of a radiation safety officer who is qualified by
training and experience in radiation protection, and who is available
for advice and assistance on radiation safety matters; and
(iii) The establishment of appropriate administrative procedures to
assure:
(A) Control of procurement and use of radioactive material;
(B) Completion of safety evaluation of proposed uses of radioactive
material which take into consideration such matters as the adequacy of
facilities and equipment, training and experience of the user, and the
operating or handling procedures; and
(C) Review, approval, and recording by the radiation safety committee of safety evaluation of proposed uses prepared in accordance
with item (2)(c)(iii)(B) of this section prior to use of the radioactive
material.
(3) An application for a Type B specific license of broad scope will
be approved if:
(a) The applicant satisfies the general requirements specified in
WAC ((402 22 040)) 246-235-020; and
(b) The applicant has established administrative controls and provisions relating to organization and management, procedures, rccordkeeping, material control and accounting, and management review that
are necessary to assure safe operations, including:
(i) The appointment of a radiation safety officer who is qualified by
training and experience in radiation protection, and who is available
for advice and assistance on radiation safety matters; and
(ii) The establishment of appropriate administrative procedures to
assure:
(A) Control of procurement and use of radioactive material;
(B) Completion of safety evaluations of proposed uses of radioactive
material which take into consideration such matters as the adequacy of
facilities and equipment, training and experience of the user, and the
operating or handling procedures; and
(C) Review, approval, and recording by the radiation safety officer
of safety evaluations of proposed uses prepared in accordance with
item (3)(b)(ii)(B) of this section prior to use of the radioactive
material.
(4) An application for a Type C specific license of broad scope will
be approved if:
(a) The applicant satisfies the general requirements specified in
WAC ((402 22=640)) 246-235-020.
(b) The applicant submits a statement that radioactive material will
be used only by, or under the direct supervision of individuals, who
have received:
(i) A college degree at the bachelor level, or equivalent training and
experience, in the physical or biological sciences or in engineering; and
(ii) At least forty hours of training and experience in the safe handling of radioactive material, and in the characteristics of ionizing radiation, units of radiation dose and quantities, radiation detection instrumentation, and biological hazards of exposure to radiation appropriate to the type and forms of radioactive material to be used; and
(c) The applicant has established administrative controls and provisions relating to procurement of radioactive material, procedures,
recordkeeping, material control and accounting, and management review necessary to assure safe operations.
(5) Specific licenses of broad scope are subject to the following conditions:
(a) Unless specifically authorized by the department, persons licensed pursuant to this section shall not:
(i) Conduct tracer studies in the environment involving direct release
of radioactive material;

(ii) Receive, acquire, own, possess, use or transfer devices containing
I 00,000 curies or more of radioactive material in sealed sources used
for irradiation of materials;
(iii) Conduct activities for which a specific license issued by the department under WAC ((402 22 070 01 402 22 110)) 246-235-080
or 246-235-100 is required; or
(iv) Add or cause the addition of radioactive material to any food,
beverage, cosmetic, drug or other product designed for ingestion or inhalation by, or application to, a human being.
(b) Each Type A specific license of broad scope issued under this
part shall be subject to the condition that radioactive material possessed under the license may only be used by, or under the direct supervision of, individuals approved by the licensee's radiation safety
committee.
(c) Each Type B specific license of broad scope issued under this
part shall be subject to the condition that radioactive material possessed under the license may only be used by, or under the direct supervision of, individuals approved by the licensee's radiation safety
officer.
(d) Each Type C specific license of broad scope issued under this
part shall be subject to the condition that radioactive material possessed under the license may only be used by, or under the direct supervision of, individuals who satisfy the requirements of subsection (4)
of this section.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-235-100 SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR A SPECIFIC LICENSE TO MANUFACTURE, ASSEMBLE, REPAIR,
OR DISTRIBUTE COMMODITIES, PRODUCTS, OR DEVICES
WHICH CONTAIN RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL. (I) Licensing
the introduction of radioactive material into products in exempt concentrations. In addition to the requirements set forth in WAC ((462=
~)) 246-235-020, a specific license authorizing the introduction
of radioactive material into a product or material owned by or in the
possession of the licensee or another to be transferred to persons exempt under WAC ((402 19 190)) 246-232-010 (2)(a) will be issued
if:
(a) The applicant submits a description of the product or material
into which the radioactive material will be introduced, intended use of
the radioactive material and the product or material into which it is
introduced, method of introduction, initial concentration of the radioactive material in the product or material, control methods to assure
that no more than the specified concentration is introduced into the
product or material, estimated time interval between introduction and
transfer of the product or material, and estimated concentration of the
radioactive material in the product or material at the time of transfer;
and
(b) The applicant provides reasonable assurance that the concentrations of radioactive material at the time of transfer will not exceed the
concentrations in WAC ((402 19 580)) 246-232-130, Schedule C,
that reconstruction of the radioactive material in concentrations exceeding those in WAC ((402 19 580)) 246-232-130, Schedule C, is
not likely, that use of lower concentrations is not feasible, and that the
product or material is not likely to be incorporated in any food, beverage, cosmetic, drug or other commodity or product designed for ingestion or inhalation by. or application to a human being.
(c) Each person licensed under subsection (I) of this section shall
file an annual report with the department which shall identify the type
and quantity of each product or material into which radioactive material has been introduced during the reporting period; name and address
of the person who owned or possessed the product and material, into
which radioactive material has been introduced. at the time of introduction; the type and quantity of radionuclide introduced into each
such product or material; and the initial concentrations of the radionuclide in the product or material at time of transfer of the radioactive
material by the licensee. If no transfers of radioactive material have
been made pursuant to subsection (I) of this section during the reporting period, the report shall so indicate. The report shall cover the
year ending June 30, and shall be filed within thirty days thereafter.
(2) Licensing the distribution of radioactive material in exempt
quantities.•
*Note:
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Authority to transfer possession or control by the manufacturer, processor or producer of any equipment, device, commodity or other
product containing source material or byproduct material whose subsequent possession, use, transfer and disposal by all other persons who are
exempted from regulatory requirements may be obtained only from the
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United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C.
20555.

(a) An application for a specific license to distribute naturally occurring and accelerator-produced radioactive material (NARM) to
persons exempted from these regulations pursuant to WAC ((46Z=t9t96)) 246-232-010 (2)(b) will be approved if:
(i) The radioactive material is not contained in any food, beverage,
cosmetic, drug or other commodity designed for ingestion or inhalation
by, or application to, a human being;
(ii) The radioactive material is in the form of processed chemical
elements, compounds, or mixtures, tissue samples, bioassay samples,
counting standards, plated or encapsulated sources, or similar substances, identified as radioactive and to be used for its radioactive
properties, but is not incorporated into any manufactured or assembled
commodity, product, or device intended for commercial distribution;
and
(iii) The applicant submits copies of prototype labels and brochures
and the department approves such labels and brochures.
(b) The license issued under paragraph (2)(a) of this section is subject to the following conditions:
(i) No more than ten exempt quantities shall be sold or transferred
in any single transaction. However, an exempt quantity may be composed of fractional parts of one or more of the exempt quantity provided the sum of the fractions shall not exceed unity.
(ii) Each exempt quantity shall be separately and individually packaged. No more than ten such packaged exempt quantities shall be
contained in any outer package for transfer to persons exempt pursuant to WAC ((402 19 190)) 246-232-010 (2)(b). The outer package
shall be such that the dose rate at the external surface of the package
does not exceed 0.5 millirem per hour.
(iii) The immediate container of each quantity or separately packaged fractional quantity of radioactive material shall bear a durable,
legible label which:
(A) Identifies the radionuclide and the quantity of radioactivity: and
(B) Bears the words "radioactive material."
(iv) In addition to the labeling information required by item
(2)(b)(iii) of this section, the label affixed to the immediate container,
or an accompanying brochure, shall:
(A) State that the contents are exempt from licensing state
requirements;
(B) Bear the words "Radioactive material-Not for human useIntroduction into foods, beverages, cosmetics, drugs, or medicinals. or
into products manufactured for commercial distribution is prohibited-Exempt quantities should not be combined"; and
(C) Set forth appropriate additional radiation safety precautions and
instructions relating to the handling, use, storage and disposal of the
radioactive material.
(c) Each person licensed under paragraph (2)(a) of this section shall
maintain records identifying, by name and address, each person to
whom radioactive material is transferred for use under WAC ((<16Zt9=+96)) 246-232-010 (2)(b) or the equivalent regulations of a licensing state, and stating the kinds and quantities of radioactive material transferred. An annual summary report stating the total quantity
of each radionuclide transferred under the specific license shall be filed
with the department. Each report shall cover the year ending June 30,
and shall be filed within thirty days thereafter. If no transfers of radioactive material have been made pursuant to subsection (2) of this
section during the reporting period. the report shall so indicate.
(3) Licensing the incorporation of naturally occurring and accelerator-produced radioactive material into gas and aerosol detectors. /\n
application for a specific license authorizing the incorporation of
NAR M into gas and aerosol detectors to be distributed to persons exempt under WAC ((402 19 190)) 246-232-010 (2){c)(iii) will be approved if the application satisfies requirements equivalent to those contained in Section 32.26 of 10 CFR Part 32.
(4) Licensing the manufacture and distribution of devices to person
generally licensed under WAC ((402 21 050)) 246-233-020(4).
(a) An application for a specific license to manufacture or distribute
devices containing radioactive material, excluding special nuclear material, to persons generally licensed under W /\C ((402 21 050)) 246233-020(4) or equivalent regulations of the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, an agreement state or a licensing state will be
approved if:
(i) The applicant satisfies the general requirements of W /\C {(<leZfr-646)) 246-235-020;
(ii) The applicant submits suflicient information relating to the design, manufacture, prototype testing, quality control, labels, proposed
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uses, installation, servicing, leak testing, operating and safety instructions, and potential hazards of the device to provide reasonable assurance that:
(A) The device can be safely operated by persons not having training in radiological protection;
(B) Under ordinary conditions of handling, storage and use of the
device, the radioactive material contained in the device will not be released or inadvertently removed from the device, and it is unlikely that
any person will receive in any period of one calendar quarter a dose in
excess of ten percent of the limits specified in the table in WAC
((402 24=620)) 246-221-010(1 ); and
(C) Under accident conditions (such as fire and explosion) associated with handling, storage and use of the device, it is unlikely that any
person would receive an external radiation dose or dose commitment in
excess of the following organ doses:
Whole body; head and trunk: active blood-forming organs; gonads; or
lens of eye
15 rems
Hands and forearms; feet and ankles; localized areas of skin averaged
over areas no larger than one square centimeter
200 rems
Other organs

50 rems

(iii) Each device bears a durable, legible, clearly visible label or labels approved by the department, which contain in a clearly identified
and separate statement:
(A) Instructions and precautions necessary to assure safe installation, operation and servicing of the device (documents such as operating and service manuals may be identified in the label and used to
provide this information);
(B) The requirement, or lack of requirement. for leak testing, or for
testing any on-off mechanism and indicator, including the maximum
time interval for such testing, and the identification of radioactive material by isotope, quantity of radioactivity, and date of determination
of the quantity: and
(C) The information called for in one of the following statements, as
appropriate, in the same or substantially similar form:
(aa) The receipt, possession, use and transfer of this device, Model
.......... , Serial No ........... Note*, arc subject to a general
license or the equivalent, and the regulations of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission or a state with which the United States
Nuclear Regulatory Commission has entered into an agreement for the
exercise of regulatory authority. This label shall be maintained on the
device in a legible condition. Removal of this label is prohibited.
CAUTION - RADIOACTIVE MATERIAi.

(Name of manufacturer or distributor)*
(bb) The receipt, possession, use and transfer of this device, Model
.......... , Serial No ........... Note*. arc subject to a general
license or the equivalent, and the regulations of a licensing state. This
label shall be maintained on the device in a legible condition. Removal
of this label is prohibited.
CAUTION - RADIOACTIVE MATERIAi.

(Name of manufacturer or distributor)*
*Note:

The model, serial number, and name of the manufacturer or distributor
may be omitted from this label provided the information is elsewhere
specified in labeling :iffixed to the device.

(b) In the event the applicant desires that the device be required to
be tested at intervals longer than six months. either for proper operation of the on-off mechanism and indicator. if any, or for leakage of
radioactive material or for both. ((he)) the applicant shall include in
((tm)) the application sufficient information to demonstrate that such
longer interval is justified by performance characteristics of the device
or similar devices and by design features which have a significant
bearing on the probability or consequences of leakage of radioactive
material from the device or failure of the on-off mechanism and indicator. In determining the acceptable interval for the test for leakage of
radioactive material, the department will consider information which
includes, but is not limited to:
(i) Primary containment (source capsule);
(ii) Protection of primary containment;
(iii) Method of sealing containment;
(iv) Containment construction materials;
(v) Form of contained radioactive material:
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(vi) Maximum temperature withstood during prototype tests;
(vii) Maximum pressure withstood during prototype tests;
(viii) Maximum quantity of contained radioactive material;
(ix) Radiotoxicity of contained radioactive material; and
(x) Operating experience with identical devices or similarly designed
and constructed devices.
(c) In the event the applicant desires that the general licensee under
WAC ((402 21=050)) 246-233-020(4), or under equivalent regulations of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, an agreement state or a licensing state be authorized to install the device, collect the sample to be analyzed by a specific licensee for leakage of radioactive material, service the device, test the on-off mechanism and
indicator, or remove the device from installation, ((he)) the applicant
shall include in ((Im)) the application written instructions to be followed by the general licensee, estimated calendar quarter doses associated with such activity or activities, and bases for such estimates. The
submitted information shall demonstrate that performance of such activity or activities by an individual untrained in radiological protection,
in addition to other handling, storage, and use of devices under the
general license, is unlikely to cause that individual to receive a calendar quarter dose in excess of ten percent of the limits specified in the
table in WAC ((402 24=020)) 246-221-010(1).
(d) Each person licensed under paragraph (4)(a) of this section to
distribute devices to generally licensed persons shall:
(i) Furnish a copy of the general license contained in WAC ((4e2=
%+=&56)) 246-233-020(4) to each person to whom the person directly
or through an intermediate person transfers radioactive material in a
device for use pursuant to the general license contained in WAC
((402 21 050)) 246-233-020(4);
(ii) Furnish a copy of the general license contained in the United
States Nuclear Regulatory Commission's, agreement state's, or licensing state's regulation equivalent to WAC ((402 21 050)) 246-233020(4), or alternatively, furnish a copy of the general license contained
in WAC ((402 21=050)) 246-233-020(4) to each person to whom
((he)), directly or through an intermediate person ((mrmfers)), is
transferred radioactive material in a device for use pursuant to tile
general license of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
the agreement state or the licensing state. If a copy of the general license in WAC ((402 21=050)) 246-233-020(4) is furnished to such a
person, it shall be accompanied by a note explaining that the use of the
device is regulated by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, agreement state or licensing state under requirements substantially the same as those in WAC ((402 21 050)) 246-233-020(4);
(iii) Report to the department all transfers of such devices to persons for use under the general license in WAC (( 402 21 050)) 246233-020( 4). Such report shall identify each general licensee by name
and address, an individual by name and/or position who may constitute a point of contact between the department and the general licensee, the type and model number of device transferred, and the quantity
and type of radioactive material contained in the device. If one or more
intermediate persons will temporarily possess the device at the intended place of use prior to its possession by the user, the report shall include identification of each intermediate person by name, address,
contact, and relationship to the intended user. If no transfers have been
made to persons generally licensed under WAC ((402 21 050)) 246233-020(4) during the reporting period, the report shall so indicate.
The report shall cover each calendar quarter and shall be filed within
thirty days thereafter.
(iv) Reports to other departments.
(A) Report to the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
all transfers of such devices to persons for use under the United States
Nuclear Regulatory Commission general license in Section 31.5 of IO
CFR Part 31.
(B) Report to the responsible department all transfers of devices
manufactured and distributed pursuant to subsection (4) of this section
for use under a general license in that state's regulations equivalent to
WAC ((402 21=050)) 246-233-020(4).
(C) Such reports shall identify each general licensee by name and
address, an individual by name and/or position who may constitute a
point of contact between the department and the general licensee, the
type and model of the device transferred, and the quantity and type of
radioactive material contained in the device. If one or more intermediate persons will temporarily possess the device at the intended place of
use prior to its possession by the user, the report shall include identification of each intermediate person by name, address, contact, and relationship to the intended user. The report shall be submitted within

thirty days after the end of each calendar quarter in which such a device is transferred to the generally licensed person.
(D) If no transfers have been made to United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission licensees during the reporting period, this information shall be reported to the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
(E) If no transfers have been made to general licensees within a
particular state during the reporting period, this information shall be
reported to the responsible department upon request of the department.
(v) Keep records showing the name, address and the point of contact
for each general licensee to whom the person directly or through an
intermediate person transfers radioactive material in devices for use
pursuant to the general license provided in WAC ((402 21 050)) 246233-020( 4), or equivalent regulations of the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, an agreement state or a licensing state. The
records shall show the date of each transfer, the radionuclide and the
quantity of radioactivity in each device transferred, the identity of any
intermediate person, and compliance with the report requirements of
paragraph (4)(d) of this section.
(5) Special requirements for the manufacture, assembly or repair of
luminous safety devices for use in aircraft. An application for a specific
license to manufacture, assemble or repair luminous safety devices
containing tritium or promethium-147 for use in aircraft for distribution to persons generally licensed under WAC ((402 21=050)) 246233-020(5) will be approved subject to the following conditions: - (a) The applicant satisfies the general requirements specified in
WAC ((402 22=040)) 246-235-020; and
(b) The applicant satisfies the requirements of Sections 32.53, 32.54,
32.55, 32.56, 32.101 of 10 CFR Part 32 or their equivalent.
(6) Special requirements for license to manufacture calibration
sources containing americium-241, plutonium or radium-226 for distribution to persons generally licensed under WAC ((402 21 050))
246-233-020(7). An application for a specific license to manufacture
calibration and reference sources containing americium-241. plutonium or radium-226 to persons generally licensed under WAC ((4e2=
z+=ese)) 246-233-020(7) will be approved subject to the following
conditions:
(a) The applicant satisfies the general requirement of WAC ((4e2=
ZZ=&ffl)) 246-235-020; and
(b) The applicant satisfies the requirements of Sections 32.57, 32.58,
32.59, 32.102 of IO CFR Part 32 and Section 70.39 of IO CFR Part
70 or their equivalent.
(7) Manufacture and distribution of radioactive material for certain
in vitro clinical or laboratory testing under general license. An application for a specific license to manufacture or distribute radioactive
material for use under the general license of WAC ((402 21 050))
246-233-020(8) will be approved if:
(a) The applicant satisfies the general requirements specified in
WAC ((402 22=040)) 246-235-020:
(b) The radioactive material is to be prepared for distribution in
prepackaged units of:
(i) lodine-125 in units not exceeding 10 microcuries each;
(ii) lodine-131 in units not exceeding 10 microcuries each;
(iii) Carbon-14 in units not exceeding IO microcuries each;
(iv) Hydrogen-3 (tritium) in units not exceeding 50 microcuries
each;
(v) lron--59 in units not exceeding 20 microcuries each;
(vi) Cobalt-57 in units not exceeding IO microcuries each;
(vii) Selcnium-75 in units not exceeding I0 microcuries each;
(viii) Mock lodine-125 in units not exceeding 0.05 microcuric of iodinc-129 and 0.005 microcurie of americium-241 each.
(c) Each prepackaged unit bears a durable. clearly visible label:
(i) Identifying the radioactive contents as to chemical form and radionuclide, and indicating that the amount of radioactivity docs not
exceed I0 microcuries of iodine-125. iodine-131, carbon-14, cobalt57. or selenium-75; 50 microcuries of hydrogcn-3 (tritium): 20 microcurics of iron-59; or Mock lodinc-125 in units not exceeding 0.05 microcuric of iodinc-129 and 0.005 microcuric of amcricium--241 each:
and
(ii) Displaying the radiation caution symbol described in WAC
((402 24 090)) 246-221-120 (I)(a) and the words, "CAUTION, RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL," and 'Not for internal or external USC in humans or animals.'
(d) One of the following statements, as appropriate, or a substantially similar statement which contains the information called for in
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one of the following statements, appears on a label affixed to each prepackaged unit or appears in a leaflet or brochure which accompanies
the package:
(i) This radioactive material may be received, acquired, possessed
and used only by physicians, veterinarians, clinical laboratories or hospitals and only for in vitro clinical or laboratory tests not involving internal or external administration of the material, or the radiation
therefrom, to human beings or animals. Its receipt, acquisition, possession, use and transfer are subject to the regulations and a general license of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission or of a
state with which the commission has entered into an agreement for the
exercise of regulatory authority.

(9) of this section are in addition to the labeling required by the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) and they may be separate from or,
with the approval of FDA, may be combined with the labeling required
by FDA.
(I 0) Manufacture and distribution of generators or reagent kits for
preparation of radiopharmaceuticals containing radioactive material.
An application for a specific license to manufacture and distribute
generators or reagent kits containing radioactive material for preparation of radiopharmaceuticals by persons licensed pursuant to WAC
((402 22 070)) 246-235-080(3) for the uses listed in Group Ill of
WAC ((402 22 200)) 246-235-120, Schedule A will be approved if:
(a) The applicant satisfies the general requirements specified in
WAC ((402 22=040)) 246-235-020;
(b) The applicant submits evidence that:
(i) The generator or reagent kit is to be manufactured, labeled and
packaged in accordance with the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic
Act or the Public Health Service Act, such as a new drug application
(NOA) approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), a biologic product license issued by FDA, or a "Notice of claimed investigational exemption for a new drug' (IND) that has been accepted by
the FDA; or
(ii) The manufacture and distribution of the generator or reagent kit
are not subject to the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and the
Public Health Service Act;
(c) The applicant submits information on the radionuclide, cl]emical
and physical form, packaging including maximum activity per package, and shielding provided by the packaging of the radioactive material contained in the generator or reagent kit;
(d) The label affixed to the generator or reagent kit contains information on the radionuclide, quantity, and date of assay; and
(e) The label affixed to the generator or reagent kit, or the leaflet or
brochure which accompanies the generator or reagent kit; contains:
(i) Adequate information, from a radiation safety standpoint, on the
procedures to be followed and the equipment and shielding to be used
in eluting the generator or processing radioactive material with the reagent kit; and
(ii) A statement that this generator or reagent kit (as appropriate) is
approved for use by persons licensed by the department pursuant to
WAC ((402 22=070)) 246-235-080(3) and Group 111 of WAC
((402 22 200)) 246-235-120, Schedule A. or under equivalent regulations of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, an
agreement state or a licensing state. The labels, leaflets or brochures
required by subsection ( 10) of this section are in addition to the labeling required by FDA and they may be separate from or, with the approval of FDA, may be combined with the labeling required by FDA.

Name of manufacturer
(ii) This radioactive material may be received, acquired, possessed
and used only by physicians, veterinarians, clinical laboratories or hospitals and only for in vitro clinical or laboratory tests not involving internal or external administration of the material, or the radiation
therefrom, to human beings or animals. Its receipt, acquisition, possession, use and transfer are subject to the regulations and a general license of a licensing state.
Name of manufacturer
(e) The label affixed to the unit, or the leaflet or brochure which accompanies the package, contains adequate information as to the precautions to be observed in handling and storing such radioactive material. In the case of the Mock Iodine-125 reference or calibration
source, the information accompanying the source must also contain directions to the licensee regarding the waste disposal requirements set
out in WAC ((402 24 130)) 246-221-170 of these regulations.
(8) Licensing the manufacture and distribution of ice detection devices. An application for a specific license to manufacture and distribute ice detection devices to persons generally licensed under WAC
((402 21 050)) 246-233-020(9) will be approved subject to the following conditions:
(a) The applicant satisfies the general requirements of WAC ((462=
~)) 246-235-020; and
(b) The criteria of Sections 32.61, 32.62, 32.103 of IO CFR Part 32
are met.
(9) Manufacture and distribution of radiopharmaceuticals containing radioactive material for medical use under group licenses. An application for a specific license to manufacture and distribute radiopharmaceuticals containing radioactive material for use by persons licensed pursuant to WAC ((402 22 070)) 246-235-080(3) for the
uses listed in Group I, Group II, Group IV, or Group V of WAC
((402 22 200)) 246-235-120, Schedule A, will be approved if:
(a) The applicant satisfies the general requirements specified in
WAC ((402 22=040)) 246-235-020 of this part;
(b) The applicant submits evidence that:
(i) The radiopharmaceutical containing radioactive material will be
manufactured, labeled and packaged in accordance with the Federal
Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act or the Public Health Service Act, such
as a new drug application (NDA) approved by the United States Food
and Drug Administration (FDA), a biologic product license issued by
FDA or a 'notice of claimed investigational exemption for a new
drug' (IND) that has been accepted by the FDA; or
(ii) The manufacture, compounding and distribution of the radiopharmaceutical containing radioactive material is not subject to the
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and the Public Health Service
Act;
(c) The applicant submits information on the radionuclide, chemical
and physical form, packaging including maximum activity per package, and shielding provided by the packaging of the radioactive material which is appropriate for safe handling and storage of radiopharmaceuticals by group licensees; and
(d) The label affixed to each package of the radiopharmaceutical
contains information on the radionuclide, quantity and date or assay.
and the label affixed to each package, or the leaflet or brochure which
accompanies each package, contains a statement that the radiopharmaceutical is licensed by the department for distribution to persons licensed pursuant to WAC ((402 22 070)) 246-235-080(3) and ((462=
Z2=200)) 246-235-120 Schedule A. Group I, Group II. Group JV, and
Group V, as appropriate, or under equivalent regulations of the United
States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, an agreement state or a licensing state. The labels, leaflets or brochures required by subsection
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Note:

Although the department does not regulate the manufacture and distribution of reagent kits that do not contain radioactive material. it does
regulate the use of such reagent kits for the preparation of radiopharmaceuticals containing radioactive material as part of its licensing and regulation of the users of radioactive material. Any manufacturer of reagent
kits that do not contain radioactive material who desires to have ((Iris))
reagent kits approved by the department for use by persons licensed pursuant to WAC ((402 Z2 070)) 246-235-080(3) and Group 111 of WAC
((402 22 200)) 246-235-120 Schedule A may submit the pertinent information specified in subsection ( 10) of this section.

( 11) Manufacture and distribution of sources or devices containing
radioactive material for medical use. An application for a specific license to manufacture and distribute sources and devices containing radioactive material to persons licensed pursuant to WAC ((<IW=ZZ=
&?e)) 246-235-080(3) for use as a calibration or reference source or
for the uses listed in Group VJ of W J\C ((402 22 200)) 246-235-120
Schedule A of this part will be approved if:
(a) The applicant satisfies the general requirements in WAC ((462=
zr.046)) 246-235-020 of this part;
(b) The applicant submits suflicicnt information regarding each type
of source or device pertinent to an evaluation or its radiation safety.
including:
(i) The radioactive material contained. its chemical and physical
form and amount;
(ii) Details of design and construction of the source or device;
(iii) Procedures for, and results of. prototype tests to demonstrate
that the source or device will maintain its integrity under stresses likely
to be encountered in normal use and accidents;
(iv) For devices containing radioactive material. the radiation profile
of a prototype device;
(v) Details of quality control procedures to assure that production
sources and devices meet the standards or the design and prototype
tests;
J
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(vi) Procedures and standards for calibrating sources and devices;
(vii) Legend and methods for labeling sources and devices as to their
radioactive content; and
(viii) Instructions for handling and storing the source or device from
the radiation safety standpoint, these instructions arc to be included on
a durable label attached to the source or device or attached to a permanent storage container for the source or device: PROVIDED, That
instructions which are too lengthy for such label may be summarized
on the label and printed in detail on a brochure which is referenced on
the label.
(c) The label affixed to the source or device, or to the permanent
storage container for the source or device, contains information on the
radionuclide, quantity and date of assay, and a statement that the
named source or device is licensed by the department for distribution
to persons licensed pursuant to WAC ((402 22 070)) 246-235-080(3)
and Group VI of WAC ((402 22 200)) 246-235-120 Schedule A or
under equivalent regulations of the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, an agreement state or a licensing state: PROVIDED,
That such labeling for sources which do not require long term storage
(e.g., gold-198 seeds) may be on a leaflet or brochure which accompanies the source.
(d) In the event the applicant desires that the source or device be
required to be tested for leakage of radioactive material at intervals
longer than six months, the applicant shall include in the application
sufficient information to demonstrate that such longer interval is justified by performance characteristics of the source or device or similar
sources or devices and by design features that have a significant bearing on the probability or consequences of leakage of radioactive material from the source.
(e) In determining the acceptable interval for test of leakage of radioactive material, the department will consider information that includes, but is not limited to:
(i) Primary containment (source capsule);
(ii) Protection of primary containment;
(iii) Method of scaling containment;
(iv) Containment construction materials;
(v) Form of contained radioactive material;
(vi) Maximum temperature withstood during prototype tests;
(vii) Maximum pressure withstood during prototype tests;
(viii) Maximum quantity of contained radioactive material;
(ix) Radiotoxicity of contained radioactive material; and
(x) Operating experience with identical sources or devices or similarly designed and constructed sources or devices.
( 12) Requirements for license to manufacture and distribute industrial products containing depicted uranium for mass-volume applications.
(a) An application for a specific license to manufacture industrial
products and devices containing depicted uranium for use pursuant to
WAC ((402 21=630)) 246-233-010(4) or equivalent regulations of
the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission or an agreement
state will be approved if:
(i) The applicant satisfies the general requirements specified in
WAC ((402 22 040)) 246-235-020;
(ii) The applicant submits sutlicient information relating to the design, manufacture, prototype testing. quality control procedures, labeling or marking, proposed uses and potential hazards of the industrial
product or device to provide reasonable assurance that possession, use
or transfer of the depleted uranium in the product or device is not
likely to cause any individual to receive in any period of one calendar
quarter a radiation dose in excess of ten percent of the limits specified
in WAC ((402 24 020)) 246-221-010(1); and
(iii) The applicant submits sutlicicnt information regarding the industrial product or device and the presence of depicted uranium for a
mass-volume application in the product or device to provide reasonable
assurance that unique benefits will accrue to the public because of the
usefulness of the product or device.
(b) In the case of an industrial product or device whose unique benefits arc questionable, the department will approve an application for a
specific license under subsection ( 12) of this section only if the product
or device is found to combine a high degree of utility and low probability of uncontrolled disposal and dispersal of significant quantities of
depicted uranium into the environment.
(c) The department may deny any application for a specific license
under subsection ( 12) of this section if the end usc(s) of the industrial
product or device cannot be reasonably foreseen.
(d) Each person licensed pursuant to paragraph ( l 2)(a) of this section shall:

(i) Maintain the level of quality control required by the license in
the manufacture of the industrial product or device, and in the installation of the depleted uranium into the product or device;
(ii) Label or mark each unit to:
(A) Identify the manufacturer of the product or device and the
number of the license under which the product or device was manufactured, the fact that the product or device contains depleted uranium, and the quantity of depleted uranium in each product or device;
and
(B) State that the receipt, possession, use and transfer of the
product or device are subject lo a general license or the equivalent and
the regulations of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
or of an agreement state;
(iii) Assure that the depleted uranium before being installed in each
product or device has been impressed with the following legend clearly
legible through any plating or other covering: "Depleted uranium";
(iv) Furnish to each person to whom depleted uranium in a product
or device is transferred for use pursuant to the general license contained in WAC ((402 21=630)) 246-233-010(4) or its equivalent:
(A) A copy of the general license contained in WAC ((4e2=2-t=
&3e)) 246-233-010(4) and a copy of department Form RHF- 20; or
(B) A copy of the general license contained in the United States
Nuclear Regulatory Commission's or agreement state's regulation
equivalent to WAC ((402 21=630)) 246-233-010(4) and a copy of
the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission's or agreement
state's certificate, or alternatively, furnish a copy of the general license
contained in WAC ((402 21 030)) 246-233-010(4) and a copy of department Form RH F- 20 with a note explaining that use of the
product or device is regulated by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission or an agreement state under requirements substantially
the same as those in WAC ((402 21=630)) 246-233-010(4).
(v) Report to the department all transfers of industrial products or
devices to persons for use under the general license in WAC ((4e2=2-t=
&3e)) 246-233-010(4). Such report shall identify each general licensee
by name and address, an individual by name and/or position who may
constitute a point of contact between the department and the general
licensee, the type and model number of device transferred, and the
quantity of depleted uranium contained in the product or device. The
report shall be submitted within thirty days after the end of each calendar quarter in which such a product or device is transferred to the
generally licensed person. If no transfers have been made to persons
generally licensed under chapter ((40Z=2+)) 246-233 WAC during the
reporting period, the report shall so indicate;
(vi) Provide certain other reports as follows:
(A) Report to the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
all transfers of industrial products or devices to persons for use under
the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission general license in
Section 40.25 of IO CFR Part 40;
(B) Report to the responsible department all transfers of devices
manufactured and distributed pursuant to subsection ( 12) of this section for use under a general license in that state's regulations equivalent to WAC ((402 21 030)) 246-233-010(4);
(C) Such report shall identify each general licensee by name and
address, an individual by name and/or position who may constitute a
point of contact between the department and the general licensee, the
type and model number of the device transferred, and the quantity of
depicted uranium contained in the product or device. The report shall
be submitted within thirty days after the end of each calendar quarter
in which such product or device is transferred to the generally licensed
person;
(D) If no transfers have been made to United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission licensees during the reporting period, this information shall be reported to the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission;
(E) If no transfers have been made to general licensees within a
particular agreement state during the reporting period, this information shall be reported to the responsible department; and
(vii) Keep records showing the name. address and point of contact
for each general licensee to whom the person transfers depicted uranium in industrial products or devices for use pursuant to the general license provided in WAC ((402 21 030)) 246-233-010(4) or equivalent
regulations of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission or of
an agreement state. The records shall be maintained for a period of
two years and shall show the date of each transfer, the quantity of depicted uranium in each product or device transferred, and compliance
with the report requirements of this section.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-235-110 SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ISSUANCE OF SPECIFIC LICENSES FOR SOURCE MATERIAL
MILLING. In addition to the requirements set forth in WAC ((462=
~)) 246-235-020, a specific license for source materia~ milling
will be issued if the applicant submits to the department a satisfactory
application as described herein and meets the other conditions specified
below:
(I) An application for a license to receive title to, ~cccivc, posses.s,
and use source material for milling or byproduct material as defined in
WAC ((402 12=050(6))) 246-220-010 shall address the following:
(a) Description of the proposed project or action.
(b) Area/site characteristics including geology, demography, topography, hydrology and meteorology.
.
(c) Radiological and nonradiological impacts ?f the proposed project
or action, including waterway and groundwater impacts.
(d) Environmental effects of accidents.
(e) Tailings disposal and decommissioning.
(f) Site and project alternatives.
(g) Description of how the provisions of chapter (("'62=5-2)) 246-252
WAC shall be met.
(2) Pursuant to WAC ((402 22=040(6~)) 246-235-~80 (6)\a)(i)
the applicant shall not commence construction of the. project .until the
department has weighed the environmental, economic, technical, and
other benefits against the environmental costs and has concluded that
the issuance of the license is appropriate.
(3) Prior to issuance of a license, a public hearing shall be held. The
scope shall extend to the question of license issuance and the adequacy
of the reclamation, disposal, decommissioning, and decontamination
plans.
.
.
.
.
(4) At least one full year prior to any maJOr site constr~ct1on, a
preoperational monitoring program shall be conducted to provide complete baseline data on a milling site and it~ environs. T~roughout. the
construction and operating phases of the mill, an operational monitoring program shall be conducted to measure or evaluate compliance
with applicable standards and regulations; to evaluate performance of
control systems and procedures; to evaluate environmental impacts of
operation; and to detect potential long-term ~ffects.
.
(5) Prior to issuance of the license.' the mil.I operator shall establish
financial surety arrangements consistent with the requirements of
WAC ((402 22=040(6))) 246-252-030.
(6) The applicant shall provide procedures describing the ~cans
employed to meet the following requirements during the operational
phase of any project.
(a) Milling operations shall be conducted .so that all effluent :cl.eases
are reduced to as low as is reasonably achievable below the hm1ts of
chapter ((462=24)) 246-221 WAC.
. .
.
(b) The mill operator shall conduct at least daily 1~spect1~n of any
tailings or waste retention systems. Records of such inspections shall
be maintained for review by the department.
(c) The mill operator shall immediately notify the department of the
following:
.
.
(i) Any failure in a tailings or waste retention system which results
in a release of tailings or waste into unrestricted areas; and
(ii) Any unusual conditions (conditions not contemplated in the d~
sign of the retention system) which if not corrected could lead to failure of the system and result in a release of tailings or waste into unrestricted areas.
(7) An application for a license to own, receive, possess and use byproduct material as defined in WAC ((402 I 2=050 (6)(b))) ~46-220010 shall contain proposed specifications relating to the em1ss1ons control and disposition of the byproduct material to achieve the requirements and objectives set forth in the criteria listed in WAC ( (462=5-2=
tOO)) 246-252-030.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-235-120 SCHEDULE A GROUPS OF MEDICAL
USES OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL (REF. WAC ((462=22=
070(3) AND 402 22 110(9))) 246-235-080(3) AND 246-235100(9)). (!) Group I. Use of prepared radiopharmaceuticals ~or certain diagnostic studies involving measurements of upta~e, ?t1ut1on _and
excretion. This group does not include imaging or loc~l1zat1on studies-,
(a) Any radioactive material in a radiopharmace_uu:at and for a .diagnostic use involving measurements of uptake, d1lut1on or excretion
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for which a "Notice of claimed invcstigational exemption for a new
drug" (IND) has been accepted by the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) or for which a "New drug application" (NOA) is in effect.
(b) The provisions of (a) of this subsection notwithstan~ing, n~ radioactive material in gaseous form or for use as an aerosol 1s permitted
by this subsection except as specificallr authorized i_n a license:
.
(2) Group II. Use of prepared rad1opharmaccut1cals for d1agnost1c
imaging and localization studies.
.
.
(a) Any radioactive material in a radiopharmaccut1cal and for a diagnostic use involving imaging or localizing for which a "Notice of
claimed invcstigational exemption for a new drug" (IND) has been
accepted by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) or for which a
"New drug application" (ND/\) is in effect;
(b) The provisions of (a) of this subsection notwithstan?ing, n~ radioactive material in gaseous form or for use as an aerosol 1s permitted
by this subsection except as specifically authorized by a license or subsection (3)(b) of this section.
(3) Group 111. Use of generators and rcag~nt kits _for t.he prepa~a
tion and use of radiopharmaceuticals containing rad1oact1ve material
for diagnostic imaging and localization studies.
(a) Any generator or reagent kit for preparation and diagnostic ~se
of a radiopharmaceutical containing radioactive material for which
generator or reagent kit a •Notice of claimed investigational exemption of a new drug• (IND) has been accepted by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) or for which a "New drug application" (NDA)
is in effect.
(b) The provisions of (a) of this subsection notwithstanding, no generator or reagent kit is authorized for preparation of any gaseous form
or aerosol of a radioactive material, except Technetium-99m as sodium pentctatc as an aerosol for pulmonary function studies when used
only with an approved and shielded delivery syste~, and disposed in
accordance with applicable requirements, or as specifically authorized
in a license.
(4) Group IV. Use of prepared radiopharmaccuticals for certain
therapeutic uses that do not normally require hospitalization for purposes of radiation safety.
. .
(a) lodine-131 as iodide for treatment of hyperthyro1d1sm and cardiac dysfunction;
(b) Phosphorus-32 as soluble phosphate for treatment of polycythemia vera leukemia and bone metastases;
(c) Ph,osphorus-32 as colloidal chromic phosphate for intracavitary
treatment of malignant effusions:
(d) Any radioactive material in a radiopharmaceutical and for a
therapeutic use not normally requiring hospitalization for purposes of
radiation safety for which a "Notice of claimed invcstigational exemption for a new drug" (IND) has been accepted by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) or for which a "New drug application" (NOA)
is in effect.
(5) Group V. Use of prepared radiopharmaccuticals for certain
therapeutic uses that normally require hospitalization for purposes of
radiation safety.
.
(a) Gold-198 as colloid for intracavitary treatment of malignant
effusions;
(b) lodine-131 as iodide for treatment of thyroid carcinoma;
(c) Any radioactive material in a radiopharmaceutical and for a
therapeutic use normally requiring hospitalization for radiation safety
reasons for which a "Notice of claimed investigational exemption for a
new drug" (IND) has been accepted by the Foo_d a?d ?rug Adm.ini~
tration (FDA) or for which a "New drug apphcallon (NOA) 1s 1n
effect.
(6) Group VI. Use of sources and devices containing radioactive
material for certain medical uses.
(a) Americium-241 as a sealed source in a device for bone mineral
analysis;
.
.
(b) Cesium-137 encased in needles and applicator cells for topical,
interstitial, and intracavitary treatment of cancer;
.
.
(c) Cobalt-60 encased in needles and applicator cells for topical, interstitial, and intracavitary treatment of cancer;
(d) Gold-198 as seeds for interstitial treatment of cancer;
(e) lodine-125 as a sealed source in a device for bone mineral
analysis;
.
(f) Gadolinium-153 as a scaled source in a device for bone mineral
analysis;
.
. .
(g) lridium-192 as seeds encased in nylon ribbon for interstitial
treatment of cancer;
(h) Strontium-90 sealed in an applicator for treatment of superficial
eye conditions; and
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(i) Iodine-125 as seeds for interstitial treatment of cancer.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-235-130 APPENDIX-GENERAL LABORATORY
RULES FOR SAFE USE OF UNSEALED SOURCES. (I) In addition to the requirements set forth in WAC ((402 22=tl40)) 246-235020, a specific licensee who uses unsealed, unplated and/or liquid
sources should ((the applicant)) possess adequate facilities including
ventilation systems which are compatible with the proposed uses: and,
(2) Possess, use, and store, radioactive materials in accordance with,
but not limited to, the following:
(a) Receive, handle, and store radioactive materials only at specifically designated locations within the applicant's facility. Vessels containing radioactive material must be labeled as required by chapter
((46r-=M)) 246-221 WAC.
(b) Wear disposable gloves at all times when handling dispersible
radioactive material or potentially contaminated items.
(c) Wear personnel monitoring devices (film badge and/or TLD),
when required, at all times when working with, or in the vicinity of,
radioactive materials. Extremity doses shall be considered in evaluating the need for separate extremity dosimeters. Calculations based on
whole body badge results for photon emitters may be used in lieu of
separate extremity dosimeters. Extremity dosimetry should be worn
when working with millicurie or greater quantities of material (exeluding low energy beta emitters and pure alpha emitters). Monitoring
devices, when not in use, shall be stored only in a designated lowbackground area.
(d) Use remote tools, lead shields, lead-glass shields, and/or
plexiglass shields as appropriate.
(e) Prohibit eating, chewing, drinking, smoking, and application of
cosmetics in any area where radioactive material is used or stored.
(f) Do not store food, drink or personal effects in any area, container, or refrigerator designated for radioactive materials use or storage.
(g) Do not pipette radioactive materials or perform any similar operation by employing mouth suction.
(h) Use disposable absorbent material with impervious backing to
cover work surfaces where spillage is possible.
(i) Properly dress and protect open wounds on exposed body surfaces
before working with radioactive materials.
U) Wear laboratory coats when working with radioactive material.
Potentially contaminated laboratory coats shall not be worn outside the
immediate work area.
(k) Nuclides in volatile form, or with a high potential for volatilization should be used only in areas with ventilation systems which conform to the requirements of WAC ((402 24=030 and 402 24 050))
246-221-040 and 246-221-070.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-235-140 SCHEDULE B, LIMITS FOR BROAD LICENSES. (See also WAC ((402 22 090)) 246-235-090)
RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL
Antimony-122
Antimony-124
Antimony-125
Arsenic-73
Arsenic-74
Arsenic-76
Arsenic-77
Barium-131
Barium-140
Beryllium-7
Bismuth-210
Bromine-82
Cadmium-109
Cadmium-I I Sm
Cadmium-115
Calcium-45
Calcium-47
Carbon-I4
Cerium~l41

Cerium-143

COL. I
CURIES
I
I
I
10
I
I
10
10
I
10
0.1
10
I
I
IO
I
IO
100
10
10

COL. II
CURIES
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.1
0.01
0.01
0.1
0.1
0.01
O.I
0.001
0.1
O.OI
O.OI
0.1
0.0I
0.1
I.
0.1
0.1

RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL
Cerium-144
Cesium-131
Cesium-I 34m
Cesium-134
Cesium-135
Cesium-136
Cesium-137
Chlorine-36
Chlorine-38
Chromium-SI
Cobalt-57
Cobalt-58m
Cobalt-58
Cobalt-60
Copper-64
Dysprosium-165
Dysprosium-166
Erbium-169
Erbium-171
Europium-152 (9.2h)
Europium-152 (13 y)
Europium-154
Europium-155
Fluorine-18
Gadolinium-153
Gadolinium-159
Gallium-72
Germanium-71
Gold-198
Gold-199
Hafnium-181
Holmium-166
Hydrogen-3
Indium-I 13m
Indium-I 14m
Indium-I !Sm
lndium-115
lodine-125
Iodine-126
Iodine-129
lodine-131
lodine-132
Iodine-133
lodine-134
Iodine-135
lridium-192
Iridium-194
lron-55
lron-59
Krypton-85
Krypton-87
Lanthanum-140
Lutetium-177
Manganese-52
Manganese-54
Manganese-56
Mercury-197m
Mercury-197
Mercury-203
Molybdenum-99
Neodymium-147
Neodymium-I 49
Nickel-59
Nickel-63
Nickel-65
Niobium-93m
Niobium-95
Niobium-97
Osmium-I SS
Osmium-I 9I m
Osmium-191
Osmium-193
Palladium-103
Palladium-I 09
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COL. I
CURIES
0.1
100
100
0.1
I
10
0.1
I
100
100
10
100
I
0.1
10
100
10
10
10
10
0.1
0.1
I
100
I
10
10
100
10
10
I
10
100
100
I
100
I
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
10
I
IO
I
I
IO
10
I
100
10
I
10
I
I
IO
IO
10
I
10
10
10
10
I
10
I
I
100
I
100
10
IO
10
IO

COL. II
CURIES
0.001
I.
I.
0.001
0.01
0.1
0.001
0.01
I.
I.
0.1
I.
0.01
0.001
0.1
I.
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.001
0.001
0.01
I.
0.01
0.1
0.1
I.
0.1
0.1
0.01
0.1
I.
I.
0.01
I.
0.01
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.1
0.01
0.1
0.01
0.01
0.1
0.1
0.01
I.
0.1
0.01
0.1
0.01
0.01
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.01
0.1
0.1
0.1
O.I
0.01
0.1
0.0I
0.01
I.
0.01
I.
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
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RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL
Phosphorus-32
Platinum-191
Platinum- I 93m
Platinum-193
Platinum-I 97m
Platinum-197
Polonium-210
Potassium-42
Praseodymium-142
Praseodymium-143
Promethium-147
Promethium-149
Radium-226
Rhenium-186
Rhenium-188
Rhodium-103m
Rhodium-105
Rubidium-86
Rubidium-87
Ruthenium-97
Ruthenium-103
Ruthenium-105
Ruthenium-106
Samarium-151
Samarium-153
Scandium-46
Scandium-47
Scandium-48
Selenium-75
Silicon-31
Silver-105
Silver- I I Om
Silver-I I I
Sodium-22
Sodium-24
Strontium-85m
Strontium-85
Strontium-89
Strontium-90
Strontium-91
Strontium-92
Sulphur-35
Tantalum-182
Technetium-96
Technetium-97m
Technetium-97
Technetium-99m
Technetium-99
Tellurium-I 25m
Tellurium-I 27m
Tellurium-127
Tellurium-I 29m
Tellurium-129
Tellurium-131m
Tellurium-132
Terbium-160
Thallium-200
Thallium-201
Thallium-202
Thallium-204
Thulium-170
Thulium-171
Tin-113
Tin-125
Tungsten-181
Tungsten-185
Tungsten-187
Vanadium-48
Xenon-13 Im
Xenon-133
Xenon-135
Ytterbium-175
Yttrium-90
Yttrium-91

COL. I
CURIES
I
10
100
10
100
10
0.01
I
10
10
I
10
0.01
10
10
1,000
10
I
I
100
I
10
0.1
I
10
I
10
I
I
10
I
0.1
10
0.1
I
1,000
I
I
0.01
10
10
10
I
10
10
10
100
I
I
I
10
I
100
10
I
I
10
10
10
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
10
I
1,000
100
100
10
I
I

COL. II
CURIES·

RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL

COL. I
CURIES

10
Yttrium-92
Yttrium-93
I
I
Zinc-65
Zinc-69m
10
Zinc-69
100
Zirconium-93
I
Zirconium-95
I
Zirconium-97
I
Any radioactive material other
than source material, special
nuclear material, or alpha
emitting radioactive material
not listed above.
0.1

0.01
0.1
I.

0.1
I.

0.1
0.0001
0.01
0.1
0.1
0.01
0.1
0.0001
0.1
0.1
10.
0.1
0.01
0.01

COL. II
CURIES
0.1
0.01
0.01
0.1
I.

0.01
0.01
0.01

0.001

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-239-010 DEFINITIONS. (I) "Nuclear medicine"
means the intentional internal or external administration of unsealed
radioactive material to human beings.
(2) "Nuclear medicine technologist" means any individual who performs nuclear medical procedures under the supervision of a physician
licensed pursuant to chapter ((4ffl=ZZ)) 246-235 WAC.
(3) "Training" means instruction or experience acquired under the
direct supervision of a physician, a certified/registered nuclear medicine technologist, and/or a qualified expert who has the necessary
knowledge and training to advise personnel on radiation protection.

I.

0.01
0.1
0.001
0.01
0.1
0.01
0.1
0.01
0.01
0.1
0.01
0.001
0.1
0.001
0.01
10.
0.01
0.01
0.0001
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.01
0.1
0.1
0.1

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-239-020 RADIATION SAFETY COMMITTEE. (I)
Where required by license condition or pursuant to WAC ((~
ITffi)) 246-235-080( I), the radiation safety committee, shall meet at
least once every six months. Where required by license condition, the
committee shall meet at the frequency stated in the license or application. Such meetings shall be documented by written minutes and those
minutes shall be maintained for inspection by the department for at
least two years.
(2) Evaluation of the adequacy of the licensee's radiation safety
program shall be conducted at least once each calendar year. Such
evaluations may be performed by the radiation safety officer, a competent outside agent, or by qualified personnel at the licensee's own facility. These evaluations shall be documented, maintained for inspection
by the department, and presented to the radiation safety committee for
review and approval.

I.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.1
0.01

WAC 246-239-030 PERSONNEL MONITORING. In addition
to the requirements of WAC ((402 24~70)) 246-221-090 and the
conditions of the license, extremity monitoring (such as TLD ring
badges) shall be provided and used on a monthly exchange basis for
those personnel who elute Tc 99m /Mo 99 generators.

I.

0.1
0.01
0.01
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.1
0.01
10.

AMEN DA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-239-040 RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS. (I) Radioactive material to be administered to humans shall be the subject of an
FDA-approved "new drug application" (NDA) or an FDA-accepted
"notice of claimed investigational exemption for a new drug" (IND),
unless otherwise stated in the license.
(2) Any licensee using radioactive material for clinical procedures
other than those specified in the product labeling (package insert) shall
comply with the product labeling regarding:
(a) Chemical and physical form;
(b) Route of administration; and
(c) Dosage range.
(3) No licensee shall receive, possess, or use radioactive material as
a radiopharmaceutical except when it has been:
(a) Manufactured in the form to be administered to the patient, and
labeled, packaged, and distributed, in accordance with a specific license; or

I.
I.

0.1
0.01
0.01
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(b) Prepared from reagent kits and/or radionuclide generators approved in accordance with WAC ((402 22 070)) 246-235-080 (3)(b)
and ((402 22 110)) 246-235-100(10).
(4) The provisions of this part notwithstanding:
(a) No radioactive material in gaseous form or for use as an aerosol
is permitted except Tcchnetium-99m pcntctatc used as an aerosol for
lung function studies, or as specifically authorized by license condition.
Radioactive aerosols must be administered with a closed. shielded system that either is vented to the outside atmosphere through an air exhaust or provides for collection and disposal of the aerosol; and
(b) No generator or reagent kit is authorized for preparation of any
gaseous form or aerosol of the radioactive material, except as specifically authorized by license condition.
(5) Radioactive material to be administered to humans shall be assayed for activity to determine the dose within ten percent accuracy of
the prescribed dose prior to being administered to patients.
(a) In the absence of a certificate from a supplier which specifies the
activity of each dose, the license shall establish written procedures for
the personnel to perform assays to an accuracy of ten percent of the
prescribed dose prior to being administered to patients.
(b) The licensee shall maintain for inspection by the department,
records of the results of each assay performed to determine the activity
of each dose administered to a patient. Records shall be maintained for
two years following performance of each assay.

(2) Portable and stationary survey instruments shall be calibrated at
least once each calendar year, and after any repair using either approved procedures or by a facility specifically licensed to perform calibrations. Records shall be maintained for inspection by the
department.
(3) An operational check utilizing an appropriate check source shall
be conducted.
(4) Imaging systems shall have a Hood performed daily when the
system is used. In addition, mobile nuclear medicine services employing imaging systems which are moved from one facility to another
shall perform a Hood prior to use at each location. Bar phantoms shall
be performed weekly. Records of such quality assurance for imaging
systems. shall be maintained for inspection by the departments.
(5) Appropriate source(s) for calibration and reference of dose calibrators shall be used. Dose calibrators shall receive:
(a) Daily constancy checks;
(b) Quarterly linearity tests;
(c) Annual tests for accuracy; and
(d) Geometry tests upon installation and following major repair.
(6) Quality assurance procedures for dose calibrators found in
((WAC 402 34 190(5))) subsection (5) of this section, excluding daily constancy checks shall be conducted by individuals qualified to perform these tests, and shall be documented for future inspection by the
department.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)

WAC 246-239-060 LABORATORY SAFETY. In addition to
those requirements found in WAC ((402 22 240)) 246-235-130, the
licensee shall utilize syringe shields or other shielding devices for all
manipulations. Syringe shields should be used for injections whenever
practicable.

WAC 246-239-100 RADIOACTIVE GASES. (I) Licensees utilizing radioactive gases, such as Xenon-133 or Krypton-81 m, shall
have and use by January I, 1984 a ventilation system adequate for
such use, including an approved trap. Radioactive gas shall be disposed
only as specifically authorized by the license.
(2) Licensees utilizing radioactive gases shall maintain emissions in
accordance with limits specified in chapters ((402 24 and 402 80))
246-221 and 246-247 WAC. Verification shall be documented. Such
verification may be made by calculation, air samples, or the use of
constant monitoring instrumentation.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
CALIBRATION AND REFERENCE
WAC 246-239-080
SOURCES. (I) Any licensee who owns, receives, acquires, possesses,
uses, or transfers calibration reference sources pursuant to the general
license authorized in WAC ((402 21 050)) 246-233-020(7) shall:
(a) Maintain a file or log identifying such sources, including isotope.
amount, model and serial numbers, manufacturer. date of receipt, date
of transfer, and to whom transferred (where applicable);
(b) Possess at any one time, and at any one location of storage or
use, no more than five uCi of Am-241 and five uCi of Pu and five uCi
of Ra-226 in such sources;
(c) Store such source(s), except when the source(s) is being used, in
a closed container adequately designed and constructed to contain
Americium-241, Plutonium, or Radium 226 which might otherwise
escape during storage; and
(d) Not use such source(s) for any purpose other than the calibration of radiation detectors or the standardization of other sources.
(2) Any licensee who receives, possesses, or/ uses calibration and reference standards pursuant to the group licensing provisions of WAC
((402 22=670)) 246-235-080 (3)(c):
(a) Shall conduct leak tests in accordance with WAC ((~
6T6)) 246-235-080 (3)(d);
(b) Shall follow the radiation safety and handling instructions approved by the department, the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, and agreement state or a licensing state and furnished by
the manufacturer on the label attached to the source, or permanent
container thereof, or in the leaflet or brochure that accompanies the
source, and maintain such instruction in a legible and conveniently
available form; and
(c) Shall conduct a quarterly physical inventory to account for all
sources received and possessed. Records of the inventory shall be
maintained for inspection by the department, and shall include, but not
be limited to, the quantities and kinds of radioactive material, location
of sources, and the date of inventory.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-239-090 INSTRUMENTATION. (I) Instrumentation used to conduct surveys shall be appropriate for the nuclide(s) and
radiation levels present.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
INTERSTITIAL, INTRACAVITARY
WAC 246-240-020
AND SUPERFICIAL APPLICATIONS. (I) Accountability, storage,
and handling.
(a) Except as otherwise specifically authorized by the department,
each licensee shall provide accountability of sealed sources and shall
keep a record of the issue and return of all sealed sources to their place
of storage.
(b) Each licensee shall conduct a quarterly physical inventory to account for all sources and devices received and possessed. Records of
the inventories shall be maintained for inspection by the department
and shall include the quantities and kinds of radioactive material, location of sources and devices, and the date of the inventory.
(c) Each licensee shall follow the radiation safety and handling instructions approved by the department, the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, an agreement state or a licensing state and
furnished by the manufacturer on the label attached to the source, device or permanent container thereof, or in the leaflet or brochure which
accompanies the source or device, and maintain such instruction in a
legible and conveniently available form.
(d) Each licensee shall assure that needles or standard medical applicator cells containing Radium-226, or Cobalt-60 as wire are not
opened while in the licensee's possession unless specifically authorized
by license condition.
(2) Testing sealed sources for leakage and contamination.
(a) All sealed sources containing more than I00 microcuries of radioactive material wiih a half-life greater than thirty days, except
lridium-192 seeds encased in nylon ribbon, shall be tested for contamination and/or leakage at intervals not to exceed six months or at such
other intervals as are approved by the department, the United States
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, an agreement state or a licensing
state and described by the manufacturer on the label attached to the
source, device, or permanent container thereof, or in the leaflet or brochure which accompanies the source or device. Each source or device
shall be so tested prior to its first use unless the supplier furnishes a
certificate that the source or device has been so tested within six
months prior to the transfer.
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(b) Leak tests shall be capable of detecting the presence of 0.005
microcurie of radioactive material on the test sample or in the case of
radium, the escape of radon at the rate of 0.001 microcurie per twenty-four hours. The test sample shall be taken from the source or from
the surfaces of the device in which the source is permanently or semipermanently mounted or stored on which one might expect contamination to accumulate. Records of leak test results shall be kept in units of
microcuries and maintained for inspection by the department.
(c) Any leak test conducted pursuant to (a) of this subsection which
reveals the presence of 0.005 microcurie or more of removable contamination or in the case of radium, the escape of radon at the rate of
0.001 microcurie per twenty-four hours, shall be considered evidence
that the sealed source is leaking. The licensee shall immediately withdraw the source from use and cause it to be decontaminated and repaired or to be disposed of in accordance with department regulations.
A report shall be filed within five days of the test with the department,
describing the equipment involved, the test results, and the corrective
action taken.
(3) Radiation surveys.
(a) The maximum radiation level at a distance of one meter from
the patient in whom brachytherapy sources have been inserted shall be
determined by measurement or calculation. This radiation level shall
be entered on the patient's chart and other signs as required under
subsection (4) of this section.
(b) The radiation levels in the patient's room and the surrounding
area shall be determined, recorded, and maintained for inspection by
the department.
(c) The licensee shall assure that patients treated with Cobalt-60,
Cesium-137, Iridium-192, or Radium-226 or any other nonpermanent
implants remain hospitalized until a source count and a radiation survey of the patient and the patient's room confirm that all implants have
been removed and are accounted for.
(4) Signs and records.
(a) In addition to the requirements of WAC ((402 24=<'!90)) 246221-120, the bed, cubicle, or room of the hospital brachytherapy patient shall be marked with a sign indicating the presence of brachytherapy sources. This sign shall incorporate the radiation symbol and
specify the radionuclide, the activity, date, and the individual(s) to
contact for radiation safety instructions. The sign is not required provided the exception in WAC ((402 24=695)) 246-221-130(2) is met.
(b) The following information shall be included for the duration of
the patient's treatment in the patient's official hospital medical
record/chart:
(i) The radionuclide administered, number of sources, activity in
millicuries and time and date of administration;
(ii) The exposure rate at one meter, the time the determination was
made, and by whom;
(iii) The radiation symbol; and
(iv) The precautionary instructions necessary to assure that the exposure of individuals does not exceed that permitted under WAC
((402 24 020)) 246-221-010.
(5) Information required by subsection (4)(b)(i) and (ii) of this section shall be retained for review by the department.
AMEN DA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective I/ 31 /91)
WAC 246-240-030 TELETHERAPY. (I) Equipment.
(a) The housing shall be so constructed that, at one meter from the
source, the maximum exposure rate does not exceed ten milliroentgens
per hour when the beam control mechanism is in the 'off' position.
The average exposure rate measured at a representative number of
points about the housing, each one meter from the source, shall not
exceed two milliroentgens per hour.
(b) For teletherapy equipment installed after the effective date of
these regulations, the leakage radiation measured at one meter from
the source when the beam control mechanism is in the 'on' position
shall not exceed 0.1 percent of the useful beam exposure rate.
(c) Adjustable or removable beam-defining diaphragms shall allow
transmission of not more than five percent of the useful beam exposure
rate.
(d) The beam control mechanism shall be of a positive design capable of acting in any orientation of the housing for which it is designed
to be used. In addition to an automatic closing device, the mechanism
shall be designed so that it can be manually returned to the 'off" position with a minimum risk of exposure.
(e) The closing device shall be so designed as to return automatically to the 'off" position in the event of any breakdown or interruption
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of the activating force and shall stay in the 'off' position until activated from the control panel.
(f) Beam control mechanisms.
(i) When any door to the treatment room is opened, the beam control mechanism shall automatically and rapidly restore the unit to the
'off' position and cause it to remain there until the unit is reactivated
from the control panel.
(ii) Beam control mechanisms shall be tested at intervals not to exceed three months for proper function. Records of these tests shall be
maintained for inspection by the department.
(g) There shall be at the housing and at the control panel a warning
device that plainly indicates whether the beam is on or off.
(h) The equipment shall be provided with a locking device to prevent
unauthorized use.
(i) The control panel shall be provided with a timer that automatically terminates the exposure after a pre-set time.
(j) Provision shall be made to permit continuous observation of patients during irradiation.
(k) The treatment room shall be equipped with a permanent radiation monitor which shall:
(i) Continuously monitor the condition of the teletherapy beam;
(ii) Provide a continuous visible signal to the teletherapy unit operator and any person entering the treatment room, of a unit malfunction;
(iii) Each radiation monitor must be equipped with an emergency
power supply separate from the power supply to the teletherapy unit.
This emergency power supply may be a battery system;
(iv) Each radiation monitor must be tested for proper operation each
day before the teletherapy unit is used for treatment of patients; and
(v) If a radiation monitor is inoperable for any reason, any person
entering the teletherapy room shall use a properly operating portable
survey instrument or audible alarm personal dosimeter to monitor for
any malfunction of the source exposure mechanism that may have resulted in an exposed or partially exposed source. Survey instruments or
dosimeters must be tested daily before use.
(2) Operation. Except in the emergency condition when a source
fails to retract, no individual shall be in the treatment room during irradiation unless that individual is the patient. Mechanical restraining
or supporting devices shall be used for positioning the patient, if
necessary.
(3) Testing for leakage and contamination. Teletherapy sources shall
be tested for leakage and contamination in accordance with the procedures described in WAC ((402 32=620)) 246-240-020(2). Tests of
leakage may be made by wiping accessible surfaces of the housing port
or collimator while the source is in the 'off' position and measuring
these wipes for transferred contamination.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-240-040 SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR TELETH ERA PY LICENSEES. (I) Requirement to perform full calibration requirements of teletherapy units.
(a) Any licensee authorized under WAC ((402 22 070)) 246-235080 to use teletherapy units for treating humans shall cause full calibration measurements to be performed on each teletherapy unit:
(i) Prior to the first use of the unit for treating humans:
(A) Whenever spot-check measurements indicate that the output
value differs by more than five percent from the value obtained at the
last full calibration corrected mathematically for physical decay;
(B) Following replacement of the radiation source or following reinstallation of the teletherapy unit in a new location;
(C) Following any repair of the teletherapy unit that includes removal of the source or major repair of the components associated with
the source exposure assembly; and
(D) At intervals not exceeding one year.
(b) Full calibration measurements required by (a) of this subsection
shall include determination of:
(i) The exposure rate or dose rate to an accuracy within ±3 percent
for the range of field sizes and for the range of distances (or for the
axis distance) used in radiation therapy;
(ii) The congruence between the radiation field and the field indicated by the light beam localizing device;
(iii) The uniformity of the radiation field and its dependence upon
the orientation of the useful beam;
(iv) Timer accuracy; and
(v) The accuracy of all distance measuring devices used for treating
humans.
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(c) Full calibration measurements shall be made in accordance with
the procedures recommended by the Scientific Committee on Radiation Dosimetry of the American Association of Physicists in Medicine
(Physics in Medicine and Biology, Vol. 16, No. 3, 1971, pp. 379386).1
(d) The exposure rate or dose rate values determined in (b)(i) of this
subsection shall be corrected mathematically for physical decay for intervals not exceeding one month for units employing a Cobalt-60
source and six months for units employing a Cesium-137 source.
(e) Full calibration measurements required by (a) of this subsection
and physical decay corrections required by (d) of this subsection shall
be performed by an expert qualified by training and experience in accordance with subsection (4) of this section.
(2) Requirement to perform periodic spot-check measurements of
teletherapy units.
(a) Any licensee authorized under WAC ((402 22 070)) 246-235080(4) to use teletherapy units for treating humans shall cause spotcheck measurements to be performed on each teletherapy unit at intervals not exceeding one month.
(b) Spot-check measurements required by (a) of this subsection
shall include determination of:
(i) Timer accuracy;
(ii) The congruence between the radiation field and the field indicated by the light beam localizing device;
(iii) The accuracy of all distance measuring devices used for treating
humans;
(iv) The exposure rate, dose rate, or a quantity related in a known
manner to these rates for one typical set of operating conditions; and
(v) The difference between the measurement made in (b) of this
subsection and the anticipated output, expressed as a percentage of the
anticipated output (i.e., the value obtained at last full calibration corrected mathematically for physical decay).
(c) Spot-check measurements required by (a) of this subsection
shall be performed in accordance with procedures established by an
expert qualified by training and experience in accordance with subsection (4) of this section. (A qualified expert need not actually perform
the spot-check measurements.) If a qualified expert does not perform
the spot-check measurements, the results of the spot-check measurements shall be reviewed by a qualified expert within fifteen days.
(3) Requirement to calibrate instruments used for full calibration
and spot-check measurements.
(a) Full calibration measurements required by subsection (I) of this
section shall be performed using a dosimetry system that has been calibrated by the National Bureau of Standards or by a Regional Calibration Laboratory accredited by the American Association of Physicists in Medicine. The dosimetry system shall have been calibrated
within the previous two years and after any servicing that may have
affected system calibration.
(b) Spot-check measurements required by subsection (2) of this
section shall be performed using a dosimetry system that has been calibrated in accordance with (a) of this subsection. Alternatively, a dosimetry system used solely for spot-check measurements may be calibrated by direct intercomparison with a system that has been calibrated in accordance with (a) of this subsection. This alternative calibration method shall have been performed within the previous one year
and after each servicing that may have affected system calibration.
Dosimetry systems calibrated by this alternative method shall not be
used for full calibration measurements. The use of thermoluminescent
dosimeter does not satisfy the requirements of this section.
(4) Qualified expert. The licensee shall determine if a person is an
expert qualified by training and experience to calibrate a teletherapy
unit and establish procedures for (and review the results of) spotcheck measurements. The licensee shall determine that the qualified
expert:
(a) Is certified by the American Board of Radiology in Therapeutic
Radiological Physics, Radiological Physics, Roentgen-Ray and
Osmina-Ray Physics, or X-ray and Radium Physics; or
(b) Has the following minimum training and experience:
(i) A master's or doctor's degree in physics, biophysics, radiological
physics or health physics;
(ii) One year of full-time training in therapeutic radiological physics; and
(iii) One year of full-time experience in a radiotherapy facility including personal calibration and spot-check of at least one teletherapy
unit.

Note:

The requirements of subsection (4) of this section are in addition to those
set forth under 'Qualified expert' in WAC ((402 12=650(41))) 246220-010.

( 5) Records.
The licensee shall maintain, for inspection by the department, records of the measurements, tests, corrective actions, and instrument
calibrations made under subsections (I) and (2) of this section and records of the licensee's evaluation of the qualified expert's training and
experience made under subsection ( 4) of this section.
(a) Records of (i) full calibration measurements and (ii) calibration
of instruments used to make these measurements shall be preserved for
five years after completion of the full calibration.
(b) Records of (i) spot-check measurements and corrective actions
and (ii) calibration of instruments used to make spot-check measurements shall be preserved for two years after completion of the spotcheck measurements and corrective actions.
(c) Records of the licensee's evaluation of the qualified expert's
training and experience shall be preserved for five years after the qualified expert's last performance of a full calibration of the licensee's teletherapy unit.
(6) Inspection and servicing of the source exposure mechanism.
(a) Each teletherapy machine shall be fully inspected and serviced
during source replacement or at intervals not to exceed five years,
whichever comes first, to assure proper function of the source exposure
mechanism. This inspection and servicing must be performed by persons specifically authorized to do so by the department, the United
States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, or an agreement state, and a
complete written report of the inspection and servicing must be kept on
file for review by the department.
(b) The following shall be performed only by persons specifically
authorized by the department, the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, or an agreement state to perform such services:
(i) Installation, inspection, servicing, relocation, or removal of teletherapy units containing sources.
(ii) Source exchange.
(iii) Any maintenance or repair operations on a teletherapy unit involving work on the source drawer, the shutter, or other mechanism
that could expose the source, reduce the shielding around the source or
compromise the safety of the unit and result in increased radiation
levels.

1Licensees that have their teletherapy units calibrated by persons who do not
meet these criteria for minimum training and experience may require a license
amendment excepting them from the requirements of subsection (4) of this section. The request should include the name of the proposed qualified expert, a description of his or her training and experience including information similar to
that specified by subsection (4) of this section and a report of at least one calibration and spot-eheck program based on measurements personally made by the
proposed expert within the last ten years and written endorsement of the technical qualifications of the proposed expert from 'personal knowledge by a physicist
certified by the American Board of Radiology in one of the specialties listed
therein.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-243---020 DEFINITIONS. As used in this part:
(I) "Enclosed radiography" means industrial radiography employing
radiation machines conducted in an enclosed cabinet or room and includes cabinet radiography and shielded room radiography.
(a) "Cabinet radiography" means industrial radiography employing
radiation machines conducted in an enclosure or cabinet so shielded
that every location at the exterior meets the conditions specified in
WAC ((402 M•--040)) 246-221---060 of these regulations.
(i) "Cabinet x-ray system" means an x-ray system with the x-ray
tube installed in an enclosure (hereinafter termed "cabinet") which,
independently of existing architectural structure except the floor on
which it may be placed, is intended to contain at least that portion of a
material being irradiated, provide radiation attenuation, and exclude
personnel from its interior during generation of x radiation. Included
are all x-ray systems designed primarily for the inspection of carry---0n
baggage at airline, railroad, and bus terminals, and in similar facilities.
An x-ray tube used within a shielded part of a building, or x-ray
equipment which may temporarily or occasionally incorporate portable
shielding is not considered a cabinet x-ray system.
(b) "Shielded-room radiography" means industrial radiography
conducted in a room so shielded that every location on the exterior
meets the conditions specified in WAC ((402 2+---040)) 246-221---060
of these regulations.
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(2) "Industrial radiography" means the examination of the macroscopic structure of materials by nondestructive methods utilizing
sources of radiation. Industrial radiography as used in this chapter
does not include well logging operations.
(3) "Permanent radiographic installation" means a shielded installation or structure designed or intended for radiography employing a
radiographic exposure device and in which radiography is regularly
performed, regardless of ownership.
(4) "Personal supervision" means supervision by a radiographer such
that the radiographer is physically present at the radiography site and
in such proximity that communication can be maintained and immediate assistance given as required. When a radiographer's assistant is using or handling sources of radiation, the radiographer must maintain
direct surveillance.
(5) "Radiographer" means any individual who performs or who, in
attendance at the site where sources of radiation are being used, personally supervises industrial radiographic operations and who is responsible to the licensee or registrant for assuring compliance with the
requirements of these regulations and all license conditions.
(6) "Radiographer's assistant" means any individual who, under the
personal supervision of a radiographer, uses sources of radiation, related handling tools, or radiation survey instruments in industrial
radiography.
(7) "Radiographic exposure device" means any instrument containing a sealed source fastened or contained therein, in which the sealed
source or shielding thereof may be moved, or otherwise changed, from
a shielded to unshielded position for purposes of making a radiographic
exposure.
(8) "Shielded position" means the location within the radiographic
exposure device or storage container which, by manufacturer~s design,
is in one proper location for storage of the sealed source.
(9) "Source changer" means a device designed and used for replacement of sealed sources in radiographic exposure devices, including
those also used for transporting and storage of sealed sources.
(I 0) 'Storage container' means a device in which sealed sources are
transported or stored.
(11) Temporary job site refers to any location which is not specifically authorized and described in a license or registration.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 12 I, filed 12/27 /90,
effective 1/3 I /91)
WAC 246-243--060 LOCKING OF RADIOGRAPHIC EXPOSURE DEVICES. (I) Each radiographic exposure device shall be
provided with a lock or outerlocked container designed to prevent unauthorized or accidental production of radiation or removal or exposure of a sealed source and shall be locked when returned to the
shielded position at all times. In addition, during radiographic operations the sealed source assembly shall be locked in the shielded position
each time the source is returned to that position.
(2) Each sealed source storage container and source changer shall
have a lock or outer locked container designed to prevent unauthorized
or accidental removal of the sealed source from its shielded position.
Storage containers and source changers shall be kept locked when containing sealed sources except when under the direct surveillance of a
radiographer or a radiographer's assistant.
(3) Radiographic exposure devices, source changers, and storage
containers, prior to being moved from one location to another and also
prior to being secured at a given location, shall be locked and surveyed
to assure that the sealed source is in the shielded position.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-243--080 RADIATION SURVEY INSTRUMENTS.
(I) The licensee or registrant shall maintain sufficient calibrated and
operable radiation survey instruments to make physical radiation surveys as required by this part and chapter ((~)) 246-221 WAC.
Instrumentation required by this section shall have a range such that
two milliroentgens per hour through one roentgen per hour can be
measured.
(2) Each radiation survey instrument shall be calibrated:
(a) At energies appropriate for use and at intervals not to exceed
three months and after each instrument servicing;
(b) Such that accuracy within ± 20 percent traceable to a national
standard can be demonstrated; and
(c) At two or more widely separated points, other than zero, on each
scale.
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(3) Records shall be maintained of these calibrations for two years
after the calibration date for inspection by the department.
(4) The requirements of ((WAC 402 36 060)) this section do not
apply to registrants using only radiation machines in enclosed radiographic systems.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective l /31 /9 I)
WAC 246-243--090 LEAK TESTING, REPAIR, TAGGING,
OPENING, MODIFICATION, AND REPLACEMENT OF
SEALED SOURCES. (I) The replacement of any sealed source fastened to or contained in a radiographic exposure device and leak testing, repair, tagging, opening, or any other modification of any sealed
source shall be performed only by persons specifically authorized to do
so by the department, the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, or any agreement state.
(2) Each sealed source shall be tested for leakage at intervals not to
exceed six months. In the absence of a certificate from a transferor
that a test has been made within the six-month period prior to the
transfer, the sealed source shall not be put into use until tested and results obtained.
(3) The leak test shall be capable of detecting the presence of 0.005
microcurie of removable contamination on the sealed source. An acceptable leak test for sealed sources in the possession of a radiography
licensee would be to test at the nearest accessible point to the sealed
source storage position, or other appropriate measuring point, by a
procedure to be approved pursuant to WAC ((402 22 070)) 246-235080 (5)(e). Records of leak test results shall be kept in units of microcuries and maintained for inspection by the department for two years
after the leak test is performed.
(4) Any test conducted pursuant to subsections (2) and (3) of this
section which reveals the presence of 0.005 microcurie or more of removable radioactive material shall be considered evidence that the
sealed source is leaking. The licensee shall immediately withdraw the
equipment involved from use and shall cause it to be decontaminated
and repaired or to be disposed ((of;)) in accordance with regulations of
the department. Within five days after obtaining results of the test, the
licensee shall file a report with the department describing the involved
equipment, the test results, and the corrective action taken.
(5) A sealed source which is not fastened to or contained in a radiographic exposure device shall have permanently attached to it a durable tag at least one inch square bearing the prescribed radiation caution symbol in conventional colors magenta or purple on a yellow
background, and at least the instructions: "Danger - Radioactive material - Do not handle - Notify civil authorities if found.'
(6) Each radiographic exposure device shall have permanently and
conspicuously attached to it a durable label at least two inches square
bearing the prescribed radiation caution symbol in conventional colors
(magenta or purple on a yellow background), and at a minimum the
instructions, 'Danger - Radioactive material - Do not handle - Notify
civil authorities if found.'
AMEN DA TORY SECTION (Amending Order I 21, filed I 2/27 /90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-243-110 UTILIZATION LOGS. (I) Each licensee
and/or registrant shall maintain current Jogs, which shall be kept
available for inspection by the department for two years from the date
of the recorded event, at the address specified in the license showing
for each radiation exposure device the following information:
(a) A description (or make and model number) of each radiation
exposure device or storage container in which the sealed source is
located:
(b) The identity of the radiographer to whom assigned; and
(c) Locations where used and dates of use.
(2) The requirements of subsection (I) of this section shall not apply
in industrial radiography utilizing radiation machines in enclosed interlocked cabinets or rooms which are not occupied during radiographic operations, which are equipped with interlocks such that the
radiation machine will not operate unless all openings are securely
closed and which is so shielded that every location on the exterior
meets conditions for an unrestricted area, as specified in WAC ((462=
z.t..046)) 246-221--060.
(3) A separately identified utilization log is not required if the
equivalent information is available in records of the licensee or registrant and available at the address specified in the license.
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(3) Methods for controlling access to radiographic areas;
(4) Methods and occasions for locking and securing sources of
radiation;
(5) Personnel monitoring and the use of personnel monitoring
equipment including steps that must be taken immediately by radiography personnel in the event a pocket dosimeter is found to be offscale;
(6) Transportation to field locations, including packing of sources of
radiation in the vehicles, posting of vehicles, and control of sources of
radiation during transportation;
(7) Minimizing exposure of individuals in the event of an accident;
(8) The procedure for notifying proper personnel in the event of a
theft, loss, overexposure or accident involving .sources of radiation;
(9) Maintenance of records; and
( 10) The inspection and maintenance of radiographic exposure devices and storage containers.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31 /91)
WAC 246-243-120 INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE OF
RADIOGRAPHIC EXPOSURE DEVICES, CONTROL CABLES,
STORAGE CONTAINERS AND SOURCE CHANGERS. (1) The
licensee shall conduct a program for inspection and maintenance of
radiographic exposure devices, storage containers, control units (to include cables), and source changers at intervals, not to exceed three
months or prior to first use thereafter to assure proper functioning of
components important to safety. Records of these inspections and
maintenance shall be kept for two years.
(2) The licensee shall check for obvious defects in radiographic exposure devices, storage containers, control assemblies, and source
changers prior to use each day the equipment is used.
(3) The licensee's program shall include a thorough visual inspection
for corrosion, and specific maintenance procedures that address corrosion removal and prevention.
(4) If any inspection conducted pursuant to ((WAC 402 36=095))
subsections (I) or (2) of this section reveals damage to components
critical to radiation safety, the device shall be removed from service
until proper repairs have been made.
(5) Any maintenance performed on radiographic exposure devices
and accessories shall be in accordance with the manufacturer's
specifications.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective 1/31 /91)
WAC 246-243-150
PERSONNEL MONITORING CONTROL. ( 1) No licensee or registrant shall permit any individual to act
as a radiographer or as a radiographer's assistant unless, at all times
during radiographic operations, each such individual shall wear a film
or TLD badge and a direct reading pocket dosimeter. Pocket dosimeters shall be capable of measuring doses from zero to at least 200 milliroentgens. A film or TLD badge shall be assigned to and worn by
only one individual.
(2) Pocket dosimeters shall be read and doses recorded daily. Pocket
dosimeters shall be charged at the beginning of each working day.
Pocket dosimeters shall be checked at periods not to exceed one year
for correct response to radiation. Acceptable dosimeters shall read
within plus or minus 30 percent of the true radiation exposure. A film
or TLD badge shall be immediately processed if a pocket dosimeter is
discharged beyond its range during normal use. The film or TLD
badge reports received from the film or TLD badge processor and records of pocket dosimeter readings shall be maintained for inspection
by the department until it authorizes their disposal.
(3) The requirements for use of pocket dosimeter or pocket chamber
shall not apply in industrial radiography utilizing radiation machines
in enclosed interlocked cabinets or rooms which are not occupied during radiographic operations, which are equipped with interlocks such
that the radiation machine will not operate unless all openings are
securely closed and which are so shielded that every location on the
exterior meets conditions for an unrestricted area, as specified in WAC
((402 24=040)) 246-221-060.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31 /91)
WAC 246-243-130 LIMITATIONS-PERSONAL RADIATION SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR RADIOGRAPHERS
AND RADIOGRAPHERS' ASSISTANTS. (1) No licensee or registrant shall permit any individual to act as a radiographer as defined in
this chapter until such individual:
(a) Has been instructed in the subjects outlined in WAC ((462=%=
-MEI)) 246-243-230;
(b) Has received copies of and instruction in the regulations contained in chapters ((402 10, 402 12, 402 24, 402 36, and 402-48))
246-220, 246-222, 246-221, and 246-243 WAC and the applicable
sections of appropriate license(s), and the licensee's or registrant's
operating and emergency procedures, and shall have demonstrated understanding thereof;
(c) Has demonstrated competence to use the source of radiation, related handling tools, and radiation survey instruments which will be
employed in the individual's assignment; and
(d) Has demonstrated understanding of the instructions in this
paragraph by successful completion of written test and a field examination on the subjects covered.
(2) No licensee or registrant shall permit any individual to act as a
radiographer's assistant as defined in this part until such individual:
(a) Has received copies of and instruction in the licensee's or registrant's operating and emergency procedures;
(b) Has demonstrated competence to use under the personal supervision of the radiographer the sources of radiation, related handling
tools, and radiation survey instruments which will be employed in the
individual's assignment;
(c) Has demonstrated understanding of the instructions in this
paragraph by successfully completing a written or oral test and a field
examination on the subjects covered; and
(d) Records of the above training including copies of written tests
and dates of oral tests and field examinations shall be maintained for
three years.
(3) Each licensee or registrant shall maintain, for inspection by the
department, records of training and testing which demonstrate that the
requirements of ((WAC 402 36 100)) subsections (I) and (2) of this
section and ((402 22=070)) 246-235-080 (5)(a) are met.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31 /91)
WAC 246-243-160 SUPERVISION OF RADIOGRAPHERS'
ASSISTANTS. Whenever a radiographer's assistant uses radiographic
exposure devices, uses sealed sources or related source handling tools,
or conducts radiation surveys required by WAC ((402 36 150)) 246243-190 (2), (3), or (4) to determine that the sealed source has returned to the shielded position after an exposure, he or she shall be
under the personal supervision of a radiographer, as defined in WAC
((402 36=025(4))) 246-243-020. Personal supervision shall include
(I) the radiographer's personal presence at the site where the sealed
sources are being used, (2) the ability of the radiographer to communicate and give immediate assistance if required, and (3) the
radiographer's ability to observe the performance of his/her assistant
during the operations referred to in this section.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31 /91)
WAC 246-243-170 SECURITY-PRECAUTIONARY PROCEDURES IN RADIOGRAPHIC OPERATIONS. (1) During each
radiographic operation, the radiographer or radiographer's assistant
shall maintain a direct surveillance of the operation to protect against
unauthorized entry into a high radiation area, as defined in chapter
((4eZ=t%)) 246-220 WAC except:
(a) Where the high radiation area is equipped with a control device
or alarm system as described in WAC ((402 24=090)) 246-221-120
( 1)(e)(ii) or
(b) Where the high radiation area is locked to protect against unauthorized or accidental entry.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-243-140 OPERATING AND EMERGENCY PROCEDURES. The licensee's or registrant's operating and emergency
procedures shall include instructions in at least the following:
(I) The handling and use of sources of radiation to be employed
such that no individual is likely to be exposed to radiation doses in excess of the limits established in chapter ((462=%4)) 246-221 WAC
Standards for protection against radiation;
(2) Methods and occasions for conducting radiation surveys;
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(2) When not in operation or when not under direct surveillance,
portable radiation exposure devices and mobile or portable radiation
machines shall be physically secured to prevent removal by unauthorized personnel.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-243-180 POSTING. Notwithstanding any provisions
in paragraph WAC ((402 24=095)) 246-221-130 areas in which radiography is being performed or in which a radiographic exposure device
is being stored shall be conspicuously posted and access to the area
shall be controlled as required by WAC ((402 24=090)) 246-221-120.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-243-200 RECORDS REQUIRED AT TEMPORARY JOB SITES. Each licensee or registrant conducting industrial
radiography at a temporary site shall have the following records available at that site for inspection by the department:
(I) Appropriate license;
(2) Operating and emergency procedures;
(3) Applicable regulations;
(4) Survey records required pursuant to WAC ((402 36 150)) 246243-190 for the period of operation at the site;
(5}Daily pocket dosimeter records for the period of operation at the
site;
(6) The latest instrument calibration and leak test record for specific
devices in use at the site.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-243-210 SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ENCLOSED RADIOGRAPHY. (I) Systems for enclosed radiography
designed to allow admittance of individuals during x-radiation generation shall:
(a) Comply with all applicable requirements of chapter ((462=36))
246-243 WAC and WAC ((402 24=040)) 246-221-060 of these
regulations.
(b) Be evaluated at intervals not to exceed one year to assure compliance with the applicable requirements as specified in ((WAC 402
36 155(1))) (a) of this subsection. Records of these evaluations shall
be maintained for inspection by the department for a period of two
years after the evaluation.
(c) Interlocks are required on all enclosed radiographic systems,
such that the exposure will terminate if a door or port accessible to individuals is opened during the exposure, except for those systems employing conveyor belts or sample ports.
(2) Cabinet x-ray systems designed to exclude individuals during xradiation are exempt from the requirements of chapter ((462=36))
246-243 WAC except that:
(a)Operating personnel must be provided with either a film badge
or a thermoluminescent dosimeter and reports of the results must be
maintained for inspection by the department.
(b) No registrant shall permit any individual to operate a cabinet xray system until such individual has received a copy of and instruction
in the operating procedures for the unit and has demonstrated competence in its use. Records which demonstrate compliance with this subparagraph shall be maintained for inspection by the department until
disposition is authorized by the department.
(c) Tests for proper operation of high radiation area control devices
or alarm systems, where applicable, must be conducted at the beginning of each day of use and recorded.
(d) The registrant shall perform an evaluation, at intervals not to
exceed one year, to determine conformance with WAC ((~
040)) 246-221-060 of these regulations.
Records of these evaluations shall be maintained for inspection by
the department for a period of two years after the evaluation.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I/ 31 /91)
WAC 246-243-220 SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR PERMANENT RADIOGRAPHIC INSTALLATION. Permanent radiographic installations having high radiation area entrance controls of
the types described in WAC ((402 24 090)) 246-221-120 (l)(e)(ii)
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or where the high radiation area is locked to protect against unauthorized or accidental entry, shall also meet the following special
requirements.
(I) Each entrance that is used for personnel access to the high radiation area in a permanent radiographic installation to which this section applies shall have both visible and audible warning signals to warn
of the presence of radiation. The visible signal shall be actuated by radiation whenever the source is exposed. The audible signal shall be actuated when an attempt is made to enter the installation while the
source is exposed.
(2) Both visible and audible alarm systems are required and shall be
tested prior to the first use of a source in the installation and thereafter
at intervals not to exceed three months. Records of the tests shall be
kept for two years.
(3) The department shall review and approve, in advance of construction, plans for permanent radiographic installations whose construction had not commenced by the effective date of these regulations.
Construction of the permanent facility shall be in accordance with the
plans approved by the department.
(4) A physical radiation survey shall be conducted and results recorded following construction or major modification of the facility to
be used in the installation. Radiography shall not be conducted if exposure levels in unrestricted areas are greater than 2 mR in any hour.
Any increase in source strength will require resurvey of the installation
prior to the conduct of industrial radiography.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-244-001 PURPOSE. This chapter establishes radiation safety requirements for persons using sources of radiation for
wireline service operations including mineral logging, radioactive
markers, and/or subsurface tracers studies. The requirements of this
chapter are in addition to, and not in substitution for, requirements of
chapters ( ( 402 10, 402 12, 402 19, 402 22, 402 24, and 402 48))
246-220, 246-221, 246-222, 246-232, and 246-235 WAC.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-244-030 PROHIBITIONS. No licensee shall perform
wireline service operations with a sealed source(s) or conduct subsurface tracer studies with sources of radiation unless, prior to commencement of the operation, the licensee has a written agreement with
the well operator, well owner, drilling contractor, or land owner that:
(I) In the event a sealed source is lodged down hole every reasonable
effort at recovery will be made;
(2) Potentially contaminated equipment or areas will not be released
until an acceptable and documented survey is performed;
(3) Specific types of recovery operations which could endanger the
integrity of the sealed source encapsulation will not be permitted or
conducted; and
( 4) In the event a decision is made to abandon the sealed source
downholc, requirements of WAC ((402 38 500)) 246-244-240 shall
be met.
AMEN DA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-244-040 LIMITS ON LEVELS OF RADIATION.
Sources of radiation shall be used, stored, and transported in such a
manner that the transportation requirements of WAC ((402 19 500))
246-232-090 and the dose limitation requirements of chapter ((46Z=
Z4)) 246-221 WAC are met.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-244-060 TRANSPORT PRECAUTIONS. (I) Transport containers shall be physically secured to the transporting vehicle
to prevent accidental loss, tampering, or unauthorized removal.
(2) Transport of radioactive material shall be in accordance with
applicable provisions of the United States Department of Transportation, as required by WAC ((402 19 500)) 246-232-090.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)

(d) Requirements of pertinent state and federal regulations;
(e) Case histories and potential consequences of accidents in welllogging operations.

WAC 246-244-080 LEAK TESTING OF SEALED SOURCES.
Each licensee utilizing sealed sources of radioactive material shall have
the sources tested for leakage and/or contamination in accordance
with WAC ((402 24=060)) 246-221-080.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-244-140 TRAINING REQUIREMENTS. (I) The licensee may not permit an individual to act as a logging supervisor until
that person:
(a) Has completed at least forty hours of formal training in a course
recognized by the department, the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, an agreement state, or a licensing state covering the subjects outlined in subsection (5) of this section;
(b) Has received copies of and instruction in:
(i) Washington state regulations contained in this chapter and in the
applicable chapters ( (402 I 0, 402 12, 402 24, and 402 48)) 246-220,
246-221, and 246-222 WAC or their equivalent;
(ii) The license under which the logging supervisor will perform
well-logging operations; and
(iii) The licensee's operating, recordkecping, and emergency
procedures.
(c) Has completed three months of on-the-job training and demonstrated competence in the use of licensed materials, remote handling
tools, and radiation survey instruments by a field evaluation; and
(d) Has demonstrated understanding of the requirements in (a) and
(b) of this subsection by successfully completing a closed book written
test.
(2) The licensee may not permit an individual to act as a logging
assistant until that person:
(a) Has received copies of and instruction in the licensee's operating
and emergency procedures;
(b) Has demonstrated understanding of the materials listed in subsection (I )(a) and (b) of this section by successfully completing a
closed book written test; and
(c) Has received instructions in the use, under the personal supervision of the logging supervisor, of tracer material, sealed sources, remote handling tools, and radiation survey instruments, as appropriate.
(3) Each licensee shall provide for documented refresher training of
logging supervisors and logging assistants at intervals not to exceed
twelve months.
(4) Each licensee shall maintain a record of each logging supervisor's and logging assistant's training, including copies and dates of
written tests for a minimum of three years following the termination of
employment.
(5) Each licensee shall include the following subjects in the formal
training required by this chapter:
(a) Fundamentals of radiation safety:
(i) Characteristics of radiation;
(ii) Units of radiation dose and quantity of radioactivity;
(iii) Hazards of exposure to radiation;
(iv) Levels of radiation from licensed material;
(v) Methods of controlling radiation dose:
(A) Working time;
(B) Working distances;
(C) Shielding;
(D) Radiation safety practices. including prevention and contamination and methods of decontamination;
(b) Radiation detection instrumentation to be used:
(i) Use of radiation survey instruments:
(A) Operation;
(B) Calibration;
(C) Limitations;
(ii) Survey techniques;
(iii) Use of personnel monitoring equipment;
(c) Equipment to be used:
(i) Handling equipment and remote handling tools;
(ii) Licensed materials;
(iii) Storage, control, and disposal of equipment and licensed
material;
(iv) Operation and control of equipment and licensed materials;
(v) Maintenance of equipment;

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I/ 31 /91)
WAC 246-244-150 OPERATING AND EMERGENCY PROCEDURES. The licensee's operating and emergency procedures shall
include instruction in at least the following:
(I) Handling and use of sources of radiation to be employed such
that no individual is likely to be exposed to radiation doses in excess of
the standards established in chapter ((462=%4-)) 246-221 WAC;
(2) Methods and occasions for conducting radiation surveys;
(3) Methods and occasions for locking and securing sources of
radiation;
(4) Personnel monitoring and the use and care of personnel monitoring equipment;
(5) Transportation of sources of radiation to temporary job sites and
field stations, including the marking, labeling, packaging, and placing
of sources of radiation in vehicles, shipping papers, placarding of vehicles, and physical securing of sources of radiation to transport vehicles
during transportation to prevent accidental loss, tampering, or unauthorized removal;
(6) Minimizing personnel exposure, including that from inhalation
and ingestion of licensed material, during well-logging operations and
in the event of an accident;
(7) Procedure for notifying proper personnel in the event of an
accident;
(8) Maintenance of records;
(9) Inspection and maintenance of source holders, logging tools,
source handling tools, storage containers, transport containers, and injection tools;
(I 0) Procedures to be followed in the event a sealed source is lodged
downhole or ruptured;
( 11) Procedures to be used for picking up, receiving, and opening
packages containing radioactive material;
( 12) The procedure and the use of tools for remote handling of
sealed sources and radioactive tracer material, except low activity calibration sources;
( 13) The procedure to use for detecting contamination and for preventing the spread of contamination; and
( 14) The procedure to be used to decontaminate the environment,
equipment, and/or personnel if any or all are contaminated.
AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-244-160 PERSONNEL MONITORING. (I) The licensee may not permit an individual to act as a logging supervisor or
logging assistant unless that person wears, at all times during welllogging operations, either a film badge or thermoluminescent dosimeter
(TLD). Each film badge or TLD must be assigned to and worn by only
one individual. The film badge must be exchanged and analyzed at
least monthly and TLD badges exchanged and analyzed at least every
three months. The licensee shall have each badge or TLD processed in
a timely fashion.
(2) The licensee shall provide appropriate bioassay services to individuals using licensed materials for subsurface tracer studies.
(3) The licensee shall keep reports received from the badge or TLD
processor and from the bioassay service laboratory for inspection until
the department authorizes disposition or terminates the license.
( 4) Personnel monitoring devices and equipment shall monitor for
beta, gamma, and neutron radiation as appropriate.
(5) Each licensee shall adhere to the requirements of the ((thritcd
State5 N udeai Regulato1 y Con1111i55io11)) department's Regulatory
Guide 8.20 ((Applicati0115 of)) Bioassay Program Criteria for 1-125
and 1-131.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121. filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-244-180 SECU R ITV. During each logging or tracer
application, the logging supervisor or other designated employee shall
maintain direct surveillance of the operation to protect against unauthorized and/or unnecessary entry into the restricted area (as defined
in WAC ((402 12 050)) 246-220-010).
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-244-220 DOCUMENTS AND RECORDS REQUIRED AT FIELD STATIONS. Each licensee shall maintain for
inspection by the department the following documents and records for
the specific devices and sources at the field station:
(I) Appropriate license or equivalent documents;
(2) Operating and emergency procedures;
(3) Applicable regulations;
(4) Records of the latest survey instrument calibrations required
pursuant to WAC ((402 38 120)) 246-244-070;
(5) Records of the latest leak test results required pursuant to WAC
((402 38 140)) 246-244-080;
(6) Records of inventories required pursuant to WAC ((~
-ffie)) 246-244-090;
(7) Utilization records required pursuant to WAC ((402 38 180))
246-244-100;
(8) Records of inspection and maintenance required pursuant to
WAC ((402 38 240)) 246-244-130;
(9) Survey records required pursuant to WAC ((402 38 400)) 246244-210; and
----nor-Training records required pursuant to WAC ((402 38 260))
246-244-140.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective I/ 31 /91)
WAC 246-244-230 DOCUMENTS AND RECORDS REQUIRED AT TEMPORARY JOB SITES. Each licensee conducting
. operations at a temporary job site shall have the following documents
and records available at all times at that site for inspection by the
department:
(I) Current operating and emergency procedure(s);
(2) Survey records required pursuant to WAC ((402 38 400)) 246244-210 for the period of operation at the site;
(3) Actual current calibration certificates (or photocopies) for the
radiation survey instruments used at the site;
(4) When operating in the state of Washington under reciprocity, a
copy of the appropriate license, and the Washington state rules and
regulations for radiation protection;
(5) Records of current leak tests for all sealed sources which require
such tests at the job site;
(6) Use logs required pursuant to WAC ((402 38 180)) 246-244100·
Current United States Department of Transportation shipping
papers and transport container certifications for the material transported; and
(8) Records of spotmarker inventories made prior to arrival required
pursuant to WAC ((402 38 160)) 246-244-090.

-cl)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-244-240
NOTIFICATION
OF
INCIDENTS,
ABANDONMENT, AND LOST SOURCES. (I) Notification of incidents and sources lost in other than downhole logging operations
shall be made in accordance with appropriate provisions of chapter
((~)) 246-221 WAC.
(2) The licensee shall immediately notify the state of Washington
((office)) division of radiation protection by telephone (206/753-3468)
and subsequently within five days by confirmatory letter if:
(a) Licensed material has been lost in or near a fresh water aquifer;
or
(b) A sealed source has been ruptured. This notice must designate
the well or other location and describe the magnitude and extent of licensed materials, assess the consequences of the loss or rupture, and
explain efforts planned or being taken to mitigate these consequences.
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(3) Whenever a sealed source or device containing radioactive material is lodged downhole, the licensee shall:
(a) Monitor the surface for the presence of radioactive contamination with an appropriate radiation survey instrument (not the logging
tool itself) during logging tool recovery operations; and
(b) Notify the department immediately by telephone if radioactive
contamination is detected at the surface or if the source appears to be
damaged.
(4) When it becomes apparent that efforts to recover the radioactive
source will not be successful, the licensee shall:
(a) Advise the well operator or owner, as appropriate, of the regulations of the state of Washington regarding abandonment, and an appropriate method of abandonment. The licensee shall ensure that such
abandonment procedures are implemented within thirty days after the
sealed source has been classified as irretrievable. Such abandonment
procedures shall include:
(i) Immobilization and sealing in place of the radioactive source
with a cement plug;
(ii) The setting of a whipstock or deflection device; and
(iii) The mounting of a permanent identification plaque at the surface of the well, containing the appropriate information required by
subsection (5) of this section;
(b) Immediately notify the department by telephone (206/7533468), giving the circumstances of the loss, and request and receive
approval of the proposed abandonment procedures; and
(c) File a written report with the department within thirty days of
the abandonment, setting forth the following information:
(i) Date and time of occurrence and a brief description of attempts
to recover the source;
(ii) A description of the radioactive source(s) involved, including radionuclide, quantity, make, model and serial number, and chemical
and physical form;
(iii) Surface location and identification of well;
(iv) Results of efforts to immobilize and seal the source in place;
(v) Depth of the radioactive source in meters or feet;
(vi) Depth to the top of cement plug in meters or feet;
(vii) Depth of the well in meters or feet; and
(viii) Information contained on the permanent identification plaque.
(5) Whenever a sealed source containing radioactive material is not
recovered and is abandoned downhole, the licensee shall provide a permanent plaque at least eighteen centimeters square for posting the well
or well bore (see Appendix A). This plaque shall:
(a) Be constructed of long lasting material, such as stainless steel or
monel; and
(b) Contain the following information permanently and conspicuously engraved on its face:
(i) The word "CAUTION (or DANGER)";
(ii) The radiation symbol(s) with or without the conventional color
requirement;
(iii) The date of abandonment (month/day /year);
(iv) The name of the well operator or well owner;
(v) The well name and well identification numbcr(s) or other
designation;
(vi) The scaled source(s) by radionuclide and quantity of activity (if
more than one source·is involved, information for each source shall be
included);
(vii) The source depth and the depth to the top of the plug in meters
or feet; and
(viii) An appropriate warning. depending on the specific circumstances of each abandonment. 1
(6) The department may. at its own discretion, impose such other
requirements as it may deem necessary.
I

An example of a suggested plaque is shown in Appendix A of this section. Appropriate warnings may include:
(a) 'Do not drill below plug back depth":
(b) 'Do not enlarge casing": and/or
(c) "Do not reenter the hole before contacting the stale of Washington division
2.[ radiation ((co111iol •cc1io11)) protection."
---
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APPENDIX A

Example of Plaque for Identifying Wells Containing Sealed Sources
Containing Radioactive Material Abandoned Downhole

0

0

(COMPANY NAME)
(WELL IDENTIFICATION)

•••
•

CAUTION

••••

ONE 2 CURIE CS-137 RADIOACTIVE
SOURCE ABANDONED 3-3-85 at 8400
FT. PLUG BACK DEPTH 8200 FT.
DO NOT RE-ENTER THIS WELL
BEFORE CONTACTING STATE OF
WASHINGTON, RADIATION PROTECTION.

0

0

The size of the plaque should be convenient for use on active or inactive wells, and shall be at least eighteen centimeters square. Letter size
of the word "CAUTION" or "DANGER" shall be approximately twice the
letter size of the rest of the information, e.g .. one-half inch and onefourth inch letter size, respectively.
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PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
[Filed May 21, 1991, 2:53 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: Chapter 246-224 WAC, Registration of
radiation machines; chapter 246-225 WAC, X-rays in
the healing arts; chapter 246-228 WAC, Analytical xrays, and chapter 246-229 WAC, Particle accelerators).
WAC 246-224-001, we have included facilities not only
where x-ray machines are used, but where they are also
manufactured or tested, since there would be radiation
safety issues there too. In addition, we have clarified the
meaning of "under one roof"; WAC 246-224-020, we
have added the requirement for fees which must accompany registration, this is a cross reference to the fee
chapter of the WAC; WAC 246-224-060, each geographically separate facility must be separately registered and pay full fees, because the costs of Department
of Health to inspect each facility are related. If one organization has ten satellite clinics around Puget Sound,
this costs us as much to regulate and inspect as if these
ten clinics were owned by ten individual, independent
practitioners. We must not give an advantage to the
concept of "one administrative control," when there are
no cost savings for us; WAC 246-224-070, we added
the requirement that change notification must be sent to
us within 30 days after the change (e.g., address), because previously there was no time limit specified; WAC

246-224-100, we shortened the maximum time period
over which a nonmedical or dental type x-ray machine
can operate within out state without registering from
180 to 60 days. There is no reason why an industrial
type facility should be allowed 180 days of "free" and
unregulated operation. In addition, we have eliminated
all "free" operation of medical· and dental machines, no
matter how long they operate here, they must register
and pay fees. Mobile mammography or CT companies,
for example, may come into the state for a few days, and
set up at a temporary site such as a hospital, to make
sure these companies comply with health and safety regulations and are not competing unfairly with other instate health care delivery companies, we must require
full compliance with chapter 246-224 WAC; WAC
246-225-010, a number of new definitions have been
added. These were necessary since the words or phrases
are to be found in subsequent parts of chapter 246-225
WAC; WAC 246-225-020 General requirements/administrative controls, many changes in this and following
sections are language changes, that is, passive to active
tense, deletion of redundant or superfluous words, splitting out multiple requirements into subheadings, etc.
The substantive changes are: Subsection (2)(b), we have
"beefed up" our requirement here for operator training
in accordance with the Legislative Budget Committee's
directive to enforce this standard. We have essentially
clarified how we intend to enforce the standards, so that
the registrant clearly understands the intent of the regulation; subsection (2)(c), we have simplified this and
added a requirement on the technique chart of type
and/or size of film/screen to be used, since this is a crucial part of x-ray technique; subsection (2)(g)(ii), in the
past, we required a company or facility performing
"screening x-rays," such as in a mobile van for chest
radiography, to comply with many requirements which
would assure us that quality was high and exposure was
low. "Screening" is the taking of x-rays on asymptomatic people, where there may not be a doctor's prescription. We want to allow "screening" in mammography and not require the facility to go through all the laborious steps usually required for other diagnostic exams. Too many women depend on "walk-in"
mammograms, and a significant number of cancers can
be detected by this self-referred basis; subsection
(2)(g)(iii), radiation exposure to a patient must be for
the reason of helping a practitioner make a diagnosis,
i.e., to identify or eliminate the possibility of certain diseases, whether it be lung cancer, broken bones, obstructed intestines, or dental caries. No insurance company
should be allowed, however, to dictate that x-rays must
be taken just for the claim documentation. That is frivolous and unjustified radiation exposure; subsection
(2)U), this is the counterpart to subsection (2)(g)(ii)
above; subsection (2)(k), we have added the requirement
for any scatter-suppressing grids being used to be of the
proper focal distance for the x-ray projection distance,
otherwise, the image is not optimal and the dose to the
patient can be high; subsections (2)(1) and (m), these
requirements have been for a long time in the "good
practices" section of the regulations, WAC 246-22599910, which means they have been recommendations
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only. It is time now to place them into the standards
section here and make them mandatory. Film must not
be used in medical applications unless it is used in conjunction with intensifying screens which reduce the exposure and improve the contrast. Intensifying screens are
"standards of the industry," and no one in right conscience would continue to use direct film with its accompanying high exposure. That is old-fashioned, if not irresponsible. Portable x-ray machines are prone to errors
with respect to alignment and image quality, and stationary systems are preferred in cases where the patient
can easily be transported or transport themselves. A logbook is necessary to make a record of patient exposures
so that in the event of the need for information on number of films, technique utilized, problems like retakes,
and the name of the person who took the x-rays, this
information can be readily be obtained. This can be
critical in the case of a pregnant patient, for example,
who at the time of the exam did not know she was pregnant. In the case of other legal issues, as well as radiological ones, this new requirement is important; WAC
246-225-030 Plan review, subsection (I), we are specifying NCRP Report #49 as the source of shielding requirements, this publication is nationally recognized by
other states, agencies and private groups. We want consistency among physicists who submit shielding calculations to us, and this resource provides that; subsection
(3), veterinary, podiatric and dental facilities need not
have shielding calculations done (in contrast to medical
and chiropractic) because the potential for exposure to
the operator and uncontrolled areas is not as high; subsection ( 4)(a), this has been an issue of some discussion
among health physicists, assemblers and installers of xray machines, and the state. The orientation of the
cathode and anode plays a role in creating the best possible radiograph for the least exposure, and we are here
in this regulation simply requiring that the orientation of
the tube be shown on the plans, so that we can be assured that the doctor and the assembler are aware of the
choice they are making, and the effect it may have on
radiography; subsection (5)(d), we have added this requirement so that both a facility and the state can be
assured that if shielding plans were done in the past,
that a copy of that plan is available in case any question
of adequacy of shielding comes up. This is especially
important if a facility changes hands, and another practitioner takes over with an entirely different x-ray machine, beam directions, x-ray workload, etc; WAC 246225-040 General requirements, subsection (3), we added
this statement under leakage radiation to be consistent
with the federal (FDA) standards (21 CFR 1020.30);
subsection (I 0) Linearity, we have expanded the scope
of this section to include not only mA station linearity
but mAs linearity. This means that x-ray machine radiation output must be proportional from one milli-ampere-second setting to another one, just as it is from one
mA to another. This is what is being done in the proposed FDA regulations also. In addition, the size of the
focal spot should not be a limiting factor to this requirement (unless it is very small, e.g., less than .45 mm);
subsection ( 12), we deleted this allowance for older machines and now the requirement for linearity and kVp
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accuracy is placed upon all machines, no matter if they
are old or new, certified or uncertified. Each machine
can be calibrated to the standards required, and if not,
then it should be taken out of service or replaced, and
not used on human beings; WAC 246-225-050 Fluoroscopic x-ray systems, subsections (3)(c)(iv) and (v), the
expansion of these conditions is being done to match the
revisions of 21 CRF 1020.30, defining exactly where
measurements should be taken; WAC 246-225-060
Radiographic systems-Beam limitation, subsection (5),
this has been deleted here but moved to a new draft part
of chapter 246-225 WAC covering all aspects of mammography; WAC 246-225-070 Radiographic systemsRadiation exposure control devices, subsection ( 4 ), this
section was reworded for clarity, and most importantly,
the requirement itself was made twice as restrictive as
before; a machine in which the timer does not provide
consistent results means that retakes may be necessary,
and therefore, excessive and unnecessary exposure to a
patient (and operator) may occur; WAC 246-225.-090
Radiographic systems-Exposure reproducibility; subsections ( 1) and (2), in like manner to WAC 246-225070 above; we have made reproducibility more restrictive, requiring twice the consistency as before. The rationale is the same as above. This matches the draft requirements of the Suggested State Regulations for Radiation Control, Part F, published by CRCPD,
Frankfort, KY. This is the national organization funded
by FDA that creates model state regulations. This degree of consistency being required matches also the
standards set by FDA itself on certified equipment. We
feel that older machines should meet this standard also;
WAC 246-225-110 Dental systems, subsection (5), here
again, we have made the exposure reproducibility standard more restrictive matching CRCPD and FDA. Also,
as above, the sentence structure is improved; subsection
(6), we are not allowing dental x-ray machines of less
than 50 kVp to be used for dental purposes on humans.
Low kilovoltage machines are not recommended by any
entity or organization, because the dose to the patient
would be very high. There are very few machines of this
type in use, so the impact is small; in fact, the 50 kVp
machines are of questionable value in this regard, but to
outlaw these would be radical, since many are in use,
especially by endodontists. No new machines of that kilovoltagc are being manufactured any more; WAC 246225-120 Therapeutic x-ray less than 1 mEv, numerous
updates have been made to this section after consultation
and cooperation with state members of the American
Association of Physicists in Medicine, professional physicists familiar with the x-ray systems covered in these
regulations. We have cut out extraneous material,
streamlined the sections and made the requirements
match actual state of practices, which arc considered
more than adequate. Many of the requirements are simply statements of what is already done by the very few
manufacturers who design these particular x-ray systems; WAC 246-225-130 Therapy one mEv and above,
same as above; WAC 246-225-140 Veterinary medicine, subsection (I)( c), we have replaced the verbage on
filtration with a table listing HVL (half value layer)
which is a measurable function of filtration based on
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kilovoltage. This is consistent with the medical and dental requirements; WAC 246-225-150 X-ray film developing requirements, this whole section is a revision of
current regulation in this area. Subsection (2) has been
extensively changed, so that what we do during inspections is reflected, or documented, in the requirements. In
the past, our inspectors have tested film processors in xray facilities and found them to be causing poor diagnostic film quality and high patient exposures, and we
cited the facilities for a violation of this section. We
were challenged on our findings by a film processor
company on the basis that the regulations did not support the findings. Now, by rewriting the regulations so
that they specify the standard and reflect our inspection
method, we expect that everyone will be able to comply.
(Note: Although, of course, an x-ray film processor is
not directly involved in the exposure of patients, operators and the public to x-radiation, and therefore, might
seem outside our authority under chapter 70.98 RCW, a
processor is intimately related to the x-ray machine and
the x-ray machine is useless without an imaging system
and the means to develop that image.[)] The only case
where a processor is not used in radiography is in digital
imaging; WAC 246-225-99920 Determination of competency, one item was revised and three items were added to this list to make it more meaningful and complete;
WAC 246-225-99930 Healing arts screening, two items
were added here to make the requirements more useful
in establishing the credability and quality of a screening
program; and WAC 246-228-030 Analytical x-ray, facility requirements, subsection ( 4 ), we have added the
requirement that the facility must document in writing
that an employee/analytical x-ray machine operator has
been instructed in radiation safety. Otherwise there is no
means of determining compliance, and the facility has
no way of proving that they have complied. Other
changes are of housekeeping nature.
Purpose: To regulate the use of x-ray machines by
hospitals, physicians, chiropractors, dentists, podiatrists,
veterinarians, and industry. These rules are designed to
reduce public exposure to radiation.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 70.98.050
and 70.98.080.
Summary: New definitions have been added, cross
references to WAC within the text have been changed
since Title 402 WAC was recodified to Title 246 WAC,
and substantive changes have been made to improve the
department's ability to reduce unnecessary exposure to
x-radiation from medical, dental and analytical x-rays
machines.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implementation and Enforcement: Michael Odlaug,
Room 220, 2 I 7 Pinc Street, Seattle, 98101, SC 5765408.
Name of Proponent: Department of Health,
governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or
state court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: These regulations deal with the performance standards of x-ray machines and associated procedures and
equipment. The rules have been updated to keep pace

with the changes in the health care technology. Changes
have been made in x-ray machine output and accuracy
requirements as well as in film processing standards to
improve the level of exposure reduction that is possible
today. The effects, however, will be minimal since most
practices and machines already meet the proposed standards. The other purposes for the rule changes are
housekeeping, definition changes and cross reference
changes from a recodification that took place in early
1991.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: See
Title of Rule above.
No small business economic impact statement is required for this proposal by chapter I 9.85 RCW.
No allowance for small business impact can be made
because almost all the registrants are small businesses,
and the nature of the rules are such that all registrants
must comply (the rules have to do with x-ray machine
performance standards and other radiation safety
issues).
These chapters of the WAC deal with the regulation
of x-ray users and the safety requirements that they
must follow to reduce exposure to patients, the public
and the x-ray machine operators themselves. Chapter
246-224 WAC deals with registration of x-ray facilities;
chapter 246-225 WAC contains the technical requirements for the use of x-rays in the healing arts; chapter
246-228 WAC covers analytical machines; and chapter
246-229 WAC covers particle accelerators. Changes
have been made in the following categories: Housekeeping, clarity, language and typographical, all the above
chapters; substantive content with additions and deletions, chapters 246-224 and 246-225 WAC; and section
heading and text references from old WAC numbers
(402) to new (246), all the above chapters.
The substantive areas of the proposed changes in the
regulations are in the areas of operator training, exemption of mammography from screening requirements,
proper use of grids, making items that were formerly
"good practices" now mandatory (but which in fact are
commonly practices as "state of the art"), improvement
of the plan review provisions, expansion of the linearity
requirements, tightening up the x-ray machine output
reproducibility standards, enlargement of the film processing standards, outlawing dental machines of low kilovoltage, disallowing the taking of radiographs solely for
the purpose of satisfying third party reimbursement requirements, and condensation and streamlining of the
therapy regulations.
The following table shows the distribution of registrants that we regulate: 2400 dentists; 900 medical private practice; 710 chiropractors; 450 veterinarians; 130
podiatrists; 110 hospitals; 80 industrial and research type
facilities; and 30 other (airport baggage, coroner,
schools, etc.).
The Regulatory Fairness Act is designed to minimize
proportionately the higher economic impact of state regulation on small businesses. With the exception of a few
large facilities such as Boeing, Group Health, Swedish
Hospital, Washington State University and the University of Washington, the vast majority of facilities that
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we register and inspect are "small businesses," i.e., veterinarians, dentists, chiropractors, and physicians. These
are identified as SIC codes 74, 801, 802, 803, 804, and
806.
The technical regulations apply to all registrants regardless of facility size. Shielding must be provided to
operators of the machines, the performance of the machine must meet safety standards, the film processing
must be adequate to ensure high quality diagnostic images and minimal patient dose, etc. The changes proposed do not force a disproportionate burden of costs
upon small businesses. Therefore, a small business impact statement with mitigation is neither necessary nor
feasible. Mitigating the impact of either the existing
rules or the proposed changes is not possible when accomplishing the stated objectives of the statute (chapter
70.98 RCW).
Currently, the above listed registrants pay fees for
owning and using x-ray machines (although for this filing of regulation changes, fees are not involved and are
discussed here only as background information). The
fees are based on how frequently we inspect the particular facility type, which in turn is based on the public
health impact of the x-ray use in question. For example,
we inspect veterinarians and industry only once every 45 years versus 2-3 years for medical facilities where not
only do we have exposure of the operator but exposure
of the patient. Dental and podiatric are only once every
4-5 years also, but that is because the amount of radiation (in intensity and beam size) and the area of the
body irradiated are different and therefore we give one
more attention to medical than dental.
Hearing Location: 08-2 Auditorium, 12th and
Franklin, Olympia, Washington, June 25, 1991, at 2:00
p.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Leslie Baldwin, 1300
S.E. Quince Street, Mailstop EY-16, Olympia, WA
98504, by June 24, 1991.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 2, 1991.
May 16, 1991
Pam Campbell Mead
for Kristine M. Gebbie
Secretary
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I/ 3 l /91)
WAC 246-224-00 I PURPOSE AND SCOPE. (I) This chapter
provides for the registration of radiation machine facilities.
(2) For purposes of chapter ((46Z=i-6)) 246-224 WAC of these regulations, "facility" means the location at which one or more radiation
machines are installed, manufactured, tested, and/or located within
one building, vehicle, or ((u11dci one 1oof and a1c u11dci the sa111c ad
minisli atilt eont1 ol)) in one physical complex.
(3) In addition to the requirements of this chapter, all registrants
are subject to the applicable provisions of other parts of these
regulations.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-224-020 APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION
OF RADIATION MACHINE FACILITIES. Each person having a
radiation machine facility shall apply for registration of such facility
with the department within fifteen calendar days after the initial operations of a radiation machine facility. Application for registration shall
be completed on forms furnished by the department or on similar
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forms and containing all the information required by the department
form and accompanying instructions. Each application shall be accompanied by fees in accordance with WAC 246-254-053.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-224-030 ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION. Upon a determination that an application meets WAC
((402 16 230)) 246-224-020 of the registration regulations, and requirements of WAC ((440 44=650)) 246-254-053. 'Radiation machine facility registration fees,' the department shall issue a notice of
registration.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /9 I)
WAC 246-224-040 EXPIRATION OF CERTIFICATE OF
REGISTRATION. Except as provided by WAC ((402 16 238)) 246224-050(2) each certificate of registration shall expire at the end of
the day on the date stated therein.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-224-050 RENEWAL OF CERTIFICATE OF-REGISTRA TION. (I) Application for renewal of registration shall be filed
in accordance with WAC ((402 16 230)) 246-224-020 and 246-254053 at least thirty days prior to the expiration date.
(2) In any case in which a registrant not less than thirty days prior
to the expiration of his existing certificate of registration has filed an
application in proper form for renewal, such existing certificate of registration shall not expire until the application status has been determined by the department.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-224-060 SEPARATE LOCATIONS. ((A single 1eg
ist1 atio11 fo1111 111ay be u5cd to include scvc1 al facilities p1 ovidcd such
facilities arc undc1 the ownt1ship 01 admiuisliativc conliol of the 1cg
istta11t and ate withiu 011c siuglc co111plcx.)) Geographically separate
facilities must be registered separately and pay full fees as described
under WAC 246-254-053, even if these geographically separate facilities are under one administrative control. Where, as a routine part of
the normal conduct of business, registrable items arc moved between
or among such locations, the registrant will so indicate at the time of
registration. Each registrant shall name one or more designated persons, preferably one for each location where the registrant is not normally present, who may be contacted by the department with respect
to the requirements for registration.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective l / 31 /9 I)
WAC 246-224-070 REPORT OF CHANGES. The registrant
shall notify the department in writing when making any change which
would render the information contained in the application for registration and/or certificate of registration no longer accurate. Notifications
shall be sent to ((Radiation))~ Control Section, ((MS B 17 9,
1409 S111ith Towci, Seattle, 'NA 98104)) Department of Health,
Mailstop LE-13, Olympia, WA 98504. Notification shall be sent no
later than thirty days after such change in the registration information.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/3 I /91)
WAC 246-224-080 APPROV/\L NOT IMPLIED. ((No)) A
person shall neither refer. in any advertisement, to the fact that a f;!:
cility is registered with the department pursuant to the provisions of
WAC ( (402 16 230 and so .is to)) 246-224-020, nor imply that any
activity under such registration has been approved by the department.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I/ 3 I /91)
WAC 246-224-090 REPAIR PERSON, ASSEMBLER. OR INSTALLER OBLIGATION. (I) Any person who sells. leases, transfers. lends, disposes, assembles. or installs radiation machines in this
state shall notify the department within fifteen calendar days of:
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(a) The name and address of persons who have received these
machines;
(b) The manufacturer, model, and serial number of the master control of each radiation machine transferred; and
(c) The date of transfer of each radiation machine.
(2) No person shall make or install radiation machines, accessories
used in connection with such machines or any components of such machines unless:
(a) Such machines, accessories, or components meet the requirements of these regulations.
(b) The registrant or transferee using such machines, accessories. or
components has met the requirements of WAC ((402 28 032)) 246225-030, when applicable, prior to the date of transfer.
(c) Shielding and/or construction requirements, as determined pursuant to WAC ((402 28 032)) 246-225-030 when applicable, have
been completed prior to the date of transfer of such machines, accessories, or components.
(3) When requested by the registrant to make repair on an x-ray
system that has malfunctioned in such a manner to have caused, or
possibly caused an unintentional radiation exposure to patients, operator or member of the public, the assembler, transferor or installer, is
required to notify the department of such work within twenty-four
hours. or before repair is effected, whichever comes first. See WAC
((402 28 020)) 246-225-010 for definition of accidental radiation exposure and electronic product defect.
(4) Certified x-ray systems (21 CFR ((teee)), subchaptcr J) shall
be assembled in such a manner that manufacturer's specifications and
intended performance designs arc met.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
OUT-OF-STATE RADIATION MAWAC 246-224-100
CHINES. (I) Whenever any radiation machine is to be brought into
the state, for any temporary use, the person proposing to bring such
machine into the state shall give written notice to the department at
least three working days before such machine is to be used in the state.
The notice shall include the type of radiation machine; the nature, duration, and scope of use; and the exact location(s) where the radiation
machine is to be used. If for a specific case the three working-day period would impose an undue hardship, the person may, upon application to the department, obtain permission to proceed sooner.
(2) In addition the out-of-state person shall:
(a) Comply with all applicable regulations of the department.
(b) Supply the department such other information as the department may reasonably request.

(((c) 1'4ot opciatc ~itliin the state 011 a lti1ipo1a1y basis in excess of
011c hu11d1cd eighty ealc11da1 days pe1 yea1.)) (3) X-ray machines not
intended for patient diagnosis and treatment may operate within the
state without registration and fee payment if such operation is less
than or equal to sixty days per calendar year. If operation in excess of
((011e hu11d1ed eighty)) sixty calendar days is desired, standard registration and fee procedures arc required (sec WAC ((402 16 230))
246-224-::o20"and 246-254-053).
(4) Standard registration and fee payment arc required for all medical and dental x-ray machine operation within the state regardless of
number of days of such operation.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-225-010 DEFINITIONS. As used in this chapter, the
following definitions apply:
(I) "Accessible surface" means the external surface of the enclosure
or housing provided by the manufacturer.
(2) "Accidental radiation exposure incident" means an exposure to a
patient, an operator. or a member of the public that was unintentional.
(3) "Added filter" means the filter added lo the inherent filtration.
(4) "Aluminum equivalent" means the thickness of aluminum (type
1100 alloy) affording the same attenuation. under specified conditions.
as the material in question. (The nominal chemical composition of type
1100 aluminum alloy is 99.00 percent minimum aluminum. 0.11 percent copper.)
(5) "Assembler" means any person engaged in the business of assembling, replacing, or installing one or more components into an
x-ray system or subsystem. An assembler may be the practitioner.
his/her employee, an outside contractor. or an employee of an outside
firm.

(6) "Attenuation block" means a block or stack, having dimensions
20 cm by 20 cm by 3.8 cm, of type 1100 aluminum alloy or other aluminum alloys having equivalent attenuation.
(7) "Automatic exposure control" means a device which automatically controls one or more technique factors in order to obtain at a
preselected location(s) a required quantity of radiation (see also
"phototimcr" ).
(8) "Barrier" (see "protective barrier").
(9) "Beam axis" means a line from the source through the centers of
the x-ray fields.
(10) "Beam-limiting device" means a device which provides a
means to restrict the dimensions of the x-ray field.
( 11) "Beam monitoring system" means a system designed to detect
and measure the radiation present in the useful beam.
(12) "C-arm x-ray system" means an x-ray system in which the
image receptor and x-ray tube housing assembly are connected by a
common mechanical support system in order to maintain a desired
spatial relationship. This system is designed to allow a change in the
projection of the beam through the patient without a change in the
position of the patient.
@ "Cephalometric device" means a device intended for the radiographic visualization and measurement of the dimensions of the human
head.
((t+Jt)) i.!..il "Certified components" means components of x-ray
systems which have been certified by the manufacturer as meeting the
requirements of the federal performance standard for x-ray
equipment.
((f+47))@ "Certified system" means any x-ray system which has
one or more certified component(s).
((f+51)) @ "Changeable filters" means any filter, exclusive of inherent filtration, which can be removed from the useful beam through
any electronic, mechanical or physical process.
((ft6t)) illl "Coefficient of variation (C)" means the ratio of the
standard deviation to the mean value of a population of observations.
It is estimated using the following equation:

c=

s

x

=

n

x

[[
1=1

cx 1-x>2
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where
s = Estimated standard deviation of the population.
X = Mean value of observations in sample.
X(i) = i1h observation sampled.
n = Number of observations in sample.
((tt7t)) i!.§2 "Contact therapy system" means an x-ray system
wherein the x-ray tube port is put in contact with or within 5 centimeters of, the surface being treated.
((tffl7))@ "Control panel" means that part of the x-ray control
upon which are mounted the switches, knobs, pushbuttons, and other
hardware necessary for manually setting the technique factors.
((f+97)) QQ2 "Cooling curve" means the graphical relationship between heat units stored and cooling time.
((t%6})) .\1Jl "Date of transfer." See installation date.
((tz+J))@ "Dead-man switch" means a switch so constructed
that a circuit closing contact can be maintained only by continuous
pressure on the switch by the operator.
((tz-Zt)) Ql1 "Department" means the department of ((social a11d))
health ( (!'ICT"riccs)) which has been designated as the state radiation
control agency.
((tffl))@ "Detector" {sec "radiation detector").
((fT4t)) illl "Diagnostic source assembly" means the tube housing
assembly with a beam-limiting device attached.
({tffl))@ "Diagnostic x-ray system" means an x-ray system designed for irradiation of any part of the human or animal body for the
purpose of recording or visualization for diagnostic purposes.
((tz61))@ "Direct scattered radiation" means that scattered radiation which has been deviated in direction only by materials irradiated by the useful beam (sec also "scattered radiation").
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((tffl)) fill "Electronic product defect' means an error in design,
manufacture, or performance of an x-ray system such that unintentional radiation exposure to a patient, an operator, or a member of the
public has occurred.
((tzll7)) .Q2.l "Entrance exposure rate' means the ((1ocntgcns)) ~
posure measured free-in-air per unit time where the useful beam enters the patient.
((tffl)) QQl "Equipment' (sec "x-ray equipment").
(({'3e7)) ill). *"Exposure" means the quotient of dQ divided by dm
where dQ is the absolute value of the total charge of the ions of one
sign produced in air when all the electrons (negatrons and positrons)
liberated by photons in a volume element of air having mass dm are
completely stopped in air. (The special unit of exposure is the
roentgen.)
Note:

*When the word, exposure, is used in this part to mean one or more
irradiations of a person for a healing arts purpose, or in a more general
sense, it will not be underlined [italicized].

(((7t1)) Qll "Field emission equipment" means equipment which
uses an x-ray tube in which electron emission from the cathode is due
solely to the action of an electric field.
((t3Z7)) Q.ll "Filter" means material placed in the useful beam to
absorb preferentially selected radiations.
(((':B1)) ill! "Fluoroscopic imaging assembly' means a component
which comprises a reception system in which x-ray photons produce a
fluoroscopic image. It includes equipment housings, electrical interlocks if any, the primary protective barrier, and structural material
providing linkage between the image receptor and the diagnostic
source assembly.
((f3'41)) (35) "Focal spot" means the area on the anode of the x-ray
tube bombarded by the electrons accelerated from the cathode, and
from which the useful beam originates.
Ll.fil. "Full beam detector" means a radiation detector of such size
that the total cross section of the maximum size useful beam is
intercepted.
((~)) .(ill 'General purpose radiographic x-ray system' means
any radiographic x-ray system which, by design, is not limited to radiographic examination of specific anatomical regions.
((('367)) .Ll.fil "Gonad shield" means a protective barrier for the
testes or ovaries.
(((-371)) iill "Half-value layer (HVL)" means the thickness of
specified material which attenuates the beam of radiation to an extent
such that the exposure rate is reduced to one-half of its original value.
In this definition the contribution of all scattered radiation, other than
any which might be present initially in the beam concerned, is deemed
to be excluded.
((f3ti7)) iiQl 'Healing arts screening" means the testing of an
asymptomatic population using x-ray machines for the detection or
evaluation of health indications when such tests are not specifically and
individually ordered by a licensed practitioner of the healing arts legally authorized to prescribe such x-ray tests for the purpose of diagnosis or treatment.
'Heat unit" means a unit of energy equal to the
((('397)) @
product of the peak kilovoltage, miliamperes, and seconds, i.e., kVp x
mA x second.
"Image intensifier' means a device consisting of an
((t407)) @
image intensifier tube installed in its housing which instantaneously
converts an x-ray pattern into a light image of higher energy density.
((('#1)) ill). "Image receptor' means any device, such as a fluorescent screen or radiographic film, which transforms incident x-ray
photons either into a visible image or into another form which can be
made into a visible image by further transformations.
((f4'Z1)) i1il "Image receptor support' means that part of a
mammographic system designed to support the image receptor in a
plane perpendicular to the x-ray beam during ((a mammog1 aphic ex

a111ination)) mammography.
((t-437)) @ "Inherent filtration" means the filtration of the useful

beam provided by the permanently installed components of the tube
housing assembly.
((~)) 1121 "Installation date" means the earliest date that a machine, accessory, or component is able to be used by a registrant or
transferee but no later than the date of the first human exposure made
using the machine, accessory, or component that has been installed.
((~)) ii1.l 'Interlock' means a device arranged or connected
such that the occurrence of an event or condition is required before a
second event or condition can occur or continue to occur.
((f46t)) ill). "Irradiation" means the exposure of matter to ionizing
radiation.
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(((-4-17)) iill "Kilovolts peak (kVp)" (see "peak tube potential').
((f487)) 12.Ql 'kV" means kilovolts.
((('497)) {?,!.l 'kWs" means kilowatt second which is equal to the
3
product of peak kilovolts. amperes, and seconds or 10- X kV((:)) X
mA((:)) X sec.
(((-56})) Ull "Lead equivalent" means the thickness of lead affording the same attenuation, under specified conditions, as the material in
question.
(((-5+})) .{lll 'Leakage radiation' means radiation emanating from
the diagnostic or therapeutic source assembly except for:
(a) The useful beam and
(b) Radiation produced when the exposure switch or timer is not
activated.
((t5Z})) Ll..12 'Leakage technique factors" means the technique factors associated with the tube housing assembly which are used in measuring leakage radiation. They arc defined as follows:
(a) For capacitor energy storage equipment, the maximum rated
peak tube potential and the maximum rated number of exposures in an
hour for operation at the maximum rated peak tube potential with the
quantity of charge per exposure being 10 milliampere seconds, or the
minimum obtainable from the unit, whichever is larger.
(b) For field emission equipment rated for pulsed operation, the
maximum rated peak tube potential and the maximum rated number
of x-ray pulses in an hour for operation at the maximum rated peak
tube potential.
(c) For all other equipment, the maximum rated peak tube potential
and the maximum rated continuous tube current for the maximum
rated peak tube potential.
((~))~'Light field' means that area of the intersection of the
light beam from the beam-limiting device and one of the set of planes
parallel to and including the plane of the image receptor, whose perimeter is the locus of points at which the illumination is one-fourth of
the maximum in the intersection.
((f547)) ~ "Linc-voltage regulation' means the difference between the no-load and the load Ii ne potentials expressed as a percent
of the load line potential; that is,
Percent
Ii ne-vol tagc
regulation
where:
V(n) = No-load line potential
V(I) = Load line potential
((f"t)) i122 "mA' means tube current in milliamperes.
((f56-t)) li§2 'mAs" means milliampere second or the product of
the tube current in milliamperes and the time of exposure in seconds.
((~)) ~ "Maximum line current" means the root mean
squared current in the supply line of an x-ray machine operating at its
maximum rating.
((t5'81)) i§Q}. "Mobile equipment" (see "x-ray equipment").
((('59-t)) f2..ll "Modified installation" means a room, building, office,
or facility in which structural parameters which affect radiation safety
are being changed; these parameters include such things as reconstruction or moving of walls, replacement of the x-ray machine with one of
higher kVp or mA, a change in the direction of the beam, replacement
of the control panel so that operator protection is adversely affected, a
change in occupancy of adjacent areas, workload changes, etc.
((f66t)) 1§.n. "New installation" means a room, building. office, or
facility newly built, or in which previously there has been no radiation
machine.
((f6+7)) l§.D. 'Peak tube potential' means the maximum value of
the potential difference across the x-ray tube during an exposure.
((('671)) (64) "Phantom" means a volume of material similar to tissue with respect to attenuation and scattering of x-ray photons. This
requires that the atomic number (Z) and the density of the material be
similar to those of tissue.
~ "Phototimer" - means a device which controls radiation exposure to the image receptor by detecting the total amount of radiation
reaching the device. The radiation monitoring dcvice(s) is part of an
electronic circuit which controls the time the tube is activated (see also
"automatic exposure control").
((f611)) ~"Portable equipment' (see 'x-ray equipment').
((fMt)) .(&ll "Position indicating device (PID)' means a device, on
dental x-ray equipment which indicate the beam position and establishes a definite source-surface (skin) distance. The device may or may
not incorporate or serve as a beam-limiting device.
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((~)) (68) "Positive beam limitation" means the automatic or
semi-automatic adjustment of an x-ray beam to the selected image
receptor size, whereby exposures cannot be made without such
adjustment.
1.§21 "Primary protective barrier" (see "protective barrier").
((f661)) QQl "Protected area" means a shielded area in which attenuation of x-radiation is sufficient to meet the exposure limits of
WAC ((402 24 020)) 246-221-010 and the principles of WAC
((402 10=010)) 246-220-007 and "ALARA" for individuals in that
area.
((f671)) Qll "Protective apron" means an apron made of radiation
absorbing materials, used to reduce radiation exposure.
((f6S7)) @
"Protective barrier" means a barrier of radiation absorbing material(s) used to reduce radiation exposure.
(a) "Primary protective barrier" means the material, excluding filters, placed in the useful beam, ((fut pt otcction put poses, to t educe
the)) to protect anyone other than the patient from radiation exposure.
(b) "Secondary protective barrier" means a barrier sufficient to attenuate the stray radiation to the required degree.
((f697)) @
"Protective glove" means a glove made of radiation
absorbing materials used to reduce radiation exposure.
((t767)) (74) "Quality assurance" is a program designed to produce
high quality radiographs at minimal cost and minimal patient
exposure.
(75) "Quality control" is the routine measurement of the performance of the diagnostic x-ray imaging system, from x-ray beam output
to the viewing of radiographs, and the continual adjustment of that
performance to an optimal and consistent level.
Qfil "Radiation detector" means a device which in the presence of
radiation provides by either direct or indirect means, a signal or other
information suitable for use in measuring one or more quantities of incident radiation.
((f*t)) (77) "Radiation safety" means efforts directed at occupational exposure reduction, patient exposure reduction, image quality
improvement, diagnostic imaging system quality assurance, radiation
measurements, dose evaluations, compliance with state and federal
regulations, and related issues.
QJU "Radiation therapy simulation system" means a fluoroscopic or
radiographic x-ray system intended for localizing the volume to be exposed during radiation therapy and confirming the position and size of
the therapeutic irradiation field.
((tn})) Q2l "Radiograph" means an image receptor on which the
image is created directly or indirectly by an x-ray pattern and results
in a permanent record.
(((-7-31)) ~ "Radiographic imaging system" means any system
whereby a permanent or ((semi pct manc11t)) temporary image is recorded on an image receptor by the action of ionizing radiation.
((fr4})) iJ!.ll "Rating" means the operating limits of an x-ray system or subsystem as specified by the component manufacturer.
((tT'1)) ~ "Recording" means producing a permanent form of an
image resulting from x-ray photons (e.g., film, video tape).
((f1"6t)) fill "Response time" means the time required for an instrument system to reach 90 percent of its final reading when the radiation-sensitive volume of the instrument system is exposed to a step
change in radiation flux from zero sufficient to provide a steady state
midscale reading.
((f7-Tt)) ~ "Scattered radiation" means radiation that, during
passage through matter, has been deviated in direction (see also "direct scattered radiation").
((fr81)) ~ "Secondary protective barrier" (see "protective
barrier").
((fT91)) ill} "Shutter" means a device attached to the tube housing
assembly which can totally intercept the entire cross sectional area of
the useful beam and which has a lead equivalency at least that of the
tube housing assembly.
((tse1)) ~"SID" (see "source-image receptor distance").
((tf!t7)) ~ "Source" means the focal spot of the x-ray tube.
((~)) ~ "Source-image receptor distance (SID)" means the
distance from the source to the center of the input surface of the image
receptor.
((f8"37)) (90) "Source-to-skin-distance (SSD)" means the distance
between the source and the skin entrance plane of the patient.
12.D. "Special purpose x-ray equipment" means that which is designed for radiographic examination of one specific area of the body.
((tft4t)) ~ "Spot check" means an abbreviated calibration procedure which is performed to assure that a previous calibration continues
to be valid.

((fS-51)) 1m "Spot film device" means a device intended to transport and/or position a radiographic image receptor between the x-ray
source and fluoroscopic image receptor, including a device intended to
hold a cassette over the input end of an image intensifier for the purpose of making a radiograph.
((fa67)) i2i.l "Spot film" means a radiograph which is made during
a fluoroscopic examination to record permanently conditions which exist during that fluoroscopic procedure.
((f&T))) 1.21). "Stationary equipment" (see "x-ray equipment").
((~)) i2§l "Stray radiation" means the sum of leakage and scattered radiation.
((t89t)) @
"Technique factors" means the conditions of operation. They are specified as follows:
(a) For capacitor energy storage equipment, peak tube potential in
kV and quantity of charge in mAs.
(b) For field emission equipment rated for pulsed operation, peak
tube potential in kV and number of x-ray pulses.
(c) For all other equipment, peak tube potential in kV and:
(i) Either tube current in mA and exposure time in seconds,
(ii) Or the product of tube current and exposure time in mAs.
((f907)) i2fil "Transmission detector" means a radiation detector
through which the useful beam or part of the useful beam passes.
((~)) .{22l "Treatment volume" means the region, in the patient,
to which a specified dose is to be delivered.
((~)) i!QQl "Tube" means an x-ray tube, unless otherwise
specified.
((tffl)) i!Q!l "Tube housing assembly" means the tube housing
with tube installed. It includes high-voltage and/or filament transformers and other appropriate elements when they are contained within the tube housing.
((f94})) i!Qn "Tube rating chart" means the set of curves which
specify the rated limits of operation of the tube in terms of the technique factors.
((f951)) i!Qn "Useful beam" means the radiation which passes
through the tube housing port and the aperture of the beam-limiting
device when the exposure switch or timer is activated.
((t%})) i.!Q11 "Variable-aperture beam-limiting device" means a
beam-limiting device which has capacity for stepless adjustment of the
x-ray field size.
((~)) i..!Q11 "Visible area" means that portion of the input surface of the image receptor over which incident x-ray photons produce
a visible image.
((("9S1)) i..!Qfil "Wedge filter" means an added filter with changing
radio-opacities used to achieve more uniform optical densities on the
image receptor when a body part of varying absorption characteristics
is radiographed.
((t99})) i!QZ1 "X-ray control" means a device which controls input
power to the x-ray high-voltage generator and/or the x-ray tube. It
includes equipment which controls the technique factors of an x-ray
exposure.
((tf001)) ~"X-ray equipment" means an x-ray system, subsystem, or component thereof. Types of x-ray equipment are as follows:
(a) 'Mobile' means x-ray equipment mounted on a permanent base
with wheels and/or casters for moving while completely assembled.
(b) 'Portable' means x-ray equipment designed to be hand-carried.
(c) 'Stationary' means x-ray equipment which is installed in a fixed
location.
((fffltt)) i.!Q2l "X-ray field" means that area of the intersection of
the useful beam and any one of the set of planes parallel to and including the plane of the image receptor, whose perimeter is the locus of
points at which the exposure rate is one-fourth of the maximum in the
intersection.
((tffl2t)) il.!Ql "X-ray high-voltage generator" means a device
which transforms electrical energy from the potential supplied by the
x-ray control to the tube operating potential. The device may also include means for transforming alternating current to direct current, filament transformers for the x-ray tube(s), high-voltage switches, electrical protective devices, and other appropriate elements.
((f-HBt)) i!..!ll "X-ray system" means an assemblage of components for the controlled production of x-rays. It includes minimally an
x-ray high-voltage generator, an x-ray control, a tube housing assembly, a beam-limiting device, and the necessary supporting structures.
Additional components which function with the system are considered
integral parts of the system.
((fttM7)) 1.!ill "X-ray subsystem" means any combination of two
or more components of an x-ray system for ·which there are requirements specified in this part.
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((~)) i!..!l2. "X-ray tube" means any electron tube which is designed to be used primarily for the production of x-rays.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-225--020 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS-ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS. (I) No person shall make, sell, lease,
transfer, lend, or install x-ray equipment or the accessories used in
connection with such equipment unless such accessories and equipment, when properly placed in operation and properly used, ((wttt))
shall meet the requirements of ((these 1cgulations)) this chapter.
----c2) The registrant in control of the x-ray machines shall be responsible for directing the operation of the x-ray machines ((which ai c in
his/hc1 conhol)). The registrant or registrant's agent shall assure
((tlTat)) the following provisions are met in the operation of the x-ray
((machinc(s))) machine or machines:
(a) ((i'm)) The registrant shall not operate an x-ray machine for
diagnostic or therapeutic purposes when the x-ray machine ((whtch));
.ill._Qoes not meet the provisions of ((these 1cgulations,)) this chapter; or ((which))
(ii) Is malfunctioning ((in a mannc1 that)) and threatens the health
or safety of the patient, operator, or general public ((shall not be ope•
atcd fo1 diag.iOstic 01 thc1apcutic pm poses)).
(b) Individuals ((who will be)) operating the x-ray equipment shall
be adequately instructed in safe operating procedures and shall be able
to demonstrate competence, upon request from the department, in the
correct use of the equipment. Required areas of ((competency)) competence are listed in Appendix II. T~e degartment may ?ete~mine
compliance with subsection (2)(b) of this sectJon by observatwn, interview, or testing;
(c) ((In the 1icinity of)) At each x-ray system's control panel, a
chart shall be provided((;)) which specifies for ((most)) !b!, examinations ((which me)) performed by that system ((a listing of)) the following information((, including but not limited to the following, fo1

each p1ojcction within that cxaa1i11ation)):
(i) Patient's anatomical size versus technique factors ((to-be))
utilized;
(ii) Source to image receptor distance ((to-be)) used;
(iii) Type and placement of ((gonad)) patient shielding ((to--bc))
used, for example, gonad, thyroid, lap apron; ((and))
(iv) If applicable, settings for automatic exposure devices; and
(v) Type and size of film or screen-film combination to be used.
(d) When required by the department, a registrant shall create and
provide to operators of the x-ray system, radiation safety procedures
which address patient and occupationally-exposed personnel safety.
These procedures shall ((insh act, 01)) define ((any)) restrictions of the
operating technique required for safe operation of the particular x-ray
system((:));
(e) Except for patients who cannot be moved out of the room and
the patient being examined, only the staff and ancillary personnel required for the medical procedure or training shall be present in the
room during the radiographic exposure. Other than the patient being
examined:
(i) All individuals shall be positioned such that no part of the body
including the extremities not protected by 0.5 mm lead equivalent will
be struck by the useful beam((:));
(ii) The x-ray operator, other staff and ancillary personnel shall be
protected from the direct scatter radiation by protective aprons or
whole body protective barriers of not less than 0.25 mm lead
equivalent((:));
(iii) Patients who cannot be removed from the room shall be;
i!il..!'.rotected from the direct scatter radiation by whole body protective barriers of not less than 0.25 mm lead equivalent; or ((sltatt-be

so))

ifil.._fositioned ((tlTat)) so the nearest portion of the body is at least
2 meters from both the tUiie head and the nearest edge of the image
receptor.
(iv) The department may require additional protective devices when
a portion of the body of ((any)) staff or ancillary personnel is potentially subjected to stray radiation which ((cottld)) ~ result in that
individual receiving one quarter of the maximum permissible dose
((as)) defined ((in)) under WAC ((462 24~26 of these 1cgulations,
additional p1otccti;c dc1iccs way be 1cqun cd by the dcpa1 tmwt))
246-221--010.
(f) Gonad shielding of not less than 0.5 i:nm lead eq~ivalen~ shall ~e
used for patients ((who-aTC)) of reproductive age during rad1ograph1c
procedures in which the gonads are in the direct (useful) beam, except
( 279)
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for cases ((in which this would)) when gonad shielding may interfere
with the diagnostic procedure((:));
(g) Persons shall not be exposed to the useful beam except for healing arts purposes((, each cxposmc of which has been autho1izcd by)):
Only a licensed practitioner of the healing arts((. This p1 m isio1~ spc
cific:rity)) shall authorize an exposure to the useful beam. This requirement prohibits deliberate exposure for the following purposes:
(i) Exposure of an individual for training, demonstration, or other
purposes unless there are also healing arts requirements and proper
prescription ((has-been))~ provided((:));
(ii) Except for mammography performed by registered facilities on
self-referred patients, the exposure of an individual for the purpose of
healing arts screening without prior written approval of the state
health officer; and
(iii) Expos"ii'reof an individual for the sole purpose of satisfying a
third party's prerequisite for reimbursement under any health care

.!!!!!!.

(h) When a patient or film must be provided with auxiliary support
during a radiation exposure:
(i) Mechanical holding devices shall be used when the technique
permits. The safety rules, when required under subdivision (d) of this
subsection, shall list individual projections where holding devices cannot be utilized;
(ii) Written safety procedures, ((as)) when required ((by)) under
subdivision (d) of this subsection, shall indicate the requirements for
selecting a holder and the procedure the holder shall follow;
(iii) The human holder shall be protected as required ((by)) under
subdivision (e)(i) of this subsection((;)):...!he holder ((who-is)) occupationally exposed to radiation shall be provided with a personnel
monitoring device, worn at the collar outside the lead apron, and records of exposures shall be maintained;
(iv) No person shall be used routinely to hold film or patients;
(v) ((In those cases whc1c)) When the patient must hold the film
((any)), the portion of the body other than the area of clinical interest
struck by the useful beam shall be protected by not less than 0.5 mm
lead equivalent material;
(vi) ((Streb)) Holding the film or the patient shall be permitted only
in very unusual and rare situations; and
(vii) ((-For-the)) When a holder ((who)) is occupationally exposed to
radiation, a record shall be made of the examination and shall include;
~atient identification( (;-the));
~ame of the human holder((;));
iflQate of the examination((;));
iQ},Eumber of exposures; and
fil..Iechnique factors utilized for the ((cxposmc(s) whcnc1c1 the
p1 i111a1 y bca111 has knowingly i11tc1 scctcd a11y prn tio11 of the holder's
body)) exposures.
.
.
(i) Personnel dosimetry. All persons ((who-aTC)) associated with the
operation of an x-ray system are subject to both the occupational exposure limits and the requirements for the determination of the doses
((which a1c)) stated ((in)) under WAC ((462 24=024)) 246-221--020.
In addition((:)), when protective clothing or devices are worn on portions of the bodyand a dosimeter is required, at least one such dosimeter shall be utilized as follows:
(i) When an apron is worn, the monitoring device shall be worn at
the collar outside of the apron((:)); and
(ii) The dose to the whole body based on the maximum dose attributed to the most critical organ shall be recorded on the reports required ((by)) under WAC ((462 24=170 of these 1Cgalations)) 246221-230. If more than one device is used or a record is made of the
data, each dose shall be identified with the area where the device was
worn on the body.
((@)) !.!ill. Personnel monitoring of an operator ((is)) shall be required where;
~xposure switch cords are utilized that allow the operator to
stand in an unprotected area during exposures((;)); and
~orst--case measurements by the department show ((tlTat))
twenty-five percent of the exposure limits ~ specified ((in)) under
WAC ((462 24 626)) 246-221--010 may be exceeded.
((ftj)) i\tl All persons involved in the opera.lion of a. fluoroscope
and working within the fluoroscopy room during its operation ((must))
shall wear a personnel dosimeter ((in acco1dancc with)) required under
WAC ((462 24-4l76)) 246-221--090 and subsection (2)(i)(i) of this
((subsection)) section. If extremities are in or near the primary beam,
extremity dosimeters are also required((:));
((ffl)) ill Healing arts screening utilizing radiation. Any. person
proposing to conduct a healing arts screening program, with the
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exception of a mammography program, shall not initiate such a program without prior approval of the state health officer. When requesting such approval, that person shall submit the information outlined
((m)) under Appendix Ill of this part. If ((:my)) information submitted becomes invalid or outdated, the state health officer shall be notified immediately;
(k) When using scatter suppressing grids, the grids shall be:
(i) Clearly labelled with the focal distance for which they are designed to be used; and
(ii) Of the proper focal distance for the source-to-image distances
used.
Procedures and auxiliary eguipment designed to minimize patient
and personnel exposure commensurate with the needed diagnostic information shall be utilized.
(i) Film cassettes without intensifying screens shall not be used for
any routine diagnostic radiological imaging.
(ii) Portable or mobile x-ray eguipment shall be used only for examinations where it is impractical to transfer the patient(s) to a stationary x-ray installation.
(m) Patient log. Each facility shall keep a patient log and indicate
the following information as a minimum:
(i) Identification of the patient, including name, age, and sex;
(ii) Date of x-ray examination;
(iii) Examination or treatment given, technigue factors used, and
number of exposures. Where fluoroscopy is involved, the total fluoroscopic on-time shall also be recorded;
(iv) Any deviation from the standard procedure or technigue (including repeat exposures) as denoted in the technigue chart required
under subdivision (c) of this subsection;
(v) When applicable, the x-ray system used; and
(vi) Name or cross index of individuals who performed the exam.

W

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31 /91)
. WAC 246-225-030 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS-PLAN
REVIEW. (I) ((Prior-to)) Before construction, the floor plans and
equipment arrangement of ((ait)) medical installations (new or modifications of existing installations) utilizing x-rays for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes shall be submitted to~
~ qualified expert for determination of shielding requirements
using National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements
Report No. 49, or eguivalent; and ((submitted to))
1.QL[he department for subsequent review.
Review shall not imply approval.
(2) The review of such plans shall not preclude the requirement of
additional modifications should a subsequent analysis of operating
conditions indicate the possibility of an individual receiving a dose in
excess of the limits ((p1 esci ibed in)) reguired under WAC ( (46Z=M=
020, 402 24-4l35, and 402 24 040)) 246-221-010, 246-221-050, and
246-221-060.
(3) Diagnostic veterinary, podiatric, and dental ((inliao1al and pan
Ol"lm'rie)) facilities ((may)) shall be ((exempted)) exempt from submitting shielding calculations ((Thi:)) and floor ((plan showing those items
indicated in subsection (4) of thi5 section is submitted to the dcpar t
11tc11t. The dcpa1 trucnt 11iay 1cquir c additional in for 111ation if 11cccs
sary)) plans.
(4) In order for the department to provide an evaluation, technical
advice, and official review of the shielding requirements for a medical
radiation installation, a floor plan drawn to scale and the following
data ((ts)) are required:
(a) The normal location of the x-ray tube, along with an indication
of anode-cathode orientation to the cassette holders;
(b) The limits of the tube travel;
(c) The directions in which the tube ((wttl-be)) ~pointed;
(d) ((The location of any)) Window((s)) locations;
(e) The location of the control booth or operator's position;
(f) ((The location of)) Ihe exposure switch location;
(g) The position of the viewing window, if any;
(h) The composition and thickness of the walls;
(i) If more than one story, the height floor-to-floor;
U) If more than one story, the composition and thickness of materials in the ceiling or floor;
(k) The make and model of the x-ray machine;
(1) The maximum kVp and mA;
(m) The types of examination~ or treatments (((e:g:)) for example,
chest, cephalometric, general x-ray, or therapy);

(n) The identification and occupancy of areas adjacent to the x-ray
room;
(o) The anticipated x-ray workload((, which 111ay be)) expressed in
number of patients and exposures per week including:
.ill_J::echnique factors ((to--bc)) used, or milliampere-seconds or
milliampere-minutes per week((;)); and
illl...§stimates of the percentage-of ((cxposu1cs that a1c)) the workload expected to occur for a particular beam direction (((e.g., twenty
pc1cc11t of cxpvsmcs will be chest 1adiog1aphs))).
(5) For new and modified installations only, the following are minimum design requirements for medical x-ray machine operator((s'))
booths(( new installations only)). ((f))These requirements do not apply to dental ((intr.rorat)), podiatry, and veterinary installations((;
but)). See subsection((s (6~ and)) (7) of this section for dental panoramic and cephalometric.((t))
(a) The operator shall be allotted ((not less than)) 7.5 square feet QI
more of unobstructed floor space in the x-ray booths.
(i) The 7.5 sguare feet of minimum space ((as indicated aboiC
mttSt)) specified under subsection (5)(a) of this section shall be a geometric configuration where no dimension is less than two feet.
(ii) The allotted space shall ((be allotted excluding any)) exclude an
encumbrance by the console, such as an overhang, cables, or other
similar encroachment.
(iii) An extension of a straight line drawn between any point on the
edge of the booth shielding and ((a point one foot ho1 izontally be
yond)) the nearest vertical edge of a chest cassette holder or ((l111j'))
corner of the examination table shall not impinge on the unobstructed
space.
(iv) The booth walls shall be ((:rt-+cast)) seven feet high or more and
shall be permanently fixed to the floor or other structure as may be
necessary.
(v) When a door or moveable panel is used as the integral part of
the booth structure, it must have a permissive device which will prevent an exposure when the door or panel is not closed.
(b) Switch placement((~)). The operator's switch for the radiographic machine shall be fixed within the booth ((and)). The switch
shall:
((Shatt)) ,!!eat least 102 centimeters (((46)) forty inches) inside
the protected area; and
(ii) ((Shatt)) Allow the operator to use the available viewing
windows.
(c) Viewing system requirements((~)l:
(i) Each booth shall have at least one viewing device which ((wtlt))
shall:
---V.,) Be ((so)) placed ((that)) ~ the operator can view the patient
during ((l111j')) exposure; and
(B) ((The de1icc shall)) Be ((so)) placed ((that)) so the operator
Ciili j)) the
can have full view of ((ally Occupa11t of the I 00111 and
entries into the room.
(TI)When the viewing system is a window, the following requirements also apply:
(A) ((tt)) The window shall have a visible area of ((at--least)) one
square foot((:)) or more; and
(B) The glass shall have ((at--least)) the same lead equivalence 2!:
more as that required in the booth's wall ((in which it)) where the
glass is ((to-be)) mounted.
(iii) When the viewing system is by mirrors, the mirrors shall be
((so)) located ((as)) to accomplish the general requirements ((as-in))
under subdivision (i) of this subsection.
(iv) When the viewing system is by electronic means (((e:g:)) for
example, TV((~))):
(A) The camera shall be ((so)) located ((as)) to accomplish the
general requirements ((in)) under subdivision (i) of this subsection;
and
(B) There shall be an alternate viewing system as a backup for electronic failure.
(d) New or modified facilities shall maintain a copy of the floor plan
and shielding calculations reguired under subsection (I) of this section.
( 6) Dimensions of primary beam shielding (chest, cephalometer( (;
cte))) shall exceed the largest possible beam size by ((at--least)) 30.5
centimeters (one foot) or more in every direction. Cephalometric primary beam shielding shall be deemed adequate if, for a maximum
workload of twenty films a week, tw°=p<JUnd lead is installed (for
((occupiablc)) occupied areas).
(7) A viewing device shall be ((instatlcd)) present in dental panoramic and cephalometric x-ray installations; so ((that)) the requirements of subsection (5)(c) of this section are met.
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AMENDA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-225---040
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR
((*f±)) DIAGNOSTIC X-RAY SYSTEMS. In addition to other
requirements of this chapter, ((mt)) diagnostic x-ray systems shall
meet the following requirements:
(I) Warning label. The control panel containing the main power
switch shall bear the warning statement, legible and accessible to view:
"WARNING: This x-ray unit may be dangerous to patient and operator
unless safe exposure factors and operating instructions are observed."
(2) Battery charge indicator. On battery-powered generators, visual
means shall be provided on the control panel to indicate ((whether))
the battery is in a state of charge adequate for proper operation.
(3) Leakage radiation from the diagnostic source assembly. The
leakage radiation from the diagnostic source assembly: measured at a
distance of 1 meter in any direction from the source, shall not exceed
JOO milliroentgens in ((+)) one hour when the x-ray tube is operated
at its leakage technique factors. Compliance shall be determined by
measurements averaged over an area of one hundred sguare centimeters with no linear dimension greater than twenty centimeters.
( 4) Radiation from components other than the diagnostic source assembly. The radiation emitted by a component other than the diagnostic source assembly shall not exceed 2 milliroentgens in ((+)) £!!!:.hour
at 5 centimeters from ((any)) an accessible surface of the component
when it is operated in an assembled x-ray system under ((any)) conditions for which it was designed. Compliance shall be determined by
measurements averaged over an area of I 00 square centimeters with
no linear dimension greater than 20 centimeters.
(5) Beam quality.
(a) The half-value layer (HVL) of the useful beam for a given
x-ray tube potential shall not be less than the values shown in this
section, Table I. If it is necessary to determine such half-value layer at
an x-ray tube potential which is not listed in Table 1: linear interpolation or extrapolation ((nr.ry)) shall be made.
WAC ((402 28=635)) 246-225-040
Design
operating
range
(kilovolts peak)

Below ((56))
((56))

n-

n to 70-

Above 7 0 - - -

Measured
potential
(kilovolts
peak)

Half-value
layer (millimeters of
aluminum
equivalent)

30
40
((-49)) 50
((56)) i!..
60
70
71
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150

0.3
0.4
0.5
1.2
1.3
1.5
2.1
2.3
2.5
2.7
3.0
3.2
3.5
3.8
4.1

TABLE I

Half-value
layer (millimeter of
aluminum
equivalent
for dental units)

(6) Multiple tubes. Where two or more radiographic tubes are controlled by one exposure switch, the tube or tubes ((which have been))
selected shall be clearly indicated prior to initiation of the exposure.
Such indication shall be both on the x-ray control panel and near or
on the selected tube housing assembly ((which has been selected)).
(7) Mechanical support of tube head. The tube housing assembly
supports shall be adjusted such that the tube housing assembly ((wiii))
remains stable during an exposure unless the tube housing movement
during exposure is a designed function of the X-ray system.
(8) Technique indicators.
(a) The technique factors ((to-be)) used during an exposure shall be
indicated before the exposure begins, except when automatic exposure
controls are used, in which case the technique factors ((which a1c)) set
prior to the exposure shall be indicated.
(b) On equipment having fixed technique factors, the requirement,
((m)) under subdivision (a) of this subsection may be met by permanent markings. Indication of technique factors shall be visible from the
operator's position except in the case of spot films made by the
fluoroscopist.
(9) Certified units. All diagnostic x-ray systems certified to comply
with 21 CFR 1020 shall meet the requirements of that certification.
(I 0) Linearity((~)). The difference between the ratio of exposure to
mAs at one mA or mAs setting and the ratio at another mA or mAs
setting shall not exceed 0.10 times the sum of the ratios. This is written as:
X 1 - X2

:s:

0.10 (X 1 + X 2)

Where X 1 and X 2 are the ratios((;)) imR/mAsl for each mA or mAs
station.
The test ((wiii)) shall be performed at any ((two adjacent)) selections of mA ((statiOliSwith the satnc indicated focal spot size~

WiiITiidous n1A selection, the test will be per for 111cd at two i11dicatcd
111A stations diffc1 ing by not 11101c than a factoa of two)) or mAs with-

out regard to focal spot size, provided neither focal spot size is less
than 0.45 millimeter.
(I I) kVp accuracy((7)): The difference between the indicated and
actual kVp of an x-ray machine shall not be greater than ((~)) ten
percent of the indicated kVp, or, alternatively, if available, the accuracy specifications of the control panel manufacturer must be met.
(((12) Rcqui1e111cnts of subscctio11s (10) and (11) of this section ap

ply only to all ccatificd ntachincs and to those n11cc1 tificd 111achincs
whca c ta ansfca, sale, 01 1cassCJnbly fo1 use aftCJ Januat y I, 1984, is

invohed. Sec WAC 402 28=631(1).))

((H)) N/A
((H)) N/A
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
2.1
2.3
2.5
2.7
3.0
3.2
3.5
3.8
4.1

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I/ 31 /91)

(b) ((Bc1yllim11 window tubes have a 111ini1110111 of 0.5 111111 alu1ni
11u111 equivalent filliation pcrnrafrcntly ntountcd i11 the useful beam.
fet)) For capacitor energy storage equipment, compliance shall be

determined with neither the minimum nor the maximum quantity of
charge per exposure.
((fdt)) 1£l. The required minimal ((aluminum cquivalc11t filhation))
half-value layer shall include the filtration contributed by ((mt)) materials ((which a1c always p1cscnt)) permanently in position between
the focal spot of the tube and the patient. (((e:g:)) for example, a
((tabletop)) table top when the tube is mounted 'under the table" and
inherent filtration of the tube)
((fet)) ll!l Filtration control. For x-ray systems ((which have)) with
variable kVp and variable filtration for the useful beam, a device shall
link the kVp selector with the ((filtcrW)) filters and shall prevent an
exposure unless the minimum amount of filtration required by subdivision (a) of this subsection is in the useful beam for the ((given)) selected kVp ((which has been selected)).
-

[ 281)

WAC 246-225-050 FLUOROSCOPIC X-RAY SYSTEMS.
((-Aft)) fluoroscopic x-ray systems shall meet the following
requirements:
(I) Limitation of useful beam.
(a) The fluoroscopic tube shall not produce x-rays unless the primary barrier is in position to intercept the entire useful beam at all times.
(b) The entire cross section of the useful beam shall be intercepted
by the primary protective barrier of the fluoroscopic image assembly at
any source-to-image-distance (SIDl.
(c) Nonimage-intensified fluoroscopic equipment shall not be used.
(d) For image-intensified fluoroscopic equipment without a spot film
device, neither the length nor the width of the fluoroscopic x-ray field
in the plane of the image receptor shall exceed that of the visible area
of the image receptor by more than ((3)) three percent of the SID.
The sum of the excess length and the excess width shall be no greater
than ((4)) four percent of the SID. Measurements shall be made at the
minimum SID available but at no less than ((ti)) eight inches table top
to image receptor distance.
(e) For uncertified image-intensified fluoroscopic equipment with a
spot film device, the fluoroscopic x-ray beam with the shutters wide
open (during either fluoroscopy itself or spot films) shall be no larger
than the dimensions of the largest spot film size for which the device is
designed. Measurements shall be made at the minimum SID available,
but at no less than ((&)) eight inches table top to the film plane
distance.
(f) For certified (21 CFR 1020) image-intensified fluoroscopic
equipment with a spot film device, neither the length nor the width of
the fluoroscopic x-ray field in the plane of the image receptor shall exceed that of the visible area of the image receptor by more than ((3))
three percent of the SID. The sum of the excess width shall be no
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greater than ((4-)) four percent of the SID. Measurements shall be
made at the minimiiITISID available, but at no less than ((8)) eight
inches table top to film plane distance.
(g) ((F01 all image intensified)) fluoroscopic equipment beam
limitation:
(i) Means shall be provided to ((pc1 mit fu1 thc1 limitation of the x
ray-field)) reduce the beam size at the plane of the image receptor to
125 square centimeters or less; and
(ii) The minimum field size at the greatest SID shall be equal to or
less than 5 centimeters by 5 centimeters((~
(iii) Compliance with (d) and (c) of this subsection shall be dctc1

111incd with the bcan1 axis indicated to be pcr pc11dicula1 to the plane of
the i1nagc 1cecpto1. For 1cctangula1 x ray fields used with ci1cula1 i1n
age 1cccptio11, the ct 101 in alig11111c11t shall be deter 111i11cd along the

length and width din1cnsions of the x ray field which pass through the

ccntc1 of the visible a1ca of the i111agc 1cecpto1)).
(2) Activation of the fluoroscopic tube. X-ray production in the fluoroscopic mode shall be controlled by a deadman switch.
(3) Entrance exposure rate allowable limits.
(a) For equipment with or without automatic brightness control, the
exposure rate measured at the point where the center of the useful
beam enters the patient ((should be as low as p1acticablc and)) shall
not exceed ten roentgens per minute, except during film recording of
fluoroscopic images or when ((p1midcd with)) an optional high level
control (HLC) is activated. ((When so p1ovidCd, an audible signal
shall indicate use of the high level co11tr vi, special 111cans of activating,
via a dcadanan switch, shall be ncccssa1J fo1 activation of high level
control-:))
(b) For equipment ((which-is)) provided with ((optional high level
controt)) HLC, the equipment shall not be operable at ((:my)) !!. combination of tube potential and current which will result in an exposure
rate in excess of 5 roentgens per minute at the point where the center
of the useful beam enters the patient, unless the ((high level cvnbol))
HLC is activated.
Special means of activation of high level controls, such as additional pressure applied continuously by the operator, shall be required
to avoid accidental use.
(ii) A continuous signal audible to the fluoroscopist shall indicate
((that)) the high level control is ((being)) employed.
(c) Measuring compliance of entrance exposure rate limits. Compliance with ((this)) subsection (3) of this section shall be determined as
follows:.
(i) Movable grids and compression devices shall be removed from
the useful beam during the measurement((:));
(ii) If the source is below the table, exposu-re rate shall be measured
1 centimeter above the ((td'blctop)) table top or cradle((:));
(iii) If the source is above the table, the exposure rate shall be measured at 30 centimeters above the ((td'blctop)) table top with the end
of the beam-limiting device or spacer positioned as closely as possible
to the point of measurement((:));
(iv) In a C-arm type of fluoroscope, the exposure rate shall be measured 30 centimeters from the input surface of the fluoroscopic imaging assembly, with the source positioned at any available SID, provided the end of the beam-limiting device or spacer is no closer than 30
centimeters from the input surface of fluoroscopic imaging assembly;
and
(v) In a lateral-type fluoroscope, the exposure rate shall be measured at a point 15 centimeters from the center line of the x-ray source
with the end of the beam-limiting device or spacer positioned as closely as possible to the point of measurement. If the table top is movable,
the table top shall be positioned as closely as possible to the lateral xray source, with the end of the beam-limiting device or spacer no closer than 15 centimeters to the center line of the x-ray table.
(d) Periodic measurement of entrance exposure rate limits.
(i) Periodic measurements of the exposure rate shall be made. An
adequate period for such measurements shall be annually or after
((:my)) maintenance of the system ((which might affect)) affecting the
exposure rate.
(ii) Results of ((these)) exposure rate measurements shall be available where ((:my)) the fluoroscopist ((may have)) has ready access to
((them)) the measurements while using that fluoroscope. Results of the
measurements shall include:
.l'.il_Ihe maximum possi-ble Rf minute, as well as the physical factors used to determine ((a-It)) data((;));
ilil..!he name of the person performing the measurements((;));
(C) The last two dates the measurements were performed((;)); and
(D) The type of device used in making the measurements.
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(iii) Conditions of measurement((:)):
(A) The kVp shall be adjusted to that which will produce the maximum entrance exposure rate;
(B) The high level control, if present, shall not be activated;
(C) The x-ray ((systcm(s))) systems that incorporate((s)) automatic exposure rate control (automatic brightness control((,-ete:))) shall
have sufficient material ((tc:-g:-)), for example, lead or lead equivalence((})), placed in the useful beam to produce the maximum output
of the x-ray system; and
(D) X-ray ((systcm(s) that do)) systems 'not ((inco1poiatc)) incor~ automatic exposure rate control shall utilize the maximum
milliamperage of the x-ray system. Materials ((fc:-g:')), for example, an
attenuation block((})) 1 may be placed in the. useful beam to protect the
imaging system, as long as the material does not affect the measurement of the exposure rate.
(4) Barrier transmitted radiation rate limits.
(a) The exposure rate due to transmission through the primary protective barrier with the attenuation block in the useful beam, combined
with radiation from the image intensifier, if provided, shall not exceed
2 milliroentgens per hour for each roentgen per minute of entrance exposure rate. The barrier transmission measurement shall be made at 10
centimeters from ((any)) an accessible surface of the fluoroscopic imaging assembly beyond the plane of the image receptor ((for-each
1oc11tgcu pc1 n1i11utc of c11hancc cxposu1c 1atc)).

(b) Measuring compliance of barrier transmission.
(i) The exposure rate due to transmission through the primary protective barrier combined with radiation from the image intensifier shall
be determined by measurements averaged over an area of 100 square
centimeters with no linear dimension greater than 20 centimeters.
(ii) If the source is below the ((td'blctop)) table top, the measurement shall be made with the input surface of the fluoroscopic imaging
assembly positioned 30 centimeters above the ((tabletop)) table top.
(iii) If the source is above the ((tabletop)) table top and the SID is
variable, the measurement shall be made with the end of the beamlimiting device or spacer as close to the ((tabletop)) table top as it can
be placed, provided ((that-it)) the beam-limiting device or spacer shall
not be closer than 30 centimeters.
(iv) Movable grids and compression devices shall be removed from
the useful beam during the measurement.
(((v) The attenuation block shall be positioned in the useful beaut

10 cc11ti111ctc1s fto111 the point of 111casu1cn1c11t of c11tta11cc cxposmc
1atc and between this point a11d the input su1facc of the fiuo1oscopic
irraaging asscrnbly.))

(5) Indication of potential and current. During fluoroscopy and
cinefluorography, x-ray tube potential and current shall be continuously indicated.
(6) Source-skin distance (SSD). The source to skin distance shall
not be less than:
(a) 38 centimeters on stationary fluoroscopes ((ma11ufactu1 cd aftc1

the effective date of this 1cgulatio11,));
(b) ((35.5 ccntin1ctc1s on stationa1j Ruo1oscopcs which aic in optJU

ation p1 iot to the effective date of these 1cgulations,
ttj)) 30 centimeters on ((a-It)) mobile fluoroscopes((;)); and
((fd7)) i£2. 20 centimeters for image intensified fluoroscopes used for
specific surgical application. The user((s opc1ating ma11ual)) must provide precautionary measures ((to be adhc1cd to dm ing)) for the use of
((device)) the fluoroscope due to its short SSD.
(7) Fluoroscopic timer.
(a) Means shall be provided to preset the cumulative on-time of the
fluoroscopic tube. The maximum cumulative time of the timing device
shall not exceed ((5)) five minutes without resetting.
(b) A signal audible to the fluoroscopist shall indicate the completion of ((any))!!_ preset cumulative on-time. Such signal shall continue
to sound while x-rays are produced until the timing device is reset.
Alternatively, the timing device may terminate exposures at the end of
the preset time.
(8) ((Mobile Rumoscopcs. In addition to the othc1 1cqui1cmcnts of
this section.

(a) In the absence of a table top, a cone 01 spacc1 fa anrc shall li111it
the ta1 get to=skin distance to not less than twelve inches.
(b) A ntaehine shall not be operated when the colliniating cone 01
diaplnagm is not in place.

ffl)) Control of scattered radiation.
(a) Fluoroscopic table designs when combined with normal operating procedures shall be such that no unprotected part of ((:my)) staff
or ancillary person's body shall be exposed to unattenuated scattered
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radiation which originates from under the table. The attenuation required shall be not less than 0.25 mm lead equivalent.
(b) Equipment configuration when combined with procedures shall
be such that no portion of ((any}) staff or ancillary person's body, except the extremities, shall be exposed to the unattenuated scattered radiation emanating from above the table top unless:
(i) The radiation has passed through not less than 0.25 mm lead
equivalent material ((fe":g:)), for example, drapes, Bucky-slot coversliding or folding panel, or self=supporting curtains((})), in addition to
((any)) lead equivalency provided by the protective apron referred to
((m)) under WAC ((402 28=931)) 246-225-020 (2}(e}((:}}; and
(ii) Exceptions to subdivision (b) of this subsection may be made in
some special procedures where a sterile field will not permit the use of
the normal protective barriers. Where the use of prefitted sterilized
covers for the barriers is practical, the department shall not permit
such exception.
((tteJ)) fil Radiation therapy simulation systems. Radiation therapy simulation systems shall be exempt from ((:rlt)) the requirements of
subsections ((ffi}} ill. (4), and (7) of this section: PROVIDED, That:
(a} Such systems are designed and used in such a manner that no
individual other than the patient is in the x-ray room ( (duling peliods
of-rime)) when the system is producing x-rays; and
(b) ((Such}) The systems ((as-tlo)) not ((meet}} meeting the requirements of subsection (7) of this section((-;-mtd}) are provided with
a means of indicating the cumulative time during which an individual
patient has been exposed to x-rays. ((P1oeedmes shall 1tqui1t that))
!he timer shall be reset between examinations in such cases.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-225-060 RADIOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS OTHER
THAN FLUOROSCOPIC, DENTAL INTRAORAL, OR ((lfE'F.
ERl1'MRIM4)) VETERINARY SYSTEMS-BEAM LIMITATION. The useful beam shall be limited to the area of clinical interest
and show evidence of collimation. This shall be deemed to have been
met if a positive beam limiting device has been properly used or if evidence of collimation is shown on at least three sides or three corners of
the film, (for example, projections ((on}) from the shutters of the
collimator, cone cutting at the corners or a border at the film's edge).
(I) General purpose stationary and mobile x-ray systems.
(a) There shall be provided a means for stepless adjustment of the
size of the x-ray field such that ((each)) at least two dimension~ of the
x-ray field ((is}) are independently variable. The minimum field size at
a SID of 100 centimeters shall be equal to or less than ((5)) ten by
((5)) ten centimeters.
(b} Adequate means shall be provided for visually defining the perimeter of the x-ray field. The total misalignment of the edges of the
visually defined field with the respective edges of the x-ray field along
either the length or width of the visually defined field shall not exceed
2 percent of the distance from the source to the center of the visually
defined field when the surface upon which it appears is perpendicular
to the central axis of the x-ray beam.
(2) In addition to the requirements of WAC ((402 28=951}} 246225-060(1) above all stationary x-ray systems shall meet the following
requirements:
(a) Means shall be provided to indicate when the axis of the x-ray
beam is perpendicular to the plane of the image receptor and to align
the center of the x-ray field with respect to the center of the image receptor to within 2 percent (5 percent for equipment manufactured prior to August 1974) of the SID. Dental lateral jaw examinations shall
be excluded from this requirement;
(b) The beam-limiting device shall numerically indicate the field
size in the plane of the image receptor to which it is adjusted;
(c) Indication of field size dimensions and SID's shall be specified in
inches and/ or centimeters;
(d) Indication of field size dimensions shall be such that aperture
adjustments result in x-ray field dimensions in the plane of the image
receptor to within 2 percent of the SID when the beam axis is perpendicular to the plane of the image receptor.
(3) Radiographic equipment designed for only one image receptor
size at a fixed SID shall be provided with means to limit the field at
the plane of the image receptor to dimensions no greater than those of
the image receptor, and to align the center of the x-ray field with the
center of the image receptor to within 2 percent of the SID.
(4) Special purpose x-ray systems.
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(a) These systems shall be provided with means to limit the x-ray
field in the plane of the image receptor so that such field does not exceed each dimension of the image receptor by more than 2 percent of
the SID when the axis of the x-ray beam is perpendicular to the plane
of the image receptor.
(b) These systems sha II be provided with means to align the center
of the x-ray field with the center of the image receptor to within 2
percent (5 percent for equipment manufactured prior to August 1974)
of the SID.
(c) The above WAC ((402 28 051}} 246-225-060 (4)(a) and
((402 28=951)) 246-225-060 (4)(b) may be met with a system that
meets the requirements for a general purpose x-ray system as specified
in WAC ((402 28=951 )) 246-225-060(1) or, when alignment means
are also provided, may be met with either:
(i) An assortment of removable, fixed-aperture, beam-limiting devices sufficient to meet the requirement for each combination of image
receptor size and SID for which the unit is designed (each such device
shall have clear and permanent markings to indicate the image receptor size and SID for which it is designed); or
(ii) A beam-limiting device having multiple fixed apertures sufficient to meet the requirement for each combination of image receptor
size and SID for which the unit is designed. Permanent, clearly legible
markings shall indicate the image receptor size and SID for which
each aperture is designed and shall indicate which aperture is in position for use.
(((5) Systc111s designed frn 01 p1ovidcd with special altach111c11ts fo1
111a111111og1aphy. Radiog1apl1ic systc111s designed fo1 111a111111og1aphy
011ly and gcnc;al pu1posc 1adiog1aphic systcrns, when special attach
rncnts fo1 n1an1n10g1 aphy a1 c in sen ice, shall be p1 ov ided with 111ca11s
to litnit the useful bean1 sucl1 that the x 1ay field at the plane of the
i1nagc acceptor docs not extend beyond any edge of the irnage 1ccepto1
at a11y designed SID except tl1t edge of the i1nage 1eccptoa designed to
be adjacent to the chest wall wht1e the x aay field iitaJ not extend be
JOnd such edge by 11101c than 2 pe1cent of the SIB. The 1cqui1c111e11t
can be nact with a systc1H wftich pc1 fo1 nas as pt csciibed in V/AC 402
28=-051 (4)(c). 'I/hen the beaut li111itiug device and inJagc 1cccpto1
suppm t dcv ice a1 c designed to be used to irmnobilizc the b1 cast duliug
a 111a111111og1aphic p1ocedu1c and the SIB may va1y, the SID indication
specified in WAC 40z 28 051 (4)(e)(i) and (ii) shall be the maximum
SID fot which the bca111 li111iting device 01 ape1tu1e is designed. In
additiou, each i111age 1ccepto1 suppotl intended fo1 installation on a
system designed only fo1 11ta111n1og1aphy shall have clca1 and pct 111a
neut mat kings to indicate the 11iaxi111u1n image 1eecptrn size fo1 whieh
it is designed.))
AMEN DA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective 1/31/9I)
WAC 246-225-070 RADIOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS OTHER
THAN FLUOROSCOPIC, DENTAL INTRAORAL, OR VETERINARY SYSTEMS-RADIATION EXPOSURE CONTROL DEVICES. (I) Timers. Means shall be provided to terminate the exposure
at a preset time interval, preset product of current and time, a preset
number of pulses, or a preset radiation exposure to the image receptor.
In addition, it shall be impossible to make an exposure when the timer
is set to a zero or off position if either position is provided.
(2) X-ray control (exposure switch):
(a) A control which shall be the equivalent of a dead-man switch,
shall be incorporated into each x-ray system such that an exposure can
be terminated at any time except for:
(i) Exposure of one-half second or less, or
(ii) During serial radiography when means shall be provided to permit completion of any single exposure of the series in process.
(b) Each x-ray control shall be located in such a way as to meet the
following requirements:
(i} Stationary x-ray systems shall be required to have the x-ray exposure switch permanently mounted in a protected area so that the
operator has no choice but to remain in that protected area during the
entire exposure;
(ii) Mobile and portable x-ray systems shall have:
(A) An exposure cord which can extend for a minimum of 12 feet
from the patient; or
(B) A protective barrier of 0.25 millimeter lead equivalent between
the patient and the operator.
(c) Each x-ray control shall provide visual evidence to the operator
that x-rays are being produced and an audible signal that the exposure
has terminated.
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(3) Automatic exposure controls (phototimers). When an automatic
exposure control is provided:
(a) Indication shall be made on the control panel when this mode of
operation is selected;
(b) When the x-ray tube potential is equal to or greater than 50
kVp, the minimum exposure time for field emission equipment rated
for pulsed operation shall be equal to or less than the interval equivalent to two pulses;
(c) The minimum exposure time for all equipment other than that
specified in WAC ((402 28=052)) 246-225-070 (3)(b) shall be equal
to or less than I /60 second or a time interval required to deliver 5
mAs, whichever is greater.
(4) Timer reproducibility. ((Whc11 fom timc1 tests aic pc1fo1mcd, at
identical ti111c1 settings the avc1agc ti1nc pciiod (T) shall be g1cater
than 01 equal to five ti11ics the 111axi111u1n pc1 iod T(max) less the 111ini
n1u111 pcliod Ttmm)· T shall be equal to 01 less than 0.5 seconds.

(Tmax - Tmin) ::;; 0.1 T
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective 1 /31 /91)
WAC 246-225-090 RADIOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS OTHER
THAN FLUOROSCOPIC AND DENTAL INTRAORAL-E XPOSURE REPRODUCIBIL ITY. The exposure produced shall be reproducible to within the following ((eritcrnr)) criterion: When all technique factors are held constant, the coefficient of variation shall not
exceed ((~)) 0.05.
(1) For manuaJexposure control mode, this shall be deemed to have
been met if when four exposures at identical technique factors are
made, the ((value of the avciagc ~ E (with bai ovci it) is
g1catc1 than fioc tinacs the 111&xi1nu111 exposure, Etmax), 111inus the
1~1ini111u111

cxpvsu1 c,

E(mm)·

(Emax - Emin) ::;; O.lOE
(2) For phototimed exposure control mode, this shall be deemed to
have been met if when four exposures at identical technique factors are
made, the ((value of the avc1agc ~ E (with bai om it) is
g1catc1 than the tirncs the 111axi1nu1u cxposu1c, E(naax), ininus the
1nini1110111 cxpvsu1c, E(111in).)) difference between the maximum exposure value (Emax) and the minimum exposure value (Emin) shall be
less than or equal to 10% of the average exposure (E):
(Emax - Emin) ::;; 0.1 E
The four exposures are to be made under the following conditions in
phototimed mode:
(a) The kV is held constant.
(b) The mA, if selectable, is held constant.
(c) The selected density, if selectable, is held constant.
(d) Selection of phototimer radiation detectors (single or multiple
detectors selected), if available, is varied for each of the four exposures((, if selectable)).
(e) The same attenuator is placed in the x-ray field between theselected phototimer radiation detectors (photocells) and the radiation
detector used to determine the four exposure values.
(f) The selected ((phototimc)) phototimer radiation detectors
(photocells) are within the x-ray field during each exposure measurement and are covered completely by the attenuator.
(3) Systems employing deliberately mismatched phototimed cells are
permitted, providing written specifications for the mismatch are available for inspection.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31 /91)
WAC 246-225-110 INTRAORAL DENTAL RADIOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS. In addition to the provisions of WAC (( 402 28=03 I,
402 28=032, and 402 28=035)) 246-225-020, 246-225-030, and

246-225-040 the requirements of this section apply to x-ray equipment and associated facilities used for dental radiography. Criteria for
extraoral dental radiographic systems are covered in WAC ((462=2-8=
051, 402 28=052, and 402 28=053)) 246-225-060, 246-225-070, and
246-225-080.
(I) Source-to-skin distance (SSD). X-ray systems designed for use
with an intraoral image receptor shall be provided with means to limit
source-to-skin distance to not less than:
(a) 18 centimeters if operable above 50 kilovolts peak, or
(b) IO centimeters if ((not)) operable ((above)) only at 50 kilovolts
peak.
(2) Field limitation.
(a) Radiographic systems designed for u.se. with an intraoral image
receptor shall be provided with means to limit the x-ray beam such
that:
(i) If the minimum source-to-skin distance (SSD) is 18 centimeters
or more, the x-ray field, at the minimum SSD, shall be containable in
a circle having a diameter of no more than 7 centimeters; and
(ii) If the minimum SSD is less than 18 centimeters, the x-ray field,
at the minimum SSD, shall be containable in a circle having a diameter of no more than 6 centimeters.
(b) An open ended position indicating device shall be used. The
shielding shall be equivalent to that required for the diagnostic source
assembly (WAC ((402 28=035)) 246-225-040(3)).
(3) Timers. Means shall be provided to terminate the exposure at a
preset time interval, preset product of current and time, a preset number of pulses, or a preset radiation exposure to the image receptor. In
addition,
(a) Termination of exposure shall cause automatic resetting of the
timer to its initial setting or to zero.
(b) It shall not be possible to make an exposure when the timer is
set to a zero or off position if either position is provided.
(4) X-ray control exposure switch:
(a) A control, which shall be the equivalent of a dead-man switch,
shall be incorporated into each x-ray system.
(b) Each x-ray control shall be located in such a way as to meet the
following criterion:
(i) For stationary x-ray systems it shall be required that the control
switch be permanently mounted in a protected area (e.g., corridor outside the room) so that the operator has no choice but to remain in that
protected area during the entire exposure. ((This 1cqui1cmcnt pc1 tains
only to new 01 modified installations assembled a~c1 May I, 1986.))
(ii) Permanently mounted in a protected area shall be interpreted as
meaning that the exposure switch is fixed in position no less than 36
inches from access to the direct scatter radiation field.
(c) The x-ray control shall provide a visual or audible indication of
x-ray production ((obSC1 vablc at 01 f1om)) or termination at the operator's protected position ((01 a signal au\iiblc to the opciato1 shall in
dicatc that the cxposu1c has ltiininatcd, 01 both)).
(5) Exposure reproducibility. The ((~ p1oduccd shall be 1c
producible to within the following clitctia.
'Nhcn aJJ technique facto1s a1c held constant, the)) co-efficient of
variation shall not exceed ((~)) 0.05 when all technique factors are
held constant. This requirement shall be deemed to have been met if,
when four exposures are made at identical technique factors ((aTC
made that the value of the avcrngc ~ (E (with ba1 on1 it)) is
g1catc1 than 01 equal to five ti111cs the nraxinw111 cxposu1c {E(ma11.)

111inus the n1ini1110111 E::eS§!!f E(mm)·

(Emax - Emin)

<

O.IE

(6) No diagnostic dental x-ray machine with a fixed, nominal kVp
of less than 50 shall be permitted.
ill Operating controls.
(a) Patient and film holding devices shall be used when the techniques permit.
(b) Neither the tube housing nor the position indicating device shall
be hand held during an exposure. The tube housing shall remain stable
during exposure.
(c) The x-ray system shall be arranged and operated in such a
manner that the useful beam at the patient's skin does not exceed the
dimensions specified in WAC ((402 1:8=080)) 246-225-1 JO (2)(a).
(d) Dental fluoroscopy without image intensification shall be
prohibited.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-225-120 THERAPEUTIC X-RAY INSTALLATIONS LESS THAN I MEY. (I) Equipment requirements.
(a) Leakage radiation. When the tube is operated at its leakage
technique factors, the leakage radiation shall. not _exceed the value
specified at the distance specified for the class1ficat1on of that x-ray
. .
system:
(i) Contact therapy systems. Leakage rad1at1on shall not exceed I 00
milliroentgens per hour at five centimeters from the surface of the tube
housing assembly;
(ii) ((&=+56)) Zero to one hundred_ fifty kVp sys~ems. Syste~s
((which ate 111a11ufactu1cd 01 installed pnoa to the cffcct1vc date of this
section)) shall have a leakage radiation which does not exceed one
roentgen in one hour at one meter from the source;
(iii) ((0=150 k\'p systC111s. Systc111s which arc 111a11ufactu1cd ?11.01
aftc1 the effective date of this scctiou shall ha•c a leakage 1ad1atm11

which docs not exceed 190 n1illi1ocntgc11s i11 one hvm at one
Ji Viii the SOUi CC,

IhtlCJ

~)) One hundred fifty-one to ((999)) nine hundred ninetynine kVp systems. The leakage radiation shall not exceed one roentgen
in one hour at one meter from the source except systems that operate
in excess of 500 kVp may have a leakage radiation at one meter from
the source equivalent to the exposure within one hour of the useful
beam at one meter from the source multiplied by a factor of 0.001.
(b) Permanent beam limiting devices. Permanent fi~ed diaphragms
or cones used for limiting the useful beam shall provide the same or
higher degree of protection as that required by the tube housing
assembly.
.
. (c) Removable and adjustable beam limiting devices.
(i) Removable beam limiting devices shall, for the portion of the
useful beam to be blocked by these devices, transmit not more than
one percent of the original x-ray beam at the maximum kilovoltage
and maximum treatment filter;
(ii) Adjustable beam limiting devices i~stalled after th~ effecti~e
date of this section shall meet the requirements of (c)(1) of this
subsection;
(iii) Adjustable beam limiting devices installed before the effective
date of this section shall, for the portion of the x-ray beam to be
blocked by these devices, transmit not more than five percent of the
original x-ray beam at the maximum kilovoltage and maximum treatment filter.
(d) Filter and wedge system~. ((The)) filter system~ shall ((be-so
designed that)) meet the following requirements:
(i) Filters cannot be accidently displaced from the useful beam at
.
.
any possible tube orientation;
(ii) Each filter is marked as to its material of construction and its
thickness or wedge angle for wedge filters;
(iii) It shall be possible for the operator to determine the prese~ce or
absence of each filter ((and the 01 icntation of each wedge filtc1 )) in the
useful beam when the operator is at the control panel, either by display
.
.
at the control panel or by direct observation; and
(iv) ((The iadiation at fite ccntimctc1s fio111)) !he filter insertion
slot opening ((docs not exceed 30 1ocntgcns pc1 hon1)) shall be covered
with an attenuator equivalent to four-pound lead under ((any)) operating conditions.
(e) Tube immobilization. The tube housing assembly shall be capable of being immobilized during stationary treatments.
(f) Focal spot marking. The tube housing assembly shall be so
marked that it is possible to determine the location of the_ focal spo~ to
within five millimeters, and such marking shall be readily accessible
for use during calibration procedures.
(g) Timer.
(i) A timer shall be provided which has ~ di~play at the tre~tment
control panel. The timer shall be graduated _in minutes and fractwns of
minutes. The timer shall have a preset time selector and ((an)) ~
.
.
means of determining elapsed time ((Tndieator));.
(ii) The timer shall be a cumulative ti_m~r w_h1~h activates with r~
diation and retains its reading after irrad1at1on 1s interrupted or termi-

nated((. After i11 adiation is tcr 111i11atcd a11d be for c i11adi?tio11 can be
rcinitiatcd, it shall be 11cccssa1y to cycle tl1c p1csct t1111c scleeto1
.
tlnough zcio tin1e));

(iii) The timer shall terminate irradiation when a preselected time
.
.
·.
has eiapsed;
(iv) The timer shall permit accurate presetting and determination of
exposure times as short as I second;
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(v) The ((time)) timer shall ((not pcimit au cxposmc if)) terminate
irradiation when set ((at)) to zero;
(vi) The timer shall not activate until the shutter is opened, when
patient irradiation is controlled by a shutter mechani.sm. . .
(h) Control panel functions. The control panel, in add1t1on to the
displays required in other provisions of this chapter, shall have:
(i) ((An indication of whethci clccll ical powci is acrailabJc at the
co11ttol panel and if acticration of the x iay tbbc is possible,
W)) An indication of whether x-rays are being produced;
((fiiit)) .ill..l. Means for indicatin~ kV_ and x-ray tube current:
((fivt)) !!.ill The means for terminating an exposure at an_y time;
((fv})) ~A locking device which will prevent unauthorized use of
.
the x-ray system; and
((fnt)) M For x-ray equipment manufactured afte~ the effective
date of this section, a positive display of specific filter(s) m the beam.
(i) ((Pvtultiplc tubes. \Yhcu a cont1ol panel Hi3J encigize lllOtc than
one x 1ay tube.
(i) It shall be possible to activate only one x 1ay tube at any tintc,
(ii) The1c shall be a11 indication at the conliol panel idcutifyi11g
which x 1ay tube is cnc1gizcd, aud

(iii) Thci c shaJJ be an indication at the lube housing asst11Jbly when
.
that tube is c11c1 gizcd.

67)) Source-to-patient distance. There shall be means of determining the source-to-patient distance to within ((one ccnti111ctc1 )) five
millimeters.
((fkt)) ill Shutters. Unless it is pos~ib~e to bring the x-ray o~tput to
the prescribed exposure parameters within five seconds, the entire useful beam shall be automatically attenuated by a shutter having a lead
equivalency not less than that of the tube housing assembly. In
addition:
(i) After the unit is at operating parameters, the shutter shall be
controlled electrically by the operator from the control panel;
(ii) An indication of shutter position shall appear at the control
.
panel.
((ftt)) ill Low filtration x-ray tubes. Each x-ray system equipped
with a beryllium or other low-filtration window shall be clearly labeled
as such upon the tube housing assembly and at the control panel!
(I) Alignment. When the therapy x-ra~ s>;stem is equipped with a
light field indicating the x-ray field, the misalignment of one field edge
to the other shall not exceed one percent of any source to-treatment
distance.
-uffacility design requirements for systems capable of operating
above 50 kVp.
In addition to shielding adequate to meet requirements of chapters
((402 22 and 402 24)) 246-235 and 246-221 WAC and the shielding
plan review provisions of WAC ((402 28~32)) 246-225-030, the
treatment room shall meet the following design requirements:
(a) Warning lights. Treatment rooms to which access is possible
((tltough)) through more than one entra~ce shall be provi?ed with
warning lights, in a readily observable pos1t1on near the outside of all
access doors, which will indicate when the ((the)) useful beam is 'on."
((Also, it is 1cqni1cd that)) Or, as an alternative, entran~es other than
the main one shall be equipped with interior locks, activated for the
period of exposure, and ((that)) the main entrance shall be under control of the operator.
(b) Voice communication. Provision shall be made for two-way aural communication between the patient and the operator at the control
panel; however, where excessive noise levels make aural communication impractical, other methods of communication s~all _be use~ ..
(c) Viewing systems. Windows, mirrors, closed-c1rcu1t telev1s1on, or
an equivalent system shall be provided to permit continuous observation of the patient during irradiation and shall be so located that th_e
operator can observe the patient from the control panel: ~hen the primary viewing system is by electronic means (e.g., telev1s1on), an alte~
nate viewing system shall be available for use in the event of electronic
failure or treatment must be discontinued until repair is made. If
treatment is to be discontinued, this policy shall be included in the
written safety procedures. A copy of the safety procedures shall be
.
.
provided to the operator.
(d) Additional requirements. Treatment rooms which contain an xray system capable of operating above 150 kVp shall meet the following additional requirements:
(i) All necessary shielding, except for any beam interceptor, shall be
provided by fixed barriers;
(ii) The control panel shall be outside the treatment room;

[ 2ss I
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(iii) All doors of the treatment room shall be electronically connected to the control panel such that x-ray production cannot occur unless
all doors are closed;
(iv) When the doors referred to in (d)(iii) of this subsection are
opened while the x-ray tube is activated:
(A) X-ray production shall terminate within one second; or
(B) The radiation at a distance of one meter from the source shall
be reduced to less than I 00 milliroentgens per hour within one second.
(v) After the radiation output of the x-ray tube has been affected by
the opening of any door referred to in (d)(iii) of this subsection, it
shall be possible to restore the x-ray system to full operation only
upon:
(A) Closing the door; and subsequently
(B) Reinitiating the exposure at the control panel.
(e) Calibrations.
(i) The calibration of an x-ray system shall be performed at intervals not to exceed one year and after any change or replacement of
components which could cause a change in the radiation output.
(ii) The calibration of the radiation output of the x-ray system shall
be performed by ((01 undc1 the di1cction of)) a qualified expert who is
physically present at the facility during such calibration.
(iii) Calibration of the radiation output of an x-ray system shall be
performed with a calibrated instrument. The calibration of such instrument shall be ((dTTcctty)) traceable ((on)) !Q a national standard.
The instrument shall have been calibrated within the preceding two
years.
(iv) The calibrations made pursuant to (e)(i) of this subsection shall
be such that the dose at a reference point in soft tissue can be calculated to within ± five percent.
(v) The calibration of the x-ray system shall include, but not be
limited to, the following determinations:
(A) (('/c1ifi:eatio11 that the x ray systc111 is opc1ating in co111pliaucc
with the design specifications.
tftt)) The exposure rates for each combination of field size, technique factors, filter, and treatment distance used;
((t€})) ifil The degree of ((cong1 ucncc)) alignment between the
radiation field and the field indicated by the localizing device if such
device is present; and
((t07)) .{9 An evaluation of the uniformity of the radiation field
symmetry for the field sizes used and any dependence upon tube housing assembly orientation.
(vi) Records of calibration performed pursuant to (e) of this subsection shall be maintained by the registrant for two years after completion of the calibration.
(vii) A copy of the most recent x-ray system calibration shall be
available for use by the operator at the control panel.
(f) Operating procedures.
(i) When a patient must be held in position for radiation therapy,
mechanical supporting or restraining devices shall be used;
(ii) The tube housing assembly shall not be held by an individual
during exposures;
(iii) No individual other than the patient shall be in the treatment
room unless such individual is protected by a barrier sufficient to meet
the requirements of chapter ((46Z=Z4)) 246-221 WAC. No individual
other than the patient shall be in the treatment room during exposures
when the kVp exceeds I SO;
(iv) The x-ray system shall not be used in the administration of radiation therapy unless the requirements of (e) of this subsection have
been met.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-225-130 X-RAY AND ELECTRON THERAPY
SYSTEMS WITH ENERGIES OF ONE MEV AND ABOVE.
Chapter ((-46Z=44)) 246-229 WAC except WAC ((402=44 110))
246-229-100 (3) and (4) shall apply to medical facilities using therapy systems with energies I MeV and above.
(I) Definitions. In addition to the definitions provided in WAC
((402 28 020)) 246-225-010, the following definitions shall be applicable to this section.
(a) "Applicator" means a structure which indicates the extent of the
treatment field at a given distance from the ((...trtmrl)) nominal source
and which may or may not incorporate ((the)) an adiiiiTOriai" beam=
limiting device.
(b) "Beam scattering ((fitter)) foil" means a ((filtc1 used in 01dc1
to)) device which scatters and flattens a beam of electrons.

(c) "Central axis of the beam' means a line passing through the
(('l'irtmrl)) origin of the source and the center of the plane figure
formed by the edge of the ((final beam limiting device)) secondary
collimating jaws when in a symmetric mode.
(d) 'Dose monitoring system" means a system of devices for the detection and display of quantities of radiation.
(e) "Dose monitor unit' means a unit from which the absorbed dose
can be calculated.
(f) "Existing equipment' means therapy systems subject to this section which were manufactured on or before the effective date of these
regulations.
(g) 'Field flattening ((fitter)) device" means ((rittct')) an absorber
used to homogenize the dose rateaver the area of a useful beam of xrays.
(h) "Field size' means the dimensions of an area in a plane perpendicular to the specified direction of the beam of incident radiation at a
((spccTttcd)) maximum dose depth ((in a phantom and defined by
specified isodosc lines)). Determine dimensions by fifty percent
decrement lines.
(i) 'Gantry" means that part of the system supporting and allowing
possible movements of the radiation head.
(j) 'Interruption of irradiation" means the stopping of irradiation
with the possibility of continuing irradiation without resetting of the
operating conditions at the control panel.
(k) 'lsocenter" means a fixed point in space located at the intersection of the rotation axes of the principal movements of the therapy
system.
(I) 'Moving beam therapy" means radiation therapy with relative
displacement of the useful beam and the patient during irradiation.
(m) "New equipment' means systems subject to this section which
were manufactured after effective date of these regulations.
(n) "Nominal source" means a point from which radiation
originates.
121 'Normal treatment distance" means the distance between the
virtual source and a reference point on the central axis of the beam.
The reference is located at a position ((whe1c the patient will be placed
doling 1adiatio11 the1apy)) on the central axis at a specified distance
from the nominal source.
((tot)) {.pl 'Patient' means an individual subjected to examination
and treatment.
((tpy)) 192 "Phantom" means a volume of material behaving in a
manner similar to tissue with respect to the attenuation and scattering
of radiation.
((tqt)) 1!1 'Primary dose monitoring system" means a system which
will monitor the quantity of radiation produced during irradiation and
which will terminate irradiation when a preselected number of dose
monitor units have been acquired.
((ftj)) .{tl 'Radiation treatment prescription" means the absorbed
dose which is intended to be delivered to the treatment volume.
((rsr)) !!l 'Radiation head" means the structure from which the
useful beam emerges.
((ftt)) 1.!D. 'Redundant dose monitoring combination' means a
combination of two dose monitoring systems in which both systems are
arranged to terminate irradiation in accordance with a preselected
number of dose monitor units.
((tn1)) M 'Secondary dose monitoring system" means a system
which will terminate irradiation in the event of failure of the primary
system.
((tv})) ~ 'Shadow tray" means a device attached to the radiation
head to support auxiliary beam limiting material.
((tw-7)) 1!0. 'Stationary beam therapy' means radiation therapy
without relative displacement of the useful beam and the patient during irradiation.
((ftj)) W 'Target" means that part of a radiation source which intercepts a beam of accelerated particles with subsequent emission of
other radiation.
((fy7)) .(tl 'Termination of irradiation' means the stopping of irradiation in a fashion which will not permit continuance of irradiation
without the resetting of operating conditions at the control panel.
((fT.t)) ~ 'Treatment field' means the cross-sectional area of the
patient's ((skin)) tissue which is to be irradiated.
((f=t)) (bb) "Treatment volume.:_ means that portion of the patient's body which is to be irradiated.
(((bb} "Vi1tual somcc" 111ca11s a point F10111 wliicl1 1adiation appca1s
to or iginatc.))
(2) Requirements for equipment.
(a) Leakage radiation to the patient area.
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(i) New equipment ((shotrld)) shall meet the following requirements:
(A) For all operating conditions, the dose equivalent in rem due to
leakage radiation, including x-ray((;)) and electrons, ((and)) but excluding neutrons, at any point in a circular plane of two meters radius
centered on and perpendicular to the central axis of the beam at the
normal treatment distance and outside the maximum useful beam,
((shotrld)) shall not exceed 0.1 percent of the maximum dose equivalent in rem of the unattenuated useful beam measured at the point of
intersection of the central axis of the beam and the plane surface.
Measurements shall be averaged over an area up to but not exceeding
one hundred square centimeters at the positions specified((:)); and
(B) For each system the registrant shall determine, or obtain from
the manufacturer, the leakage radiation existing at the positions specified in (a)(i)(A) of this subsection for specified operating conditions.
Records for leakage radiation shall be maintained at the installation
for inspection by the department.
(ii) Existing equipment (that installed prior to the effective date of
the regulations) ((shotrld)) shall meet the following requirements:
(A) The leakage radiation, excluding neutrons, at any point in the
area specified by (a)(i)(A) of this subsection,· where such area intercepts the central axis of the beam one meter from the (('l'irtttat)) nominal source, ((shotrld)) shall not exceed 0.1 percent of the maximum
dose equivalent in rems of the unattenuated useful beam measured at
the point of intersection of the central axis of the beam and the surface
of the reference circular plane. Measurements ((shotrld)) shall be averaged over an area up to but not exceeding one hundred square centimeters at the positions specified.
(B) For each system, the registrant ((shotrld)) shall determine, or
obtain from the manufacturer, the leakage radiation existing at the
positions specified in (a)(ii)(A) of this subsection for specified operat. ing conditions. Records for radiation leakage shall be maintained at
the installation for inspection by the department.
(b) Leakage radiation outside the patient area.
(i) The dose equivalent in rem due to leakage radiation, except in
the area specified in (a) of this subsection, when measured at any point
one meter from the path of the charged particle, before the charged
particle strikes the. target or window, ((shotrld)) shall not exceed 0.1
percent for x-ray leakage ((1101 0.5 pciccnt frn 11c11lio11 leakage)) of
the maximum dose equivalent in rems of the unattenuated useful beam
measured at the point of intersection of the central axis of the beam
and the circular plane specified in (a) of this subsection.
(ii) The registrant ((shotrld)) shall determine, or obtain from the
manufacturer, the actual leakage radiation existing at the positions
specified in (a) of this subsection for specified operating conditions.
Measurements ((shotrld)) shall be averaged over an area up to but not
exceeding one hundred square centimeters at the positions specified.
(c) Beam-limiting devices. ((Adjustable rn i11tc1cha11gcable)) Secondary beam=limiting devices shall be provided and such devices shall
transmit no more than two percent of the useful beam for the portion
of the useful beam ((which is to be)) attenuated by the beam=limiting
device. The neutron component of the useful beam shall not be included in this requirement. ((Meastt1erne11ts slmll be avc1agcd ove1 au a1ea
up to but not exceeding one hund1cd squa1c ecntirnctt1s at the 110111ial
licatnac11t distance.))
(d) ((Fitten)) Beam-modifying devices.
(i) ((tf)) When the absorbed dose rate information required by
((fpt)) subsection (2)(g) of this ((subsectio11)) section is dependent on
operation with a ((field)) beam-flattening or beam=scattering ((fitter))
device in place, ((such filte1)) the device shall be removable from the
machine only by the use of tools.
----cIT)iii systems ((which uti!iJ.e a systern of wedge liltcis,)) using interchangable ((fictd)) beam-flattening ((~)) devices or ((inter=
cha11geablc)) beam=scattering ((fitters)) foils:
(A) Irradiation shall not be possible until a selection of ((a filtc1 has
been)) beam-modifying device is made and verified at the treatment
control panel;
(B) An interlock system shall be provided to prevent irradiation
((tf)) when the ((frltCT)) beam-modifying device selected is not in the
correct position; and
(C) ((A11 i11dicatio11 of the wedge filte1 rn irnt,ctio11 with cespcct to
the t1catme11t field shall be p1ovided)) A display at the control panel((;
by direct obsc1vation 01 by clcctto11ic 111cu11s. when wedge filtc1s a1c
med;
(D) A display)) shall ((be p1ovided at the t1eat111c11t co11t1ol pa11cl
showi11g the filte1(s) i11 use,)) indicate what beam-modifying device is
selected.
{e)Wedges.
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(i) Presence of wedges in the beam shall be indicated at the control
panel, by direct observation or by electronic means.
((fEt)) ® Each ((filtc1 which is)) wedge removable from the system shall be clearly identified as to that ((nttcn)) wedge's material of
construction, thickness, and ((the)) wedge angle ((fo1 wedge filtc1s,
and)).
((ffl))@ An interlock shall be provided to prevent irradiation ((if
a11y filte1)) when a wedge selection ((ope1atio11)) carried out in the
treatment room does not agree with the ((fitter)) wedge selection ((OJ"'
e1atio11 eanicd out)) indicated at the ((lieatrne11t)) control panel.
((fct)) ill Beam quality. The registrant shall ((detc1rni11e, 01)) obtain from the therapy x-ray system manufacturer, ((data sufficic11t to
assmc that)) and have available, the following ((beam quality icquiic
111c11ls arc 111ct)) information:
(i) At various beam energies, the ~ absorbed dose ((rcstrlting
fto111 x rays in a nscful clcclio11 bca111 at a point 011 tlic ccnbal axis of
the bca111 ten cc11ti1ncte1s g1cate1 than the p1aetical 1a11ge of the dee
lions shall not exceed the values stated iu Table Ill. Li11ca1 inter pola
tiou shall be used fo1 values 11ot stated.

l1ifaxi111u111 E11e1 gy of
Beaut in Election PvfcV

X 1ay Absm bed Dose as
a F1aetio11 of t.faxi111m11

(ii) Con1plia11ce with (c)(i) of this subsection shall be deter 1nincd
mTng7
(A) A 111casu1 e11ic11t within a phantom with the incident su1 face of
the pha11to111 at the 11011nal lieatt11cnt distance and i101111al to the cc11
Lt al axis of the bea111,
(B) The la1gcst field size available which docs not exceed fifteen
cchti111ctc1s by fifteen cc11ti1nctc1s. and
(€) ;\ phanto111 whose e1oss sectional di111c11sio11s exceed the 111cas~
u1c111e11t 1adiation field by at least five ecntinictt1s a11d whose depth is
sufficient to pea fut 111 the 1 equi1 cd 111casm c111c11t.
(iii) The absorbed dose at a su1 face located at the uo1 uidl Li eatn1eot
distance, at the point of inte1scctio11 of that sm face with the cc11t1al
axis of the useful bca111 doting x aay i1 radiation, shall not exceed the
lianits stated in Table I 't'. Li11ca1 intc1 polation shall be used for values
not stated.

t.faxi111u111 Photon E11e1 gy
in r,feV

Absrn bed Dose at the
Sur face as a F1 action
of tile Maxi111u111 Abso1 bed
Bose

(iv) Conrpliance with (e)(iii) of tl1is sub.<cctio11 shall be detc1111iJ1ed
by:
(A) ~feasmca11t11Ls made witl1i11 a phantom usi11g ail i11sttu111e11t
which will allow cxliapolation to the Sill fate ubsrnbed dose.
(8) Use of a plia11to111 whose size and placc1ne11t 111ect the 1equi1e
rne11ts of (c)(iii) of this subsectio11.
(C) Rc111oval of all bca111 111odifyi11g devices which ca11 be 1crnovcd
witl1out the use of tools, except fo1 beam scattc1 i11g 01 bean1 Aatte11i11g
fillets~ and
(D) The la1gcst field size available which docs not exceed fiftcc11
ce11tin1etca s by ·nftec11 ecnti111ctc1 s.
(v) The 1cgisliant shall deter mine~ 01 obtai11 f1on1 the 11131mfactu1er;)) expressed as a fraction of maximum absorbed dose;
(ii) At various beam energies, the absorbed dose at the surface of
the skin as a fraction of the maximum absorbed dose; and
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(iii) The maximum percentage absorbed dose due to stray neutrons
in the useful beam ((for)) !!! specified operating conditions.
(((ft)) ifil Beam monitors. ((Mt)) Iherapy systems shall be provided with radiation detectors in the radiation head.
(i) New equipment shall be provided with ((1!!t-teast)) two~
radiation detectors. The detectors shall be incorporated into two monitoring systems arranged either as a primary /primary combination or
as a primary /secondary combination.
(ii) Existing equipment shall be provided with ((at-+east)) one 2!
more radiation detectors. (('flris)) The detector shall be incorporated
-into a primary system. (iii) The detectors and system ((into which)) where the detector is
incorporated shall meet the following requirements:
(A) Each primary system shall have a detector which is a transmission full=beam detector ((and which is)) placed on the patient side of
((any fixed added filtc1s othc1 than a wedge filtc1.)) beam-modifying
devices;
(B) The detectors shall be removable only with tools and shall be
interlocked to prevent incorrect positioning((:));
(C) Each detector shall be capable of independently monitoring and
controlling the useful beam((:));
(D) Each detector shall form part of a dose-monitoring system from
whose readings in dose monitor units the absorbed dose1 at a reference
point in the treatment volume can be calculated((:));
(E) For new equipment, the design of the dose=monitoring systems
of ((t1t7)) subsection (2)(i) of this ((subsection)) section shall assure
((that)) the malfunctioning of one system shall not affect the correct
functioning of the second system. In addition((:
(I) The failua c of any clcnrcnt co111111011 to both systc111s shall tcr 111i
natc the useful beaut.

(II) The failuac of any clc111cut co11l111011 to both systc111s which

could affect the co11cct opc1atio11 of)), the failure of an element common to both systems shall terminate irradiation.
(F)Each dose monitoring system shall have a legible display at the
treatment control panel. Each display shall:
(I) Maintain a reading until intentionally reset to zero;
(II) Have only one scale and no scale multiplying factors in new
equipment; and
(III) Utilize a design ((such that)) so increasing dose is displayed by
increasing numbers and shall be ((SO}) designed ((that)) so, in the
event of an overdosage of radiation, the absorbed dose maybe accurately determined under ((att)) normal conditions of use or foreseeable
failures.
(G) In the event of power failure, the dose=monitoring information
required in ((th7)) subsection (2)(i) of this ((subsection)) section displayed at the control panel at the time of failure shall be retrievable in
((at-lelm)) one or more systems.
((tgt)) ill BCiiiliSYmmetry. (i) ((F01 new cquipmrnt, each)) ~ therapy machine installed after
the effective date of these regulations shall have the capability of comparing the dose rates in each of the four quadrants of the central
eighty percent of the useful beam.
ifil Beam symmetry information shall be displayed at the treatment
control panel((, and such display shall be capable of indicating a))
making possible the following differential ((of mm c than)) between
quadrants:
~ive percent ((between any two of the quad1ant dose iatcs.)) for
straight-through accelerators; and
(B) Three percent for bending-magnet accelerators.
.illil Beam asymmetry in excess of ((twenty)) a ten percent quadrant
differential shall ((automatically tc1 minatc the useful beam.
(ii) Bcan1 sy111111cli y 1cqui1 c111c11ts of (g)(i) of this subsection shall
be 111ct if the user can dca10J1sli ate to the satisfaction of the dcpa1 t
111c11t that adequate fail safe p1otcction against the bca111 asy111111tliJ is
incur poi atcd into the inlict till design of the accclct ato1.
(iii) On existing cquipanent whe1 e the de pat t111t11t has dete1111ined

that bea111 syunneliy is inadequate the use of a11 automatic bea1n
asyauuetry wa111i11g systeill 111ay be 1cqui1cd)) cause treatment toter-

minate, or shall prevent irradiation.
((th7)) .ill Selection and display of dose monitor units.
(i) Irradiation shall not be possible until a selection of a number of
dose monitor units ((ITas-bccn)) ~made at the treatment control panel.
(ii) After useful beam termination, it shall be necessary manually to
reset the preselected dose monitor units before treatment ((can-be)) ~
reinitiated.

(iii) The preselected number of dose monitor units shall be displayed
at the treatment control panel until reset manually for the next
irradiation.
((tit)) ill Termination of irradiation by the dose monitoring system.
(i) Each of the required monitoring systems shall be capable of independently terminating an irradiation. Provision shall be made to test
the correct operation of each system.
(ii) Each primary system shall terminate irradiation when the preselected number of dose monitor units ((tras-bccn)) ~ detected by the
system.
(iii) Each secondary system shall terminate irradiation when ((-ffiZ
percent)) a maximum of the preselected number of dose monitor units
((has--bccn)) plus forty is detected by the system.
(iv) For new equipment, indicators on the control panel shall show
which monitoring system ((~)) terminated the beam.
((67)) fil Interruption switches. It shall be possible to interrupt irradiation and equipment movements at any time from the operator's
position at the treatment control panel. Following any interruption, it
shall be possible to restart irradiation by operator action without any
reselection of operating conditions. If any change is made of a preselected value during an interruption, the equipment shall go to termination condition.
((ttj)) .ill Termination switches. It shall be possible to terminate irradiation and equipment movements, or go from an interruption condition to termination conditions, at any time from the operator's position at the treatment control panel.
((ffl)) i!!!l Timer.
(i) A timer shall be provided which has a display at the treatment
control panel. The timer shall be graduated in minutes and decimals of
minutes. The timer shall have a preset time selector and an elapsed
time indicator.
(ii) The timer shall be a cumulative timer which switches on and off
with the radiation and retains its reading after irradiation is interrupted or terminated. It shall be necessary to zero and subsequently reset
the elapsed time indicator and the preset time selector after irradiation
is terminated before irradiation shall again be possible.
(iii) The timer shall terminate irradiation when a preselected time
has elapsed if the dose monitoring systems fail to ((do-so)) terminate
irradiation.
((fmt)) i!!l Selection of radiation type. Equipment capable of both
x-ray therapy and electron therapy shall meet the following
requirements:
(i) Irradiation shall not be possible until a selection of radiation type
((has--bccn)) is made at the treatment control panel((:));
(ii) An interlock system shall be provided to insure that the equipment can emit only the selected radiation type ((which has been
selected:) ) ;
(iii) An- interlock system shall be provided to prevent irradiation if
((any)) selected operations carried out in the treatment room do not
agree with the selected operations carried out in the treatment control
panel((:));
(iv) Wi°th the exception of a specified number of dose monitor units
for the purpose of portal film exposures, an interlock system shall be
provided to prevent irradiation with x-rays when electron applicators
arc ((fitted)) in place and to prevent irradiation with electrons when
accessories for x-ray therapy are ((fitted:)) in place; and
(v) The radiation type selected shall be displayed at the treatment
control panel before and during irradiation.
((ttj)) 12}. Selection of energy. Equipment capable of generating
radiation beams of different energies shall meet the following
requirements:
(i) Irradiation shall not be possible until a selection of energy ((m
been)) ~made at the treatment control panel((:));
(ii) An interlock system shall be provided to insure ((that)) the
equipment can emit only the energy of selected radiation ((which hM
been selected.));
(iii) An interlock system shall be provided to prevent irradiation if
((any)) selected operations carried out in the treatment room do not
agree with the selected operations carried out al the treatment control
panel((:)); and
(iv) The energy selected shall be displayed at the treatment control
panel before and during irradiation.
((~)) .!..Pl Selection of stationary beam therapy or moving beam
therapy. Equipment capable of both stationary beam therapy and
moving beam therapy shall meet the following requirements:
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(i) Irradiation shall not be possible until a selection of stationary
beam therapy or moving beam therapy ((has been)) ~ made at the
treatment control panel((:));
(ii) An interlock system- shall be provided to insure ((that)) the
equipment can operate only in the selected mode ((which has been
setected:));
(iii) An- interlock system shall be provided to prevent irradiation
((if)) when any selected operations carried out in the treatment room
do not agree with the selected operations carried out at the treatment
control panel((:));
(iv) An interlock system shall be provided to terminate irradiation
((if)) when the movement stops during moving beam therapy((:));
(v) Moving beam therapy shall be ((so)) controlled ((that)) so the
required relationship between the number of dose monitor uniiS and
movement is obtained((:)); and
(vi) The mode of operation shall be displayed at the treatment control panel.
((tpt)) 1g1 Absorbed dose rate. For new equipment, a system shall
be provided from whose readings the absorbed dose rate at a reference
point in the treatment volume can be calculated. 3 In addition:
(i) The quotient of the number of dose monitor units by time shall
be displayed at the treatment control panel((:)); and
(ii) If the equipment can deliver, under any conditions, an absorbed
dose rate at the normal treatment distance more than twice the maximum value specified by the manufacturer's anticipated dose rate for
any machine parameters utilized, a device shall be provided which terminates irradiation when the absorbed dose rate exceeds a value twice
the specified maximum. The value at which the irradiation ((wTll-be))
~ terminated shall be in a registrant-maintained record ((iiiaintaincd
by the 1cgisliant)).
((tqt)) {!l Location of focal spot and beam orientation. The registrant shall determine, or obtain from the manufacturer, the location
with reference to an accessible point on the radiation head of:
(i) The x-ray target or the virtual source of x-rays;
(ii) The electron window or the scattering foil;
(iii) All possible orientations of the useful beam.
((("T1)) {tl System interlock checks. Capabilities shall be provided
((so that all)) to check radiation safety interlocks ((can be cheeked)).
When preselection of ((any of the)) operating conditions requires action in the treatment room and at the treatment control panel, selection at one location shall not give a display at the other location until
the requisite selected operations in both locations ((have been)) arc
completed.

(((s) Shadow liays shall be designed such that the .;kin c11t1a11ce

dose due to clcclions p1oduccd within the shadon ttay a1c 111inirniz:cd.
))
(t) Facility and shielding requirements. In addition to chapter
((~)) 246-221 WAC, the following design requirements shall
apply:
(i) Except for entrance doors or beam interceptors, ((aft-the)) required barriers shall be fixed barriers((:));
(ii) The treatment control panel shall be located outside the treatment room((:));
(iii) Windows, mirrors, closed-circuit television, or other equivalent
viewing systems shall be provided to permit continuous observation of
the patient during irradiation and shall be ((so)) located ((that)) ~
the operator may observe the patient from the treatment control panel.
When the viewing system is by electronic means ((fe:g:)). for example,
£y television((7)), an alternate viewing system shall be provided for use
in the event of ((failu1c of)) the primary system((:)) failure, or, alternatively, treatments shall be discontinued until the viewing system is
again functional;
(iv) Provision shall be made for two-way aural communication between the patient and the operator at the treatment control panel.
However, where excessive noise levels make aural communications impractical, other methods of communication shall be used((:));
(v) Treatment rooms to which access is possible through ( (ITIOTC
than one)) two entrances or more shall be provided with warning
lights((, which will)) and shall indicate when the useful beam is "on"
in a readily observable position near the outside of all access
doors((:)); and
(vi) Interlocks shall be provided ((such that all)) so entrance doors
shall be closed before treatment ((can-be)) is initiated or continued.
((ff)) When the radiation beam is intcrruptedby any door opening. it
shall be possible to restore the machine to operation only by closing the
door and reinitiating exposure by manual action at the control panel.
(u) Surveys, calibrations, spot checks and operating procedures.
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(i) Survey.
(A) ((*It)) New facilities, and existing facilities not previously surveyed, shall have a survey made by, or under the direction of, a qualified expert. Such surveys shall also be done after ((any)) a change in
the facility or equipment ((wl1ich might cause)) causing significant
increase in radiation hazard.
(B) The registrant shall obtain a written report of the survey from
the qualified expert and the registrant shall transmit a copy of the report ((shall be lia11sn1ittcd by Ilic 1cgist1ant)) to the department.
(C) The report shall indicate ((at!)) instances where the installation.
in the opinion of the qualified expert. is in violation of applicable regulations and shall cite the section violated.
(ii) Calibrations.
(A) The calibration of systems subject to this section shall be performed before the system is first used for irradiation of patient and
thereafter at time intervals which do not exceed ((m)) twelve months
and after any change which ((might)) significantly alters the calibration, spatial distribution. or other characteristics of the therapy beam.
(B) The calibration shall be performed ((ondei the di1cct supc1 vi
sTon--of)) £ya qualified expert.
(C) Calibration of the dose equivalent of the therapy beam shall be
performed with a measurement instrument of which the calibration
((of-wlriclt)) is ((dTrect!y)) traceable to national standards of exposure
or absorbed dose and which shall have been calibrated within the preceding two yea rs.
.
(D) Calibrations made ((pmsuant to)) under subsection (2)(u)(ii) of
this ((subscctio11)) section shall ((be such that)) require the dose at a
reference point in soft tissue ((ea-it)) be calculated within ({+)) :!:_ 5
percent.
(E) The calibration of the therapy beam shall include, but not be
limited 102 the following determinations:
(I) Verification that the equipment is operating in compliance with
the design specifications concerning the light localizer. the side light
and back-pointer alignment with the isocenter. when applicable, variation in the axis of rotation for the table, gantry and jaw system, and
beam flatness and symmetry at specified depths((:)):
(II) The ((cxposu1c 1atc rn dose 1atc i11 iJi1 and a~t Hnioo5 depths of
watcT)) output factors in terms of dose per monitor unit or dose per
minute at a specific depth in a phantom for the range of field sizes
used, for each effective energy, and for each treatment distance used
for radiation therapy((:));
(Ill) The congruence between the radiation field and the field indicated by the localizing device((:)); and
(IV) The uniformity of the radiation field and its dependency upon
the direction of the useful beam.
(F) Records of the calibration performed ((pu1sua11t to)) under subsection (2)(u)(ii) of this ((subsection)) section shall be maintained by
the registrant for two years after completion of the calibration.
(G) A copy of the latest calibration performed ((pu1.1uant to)) under
subsection (2)(u)(ii) of this ((sub.1cetio11)) section shall be available for
((use by the)) operator ((at the ticalinc11t cont1ol panel)) use.
(iii) Spot checks. Spot checks shall be performed on the system subject to this section. Such spot checks shall meet the following
requirements:
(A) (('fhe)) A qualified expert shall develop. in writing, spot check
procedures ((shall be in Viiiti11g ,rnd .<hall have bcc11 developed by a
qualified cxpc1 t.));
( B) The measurements taken during spot checks shall demonstrate
the degree of consistency of the opera ting characteristics ( (which can
affect)) affecting the radiation output of the system or the radiation
delivered to a patient during a thcra py procedure((;)):
(C) The spot check procedures shall specify the frequency ({at
whteh)) ~tests or measurements((~)) performed((:));
(D) For systems ((m-wtrictt)) where beam quality can vary significantly, spot checks shall include quality checks((:)):
(E) Where a system has built-in devices which provide a self-check
of any paranreter during irradiation, the spot check procedures shall
require ((that)) the parameter be independently verified al specific
time intervals((:)):
(F) ((Tlic 1caso11 foi spot checks which aic)) E;rratic spot checks or
inconsistent ((with)) spot checks of calibration data shall be promptly
investigated and corrected before the system is used for patient
irradiation((:));
(G) (('i\'lic11cm)) When a spot check indicates a significant change
in the operating characteristics of a system. as specified in the qualified
expert's spot check procedures, the system shall be recalibrated as required ((m)) under subsection (2)(u)(ii) of this ((.1ub.1ectio11.)) section;
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so radiographic density and contrast are optimal. This criterion shall
be adjudged met if:
(a) Film manufacturer's published specifications for time and temperature are followed. In the absence of such specifications, the film
shall be developed using the following chart:

(H) Records of spot check measurements performed ((pu1Suant to))
under subsection (2)(u)(iii) of this ((subsection)) section shall be
maintained by the registrant for a period of one year or for twice as
long as the spot check cycle, whichever is greater((:));
(I) Operating procedures.
(I) No individual other than the patient shall be in the treatment
room during treatment of a patient.
(II) If a patient must be held in position during treatment, i:nechanical supporting or restraining devices shall be used.
(III) The system shall not be used in the administration of radiation
therapy unless subsection (2)(u)(i), (ii), and (iii) of this ((subsection
hauc been)) section are met.
3The radiation detectors specified ((iTt-ifJ)) under subsection (2)(g) of this
((subsection)) section may form part of this system.

MINIMAL REQUIRED
DEVELOPER TEMPERATURE

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-225-150 X-RAY FILM DEVELOPING REQUIREMENTS. Compliance with this section is required of ((ait)) healing
arts registrants and is designed to ensure ((that)) the patient and operator exposure is minimized, and to produce optimum image quality
and diagnostic information. (I) Manual processing of films:
(a) The following relationship between temperature of the developer
and development time must be used (standard chemistry only):
TIMES

(DEGREES)

(MINUTES)

C

2
2

2 I /2

2 I /2

3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
6
6
7
8
8
9

35
34.5
34
33.5
33
32
31.5
31
30.5
30
29.5

95
94
93
92
91
90
89
88
87
86
85

Seconds
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

The specified developer temperature and immersion time shall be
posted in the dark room or on the automatic processor; and
(b) Replenishment of the developer chemistry is optimal:
(i) The processor shall deliver an adequate rate of developer replenishment: and
(ii) For facilities with a low x-ray workload, standby replenishment,
flood replenishment, or periodically sending blank films through the
processor may be necessary.
(c) Sensitometric tests of processor performance demonstrate the
processor is achieving radiographic density and contrast equal to other
processor models operating at equivalent developer immersion time and
developer temperatures and using comparable chemistry.
(3) Darkrooms. Darkrooms shall be constructed so ((that)) film being processed, handled, or stored will be exposed only to light ((which
tr.rs)) passed through a safelight filter. The filter shall be of the type
specified by the film manufacturer. Bulb wattage in the safelight shall
be no greater than fifteen watts. The safelight shall be mounted at
least four feet above work areas.
(4) The department shall make ((mclt)) x-ray film development and
darkroom tests as ((rmry-bc)) necessary to determine compliance with
this section.

F

27 - 80
79
78
77
24 - 76
75
74
73
22 - 72
71
70
69
20 - 68
67
66
65
18 - 64
63
62
61
16 - 60

OF

*Immersion time only, no cross-over time included.

MINIMUM DEVELOPING

THERMOMETER READINGS

oc

PROCESSOR DEVELOPER
IMMERSION TIME*

I /2
I /2
1/2
1/2
I /2
I /2

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)

I /2

WAC 246-225-99910 APPENDIX I-GOOD PRACTICES.
The following are included in this handbook of regulations as suggested good practices and are not intended to be a regulation. The topics
presented in these good practices may, however, become incorporated
into the Washington Administrative Code at a future date.
(((I) ltnaging systcrns. Ptoccdmcs and auxilia1y cquip111c11t dc

I /2
I /2

(b) Processing of film. All films shall be processed ((in such a Fash
Ton-as)) to achieve adequate sensitometric performance. This criterion
shall be adjudged ((to have been)) met if:
(i) Film manufacturer's published recommendations for time and
temperature are followed((~)); or
(ii) Each film is developed in accordance with the time-temperature
chart((.,..--fSce)) as required under subdivision (a) of this
subsection.(O))
(c) Devices shall be available ((which will)) giving:
(i) ((Give)) The actual temperature of the developer; and
(ii) ((6-ive))-An audible or visible signal indicating -the termination
of a preset time (in minutes).
(d) Chemical-film processing control.
(i) Chemicals shall be mixed in accordance with the chemical manufacturer's recommendations.
(ii) Developer replenisher shall be periodically added to the developer tank based on the recommendations of the chemical or film manufacturer. Solution may be removed from the tank to permit the addition of an adequate volume of replenisher.
(iii) All processing chemicals shall be completely replaced at least
every two months.

0

sig11cd to 1uini111izc patient and pc1s01111cl exposure co11m1e11su1atc with
the needed diagnostic i11fo111mtio11 should be utili;xd. This is inlet pt ct
cd to include but 11ot li1uitcd to.
{a) The Fastest speed fih11s and se1 ecits should be utilized c011sistcnt
with the diagnostic objective of the cxai11i11ation.
{b) The 1adiatio11 exposure to the pntie11t should be the rni11i111ur11
exposu1c 1cqui1 ed to ptoducc images of good diag11ostic quality.
(2) Patient log. Each facility

~hould

keep a patient log which will

indicate the following infonnatiou as a n1inintu111.
(a) ldc11tification of the patient, including 11a111c, facility idcntifica
tio11 1mn1bt1 01 social secu1 ity 11u111bc1, age, a11d sex.
{b) Date of x 1ay cxa111inatio11.
(c) Exa1ni11ation 01 trcat111ent giveu, technique facto15 used, and
uumbc1 of expos01 cs.
{d) Any dcoiatio11 f10111 the standard p1occdu1c 01 teclmiquc {includi11g all 1epcat exposures) as denoted i11 the teclrnique cha1t 1e
0

quiicd in W/<€ 402 28=-031 (2)(c).

(e) \'/hen applicable. the x 1ay system used.
{f) Nantc 01 cross index of indioiduals who pc1 fotHted the exam.
(3) I lu111a11 holde1 log. A 1cco1d should be n1ade of the cxa111i11atio11
and shall include the 11a111c of the hu11ra11 holdc1. date of the cxa111ination, nu1ubt1 of cxposu1 cs ,u1d technique facto• s utilii.cd fo1 the

(2) ((Autornatie fih11 p1occssing. Filrus shall be p1occsscd in suc1r a
111a1111c1 that the dcg1 cc of filin dcvclop111c11t is the sa111c as would be

achieved by p1opc1 adht1cncc to subscctiou ( J) of this .a;ection (1nanual
p1occssing))) Automatic film processors shall be set up and maintained

cxposm c(s).
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f4t)) ill Exchange of information. Because patient exposure to diagnostic x-rays is the most predominant source of exposure to artificially produced ionizing radiation, radiographs should be exchanged
among the practitioners of the various healing arts. Such exchange can
only benefit patients by reducing the unnecessary repeated exposures of
patients who are referred to, or change to, other practitioners.
((ffl)) ill Patient exposure guidelines. The following patient exposure values should be achievable with high speed image receptor systems, proper filtration, a reasonable radiographic density preference,
proper choice of kVp, and proper film development. State radiation
safety surveyors can provide registrants with results of measurements
of patient exposure values upon request.

(3) Description in detail of the x-ray examinations proposed in the
screening program.
(4) Description of the population to be examined in the screening
program, i.e., age, sex, physical condition, and other appropriate
information.
(5) An evaluation of any known alternate methods not involving
ionizing radiation which could achieve the goals of the screening program and why these methods are not used in preference to the x-ray
examinations.
(6) An evaluation by a qualified expert of the x-ray system(s) to be
used in the screening program. The evaluation by the qualified expert
shall show that such system(s) satisfy all requirements of these regulations. The evaluation shall include a measurement of patient exposures
from the x-ray examinations to be performed.
(7) A description of the diagnostic film quality control program.
(8) A copy of the technique chart for the x-ray examination procedures to be used.
(9) The qualifications of each individual who will be operating the
x-ray system(s).
(I 0) The qualifications of the individual who will be supervising the
operators of the x-ray system(s). The extent of supervision and the
method of work performance evaluation shall be specified.
( 11) The name and address of the individual who will interpret the
radiograph(s).
( 12) A description of the procedure to be used in advising the individuals screened and their private practitioners of the healing arts of
the results of the screening procedure and any further medical needs
indicated.
( 13) A description of the procedures for the retention or disposition
of the radiographs and other records pertaining to the x-ray
examinations.
( 14) An indication of the frequency of screening and the duration of
the entire screening program.

Dental Bitewing (D-Speed Film)*
KVP Range Utilized
50 - 64
65 - 70
71 - 80
81 - 90

Upper Limit of Skin
Entrance Exposure, mR
350
300
250
200

Medical (400.Speed Imaging System)*
Exam*

Upper Limit of Skin
Entrance Exposure, mR
Abdomen (AP)
((600)) 300
Lumbar spine (AP)
((600)) 350
Cervical spine (AP)
((~)) 95
Full spine (AP)
150
°""sk,....u"""ll,...('"'"L....,A-=T"'")..........._ _ _ _ _...,.((=~)) 70
Chest (PA)
((~)) 10 (Non-Grid),
15 (Grid)

*On average-size adult

patient~

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I/ 31 /91)

WAC 246-225-140
VETERINARY MEDICINE RADIOGRAPHIC INSTALLATIONS. (I) Equipment.
(a) The protective tube housing shall be of diagnostic type.
See WAC ((402 28=<'135)) 246-225-040(4).
(b) Diaphragms, cones, or a stepless adjustable collimator shall be
used for collimating the useful beam to the area of clinical interest and
shall provide the same degree of protection as is required of the housing. Cones or diaphragms, if used, shall be marked with their field size
and the distance at which they are to be used.
(c) The ((total filliatioo pc1ma11c11tly i11)) half-value layer (HVL)
of the useful beam shall not be less than ((0.5 milli111ctc1S alnn1inu111
Cquivaknt foe ncachiucs opc1ati11g up to 50 kVp. \.S 111illirnetc1s ala
111inu111 cquin1lcnt fo1 nmehincs opc1 ati11g bet ween 50 70 kVp. and 2.5
111illi111ctc1 s alu1ui1111111 cqui valcnt fo1 11taclii11cs opc1 ati11g above 70
k¥}r.)) as shown in the following table:

WAC 246-225-99920 APPENDIX II-DETERMINATION OF
COMPETENCY. The following are areas in which the department
((of social and health sci 1iccs)) considers it important that an individual ((dcTetop)) have expertise for the competent operation of x-ray
equipment.
(I) Familiarization with equipment.
(a) Identification of controls.
(b) Function of each control.
(c) ((Suggested ~cttings frn routiuc cx&1ni11ations.)) The use of a
technique chart.
(2) Radiation protection.
(a) Collimation.
(b) Filtration. (c) Gonad shielding and other patient protection devices.
(d) Restriction of x-ray tube radiation to the image receptor.
(e) Personnel protection.
(f) Grids.
(3) Film -processing.
(a) Film speed as relates to patient exposure.
(b) Film processing parameters.
(c) Quality assurance and quality control.
( 4) Emergency procedures.
((fat)) Termination of exposure in event of automatic timing device
failure.
(5) Proper use of personnel dosimetry, if required.
(6) Understanding units of radiation.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective I/ 31 /91)
WAC 246-225-99930 APPENDIX Ill-INFORMATION TO
BE SUBMITTED BY PERSONS PROPOSING TO CONDUCT
HEALING ARTS SCREENING USING IONIZING RADIATION. Persons requesting that the department approve a healing arts
screening program shall submit the following information and
evaluation:
(I) Name and address of the applicant and, where applicable, the
names and addresses of agents within this state.
(2) Diseases or conditions and frequency for which the x-ray examinations are to be used.
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Measured
Potential
(kilovolts
peak)
70 and below
71
80
90
100
110
120

Half-value
Layer (millimeters of
aluminum
equivalent)
1.5
2.1
2.3
2.5
2.7
3.0
3.2

(d) A devi\e shall be provided to terminate the exposure after a
preset time or exposure. It must not be possible for the device to allow
an exposure when preset at "zero" or "off."
(e) A dead-man type of exposure switch shall be provided, together
with an electrical cord of sufficient length, so that the operntor can
stand out of the useful beam and at least ((+.-8)) two meters from the
animal during all x-ray exposures.
(f) Reproducibility requiremcnts((==5cc)) as described under WAC
((402 28 054)) 246-225-·090.
(2) Structural shielding. All wall. ceiling, and noor areas shall be
equivalent to or provided with applicable protective barriers as required in WAC ((402 28 032)) 246-225-030(1).

J
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(3) Operating procedures.
(a) In any application in which the operator is not located behind a
protective barrier, clothing consisting of a protective apron having a
lead-equivalent of not less than ((&:5-)) 0.25 millimeters shall be w?rn
by the operator and any other individuals in the room during
exposures.
(b) No individual other than the operator shall be in the x-ray room
while exposures are being made unless such individual's assistance is
required.
(c) When an animal or film must be held in position during radiography, mechanical supporting or restraining devices should be used. If
the animal must be held by an individual, that individual shall be protected with appropriate shielding devices, such as protective gloves and
apron, and that individual shall be so positioned that no part of that
individual's body will be struck by the useful beam. The requirements
of WAC ((402 24 070)) 246-221-090, Personnel monitoring, and
((402 28 031)) WAC 246-225-020 (2)(h)(iv) apply to such
individuals.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121. filed 12/27 /90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-228-030 FACILITY REQUIREMENTS. (I) Radiation levels. The local components of an analytical x-ray system shall
be located and arranged and shall include sufficient shielding or access
control such that no radiation levels exist in any area surrounding the
local component group which could result in a dose to an individual
present therein in excess of the dose equivalent limits given in WAC
(( 402 24-4l40)) 246-221-060 of these regulations. For systems utilizing x-ray tubes, these levels shall be met at any specified tube rating.
(2) Surveys. Radiation surveys, as required by WAC ((462=2-4=
68-5)) 246-221-110 of all analytical x-ray systems, sufficient to show
compliance with WAC ((402 40 040)) 246-228-030( I). shall be
performed:
(a) Upon installation of the equipment, and at least once every
twelve months thereafter;
(b) Following any change in the initial arrangement, number, or
type of local components in the system;
(c) Following any maintenance requiring the disassembly or removal
of a local component in the system;
(d) During the performance of maintenance and alignment procedures if the procedures require the presence of a primary x-ray beam
when any local component in the system is disassembled or removed;
(e) Any time a visual inspection of the local components in the system reveals an abnormal condition; and
(f) Whenever personnel monitoring devices required in WAC ((-402=
46-060)) 246-228-050(2) show a significant increase over the previous
monitoring period or the readings are approaching I/ 10 of the hands
and forearm limit specified in WAC ((402 24 020)) 246-221-010.
(g) Radiation survey measurements shall not be required if a registrant or licensee can demonstrate compliance to the satisfaction of the
department with WAC ((402 40 040)) 246-228-030( I) in some other
manner.
(3) Posting. Each area or room containing analytical x-ray equipment shall be conspicuously posted with a sign or signs bearing the radiation symbol and the words "CAUTION - X-RAY EQUIPMENT." or
words having a similar intent.
(4) Documentation of instruction. Each facility shall maintain written documentation showing that compliance with WAC 246-228-050
has been met, and shall make such documentation available to the department upon request.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-228-040 OPERATING REQUIREMENTS. (I) Procedures. Routine operating procedures shall be wrillcn and available to
all analytical x-ray equipment workers. No person shall be permitted
to operate analytical x-ray equipment in any manner other than that
specified in the procedures unless such person has obtained wrillcn approval of the radiation safety olficcr.
(2) Bypassing. No person shall bypass a safety device unless such
person has obtained the wrillcn approval of the radiation safety ofliccr.
Such approval shall be for a specified period of time. When a safety
device has been bypassed, a readily discernible sign bearing the words
"SAFETY DEVICE NOT WORKING." or words having a similar intent.
shall be placed on the radiation source housing. The requirements set
forth in WAC ( ( 402 40 030)) 246-228-020( I) shall also be met.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-228-050 PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS. (I) Instruction. No person shall be permitted to operate or maintain analytical x-ray equipment unless such person has received instruction in and
demonstrated competence as to:
(a) Identification of radiation hazards associated with the use of the
equipment;
(b) Significance of the various radiation warning and safety devices
incorporated into the equipment, or the reasons they have not been installed on certain pieces of equipment and the extra precautions required in such cases;
(c) Proper operating procedures for the equipment;
(d) Symptoms of an acute localized exposure; and
(e) Proper procedures for reporting an actual or suspected exposure.
(2) Personnel monitoring. Finger or wrist dosimetric devices shall be
provided to and shall be used by:
(a) Analytical x-ray equipment workers using systems having an
open-beam configuration and not equipped with a safety device; and
(b) Personnel maintaining analytical x-ray equipment if the maintenance procedures require the presence of a primary x-ray beam when
any local component in the analytical x-ray system is disassembled or
removed.
(c) Reported dose values shall not be used for the purpose of determining compliance with WAC ((402 24 020)) 246-221-010 of these
regulations unless evaluated by a qualified expert.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121. filed 12/27 /90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-229-001 PURPOSE AND SCOPE. (I) This chapter
establishes procedures for the registration and the use of particle
accelerators.
(2) In addition to the requirements of this chapter, all registrants
arc subject to the requirements of chapters ((402 10, 402 12, 402 16,
402 24, and 402=48)) 246-220, 246-224, 246-221, and 246-222
WAC. Registrants engaged in industrial radiographic operations arc
also subject to the requirements of chapter ((402=*)) 246-243 WAC
and registrants engaged in the healing arts are also subject to the requirements of chapter ((462=2-S)) 246-225 WAC and/or chapter
((462=3-Z)) 246-240 WAC of these regulations. Registrants engaged in
the production of radioactive material are also subject to the requirements of chapters ( ( 402 19 and 402 22)) 246-232 and 246-235
WAC.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-229-010 REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS. No
person shall receive, possess, use, transfer, own, or acquire a particle
accelerator except as authorized in a registration issued pursuant to
these regulations or as otherwise provided for in these regulations. The
general procedures for registration of particle accelerator facilities are
included in chapter ((4e2=+6)) 246-224 WAC of these regulations.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I/ 31 /91)
WAC 246-229-020 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
ISSUANCE OF A REGISTRATION FOR PARTICLE ACCELERATORS. (Refer to chapter ((4e2=+6)) 246-224 WAC.) In addition to the requirement of chapter ((4e2=+6)) 246-224 WAC a registration application for use of a particle accelerator will be approved
only if the department determines that:
(I) The applicant is qualified by reason of training and experience to
use the accelerator in question for the purpose requested in accordance
with this chapter in such a manner as to minimize danger to public
health and safety or property;
(2) The applicant's proposed equipment, facilities. operating and
emergency procedures arc adequate to protect health and minimize
danger to public health and safety or property;
(3) The issuance of the registration will not be inimical to the health
and safety of the public, and the applicant satisfies any applicable special requirement in WAC ((402=44 040)) 246-229-030;
(4) The applicant has appointed a qualified radiation safety officer;
(5) The applicant and/or the staff has substantial experience in the
use of particle accelerators and training sufficient for the intended uses;
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(6) The applicant has established a radiation safety committee to
approve, in advance, proposals for uses of particle accelerators, whenever deemed necessary by the department; and
(7) The applicant has an adequate training program for particle accelerator operators.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-229-030 HUMAN USE OF PARTICLE ACCELERATORS. In addition to the requirements set forth in chapter
((40Z=-HJ)) 246-224 WAC a certificate of registration for use of a
particle accelerator in the healing arts will be issued only if:
(I) Whenever deemed necessary by the department, the applicant
has appointed a medical committee of at least three members to evaluate all proposals for research, diagnostic, and therapeutic use of a
particle accelerator. Membership of the committee should include
physicians expert in internal medicine, hematology, therapeutic radiology, and a person experienced in depth dose calculations and protection against radiation;
(2) The individuals designated on the application as the users have
substantial training and experience in deep therapy techniques or in
the use of particle accelerators to treat humans; and
(3) The individual designated on the application as the user must be
a physician.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121. filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-229-050 LIMITATIONS. (I) No registrant shall permit any person to act as a particle accelerator operator until such
person:
(a) Has been instructed in radiation safety and shall have demonstrated an understanding thereof;
(b) Has received copies of and instruction in this chapter and the
applicable requirements of chapters ((402 24 a11d 402 48)) 246-221
and 246-222 WAC, pertinent registration conditions and the registrant's operating and emergency procedures, and shall have demonstrated understanding thereof;
(c) Has demonstrated competence to use the particle accelerator,
related equipment, and survey instruments which will be employed in
the individual's assignment; and
(2) The registrant shall maintain records which demonstrate compliance with the requirements of WAC ((402 44 060)) 246-229050(1 ).
-(3) Either the radiation safety committee or the radiation safety officer shall have the authority to terminate the operations at a particle
accelerator facility if such action is deemed necessary to protect health
and minimize danger to public health and safety or property.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-229-060 SHIELDING AND SAFETY DESIGN
REQUIREMENTS. (I) A qualified expert, specifically accepted by
the department, shall be consulted in the design of a particle accelerator installation and called upon to perform a radiation survey when the
accelerator is first capable of producing radiation.
(2) Each particle accelerator installation shall be provided with such
primary and/or secondary barriers as are necessary to assure compliance with WAC ((402 24=020 aud 'NAE 402 24=040)) 246-221-010
and 246-221-060.
AMEN DA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-229-080 WARNING DEVICES. (I) All locations
designated as high radiation areas (except inside treatment rooms designed for human exposure) and entrances to all locations designated
as high radiation areas shall be equipped with easily observable flashing or rotating warning lights that operate when, and only when, radiation is being produced.
(2) Except in facilities designed for human exposure, each high radiation area shall have an audible warning device which shall be activated for 15 seconds prior to the possible creation of such high radiation area. Such warning device shall be clearly discernible in all high
radiation areas. The registrant shall instruct all personnel in the vicinity of the particle accelerator as to the meaning of this audible warning
signal.
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(3) Barriers, temporary or otherwise, and pathways leading to high
radiation areas shall be identified in accordance with WAC((~
696)) 246-221-120.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121. filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-229-090 OPERATING PROCEDURES. (I) Particle
accelerators, when not in operation, shall be secured to prevent unauthorized use.
(2) Only a switch on the accelerator control console shall be routinely used to turn the accelerator beam off and on. The safety interlock system shall not be used to turn off the accelerator beam except in
an emergency, or as required in WAC ((402 44 100)) 246-229090(3).
-(3) All safety and warning devices, including interlocks. shall be
checked for proper operation at intervals not to exceed three months
and after maintenance on such safety and warning devices. Results of
such tests shall be maintained for inspection at the accelerator facility.
(4) Electrical circuit diagrams of the accelerator, and the associated
interlock systems, shall be kept current and maintained for inspection
by the department and available to the operator at each accelerator
facility.
(5) If, for any reason, it is necessary to bypass a safety interlock or
interlocks intentionally, such action shall be:
(a) Authorized by the radiation safety committee and/or radiation
safety officer;
(b) Recorded in a permanent log and a notice posted at the accelerator control console; and
(c) Terminated as soon as possible.
(6) A copy of the current operating and the emergency procedures
shall be maintained at the accelerator control panel.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-229-110 VENTILATION SYSTEMS. (I) Means
shall be provided to ensure that personnel arc not exposed to airborne
radioactive materials in excess of those limits specified in WAC ((46Z=
Z4==636)) 246-221-040, for restricted areas and WAC ((402 24 050))
246-221-070, for unrestricted areas.
(2) A registrant as required by WAC ((402 24 050)) 246-221-070
shall not vent, release or otherwise discharge airborne radioactive material to an uncontrolled area which exceeds the limits specified in
WAC ((402 80=050 01 402 24 220)) 246-247-040 or 246-221-290
Appendix A-Table II, except as authorized pursuant to WAC ((46Z=
24 I 35 m 402 24 050)) 246-221-180 or 246-221-070(2). For purposes of this paragraph, concentrations may be averaged over a period
not greater than one year. Every reasonable effort should be made to
maintain releases of radioactive material to uncontrolled areas, as far
below these limits as practicable.
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PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
[Filed May 21, 1991, 2:58 p.m.)

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: Chapters 246-249 and 246-250 WAC,
Low level radioactive waste; and chapter 246-252 WAC
Uranium mills, WAC 246-249-010, added definition of
transuranic waste, WAC 246-249-0 I 0, amended definition of low-level radioactive waste to be consistent with
definition of waste in WAC 246-250-010; WAC 246249-040, changed to reflect federal regulation in I 0
CFR 61.55; WAC 246-249-050, clarified void space requirements for activated metal; WAC 246-249-060,
changed to reflect federal regulation in 10 CFR 61.57;
WAC 246-249-080, was formally WAC 246-232-11 O;
WAC 246-249-090, was formerly WAC 246-249-080,
and to require absorbents and stabilization media to be
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listed on the manifest; WAC 246-250-001, changed to
reflect federal regulation 10 CFR 61.1; WAC 246-250010, deleted transuranic waste from definition of waste;
WAC 246-250-140, changed to correct typo; WAC
246-250-330, changed to reference correct chapter in
WAC; WAC 246-250-600, changed to reflect federal
regulation I 0 CFR 61.80; WAC 246-252-0 I 0, definition change of subsection (I) Aquifer and subsection (8)
Ground water; WAC 246-252-030, subsection (I )(a),
removed word "assure," added "contribute to," subsection (I )(b), changed word "isolating" to "isolation,"
subsection (I)( C ), added the word permanent n before
the word "isolation," subsection (2), removed the word
"preferably" (line 6), subsection (3), changed the word
"when" to "where" (line 3), subsection (5), removed the
word "omit" (line 8), subsection (5)(c), inserted "including the closure plan" (line 5), subsection (5)( d), inserted the word "from" (line 5), subsection (7), Criterion 7 - "Milling Operation" changed to Criterion 8,
added new Criterion 7 (from 10 CFR 40, Appendix A),
subsection (8), Criterion 8 changed to Criterion 11, previous Criterion 7 is now Criterion 8, subsection (9) Criterion 9 changed to Criterion 13, Criterion 9 is all new
(moved from WAC 246-235-020), subsection ( 10) Criterion 10 is all new (moved from WAC 246-235-020),
subsection ( 11) Criterion 11 was previously Criterion 8,
subsection (12) Criterion is new (taken from I 0 CFR
40, Appendix A), and subsection (13) Criterion 13 was
previously Criterion 9; and the following uranium millrelated regulations have been removed from chapter
246-235 WAC [see WSR 91-11-081] and inserted into
chapter 246-252 WAC: WAC 246-235-020(6) Financial surety arrangements, now Criterion 9 in WAC 246252-030, WAC 246-235-020(7) Long-term care, now
Criterion 9 (last paragraph) in WAC 246-252-030, and
WAC 246-235-020(8) Continued surveillance, now
Criterion 10 in WAC 246-252-030.
Purpose: Text changes from Title 402 WAC to Title
246 WAC, definition changes, movement of sections
from one chapter to another, and changes to make WAC
consistent with 10 CFR (EPA and NRC).
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 70.98.050
and 70.98.080.
Summary: These regulations govern the operation of
low level radioactive waste sites and uranium mills.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: Potential for radiation
exposure to the public is reduced and consistency with
federal regulations is achieved.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implementation and Enforcement: Gary Robertson, Airdustrial Building 5, LE-13, 753-3459.
Name of Proponent: Department of Health,
governmental.
Rule is necessary because of federal law, 10 CFR
(EPA and NRC).
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: The existing rules are made clearer and more easily understood by adding definitions, moving sections
into the appropriate chapters, housekeeping changes and
adding material to make the WAC consistent with federal regulations. Also, due to recodification of the WAC
II

from Title 402 WAC to Title 246 WAC, text changes of
WAC cross references had to be made.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: See
Title of Rule above.
No small business economic impact statement is required for this proposal by chapter 19.85 RCW.
No statement is required because the changes are
made to conform with federal regulations, to correct typographical errors, to make cross reference WAC numbers, and to add definitions.
The department has considered whether the following
rules are subject to the Regulatory Fairness Act, and has
determined that they are not, because the rule changes
are being adopted solely to conform or comply with federal laws and regulations, to transfer regulations from
one chapter to another, and to correct typographical
errors.
Hearing Location: OB-2 Auditorium, 12th and
Franklin, Olympia, Washington, on June 25, 1991, at
1:30 p.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Leslie Baldwin, 1300
S.E. Quince Street, Mailstop EY-16, Olympia, WA
98504, by June 24, 1991.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 2, 1991.
May 16, 1991
Pam Campbell Mead
for Kristine M. Gebbie
Secretary
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-249---001 PURPOSE AND SCOPE. This chapter provides rules governing generators and brokers of low-level radioactive
waste seeking to dispose of such waste at any commercial disposal facility in the state of Washington. These rules are in addition to applicable requirements of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), the United States Department of Transportation (DOT),
and other requirements of Title ((46%)) 246 WAC, the requirements of
the department of ecology, Title 173 WAC, and conditions of the license issued to the disposal site operator(s).
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-249---020 SITE USE PERM IT. (I) Each generator
and each broker of low-level radioactive waste shall possess a valid
and unencumbered site use permit prior to the shipment of such waste
to, or the disposal of such waste at any commercial disposal facility in
the state of Washington and shall have complied with the permit requirements of the department of ecology.
(2) Suspension or revocation of permit.
(a) The failure of one or more packages in a shipment of waste to be
in compliance with one or more of the requirements of the license issued to the commercial low-level radioactive waste disposal site operator, Title ((46%)) 246 WAC, the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, the United States Department of Transportation, or conditions of the disposal site operator's radioactive materials license may
cause the suspension of the site use permit of the responsible generator
and/or broker.
(b) The site use permit of a generator and/or broker may be suspended or revoked if any other licensed commercial low-level radioactive waste disposal site in the United States has refused to accept waste
from that generator or broker.
(c) A suspended site use permit may be reinstated provided the generator and/or broker submits a quality assurance procedure designed
to correct previous problems and to achieve compliance with all applicable requirements.
(3) Brokered shipments.
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(a) It is the broker's responsibility to assure that a generator of
waste has a valid unencumbered site use permit prior to shipment of
waste for disposal.
(b) A broker, as consignor, assumes coresponsibility with a generator for all aspects of that generator's waste until it can be documented
to the department's satisfaction that the broker's sphere of responsibility was limited.

site to the department of ((social aud)) health ((services)) or its designee, and must be judged to be properly executed prior to the acceptance of the waste by the site operator. If a broker is involved, the broker's and carrier's sections must bear original signatures. The
generator's signature need not be an original signature. If a broker is
acting as the processor andLor packager of the waste, the broker may
act as the agent of the generator and may sign the certification statement for the generator, provided the name and site use permit number
of the original generator are identified. If no broker is involved, the
generator shall so signify by entry in the broker's section of the form
that no broker was involved, e.g., "no broker," and the generator and
carrier's section must bear original signatures.
A
(2) In the case of brokered shipments from more than a single generator, information on each generator's certification shall include data
clearly identifying, without reference to other documentation, each
package transferred from that generator to the broker. The data shall
be compatible with package identifications on the shipment manifest
(RSR) from the broker, and with identification markings on the
packages.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-249-070 VARIANCES. It is inevitable that a small
portion of wastes cannot be treated to fully comply with the waste
form requirements of this chapter consistent with the ALARA philosophy of chapter ((~)) 246-220 WAC. A waste disposal site operator may apply to the department for a variance provided:
(I) The variance requested is not for a continuing process or waste
stream;
(2) An equivalent or greater degree of protection is provided by the
proposed alternative; and
(3) All reasonable methods of complying with the existing requirement have been considered.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-249-010 DEFINITIONS. As used in this chapter, the
following definitions apply:
(I) "Low-level radioactive waste" ((meam)) has the same meaning
as in the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of
1985, Public Law 99-240, that is, radioactive waste not classified as
high level radioactive waste, ((tra11sma11ic waste,)) spent nuclear fuel,
or by-product material as defined in section 1 le.(2) of the Atomic Energy Act.
(2) "Broker" means a person who performs one or more of the following functions for a low-level radioactive waste generator:
(a) Arranges for transportation of the low-level radioactive waste;
(b) Collects and/or consolidates shipments of such low-level radioactive waste;
(c) Processes such low-level radioactive waste in some manner: provided it shall not mean a carrier whose sole function is to transport
such low-level radioactive waste.
(3) "Shipper" or "consignor" means the last licensee to possess the
low-level radioactive waste prior to transportation to the low-level radioactive waste disposal site, normally the generator when no broker is
involved; otherwise, the broker.
(4) "Generator" means the last person who puts radioactive material
to practical use, and who then declares it to be no longer of use or
value.
(5) "Motor vehicle" means any vehicle, truck, tractor, semi-trailer,
or trailer (or any permitted combination of these), driven by mechanical power and used upon the highways to carry property.
(6) "Motor common carrier" means a person holding itself out to
the general public to provide motor vehicle transportation for compensation over regular or irregular routes, or both.
(7) "Motor contract carrier" means a person other than a common
carrier providing motor vehicle transportation of property for compensation under continuing agreements with one or more persons.
(8) "Motor private carrier" means a person, other than a motor
carrier, transporting property by motor vehicle when the person is the
owner, lessee, or bailee of the property being transported; and the
property is being transported for sale, lease, rent, or bailment, or to
further a commercial enterprise.
(9) "Motor carrier" means a motor common carrier and a motor
contract carrier.
(10) "Shipment" means the total low-level radioactive waste material transported in one motor vehicle.
(I I) "Transuranic waste" means material contaminated with elements that have an atomic number greater than 92.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-249-030

WASTE SHIPMENT CERTIFICATION.

(I) A low-level radioactive waste shipment certification, Form RH F-

31, must accompany each shipment of radioactive waste to a licensed
low-level radioactive waste burial site. All three sections of the form
must be completed. The certification shall be submitted at the disposal
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-249-040 CLASSIFICATION OF RADIOACTIVE
WASTE FOR NEAR-SURFACE DISPOSAL. (I) Considerations.
Determination of the classification of waste involves two considerations. First, consideration must be given to the concentration of longlived radionuclides (and their shorter-lived precursors) whose potential
hazard will persist long after such precautions as institutional controls,
improved waste form, and deeper disposal have ceased to be effective.
These precautions delay the time when long-lived radionuclides could
cause exposures. In addition, the magnitude of the potential dose is
limited by the concentration and availability of the radionuclide at the
time of exposure. Second, consideration must be given to the concentration of shorter-lived radionuclides for which requirements on institutional controls, waste form, and disposal methods are effective.
(2) Classes of waste.
(a) Class A waste is waste that is usually segregated from other
waste classes at the disposal site. The physical form and characteristics
of Class A waste must meet the minimum requirements set forth in
WAC ((402 62 060)) 246-249-050(1). If Class A waste also meets
the stability requirements set forth in WAC (( 402 62=<360)) 246-249050(2), it is not necessary to segregate the waste for disposal.
-(b) Class B waste is waste that must meet more rigorous requirements on waste form to ensure stability after disposal. The physical
form and characteristics of Class B waste must meet both the minimum and stability requirements set forth in WAC ((402 62=060))
246-249-050.
(c) Class C waste is waste that not only must meet more rigorous
requirements on waste form to ensure stability but also requires additional measures at the disposal facility to protect against inadvertent
intrusion. The physical form and characteristics of Class C waste must
meet both the minimum and stability requirements set forth in WAC
((402~2=<360)) 246-249-050.
(3) Classification determined by long-lived radionuclides. If the
waste contains only radionuclides listed in Table I, classification shall
be determined as follows:
(a) If the concentration does not exceed 0.1 times the value in Table
I, the waste is Class A.
(b) If the concentration exceeds 0.1 times the value in Table I, but
does not exceed the value in Table I, the waste is Class C.
(c) If the concentration exceeds the value in Table I, the waste is
not generally acceptable for near-surface disposal.
(d) For waste containing mixtures of radionuclides listed in Table I,
the total concentration shall be determined by the sum of fractions rule
described in subsection (7) of this section.
Table I

Radionuclide
C-14
C-14 in activated metal
Ni-59 in activated metal
Nb--94 in activated metal
Tc-99
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Concentration
Curies/Cubic
Meter

8
80
220
0.2
3
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Table I

Concentration
Curies/Cubic
Meter

Radionuclide

0.08
1
100

1-129
Alpha emitting transuranic radionuclides
with half-life greater than five years
Pu-241
Cm-242
Ra-226

3,soo'

20,000 1
1
100

Unit~ are nanocuries per gram, lo convert to becquerels (Bq) per gram
multiply by 37, lo convert from curies lo gigabecquerels (GBq) multiply by
37. Specific approval of the department is required for disposal of these
radionuclides if their concentration is greater than ten percent of the Table
1 value.

(4) Classification determined by short-lived radionuclidcs. If the
waste does not contain any of the radionuclides listed in Table I,
classification shall be determined based on the concentrations shown in
Table 2. If ((a nuclide is not listed in Table 2, it docs not need to be
co11sidc1cd in dctci ruining the waste class)) the radioactive waste does
not contain any radionuclidcs listed in either Table 1 or 2, it is Class

A.

(a) If the concentration docs not exceed the value of Column I, the
waste is Class A.
(b) If the concentration exceeds the value in Column I, but does not
exceed the value in Column 2, the waste is Class B.
(c) If the concentration exceeds the value in Column 2, but does not
exceed the value in Column 3, the waste is Class C.
(d) If the concentration exceeds the value in Column 3, the waste is
not generally acceptable for near-surface disposal.
(e) For wastes containing mixtures of the radionuclidcs listed in Table 2, the total concentration shall be determined by the sum of fractions rule described in subsection (7) of this section.
Table 2

Radionuclide
Total of all radionuclides
with less ((then)) than 5-year
half-life
H-3
Co-60
Ni-63
Ni-63 in activated metal
Sr-90
Cs-137
(*)

Concentration, Curies/
Cubic Meter
Column I Column 2

700
40
700
3.5
35
0.04
I

(*)

(*)
(*)
70
700
150
44

Column 3

(*)
(*)
(*)
700
7,000
7,000
4,600

There are no limits established for these radionuclides in Class B or C
wastes. Practical consideration such as the effects of external radiation and
internal heat generation on transportation, handling, and disposal will limit
the concentrations for these wastes. These wastes shall be Class B unless
the concentrations of other radionuclides in Table 2 determine the waste 10
be Class C independent of these radionuclides. Specific approval of the department is required prior to packaging of Class B tritium waste.

(5) Classification determined by both long-lived and short-lived radionuclides. If the waste contains a mixture of radionuclides, some of
which are listed in Table I, and some of which are listed in Table 2
'
classification shall be determined as follows:
(a) If the concentration of a radionuclide listed in Table I is less
than 0.1 times the value listed in Table I, the class shall be that determined by the concentration of radionuclides listed in Table 2.
(b) If the concentration of a radionuclide listed in Table I exceeds
0.1 times the value listed in Table I, the waste shall be Class C, provided the concentration of radionuclides listed in Table 2 does not exceed the value shown in Column 3 of Table 2.
(6) Classification of waste with radionuclides other than those listed
in Tables I and 2. If the waste does not contain any radionuclides
listed in either Table I or 2, it is Class A.

(7) The sum of ((the)) fractions rule for mixtures of radionuclides.
For determining classification for waste that contains a mixture of radionuclides, it is necessary to determine the sum of fractions by dividing .each radionuclide's concentration by the appropriate limit and
adding the resulting values. The appropriate limits must all be taken
from the same column of the same table. The sum of the fractions for
the column must be less than or equal to 1.0 if the waste class is to be
determined by that column. Example: A waste contains Sr-90 in a
3
co~centration of 50 Ci/m 3 and Cs-137 in a concentration of 22 Ci/m
. Smee the concentrattons both exceed the values in Column I, Table
2, they must be compared to Column 2 values. For Sr-90 fraction,
50/150 = 0.33; for Cs-137 fraction, 22/44 = 0.5; the sum of the
fractions = 0.83. Since the sum is less than 1.0, the waste is Class B.
(8) Determination of concentration in wastes. The concentration of
a radionuclide may be determined by indirect methods such as use of
scaling factors which relate to the inferred concentration of one radionuclide to another that is measured, or radionuclide material accountability, if there is reasonable assurance that the indirect methods can
be correlated with actual measurement. The concentration of a radionuclide may be averaged over the volume of the waste, or weight of the
waste if the units are expressed as nanocuries per gram. ((Guidance 011
dctcr mi11i11g waste co11ecnli atio11s in "r~ RC Low level \'lastc Liccns
i11g B1ancl1 Tcclmical Position 011 Radioactive Vt'astc Classification,"
May 1983.))
AM EN DA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-249-050 ACCEPTABLE RADIOACTIVE WASTE
FORMS AND PACKAGING. (I) Packaging.
(a) Wastes shall be packaged in conformance with the conditions of
the license issued to the site operator to which the waste will be
shipped. Where the conditions of the site license are more restrictive
than the provisions of these regulations, the site license condition shall
govern. As a minimum, radioactive waste must be packaged in such a
manner that waste containers received at the facility do not show:
(i) Significant deformation;
(ii) Loss or dispersal of contents;
(iii) An increase in the external radiation levels recorded on the
manifest, within instrument tolerances; or
(iv) Significant containment degradation due to rust or other chemical actions.
(b) Wastes shall not be packaged for disposal in cardboard or fiberboard. Wood boxes are prohibited after February 28, 1987.
(c) A process control program shall be used which validates the
following:
(i) Liquid waste shall be packaged in sufficient approved absorbent
material to absorb twice the volume of the liquid, solidified using an
approved solidification agent, or stabilized using an approved stabilization agent.
(ii) Solid wastes containing liquid shall contain as little free-standing and noncorrosive liquid as is reasonably achievable, but in no case
shall the liquid exceed one percent of the volume.
(d) Waste shall not be readily capable of detonation or of explosive
decomposition or reaction at normal pressures and temperatures, or of
explosive reaction with water.
(e) Waste shall not contain, or be capable of generating quantities
of toxic gases, vapors, or fumes harmful to persons transporting, handling, or disposing of the waste. This does not apply to radioactive
gaseous waste packaged in accordance with (g) of this subsection.
(f) Pyrophoric materials contained in wastes shall be treated, prepared, and packaged to be nonflammable.
(g) Waste in gaseous form must be packaged at a pressure that does
not exceed 1.5 atmospheres at 20°C. Total activity shall not exceed
I 00 curies (3. 7 x I 0 12 Bqs) per container. Class A gaseous waste shall
?e co.ntaine~ within Uni~ed States Qepartment of !ransportation spec1ficat1on cylinders. Specific approval of the department is required if
the gaseous waste is Class B or C.
(~) wa.stes c.ontaining ?azardous, biological, ((pathcgcnic)) pathogenic, or infectious material shall be treated to reduce the maximum
extent practicable the potential hazard from the nonradiological materials. ((Void spaces withi11 the waste and between the waste and its
package shall be 1cduccd to the extent ptacticablc.)) Wastes subject to
regulation under Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
are not allowed at the disposal site.
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(i) Radioactive consumer products, the use and disposal of which is
exempt from licensing control, may be received without regard to concentration limits of WAC ((402='52'"650)) 246-249--040 Table 2 provided the entire unit is received and is packaged with sufficient sorbent
material so as to preclude breakage and rupture of its contents. This
subsection allows the disposal of such consumer products as intact
household or industrial smoke detector units containing Americium241 foils and radium or radioactive materials incorporated into selfluminous devices and electron tubes.
(2) The following requirements arc intended to provide stability of
the waste. Stability is intended to ensure that the waste does not degrade and affect overall stability of the site through slumping, collapse,
or other failure of the disposal unit and thereby lead to water infiltration. Stability is also a factor in limiting exposure to an inadvertent
intruder, since it provides a recognizable and nondispersible waste
form.
(a) Classes B, C, and A stable waste shall have structural stability.
A structurally stable waste form will generally maintain its physical
dimensions and its form, under the expected disposal conditions such
as weight of overburden and compaction equipment, the presence of
moisture, and microbial activity, and internal factors such as radiation
effects and chemical changes. Structural stability can be provided by
the waste form itself, processing the waste to a stable form, or placing
the waste in a disposal container or structure that provides stability
after disposal.
(b) Notwithstanding the provisions in subsection (l)(c) and (d) of
this section, liquid waste, or waste containing liquid, shall be converted
into a form that contains as little free-standing and noncorrosive liquid
as is reasonably achievable, but in no case shall the liquid exceed one
percent of the volume of the waste when the waste is in a disposal
container designed to ensure stability, or 0.5 percent of the volume of
the waste for waste processed to a stable form.
(c) Void spaces within ((all waste packages shall be awidcd to the
111axin1u1n extent pt acticablc. In addition, stable wastes shall be 111an
aged so that designed void spaces within packages 1cp1csc11t no 11101c
than fikccn pc1ccnt of the package •olamc)) the radioactive waste and
between the waste and its package shall be reduced to the extent practicable. Unless specifically approved by the department, void spaces in
Class A stable, Class B, and Class C waste packages shall be less than
15 percent of the total volume of the disposal package, provided the
disposal package is not a high integrity container nor contains activated metals that are too large to put into high integrity containers. For
Class B and Class C waste packages containing activated metals, voids
shall be reduced to the extent practicable, and shall be demonstrated to
be structurally stable by any of the methods discussed in (a) of this
subsection.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-249-060 LABELING. ((The classification maiking
1cqai1cd by WAC 402 62 050)) Each package of waste must be
clearly labeled to identify whether it is Class A waste, Class B waste,
or Class C waste in accordance with WAC 246-249--040. This mar!!!!& is in addition to any transportation markings or labeling required
by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission or the United
States Department of Transportation and shall consist of lettering onehalf inch high or greater in a durable contrasting color with the background surrounding the lettering. The classification marking shall be
visible on the same side as the radioactive marking or label and in
close proximity (within six inches). Waste packages marked "Radioactive," "Limited Quantity" or "Radioactive LSA" need only one classification marking whereas waste packages labeled White I, Yellow II,
or Yellow Ill shall have classification markings in close proximity
(within six inches) to each label.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-249--080 ((TRANSFER FOR BISPOSAL ANB
MA1"ilFESTS)) LARGE VOLUMES OF NA TU RALLY OCCURRING MATERIAL. (((I) Each shipmcnt of waste to a licc11scd land
disposal facility shall be accontpauicd by a ship111c11t 111anifcst that
contains the na111c, add1 css, and telephone 11un1bc1 of the pc1 son gca
e1ating the waste. The 1nanifcst shall also include the 11a1nc, add1css,
and telephone nmnbct of the pc1so11 lianspo1 ting the waste to the land
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disposal facilitJ. The n1anifcst shall also indicate as co111pletcly as
p1acticable. A physical description of the waste, the waste volun1c, r a
dionuclidc identity and quantity, the total 1adioaetivity, and the plin
cipal chc111ical fut 111. The solidification agent shall be specified. \Yastcs
containi11g 11101 c than 8.1 pc1ccnt chelating agcats by weight shall be
identified and the weight percentage of the chelating agent csti111atcd.
Wastes classified as Class A, Class B, 01 Class C in '+VAC 402='52'"650
shall be cleat ly identified as such in the manifest. The total quantity of
the 1adio1mclidcs II 3, C 14, Tc 99 a11d I 129 mast be shown.
(2) The 111anifcst 1cqui1cd in subsection (I) of this section 1113y be
shipping papers used to n1cet United States Depart111c11t of T1anspo1
talion 01 United States Envi1rnnncntal P1otcction Agency 1cgulations
01 1cqui1en1cnts of the rcceivc1, p1ovidcd all of the 1cqui1cd i11fo1n1a
Lion is included.
(3) Each 111anifcst shall include a cc1 tification bj the waste gc11c1 a
tot that the Lt anspoilcd Uldltr ials ate p1 opttlj classified, dcscr ibcd,
packaged, 111a1kcd, and labeled and arc in pauper condition for tra11s
portation according to the applicable regulations of the U11itcd States
Dcpa1t111c11t of T1ar1sportatio11 a11d the agc11cy. A11 autl101izcd 1cp1c
scntativc of the waste gcncr ato1 shall sign and date the n1a11ifcst.
(4) Any ge11e1 ato1 licensee who tr ansfct s waste to a laud disposal
facility 01 a licensed waste collector shall cmnply with the followiug
1cquiic111c11ts. Any licensee who lia11sfcis waste to a licensed waste
p1occsso1 who heats 01 1cpackagcs waste shall co111ply with the 1c
qai1cmcnts of (d) th1oagh (h) of this sabscctio11. A licc11scc shall.
(a) P1epa1e all wastes so the waste is classified acco1ding to \YAC
402=-ii2==050 and rnccts the waste ehatactcristics 1equi1e1ncuts in Yt'AC
402 62'"660.
(b) Label each package of waste to identify whcthc1 it is a Class A
waste, Class B waste 01 Class C waste, in accordance with V/AC 402
6Z=656;
(e) Conduct a quality eo11liol p1og1am to assme co111plianec with
WAC 402 62'"650 a11d 402 62 060, the p1og1am mast i11cladc ma11
agcrucnt evaluation of audits,
(d) Pr epa1 c shipping nianifcsts to nteet the 1equi1 c111ents of subsec
tions (I) a11d (3) of this section,
(c) Fm wa1d a copy of the 111anifcst to the intended 1ceipicnt, at the
tinrc of ship111c11t, 01, deliver to a b1okc1 at the ti11rc the waste is col
lcctcd, obtaining acknowlcdgc111cnt of 1eccipt in the fo11n of a signed
copy of the nranifcst frotu the b1okc1,
(f) Include ouc copy of the 11tanifcst with the ship111c11t,
(g) Retain a copy of the 111anifcst with docu111cntation of acknowl
edget11c11t of 1eccipt as the 1ceo1d of t1a11sfc1 of licensed n1att1ial as
1cquit cd by these 1cgulations,
(h) For any shiptnents or any pa1 t of a ship111c11t fut whicl1 ae
knowlcdgcn1cnt of receipt has not been 1eccived within the ti111cs set
fv1 th in this section, conduct an investigation in aeeo1 da11cc with sub
section (8) of this section.
(5) Any waste b1okc1 licensee who handles p1epackagcd waste shall.
(a) Acknowledge 1cecipt of the waste fto111 the gcnc1ato1 within ouc
week of 1cecipt by 1ctu1 ning a signed copy of the H181iifcst.
(b) P1cpa1e a new n1anifcst to 1cRcct consolidated shipurcnts. the
new n1a11ifcst shall sci vc as a listing 01 i11dex fu1 the detailed gc11c1 ato1
111anifcsts. Copies of the gcne1 ato1 111anifcsts shall be a pa1 t of the new
ntanifcst.
The waste b1okc1 111ay p1cpa1c a new Hldnifcst without attaching the
gc11c1 ato1 nmnifcsts, pt ov ided the new 111a11ifcst contains fo1 each
package the i11fo1111ation specified in subsection (2) of this section. The
b1okc1 licensee shall cc1tify that nothing has been done to the waste
which would invalidate the gc11c1ato1's cc1tification.
(c) Fo1 wa1d a copy of the 11cw ma11ifcst to the laud disposal facility
opc1ato1 at the tin1c of shipn1ent,
(d) Include the new ntanifcst with the ship1ne11t to the disposal site.
(c) Retain a copy of the n1anifcst with docu111cntation of acknowl
cdgcrncnt of 1cccipt as the 1cco1d of ha11sfe1 of licensed 111atc1ial as
1cqui1cd by these 1cgulations, and 1ctai11 i11fo11natio11 fto111 gcnc1ato1
111anifcsts as 1cqui1cd by these 1egulations, and retain i11foi111ation ftor11
gcnc1 a tot 111anifcsts u11til disposition is autho1 izcd by the agt11CJ, and
(f) Fo1 any shipn1cnts 01 any pat t of a ship111cnt fot which acknowl
cdgc1neJ1t of receipt is not 1eccivcd within the ti1nes set fo1 th in this
section, conduct an investigation in accordance with subsection (8) of
this section.
(6) Any licensed waste p1occsso1 who ttcats 01 1cpaekagcs wastes
shatt:
(a) Acknowledge 1cccipt of the waste fto111 the gcnc1ato1 within one
week of 1cecipt by 1ctu111i11g a signed copy of the a13nifcst.
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(b) P1 cpa1 c a new ntanifcst that 111ccts the rcqui1 cn1c11ts of subscc
Lions (l), (2), and (3) of this section. Preparation of the new ntanifcst

1cAccts that the p1 vccsso1 is 1csponsiblc fo1 the waste,
(c) P1cpa1c all wastes so that the waste is classified accoading to
\YAC 482==62 050 and 111ccts the waste c11aiactc1istics 1cqui1c111cnt iu

WAC 402 62=660.
(d) Label each package of waste to idc11tify whcthc1 it is Class A
waste, Class B waste, 01 Class C waste, ia acc01dancc with '+\'AC 402
62=650 and 402 62 070.
(c) A quality co11ttol p1og1a111 shall be co11ductcd to assure co111pli
anee with 'NAC 402 62 050 and 402 62 060. The p1ogiam shall in
elude 111anagc111c11t evaluation of audits,
(f) Fut watd a copy of the new 11ta11ifcst to the disposal site opc1ato1

01 waste b1okc1 at the ti111c of ship111cnt, or dcliYcr to a broker at the
tirnc the waste is collected, obtai11ing acknowlcdgcr11ent of receipt in
the fot 111 of a signed copy of the ruanifcst by the bt oker.
(g) Include the new n1a11ifest with the shipment,
(h) Retain copies of the original 111a11ifcsb and new n1anifests with
docurnentation of acknowlcdgcn1cnt of rcceipt as the recm d of t1 a11sfc1
of licensed 1nate1ial 1equi1ed by these 1egulations.

(i) F01 a11y shipment 01 pa• t of a shipment f01 which acknowledge

111c11t is not 1eceiYcd within the ti111cs set forth in this section, conduct
an itnestigation in acco1da11ce with subsection (8) of this section.

(7) The land disposal facility opeiato1 shall.
(a) Acknowledge 1eeeipt of the waste "'ithin one week of 1eeeipt by

1etu111ing a signed copy of the nmnifest to the shippet. The shippct to
be notified is the licensee who last possessed the waste and liansfcrred
the waste to the ope1ato1. The 1etu1ncd copy of the naanifest shall in
dicatc any disctcpancies betweea 111atc1 ials listed 011 the 111aaifcst and
111ate1 ials 1eceiYcd,
(b) Pdai11tain copies of all co111plctcd 111anifcsts until the agency au
tho1 izes theit disposition, and

(e) f'fotify the shippe1 (i.e., the gene1 ato1 01 the b1 okei) and the

agency when any ship111cnt or pa1 t of a shipment has not a11 iYcd with
in sixty days afte1 the adYanccd 111a11ifcst was 1eceiYed.
(8) A11y ship111c11t 01 pat t of a ship111ent f01 which acknowlcdgcrncnt
is not 1eceiYcd within the tiutC set fo1 th in this section 111ust.
(a) Be itnestigatcd by the shippe1 if the shippct has not rccciYcd
notification of rcccipt within twenty days after ltansfct, and

(b) Be haeed and 1Cpo1ted. The imestigatio11 shall include liacing

the ship111c11t and filing a 1cpo1t with the agency. Each licensee who
conducts a Lt ace i11Yestigation sl1al1 file a w1 it ten 1epo1 t witlt the agcr1
ey within two weeks of eompletio11 of the imestigation.)) {I) In addi-

tion to requirements for a disposal site use permit contained in WAC
246-249-020, permittees and single generators of radioactive wastes
shall obtain the specific approval of the department prior to offering
wastes for disposal which: {a) Contain naturally occurring radioactive
material, excluding source material, {b) contain an average total concentration less than, or cgual to, 0.002 microcuries per gram, and {c)
total in excess of 1,000 cubic feet per year.
(2) Applications for specific departmental approval shall describe:
{a) The chemical processes which produce or have produced the waste,
{b) the volume of waste to be disposed per year, {c) an estimate of how
long the permittee's disposal needs will continue, {d) actions which
have been taken or are planned which could decrease the volume of the
waste, and {e) alternative methods of disposal which have been considered by the permittee.
(3) A reguest for specific approval may be approved if the department finds the material to be: {a) Consistent with disposal site volume
utilization, {b) in conformance with conditions of all licenses and permits issued to the disposal site operator, {c) more appropriately disposed at Hanford than by alternative means consistent with the concepts contained in P.L. 99-240 Low Level Radioactive Waste Policy
Amendments Act of 1985, and {d) consistent with protection of the
public health, safety and environment.
(4) Denial by the department of a request for specific approval shall
not be interpreted as an approval to dispose of naturally occurring radioactive material without regard to its radioactivity.
NEW SECTION
WAC 246-249-090 TRANSFER FOR DISPOSAL AND
MANIFESTS. (I) Each shipment of waste to a licensed land disposal
facility shall be accompanied by a shipment manifest that contains the
name, address, and telephone number of the person generating the
waste. The manifest shall also include the name, address, and telephone number of the person transporting the waste to the land disposal
facility. The manifest shall also indicate as completely as practicable:

A physical description of the waste; the waste volume; radionuclide
identity and quantity; the total radioactivity; and the principal chemical form. The solidification, stabilization, or sorption agent shall be
specified. Wastes containing more than 0.1 percent chelating agents by
weight shall be identified and the weight percentage of the chelating
agent estimated. Wastes classified as Class A, Class B, or Class C in
WAC 246-249-040 shall be clearly identified as such in the manifest
unless transferred to a waste processor who treats or repackages
wastes. The total quantity of the radionuclides H-3, C-14, Tc-99 and
1-129 must be shown.
(2) The manifest required in subsection (I) of this section may be
shipping papers used to meet United States Department of Transportation or United States Environmental Protection Agency regulations
or requirements of the receiver, provided all of the required information is included.
(3) Each manifest shall include a certification by the waste generator that the transported materials are properly classified, described,
packaged, marked, and labeled and are in proper condition for transportation according to the applicable regulations of the United States
Department of Transportation and the agency. An authorized representative of the waste generator shall sign and date the manifest.
(4) Any generator licensee who transfers waste to a land disposal
facility or a licensed waste collector shall comply with the following
requirements. Any licensee who transfers waste to a licensed waste
processor who treats or repackages waste shall comply with the requirements of (d) through (h) of this subsection. A iicensee shall:
(a) Prepare all wastes so the waste is classified according to WAC
246-249-040 and meets the waste characteristics requirements in
WAC 246-249-050.
{b) Label each package of waste to identify whether it is a Class A
waste, Class B waste or Class C waste, in accordance with WAC 246249-040;
(c) Conduct a quality control program to assure compliance with
WAC 246-249-040 and 246-249-050; the program must include
management evaluation of audits;
(d) Prepare shipping manifests to meet the requirements of subsections (I) and (3) of this section;
(e) Forward a copy of the manifest to the intended recipient, at the
time of shipment; or, deliver to a broker at the time the waste is collected, obtaining acknowledgement of receipt in the form of a signed
copy of the manifest from the broker;
(f) Include one copy of the manifest with the shipment;
(g) Retain a copy of the manifest with documentation of acknowledgement of receipt as the record of transfer of licensed material as
required by these regulations;
{h) For any shipments or any part of a shipment for which acknowledgement of receipt has not been received within the times set
forth in this section, conduct an investig;ition in accordance with subsection (8) of this section.
(5) Any waste broker licensee who handles prepackaged waste shall:
{a) Acknowledge receipt of the waste from the generator within one
week of receipt by returning a signed copy of the manifest.
(b) Prepare a new manifest to reflect consolidated shipments; the
new manifest shall serve as a listing or index for the detailed generator
manifests. Copies of the generator manifests shall be a part of the new
manifest.
The waste broker may prepare a new manifest without attaching the
generator manifests, provided the new manifest contains for each
package the information specified in subsection (I) of this section. The
broker licensee shall certify that nothing has been done to the waste
which would invalidate the generator's certification.
(c) Forward a copy of the new manifest to the land disposal facility
operator at the time of shipment;
(d) Include the new manifest with the shipment to the disposal site.
(e) Retain a copy of the manifest with documentation of acknowledgement of receipt as the record of transfer of licensed material as
required by these regulations, and retain information from generator
manifests as required by these regulations, and retain information from
generator manifests until disposition is authorized by the agency; and
(f) For any shipments or any part of a shipment for which acknowledgement of receipt is not received within the times set forth in this
section, conduct an investigation in accordance with subsection (8) of
this section.
(6) Any licensed waste processor who treats or repackages wastes
shall:
(a) Acknowledge receipt of the waste from the generator within one
week of receipt by returning a signed copy of the manifest.
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(b) Prepare a new manifest that meets the requirements of subsections (I}, (2), and (3) of this section. Preparation of the new manifest
reflects that the processor is responsible for the waste;
(c) Prepare all wastes so that the waste is classified according to
WAC 246-249-040 and meets the waste characteristics requirement
in WAC 246-249-050.
( d) Label each package of waste to identify whether it is Class A
waste, Class B waste, or Class C waste, in accordance with WAC 246249-040 and 246-249-060.
(e) A quality control program shall be conducted to assure compliance with WAC 246-249-040 and 246-249-050. The program shall
include management evaluation of audits;
(f) Forward a copy of the new manifest to the disposal site operator
or waste broker at the time of shipment, or deliver to a broker at the
time the waste is collected, obtaining acknowledgement of receipt in
the form of a signed copy of the manifest by the broker.
(g) Include the new manifest with the shipment;
(h) Retain copies of the original manifests and new manifests with
documentation of acknowledgement of receipt as the record of transfer
of licensed material required by these regulations.
(i) For any shipment or part of a shipment for which acknowledgement is not received within the times set forth in this section, conduct
an investigation in accordance with subsection (8) of this section.
(7) The land disposal facility operator shall:
(a) Acknowledge receipt of the waste within one week of receipt by
returning a signed copy of the manifest to the shipper. The shipper to
be notified is the licensee who last possessed the waste and transferred
the waste to the operator. The returned copy of the manifest shall indicate any discrepancies between materials listed on the manifest and
materials received;
(b) Maintain copies of all completed manifests until the agency authorizes their disposition; and
(c) Notify the shipper (i.e., the generator or the broker) and the
agency when any shipment or part of a shipment has not arrived within sixty days after the advanced manifest was received.
(8) Any shipment or part of a shipment for which acknowledgement
is not received within the time set forth in this section must:
(a) Be investigated by the shipper if the shipper has not received
notification of receipt within twenty days after transfer; and
(b) Be traced and reported. The investigation shall include tracing
the shipment and filing a report with the agency. Each licensee who
conducts a trace investigation shall file a written report with the agency within two weeks of completion of the investigation.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I/ 31 /91)
WAC 246-250-001 PURPOSE AND SCOPE. (1) The regulations in this chapter establish procedures, criteria, and terms and con<!itions upon which the department issues licenses for land disposal of
low-level radioactive wastes received from other persons. (Applicability of the requirements in this chapter to department licenses for
waste disposal facilities in effect on the effective date of this regulation
will be determined on a case-by-<:ase basis and implemented through
terms and conditions of the license or by orders issued by the department.) The requirements of this chapter are in addition to, and not in
substitution for, other applicable requirements of these regulations or
other state regulations.
(2) The regulations in this chapter do not apply to disposal of byproduct material as defined in WAC ((402 I 2=050 t6)(b))) 246-220010 (7)(b) in quantities greater than I 0,000 kilograms and containing
more than five millicuries of radium 226, or disposal of waste ((~))
provided in WAC ((402 24=050, 402 24 140, Vl 402 24=150)) 246221-070, 246-221-190, or 246-221-200.
(3) This chapter establishes procedural requirements and performance objectives applicable to any method of land disposal. It establish-.
es specific technical requirements for near-surface disposal of radioactive waste which involves disposal in the uppermost portion of the
earth.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31 /91)
WAC 246-250-010 DEFINITIONS. As used in this chapter, the
following definitions apply:
(!) "Active maintenance" means any significant activity needed
during the period of institutional control to maintain a reasonable assurance that the performance objectives of WAC ((402 61 180 and
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402 61 190)) 246-250-1 70 and 246-250-180 are met. Such active
maintenance includes ongoing activities such as the pumping and
treatment of water from a disposal unit or one-time measures such as
replacement of a disposal unit cover. Active maintenance does not include custodial activities such as repair of fencing, repair or replacement of monitoring equipment, revegetation, minor additions to soil
cover, minor repair of disposal unit covers, and general disposal site
upkeep such as mowing grass.
(2) "Buffer zone" means a portion of the disposal site that is controlled by the licensee or by the United States Department of Energy
and that lies under the disposal units and between the disposal units
and the boundary of the site.
(3) 'Chelating agent" rneans amine polycarboxylic acids, hydroxycarboxylic acids, gluconic acid, and polycarboxylic acids.
(4) 'Commencement of construction' means any clearing of land,
excavation, or other substantial action that would adversely affect the
environment of a land disposal facility. The term does not mean disposal site exploration, necessary roads for disposal site exploration,
borings to determine foundation conditions, or other preconstruction
monitoring or testing to establish background information related to
the suitability of the disposal site or the protection of environmental
values.
(5) 'Custodial agency" means an agency of the government designated to act on behalf of the government owner of the disposal site.
(6) "Disposal' rneans the isolation of wastes from the biosphere inhabited by man and his food chains by emplacement in a land disposal
facility.
(7) "Disposal site" means that portion of a land disposal facility
which is used for disposal of waste. It consists of disposal units and a
buffer zone.
(8) "Disposal unit' means a discrete portion of the disposal site into
which waste is placed for disposal. For near-surface disposal, the unit
is usually a trench.
(9) "Engineered barrier' means a man-made structure or device
that is intended to improve the land disposal facility's ability to meet
the performance objectives in this chapter.
(I 0) 'Explosive material' means any chemical compound, mixture,
or device which produces a substantial instantaneous release of gas and
heat spontaneously or by contact with sparks or flame.
( 11) 'Hazardous waste" means those wastes designated as hazardous by United States Environmental Protection Agency regulations in
40 CFR Part 261.
( 12) "Hydrogeologic unit" means any soil or rock unit or zone
which by virtue of its porosity or permeability, or lack thereof, has a
distinct influence on the storage or movement of groundwater.
( 13) 'Inadvertent intruder" means a person who might occupy the
disposal site after closure and engage in normal activities, such as agriculture, dwelling construction, or other pursuits in which an individual might be unknowingly exposed to radiation from the waste.
( 14) 'Intruder barrier' means a sufficient depth of cover over the
waste that inhibits contact with waste and helps to ensure that radiation exposures to an inadvertent intruder will meet the performance
objectives set forth in this chapter2 or engineered structures that provide equivalent protection to the inadvertent intruder.
( 15) 'Land disposal facility" means the land, buildings, and equipment which are intended to be used for the disposal of wastes into the
subsurface of the land.
(16) 'Monitoring" means observing and making measurements to
provide data to evaluate the performance and characteristics of the
disposal site.
(17) "Near-surface disposal facility' means a land disposal facility
in which waste is disposed within approximately the upper thirty meters of the earth's surface.
(18) "Pyrophoric liquid" means any liquid that ignites spontaneously in dry or moist air at or below I 30°F (54.4°C).
(19) 'Pyrophoric solid" means any solid material, other than one
classed as an explosive, which under normal conditions, is liable to
cause fires through friction, retained heat from manufacturing or processing, or which can be ignited readily and, when ignited, burns so
vigorously and persistently as to create a serious transportation, handling, or disposal hazard. Included are spontaneously combustible and
water-reactive materials.
(20) 'Site closure and stabilization" means those actions that are
taken upon completion of operations that prepare the disposal site for
custodial care and that assure that the disposal site will remain stable
and will not need ongoing active maintenance.
(21) "Stability' means structural stability.
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(22) "Surveillance" means monitoring and observation of the disposal site for purposes of visual detection of need for maintenance,
custodial care, evidence of intrusion, and compliance with other license
and regulatory requirements.
(23) "Waste" means those low-level radioactive wastes that are acceptable for disposal in a land disposal facility. For the purposes of this
definition, low-level waste has the same meaning as in the Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985, Public Law ((96=
573)) 99-240, that is, radioactive waste not classified as high-level radioactive waste, ((t1ansu1anic waste,)) spent nuclear fuel, or byproduct material as defined in section 11 e.(2) of the Atomic Energy
Act (uranium or thorium tailings and waste).
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-250-090 REQUIREMENTS FOR ISSUANCE OF A
LICENSE. A license for the receipt, possession, and disposal of waste
containing or contaminated with radioactive material will be issued by
the department upon finding that:
(I) The issuance of the license will not constitute an unreasonable
risk to the health and safety of the public;
(2) The applicant is qualified by reason of training and experience to
carry out the disposal operations requested in a manner that protects
health and minimizes danger to life or property;
(3) The applicant's proposed disposal site, disposal design, land disposal facility operations, including equipment, facilities, and procedures, disposal site closure, and postclosure institutional control are
adequate to protect the public health and safety in that they provide
reasonable assurance that the general population will be protected
from releases of radioactivity as specified in the performance objective
in WAC ((402=61 180)) 246-250-170.
(4) The applicant's proposed disposal site, disposal site design, land
disposal facility operations((;)) fincluding equipment, facilities, and
procedures}, disposal site closure, and postclosure institutional control
are adequate to protect the public health and safety in that they will
provide reasonable assurance that individual inadvertent intruders are
protected in accordance with the performance objective in WAC
((402 61 190)) 246-250-180.
(5) The applicant's proposed land disposal facility operations((;))
f il)cluding equipment, facilities, and procedures}, are adequate to protect the public health and safety in that they will provide reasonable
assurance that the standards for radiation protection set out in chapter
((462=2-4)) 246-221 WAC will be met;
(6) The applicant's proposed disposal site, disposal site design, land
disposal facility operations, disposal site closure, and postclosure institutional control are adequate to protect the public health and safety in
that they will provide reasonable assurance that long-term stability of
the disposed waste and the disposal site will be achieved and will eliminate to the extent practicable the need for ongoing active maintenance
of the disposal site following closure;
(7) The applicant's demonstration provides reasonable assurance
that the applicable technical requirements of this chapter will be met;
(8) The applicant's proposal for institutional control provides reasonable assurance that such control will be provided for the length of
time found necessary to ensure the findings in subsections (3) through
(6) of this section and that the institutional control meets the requirements of WAC ((402 61 270)) 246-250-360.
(9) The financial or surety arrangements meet the requirements of
this chapter.
(10) The provisions of the State Environmental Policy Act have
been met.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-250-120 CONTENTS OF APPLICATION FOR
SITE CLOSURE AND STABILIZATION. (I) Prior to final closure
of the disposal site, or as otherwise directed by the department, the
applicant shall submit an application to amend the license for closure.
This closure application shall include a final revision and specific details of the disposal site closure plan included as part of the license application submitted under WAC ((402=61=060)) 246-250-050(7) that
includes each of the following:
(a) Any additional geologic, hydrologic, or other data pertinent to
the long-term containment of emplaced wastes obtained during the
operational period.

(b) The results of tests, experiments, or any other analyses relating
to backfill of excavated areas, closure and sealing, waste migration and
interaction with emplacement media, or any other tests, experiments,
or analysis pertinent to the long-term containment of emplaced waste
within the disposal site.
(c) Any proposed revision of plans for:
(i) Decontamination and/or dismantlement of surface facilities;
(ii) Backfilling of excavated areas; or
(iii) Stabilization of the disposal site for postclosure care.
(d) Any significant new information regarding the environmental
impact of closure activities and Jong-term performance of the disposal
site.
· (2) Upon review and consideration of an application to amend the
license for closure submitted in accordance with subsection (I) of this
section, the department shall issue an amendment authorizing closure
if there is reasonable assurance that the long-term performance objectives of this chapter will be met.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-250-140 TRANSFER OF LICENSE. Following closure and the period of postclosure observation and maintenance, the licensee may apply for an amendment to transfer the license to the disposal site owner. The license shall be transferred when the department
finds:
(I) That the closure of the disposal site has been made in conformance with the licensee's disposal site closure plan, as amended and approved as part of the license;
(2) That reasonable assurance has been provided by the licensee that
the performance objectives of this chapter are met;
(3) That any funds and necessary records for care ((Tit)) will be
transferred to the disposal site owner;
(4) That the postclosure monitoring program is operational for implementation by the disposal site owner; and
(5) That the federal or state agency which will assume responsibility
for institutional control of the disposal site is prepared to assume responsibility and ensure that the institutional requirements found necessary under WAC ((402 61 100)) 246-250-090(8) will be met.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I/ 31 /91)
WAC 246-250-330 LAND DISPOSAL FACILITY OPERATION AND DISPOSAL SITE CLOSURE. (I) Near-surface disposal facility operation and disposal site closure.
(a) Wastes designated as Class A pursuant to chapter ((462=2-4))
246-249 WAC shall be segregated from other wastes by placing in
disposal units which are sufficiently sepa:rated from disposal units for
the other waste classes so that any interaction between Class A wastes
and other wastes will not result in the failure to meet the performance
objectives of this chapter. This segregation is not necessary for Class A
wastes if they meet the stability requirements in chapter ((462=2-4))
246-249 WAC.
~astes designated as Class C pursuant to chapter ((462=2-4))
246-249 WAC shall be disposed of so that the top of the waste is a
minimum of five meters below the top surface of the cover or must be
disposed of with intruder barriers that are designed to protect against
an inadvertent intrusion for at least five hundred years.
(c) Except as provided in (I) of this subsection, only waste classified
as Class A, B, or C shall be acceptable for near-surface disposal. All
waste shall be disposed of in accordance with the requirements of (d)
through (k) of this subsection.
(d) Wastes shall be emplaced in a manner that maintains the package integrity during emplacement, minimizes the void spaces between
packages, and permits the void spaces to be filled.
(e) Void spaces between waste packages shall be filled with earth or
other material to reduce future subsidence within the fill.
(f) Waste shall be placed and covered in a manner that limits the
radiation dose rate at the surface of the cover to levels that at a minimum will permit the licensee to comply with all provisions of chapter
((462=2-4)) 246-221 WAC at the time the license is transferred pursuant to WAC ((402=61 150)) 246-250-140.
(g) The boundaries and locations of each disposal unit shall be accurately located and mapped by means of a land survey. Near-surface
disposal units shall be marked in such a way that the boundaries of
each unit can be easily defined. Three permanent survey marker control points, referenced to United States Geological Survey (USGS) or
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National Geodetic Survey (NGS) survey control stations, shall be established on the site to facilitate surveys. The USGS or NGS control
stations shall provide horizontal and vertical controls as checked
against USGS or NGS record files.
(h) A buffer zone of land shall be maintained between any buried
waste and the disposal site boundary and beneath the disposed waste.
The buffer zone shall be of adequate dimensions to carry out environmental monitoring activities specified in WAC ((402 61 250)) 246250-340(4) and take mitigative measures if needed.
0)Cfosure and stabilization measures as set forth in the approved
site closure plan shall be carried out as each disposal unit is filled and
covered.
U) Active waste disposal operations shall not have an adverse effect
on completed closure and stabilization measures.
(k) Only wastes containing or contaminated with radioactive material shall be disposed of at the disposal site.
(I) Proposals for disposal of waste that is not generally acceptable
for near-surface disposal because the waste form and disposal methods
must be different and, in general, more stringent than those specified
for Class C waste, may be submitted to the department for approval.
(2) (Reserved.)
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I/ 31 /91)
WAC 246-250-600 MAINTENANCE OF RECORDS, REPORTS, AND TRANSFERS. (I) Each licensee shall maintain any
records and make any reports in connection with the licensed activities
as may be required by the conditions of the license or by the rules,
.
.
regulations, and orders of the d~partment.
· (2) Records which are required by these regulations or by hcense
conditions shall be maintained for a period specified by the appropriate
regulations or by license condition. If a retention period is not otherwise specified, these records must be maintained and transferred to the
officials specified in subsection ( 4) of this section as a condition of license termination unless the department otherwise authorizes their
disposition.
(3) Records which shall be maintained pursuant to this chapter may
be the original or a reproduced copy or microfilm if this reproduced
copy or microfilm is capable of producing copy that is clear and legible
at the end of the required retention period.
(4) Notwithstanding subsections (I) throu~h (3) of this sec~ion,
copies of records of the location and the qua~t1ty of was_tes ~ontained
in the disposal site must be transferred upon hcense termination to the
chief executive of the nearest municipality, the chief executive of the
county in which the facility is located, the county zoning board or l~nd
development and planning agency. the state governor, the United
States Department of Energy, and other state, local, and fe~eral go~
ernmental agencies as designated by the department at the time of ltcense termination.
(5) Following receipt and acceptance of a shipment of waste, the licensee shall record the date of disposal of the waste, the specific location of waste in the disposal site, the condition of the waste packages
as received, any discrepancies between materials listed on the manifest
and those received, and any evidence of leaking or damaged packages
or radiation or contamination levels in excess of limits specified in
United States Department of Transportation and state of Washington
regulations. The licensee shall briefly describe any repackaging operations of any of the waste packages included in the shipment, plus any
other information required by the department as a license condition.
(6) Each licensee authorized to dispose of waste received from other
persons shall file a copy of its financial report or a certified fin~ncial
statement annually with the department in order to update the information base for determining financial qualifications.
(7)(a) Each licensee authorized to dispose of waste received from
other persons, pursuant to this chapter, shall submit annual reports to
the department. Reports shall be submitted by the end of the first calendar quarter of each year for the preceding year.
.
. .
(b) The reports shall include:
(i) Specification of the quantity of each of the pnnc1pal contaminants released to unrestricted areas in liquid and in airborne effluents
during the preceding year;
(ii) The results of the environmental monitoring program; .
(ii~) A summary of licensee disposal unit survey and maintenance
·
activities;
(iv) A summary, by waste class, of activities and quantities of radionuclides disposed of;
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(v) Any instances in which observed site characteristics were significantly different from those described in the application for a license;
and
(vi) Any other information the department may require.
(c) If the quantities of waste released during the reporting period,
monitoring results, or maintenance performed are significantly different from those ((p1cdictcd)) expected, the report must cover this
specifically.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-250-020 LICENSE REQUIRED. (I) No person may
receive, possess, or dispose of waste received from other persons at a
land disposal facility unless authorized by a license issued by the department pursuant to this chapter, and chapter ((~)) 246-235
WAC.
(2) Each person shall file an application with the department pursuant to chapter ((~)) 246-235 WAC and obtain a license as provided in this chapter beforecornmencement of construction of a land
disposal facility. Failure to comply with this requirement may be
grounds for denial of a license.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I/ 31 /91)
WAC 246-250-030 CONTENT OF APPLICATION. In addition to the requirements set forth in chapter ((~)) 246-235
WAC, an application to receive from others, possess, and dispose of
wastes shall consist of general information, specific technical information, institutional information, and financial information as set forth in
WAC ((402 61-4l50)) 246-250-040 through ((402 61-4l90)) 246250-080.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I/ 31 /91)
WAC 246-250-050 SPECIFIC TECHNICAL INFORMATION. The specific technical information shall include the following
information needed for demonstration that the performance objectives
and the applicable technical requirements of this chapter will be met.
The specific technical information shall be in the form of an environmental report which the department can use to independently evaluate
the project under the provisions of the State Environmental Policy Act
(SEPA):
(I) A description of the natural and demographic disposal site characteristics as determined by disposal site selection and characterization
activities. The description shall include geologic, geochemical,
geotechnical, hydrologic, ecologic, archaeologic, meteorologic,
climatologic, and biotic features of the disposal site and vicinity.
(2) A description of the design features of the land disposal facility
and the disposal units. For near-surface disposal, the description shall
include those design features related to infiltration of water; integrity
of covers for disposal units; structural stability of backfill, wastes, and
covers; contact of wastes with standing water; disposal site drainage;
disposal site closure and stabilization; elimination to the extent practicable of long-term disposal site maintenance; inadvertent intrusion;
occupational exposures; disposal site monitoring; and adequacy of the
size of the buffer zone for monitoring and potential mitigative
measures.
(3) A description of the principal design criteria and their relationship to the performance objectives.
( 4) A description of the design basis natural events or phenomena
and their relationship to the principal design criteria.
(5) A description of codes and standards which the applicant has
applied to the design and which will apply to construction of the land
disposal facilities.
(6) A description of the construction and operation of the land disposal facility. The description shall include as a minimum the methods
of construction of disposal units; waste emplacement; the procedures
for and areas of waste segregation; types of intruder barriers; onsite
traffic and drainage systems; survey control program; methods and areas of waste storage; and methods to control surface water and
groundwater access to the wastes. The des~ription sha~I also inc_lude a
description of the methods to be employed m the handhng and disposal
of wastes containing chelating agents or other nonradiological substances that might affect meeting the performance objectives of this
chapter.
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(7) A description of the disposal site closure plan, including those
design features which are intended to facilitate disposal site closure
and to eliminate the need for ongoing active maintenance.
(8) An identification of the known natural resources at the disposal
site, whose exploitation could result in inadvertent intrusion into the
wastes after removal of active institutional control.
(9) A description of the kind, amount, classification, and specifications of the radioactive material proposed to be received, possessed,
and disposed of at the land disposal facility.
(I 0) A description of the quality control program for the determination of natural disposal site characteristics and for quality control
during the design, construction, operation, and closure of the land disposal facility and the receipt, handling, and emplacement of waste.
Audits and managerial controls must be included.
( 11) A description of the radiation safety program for control and
monitoring of radioactive effluents to ensure compliance with the performance objective in WAC ((402 61 180)) 246-250-170 and occupational radiation exposure to ensure compliance with the requirements of chapter ((46Z=2-4)) 246-221 WAC and to control contamination of personnel, vehicles, equipment, buildings, and the disposal
site. Both routine operations and accidents shall be addressed. The
program description must include procedures, instrumentation, facilities, and equipment.
( 12) A description of the environmental monitoring program to provide data to evaluate potential health and environmental impacts and
the plan for taking corrective measures if migration is indicated.
( 13) A description of the administrative procedures that the applicant will apply to control activities at the land disposal facility.
AMEN DA TORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27 /90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-250-060 TECHNICAL ANALYSES. The specific
technical information shall also include the following analyses needed
to demonstrate that the performance objectives of this chapter will be
met:
(I) Pathways analyzed in demonstrating protection of the general
population from releases of radioactivity shall include air, soil, groundwater, surface water, plant uptake, and exhumation by burrowing animals. The analyses shall clearly identify and differentiate between the
roles performed by the natural disposal site characteristics and design
features in isolating and segregating the wastes. The analyses shall
clearly demonstrate that there is reasonable assurance that the exposures to humans from the release of radioactivity will not exceed the
limits set forth in WAC ((402 61 180)) 246-250-170.
(2) Analyses of the protection of individuals from inadvertent intrusion shall include demonstration that there is reasonable assurance the
waste classification and segregation requirements will be met and that
adequate barriers to inadvertent intrusion will be provided.
(3) Analyses of the protection of individuals during operations shall
include assessments of expected exposures due to routine operations
and likely accidents during handling, storage, and disposal of waste.
The analyses shall provide reasonable assurance that exposures will be
controlled to meet the requirements of chapter ((46Z=2-4)) 246-221
WAC.
(4) Analyses of the long-term stability of the disposal site and the
need for ongoing active maintenance after closure shall be based upon
analyses of active natural processes such as erosion, mass wasting,
slope failure, settlement of wastes and backfill, infiltration through
covers over disposal areas and adjacent soils, and surface drainage of
the disposal site. The analyses shall provide reasonable assurance that
there will not be a need for ongoing active maintenance of the disposal
site following closure.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-250-070 INSTITUTIONAL INFORMATION. The
institutional information submitted by the applicant shall include:
(I) A certification by the federal or state agency which owns the
disposal site that the federal or state agency is prepared to accept
transfer of the license when the provisions of WAC ((402 61 150))
246-250-140 are met and will assume responsibility for institutional
control after site closure and postclosure observation and maintenance.
(2) Where the proposed disposal site is on land not owned by the
federal or state government, the applicant shall submit evidence that

arrangements have been made for assumption of ownership in fee by
the federal or state agency before the department issues a license.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-250-110 APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OR
CLOSURE. (I) An application for renewal must be filed at least
ninety days prior to license expiration.
(2) An application for closure under WAC ((402 61 130)) 246250-120 must be filed at least one year prior to proposed closure.
0fi\pplications for renewal of a license must be filed in accordance
with WAC ((402 61 040)) 246-250-030 through ((402 61 090))
246-250-080. Applications for closure must be filed in accordance
with WAC ((402 61 130)) 246-250-120. Information contained in
previous applications, statements, or reports filed with the department
under the license may be incorporated by reference if the references
are clear, specific, and remain pertinent.
(4) In any case in which a licensee has filed an application in proper
form for renewal of a license, the license shall not expire until the department has taken final action on the application for renewal.
(5) In determining whether a license will be renewed, the department will apply the criteria set forth in WAC ((402 61 100)) 246250-090.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-250-130 POSTCLOSURE OBSERVATION AND
MAINTENANCE. The licensee shall observe, monitor, and carry out
necessary maintenance and repairs at the disposal site until the site
closure is complete and the license is transferred by the department in
accordance with WAC ((402 61 150)) 246-250-140. Responsibility
for the disposal site must be maintained by the licensee for five years.
A shorter or longer time period for postclosure observation and maintenance may be established and approved as part of the site closure
plan, based on site-specific conditions.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-250-150 TERMINATION OF LICENSE. (I) Following any period of institutional control needed to meet the requirements found necessary under WAC ((402 61 100)) 246-250-090, the
licensee may apply for an amendment to terminate the license.
(2) This application will be reviewed in accordance with the provisions of chapter ((462=2Z)) 246-235 WAC.
(3) A license shall be terminated only when the department finds:
(a) That the institutional control requirements found necessary under WAC ((402 61 100)) 246-250-090(8) have been met;
(b) That any additional requirements resulting from new information developed during the institutional control period have been met;
and
(c) That permanent monuments or markers warning against intrusion have been installed.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I/ 31 /91)
WAC 246-250-160 GENERAL REQUIREMENT. Land disposal facilities shall be sited, designed, operated, closed, and controlled
after closure so that reasonable assurance exists that exposures to individuals are within the requirements established in the performance objectives in WAC ((402 61 180)) 246-250-170 through ((462=6+=
2-Hl)) 246-250-200.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-250-190 PROTECTION OF INDIVIDUALS DURING OPERATIONS. After the effective date of these regulations, operations at the land disposal facility shall be conducted in compliance
with the standards for radiation protection set out in chapter ((462=
-M)) 246-221 WAC, except for releases of radioactivity in effluents
from the land disposal facility, which shall be governed by WAC
((402 61 180)) 246-250-170. Every reasonable effort should be made
to maintain radiation exposures as low as is reasonably achievable.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-250-350 ALTERNATIVE REQUIREMENTS FOR
DESIGN AND OPERATIONS. The department may, upon request
or on its own initiative, authorize provisions other than those set forth
in WAC ((402 61 220)) 246-250-300 through ((402 61 250)) 246250-340 for the segregation and disposal of waste and for the design
and operation of a land disposal facility on a specific basis, if it finds
reasonable assurance of compliance with the performance objectives of
this chapter.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-252-001
RECLAMATION AND DECOMMISSIONING. A specific plan for reclamation and disposal of tailings and
for decommissioning the site of uranium or thorium milling operations
shall be included as part of the proposed action assessed under SEPA
regulations and guidelines as required by WAC ((402 i!i!-=070)) 246235-080 (6)(a) for licensing of environmentally significant operations.
For any uranium or thorium mill in operation on or before the effective
date of this regulation for which a plan for reclamation and disposal of
tailings and decommissioning of the site has not been submitted and
assessed, such a plan must be submitted to the department and a final
environmental impact statement or final declaration of nonsignificance
must accompany or precede the license renewal.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31/91)
WAC 246-252-0 I 0 DEFINITIONS. The following definitions
apply to the specified terms as used in this chapter.
(I) "Aquifer" means a geologic formation, group of formations, or
part of a formation capable of yielding a significant amount of
groundwater to wells or springs. Any saturated zone created by uranium or thorium recovery operations would not be considered an aguifer
unless the zone is, or potentially is (a) hydraulically interconnected to
a natural aguifer, (b) capable of discharge to surface water, or (c)
reasonably accessible because of migration beyond the vertical projection of the boundary of the land transferred to long-term government
ownership and care in accordance with WAC 246-252-030( 11 ).
(2) "Closure" means the activities following operations to
decontaminate and decommission the buildings and site used to
produce by-product materials and reclaim the tailings and/or waste
disposal area.
(3) "Closure plan" means the department approved plan to accomplish closure.
( 4) 'Compliance period' begins when the department sets secondary
groundwater protection standards and ends when the owner or operator's license is terminated and the site is transferred to the state or
federal agency for long-term care.
(5) 'Dike" means an embankment or ridge of either natural or
man-made materials used to prevent the movement of liquids, sludges,
solids, or other materials.
(6) 'Disposal area' means the area containing by-product materials
to which the requirements of friterion 6 apply.
(7) 'Existing portion' means that land surface area of an existing
surface impoundment on which significant quantities of uranium or
thorium by-product materials had been placed prior to September 30,
1983.
(8) 'Groundwater' means water below the land surface in a zone of
saturation. For the purposes of this chapter, groundwater is the water
contained within an aguifer as defined above.
(9) 'Leachate" means any liquid, including any suspended or dissolved components in the liquid, that has percolated through or drained
from the by-product material.
(JO) "Licensed site' means the area contained within the boundary
of a location under the control of persons generating or storing byproduct materials under a department license.
(11) 'Liner' means a continuous layer of natural or man-made
materials, beneath or on the sides of a surface impoundment which restricts the downward or lateral escape of by-product material, hazardous constituents, or leachate.
( 12) "Point of compliance' is the site specific location in the uppermost aquifer where the groundwater protectio·n standard must be met.
( 13) "Surface impoundment' means a natural topographic depression, man-made excavation, or diked area. which is designed to hold
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an accumulation of liquid wastes or wastes containing free liquids, and
which is not an injection well.
( 14) "Uppermost aquifer' means the geologic formation nearest the
natural ground surface that is an aquifer, as well as lower aquifers that
are hydraulically interconnected with this aquifer within the facility's
property boundary.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 121, filed 12/27/90,
effective I /31 /91)
WAC 246-252-030 CRITERIA RELATED TO DISPOSITION
OF URANIUM MILL TAILINGS OR WASTES. As used in this
section, the term 'as low as reasonably achievable' has the same
meaning as in WAC ((402 10=010)) 246-220-007. The term byproduct material has the same meaning as WAC ((402 Ii! 050)) 246220-010 (6)(b).
As required by WAC ((402 22 150)) 246-235-110(6), each applic~nt for ~ license to possess and use source material in conjunction
with uranium or thorium milling, or by-product material at sites formerly associated with such milling, is required to include in a license
application proposed specifications relating to the milling operation
a_nd _the disposition of tailings or waste resulting from such milling act~v1t1es. This section establishes criteria relating to the siting, operation, decontamination, decommissioning, and reclamation of mills and
tailings or waste systems and sites at which such mills and systems are
located and site and by-product material ownership. Applications must
clearly demonstrate how these criteria have been addressed. The specific.a_tions shall be developed considering the expected full capacity of
tailings or waste systems and the lifetime of mill operations. Where
later expansions of systems or operations may be likely, the amenability of the disposal system to accommodate increased capacities without
degradation in long-term stability and other performance factors shall
be evaluated.
Licensees or applicants may propose alternatives to the specific requirements in these criteria. The alternative proposals may take into
account local or regional conditions, including geology, topography,
hydrology, and meteorology. The department may find that the proposed alternatives meet the department's requirements if the alternatives will achieve a level of stabilization and containment of the sites
concerned, and a level of protection for public health, safety, and the
environment from radiological and nonradiological hazards associated
with the sites, which is equivalent to, to the extent practicable, or more
stringent than the level which would be achieved by the requirements
of the standards promulgated by the United States Environmental
Protection Agency in 40 CFR 192, Subparts D and E.
. (I) Criteri_on I - In selecting among alternative tailings disposal
sites or Judging the adequacy of existing tailings sites, the following
site features which would ((ll3St!TC)) contribute to meeting the broad
objective of ((isol:rting)) permanent isolation of the tailings and associated contaminants from man and the environment for one thousand
years to the extent reasonably achievable, and in any case, for at least
two hundred years without ongoing active maintenance shall be
considered:
(a) Remoteness from populated areas;
(b) Hydrogeologic and other environmental conditions conducive to
continued immobilization and isolation of contaminants from groundwater sources; and
(c) Potential for minimizing erosion. disturbance, and dispersion by
natural forces over the long term.
The site selection process must be an optimization to the maximum
extent reasonably achievable in terms of these features.
In the selection of disposal sites, primary emphasis shall be given to
isolation of tailings or wastes. a matter having long-term impacts, as
opposed to consideration only of short-term convenience or benefits,
such as minimization of transportation or land acquisition costs. While
isolation of tailings will be a function of both site characteristics and
engineering design, overriding consideration shall be given to siting
features given the long-term nature of the tailings hazards.
Tailings shall be disposed in a manner such that no active maintenance is required to preserve the condition of the site.
(2) Criterion 2 - To avoid proliferation of small waste disposal sites,
by-product material from in-situ extraction operations, such as residues from solution evaporation or contaminated control processes, and
wastes from small remote above ground extraction operations shall
((p1cfc1ably)) be disposed at existing large mill tailings disposal sites;
unless, considering the nature of the wastes, such as their volume and
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specific activity and the costs and environmental impacts of transporting the wastes to a large disposal site, such offsite disposal is demonstrated to be impracticable or the advantage of onsite burial clearly
outweighs the benefits of reducing the perpetual surveillance
obligations.
(3) Criterion 3 - The 'prime option' for disposal of tailings is
placement below grade, either in mines or specially excavated pits
(that is, ((when)) where the need for any specially constructed retention structure is eliminated).
The evaluation of alternative sites and disposal methods performed
by mill operators in support of their proposed tailings disposal program
(provided in applicants' environmental reports) shall reflect serious
consideration of this disposal mode. In some instances, ((betow=
grade)) below grade disposal may not be the most environmentally
sound approach, such as might be the case if a groundwater formation
is relatively close to the surface or not very well isolated by overlying
soils and rock. Also, geologic and topographic conditions might make
full, ((below g1adc)) below grade burial impracticable; for example,
near-surface bedrock could create prominent excavation costs while
more suitable alternate sites may be available. Where full ((betow=
grade)) below grade burial is not practicable, the size of the retention
structures, and the size and steepness of slopes of associated exposed
embankments, shall be minimized by excavation to the maximum extent reasonably achievable or appropriate, given the geologic and
hydrogeologic conditions at a site. In these cases, it must be demonstrated that an above-grade disposal program will provide reasonably
equivalent isolation of the tailings from natural erosional forces.
(4) Criterion 4 - The following site and design criteria shall be adhered to whether tailings or wastes are disposed of above or below
grade:
(a) Upstream rainfall catchment areas must be minimized to decrease erosion potential and the size of the probable maximum Hood
which could erode or wash out sections of the tailings disposal area.
(b) Topographic features shall provide good wind protection.
(c) Embankment and cover slopes shall be relatively Hat after final
stabilization to minimize erosion potential and to provide conservative
factors of safety assuring long-term stability. The broad objective
should be to contour final slopes to grades which are as close as possible to those which would be provided if tailings were disposed of below
grade; this could, for example, lead to slopes of about ten horizontal to
one vertical (IOh:lv) or less steep. In general, slopes should not be
steeper than about Sh: Iv. Where steeper slopes are proposed, reasons
why a slope less steep than Sh: Iv would be impracticable should be
provided, and compensating factors and conditions which make such
slopes acceptable should be identified.
(d) A fully self-sustaining vegetative cover shall be established or
rock cover employed to reduce wind and water erosion to negligible
levels.
Where a full vegetative cover is not likely to be self-sustaining due
to climatic conditions, such as in ((semiarid)) semi-arid and arid regions, rock cover shall be employed on slopes of the impoundment system. The NRC will consider relaxing this requirement for extremely
gentle slopes such as those which may exist on the top of the pile.
The following factors shall be considered in establishing the final
rock cover design to avoid displacement of rock particles by human
and animal traffic or by natural processes, and to preclude undercutting and piping:
(i) Shape, size, composition, gradation of rock particles (excepting
bedding material, average particle size shall be at least cobble size or
greater);
(ii) Rock cover thickness and zoning of particles by size; and
(iii) Steepness of underlying slopes.
(e) Individual rock fragments shall be dense, sound, and resistant to
abrasion, and free from defects that would tend to unduly increase
their destruction by water and frost actions. Weak, friable, or laminated aggregate shall not be used. Shale, rock laminated with shale, and
cherts shall not be used.
Rock covering of slopes may not be required where top covers are on
the order of ten meters or greater; impoundment slopes arc on the order of I Oh: Iv or less; bulk cover materials have inherently favorable
erosion resistance characteristics; and there is negligible drainage
catchment area upstream of the pile, and there is good wind protection
as described in (a) and (b) of this subsection.
(f) lmpoundment surfaces shall be contoured to avoid areas of concentrated surface runoff or abrupt or sharp changes in slope gradient.
In addition to rock cover on slopes, areas toward which surface runoff
might be directed shall be well protected with substantial rock cover

(riprap). In addition to providing for stability of the impoundment
systems itself, the overall stability, erosion potential, and
geomorphology of surrounding terrain shall be evaluated to assure that
there are no processes, such as gully erosion, which would lead to impoundment instability.
(g) The impoundment shall not be located near a capable fault that
could cause a maximum credible earthquake larger than that which
the impoundment could reasonably be expected to withstand. As used
in this criterion, the term 'capable fault' has the same meaning as defined in Section Ill (g) of Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 100. The term
'maximum credible earthquake' means that earthquake which would
cause the maximum vibratory ground motion based upon an evaluation
of earthquake potential considering the regional and local geology and
seismology and specific characteristics of local subsurface material.
(h) The impoundment, where feasible, should be designed to incorporate features which will promote deposition of suspended particles.
For example, design features which promote deposition of sediment
suspended in any runoff which Hows into the impoundment area might
be utilized; the object of such a design feature would be to enhance the
thickness of cover over time.
(S) Criterion S - Criteria S(a) through S(g) and new Criterion ((9))
13 incorporate the basic groundwater protection standards imposed by
the United States Environmental Protection Agency in 40 CFR Part
192, Subparts D and E (48 FR 4S926; October 7, 1983) which apply
during operations and prior to the end of closure. Groundwater monitoring to comply with these standards is required by ((rim)) Criterion
7.
(a) The primary groundwater protection standard is a design standard for surface impoundments used to manage uranium and thorium
by-product material. Surface impoundments (except for an existing
portion) must have a liner that is designed, constructed, and installed
to prevent any migration of wastes out of the impoundment to the adjacent subsurface soil, groundwater, or surface water at any time during the active life (including the closure period) of the impoundment.
The liner may be constructed of materials that may allow wastes to
migrate into the liner (but not into the adjacent subsurface soil,
groundwater, or surface water) during the active life of the facility,
provided that impoundment closure includes removal or decontamination of all waste residues, contaminated containment system components (liners, etc.), contaminated subsoils, and structures and equipment contaminated with waste and leachate. For impoundments that
will be closed with the liner material left in place, the liner must be
constructed of materials that can prevent wastes from migrating into
the liner during the active life of the facility.
(b) The liner required by (a) of this subsection must be:
(i) Constructed of materials that have appropriate chemical properties and sufficient strength and thickness to prevent failure due to
pressure gradients (including static head and external hydrogeologic
forces), physical contact with the waste or leachate to which they are
exposed, climatic conditions, the stress of installation, and the stress of
daily operation;
(ii) Placed upon a foundation or base capable of providing support
to the liner and resistance to pressure gradients above and below the
liner to prevent failure of the liner due to settlement, compression, or
uplift; and
(iii) Installed to cover all surrounding earth likely to be in contact
with the wastes or leachate.
(c) The applicant or licensee will be exempted from the requirements of (a) of this subsection if the department finds, based on a
demonstration by the applicant or licensee. that alternate design and
operating practices, including the closure plan, together with site characteristics will prevent the migration of any hazardous constituents
into groundwater or surface water at any future time. In deciding
whether to grant an exemption, the department will consider:
(i) The nature and quantity of the wastes;
(ii) The proposed alternate design and operation;
(iii) The hydrogeologic setting of the facility, including the
attenuative capacity and thickness of the liners and soils present between the impoundmcnt and groundwater or surface water; and
(iv) All other factors which would inHuencc the quality and mobility
of the leachate produced and the potential for it to migrate to groundwater or surface water.
(d) A surface impoundment must be designed, constructed, maintained, and operated to prevent overtopping resulting from normal or
abnormal operations; overfilling; wind and wave actions; rainfall; runon; from malfunctions of level controllers, alarms, and other equipment; and human error.
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(e) When dikes are used to form the surface impoundment, the dikes
must be designed, constructed, and maintained with sufficient structural integrity to prevent massive failure of the dikes. In ensuring structural integrity, it must not be presumed that the liner system will
function without leakage during the active life of the impoundment.
(f) Uranium and thorium by-product materials must be managed to
conform to the following secondary groundwater protection standard:
Hazardous constituents entering the groundwater from a licensed site
must not exceed the specified concentration limits in the uppermost
aquifer beyond the point of compliance during the compliance period.
Hazardous constituents are those constituents identified by the department pursuant to (g) of this subsection. Specified concentration limits
are those limits established by the department as indicated in (j) of
this subsection. The department will also establish the point of compliance and compliance period on a site specific basis through license
conditions and orders. The objective in selecting the point of compliance is to provide the earliest practicable warning that the impoundment is releasing hazardous constituents to the groundwater. The point
of compliance must be selected to provide prompt indication of
groundwater contamination on the hydraulically downgradient edge of
the disposal area. The department must identify hazardous constituents, establish concentration limits, set the compliance period, and adjust the point of compliance, if needed, when the detection monitoring
established under criterion 7 indicates leakage of hazardous constituents from the disposal area.
(g) A constituent becomes a hazardous constituent subject to (j) of
this subsection when the constituent:
(i) Is reasonably expected to be in or derived from the by-product
material in the disposal area;
(ii) Has been detected in the groundwater in the uppermost aquifer;
and
(iii) Is listed in WAC ((402 52 300)) 246-252-050 Appendix A.
(h) The department may exclude a detected constituent from the set
of hazardous constituents on a site specific basis if it finds that the
constituent is not capable of posing a substantial present or potential
hazard to human health or the environment. In deciding whether to
exclude constituents, the department will consider the following:
(i) Potential adverse effect on groundwater quality, considering (A) The physical and chemical characteristics of the waste in the licensed site, including its potential for migration;
(B) The hydrogeological characteristics of the facility and surrounding land;
(C) The quantity of groundwater and the direction of groundwater
flow;
(D) The proximity and withdrawal rates of groundwater users;
(E) The current and future uses of groundwater in the area;
(F) The existing quality of groundwater, including other sources of
contamination and their cumulative impact on the groundwater
quality;
(G) The potential for health risks caused by human exposure to
waste constituents;
(H) The potential damage to wildlife, crops, vegetation, and physical structures caused by exposure to waste constituents;
(I) The persistence and permanence of the potential adverse effects.
(ii) Potential adverse effects on hydraulically-<:onnected surface water quality, considering (A) The volume and physical and chemical characteristics of the
waste in the licensed site;
(B) The hydrogeological characteristics of the facility and surrounding land;
(C) The quantity and quality of groundwater, and the direction of
groundwater flow:
(D) The patterns of rainfall in the region;
(E) The proximity of the licensed site to surface waters:
(F) The current and future uses of surface waters in the area and
any water quality standards established for those surface waters:
(G) The existing quality of surface water, including other sources of
contamination and the cumulative impact on surface water quality:
(H) The potential for health risks caused by human exposure to
waste constituents;
(I) The potential damage to wildlife, crops, vegetation, and physical
structures caused by exposure to waste constituents; and
(J) The persistence and permanence of the potential adverse effects.
(i) In making any determinations under (h) and (k) of this subsection about the use of groundwater in the area around the facility, the
department will consider any identification of underground sources of
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drinking water and exempted aquifers made by the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
(j) At the point of compliance, the concentration of a hazardous
constituent must not exceed (i) The department approved background concentration of that constituent in the groundwater;
(ii) The respective value given in the table in subsection (5)(1) of
this section if the constituent is listed in the table and if the background level of the constituent is below the value listed; or
(iii) An alternate concentration limit established by the department.
(k) Conceptually, background concentrations pose no incremental
hazards and the drinking water limits in (j)(i) of this subsection state
acceptable hazards but these two options may not be practically
achievable at a specific site. Alternate concentration limits that present
no significant hazard may be proposed by licensees for department
consideration. Licensees must provide the basis for any proposed limits
including consideration of practicable corrective actions, that limits are
as low as reasonably achievable, and information on the factors the
department must consider.
The department will establish a site specific alternate concentration
limit for a hazardous constituent as provided in (j) of this subsection if
it finds that the constituent will not pose a substantial present or potential hazard to human health or the environment as long as the alternate concentration limit is not exceeded. In establishing alternate
concentration limits, the department will apply its as low as reasonably
achievable criterion in this chapter. The department will also consider
the following factors:
(i) Potential adverse effects on groundwater quality, considering (A) The physical and chemical characteristics of the waste in the licensed site including its potential for migration:
( B) The hydrogeological characteristics of the facility and surrounding land;
(C) The quantity of groundwater and the direction of groundwater
flow;
(D) The proximity and withdrawal rates of groundwater users;
(E) The current and future uses of groundwater in the area;
(F) The existing quality of groundwater, including other sources of
contamination and their cumulative impact on the groundwater
quality;
(G) The potential for health risks caused by human exposure to
waste constituents:
(H) The potential damage to wildlife, crops, vegetation, and physical structures caused by exposure to waste constituents;
(I) The persistence and permanence of the potential adverse effects.
(ii) Potential adverse effects on hydraulically-<:onnected surface water quality, considering (A) The volume and physical and chemical characteristics of the
waste in the licensed site;
(B) The hydrogeological characteristics of the facility and surrounding land;
(C) The' quantity and quality of groundwater, and the direction of
groundwater flow:
(D) The patterns of rainfall in the region;
(E) The proximity of the licensed site to surface waters;
(F) The current and future uses of surface waters in the area and
any water quality standards established for those surface waters:
(G) The existing quality of surface water including other sources of
contamination and the cumulative impact on surface water quality;
(H) The potential for health risks caused by human exposure to
waste constituents;
(I) The potential damage to wildlife. crops, vegetation. and physical
structures caused by exposure to waste constituents; and
(.I) The persistence and permanence of the potential adverse effects.
(I)

MAXIMUM VALUES FOR GROUNDWATER PROTECTION:

Constituent or Property

Maximum
Concentration
Milligrams .per liter

A~k ................................................................................................. ~

Barium .................................................................................................
Cadmium .............................................................................................
Chromium ............................................................................................
Lead .....................................................................................................
Mercury ...............................................................................................
Selenium ..............................................................................................
Silver ....................................................................................................
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1.0
0.01
0.05
0.05
0.002
0.0 I
0.05
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Maximum
Concentration

Endrin (1,2,3,4, I0, I0-hexachloro-I, 7 -expoxyl ,4,4a,5,6, 7,8,9a-octahydro-I, 4-endo, endo5,8-dimethano naphthalene) .............................................................. 0.0002
Lindane ( 1,2,3,4,5,6-hexachlorocyclohexane,
gamma isomer) .................................................................................... 0.004
Methoxychlor (I, I, I-Trichloro-2,2-bis
(p-methoxyphenylethane) ................................................................... 0.1
Toxaphene (C10H10Cl6, Technical chlorinated
camphene, 67-69 percent chlorine) .................................................... 0.005
2,4-D (2,4-Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid) ........................................... 0.1
2,4,5-TP Silvex (2,4,5-Trichlorophenoxypropionic
acid) ..................................................................................................... 0.01
Picocuries per liter
Combined radium - 226 and radium - 228 ...................................... 5
Gross alpha - particle activity (excluding
radon and uranium when producing uranium
by-product material or thorium when producing
thorium by-product material) .......................................................... 15
(m) If the groundwater protection standards established under (f) of
this subsection are exceeded at a licensed site, a corrective action program must be put into operation as soon as is practicable, and in no
event later than eighteen months after the department finds that the
standards have been exceeded. The licensee shall submit the proposed
corrective action program and supporting rationale for department approval prior to putting the program into operation, unless otherwise directed by the department. The objective of the program is to return
hazardous constituent concentration levels in groundwater to the concentration limits set as standards. The licensee's proposed program
must address removing the hazardous constituents that have entered
the groundwater at the point of compliance or treating them in place.
The program must also address removing or treating in place any hazardous constituents that exceed concentration limits in groundwater
between the point of compliance and the downgradient facility property boundary. The licensee shall continue corrective action measures to
the extent necessary to achieve and maintain compliance with the
groundwater protection standard. The department will determine when
the licensee may terminate corrective action measures based on data
from the groundwater monitoring program and other information that
provide reasonable assurance that the groundwater protection standard
will not be exceeded.
(n) In developing and conducting groundwater protection programs,
applicants and licensees shall also consider the following:
(i) Installation of bottom liners (where synthetic liners are used, a
leakage detection system must be installed immediately below the liner
to ensure major failures arc detected if they occur. This is in addition
to the groundwater monitoring program conducted as provided in
((ttm)) ~riterion 1· Where clay liners are proposed or relatively thin,
in-situ clay soils arc to be relied upon for seepage control, tests must
be conducted with representative tailings solutions and clay materials
to confirm that no significant deterioration of permeability or stability
properties will occur with continuous exposure of clay to tailings solutions. Tests must be run for a sufficient period of time to reveal any
effects if they are going to occur (in some cases deterioration has been
observed to occur rather rapidly after about nine months of exposure)).
(ii) Mill process designs which provide the maximum practicable recycle of solutions and conservation of water to reduce the net input of
liquid to the tailings impoundment.
(iii) Dewatering of tailings by process devices and/or in-situ drainage systems (at new sites, tailings must be dewatcrcd by a drainage
system installed at the bottom of the impoundmcnt to lower the
phreatic surface and reduce the driving head of seepage, unless tests
show tailings are not amenable to such a system. Where in-situ dewatering is to be conducted, the impoundmcnt bo\lom must be graded to
assure that the drains arc at a low point. The drains must be protected
by suitable filter materials to assure that drains remain free running.
The drainage system must also be adequately sized to assure good
drainage).
(iv) Neutralization to promote immobilization of hazardous
constituents.
(o) Where groundwater impacts arc occurring at an existing site due
to seepage, action must be taken to alleviate conditions that lead to
excessive seepage impacts and restore groundwater quality. The specific seepage control and groundwater protection method, or combination
of methods. to be used must be worked out on a site-specific basis.

Technical specifications must be prepared to control installation of
seepage control systems. A quality assurance, testing, and inspection
program, which includes supervision by a qualified engineer or scientist, must be established to assure the specifications are met.
(p) In support of a tailings disposal system proposal, the applicant/
operator shall supply information concerning the following:
(i) The chemical and radioactive characteristics of the waste
solutions.
(ii) The characteristics of the underlying soil and geologic formations particularly as they will control transport of contaminants and
solutions. This includes detailed information concerning extent, thickness, uniformity, shape, and orientation of underlying strata. Hydraulic
gradients and conductivities of the various formations must be determined. This information must be gathered from borings and field survey methods taken within the proposed impoundment area and in surrounding areas where contaminants might migrate to groundwater.
The information gathered on boreholes must include both geologic and
geophysical logs in sufficient number and degree of sophistication to
allow determining significant discontinuities, fractures, and channeled
deposits of high hydraulic conductivity. If field survey methods are
used, they should be in addition to and calibrated with borehole logging. Hydrologic parameters such as permeability may not be determined on the basis of laboratory analysis of samples alone; a sufficient
amount of field testing (e.g., pump tests) must be conducted to assure
actual field properties arc adequately understood. Testing must be
conducted to allow estimating chemi-sorption attenuation properties of
underlying soil and rock.
(iii) Location, extent, quality, capacity and current uses of any
groundwater at and near the site.
(q) Steps must be taken during stockpiling of ore to minimize penetration of radionuclides into underlying soils; suitable methods include
lining and/or compaction of ore storage areas.
(6) Criterion 6 - (a) In cases where waste by-product material is to
be permanently disposed, an earthen cover shall be placed over tailings
or wastes at the end of the milling operations and the waste disposal
1
area shall be closed in accordance with a design which shall provide
reasonable assurance of control of radiological hazard to:
(i) Be effective for one thousand years, to the extent reasonably
achievable, and, in any case, for at least two hundred years; and
(ii) Limit releases of Radon-222 from uranium by-product materials, and Radon-220 from thorium b)'.-product materials, to the atmos2
phere so as to not exceed an average release rate of twenty picocuries
2
per square meter per second (pCi/m ((f))s) to the extent practicable
throughout the effective design life determined pursuant to (a)(i) of
this subsection. In computing required tailings cover thicknesses, moisture in soils in excess of amounts found normally in similar soils in
similar circumstances shall not be considered. Direct gamma exposure
from the tailings or wastes should be reduced to background levels.
The effects of any thin synthetic layer shall not be taken into account
in determining the calculated radon exhalation level. If nonsoil materials are proposed as cover materials, it must be demonstrated that such
materials will not crack or degrade by differential se\llement, weathering, or other mechanism over long term time intervals.
(b) Near surface materials (i.e., within the top three meters) shall
not include mine waste or rock that contains elevated levels of radium;
soils used for near surface cover must be essentially the same, as far as
radioactivity is concerned, as that of surrounding soils. This is to insure
that surface radon exhalation is not significantly above background
because of the cover material itself.
(c) The design requirements in this criterion for longevity and control of radon releases shall apply to any portion of a licensed and/or
disposal site unless such portion contains a concentration of radium in
land, averaged over areas of one hundred square meters, which, as a
result of by-product material does not exceed the background level by
more than:
(i) Five picocuries per gram (pCi/g) of Radium-226, or. in the case
of thorium by-product material, Radium-228. averaged over the first
fifteen centimeters below the surface; and
(ii) Fifteen pCi/g of Radium-226, or, in the case of thorium byproduct material, Radium-228, averaged over fifteen centimeters thick
layers more than fifteen centimeters below the surface.
(d) The licensee must also address the nonradiological hazards associated with the wastes in planning and implementing closure. The licensee shall ensure that disposal areas arc closed in a manner that
minimizes the need for further maintenance. To the extent necessary
to prevent threats to human health and the environment, the license
shall control, minimize. or eliminate post-closure escape of
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nonradiological hazardous constituents, leachate, contaminated rainwater, or waste decomposition products to the ground or surface waters or to the atmosphere.
Footnotes:
The standard applies to design. Monitoring for radon after installation of
an appropriately designed cover is not required.
This average shall apply to the entire surface of each disposal area over
periods of at least one year, but short compared to one hundred years.
Radon will come from both uranium by-product materials and from covering material. Radon ((cnTisiom)) emissions from covering materials
should be estimated as part of developing a closure plan for each site. The
standard, however, applies only to emissions from by-product materials to
the atmosphere.

(7) Criterion 7 - At least one full year prior to any major site construction, a preoperational monitoring program must be conducted to
provide complete baseline data on a milling site and its environs.
Throughout the construction and operating phases of the mill, an operational monitoring program must be conducted to complete the
following:
(a) To measure or evaluate compliance with applicable standards
and regulations;
(b) To evaluate performance of control systems and procedures;
(c) To evaluate environmental impacts of operation; and
(d) To detect potential long-term effects.
The licensee shall establish a detection monitoring program needed
for the department to set the site-specific groundwater protection
standards in Criterion 5 of this section. For all monitoring under this
paragraph, the licensee or applicant will propose for department approval as license conditions, which constituents are to be monitored on
a site-specific basis. A detection monitoring program has two purposes.
The initial purpose of the program is to detect leakage of hazardous
constitutents from the disposal area so that the need to set groundwater protection standards is monitored. If leakage is detected, the second
purpose of the program is to generate data and information needed for
the department to establish the standards under Criterion 5. The data
and information must provide a sufficient basis to identify those hazardous constituents which require concentration limit standards and to
enable the department to set the limits for those constituents and the
compliance period. They may also need to provide the basis for ad justments to the point of compliance. For licenses in effect September 30,
1983, the detection monitoring programs must have been in place by
October I, I 984. For licenses issued after September 30, 1983, the detection monitoring programs must be in place when specified by the
department in orders or license conditions. Once groundwater protection standards have been established pursuant to Criterion 5, the licensee shall establish and implement a compliance monitoring program. The purpose of the compliance monitoring program is to determine that the hazardous constituent concentrations in ground water
continue to comply with the standards set by the department. In conjunction with a corrective action program, the licensee shall establish
and implement a corrective action monitoring program. The purpose of
the corrective action monitoring program is to demonstrate the effectiveness of the corrective actions. Any monitoring program reguired by
this paragraph may be based on existing monitoring programs to the
extent the existing programs can meet the stated objective for the
program.
(8) Criterion 8 - Milling operations shall be conducted so that all
airborne effluent releases are reduced to as low as is reasonably
achievable. The primary means of accomplishing this shall be by
means of emission controls. Institutional controls, such as extending
the site boundary and exclusion area, may be employed to ensure that
offsite exposure limits are met, but only after all practicable measures
have been taken to control emissions at the source. Notwithstanding
the existence of individual dose standards, strict control of emissions is
necessary to assure that population exposures are reduced to the maximum extent reasonably achievable and to avoid site contamination.
The greatest potential sources of offsite radiation exposure (aside from
radon exposure) are dusting from dry surfaces of the tailings disposal
area not covered by tailings solution and emissions from yellowcake
drying and packaging operations. During operations and prior to closure, radiation doses from radon emissions from surface impoundments
shall be kept as low as is ((p1acticablc)) reasonably achievable. Checks
shall be made and logged hourly of all parameters (e.g., differential
pressure and scrubber water flow rate) which determine the efficiency
of yellowcake stack emission control equipment operation. It shall be
determined whether or not conditions arc within a range prescribed to
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ensure that the equipment is operating consistently near peak efficiency; corrective action shall be taken when performance is outside of
prescribed ranges. Effluent control devices shall be operative at all
times during drying and packaging operations and whenever air is exhausting from the yellowcake stack.
Drying and packaging operations shall terminate when controls are
inoperative. When checks indicate the equipment is not operating
within the range prescribed for peak efficiency, actions shall be taken
to restore parameters to the prescribed range. When this cannot be
done without shutdown and repairs, drying and packaging operations
shall cease as soon as practicable.
Operations may not be restarted after cessation due to off-normal
performance until needed corrective actions have been identified and
impleniented. All such cessations, corrective actions, and restarts shall
be reported to the ((agency)) department in writing, within ten days of
the subsequent restart.
To control dusting from tailings, that portion not covered by standing liquids shall be wetted or chemically stabilized to prevent or minimize blowing and dusting to the maximum extent reasonably achievable. This requirement may be relaxed if tailings are effectively sheltered from wind, such as may be the case where they are disposed of
below grade and the tailings surface is not exposed to wind. Consideration shall be given in planning tailings disposal programs to methods
which would allow phased covering and reclamation of tailings impoundments since this will help in controlling particulate and radon
emissions during operation. T!J control dustings from diffuse sources,
such as tailings and ore pads where automatic controls do not apply,
operators shall develop written operating procedures specifying the
methods of control which will be utilized.
Milling operations producing or involving thorium by-product material shall be conducted in such a manner as to provide reasonable assurance that the annual dose equivalent does not exceed twenty-five
millirems to the whole body, seventy-five millirems to the thyroid, and
twenty-five millirems to any other organ of any member of the public
as a result of exposures to the planned discharge of radioactive materials, Radon-220 and its daughters excepted, to the general
environment.
Uranium and thorium by-product materials shall be managed so as
to conform to the applicable provisions of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations, P;irt 440, Ore Mining and Dressing Point Source
Category: Effluent Limitations Guidelines and New Source Performance Standards, Subpart C, Uranium, Radium, and Vanadium Ores
Subcategory, as codified on January I, 1983.
The licensee shall establish a detection monitoring program needed
to establish the groundwater protection standards in subsection (5)(f)
of this section. A detection monitoring program has two purposes. The
initial purpose of the program is to detect leakage of hazardous constituents from the disposal area so that the need to set groundwater
protection standards is monitored. If leakage is detected, the second
purpose of the program is to generate data and information needed for
the deparrment to establish the standards under subsection (5)(f) of
this section. The data and information must provide a sufficient basis
to identify those hazardous constituents which require concentration
limit standards and to enable the department to set the limits for those
constituents and the compliance period. They may also need to provide
the basis for adjustments to the point of compliance. For licenses in
effect September 30, 1983, the detection monitoring programs must
have been in place by October I, 1984. For licenses issued after September 30, 1983, the detection monitoring programs must be in place
when specified by the department in orders or license conditions. Once
groundwater protection standards have been established pursuant to
subsection (5)(f) of this section, the licensee shall establish and implement a compliance monitoring program. The purpose of the compliance monitoring program is to determine that the hazardous constituent concentrations in groundwater continue to comply with the standards set by the department. In conjunction with a corrective action
program, the licensee shall establish and implement a corrective action
monitoring program. The purpose of the corrective action monitoring
program is to demonstrate the effectiveness of the corrective actions.
Any monitoring program required by this paragraph may be based on
existing monitoring programs to the extent the existing programs can
meet the stated objective for the program.
Daily inspections of tailings or waste retention systems must be conducted by a gualified engineer or scientist and documented. The department must be immediately notified of any failure in a tailings or
waste retention system which results in a release of tailings or waste
into unrestricted areas, and/or of any unusual conditions (conditions
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not contemplated in the design of the retention system) which if not
corrected could indicate the potential or lead to failure of the system
and result in a release of tailings or waste into unrestricted areas.
(9) Criterion 9 - (a) Pursuant to chapter 70.121 RCW, and except
as otherwise provided, financial surety arrangements for site reclamation and long-term surveillance and control which may consist of
surety bonds, cash deposits, certificates of deposit, deposits of government securities, irrevocable letters or lines of credit, or any combination of the above, or other arrangements approved by the department,
milling operations shall be established for source material to ensure the
protection of the public health and safety in the event of abandonment,
default, or other inability of the licensee to meet the requirements of
the act and these regulations.
(i) The amount of funds to be ensured by such surety arrangements
shall be based on department-approved cost estimates.
(ii) Self-insurance, or any arrangement which essentially constitutes
self-insurance (e.g., a contract with a state or federal agencyi. will not
satisfy the surety requirement, since this provides no additiohal assurance other than that which already exists through license
requirements.
(b) The arrangements required in (a) of this subsection shall be established prior to commencement of operations to assure that sufficient
funds will be available to carry out decontamination and decommissioning of the facility.
(c) Amendments to licenses in effect on the effective date of this
regulation may be issued, providing that the required surety arrangements are established within ninety days after the effective date of this
subsection.
(d) For source material milling operations, the amount of funds to
be ensured by such surety arrangements shall be based on departmentapproved cost estimates in an approved plan for (i) decontamination
and decommissioning of mill buildings and the milling site to levels
which would allow unrestricted use of these areas upon decommissioning, and (ii) the reclamation of tailings and/or waste disposal areas in
accordance with the technical criteria delineated in this section. The
licensee shall submit this plan in conjunction with an environmental
report that addresses the expected environmental impacts of the milling operation, decommissioning and tailings reclamation, and evaluates
alternatives for mitigating these impacts. In addition, the surety shall
cover the payment of the charge for long-term surveillance and control
required by the department. In establishing specific surety arrangements, the licensee's cost estimates shall take into account total costs
that would be incurred if an independent contractor were hired to perform the decommissioning and reclamation work. In order to avoid
unnecessary duplication and expense, the department may accept financial sureties that have been consolidated with financial or surety
arrangements established to meet requirements of other federal or
state agencies and/or local governing bodies for such decommissioning,
decontamination, reclamation, and long-term site surveillance, provided such arrangements are considered adequate to satisfy these requirements and that portion of the surety which covers the decommissioning
and reclamation of the mill, mill tailings site and associated areas, and
the long-term funding charge is clearly identified and committed for
use in accomplishing these activities. The licensee's surety mechanism
will be reviewed annually by the department to assure that sufficient
funds will be available for completion of the reclamation plan if the
work had to be performed by an independent contractor. The amount
of surety liability should be adjusted to recognize any increases or decreases resulting from inflation, changes in engineering plans, activities
performed, and any other conditions affecting costs. Regardless of
whether reclamation is phased through the life of the operation or
takes place at the end of operations, an appropriate portion of surety
liability shall be retained until final compliance with the reclamation
plan is determined. This will yield a surety that is at least sufficient at
all times to cover the costs of decommissioning and reclamation of the
areas that are expected to be disturbed before the next license renewal.
The term of the surety mechanism must be open ended, unless it can
be demonstrated that another arrangement would provide an equivalent level of assurance. This assurance could be provided with a surety
instrument which is written for a specific period of time (e.g., five
years), yet which must be automatically renewed unless the surety
notifies the beneficiary (the state regulatory agency) and the principal
(the licensee) some reasonable time (e.g., ninety days) prior to the renewal date of their intention not to renew. In such a situation, the
surety requirement still exists and the licensee would be required to
submit an acceptable replacement surety within a brief period of time
to allow at least sixty days for the department to collect.

Proof of forfeiture must not be necessary to collect the surety so that
in the event that the licensee could not provide an acceptable replacement surety within the required time, the surety shall be automatically
collected prior to its expiration. The conditions described above would
have to be clearly stated on any surety instrument which is not openended and must be agreed to by all parties.
Long-term care requirements. Pursuant to chapter 70.121 RCW,
and as otherwise provided in WAC 246-235-080 (6)(d), a long-term
care trust fund shall be established by source material milling licensees
prior to the issuance of the license.
(10) Criterion I 0 - (a) A minimum charge of two hundred fifty
thousand dollars ( 1978 United States dollars) accrued as specified in
WAC 246-235-080 (6)(d) to cover the costs of long-term surveillance
shall be paid by each mill operator to the agency prior to the termination of a uranium or thorium mill license. If site surveillance or control
requirements at a particular site are determined, on the basis of a sitespecific evaluation, to be significantly greater than those specified in
(a) of this subsection (e.g., if fencing is determined to be necessary),
variance in funding requirements may be specified by the department.
The total charge to cover the costs of long-term surveillance shall be
such that, with an assumed one percent annual real interest rate, the
collected funds will yield interest in an amount sufficient to cover the
annual costs of site surveillance. The charge will be adjusted annually
prior to actual payments to recognize inflation. The inflation rate to be
used is that indicated by the change in the consumer price index published by the United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics. Contributions by a licensee to the long-term care trust fund
pursuant to chapter 70.121 RCW shall be transferred to cover the
costs assessed under this criterion.
((fit7)) i.W Criterion ((&)) ll - These criteria relating to ownership
of tailings and their disposal sites become effective on November 8,
1981, and apply to all licenses terminated, issued, or renewed after
that date.
Any uranium or thorium milling license or tailings license shall contain such terms and conditions as the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission determines necessary to assure that prior to termination of the license, the licensee will comply with ownership requirements of this criterion for sites used for tailings disposal.
Title to the by-product material licensed pursuant to WAC ((4ffl=
~)) 246-252-030 and land, including any interests therein (other
than land owned by the United States or by ((a)) the state of
Washington) which is used for the disposal of any suchby-product
material, or is essential to ensure the long term stability of such disposal site, shall be transferred to the United States or the state of
Washington. In view of the fact that physical isolation must be the
primary means of long term control, and government land ownership is
a desirable supplementary measure, ownership of certain severable
subsurface interests (for example, mineral rights) may be determined
to be unnecessary to protect the public health and safety and the environment. In any case, ((however,)) the applicant/operator must demonstrate a serious effort to obtain such subsurface rights, and must, in
the event that certain rights cannot be obtained, provide notification in
local public land records of the fact that the land is being used for the
disposal of radioactive material and is subject to either a United States
Nuclear Regulatory Commission general or specific license prohibiting
the disruption and disturbance of the tailings. In some rare cases, such
as may occur with deep burial where no ongoing site surveillance will
be required, surface land ownership transfer requirements may be
waived. For licenses issued before November 8, 1981, the United
States Nuclear Regulatory Commission may take into account the
status of the ownership of such land, and interests therein, and the
ability of a licensee to transfer title and custody thereof to the United
States or the state. If the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, subsequent to title transfer, determines that use of the surface or
subsurface estates, or both, of the land transferred to the United States
or to a state will not endanger the public health, safety, welfare or environment, the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission may
permit the use of the surface or subsurface estates, or both, of such
land in a manner consistent with the provisions provided in these criteria. If the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission permits such
use of such land, it will provide the person who transferred such land
with the right of first refusal with respect to such use of such land.
Material and land transferred to the United States or a state in accordance with this criterion must be transferred without cost to the
United States or a state other than administrative and legal costs incurred in carrying out such transfer.
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The provisions of this part, respecting transfer of title and custody to
land and tailings and wastes, do not apply in the case of lands held in
trust by the United States for any Indian tribe, or lands owned by such
Indian tribe subject to a restriction against alienation imposed by the
United States. In the case of such lands which are used for the disposal
of byproduct material, as defined in this section, the licensee shall enter into arrangements with the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission as may be appropriate to assure the long-term surveillance of such lands by the United States.
(12) Criterion 12 - The final disposition of tailings or wastes at
milling sites should be such that ongoing active maintenance is not
necessary to preserve isolation. As a minimum, annual site inspections
must be conducted by the government agency retaining ultimate custody of the site where tailings or wastes are stored, to confirm the integrity of the stabilized tailings or waste systems, and to determine the
need, if any, for maintenance and/or monitoring. Results of the inspection must be reported to the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission within sixty days following each inspection. The United
States Nuclear Regulatory Commission may require more frequent
site inspections if, on the basis of a site-specific evaluation, such a need
appears necessary, due to the features of a particular tailings or waste
disposal system.
((ffl)) iLl1 Criterion ((9)) .!1- Secondary groundwater protection
standards required by ((subsection (5))) Criterion 5 of this section are
concentration limits for individual hazardous constituents. The list of
constituents found in Appendix A of this chapter, chapter 246-252
WAC, identifies the constituents for which standards must be set and
complied with if the specific constituent is reasonably expected to be in
or derived from the by-product material and has been detected in
groundwater. For purposes of this criterion, the property of gross alpha
activity will be treated as if it is a hazardous constituent. Thus, when
setting standards under subsection (5)U) of this section, the department will also set a limit for gross alpha activity.
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PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING
[Filed May 21, 1991, 3:44 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: WAC 308-96A-005 Terminology; 30896A-057 Purple heart license plates; 308-96A-065 Personalized license plates; 308-96A-07 l Military affiliate
radio system special license plates; 308-96A-l 6 l Regular fleet registration; 308-96A-l 62 Permanent fleet registration; and 308-56A-120 Vehicle not on excise tax
schedule.
Purpose: The purpose of these rules is to enable the
Department of Licensing to implement and administer
the provisions relating to special license plates and vehicle licenses.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 46.01.110
and 46.16.335.
Statute Being Implemented: Chapter 46.16 RCW.
Summary: These rules provide the necessary criteria
and guidelines for individuals to obtain special license
plates for their motor vehicles. Define procedures regulating the issuing of personalized license plates that are
reported stolen and for the issuance of fleet identifier
codes. Repealing WAC 308-56A-l 20, which is superseded by WAC 308-57-005 - 308-57-440, the current
excise tax rules.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: Special license plate
programs were requested and are justified pursuant to
RCW 46.16.301. Regulating the reissue of stolen license
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plates is a safeguard to public health and well being.
Define procedures for administration of the fleet registration[,] assist the public in the registration process for
fleet vehicles. Repeal excise tax rule as outdated procedure and inaccurate as to the current status of implementing excise tax on motor vehicles.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Jack L. Lince, Assistant Administrator, !st Floor, Highways-Licenses Building, 753-7379; Implementation and
Enforcement: Nancy Kelly, Administrator, 2nd Floor,
Highways-Licenses Building, 753-6920.
Name of Proponent: Department of Licensing, Title
and Registration Services, Nancy Kelly, Administrator,
governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or
state court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: WAC 308-96A-057, adds special purple heart license plate program. It defines qualifications, fees and
application procedures. The rule will permit qualified
applicants to apply for the special license plate; WAC
308-96A-07 l, adds special military affiliate radio system (MARS) license plate program. It defines qualifications, fees and application procedures. The rule will permit qualified applicants to apply for the special license
plates; WAC 308-96A-l 6 l and 308-96A-l 62, qualifies
the special regular and permanent fleet registration programs, respectively. The rules set forth the vehicle qualification and type of license plate tabs to be issued;
WAC 308-96A-005, adds terminology for terms used in
chapter 308-96A WAC; WAC 308-96A-065, adds
conditions for denying the reissue of personalized license
plates that are reported stolen. The rule will provide a
measure of safety for the public and will assist law enforcement by removing a duplicate set of plates; and repealing WAC 308-56A-l 20 which has been superseded
by chapter 308-57 WAC.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules:
WAC 308-96A-005, adds definitions to terminology;
WAC 308-96A-065, provides for withholding issuance
of personalized plate in configurations reported to have
been stolen; and WAC 308-56A- l 20, repealed.
No small business economic impact statement is required for this proposal by chapter 19.85 RCW.
Hearing Location: Vehicle Services Conference Room,
2nd Floor, Highways-Licenses Building, Washington
Street, Olympia, Washington 98504, on June 25, 1991,
at 9:00 a.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Nancy Kelly, Administrator, Department of Licensing, P.O. Box 2957,
Olympia, WA 98507-2957, by June 24, 1991.
Date of Intended Adoption: June 25, 1991.
May 21, 1991
David M. Hankins
Assistant Attorney General
REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative Code is
repealed:
WAC 308-56A-120
SCHEDULE.

VEHICLE NOT ON EXCISE TAX
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order TL/RG-34, filed
5/28/87)
WAC 308-96A-005 TERMINOLOGY. (I) The terms 'licensing' and 'registering' arc synonymous for the transaction in which
both a certificate of registration and license plates and/or current validation tabs are issued to the applicant.
(2) The terms 'tonnage," ({'load license,')) 'gross weight license,'
'license based on gross weight,' and 'gross weight fees' are used interchangeably ((and 1efe1)) when referring to ({those)) license fees
that are ((ehaTged)) collected annually from owners of motor trucks
((and)), truck tractors ((aeeo1di11g to their ;chides' maximum)), road
tractors, tractors, bus, auto stage, or for hire vehicles with seati~
pacity of more than six, based upon the declared combined gross
weight or declared gross weight({s)).
(3) 'Capacity fee' is used to refer to the load license for stages and
for-hire vehicles with seating capacity of six or less and for fixed load
vehicles including circus and tow.
(4) The term 'no bill' refers to the ({paatially completed)) notice to
renew a license which is mailed ({faom Olympia)) by the department
to the registered owner. This form indicates ({that)) the additional information that is required prior to the registration fortiie current year
license.
(5) A 'prebill' is the notice to renew a vehicle license ({that)) which
is mailed ((ftom Olympia)) by the department to the registered owner.
(6) References to 'current year' mean the current registration year
unless otherwise stated.
(7) 'Month of expiration" or "expiration month" is the calendar
month during which a registration year ends.
(8) A "Hect' is a group of fifteen ((\'Clrietes)) or more vehicles registered in the same owner name and ((whose ownea has)) which have
been assigned ((a)) theSame Heel identifier code by the department.
(a) "Perm or permanent Heet" means a Heet of commercial vehicles
licensed to one registered owner where each vehicle is issued
nonexpiring tabs and registration. Individual permanent Heet vehicles
are not eligible for monthly license fee based on gross weight.
(b) 'Regular Heet" means a Hect licensed to one registered owner
where each vehicle is issued year and month tabs.
(9) "License fee' means and is limited to the fees reguired for the
act of licensing a vehicle as set forth in chapter 46.16 RCW. License
fee excludes the fees required for special vehicle license plates authorized by chapter 46.16 RCW.
(10) "Ride sharing van" for purposes of RCW 82.08.0287, 82.12.0282, and 82.44.015 means a passenger vehicle with a seating capacity
of no fewer than seven nor more than fifteen persons including the
driver. The seating capacity may not be fewer than five persons including the driver when at least three passengers are confined to a
wheelchair.
NEW SECTION
WAC 308-96A-057 PURPLE HEART LICENSE PLATES.
Any military person that has been awarded a Purple Heart medal by
any branch of the Armed Forces, including the Merchant Marines
may be issued a set of special vehicle license plates indicating the recipient was wounded during one of this· nations' wars or conflicts.
(I) Applicants for a special Purple Heart vehicle license plate shall
satisfy the following conditions:
(a) Be a resident of the state of Washington;
(b) Have been wounded in combat;
(c) Been awarded a Purple Heart medal by any branch of the
Armed Forces; and
(d) Be an owner, co-owner, lessee, or co-lessee of the vehicle to
which the Purple Heart special license plate will be issued.
(2) Applications for the special license plates shall be upon forms
provided by the department and sent to Specialized Licensing, Department of Licensing, Highway-Licenses Building, P.O. Box 9909,
Olympia, Washington 98504-9909. The application shall include:
(a) A photocopy of the applicants form DD-214 or similar document issued by a branch of the Armed Forces which awards a Purple
Heart medal to the applicant and the date of award;
(b) A photocopy of the current registration of the vehicle for which
the special license plate is to be issued showing the applicants ownership status in the vehicle; and
(c) A replacement license plate fee then in effect. Veterans who
qualify for free vehicle licensing may be issued the Purple Heart special licerise plate without paying the replacement plate fee.

(3) Purple Heart special license plates may be issued for display on
any motor vehicle that is otherwise authorized to display a regular
motor vehicle license plate, except the plates may not be issued for
motorcycles. Purple Heart special license plates may not be displayed
on nonmotor vehicles including campers and travel trailers.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order TL/RG 41, filed
5/27 /88)
WAC 308-96A-065 PERSONALIZED LICENSE PLATES. (I)
The registered owner of a vehicle may apply for personalized license
plates with any acceptable and unassigned combination of one to seven
letters, numbers, or combination of both pursuant to RCW 46.16.565
through 46.16.600. Single digit plates shall not be assigned the letters
"I" or "O,' nor the numbers "l' (one) or 'O' (zero).
(2) When a vehicle with personalized plates is sold, transferred or
destroyed, the owner shall remove the plates from the vehicle. The
owner may retain the plates for transfer to a replacement vehicle or
return the plates to the department, relinquishing the right to the letter
and/or number sequence or combination, or relinquish the plates to
another individual by signing a notarized release of interest in the
plates. The person to whom the plates were transferred must within
fifteen days make application to have the plates transferred to a vehicle
registered to the person.
(3) When the owner of a personalized plate fails to renew the license
within forty-five days following the renewal due date or fails to have
the plate transferred to a replacement vehicle within thirty days from
the sale, transfer, or destruction of the original vehicle, the plates will
be cancelled.
( 4) Cancelled personalized plates may be reissued anytime after
cancellation if the department determines a renewal application was
not applied for prior to the cancellation.
(5) A personalized license plate reported stolen may not be reissued
until the stolen plate is removed from the Washington Crime Information Center (WACIC) records or for five years from the date the plate
is reported stolen whichever comes first. The plate shall be reserved for
the last owner for a period of thirty days after it becomes eligible for
reissue. If the last owner of the plate makes an application for reissue
as a replacement within the thirty days, the plate shall be provided at
the replacement plate fee then in effect.
ill The combination of letters and/or digits on a personalized license plate which has been cancelled may be reassigned to an applicant who applies for an original personalized plate with that combination of letters and/or digits and pays the fees for an original personalized plate.
NEW SECTION
WAC 308-96A-071 MILITARY AFFILIATE RADIO SYSTEM SPECIAL LICENSE PLATES. (I) Any Washington state resident holding a valid Military Affiliate Radio System station license
(MARS) is entitled to apply to the department in Olympia,
Washington, and upon satisfactory showing, to receive in lieu of regular vehicle license plates, similar license plates bearing the official
MARS call sign assigned by the Department of Defense. Only one set
of license plates reflecting the call sign may be issued to the MARS
station licensee at any one time.
(2) An application for special MARS license plates must be accompanied by a photocopy of the official MARS station license authorized
by the Department of Defense and issued by the United States Army,
Air Force, or Navy/Marine Corps. When the MARS station license
expires, the applicant must notify the department of the expiration and
if a renewed license is obtained, furnish a copy of the new license.
(3) An applicant for special MARS license plates must be the registered owner of the Washington state registered vehicle for which the
special license plates will be issued.
(4) In addition to paying all other license fees and excise taxes required by law, each applicant for an original special MARS license
plate shall pay an additional license fee of five dollars.
(5) In addition to paying all other license fees required by law, each
applicant when applying for transfer of their special MARS licc;nse
plates to another vehicle shall pay an additional license fee of five
dollars.
(6) Any MARS station licensee who holds a special vehicle license
plate issued under this section and who has allowed the station license
to expire, or for any reason no longer has an official valid MARS station license, shall notify the department in writing within thirty days of
the license becoming invalid and surrender the special MARS vehicle
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license plates. Special MARS vehicle license plates are deemed to be
cancelled on the date the MARS station license becomes invalid. Failure to notify the department and surrender the vehicle license plates is
a traffic infraction. The special plates may be reinstated by applying
for and paying the fee for a new special plate.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 3105,
filed 11/30/90, effective 12/31/90)
WAC 388-83-033 CHILDREN-ELIGIBLE TO
EIGHTEEN YEARS OF AGE. (I) The department
shall find a child who has not yet attained eighteen years
of age eligible for Medicaid when the child meets citizenship, residence, and enumeration requirements under
this chapter and the income requirement corresponding
to the age levels under the following subsections:
(a) A child born before October 1, 1983, who attains
seven years of age, but has not attained eighteen years of
age, shall be eligible as categorically needy when the
family income and resources are equal to or less than the
AFDC income and resource standards;
(b) A child born after September 30, 1983, who attains six years of age, but has not attained eight years of
age, shall be eligible as categorically needy when the total family countable income does not exceed one hundred percent of the poverty income guidelines as published and updated by the secretary of health and human
services. One hundred percent of the ( (+990)) 1991 poverty income guidelines is:
--

NEW SECTION
WAC 308-96A-161 REGULAR FLEET REGISTRATION.
Any owner of a fleet of vehicles may apply for and be issued a regular
fleet identifier code by the department. The owner may have any vehicle with a certificate of title in the same owner name registered using
the regular fleet identifier code. Regular vehicle license plate month
and year tabs shall be issued. Monthly tonnage may be purchased for
individual vehicles.
NEW SECTION
WAC 308-96A-162 PERMANENT FLEET REGISTRATION.
Any owner of a fleet of vehicles used for commercial purposes may
apply for and be issued a permanent fleet identifier code by the department. The owner may have any vehicle used for commercial purpose, with a certificate of title in the same owner name registered using
the permanent fleet identifier code. Nonexpiring license plate tabs and
registration documents shall be issued. Annual tonnage must be purchased for individual vehicles.
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FAMILY SIZE

PERMANENT RULES

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Public Assistance)
[Order 3179-Filed May 21, 1991, 3:59 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 21, 1991.
Purpose: To incorporate the increase standards level
required by the 1991 federal poverty income guidelines.
To incorporate the OBRA 90 changes regarding newborns whose mothers are eligible Medicaid recipients.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 388-83-033 Children-Eligible to
eighteen years of age.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 74.08.090.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-08-034 on March
29, 1991.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted Version: In subsection (2)(a) after age is added the
"and born before January 1, 1991, ". A new subsection
(2)(b) is added: "Find an infant under one year of age
and born on or after January I, 1991, eligible as categorically needy when the infant:
(i) Is born to a woman eligible for and receiving medical assistance on the date of the infant's birth; and
(ii) Remains a member of the mother's household."
The present subsection (2)(b) becomes a new subsection (2)(c)
The principal reasons for adopting the changes are
these changes are favorable to clients and are part of the
requirements of the Federal Law OBRA 1990.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 21, 1991
Rosemary Carr
Acting Director
Administrative Services

One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven
Eight

MONTHLY

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

((-57:3-))
((76Z))
((8-86))
((t-;65it))
((t;-Z-37))
((t-;-4+5))
((+,-59-3-))
((t;-1-77))

552
740
928

WI 7

1,305
1,493
1,682
1,870

(ix) For family units with more than eight members,
add $( (t-7%)) 188 to the monthly income for each additional member-.(c) A child who attains one year of age, but has not
attained six years of age, shall be eligible as categorically needy when the total family countable income does
not exceed one hundred thirty-three percent of the federal poverty income guidelines as published and updated
by the secretary of health and human services. One
hundred thirty-three percent of the ( (+990)) 1991 federal poverty income guidelines is:
-FAMILY SIZE

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven
Eight

MONTHLY

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

((696))
((9:3-3-))
((+;-He))
((+;-40S))
((t-;645))
((t;-88Z))
((Z;-H-9))
((.z-;-3-56))

734
984
1,234
1,486
1,736
1,986
2,237
2,487

(ix) For family units with more than eight members,
add $((Z3-1)) 250 to the monthly income for each additional member-.(d) An infant under one year of age shall be eligible
as categorically needy when the infant is a member of a
family whose total family countable income does not exceed one hundred eighty-five percent of the ((+990))
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1991 federal poverty income guidelines. See income
guidelines as described under WAC 388-83-032 (3)(a).
(2) The department shall:
(a) Find an infant under one year of age and born
before January 1, 1991, eligible as categorically needy
when the infant:
(i) Is born to a woman eligible for and receiving medical assistance on the date of the infant's birth; and
(ii) Remains a member of the mother's household and
the mother remains eligible for medical assistance.
(b) Find an infant under one year of age and born on
or after January 1, 1991, eligible as categorically needy
when the infant:
(i) ls born to a woman eligible for and receiving medical assistance on the date of the infant's birth; and
(ii) Remains a member of the mother's household.
i£2. Not consider citizenship, enumeration, income, or
resource requirements for infants under this subsection.
(3) Effective January I, 1991, regardless of citizenship or enumeration, the department shall determine a
child from birth to eighteen years of age, eligible for
state-funded medical services with the same medical
coverage as categorically needy, if the:
(a) Child is not eligible for any federally-funded
Medicaid program; and
(b) Child's total family countable income does not exceed one hundred percent of the ( (+996)) 1991 federal
poverty income guidelines. See income guidelines as described under subsection (1 )(b) of this section.
(4) The department shall determine family income
according to AFDC methodology, and apply the special
situations as required under WAC 388-83-130.
(5) The department shall not consider resources in
determining eligibility of a child under this section except in subsection (1 )(a) of this section.
(6) A child shall remain eligible under this section
until the later of the end of the month:
(a) Of the child's birthday that exceeds the age requirement; or
(b) In which the child receives inpatient services if:
(i) The child is receiving inpatient services on the last
day of the month of the child's birthday that exceeds the
age requirement; and
(ii) The stay for inpatient services continues into the
following month or months; and
(iii) Except for the age requirement, the child would
be eligible for assistance under this section.

Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 388-82-160 Hospital premium insurance enrollment for the working disabled.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 74.08.090.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-08-035 on March
29, 1991.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 21, 1991
Rosemary Carr
Acting Director
Administrative Services
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 3060,
filed 8/23/90, effective 9/23/90)
WAC 388-82-160 HOSPITAL PREMIUM INSURANCE ENROLLMENT FOR THE WORKING
DISABLED. The department shall pay premiums for
Medicare Part A for an individual:
(1) Who is not otherwise entitled for medical
assistance;
(2) Entitled to enroll for Medicare hospital insurance
benefits, Part A, under section 18 I 8A of the Social Security Act;
(3) Having resources, as determined under chapter
388-92 WAC, not exceeding twice the maximum supplemental security income (SSI) resource limits under
chapter 388-92 WAC for an individual or a couple (individual with a spouse); and
(4) Having a total countable family income, as determined under chapter 388-92 WAC, not exceeding two
hundred percent of the poverty income guidelines as
published and updated by the secretary of health and
human services. Two hundred percent of the ((+990))
1991 poverty income guidelines is:
Family Size
(a)

Monthly

One

$((1,046.00))
1,104.00
(b)
Two
((1,404.00))
1,480.00
(c) For family units with three members or more, add
$((-3-56:60)) 376.00 to the monthly income for each additional member.
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PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Public Assistance)

WSR 91-11-086

PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Public Assistance)
(Order 3180-Filed May 21, 1991, 4:03 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 21, 1991.
Purpose: To incorporate the increase standards level
required by the 1991 federal poverty income guidelines.

(Order 3181-Filed May 21, 1991, 4:06 p.m., effective June 1, 1991)

Date of Adoption: May 21, 1991.
Purpose: To conform WAC 388-49-600 with Public
Law 101-508, the Computer Matching and Privacy
Protection Amendments of 1990.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 388-49-600 Notices to households.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 74.04.510.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-08-064 on April
3, 1991.
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Other Findings Required by Other Provisions of Law
as Precondition to Adoption or Effectiveness of Rule:
RCW 34.05.380 (3)(b).
Effective Date of Rule: June I, 1991.
May 21, 1991
Rosemary Carr
Acting Director
Administrative Services
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 2967,
filed 4/11/90, effective 5/12/90)
NOTICES TO HOUSEWAC 388-49-600
HOLDS. (I) The department shall notify a certified
household of any change:
(a) At least ten days before the change; or
(b) ((At least thiity days befo1e the change if the info11nation ea using the change is deiived ft om eo111pute1
matches the depat tment conducts with fedet al ageucies,
OT

fct)) By the date benefits are to be received for a
household reporting changes on the monthly report.
(2) The department is not required to provide advance
notice when:
(a) The federal or state government makes mass
changes;
(b) The department determines all household members have died;
(c) The household moves from the state;
(d) The department restored lost benefits and previously notified the household in writing when the increased allotment would terminate;
(e) The department notified the household at the time
of certification that allotments would vary from month
to month;
(f) The household's benefits are reduced because a
public assistance grant is approved; or
(g) A household member is disqualified for intentional
program violation or the benefits of the remaining
household members are reduced or terminated to reflect
the disqualification of that household member.
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WITHDRAWAL OF PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
[Filed May 21, 1991, 4:07 p.m.]

Notice is hereby given that the Department of Ecology
will not take further action under WSR 91-03-141, filed
on January 23, 1991, to amend WAC 173-19-280
Klickitat County.
The Department of Ecology may, at a later date, file a
new notice of intent to amend this program.
Any questions regarding this action should be directed to
Nora Jewett of the Shorelands and Coastal Zone Management Program at (206) 459-6789.
Fred Olson
Deputy Director
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PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY

[Order 91-36-Filed May 21, 1991, 4:10 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: Repealing chapter 173-201 WAC and
replacing it with chapter 173-203 WAC, Water quality
standards for surface waters of the state of Washington.
Purpose: To establish water quality standards for surface waters of the state consistent with public health and
public enjoyment thereof, and the propagation and protection of fish, shellfish and wildlife, pursuant to the
provisions of chapter 90.48 RCW and the policies and
purposes thereof.
Other Identifying Information: To improve the
regulation's structural efficiency, it is necessary to
change the title to new chapter 173-203 WAC.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 90.48
RCW.
Statute Being Implemented: Chapter 90.48 RCW.
Summary: The Department of Ecology is proposing
revisions to the state's surface water quality standards
which will improve their effectiveness in protecting water
quality in accordance with the purpose and authority established by chapter 90.48 RCW, Water Pollution Control Act.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: Authority and mandate
to protect water quality as established by chapter 90.48
RCW; state commitments to the USEPA to carry out
provisions of the Clean Water Act; and revisions consistent with existing state standards for the protection of
surface water quality.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Perry Lund, Baran Hall, 493-9405; Implementation and
Enforcement: Michael T. Llewelyn, Prudential Building,
438-7090.
Name of Proponent: Department of Ecology,
governmental.
Agency Comments or Recommendations, if any, as to
Statutory Language, Implementation, Enforcement, and
Fiscal Matters: This rule has complied with the requirements of RCW 90.70.080.
Rule is necessary because of federal law, Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as amended by the Clean
Water Act of 1977.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: The Department of Ecology is proposing revisions
to the state's surface water quality standards regulation,
chapter 173-201 WAC. These revisions are designed to
provide improved protection for water quality, in accordance with the purpose and authority established by
chapter 90.48 RCW, Water Pollution Control Act.
. Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: Key
elements of this revision include correction of
typographic errors, restructuring of subsections, and minor language clarifications; repealing and replacing the
existing rule citation (chapter 173-201 WAC) as chapter 173-203 WAC; establishing wetland water quality
criteria and wetlands antidegradation provisions; updating the state's antidegradation policy; adopting aquatic
life toxic criteria for five substances; revised language
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clarifying the applicability of the standards to nonpoint
sources and stormwater; establishing criteria on allowing
mixing zones for water discharges; upgrading Totten Inlet and Little Skookum Inlet and the Lower Cedar River
to class AA; clarifying the intent to use toxicity testing
and biological assessments to ensure aquatic life protection; and adding special temperature condition to the
Skagit River Gorge Bypass.
SMALL BUSINESS ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT
SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION

This document summarizes the small business economic impact statement (SBEIS) written for the
amendments to the state surface water quality standards. The full SBEIS may be obtained from ecology's
water quality program.
The state Regulatory Fairness Act requires that a
SBEIS be written for rules which have an economic impact on more than twenty percent of all industries or
more than ten percent of any one industry. The SBEIS
must describe the costs of complying with the rule. Jt
must compare the compliance costs of small and large
businesses to determine whether the rule disproportionately impacts small business.
A small business is defined as a profit-seeking enterprise, which is independently owned and operated from
all other businesses, and which has fifty or fewer
employees.
AMENDMENTS TO THE SURFACE WATER QUALITY
STANDARDS

The Clean Water Act requires that states review their
surface water quality standards at least once every three
years. As a result of this review, many amendments have
been made to the standards. There are six amendments
to the standards that cause economic impacts: WAC
173-203-040 (1)-(4), additional aquatic life criteria;
WAC 173-203-040(5), whole effluent toxicity testing
and bioassessments for aquatic life protection; WAC
173-203-040(6), human health risk level for establishing criteria for carcinogens; WAC 173-203-100, mixing
zones; WAC 173-203-130(6), reclassification of Lower
Cedar River; WAC 173-203-130(93), special condition
for Skagit River; and WAC I 73-203-140(25), reclassification of Totten Inlet.
In addition, the amendments add water quality criteria for wetlands to the standards. The wetlands criteria
are analyzed in a separate SBEIS.
CONCLUSIONS OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Aquatic life toxic criteria. The amendment to the water quality standards that adds numeric criteria for aluminum, ammonia, arsenic, and chloride and that revises
the criteria for selenium makes no change in the way
ecology regulates industrial NPDES permit holders.
Most dischargers of these pollutants have already been
required to bring their discharges into compliance with
effluent limits. Therefore, this amendment imposes no
additional costs on permit holders. Also, most dischargers of these pollutants are large businesses.

This amendment has no immediate impact on holders
of permits for industrial stormwater. The level of
BMPs/treatment needed for aluminum, ammonia,
arsenic, and chloride is the same as that presently needed by industrial stormwater dischargers.
This amendment has little impact on agriculture and
forestry because these two industries are not significant
dischargers of these four pollutants. The amendment has
little impact on urban stormwater dischargers. The addition of criteria for the four new toxics does not increase the level of BMPs/treatment needed for urban
storm water.
Whole effluent toxicity testing and bioassessments.
Most of the industrial NPDES permit holders that will
potentially be required to conduct whole effluent toxicity
testing and bioassessments and to comply with whole effluent toxicity limits are large businesses. Only a few
chemical companies, woodpreservers, and ore mines
might be small. All apple warehouses are small (although only a few of these businesses will have to do this
testing). Few of the small businesses that hold NPDES
permits will incur costs due to toxicity testing requirements. The economic impact of both testing and compliance costs is primarily on large businesses.
Few holders of industrial stormwater permits will be
required to conduct whole effluent toxicity testing or
bioassessment.
Jt is extremely unlikely that whole effluent toxicity
testing and bioassessments would be used on a regular
basis in regulating nonpoint sources such as agriculture,
forestry, and urban stormwater.
Human health risk level for establishing criteria for
carcinogens. Nearly all of the industrial NPDES permit
holders that discharge carcinogens are large businesses.
Only a few chemical companies, woodpreservers, and ore
mines might be small. Few if any of the small businesses
that hold NPDES permits will incur costs due to carcinogen regulation. The economic impact of these requirements is nearly exclusively on large permit holders.
The amendment has only a minor immediate effect on
nonpoint source dischargers. The chief nonpoint source
dischargers of carcinogens are agriculture, forestry, and
urban stormwater.
Mixing zones. The amendments to the mixing zone
provisions of the standards do not significantly alter the
cost of complying with water quality-based effluent limits. Fundamentally, these amendments only place departmental guidance into the rule.
Reclassification of Lower Cedar River and Totten Inlet. Few point source dischargers are located on these
two waterbodies. No point source dischargers are affected by the reclassifications.
The reclassifications will have little or no impact on
nonpoint source polluters such as agriculture, boating,
construction, forestry, septic tanks, and urban
stormwater. For these sources, whether a waterbody is
Class A or AA is not a significant concern in determining the extent of the pollution problem or in determining
the measures needed to solve it.
Special condition for Skagit River. The only discharger-whether point source or nonpoint source-located
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on the segment of the Skagit River that the special condition for temperature applies to is a state highway. It is
not affected by the addition of the special condition because highway runoff is not a significant source of thermal pollution. Also, the special condition relaxes the
temperature criteria, thus lowering costs.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

MITIGATION OF IMPACT ON SMALL BUSINESS

Aquatic life toxic criteria. The addition to. the water
quality standards of numeric criteria for .a~uminum, a~
monia, arsenic, and chloride and the rev1s1on of the cnteria for selenium have no impacts on any point or nonpoint source dischargers. This amendment does not affect businesses, governments, or individuals. It has no
impact on small businesses. Because the amendment ~~s
no impact on small businesses, there is no need to m1t1.
gate its impact.
Whole effluent toxicity testing and b1oassessments.
Most of the industrial NPDES permit holders that will
potentially be required to conduct whole effi_uent toxicity
testing and bioassessments and to comply with whole effluent toxicity limits are large businesses. Because this
amendment chiefly impacts large businesses rather than
small businesses, there is no need to mitigate its impact.
Human health risk level for establishing criteria for
carcinogens. Nearly all of the industrial dischargers affected by this amendment are large businesses. Because
this amendment chiefly impacts large businesses rather
than small businesses, there is no need to mitigate its
..
impact.
Mixing zones. In general, the_ mixing zo~e amendments have no impact on any point source dischargers.
They do not affect businesses, governme_nts, or individuals. They have no impact on small businesses. Because
the amendments have no impact on small businesses,
there is not need to mitigate their impact.
Mixing zones can be used to mitigate the impact of
the water quality standards on businesses and governments-whether they are small or large. Mixing zones
are inherently mitigation. Their purpose is to decrease
the impact of the water quality standards on dis~h~rgers.
By allowing exceedances of the standards within the
mixing zone, treatment costs are reduced.
Reclassification of Lower Cedar River and Totten Inlet. The reclassifications of these two waterbodies will
have no impact on any point or nonpoint source dischargers. They do not affect businesses, governm~nts, or
individuals. They have no impact on small businesses.
Because the reclassifications have no impact on small
businesses, there is no need to mitigate their impact.
Special condition for Skagit River. The ~ddition of the
special condition for temperature has no impact on any
point or nonpoint source dischargers. It relaxes the temperature criteria, thus lowering costs. It does not. affect
businesses, governments, or individuals. It has no impact
on small businesses. Because it has no impact on small
businesses there is no need to mitigate its impact.
For a c~mplete copy of the small business economic
impact statement, contact: Mark. Hicks, I?epartment of
Ecology, Mailstop PV-11, Olympia, Washington 985048711, phone (206) 438-7087.

During its review of state water quality standards, the
Washington Department of Ecology is incorporating revisions specifically designed to better protect wetlands.
The proposed amendments complement the current surface water quality standards by adding wetlands to the
definition of surface waters of the state, providing a definition of wetlands, identifying characteristic uses of
wetlands, and establishing numeric and narrative criteria
for evaluating the water quality of wetlands. In addition,
a section that establishes wetlands mitigation procedures
also has been provided. These revised standards will apply to national pollutant discharge elimination system
permits, Clean Water Act 401 certifications, and all
other current applications of the surface water quality
standards.
Within the state of Washington, a small business economic impact statement (SBElS) is required if a regulatory action is found to have an economic impact on
10% of the firms in any three-digit standard industrial
classification or 20% of all businesses. The SBEIS is
used to determine if the regulatory action will cause disproportionate impacts on small businesses (those with
fewer than 50 employees). If disproportionate impacts
are identified, they must be mitigated.
Small Business Impacts
The proposed wetlands water quality standards
(WQS) have been evaluated and found to have a disproportionate impact on Washington's si:i1all businesses ..
In summary, the SBEIS determined the following:
Most Washington businesses that would incur incremental costs from the wetlands WQS would do so to control
storm water runoff into wetlands; capital costs of complying with the proposed regulations will be disproportionately greater for those small businesses that would
be required to separate oil from storm water before releasing that water into wetlands; operation and maintenance costs were not found to be disproportionately
higher for small businesses, except for small retail businesses required to operate and maintain oil-water separators; a few small businesses would incur disproportionate impacts as a result of the w~tlands_ w9s. Th~se
economic impacts, which are associated with installation
of best management practices to control storm water
runoff, could be mitigated.
Mitigation Measures
Washington's Regulatory Fairness Act (chapter 19.85
RCW) requires that if a rule places a dispropo_rtional
economic impact on small businesses, then the impact
must be mitigated. For each small busi~ess shown to _i~
cur a disproportionate share of compliance costs, mitigation measures were identified to reduce those cost
... .
impacts.
Promotion of shared treatment fac1ht1es 1s the recommended mitigation measure that would reduce the disproportionate cost impacts on small businesses affected
by implementation of the new wetlands WQS. The purchase, operation, and maintenance of storm water treatment facilities should be coordinated between two or
more businesses required to install such facilities. The
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cost of control facilities could be lowered if the cost
could be spread over affected businesses. Agencies responsible for enforcing the new standards should identify
all businesses within a region or subregion that must
conform to the new standards before those standards are
enforced. Affected businesses that are adjacent to one
another would then be allowed to explore the possibility
of sharing the treatment facilities.
For a complete copy of ~he SBEIS, please contact:
Perry Lund, Washington Department of Ecology,
Mailstop PV-11, Olympia, Washington 98504, (206)
493-9405.
Hearing Location: July 23, 1991, Moses Lake,
Washington, PUD Auditorium, 312 West 3rd, at 7 p.m.;
and on July 25, 1991, Olympia, Washington, Tyee Hotel, at 3 p.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Mark Hicks, Water
Quality Program, Department of Ecology, Mailstop PV11, by July 28, 1991.
Date of Intended Adoption: October 1, 1991.
May 21, 1991
Fred Olson
Deputy Director
REPEALER
The following chapter of the Washington Administrative Code is
repealed:
WAC 173-201-010
WAC 173-201-025
WAC 173-201-035
WAC 173-201-045
RIA CLASSES.
WAC 173-201-047
WAC 173-201-070
WAC 173-201-080
FRESHWATER.
WAC 173-201-085
RINE WATER.
WAC 173-201-090
WAC 173-201-100
WAC 173-201-110
WAC 173-201-120

INTRODUCTION.
DEFINITIONS.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.
GENERAL WATER USE AND CRITETOXIC SUBSTANCES.
GENERAL CLASSIFICATIONS.
SPECIFIC CLASSIFICATIONSSPECIFIC CLASSIFICATIONS-MAACHIEVEMENT CONSIDERATIONS.
IMPLEMENTATION.
SURVEILLANCE.
ENFORCEMENT.

Chapter 173-203 WAC
WATER QUALITY STANDARDS FOR SURFACE WATERS OF
THE STATE OF WASHINGTON
WAC
173-203-010
173-203-020
173-203-030
173-203-040
173-203-050
173-203-060
173-203-070
173-203-080
173-203-090
173-203-100
173-203-110
173-203-120
173-203-130
173-203-140
173-203-150
173-203-160
173-203-170
173-203-180

Introduction.
Definitions.
General water use and criteria classes.
Toxic substances.
Radioactive substances.
General considerations.
Antidegradation.
Outstanding resource waters.
Wetlands mitigation.
Mixing zones.
Short-term modifications.
General classifications.
Specific classifications-Freshwater.
Specific classifications-Marine water.
Achievement considerations.
Implementation.
Surveillance.
Enforcement.

NEW SECTION
WAC 173-203-010 INTRODUCTION. (I) The purpose of this
chapter is to establish water quality standards for surface waters of the

state of Washington consistent with public health and public enjoyment thereof, and the propagation and protection of fish, shellfish, and
wildlife, pursuant to the provisions of chapter 90.48 RCW and the policies and purposes thereof.
(2) This chapter shall be reviewed periodically by the department
and appropriate revisions shall be undertaken.
(3) The water use and quality criteria set forth in WAC 173-203030 through 17 3-203-140 are established in conformance with present
and potential water uses of the surface waters of the state of
Washington and in consideration of the natural water quality potential
and limitations of the same. These shall be the sole water quality criteria for said waters.
NEW SECTION
WAC 173-203-020 DEFINITIONS. The following definitions
are intended to facilitate the use of chapter 173-203 WAC:
'Acute conditions' are changes in the physical, chemical, or biologic
environment which are suspected of being capable of resulting in
lethality to an organism after generally less than a ninety-six hour exposure period. Acute conditions may be measured by acute toxicity
test(s) approved by the department.
'AKART' is an acronym for 'all known, available, and reasonable
methods of prevention, control, and treatment.' AKART shall represent the most current methodology for preventing, controlling, or abating the pollutants associated with a discharge that can be reasonably
required. The concept of AKART applies to both point and nonpoint
sources of pollution.
'Background conditions' means the biological, chemical, and physical conditions of a water body, upstream from the point or nonpoint
source of any discharge under consideration. Background sampling location in an enforcement action would be upstream from the point of
discharge, but not upstream from other inflows. If several discharges to
any water body exist, and enforcement action is being taken for possible violations to the standards, background sampling would be undertaken immediately upstream from each discharge. When assessing
background conditions in the headwaters of a disturbed watershed it
may be necessary to use the background conditions of a neighboring or
similar watershed as the reference conditions.
'Best management practices (BMP)' means physical, structural,
and/or managerial practices approved by the department that, when
used singly or in combination, prevent or reduce pollutant discharges.
'Biological assessment' is an evaluation of the biological condition
of a water body using surveys of aquatic community structure and
function and other direct measurements of resident biota in surface
waters.
'Bog' means those wetlands that are acidic, peat forming, and
whose primary water source is rainwater.
'Chronic conditions' are changes in the physical, chemical, or biologic environment which are suspected of being capable of resulting in
lethal or sublethal deleterious effects to an organism during its lifetime. Generally the concept of chronic exposure refers to exposure periods greater than ninety-six hours or to exposure during a critical life
stage of an organism. Chronic conditions may be measured by chronic
toxicity test(s) approved by the department.
'Constructed wetlands' means those wetlands intentionally constructed on nonwetland sites for the sole purpose of wastewater or
storm water treatment and managed as such. Constructed wetlands are
normally considered as part of the collection and treatment system.
'Created wetlands' means those wetlands intentionally created from
nonwetland sites to produce or replace natural wetland habitat.
'Critical condition' is when the physical, chemical, and biological
characteristics of the receiving water environment interact with the effluent to produce the greatest potential impact on aquatic biota and
existing and characteristic water uses.
'Damage to the ecosystem' means any demonstrated or predicted
stress to aquatic or terrestrial organisms or communities of organisms
which the department reasonably concludes may interfere in the health
or survival success or natural structure of such populations. This stress
may be due to, but is not limited to, alteration in habitat or changes in
water temperature, chemistry, or turbidity, and shall consider the potential build up of discharge constituents or temporal increases in habitat alteration which may create such stress in the long-term.
'Department' means the state of Washington department of
ecology.
'Director' means the director of the state of Washington department of ecology.
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"Drainage ditch' means that portion of a designed and constructed
conveyance system that serves the purpose of transporting surplus
water.
"Estuary' means tidal wetland and deepwater habitats that are usually semienclosed by land but have open, partial, or sporadic access to
the open ocean, and in which ocean water is at least occasionally diluted by fresh water runoff from land.
"Fecal coliform" means that portion of the coliform group which is
present in the intestinal tracts and feces of warm-blooded animals as
detected by the product of acid or gas from lactose in a suitable culture medium within twenty-four hours at 44.5 plus or minus 0.2 degrees Celsius.
"Fen' means those wetlands that are generally acidic, peat form"ing,
and whose primary water source is ground water or surface water, except marl fens.
"Geometric mean" means the nth root of a product of n factors.
"Ground water exchange' means the discharge and recharge of
ground water at a wetland. Discharge is inflow to a wetland from an
aquifer, seeps or springs that increases the available supply of surface
water. Recharge is outflow from a wetland downgradient to an aquifer
or downstream to surface water for base flow maintenance. Exchange
may include ground water discharge in one season followed by recharge later in the year.
'Hardness' means a measure of the calcium and magnesium salts
present in water. For purposes of this chapter, hardness is measured in
milligrams per liter as calcium carbonate (CaC03).
'Hydrodynamics" means the dynamic energy, force, or motion of
fluids as affected by the physical forces acting upon those fluids.
'Hydroperiod" means the seasonal occurrence of flooding and/or
soil saturation; it encompasses depth, frequency, duration, and seasonal
·pattern of inundation.
'Irrigation ditch" means that portion of a designed and constructed
conveyance facility that serves the purpose of transporting irrigation
water from its supply source to its place of use.
'Marl fens' means those wetlands that arc alkaline or neutral pH as
a result of buffering by calcium compounds in the soil.
'Mean detention time" means the time obtained by dividing a reservoir's mean annual minimum total storage by the thirty-day tenyear low-flow from the reservoir.
'Migration or translocation' means any natural movement of an organism or communities of organisms from one locality to another
locality.
'Mitigation" means, in the following order of preference:
Avoiding the impact altogether by not taking a certain action or
part of an action;
Minimizing impacts by limiting the degree or magnitude of the action and its implementation, by using appropriate technology, or by
taking affirmative steps to avoid or reduce impacts;
Rectifying the impact by repairing, rehabilitating, or restoring the
affected environment;
Reducing or eliminating the impact over time by preservation and
maintenance operations during the life of the action; and
Compensation for the impact by replacing, enhancing, or providing
substitute resources or environments.
Mitigation for individual actions may include a combination of the
above measures.
"Mixing zone' means the area of water adjacent to an effiuent outfall where mixing results in the dilution of the cffiuent with the receiving water. As conditioned by WAC 173-203-100, water quality criteria may be exceeded to allow dilution of effiuent in a limited volume of
receiving water.
"Permit' means a document issued pursuant to RCW 90.48.160 et
seq. or RCW 90.48.260 or both, specifying the waste treatment and
control requirements and waste discharge conditions.
"pH" means the negative logarithm of the hydrogen ion
concentration.
"Practicable alternative' means an alternative that is available and
capable of being carried out after taking into consideration cost, existing technology, and logistics in light of overall project purposes. It may
include an area not owned by the applicant which could reasonably
have been or be obtained, utilized, expanded, or managed in order to
fulfill the basic purpose of the proposed activity.
"Primary contact recreation" means activities where a person would
have direct contact with water to the point of complete submergence
including, but not limited to, skin diving, swimming. and water skiing.
"Secondary contact recreation" means activities where a person's
water contact would be limited (wading or fishing) to the extent that
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bacterial infections of eyes, ears, respiratory, or digestive systems or
urogenital areas would normally be avoided.
"Shoreline stabilization" means the anchoring of soil at the water's
edge, or in shallow water, by fibrous plant root complexes; this may
include long-term accretion of sediment or peat, along with shoreline
progradation in such areas.
"Storm water" means that portion of precipitation that does not
naturally percolate into the ground or evaporate, but flows via overland
flow, interflow, pipes, and other features of a storm water drainage
system into a defined surface water body, or a constructed infiltration
facility.
"Storm water attenuation" means the process by which peak flows
from precipitation and runoff velocities are slowed as a result of passing through a wetland.
"Storm water drainage system" means constructed features whose
primary existing and/or characteristic surface water use is to function
as part of a system to collect, convey, channel, filter, hold, inhibit, retain, treat, detain, infiltrate, or direct storm water.
"Surface waters of the state" includes lakes, rivers, ponds, streams,
inland waters, saltwaters, wetlands, and all other surface waters and
water courses within the jurisdiction of the state of Washington.
'Temperature" means water temperature expressed in degrees Celsius ( 0 C).
"Turbidity" means the clarity of water expressed as nephelometric
turbidity units (NTU) and measured with a calibrated turbidimeter.
'Upwelling" means the annual natural phenomenon where the
summer prevailing, northerly winds parallel to Washington's coast
produce a seaward transport of surface waters. Cold, deeper, more saline waters rich in nutrients and low in dissolved oxygen flow into
Puget Sound and other coastal estuaries replacing the deep water. This
cold, oxygen deficient water gradually rises to replace the surface water, reaching the surface during late summer and fall.
"USEPA" means the United States Environmental Protection
Agency.
"Water-dependent" means a use or a portion of a use which requires direct contact with the water and cannot exist at a nonwater location due to the intrinsic nature of its operations.
"Wetlands" means those areas that are inundated or saturated by
surface or ground water at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of
vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions, such
as swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas. This includes wetlands
created, restored, or enhanced as part of a mitigation procedure. This
does not include constructed wetlands or the following surface waters
of the state intentionally constructed from nonwetland sites: Irrigation
and drainage ditches, grass-lined swales, canals, agricultural detention
facilities, farm ponds, and landscape amenities.
"Wildlife habitat" means waters of the state used by, or that directly or indirectly provide food support to fish, other aquatic life, and
wildlife for any life history stage or activity.
NEW SECTION
WAC 173-203-030 GENERAL WATER USE AND CRITERIA CLASSES. The following criteria shall apply to the various
classes of surface waters in the state of Washington:
(I) Class AA (extraordinary).
(a) General characteristic. Water quality of this class shall markedly and uniformly exceed the requirements for all or substantially all
uses.
(b) Characteristic uses. Characteristic uses shall include, but not be
limited to, the following:
(i) Water supply (domestic, industrial, agricultural).
(ii) Stock watering.
(iii) Fish and shellfish:
Salmonid migration, rearing, spawning, and harvesting.
Other fish migration, rearing, spawning, and harvesting.
Clam, oyster, and mussel rearing, spawning. and harvesting.
Crustaceans and other shellfish (crabs, shrimp. crayfish, scallops,
etc.) rearing. spawning, and harvesting.
(iv) Wildlife habitat.
(v) Recreation (primary contact recreation, sport fishing, boating,
and aesthetic enjoyment).
(vi) Commerce and navigation.
(c) Water quality criteria:
(i) Fecal coliform organisms:
(A) Freshwater - fecal coliform organisms shall not exceed a geometric mean value of 50 organisms/ IOO ml, with not more than I 0
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percent of all samples obtained for calculating the geometric mean
value exceeding I 00 organisms/ 100 mL.
(B) Marine water - fecal coliform organisms shall not eicceed a
geometric mean value of 14 organisms/ 100 ml, with not more than I 0
percent of all samples obtained for calculating the geometric mean
value exceeding 43 organisms/ 100 mL.
(ii) Dissolved oxygen:
(A) Freshwater - dissolved oxygen shall eicceed 9.5 mg/L.
(B) Marine water - dissolved oxygen shall eicceed 7.0 mg/L. When
natural conditions, such as upwelling, occur, causing the dissolved oxygen to be depressed near or below 7.0 mg/l, natural dissolved oicygen
levels can be degraded by up to 0.2 mg/L by human-caused activities.
(iii) Total dissolved gas shall not eicceed 110 percent of saturation at
any point of sample collection.
(iv) Temperature shall not exceed l 6.0°C (freshwater) or l 3.0°C
(marine water) due to human activifies. Temperature increases shall
not, at any time, exceed t=23/(T+5) (freshwater) or t=8/(T-4) (marine water).
When natural conditions exceed 16.0°C (freshwater) and 13.0°C
(marine water), no temperature increase will be allowed which will
raise the receiving water temperature by greater than 0.3°C.
For purposes hereof, 't" represents the maicimum permissible temperature increase measured at a dilution zone boundary; and 'T' represents the background temperature as measured at a point or points
unaffected by the discharge and representative of the highest ambient
water temperature in the vicinity of the discharge.
Provided that temperature increase resulting from nonpoint source
activities shall not exceed 2.8°C, and the maicimum water temperature
shall not exceed 16.3°C (freshwater).
(v) pH shall be within the range of 6.5 to 8.5 (freshwater) or 7.0 to
8.5 (marine water) with a human-caused variation within a range of
less than 0.2 units.
(vi) Turbidity shall not eicceed 5 NTU over background turbidity
when the background turbidity is 50 NTU or less, or have more than a
I 0 percent increase in turbidity when the background turbidity is more
than 50 NTU.
(vii) Toxic, radioactive, or deleterious material concentrations shall
be below those which may adversely affect characteristic water uses,
cause acute or chronic conditions to the aquatic biota, or adversely affect public health (see WAC 173-203-040 and 173-203-050).
(viii) Aesthetic values shall not be impaired by the presence of materials or their effects, eiccluding those of natural origin, which offend
the senses of sight, smell, touch, or taste.
(2) Class A (excellent).
(a) General characteristic. Water quality of this class shall meet or
exceed the requirements for all or substantially all uses.
(b) Characteristic uses. Characteristic uses shall include, but not be
limited to, the following:
(i) Water supply (domestic, industrial, agricultural).
(ii) Stock watering.
(iii) Fish and shellfish:
Salmonid migration, rearing, spawning, and harvesting.
Other fish migration, rearing, spawning, and harvesting.
Clam, oyster, and mussel rearing, spawning, and harvesting.
Crustaceans and other shellfish (crabs, shrimp, crayfish, scallops,
etc.) rearing, spawning, and harvesting.
(iv) Wildlife habitat.
(v) Recreation (primary contact recreation, sport fishing, boating,
and aesthetic enjoyment).
(vi) Commerce and navigation.
(c) Water quality criteria:
(i) Fecal coliform organisms:
(A) Freshwater - fecal coliform organisms shall not eicceed a geometric mean value of I 00 organisms/ 100 ml, with not more than I0
percent of all samples obtained for calculating the geometric mean
value exceeding 200organisms/100 mL.
(B) Marine water - fecal coliform organisms shall not eicceed a
geometric mean value of 14 organisms/100 ml, with not more than 10
percent of all samples obtained for calculating the geometric mean
value eicceeding 43 organisms/ 100 mL.
(ii) Dissolved oxygen:
(A) Freshwater - dissolved oxygen shall exceed 8.0 mg/L.
(B) Marine water - dissolved oxygen shall exceed 6.0 mg/L. When
natural conditions, such as upwelling, occur, causing the dissolved oxygen to be depressed near or below 6.0 mg/l, natural dissolved oxygen
levels can be degraded by up to 0.2 mg/L by human-caused activities.

(iii) Total dissolved gas shall not eicceed 110 percent of saturation at
any point of sample collection.
(iv) Temperature shall not exceed I 8.0°C (freshwater) or I 6.0°C
(marine water) due to human activities. Temperature increases shall
not, at any time, exceed t=28/(T+7) (freshwater) or t=12/(T-2)
(marine water).
When natural conditions exceed 18.0°C (freshwater) and 16.0°C
(marine water), no temperature increase will be allowed which will
raise the receiving water temperature by greater than 0.3°C.
For purposes hereof, "t' represents the maicimum permissible temperature increase measured at a dilution zone boundary; and "T" represents the background temperature as measured at a point or points
unaffected by the discharge and representative of the highest ambient
water temperature in the vicinity of the discharge.
Provided that temperature increase resulting from nonpoint source
activities shall not eicceed 2.8°C, and the maximum water temperature
shall not exceed I 8.3°C (freshwater).
(v) pH shall be within the range of 6.5 to 8.5 (freshwater) or 7.0 to
8.5 (marine water) with a human-caused variation within a range of
less than 0.5 units.
(vi) Turbidity shall not exceed 5 NTU over background turbidity
when the background turbidity is 50 NTU or less, or have more than a
10 percent increase in turbidity when the background turbidity is more
than 50 NTU.
(vii) Toxic, radioactive, or deleterious material concentrations shall
be below those which may adversely affect characteristic water uses,
cause acute or chronic conditions to the aquatic biota, or adversely affect public health (see WAC 173-203-040 and 173-203-050).
(viii) Aesthetic values shall not be impaired by the presence of materials or their effects, excluding those of natural origin, which offend
the senses of sight, smell, touch, or taste.
(3) Class B (good).
(a) General characteristic. Water quality of this class shall meet or
exceed the requirements for most uses.
(b) Characteristic uses. Characteristic uses shall include, but not be
limited to, the following:
(i) Water supply (industrial and agricultural).
(ii) Stock watering.
(iii) Fish and shellfish:
Salmonid migration, rearing, and harvesting.
Other fish migration, rearing, spawning, and harvesting.
Clam, oyster, and mussel rearing and spawning.
Crustaceans and other shellfish (crabs, shrimp, crayfish, scallops,
etc.) rearing, spawning, and harvesting.
(iv) Wildlife habitat.
(v) Recreation (secondary contact recreation, sport fishing, boating,
and aesthetic enjoyment).
(vi) Commerce and navigation.
(c) Water quality criteria:
(i) Fecal coliform organisms:
(A) Freshwater - fecal coliform organisms shall not exceed a geometric mean value of 200 organisms/ 100 ml, with not more than IO
percent of all samples obtained for calculating the geometric mean
value exceeding 400 organisms/ I 00 mL.
(B) Marine water - fecal coliform organisms shall not exceed a
geometric mean value of I 00 organisms/ 100 ml, with not more than
I0 percent of all samples obtained for calculating the geometric mean
value exceeding 200organisms/100 ml.
(ii) Dissolved oxygen:
(A) Freshwater - dissolved oxygen shall exceed 6.5 mg/L.
(B) Marine water - dissolved oxygen shall exceed 5.0 mg/L. When
natural conditions, such as upwelling, occur. causing the dissolved oxygen to be depressed near or below 5.0 mg/ l, natural dissolved oxygen
levels can be degraded by up to 0.2 mg/L by human-caused activities.
(iii) Total dissolved gas shall not exceed 110 percent of saturation at
any point of sample collection.
(iv) Temperature shall not exceed 2 l.0°C (freshwater) or I9.0°C
(marine water) due to human activities. Temperature increases shall
not, at any time, exceed t=34/(T+9) (freshwater) or t=16/T (marine
water).
When natural conditions exceed 2 l.0°C (freshwater) and I9.0°C
(marine water), no temperature increase will be allowed which will
raise the receiving water temperature by greater than 0.3°C.
For purposes hereof, "t' represents the maximum permissible temperature increase measured at a dilution zone boundary; and 'T" represents the background temperature as measured at a point or points
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unaffected by the discharge and representative of the highest ambient
water temperature in the vicinity of the discharge.
Provided that temperature increase resulting from nonpoint source
activities shall not exceed 2.8°C, and the maximum water temperature
shall not exceed 2 l.3°C (freshwater).
(v) pH shall be within the range of 6.5 to 8.5 (freshwater) and 7 .0
to 8.5 (marine water) with a human-caused variation within a range of
less than 0.5 units.
(vi) Turbidity shall not exceed IO NTU over background turbidity
when the background turbidity is 50 NTU or less, or have more than a
20 percent increase in turbidity when the background turbidity is more
than 50 NTU.
(vii) Toxic, radioactive, or deleterious material concentrations shall
be below those which may adversely affect characteristic water uses,
cause acute or chronic conditions to the aquatic biota, or adversely af~
feet public health (see WAC 173-203-040 and 173-203-050).
(viii) Aesthetic values shall not be reduced by dissolved, suspended,
floating, or submerged matter not attributed to natural causes, so as to
affect water use or taint the flesh of edible species.
(4) Class C (fair).
(a) General characteristic. Water quality of this class shall meet or
exceed the requirements of selected and essential uses.
(b) Characteristic uses. Characteristic uses shall include, but not be
limited to, the following:
(i) Water supply (industrial).
(ii) Fish (salmonid and other fish migration).
(iii) Recreation (secondary contact recreation, sport fishing, boating,
and aesthetic enjoyment).
(iv) Commerce and navigation.
(c) Water quality criteria - marine water:
(i) Fecal coliform organisms shall not exceed a geometric mean value of 200 organisms/JOO ml, with not more than 10 percent of all
samples obtained for calculating the geometric mean value exceeding
400 organisms/JOO ml.
(ii) Dissolved oxygen shall exceed 4.0 mg/L. When natural conditions, such as upwelling, occur, causing the dissolved oxygen to be depressed near or below 4.0 mg/l, natural dissolved oxygen levels can be
degraded by up to 0.2 mg/l by human-caused activities.
(iii) Temperature shall not exceed 22.0°C due to human activities.
Temperature increases shall not, at any time, exceed t=20/(T+2).
When natural conditions exceed 22.0°C, no temperature increase
will be allowed which will raise the receiving water temperature by
greater than 0.3°C.
For purposes hereof, "t" represents the maximum permissible temperature increase measured at a dilution zone boundary; and 'T' represents the background temperature as measured at a point unaffected
by the discharge and representative of the highest ambient water temperature in the vicinity of the discharge.
(iv) pH shall be within the range of 6.5 to 9.0 with a human-caused
variation within a range of less than 0.5 units.
(v) Turbidity shall not exceed 10 NTU over background turbidity
when the background turbidity is 50 NTU or less, or have more than a
20 percent increase in turbidity when the background turbidity is more
than 50 NTU.
(vi) Toxic, radioactive, or deleterious material concentrations shall
be below those which may adversely affect characteristic water uses,
cause acute or chronic conditions to the aquatic biota, or adversely affect public health (see WAC 173-203-040 and 173-203-050).
(vii) Aesthetic values shall not be interfered with by the presence of
obnoxious wastes, slimes, aquatic growths, or materials which will taint
the flesh of edible species.
(5) Lake class.
(a) General characteristic. Water quality of this class shall meet or
exceed the requirements for all or substantially all uses.
(b) Characteristic uses. Characteristic uses shall include, but not be
limited to, the following:
(i) Water supply (domestic, industrial, agricultural).
(ii) Stock watering.
(iii) Fish and shellfish:
Salmonid migration, rearing, spawning, and harvesting.
Other fish migration, rearing, spawning, and harvesting.
Clam and mussel rearing, spawning, and harvesting.
Crayfish rearing, spawning, and harvesting.
(iv) Wildlife habitat.
(v) Recreation (primary contact recreation, sport fishing. boating,
and aesthetic enjoyment).
(vi) Commerce and navigation.
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(c) Water quality criteria:
(i) Fecal coliform organisms shall not exceed a geometric mean value of 50 organisms/ JOO ml, with not more than I 0 percent of all
samples obtained for calculating the geometric mean value exceeding
I 00 organisms/ JOO ml.
(ii) Dissolved oxygen - no measurable decrease from natural
conditions.
(iii) Total dissolved gas shall not exceed 110 percent of saturation at
any point of sample collection.
(iv) Temperature - no measurable change from natural conditions.
(v) pH - no measurable change from natural conditions.
(vi) Turbidity shall not exceed 5 NTU over background conditions.
(vii) Toxic, radioactive, or deleterious material concentrations shall
be below those which may adversely affect characteristic water uses,
cause acute or chronic conditions to the aquatic biota, or adversely affect public health (see WAC 173-203-040 and 173-203-050).
(viii) Aesthetic values shall not be impaired by the presence of materials or their effects, excluding those of natural origin, which offend
the senses of sight, smell, touch, or taste.
(6) Wetlands class.
(a) General characteristic. Water quality of this class shall meet or
exceed the requirements for all or substantially all uses.
(b) Characteristic uses shall include, but not be limited to, the
following:
(i) Water supply (domestic, industrial, agricultural).
(ii) Fish and shellfish:
Salmonid migration, rearing, spawning, and harvesting.
Other fish migration, rearing, spawning, and harvesting.
Clam, oyster, and mussel rearing, spawning, and harvesting.
Crustaceans and other shellfish (crabs, shrimps, crayfish, scallops,
etc.) rearing, spawning, and harvesting.
(iii) Wildlife habitat.
(iv) Recreation (primary contact recreation, sport fishing, boating,
and aesthetic enjoyment).
(v) Commerce and navigation.
(vi) Aesthetics.
(vii) Ground water exchange.
(viii) Storm water attenuation.
(ix) Shoreline stabilization.
(c) Wetlands shall not be used for the treatment of storm water.
(d) Eradication and control of state listed noxious weeds shall be
done in accordance with chapter 17.10 RCW and WAC 173-203-110.
(e) Forest practices shall be conducted using best management
practices in accordance with the provisions of chapter 76.09 RCW.
(f) Water quality criteria:
(i) Fecal coliform organisms - no measurable change from natural
conditions. Human-influenced activities shall not be allowed to raise
fecal coliform concentrations above natural conditions.
(ii) pH - no measurable change from natural conditions.
(iii) Settleable solids shall not be introduced or allowed to accumulate in a wetland such that they directly or indirectly degrade the wetland or interfere with the existing or characteristic uses.
(iv) Toxic, radioactive, or deleterious material concentrations shall
be below those which may adversely affect characteristic water uses,
cause acute or chronic conditions to aquatic and terrestrial biota, or
adversely affect public health or welfare (sec WAC 173-203-040 and
173-203-050).
(v) Aesthetic values shall not be reduced by dissolved, suspended,
noating, or submerged matter not attributed to natural causes, so as to
affect water use. or form nuisances, or taint tissue of edible species.
(vi) Nutrients shall not be introduced to or allowed to accumulate in
a wetland such that they directly or indirectly degrade the wetland or
interfere with the existing or characteristic uses of the wetland.
(vii) Natural physical and biological characteristics shall be maintained and protected so that there is no significant degradation of
characteristic uses, except as provided for in the wetlands mitigation
section, WAC 173-203-090. Physical and biological characteristics
shall be maintained by:
(A) Maintaining hydrological conditions, including hydroperiod, hydrodynamics, and natural water temperature variations necessary to
support vegetation which would be present naturally; and
( B) Maintaining substrate characteristics necessary to support vegetation which would be present naturally.
NEW SECTION
WAC 173-203-040 TOXIC SUBSTANCES. (I) Toxic substances shall not be introduced above natural background levels in waters of
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the state which may adversely affect characteristic water uses, cause
acute or chronic toxicity to the aquatic biota, or adversely affect public
health, as determined by the department.
(2) The department shall employ or require chemical testing, acute
and chronic toxicity testing, and biological assessments, as appropriate,
to evaluate compliance with subsection (I) of this section and to ensure
that aquatic communities and the existing and characteristic beneficial
uses of waters are being fully protected.
(3) The following criteria shall be applied to all surface waters of
the state of Washington for the protection of aquatic life. Criteria
more stringent than these aquatic life values may be required by the
department where local species occur that may be more sensitive than
the species used to develop these criteria, where local environmental
conditions warrant more restrictive criteria, or where criteria are being
applied to protect human health. Values are ug/L for all substances
except Ammonia and Chloride which arc mg/L:
Freshwater
Chronic
Acute

Substance

Aldrin/Dieldrin
2.5a
Aluminum
750.0c
Ammonia (un-ionized NH3)
f,c
Arsenic (III)
360.0c
i,c
Cadmium
Chlordane
2.4a
Chloride (Dissolved) k
860.0h,c
Chlorine (Total Residual)
19.0c
Chloropyrifos
0.083c
Chromium (Hex)
16.0cl
m,c
Chromium (Tri)
o,c
Copper
Cyanide
22.0c
DDT (and metabolites)
I. I a
2.5a
Dieldrin/ Aldrin e
Endosulfan
0.22a
Endrin
0.18a
0.52a
Heptachlor
Hexachlorocyclohexane
(Lindane)
2.0a
q,c
Lead
2.4c
Mercury s
t,c
Nickel
0.065c
Parathion
W,C
Pentachlorophenol (PCP)
Polychlorinated
2.0
Biphenyls (PCBs)
20.0c
Selenium
y,a
Silver
0.73c,z
Toxaphene
aa,c
Zinc

Marine Water
Chronic
Acute

0.0019b
0.71a
87.0d
g,d
0.233h,c
190.0d
69.0c
j,d
43.0c
0.09a
0.0043b
230.0h,d
13.0c
I l.Od
0.04ld
0.01 lc
11.0d 1,100.0c,l
n,d
p,d
2.9c
5.2d
l.Oc
0.00lb
0.13a
0.7la
0.0019b
0.034a
0.056b
0.037a
0.0023b
0.0038b
0.053a

0.0019b
0.035h,d
36.0d,cc
9.3d
0.004b
7.5d
0.0056d
50.0d

0.00lb
0.0019b
0.0087b
0.0023b
0.0036b

0.08b
r,d
0.012d
u,d
0.013d
v,d

0.16a
140.0c
2.lc
75.0c

5.6d
0.025d
8.3d

13.0c

7.9d

0.014b
5.0d
0.12
0.0002d
bb,d

10.0
300.0c
2.3a
0.2lc,z
95.0c

0.030b
71.0d,x
0.0002d
86.0d

Notes to Table:
a.

An instantaneous concentration 'not to be exceeded at any time.

b.

A 24-hour average not to be exceeded.

c.

A I-hour average concentration not to be exceeded more than once every
three years on the average.

d.

A 4-day average concentration not to be exceeded more than once every
three years on the average.

e.

Aldrin is metabolically converted to Dieldrin. Therefore, the sum of the
Aldrin and Dieldrin concentrations are compared with the Dieldrin criteria.

f.

Shall not exceed the numerical value given by:

where:

FT
FT

10 10.0J(20-TCAPI; TCAP::; T ::; JO
1010.03(20· Tl] ; 0::; T::; TCAP

FPH = I ; 8 ::; pH ::; 9
FPH = I+ 10<7-4-·pH) ; 6.5

$

pH

$

0.52
FT/(FPH/2)

8.0

1.25

TCAP = 20°C; Salmonids or other cold water species
present.
TCAP = 25°C; Salmonids and other cold water species
absent.

g. Shall not exceed the numerical value
given by:
0.80
FT/(FPH/RATIO)
where:

RATIO= 16 ; 7.7 ::; pH ::; 9
10<7-7-pH) ; 6.5
RATIO= 24 x

$

pH

$

7.7

I+ l0(7.4_pH)
where:

FT and FPH are as shown in (f) above except:
TCAP = I 5°C; Salmonids or other cold water species
present.
TCAP = 20°C; Salmonids and other cold water species
absent.

h.
i.

$

Measured in milligrams per liter rather than micrograms per liter.
e< LI 28lln(hardncss))-3.828)

j.

$

e(0.7852lln(hardncss))-3.490)

k. Criterion based on dissolved chloride in association with sodium. This criterion probably will not be adequately protective when the chloride is associated with potassium, calcium, or magnesium, rather than sodium.
Salinity dependent effects. At low salinity the I-hour average may not be
sufficiently protective.
m. $ e(0.8190lln(hardncss)] +3.688)
n.

$

e(0.819011n(hardncss)) +1.561)

o.

$

e(0.9422[1n(hardncss)l ··1.464)

p.

$

e(0.8545fln(hardncss)] -1.465)

q.

$

e(l.273[1n(hardncs.)] -1.460)

r.

:s e( I .273[1n(hardncss)j -4.705)

s. Criteria for Mercury may not adequately protect Coho Salmon, Rainbow
Trout, Bluegill, and Haddock.
I. :S e(0.8460[1n(hardncss)j +3.3612)
u.

$

e(0.8460lln(hardncss)) +1.1645)

v.

$

e[l.005(pH) 5.290)

w.

$

el l.005(pH) -4.830]

x. The status of the fish community should be monitored whenever the concentration of selenium exceeds 5.0 ug/ I in salt water.
y. $ e< 1.72!1n(hardncss)] -6.52)
z. Cha•nnel Catfish may be more acutely sensitive.
aa. ::; e(0.8473fln(hardncss)J +0.8604)
bb.

$

e(0.847J[ln(hardncss)] +0.7614)

cc. This criterion might be too high wherever Skeletonema cosrarum or
Thalassiosira aestivalis are ecologically important.
(4) USEPA Quality Criteria for Water, 1986 shall be used in the
use and interpretation of the values listed in subsection ( 1) of this
section.
(5) Concentrations of toxic, and other substances with toxic propensities not listed in subsection ( 1) of this section shall be determined in
consideration of USEPA Quality Criteria for Water, 1986, and as revised, and other relevant information as appropriate.
(6) For calculating criteria for the protection of human health, the
department shall utilize a risk level of 1: 1,000,000, or one additional
cancer case in 1,000,000 exposed. This risk level is intended for establishing specific criteria and shall not be used to estimate acceptable
state-wide occurrences of cancer incidence. This risk level applies regardless of the actual size of the subgroup exposed.
NEW SECTION
WAC 173-203-050 RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES. (1) Deleterious concentrations of radioactive materials for all classes shall be as
determined by the lowest practicable concentration attainable and in
no case shall exceed:
(a) 1/100 of the values listed in WAC 402-24-220 (Column 2, Table 11. Appendix A, rules and regulations for radiation protection); or,
(b) USEPA Drinking Water Regulations for radionuclides, as published in the Federal Register of July 9, 1976, or subsequent revisions
thereto.
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(2) Nothing in this chapter shall be interpreted to be applicable to
those aspects of governmental regulation of radioactive waters which
have been preempted from state regulation by the Atomic Energy Act
of 1954, as amended, as interpreted by the United States Supreme
Court in the cases of Northern States Power Co. v. Minnesota 405
U.S. 1035 (1972) and Train v. Colorado Public Interest Research
Group, 426 U.S. I (1976).

(a) It is clear, after satisfactory public participation and intergovernmental coordination, that overriding considerations of the public
interest will be served;
(b) All wastes and other materials and substances discharged into
said waters shall be provided with all known, available, and reasonable
methods of prevention, control, and treatment by new and existing
point sources before discharge. All wastes and other materials and
substances discharged into said waters from nonpoint sources shall be
provided with all known, available, and reasonable best management
practices; and
(c) When the lowering of water quality in high quality waters is
authorized, the lower water quality shall still be of high enough quality
to fully support all existing beneficial uses.
(5) Short-term modification of water quality may be permitted as
conditioned by WAC 173-203-110.

NEW SECTION
WAC 173-203-060 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS. The following general guidelines shall apply to the water quality criteria and
classifications set forth in WAC 173-203-030 through 173-203-140
hereof:
(I) At the boundary between waters of different classifications, the
water quality criteria for the higher classification shall prevail.
(2) In brackish waters of estuaries, where the fresh and marine water quality criteria differ within the same classification, the criteria
shall be interpolated on the basis of salinity; except that the marine
water quality criteria shall apply for dissolved oxygen when the salinity
is one part per thousand or greater and for fecal coliform organisms
when the salinity is ten parts per thousand or greater.
(3) In determining compliance with the fecal coliform criteria in
WAC 173-203-030, averaging of data collected beyond a thirty-day
period, or beyond a specific discharge event under investigation, shall
not be permitted when such averaging would skew the data set so as to
mask noncompliance periods.
(4) The water quality criteria herein established for total dissolved
gas shall not apply when the stream flow exceeds the seven-day, tenyear frequency flood.
(5) Waste discharge permits, whether issued pursuant to the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System or otherwise, shall be
conditioned in such manner as to authorize discharges which meet the
water quality standards.
(a) However, persons discharging wastes in compliance with the
terms and conditions of permits shall not be subject to civil and criminal penalties on the basis that the discharge violates water quality
standards.
(b) Permits shall be subject to modification by the department
whenever it appears to the department the discharge violates water
quality standards. Modification of permits, as provided herein, shall be
subject to review in the same manner as originally issued permits.
(6) No waste discharge permit will be issued which violates established water quality criteria, except as provided for under WAC 173203-100 or 173-203-110.
(7) Due consideration will be given to the precision and accuracy of
the sampling and analytical methods used as well as existing conditions
at the time, in the application of the criteria.
(8) The analytical testing methods for these criteria shall be in accordance with the "Guidelines Establishing Test Procedures for the
Analysis of Pollutants" (40 C.F.R. Part 136) and other or superseding
methods published and/or approved by the department following consultation with adjacent states and concurrence of the USE PA.
(9) Nothing in this chapter shall be interpreted to prohibit the establishment of effluent limitations for the control of the thermal component of any discharge in accordance with Section 316 of the Federal
Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C. 1251 ct seq.).
NEW SECTION
WAC 173-203-070 ANTIDEGRADATION. The antidegradation policy of the state of Washington, as generally guided by chapter
90.48 RCW, Water Pollution Control Act, and chapter 90.54 RCW,
Water Resources Act of 1971, is stated as follows:
(I) Existing beneficial uses shall be maintained and protected and
no further degradation which would interfere with or become injurious
to existing beneficial uses shall be allowed.
(2) Whenever the natural conditions of said waters arc of a lower
quality than the criteria assigned, the natural conditions shall constitute the water quality criteria.
(3) Water quality shall be maintained and protected in waters designated as outstanding resource waters in WAC 173-203-080.
(4) Whenever waters are of a higher quality than the criteria assigned for said waters, the existing water quality shall be protected and
waste and other materials and substances which will reduce the existing quality shall not be allowed to enter such waters, except in those
instances where:
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NEW SECTION
WAC 173-203-080 OUTSTANDING RESOURCE WATERS.
Waters meeting one or more of the following criteria shall be considered for outstanding resource water designation. Designations shall be
adopted in accordance with the provisions of chapter 34.05 RCW, Administrative Procedure Act.
(I) Waters in national parks, national monuments, national preserves, national wildlife refuges, national wilderness areas, federal wild
and scenic rivers, national seashores, national. marine sanctuaries, national recreation areas, national scenic areas, and national estuarine
research reserves;
(2) Waters in state parks, state wilderness areas, state wildlife management areas, and state scenic rivers;
(3) Waters that are determined by the department of natural resources to meet the criteria of the Washington natural heritage program as specified in chapter 79.70 RCW;
(4) Mapped occurrences of priority species and their habitats as determined by the department of wildlife;
(5) Documented critical habitat for threatened species of native
anadromous fish populations as determined by the department of
fisheries;
(6) High quality, regionally rare wetland communities with irreplaceable ecological functions, including sphagnum bogs and fens, marl
fens, estuarine wetlands, and mature forested swamps; and
(7) Waters of exceptional recreational or ecological significance.
NEW SECTION
WAC 173-203-090 WETLANDS MITIGATION. This section
applies to activities which may adversely affect water quality in wetlands. The overall goal of mitigation shall be no net loss of wetlands
function and acreage. Where practicable, improvement of wetland
quality should be encouraged.
(I) Water quality in exceptional wetlands (sec WAC 173-203-120)
shall be maintained and protected.
(2) Water quality in all other wetlands shall be maintained and protected unless it can be shown that the impact is unavoidable and necessary. Avoidance shall be the primary means to achieve the water
quality goals of this chapter.
(a) For water-dependent activities, unavoidable and necessary water
quality impacts can be demonstrated where there are no practicable
alternatives which would:
(i) Not involve a wetland or which would have less adverse water
quality impact on a wetland; and
(ii) Not have other more significant adverse consequences to the environment or human health.
(b) Where nonwater-dependent activities are proposed, it shall be
presumed that adverse impacts are avoidable. This presumption may
be rebutted upon a demonstration that:
(i) The basic project purpose cannot reasonably be accomplished
utilizing alternative sites in the general region that would avoid, or result in less adverse water quality impact on a wetland;
(ii) A reduction in the size, scope, configuration, or density of the
project as proposed and all alternative designs of the project as proposed that would avoid, or result in less adverse water quality impact
on a wetland will not accomplish the basic purpose of the project; and
(iii) In cases where the applicant has rejected alternatives to the
project as proposed due to constraints such as zoning, deficiencies of
infrastructure, or parcel size, the applicant has made reasonable attempt to remove or accommodate such constraints.
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(3) When it has been determined that lowering the water quality of
a wetland is unavoidable and necessary and has been minimized to the
maximum extent practicable, wetland losses and degradation shall be
offset, where appropriate and practicable, through deliberate restoration, creation, or enhancement of wetlands.
(a) In-kind replacement of functional values shall be provided, unless it is found that in-kind replacement is not feasible or practical due
to the characteristics of the existing wetland and a greater benefit can
be demonstrated by an alternative. In such cases, substitute resources
of equal or greater ecological value shall be provided.
(b) On-site replacement shall be provided, unless it is found that
on-site replacement is not feasible or practical due to physical features
of the property or a greater benefit can be demonstrated by using an
alternative site. In such cases, replacement shall occur within the same
watershed and proximity.
(c) A mitigation plan shall be required for proposed mitigation
projects.
(d) Restoration, enhancement, or replacement shall be completed
prior to wetland degradation, where possible. In all other cases, restoration, enhancement, or replacement shall be completed prior to use or
occupancy of the activity or development, or immediately after activities that will temporarily disturb wetlands, except as provided by
WAC 173-203-110.
NEW SECTION
WAC 173-203-100 MIXING ZONES. (I) The allowable size
and location of a mixing zone and the associated effluent limits shall be
established in discharge permits, general permits, or orders, as appropriate, and shall be based on:
(a) The requirement that AKART be fully applied;
(b) Consideration of the chemical and physical interaction of the effluent and the receiving water;
(c) The critical condition for discharge;
(d) The protection of sensitive and important habitats and existing
and characteristic uses of the water body; and
(c) Minimization of the area of water quality degradation.
(2) No mixing zone shall be granted unless the supporting information clearly indicates the mixing zone avoids degradation of sensitive or
important habitat, docs not adversely impact any existing or characteristic uses of the water body outside of the mixing zone, and docs not
adversely affect public health as determined by the department.
(3) Water quality criteria shall not be violated outside of the
boundary of a mixing zone as a result of the discharge for which the
mixing zone was authorized.
(4) The maximum size of a mixing zone shall comply with the
·
following:
(a) In rivers and streams, mixing zones, alone or in combination
with other mixing zones, shall comply with the most restrictive combination of the following:
(i) Not extend in a downstream direction for a distance from the
discharge port(s) greater than three hundred feet plus the depth of
water over the diffuser or point of discharge, or extend upstream for a
distance of over one hundred feet;
(ii) Not utilize greater than twenty-five percent of the flow; or
(iii) Not occupy greater than twenty-five percent of the cross-sectional width of the water body. This size limitation ((a) of this subsection) may be applied to estuaries having flow characteristics that resemble rivers.
(b) In estuaries, mixing zones, alone or in combination with other
mixing zones, shall:
(i) Not extend in any horizontal direction from the discharge port(s)
for a distance greater than two hundred feet plus the depth of water
over the diffuser or point of discharge; and
(ii) Not occupy greater than twenty-five percent of the cross-sectional width of the water body. For the purpose of this section, areas to
the east of a line from Green Point (Fidalgo Island) to Lawrence Point
(Orcas Island) are considered estuarine, as arc all of the Strait of
Georgia and the San Juan Islands north of Orcas Island. To the east of
Deception Pass, and to the south and cast of Admiralty Head, and
south of Point Wilson on the Quimper Peninsula, is Puget Sound
proper, which is considered to be entirely estuarine. All waters existing
within bays from Point Wilson westward to Cape Flattery and south to
the North Jetty of the Columbia River shall also be categorized as
estuarine.
(c) In oceanic waters, mixing zones. alone or in combination with
other mixing zones, shall not extend in any horizontal direction from
the discharge port(s) for a distance greater than three hundred feet

plus the depth of water over the diffuser or point of discharge. For the
purpose of this section, all marine waters not classified as estuarine in
subsection (3)(b) of this section shall be categorized as oceanic.
(d) In lakes, and in reservoirs having a mean detention time greater
than fifteen days, mixing zones shall not be allowed unless it can be
demonstrated to the satisfaction of the department that:
(i) Other siting, technological, and managerial options that would
avoid the need for a lake mixing zone are not reasonably achievable;
(ii) Overriding considerations of the public interest will be served;
and
(iii) All technological and managerial methods available for pollution reduction and removal that are economically achievable would be
implemented prior to discharge. Such methods may include, but not be
limited to, advanced waste treatment techniques.
(e) In lakes, and in reservoirs having a mean detention time greater
than fifteen days, mixing zones shall not, either singly or in combination with other mixing zones, exceed the most restrictive combination
of the following:
(i) Exceed ten percent of the volume;
(ii) Exceed ten percent of the surface area (maximum radial extent
of the plume regardless of whether it reaches the surface) of a water
body; or
(iii) Extend beyond fifteen percent of the width of the water body.
(5) A zone where acute criteria may be exceeded is allowed only if it
can be demonstrated to the department's satisfaction that the concentration of, and exposure, duration, and frequency of, the discharge will
not create a barrier to the migration or translocation of indigenous organisms to a degree that has the potential to cause damage to the ecosystem. Acute criteria arc based on numeric criteria and toxicity tests
approved by the department, as generally guided under WAC 173203-040 (I) through (5), and shall be met as near to the point of discharge as practicably attainable. Compliance shall be determined by
monitoring data or calibrated models approved by the department utilizing representative dilution ratios. In no case shall the zone where
acute criteria may be exceeded be greater than the most restrictive of
the following:
(a) Ten percent of the distance from the edge of the outfall structure to the furthest horizontal edge of an authorized mixing zone, as
applied in any spatial direction;
(b) Fifty times the discharge length scale in any spatial direction
from each discharge port; the discharge length scale is the square-root
of the cross-sectional area of any discharge outlet. In the case of
multiport diffusers, this requirement must be met for each port using
the appropriate discharge length scale of that port; or
(c) Five times the local water depth in any horizontal direction from
any discharge outlet. The local water depth is defined as the natural
water depth (existing prior to the installation of the discharge outlet)
prevailing under critical conditions.
(6) Mixing zones may overlap if it can be demonstrated to the department's satisfaction that:
(a) The request to allow the overlap qualifies for exemption under
subsection (I 0) of this section;
(b) The separate and combined effects of the discharges can be determined; and
(c) The combined effects would not create a barrier to aquatic organism migration or translocation.
(7) Storm water:
(a) Storm water discharge from any "point source" contammg
"process wastewater' as defined in 40 C.F.R. Part 122.2 shall fully
conform to WAC 173-203-100.
(b) Storm water discharges not described by (a) of this subsection
may be granted an exemption to the size criteria in this section, provided the discharger clearly demonstrates to the department's satisfaction that:
(i) The exemption complies with the conditions of subsection (I 0) of
this section;
(ii) The area of water quality degradation is minimized;
(iii) The pollutant controls utilized comply with WAC 173-203-160
(2)(d); and
(iv) Any increased capability to substantially comply with the provisions of this section shall be accomplished by the discharger.
(c) Mixing zones for storm water discharges shall be based on a
volume of runoff corresponding to a design storm approved by the department. Exceedances from the mixing zone size criteria (subsections
(4) through (6) of this section) due to precipitation events greater than
the approved design storm may be allowed by the department, if it
would not result in adverse impact to existing or characteristic uses of
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the water body or result in damage to the ecosystem, or adversely affect public health as determined by the department.
(8) Combined sewer overflows employing at-site treatment and having achieved the greatest reasonable reduction in accordance with
chapter 173-245 WAC, may be allowed an average once per year exemption to the size criteria in subsections (4) through (6) of this section, provided the discharge would not result in an adverse impact to
existing and characteristic uses, result in damage to the ecosystem, or
adversely affect public health as determined by the department.
(9) Exceedances from the size criteria (subsections (4) through (6)
of this section) may be considered by the department in the following
cases:
(a) For discharges existing prior to November I, 1991, (or for proposed discharges with engineering plans formally approved by- the department prior to November I, 1991 );
(b) Where alteration of the size configuration is expected to result in
greater protection to aquatic organisms, sensitive or important habitat,
or other existing and characteristic uses;
(c) Where the volume of water in the effluent is providing a greater
benefit to existing and characteristic uses of the water body due to flow
augmentation than the benefit of removing the discharge, if such removal is the remaining feasible option; and
(d) Where the exceedance is clearly necessary to accommodate important economic or social development in the area in which the waters
are located.
(I 0) Before an exceedance from the size criteria may be allowed
under subsection (9) of this section, it must clearly be demonstrated to
the department's satisfaction that:
(a) AKART is fully applied;
(b) All siting, technological, and managerial options which would
result in full or significantly closer compliance that are economically
achievable are being utilized; and
(c) The proposed mixing zone shall not have a reasonable potential
to result in a loss of sensitive or important habitat, substantially interfere with the recreational use of the water body, result in damage to
the ecosystem, or adversely affect public health as determined by the
department.
(I I) Any exemptions granted to the size criteria shall be reexamined
during each permit renewal period for changes in compliance capability. Any increased capability to comply shall be reflected in the renewed discharge permit.
(12) The department may establish permit limits and measures of
compliance for human health based criteria (based on lifetime exposure levels), independent of this section.
( 13) Sediment impact zones authorized by the department pursuant
to chapter 173-204 WAC, Sediment management standards, do not
satisfy the requirements of this section.
NEW SECTION
WAC 173-203-110 SHORT-TERM MODIFICATIONS. (I)
The criteria and special conditions established in WAC 173-203-030
through 173-203-140 may be modified for a specific water body on a
short-term basis when necessary to accommodate essential activities,
respond to emergencies, or to otherwise protect the public interest,
even though such activities may result in a temporary reduction of water quality conditions below those criteria and classifications established by this regulation. Such modification shall be issued in writing
by the director or his/her designee subject to such terms and conditions as he/she may prescribe, and such modification shall not exceed a
twelve-month period.
(2) In no case will any degradation of water quality be allowed if
this degradation interferes with or becomes injurious to existing water
uses or causes long-term harm to the environment.
(3) Notwithstanding the above, the aquatic application of herbicides
which result in water use restrictions shall be considered an activity for
which a short-term modification generally may be issued subject to the
following conditions:
(a) A request for a short-term modification shall be made to the
department on forms supplied by the department. Such request generally shall be made at least thirty days prior to herbicide application;
(b) Such herbicide application shall be in accordance with state of
Washington department of agriculture regulations;
(c) Such herbicide application shall be in accordance with label provisions promulgated by USEPA under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, as amended (7 U.S.C. 136, ct seq.);
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(d) Notice, including identification of the herbicide, applicator, location where the herbicide will be applied, proposed timing and method of application, and water use restrictions shall be given according to
the following requirements:
(i) Appropriate public notice as determined and prescribed by the
director or his/her designee shall be given of any water use restrictions
specified in USEPA label provisions;
(ii) The appropriate regional offices of the departments of fisheries
and wildlife shall be notified twenty-four hours prior to herbicide application; and
(iii) In the event of any fish kills, the departments of ecology, fisheries, and wildlife shall be notified immediately;
(e) The herbicide application shall be made at times so as to:
(i) Minimize public water use restrictions during weekends; and
(ii) Completely avoid public water use restrictions during the opening week of fishing season, Memorial Day weekend, July 4 weekend,
and Labor Day weekend;
(f) Any additional conditions as may be prescribed by the director
or his/her designee.
NEW SECTION
WAC 173-203-120 GENERAL CLASSIFICATIONS. General
classifications applying to various surface water bodies not specifically
classified under WAC 17 3-203-130 or 173-203-140 are as follows:
(I) All surface waters lying within national parks, national forests,
and/or wilderness areas are classified Class AA or Lake Class.
(2) All lakes and their feeder streams within the state arc classified
Lake Class and Class AA respectively, except for those feeder streams
specifically classified otherwise.
(3) All reservoirs with a mean detention time of greater than 15
days are classified Lake Class.
( 4) All reservoirs with a mean detention time of 15 days or less are
classified the same as the river section in which they are located.
(5) All reservoirs established on preexisting lakes arc classified as
Lake Class.
(6) All wetlands within the state are classified wetlands class.
All wetlands determined by the department to meet one of the following criteria arc exceptional wetlands:
(a) Wetlands that are determined by the department of natural resources to meet the criteria of the Washington natural heritage program as specified in chapter 79.70 RCW;
(b) Mapped occurrence of threatened and endangered species and
their priority habitats as determined by the department of wildlife;
(c) Documented critical habitat for threatened species of native
anadromous fish populations as determined by the department of
fisheries;
(d) High quality, regionally rare wetland communities with irreplaceable ecological functions, including sphagnum bogs and fens, marl
fens, estuarine wetlands and mature forested swamps; and
(e) Designated Outstanding Resource Waters.
(7) All unclassified surface waters that are tributaries to Class AA
waters arc classified Class AA. All other unclassified surface waters
within the state are hereby classified Class A.
NEW SECTION
WAC 173-203-130
SPECIFIC
CLASSIFICATIONSFRESHW ATER. Specific fresh surface waters of the state of
Washington are classified as follows:
(I) American River.
(2) Big Quilccne River and tributaries.
(3) Bumping River.
( 4) Burnt Bridge Creek.
(5) Cedar River from Lake Washington to the
Maplewood Bridge (river mile 4.1 ).
(6) Cedar "River and tributaries from the Maplewood
Bridge (river mile 4.1) to Landsburg Dam (river mile
21.6).
(7) Cedar River and tributaries from Landsburg Dam
(river mile 21.6) to headwaters. Special condition - no
waste discharge will be permitted.
(8) Chehalis River from upper boundary of Grays Harbor at Cosmopolis (river mile 3.1, longitude 123°45'45'
W) to Scammon Creek (river mile 65.8).
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(9) Chehalis River from Scammon Creek (river mile
65.8) to Newaukum River (river mile 75.2). Special condition - dissolved oxygen shall exceed 5.0 mg/L from June
I to September 15. For the remainder of the year, the dissolved oxygen shall meet Class A criteria.
(JO) Chehalis River from Newaukum River (river mile
75.2) to Rock Creek (river mile I 06.7).
( 11) Chehalis River, from Rock Creek (river mile
106.7) to headwaters.
( 12) Chehalis River, south fork.
( 13) Chewack River.
(14) Chiwawa River.
(15) Cispus River.
(16) Clearwater River.
( 17) Cle Elum River.
(18) Cloquallum Creek.
( 19) Clover Creek from outlet of Lake Spana way to inlet of Lake Steilacoom.
(20) Columbia River from mouth to the WashingtonOregon border (river mile 309.3). Special conditions temperature shall not exceed 20.0°C due to human activities. When natural conditions exceed 20.0°C, no temperature increase will be allowed which will raise the receiving
water temperature by greater than 0.3°C; nor shall such
temperature increases, at any time, exceed 0.3°C due to
any single source or I. I °C due to all such activities combined. Dissolved oxygen shall exceed 90 percent of saturation.
(21) Columbia River from Washington-Oregon border
(river mile 309.3) to Grand Coulee Dam (river mile
596.6). Special condition from Washington-Oregon border
(river mile 309.3) to Priest Rapids Dam (river mile 397.1).
Temperature shall not exceed 20.0°C due to human activities. When natural conditions exceed 20.0°C, no temperature increase will be allowed which will raise the receiving
water temperature by greater than 0.3°C; nor shall such
temperature increases, at any time, exceed t=34/(T +9).
(22) Columbia River from Grand Coulee Dam (river
mile 596.6) to Canadian border (river mile 745.0).
(23) Colville River.
(24) Coweeman River from mouth to Mulholland Creek
(river mile 18.4).
(25) Coweeman River from Mulholland Creek (river
mile 18.4) to headwaters.
(26) Cowlitz River from mouth to base of Riffe Lake
Dam (river mile 52.0).
(27) Cowlitz River from base of Riffe. Lake Dam (river
mile 52.0) to headwaters.
(28) Crab Creek and tributaries.
(29) Decker Creek.
(30) Deschutes River from mouth to boundary of
Snoqualmie National Forest (river mile 48.2).
(31) Deschutes River from boundary of Snoqualmie
National Forest (river mile 48.2) to headwaters.
(32) Dickey River.
(33) Dosewallips River and tributaries.
(34) Duckabush River and tributaries.
(35) Dungeness River from mouth to Canyon Creek (river mile 10.8).
(36) Dungeness River and tributaries from Canyon
Creek (river mile I 0.8) to headwaters.
(37) Duwamish River from mouth south of a line bearing 254°true from the NW corner of berth 3, terminal No.
37 to the Black River (river mile 11.0) (Duwamish River
continues as the Green River above the Black River).
(38) Elochoman River.
(39) Elwha River and tributaries.
(40) Entiat River from Wenatchee National Forest
boundary (river mile 20.5) to headwaters.
( 41) Grande Ronde River from mouth to Oregon border
(river mile 37). Special condition - temperature shall not
exceed 20.0°C due to human activities. When natural
conditions exceed 20.0°C, no temperature increase will be
allowed which will raise the receiving water temperature
by greater than 0.3°C; nor shall such temperature increases, at any time. exceed t=34/(T.+9).
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(42) Grays River from Grays River Falls (river mile
Class AA
15.8) to headwaters.
Class AA
(43) Green River (Cowlitz County).
(44) Green River (King County) from Black River (river mile 11.0 and point where Duwamish River continues
as the Green River) to west boundary of Sec. 27-T2 INR6E (west boundary of Flaming Geyser State Park at riClass A
ver mile 42.3).
(45) Green River (King County) from west boundary of
Sec. 27-T21 N-R6E (west boundary of Flaming Geyser
State Park, river mile 42.3) to west boundary of Sec. I 3Class AA
T21 N-R7E (river mile 59.1).
(46) Green River and tributaries (King County) from
west boundary of Sec. I 3-T2 I N-R 7E (river mile 59. I) to
headwaters. Special condition - no waste discharge will be
Class AA
permitted.
Class AA
(47) Hamma Hamma River and tributaries.
(48) Hanaford Creek from mouth to east boundary of
Sec. 25-Tl5N-R2W (river mile 4.1). Special condition Class A
dissolved oxygen shall exceed 6.5 mg/ L.
(49) Hanaford Creek from east boundary of Sec. 25Class A
Tl 5N-R2W (river mile 4.1) to headwaters.
Class AA
(50) Hoh River and tributaries.
(51) Hoquiam River (continues as west fork above east
fork) from mouth to river mile 9.3 (Dekay Road bridge)
B
Class
(upper limit of tidal influence).
(52) Humptulips River and tributaries from mouth to
Olympic National Forest boundary on east fork (river mile
12.8) and west fork (river mile 40.4) (main stem continues
Class A
as west fork).
(53) Humptulips River, east fork from Olympic NaClass AA
tional Forest boundary (river mile 12.8) to headwaters.
(54) Humptulips River, west fork from Olympic NaClass AA
tional Forest boundary (river mile 40.4) to headwaters.
Class A
(55) Issaquah Creek.
(56) Kalama River from lower Kalama River Falls (riClass AA
ver mile 10.4) to headwaters.
(57) Klickitat River from Little Klickitat River (river
Class AA
mile 19.8) to headwaters.
(58) Lake Washington Ship Canal from Government
Locks (river mile 1.0) to Lake Washington (river mile
8.6). Special condition - salinity shall not exceed one part
per thousand ( 1.0 ppt) at any point or depth along a line
that transects the ship canal at the University Bridge (riLake Class
ver mile 6.1).
(59) Lewis River, cast fork, from Multon Falls (river
Class AA
mile 24.6) to headwaters.
Class AA
(60) Little Wenatchee River.
(61) Methow River from mouth to Chewack River (riClass A
ver mile 50.1 ).
(62) Methow River from Chewack River (river mile
Class AA
50.1) to headwaters.
(63) Mill Creek from mouth to 13th street bridge in
Walla Walla (river mile 6.4). Special condition - dissolved
B
Class
oxygen concentration shall exceed 5.0 mg/L.
(64) Mill Creek from 13th Street bridge in Walla Walla
(river mile 6.4) to Walla Walla Waterworks Dam (river
Class A
mile 25.2).
(65) Mill Creek and tributaries from city of Walla
Walla Waterworks Dam (river mile 25.2) to headwaters.
Class AA
Special condition - no waste discharge will be permitted.
(66) Naches River from Snoqualmie National Forest
Class AA
boundary (river mile 35.7) to headwaters.
(67) Naselle River from Naselle "Falls" (cascade at riClass AA
ver mile 18.6) to headwaters.
Class A
(68) Ncwaukum River.
(69) Nisqually River from mouth to Alder Dam (river
Class A
mile 44.2).
(70) Nisqually River from Alder Dam (river mile 44.2)
Class AA
to headwaters.
(71) Nooksack River from mouth to Maple Creek (river
Class A
mile 49.7).
(72) Nooksack River from Maple Creek (river mile
Class AA
49.7) to headwaters.
(73) Nooksack River, south fork, from mouth to
Class A
Skookum Creek (river mile 14.3).
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(74) Nooksack River, south fork, from Skookum Creek
(river mile 14.3) to headwaters.
(75) Nooksack River, middle fork.
(76) Okanogan River.
(77) Palouse River from mouth to south fork (Colfax,
river mile 89.6).
(78) Palouse River from south fork (Colfax, river mile
89.6) to Idaho border (river mile 123.4). Special condition
- temperature shall not exceed 20.0°C due to human activities. When natural conditions exceed 20.0°C, no temperature increase will be allowed which will raise the receiving water temperature by greater than 0.3°C; nor shall
such temperature increases, at any time, exceed
t=34/(T+9).
(79) Pend Oreille River from Canadian border (river
mile 16.0) to Idaho border (river mile 87.7). Special condition - temperature shall not exceed 20.0°C due to human activities. When natural conditions exceed 20.0°C, no
temperature increase will be allowed which will raise the
receiving water temperature by greater than 0.3°C; nor
shall such temperature increases, at any time, exceed
t=34/(T+9).
(80) Pilchuck River from city of Snohomish Waterworks Dam (river mile 26.8) to headwaters.
(81) Puyallup River from mouth to river mile 1.0.
(82) Puyallup River from river mile 1.0 to Kings Creek
(river mile 31.6).
(83) Puyallup River from Kings Creek (river mile 31.6)
to headwaters.
(84) Queets River and tributaries.
(85) Quillayute River.
(86) Quinault River and tributaries.
(87) Salmon Creek (Clark County).
(88) Satsop River from mouth to west fork (river mile
6.4).
(89) Satsop River, east fork.
(90) Satsop River, middle fork.
(91) Satsop River, west fork.
(92) Skagit River from mouth to Skiyou Slough-lower
end (river mile 25.6).
(93) Skagit River and tributaries (includes Baker, Suak,
Suiattle, and Cascade rivers) from Skiyou Slough-lower
end, (river mile 25.6) to Canadian border (river mile
127 .0). Special condition.
Skagit River (Gorge by-pass reach) from Penstock
Tailrace (river mile 93.9) to Diablo Dam (river mile 96.6).
Temperature shall not exceed 21°C due to human activities. When natural conditions exceed 21°C, no temperature increase will be allowed which will raise the receiving
water temperature by greater than 0.3°C, nor shall such
temperature increases, at any time, exceed t=34/(T+9).
(94) Skokomish River and tributaries.
(95) Skookumchuck River from Bloody Run Creek (river mile 21.4) to headwaters.
(96) Skykomish River from mouth to May Creek
(above Gold Bar at river mile 41.2).
(97) Skykomish River from May Creek (above Gold
Bar at river mile 41.2) to headwaters.
(98) Snake River from mouth to Washington-IdahoOregon border (river mile 176. J). Special condition.
(a) Below Clearwater River (river mile 139.3). Temperature shall not exceed 20.0°C due to human activities.
When natural conditions exceed 20.0°C, no temperature
increase will be allowed which will raise the receiving water temperature by greater than 0.3°C; nor shall such
temperature increases, at any time, exceed t=34/(T+9).
(b) Above Clearwater River (river mile 139.3). Temperature shall not exceed 20.0°C due to human activities.
When natural conditions exceed 20.0°C, no temperature
increases will be allowed which will raise the receiving water temperature by greater than 0.3°C; nor shall such
temperature increases, at any time, exceed 0.3°C due to
any single source or I. I °C due to all such activities combined.
(99) Snohomish River from mouth and east of longitude
122°13•4o•w upstream to latitude 47°56'30"N (southern
tip of Ebey Island at river mile 8.1 ). Special condition -
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fecal coliform organisms shall not exceed a geometric
mean value of 200, organisms/ JOO ml. with not more
than I 0 percent of the samples used in calculating the
mean value exceeding 400 organisms/ IOO ml.
(I 00) Snohomish River upstream from latitude
47°56'30"N (southern tip of Ebey Island river mile 8.1) to
confluence with Skykomish and Snoqualmie River (river
mile 20.5).
(I OJ) Snoqualmie River and tributaries from mouth to
west boundary of Twin Falls State Park on south fork (river mile 9.1 ).
(I 02) Snoqualmie River, middle fork.
(103) Snoqualmie River, north fork.
(I 04) Snoqualmie River, south fork, from west boundary of Twin Falls State Park (river mile 9.1) to headwaters.
(I 05) Soleduck River and tributaries.
(106) Spokane River from mouth to Long Lake Dam
(river mile 33.9). Special condition - temperature shall not
exceed 20.0°C due to human activities. When natural
conditions exceed 20.0°C, no temperature increase will be
allowed which will raise the receiving water temperature
by greater than 0.3°C; nor shall such temperature increases, at any time, exceed t=34/(T+9).
(I 07) Spokane River from Long Lake Dam (river mile
33.9) to Nine Mile Bridge (river mile 58.0). Special
conditions:
(a) The average euphotic zone concentration of total
phosphorus (as P) shall not exceed 25µg/L during the period of June I to October 31.
(b) Temperature shall not exceed 20.0°C, due to human
activities. When natural conditions exceed 20.0°C, no
temperature increase will be allowed which will raise the
receiving water temperature by greater than 0.3°C; nor
shall such temperature increases, at any time exceed
t=34/(T+9).
(I 08) Spokane River from Nine Mile Bridge (river mile
58.0) to the Idaho border (river mile 96.5). Temperature
shall not exceed 20.0°C due to human activities. When
natural conditions exceed 20.0°C no temperature increase
will be allowed which will raise the receiving water temperature by greater than 0.3°C; nor shall such temperature increases, at any time exceed t=34/(T +9).
(I 09) Stehekin River.
( 110) Stillaguamish River from mouth to north and
south forks (river mile 17.8).
( 111) Stillaguamish River, north fork, from mouth to
Squire Creek (river mile 31.2).
( 112) Stillaguamish River, north fork, from Squire
Creek (river mile 31.2) to headwaters.
(113) Stillaguamish River, south fork, from mouth to
Canyon Creek (river mile 33.7).
( 114) Stillaguamish River, south fork, from Canyon
Creek (river mile 33.7) to the headwaters.
(I 15) Sulphur Creek.
(I 16) Sultan River from mouth to Chaplain Creek (river mile 5.9).
(I 17) Sultan River and tributaries from Chaplain Creek
(river mile 5.9) to headwaters. Special condition - no
waste discharge will be permitted above city of Everett
Diversion Dam (river mile 9.4).
( 118) Sumas River from Canadian border (river mile
12) to headwaters (river mile 23).
(119) Tieton River.
(120) Toh River, south fork and tributaries from mouth
to west boundary of Sec. 31-T26N-R9E (river mile 6.9).
( 121) Toh River, south fork from west boundary of Sec.
3 l-T26N-R9E (river mile 6.9) to headwaters. Special
condition - no waste discharge will be permitted.
( 122) Touchet River, north fork from Dayton water intake structure (river mile 3.0) to headwaters.
(I 23) Toutle River, north fork, from Green River to
headwaters.
(124) Toutle River from Umatilla National Forest
boundary (river mile 38. J) to headwaters.
( 125) Tucannon River from Umatilla National Forest
boundary (river mile 38. J) to headwaters.
(126) Twisp River.
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( 127) Union River and tributaries from Bremerton Waterworks Dam (river mile 6.9) to headwaters. Special condition - no waste discharge will be permitted.
(128) Walla Walla River from mouth to Lowden (Dry
Creek at river mile 27.2).
(129) Walla Walla River from Lowden (Dry Creek at
river mile 27 .2) to Oregon border (river mile 40). Special
condition - temperature shall not exceed 20.0°C due to
human activities. When natural conditions exceed 20.0°C,
no temperature increase will be allowed which will raise
the receiving water temperature by greater than 0.3°C;
nor shall such temperature increases, at any time, exceed
t=34/(T+9).
(130) Wenatchee River from Wenatchee National Forest boundary (river mile 27.1) to headwaters.
(131) White River (Pierce-King counties) from Mud
Mountain Dam (river mile 27. I) to headwaters.
( 132) White River (Chelan County).
(133) Wildcat Creek.
(134) Willapa River upstream of a line bearing 70°true
through Mailboat Slough light (river mile 1.8).
( 135) Wishkah River from mouth to river mile 6 (SW
1/4 SW 1/4 NE 1/4 Sec. 21-Tl8N-R9W).
(136) Wishkah River from river mile 6 (SW I /4 SW
1/4 NE 1/4 Sec. 21-Tl8N-R9W) to west fork (river mile
17.7).
( 137) Wishkah River from west fork of Wishkah River
(river mile 17.7) to south boundary of Sec. 33-T21NR8W (river mile 32.0).
(138) Wishkah River and tributaries from south boundary of Sec. 33-T2 I N-R8W (river mile 32.0) to headwaters. Special condition - no waste discharge will be permitted.
(139) Wynoochee River from mouth to Olympic National Forest boundary (river mile 45.9).
(140) Wynoochee River from Olympic National Forest
boundary (river mile 45.9) to headwaters.
(141) Yakima River from mouth to Cle Elum River (river mile 185.6). Special condition - temperature shall not
exceed 21.0°C due to human activities. When natural
conditions exceed 2 l.0°C, no temperature increase will be
allowed which will raise the receiving water temperature
by greater than 0.3°C; nor shall such temperature increases, at any time, exceed t=34/(T+9).
(142) Yakima River from Cle Elum River (river mile
185.6) to headwaters.
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NEW SECTION
WAC 173-203-140 SPECIFIC CLASSIFICATIONS-MARINE WATER. Specific marine surface waters of the state of
Washington are classified as follows:

(I) Budd Inlet south of latitude 47°04'N (south of
Priest Point Park).
(2) Coastal waters: Pacific Ocean from Ilwaco to Cape
Flattery.
(3) Commencement Bay south and east of a line bearing
258° true from "Brown's point" and north and west of line
bearing 225° true through the Hylebos waterway light.
(4) Commencement Bay, inner, south and east of a line
bearing 225° true through Hylebos Waterway light except
the city waterway south and east of south 11th Street.
(5) Commencement Bay, city waterway south and east
of south 11th Street.
(6) Drayton Harbor, south of entrance.
(7) Dyes and Sinclair Inlets west of longitude
122°37'W.
(8) Elliott Bay east of a line between Pier 91 and
Duwamish head.
(9) Everett Harbor, inner, north and east of a line bearing 121° true from light "4" (Snohomish River mouth).
(JO) Grays Harbor west of longitude I 23°59'W.
(11) Grays Harbor east of longitude I 23°59'W to longitude 123°45'45"W (Cosmopolis Chehalis River, river
mile 3.1 ). Special condition - dissolved oxygen shall exceed 5.0' mg/L.

( 12) Guemes Channel, Padilla, Samish and Bellingham
Bays east of longitude 122°39'W and north of latitude
48°27'20" N.
( 13) Hood Canal.
(14) Mukilteo and all North Puget Sound west of longitude 122°39' W (Whidbey, Fidalgo, Guemes and Lummi
islands and state highway 20 bridge at Deception Pass),
except as otherwise noted.
( 15) Oakland Bay west of longitude I 23°05'W (inner
Shelton harbor).
( 16) Port Angeles south and west of a line bearing 152°
true from buoy "2" at the tip of Ediz Hook.
(17) Port Gamble south of latitude 47°15'20"N.
( 18) Port Townsend west of a line between Point
Hudson and Kala point.
(19) Possession Sound, south of latitude 47°57'N.
(20) Possession Sound, Port Susan, Saratoga Passage,
and Skagit Bay east of Whidbey Island and state highway
20 bridge at Deception Pass between latitude 47°57'N
(Mukilteo) and latitude 48°27'20"N (Similk Bay), except
as otherwise noted.
(21) Puget Sound through Admiralty Inlet and South
Puget Sound, south and west to longitude 122°52'30"W
(Brisco Point) and longitude 122°5t'W (northern tip of
Hartstene Island).
(22) Sequim Bay southward of entrance.
(23) South Puget Sound west of longitude
I 22°52'30"W (Brisco Point) and longitude 122°51 'W
(northern tip of Hartstene Island, except as otherwise noted).
(24) Strait of Juan de Fuca.
(25) Totten Inlet and Little Skookum Inlet, west of longitude 122°5'32" (west side of Steamboat Island).
(26) Willapa Bay seaward of a line bearing 70° true
through Mailboat Slough light (Willapa River, river mile
1.8).
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WAC 173-203-150 ACHIEVEMENT CONSIDERATIONS. To
fully achieve and maintain the foregoing water quality in the state of
Washington, it is the intent of the department to apply the various implementation and enforcement authorities at its disposal, including
participation in the programs of the Federal Clean Water Act (33
U.S.C. 1251 et seq.) as appropriate. It is also the intent that cognizance will be taken of the need for participation in cooperative programs with other state agencies and private groups with respect to the
management of related problems. The department's planned program
for water pollution control will be defined and revised annually in accordance with section I 06 of said federal act. Further, it shall be required that all activities which discharge wastes into waters within the
state, or otherwise adversely affect the quality of said waters, be in
compliance with the waste treatment and discharge provisions of state
or federal law.
NEW SECTION
WAC 173-203-160 IMPLEMENTATION. (I) Discharges from
municipal, commercial, and industrial operations. The primary means
to be used for controlling municipal, commercial, and industrial waste
discharges shall be through the issuance of waste disposal permits, as
provided for in RCW 90.48.160, 90.48.162 and 90.48.260 and
following.
(2) Miscellaneous waste discharge or water quality effect sources.
The director shall, through the issuance of regulatory permits, directives, and orders, as are appropriate, control miscellaneous waste discharges and water quality effect sources not covered by WAC 173203-160( I) hereof.
·
(a) Activities which generate nonpoint source pollution shall be conducted so as to comply with the water quality standards. The primary
means to be used for requiring compliance with the standards shall be
through best management practices required in waste discharge permits, rules, orders, and directives issued by the department for activities which generate nonpoint source pollution.
(b) Best management practices shall be applied so that when all appropriate combinations of individual best management practices are
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utilized, violation of water quality criteria shall be prevented. If a discharger is applying all best management practices required by the department and a violation of water quality criteria occurs, the discharger shall modify existing practices or apply further water pollution control measures, selected or approved by the department, to achieve
compliance with water quality criteria. Best management practices established in permits, orders, rules, or directives of the department shall
be reviewed and modified, as appropriate so as to achieve compliance
with water quality criteria.
(c) Activities which contribute to non point source pollution shall be
conducted utilizing best management practices to prevent violation of
water quality criteria. When applicable best management practices are
not being implemented, the department may conclude, unless clearly
demonstrated otherwise, individual activities are causing pollution in
violation of RCW 90.48.080. In these situations, the department may
pursue orders, directives, permits, or civil or criminal sanctions to gain
compliance with the standards.
(d) Activities which discharge pollutants in storm water shall be
conducted so as to comply with the water quality standards. The primary means to be used for requiring compliance with the standards
shall be through best management practices required in waste discharge permits, rules, orders, and directives issued by the department
for activities which generate storm water pollution. The consideration
and control procedures in subsection (2)(b) and (c) of this section apply to the control of pollutants in storm water.
NEW SECTION
WAC 173-203-170 SURVEILLANCE. A continuing surveillance program, to ascertain whether the regulations, waste disposal
permits, orders, and directives promulgated and/or issued by the department are being complied with, will be conducted by the department staff as follows:
(I) Inspecting treatment and control facilities.
(2) Monitoring and reporting waste discharge characteristics.
(3) Monitoring receiving water quality.
NEW SECTION
WAC 173-203-180 ENFORCEMENT. To insure that the provisions of chapter 90.48 RCW, the standards for water quality promulgated herein, the terms of waste disposal permits, and other orders and
directives of the department are fully complied with, the following enforcement tools will be relied upon by the department, in cooperation
with the attorney general as it deems appropriate:
( 1) Issuance of notices of violation and regulatory orders as provided
for in RCW 90.48.120.
(2) Initiation of actions requesting injunctive or other appropriate
relief in the various courts of the state, as provided for in RCW
90.48.037.
(3) Levying of civil penalties as provided for in RCW 90.48.144.
(4) Initiation of a criminal proceeding by the appropriate county
prosecutor, as provided for in RCW 90.48.140.
(5) Issuance of regulatory orders or directives as provided for in
RCW 90.48.240.
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Date of Adoption: May 21, 1991.
Purpose: Establishes the eligibility criteria and administrative structure for a program of grants to local
governments for solid and hazardous waste management.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending chapter 173-312 WAC.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 43.21A.080.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-02-052 on
December 27, 1990.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted Version: WAC 173-312-010 Purpose and authority.
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(3)(d) "Provide funding assistance for local solid and
hazardous waste planning and for implementation of
some programs and projects in those plans."
WAC 173-312-020 Definitions.
"Cash expenditures," "In-kind contributions," and
"Interlocal costs" added.
"'Lead implementation agency' means the agency
designated in the adopted local solid or hazardous waste
plan as having the principal responsibility for the execution of all or most of the plan, and/or the coordinating
agency which delegates responsibility to other agencies
to execute portions of the plan."
"'Moderate risk waste' means . . . (b) any household
hazardous wastes which are generated from the disposal
of substances identified by the department as hazardous
household substances or substances that exhibit any of
the properties of hazardous waste."
WAC 173-312-040 Applicant eligibility.
(I) "This eligibility extends to cities that have submitted an independent city plan, a joint city plan, or
joint city-county plan to the department by the effective
date of this rule. This eligibility also extends to any city
subsequently requesting funding for the preparation of
an independent plan, if such city provides for disposal
sites wholly within its jurisdiction."
(2) "Jurisdictional health departments/districts are
eligible to apply for coordinated prevention grants to pay
for the enforcement of rules and regulations promulgated under chapter 70.95 RCW."
(3) "Counties whose solid waste plans are adopted,
approved and updated by the department as required by
chapter 70.95 RCW are eligible to apply for coordinated
prevention grants to help pay for the implementation of
projects in the most recently approved and adopted plan,
provided that such projects are eligible as defined in
WAC 173-312-050 . . . Local governments which do
not comply will not be eligible for coordinated prevention grant funding for solid waste project implementation until the required plan updates are submitted to the
department."
( 6) 11 Any grant-eligible entities as defined in this section may submit their requests in a unified
application . . . 11
WAC 173-312-050 Project eligibility.
(I) "Eligible project costs are those costs which are
necessary and reasonable to fund required local planning
and the implementation of some projects and programs
contained in those plans, including innovative approaches implementing policies of the plan. These
are: . . . "
(l)(d) "Local solid waste plan enforcement by the
jurisdictional health departments/districts."
(1)(e) "Local solid waste plan implementation projects, which are limited to: . . . (ii) Ground water monitoring well projects to meet the requirements of WAC
173-304-490. (iii) Waste reduction and recycling projects and programs."
WAC 173-312-060 Application process.
( 1) "The department shall set forth in its grant
guidelines the base funding levels estimated to be available for each county for coordinated prevention grants
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and the process by which applications will be
submitted."
(2) "The application shall be submitted by the county
agency or department having responsibility for solid
waste, unless the county executive department shall select another agency or department to submit the
application."
( 4)(a) "A unified grant application means that the
county, the health department/district and any other
grant eligible entities as defined in WAC 173-312-040
have reached agreement regarding the requested project
and funding allocations . . . "
(4)(a)(ii) "The application shall be signed, indicating
approval by responsible officials from the county, local
health department/district and any other grant-eligible
entities as defined in WAC 173-312-040."
(4)(b) "A package application means that the county,
the local health department/district and any other
grant-eligible entities as defined in WAC 173-312-040
have not reached agreement regarding the requested
projects and funding allocations, or choose to submit individual applications."
"The maximum grant request may exceed the base
funding level . . . A package application may consist of
individual signed ·applications from the county, health
department/district and other grant eligible entities as
defined in WAC 173-312-040; requests from other cities would be submitted as part of the county
application."
WAC 173-312-070 Application evaluation.
(1 )(a)(d) "Programs and projects to implement
adopted local solid waste plans, including waste reduction and recycling, ground water monitoring wells meeting the requirements of WAC 173-304-490, and publicly owned municipal solid waste landfill closure meeting the requirements of WAC 173-312-050 (l)(c)(ii)."
(2)(g) "For solid waste enforcement funding, takes
into account the number of disposal sites and the geographic area requiring enforcement activity."
WAC 173-312-080 Allocation of grant funding.
(2) "Grants that may be awarded to eligible cities
pursuant to WAC 173-312-040 may not exceed a city's
proportionate share, based on population, of a county's
base funding level as defined in subsection (3)(a) of this
section, unless the department, the county, the health
department/district and the grant eligible entities as defined in WAC 173-312-040 agree otherwise."
WAC 173-312-090 State assistance share and local
cash match.
( 1) and (2) " . . . local cash match . . . "
(2) "Economically disadvantaged counties which submit unified grant applications as defined in WAC 173312-060 (3)(a) will be eligible for a grant amount ten
percent greater than the base funding level."
(5) "Local cash match may not be met by in-kind
contributions, except interlocal costs."
WAC 173-312-100 Grant administration.
(2)(a) "A base grant phase, during which eligible applicant governments apply for grant funds up to the base
funding level set forth in WAC 173-312-080 (3)(a) plus
the selected administrative incentives . . . "

(4) "No costs incurred prior to the effective date of a
grant agreement are eligible unless specific provision is
made in the grant agreement for such costs."
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 21, 1991
Fred Olson
Deputy Director
Chapter 173-312 WAC
((LOCAL SOLID '.VASTE ENFORCEMENT
GRANT REGULATION)) COORDINATED PREVENTION GRANTS
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 90-17,
filed 9/4/90, effective 10/5/90)
WAC 173-312-010 ((RESERVED.)) PURPOSE
AND AUTHORITY. (I) The purpose of this chapter is
to set forth requirements for the conduct of a financial
assistance program to provide grants to local governments for local hazardous waste plans and programs and
solid waste plans and programs, pursuant to the Model
Toxics Control Act, RCW 70.105D.070(3). The plans
and programs referenced in RCW 70.105D.070(3) are
designed to prevent or minimize environmental contamination. Therefor, the grants are designated "coordinated
prevention grants" under this chapter.
(2) A further purpose of this chapter is to establish a
structure for the administration of coordinated prevention grants funded from the local toxics control account
authorized by RCW 82.21.030. The administrative
structure may be extended to other waste management
grant programs using other funding sources including
the 1972 waste disposal facilities bonds authorized by
chapter 43.83A RCW, the 1980 waste disposal facilities
bonds authorized by chapter 43.99 RCW, the litter control account authorized by chapter 70.93 RCW, the vehicle tire recycling account authorized by chapter 70.95
RCW, the solid waste management account authorized
by chapter 70.95 RCW, the hazardous waste assistance
account authorized by chapter 70.95E RCW, and other
waste management funding sources that may be established in the future by the legislature.
(3) The purposes of the coordinated prevention grants
program are to:
(a) Consolidate all grant programs funded from t~e
local toxics control account, and such other programs m
subsection (2) of this section as may be selected, into a
single program, except for remedial action, public participation, and citizen proponent negotiations grants.
(b) Promote regional solutions and intergovernmental
cooperation.
(c) Prevent or minimize environmental contamination
by providing financial assistance to local governments to
help them comply with state solid and hazardous waste
laws and regulations.
(d) Provide funding assistance for local solid and hazardous waste planning and for implementation of some
programs and projects in those plans.
(e) Encourage local responsibility for solid and hazardous waste management.
(f) Improve efficiency, consistency·, reliability, and accountability of grant administration.
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Note:

term encompasses but does not refer specifically to the
departments within a city, town, or county.
"Local hazardous waste plan" means the plan to
manage moderate-risk waste that a local government is
required to prepare pursuant to RCW 70. 105.220.
"Match" means that portion of the cash expenditures
borne by recipient funds and interlocal costs.
"Moderate-risk waste" means (a) any waste that exhibits any of the properties of hazardous waste but is
exempt from regulation under chapter 70. 105 RCW
solely because the waste is generated in quantities below
the threshold for regulation, and (b) any household
wastes which are generated from the disposal of substances identified by the department as hazardous
household substances or substances that exhibit any of
the properties of hazardous waste.
"Recipient" means the entity to which the funding is
awarded and which is accountable for the use of the
funds provided. The recipient is the entire legal entity
even if only one component or department is designated
in the agreement document.
"Recyclable materials" means those solid wastes separated for recycling or reuse, such as papers, metals and
glass, that are identified as recyclable material pursuant
to a local comprehensive solid waste plan.
"Recycling" means transforming or remanufacturing
waste materials into usable or marketable materials for
use other than landfill disposal or incineration.
"Solid waste" or "wastes" means all putrescible and
nonputrescible solid and semisolid wastes including, but
not limited to, garbage, rubbish, ashes, industrial wastes,
swill, demolition and construction wastes, abandoned vehicles or parts thereof, and recyclable materials.

Copies of all cited statutes, rules, an~ guidelines are availa~le
at the Department of Ecology, Ma1lstop: PV-11, Olymp1a,
Washington 98504.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 90-17,
filed 9/4/90, effective 10/5/90)
WAC 173-312-020 ((RESERVED.)) DEFINITIONS. "Cash expenditure" means any cash outlay by
the recipient, regardless of the source of funds, for direct
costs of goods and/or services; salaries and benefits of
recipient employees, including force account; overhead
cash; and payments made to contractors.
"Class one areas" means the counties of Spokane,
Snohomish, King, Pierce, and Kitsap and all the cities
therein.
"Class two areas" means the counties located west of
the crest of the Cascade Mountains and all the cities
therein, except Snohomish, King, Pierce, and Kitsap
counties.
"Class three areas" means the counties east of the
crest of the Cascade Mountains and all the cities therein, except Spokane County.
.
"Department" means the department of ecology.
"Grant" means the portion of the project costs borne
by the department.
"In-kind contributions" are property or services that
benefit a project and that are contributed by a third
party, without direct monetary compensation, to the recipient (or to any contractor under the agreement). Inkind contributions include donated or loaned real or
personal property, volunteer services, and employee services donated by a third party.
"Incineration" means a process of reducing the volume of solid waste by use of an enclosed device using
controlled flame combustion, operating under federal
and state environmental laws and regulations.
"Interlocal costs" are in-kind contributions made to a
project by another local governmen~ Bursuant to a valid
written agreement between the rec1p1ent and the other
government which details the work to be accomplished,
the goods and services to be provided, and the value
thereof. If the recipient reimburses another governmental entity for any portion of its contributions, the amo.unt
paid to the other entity is not an interl~c~l cost. It 1s a
cash expenditure on the part of the rec1p1ent. Only th.e
nonreimbursed portion of the other governmental enti..
ty's contributions is an interlocal ~~st.
"Landfill" means a disposal fac1hty or part of a fac1hty at which solid waste is perman~ntly. placed in. ~r on
land and which is not a landspreadmg disposal fac1hty.
"Lead implementation agency" means the agency
designated in the adopted local solid or hazardous waste
plan as having the principal responsibility for the .exe~u
tion of all or most of the plan, and/or the coordmatmg
agency which delegates responsibility to other agencies
to execute portions of the plan.
"Local government" means any political subdivision,
regional governmental unit, district, municipal or public
corporation, including cities, towns, and counties. The
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 90-17,
filed 9/4/90, effective 10/5/90)
WAC 173-312-030 ((RESERVED.)) RELATION
TO OTHER LEGISLATION AND ADMINISTRATIVE RULES. (I) This rule shall, together with chapters 173-322 and 173-321 WAC, and WAC 173-303902, fulfill the requirement for rule making set forth in
RCW 70.1050.070(7).
(2) The local government receiving a grant shall comply fully with all applicable federal, state, and local laws,
orders, regulations, and permits.
(3) Grants will be awarded within the limits of available funds. The obligation of the department to make
grant payments is contingent upon the availability of
funds through legislative appropriation and allotment,
and such other conditions not reasonably foreseeable by
the department which may render performance
impossible.
(4) Nothing in this chapter shall influence, affect, or
modify existing department programs, regulations, or
enforcement of applicable laws relating to solid and
hazardous waste management and cleanup.
(5) All grants shall be subject to existing applicable
accounting and auditing requirements of state laws and
regulations.
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 90-17,
filed 9/4/90, effective 10/5/90)
((RESERVED.)) APPLIWAC 173-312-040
CANT ELIGIBILITY. (I) Eligibility for solid waste
planning grants. Counties that are required by chapter
70.95 RCW to adopt or update local solid waste plans,
are eligible to apply for coordinated prevention grants to
help pay for such plans. This eligibility extends to cities
that have submitted an independent city plan, a joint
city plan, or joint city-county plan to the department by
the effective date of this rule. This eligibility also extends to any city subsequently requesting funding for the
preparation of an independent plan, if such city provides
for disposal sites wholly within its jurisdiction.
(2) Eligibility for solid waste enforcement grants.
Jurisdictional health departments/districts are eligible to
apply for coordinated prevention grants to pay for the
enforcement of rules and regulations promulgated under
chapter 70.95 RCW.
(3) Eligibility for solid waste implementation grants.
Counties whose solid waste plans are adopted, approved,
and updated by the department as required by chapter
70.95 RCW are eligible to apply for coordinated prevention grants to help pay for the implementation of
projects in the most recently approved and adopted plan,
provided that such projects are eligible as defined in
WAC 173-312-050. This eligibility also extends to cities
that are eligible for funding to do local solid waste plans
or updates as provided by subsection ( 1) of this section.
If such adopted plans designate lead implementation
agencies to implement the plans, such agencies are also
eligible to apply for coordinated prevention grants.
Solid waste plan updates must be submitted to the
department no later than July 1, 1991, for class one areas; July 1, 1992, for class two areas; and July 1, 1994,
for class three areas; unless an extension is granted by
the department. Local governments that do not comply
will not be eligible for coordinated prevention grant
funding for solid waste project implementation until the
required plan updates are submitted to the department.
(4) Eligibility for hazardous waste planning grants.
Local governments that are required by chapter 70. I 05
RCW to adopt or update local hazardous waste plans
are eligible to apply for coordinated prevention grants to
help pay for such plans.
(5) Eligibility for hazardous waste plan implementation grants. Local governments with department-approved local hazardous waste plans as required by chapter 70.105 RCW are eligible to apply for coordinated
prevention grants to help pay for the implementation of
projects in the plan. If such plans designate lead implementation agencies to implement the plans, such agencies are also eligible to apply for coordinated prevention
grants.
( 6) Any grant-eligible entities as defined in this section may submit their requests in a unified application as
described in WAC 173-312-060 (4)(a), or may submit
separate applications in a package application as provided in WAC 173-312-060 (4)(b).

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 90-17,
filed 9/4/90, effective 10/5/90)
WAC 173-312-050 ((RESERVED.)) PROJECT
(I) Eligible project costs are those costs
that are necessary and reasonable to fund required local
planning and the implementation of some projects and
programs contained in those plans, including innovative
approaches implementing policies of the plan. These are:
(a) Local hazardous waste planning as required by
chapter 70.105 RCW.
(b) Local solid waste planning as required by chapter
70.95 RCW.
(c) Local hazardous waste plan implementation
projects.
(d) Local solid waste enforcement by the jurisdictional health departments/districts.
(e) Local solid waste plan implementation projects,
which are limited to:
(i) Projects that implement the requirements of chapter 173-304 WAC for closure of publicly-owned municipal solid waste landfills will be eligible for grant funding
provided all of the following criteria are met:
(A) The jurisdictional health department/district has
required the landfill to reach postclosure no later than
September 30, 1995;
(B) Financial assurance accounts for closure and
postclosure have been established and maintained as required by chapter 173-304 WAC for landfills closed after November 27, 1989;
(C) The landfill has an approved closure plan as required by chapter 173-304 WAC;
(D) Local governments that have disposed of significant quantities of waste at the landfill make reasonable
financial contribution to the costs of closure and
postclosure; and
(E) The landfill is not eligible for remedial action
grants under chapter 173-322 WAC or identified by the
department as potentially requiring remedial action.
The total amount expended from the local toxics control account for solid waste landfill closure shall not exceed fifteen million dollars and no funds shall be expended for this purpose after December 31, 1995. No
single landfill closure project shall be eligible for more
than five hundred thousand dollars from the local toxics
control account.
(ii) Ground water monitoring well projects to meet
the requirements of WAC 173-304-490.
(iii) Waste reduction and recycling projects and
programs.
(2) Eligible project costs do not include:
(a) Solid waste incinerator feasibility studies, construction, maintenance, or operation.
(b) Landfill closure as required by chapter 173-304
WAC, except for ground water monitoring wells or projects which meet the requirements of subsection (l)(e)(i)
of this section.
(c) New landfill construction or landfill expansion, or
landfill upgrading at an operating facility to meet the
requirements of chapter 173-304 WAC.
(d) Garbage collection and disposal, except start-up
costs for waste reduction and recycling programs.
ELIGIBILITY~
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(e) Solid and hazardous waste expenses not directly
related to compliance with state solid and hazardous
waste laws and regulations.

other grant-eligible entitles as defined in WAC I 733 I 2-040; requests from other cities will be submitted as
part of the county application.

NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION

WAC 173-312-060 APPLICATION PROCESS.
( 1) The department shall set forth in its grant guidelines
the base funding levels estimated to be available for each
county for coordinated prevention grants and the process
by which applications will be submitted.
(2) The application shall be submitted by the county
agency or department having responsibility for solid
waste, unless the county executive department shall select another agency or department to submit the
application.
(3) Coordinated prevention grant applications must:
(a) Include a commitment by the applicant(s) to use
local funds to match grant funds according to the requirements of WAC I 73-312-090.
(b) Be for eligible projects as defined in WAC I 73312-050.
(c) Include a scope of work that is sufficiently detailed
for the department to monitor grant performance.
(d) Include documentation that all cities in the county
and lead implementation agencies which have approved
the adopted local hazardous waste plan or solid waste
plan have had the opportunity to request that projects
that meet the requirements of WAC 173-312-050 be
included in the application.
(4) To obtain coordinated prevention grant funding, a
county shall submit either a unified application or a
package application, as defined herein:
(a) A unified grant application means that the county,
the health department/district and any other grant eligible entities as defined in WAC I 73-312-040 have
reached agreement regarding the requested projects and
funding allocations for both local solid and local hazardous waste plans and projects. The submittal will consist
of a single county application with specific projects identified to be executed by the county and other local governments. Unified applications will receive financial incentives for administrative coordination set forth in
WAC 173-312-090.
The unified application shall include a maximum
grant request for no more than the base funding level for
the county, plus the selected financial incentive.
The application shall be signed, indicating approval by
responsible officials from the county, local health department/district and any other grant-eligible entities as
defined in WAC I 73-3 I 2-040.
(b) A package application means that the county, the
local health department/district and any other granteligible entities as defined in WAC 173-312-040 have
not reached agreement regarding the requested projects
and funding allocations, or choose to submit individual
applications. The maximum grant request may exceed
the base funding level. A package application is not eligible for the financial incentives for administrative coordination set forth in WAC 173-312-090. A package application must be submitted by the county. A package
application may consist of individual signed applications
from the county, the health department/district and

WAC 173-312-070 APPLICATION EVALUATION. (I) In evaluating coordinated prevention grant
applications, the department may require that funding of
certain projects take precedence over other projects. The
department will refer to the following priority order in
evaluating projects:
(a) Required hazardous waste planning under chapter
70. l 05 RCW and required solid waste planning under
chapter 70.95 RCW.
(b) Programs and projects to implement adopted local
hazardous waste plans, including waste reduction and
recycling.
(c) Solid waste enforcement programs.
(d) Programs and projects to implement adopted local
solid waste plans, including waste reduction and recycling, ground water monitoring wells meeting the requirements of WAC 173-304-490, and publicly owned
municipal solid waste landfill closure meeting the requirements of WAC 173-312-050 (l)(e)(i).
(2) The department will evaluate each application according to the extent to which it:
(a) Conforms to the adopted local hazardous waste
and solid waste plans.
(b) Advances regional solutions and intergovernmental cooperation.
(c) Supports the state's goal to achieve a fifty percent
recycling rate by I 995.
(d) Confers broad benefit on residents of the county,
whether they reside in incorporated areas or unincorporated areas.
(e) Meets the needs of local government for projects
that prevent environmental contamination from solid
and hazardous waste.
(f) Uses the state's resources efficiently.
(g) For solid waste enforcement funding, takes into
account the number of disposal sites and the geographic
area requiring enforcement activity.
(3) The department may fund all or portions of a coordinated prevention grant application.
(4) The department may award grants to any local
government in order to execute all or portions of a coordinated prevention grant program.
NEW SECTION
WAC 173-312-080 ALLOCATION OF GRANT
FUNDING. (I) The department shall consider the following factors in calculating base funding levels, supplemental grant levels, and maximum grant amounts for
recipients:
(a) Projected and actual revenue to the local toxics
control account, and other funding sources cited in
WAC 173-312-010(2), as determined by the
department.
(b) The number of people served by a local
government.
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Economically disadvantaged counties that submit unified grant applfoations as defined in WAC 173-312-060
(4)(a) will be eligible for a grant amount ten percent
greater than the base funding level.
(3) A county is considered economically disadvantaged if it meets both of the following criteria:
(a) Per capita income, as measured by the latest official estimate of the state office of financial management,
is in the lower twenty counties in the state; and
(b) Economic distress exists as defined by chapter 43.165 RCW.
(4) The department will include a list of economically
disadvantaged counties as defined in this section in the
guidelines for coordinated prevention grants.
(5) Local cash match may be met by cash expenditures and interlocal costs. Interlocal costs are the only
type of in-kind contributions that may be used for local
cash match.

(2) Grants that may be awarded to eligible cities pursuant to WAC 173-312-040 may not exceed a city's
proportionate share, based on population, of a county's
base funding level as defined in subsection (3)(a) of this
section, unless the department, the county, the health
department/district and the grant-eligible entities as
defined in WAC 173-312-040 agree otherwise.
(3) Projected revenues to the local toxics control account that are available each biennium for coordinated
prevention grant purposes shall be divided into two portions. After administrative costs have been deducted, allocations will be calculated as follows:
(a) The base funding level shall be calculated for each
county by means of a formula which shall consist of two
elements:
(i) A fixed amount for each county, regardless of size;
and
(ii) A per capita amount based on county population
size as determined by the United States census data or
by the official estimates of the state office of financial
management.
(b) The smaller portion, as well as unused funds in (a)
of this subsection, shall become supplemental funds and
shall be used for the following purposes:
(i) Financial incentives to local governments for administrative centralization and efficiency;
(ii) Remedial action grants issued pursuant to chapter
173-322 WAC, if the need exceeds administrative
allocations;
(iii) Landfill closure projects meeting the requirements of WAC 173-312-050 (l)(e)(i);
(iv) Reserve funds for grants to deal with unanticipated or immediate threats to human health and the environment; and
(v) Supplemental grants, to be awarded based on the
criteria set forth in WAC 173-312-070(2).
(4) Applicants must meet the requirements of this
chapter to the satisfaction of the department in order to
secure grant awards.

NEW SECTION

NEW SECTION
ASSISTANCE
STATE
WAC 173-312-090
SHARE AND LOCAL CASH MATCH. (I) Costs eligible under WAC 173-312-050 will be considered for
grant funding of up to sixty percent. At least forty percent of eligible costs must be provided as local cash
match. Counties which submit unified applications as
defined in WAC 173-312-060 (4)(a) either will be considered for grant funding of up to sixty-five percent,
provided that at least thirty-five percent of eligible costs
is provided as local cash match, or will be eligible for a
grant amount level ten percent greater than the base
funding level.
(2) Counties, and grant-eligible jurisdictions within
such counties, that are determined to be economically
disadvantaged will be eligible for an increased state
share and a reduced local cash match. For projects proposed by such jurisdictions, costs eligible under WAC
173-312-050 will be considered for grant funding of up
to seventy-five percent. At least twenty-five percent of
eligible costs must be provided as local cash match.

GRANT ADMINISTRAWAC 173-312-100
TION. (I) The department shall prepare guidelines to
facilitate compliance with and interpretation of this rule.
(2) The coordinated prevention grants shall operate on
a biennial funding cycle. Such cycle will consist of:
(a) A base grant phase, during which eligible applicant governments apply for grant funds up to the base
funding level set forth in WAC 173-312-080 (3)(a) plus
the selected administrative incentives; and
(b) A supplemental grant phase, during which grant
recipients request grant amendments including supplemental funding requests for additional funds to assist
ongoing or new projects. The supplemental grant phase
will be contingent on the availability of funds to the local toxics control account.
(3) The department will obligate coordinated prevention grant funds to a recipient for a maximum period of
two years. If the recipient has. not accomplished the
scope of work in the time period set forth in the agreement, the recipient must use a portion of its next biennial base funding level to complete the project(s).
(4) No costs incurred prior to the effective date of a
grant agreement are eligible unless specific provision is
made in the grant agreement for such costs.
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PERMANENT RULES

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY

[Order 91-06-Filed May 21, 1991, 4:15 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 21, 1991.
Purpose: To adopt a new chapter 173-270 WAC,
Puget Sound highway runoff program, which will enhance the quality of highway runoff from state highways
in the Puget Sound Basin, establish procedures and criteria for the Washington State Department of Transportation and provide for appropriate consultation with
interested and affected parties.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 90.48
RCW.
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Other Authority: Chapter 90.70 RCW.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-04-091 on February 6, 1991.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted Version: WAC 173-270-080(2) is amended by adding a new subdivision (k) to obtain additional information needed to evaluate Washington State Department of
Transportation's compliance with the rule as follows: ill
A summary of the negotiations required by WAC 173270-060(6).
Other Findings Required by Other Provisions of Law
as Precondition to Adoption or Effectiveness of Rule:
RCW 90.70.080(2) addresses factors to be considered
when establishing the geographic basis of a rule.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 21, 1991
Fred Olson
Deputy Director
Chapter 173-270 WAC
PUGET SOUND HIGHWAY RUNOFF PROGRAM
NEW SECTION
WAC 173-270-010 PURPOSE, AUTHORITY,
AND APPLICABILITY. (I) Purpose. The purpose of
this chapter is to:
(a) Control highway runoff into waters of the state to
the maximum extent possible under state law;
(b) Establish procedures and criteria for WSDOT's
highway runoff program mandated by the Puget Sound
water quality management plan pursuant to chapter 90.70 RCW; and
(c) Provide for appropriate consultation and coordination with tribes, local governments, and other interested
and affected parties.
(2) Authority. The authority for this chapter is provided by chapters 90.48 and 90.70 RCW.
(3) Applicability. This chapter applies to all state
highway rights of way in the Puget Sound basin which
WSDOT owns or controls by long-term lease or easement, or for which WSDOT has maintenance responsibility. This chapter is applicable subject to the availability of appropriated funds or other funding sources.
Note:

Copies of statutes and administrative rules incorporated by
reference as a part of this chapter arc available at ecology offices in Lacey, Washington during regular business hours.

NEW SECTION
WAC 173-270-020 DEFINITIONS. The definitions in this section apply to this chapter unless the context requires otherwise.
(I) "Average daily traffic" or "ADT" means the total
traffic volume during a given time period (in whole days)
greater than one day and less than one year divided by
the number of days in that time period. ADT is determined by WSDOT.
(2) "Best management practices" or "BMPs" means
physical, structural, and/or managerial practices that
when used singly or in combination prevent or reduce
pollution of water and have been approved by ecology.
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BMPs are listed and described in the manual defined in
subsection (9) of this section.
(3) "Broadcast application" means a uniform application of pesticides to an entire area.
(4) "Buffer zone" means the minimum distance that a
pesticide is permitted to be applied from a physical feature or sensitive area.
(5) "Capital improvement program plan" means a
schedule of permanent physical structural improvements
budgeted to fit financial resources.
(6) "Ecology" means the Washington state department of ecology.
(7) "EPA" means the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency.
(8) "Experimental BMP" means any treatment or
methodology proposed for treatment of highway runoff
that is not in the highway runoff manual, defined in
subsection (9) of this section, and is being studied by
WSDOT and/or ecology for adoption as a BMP.
(9) "Highway runoff manual" means the manual
adopted by WSDOT and approved by ecology that contains BMPs to prevent or reduce pollution, and described
in WAC 173-270-030.
(10) "Integrated pest management" or "IPM" means
the selection, integration, and implementation of pest
control that consists of: Prevention of pest problems;
monitoring and evaluation of pests, damage and results
of treatment; acknowledgment of population levels of
pests that can be tolerated based on legal, economic,
health, or aesthetic thresholds; use of natural control
agents in an ecosystem; reliance to the maximum extent
possible on nonhazardous biological, mechanical, and
cultural treatment of pests; application of pesticides in a
manner that minimizes damage to the ecosystem's natural controls and integrity; and use of pesticides only after
all other methods have been evaluated.
(11) "Local government" means a county, city, town,
or special purpose district that has authority to manage
stormwater.
(12) "New construction" means the addition of one or
more lanes, ramps, bridges, or other major structures to
an existing state highway or the construction of a new
state highway.
( 13) "Pest" means any form of plant or animal life or
virus (except virus on or in living man or other animal)
which is normally considered to be a pest or which the
director of the WSDA may declare by regulation to be a
pest, including but not limited to, any insect, other arthropod, fungus, rodent, nematode, mollusk, or weed.
( 14) "Pest treatment" means mechanical, biological,
cultural, or chemical procedures or methods to manage,
control, or reduce the influence of a pest.
(15) "Pesticide" means as defined by chapter 17.21
RCW, the Washington Pesticide Act, and regulated by
the United States Environmental Protection Agency and
WSDA.
(16) "Pollution" means such contamination or other
alteration of the physical, chemical, or biological properties of any waters of the state, including change in
temperature, taste, color, turbidity, or odor of the waters, or such discharge of any liquid, gaseous, solid, radioactive, or other substance into any waters of the state
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as will or is likely to create a nuisance or render such
waters harmful, detrimental, or injurious to the public
health, safety or welfare, or to domestic, commercial,
industrial, agricultural, recreational, or other legitimate
beneficial use, or to livestock, wild animals, birds, fish, or
other aquatic life.
( 17) "Puget Sound basin" means the waters of Puget
Sound south of Admiralty Inlet including Hood Canal
and Saratoga Passage; the waters north to the Canadian
border, including portions of the Strait of Georgia; the
Strait of Juan de Fuca south of the Canadian border;
and all land draining into these waters as mapped in
WAC 173-500-040 Water resource inventory areas
numbers 1 through 19.
(I 8) "Quality assurance and control plan" means a
collection of policies, objectives, principles, and procedures for attaining data of known and accepted quality
and establishes standards of performance for sampling,
monitoring, and measurement.
(I 9) "Sensitive area" means an area or that due to its
ground or surface water characteristics may be adversely
affected or altered directly or indirectly by pollution and
requires special vegetation management, stormwater
management, or other practices.
(20) "Spot treatment" means the application of pesticides to a selected individual area or species.
(21) "Stormwater management manual" means the
technical manual prepared by ecology for use by local
governments and WSDOT that contains BMPs to prevent or reduce pollution in stormwater.
(22) "Storm water treatment" means chemical, biological, or mechanical procedures or structural methods to
remove, reduce, or neutralize pollution.
(23) "Waters of the state" means lakes, rivers, ponds
streams, inland waters, underground waters, salt waters,
and all other surface waters and water courses within
the jurisdiction of the state of Washington.
(24) "Wetlands" means those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or ground water at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under
normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands generally include swamps, marshes,
bogs, and similar areas. Wetlands are identified and delineated by the "Federal Manual for Identifying Jurisdictional Wetlands" dated January 19, 1989.
(25) "WSDA" means the Washington state department of agriculture.
(26) "WSDOT" means the Washington state department of transportation.
NEW SECTION
WAC 173-270-030
BEST
MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES. ( 1) Approved manual required. Six
months after the effective date of ecology's stormwater
management manual or six months after the effective
date of this chapter, whichever is later, WSDOT shall
submit to ecology a highway runoff manual. If WSDOT
proposes to adopt a manual other than ecology's
stormwater management manual as its highway runoff
manual, WSDOT shall formally consult with the tribes
and local governments about the contents of the highway

runoff manual. The highway runoff manual shall be
consistent with ecology's stormwater management manual and shall be adopted by WSDOT only after obtaining ecology's approval. After obtaining ecology's approval, WSDOT shall use the highway runoff manual to direct stormwater management for its existing and new
facilities and rights of way in the Puget Sound basin.
(2) Amendments to manual.
(a) Ecology initiates amendments. If ecology amends
its stormwater management manual to change or add a
BMP or other technical requirement that applies to
highways, ecology shall notify WSDOT in writing and
send WSDOT a copy of the amendment. This notification shall include ecology's determination as to whether
the highway runoff manual complies with the amendment. If the highway runoff manual does not comply
with the amendment, WSDOT shall submit proposed
amendments within sixty days unless ecology agrees to a
time extension. Such proposed amendment shall be subject to ecology's review and approval.
(b) WSDOT initiates amendments. Amendments proposed by WSDOT to the approved highway runoff manual shall be submitted to ecology for review and approval. WSDOT shall formally consult with affected tribes
and local governments during the development of proposed amendments. Ecology shall review and approve,
conditionally approve or deny the proposed amendments
within sixty days from the submittal date.
(3) More stringent standards.
(a) WSDOT shall use the minimum standards established in the highway runoff manual but may use more
stringent standards.
(b) When a state highway is located in the jurisdiction
of a local government that is required by ecology to utilize more stringent standards to protect the quality of
receiving waters, WSDOT shall comply with the same
standards to promote uniform stormwater treatment.
( c) WSDOT shall comply with standards identified in
watershed action plans for WSDOT rights of ways as
required by WAC 400-12-570.
(4) Project coordination. WSDOT shall consult with
appropriate tribes and local governments and evaluate
local conditions for design, construction, and maintenance of stormwater facilities as indicated in WSDOT's
utilities manual. Other agencies and organizations that
have an interest or expertise in stormwater may also be
consulted. WSDOT, tribes, and local governments are
encouraged to jointly develop and maintain stormwater
facilities.
(5) Contents of manual. The highway runoff manual
shall include, but not be limited to, the following:
(a) BMPs for the control of erosion and sedimentation
from construction sites, including standards for operation and maintenance;
(b) Hydrologic analysis procedures, including selection of design storms and estimation of runoff;
(c) Design, operation, and maintenance standards for
retention and/or detention facilities and conveyance systems that shall emphasize systems which maximize water quality benefits as well as water quantity control,
such as inclusion of biofiltration techniques where
practicable;
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(d) BMPs for the control of pests, excluding weed
control which shall be addressed in the vegetation management program described in WAC 173-270-040;
(e) BMPs for the selection and use of deicing chemicals and traction grit which, as a minimum, shall consist
of the following: (i) Traction grit particles should be as
large as suitable for application on highways for traction
purposes because large particles .~re less. readily transported into waters of the state; (u). selec~10n and use .of
deicing chemicals shall include cons1derat1on of potential
effects on water quality and the beneficial uses of potentially affected waters; (iii) stockpiles containing deici?g
chemicals shall be investigated for existing and potential
water quality problems; and (iv) stockpiles that ha~e an
identified problem shall be covered, curbed, diked,
placed on an impervious surface, and/or located so runoff can not carry dissolved chemicals into waters of the
state; and
(f) BMPs for waste disposal from highway runoff system maintenance.
(6) Experimental BMPs.
(a) WSDOT request. WSDOT may request in writing
that ecology approve the use of an experimental BMP
for one or several sites. The request shall include, but
·need not be limited to, a description of: (i) The experimental BMP; (ii) why the experimental BMP is being
requested; (iii) why the BMPs in the highway run.off
manual are not appropriate; (iv) applicable construct10n
techniques; (v) the site or sites at which use of the experimental BMP is proposed; (vi) the characteristics of
the site or sites; (vii) design criteria for the experimental
BMP; (viii) maintenance procedures; (ix) cost estimates;
(x) monitoring procedures; (xi) the time needed for
monitoring; (xii) the anticipated results; (xiii) if appropriate, an approved BMP th~t could be ~sed i~ th.e experimental BMP fails; and (xiv) consultation with mterested and affected parties including tribes, local governments and contiguous property owners.
(b)' Ecology review and approval. After reviewing
WSDOT's request, ecology may approve, conditionally
approve, or deny the use of the experimenta~ BMP. for
specific sites. Any approval shall be for a period of time
not to exceed four years unless ecology determines, upon
request and justification by WSDOT, that unusual circumstances justify a longer time period.
(c) Evaluation criteria. In evaluati~g an experiment~)
BMP, ecology shall consider factors 1t deems appropriate, including, but not limited to: The experimental
BMP's effectiveness in protecting water quality and beneficial uses; its reliability, cost, ease of construction; and
maintenance requirements.
(d) BMP status. Before ecology's authorization for
WSDOT's use of the experimental BMP expires,
WSDOT shall consult with affected tribes, local governments, or property owners. WSDOT shall document ~he
results of the experimental BMP and shall determme
whether to request amendment of the highway runoff
manual to include the experimental BMP as an approved
BMP. Before ecology's authorization expires, WSDOT
shall either request an amendment to the highway runoff
manual under subsection (2)(b) of this section or inform
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ecology in writing that it is not proposing to amend the
highway runoff manual to include the BMP. Based upon
the predicted results in the original request, monitoring
data and other information relevant to WSDOT's request, ecology shall determine whether an experimental
BMP that is not proposed to be included in the highway
runoff manual shall be replaced with an approved BMP.
NEW SECTION
WAC 173-270-040 VEGETATION MANAGEMENT PROGRAM. (I) General. The purposes of vegetation management in highway rights of way are to establish and maintain stable plant communities that resist
encroachment by undesirable plants, noxious weeds, and
other pests; meet WSDOT operational, health, natural
resources, and environmental standards; be cost effective;
and protect the public investment with minimal negative
impacts on the environment.
(2) Program required. WSDOT shall prepare and implement a vegetation management program for all state
highways within the Puget Sound basin. WSDOT shall
obtain ecology's preliminary approval of the program
before WSDOT conducts a public hearing. WSDOT
shall formally consult with the tribes and local governments during preparation of the proposed program. After the public hearing, WSDOT shall obtain ecology's
approval before WSDOT adopts the program. The program shall be adopted by September 30, 199 l. WSDOT
and ecology shall review the program at least every two
years beginning September 30, 1993. Either ecology or
WSDOT may initiate amendment of the program.
Amendments shall be prepared, approved, and adopted
in accordance with the procedures of this subsection for
the initial development of the vegetation management
program.
(3) Contents of program.
(a) The vegetation management program shall include, but need not be limited to vegetation management
policies; technical guidelines; procedures to implement
policies and guidelines; and roadside management plan
procedures and standards.
(b) Vegetation management policies. These policies,
at a minimum, shall address:
(i) Operational, aesthetic, and environmental
standards;
(ii) Integrated pest management;
(iii) Coordination between WSDOT and local governments, abutting property owners, and tribes, including
public notification, option to maintain by contiguous
property owner and the option to maintain by a preferred management technique of the contiguous property
owner;
(iv) Recordkeeping;
(v) Training and education for vegetation management employees; and
(vi) Testing for pesticides at storage, loading, and
mixing areas and, if necessary, in ground water and
nearby surface water that may be contaminated by or
affected by pesticides.
(c) Technical guidelines. These guidelines, at a minimum, shall address:
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(i) Integrated pest management which shall address
monitoring, establishing injury levels, setting action levels, selecting treatment, and evaluating treatment.
(A) Monitoring. Monitoring guidelines shall provide
for: Identification of the potential pest and/or problem
and sensitive areas; and observation of the vegetation on
the site, or the site itself for potential pest problems at
regular intervals. The schedule and methods of monitoring shall be appropriate to minimize the severity of
damage caused by the pest.
(B) Establishing injury levels. Guidelines for establishing injury levels shall provide for determination of
when a pest is likely to cause significant damage and require action to prevent unacceptable damage or public
safety problems. Accurate records shall be kept so adequate data is available to make decisions. A problem
shall be noted before any action is taken.
(C) Setting action levels. Guidelines for setting action
levels shall provide for prioritization of target species
and determination of when to initiate action so that unacceptable injury levels are not reached.
(D) Selecting treatment. Selection of pest treatment
strategies and tactics shall provide for safety of highway
users; protect the environment and human health; and
provide for the stewardship of the public investment.
This shall include an effort to minimize the use of
chemical controls.
(E) Evaluating treatment. After pest treatment, the
site shall be inspected to determine whether the pest
treatment had the desired results. Adequate time shall
be provided for the pest treatment to function before it is
evaluated. If the pest treatment did not have the desired
results, the treatment may be modified. Desired results
may be examined to determine if they were realistic
and/or appropriate;
(ii) Measures to reduce the amount of pesticides used
to the least possible including measures to reduce the use
of any state restricted use pesticides on WSDA's list for
the protection of ground water found in WAC 16-228164;
(iii) Criteria for the selection of pesticides that shall
include, but not be limited to, target specificity, toxicity,
persistence, migration characteristics, time of application
and site conditions of treatment area, including slope
and permeability;
(iv) Procedures for sampling and analysis for pesticide
contamination in storage, loading, and mixing areas and,
if appropriate, ground water and surface water with the
use of Puget Sound protocols for sediment sampling of
marine sediment for EPA priority pollutants is recommended where appropriate;
(v) A spill cleanup plan;
(vi) Methods for safe transportation of pesticides;
(vii) A recordkeeping system on pesticide use, including format;
(viii) Criteria for the identification of sensitive areas;
(ix) Buffer zones to protect waters of the state, public
and private supply wells and watersheds, irrigation
ditches, ecology regulated areas, and sensitive areas;
(x) Pesticide storage including a requirement that
pesticides shall be stored in a secure building with an
impermeable floor and controlled drains;

(xi) Vegetation selection in accordance with
WSDOT's design manual with emphasis given to reduced maintenance; and
(xii) Vegetation management personnel training and
education.
(d) Procedures for the implementation of the policies
and guidelines.
(e) Procedures and standards for the preparation and
implementation of roadside management plans for specific segments of state highway to assist WSDOT field
crews manage state highway rights of way according to
the approved vegetation management policies and technical guidelines. WSDOT shall consult with affected
tribes, local governments, and other interested parties
during preparation of these procedures and standards.
WSDOT shall consult with affected tribes, local governments, and other interested parties during preparation of
roadside management plans. These plans, at a minimum,
shall address:
(i) Goals and objectives;
(ii) Identification of sensitive areas and mm1mum
buffer zones;
(iii) Maintenance activities;
(iv) Budget estimates; and
(v) Evaluation methods and standards.
NEW SECTION
NEW CONSTRUCTION.
WAC 173-270-050
WSDOT shall incorporate BMPs in all new construction
projects for which design is started after the effective
date of this chapter. For projects that are being designed
or constructed when this chapter becomes effective,
WSDOT shall implement BMPs to the maximum extent
practicable to protect water quality. If the cost of constructing water quality BMPs makes a project that is
being designed when this chapter becomes effective impracticable, then such BMPs shall be retrofitted at a
later date. WSDOT shall submit water pollution control
plans to ecology for review and approval for new construction and shall obtain other appropriate authorizations prior to construction.
NEW SECTION
WAC 173-270-060 EXISTING FACILITIES. (I}
Inventory required. WSDOT shall prepare and maintain
an inventory of all state highways in the Puget Sound
basin. The purpose of the inventory is to determine
where water quality BMPs need to be installed, to assist
identification of priority projects, and to provide a basis
for the evaluation of the program. WSDOT shall begin
its inventory on highways with an ADT of fifty thousand
or greater. The inventory and rating of highways with an
ADT of less than fifty thousand shall be sufficient to
provide projects for the six-year capital improvement
program plan.
(2) Contents of inventory. The inventory shall be developed for homogeneous highway segments and shall
include, but not be limited to:
(a) Highway segment identification including name,
location, type, traffic volume classification, local
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government(s) with jurisdiction, interested tribes, and
WSDOT district;
(b) Status of stormwater management as follows: (i)
BMPs are present and/or a local government is receiving
and/or treating the highway runoff; (ii) BMPs are feasible or the local government will receive and/or treat
highway runoff; or (iii) BMPs are not practicable; and
(c) Name of any water quality project completed
since the effective date of this chapter, length of project,
year of construction, and cost.
(3) Priority rating and ranking.
(a) WSDOT shall establish an annual project priority
list for each WSDOT district within the Puget Sound
basin. For each fiscal year WSDOT shall select needed
improvements for each district inventoried as required
by subsection ( 1) of this section. WSDOT shall divide
these needed improvements into projects, considering
funds available but in no case less than one project per
year in each district unless all needed projects are
completed.
(b) Priority rating criteria. WSDOT shall develop a
priority rating and ranking system and submit it to ecology for concurrence.
(c) Priority ranking. WSDOT, using the priority ratings and rankings prepared using the system required in
subsection (2)(b) of this section, shall determine which
projects are to be implemented in each WSDOT district
during the fiscal year. WSDOT may modify this ranking
for good reason including the participation in a joint
project proposed by a local government or tribe.
(4) Capital improvement program plan.
(a) The capital improvement program plan is to promote efficient use of resources, to coordinate projects, to
aid compliance with the long-range program targets set
forth in subsection (5) of this section and to ensure that
difficult projects and those that require lengthy lead time
are constructed in a reasonable time.
(b) WSDOT shall prepare a biennially updated water
quality capital improvement program plan. WSDOT
shall consult with ecology, tribes, and local governments
throughout the planning process including the inventory.
The capital improvement program plan shall be for a
six-year period and include the following:
(i) An inventory of potential projects for the six-year
period, including fiscal, technical, work force, legislative
requirements, restrictions, and an initial evaluation of
their relative priority;
(ii) A schedule for potential execution of projects in a
long-range program list which considers priority relationships of projects coupled with legislative, fiscal, technical, and work force restrictions;
(iii) Selection of projects for early action from this
schedule; and
(iv) Formal adoption by WSDOT after public review.
(c) Ecology shall review the proposed WSDOT capital
improvement program plan and submit written comments to WSDOT before public review and again before
adoption by WSDOT.
(d) After a public hearing, WSDOT shall adopt the
capital improvement program plan after making appropriate revisions deemed necessary by public input.
(5) Long-range program.
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(a) WSDOT shall complete all practicable BMP projects or transmit highway runoff to tribes or local governments for stormwater treatment for highways with an
ADT of fifty thousand and greater by December 31,
2005, and for other highways by December 31, 2015.
(b) At least every six years WSDOT and ecology shall
evaluate these target dates. Ecology or WSDOT may
initiate revision of the target dates. In evaluating any
proposed revision of a target date, ecology and WSDOT
are to consider factors including, but not 1.imited to, the
number and projected costs of the projects yet to be
completed, the degree of difficulty to construct the remaining sites, the projected level of funding, any revisions to the state water quality standards and any revisions to the manual required by WAC 173-270-030( I).
(6) Negotiations. Before transmitting to or requesting
treatment of highway runoff by a tribe, local government
or property owner, WSDOT shall negotiate with the
tribe, local government, or property owner. WSDOT
shall provide relevant information that shall include, but
not be limited to, existing agreements to accept highway
runoff, characteristics of the highway runoff, the reasons
WSDOT is not treating the runoff on its own right of
way and any proposed financial considerations for quality and/or quantity control.
(7) Disposal sites. WSDOT shall prepare an inventory, by district and maintenance area, of all sites, including all known inactive sites, where WSDOT disposes
highway sweepings and sediments from stormwater facilities maintenance activities. Inventory information for
WSDOT owned and leased sites and sites WSDOT for
which has an easement shall include a scaled map illustrating property boundaries and the extent of the fill
area, and where possible, an estimate of the volume of
the fill present.
NEW SECTION
WAC 173-270-070 MONITORING. (I) BMP effectiveness monitoring.
(a) Monitoring procedures. WSDOT shall formulate
and implement monitoring procedures for each type of
BMP employed. The procedures shall include a quality
assurance and control plan.
(b) Waivers. After application by WSDOT, ecology
may grant a waiver from monitoring a BMP if ecology
determines there is adequate knowledge about the
BMP's water quality performance.
(2) Pesticide monitoring. WSDOT shall formulate a
pesticide monitoring policy, including but not limited to,
threshold determination and frequency of monitoring.
WSDOT also shall formulate procedures for monitoring
pesticides, including the use of benthic organisms.
NEW SECTION
WAC 173-270-080 REPORTING. (I) Biennial
report required. WSDOT shall prepare and submit to
ecology a report by September 30 of each odd-numbered year beginning September 30, 1991.
(2) Content of report. The biennial report shall include, but is not limited to:
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(a) Monitoring report for both approved and experimental BMPs and pesticides describing monitoring procedures and interpreting results. Included may be recommendations to improve monitoring procedures, findings on which BMPs are the most effective, combinations of BMPs that optimize pollution removal, and
recommendations for experimental BMPs;
(b) A pesticide usage inventory, including (i) the
amount of pesticides by product by pounds of active ingredient applied for shoulder residual, landscaped areas,
brush control, general weed control, noxious weed control, spot treatment and broadcast application by district, area, highway segment, and if feasible, by county
and (ii) an analysis and interpretation shall be included
with the data;
(c) Storage, loading, and mixing area soil and ground
water contamination report for the presence of pesticides, including any cleanup efforts required, proposed,
or completed since the adoption of this chapter;
(d) A deicing chemicals and traction grit usage report
including:
(i) Product and quantities of deicing chemicals used in
the Puget Sound basin by WSDOT district and maintenance area including chemical properties and known effects upon water quality;
(ii) Stockpile locations, with quantities of traction grit
abrasive and deicing chemicals used during each season;
(iii) Cleanup practices to prevent or lessen traction
grit and deicing chemical entry into waters of the state;
(iv) Locations prohibiting use of deicing chemicals or
specific products due to water quality considerations;
(v) Training of personnel;
(vi) Experiments conducted on new products or procedures and experiments that WSDOT proposes;
(e) BMP maintenance report. Reports that shall submit BMP maintenance reports to ecology that shall include, but are not limited to:
(i) Dates that segments of state highway BMPs are
inspected and/or maintained;
(ii) The general condition of BMPs;
(iii) Maintenance accomplished;
(iv) The need to reconstruct any BMPs;
(v) Any evaluation of a BMP type;
(vi) Estimated cost to maintain a BMP;
(vii) Suggested improvements to BMPs or their maintenance procedures; and
(viii) Training of personnel;
(f) Inventory for state highways with a fifty thousand
ADT or greater required by WAC 173-270-060( I);
(g) Priority list for state highways with less than fifty
thousand ADT required by WAC 173-270-060(3);
(h) Capital improvement program required by WAC
173-270-060( 4);
(i) Inventory of all WSDOT highway disposal sites
required by WAC 173-270-060(6);
U) Status of roadside management plans by district
and maintenance area; and
(k) A summary of the negotiations required by WAC
173-270-060(6).

NEW SECTION
WAC 173-270-090
ENFORCEMENT. Water
quality requirements of this chapter shall be enforced
through all methods available to ecology, including, but
not limited to, those described in chapter 90.48 RCW.
For all nonwater quality shortfalls WSDOT shall submit
written explanation to ecology, together with proposed
remedies.
NEW SECTION
WAC 173-270-100 SEVERABILITY. If any provision of this chapter or its application to any person,
entity, or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of
this chapter or the application of the provision to other
persons, entities, or circumstances shall not be affected.
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

PUGET SOUND WATER
QUALITY AUTHORITY
[Memorandum-May 21, 1991]

Listed below are the dates and locations for the regular
meetings of the Puget Sound Water Quality Authority
through June 1992. Specific locations are listed for the
first four meetings. Specific locations for future meetings
will be published as they are determined.
The meetings generally begin at 9:30 a.m., any variation
from this starting time will result in a starting time later
than 9:30 a.m. Persons interested in more information
about the meetings are invited to call Jerry Boese at
493-9175 (in Lacey) or 1-800-54-SOUND.
June 19, 1991

Enumclaw

July 17, 1991

Seattle

August 21, 1991

Bellingham

September 18, 1991

Sequim

October 16, 1991
November 20, 1991
December 18, 1991
January I 5, 1992
February 19, 1992
March 18, 1992
April I 5, 1992
May 20, 1992
June 17, 1992

Shelton
Silverdale
Seattle
Tacoma
Olympia
Renton
Olympia
Anacortes
Port Townsend

The Park Center Hotel
IOOO Griffen Avenue
The Mountaineers
Skagit/Cedar Room
300 3rd Avenue
Port of Bellingham
Harbor Center Conf. Room
1801 Roeder Avenue
John Wayne Marina
615 W. Sequim Bay Road
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PROPOSED RULES

HEALTH CARE AUTHORITY
[Filed May 21, 1991, 4:24 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: Advertising or promotion of SEBBsponsored benefit plans.
[ 338)
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Purpose: To clarify the Health Care Authority's contract oversight responsibilities and to provide greater
flexibility in the promotion of SEBB-sponsored plans.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 41.05
RCW.
Summary: This change deletes the prohibition on media announcements and advertisements from referencing
state employees or the SEBB.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Kristen West, Olympia, Washington, 438-7990; Implementation: Sharon Thompson, Olympia, Washington,
438-7971; and Enforcement: Margaret T. Stanley,
Olympia, Washington, 438-7979.
Name of Proponent: Health Care Authority,
governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or
state court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: This rule is changed to accurately reflect the
Health Care Authority's contract responsibilities and
provides greater flexibility to carriers in the promotion of
SEBB-sponsored plans.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: This
proposal changes WAC 182-08-220.
No small business economic impact statement is required for this proposal by chapter 19.85 RCW.
Hearing Location: Olympia Room, Tyee Motel,
Tumwater, Washington, on June 27, 1991, at 1:00 p.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Kristen West, by June
26, 1991.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 1, 1991.
May 14, 1991
Kristen West
Rules Coordinator

WSR 91-11-094

PROPOSED RULES

HEALTH CARE AUTHORITY
[Filed May 21, 1991, 4:26 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: Medical plan options between open
enrollments.
Purpose: To repeal WAC 182-08-111 specifying options between open enrollments.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 41.05
RCW.
Summary: Since the Health Care Authority has administrative responsibility, this repeals the rules governing plan changes between open enrollments.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Kristen West, Olympia, Washington, 438-7990; Implementation: Sharon Thompson, Olympia, Washington,
438-7971; and Enforcement: Margaret T. Stanley,
Olympia, Washington, 438-7979.
Name of Proponent: Health Care Authority,
governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or
state court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: This repeals the rules governing options between
open enrollments.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: This
proposal repeals WAC 182-08-111.
No small business economic impact statement is required for this proposal by chapter 19.85 RCW.
Hearing Location: Olympia Room, Tyee Motel,
Tumwater, Washington, on June 27, 1991, at 1:00 p.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Kristen West, by June
26, 1991.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 1, 1991.
May 13, 1991
Kristen West
Rules Coordinator

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Resolution No. 86-3, filed
8/5/86)
WAC 182--08-220 ADVERTISING OR PROMOTION OF
((SE+B)) SEBB SPONSORED BENEFIT PLANS. In order to assure
equal and unbiased representation of ((SE+B)) SEBB sponsored or approved benefit plans, any promotion of these plans ((by insm a nee icp
1csc11tati1es)) shall comply with the following:
(I) All materials describing plan benefits are to be prepared by or
approved by the ((SEfB)) health care authority.
(2) Distribution or mailing of all plan benefit descriptions is to be
performed by or under the direction of the ((SEfB)) health care
authority.
(3) ((N-o)) All media announcement~ or advertising by a carrier
((may)) which include any mention of the 'state employees ((instrram:e)) benefits board,' 'health care authority' or any reference to
coverage for 'state employees or retirees((:))' or any group of employees covered by SEBB plans, must receive the advance written approval of the HCA.
Failure to comply with these requirements may result in contract
termination by the ((SE+B)) health care authority and/or ((SE+B))
health care authority refusal to consider continued or renewed contracting with the noncomplying party.
REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative Code is
repealed:
WAC 182--08-111 MEDICAL PLAN OPTIONS BETWEEN
OPEN ENROLLMENTS.

WSR 91-11-095

REPEALER
The following section of the Washington Administrative Code is
repealed:
WAC 182--08-111 MEDICAL PLAN OPTIONS BETWEEN
OPEN ENROLLMENTS.

WSR 91-11-095

PROPOSED RULES

HEALTH CARE AUTHORITY
[Filed May 21, 1991, 4:29 p.m.)

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: Medicare retirees must elect Parts A
and B to be eligible for SEBB plan coverage.
Purpose: To ensure that Medicare is the primary payer for eligible retirees.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 41.05.010
and 41.05.025.
Summary: Mandates retirees eligible for Medicare to
elect Parts A and B.
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Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Kristen West, Olympia, Washington, 438-7990; Implementation: Sharon Thompson, Olympia, Washington,
438-7971; and Enforcement: Margaret T. Stanley,
Olympia, Washington, 438-7979.
Name of Proponent: State Employees Benefits Board,
governmental.
Agency Comments or Recommendations, if any, as to
Statutory Language, Implementation, Enforcement, and
Fiscal Matters: Necessary to implement the state
budget.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or
state court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: As of July 1, 1991, new retirees eligible for Medicare will have to elect Parts A and B in order to be eligible for SEBB coverage.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: This
proposal changes WAC 182-12-130.
No small business economic impact statement is required for this proposal by chapter 19.85 RCW.
Hearing Location: Olympia Room, Tyee Motel,
Tumwater, Washington, on June 27, 1991, at 1:00 p.m.
Submit Written Comments by June 26, 1991.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 1, 1991.
May 31 [13], 1991
Kristen West
Rules Coordinator
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 2-80, filed 4/10/80)
WAC 182-12-130 RETIREES ELIGIBLE FOR MEDICARE.
((A 1ctiicc or 1cti1cc's eligible dependent who bccorncs covcicd undc1

both Pai ts A aud B of Mcdica1 c may cm oil iu the SCI B Mcdica1t

supplcrncut at the

appt opr iatc l\fcdica1 c supplcnte11t subset iption 1ate.

ccs and dcpcndcnB 111ast pay the full subset iption 1 ate
fo1 covet age applicable to pc1 sons not eligible for Pttcdica1 c to obtain

All othc1

1 ctir

1tti1tc medical covc1 age.)) After July I, 1991, new retirees or covered
dependents of a retiree who are eligible for Medicare must elect Medicare Parts A and B to be eligible for SEBB plan coverage.

WSR 91-11-096

PROPOSED RULES

HEALTH CARE AUTHORITY
[Filed May 21, 1991, 4:31 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: Setting maximum age limits for dependent child health coverage on SEBB plans; SEBB health
coverage for dependent parents; and dual health care
coverage between K-12 school system and SEBB.
Purpose: Lower maximum age limit for dependent
child coverage on SEBB plan; review dependent parent
eligibility; and eliminate state health insurance coverage
for spouses eligible for coverage in K-12 system.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 41.05.010
and 41.05.025.
Summary: IRS eligible dependent children are eligible
for SEBB coverage through age 19 if not a full-time
student and through age 23 if they are a full-time student and financially supported by the employee/retiree;
eliminates dependent parents as eligible dependents under the SEBB medical and dental plans; and a lawful

spouse of a state employee is not eligible for SEBB coverage if they waive coverage under the K-12 school
system.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Kristen West, Olympia, Washington, 438-7990; Implementation: Sharon Thompson, Olympia, Washington,
438-7971; and Enforcement: Margaret Stanley,
Olympia, Washington, 438-7979.
Name of Proponent: State Employees Benefits Board,
governmental.
Agency Comments or Recommendations, if any, as to
Statutory Language, Implementation, Enforcement, and
Fiscal Matters: This is necessary to implement the state
budget.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or
state court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: This WAC change lowers maximum age limit for
subscriber's child to be covered as a dependent by one
year; this rule eliminated employer-paid SEBB coverage
for dependent parents; and this rule will ensure that the
state does not double-pay premiums for spouses who
waive K-12 school district coverage.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: This
amends WAC 182-12-115 (8)(a), (b), (c) and (d); and
this proposal repeals WAC 182-12-115 (8)(e).
No small business economic impact statement is required for this proposal by chapter 19.85 RCW.
Hearing Location: Olympia Room, Tyee Motel,
Tumwater, Washington, on June 27, 1991, at 1:00 p.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Kristen West, by June
26, 1991.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 1, 1991.
May 21, 1991
Kristen West
Rules Coordinator
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 90--12-037, filed
5/31 /90, effective 7 /I /90)
ELIGIBLE EM~LOYEES, RETIREES,
WAC 182-12-115
AND DEPENDENTS. The following definitions of eligible employees,
retirees, and dependents of an eligible entity, as defined in WAC 18212-111, shall apply for all SEBB approved plans except as otherwise
stated in this chapter:
(I) "Permanent employees.' Those who are scheduled to work at
least half-time per month and are expected to be employed for more
than six months. Such employees shall be eligible effective with their
first day of employment.
(2) 'Nonpermanent employees." Those who are scheduled to work
at least half-time and are expected to be employed for no more than
six months. Such employees shall be eligible elfective the first day of
the seventh calendar month of employment.
(3) "Seasonal employees.' Those who work at least half-time per
month during a designated season for a minimum of three months but
less than nine months per year and who have an understanding of continued employment with their agency season after season. These employees become eligible on the first day of such employment, however,
they are not eligible for the employer contribution during the break
between seasons of employment.
(4) "Part-time faculty." Faculty who are employed on a quarter/
semester to quarter /semester basis become eligible beginning with the
second consecutive quarter /semester of half-time or more employment
at one or more state institutions of higher education, provided that:
(a) For determining eligibility. spring and fall may be considered
consecutive quarters/semesters; and
(b) 'Half-time or more employment' will be determined based on
each institution's definition of "full-time"; and
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(c) At the beginning of each quarter/semester, the employers of
part-time faculty shall notify, in writing, all current and newly hired
part-time faculty of their potential right to benefits under this section.
The employee shall have the responsibility, each quarter, to notify the
employers, in writing, of the employee's multiple employment. In no
case will there be a requirement for retroactive coverage or employer
contribution if a part-time faculty member fails to inform all of his/
her employing institutions about employment at all institutions within
the current quarter; and
(d) Where concurrent employment at more than one state higher
education institution is used to determine total part-time faculty employment of half-time or more, the employing institutions will arrange
to prorate the cost of the employer insurance contribution based on the
employment at each institution. However, if the part-time faculty
member would be eligible by virtue of employment at one institution,
that institution will pay the entire cost of the employer contribution
regardless of other higher education employment. In cases where the
cost of the contribution is prorated between institutions, one institution
will forward the entire contribution monthly to SEBB; and
(e) Once enrolled, if a part-time faculty member does not work at
least a total of half-time in one or more state institutions of higher
education, eligibility for the employer contribution ceases.
(5) "Appointed and elected officials." Legislators are eligible on the
date their term begins. All other elected and full-time appointed officials of the legislative and executive branches of state government are
eligible on the date their term begins or they take the oath of office,
whichever occurs first.
(6) "Judges." Justices of the supreme court and judges of the court
of appeals and the superior courts become eligible on the date they
take the oath of office.
(7) "Retirees and disabled employees." Eligible employees who terminate state service after becoming vested in a Washington state
sponsored retirement system are eligible for retiree medical, dental and
life coverages provided the person:
(a) Immediately begins receiving a monthly retirement income benefit from such retirement system; or
(b) If not retiring under the public employees retirement system
(PERS), would have been eligible for a monthly retirement income
benefit because of age and years of service had the person been employed under the provisions of PERS I or PERS II for the same period
of employment; or
(c) Must take a lump sum benefit because their monthly benefit
would have been under fifty dollars.
Employees who are permanently and totally disabled and eligible for
a deferred monthly retirement income benefit are likewise eligible,
provided they apply for retiree coverage before their SEBB active employee coverage ends. Persons retiring who do not have waiver of premium coverage from any SEBB life insurance plan are eligible for retiree life insurance, subject to the same qualifications as for retiree
medical coverage. Retirees and disabled employees are not eligible for
an employer premium contribution. The Federal Civil Service Retirement System shall be considered a Washington state sponsored retirement system for Washington State University cooperative extension
service employees who hold a federal civil service appointment and
who are covered under the SEBB program at the time of retirement or
disability.
(8) "Eligible dependents." The following are eligible as dependents
under the medical and dental plans:
(a) Lawful spouse except that as of November I, 1991, a lawful
spouse who is eligible for coverage as a subscriber on a plan or plans
offered by a K-12 school district and who has waived that coverage is
not eligible for employer-paid coverage as a dependent on a SEBB

(iii) Not be eligible for coverage under Medicare, Medicaid, or similar government entitlement programs; and
(iv) Not be a foster child for whom support payments are made to
the subscriber through the state department of social and health services (DSHS) foster care program.
(c) Dependent children age ((twc11ty=u11c)) twenty through age
((twc11ty foul)) twenty-three who are dependent upon the employee/
retiree for maintenance and support, and who are registered students
in full-time attendance at an accredited secondary school, college,
university, vocational school, or school of nursing. Dependent student
eligibility continues year-round for those who attend three of the four
school quarters and for the quarter following graduation provided the
employee/retiree is covered at the same time((, p101idcd that)); the
dependent limiting age has not been exceeded; and the dependent
meets all other eligibility requirements.
(d) Dependent children of any age who are incapable of self-support
due to developmental disability or physical handicap, provided such
condition occurs prior to age ((twc11ty=onc)) twenty or during the time
the dependent was covered under an SEBB plan as a full-time student.
Proof of such disability and dependency must be furnished prior to the
dependent's attainment of age ((twcnty=o11c)) twenty or loss of eligibility for student coverage, and as periodically requested thereafter.
(((c) n Dcpcudc11t pa1 cuts. Par Cills of the c111ploycc/1 ctitcc 01 thci1
H

spouse who qualify as dcpc11dc11ts under the l11tc1 nal Rcvcauc Code
a11d who wc1c co•c1cd as dcpc11dc11ts u11dc1 SEBB mcdical/de11tal
plans p1io1 to July I, 1990, p1ovidcd that the c111ploycc/1cti1cc is cov

c1 cd at the sa111c tinrc.))

(9) Notwithstanding any of the foregoing, employees who are not
mandatorily, by election, or otherwise covered by industrial insurance
under Title 51 RCW shall not be considered "eligible employees'
within the meaning of this section.

WSR 91-11-097

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

WASHINGTON ST ATE LIBRARY
(Library Commission)
[Memorandum-May 21, 1991)

Thursday, June 13, 1991, the Washington State Library
Commission will meet for a dinner briefing in the
Window's of Seasons Restaurant, Cavannaugh's Inn at
the Park, West 303 North River Drive, Spokane, WA,
beginning at 6:30 p.m.
Friday, June 14, 1991, the Washington State Library
Commission will hold its regular quarterly business
meeting in the Finch Room, Cavannaugh's Inn at the
Park, West 303 North River Drive, Spokane, WA.

WSR 91-11-098

WITHDRAWAL OF PROPOSED RULES

BOARD OF REGISTRATION
FOR PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS
AND LAND SURVEYORS

~·

(b) Dependent children through age ((twenty)) nineteen. As used in
this section, "children" includes natural children, stepchildren, legally
adopted children, and married children who qualify as dependents of
the employee/retiree under the Internal Revenue Code or as specified
in a court order or divorce decree, and foster children approved by the
health care authority. To qualify for HCA approval, a foster child
must:
(i) Be living with the subscriber in a parent-child relationship;
(ii) Be dependent upon the subscriber for financial support;

[Filed May 22, 1991, 11:21 a.m.]

We are withdrawing WAC 196-24-097 filed under
WSR 91-05-078 on February 20, 1991, and WSR 9106-018 filed on February 25, 1991.
Alan E. Rathbun, P.E.
Executive Director
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PERMANENT RULES

BOARD OF REGISTRATION
FOR PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS
AND LAND SURVEYORS
[Filed May 22, 1991, 11:26 a.m.)

Date of Adoption: May 3, 1991.
Purpose: Regulate the practice of engineering and
land surveying in the state of Washington.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 196-24-095.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 18.43.035.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-05-078 on February 20, 1991; and WSR 91-06-018 on February 25,
1991.
Changes Other than Editing from Proposed to Adopted Version: WAC 196-24-097 as proposed was not
adopted.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 17, 1991
Alan E. Rathbun, P.E.
Executive Director
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 81-10,
filed 12/18/81)
WAC 196-24-095 SEALS. The design and format
of the seal and or stamp authorized by the board will
conform to the following examples:
Embossing seals or rubber stamps are equally acceptable. The impression or image of the seal/stamp shall be
no smaller than one and three-quarter inches and no
larger than two inches. The seal/stamp shall contain the
following minimum information:

I

EXPIRES

a. State of Washington
b. Registered Professional Engineer or Registered
Professional Land Surveyor
c. Certificate number
d. Registrant's name as shown on wall certificate
Other than described and illustrated herein, no other
form or format for professional seals/stamps is authorized by the board. All seals/stamps shall conform to this
design and format by no later than April I, 1992. When
a registrant places a seal on a document, the registrant
must: Sign in permanent ink across the face of said seal,
place date that signature was applied immediately adjacent to said signature and indicate date of license expiration. Engineers or land surveyors shall not affix their

signature and seal to any engineering or land surveying
plan or document dealing with subject matter outside
their field of competence nor to any plan or document
not prepared under their direct supervision.
"Under direct supervision" shall be construed to mean
that the registrant ((p1<nidi11g)) who provide(s) such supervision ((shall ha\'c made the decisions on technical
mattc1 s of policy and design. Fm thct 11101 c, the 1cgistrant) ), and who intends to affix his or her signature and
seal, shall have exercised his or her professional judgment ((in-ait)) by way of regular participation in developing the engineering andi.Q!: land surveying matters
that are embodied in the plans, design~, specifications or
other documents involved in the work.

WSR 91-11-100

EMERGENCY RULES

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES

[Order 91-36-Filed May 22, 1991, 1:45 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 22, 1991.
Purpose: Commercial fishing regulations.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 220-33-030.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Pursuant to RCW 34.05.350 the agency for good
cause finds that immediate adoption, amendment, or repeal of a rule is necessary for the preservation of the
public health, safety, or general welfare, and that observing the time requirements of notice and opportunity
to comment upon adoption of a permanent rule would be
contrary to the public interest.
Reasons for this Finding: A large run of Columbia
River shad is expected for 1991. The 1990 shad run was
over 4 million fish and was the highest run in history.
However, because of the depressed status of the upriver
salmonid runs, the mainstem Columbia River (Area 2S)
shad seasons must be conducted within narrow time and
area restrictions. Within the Camas-Washougal Reef,
more flexibility is available since shad can be taken
without an incidental harvest of salmonid catch.
Effective Date of Rule: Immediately.
May 22, 1991
Judith Merchant
Deputy
for Joseph R. Blum
Director

NEW SECTION
WAC 220-33-03000C COMMERCIAL SHADCOLUMBIA RIVER. Notwithstanding the provisions
of WAC 220-33-030, it is unlawful to take, fish for, or
possess shad for commercial purposes except as provided
for in this section:
(I) Shad Area 2S - In the area true north/south
through Light #50 near Sandy River mouth upstream to
boundary near Beacon Rock.
Open daily 4:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
May 20-24
May 28-31
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June 3-7
June 10-14
Gear: Single-wall, unslackened, floater gill net, 5-3/8
to 6-1/4 inches, JO lb. breaking strength.
(2) Camas - Washougal Reef Area - Approximately
upper Lady Island to below Reed Island.
Open weekly 4:00 a.m. Monday to 11:59 p.m. Friday.
May 20-24
May 28-31
June 3-7
June 10-14
June 17-21
June 24-28
Gear: Single-wall, uns/ackened, floater gill net, 5-3/8
to 6-1/4 inches, 30 lb. breaking strength.
(3) Only shad may be kept and sold. All salmon,
walleye and sturgeon must be re/eased and returned to
the water immediately.

WSR 91-11-101

PROPOSED RULES

PROFESSIONAL ATHLETIC COMMISSION
[Filed May 22, 1991, 2:17 p.m.)

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: WAC 36-12-120 Powers of refereePenalties for fouls, butts.
Purpose: Implement the provisions of chapter 67.08
RCW.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: Chapter 67.08
RCW.
Statute Being Implemented: Chapter 67.08 RCW.
Summary: To revise and clarify rule.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: Inconsistent application
of rule.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Patti Hurn, 2626 12th Court S.W., Olympia, 753-3713;
Implementation and Enforcement: Professional Athletic
Commission.
Name of Proponent: Professional Athletic Commission, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or
state court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: Modifies and clarifies the penalty for an intentional foul.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: Clarifies the effect of an intentional foul.
No small business economic impact statement is required for this proposal by chapter 19.85 RCW.
Hearing Location: The Dynasites Restaurant, 9276232, 30315 Pacific Highway South, Federal Way, WA,
on June 25, 1991, at 11 :00 a.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Professional Athletic
Commission, 2626 12th Court S.W., #2, Mailstop GT17, Olympia, WA 98504-8321, by June 21, 1991.
Date of Intended Adoption: June 25, 1991.
May 21, 1991
Stan Naccarato
Chairman

WSR 91-11-101

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 91-11-038, filed
5/10/91, effective 6/10/91)
WAC 36-12-120
POWERS OF REFEREE-PENALTIES
FOR FOULS, BUTTS. (I) The referee shall have power to stop a
contest at any time if he considers it too one-sided, or if either contestant is in such condition that to continue might subject him to serious
injury, and in either case to render a decision.
(2) In cases where a boxer receives a cut eye or any other injury
which the referee may believe shall incapacitate the boxer, the referee
shall call into the ring the commission physician for examination of the
boxer before the referee shall render his decision in the matter.
(3) The referee shall stop a contest if in his judgment there is stalling or faking by either or both contestants or if there is collusion affecting the result, in which case he shall recommend to the commission
that the purse or purses of the offending boxer or boxers be forfeited
and paid to the commission.
(4) The referee shall penalize any contestant who fouls his opponent
during a contest, by charging such contestant with the loss of points,
whether such foul or fouls be intentional or unintentional. However,
the referee shall use his own discretion in determining the number of
points, if any, chargeable against the contestant in each instance, depending upon the severity or harmlessness of the foul and its effect
upon the opponent. The referee shall indicate on the official score card
the number of points taken away from a contestant in any and all
rounds in which he may find it necessary to charge the contestant with
such loss. The referee shall, at the conclusion of each round notify the
judges of the number of points to be deducted in accordance with his
determination. Judges shall not deduct points without first receiving
instruction from the referee.
(5) Persistent fouling by a contestant requiring cautioning by the
referee shall be noted on the referee's score card and called to the attention of the commission for appropriate punishment.
(6) No contestant may be awarded a contest on a claim of a lowblow foul, nor may a contestant lose a decision by reason of a lowblow foul. Except where a contestant commits two fouls and after being warned each time by the referee, he commits a third foul, the referee may then within his discretion award the decision to the contestant who has been fouled.
(7) ((If, by 1caso11 of a11y otlic1 foul coanuittcd intc11tionally dua ing
a contest, an opponent shall be 1c11dc1cd incapacitated 01 unfit to con
tinuc, the contest shall be tcnninatcd by the 1cfc1cc and such incapae
itatcd co11tcstant shall be dccla1cd the wi11nc1 if, at the tcr 1uination
thcteof, he shall actually be ahead 011 points. The 1efc1ec shall in such

event 1eco11n11c11d to the eonn11issiou that they 01dc1 the pu1sc of the
offending contestant withhdd Noni payn1ent, fo1 disposition by the
eo111111ission and such offcndca shall be subject to fine, suspension 01
other punishn1e11t, as 111ay be deter ruined by the connnission upon full
heating thc1eof.
(8) If the incapacitated opponent 1efc11cd to in the prceediug pa1a
gt aph shall not be ahead on poi11l5, the contest shall, ncnt thcless, be
tcuninatcd, no decision shall be 1endc1ed by the 1efc1ee and he shall
01dc1 the purses of both eo11tcsta11ts withheld f10111 pay111c11t, a full 1c
poi t shall be ntade by the 1efc1 cc to the co1111nission. A heating shall
be held by the connuission and such dispositio11 of the p1 occcds of the
pu1 scs and such fines and penalties and other punisluncnt niay be as
scsscd as the eo111111issio11 in its judg111eat 111ay dccn1 expedient. P'fo
poise 01dc1cd held fo1 investigation can be 1clcased except by 01de1 of
the eo11u11ission.
ffl)) Any boxer guilty of intentional foul tactics in a boxing contest
may be disgualified and his purse withheld from payment, and the
boxer shall be automatically suspended. Disposition of the purse and
the penalty to be imposed upon the boxer shall be determined by action of the commission.
ill In the event of an unintentional foul (except as provided in subsection ((t+e1)) fil of this section) other than low-blow fouls, rendering an opponent incapacitated or unfit to continue (in the opinion of
the referee), the contest shall be terminated, no decision shall be rendered but the referee shall order withheld from payment the purses of
both contestants; the referee shall make a full report thereof, as is
otherwise indicated herein, and the matter shall be heard by the commission and be disposed of as the commission may in its judgment
deem expedient. Referees are hereby required to report to the commission repeated or persistent intentional or unintentional fouling by any
contestant, in which connection the commission may order a hearing
and subject the offending contestant to such punishment, which may
include a fine or suspension, or both.
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((tt01)) fil If an accidental butt occurs during any bout, the referee
shall immediately warn the guilty boxer and he may penalize him by a
deduction in points for the round, at the same time he shall so notify
the other contestant. Should any such penalty be charged against the
boxer guilty of butting it shall be charged at the end of the round in
which the butting occurred and the referee's score card shall be so
marked at the conclusion of the round, at which time he shall also notify the judges; the referee shall explain in writing on the back of his
card the nature and circumstances surrounding the penalty.
((t+t1)) ilQ2. If a boxer is accidentally butted in a bout so that he
cannot continue, the referee shall:
(a) Call the bout a draw if the injured boxer is behind in points, or
(b) Declare the injured boxer the winner on a technical decision if
he has a lead in points. When judges are used the majority vote as
disclosed by the score cards shall prevail in determining the decision as
specified in this section and the previous section hereof. If all three
score cards differ the contest shall be declared a technical draw.
(c) If any accidental butt occurs during the first three rounds of any
contest the referee shall call the bout a no contest.
The provisions of (a) and (b) of this subsection do not apply in
world championship matches.
This rule applies only to accidental butting. Intentional butting is a
foul and shall be penalized as such.
((f+Z1)) .U...U The referee shall use his discretion in deciding any
matters that may come up during a contest and are not covered by
these rules.
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PERMANENT RULES

GRAYS HARBOR COLLEGE
[Filed May 22, 1991, 2:23 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 20, 1991.
Purpose: To establish rules governing loss of eligibility
for athletes who violate chapter 69.41 RCW; and to
change references from "dean of student affairs" to
"dean of student services" and "dean of instruction" to
"vice-president for instruction."
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 1328-120--010, 1328-120-060, 1328120-090, 1328-120-100, 132B-120-120, 132B-120140, 132B-120-160, I 32B-120-l 70, l 32B-l 20-180,
and I 32B-120-l 90; and new section WAC l 32B-l 20045.
Statutory
Authority
for
Adoption:
RCW
28B.50.140(13).
Other Authority: RCW 69.41.340.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-05-033 on February 12, 1991.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 20, 1991
Jack Durney
Chairman
Board of Trustees
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 80-1,
Resolution No. 10--80, filed 8/6/80)
WAC 132B-120-0IO DEFINITIONS. As used in
this document the following words and phrases shall
mean:
( 1) "Board" shall mean the board of trustees of Community College District No. 2, state of Washington.
(2) "College" shall mean Grays Harbor College or
any additional community college hereafter established

within Community College District No. 2, state of
Washington.
(3) "Liquor" shall mean the definition of liquor as
contained within RCW 66.04.010(16) as now law or
hereafter amended.
(4) "Drugs" shall mean and include any narcotic drug
as defined in RCW 69.50.lOl(o), any controlled substance as defined in RCW 69.50.201 through 69.50.212
or any legend drug as defined in RCW 69.41.010(8) as
now or hereafter amended.
(5) "College facilities" shall mean and include any or
all real property controlled or operated by the college
and shall include all buildings and appurtenances affixed
thereon or attached thereto.
(6) "President" shall mean the chief executive officer
of the college appointed by the board of trustees.
(7) "Disciplinary officials" shall mean the hearing
committee as denominated in WAC ( (1328 120=180))
1328-120--170, the ((a55ociatc)) dean of student ((af:
fairs)) services and/ or the ( (dean of)) vice-president for
instruction, and the president.
(8) "Student" shall mean and include any person who
is regularly enrolled at the college.
(9) "Disciplinary action" shall mean and include the
warning, probation, expulsion, suspension, or reprimand
of any student pursuant to WAC 132B-120-120 for the
violation of any designated rule or regulation of the rules
of student conduct for which a student is subject to disciplinary action.
NEW SECTION
WAC 132B-120-045 LOSS OF ELIGIBILITYSTUDENT ATHLETIC PARTICIPATION. Any student found to have violated chapter 69.41 RCW, legend
drugs, by virtue of a criminal conviction or by final decision of the college president shall, in lieu of or in addition to any other disciplinary action which may be imposed, be disqualified from participation in any schoolsponsored athletic events or activities.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 80-1,
Resolution No. 10--80, filed 8/6/80)
WAC l 32B-120-060 FREE MOVEMENT ON
CAMPUS. The president is authorized in the instance of
any event that he deems impedes the movement of persons or vehicles or which he deems to disrupt the ingress
or egress of persons from the college facilities, to prohibit the entry of, or withdraw the license of, or privileges of a person or persons or any group of persons to
enter onto or remain upon any portion of the college facility. The president may, in his stead, act through the
((a55ociatc)) dean of student ((affirirs)) services or any
other persons he may designate.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 80--1,
Resolution No. 10--80, filed 8/6/80)
WAC 132B-120-090 CAMPUS SPEAKERS. (I)
Student organizations officially recognized by the college
may invite speakers to the campus to address their own
membership and other interested students and faculty
providing suitable space is available and there ((in)) ~
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by an instructor or faculty member pursuant to the provisions in WAC 1328-120-180.
(2) The disciplinary official may take whatever action
he deems appropriate within the framework of these
regulations. If the student concludes that any sanctions
imposed upon him are inappropriate, he may appeal to
the student/faculty disciplinary committee.
(3) If a referral or an appeal is made to the student/
faculty disciplinary committee, the committee shall hold
a hearing, reach conclusions and may impose sanctions.
If the student concludes that the action of the disciplinary committee is inappropriate, he may appeal the matter to the president of the college.
( 4) The president of the college, after reviewing the
case, may reverse, sustain or modify any sanctions which
may have been imposed by the student/faculty disciplinary committee. The decision of the president is final.

no interference with the regularly scheduled program of
the college. Although properly allowed by the college,
the appearance of such speakers on the campus implies
neither approval nor disapproval of them or their viewpoints. In case of speakers who are candidates for political office, equal opportunities shall be available to opposing candidates if desired by them. Speakers are subject to the normal considerations for law and order and
to the specific limitations imposed by the state constitution which prohibits religious worship, exercise or instruction on state property.
(2) In order to insure an atmosphere of open exchange
and to insure that the educational objectives of the college are not obscured, the president, in a case attended
by strong emotional feeling, may prescribe conditions for
the conduct of the meeting, such as requiring a designated member of the faculty as chairman, or requiring
permission for comments and questions from the floor.
Likewise, the president may encourage the appearance
of one or more additional speakers at any meeting or at
a subsequent meeting so that other points of view may
be expressed. The president may designate representatives to recommend conditions such as time, manner,
and place for the conduct of particular meetings.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 80-1,
Resolution No. 10--80, filed 8/6/80)
WAC 1328-120-140 READMISSION AFTER
SUSPENSION/EXPULSION. Any student suspended
from the college for disciplinary reasons will normally be
readmitted upon expiration of the time period for which
the suspension was issued. If the student has been expelled or feels that circumstances warrant reconsideration of a temporary suspension prior to its expiration, or
if the student was suspended with conditions imposed for
readmission, the student may be readmitted following
approval of a written petition submitted to the
((associate)) dean of student ((affairs)) services. Such
petition must state reasons which support a reconsideration of the matter. Before readmission may be granted,
such petition must be reviewed and approved by the college president or his designee.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 80-1,
Resolution No. 10--80, filed 8/6/80)
WAC 1328-120-100 DISTRIBUTION OF INFORMATION. (1) Handbills, leaflets, newspapers and
similarly related materials may be sold or distributed
free of charge by any student or students, or by members of recognized student organizations, or by college
employees on or in college facilities at locations specifically designated by the ((associate)) dean of student
((affairs)) services; provided such distribution or sale
does not interfere with the ingress or egress of persons or
interfere with the free flow of vehicular or pedestrian
traffic.
(2) Such handbills, leaflets, newspapers and related
matter must bear identification as to the publishing
agency and distributing organization or individual.
(3) All nonstudents shall register with the
((associate)) dean of student ((affairs)) services prior to
the distribution of any handbill, leaflet, newspaper or related matter. Such distribution or sale must not interfere
with the free flow of vehicular or pedestrian traffic.
(4) Any person or persons who violate provisions of
subparagraphs (I) and (2) above will be subject to disciplinary action.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 80--1,
Resolution No. 10--80, filed 8/6/80)
DISCIPLINARY PROWAC 1328-120--120
CESS. (I) Any infractions of college rules and regulations may be referred by any college faculty or staff
member to the ((associate)) dean of student ((affairs))
services or in his absence the ( (dean of)) vice-president
for instruction. That official shall then follow the appropriate procedures for any disciplinary action which he
deems necessary relative to the alleged misconduct. In
addition, a student may appeal disciplinary action taken
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 80-1,
Resolution No. 10--80, filed 8/6/80)
AUDISCIPLINARY
WAC 132B-120-160
THORITY OF THE ((ASSOCIATE)) DEAN OF
STUDENT ((AFFAIRS)) SERVICES AND ((DEAN
eF)) VICE-PRESIDENT FOR INSTRUCTION. (I)
The ((associate)) dean of student ((affairs)) services or,
in his absence, the ((dean of)) vice-president for instruction of the college is responsible for initiating disciplinary proceedings for infractions of rules and regulations as outlined in the procedures. The ((associate))
dean of student ((affairs)) services or, in his absence, the
((dean of)) vice-president for instruction, may delegate
this responsibility to members of their staff and they
may also establish committees or other hearing bodies to
advise or act for them in disciplinary matters.
(2) In order that any informality in disciplinary proceedings not mislead a student as to the seriousness of
the matter under consideration, the student involved
shall be informed at the initial conference or hearing of
the several sanctions that may be involved for the
misconduct.
(3) After considering the evidence in a case and interviewing the student or students involved, the
((associate)) dean of student ((affairs)) services, or in
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 80-1,
Resolution No. 10-80, filed 8/6/80)

his absence, the ( ( dca11 of)) vice-president for instruction, may take any of the following actions:
(a) Terminate the proceeding, exonerating the student
or students.
(b) Dismiss the case after whatever counseling and
advice maybe appropriate.
(c) Impose disciplinary sanctions directly, subject to
the student's right of appeal as described in this procedure. The student shall be notified in writing of the action taken except that disciplinary warnings may be given verbally.
(d) Refer the matter to the student/faculty disciplinary committee on conduct and standards for appropriate
action. The student shall be notified in writing that the
matter has been referred to the committee.
(4) This section shall not be construed as preventing
the appropriate official from summarily suspending a
student. In the event of summary suspension, the student
will be given oral or written notice of the charges against
him, an explanation of the evidence against him if he
denies the charges, and an informal opportunity to
present his side of the matter. He will also be given an
opportunity to invoke the formal hearing process set
forth in this code.

WAC l32B-120-180 PROCEDURAL GUIDELINES. (I) The student, if he wishes to appeal, has a
right to a fair and impartial hearing before the committee on any charge of misconduct. His failure to cooperate with the hearing procedures, however, shall not preclude the committee from making its findings of fact,
reaching conclusions and imposing sanctions. Failure of
the student to cooperate may be ta\ce_n into consideration
by the committee in recommending penalties.
(2) The student shall be given notice of the date, time
and place of the hearing, the charges against him, a list
of witnesses who will appear, and a description of any
documentary or other physical evidence that will be presented at the hearing. This notice shall be given to the
student in writing and shall be provided in sufficient time
to permit him to prepare a defense. The notice may be
amended at any time prior to the hearing, but if such
amendment is prejudicial to the student's case, the hearing shall be rescheduled to a later date if so requested in
writing by the student.
(3) The student or his representative shall be entitled
to hear and examine the evidence against him and be
informed of the identity of its sources; he shall be entitled to present evidence in his own behalf and to question witnesses testifying against him as to factual matters. The student shall have all authority which is possessed by the college to obtain information or to request
the presence of witnesses or the production of other evidence relevant to the issues at the hearing.
(4) Only those matters presented at the hearing, in
the presence of the student involved, will be considered
in determining whether he is guilty of the misconduct
charged but the student's past record of conduct may be
taken into account in formulating the committee's recommendation for disciplinary action.
(5) The student may be represented by counsel and/or
accompanied by an advisor of his choice.
(6) Hearings conducted by the committee may be
held in closed session at the discretion of the committee,
the only exception being when the student involved invites particular persons or requests an open hearing. If
at any time during the conduct of the hearing invited
guests are disruptive of the proceedings, the chairman of
the committee may exclude such persons from the hearing room.
(7) A majority of the committee shall set the time,
place and available seating capacity for a hearing.
(8) All proceedings of the committee will be conducted with reasonable dispatch and terminated as soon as
fairness to all parties involved permits.
(9) An adequate summary of the proceedings will be
kept. As a minimum, such summary would include a
tape recording of testimony. Such record will be available for inspection and copying in the office of student
((affairs)) services during regular business hours.
( 1O) The student will be provided with a copy of the
findings of fact and with the conclusions of the committee. He will also be advised of his right to present, within
ten calendar days, a written statement of appeal to the

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 80-1,
Resolution No. 10-80, filed 8/6/80)
WAC 132B-120-170
STUDENT/FACULTY
DISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE. (1) The student/
faculty disciplinary committee, convened for that purpose, will hear, de novo, and make recommendations on
all disciplinary cases referred to by the appropriate authority or appeal to it by students. The committee will
be composed of the following persons:
(a) A member appointed by the president of the
college
(b) Two members of the faculty, appointed by the
president of the faculty association
(c) Two representatives from the student council, appointed by the student body president.
(2) None of the above-named persons shall sit on any
case in which he has a complaint or witness, in which he
has a direct or personal interest, or in which he has acted previously in an advisory or official capacity. Decisions in this regard, including the selection of alternates,
shall be made by the disciplinary committee as a whole.
The disciplinary committee chairman will be elected by
the members of the disciplinary committee.
(3) The committee may decide that the student
involved:
(a) Be given a disciplinary warning;
(b) Be given a reprimand;
(c) Be placed on disciplinary probation;
(d) Be given a suspension;
(e) Be expelled;
(f) Be exonerated with all proceedings terminated and
with no sanctions imposed;
(g) Be disqualified from participation in any schoolsponsored athletic events or activities.
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type b) vaccine is required of children attending preschools and licensed day care centers. Mumps vaccine is
required of all transfer students, with a "checkpoint" at
the sixth grade to ensure all children have been vaccinated against mumps. Follow-up procedures on conditional status children is clarified.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: Amendments make
WAC consistent with National Immunization Guidelines-American Academy of Pediatrics Report of the
Committee of Infectious Disease, and Immunization
Practices Advisory Committee (ACIP) of the United
States Public Health Service.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implementation and Enforcement: Barbara Baker,
Chief, Immunization and TB Services, LP-19, Olympia,
(206) 753-3495.
Name of Proponent: Department of Health,
governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or
state court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: This rule and amendments are the regulations for
RCW 28A.31.100-[28A.31.] 120. (School/Day Care
Immunization Law), stating vaccine requirements for
compliance, procedures for exclusion for noncompliance,
and annual reporting requirements. This amendment will
make vaccine requirements consistent with national immunization recommendations. These new requirements
include: Second dose of measles containing vaccine for
children entering sixth grade; Hib (Haemophilus
influenzae type b) vaccine for children attending preschools and licensed day care centers; and mumps vaccine for transfer students.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules:
Changes include requiring additional vaccines for
school/day care attendance consistent with national immunization guidelines, as well as specifically stating follow-up procedures for children entering school/day care
centers under conditional status.
No small business economic impact statement is required for this proposal by chapter 19.85 RCW.
Hearing Location: Yakima County Health District
Building, Conference Room, 104 North 1st Street,
Yakima, WA, on July 10, 1991, at 10:00 a.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Office of Immunization
and TB Services, LP-19, Olympia, Washington 98504,
by July 8, 1991.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 10, 1991.
April 15, 1991
Sylvia Beck
Executive Director

president of the college before action is taken on the decision of the committee. In the case of an unmarried
student under eighteen years of age, written notice of
any action involving dismissal or disciplinary probation
will be sent to the parents or guardian of the student.
(11) The committee chairman shall establish general
rules of procedures for conducting hearings consistent
with the foregoing procedural guidelines.
( 12) The president of the college or his designated
representative, after reviewing the case, including the
report of the committee and any statement filed by the
student, shall either indicate his approval of the conclusions of the committee by sustaining its decision, shall
give directions as to what other disciplinary action shall
be taken by modifying its decision, or shall nullify previous sanctions imposed by reversing its decision. He shall
then notify the official who initiated the proceedings, the
student and the committee chairperson.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 80-1,
Resolution No. 10-80, filed 8/6/80)
WAC 132B-l 20-190 APPEALS. · Any disciplinary
action may be appealed as described below. Notice of an
appeal by a student shall be made in writing and addressed to the ((associate)) dean of student ((affirirs))
services within ten calendar days of the college's giving
of the notice of the disciplinary action.
( l) Disciplinary action by a faculty member or other
college staff member may be appealed to, and shall be
reviewed by, the ((associate)) dean of student ((affirirs))
services, or in his absence, the ((dean of)) vice-president
for instruction.
-(2) Disciplinary action by the appropriate disciplinary
official may be appealed to, and shall be reviewed by, the
student/faculty disciplinary committee.
(3) Disciplinary action by the student/faculty disciplinary committee may be appealed to, and shall be reviewed by, the college president or his designee.
( 4) Disciplinary action by the president shall either
indicate his approval of the conclusions by sustaining the
decision or shall give directions as to what other disciplinary action shall be taken by modifying the decision,
or shall nullify previous sanctions imposed by reversing
its decision. All appeals to the president shall be final.

WSR 91-11-103

PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
(Board of Health)
[Filed May 22, 1991, 2:54 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: Immunization of day care and school
children against certain vaccine-preventable diseases.
Purpose: To amend former WAC to be consistent with
National Vaccine Recommendations.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 28A.3 l.116.
Summary: A second dose of measles containing vaccine is required of children prior to entry into the sixth
grade and age-appropriate Hib (Haemophilus influenzae

WSR 91-11-103

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 1248, filed 12/27/90,
effective 1/31 /91)
WAC 246-100-166 IMMUNIZATION OF DAY CARE AND
SCHOOL CHILDREN AGAINST CERTAIN VACCINE-PREVENTABLE DISEASES. (I) Definitions for purposes of this section:
(a) "Certificate of immunization status (CIS) form" means a form
provided by the department labeled ((DSllS 13 263)) DOH 348-013,
including data entry spaces for immunization information including:
(i) Name of child or student,
(ii) Birth date,
(iii) Sex,
(iv) Type of vaccine,
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(v) Date of each dose of vaccine received specifying day, month, and
year,
(vi) Signature of parent, legal guardian, or adult in loco parentis,
and
(vii) Documented exemptions, if applicable and as specified in subsection (5) of this section.
(b) "Chief administrator" means:
(i) The person with the authority and responsibility for the immediate supervision of the operation of a school, day care center, or
(ii) A designee of the chief administrator assigned in writing to carry out the requirements of RCW 28A.3 l. I l 8 through the statutory or
corporate board of directors of the school district or school, or
(iii) Person or persons with the authority and responsibility for the
general supervision of the operation of the school district or school.
(c) "Child" means any person regardless of age admitted to any day
care center, preschool, kindergarten, or grades one through twelve program of education in:
(i) Any public school district, or
(ii) Any private school or private institution subject to approval by
the state board of education or described in RCW 28A.04. I 20( 4) and
28A.02.201 through 28A.02.260l...2!:
(iii) Any licensed day care facility which regularly provides care for
a group of thirteen or more children for periods of less than twentyfour hours subject to licensure by the department of social and health
services as described in chapter 74.15 RCW.
(d) "Full immunization" means vaccinated in accordance with
schedules and immunizing agents approved by the state board of
health in WAC ((248 100=166)) 246-100-166 against:
(i) Diphtheria,
(ii) Tetanus,
(iii) Pertussis or whooping cough,
(iv) Measles or rubeola,
(v) Rubella,
(vi) Mumps, ((3:Tld))
(vii) Poliomyelitis, and
(viii) Haemophilus influenzae type b disease.
(e) "Immunizing agents" means any vaccine or other biologic licensed and approved by the bureau of biologics, United States Food
and Drug Administration (FDA), or meeting World Health Organization (WHO) requirements, for immunization of persons against:
(i) Diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis (DTP, DT, Td);
(ii) Measles;
(iii) Mumps;
(iv) Poliomyelitis, types I, II, and III (TOPV, IPV); ((3:Tld))
(v) Rubella; and
(vi) Haemophilus influenzae type b vaccine (Hib);
(f) "National immunization guidelines" means schedules for immunization described in:
(i) ((+966)) 1991 American Academy of Pediatrics ((fl'o*rP7)) Report of the Committee on Infectious Diseases (Red _!!ook).; or
(ii) Immunization Practices Advisory Committee ((on Immunization
Piacticcs)) (ACIP) on General Recommendations on Immunization,
((Januaiy 14, 1983)) April 7, 1989; and
(iii) ((New Recommended Schedule fo1 Actioc Immunization of
Nounal Infants and Child1cn, 9/19/86, Ad;iiso1y Counnittcc 011 ln1
munization P1acticcs (ACIP), United States public health sc1Yicc))
Immunization Practices Advisory Committee (ACIP) on Haemophilus
b Conjugate Vaccines for Prevention of Haemophilus Influenzae Type
b Disease Among Infants and Children Two Months of Age and Older, January 11, 1991.
(g) "Parent" means a person who is:
(i) The mother, father, legal guardian, or ((designated ca1 ctakc1 ))
any adult in loco parentis of a child seventeen years of age or younger;
or
(ii) A person eighteen years of age or older; or
(iii) An emancipated minor.
(h) "Transfer student" means a student previously enrolled in grades
kindergarten through twelve moving from one school district or system
to another at any time during the school year, excluding students
transferring within a district or system when the school transfers records within the district.
(2) Full immunization schedule. Each day care, preschool, and
school shall establish and maintain requirements for full immunization
of children attending day care and preschool through grade twelve.
(3) For day care and preschool children, full immunization means a

child received vaccines ((consistent with the f'4ational lnununization

Guidelines defined in 5absectio11 (I) of this section and including)) as
follows:
(((ij DTP, BT, 01 Td,
(ii) Polio,
(iii) Measles,
(io) Pvfu111ps, and
(•) Rubella.))
Age at Entry
between 2-3 months
between 4-5 months
between 6-14 months
between 15 months and
kindergarten entry
( *)

(**)

(t)

(tt)

Requirement(*)
1-DTP/DT,1-0PV /IPV,1-Hib
2-DTP/DT,2-0PV /IPV,2-Hib
3-DTP /DT,2-0PV /IPV,3-Hib(**)
4-DTP/DT,3-0PV /IPV,1-HIB(t),
1-MMR(tt)

Children who do not meet the requirements for their age group must initiate or continue a schedule of immunization prior to day care or preschool
entry and must be notified by the day care/preschool administrator of additional doses of vaccine as those doses come due.
Children immunized with Hib vaccine from Merck Sharp and Dohme
(PedvaxHIB) should receive vaccine at 2 months, 4 months, and 12
months of age.
Those children entering day care or preschool after 15 months of age must
have received one dose of Hib vaccine at or after 15 months of age (not required of those receiving three doses of Merck Sharp and Dohme vaccine).
Hib vaccine is not required of children 60 months (5 years) and older.
Children who have had measles, rubella, or mumps disease, respectively,
must show proof of past infection with the disease by providing an acceptable measles, rubella, or mumps antibody titer result and appropriate
immunization against the remaining disease(s).

(4) For a child ((commencing school cnliy ())entering kindergarten
or first grade(() attendance, on 01 aftc1 August I, 1988)) (school entry
level), full immunization means a child received vaccines as follows:
(a) A minimum of four doses of either DTP, DT, or Td (not tetanus
toxoid alone) with last dose after four years of age ((and excluding
tetanus toxoid only,)) consistent with national immunization guidelines
defined in subsection (I) of this section, or
(b) Three doses of Td ((excluding)) l!!2! tetanus toxoid ((onty))
alone) if the series began at seven years of age or older, and
(c) A minimum of three doses of trivalent oral poliomyelitis vaccine
(TOPV) or ((fom doses of)) enhanced trivalent inactivated poliomyelitis vaccine (I PY) with last dose received after four years of age and
consistent with national immunization guidelines defined in subsection
(I) of this section, and
(d) One dose of live virus measles vaccine at or after one year of age
unless a child provides proof of past infection with measles virus (an
acceptable measles virus antibody titer result), and
(e) One dose of live virus rubella vacciJie at or after one year of age
unless a child provides proof of past infection with rubella virus (an
acceptable rubella antibody titer result), and
(f) One dose of live virus mumps vaccine administered at or after
one year of age ((fot childtcn in ki11dc1ga1tcu 01 fhst grade, whichcvc1
is the why level)) unless a child provides proof of past infection with
mumps virus (an acceptable mumps virus antibody titer result).
(5) For ((a child who commc11ccd)) transfer students and those
above kindergarten or first grade ((school attendance bcfv1 c August I,
1988. and fo1 1tansfc1 students)), full immunization means a child received vaccines as follows:
(a) A minimum of three doses of either DTP, DT, or Td, (not tetanus toxoid alone) with the last dose after four years of age ((and-exw
cluding tetanus toxoid only,)) consistent with national immunization
guidelines defined in subsection (I) of this section; or
(b) Three doses of Td, ((excluding)) l!!2! tetanus toxoid ((onfr.))
alone) if the series began at seven years of age or older; and
(c) A minimum of three doses of trivalent oral poliomyelitis vaccine
(TOPV), or ((fom doses of)) enhanced trivalent inactivated poliomyelitis vaccine (IPV) with the last dose received after four years of age
and consistent with national immunization guidelines defined in subsection (I) of this section (not required of persons eighteen years of
age and older); and
(d) One dose of live virus measles vaccine at or after one year of age
unless a child provides ((written)) proof ((f1om a physician)) of past
infection with measles virus ((docurucnting 111011th and yca1 of disease
occu11cncc)) (an acceptable measles virus antibody titer result); and
(e) One dose of live virus rubella vaccine at or after one year of age
unless a child provides proof of past infection with rubella virus (an
acceptable rubella antibody titer result); and
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(((f) One dose of live vii us nw111ps vaccine adn1inistc1cd at 01 aftct
one ycat of age fut child1cn in kindc1ga1tcn 01 fhst g1adc, whichcvct is

cntty level.))
(6) For transfer students in grades I or 2 through 12 enrolling on or
after August 1, 1991, one dose of live virus mumps vaccine administered at or after one year of age unless a child provides proof of past
infection with mumps virus (an acceptable mumps virus antibody titer
result).
(7) For a child entering sixth grade or reaching age thirteen years,
whichever occurs first, full immunization means a child received the
following vaccines (in addition to those listed in subsection (S) of this
section):
(a) A second dose of live virus measles vaccine administered at or
after one year of age and separated by at least one month between first
and second dose, unless a child provides proof of past infection with
measles virus (an acceptable measles virus antibody titer result); and
(b) One dose of live virus mumps vaccine administered at or after
one year of age unless a child provides proof of past infection with
mumps virus (an acceptable mumps virus antibody titer result).
(8) A second dose of measles vaccine and one dose of mumps vaccine is recommended, but not required, of currently enrolled students
above sixth grade.
ill Conditions for day care, preschool, and school attendance when
a child is not fully immunized:
(a) When a child lacks full immunization, the day care, preschool,
or school shall require satisfactory progress toward full immunization
(conditional status) as a condition of school attendance including:
(i) Documented proof of start or continuance of child's schedule of
immunization;
(ii) Assurance the scheduled immunization is consistent with the
·national immunization guidelines defined in subsection (I) of this
section;
(iii) ((Ptoof of con1pktion of the 1cqui1cd i1nmunization 01 i11nnu11i

zations fo1 adn1ission the followiug ycai, 110 latc1 than the child's fi1 st

day of attendance)) notification of child's parent(s) of when the sched.
ule must be completed; and
(iv) ((Issuance of a11 01dc1 of cxclusio11 as dcsclibcd in subsection
( 10) of this section if.
(A) Sufficient ti11te fo1 con1plction of 1cquit cd i111rnunizatioas claps
es;-and
(B) The child has not cou1plctcd the 1cqui1ed inu11unizations in
(b) '+V.hcn innnunization schedules ai c inco1nplctc due to insufficient
ti111c, the chief adtninisli a tot shall.
(i) P''otify the child's pa1cnl3 of when the schedule 111ust be con1plct
cd;-and
(ii) Issue au 01dc1 of exclusion if not cou1p1ctcd by that date.
ffl)) Exclusion of child from attendance as described in subsection

( 13) of this section if child has not received required immunizations on
schedule and if sufficient time has elapsed (one month from date due)
for completion of next dose.
il..Ql Schools, preschools, and day care centers shall require documented proof related to immunization including:
(a) Completion of a certificate of immunization status (CIS) form
by a parent as documented proof of:
(i) Full immunization, or
(ii) Initiation or continuation of a schedule (conditional status), or
(iii) Exemption.
(b) Information from a written personal immunization record,

((given to the i111111uuizcd pCI sou 01 to his 01 hc1 pa1 cut by the physi
ciao 01 agency ad1uinistc1 ing the i111n1u11izatiou,)) as the source of the

immunization data entered on the CIS form ((and p1oliibiti11g substi
tution of a pt1so11al i111111uJ1iJ.atio11 1ccrn d fo1 a EIS For 111)) (substitution of a personal immunization record for a CIS form is prohibited);
(c) Acceptance of only the ((rcmed)) CIS form (no other state or
local immunization forms) from new enrollees registering in kindergarten through grade twelve;
(d) In addition to current CIS form, acceptance of previous CIS
forms, ((DSI IS 13 263,)) or locally developed forms approved by the
department indicating the month and year of each immunization as the
official immunization status for children enrolled prior to September I,
1979((;-and

(c) ~•o additional proof of inn11unizatio11 as a condition to attend a
pat ticular day ca1c, preschool, OJ school if the school keeps the EIS OJ
othc1 dcpat t111c11t app1 ovcd fo1 n1s fo1 child1 c1i vc1 ify i11g.
(i) P1oof of full inanu11izatio11, or
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(ii) P1oof of cxc111ption f101n in11nu11izatio11)).
((ffl)) ilU Schools, preschools, and day care centers shall accept
medical exemptions and:
(a) Require a signature of a licensed ((physician)) medical doctor
(M.D.), doctor of osteopathy (D.0.), physician assistant, or nurse
practitioner practicing within the limits of the medical or nurse practice acts to certify medical reasons to defer one or more immunizations
on the CIS form;
(b) Admit children and keep on file a CIS form for children with:
(i) Temporary exemption from immunization for medical reasons if
the required immunizations are received upon expiration of the exemption, or
(ii) Permanent exemptions.
(c) Include a statement on the CIS form informing the·parent that
should an outbreak of vaccine preventable disease for which the child
is exempted occur, the child may be excluded from school or day care
for the duration of the outbreak by order of the local health department as described in subsection ((tffit)) .Ll1l of this section; and
(d) Keep on file a list of children so exempted and transmit the list
to the local health department if requested.
((ffl)) ill2 Schools, preschools, and day care centers shall ((accept

1cligious, philosophical 01 pcrsOJldl cxc111ptio11s and)):
(a) Allow a parent to exempt ((their)) his/her child from the re-

quired immunizations for religious, philosophical, or personal objections when the CIS form indicates:
(i) Type or exemption, and
(ii) Signature of parent.
(b) ((Admit child1cn and)) Keep on file a CIS form for each child
so enrolled;
(c) Include a statement on the CIS form informing the parent that
should an outbreak of vaccine preventable disease for which the child
is exempted occur, the child may be excluded from school for the duration of the outbreak by order of the local health department as described in subsection ((tffit)) .Ll1l of this section; and
(d) Keep on file a list of children so exempted and transmit the list
to the local health department if requested.
((tffit)) .Ll1l Schools, preschools, and day care centers shall exclude
children from school as follows:
(a) Exclude any child from school for failure to provide a completed
CIS form as defined in subsection (I) of this section before or on the
child's first day of attendance consistent with procedures required by
the state board of education, Title 180 WAC;
(b) Exclude from attendance any child in a day care center for failure to provide a completed CIS form as defined in subsection (I) of
this section before or on the child's first day of attendance;
(c) The chief administrator shall retain records on excluded children
for at least three years including:
(i) Name,
(ii) Address, and
(iii) Date of exclusion.
(d) A health officer may exclude children from school, preschool,
and day care attendance in the event of a child's exposure to a disease
according to chapter ((T4S=-Hlt)) 246-110 WAC, including children
presenting proof of:
(i) Initiation of a schedule of immunization,
(ii) Medical exemption,
(iii) Religious exemption,
(iv) Philosophical exemption, or
(v) Personal exemption.
(((+Ii)) i!il Schools, preschools, and day care centers shall maintain records and require:
(a) A completed CIS form retained in the files for every child
enrolled;
(b) Return of ((records)) original CIS form or a legible copy to the
parent in the event of the child's withdrawal ((f1om school)) or transfer ((includi11g.
(i) The 01iginal EIS frn 111, 01
(ii) A legible copy of the EIS fo1rn, aud
(iii) Paohibiting withholding of a 1ccrnd Fo1 nonpay111tnt of school,
p1cschool, VI day cate fees 01 a11y othct 1caso11)) from school (withholding a record for any reason, including nonpayment of school, preschool, or day care fees is prohibited).
(c) Access to immunization records ((fv1 each child crnollcd)) by
agents of the state or local health department for each child enrolled.
((f+27))@ Persons or organizations administering immunizations,
either public or private, shall:
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(a) Furnish each person immunized, or his or her parent, with a
written record of immunization containing information required by the
state board of health; and
(b) Provide immunizations and records in accordance with chapter
((T4S=ffl0)) 246-100 WAC.
((fHt)) i!fil. Chief administrators of schools, preschools, and day
care centers shall ((1cpo1t as follows.
(a) The chief adn1inisliato1 of each school shall frn ward a w1ittcn
a1111ual 1cpo1 t to the dcpa1 ltttciil a11d local lacalth dcpa1 tt11cnt 011 the
i111111unization status of child1c11 in school.
(i) By Octobci I 5 of each yca1, except iu the event of a late school

opcni11g when the 1cpo1 tis due tl1i1 lj days aftc1 the fi1st day of sel1ool,
and
(ii) On founs provided by the dcpat li11cnt.
(b) The chief ad1ni11isliato1 of each p1cschool and day care ccntc1
shall fot wa1 d a wt ittcn annual rcpot t to the dcpar linc11t and local
health dcpa1 tntcnt on the innnunization status of child1 en in p1 cschool
01 day caic)) forward a written annual report to the department and
local health department on the immunization status of children as
follows:
---caffor schools: By November I of each year on forms provided by
the department (except in the event of a late school opening when the
report is due thirty days after the first day of school);
(b) For preschools and day care centers: By February I of each year
on forms provided by the department.
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WITHDRAW AL OF PROPOSED RULES

PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION
[Filed May 22, 1991, 2:55 p.m.)

The Public Disclosure Commission hereby withdraws the
following rules filed with your office on November 8,
1990:
WSR 90-23-001
WSR 90-23-002
WSR 90-23-003

WAC 390-16-308
WAC 390-16-312
WAC 390-05-2 IO
Karen M. Copeland
Administrative Officer

sources; WAC 390-05-210, amends definition of contribution; and WAC 390-16-308, provides necessary guidance to those subject to the campaign disclosure law.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implementation and Enforcement: Graham E. Johnson,
Olympia, 753-1111.
Name of Proponent: Public Disclosure Commission,
governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or
state court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: WAC 390-16-312, the rule gives instructions to
candidates and treasurers who receive excessive contributions or contributions from uncertain sources. Such
contributions are to be returned to the contributor within
ten days or forfeited to the state; WAC 390-05-210,
amends definition of "contribution" to exclude news media, periodicals, feature and editorial articles; excludes
certain communications within organizations; and excludes certain advertising on a person's own property;
and WAC 390-16-308, amends existing rule which provides direction on how the source of a contribution is
determined and attributed. Assigns responsibility to person who makes a contribution to inform the recipient of
the true source.
Proposal does not change existing rules.
No small business economic impact statement 1s required for this proposal by chapter 19.85 RCW.
Hearing Location: Evergreen Plaza Building, 711
Capitol Way, 2nd Floor Conference Room, Olympia,
WA, on June 25, 1991, at 9 a.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Public Disclosure
Commission, 403 Evergreen Plaza Building, FJ-42,
Olympia, WA 98504-3342, by June 15, 1991.
Date of Intended Adoption: June 25, 1991.
May22, 1991
Graham E. Johnson
Executive Director
NEW SECTION

WSR 91-11-105

PROPOSED RULES

PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION
[Filed May 22, 1991, 2:57 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: New WAC 390-16-312 Handling contributions of uncertain origin; and amending WAC 39005-210 Definition of contribution and 390-16-308
Identification of source of contribution.
Purpose: WAC 390-16-312, to instruct candidates
and treasurers how to process contributions prohibited
by RCW 42.17.105 and [42.17].120; WAC 390-05-210,
to expand the definition of "contribution" to exclude
news media stories and comment; exclude internal communications and private messages; WAC 390-16-308,
to assign responsibility to the giver to provide a candidate or treasurer with the source of the contribution.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 42.17 .370.
Summary: WAC 390-16-312, the rule provides guidance for reporting contributions received from uncertain

WAC 390-16-312 HANDLING CONTRIBUTIONS OF UNCERTAIN ORIGIN. No contribution shall be deposited by any candidate or treasurer who believes, from the face of the contribution instrument or for any other reason, the contribution was made in a fictitious name, by one person through an agent, relative, political committee, or any other person so as to conceal the source of the
contribution or to exceed the contribution limits provided in RCW
42.17. I 05(8). The candidate or treasurer shall return such contributions within ten calendar days to the original contributor if his or her
identity is known. Otherwise, the contribution instrument shall be endorsed and made payable to "Washington State Treasurer" and the
contribution sent to the Public Disclosure Commission for deposit in
the state's general fund.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 88-02, filed 7/1/88)

WAC 390-05-210 DEFINITION-CONTRIBUTION. ill The
term "contribution" as defined in RCW 42.17.020(10) shall be deemed
to include, among other things, furnishing services or property or rights
on a discriminatory basis or at less than their fair market value as defined in WAC 390-05-235, for the purpose of assisting any candidate
or political committee. When such in-kind contribution of goods or
services is provided, it shall be reported at its fair market value, per
WAC 390-05-235.
(2) The following activities are not considered to be contributions or
independent campaign expenditures reportable under RCW 42.17.090
or .100:
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subdivision through provisions of constitutions, bylaws, contracts or
other rules, or through formal or informal practices or procedures;
(iii) Whether the corporation or organization has the authority or
ability to hire, appoint, demote or otherwise control the officers or other decision-making employees or members of the subsidiary or
subdivision;
(iv) Whether the corporation or organization has common or overlapping membership with the subsidiary or subdivision which indicates
a formal or ongoing relationship between the two entities((:));
(v) Whether the corporation or organization has common or overlapping officers or employees with the subsidiary or subdivision which
indicates a formal or ongoing relationship between the two entities;
(vi) Whether the corporation or organization provides funds or
goods in a significant amount or on an ongoing basis through direct or
indirect payments to the subsidiary or subdivision.
(6) Contributions made by political committees established, financed, maintained, or controlled by any corporation, organization, or
any other person, including any parent, subsidiary, branch, division,
department, or local unit of such person, shall be considered to have
been made by a single political committee.

(a) news, feature or editorial comment in a broadcast media program or in a regularly scheduled issue of a printed periodical (including periodicals published by businesses and organizations for their respective employees or members) to communicate ratings, evaluations,
endorsements or recommendations for or against a candidate or ballot
proposition,
(b) internal political communications from a corporation or similar
enterprise to its officers, management staff and stockholders or from a
union, association or other membership organization to its members,
(c) messages in the form of reader boards, banners, yard or window
signs displayed on a person's own property or property occupied by the
organization, business or union. Provided that, any person, space or
property used for such political advertising for which a rental charge is
normally made shall be reported as an in-kind contribution.
Reviser's note: RCW 34.05.395 requires the use of underlining and
deletion marks to indicate amendments to existing rules. The rule published above varies from its predecessor in certain respects not indicated by the use of these markings.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 90-20-088, filed
9/28/90)
WAC 390-16-308
IDENTIFICATION OF SOURCE OF
CONTRIBUTION. Any person who makes a contribution shall inform the candidate or treasurer, at the time the contribution is made,
of the true and actual source of funds from which the contribution is
made. To identify the source of a contribution received by check or
other written instrument in the absence of other information, a candidate or treasurer shall ( (asee1 taiu the souice of the eouh ibutiou 01
. type of busiuess eutity aud)) apply the following:
Provided, that in cases where the source of the contribution is known
and differs from the guidelines set forth below, the known source of the
contribution shall be reported;
Provided further, that contributions made by or through a lobbyist
shall identify the true and actual source of the funds for whom the
contribution was made.
(I) A contribution drawn upon a single account shall be attributed
to the account holder as identified by the name printed on the face of
the check or negotiable instrument.
(2) A contribution drawn upon a joint account shall be attributed in
equal proportion to each of the account holders as identified by the
names printed on the face of the check or negotiable instrument unless
the candidate or treasurer is notified in writing that the contribution
should be allocated in different proportions.
(3) A contribution made by a sole proprietor or drawn upon the account of a business which is a sole proprietorship shall be attributed to
the owner of the business entity.
(4) A contribution drawn upon the account of a partnership shall be
attributed to the partnership as a separate entity except that;
Any check drawn upon the partnership account but which is to be
paid from the capital account of one or more individual partners shall
identify at the time of transmittal to the candidate or treasurer the
name(s) of the contributing partner(s) and shall be attributed to the
contributing partner(s).
(5) A contribution drawn upon the account of a corporation, union,
association or other similar organization shall be attributed to the corporation, union, association or other similar organization as a separate
entity except that;
(a) a contribution drawn upon the account of a wholly owned or
controlled subsidiary shall identify the name of the parent or controlling corporation and the contribution shall be attributed to the parent
or controlling corporation;
(b) a contribution drawn upon the account of a controlled union
subdivision shall identify the name of the controlling union and the
contribution shall be attributed to the controlling union;
(c) a contribution drawn upon the account of a controlled subdivision of an association or other similar organization shall name the
controlling association or other similar organization and the contribution shall be attributed to the controlling association.
(d) A subsidiary, union subdivision or subdivision of an association
or other similar organization is "controlled" by another entity if it does
not maintain executive and fiscal independence over its operations and
functions as demonstrated by:
(i)" Whether the corporation or organization owns a controlling interest in the voting stock or securities of the subsidiary or subdivision;
(ii) Whether the corporation or organization has the authority or
ability to direct or participate in the governance of the subsidiary or

Reviser's note: RCW 34.05.395 requires the use of underlining and
deletion marks to indicate amendments to existing rules. The rule published above varies from its predecessor in certain respects not indicated by the use of these markings.
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PERMANENT RULES

BOARD OF BOILER RULES
[Filed May 22, 1991. 3:10 p.m.)

Date of Adoption: May 21, 1991.
Purpose: To comply with actions taken by the Board
of Boiler Rules.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 70.79.040.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-09-046 on April
16, 1991.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 21, 1991
Robert E. Reid
Chairman
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-104-801 NUCLEAR REPAIRS/REPLACEMENT. Repairs/replacement to all nuclear
components, appurtenances, and their supports shall
conform to the rules contained in the ASME Section XI
Code. Where a repair /replacement to a pressure retaining part is performed, an N IS-2 data report, signed by
the owner and the authorized nuclear inservice inspector
shall be submitted to the jurisdiction, as required by
ASME Section XI Code. The ASME Section XI Code
year and addenda shall be as specified in the owner inservice inspection program plan.
NEW SECTION
WAC 296-104-805
NUCLEAR REPAIRSSAFETY DEVICES. All nuclear components shall be
safe-guarded by safety devices, as specified in the
ASME Section III Code.
The resetting, repair, and restamping of these safety
devices shall be performed only by organizations holding
a valid certificate of authorization to repair ASME Section II I safety devices. Nuclear plant owners, however,
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with an approved ASME Section XI program, may authorize resetting, repairing, or replacement of their safety devices. Resetting, repairing/replaceme nt activities
shall be witnessed and approved by a commissioned inspector. All repaired safety devices shall be resealed
showing the identification of the organization making
the repair and the date.

WSR 91-11-107

PERMANENT RULES

BOARD OF BOILER RULES
[Filed May 22, 1991, 3:11 p.m.]

Date of Adoption: May 21, 1991.
Purpose: To comply with actions taken by the Board
of Boiler Rules.
Citation of Existing Rules Affected by this Order:
Amending WAC 296-104-120 Inspection-Condem ned
boilers or unfired pressure vessels, 296-104-200 Standards for new construction, and 296-104-015 Board
meetings.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 70.79.040.
Pursuant to notice filed as WSR 91-09-047 on April
16, 1991.
Effective Date of Rule: Thirty-one days after filing.
May 21, 1991
Robert E. Reid
Chairman
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 90-07082, filed 3/21/90, effective 4/21/90)
WAC 296-104-015 BOARD MEETINGS. The
board of boiler rules shall hold its regular meetings in
January, March, May, September and November of
each year. The time, place, and date of each regular
meeting shall be set by the chairman of the board and
published annually. Special meetings may be called by
the chairman when considered necessary by the board.
The chief inspector will serve as secretary to the board
without vote.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Part III, filed
3/23/60)
INSPECTION-CO NWAC 296-104-120
DEMNED BOILERS OR UNFIRED PRESSURE
VESSEL. Any boiler or unfired pressure vessel having
been inspected and declared unsafe by the inspector,
shall be stamped by the inspector with an arrowhead
stamp having an overall length of I /2 inch and width of
3 /8 inch on either side of the letter "X" and the letter
"W," as shown by the following facsimile, which will
designate a condemned boiler or unfired pressure vessel
(-->XW<-- ). A final inspection shall be filed
with the chief inspector with the word "condemned"
across the report.

AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 90-04009, filed 1/26/90, effective 2/26/90)
WAC 296-104-200 STANDARDS FOR NEW
CONSTRUCTION . The standards for new construction
are the 1989 edition, with addenda, of ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code, Sections I, III, IV, VIII, and X,
the 1987 edition of ASME/ANSI PVH0-1 (Standard
for Pressure Vessels for Human Occupancy), the 1987
edition of ANSI B31.3 (Chemical Plant & Petroleum
Refinery Piping) for oil and chemical plants, and the
1989 edition of ASME/ ANSI B31. I (Power Piping) for
other nonnuclear construction with all addenda as issued
and made part of the above referenced ASME/ ANSI
sections of the codes. These codes and standards may be
used on or after the date of issue and become mandatory
twelve months after adoption by the board as specified in
RCW 70.79.050(2). The board recognizes that the
ASME Code states that new editions of the code become
mandatory on issue and that subsequent addenda become mandatory six months after the date of issue. Also,
in circumstances such as nuclear systems, the time period for addenda becoming mandatory is defined in the
Code of Federal Regulations.
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETINGS

HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION
[Memorandum-May 22, 1991]

There has been a change in the dates of the regular
commission meeting of the Washington State Human
Rights Commission being held in Richland, Washington.
The dates listed in WSR 91-11-080 have been changed
from June 26 and 27, to June 19 and 20, at the same
location, City Hall Council Chambers, 505 Swift Boulevard, Richland. The meeting on June 19, will begin at
7:00 p.m. and will be a planning and training session
only. The regular business meeting on June 20, will begin at 9:30 a.m.

WSR 91-11-109

PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Public Assistance)
[Filed May 22, 1991, 4:45 p.m.)

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: WAC 388-49-030 Filing an
application.
Purpose: The Mickey Leland Memorial Domestic
Hunger Relief Act, Public Law 101-624, and interim
regulations issued by United States Department of Agriculture, Food and Nutrition Service require the department to amend the Washington Administrative
Code to reduce citizenship or alien declaration requirements for households applying for food stamps.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 74.04.510.
[ 352]
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Statute Being Implemented: RCW 74.04.510.
Summary: The amended rule will provide that one
adult representative of the household may attest, under
penalty of perjury, that all members of the household
are citizens or aliens eligible for participation in the food
stamp program under the alien provisions of the Food
Stamp Act.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: Require only one adult
representative of the household to attest, under penalty
of perjury, to United States citizenship or eligible alien
status of all household members at the time of
application.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implementation and Enforcement: Mick Determan, Income Assistance, 753-4005.
Name of Proponent: Department of Social and Health
Services, governmental.
Rule is necessary because of federal law, Mickey
Leland Memorial Domestic Hunter Relief Act, Public
Law 101-624.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: Same as above.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: See
above.
No small business economic impact statement is required for this proposal by chapter 19.85 RCW.
Hearing Location: OB-2 Auditorium, 12th and
Franklin, Olympia, Washington, on June 25, 1991, at
10:00 a.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Troyce Warner, Chief,
Office of Issuances, Department of Social and Health
Services, Mailstop OB-33H, Olympia, Washington
98504, by June 25, 1991.
Date of Intended Adoption: July I, 1991.
May 22, 1991
Dewey Brock
for Rosemary Carr
Acting Director
Administrative Services
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 2770, filed 3/2/89)
WAC 388-49-030 FILING AN APPLICATION. (I) The department shall:
(a) Make application forms readily available((;)); and
(b) Provide an application to any person requesting one.
(2) A person shall file an application by submitting the form to the
CSO:
(a) In person((;));
(b) By mail((;)); or
(c) Through an authorized representative.
(3) A household consisting of SSI members may file an application
at the Social Security Administration district office (SSA DO).
(4) A person has a right to file an application on the same day he or
she contacts the department.
(5) The department shall accept an incomplete application filed by a
responsible household member or authorized representative who:
(a) Completes the name and address((;)); and
(b) Signs the application.
(6) The department shall require one of the following persons to sign
the application attesting to ((thcir)) citizenship or alien status for all
household members:
-(a) ((Elrch)) An adult household member; or

(b) ((Au ad bit household n1tu1bc1 for hOtischold 111cu1bc1 s u11dci

cightccu ycats of age, and
ftj)) The applicant, in the absence of an adult household member((;
fo1 all household n1c111bt1s undci cightccu yca1s of age)).
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PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
(Public Assistance)
[Filed May 22, 1991, 4:47 p.m.)

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: WAC 388-49-040 Supplemental security income households; and 388-49-120 Application
disposition.
Purpose: Public Law 99-570 and regulations issued by
Department of Agriculture Food and Nutrition Service
require the department to establish effective timelines
for receipt and approval of a food stamp application
submitted by a resident of an institution through the
Social Security Administration District Office prior to
that resident's release.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 74.04.510.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 74.04.510.
Summary: The amended rule will indicate that a· food
stamp application submitted by a resident of an institution through the Social Security Administration District
Office and received by the department shall be considered filed the day the resident is released from the institution. The department shall be required to complete the
certification action on the food stamp application by the
30th day from the date of release.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: Provide greater accessibility to agency service and assistance programs for a
resident of an institution who is attempting to complete
necessary planning for release and return to community
living.
·
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting,
Implementation and Enforcement: Mick Determan, Income Assistance, 753-4005.
Name of Proponent: Department of Social and Health
Services, governmental.
Rule is necessary because of federal law, Public Law
99-570 and CFR 273.2(k).
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: Same as above.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: See
above.
No small business economic impact statement is required for this proposal by chapter 19.85 RCW.
Hearing Location: OB-2 Auditorium, 12th and
Franklin, Olympia, Washington, on June 25, 1991, at
10:00 a.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Troyce Warner, Chief,
Office of Issuances, Department of Social and Health
Services, Mailstop OB-33H, Olympia, Washington
98504, by June 25, 1991.
Date of Intended Adoption: July I, 1991.
May22, 1991
Dewey Brock
for Rosemary Carr
Acting Director
Administrative Services
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AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order 2575, filed 12/31/87)
WAC 388-49-040 SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME
(SSI) HOUSEHOLDS. (I) The department shall complete certification of food stamp applications processed by the Social Security Administration district office (SSADO} no later than thirty days after the
date ((a food stamp applicatio11 is filed));
(a) A household consisting solely of persons eligible for or applying
for SSI files an application at the SSADOi...Q!:
(b) An applicant is released from a public institution when the person filed an application before release.
(2) The department shall begin the expedited service time frame on
the date the:
hl..f.orrect community services office (CSO) receives the application of a noninstitutionalized SSI household; or
(b) Applicant is released from a public institution.
(3) The department shall complete recertification when a SSl/food
stamp household files a timely request ((has been made)) through the
SSA DO.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending Order i575, filed 12/31/87)
WAC 388-49-120 APPLICATION DISPOSITION. (I) The department shall provide a household ((wrttr)) which completes the initial
application process an opportunity to participate no later than thirty
days following the date the application was filed.
(2) The department shall consider the date the application is filed as
the date the:
(a) Application is received in the correct community services office
(CSO) except for conditions described under subsection (2)(b) and (c)
of this section; or
(b) Application is received in the Social Security Administration
District Office (SSADO) from a noninstitutionalized household consisting solely of persons applying, or eligible, for. Supplemental Security Income (SSI); or
(c) Applicant is released from a public institution when the person
applied for SSI and food stamps through the SSA DO before release.
(3) The department shall send a written approval or denial notice
((of app1ooal, denial, 01 pendi11g status)) to all applicants as soon as a
determination of eligibility and benefit level is made((;-bttt-not)) based
on documentary evidence provided by the applicant. Such written notice shall be issued no later than thirty days after the date ((of)) the
application is filed. ((The thi1 ty=day pe1 iod ends))
( 4) The JePartment shall send a written denial notice on the thirtieth day after the date the application is filed when documentary evidence is not provided to make an eligibility determination.
(5) The department shall send the denial notice on the last working
day ((prior-to)) before the thirtieth day when the thirtieth day falls on
a weekend or a holiday.
((ffl)) ill The department shall delay the written notice until the
thirtieth day when the household has been denied food stamps with an
eligibility decision pending for AFDC or SSL
((t47)) ill The household may voluntarily withdraw the application
any time ((prioT-to)) before the eligibility determination ((of
eligibility)).
Refiser's note: RCW 34.05.395 requires the use of underlining and
deletion marks to indicate amendments to existing rules. The rule published above varies from its predecessor in certain respects not indicated by the use of these markings.
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PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES
[Filed May 22, 1991, 4:50 p.m.]

Original Notice.
Title of Rule: Commercial fishing rules.
Purpose: Amend shellfish rules.
Statutory Authority for Adoption: RCW 75.08.080.
Statute Being Implemented: RCW 75.08.080.

Summary: Set sea urchin and sea cucumber seasons;
change opening date for Shrimp Districts 1, 2, and 3 by
one day.
Reasons Supporting Proposal: The seasons need to be
set for notice to fishers.
Name of Agency Personnel Responsible for Drafting:
Evan S. Jacoby, Mailstop AX-11, Olympia,
Washington, 753-6585; Implementation: Judith Freeman, Mailstop AX-1 I, Olympia, Washington, 7536749; and Enforcement: Dayna Matthews, Mailstop
AX-1 I, Olympia, Washington, 753-6585.
Name of Proponent: Washington State Department of
Fisheries, governmental.
Rule is not necessitated by federal law, federal or
state court decision.
Explanation of Rule, its Purpose, and Anticipated Effects: This proposal sets seasons for commercial harvest
of sea urchins and sea cucumbers during the period I 99 I
for sea urchins and I 99 I through I 994 for sea cucumbers. The old seasons have expired, and there is product
available for harvest. Both seasons have a phased-in
fishery, which will stabilize price and allow for a complete season. The shrimp season is delayed one day to
have commercial and recreational harvest begin at the
same time.
Proposal Changes the Following Existing Rules: As
above.
No small business economic impact statement is required for this proposal by chapter 19.85 RCW.
This proposal does not affect IO percent of the businesses in any one three-digit industrial classification nor
20 percent of all businesses.
Hearing Location: Large Conference Room, General
Administration Building, Olympia, on July 2, 1991, at
1:00 p.m.
Submit Written Comments to: Hearings Officer,
Washington State Department of Fisheries, 115 General
Administration Building, Olympia, WA 98504, by July
2, 1991.
Date of Intended Adoption: July 9, 1991.
May 22, 1991
Judith Merchant
Deputy
for Joseph R. Blum
Director
AMENDATORY
11/6/87)

SECTION

(Amending Order 87-187, filed

WAC 220-52-051 SHRIMP FISHERY-PUGET SOUND. It is
unlawful to fish for or possess shrimp taken for commercial purposes
from Puget Sound except as provided for in this section:
(I) SHRIMP DISTRICTS: The following areas are defined as shrimp
fishing districls:
(a) Shrimp District I - (Protection Island, Discovery Bay) Waters
south of a line from McCurdy Point on the Quimper Peninsula to the
northern tip of Protection Island then to Rocky Point on the Miller
Peninsula and all waters of Discovery Bay.
(b) Shrimp District 2 - (Griffin Bay) Waters south of a line projected true east-west through Turn Rock Light from San Juan Island
to Lopez Island and north of a line projected true east from Cattle
Point on San Juan Island to Lopez Island.
(c) Shrimp District 3 - (Port Angeles) Waters inside Ediz Hook
west of a line from the tip of Ediz Hook to the ITT Rayonier Dock.
(d) Shrimp District 4 - (Sequim Bay) Waters of Sequim Bay south
of a line projected true west from Travis Spit on the Miller Peninsula.
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(e) Shrimp District 5 - (Hood Canal) Waters south of the Hood
Canal Floating Bridge.
(f) Shrimp District 6 - (Carr Inlet) Waters of Carr Inlet north of a
line projected from Penrose Point to Green Point.
(2) TRAWL GEAR:
(a) SEASONS - Open to trawl gear April 15 through October 15 except closed in:
(i) Shrimp Districts I, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
(ii) Waters south of the Narrows Bridge.
(iii) Waters closed to trawl fishing in WAC 220-49-015.
(b) GEAR RESTRICTIONS - Otter trawl gear may not be used.
(3) SHELLFISH POT GEAR:
(a) SEASONS - Open to shellfish pot gear April 15 through October
15 except:
(i) Open in Shrimp Districts I, 2, and 3 from May ((+5)) .!&
through September 15.
(ii) Closed in Shrimp Districts 4, 5, and 6 unless opened by emergency regulation.
(b) GEAR RESTRICTIONS (i) In all areas, maximum JOO pots per fisherman, except:
(A) Maximum 75 pots per fisherman in Marine Fish-Shellfish
Management and Catch Reporting Area 28B.
(B) Maximum 50 pots per fisherman in Shrimp Districts I, 2, and 5.
(C) Maximum 10 pots per fisherman in Shrimp District 3.
(ii) In all shrimp districts:
(A) Buoys must be orange in color and consist of durable material
that will remain floating on the surface with five pounds attached;
bleach or antifreeze bottles or other containers may not be used as
floats.
(B) The line attaching the pot to the buoy must be weighted sufficiently to prevent the line from floating on the surface.
(iii) In Shrimp Districts 2 and 5:
(A) The entire top, bottom, and sides of the pot, except entrance
tunnels, must be constructed of mesh material having a minimum
mesh of such size that a 7 /8 inch square peg can pass through without
changing the shape of the opening.
(B) All entrance tunnels must open into the pot from the sides.
(C) The sum of the maximum widths of all entrance tunnels must
not exceed one-half of the perimeter of the bottom of the pot.
AMENDATORY SECTION
11/6/87)

(Amending Order 87-187, filed

WAC 220-52-071 SEA CUCUMBERS. It is unlawful to take or
possess sea cucumbers taken for commercial purposes except as provided for in this section.
(I) Sea cucumber districts:
(a) Sea Cucumber District I is defined as those waters of Marine
Fish-Shellfish Management and Catch Reporting Areas 20A, 20B,
21A, 218, 22A, 22B, and 23B outside of the following closed areas:
(i) San Juan Channel and Upright Channel within the following
lines: North of a line from Cattle Point on San Juan Island to Davis
Point on Lopez Island and south of a line projected from Flat Point on
Lopez Island true west to Shaw Island; west of a line from Neck Point
on Shaw Island to Steep Point on Orcas Island; south of a line from
Steep Point on Orcas Island to Limestone Point on San Juan Island.
(ii) Haro Strait north of a line projected east-west one-half mile
south of Eagle Point on San Juan Island and south of a line projected
east-west one-quarter mile north of Lime Kiln Light on San Juan
Island.
(iii) Within one-quarter mile of Green Point on Spieden Island.
(iv) Within one-quarter mile of Gull Reef, located between Spieden
Island and Johns Island.
(b) Sea Cucumber District 2 is defined as those waters of Marine
Fish-Shellfish Management and Catch Reporting Areas 23A, 23C,
23D, 25A, 25B, 25C, 25D, 25E, 29 and those waters west of the
Bonilla-Tatoosh Line, Pacific Ocean waters, Grays Harbor, Willapa
Bay, and the waters at the mouth of the Columbia River west of the
Buoy I0 Line.
(c) Sea Cucumber District 3 is defined as those waters of Marine
Fish-Shellfish Management and Catch Reporting Areas 24A, 248,
24C, 24D, 26A, 268, 26C, and 26D.
(d) Sea Cucumber District 4 is defined as those .waters of Marine
Fish-Shellfish Management and Catch Reporting Areas 27 A, 278,
27C, 28A, 28B, 28C, and 28D.
(2) Sea cucumber areas and seasons:
(a) District I open May I through October 31, ( (+98'1)) 1991.
(b) District 2 open May I through October 31, ((-l-9SS)) 1992.
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(c) District 3 open May I through October 31, ((~)) 1993 except
Marine Fish Shellfish Management and Catch Reporting Area 26C is
closed to the harvest of sea urchins after August 31, 1993.
(d) District 4 open May I through October 31, ((+996)) 1994.
(e) Other areas and times as authorized by permit issued by the
director.
(f) During the seasons provided for in this subsection, harvest is restricted to Monday through Wednesday May I through May 14,
Monday through Thursday May 15 through June 30, and Monday
through Friday thereafter. Divers may not take sea cucumbers from
one-half hour before official sunset to official sunrise or 6:00 a.m.,
whichever is later.
(3) Shellfish diver gear:
(a) Divers must have a permit issued by the director to take sea cucumbers for commercial purposes.
(b) Divers operating from a vessel must have a number assigned by
the department placed on both sides and the top of the vessel in such a
manner that the number is clearly visible when the vessel is viewed
from either side or from the air, and the letters must be black on white
no less than eighteen inches in height and of proportional width.
(c) ((Divc1s 11ta) not take sea cucu111bc1s f10111 one half hou1 bcfo1c

official sunset to official sum isc
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6.00
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tilt)) Divers may not fish for or possess geoduck clams during commercial sea cucumber harvesting operations, or possess geoduck ·clams
on a vessel that has sea cucumbers on board.
(4) Trawl gear:
(a) Trawl gear is limited to that gear and those times authorized
under chapter 220-48 WAC, or otherwise as authorized by a permit
issued by the director.
(b) Up to one hundred pounds of sea cucumbers may be taken
without regard to other species aboard, but landings of more than one
hundred pounds are lawful only if sea cucumbers represent no more
than twenty percent of the total weight of fish on board. No trawl vessel may land more than two hundred fifty pounds of sea cucumbers in
any one vessel trip except as authorized by permit issued by the
director.

AMENDATORY SECTION
11/6/87)

(Amending Order 87-187, filed

WAC 220-52-073 SEA URCHINS. It is unlawful to take or
possess sea urchins taken for commercial purposes except as provided
for in this section.
(I) Sea urchin districts:
(a) Sea Urchin District I (Northern San Juan Islands) is defined as
Marine Fish-Shellfish Management and Catch Reporting Areas 20A,
208, and those waters of Area 22A north of a line projected east-west
one-quarter mile north of Lime Kiln Light on San Juan Island and
west of a line projected true north from Limestone Point on San Juan
Island. The following areas within Sea Urchin District I are closed to
the harvest of sea urchins at all times:
(i) Those waters within one-quarter mile of Green Point on Spiedcn
Island.
(ii) Those waters within one-quarter mile of Gull Reef, located between Spieden and Johns Island.
(b) Sea Urchin District 2 (Southern San Juan Islands and Port
Townsend) is defined as those waters of Marine Fish-Shellfish Management and Catch Reporting Arca 22A south of a line projected
east-west one-quarter mile north of Lime Kiln Light on San Juan Island and east of a line projected true north from Limestone Point on
San Juan Island and Areas 238 and 25A. The following areas within
Sea Urchin District 2 are closed to the harvest of sea urchins at all
times:
(i) Those waters of Haro Strait north of a line projected cast-west
one-half mile south of Eagle Point on San Juan Island and south of a
line projected l:ast-west one-quarter mile north of Lime Kiln Light on
San Juan Island.
(ii) Those waters of San Juan Channel and Upright Channel within
the following lines: North of a line from Cattle Point on San Juan Island to Davis Point on Lopez Island; south of a line projected from
Flat Point on Lopez Island true west to Shaw Island; west of a line
from Neck Point on Shaw Island to Steep Point on Orcas Island; south
of a line from Steep Point on Orcas Island to Limestone Point on San
Juan Island.
(c) Sea Urchin District 3 (Port Angeles) is defined as those waters
of Marine Fish-Shellfish Management and Catch Reporting Area 23C
cast of a line projected true north from Low Point, and Area 23D.
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(d) Sea Urchin District 4 (Sekiu) is defined as those waters of Marine Fish-Shellfish Management and Catch Reporting Area 23C west
of a line projected true north from Low Point and those waters of Arca
29 east of a line projected true north from the mouth of Rasmussen
Creek (3.1 miles southeast of Sail Rock).
(e) Sea Urchin District 5 is defined as those waters of Marine FishShellfish Management and Catch Reporting Area 29 west of a line
projected true north from the mouth of Rasmussen Creek (3.1 miles
southeast of Sail Rock) and Areas 59A and 598. Within Sea Urchin
District 5, waters within one-quarter mile of Tatoosh Island are closed
to the harvest of sea urchins at all times.
(2) Sea urchin areas, seasons, species, and sizes:
Option I
(a) ((Bish ict 2 is opc11 Octobc1 1, 1987 tlnough Ma1ch 31, 1988 to
ha1 vest red sea u1cl1ins between 4.0 and 5.25 i11chcs.
(b) Oisli ict S is opc11 Octobc1 I, 1987 tin ough Mai ch 31, 1988 to
hat vest 1cd sea 01chi11s between 3.25 a11d 4.5 i11clics.
fct)) District I is open October((+)) 15, ((+9tttt)) 1991, through
((Ma1ch 31, 1989)) October 31, 1991, Monday throuiii"Wcdnesda y
only, and is open November I, 1991, through December 31, 1991,
Monday through Friday only, to harvest~ red sea urchins between 4.0
and 5.25 inches in size.
((ffl)) ill District 4 is open October ((+)) Ll· ((+9tttt)) 1991,
through ((Ma1ch 31, 1989)) October 31, 1991, Monday through
Wednesday only, and is open November I, 1991, through January 31,
1992, seven days per week, to harvest ~ red sea urchins between 3.25
and 5.0 inches in size.
Option 2
(a) District I is open October 15, 1991, through October 31, 1991,
Monday through Wednesday only, and is open November I, 1991,
through April 15, 1992, Monday through Friday only, to harvest of red
sea urchins between 4.0 and 5.25 inches in size.
(b) District 4 is open October 15, 1991, through October 31, 1991,
Monday through Wednesday only, and is open November I, 1991,
through April 15, 1992, seven day per week, to harvest of red sea
urchins between 4.0 and 5.25 inches in size.
Option 3
(a) District I is open November I, 1991, through November 15,
1991, Monday through Wednesday only, and is open November 16,
1991, through December 31, 1991, Monday through Friday only, to
harvest of red sea urchins between 4.0 and 5.25 inches in size.
(b) District 4 is open November I, 1991, through November 15,
1991, Monday through Wednesday only, and is open November 16,
1991, through December 31, 1991, seven days per week, to harvest of
red sea urchins between 4.0 and 5.25 inches in size.
(((c) Bish ict 3 is opc11 Octobc1 I. 1989 tluough Ma1ch 31, 1990 to
ha1 vest 1cd sea u1cl1i11s between 3.25 and 5.0 incites.
fit)) i£l Otherwise as authorized by a permit issued by the director.
(g) All sizes in this subsection arc shell diameter exclusive of the
spines.
(3) Shellfish diver gear:
(a) Divers may only use hand-operated equipment that docs not
penetrate the shell.
(b) Sea urchins may not be taken from water shallower than 10 feet
below mean lower low water.
(c) Green and purple sea urchins may not be taken.
(d) Divers operating from a vessel must have a number assigned by
the department, placed on both sides and the lop of the vessel in such a
manner that the number is clearly visible when the vessel is viewed
from either side or from the air and the number must be black on
white no less than 18 inches high and of proportionate width.
(e) Divers may not take sea urchins from one-half hour after sunset
to one-half hour before sunrise.
(f) No processing of sea urchins is permitted aboard the harvest
vessel.
(g) Divers may not take sea urchins for use other than as human
food.
(h) Variance from any of the provisions of this subsection is only allowed if authorized by a permit issued by the director.
Reviser's note: The typographical error in the above section occurred in the copy filed by the agency and appears in the Register
pursuant to the requirements of RCW 34.08.040.
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16-230-410
16-230-440
16-230-440
16-230-450
16-230-450
16-230-460
16-230-460
16-230-470
16-230-470
16-230-475
16-230-475
16-230-605
16-230-605
16-230-610
16-230-610

AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD

91-05-006
91-09-028
91-05-006
91-09-028
91-05-006
91-09-028
91-05-006
91-09-028
91-05-006
91-09-028
91-05-006
91-09-028
91-05-006
91-09-028
91-05-006
91-09-028
91-05-006
91-09-028
91-05-006
91-09-028
91-05-006
91-09-028
91-05-006
91-09-028
91-05-006
91-09-028
91-05-006
91-09-028
91-05-006
91-09-028
91-05-006
91-09-028
91-05-007
91-05-007
91-05-007
91-05-007
91-05-007
91-05-007
91-05-007
91-05-007
91-05-007
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106 .
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-04-078
91-08-058
91-04-078
91-08-058
91-04-078
91-08-058
91-04-078
91-08-058
91-04-078
91-08-058
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019

WAC#

16-230-615
16-230-615
16-230-625
16-230-625
16-230-670
16-230-670
16-230-675
16-230-675
16-231-001
16-231-001
16-231-033
16-231-033
16-231-100
16-231-100
16-231-148
16-231-148
16-231-200
16-231-200
16-231-205
16-231-205
16-231-210
16-231-210
16-231-235
16-231-235
16-231-238
16-231-238
16-231-300
16-231-300
16-231-305
16-231-305
16-231-310
16-231-310
16-231-330
16-231-330
16-231-340
16-231-340
16-231-343
16-231-343
16-231-400
16-231-400
16-231-405
16-231-405
16-231-410
16-231-410
16-231-420
16-231-420
16-231-425
16-231-425
16-231-500
16-231-500
16-231-505
16-231-505
16-231-510
16-231-510
16-231-525
16-231-525
16-231-530
16-231-530
16-231-600
16-231-600
16-231-605
16-231-605
16-231-610
16-231-610
16-231-615
16-231-615
16-231-620
16-231-620
16-231-700
16-231-700
16-231-705
16-231-705
16-231-715
16-231-715
16-231-720
16-231-720
16-231-800

WSR
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
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#

91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-!06
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106

WAC#

16-231-800
16-231-805
16-231-805
16-231-825
16-231-825
16-231-840
16-231-840
16-231-900
16-231-900
16-231-905
16-231-905
16-231-935
16-231-935
16-231-938
16-231-938
16-231-950
16-231-950
16-232-001
16-232-001
16-232-100
16-232-100
16-232-105
16-232-105
16-232-110
16-232-110
16-232-120
16-232-120
16-232-200
16-232-200
16-232-205
16-232-205
16-232-220
16-232-220
16-232-225
16-232-225
16-232-300
16-232-300
16-232-305
16-232-305
16-232-315
16-232-315
16-232-950
16-232-950
16-316-280
16-316-280
16-316-285
16-316-285
16-316-290
16-316-290
16-316-620
16-316-622
16-316-715
16-316-800
16-316-820
16-316-970
16-316-975
16-316-980
16-316-985
16-316-990
16-316-995
16-316-997
16-324-375
16-324-375
16-324-380
16-324-380
16-324-605
16-324-605
16-333-200
16-333-200
16-333-205
16-333-205
16-333-210
16-333-210
16-333-215
16-333-215
16-333-220
16-333-220

WSR #
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW

91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-02-106
91-06-019
91-04-066
91-08-017
91-04-066
91-08-017
91-04-066
91-08-017
91-10-082
91-10-082
91-10-082
91-10-082
91-10-082
91-10-082
91-10-082
91-10-082
91-10-082
91-10-082
91-10-082
91-10-082
91-06-061
91-10-029
91-06-061
91-10-029
91-06-061
91-10-029
91-04-068
91-08-015
91-04-068
91-08-015
91-04-068
91-08-015
91-04-068
91-08-015
91-04-068
91-08-015

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

16-333-225
16-333-225
16-333-230
16-333-230
16-333-235
16-333-235
16-333-240
16-333-240
16-333-245
16-333-245
16-354-005
16-354-005
16-354-010
16-354--010
16-354-020
16-354-020
16-354-030
16-354-030
16-354-040
16-354-040
16-354-070
16-354-070
16-354-100
16-354-100
16-403-141
16-403-141
16-470-100
16-471-010
16-471-015
16-471-020
16-471-030
16-471-040
16-471-050
16-471-060
16-471-070
16-471-080
16-481
16-482-001
16-482-001
16-482-005
16-482-005
16-482-006
16-482-006
16-482-007
16-482-007
16-482-010
16-482-010
16-482-015
16-482-015
16-482-016
16-482-016
16-482-017
16-482-017
16-482-020
16-482-020
16-482-030
16-482-030
16-482-040
16-482-040
16-483
16-484--020
16-484--020
16-484-022
16-484-022
16-484--030
16-484--030
16-484--040
16-484--040
16-484--050
16-484--050
16-484--080
16-484--080
16-484--090
16-484-090
16-484-100
16-484-100
16-484-200

NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-W
AMD
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
PREP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
NEW-E

WSR #

WAC#

91-04--068
91-08-015
91-04--068
91-08-015
91-04-068
91-08-015
91-04--068
91-08-015
91-04--068
91-08-015
91-04-067
91-08-016
91-04-067
91-08-016
91-04-067
91-08-016
91-04-067
91-08-016
91-04-067
91-08-016
91-04-067
91-08-016
91-04-067
91-08-016
91-03-093
91-07-015
91-03-115
91-03-046
91-03-046
91-03-046
91-03-046
91-03-046
91-03-046
91-03-046
91-03-046
91-03-046
91-10-013
91-03-105
91-07-016
91-03-105
91-07-016
91-03-105
91-07-016
91-03-105
91-07-016
91-03-105
91-07-016
91-03-105
91-07-016
91-03-105
91-07-016
91-03-105
91-07-016
91-03-105
91-07-016
91-03-105
91-07-016
91-03-105
91-07-016
91-10-013
91-07-037
91-11-053
91-07-037
91-11-053
91-07-037
91-11-053
91-07-037
91-11-053
91-07-037
91-11-053
91-07-037
91-11-053
91-07-037
91-11-053
91-07-037
91-11-053
91-06-035

16-484-200
16-484-205
16-484-205
16-484-210
16-484-210
16-484-220
16-484-220
16-484-230
16-484-230
16-484-240
16-484-240
16-484-250
16-484-250
16-484-260
16-484-260
16-486-001
16-486-001
16-486-010
16-486-010
16-486-015
16-486-015
16-486-020
16-486-020
16-486-025
16-486-025
16-486-030
16-486-030
16-486-035
16-486-035
16-486-040
16-486-040
16-486-045
16-486-045
16-494-001
16-494--001
16-494--0 I 0
16-494-010
16-494-012
16-494-012
16-494-013
16-494-013
16-494-015
16-494-015
16-494-020
16-494-020
16-494-030
16-494-030
16-494-042
16-494-042
16-494-043
16-494--043
16-494-044
16-494-044
16-494--045
16-494-045
16-494-046
16-494--046
16-494--047
16-494-047
16-494-062
16-494--062
16-494--063
16-494--063
16-494--064
16-494-064
16-495-004
16-495-010
16-495-020
16-495-030
16-495-040
16-495-050
16-495-060
16-495-080
16-495-085
16-495-090
16-495-095
16-495-100

WSR #
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
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91-10-095
91-06-035
91-10-095
91-06-035
91-10-095
91-06-035
91-10-095
91-06-035
91-10-095
91-06-035
91-10-095
91-06-035
91-10-095
91-06-035
91-10-095
91-07-036
91-11-054
91-07-036
91-11-054
91-07-036
91-11-054
91-07-036
91-11-054
91-07-036
91-11-054
91-07-036
91-11-054
91-07-036
91-11-054
91-07-036
91-11-054
91-07-036
91-11-054
91-04-066
91-08-017
91-04-066
91-08-017
91-04-066
91-08-017
91-04-066
91-08-017
91-04-066
91-08--017
91-04--066
91-08-017
91-04-066
91-08-017
91-04-066
91-08-017
91-04-066
91-08--017
91-04-066
91-08-017
91-04-066
91-08-017
91-04--066
91-08-017
91-04--066
91-08--017
91-04-066
91-08-017
91-04-066
91-08-017
91-04-066
91-08-017
91-10-082
91-10-082
91-10-082
91-10-082
91-10-082
91-10-082
91-10-082
91-10-082
91-10-082
91-10-082
91-10-082
91-10-082

WAC#

16-495-105
16-495-110
16-497-001
16-497-001
16-497-005
16-497-005
16-497-020
16-497-020
16-497-030
16-497-030
16-497-040
16-497-040
16-497-050
16-497-050
16-497-060
16-497-060
16-528-105
16-528-110
16-528-150
16-528-170
16-532-040
16-557-010
16-557-010
16-557-020
16-557-020
16-557-030
16-557-030
16-557-040
16-557-040
16-557-041
16-557-041
16-557-050
16-557-050
16-557-060
16-557-060
16-557-070
16-557-070
16-557-080
16-557-080
16-603-010
16-603-010
16-752-300
16-752-305
16-752-310
16-752-315
16-752-320
16-752-325
16-752-330
36-12
36-12
36-12-010
36-12-010
36-12-011
36-12-011
36-12-020
36-12-020
36-12-030
36-12-030
36-12-040
36-12-040
36-12-050
36-12--050
36-12-060
36-12-060
36-12-070
36-12-070
36-12-080
36-12-080
36-12-090
36-12-090
36-12-100
36-12-100
36-12-110
36-12-110
36-12-120
36-12-120
36-12-120

WSR #
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW
AMD
AMD
NEW
AMD-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-C
AMD
AMD
RE-AD
AMD
RE-AD
REP
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P

91-10-082
91-10-082
91-04-067
91-08-016
91-04-067
91-08-016
91-04-067
91-08-016
91-04-067
91-08-016
91-04-067
91-08-016
91-04-067
91-08-016
91-04-067
91-08-016
91-05-065
91-05-065
91-05-065
91-05-065
91-09-057
91-08-021
91-09-003
91-08-021
91-09-003
91-08-021
91-09-003
91-08-021
91-09-003
91-08-021
91-09-003
91-08-021
91-09-003
91-08-021
91-09-003
91-08-021
91-09-003
91-08-021
91-09-003
91-04-076
91-09-042
91-03-045
91-03-045
91-03-045
91-03-045
91-03-045
91-03-045
91-03-045
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-11-101

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

36-12-130
36-12-130
36-12-150
36-12-150
36-12-160
36-12-160
36-12-170
36-12-170
36-12-180
36--12-180
36-12-190
36-12-190
36-12-195
36-12-195
36-12-200
36-12-200
36-12-220
36-12-220
36-12-230
36-12-230
36-12-240
36-12-240
36-12-250
36-12-250
36-12-260
36-12-260
36-12-270
36-12-270
36-12-280
36-12-280
36-12-290
36-12-290
36-12-300
36-12-300
36-12-310
36-12-310
36-12-320
36-12-320
36-12-330
36-12-330
36-12-340
36-12-340
36-12-350
36-12-350
36-12-360
36-12-360
36-12-365
36-12-365
36-12-367
36-12-367
36-12-370
36-12-370
36-12-380
36-12-380
36-12-385
36-12-385
36-12-390
36-12-390
36-12-400
36-12-400
36-12-410
36-12-410
36-12-415
36-12-415
36-12-420
36-12-420
36-12-425
36-12-425
36-12-430
36-12-430
36-12-435
36-12-435
36-12-440
36-12-440
36-12-445
36-1"2-445
36-12-450

AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P

WSR #

WAC#

91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032

36-12-450
36-12-460
36-12-460
36-12-470
36-12-470
36-12-480
36-12-480
51-11-0600
51-13-502
51-19-470
106-120-004
106-120-005
106-120-023
I06-120-024
106-120-026
106-120-027
I06-120-028
106-120-033
106-120-131
106-120-132
106-120-143
113-10-010
113-10-020
113-10-030
113-10-040
113-10-050
113-10-060
113-10-070
113-10-090
113-10-100
113-10-110
113-12-010
113-12-075
113-12-080
113-12-085
113-12-087
113-12-101
113-12-101
113-12-103
113-12-104
113-12-115
113-12-120
113-12-150
113-12-165
113-12-170
113-12-175
113-12-180
113-12-190
113-12-195
113-12-197
113-12-200
113-12-210
113-12-220
113-12-230
113-12-300
113-12-310
113-12-320
113-12-330
113-12-340
113-12-350
114-12-011
114-12-021
114-12-031
114-12-041
114-12-115
114-12-126
114-12-132
114-12-136
114-12-150
114-12-155
114-12-164
114-12-170
114-12-180
114-12-190
114-12-200
131-16-005
131-16-010

WSR #
AMD
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
NEW
AMD-P
NEW-W
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
DEC OD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DEC OD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DE COD
REP-P
DECOD
DECOD
DEC OD
DECOD
DEC OD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DEC OD
DEC OD
DEC OD
DEC OD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DEC OD
DEC OD
DEC OD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DEC OD
DEC OD
DEC OD
DECOD
AMD-P
AMD-P

l 360 I

91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-05-032
91-11-038
91-06-065
91-07-047
91-06-064
91-04-054
91-04-054
91-04-054
91-04-054
91-04-054
91-04-054
91-04-054
91-04-054
91-04-054
91-04-054
91-04-054
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-06-090
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-026
91-05-026
91-05-026
91-05-026
91-05-026
91-05-026
91-05-026
91-05-031
91-05-026
91-05-026
91-05-026
91-05-026
91-05-026
91-05-026
91-05-026
91-09-036
91-09-036

WSR #

WAC#

131-16-011
131-16-015
131-16-020
131-16-020
131-16-021
131-16-021
131-16-021
131-16-030
131-16-031
131-16-040
131-16-050
131-16-055
131-16-060
131-16-061
131-16-062
131-16-065
131-16-066
131-16-069
131-32-050
1328-120-010
1328-120-010
1328-120-045
1328-120-045
1328-120-060
1328-120-060
1328-120-090
1328-120-090
1328-120-100
1328-120-100
1328-120-120
1328-120-120
1328-120-140
1328-120-140
1328-120-160
1328-120-160
1328-120-170
1328-120-170
1328-120-180
1328-120-180
1328-120-190
1328-120-190
132K-16-l IO
132K-16-l IO
132K-16-l 10
132K-16-120
132K-16-120
132K-16-120
132K-16-130
132K-16-130
132K-16-130
132K-16-140
132K-16-140
132K-16-140
132K-16-150
132K-16-150
132K-16-150
132K-16-160
132K-16-160
132K-16-160
132K-16-170
132K-16-170
132K-16-170
132K-16_:180
132K-16-180
132K-16-180
132K-16-190
132K-16-190
132K-16-190
I 32K-16-200
132K-16-200
132K-16-200
132K-16-210
132K-16-210
132K-16-210
I 32K-16-220
132K-l 6-220
132K-16-220

AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-E
REP-P
NEW-E
AMD-E
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
NEW-E
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW

91-09-036
91-09-036
91-06-069
91-09-036
91-06-069
91-09-008
91-09-036
91-09-036
91-09-036
91-09-036
91-09-036
91-09-036
91-09-036
91-09-036
91-09-036
91-09-036
91-09-036
91-09-036
91-06-075
91-05-033
91-11-102
91-05-033
91-11-102
91-05-033
91-11-102
91-05-033
91-11-102
91-05-033
91-11-102
91-05-033
91-11-102
91-05-033
91-11-102
91-05-033
91-11-102
91-05-033
91-11-102
91-05-033
91-11-102
91-05-033
91-11-102
91-03-084
91-03-150
91-09-027
91-03-084
91-03-150
91-09-027
91-03-084
91-03-150
91-09-027
91-03-084
91-03-150
91-09-027
91-03-084
91-03-150
91-09-027
91-03-084
91-03-150
91-09-027
91-03-084
91-03-150
91-09-027
91-03-084
91-03-150
91-09-027
91-03-084
91-03-150
91-09-027
91-03-084
91-03-150
91-09-027
91-03-084
91-03-150
91-09-027
91-03-084
91-03-150
91-09-027

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WSR #

WAC#
I 32K-l 6-230
I 32K-l 6-230
132K-16-230
132K-16-240
132K-16-240
132K-16-240
I 32K-l 6-250
132K-l 6-250
132K-16-250
132K-16-260
132K-16-260
132K-16-260
132K-16-270
I 32K-16-270
132K-l 6-270
132K-16-280
132K-l 6-280
132K-16-280
I 32K-l 6-290
I 32K-l 6-290
132K-l 6-290
I 32K-l 6-300
132K-16-300
132K-16-300
132K-16-310
132K-16-310
132K-16-310
132K-16-320
132K-l 6-320
132K-16-320
132K-16-330
132K-16-330
132K-l 6-330
132K-16-340
132K-16-340
132K-16-340
132K-16-350
132K-16-350
132K-16-350
132K-16-360
132K-16-360
132K-16-360
132K-l 6-370
132K-16-370
132K-16-370
132K-16-380
132K-16-380
132K-l 6-380
132K-16-390
132K-l 6-390
132K-16-390
132K-16-400
132K-l 6-400
I 32K-l 6-400
132K-16-410
132K-16-410
132K-16-410
132K-l 6-420
132K-l 6-420
132K-16-420
I 32K-l 6-430
132K-16-430
I 32K-l 6-430
132K-16-440
132K-16-440
132K-16-440
132K-16-450
I 32K-l 6-450
132K-l 6-450
132K-16-460
132K-16-460
132K-16-460
132K-l 6-470
132K-l 6-470
132K-16-470
132K-16-480
132K-16-480

NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P

91--03--084
91-03-150
91--09-027
91-03-084
91-03-150
91--09-027
91-03-084
91-03-150
91-09-027
91-03--084
91-03-150
91-09--027
91-03--084
91--03-150
91-09-027
91-03-084
91--03-150
91-09--027
91-03-084
91-03-150
91-09--027
91-03-084
91-03-150
91-09-027
91-03--084
91-03-150
91--09-027
91-03-084
91-03-150
91-09--027
91--03--084
91-03-150
91-09-027
91-03-084
91-03-150
91-09-027
91--03-084
91--03-150
91-09-027
91--03-084
91--03-150
91--09-027
91-03-084
91--03-150
91--09--027
91-03-084
91-03-150
91-09--027
91--03-084
91-03-150
91-09-027
91-03--084
91--03-150
91-09--027
91-03-084
91-03-150
91-09-027
91--03-084
91-03-150
91-09--027
91--03-084
91-03-150
91-09-027
91-03-084
91-03-150
91-09-027
91-03--084
91--03-150
91-09-027
91-03-084
91-03-150
91--09--027
91--03--084
91--03-150
91-09-027
91-03--084
91--03-150

WAC#
132K-16-480
132K-16-490
132K-16-490
132K-16-500
132K-16-500
132K-16-510
132K-16-510
132K-16-520
132K-16-520
I 32K-l 6-530
132K-16-530
132K-16-540
I 32K-l 6-540
I 32K-l 6-550
132K-16-550
132K-l 6-560
132K-16-560
132S-30--036
132S-30--036
132Y-400-0IO
I 32Y-400--020
I 32Y-400--030
132Y-400--040
137-12A-010
I 37-l 2A--020
I 37-l 2A--030
137-12A-050
137-12A-060
I 37-l 2A-070
137-12A--090
139--05-230
139-10-212
143--06-130
143--06-130
154-300--005
154-300--005
154-300--010
154-300--010
154-300--020
154-300--020
154-300--030
154-300--030
154-300--040
154-300--040
154-300--050
154-300--050
154-300--060
154-300-060
154-300--070
154-300--070
154-300--080
154-300--080
154-300--090
154-300--090
154-300-100
154-300-100
154-300-110
154-300-1 I 0
154-300-120
154-300-120
173-16-064
173-16-064
173-16-064
173-19-120
173-19-220
173-19-2207
173-19-230
173-19-250
173-19-280
173-19-280
173-19-3203
173-19-3205
173-19-3208
173-19-3209
173-19-3210
173-19-350
173-19-360

WSR #
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW
AMD-W
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-W
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD-P
AMD

I 361

J

91--09--027
91-03--084
91--03-150
91--03--084
91--03-150
91-03--084
91-03-150
91-03--084
91--03-150
91--03--084
91--03-150
91--03-084
91--03-150
91--03-084
91--03-150
91--03--084
91--03-150
91-02-101
91-08-001
91--05-012
91--05-012
91--05-012
91-05-012
91-10-018
91-10--018
91-10--018
91-10-018
91-10--018
91-10-018
91-10--018
91-10--089
91-10--088
91-04-090
91-07-033
91--02--098
91-05-084
91--02--098
91-05-084
91-02--098
91-05-084
91--02--098
91--05--084
91-02--098
91-05--084
91-02-098
91-05-084
91-02-098
91--05--084
91-02-098
91--05-084
91--02-098
91--05-084
91--02--098
91--05--084
91--02--098
91--05-084
91--02-098
91--05-084
91--02-098
91--05--084
91--04-069
91--05--042
91-10--033
91-02-112
91-09--054
91-03-144
91-03-145
91-03-149
91-03-141
91-11--088
91-03-147
91-03-146
91-03-148
91-04--070
91-04--071
91--03-143
91--04-072

WSR #

WAC#
173-19-360
173-19-360
173-19-4205
173-19-4205
173-160--040
173-166
173-166
173-166-010
173-166--020
173-166-030
173-166--040
173-166--050
173-166-060
173-166-070
173-166--080
173-166-090
173-166-100
173-166-110
173-166-120
173-166-130
173-166-140
173-201-010
173-201-010
173-201--010
173-201-025
173-201-025
173-201-025
173-201-035
173-201--035
173-201--035
173-201-045
173-201--045
173-201--045
173-201-047
173-201-047
173-201-047
173-201--070
173-201--070
173-201--070
173-201--080
173-201-080
173-201--080
173-201-085
173-201--085
173-201-085
173-201--090
173-201--090
173-201-090
173-201-100
173-201-100
173-201-100
173-201-110
173-201-110
173-201-110
173-201-120
173-201-120
173-201-120
173-203-010
173-203-010
173-203-010
173-203-020
173-203--020
173-203--020
173-203--030
173-203--030
173-203--030
173-203--040
173-203--040
173-203-040
173-203-050
173-203-050
173-203-050
173-203--060
17 3-203--060
173-203--060
173-203--070
173-203-070

AMD-P
AMD-C
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-E
AMD-C
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
REP-P
REP-W
REP-P
REP-P
REP-W
REP-P
REP-P
REP-W
REP-P
REP-P
REP-W
REP-P
REP-P
REP-W
REP-P
REP-P
REP-W
REP-P
REP-P
REP-W
REP-P
REP-P
REP-W
REP-P
REP-P
REP-W
REP-P
REP-P
REP-W
REP-P
REP-P
REP-W
REP-P
REP-P
REP-W
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-W

91-05--063
91--06-094
91-04--079
91-09--055
91-04--073
91-02-099
91-03--081
91--03-081
91--03-081
91--03-081
91--03--081
91-03--081
91-03--081
91-03-081
91-03-081
91-03--081
91-03--081
91-03--081
91--03--081
91-03--081
91--03--081
91-09-056
91-10--048
91-11--089
91--09-056
91-10--048
91-11--089
91--09--056
91-10-048
91-11--089
91-09-056
91-10--048
91-11--089
91-09--056
91-10--048
91-11--089
91-09--056
91-10--048
91-11--089
91--09--056
91-10--048
91-11--089
91-09--056
91-10--048
91-11--089
91-09--056
91-10--048
91-11--089
91-09--056
91-10-048
91-11--089
91-09--056
91-10--048
91-11--089
91--09--056
91-10--048
91-11--089
91-09--056
91-10--048
91-11--089
91-09--056
91-10--048
91-11--089
91--09--056
91-10--048
91-11--089
91--09--056
91-10--048
91-11--089
91--09--056
91-10--048
91-11--089
91--09-056
91-10--048
91-11--089
91--09--056
91-10--048

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

173-203-070
173-203-080
173-203-080
173-203-080
173-203-090
173-203-090
173-203-090
173-203-100
173-203-100
173-203-100
173-203-110
173-203-110
173-203-110
173-203-120
173-203-120
173-203-120
173-203-130
173-203-130
173-203-130
173-203-140
173-203-140
173-203-140
173-203-150
173-203-150
173-203-150
173-203-160
173-203-160
173-203-160
173-203-170
173-203-170
173-203-170
173-203-180
173-203-180
173-203-180
173-204
173-204
173-204-100
173-204-110
173-204-120
173-204-130
173-204-200
173-204-300
173-204-310
173-204-315
173-204-320
173-204-330
173-204-340
173-204-350
173-204-400
173-204-410
173-204-415
173-204-420
173-204-500
173-204-510
173-204-520
173-204-530
173-204-540
173-204-550
173-204-560
173-204-570
173-204-580
173-204-590
173-204-600
173-204-610
173-204-620
173-224-015
173-224-015
173-224-030
173-224-030
173-224-040
173-224-040
173-224-050
173-224-050
173-224-090
173-224-090
173-270-010
173-270-010

NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-C
NEW-C
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO-P
AMO-W
AMO-P
AMO-W
AMO-P
AMO-W
AMO-P
AMO-W
AMO-P
AMO-W
NEW-P
NEW

WSR #

WAC#

91-11-089
91-09-056
91-10-048
91-11-089
91-09-056
91-10-048
91-11-089
91-09-056
91-10-048
91-11-089
91-09-056
91-10-048
91-11-089
91-09-056
91-10-048
91-11-089
91-09-056
91-10-048
91-11-089
91-09-056
91-10-048
91-11-089
91-09-056
91-10-048
91-11-089
91-09-056
91-10-048
91-11-089
91-09-056
91-10-048
91-11-089
91-09-056
91-10-048
91-11-089
91-03-094
91-06-098
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-08-019
91-03-080
91-11-047
91-03-080
91-11-047
91-03-080
91-11-047
91-03-080
91-11-047
91-03-080
91-11-047
91-04-091
91-11-091

173-270-020
173-270-020
173-270-030
173-270-030
173-270-040
173-270-040
173-270-050
173-270-050
173-270-060
173-270-060
173-270-070
173-270-070
173-270-080
173-270-080
173-270-090
173-270-090
173-270-100
173-270-100
173-300-070
173-303-016
173-303-017
173-303-040
173-303-045
173-303-070
173-303-071
173-303-072
173-303-081
173-303-084
173-303-090
173-303-103
173-303-110
173-303-120
173-303-145
173-303-160
173-303-200
173-303-201
173-303-210
173-303-220
173-303-230
173-303-320
173-303-360
173-303-380
173-303-390
173-303-400
173-303-500
173-303-510
173-303-515
173-303-520
173-303-525
173-303-550
173-303-560
173-303-600
173-303-610
173-303-620
173-303-630
173-303-645
173-303-650
173-303-680
173-303-800
173-303-802
173-303-805
173-303-806
173-303-807
173-303-808
173-303-810
173-303-830
173-303-902
173-303-9903
173-303-9904
173-303-9906
173-303-9907
173-305-010
173-305-010
173-305-01001
173-305-015
173-305-015
173-305-01501

WSR
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMO
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
RE-AD
RE-AD
RE-AD
AMD
AMO
RE-AD
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
RE-AD
NEW
AMO
AMO
AMD
AMD
AMO
AMO
AMD
AMD
PREP
AMO
AMO
AMD
AMD
REP-E
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
AMO
NEW-E

I 362 J

#

91-04-091
91-11-091
91-04-091
91-11-091
91-04-091
91-11-091
91-04-091
91-11-091
91-04-091
91-11-091
91-04-091
91-11-091
91-04-091
91-11-091
91-04-091
91-11-091
91-04-091
91-11-091
91-09-053
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-08-018
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-07-005
91-03-139
91-08-040
91-03-139
91-03-139
91-08-040
91-03-139

WAC#

173-305-020
173-305-020
173-305-02001
17 3-305.-030
173-305-030
173-305-03001
173-305-040
173-305-040
173-305-04001
173-305-050
173-305-050
173-305-05001
173-305-060
173-305-06001
173-305-070
173-305-07001
173-305-080
173-305-090
173-305-110
173-305-120
173-305-210
173-305-220
173-305-230
173-305-240
173-307-010
173-307-015
173-307-020
173-307-030
173-307-040
173-307-050
173-307-060
173-307-070
173-307-080
173-307-090
173-307-100
173-307-110
173-307-120
173-307-130
173-307-140
173-312
173-312-010
173-312-020
173-312-030
173-312-040
173-312-050
173-312-060
173-312-070 .
173-312-080
173-312-090
173-312-100
173-319
173-331-010
173-331-100
173-331-200
173-331-210
173-331-220
173-331-300
173-331-400
173-331-410
173-331-500
173-331-600
173-340-120
173-340-200
173-340-210
173-340-300
173-340-350
173-340-360
173-340-420
173-340-430
173-340-440
173-340-450
173-340-700
173-340-702
173-340-704
173-340-705
173-340-706
173-340-707

WSR
REP-E
AMD
NEW-E
REP-E
AMD
NEW-·E
REP-E
AMD
NEW-E
REP-E
·AMD
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
REP-E
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMD
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
PREP
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMO
AMD
AMD
NEW
NEW
AMO
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

#

91-03-139
91-08-040
91-03-139
91-03-139
91-08-040
91-03-139
91-03-139
91-08-040
91-03-139
91-03-139
91-08-040
91-03-139
91-03-139
91-03-139
91-03-139
91-03-139
91-03-139
91-03-139
91-08-040
91-08-040
91-08-040
91-08-040
91-08-040
91-08-040
91-08-041
91-08-041
91-08-041
91-08-041
91-08-041
91-08-041
91-08-041
91-08-041
91-08-041
91-08-041
91-08-041
91-08-041
91-08-041
91-08-041
91-08-041
91-11-090
91-11-090
91-11-090
91-11-090
91-11-090
91-11-090
91-11-090
91-11-090
91-11-090
91-11-090
91-11-090
91-10-032
91-05-020
91-05-020
91-05-020
91-05-020
91-05-020
91-05-020
91-05-020
91-05-020
91-05-020
91-05-020
91-04-019
91-04-019
91-04-019
91-04-019
91-04-019
91-04-019
91-04-019
91-04-019
91-04-019
91-04-019
91-04-019
91-04-019
91-04-019
91-04-019
91-04-019
91-04-019

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WSR #

WAC#

173-340--708
173-340--710
173-340--720
173-340--730
173-340--740
173-340--745
173-340--750
173-340--760
173-340--830
173-360--220
173-360--230
173-360--620
17 3-400-0 I 0
173-400-020
173-400-030
173-400-040
173-400-050
173-400-060
173-400-070
173-400-075
173-400--100
173-400--105
173-400--110
173-400--115
I 73-400--1 20
173-400--131
17 3-400--136
173-400--141
173-400--151
173-400--161
173-400--171
173-400--180
I 73-400--1 90
173-400--200
173-400--205
173-400--210
173-400--220
173-400--230
173-400--240
173-400--250
173-400--260
173-403-010
173-403-020
173-403-030
173-403-050
173-403-060
173-403-070
173-403-075
173-403-080
173-403-090
173-403-100
173-403-110
173-403-120
173-403-130
173-403-141
173-403-145
173-403-150
173-403-160
173-403-170
173-403-180
173-403-190
173-405-012
173-405-021
173-405-033
173-405-035
173-405-040
17 3-405-041
173-405-045
17 3-405-061
17 3--405-072
173-405-077
173-405-078
17 3--405-086
173-405-087
17 3-405-091
173-410-012
173--410-021

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMD
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD

91-04-019
91-04-019
91-04-019
91-04-019
91-04-019
91-04-019
91-04-019
91-04-019
91-04-019
91-04-022
91-04-022
91-04-022
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064

WAC#

173-410-035
173-410-040
173-410-042
173-410-045
173-410-062
173-410-067
173-410-071
173-410-086
173-410-087
173-410--100
173-415-010
173-415-020
173-415-030
17 3-415-040
173-415-041
173-415-045
173-415-050
173-415-051
17 3-41 5-060
173-415-070
173-415-080
173-433
173-433-030
173-433-100
173-433-110
173-433-120
173-433-130
173-433-140
173-433-150
173-433-170
173-490-010
173-490-020
173-490-025
173-490-030
173-490-040
173-490-070
173-490-071
173-490-080
I 73-490-090
173-490--120
I 73-490--130
173-490--135
173-490--140
173-490--150
173-490--200
173-490--201
173-490--202
173-490--203
173-490--204
173-490--205
173-490--207
173-490--208
173-491-010
173--491-015
173--491-020
173-491-030
173-491-040
173--491-050
173-500-080
173-548-050
180-25-025
180-26-020
180-26-060
180-27-018
180-27-032
180-27-058
180-27-115
180-29-107
180-33-013
180-33-015
180-33-020
180-33-023
180-33-035
180-44-050
180-44-050
180-51-085
180-55-005

WSR #
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-E
AMD-E
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
AMD
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91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-07-066
91-07-066
91-07-066
91-07-066
91-07-066
91-07-066
91-07-066
91-07-066
91-07-066
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-05-064
91-02-107
91-02-107
91-02-107
91-02-107
91-02-107
91-02-107
91-04-080
91-04-073
91-08-070
91-08-071
91-08-067
91-08-068
91-08-069
91-08-068
91-08-068
91-08-067
91-08-070
91-08-070
91-08-070
91-08-070
91-08-070
91-05-068
91-08-055
91-11-018
91-04-015

WAC#

180--55-015
180--79-003
180--79-080
180--79-230
180--79-236
180--79-241
180--85-005
180--85-045
180--86-100
180--86-100
182-08-111
182-08-111
182-08-220
182-12-115
182-12-127
182-12-127
182-12-130
182-12-210
182-12-210
182-12-215
182-12-215
182-16-010
182-16-020
182-16-030
182-16-040
182-16-050
182-18-005
182-18-010
182-18-020
182-18-030
182-18-040
182-18-050
182-18-060
182-18-070
182-18-080
182-18-090
182-18-100
182-18-110
182-18-120
182-18-130
182-18-140
182-18-150
182-18-160
192-12-300
192-12-300
192-12-300
192-12-305
192-12-305
192-12-305
192-12-310
192-12-310
192-12-320
192-12-320
192-12-320
192-12-330
192-12-330
192-12-330
192-12-370
192-12-370
192-12-370
196-24-060
196-24-060
196-24-095
196-24-095
196-24-095
196-24-097
196-24-097
196-24-097
196-24-098
196-26-020
196-26-020
196-26-030
196-26-030
204-24-050
204-53-010
204-88-030
212-12-010

WSR
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD-E
AMD-P
AMD-E
REP-E
AMD-P
AMD-E
REP-E
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD-E
AMD-P
AMD-E
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-C
AMD
NEW-P
NEW-C
NEW-W
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD-W

#

91-04-015
91-04-016
91-04-016
91-05-056
91-05-056
91-05-056
91-04-016
91-04-016
91-05-024
91-08-056
91-11-093
91-11-094
91-11-093
91-11-096
91-04-086
91-11-010
91-11-095
91-04-086
91-11-010
91-04-086
91-11-010
91-04-087
91-04-087
91-04-087
91-04-087
91-04-087
91-05-079
91-05-079
91-05-079
91-05-079
91-05-079
91-05-079
91-05-079
91-05-079
91-05-079
91-05-079
91-05-079
91-05-079
91-05-079
91-05-079
91-05-079
91-05-079
91-05-079
91-03-054
91-11-051
91-11-052
91-03-054
91-11-051
91-11-052
91-03-054
91-11-051
91-03-054
91-11-051
91-11-052
91-03-054
91-11-051
91-11-052
91-03-054
91-11-051
91-11-052
91-07-064
91-11-075
91-05-078
91-06-018
91-11-099
91-05-078
91-06-018
91-11-098
91-05-041
91-07-065
91-10-046
91-07-065
91-10-046
91-10-053
91-05-019
91-10-015
91-05-043

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
212-54---001
212-54---001
212-54---001
212-54-005
212-54---005
212-54-005
212-54-010
212-54---010
212-54-010
212-54---015
212-54---015
212-54-015
212-54-020
212-54---020
212-54---020
212-54-025
212-54-025
212-54---025
212-54---030
212-54---030
212-54-030
212-54---035
212-54---035
212-54-035
212-54-040
212-54-040
212-54---040
212-54-045
212-54---045
212-54-045
212-54---050
212-54-050
212-54---050
212-54---055
212-54---055
212-54-055
212-54---060
212-54---060
212-54---060
212-54---065
212-54---065
212-54-065
212-54-070
212-54---070
212-54---070
212-54-075
212-54---075
212-54---075
212-54---080
212-54-080
212-54---080
212-54---085
212-54-085
212-54---085
212-54---090
212-54---090
212-54-090
212-54---095
212-54---095
212-54---095
212-54-100
212-54-100
212-54-100
212-55-001
212-55-001
212-55-001
212-55-005
212-55-005
212-55-005
212-55-010
212-55-010
212-55-010
212-55-015
212-55-015
212-55-015
212-55-020
212-55-020

REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E

WSR #

WAC#

91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021

212-55-020
212-55-025
212-55-025
212-55-025
212-55-030
212-55-030
212-55-030
212-55-035
212-55-035
212-55-035
212-55-040
212-55-040
212-55-040
212-55-045
212-55-045
212-55-045
212-55-050
212-55-050
212-55-050
212-55-055
212-55-055
212-55-055
212-55-060
212-55-060
212-55-060
212-55-065
212-55-065
212-55-065
212-55-070
212-55-070
212-55-070
212-55-075
212-55-075
212-55-075
212-55-080
212-55-080
212-55-080
212-55-085
212-55-085
212-55-085
212-55-090
212-55-090
212-55-090
212-55-095
212-55-095
212-55-095
212-56A-001
2 I 2-56A-00 I
212-56A-001
212-56A-005
2 I 2-56A-005
2 I 2-56A-005
212-56A-OIO
212-56A-OIO
2 I 2-56A-OIO
2 I 2-56A-Ol 5
212-56A-015
212-56A-015
2 I 2-56A-020
2 I 2-56A-020
2 I 2-56A-020
2 I 2-56A-030
2 I 2-56A-030
2 I 2-56A-030
212-56A-035
2 I 2-56A-035
212-56A-035
21 2-56A-040
2 I 2-56A-040
2 I 2-56A-040
2 I 2-56A-045
2 I 2-56A-045
2 I 2-56A-045
2 I 2-56A-050
2 I 2-56A-050
2 I 2-56A-050
2 I 2-56A-055

REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
REP-P
REP-E
REP
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
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WSR #

WAC#

91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020

2 I 2-56A-055
2 I 2-56A-055
2 I 2-56A-060
212-56A-060
2 I 2-56A-060
2 I 2-56A-065
2 I 2-56A-065
2 I 2-56A-065
2 I 2-56A-070
2 I 2-56A-070
2 I 2-56A-070
212-56A-075
2 I 2-56A-075
212-56A-075
2 I 2-56A-080
2 I 2-56A-080
2 I 2-56A-080
2 I 2-56A-085
2 I 2-56A-085
2 I 2-56A-085
2 I 2-56A-090
2 I 2-56A-090
212-56A-090
2 I 2-56A-095
2 I 2-56A-095
212-56A-095
2 I 2-56A-I 00
212-56A-IOO
2 I 2-56A-I 00
212-56A-105
212-56A-105
212-56A-105
212-56A-l IO
212-56A-l IO
212-56A-l IO
212-56A-l 15
212-56A-l 15
2 I 2-56A-l I 5
2 I 2-56A-l 20
2 I 2-56A- I 20
2 I 2-56A-l 20
212-56A-125
212-56A-125
2 I 2-56A- I 25
2 I 2-56A-l 30
2 I 2-56A-l 30
2 I 2-56A-l 30
2 I 2-56A-l 35
212-56A-135
212-56A-135
2 I 2-56A-l 40
212-56A-140
212-56A-140
212-80-001
212-80-001
212-80-005
212-80-005
212-80-010
212-80-010
212-80-015
212-80-015
212-80-020
212-80-020
212-80-025
212-80-025
212-80-030
212-80-030
212-80-035
212-80-035
212-80-040
212-80-040
212-80-045
212-80-045
212-80-050
212-80-050
212-80-055
212-80-055

WSR #
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E

91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-10-083
91-10-084

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
212-80-060
212-80-060
212-80-065
212-80-065
212-80-070
212-80-070
212-80-075
212-80-075
212-80-080
212-80-080
212-80-085
212-80-085
212-80-090
212-80-090
212-80-095
212-80-095
212-80-100
212-80-100
212-80-105
212-80-105
212-80-110
212-80-110
212-80-115
212-80-115
212-80-120
212-80-120
212-80-125
212-80-125
212-80-130
212-80-130
212-80-135
212-80-135
220-12-020
220-12-020
220-16-055
220-16-055
220--16-220
220--16-220
220-16-257
220-16-257
220-20-010
220-20-010
220-20-017
220-20-01700A
220-20-01700A
220-20-017008
220-24-020000
220--32-051000
220-32-05100E
220-32-05500W
220-32-05500W
220-32-05500X
220-32-05500X
220-32-05500¥
220-32-05700F
220-32-05700F
220-32-05700G
220-32-05700G
220-32-05700H
220-33-0IOOOV
220-33-0IOOOV
220-33-0IOOOW
220-33-03000C
220-40-030
220-40-030
220-40-031
220-40-031
220-44-030
220-44-050
220-44-050
220-44-050
220-44-050001
220-44-05000J
220-44-05000J
220-44!.-05000K
220-44-05000 K
220-44-05000L

NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-W
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-W
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E

WSR #

WAC#

91-10-083
91-10-084
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-05-102
91-10-024
91-03-151
91-08-053
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-11-056
91-03-108
91-10--071
91-10-071
91-10-058
91-04-031
91-04-031
91-10-011
91-11-014
91-11-014
91-11-076
91-11-076
91-03-083
91-10-058
91-08-065
91-11-013
91-11-013
91-05-005
91-05-036
91-05-036
91-11-100
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-11-027
91-03-152
91-07-050
91-11-027
91-08-023
91-08-023
91-10-012
91-10-012
91-11-077
91-11-077

220-48-0 I I
220-48-015
220-48-0l 500E
220-48-017
220-48-029
220-49-02300A
220-49-056
220-49-063
220-49-063
220-52-020
220-52-020
220-52-030
220-52-030
220-52-03000G
220-52-040
220-52-040
220-52-046
220-52-046
220-52-051
220-52-05100G
220-52-051 OOH
220-52-060
220-52-060
220-52-069
220-52-069
220-52-071
220-52-071
220-52-071
220-52-071001
220-52-071 OOI
220-52-071001
220-52-073
220-52-073
220-52-073
220-52-073001
220-52-073001
220-52-075
220--52-075
220-55-055
220-55-055
220-55-065
220-55-065
220--55-070
220-55-070
220--55-075
220--55-075
220--55-080
220--55-080
220-55-086
220--55-086
220--55-125
220--55-125
220--56-100
220--56-100
220--56-105
220--56-105
220--56-115
220-56-115
220--56-128
220-56-128
220-56-175
220--56-175
220--56-180
220-56-180
220--56-180
220-56-185
220-56-185
220--56-190
220-56-190
220-56-205
220-56-205
220-56-232
220-56-235
220-56-235
220-56-235
220-56-23500F
220-56-240

AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
NEW-E
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-·P
AMO-C
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-C
AMO
NEW-E
AMO-P

I 365 J

WSR #

WAC#

91-09-064
91-09-064
91-05-037
91-09-064
91-09-064
91-10-014
91-09-064
91-02-108
91-05-016
91-05-102
91-10-024
91-05-102
91-10-024
91-08-024
91-05-102
91-10-024
91-05-102
91-10-024
91-11-111
91-10-094
91-11-044
91-05-102
91-10-024
91-05-102
91-10-024
91-05-102
91-10-024
91-11-111
91-11-015
91-11-055
91-11-055
91-05-102
91-10-024
91-11-111
91-04-029
91-04-029
91-05-102
91-10-024
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-03-153
91-08-051
91-08-054
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-03-152
91-03-153
91-08-051
91-08-054
91-04-030
91-03-153

220-56-240
220-56-250
220-56-250
220-56-282
220-56-282
220-56-32500S
220-56-350
220-56-350
220-56-36000W
220-56-36000W
220-56-36000X
220-56-380
220-56-380
220-57- I 4000N
220-57-16000H
. 220-57-195
220-57-195
220-57-205
220-57-205
220-57-210
220-57-210
220-57-265
220-57-265
220-57-290
220-57-290
220-57-313
220-57-313
220-57-31500U
220-57-340
220-57-340
220-57-385
220-57-385
220--57-425
220--57-425
220--57-425
220--57-425
220--57-430
220--57-430
220-57-435
220-57-435
220--57-450
220--57-450
220--57-450
220-57-455
220-57-455
220-57-460
220--57-460
220--57-465
220-57-465
220-57-470
220-57-470
220-57-490
220-57-490
220-57-497
220-57-497
220-57-49700F
220-57-50500S
220-57-5 I 500G
220-57A-035
220-57A-035
220-69-260
220-69-262
220-69-264
220-69-26401
222-16-045
222-16-050
230-02-240
230-02-240
230-02-418
230--02-505
230--02-505
230-04-022
230-04-022
230-04-022
230-04-120
230-04-120
230-04-187

WSR #
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-E
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO-C
AMO-P
AMO-C
AMO-P
AMO-C
AMO-P
AMO-C
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-C
AMO-P
AMO-C
AMO-P
AMO-C
AMO-P
AMO-C
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-C
AMO-P
AMO-C
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-C
AMO-P
AMO-C
AMO-P
AMO-C
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW-E
AMO-E
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-C
AMO-P
AMO-C
AMO-W
AMO-P
AMO-C
NEW-P

91-08-054
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-10-094
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-06-057
91-10-049
91-10-049
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-11-045
91-08-002
91-03-151
91-08-052
91-03-151
91-08-052
91-03-151
91-08-052
91-03-151
91-08-052
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-08-025
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-03-153
91-08-052
91-03-151
91-08-051
91-03-151
91-08-052
91-03-151
91-08-052
91-03-153
91-03-151
91-08-052
91-03-151
91-08-052
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-03-151
91-08-052
91-03-151
91-08-052
91-03-151
91-08-052
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-08-025
91-08-025
91-08-025
91-03-153
91-08-054
91-05-015
91-05-015
91-05-015
91-05-015
91-07-034
91-07-034
91-03-062
91-07-021
91-10-006
91-03-062
91-07-019
91-03-062
91-07-042
91-10-005
91-03-062
91-07-019
91-03-062

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

230-04-187
230-04-190
230-04-190
230-04-201
230-04-201
230-08-010
230-08-095
230--12-020
230--12-100
230--12-100
230--12-100
230--12-200
230--12-305
230--12-305
230--20--380
230--20--380
230--20--699
230--25-1 I 0
230--25-110
230--25-265
230--25-265
230--25-265
230--25-330
230--25-330
230--30-075
230--30-075
230--30-075
230--30-075
230--30-075
230--30-080
230--30-080
230--30-080
230--30-080
230--30--200
230--30--220
230-40-125
230--40--125
230--50-030
232-12-004
232-12-004
232-12-007
232-12-007
232-12-017
232-12-024
232-12-055
232-12-055
232-12-244
232-12-245
232-12-267
232-12-831
232-28-022
232-28-022
232-28-215
232-28-219
232-28-220
232-28-221
232-28-222
232-28-223
232-28-224
232-28-225
232-28-226
232-28-226
232-28-227
232-28-227
232-28-228
232-28-228
232-28-228
232-28-229
232-28-230
232-28-231
232-28-61810
232-28-61810
232-28-61811
232-28-61813
232-28-61815
232-28-61817
232-28-61817

NEW-C
AMD-P
AMO-C
AMO-P
AMO-C
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-C
NEW-W
AMO-W
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-C
AMO-W
REP
AMO-P
AMO-C
AMD-C
AMO
AMO
NEW-P
NEW-C
AMO-C
AMO-C
AMO-W
AMO-P
AMO-S
AMO-C
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO-W
AMO-W
AMO-C
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO
REP-P
NEW-P
. AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMD
REP-W
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
NEW-W
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
REP-P
REP
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW-P
NEW

WSR #

WAC#

91-07-019
91-03-062
91-07-019
91-03-062
91-07-019
91-10-006
91-10-006
91-10-006
91-03-062
91-07-019
91-10--005
91-09-045
91-03-062
91--07--021
91-03-049
91-05-044
91-03-063
91-03-062
91-07-019
91-03-049
91-05-047
91-06-008
91-03-062
91-07-019
91-03-049
91-05-046
91-06-039
91-07-018
91-07-051
91-03-049
91-05-045
91-05-047
91-10--004
91-09-045
91-09-045
91-03-049
91-05-047
91--03-063
91-03-131
91-11-006
91-03-133
91-11-007
91-03-082
91-06-082
91-03-137
91-08-075
91-06-081
91-06-081
91-06-080
91-06-083
91-03-130
91-11-059
91--02-113
91-06-084
91--06-084
91-06-084
91-06-084
91-06-084
91-02-113
91-06-016
91-03-138
91-11-009
91--03-135
91-11-008
91-03-134
91-08-061
91-08-076
91-06-086
91--06-087
91-06-085
91-03-136
91--08-074
91-03-066
91-05-002
91-05-001
91-03-136
91--08-074

232-28-61818
232-28-713
232-28-714
236-12-290
236-12-300
236-48-002
236-48-003
236-48-004
236-48-005
236-48-009
236-48-012
236-48-013
236-48-021
236-48--023
236-48-035
236-48-036
236-48-052
236-48-061
236-48-071
236-48-079
236-48-081
236-48-082
236-48-083
236-48-084
236-48-093
236-48-094
236-48-095
236-48-096
236-48-098
236-48-099
236-48-101
236-48-121
236-48-123
236-48-124
236-48-131
236-48-132
236-48-141
236-48-151
236-48-152
236-48-153
236-48-165
236-48-166
236-48-167
236-48-198
236-48-230
236-49-010
236-49-020
236-49--030
236-49-040
236-100-001
236-100-001
236-100--010
236-100-010
236-100--011
236-100-011
236-100--012
236-100--012
236-100--013
236-100-013
236-100--014
236-100-014
236-100-015
236-100--015
236-100-016
236-100-016
240-15-005
240-15-005
240-15-010
240--15-010
240--15-015
240--15-015
240--15-020
240--15-020
240--15-025
240-15-025
240--15-030
240--15-030

WSR #
NEW-E
REP
NEW
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P

I 366 J

91-08--009
91-06--015
91-06--015
91--04--081
91-04--081
91-09--035
91--09--0 35
91--09--0 35
91-09--035
91-09--035
91--09--035
91--09--0 35
91-09--035
91-09-035
91-09--035
91-09--035
91--09--035
91-09--035
91--09--035
91-09--035
91-09--035
91--09--035
91-09-035
91-09--035
91--09-035
91-09--035
91--09--035
91-09-035
91-09--035
91-09--035
91--09--035
91--09--035
91-09--035
91-09--035
91-09--035
91-09--035
91--09--035
91-09-035
91'-09--035
91-09-035
91-09--035
91-09--035
91-09--035
91-09-035
91-09--035
91-09-034
91--09--034
91--09-034
91-09--034
91-05-101
91-08-057
91-05-101
91--08-057
91-05-101
91-08--057
91--05-101
91-08--057
91-05-101
91-08-057
91-05-101
91--08--057
91-05-101
91-08--057
91--05-101
91-08--057
91-02-111
91-10--106
91-02-111
91-10--106
91-02-111
91-10--106
91--02-111
91-10--106
91--02-111
91-10--106
91--02-111
91-10--106

WAC#

240--15--035
240--15--035
244-12--010
244-12--020
244-1 2--030
244-12--040
244-12-050
244-12--060
244-12-070
244-12--080
244-12--090
246-100-166
246-205--001
246-205--010
246-205--020
246-205-030
246-205--040
246-205--050
246-205-060
246-205-070
246-205--080
246-205--090
246-205-100
246-205-110
246-205-120
246-205-990
246-220-007
246-220--010
246-220-050
246-220--090
246-220--130
246-221--001
246-221--010
246-221--020
246-221--030
246-221--040
246-221-050
246-221-060
246-221--070
246-221-080
246-221-110
246-221-120
246-221-130
246-221-140
246-221-160
246-221-170
246-221-190
246-221-200
246-221-210
246-221-220
246-221-230
246-221-240
246-221-250
246-221-260
246-221-280
246-221-300
246-222-001
246-222-020
246-222-030
246-222--040
246-222--050
246-222--060
246-222-070
246-222--080
246-224--001
246-224--020
246-224--030
246-224--040
246-224--050
246-224--060
246-224--070
246-224--080
246-224-090
246-224-100
246-225--010
246-225--020
246-225-030

WSR #
AMO
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMO-P

91--02-111
91-10--106
91-11-034
91-11--034
91-11-034
91-11-034
91-11--034
91-11--034
91-11--034
91-11--034
91-11--034
91-11-103
91--04--007
91--04--007
91-04--007
91-04-007
91--04--007
91--04--007
91-04-007
91--04--007
91--04-007
91--04--007
91-04-007
91-04-007
91-04-007
91--04--007
91-11--081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11--081
91-11--081
91-11--081
91-11-081
91-11--081
91-11-081
91-11--081
91-11--081
91-11--081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11--081
91-11--081
91-11--081
91-11--081
91-11--081
91-11-081
91-11--081
91-11--081
91-11-081
91-11--081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11--081
91-11-081
91-11--081
91-11--081
91-11--081
91-11--081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11--081
91-11--082
91-11--082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11--082
91-11--082
91-11--082
91-11--082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11--082

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WSR #

WAC#

246-225-040
246-225-050
246-225-060
246-225-070
246-225-090
246-225-110
246-225-120
246-225-130
246-225-140
246-225-150
246-225-99910
246-225-99920
246-225-99930
246-228-030
246-228-040
246-228-050
246-229-001
246-229-010
246-229-020
246-229-030
246-229-050
246-229-060
246-229-080
246-229-090
246-229-110
246-232-001
246-232-010
246-232-020
246-232-040
246-232-060
246-232-080
246-232-090
246-232-100
246-232-110
246-232-120
246-232-130
246-232-990
246-233-001
246-233-010
246-233-020
246-235-001
246-235-020
246-235-040
246-235-050
246-235-060
246-235-080
246-235-090
246-235-100
246-235-110
246-235-120
246-235-130
246-235-140
246-239-010
246-239-020
246-239-030
246-239-040
246-239-060
246-239-080
246-239-090
246-239-100
246-240-020
246-240-030
246-240-040
246-243-020
246-243-060
246-243-080
246-243-090
246-243-110
246-243-120
246-243-130
246-243-140
246-243-150
246-243-160
246'-243-170
246-243-180
246-243-200
246-243-210

AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P

91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11-082
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081

WAC#

246-243-220
246-244-001
246-244-030
246-244-040
246-244-060
246-244-080
246-244-140
246-244-150
246-244-160
246-244-180
246-244-220
246-244-230
246-244-240
246-249-001
246-249-010
246-249-020
246-249-030
246-249-040
246-249-050
246-249-060
246-249-070
246-249-080
246-249-090
246-250-001
246-250-010
246-250-020
246-250-030
246-250-050
246-250-060
246-250-070
246-250-090
246-250-110
246-250-120
246-250-130
246-250-140
246-250-150
246-250-160
246-250-190
246-250-330
246-250-350
246-250-600
246-252-001
246-252-010
246-252-030
246-290-010
246-290-130
246-290-300
246-290-310
246-290-320
246-290-330
246-310-131
246-310-131
246-310-132
246-310-500
246-338-010
246-338-030
246-338-990
246-453-001
246-453-010
246-453-020
246-453-030
246-453-040
246-453-050
246-453-060
246-453-070
246-453-080
246-453-085
246-453-090
246-790-070
246-802-090
246-802-130
246-802-150
246-802-990
246-806-010
246-806-020
246-806-030
246-806-040

WSR #
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-P
AMD
AMD-E
AMD-E
AMD-E
AMD
AMD
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD-E
AMD-E
REP-E
AMD-P
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD

I 367 J

91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-081
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-11-083
91-07-031
91-07-031
91-07-031
91-07-031
91-07-031
91-07-031
91-10-102
91-10-103
91-10-102
91-05-093
91-11-039
91-11-039
91-11-039
91-05-048
91-05-048
91-05-048
91-05-048
91-05-048
91-05-048
91-05-048
91-05-048
91-05-048
91-05-048
91-05-048
91-06-029
91-10-069
91-10-069
91-10-069
91-08-078
91-05-026
91-05-026
91-05-026
91-05-026

WSR #

WAC#

246-806-050
246-806-060
246-806-070
246-806-080
246-806-090
246-806-100
246-806-110
246-806-120
246-806-130
246-806-140
246-806-990
246-807-020
246-807-030
246-807-040
246-807-050
246-807-060
246-807-070
246-807-080
246-807-090
246-807-100
246-807-1 IO
246-807-120
246-807-130
246-807-140
246-807-150
246-807-160
246-807-170
246-807-170
246-807-171
246-807-171
246-807-173
246-807-173
246-807-180
246-807-190
246-807-200
246-807-210
246-807-220
246-807-230
246-807-240
246-807-250
246-807-260
246-807-270
246-807-280
246-807-290
246-807-300
246-807-310
246-807-320
246-807-330
246-807-340
246-807-350
246-807-360
246-807-370
246-807-380
246-807-390
246-807-400
246-807-400
246-807-410
246-807-410
246-815-031
246-815-031
246-815-990
246-816-075
246-818-050
246-822-990
246-824-020
246-824-020
246-824-050
246-824-050
246-824-075
246-824-075
246-824-080
246-824-080
246-826-990
246-828-020
246-828-020
246-828-030
246-828-030

RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RE COD
RECOD
REC OD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RE COD
RECOD
RE COD
RECOD
RECOD
REC OD
REP
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
REC OD
RECOD
RECOD
REC OD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
REC OD
REC OD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
REC OD
RE COD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-W
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
RECOD-P
REC OD
RECOD-P
REC OD

91-05-026
91-05-026
91-05-026
91-05-026
91-05-026
91-05-026
91-05-026
91-05-026
91-05-026
91-05-026
91-05-031
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-10-051
91-06-090
91-10-051
91-06-090
91-10-051
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-05-095
91-06-090
91-10-050
91-06-090
91-10-051
91-08-077
91-11-065
91-08-078
91-03-109
91-10-093
91-08-078
91-05-087
91-09-024
91-05-087
91-09-023
91-05-087
91-09-024
91-05-087
91-09-024
91-08-078
91-07-058
91-11-031
91-07-058
91-11-031

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

246-828--040
246-828--040
246-828--050
246-828--050
246-828--060
246-828--060
246-828--070
246-828--070
246-828--080
246-828--080
246-828--090
246-828--090
246-828-100
246-828-100
246-828-110
246-828-110
246-828-120
246-828-120
246-828-130
246-828-130
246-828-140
246-828-140
246-828-150
246-828-150
246-828-160
246-828-160
246-828-170
246-828-170
246-828-180
246-828-180
246-828-190
246-828-190
246-828-200
246-828-200
246-828-210
246-828-210
246-828-220
246-828-220
246-828-230
246-828-230
246-828-240
246-828-240
246-828-250
246-828-250
246-828-260
246-828-260
246-828-270
246-828-270
246-828-280
246-828-280
246-828-290
246-828-290
246-828-300
246-828-300
246-828-310
246-828-310
246-828-320
246-828-320
246-828-330
246-828-330
246-828-340
246-828-340
246-828-350
246-828-350
246-828-360
246-828-360
246-828-370
246-828-370
246-828-990
246-834-990
246-838--026
246-838--040
246-838-060
246-838-070
246-838-090
246-838-100
246-838-110

WSR #
RECOD-P
RECOD
RECOD-P
RECOD
RECOD-P
RECOD
RECOD-P
RECOD
RECOD-P
RECOD
RECOD-P
RECOD
RECOD-P
RECOD
RECOD-P
RECOD
RECOD-P
REC OD
RECOD-P
RECOD
RECOD-P
RECOD
RECOD-P
REC OD
RECOD-P
REC OD
RECOD-P
RECOD
RECOD-P
RECOD
RECOD-P
RECOD
RECOD-P
RECOD
RECOD-P
RECOD
RECOD-P
RECOD
RECOD-P
RECOD
RECOD-P
RECOD
RECOD-P
REC OD
RECOD-P
RECOD
RECOD-P
RECOD
RECOD-P
RECOD
RECOD-P
RE COD
RECOO-P
RECOO
RECOD-P
REC OD
RECOD-P
REC OD
RECOO-P
RECOD
RECOD-P
RECOD
RECOD-P
RECOD
RECOD-P
RE COD
RECOD-P
RE COD
RECOO
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P

91-07--058
91-11--031
91-07--058
91-11--031
91--07--058
91-11--031
91--07--058
91-11--031
91--07--058
91-11--031
91-07-058
91-11--031
91-07--058
91-11--031
91--07-058
91-11--031
91--07--058
91-11--031
91-07-058
91-11-031
91--07-058
91-11--031
91--07--058
91-11-031
91-07--058
91-11-031
91--07-058
91-11-031
91--07-058
91-11-031
91--07-058
91-11-031
91-07--058
91-11-031
91-07-058
91-11--031
91--07--058
91-11--031
91--07--058
91-11--031
91-07-058
91-11-031
91--07-058
91-11-031
91-07-058
91-11--031
91--07-058
91-11-031
91-07--058
91-11-031
91-07-058
91-11-031
91-07--058
91-11-031
91-07--058
91-11--031
91-07-058
91-11-031
91--07-058
91-11-031
91--07-058
91-11-031
91--07-058
91-11-031
91--07-058
91-11-031
91-07-058
91-11--031
91-11--030
91--08-078
91--09-014
91--09-014
91-09-014
91--09-014
91-09--014
91-09-014
91--09-014

WAC#

246-838-120
246-838-130
246-838-210
246-838-250
246-838-260
246-838-270
246-838-990
246-839--010
246-839--020
246-839--030
246-839--040
246-839--050
246-839--060
246-839--070
246-839--080
246-839--090
246-839-100
246-839-105
246-839-110
246-839-120
246-839-130
246-839-300
246-839-310
246-839-320
246-839-330
246-839-340
246-839-350
246-839-360
246-839-370
246-839-400
246-839-410
246-839-420
246-839-430
246-839-440
246-839-450
246-839-505
246-839-506
246-839-525
246-839-530
246-839-535
246-839-540
246-839-545
246-839-550
246-839-555
246-839-560
246-839-565
246-839-570
246-839-575
246-839-700
246-839-710
246-839-720
246-839-730
246-839-740
246-839-750
246-839-760
246-839-770
246-839-780
246-839-800
246-839-810
246-839-820
246-839-830
246-839-840
246-839-850
246-839-860
246-839-870
246-839-880
246-839-890
246-839-900
246-839-990
246-841-400
246-841-410
246-841-420
246-841-430
246-841-440
246-841-450
246-841-460
246-841-470

WSR #
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
RECOD
REC OD
REC OD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
REC OD
REC OD
RECOD
NEW-E
RECOD
RE COD
REC OD
RECOD
RE COD
RE COD
RECOD
RE COD
RECOD
RECOD
REC OD
RECOD
REC OD
REC OD
REC OD
RE COD
RECOD
RE COD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RE COD
RE COO
RE COD
RECOD
RECOO
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOO
RECOD
RECOO
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
RECOO
RECOD
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOD
RECOO
RECOD
RECOD

I 368 I

91--09-014
91--09-014
91--09-014
91-09-014
91--09-014
91--09-014
91--08-078
91--07-049
91--07-049
91--07-049
91--07--049
91--07-049
91-07-049
91--07-049
91--07--049
91--07-049
91--07--049
91-10--007
91--07-049
91--07-049
91--07-049
91--07-049
91-07-049
91-07-049
91-07--049
91--07-049
91--07--049
91--07-049
91--07-049
91--07-049
91-07-049
91-07-049
91-07-049
91-07-049
91--07-049
91--07-049
91--07-049
91-07-049
91-07-049
91--07-049
91--07-049
91-07--049
91--07-049
91--07-049
91-07-049
91--07-049
91--07-049
91-07-049
91-07-049
91-07-049
91--07-049
91-07-049
91--07--049
91--07-049
91-07-049
91--07-049
91--07-049
91-07-049
91-07--049
91--07-049
91--07-049
91--07--067
91-07-067
91-07-067
91--07-067
91-07-067
91-07-067
91-07-067
91--07-048
91-07-049
91--07-049
91-07-049
91--07-049
91-07-049
91-07-049
91-07-049
91-07-049

WAC#

246-841-480
246-841-490
246-841-500
246-841-510
246-842-100
246-842-110
246-842-120
246-842-130
246-842-140
246-842-150
246-842-160
246-842-170
246-842-180
246-842-190
246-842-200
246-842-210
246-843-001
246-843-010
246-843-030
246-843--040
246-843--050
246-843--060
246-843-070
246-843--080
246-843-090
246-843--095
246-843-100
246-843-110
246-843-120
246-843-125
246-843-130
246-843-150
246-843-155
246-843-160
246-843-162
246-843-170
246-843-180
246-843-200
246-843-205
246-843-220
246-843-225
246-843-230
246-843-240
246-843-250
246-843-320
246-843-330
246-843-990
246-843-990
246-845-990
246-847-010
246-847-010
246-847-020
246-847-030
246-847-040
246-847-040
246-847-050
246-847-050
246-847-060
246-847-065
246-847-065
246-847-070
246-847-080
246-847-090
246-847-100
246-847-110
246-847-110
246-847-120
246-847-130
246-847-140
246-847-150
246-847-160
246-847-170
246-847-180
246-847-190
246-847-200
246-847-990
246-847-990

WSR #
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
REC OD
REC OD
REC OD
RECOD
RECOD
REC OD
REC OD
RECOD
REC OD
REC OD
RECOD
REC OD
RECOD
REC OD
REC OD
RECOD
RE COD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RE COD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RE COD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
REC OD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
NEW
RECOO
AMD
AMO-P
RECOO
AMD
RECOO
RECOD
RE COD
AMO
RECOO
AMD
RECOO
RE COO
AMD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOO
AMO
RECOO
RECOD
RECOD
REC OD
RECOD
RE COD
RECOD
RECOO
RECOO
RECOD
AMO-P

91--07-049
91--07--049
91--07-049
91--07-049
91--07-049
91--07-049
91--07-049
91--07--049
91-07-049
91--07-049
91--07-049
91--07-049
91--07--049
91--07-049
91-07--049
91-07-049
91-06-060
91--06--060
91-06-060
91-06-060
91-06-060
91--06-060
91-06-060
91--06--060
91-06-060
91--06-060
91--06-060
91--06-060
91-06-060
91--06--060
91--06-060
91--06-060
91--06-060
91--06-060
91--06-060
91-06-060
91--06--060
91-06-060
91-06-060
91--06-060
91--06--060
91-06-060
91--06--060
91--06-060
91--06-060
91-06-059
91-06-058
91-09-051
91-08-078
91--05-027
91-11-064
91--05-027
91--05-027
91-05-027
91-11-064
91--05--027
91-11--064
91-05--027
91--05--027
91-11--064
91-05--027
91-05-027
91-05--027
91-05-027
91-05--027
91-11--064
91-05-027
91--05-027
91-05-027
91-05-027
91-05--027
91--05--027
91--05--027
91-05-027
91--05-027
91--05-030
91-08-078

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
246-851
246-851-020
246-851-030
246-851-040
246-851-050
246-851-060
246-851-070
246-851-080
246-851-090
246-851-100
246-851-110
246-851-120
246-851-130
246-851-140
246-851-150
246-851-160
246-851-170
246-851-180
246-851-190
246-851-200
246-851-210
246-851-220
246-851-230
246-851-240
246-851-250
246-851-260
246-851-270
246-851-280
246-851-290
246-851-300
246-851-310
246-851-320
246-851-330
246-851-340
246-851-350
246-851-360
246-851-370
246-851-380
246-851-390
246-851-400
246-851-410
246-851-420
246-851-430
246-851-990
246-851-990
246-853-020
246-853-250
246-853-260
246-853-260
246-853-270
246-853-270
246-853-280
246-853-280
246-853-290
246-853-290
246-853-300
246-853-300
246-853-310
246-853-310
246-853-320
246-853-320
246-853-330
246-853-330
246-853-340
246-853-340
246-853-350
246-853-350
246-853-990
246-857
246-858
246-861
246-863
246-865
246-867
246-869
246-871
246-873

WSR #
RECOD-C 91-03-116
RECOD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
REC OD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
REC OD
91-06-025
REC OD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
REC OD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
REC OD
91-06-025
REC OD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
91-06-025
RECOD
REC OD
91-06-025
REC OD
91-06-025
REC OD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
RE COD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
RE COD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
RECOD
91-06-025
REC OD
91-06-028
AMD-P
91-08-078
AMD
91-10-043
NEW-P
91-03-117
NEW-P
91-03-117
NEW
91-10-043
NEW-P
91-03-117
NEW
91-10-043
NEW-P
91-03-117
NEW-W 91-10-039
NEW-P
91-03-117
NEW
91-10-043
NEW-P
91-03-117
NEW
91-10-043
NEW-P
91-03-117
NEW
91-10-043
NEW-P
91-03-117
NEW
91-10-043
NEW-P
91-03-117
NEW
91-10-043
NEW-P
91-03-117
NEW
91-10-043
NEW-P
91-03-117
NEW
91-10-043
AMD-P
91-08-078
RECOD-W 91-06-037
RECOD-W 91-06-037
RECOD-W 91-06-037
RECOD-W 91-06-037
RECOD-W 91-06-037
RECOD-W 91-06-037
RECOD-W 91-06-037
RECOD-W 91-06-037
RECOD-W 91-06-037

WAC#
246-875
246-877
246-879
246-881
246-883
246-885
246-887
246-889
246-891
246-893
246-895
246-897
246-899
246-901
246-903
246-905
246-907
246-915-010
246-915-015
246-915-030
246-915-030
246-915-030
246-915-040
246-915-050
246-915-080
246-915-110
246-915-130
246-915-140
246-91 5-1 50
246-915-160
246-915-170
246-915-180
246-915-210
246-915-300
246-915-300
246-915-310
246-915-310
246--915-3 20
246-915-320
246-915-330
246-915-330
246-915-990
246-917-020
246-917-030
246-917-040
246-917-050
246-91 7-060
246-917-070
246-917-080
246-917-090
246-917-100
246-917-110
246-917-120
246-91 7-130
246-917-140
246-917-150
246-917-160
246-91 7-170
246-917-180
246-917-190
246-91 7-200
246-917-990
246-918-020
246-918-030
246-918-030
246-918-035
246-918-035
246-918-040
246-918-050
246-918-060
246-918-070
246-918-080
246-918-090
246-918-100
246-918-110
246-918-120
246-918-130

WSR #
RECOD-W 91-06-037
RECOD-W 91-06-037
RECOD-W 91-06-037
RECOD-W 91-06-037
RECOD-W 91-06-037
RECOD-W 91-06-037
RECOD-W 91-06-037
RECOD-W 91-06-037
RECOD-W 91-06-037
RECOD-W 91-06-037
RECOD-W 91-06-037
RECOD-W 91-06-037
RECOD-W 91-06-037
RECOD-W 91-06-037
RECOD-W 91-06-037
RECOD-W 91-06-037
RECOD-W 91-06-037
AMD
91-05-094
NEW
91-05-094
AMD
91-05-094
AMD-E
91-09-033
AMD-P
91-09-063
AMD
91-05-094
AMD
91-05-094
AMD
91-05-094
AMD
91-05-094
AMD
91-05-094
AMD
91-05-094
AMD
91-05-094
AMD
91-05-094
AMD
91-05-094
AMD
91-05-094
AMD
91-05-094
NEW-E
91-09-033
NEW-P
91-09-063
NEW-E
91-09-033
NEW-P
91-09-063
NEW-E
91-09-033
NEW-P
91-09-063
NEW-E
91-09-033
NEW-P
91-09-063
AMD-P
91-08-078
RECOD
91-06-030
RECOD
91-06-030
RECOD
91..:06-030
RECOD
91-06-030
RECOD
91-06-030
RECOD
91-06-030
RECOD
91-06-030
REC OD
91-06-030
RECOD
91-06-030
RECOD
91-06-030
RECOD
91-06-030
RECOD
91-06-030
RECOD
91-06-030
RECOD
91-06-030
RECOD
91-06-030
RECOD
91-06-030
RECOD
91-06-030
RECOD
91-06-030
RECOD
91-06-030
NEW
91-06-027
RECOD
91-06-030
RECOD
91-06-030
AMD
91-08-007
NEW-P
91-04-055
NEW
91-08-007
REC OD
91-06-030
REC OD
91-06-030
REC OD
91-06-030
REC OD
91-06-030
REC OD
91-06-030
RECOD
91-06-030
REC OD
91-06-030
RECOD
91-06-030
RECOD
91-06-030
RECOD
91-06-030

I 369 I

WSR #

WAC#
246-918-140
246-918-150
246-918-160
246-918-1 70
246-918-180
246-918-190
246-918-200
246-918-210
246-918-220
246-918-230
246-918-240
246-918-250
246-918-260
246-918-270
246-918-280
246-918-290
246-918-300
246-918-310
246-918-320
246-918-330
246-918-340
246--918-350
246-918-360
246-918-370
246-91 8-990
246-920-730
246-920-730
246-922-001
246-922-001
246-922-010
246-922-010
246-922-020
246-922-030
246-922-030
246-922-040
246-922-040
246-922-045
246-922-045
246-922-050
246-922-050
246-922-055
246-922-055
246-922-060
246-922-060
246-922-070
246-922-070
246-922-080
246-922-080
246-922-090
246-922-090
246-922-100
246-922-100
246-922-1 I0
246-922-1 I0
246-922-120
246-922-120
246-922-130
246-922-130
246-922-140
246-922-140
246-922-150
246-922-150
246-922-160
246-922-160
246-922-170
246-922-1 70
246-922-180
246-922-180
246-922-190
246-922-190
246-922-200
246-922-200
246-922-210
246-922-210
246-922-220
246-922-220
246-922-230

RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
REC OD
REC OD
REC OD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
RECOD
NEW
AMD-P
AMD-E
RECOD
AMD
RECOD
AMD
RECOD
RECOD
AMD
RECOD
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
RECOD
AMD
NEW-·P
NEW
RECOD
AMD
RECOD
AMD
RECOD
AMD
RECOD
AMD
RECOD
AMD
RECOD
AMD
RECOD
AMD
RECOD
AMD
RECOD
AMD
RECOD
AMD
RECOD
AMD
RECOD
AMD
RECOD
AMD
RECOD
AMD
RECOD
AMD
RECOD
AMD
RECOD
AMD
RECOD

91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-027
91-10-040
91-10-042
91-03-095
91-10-041
91-03-095
91-10-041
91-03-095
91-03-095
91-10-041
91-03-095
91-10-041
91-05-089
91-10-041
91-03-095
91-10-041
91-05-089
91-10-041
91-03-095
91-10-041
91-03-095
91-10-041
91-03-095
91-10-041
91-03-095
91-10-041
91-03-095
91-10-041
91-03-095
91-10-041
91-03-095
91-10-041
91-03-095
91-10-041
91-03-095
91-10-041
91-03-095
91-10-041
91-03-095
91-10-041
91-03-095
91-10-041
91-03-095
91-10-041
91-03-095
91-10-041
91-03-095
91-10-041
91-03-095
91-10-041
91-03-095
91-10-041
91-03-095

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

246-922-230
246-922-240
246-922-240
246-922-250
246-922-250
246-922-260
246-922-260
246-922-270
246-922-270
246-922-280
246-922-280
246-922-290
246-922-290
246-922-295
246-922-295
246-922-300
246-922-300
246-922-310
246-922-310
246-922-320
246-922-320
246-922-990
246-922-990
246-924-001
246-924-010
246-924-020
246-924-030
246-924-040
246-924-050
246-924-060
246-924-070
246-924-080
246-924-090
246-924-100
246-924-110
246-924-120
246-924-130
246-924-140
246-924-150
246-924-160
246-924-170
246-924-180
246-924-190
246-924-200
246-924-210
246-924-220
246-924-230
246-924-240
246-924-250
246-924-260
246-924-270
246-924-280
246-924-290
246-924-300
246-924-310
246-924-320
246-924-330
246-924-340
246-924-350
246-924-360
246-924-370
246-924-380
246-924-390
246-924-400
246-924-410
246-924-420
246-924-430
246-924-440
246-924-450
246-924-460
246-924-470
246-924-480
246-924-990
246-924-990
246-930-010
246-930-010
246-930-020

AMO
RECOO
AMO
RECOO
AMO
RECOO
AMO
RECOO
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
RECOO
AMO-P
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RE COO
RECOO
NEW
NEW
RECOO
RECOO
NEW
RECOO
RECOO
RE COO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOD
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
RECOD
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOO
RECOD
RECOO
AMD-P
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P

WSR #

WAC#

91-10-041
91-03-095
91-10--041
91-03-095
91-10-041
91-03-095
91-10-041
91-03-095
91-10--041
91-05-089
91-10--041
91-05-089
91-10-041
91-05-089
91-10-041
91-05-089
91-10-041
91-05-089
91-10-041
91-05-089
91-10--041
91-05-029
91-08-078
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-021
91-04-021
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-021
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-021
91-04-021
91-04-021
91-04-021
91-04-021
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-05-028
91-08-078
91-06-091
91-11-063
91-06-091

246-930-020
246-930-030
246-930--030
246-930-040
246-930-040
246-930-050
246-930-050
246-930-060
246-930--060
246-930-070
246-930--070
246-930--075
246-930--200
246-930-200
246-930-210
246-930-210
246-930-220
246-930-220
246-930-300
246-930-300
246-930-400
246-930-400
246-930-499
246-930--499
246-930-990
246-930-990
246-975-160
246-975-180
246-975-200
246-975-210
246-975-220
246-975-240
246-975-250
248-106--030
250-44-050
250-44-110
250--44-130
250--76
250-76-010
250-76-020
250-76-030
250-76-040
250--76-050
250--76-060
250-77-010
250-77-015
250-77-020
250-77-025
250-77-030
250--77-035
250-77-040
250--77-045
250--77-050
251-04-160
251-08-112
251-08-112
251-08-112
251-08-112
251-09-020
251-12-085
251-12-085
251-12-085
251-12-600
251-19-120
251-19-120
251-19-120
251-19-155
251-19-155
251-19-155
251-19-156
251-19-156
251-19-156
251-19-157
251-19-157
251-19-157
251-19-158
251-19-158

NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW-W
AMO-E
AMO-E
AMO-E
NEW-C
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO-C
AMD-C
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-C
AMO-C
AMO
NEW-C
NEW-C
NEW
NEW-C
NEW-C
NEW
NEW-C
NEW-C
NEW
NEW-C
NEW-C

I 370 I

WSR #

WAC#

91-11-063
91-06--091
91-11--063
91-06--091
91-11--063
91--06-091
91-11--063
91--06-091
91-11--063
91-06-091
91-11-063
91-11--062
91-06--091
91-11-063
91-06-091
91-11-063
91-06-091
91-11-063
91--06-091
91-11-063
91--06-091
91-11-063
91-06-091
91-11-063
91-06--091
91-11--063
91-06--026
91--06-026
91--06-026
91-06-026
91-06-026
91-06-026
91-06-026
91-11--024
91-04--045
91--04--04 5
91-04-045
91-03-087
91-11-073
91-11-073
91-11-073
91-11-073
91-11-073
91-11-073
91-09-061
91-09-061
91-09-061
91-09-061
91-09-061
91-09-061
91-09-061
91-09-061
91-09-061
91-10-059
91-05-052
91-06-077
91-10-003
91-10-061
91-07-060
91-05-055
91-05-060
91-10-002
91-10-060
91-05-055
91-05-060
91-10-002
91-05-054
91-05-059
91-10-001
91-05-054
91-05-059
91-10--001
91-05-054
91-05-059
91-10-001
91-05-054
91-05--059

251-19-158
251-19-160
251-19-160
251-19-160
251-22-112
251-22-215
251-22-250
251-24-030
251-24-030
251-24-030
260-20-080
260-32-190
260-36-190
260--36-200
260-60-060
260-75-010
263-12-005
263-12-007
263-12-010
263-12-015
263-12-01501
263-12-016
263-12-017
263-12-020
263-12-045
263-12-050
263-12-051
263-12-053
263-12-056
263-12-057
263-12-058
263-12-060
263-12-065
263-12-070
263-12-075
263-12-080
263-12-090
263-12-091
263-12-093
263-12-095
263-12-115
263-12-125
263-12-145
263-12-150
263-12-160
263-12-165
263-12-170
263-12-171
263-12-195
275-16-030
275-16-030
275-16-030
275-25-010
275-25-015
275-25-030
275-25-520
275-25-530
275-26--005
275-26-010
275-26-012
275-26-015
275-26-019
275-26-020
275-26-021
275-26-022
275-26-025
275-26-030
275-26-032
275-26-050
275-26-055
275-26-060
275-26-065
275-26-070
275-26-071
275-26-072
275-26-073
275-26-075

WSR #
NEW
AMO-C
AMO-C
AMO
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-C
AMO-C
AMO
REP-P
AMO-P
NEW
NEW
AMO-W
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMD-E
AMD
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
REP-P
REP-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD-P

91-10-001
91-05--055
91-05--060
91-10-002
91-10-060
91-10-059
91-10-060
91-05--054
91-05--059
91-10--001
91-08--073
91-08-073
91-03--033
91-03-033
91-03--064
91-08-073
91-09--062
91-09--062
91-09--062
91-09--062
91--09-062
91-09--062
91--09--06 2
91--09--06 2
91--09-062
91--09--062
91--09--062
91-09--062
91--09--062
91-09--062
91-09-062
91--09-062
91--09--06 2
91--09--06 2
91--09-062
91-09-062
91-09-062
91-09-062
91-09-062
91--09-062
91-09-062
91-09-062
91-09-062
91-09-062
91-09-062
91-09-062
91-09-062
91-09-062
91-09-062
91-04-034
91-04-037
91-08-014
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WSR #

WAC#

275-26--080
275-26--085
275-26--087
275-26--090
275-26--095
275-26--100
275-26-107
275-26-110
275-26--115
275-26-500
275-26-520
275-26-530
275-26-540
275-26-550
275-26-560
275-26--570
275-27--020
275-27--023
275-27--060
275-27-230
275-27-300
275-27-310
275-27-320
275-27-500
275-27-820
275-36--010
275-36--020
275-36--030
275-36--040
275-36--050
275-36--061
275-36--065
275-36--071
275-36--081
275-36--091
275-36-101
275-36-110
275-36-120
275-36-130
275-36-140
275-36-150
275-36-153
275-36-160
275-36-170
i75-36-180
275-36-190
275-36-200
275-36-211
275-36-260
275-36-270
275-36-275
275-36-280
275-36-285
275-36-290
275-36-295
275-36-300
275-36-305
275-36-310
275-38--001
275-38--003
275-38--005
275-38--007
275-38--027
275-38--040
275-38--045
275-38--050
275-38--055
275-38--060
275-38--065
275-38--075
275-38--090
275--41--005
275--41--010
275-41--015
27 5--41--020
275--41--025
284-14--010

REP-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
AMD--P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
REP-P

91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10--035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10--035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10--035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10--035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10--035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10--035
91-10--035
91-10-035
91-10--035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10--035
91-10-035
91-10--035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10--035
91-10--035
91-10-035
91-10--035
91-10--035
91-10--035
91-10--035
91-10--035
91-10--035
91-10--035
91-10-035
91-10--035
91-10-035
91-10--035
91-10--035.
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10--035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-10-035
91-04-057

WAC#

284-17-515
284-17-551
284-17-552
284-17-553
284--17-554
284-17-555
284--30--600
284--30--610
284--44--400
284--44--400
284--46--010
284--46--010
292-10-010
292-10-020
292-10-030
292-10-040
292-10--050
292-10--060
292-10-070
296-17-310
296-17-320
296-17-420
296-17-440
296-17-512
296-17-544
296-17-567
296-17-57001
296-17-579
296-17-592
296-17-59202
296-17-59203
296-17-59204
296-17-603
296-17-604
296-17-605
296-17-606
296-17-634
296-17-643
296-17-64905
296-17-669
296-17-709
296-17-71301
296-17-722
296-17-753
296-17-885
296-17-895
296-20--1 I03
296-20-200
296-21--013
296-21-013
296-21-015
296-21-027
296-21--047
296-21-050
296-21-0501
296-21-066
296-21-075
296-21-086
296-22-020
296-22-021
296-22-022
296-22--023
296-22-024
296-22--025
296-22-026
296-22-027
296-22-030
296-22-031
296-22-036
296-22-037
296-22-038
296-22-039
296-22-040
296-22-042
296-22-051
296-22-052
296-22-053

WSR #
AMD-P
AMD--P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
NEW
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
REP-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
REP-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-W
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMO
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD-W
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91--09--048
91--09--04 9
91--09--049
91--09--049
91--09--049
91--09--049
91--03--073
91-03-073
91--04--057
91--07--053
91--04--057
91--07--053
91-04--060
91--04--060
91--04--060
91--04--060
91--04--060
91--04--060
91--04--060
91--07--061
91-07--061
91--07--061
91-07--061
91--07-061
91--07--06 I
91--07--061
91-07--061
91--07-061
91--07--06 1
91--07--061
91-07--061
91--07--061
91--07--061
91-07--061
91-07-061
91-07--061
91--07--061
91-07-061
91--07--061
91--07--061
91-07--061
91-07-061
91-07--061
91-07-061
91--07--061
91-07--061
91--03-114
91--07-008
91-02-114
91-07--008
91--07--008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07--008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07--008
91-07-008
91-07--008
91--07--008
91-07-008
91-07--008
91--07--008
91-07--008
91-07--008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91--07-008
91--07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91--07--008
91-07-008
91--07-008
91-02-114

WAC#

296-22--053
296-22--061
296-22--063
296-22--067
296-22-071
296-22--073
296-22-079
296-22--082
296-22-082
296-22--087
296-22-091
296-22-095
296-22-097
296-22-100
296-22-105
296-22-110
296-22-115
296-22-116
296-22-120
296-22-125
296-22-130
296--22-132
296-22-135
296-22-140
296-22-141
296-22-146
296-22-147
296-22-150
296-22-155
296-22-160
296-22-165
296-22-170
296-22-180
296-22-190
296-22-195
296-22-200
296-22-205
296-22-205
296-22-210
296-22-215
296--22-220
296-22-225
296-22-230
296-22-235
296-22-245
296-22-250
296-22-255
296-22-260
296-22-265
296-22-270
296-22-275
296-22-280
296-22-285
296-22-290
296-22-295
296-22-300
296-22-305
296-22-307
296-22-310
296-22-315
296-22-325
296-22-330
296-22-333
296-22-337
296-22-340
296-22-350
296-22-355
296-22-365
296-22-370
296-22-375
296-22-405
296-22-410
296-22-413
296-22-415
296-22--420
296-22-425
296-22-427

WSR #
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD-W
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD-W
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMO
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMO
AMD
AMD

91-07--008
91--07--008
91--07-008
91--07--008
91--0 7--008
91--07--008
91--07--008
91--02-114
91--07--008
91--07--008
91--07--008
91--07--008
91-07--008
91--07--008
91--07--008
91--07-008
91-07--008
91--07--008
91--07-008
91--07--008
91--07-008
91-07-008
91--07--008
91--07-008
91--07-008
91--07--008
91-07--008
91-07--008
91--07--008
91--07--008
91--07--008
91-07-008
91--07-008
91-07--008
91--07--008
91-07-008
91-02-114
91-07-008
91--07--008
91--07-008
91--07-008
91-07--008
91--07--008
91--07-008
91-07--008
91--07--008
91--07-008
91--07-008
91--07--008
91--07-008
91--07--008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91--07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07--008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07--008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07--008
91-07-008

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WSR #

WAC#
296-22-430
296-22-435
296-22-440
296-22-445
296-22-450
296-22-455
296-22-465
296-22-470
296-22-475
296-23-015
296-23-020
296-23-025
296-23-030
296-23-035
296-23-040
296-23-045
296-23-050
296-23-055
296-23-065
296-23-079
296-23-07902
296-23-07903
296-23-07905
296-23-07906
296-23-07907
296-23-07907
296-23-07908
296-23-080
296-23-125
296-23-130
296-23-204
296-23-208
296-23-212
296-23-216
296-23-221
296-23-224
296-23-228
296-23-231
296-23-232
296-23-50002
296-23A-240
296-23A-242
296-23A-244
296-23A-246
296-23A-248
296-23A-250
296-23A-252
296-23A-254
296-23A-256
296-23A-258
296-23A-260
296-23A-262
296-23A-264
296-23A-266
296-23A-268
296-23A-325
296-23A-330
296-23A-335
296-23A-340
296-23A-340
296-23A-345
296-23A-350
296-23A-355
296-23A-360
296-24-020
296-24-065
296-24-084
296-24-11001
296-24-11001
296-24-11003
296-24-11003
296-24-11005
296-24-1 I005
296-24-11007
296-24-1 I 007
296-24-11009
296-24-11009

AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMD
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-W
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-W
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO

91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-02-114
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-02-114
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-07-008
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-04-077
91-11-070

WAC#
296-24-11011
296-24-11011
296-24-11013
296-24-11013
296-24-11015
296-24-11015
296-24-11017
296-24-11017
296-24-119
296-24-119
296-24-12002
296-24-12002
296-24-150
296-24-15001
296-24-15003
296-24-16531
296-24-19505
296-24-19509
296-24-200
296-24-23023
296-24-23027
296-24-233
296-24-233
296-24-23303
296-24-23303
296-24-23533
296-24-450
296-24-68203
296-24-75009
296-24-75011
296-24-76555
296-24-87035
296-24-95611
296-30-190
296-52-417
296-52-465
296-52-489
296-52-493
296-52-497
296-56-60073
296-56-60073
296-56-60229
296-56-60229
296-62-07314
296-62-07329
296-62-07515
296-62-07515
296-62-07540
296-62-07540
296-62-07544
296-62-07544
296-62-07715
296-62-07719
296-62-07721
296-62-07725
296-62-07731
296-62-07733
296-62-07755
296-62-09007
296-62-09007
296-62-11011
296-62-11011
296-62-14503
296-62-14503
296-62-3050
296-62-3050
296-62-3090
296-62-3090
296-81-008
296-81-010
296-81-020
296-81-030
296-81-040
296-81-050
296-81-060
296-81-070
296-81-080

AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-C
AMO-W
NEW-C
NEW-W
NEW
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW
AMO
NEW-W
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
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WSR #

WAC#

91-04-077
91-11-070
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-043
91-09-004
91-03-043
91-09-004
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-04-027
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091

296-81-090
296-81-100
296-81-110
296-81-120
296-81-130
296-81-140
296-81-150
296-81-160
296-81-170
296-81-180
296-81-190
296-81-220
296-81-240
296-81-260
296-81-270
296-81-275
296-81-280
296-81-290
296-81-370
296-95-101
296-95-110
296-95-111
296-95-113
296-95-115
296-95-116
296-95-120
296-95-121
296-95-122
296-95-123
296-95-124
296-95-125
296-95-126
296-95-130
296-95-131
296-95-132
296-95-133
296-95-140
296-95-150
296-95-151
296-95-152
296-95-153
296-95-154
296-95-155
296-95-156
296-95-157
296-95-158
296-95-160
296-95-161
296-95-162
296-95-163
296-95-165
296-95-166
296-95-200
296-95-203
296-95-205
296-95-206
296-95-207
296-95-208
296-95-209
296-95-215
296-95-216
296-95-220
296-95-221
296-95-222
296-95-225
296-95-226
296-95-227
296-95-228
296-95-229
296-95-235
296-95-236
296-95-240
296-95-241
296-95-243
296-95-244
296-95-245
296-95-250

WSR #
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMO-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P

91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-.10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

296-95-255
296-95-256
296-95-260
296-95-261
296-95-262
296-95-264
296-95-266
296-95-268
296-95-269
296-95-270
296-95-272
296-95-274
296-95-276
296-95-277
296-95-278
296-95-279
296-95-280
296-95-282
296-95-283
296-95-284
296-95-285
296-95-287
296-95-288
296-95-289
296-95-290
296-95-291
296-95-300
296-95-302
296-95-304
296-95-307
296-95-309
296-95-311
296-95-313
296-95-316
296-95-318
296-95-321
296-95-322
296-95-323
296-95-324
296-95-325
296-95-326
296-95-328
296-95-330
296-95-332
296-95-334
296-95-336
296-95-338
296-95-340
296-95-342
296-95-344
296-95-400
296-95-405
296-95-408
296-95-410
296-95-412
296-95-414
296-95-416
296-95-418
296-95-420
296-95-422
296-95-424
296-95-427
296-95-429
296-95-431
296-95-432
296-95-434
296-95-436
296-95-438
296-95-440
296-95-442
296-95-444
296-95-446
296-95-448
296-95-450
296-95-500
296-95-510
296-95-540

NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P

WSR #

WAC#

91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91..:10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091

296-95-600
296-95-610
296-95-620
296-95-630
296-95-700
296-95-710
296-95-800
296-95-810
296-99-050
296-99-050
296-104-015
296-104-015
296-104-120
296-104-120
296-104-200
296-104-200
296-104-801
296-104-801
296-104-805
296-104-805
296-115-005
296-11 5-0 I0
296-115-015
296-115-025
296-115-035
296-1 I 5-060
296-1 I 5-070
296-115-100
296-116-185
296-116-185
296-116-185
296-116-300
296-116-300
296-116-315
296-127
296-127-010
296-127-011
296-127-013
296-127-014
296-127-015
296-127-016
296-127-017
296-127-018
296-127-019
296-127-020
296-127-025
296-127-990
296-155-205
296-155-205
296-155-225
296-155-230
296-155-24501
296-155-24503
296-155-24505
296-155-24510
296-155-24515
296-155-24520
296-155-24521
296-155-24525
296-155-363
296-155-363
296-155-36313
296-155-36313
296-155-375
296-155-375
296-155-480
296-155-485
296-155-48529
296-155-48531
296-155-48533
296-155-500
296-155-505
296-155-50501
296-155-50503
296-155-525
296-155-530
296-155-620

NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW
AMD-C
AMD-W
AMD-W
AMD-W
AMD-W
AMD-W
REP-W
AMD-W
NEW-W
AMD-W
AMD-W
AMD-W
NEW-W
AMD-P
AMD
REP
REP
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
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WSR #

WAC#

91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-10-091
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-09-047
91-11-107
91-09-047
91-11-107
91-09-047
91-11-107
91-09-046
91-11-106
91-09-046
91-11-106
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-075
91-08-004
91-08-008
91-08-003
91-11-074
91-06-033
91-03-113
91-10-092
91-10-092
91-10-092
91-10-092
91-10-092
91-10-092
91-10-092
91-10-092
91-10-092
91-10-092
91-10-092
91-10-092
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044

296-155-625
296-155-650
296-155-655
296-155-65505
296-155-657
296-155-660
296-155-66005
296-155-66103
296-155-66105
296-155-66109
296-155-664
296-155-665
296-155-66501
296-155-66502
296-155-66503
296-155-66504
296-155-66505
296-155-675
296-155-675
296-155-682
296-155-688
296-155-689
296-155-694
296-155-694
296-155-700
296-155-705
296-155-720
296-155-730
296-155-730
296-155-950
296-305-06009
296-305-06009
296-305-110
296-306-260
296-306-260
296-306-265
296-306-265
296-306-27095
296-306-27095
296-306-310
296-306-310
296-306-320
296-306-320
308-10-067
308-12-115
308-12-1 15
308-12-326
308-14-135
308-20-010
308-20-010
308-20-020
308-20-020
308-20-030
308-20-030
308-20-040
308-20-040
308-20-050
308-20-050
308-20-070
308-20-070
308-20-080
308-20-080
308-20-090
308-20-090
308-20-095
308-20-095
308-20-105
308-20-105
308-20-110
308-20-110
308-20-140
308-20-140
308-20-175
308-20-175
308-31-001
308-31-010
308-31-010

WSR #
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
NEW
REP
REP
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-W
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
DE COD
DE COD
AMD-P

91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-03-044
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-03-044
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-03-044
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-04-077
91-11-070
91-07-028
91-06-012
91-09-041
91-09-020
91-03-065
91-05-080
91-11-042
91-05-080
91-11-042
91-05-080
91-11-042
91-05-080
91-11-042
91-05-080
91-11-042
91-05-080
91-11-042
91-05-080
91-11-042
91-05-080
91-11-042
91-05-080
91-11-042
91-05-080
91-11-042
91-05-080
91-11-042
91-05-080
91-11-042
91-05-080
91-11-042
91-03-095
91-03-095
91-05-089

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WSR #

WAC#
308-31---020
308-31---020
308-31---025
308-31---025
308-31---030
308-31---030
308-31---040
308-31---040
308-31---050
308-31---050
308-31---055
308-31---057
308-31---057
308-31---060
308-31---060
308-31-100
308-31-100
308-31-110
308-31-110
308-31-120
308-31-120
308-31-210
308-31-210
308-31-220
308-31-220
308-31-230
308-31-230
308-31-240
308-31-240
308-31-250
308-31-250
308-31-260
308-31-260
308-31-270
308-31-270
308-31-280
308-31-280
308-31-500
308-31-500
308-31-510
308-31-510
308-31-520
308-31-520
308-31-530
308-31-530
308-31-540
308-31-540
308-31-550
308-31-550
308-31-560
308-31-560
308-31-570
308-31-570
308-42---075
308-48-520
308-48-580
308-48-590
308-48-600
308-48-601
308-48-610
308-48-800
308-48-800
308-50---010
308-50---010
308-50---020
308-50---020
308-50---035
308-50---035
308-50---040
308-50---040
308-50---090
308-50---090
308-50-100
308-50-100
308-50-110
308-50-110
308-50-120

OECOO
AMO-P
OECOO
AMO-P
OECOO
AMO-P
OECOO
AMO-P
OECOO
AMO-P
OECOO
OECOO
AMO-P
OECOO
AMO-P
DECOO
AMO-P
OECOO
AMO-P
DECOO
AMO-P
OECOO
AMO-P
OECOO
AMO-P
OECOO
AMD-P
OECOO
AMO-P
OECOO
AMO-P
OECOD
AMO-P
OECOO
AMO-P
OECOO
AMO-P
OECOO
AMO-P
OECOO
AMO-P
OECOD
AMO-P
OECOO
AMO-P
OECOO
AMO-P
OECOD
AMO-P
OECOD
AMO-P
OECOO
AMD-P
AMO
REP-W
REP-W
AMO-W
REP-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
AMO-P
AMO
OECOO-P
OECOD
OECOO-P
DECOO
OECOO-P
DECOD
OECOD-P
DECOD
DECOD-P
DECOD
DECOD-P
DECOD
OECOD-P
DECOD
DECOD-P

91---0 J-09 5
91---05---089
91---03---095
91-05---089
91---03---095
91-05---089
91---03---095
91---05---089
91---03---095
91---05---089
91---05---029
91---03-095
91---05---089
91---0 3---09 5
91---05---089
91---03---095
91---05---089
91---03---095
91---05---089
91-03---095
91---05-089
91---0 3---09 5
91---05---089
91-03-095
91---05---089
91---03---09 5
91---05---089
91---0 3---09 5
91---05---089
91---03-095
91---05---089
91---03---095
91-05-089
91---0 3---09 5
91---05---089
91---03-095
91---05-089
91---03---095
91---05---089
91---03---095
91---05---089
91---03---095
91---05---089
91---03---09 5
91-05---089
91---03---09 5
91---05---089
91---03---09 5
91---05---089
91---03---09 5
91---05---089
91---0 3---09 5
91---05---089
91---05---004
91---09---04 3
91---09---04 3
91---09---04 3
91---09---04 3
91---09---04 3
91---09---04 3
91---08---032
91-11---023
91---07---058
91-11---031
91---07---058
91-11---031
91---07---058
91-11---031
91---07---058
91-11---031
91---07---058
91-11---031
91---07---058
91-11---031
91---07---058
91-11---031
91---07---058

WAC#
308-50-120
308-50-130
308-50-130
308-50-140
308-50-140
308-50-150
308-50-150
308-50-160
308-50-160
308-50-170
308-50-170
308-50-180
308-50-180
308-50-190
308-50-190
308-50-200
308-50-200
308-50-210
308-50-210
308-50-220
308-50-220
308-50-240
308-50-240
308-50-250
308-50-250
308-50-260
308-50-260
308-50-270
308-50-270
308-50-280
308-50-280
308-50-290
308-50-290
308-50-295
308-50-295
308-50-295
308-50-295
308-50-295
308-50-310
308-50-310
308-50-310
308-50-310
308-50-310
308-50-320
308-50-320
308-50-330
308-50-330
308-50-350
308-50-350
308-50-380
308-50-380
308-50-390
308-50-390
308-50-400
308-50-400
308-50-410
308-50-410
308-50-420
308-50-420
308-50-430
308-50-430
308-50-440
308-50-440
308-50-500
308-50-500
308-51-230
308-51-240
308-51-250
308-51-260
308-51-270
308-51-280
308-51-290
308-51-300
308-51-310
308-51-320
308-52---010
308-52---030

WSR #
OECOO
OECOD-P
OECOD
OECOD-P
OECOD
OECOD-P
OECOD
OECOD-P
OECOO
OECOD-P
OECOD
OECOD-P
OECOD
OECOD-P
OECOD
OECOD-P
OECOD
OECOD-P
OECOD
OECOD-P
OECOD
OECOD-P
OECOD
OECOD-P
OECOD
OECOD-P
OECOD
OECOD-P
OECOD
OECOD-P
OECOD
OECOD-P
OECOD
AMD-P
OECOD-P
AMD-W
OECOD
AMO
AMO-P
OECOD-P
AMD-W
OECOD
AMD
OECOD-P
OECOD
OECOD-P
DEC OD
DECOD-P
DECOD
DECOD-P
DECOD
DECOD-P
DECOD
OECOD-P
OECOD
DECOD-P
DECOD
OECOD-P
DECOD
DECOD-P
DECOD
AMO-P
DECOD
DECOD-P
OECOO
OECOD-W
DECOO-W
DECOD-W
DECOD-W
DECOD--W
DECOD-W
DECOD-W
DECOO-W
DECOD-W
DECOD-W
DECOO
DECOD
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91-11---031
91-07---058
91-11---031
91-07---058
91-11---031
91-07---058
91-11---031
91-07---058
91-11-031
91---07-058
91-11-031
91---07---058
91-11-031
91---07---058
91-11---031
91---07---058
91-11---031
91---07-058
91-11---031
91---07-058
91-11-031
91---07---058
91-11---031
91---07---058
91-11-031
91-07---058
91-11-031
91-07---058
91-11---031
91---07---058
91-11---031
91---07---058
91-11---031
91---07---057
91---07---058
91---07---059
91-11---031
91-11---032
91---07-057
91---07---058
91---07---059
91-11-031
91-11---032
91-07-058
91-11-031
91---07-058
91-11---031
91-07---058
91-11-031
91---07---058
91-11---031
91---07---058
91-11---031
91-07---058
91-11---031
91---07---058
91-11---031
91---07---058
91-11---031
91---07---058
91-11---031
91---08---078
91-11---030
91---07-058
91-11-031
91---09-044
91---09-044
91---09-044
91---09-044
91---09-044
91---09-044
91---09-044
91---09-044
91---09-044
91---09-044
91-06---030
91-06-030

WAC#
308-52-040
308-52-100
308-52-120
308-52-132
308-52-135
308-52-135
308-52-135
308-52-136
308-52-138
308-52-139
308-52-140
308-52-141
308-52-146
308-52-147
308-52-148
308-52-149
308-52-150
308-52-160
308-52-165
308-52-190
308-52-201
308-52-205
308-52-211
308-52-215
308-52-221
308-52-255
308-52-260
308-52-260
308-52-265
308-52-270
308-52-320
308-52-400
308-52--405
308-52--406
308-52--410
308-52--415
308-52--420
308-52--425
308-52-500
308-52-502
308-52-504
308-52-510
308-52-515
308-52-530
308-52-540
308-52-570
308-52-580
308-52-590
308-52-600
308-52-610
308-52-620
308-52-630
308-52-640
308-52-650
308-52-660
308-52-680
308-52-690
308-53
308-53-010
308-53---020
308-53---030
308-53---070
308-53---075
308-53---084
308-53---085
308-53-100
308-53-110
308-53-120
308-53-123
308-53-125
308-53-135
308-53-140
308-53-145
308-53-146
308-53-150
308-53-151
308-53-155

WSR #
OECOO
OE COO
OECOO
OECOO
AMO-E
AMO-P
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOD
OECOD
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
DECOD
OECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
OECOD
DECOD
DECOO
AMO
OECOD
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOD
OECOD
OECOD
DECOD
OECOD
DECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOD
OECOO
OECOO
OECOD
OECOO
OECOD
REP
OECOO
DECOO
OECOD
DECOO
OECOO
OECOD
OECOD
DECOO
OECOO
OECOO-C
DECOO
DECOO
OECOO
DECOD
DECOO
DECOD
DECOO
DECOD
DECOO
OECOO
DECOO
OECOD
DECOO
DECOO
OECOO
DECOO
DECOO
DECOD
DECOO

91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-04-033
91---04---05 5
91-06-030
91---06-030
91---06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06---030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06---030
91---06-030
91-06-030
91---06-030
91-06-030
91---06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-038
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91---06-030
91---06-030
91---06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91-06-027
91-06-030
91-06-030
91---06---030
91-06-030
91-06-030
91---06-030
91---06---030
91---06---030
91---06-030
91---03-116
91---06-025
91-06-028
91-06---025
91---06-025
91-06---025
91---06-025
91---06-025
91---06---025
91---06---0 25
91---06---025
91---06---0 25
91---06---025
91---06-025
91---06---025
91---06---025
91---06---025
91---06---025
91---06---025
91---06---025

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WSR #

WAC#
308-53-165
308-53-170
308-53-175
308-53-180
308-53-200
308-53-205
308-53-210
308-53-215
308-53-220
308-53-230
308-53-235
308-53-240
308-53-245
308-53-250
308-53-260
308-53-265
308-53-270
308-53-275
308-53-280
308-53-320
308-53-330
308-53-340
308-53-350
308-53-400
308-54--010
308-54--020
308-54--030
308-54--040
308-54--050
308-54--060
308-54--070
308-54--080
308-54--090
308-54--095
308-54-100
308-54-110
308-54-120
308-54-125
308-54-130
308-54-150
308-54-155
308-54-160
308-54-162
308-54-170
308-54-180
308-54-200
308-54-205
308-54-220
308-54-225
308-54-230
308-54-240
308-54-250
308-54-315
308-54-315
308-54-320
308-56A--090
308-56A-l 20
308-56A-l 50
308-56A-460
308-57--005
308-57--010
308-57--020
308-57--030
308-57-110
308-57-120
308-57-130
308-57-140
308-57-210
308-57-220
308-57-230
308-57-240
308-57-310
308-57-320
308-57-410
308-57-420
308-57-430
308-57-440

DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DEC OD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
AMD-P
DECOD
DECOD
NEW
REP-P
AMD
AMD
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

91--06--025
91--06--025
91-06--025
91--06--025
91--06--025
91--06--025
91--06--025
91--06--025
91--06--025
91--06--025
91--06--025
91--06--025
91--06--025
91--06--025
91-06--025
91--06-025
91--06--025
91--06--025
91--06--025
91-06--025
91--06--025
91--06--025
91--06--025
91--06--025
91-06--060
91--06--060
91--06--060
91--06-060
91--06--060
91--06--060
91--06--060
91--06--060
91--06--060
91--06--060
91--06--060
91--06-060
91--06--060
91-06--060
91-06--060
91--06--060
91--06--060
91--06--060
91--06--060
91--06--060
91--06--060
91-06--060
91--06--060
91--06--060
91--06--060
91--06--060
91-06--060
91--06--060
91--05--025
91--06--058
91--06--060
91-03--088
91-11--084
91--04--024
91--04--0 25
91--04--026
91--04-026
91--04--026
91--04--026
91--04--026
91--04--026
91--04--026
91--04--026
9 1--04--026
91-04--026
91--04--026
91--04--026
91--04--026
91--04--026
91--04--026
91--04--026
91--04--026
91--04--026

WAC#
308-58--010
308-58--020
308-66-152
308-66-156
308-77--080
308-77-100
308-77-250
308-91--030
308-91-030
308-91--030
308-91-090
308-91--090
308-91--090
308-91--095
308-91-095
308-91-095
308-91-150
308-91-150
308-91-150
308-93-670
308-94--035
308-94-035
308-96A--005
308-96A--046
308-96A-056
308-96A--057
308-96A--065
308-96A-070
308-96A--071
308-96A--073
308-96A--074
308-96A--075
308-96A-16 I
308-96A-162
308-96A-345
308-96A-350
308-96A-380
308-96A-505
308-96A-5 I0
308-96A-520
308-96A-530
308-96A-540
308-96A-550
308-96A-560
308-120-100
308-120-100
308-120-161
308-120-162
308-120-163
308-120-164
308-120-165
308-120-166
308-120-168
308-120-168
308-120-170
308-120-180
308-120-185
308-120-186
308-120-270
308-120-275
308-120-300
308-120-305
308-120-315
308-120-325
308-120-335
308-120-338
308-120-345
308-120-360
308-120-365
308-120-400
308-120-410
308-120-420
308-120-430
308-120-440
308-120-450
308-120-505
308-120-506

WSR #
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
REP
AMD
·AMD
AMD-E
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-E
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-E
AMD-P
AMD
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW
AMD
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
DEC OD
AMD
DEC OD
DEC OD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
AMD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DEC OD
DECOD
DEC OD
REP
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD

I 375 J

91--04--025
91--04--025
91-03--019
91--03--092
91--03--018
91--03--018
91--03--017
91--02-109
91--02-110
91--06-093
91--02-109
91--02-110
91--06--093
91--02-109
91--02-110
91--06--093
91--02-109
91--02-110
91--06--093
91-03--089
91--03-142
91--09--001
91-11--084
91-04--025
91--04--025
91-11--084
91-11--084
91--04--025
91-11--084
91--04--025
91--04--025
91--04--025
91-11--084
91-11--084
91-04-024
91--04--024
91--04--024
91-03-091
91--0 3--091
91--03-091
91-03--091
91-03--091
91-03--091
91-03--091
91--07--049
91-07-067
91--07--049
91-07-049
91-07--049
91-07--049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07--032
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91-07--049
91--07-049
91--07--049
91--07--048
91--07--04 9
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07--049

WAC#
308-120-525
308-120-530
308-120-535
308-120-540
308-120-545
308-120-550
308-120-555
308-120-560
308-120-565
308-120-565
308-120-570
308-120-575
308-120-610
308-120-620
308-120-700
308-120-710
308-120-720
308-120-730
308-120-740
308-120-750
308-120-760
308-120-770
308-120-780
308-120-800
308-120-810
308-121-110
308-121-120
308-121-130
308-121-140
308-121-145
308-121-150
308-121-155
308-121-160
308-121-165
308-121-170
308-121-175
308-121-180
308-122-001
308-122--005
308-122--006
308-122-060
308-122-200
308-122-200
308-122-211
308-122-215
308-122-220
308-122-225
308-122-230
308-122-235
308-122-275
308-122-280
308-122-350
308-122-360
308-122-360
308-122-370
308-122-380
308-122-390
308-122-400
308-122-410
308-122-420
308-122-430
308-122-440
308-122-450
308-122-500
308-122-505
308-122-510
308-122-515
308-122-515
308-122-520
308-122-520
308-122-525
308-122-530
308-122-535
308-122-540
308-122-545
308-122-600
308-122-610

WSR #
DEC OD
DE COD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DEC OD
DE COD
AMD
DECOD
DECOD
AMD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DEC OD
DE COD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DEC OD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DEC OD
DECOD
DEC OD
DECOD
AMD
DEC OD
DEC OD
DEC OD
DE COD
DECOD
DEC OD
DEC OD
DECOD
DECOD
DE COD
AMD
DECOD
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
REP
DECOD
DE COD
DECOD
AMD
DECOD
AMD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD
DECOD

91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07-049
91--07--049
91-07--049
91--07--049
91--07-049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07--067
91--07--049
91--07-049
91--07--032
91--07--049
91-07--049
91--07-049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07-049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91-07-049
91--07--049
91-07--049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07-049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91--07--049
91-04--020
91--04--020
91-04--020
91--04-020
91-04--020
91--04--021
91--04--020
91-04--020
91--04--020
91--04-020
91-04-020
91--04--020
91--05--028
91--04--020
91--04--020
91--04--020
91--04--021
91--04--020
91--04--021
91--04--021
91--04--021
91--04--021
91--04--021
91--04--020
91--04--020
91--04--020
91--04--021
91--04--020
91--04--020
91--04--020
91--04--021
91--04--020
91--04--021
91--04--020
91--04--020
91--04--020
91--04--020
91--04--020
91--04--020
91--04--020

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
308-122-620
308-122-630
308-122-640
308-122-650
308-122-660
308-122-660
308-122-670
308-122-670
308-122-680
308-122-690
308-122-695
308-122-700
308-122-710
308-122-720
308-l 24A-430
308- I 24A-430
308-124E-012
308-124H-OIO
308-124H-OIO
308-l 24H-025
308-124H-025
308-124H-520
308-l 24H-540
308-124H-540
308-l 24H-800
308-125-010
308-125-020
308-125-030
308-125-040
308-125-050
308-125-060
308-125-070
308-125-080
308-125-090
308-125-100
308-125-110
308-125-120
308-125-130
308-125-140
308-125-150
308-125-160
308-125-1 70
308-125-180
308-125-190
308-125-200
308-125-210
308-1288-080
308-1288-080
308-138-055
308-171-001
308-171-001
308-171-002
308-171-003
308-171-010
308-171-010
308-171-020
308-171-020
308-171-040
308-171-041
308-171-041
308-171-045
308-171-100
308-171-101
308-171-102
308-171-103
308-171-103
308-171-104
308-171-200
308-171-201
308-171-202
308-171-300
308-171-301
308-171-302
308-171-310
308-171-320
308-171-330
308-173-210

OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
AMO
OECOO
AMO
OECOO
OECOD
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO-P
AMD
REP-P
OECOO
AMO-P
OECOD
OECOD
OECOD
AMO-P
OECOO
AMO-P
OECOO
DECOO
AMO-P
DE COD
OECOD
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
AMO-P
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOD
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO

WSR #

WAC#

91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-021
91-04-020
91-04-021
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-04-020
91-03-047
91-07-029
91-09-013
91-03-047
91-07-029
91-03-047
91-07-029
91-09-065
91-03-047
91-07-029
91-09-013
91-04-074
91-04-074
91-04-074
91-04-074
91-04-074
91-04-074
91-04-074
91-04-074
91-04-074
91-04-074
91-04-074
91--04-074
91-04-074
91-04-074
91-04-074
91-04-074
91-04-074
91-04-074
91-04-074
91-04-074
91-04-074
91-08-049
91-11-066
91-03-117
91-05-027
91-05-088
91-05-027
91-05-027
91-05-027
91-05-088
91-05-027
91-05-088
91-05-027
91-05-027
91-05-088
91-05-027
91-05-027
91-05-027
91-05-027
91-05-027
91-05-088
91-05-027
91-05-027
91-05-027
91-05-027
91-05-027
91-05-027
91-05-027
91-05-030
91-05-027
91-05-027
91-07-049

308-173-220
308-173-230
308-173-240
308-173-245
308-173-250
308-173-255
308-173-260
308-173-265
308-17 3-270
308-173-275
308-173-280
314-16-125
314-16-125
314-16-125
314-20-020
314-20-020
314-52-015
314-52-015
315-04-205
315-04-205
315-06-120
315-11-200
315-11-201
315-11-202
315-11-210
315-11-211
315-11-212
315-11-220
315-11-221
315-11-222
315-11-230
315-11-231
315-11-232
315-11-240
315-11-241
315-11-242
315-11-250
315-11-251
315-11-252
315-11-260
315-11-261
315-11-262
315-11-270
315-11-271
315-11-272
315-11-280
315-11-281
315-11-282
315-11-290
315-11-291
315-11-292
315-11-300
315-11-301
315-11-302
315-11-310
315-11-311
315-11-312
315-11-320
315-11-321
315-11-322
315-11-330
315-11-331
315-11-332
315-11-340
315-11-341
315-11-342
315-11-350
315-11-351
315-11-352
315-11-360
315-11-361
315-11-362
315-11-370
315-11-371
315-11-372
315-11-380
315-11-381

WSR #
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOO
OECOD
OECOD
DECOD
OECOD
AMO-P
AMO-C
AMO-W
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-C
AMD-W
NEW-P
NEW
AMO
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
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91-07-049
91-07-049
91-07-049
91-07-049
91-07-049
91-07-049
91-07-049
91-07-049
91-07-049
91-07-049
91-07-049
91-05-085
91-09-005
91-10-045
91-05-086
91-08-022
91-03-007
91-04-085
91-07-070
91-11-033
91-03-036
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034

WAC#
315-11-382
315-11-390
315-11-391
315-11-392
315-11-590
315-11-591
315-11-610
315-11-611
315-11-611
315-11-611
315-11-612
315-11-620
315-11-620
315-11-621
315-11-621
315-11-622
315-11-622
315-11-630
315-11-630
315-11-631
315-11-631
315-11-632
315-11-632
315-11-640
315-11-640
315-11-641
315-11-641
315-11-642
315-11-642
315-11-650
315-11-650
315-11-651
315-11-651
315-11-652
315-11-652
315-11-660
315-11-660
315-11-661
315-11-661
315-11-662
315-11-662
315-12-140
315-12-145
332-08-005
332-08-010
332-08-015
332-08-020
332-08-025
332-08-040
332-08-050
332-08-060
332-08-070
332-08-080
332-08-090
332-08-100
332-08-105
332-08-110
332-08-115
332-08-120
332-08-125
332-08-130
332-08-140
332-08-150
332-08-160
332-08-170
332-08-180
332-08-190
332-08-200
332-08-210
332-08-220
332-08-230
332-08-240
332-08-250
332-08-260
332-08-270
332-08-280
332-08-290

WSR #
REP
REP
REP
REP
AMO
AMO
NEW
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
REP
NEW
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P

91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-034
91-03-036
91-03-036
91-03-036
91-03-036
91-03-112
91-06-074
91-03-036
91-03-112
91-06-074
91-03-112
91-06-074
91-03-112
91-06-074
91-03-112
91-06-074
91-03-112
91-06-074
91-03-112
91-06-074
91-07-070
91-11-033
91-07-070
91-11-033
91-07-070
91-11-033
91-07-070
91-11-033
91-07-070
91-11-033
91-07-070
91-11-033
91-07-070
91-11-033
91-07-070
91-11-033
91-07-070
91-11-033
91-03-035
91-03-036
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WSR #

WAC#
332-08-300
332-08-305
332-08-310
332-08-315
332-08-320
332-08-330
332-08-340
332-08-350
332-08-360
332-08-370
332-08-380
332-08-390
332-08--400
332-08--405
332-08--410
332-08--420
332-08--430
332--08--440
332-08--450
332-08--460
332-08--470
332-08--480
332-08-500
332-08-505
332-08-510
332-08-515
332-08-520
332-08-525
332-08-530
332-08-535
332-08-540
332-08-545
332-08-550
332-08-560
332-08-570
332--08-580
332--08-590
332-10-020
332-10-030
332-10-035
332-10-040
332-10-045
332-10-050
332-10-060
332-10-070
332-10-080
332-10--100
332-10--120
332-10--130
332-10--135
332-10--140
332-10--145
332-26-080
332-26-081
352-12--010
352-12--020
352-12-020
352-12--030
352-12--030
352-32-010
352-32--010
352-32-035
352-32--035
352-32-045
352-32-045
352-32-200
352-32-200
352-32-210
352-32-210
352-32-250
352-32-250
352-32-252
352-32-252
352-32-270
352-32-270
352-75
352-75-010

REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
NEW-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
REP-P
AMO-P
REP-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMD-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
REP-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-E
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMD-P

91--08--066
91--08-066
91-08--066
91-08--066
91-08--066
91-08--066
91--08-066
91--08-066
91-08--066
91-08--066
91-08--066
91--08--066
91-08--066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08--066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08-066
91-08--066
91-08--066
91-08--066
91-08-066
91-08--066
91-08--066
91-08--066
91--08-066
91-08--066
91-08-066
91--08--066
91--08--066
91-08--066
91-08-066
91-08--066
91--08--066
91-08--066
91-09-060
91-09-060
91-09-060
91-09--060
91-09-060
91-09--060
91--09--060
91-09--060
91-09--060
91-09--060
91-09-060
91-09-060
91--09--060
91-09-060
91-09-060
91--09--029
91-10-067
91-03-142
91-03-142
91-09-001
91-03-142
91-09--001
91-03-142
91-09--001
91-03-142
91-09--001
91-03-142
91-09--001
91-03-140
91-07-014
91-03-140
91-07-014
91-03-142
91-09--001
91-03-142
91-09--001
91-03-142
91-09--001
91-11--058
91-11--058

WAC#
352-75-020
352-75--030
352-75--040
352-75--050
352-75--060
352-75-070
352-75--080
352-75--090
356--06-040
356--06-040
356--06-110
356-10-050
356-15-020
356-15-020
356-15--020
356-15-080
356-15-130
356-15-130
356-18-112
356-18-112
356-18-230
356-18-230
356-22-130
356-22-230
356-22-230
356-26-040
356-30--260
356-30--260
356-30--305
356-30--305
356-30--320
360-08
360--10
360--10-030
360--10-030
360--10-050
360--10-050
360--10-060
360--10-060
360--11
360--12
360--12-128
360--13
360--15
360--16
360--16A
360-17
360--17-010
360--17-040
360--17-070
360--17-075
360--17-09 5
360--17-100
360--18
360-18-020
360--19
360--20
360--20--220
360--21
360--23
360--32
360--33
360--35-010
360--35-020
360--35-030
360--35-040
360--35-050
360--35-060
360--35-070
360--35-080
360--35-090
360--35-100
360--35-110
360--36
360--38
360-40
360--44

WSR #
AMD-P
91-11--058
AMD-P
91-11--058
AMD-P
91-11-058
AMD-P
91-11-058
AMD-P
91-11-058
AMD-P
91-11--058
AMD-P
91-11-058
AMD-P
91-11-058
AMD-C
91--03-068
AMD-W
91-05-081
NEW-P
91-10-062
AMD
91--03-070
AMD-P
91-04-046
91--07-054
AMD-C
AMD-W
91-09-037
AMD
91-03-069
AMD
91--05--083
AMD-P
91-10-063
AMD-C
91--05-082
AMD
91--07-055
NEW-P
91-10-066
NEW-E
91-11-043
AMD
91--03-071
AMD-C
91-03-068
AMD-W
91-05-081
AMD-P
91-10-064
AMD-C
91--05-082
AMD
91-07-055
AMD-C
91-05-082
AMD
91-07-055
AMD-P
91-10-065
OECOD-W 91-06-037
OECOD-W 91-06-037
AMD-P
91-05-091
AMD
91-11-041
AMD-P
91-05--091
AMD
91-11--041
AMD-P
91-05--091
AMD
91-11-041
DECOD-W 91-06-037
DECOD-W 91-06-037
91-08-078
AMD-P
DECOD-W 91-06-037
DECOD-W 91-06--037
DECOD-W 91-06--037
DECOD-W 91-06--037
DECOO-W 91-06-037
91-05--049
AMD-W
AMD-W
91--05--049
AMD-W
91-05--049
NEW-W 91-05-049
NEW-W 91-05-049
AMD-W 91-05-049
DECOD-W 91-06-037
91--08-078
AMD-P
DECOD-W 91-06-037
DECOD-W 91-06-037
91-07-056
NEW-P
DECOO-W 91-06-037
DECOD-W 91-06-037
DECOD-W 91-06-037
OECOO-W 91--06-037
NEW
91-04-056
NEW
91-04-056
NEW
91-04-056
NEW
91-04-056
NEW
91--04-056
NEW
91--04-056
NEW
91-04-056
NEW
91-04-056
NEW
91-04-056
NEW
91-04-056
NEW
91-04-056
DECOO-W 91-06-037
DECOD-W 91-06-037
OECOD-W 91-06-037
DECOD-W 91-06-037
[ 377)

WAC#
360--46
360--47
360-48
360-49.
360-49-050
360--52
360--52-120
360--52-120
360--54
360--60
365-90-010
365-90-020
365-90-030
365-90-040
365-90--050
365-90-070
365-90-080
365-90-090
365-190-010
365-190-020
365-190-030
365-190--040
365-190--050
365-190-060
365-190-070
365-190--080
371-08
371-08-001
371-08-002
371-08-005
371-08-010
371-08-015
371--08-020
371-08-030
371-08-031
371-08-032
371-08-033
371-08-035
371-08-040
371--08-045
371-08-065
371-08-071
371-08-075
371-08-080
371-08-085
371-08-095
371--08-100
371--08-102
371-08-104
371-08-105
371-08-106
371--08-110
371--08-115
371--08-120
371-08-125
371-08-130
371--08-131
371--08-132
371-08-135
371-08-140
371--08-144
371--08-146
371--08-147
371--08-148
371-08-155
371--08-156
371-08-160
371-08-162
371--08-163
371--08-165
371--08-175
371-08-180
371--08-183
371--08-184
371-08-186
371--08-187
371--08-188

WSR #
DECOD-W 91--06-037
OECOD-W 91-06-037
OECOD-W 91-06-037
OECOD-W 91-06-037
91-05-090
NEW-P
DECOD-W 91--06-037
91-05-092
NEW-P
91-11-040
NEW
DECOD-W 91-06-037
DECOD-W 91-06-037
91--04-017
AMD
91-04-017
AMD
91--04-017
REP
AMD
91-04-017
91-04-017
REP
91--04--0 I 7
AMD
91-04-017
AMD
91-04-017
AMD
91-07-041
NEW
91-07-041
NEW
NEW
91-07-041
NEW
91-07-041
NEW
91-07-041
91-07-041
NEW
NEW
91-07-041
NEW
91-07-041
91-03-027
AMD-C
NEW
91-03-028
NEW
91-03-028
AMD
91-03-028
91-03-028
AMD
91-03-028
REP
AMD
91-03--028
AMD
91-03-028
91-03-028
REP
91-03-028
AMD
91-03-028
NEW
91-03-028
AMD
91-03--028
AMD
91-03--028
REP
91-03--028
AMD
91-03-028
AMD
91-03-028
AMD
91-03-028
AMD
91-03-028
AMD
91-03-028
REP
91-03--028
AMD
91-03--028
REP
91-03--028
AMD
91-03-028
REP
NEW
91-03-028
91-03-028
REP
REP
91-03-028
91-03-028
REP
91--03--028
AMD
91-03--028
AMD
91-03--028
REP
91-03--028
REP
REP
91-03-028
91--03-028
AMD
91-03-028
AMD
NEW
91--03-028
NEW
91-03-028
NEW
91-03-028
91--03-028
AMO
AMO
91-03-028
91-03--028
REP
NEW
91--03-028
91-03--028
REP
AMO
91--03-028
91--03-028
REP
91-03-028
AMO
91-03-028
AMD
91-03-028
NEW
91-03-028
AMD
91-03-028
AMD
91-03-028
AMD

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WSR #

WAC#

371-08-189
371-08-190
371-08-195
371-08-196
371-08-200
371-08-201
371-08-205
371-08-210
371-08-215
371-08-220
371-08-230
371-08-240
371-08-245
371-12
371-12-010
371-12-020
371-12-030
371-12-040
371-12-050
371-12-060
371-12-070
371-12-080
371-12-090
371-12-100
371-12-110
371-12-120
371-12-130
374-50-010
374-50-020
374-50-030
374-50-040
374-50-050
374-50-060
374-50-070
374-50-080
374-50-090
381-10-010
381-10-020
381-10-030
381-10-040
381-10-050
381-10-060
381-10-070
381-10-080
381-10-090
381-10-100
381-10-110
381-10-120
381-10-130
381-10-140
381-10-150
381-10-160
381-10-170
381-20-010
381-20-020
381-20-030
381-20-040
381-20-050
381-20-060
381-20-070
381-20-080
381-20-090
381-20-100
381-20-110
381-20-120
381-20-130
381-20-140
388-11-220
388-11-220
388-11-220
388-14-275
388-14-275
388-14-385
388-14-385
388-14-385
388-14-415
388-14-415

AMD
REP
AMD
AMO
AMO
REP
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
AMO
AMD
REP
REP-C
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-E
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-E
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-E

91-03-028
91-03-028
91-03-028
91-03-028
91-03-028
91-03-028
91-03-028
91-03-028
91-03-028
91-03-028
91-03-028
91-03-028
91-03-028
91-03-027
91-03-028
91-03-028
91-03-028
91-03-028
91-03-028
91-03-028
91-03-028
91-03-028
91-03-028
91-03-028
91-03-028
91-03-028
91-03-028
91-08-033
91-08-033
91-08-033
91-08-033
91-08-033
91-08-033
91-08-033
91-08-033
91-08-033
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-10-009
91-06-040
91-06-048
91-10-027
91-06-097
91-10-026
91-04-002
91-04-003
91-09-018
91-04-002
91-04-003

WAC#

388-14-415
388-14-435
388-14-435
388-14-435
388-14-440
388-14-440
388-14-440
388-14-445
388-14-445
388-14-445
388-14-450
388-14-450
388-14-450
388-15-208
388-15-208
388-15-209
388-15-209
388-15-212
388-15-212
388-15-215
388-15-215
388-15-216
388-15-216
388-24-050
388-24-050
388-24-050
388-24-050
388-24-050
388-24-050
388-28-435
388-28-435
388-28-482
388-28-482
388-28-575
388-28-575
388-28-575
388-29-125
388-29-125
388-29-125
388-33-376
388-33-376
388-42-150
388-44-145
388-44-145
388-44-145
388-44-145
388-49-020
388-49-020
388-49-030
388-49-040
388-49-080
388-49-080
388-49-120
388-49-190
388-49-190
388-49-310
388-49-310
388-49-330
388-49-330
388-49-410
388-49-410
388-49-420
388-49-420
388-49-470
388-49-480
388-49-480
388-49-505
388-49-505
388-49-505
388-49-520
388-49-530
388-49-535
388-49-600
388-49-600
388-53
388-53-010
388-53-050

WSR
AMD
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
AMD-S
AMO
AMO-S
AMO
AMO-S
AMO
AMO-S
AMO
AMO-S
AMO
AMO-E
AMD-P
AMO-C
AMO-W
AMO-P
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO-E
AMO
AMD-P
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO-E
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO-C
AMO-C
AMO-C
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMD
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-W
AMO-P
AMD-E
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMO-P
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD

I 378 I

#

91-09-018
91-04-002.
91-04-003
91-09-018
91-04-002
91-04-003
91-09-018
91-04-002
91-04-003
91-09-018
91-04-002
91-04-003
91-09-018
91-04-039
91-08-011
91-04-039
91-08-011
91-04-039
91-08-011
91-04-039
91-08-011
91-04-039
91-08-011
91-04-042
91-04-043
91-08-010
91-08-063
91-09-068
91-09-069
91-10-074
91-10-078
91-10-075
91-10-076
91-06-007
91-10-072
91-10--077
91-06-041
91-06-045
91-10--028
91-07-068
91-11-020
91-06-005
91-03-039
91-04-047
91-06-055
91-09-070
91-05-074
91-10--096
91-11-109
91-11-110
91-09-031
91-09-032
91-11-110
91-05-073
91-10--098
91-07-069
91-11-019
91-05-075
91-10--099
91-05-071
91-10--097
91-05-071
91-10--097
91-06-004
91-05-072
91-10--034
91-04-035
91-04-036
91-08-013
91-09-067
91-09-067
91-09-067
91-08-064
91-11-087
91-06-006
91-06-006
91-06-006

WAC#

388-76-030
388-76-030
388-76-040
388-76-040
388-76-087
388-76-087
388-77-010
388-77-010
388-77-010
388-77-010
388-77-230
388-77-230
388-77-230
388-77-230
388-77-320
388-77-320
388-77-320
388-77-320
388-77-500
388-77-500
388-77-500
388-77-500
388-77-515
388-77-515
388-77-515
388-77-515
388-77-520
388-77-520
388-77-520
388-77-520
388-77-530
388-77-530
388-77-530
388-77-530
388-77-555
388-77-555
388-77-555
388-77-555
388-77-600
388-77-600
388-77-600
388-77-600
388-77-610
388-77-610
388-77-610
388-77-610
388-77-610
388-77-610
388-77-615
388-77-615
388-77-615
388-77-615
388-81-030
388-82-010
388-82-010
388-82-010
388-82-140
388-82-160
388-82-160
388-82-160
388-83-013
388-83-013
388-83-013
388-83-032
388-83-032
388-83-032
388-83-033
388-83-033
388-83-033
388-83-033
388-83-041
388-83-041
388-83-041
388-83-130
388-83-130
388-83-130
388-84-105

WSR
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
REP
REP
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMD
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMD
AMO
AMO
AMO
REP
REP
REP
REP
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMD
AMO
AMD
AMO
AMD
AMO
AMD-P
AMO-E
AMO
AMD
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMO-E
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-E
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-E
AMO
AMO-P
AMO-E
AMD-E
AMO
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
AMO-P
AMO-E
AMO
AMO

#

91-05-070
91-09-016
91-05-070
91-09-016
91-05-070
91-09-016
91-04-041
91-05-010
91-05-058
91-08-050
91-04-041
91-05-010
91-05-058
91-08-050
91-04-041
91-05-010
91-05-058
91-08-050
91-04-041
91-05-010
91-05-058
91-08-050
91-04-041
91-05-010
91-05-058
91-08-050
91-04-041
91-05-010
91-05-058
91-08-050
91-04-041
91-05-010
91-05-058
91-08-050
91-04-041
91-05-010
91-05-058
91-08-050
91-04-041
91-05-010
91-05-058
91-08-050
91-04-041
91-05-010
91-05-058
91-08-050
91-10--073
91-10--079
91-04-041
91-05-010
91-05-058
91-08-050
91-07-011
91-06-003
91-11-016
91-11-017
91-07-011
91-08-035
91-08-036
91-11-086
91-06-042
91-06-046
91-10-101
91-06-043
91-06-047
91-10-100
91-08-034
91-08-037
91-10-036
91-11-085
91-05-008
91-05-009
91-09-017
91-06-043
91-06-047
91-10-100
91-05-011

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

388-85-115
388-85-115
388-86-00901
388-86-00901
388-86-00901
388-87-010
388-87-070
388-87-070
388-87-070
388-87-070
388-87-072
388-87-072
388-87-072
388-87-072
388-92-045
388-92-045
388-92-045
388-95-320
388-95-320
388-95-320
388-95-337
388-95-360
388-95-380
388-95-380
388-95-380
388-96-221
388-96-722
388-96-760
388-96-901
388-96-904
388-99-020
388-99-040
388-99-040
388-99-040
388-150--005
388-150--005
388-150-005
388-150-100
388-150-100
388-150-100
388-150-180
388-150-180
388-150-180
388-150-210
388-150-210
388-150-210
388-150-280
388-150-280
388-150-280
388-150-390
388-150-390
388-150-390
388-150-450
388-150-450
388-150-450
388-155
388-155-005
388-155-010
388-155-020
388-155-040
388-155-050
388-155-060
388-155-070
388-155-080
388-155-090
388-155-100
388-155-110
388-155-120
388-155-130
388-155-140
388-155-150
388-155-160
388-155-165
388-155-170
388-155-180
388-155-190
388-155-200

AMD-E
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO-E
AMD
AMD
AMO-P
AMO-E
RESCIND
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-E
RESCIND
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD
NEW-C
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

WSR #

WAC#

91-11-016
91-11-017
91-04-040
91-04-044
91-08-012
91-07-011
91-06-044
91-06-049
91-06-056
91-10--025
91-06-044
91-06-049
91-06-056
91-10--025
91-05-008
91-05-009
91-09-017
91-05-034
91-05-035
91-09-019
91-07-011
91-07-011
91-05-008
91-05-009
91-09-017
91-09-066
91-09-066
91-09-066
91-09-066
91-09-066
91-07-011
91-05-008
91-05-009
91-09-017
91-03-127
91-03-128
91-07-013
91-03-127
91-03-128
91-07-013
91-03-127
91-03-128
91-07-013
91-03-127
91-03-128
91-07-013
91-03-127
91-03-128
91-07-013
91-03-127
91-03-128
91-07-013
91-03-127
91-03-128
91-07-013
91-03-038
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048

388-155-210
388-155-220
388-155-230
388-155-240
388-155-250
388-155-260
388-155-270
388-155-280
388-155-285
388-155-290
388-155-295
388-155-310
388-155-320
388-155-330
388-155-340
388-155-350
388-155-360
388-155-370
388-155-380
388-155-390
388-155-400
388-155-410
388-155-420
388-155-430
388-155-440
388-155-450
388-155-460
388-155-470
388-155-480
388-155-490
388-155-500
390--05-210
390-05-210
390-16-240
390-16-308
390-16-308
390-16-312
390-16-312
390-20-0101
390-20--0101
390-24-031
390-24-031
392-101-015
392-115-005
392-115-005
392-115-010
392-115-010
392-115-015
392-115-015
392-115-020
392-115-020
392-115-025
392-115-025
392-115-030
392-115-030
392-115-035
392-115-035
392-115-040
392-115-040
392-115-045
392-115-045
392-115-050
392-115-050
392-115-055
392-115-055
392-115-060
392-115-060
392-115-065
392-115-065
392-115-070
392-115-070
392-115-075
392-115-075
392-115-080
392-115-080
392-115-085
392-115-085

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMD-W
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-W
AMD-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
AMD-C
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
( 379]

WSR #

WAC#

91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-11-026
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-04-048
91-11-104
91-11-105
91-10--056
91-11-104
91-11-105
91-11-104
91-11-105
91-06-034
91-09-021
91-07-027
91-10--057
91-02-095
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007

392-115-090
392-115-090
392-115-095
392-115-095
392-115-100
392-115-100
392-115-105
392-115-105
392-115-110
392-115-110
392-115-115
392-115-115
392-115-120
392-115-120
392-115-125
392-115-125
392-115-130
392-115-130
392-115-135
392-115-135
392-115-140
392-115-140
392-115-145
392-115-145
392-115-150
392-115-150
392-115-155
392-115-155
392-117-005
392-117-010
392-117-015
392-117-020
392-117-025
392-117-030
392-117-035
392-117-040
392-117-045
392-117-050
392-121-108
392-121-133
392-121-136
392-121-182
392-121-184
392-121-184
392-121-265
392-121-268
392-121-269
392-121-270
392-121-272
392-121-280
392-121-295
392-121-297
392-121-299
392-121-500
392-121-500
392-121-505
392-121-505
392-121-510
392-121-510
392-121-515
392-121-520
392-121-525
392-121-530
392-121-535
392-121-540
392-121-545
392-122-010
392-122-100
392-122-106
392-122-107
392-122-110
392-122-115
392-122-120
392-122-125
392-122-145
392-122-165
392-122-200

WSR #
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD
AMO
AMD
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD
AMD
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMO
NEW
AMD-P
NEW
AMD-P
NEW
AMD-P
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
REP
AMD
NEW
AMD

91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-09-025
91-09-025
91-09-025
91-09-025
91-09-025
91-09-025
91-09-025
91-09-025
91-09-025
91-09-025
91-02-096
91-02-096
91-02-096
91-02-096
91-04-088
91-08-038
91-02-097
91-02-097
91-02-097
91-02-097
91-02-097
91-02-097
91-02-097
91-02-097
91-02-097
91-07-006
91-10-105
91-07-006
91-10-105
91-07-006
91-10-105
91-07-006
91-07-006
91-07-006
91-07-006
91-07-006
91-07-006
91-07-006
91-03-118
91-03-118
91-03-118
91-03-118
91-03-118
91-03-118
91-03-118
91-03-118
91-03-118
91-03-118
91-03-118

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

392-122-206
392-122-210
392-122-215
392-122-230
392-122-235
392-122-240
392-122-245
392-122-250
392-122-270
392-122-600
392-122-605
392-122-610
392-122-700
392-122-800
392-122-805
392-122-910
392-125-014
392-125-014
392-125-015
392-125-015
392-125-020
392-125-020
392-125-025
392-125-025
392-125-026
392-125-026
392-125-027
392-125-027
392-125-030
392-125-030
392-125-085
392-125-085
392-127-700
392-127-703
392-127-705
392-127-710
392-127-715
392-127-720
392-127-725
392-127-730
392-127-735
392-127-740
392-127-745
392-127-750
392-127-755
392-127-760
392-127-765
392-127-770
392-127-775
392-127-780
392-127-785
392-127-790
392-127-795
392-127-800
392-127-805
392-127-810
392-127-815
392-127-820
392-127-825
392-127-830
392-140-224
392-140-257
392-140-257
392-140-340
392-140-341
392-140-342
392-140-343
392-140-345
392-140-346
392-140-347
392-140-348
392-140-349
392-140-350
392-140-351
392-140-352
392-140-353
392-140-354

NEW
AMD
REP
AMD
AMD
REP
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

WSR #

WAC#

91-03-118
91-03-118
91-03-118
91-03-118
91-03-118
91-03-118
91-03-118
91-03-118
91-03-118
91-03-118
91-03-118
91-03-118
91-03-118
91-03-118
91-03-118
91-03-118
91-03-050
91-07-063
91--03-050
91-07-063
91-03-050
91-07-063
91-03-050
91-07-063
91-03-050
91-07-063
91-03-050
91-07-063
91-03-050
91-07-063
91-03-050
91-07-063
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-03-129
91-09-026
91-04-089
91-08-039
91-02-094
91-02-094
91--02--094
91-02--094
91--02-094
91--02-094
91--02--094
91--02--094
91--02--094
91--02-094
91-02--094
91-02--094
91--02--094
91-02--094

392-140-355
392-140-356
392-140-357
392-140-358
392-140-359
392-140-360
392-140-361
392-140-362
392-140-363
392-140-364
392-140-365
392-140-366
392-140-367
392-140-368
392-140-369
392-140-370
392-140-371
392-140-372
392-140-373
392-140-374
392-140-375
392-140-376
392-140-377
392-140-378
392-140-379
392-140-380
392-140-381
392-140-390
392-140-391
392-140-392
392-140-393
392-145-015
392-145-015
392-145-030
392-145-030
392-151-003
392-151-005
392-151-010
392-151-015
392-151-017
392-151-020
392-151-035
392-151-040
392-151-045
392-151-050
392-151-055
392-151-060
392-151-095
392-151-105
392-151-120
392-151-125
392-151-130
392-151-135
392-151-140
392-151-145
392-151-150
392-160
392-160-015
392-160-020
392-160-040
392-191-060
392-191-065
392-191-070
392-191-075
392-191--080
392-191--085
392-191--090
392-191--095
392-202--003
400-12
402-70-010
402-70-020
402-70-030
402-70-040
402-70-045
402-70-050
402-70-055

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMD-C
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMD
PREP
AMD-W
AMD-W
AMD-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
AMD-W
NEW-W

I 380 I

WSR #

WAC#

91-02--094
91-02--094
91-02--094
91-02--094
91-02--094
91-02--094
91-02--094
91-02-094
91--02--094
91-02-094
91-02--094
91-02--094
91-02-094
91-02-094
91-02--094
91-02-094
91-02-094
91-02--094
91-02-094
91-02--094
91-02--094
91-02-094
91-02--094
91-02-094
91-02-094
91-02--094
91-02--094
91-02--094
91-02--094
91-02--094
91-02--094
91-03--074
91-06--032
91-03--074
91-06-032
91-10-085
91-10-085
91-10-085
91-10-085
91-10-085
91-10-085
91-10-085
91-10-085
91-10-085
91-10-085
91-10-085
91-10-085
91-10-085
91-10-085
91-10-085
91-10-085
91-10-085
91-10-085
91-10-085
91-10-085
91-10-085
91-11--028
91-07-062
91-07-062
91-07-062
91-10-104
91-10-104
91-10-104
91-10-104
91-10-104
91-10-104
91-10-104
91-10-104
91--03-119
91--05--066
91--08--059
91--08--059
91--08--059
91--08--059
91--08--059
91--08--059
91--08--059

402-70-060
402-70-062
402-70-064
402-70-066
402-70-068
402-70--070
402-70-077
402-70-080
402-70-085
402-70-090
415-100-041
415-100-045
415-100-051
415-100--055
415-104-201
415-104-205
415-104-211
415-104-215
415-108-320
415-108-322
415-108-324
415-108-326
415-112-720
415-112-722
415-112-725
415-112-727
415-114--010
415-114-010
415-114-010
415-114-020
415-114-020
415-114-020
415-114-030
415-114-030
415-114-030
415-114-040
415-114-040
415-114-040
415-114-050
415-114-050
415-114-050
415-114-055
415-114-060
415-114-060
41 5-1 14-060
415-114-070
415-115-010
415-115-020
415-115-030
415-115-040
415-115-050
415-115-060
415-115-070
415-115--080
415-115--090
415-115-100
415-115-110
415-115-120
415-116-010
415-116-020
415-116-030
415-116-040
415-116-050
417-01-100
417--01-105
417--01-110
417--01-115
417--01-120
417--01-125
417--01-130
417--01-135
417--01-140
417--01-145
417--01-150
417--01-155
419-14-030
419-14-030

WSR #
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
NEW-W
AMD-W
NEW-W
AMD-W
NEW-W
AMD-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
NEW-E
AMD-P
AMD

91-08--059
91-08--059
91-08-059
91-08--059
91-08--059
91-08-059
91-08--059
91-08--059
91-08--059
91-08--059
91-03--013
91-03--013
91-03--013
91-03--013
91-03--014
91-03--014
91-03--014
91-03--014
91-03--015
91-03-015
91-03-015
91-03-015
91-03-016
91-03--016
91-03--016
91-03-016
91-06-089
91-10-108
91-11-061
91-06--089
91-10-108
91-11--061
91-06--089
91-10-108
91-11--061
91-06-089
91-10-108
91-11--061
91-06--089
91-10-108
91-11-061
91-10-108
91-06--089
91-10-108
91-11--061
91-10-108
91-10-109
91-10-109
91-10-109
91-10-109
91-10-109
91-10-109
91-10-109
91-10-109
91-10-109
91-10-109
91-10-109
91-10-109
91-10-107
91-10-107
91-10-107
91-10-107
91-10-107
91-09--052
91--09--052
91--09--052
91--09--052
91--09--052
91--09--052
91--09--052
91--09--052
91--09--052
91--09--052
91--09--052
91--09--052
91--03-107
91--06-063

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WSR #

WAC#

419-14-040
419-14---040
419-14-090
419-14-090
419-14-100
419-14-100
419-14-110
419-14-110
419-18---030
419-18---030
419-J8---040
4J9-J8---040
419-J8---050
4J9-18---050
4J9-J8---060
4J9-18---060
4J9-18---070
419-J8---070
434-42-900
434-42-900
434-42-900
434-42-900
434-42-905
434-42-905
434-42-905
434-42-905
434-42-910
434-42-910
434-42-910
434-42-910
434-42-915
434-42-915
434-42-915
434-42-9J5
434-42-920
434-42-920
434-42-920
434-42-920
434-42-925
434-42-925
434-42-925
434-42-925
434-42-930
434-42-930
434-42-930
434-42-930
434-42-935
434-42-935
434-42-935
434-42-935
434-42-940
434-42-940
434-42-940
434-42-940
434-42-945
434-42-945
434-42-945
434-42-945
434-42-950
434-42-950
434-42-950
434-42-950
434-42-955
434-42-955
434-42-955
434-42-955
434-42-960
434-42-960
434-42-960
434-42-960
434-42-965
434-42-965
434-42-965
434-42-965
434-42-970
434-42-970
434-42-970

AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-E
REP-E

91-03-107
91-06-063
91---03-107
91-06-063
91---03-107
91-06---063
91---03-107
91-06---063
91---03-106
91-06---062
9J-03-J06
91---06---06 2
91-03-106
91-06---062
91---03-106
9J-06---062
9J---03-J06
9 J---06---062
91-03-125
9J---03-J26
91---07---002
91-07---003
91---03-125
91---03-126
91---07-002
91-07---003
91-03-125
91-03-126
91---07-002
91---07-003
91---03-125
91---03-126
91---07-002
9 J-07---00 3
91---03-125
9J-03-126
9 J---07---00 2
91-07-003
9J---03-J25
91---03-126
9J-07-002
91---07-003
9J-03-J25
91-03-J26
91-07---002
9J---07-003
9J---03-125
91---03-126
91---07-002
9J---07-003
9J-03-J25
9J---03-126
9J---07-002
9J---07-003
9J---03-125
91---03-126
91-07-002
9J---07-003
9J-03-J25
9J---03-126
91-07-002
91---07-003
9J-03-J25
9J-03-126
9J-07-002
91-07-003
9J-03-J25
91-03-126
91-07-002
91---07---003
91---03-125
9J---03-J26
91---07-002
9 J---07---003
91-03-125
91---03-126
9J-07-002

WAC#

434-42-970
434-42-975
434-42-975
434-42-975
434-42-975
434-42-980
434-42-980
434-42-980
434-42-980
434-42-985
434-42-985
434-42-985
434-42-985
440-44-050
440-44-057
440-44-058
440-44-059
440-44-060
440-44-062
446-65-005
446-65-005
446-65-010
446-65-010
446-75-010
446-75-010
446-75-0JO
446-75-020
446-75-020
446-75-020
446-75-030
446-75-030
446-75-030
446-75-040
446-75-040
446-75-040
446-75-050
446-75-050
446-75-050
446-75-060
446-75-060
446-75-060
446-75-070
446-75-070
446-75-070
446-75-080
446-75-080
446-75-080
448-J2-0JO
448-J2-0IO
448-J2-0J5
448-J2-0J5
448-12-0J6
448-J2-016
448-12-020
448-J2-020
448-J2-030
448-J2-030
448-J2-040
448-12-040
448-J2-050
448-J2-050
448-J2-055
448-12-055
448-J2-060
448-J2-060
448-J2-070
448-J2-070
448-12-075
448-J2-075
448-J2-080
448-12-080
448-J2-090
448-J2-090
448-J2-JOO
448-J2-IOO
448-12-210
448-J2-210

WSR #
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-W
NEW-P
NEW-E
REP-E
NEW-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
REP-W
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-E
NEW
REP-S
REP
REP-S
REP
REP-S
REP
REP-S
REP
REP-S
REP
REP-S
REP
REP-S
REP
REP-S
REP
REP-S
REP
REP-S
REP
REP-S
REP
REP-S
REP
REP-S
REP
REP-S
REP
REP-S
REP

I 381 I

91-07---003
91-03-125
91---03-126
91-07---002
91-07---003
91-03-125
91-03-126
91---07---002
91-07---003
91---03-J25
9J-03-J26
9 J-07---002
91-07-003
9 J-08---059
91-08---059
9 J-08---059
9 J-08---059
91-08---059
9 J-08---059
9J-06---050
91-06---066
91-06---050
91-06---066
91-07---045
91-07---046
91-1 J-046
9 J-07---045
91-07---046
91-11---046
91-07-045
91-07---046
91-11---046
91-07-045
9 J-07---046
9J-J 1-046
9J-07-045
9J-07---046
91-J 1---046
91-07-045
91-07---046
9J-l l---046
91-07---045
9J-07---046
91-1 J---046
91-07---045
9J-07---046
91-1 J-046
9J-03-J23
9J-06-022
9J-03-J23
9J-06-022
9J-03-J23
9J-06-022
9J-03-J23
91-06---022
9J-03-J23
91-06-022
9J-03-J23
9J-06-022
91-03-J23
9J-06-022
91-03-J23
9J-06---022
9J-03-J23
9J-06---022
91-03-J23
9J-06-022
91-03-123
9J-06---022
91-03-J23
91-06---022
9J-03-J23
91-06-022
9J-03-123
91-06-022
91-03-123
91-06-022

WSR #

WAC#

448-12-220
448-12-220
448-12-230
448-12-230
448-12-240
448-12-240
448-12-250
448-12-250
448-12-260
448-12-260
448-12-270
448-J2-270
448-12-280
448-J2-280
448-J2-290
448-J2-290
448-J2-300
448-J2-300
448-J2-320
448-J2-320
448-12-330
448-12-330
448-J2-340
448-12-340
448-13-0JO
448-J3-010
448-13-020
448-13-020
448-13-030
448-13-030
448-J3-040
448-J3-040
448-13-050
448-J3-050
448-13-060
448-13-060
448-J3-070
448-13-070
448-13-080
448-13-080
448-13-090
448-13-090
448-13-JOO
448-J3-IOO
448-13-1 JO
448-J3-I JO
448-13-J20
448-J3-J20
448-J3-J30
448-J3-J30
448-J3-140
448-J3-140
448-13-150
448-J3-J50
448-J3-160
448-J3-160
448-J3-170
448-J3-J70
448-J3-180
448-J3-180
448-13-J90
448-J3-J90
448-J3-200
448-J3-200
448-J3-210
448-J3-2JO
448-J3-220
448-13-220
448-J4-0JO
448-J4-020
448-J4-030
448-J5-0JO
448-J5-020
448-15-030
448-15-040
448-15-050
448-J5-060

REP-S
REP
REP-S
REP
REP-S
REP
REP-S
REP
REP-S
REP
REP-S
REP
REP-S
REP
REP-S
REP
REP-S
REP
REP-S
REP
REP-S
REP
REP-S
REP
NEW-S
NEW
NEW-S
NEW
NEW-S
NEW
NEW-S
NEW
NEW-S
NEW
NEW-S
NEW
NEW-S
NEW
NEW-S
NEW
NEW-S
NEW
NEW-S
NEW
NEW-S
NEW
NEW-S
NEW
NEW-S
NEW
NEW-S
NEW
NEW-S
NEW
NEW-S
NEW
NEW-S
NEW
NEW-S
NEW
NEW-S
NEW
NEW-S
NEW
NEW-S
NEW
NEW-S
NEW
REP-P
REP-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P

91-03-123
91-06---022
91-03-123
91-06---022
91-03-123
91-06---022
91-03-123
91-06---022
91-03-123
9 J-06---022
9J-03-J23
9 J-06---022
91-03-123
9J-06-022
9J-03-J23
9J-06-022
9J-03-123
9 J-06---022
91-03-J23
9 J-06---022
9J-03-123
91-06---022
9J-03-123
9 J-06---022
91-03-123
9 J-06---022
9J-03-123
91-06---022
9J-03-J23
91-06---022
9J-03-J23
9 J-06---022
9J-03-123
9J-06---022
9J-03-123
9 J-06---022
91-03-J23
9J-06---022
9J-03-J23
9J-06---022
91-03-123
9 J-06---022
9J-03-J23
9 J-06---022
9J-03-J23
9J-06---022
9J-03-J23
91-06---022
9J-03-J 23
9J-06-022
9J-03-J23
9J-06-022
9J-03-J23
9J-06-022
9J-03-J23
9J-06---022
9J-03-J23
9J-06---022
9J-03-J23
9J-06-022
9J-03-J23
9J-06---022
9J-03-123
91-06---022
91-03-J23
9J-06-022
91-03-123
91-06---022
9J-03-J24
9J-03-J24
9J-03-J24
9J-03-J24
9J-03-J24
9J-03-J24
91-03-124
9J-03-J24
9J-03-J24

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#
448-15-070
448-15-080
456-09-210
456-09-210
456-09-325
456-09-325
456-09-365
456-09-365
456-10-360
456-10-360
456-10-547
456-10-547
458-14-010
458-14-020
458-14-030
458-14-040
458-14-045
458-14-050
458-14-052
458-14-055
458-14-060
458-14-062
458-14-065
458-14-070
458-14-075
458-14-080
458-14-085
458-14-086
458-14-090
458-14-091
458-14-092
458-14-094
458-14-098
458-14-100
458-14-110
458-14-115
458-14-120
458-14-121
458-14-122
458-14-125
458-14-126
458-14-130
458-14-135
458-14-140
458-14-145
458-14-150
458-14-152
458-14-155
458-18-220
458-20-109
458-20-109
458-20-110
458-20-110
458-20-126
458-20-126
458-20-127
458-20-151
458-20-151
458-20-163
458-20-166
458-20-199
458-20-227
458-20-237
458-30-262
458-40-660
458-40-660
458-40-660
458-40-660
458-40-670
460-16A-102
460-16A-200
460-16A-205
460-17 A-030
460-17 A-070
460-31A-410
460-31A-415
460-31A-420

NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
AMD-P
PREP
PREP
AMD-P
AMD
PREP
PREP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-E
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
NEW
NEW
AMD
AMD
REP
REP
REP

WSR #

WAC#

91-03-124
91-03-124
91-04-084
91-07-038
91-04-084
91-07-038
91-04-084
91-07-038
91-04-083
91-07-039
91-04-083
91-07-039
91-07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91--07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91--07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91--07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91-07-040
91-10-070
91-03-057
91-11-005
91-03-058
91-11-004
91-04-062
91-11-002
91-08-044
91-04-061
91-11-003
91-05-040
91-08-045
91-08-043
91-05-039
91-05-038
91-04-001
91-06-052
91-06-053
91-09-030
91-10-090
91-10-090
91-04--008
91--04-008
91-04-008
91-04-009
91-04-009
91-04-012
91-04-012
91-04-012

460-31 A-425
460-31 A-430
460-31 A-435
460-31 A-440
460-31 A-445
460-31 A-450
460-31 A-455
460-3 IA-460
460-31 A-465
460-31A-470
460-31A-475
460-31 A-480
460-31 A-485
460-31 A-490
460-31 A-495
460-31 A-500
460-31 A-505
460-31A-510
460-31 A-515
460-31 A-520
460-31 A-525
460-31 A-530
460-31 A-535
460-31 A-540
460-31 A-545
460-31 A-550
460-3 lA-555
460-31 A-560
460-31 A-565
460-31A-570
460-31 A-575
460-31 A-580
460-31A-585
460-31 A-590
460-31 A-595
460-31 A-600
460-31 A-605
460-31 A-6 IO
460-31 A-615
460-31 A-620
460-31 A-625
460-31A-630
460-31 A-635
460-31 A-640
460-31 A-645
460-31 A-650
460-31 A-655
460-31 A-660
460-31 A-665
460-31A-670
460-31A-675
460-31 A-680
460-31 A-685
460-31 A-690
460-31 A-695
460-31 A-700
460-31A-705
460-31 A-710
460-31A-715
460-31 A-720
460-31 A-725
460-31A-730
460-34A-010
460-34A-015
460-34A-020
460-34A-025
460-34A-030
460-34A-035
460-34A-037
460-34A-040
460-34A-045
460-34A-050
460-34A-055
460-34A-060
460-34A-065
460-34A-070
460-34A-075

REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP

I 382 J

WSR #

WAC#

91--04-012
91--04-012
91--04-012
91--04-012
91--04-012
91--04-012
91--04--0 I 2
91--04-012
91--04-012
91--04--0 12
91--04-012
91--04-012
91--04-012
91--04--0 I 2
91--04--0 12
91--04-012
91--04--0 I 2
91--04-012
91--04-012
91--04-012
91--04-012
91--04-012
91-04-012
91--04--012
91--04--012
91--04-012
91--04--0 12
91--04-012
91--04-012
91--04-012
91--04-012
91--04-012
91--04-012
91-04-012
91--04-012
91--04-012
91-04--012
91-04-012
91-04-012
91--04-012
91--04-012
91-04-012
91--04-012
91-04--012
91--04-012
91-04--012
91-04-012
91--04-012
91-04-012
91-04--012
91-04--012
91-04--012
91-04--012
91-04--012
91-04--012
91-04--012
91--04--0 I 2
91--04--0 12
91--04--0 12
91-04--012
91--04--012
91--04-012
91--04-012
91--04-012
91--04-012
91--04--012
91--04-012
91--04--012
91--04-012
91-04--012
91-04-012
91--04--012
91-04-012
91-04-012
91-04-012
91-04--012
91-04-012

460-34A-080
460-34A-085
460-34A-090
460-34A-095
460-34A-I 00
460-34A-105
460-34A-l IO
460-34A-l 12
460-34A-l 15
460-34A-120
460-34A-l 25
460-34A- l 30
460-34A-l 35
460-34A-200
460-36A-100
460-36A-105
460-36A-l IO
460-36A-l 15
460-36A-120
460-36A-125
460-36A- I 30
460-36A-l 35
460-36A-140
460-36A-145
460-36A-150
460-36A-l 55
460-36A- l 60
460-36A-165
460-36A-170
460-36A-175
460-36A-180
460-36A-l 85
460-36A-l 90
460-36A-195
460-42A--08 I
460-46A--020
460-46A--040
460-46A--050
460-46A--055
460-46A--06 I
460-46A-065
460-46A--07 l
460-46A--072
460-46A--095
460-46A-l 10
463-06--010
463-10--010
463-14-030
463-14-080
463-18--020
463-26-120
463-26-130
463-28--060
463-28--080
463-38--041
463-38--042
463-38-063
463-39-130
463-39-150
463-42-680
463-42-680
463-43--060
463-47--060
463-50-030
463-54--070
463-58--030
468-16--010
468-16--020
468-16--030
468-16--040
468-16--050
468-16-060
468-16--070
468-16--080
468-16--090
468-16-100
468-16-110

WSR #
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
REP
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
REP
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
AMD
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

91-04--012
91-04-012
91-04-012
91--04-012
91--04-012
91--04-012
91--04-012
91-04--012
91-04--012
91-04-012
91-04-012
91--04-012
91-04-012
91--04-012
91--04--012
91--04-012
91-04-012
91-04-012
91--04-012
91--04-012
91--04-012
91--04--012
91-04-012
91-04-012
91-04-012
91--04-012
91--04--012
91--04--012
91--04-012
91--04--012
91-04--012
91-04-012
91-04-012
91-04-012
91-04-010
91-04-011
91--04-011
91--04-011
91-04--011
91-04-011
91-04-011
91-04-011
91-04-011
91-04-011
91-04-011
91-03--090
91-03-090
91--03--090
91--03--090
91--03-090
91-03-090
91--03-090
91-03-090
91-03-090
91-03-090
91-03-090
91-03-090
91-03--090
91-03--090
91--03-132
91-09--040
91--03-090
91--03--090
91--03--090
91-03--090
91-03--090
91-04--014
91-04--014
91-04--014
91-04--014
91-04--014
91-04--014
91--04-014
91-04-014
91-04--014
91--04-014
91--04--0 14

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

468-16-120
468-16-130
468-16-140
468-16-150
468-16-160
468-16-170
468-16-180
468-16-190
468-16-200
468-16-210
468-38---035
468-38---035
468-38---050
468-38---050
468-38-190
468-38-190
468-38-260
468-38-260
468-38-260
468-38-370
468-38-370
468-38-400
468-38-400
468-38-410
468-38-410
478-1 16---020
478-116-020
478-116-055
478-116---055
478-116-080
478-116-080
478-116-085
478-116---085
478-116-088
478-116---088
478-116---090
478-1 16---090
478-116-110
478-116-110
478-116-130
478-116-130
478-116-160
478-116-160
478-116-210
478-116-210
478-116-230
478-116-230
478-116-240
478-116-240
478-116-250
478-116-250
478-116-260
478-116-260
478-116-300
478-116-300
478-116-360
478-116-360
478-116-390
478-116-390
478-116-450
478-116-450
478-116-455
478-116-463
478-116-470
478-116-520
478-116-520
478-116-540
478-116-584
478-116-584
478-116-586
478-116-586
478-116-588
478-116-588
478-116-600
478-116-600
478-116-601
478-116-601

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
REP-P
REP
AMO-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMO
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
AMD-P
AMD

WSR #

WAC#

91---04-0 I 4
91---04-0 14
91---04-0 14
91---04-0 14
91---04-0 14
91---04-0 14
91---04-0 14
91---04-0 14
91-04-014
91-04-014
91-06-078
91-10-023
91---06-078
91-10-023
91---06-079
91-10-022
91---06-078
91-10-023
91-10-054
91---06---078
91-10-023
91-06-078
91-10-023
91-06-078
91-10-023
91-06---09 2
91-11-029
91-06-092
91-11-029
91-06-092
91-11-029
91-06-092
91-11-029
91-06-092
91-11---029
91-06---092
91-11-029
91---06---092
91-11---029
91-06---092
91-11---029
91-06---092
91-11-029
91-06.'.-092
91-11---029
91-06---092
91-11-029
91---06---092
91-11---029
91-06---092
91-11-029
91---06---092
91-11-029
91-06-092
91-11---029
91-06---092
91-11-029
91---06-092
91-11---029
91-06-092
91-11-029
91-06-092
91-06-092
91-06-092
91---06-092
91-11-029
91---06-092
91-06-092
91-11-029
91-06-092
91-11-029
91---06-092
91-11-029
91-06-092
91-11-029
91-06-092
91-11-029

478-124
478-124-020
478-124---020
478-124-030
478-124-030
478-136-030
478-136-030
478-160-170
478-160-175
478-160-180
478-160-185
478-160-190
478-160-195
478-250-010
478-250-010
478-250-020
478-250-050
478-250-050
478-250-060
478-250-060
478-250-070
478-250-070
478-276-010
478-276-010
478-276-040
478-276-040
478-276-060
478-276-060
478-276-080
478-276-080
478-276-100
478-276-100
478-276-110
478-276-110
478-276-130
478-276-130
479---02-010
479---02---020
479---02---030
479-02---050
479-02-060
479-02---070
479---02-080
479-02-090
479---02-100
479---02-1 I0
479---02-120
479-02-130
479---02-140
480-04-100
480---04-100
480---09---015
480-09-015
480---09-100
480---09-100
480---09-1 20
480-09-120
480-09-125
480---09-125
480---09-440
480-09-440
480---09-500
480---09-500
480-09-510
480---09-510
480---09-520
480-09-520
480---09-610
480---09-610
480---09-736
480-09-736
480-12-003
480-12-030
480-12-030
480-12-033
480-12-033
480-12-315

WSR #
AMD-C
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-W
AMD-P
AMD-P
REP-P
REP-P
AMD-P
REP-P
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMO
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMD
REP-P
REP
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMD
NEW-P
NEW
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-P
AMD-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
REP

I 383 J

91---09-0 I 2
91---05-069
91-10-030
91---05-069
91-10-030
91-10-086
91-11-025
91-11-057
91-11-057
91-11-057
91-11-057
91-11-057
91-11-057
91---04---0 58
91-10-031
91---04---058
91---04---058
91-10-031
91-04---058
91-10-031
91-04---058
91-10-031
91-04---058
91-10-031
91-04---058
91-10-031
91-04-058
91-10-031
91-04---058
91-10-031
91-04---058
91-10-031
91---04---058
91-10-031
91---04---058
91-10-031
91-10-037
91-10-037
91-10-037
91-10---037
91-10---037
91-10---037
91-10---037
91-10-037
91-10---037
91-10---037
91-10---037
91-10-037
91-10-037
91-03-098
91---07-025
91---02-105
91-06-010
91-02-105
91-06-010
91-02-105
91-06-010
91-03-100
91-07-026
91-02-105
91-06-010
91-02-105
91-06-010
91-02-105
91-06-010
91-03-097
91-07-024
91-02-105
91-06-010
91-02-105
91-06-010
91-10---081
91-06---009
91-09-038
91-06-009
91-09-038
91-06-071

WSR #

WAC#

480-12-322
480-12-500
480-12-510
480-12-520
480-70-050
480-70-060
480-70-070
480-70-100
480-70-130
480-70-130
480-70-150
480-70-230
480-70-245
480-70-260
480-70-280
480-70-330
480-70-340
480-70-350
480-70-360
480-70-390
480-70-400
480-70-405
480-70-420
480-70-440
480-70-500
480-70-570
480-70-700
480-70-710
480-70-720
480-80-047
480-80-047
480-80-047
480-80-390
480-80-390
480-120---021
480-120---031
480-120---031
480-12ci-I06
480-120-126
480-120-126
480-120-136
480-120-136
480-120-137
480-120-137
480-120-138
480-120-141
480-120-400
480-120-405
480-120-410
480-120-415
480-120-420
480-120-425
480-120-430
480-120-435
480-140-020
480-140-020
480-140-040
480-140-040
490-100-010
490-100-010
490-100-010
490-100-012
490-100-012
490-100-012
490-100-030
490-100-030
490-100-030
490-100-035
490-100-035
490-100-035
490-100-040
490-100-040
490-100-040
490-100-050
490-100-050
490-100-050
490-100-060

REP-W
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMD
AMD
AMO
AMO
AMD
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO
AMD
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMO
AMD
AMO
AMO
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-P
NEW-W
NEW-P
AMO-P
AMO-W
AMO-S
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-S
AMD-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-S
AMO-S
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
AMO-P
AMD
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-E
AMD-P
AMD
REP-E
REP-P
REP
AMD-E
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-E
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-E
AMD-P
AMD
AMO-E
AMD-P
AMD
AMD-E

91-08---060
91-03-101
91-03-101
91-03-101
91---03-053
91-03-053
91---03-053
91---03-053
91---03-053
91-09-015
91---03-053
91-03-053
91-11---048
91-03-053
91-03-053
91-03-053
91-03-053
91-03-053
91-03-053
91-03---053
91-03-053
91-03---053
91-03---053
91-03-053
91-03---053
91-03-053
91-10-080
91-10-080
91-10-080
91-03---051
91-03-120
91-03-121
91-03-096
91-07---023
91-03-122
91-06---095
91-09---039
91-03-122
91-06---09 5
91-09---039
91-06-095
91-09---039
91-06---09 :s
91-09---039
91-03-122
91-03-122
91-03-052
91-03---052
91---03---052
91---03-052
91-03---052
91-03-052
91-03-052
91-03-052
91-03---099
91-08-026
91-03-099
91---08-026
91---03---03 7
91-05---077
91-08---029
91-03-037
91-05-077
91-08-029
91-03-037
91-05-077
91-08-029
91-03---037
91-05---077
91-08-029
91-03-037
91---05---077
91-08-029
91-03-037
91-05-077
91-08-029
91-03---037

Table of WAC Sections Affected
WAC#

490-100-060
490-100-060
490-100-070
490-100-070
490-100-070
490-100-080
490-100-080
490-100-080
490-100-090
490-100-090
490-100-090
490-100-100
490-100-100
490-100-100
490-100-105
490-100-105
490-100-105
490-100-110
490-100-110
490-100-110
490-100-120
490-100-120
490-100-120
490-100-130
490-100-130
490-100-130
490-100-135
490-100-135
490-100-135
490-100-140
490-100-140
490-100-140
490-100-150
490-100-150
490-100-150
490-100-160
490-100-160
490-100-160
490-100-170
490-100-170
490-100-170
490-100-180
490-100-180
490-100-180
490-100-200
490-100-200
490-100-200
490-100-205
490-100-205
490-100-205
490-100-208
490-100-208
490-100-208
490-100-210
490-100-210
490-100-210
490-100-220
490-100-220
490-100-220
490-100-250
490-100-250
490-100-250
516-13-030
516-13-080

WSR

AMO-P
AMO
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO
NEW-E
NEW-P
NEW
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-E
AMO-P
AMO
AMO-W
AMO-W

#

91-05-077
91-08-029
91-03-037
91-05-077
91-08-029
91-03-037
91-05-077
91-08-029
91-03-037
91-05-077
91-08-029
91-03-037
91-05-077
91-08-029
91-03-037
91-05-077
91-08-029
91-03-037
91-05-077
91-08-029
91-03-037
91-05-077
91-08-029
91-03-037
91-05-077
91-08-029
91-03-037
91-05-077
91-08-029
91-03-037
91-05-077
91-08-029
91-03-037
91-05-077
91-08-029
91-03-037
91-05-077
91-08-029
91-03-037
91-05-077
91-08-029
91-03-037
91-05-077
91-08-029
91-03-037
91-05-077
91-08-029
91-03-037
91-05-077
91-08-029
91-03-037
91-05-077
91-08-029
91-03-037
91-05-077
91-08-029
91-03-037
91-05-077
91-08-029
91-03-037
91-05-077
91-08-029
91-04-082
91-04-082
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Subject/ Agency Index

(Citations in bold type refer to material in this issue)

ACCOUNTANCY, BOARD OF
Public records index
Superseded rules, repeal of
AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF
Apple maggot quarantine
Apple marketing standards
Apple moth quarantine repeal
Aquaculture
farm products identification, labeling
Asparagus
commission
creation, powers, and duties
commodity board
creation, powers, and duties
Barley commission
producer assessment funds
expenditure of
Bean seed certification standards, quarantine
Blueberry assessments
Bluegrass quarantine
Chrysanthemum white rust disease
quarantine
Desiccants and defoliants, rules
Fertilizers
fertigation equipment requirements
Garlic seed certification
Grapes
grape virus quarantine, solicitation
of preproposal comment
phylloxera quarantine, solicitation of
preproposal comment
Herbicides
phenoxy herbicides, use of
Hops
assessments and collections
disease quarantine
rootstock certification
Narcissus bulb nematode quarantine repeal
Noxious weed control board
noxious weed list, additions, deletions,
and changes
Organic foods
crop production standards
processing certification and
labeling
registration of materials
approved for production
transition to organic producer
certification
Plum curculio quarantine
Potato virus Y necrotic strain
Potato virus Y quarantine
Rules coordinator
Seed potato certification
Seed potato quarantine
Seeds
certification standards and fees
Swine
pseudorabies control and eradication

91--01--055
91--01--057
91--01--045
91--03-115
91--03--093
91--07--015
91--07--036
91-11-054
91--04--076
91--09--042
91--01-104
91--09--003
91--08--021
91--01-100
91-04-066
91-08-017
91--01--054
91-10--082
91-03-046
91-04-078
91-08-058
91-01-015
91-04-068
91-08-015
91-10--013
91-10--013
91-02-106
91-06-019
91--09--057
91--04--067
91-04--067
91-08--016
91-07--037
91-11-053
91-01--016
91-05--006
91-09--028
91--05--006
91--09--028
91-01-116
91-05--007
91-05-006
91-09-028
91-01-045
91-06-035
91-10-095
91-03-020
91-06-061
91-10-029
91-03-105
91-07--016
91-10-082

AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF-cont.
Wheat commission
producer assessment funds
expenditure of
Yellow nutsedge quarantine
APPLIED TECHNOLOGY, WASHINGTON
INSTITUTE OF
(See WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF
APPLIED TECHNOLOGY)
ASIAN AMERICAN AFFAIRS, COMMISSION ON
Meetings
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
Motor vehicle warranties
fines for noncompliance with
arbitration decision
Opinions
apprenticeship council, authority of
(1990, No. 17)
banks and trust companies, insurance
activities (1991, No. 14)
Bush Act tidelands, clam cultivation
(1991, No. 8)
community college educational services,
contracts ( 1991, No. 16)
community college and school district
risk management pools
(1991, No. 19)
criminal justice training commission
basic training requirement
(1991, No. 18)
ecological commission, advisory role
(1991, No. 4)
freeholder elections, first class cities
(1991, No. 3)
local governments, self-funding of health
and welfare benefits (1991, No. 17)
motor vehicle, forfeited, use by state
(1991, No. 10)
property tax assistance payments
(1991, No. 7)
property tax payment, credit card use
(1991, No. 2)
Public Disclosure Act (1991, No. 6)
radioactive materials transport
(1991, No. I)
risk management pools, formation by
community colleges and school districts
(1991, No. 19)
small business export finance assistance
center, public meetings and records
(1991, No. 5)
Rules coordinator
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91-01--058

91--02--080
91-02-001
91-08-062
91--07-022
91-09-010

91-11-060
91-11-011
91-05-003
91-04-053
91-10-008
91-07--043
91-07-001
91-04--013
91--06--054
91-03--085

91-11-060
91-05--057
91-01--086

BELLEVUE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings

91-03-061

BLIND, WASHINGTON STATE SCHOOL
FOR THE
Rules coordinator

91-02-044

BUILDING CODE COUNCIL
Barrier-free facilities
solicitation of preproposal comments
Day care facilities for children
Energy code
Historic buildings code
Long-term residential care facilities,
construction requirement
solicitation of preproposal comment
Meetings
Radon requirements and monitoring
Uniform codes
solicitation of preproposal comments
Ventilation and indoor air quality code

91-05-076
91-08--027

91-01--099
91-05--065
91--03--045

91-05-053
91-01-117
91-01-112
91-06-065
91-01-103
91-06-064
91-07-020
91-01-101
91-09-050
91-07-047
91-07--020
91-05-021
91-01-102

Subject/ Agency Index

(Citations in bold type refer to material in this issue)

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Rules coordinator
Student judicial code
due process for students in regard
to alleged violations

CLEMENCY AND PARDONS BOARD
Meetings

CODE REVISER'S OFFICE
Rules coordinator
WAC amendments and repealers
COLUMBIA BASIN COLLEGE
Sex discrimination, grievance procedures
COLUMBIA RIVER GORGE COMMISSION
Structure alteration, review standards
and guidelines
COMMUNITY COLLEGE EDUCATION, BOARD FOR
Meetings
Retirement annuity plan participation
Running start program
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, DEPARTMENT OF
Border areas, supplemental law
enforcement for
Daycare centers
fire protection standards
Emergency management council
meetings
Fire protection policy board
meetings

Fire protection services division
fire protection sprinkler contractors
fire safety standards
Homelessness, advisory council on,
duties
Land classification, guidelines for
classification of agricultural,
forest, mineral resource, and
critical areas lands
Meetings
Public works board
meetings
Rules coordinator
CONVENTION AND TRADE CENTER
Meetings

91-01-049
91-01-013
91-01-095
91-04-054

CRIMINAL JUSTICE TRAINING COMMISSION
Corrections academy
equivalency or "challenge" process
physical fitness standard for recruits
D.A.R.E. program
certification and decertification of
officers
Law enforcement academy
physical fitness standard for admission
to basic academy
Meetings

91-01-027
91-03-040
91-05-096
91-01-001
91-06-067
91-10-010
91-02-101
91-08-001

DEAF, WASHINGTON STATE SCHOOL
FOR THE
Rules coordinator
DEFERRED COMPENSATION, COMMITTEE FOR
Description
Public records, access to and copying of

91-09-009
91-10-087
91-06-069
91-09-008
91-09-036
91-06-075
91-04-017
91-06-020
91-06-021
91-11-001

EASTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Meetings
Rules coordinator
ECOLOGY, DEPARTMENT OF
Air pollution
sources
toxic air pollutants discharge,
control of
Aluminum plants, control and prevention
of air pollutant emissions
Batteries
vehicle battery recycling
Drought relief, emergency
Flood control assistance account program,
public hearing notice
Gasoline vapor control requirements
Ground water management
general schedule
Island County
West Snohomish County

91-02-023
91-03-048
91-05-017
91-05-018
91-06-051
91-10-083
91-10-084
91-05-043

Walla Walla County
Hazardous waste
dangerous waste regulation
facilities plans
generator fees
generators
management facilities, siting criteria
and notice of intent
management facilities siting criteria
Kraft pulping mills, control and prevention
of air pollutant emissions
Model Toxics Control Act
cleanup, identification and investigation,
processes and standards
Ocean management
Rules coordinator
Sediment management standards

91-06-023

91-01-129
91-01-130
91-07-041
91-06-031
91-07-017
91-10-020
91-02-003
91-04-006
91-01-012
91-03-012
91-03-041
91-05-013
91-06-036
91-07-009
91-09-007

Shoreline master programs
Chelan County
Grays Harbor County
Island County
King County
Klickitat County

91-11-012
91-11-049

CORRECTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF
Mitigation funds for local governments
Rules coordinator

Medina, city of
ocean management

91-10-018
91-06-011

Ocean Shores, city of
Okanogan, city of
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91-01-041
91-01-044
91-10-088
91-10-089
91-01-042
91-01-043
91-03-003
91-02-045
91-02-098
91-05-084
91-02-098
91-05-084
91-11-079

91-02-043

91-05-064
91-01-083
91-05-064
91-05-020
91-02-099
91-03-081
91-08-072
91-02-107
91-05-100
91-06-096
91-03-102
91-05-099
91-03-103
91-05-098
91-07-005
91-08-041
91-08-040
91-03-139
91-08-018
91-08-041
91-05-064
91-04-019
91-05-042
91-03-025
91-01-052
91-03-094
91-06-098
91-08-019
91-02-112
91-09-054
91-03-145
91-03-149
91-03-141

91-11-088

91-01-131
91-04-069
91-10-033
91-03-144
91-03-147

Subject/ Agency Index

(Citations in bold type refer to material in this issue)

ECOLOGY, DEPARTMEN T OF-cont.
Oroville, town of
Pierce County
San Juan County
Tonasket, town of
Tumwater, city of
Twisp, town of
Winthrop, town of
Solid and hazardous waste management
coordinated prevention grants
Solid fuel burning devices
increase in retail sales fees
sale and use of
Solid waste disposal facilities
inspector certification, exemption
operator certification
State/environm ental protection agency
agreement, public hearing notice
Underground storage tanks program
Waste
dangerous waste regulation
hazardous waste facilities
plans
hazardous waste fees
solid waste recycling projects, grants
to local governments, solicitation
of preproposal comment
solid waste reduction, grants to local
governments, solicitation of
preproposal comment
Wastewater
discharge permit fees
solicitation of preproposal comment
system developed
Water
highway runoff quality enhancement

School plant facilities
acceptance criteria, proposed sites
local match money
modernization
state assistance
Teacher school day requirement

91--02--052

Title 28A RCW, amendments to conform
to recodification of title

91-11-090

91--07--066
91--07--066

EMPLOYMEN T SECURITY DEPARTMEN T
Eligibility determination
Employer notice and separation
determination

91--09--053
91--01-093

Employer notices
Family independence program,
see FAMILY INDEPENDEN CE PROGRAM
Rules coordinator

91--08--020
91--04--022
91--07-005

ENERGY FACILITY SITE EVALUATION COUNCIL
Meetings
Site restoration standards

91--08-041
91-08--040

Environmental education, interdisciplinary
study of
High school credit for courses taken by
students in grades 7 and 8
Meetings
Physical education requirement
'Portable facility" defined

91-11-051
91-11-052

91-03--054

91-03-055
91-02-077
91-03-132
91-09-040

91-07-064

91-01--019
91-03--080

EVERETT COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings
Rules coordinator

91-02-047
91-03-079

91-04--091

EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE, THE
Meetings

91-02--054

91-11-047
91-11-091

FAMILY INDEPENDEN CE PROGRAM
Benefits suspension, termination,
or reduction
advance notice
Child care eligibility to support
employment and training
Income disregard

91-11-089

91-04--073
91--05-012
91--03-110
91--05-050
91--07-044
91--09-058

Management plan, implementation of
second stage

91-11-050

limited certificate

91-03-054

91--03-090

91-04-080

internship certificate

91-01-091
91-04-016

ENGINEER AND LAND SURVEYORS
License renewals

Water resource situations strategy
Wells
drilling restrictions

"Building condemnation" defined
Certification
instructional specialist certificate

91-08-071
91-08-069
91--08--070
91-08-067
91-05-068
91-08-055

91-10--032

91--09--056
91-10--048

EDUCATION, STATE BOARD OF
·Accreditation of schools

91--05-024
91-08-056

ENERGY OFFICE
Terminology, revision of obsolete
language

91-10--032

surface water quality standards

EDMONDS COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Athletes, loss of eligibility for
unlawful drug use, procedure
Meetings

EDUCATION, STATE BOARD OF-cont.
Professional certification
reprimand or certificate suspension
or revocation

91--03-146
91--03-143
91--04--072
91--05--063
91--06--094
91--03-148
91--04--079
91--09--055
91--04--070
91--04--071

91--01-068
91--01-128
91-04--015
91-08-068
91--01--092
91-05-056
91-01-092
91-05-056
91-01--092
91--05-056

Medical programs eligibility
Meetings
FISHERIES, DEPARTMEN T OF
Commercial
bottom fish
coastal bottomfish catch limits

91-01---067
91-01--066
91-04---050

91-11-018

seasons
clams
razor clam harvest

91-08--068
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91-11-075

91-07-068
91-01-061
91-05-008
91-05-009
91-10--073
91-10--079
91-01-062
91-04--041
91-05-058
91--05--010
91-08--050
91-05-008
91-05-009
91-01-060

91-01-018
91-01--023
91-01--050
91-01-094
91-03-152
91-07--050
91-08-023
91-10---012

91-11-027
91-11-077

91-05--037

91-08-024

Subject/ Agency Index

(Citations in bold type refer to material in this issue)

FISHERIES, DEPARTMENT OF-cont.
crabs, seasons and areas
crawfish, areas
fish buyers, reporting date for fish
receiving tickets
herring
endorsement requirements
reporting catch
licensing rules amended
marine fish, seasons
and closures
regulations

salmon
Columbia River below
Bonneville, seasons
subsistence fishery, Columbia River
tributaries
troll fishery, seasons and gear
sea cucumber seasons

sea urchin seasons
shad, Columbia River harvest
shrimp
Puget Sound fishery
Puget Sound season
seasons
spawn on kelp auction
sturgeon
Columbia River above Bonneville, seasons
Columbia River below Bonneville
trawl fishing, seasons
and gear
vessel ownership and accountability
proof
Personal use
clams
areas and seasons
hardshell
razor
oysters
areas and seasons
rules amended

salmon
areas and seasons
bag limits
Chehalis River
Columbia River
Klickitat River
Little White Salmon River
Wenatchee River
Wind River

91-05-102
91-10-024
91-05-102
91-01-005
91-05-015
91-11-056

FISHERIES, DEPARTMENT OF-cont.
shrimp
Puget Sound fishery
FOREST PRACTICES BOARD
Forest practices subject to
environmental review under
SEPA and SEPA rules
Meetings

91-10-014
91-03-108
91-10-071
91-09-064
91-03-083
91-04-029
91-04-031
91-10-011

Watershed screening and analysis
solicitation of preproposal
comment
GAMBLING COMMISSION
Adjudicative proceedings
Amusement games, operation at regional
shopping centers
Bingo
Bingo manager defined
Bingo accounting records requirements
Electronic cranes, authorization for use
Fund raising events, limits on amount of
rent, lease, or other payments
Fund raising events, providing food
and beverages to volunteers

91-05-005
91-05-036
91-11-014
91-11-076

91-10-058
91-05-102
91-10-024

91-11-015
91-11-055
91-11-111

91-05-102
91-10-024

Income requirements, bingo and charitable
games
Income receipting and deposit requirements
Prizes

91-11-111

91-05-005
91-05-036

91-11-100

91-10-094

91-11-044
91-11-111

Pull tab dispensing devices

91-02-108
91-05-016

Pull tab series, assembly, packaging,
and operation

91-08-065
91-05-005
91-05-036
91-09-064
91-11-056

Punchboard and pull tabs, prizes
Record-keeping requirements
Recreational gaming activities

91--01-069
91-02-021
91-02-076
91-10-049

Washington blackjack

91-01-069
91-06-057
91-03-153
91-04-030
91-06-057
91-08-051
91-08-054

GENERAL ADMINISTRATIO N, DEPARTMENT OF
Acquisition of goods
Flood mitigation standards
state agencies

91-03-151
91-08-052
91-08-053
91-08-025

Parking fees and payments
Rules coordinator
Savings and loan association, division of
credit union examination and supervision
fees and charges

91-11-045

91-08-002
91-08-025
91-08-025
91-08-025
91-08-025

savings and loan examination and
supervision fees
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91-10-094

91-07-034
91-07-012
91-08-028
91-07-030
91-03-063
91-05-047
91-06-008
91-06-039
91-09-045
91-10-006
91-10-006
91-09-045
91-09-045
91-03-049
91-05-044
91-05-046
91-05-047
91-06-008
91-06-039
91-09-045
91-10-006
91-05-047
91-06-008
91-06-039
91-07-018
91-07-051
91-05-045
91-10-004
91-03-049
91-05-044
91-05-046
91-05-047
91-06-008
91-06-039
91-09-045
91-10-006
91-03-062
91-07-019
91-07-021
91-07--042
91-10-005
91-03-049
91-05-044
91-05-046
91-05-047
91-06-008
91-06-039
91-09-034
91-09-035
91-05-101
91-08-057
91-04--081
91-03--060
91-03-106
91-06--062
91-03-107
91-06--063

Subject/ Agency Index

(Citations in bold type refer to material in this issue)

GOVERNOR, OFFICE OF THE
Education reform and funding,
council on, established
HIV/ AIDS advisory council established
Homelessness, council on
Low-income housing tax credit, federal,
allocation of
Substance abuse, governor's council
on, reestablished
Timber export restrictions, implementation
of federal legislation

91-11-068

91-07-004
91-06-023
91-02-053
91-09-059
91-02-111
91-10-106

GRAYS HARBOR COLLEGE
Athletes, loss of eligibility for
unlawful drug use

91-05-033

GREEN RIVER COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings

91-03-004

91-11-102

HARDWOODS COMMISSION
(See TRADE AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT, DEPARTMENT OF)
HEALTH, BOARD OF
(See HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF)
HEALTH CARE AUTHORITY
Advertising or promotion of SEBB-sponsored
benefit plans
Appeals process established
Dependents health coverage
Medical plan options between open
enrollments
Medicare payment of eligible retirees
Organ transplant programs, requirements
Spouse health insurance coverage
State employee benefits board plans, dependent
parent, continued coverage on self-pay basis,
qualification for
HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF
Acupuncture license
applications
examinations
fees
Certificate of need, open heart
surgery services review
Certificate of need, transfer of
Chiropractic disciplinary board
professional procedures
rules coordinator
.transfer of rules to Title 246 WAC
Chiropractic examining board
rules coordinator
transfer of rules to Title 246 WAC
Dental disciplinary board
discrimination prohibited as unprofessional
conduct
rules coordinator
transfer of rules to Title 246 WAC
Dental examiners, board of
examination failures, repeat examinations
transfer of rules to Title 246 WAC
Dental hygienists
education programs, expanded functions
license fees
Dietitians and nutritionists
license fees

91-11-093

91-04-087

91-11-096
91-11-094
91-11-095

91-05-079

91-11-096

91-04-086

91-11-010

91-10-069
91-10-069
91-08-078
91-10-102
91-10-103
91-01-075
91-05-093
91-06-090
91-10-050
91-10-051
91-01-020
91-05-095
9,1-01-020
91-05-026
91-03-109
91-01-020
91-02-048
91-10-093
91-01-007

HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF-cont.
Drug manufacturing or storage sites,
illegal, contractor certification
for decontamination of
Emergency medical services
emergency medical technicians, certification
and recertification requirements
training requirements
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) rules
Fees
Health care assistants
license fees
Health, board of
drug manufacturing or storage sites,
illegal, contractor certification
for decontamination of
immunization of day care and school
children
infants, screening for congenital
disorders
rules coordinator
public water systems, volatile organic
chemical monitoring requirements
transfer of rules to Title 246 WAC
Hearing aid fitters/dispensers
license fees
Hearing aid council
defamation of competitors
rules coordinator
personal disclosure
transfer of rules to Title 246 WAC
Hematocrit testing for exclusion
HIV and AIDS training and record-keeping
requirements
Hospital charity care, procedures, data
collection, criteria for identifying
indigent persons, and penalties for
noncompliance
Isotopes use in medicine and industry
Hospital pharmacy standards
Low level radioactive waste sites
regulation
Massage board
rules coordinator
transfer of rules to Title 246 WAC
Medical disciplinary board
mandatory reporting rule, hospitals
rules coordinator
transfer of rules to Title 246 WAC
Medical examiners, board of
examination scores
meetings
physician assistants
prescriptions
prescription writing
rules coordinator
transfer of rules to Title 246 WAC
Medical test categories
Midwifery
license fees
Nursing, board of
AIDS education requirement for
nurses obtaining interstate
endorsement

91-08-077

91-11-065

91-08-078

91-08-078
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91-04-007
91-02-013
91-06-026
91-02-050
91-02-050
91-08-078

91-04-007
91-11-103

91-01-032
91-01-020
91-07-031
91-02-051
91-08-078
91-07-057
91-07-059
91-01-020
91-07-057
91-07-059

91-11-032

91-07-058

91-11-031
91-11-039

91-06-026

91-05-048
91-11-081

91-05-049
91-11-083

91-01-020
91-01-077
91-09-044
91-10-040
91-10-042
91-01-020
91-02-012
91-01-074
91-06-038
91-02-061
91-04-055
91-08-007
91-04-033
91-01-020
91-01-076
91-06-030

91-11-039

91-08-078

91-07-032

Subject/ Agency Index

(Citations in bold type refer to material in this issue}

HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF-cont.

license denial, adjudicative proceedings
nurse technicians, definition
and function of
rules coordinator
transfer of rules to Title 246 WAC
Nursing home administrators, board
of examiners for
inactive license fee
inactive license status
rules coordinator
transfer of rules to Title 246 WAC
Nursing homes
bed need standards
Nursing pools
license fees
Occupational therapy practice, board for
educational programs
license fees
licensure requirements
rules coordinator
transfer of rules to Title 246 WAC
Open heart surgery services, certificate
of need review
Opticians
rules updating
continuing education requirements
Optometrists
license fees
Optometry board
rules coordinator
transfer of rules to Title 246 WAC
Osteopathic medicine and surgery
board of
examination procedures
license fees
rules coordinator
substance abuse monitoring programs
Pharmacists
license fees
retired
license fees
Pharmacy, board of
animal control agencies, legend
drug use regulation
transfer of rules to Title 246 WAC
humane societies, legend
drug use regulation
rules coordinator
internship requirements
nonprescription drugs, tampered
products detection information
prescriptions, out-of-state
practitioners
pharmacy assistant/pharmacist ratio
tampered products detection
information
Physical therapy, board of
drug or alcohol monitoring programs,
voluntary participation

91-10-007

HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF-cont.

examination scores
licensing fees

91-07-067
91-01-020
91-07-049

licensure requirements
rules coordinator
transfer of rules to Title 246 WAC
Physician assistants
prescription writing
Podiatric medical board
inactive license

91-05-025
91-09-051
91-02-058
91-06-059
91-01-020
91-02-059
91-06-060

license fees
license renewals

91-02-010

reciprocity requirements

91-08-078

rules coordinator
terminology

91-05-088
91-08-078
91-05-088
91-01-020
91-05-027

Practical nurses
license fees
Practical nursing board
licensing requirements and procedures
rules coordinator
transfer of rules to Title 246 WAC
Prenatal tests, provision of information
on
Psychology, examining board of
continuing education
license fees
licensing requirements and procedures

91-10-102
91-10-103
91-05-087
91-09-023
91-09-024
91-05-087
91-09-023
91-09-024

meetings
rules coordinator
Radiation protection programs
fees
Radiation protection, general provisions
Rules coordinator
Rules, transfer to Title 246 WAC

91-08-078
91-01-020
91-03-116
91-06-025
91-03-117
91-10-039
91-10-043
91-08-078
91-01-020
91-03-117
91-10-039
91-10-043

Rural health care
facilities, licensing standards
Sex offender treatment providers

91-08-078
91-08-078

Transfer of rules to Title 246 WAC
Uranium mills regulation
Veterinary board of governors
rules coordinator
transfer of rules to Title 246 WAC
Women, infant children program
client access
X-ray machine use regulation

91-04-056
91-06-037
91-04-056
91-01-020
91-05-091
91-11-041
91-07-056

91-09-033
91-09-063
91-05-004
91-08-078
91-05-094
91-01-020
91-02-011
91-04-033
91-05-089
91-10-041
91-08-078
91-05-089
91-10-041
91-05-089
91-10-041
91-01-020
91-05-089
91-10-041
91-08-078
91-09-014
91-01-020
91-01-078
91-11-024
91-04-021
91-08-078
91-04-021
91-06-024
91-08-030
91-01-020
91-08-059
91-11-024
91-01-020
91-03-095
91-04-020
91-05-028
91-05-029
91-05-030
91-05-031
91-06-027
91-06-028
91-06-058
91-07-048
91-11-030
91-02-014
91-06-091
91-11-062
91-11-063
91-02-049
91-11-083
91-01-020
91-02-060
91-06-029
91-11-082

HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD

American Indian endowed scholarship
program

91-05-090
91-05-092
91-11-040
91-07-056

Athletic gender equity tuition and
fee waiver program
Contract issuance procedures, 1991-93

91-09-033
91-09-063

Displaced homemaker program administration
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA)
notice of action taken
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91-03-087
91-11-073
91-09-061
91-04-045
91-01-053
91-01-124
91-01-125

Subject/ Agency Index

(Citations in bold type refer to material in this issue)

HIGHER EDUCATION, JOINT CENTER FOR
Meetings
HIGHER EDUCATION PERSONNEL BOARD
Appointments

Bereavement leave
Fair Labor Standards Act, federal
preemption
Hearing examiners

Leave of absence without pay, excepted
work period
Meetings
Rules coordinator
Salary reallocation

Shared leave
Temporary workers, remedial action
Work period designations
Workers' compensation
return-to-work policy

HIGHLINE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Rules coordinator
HORSE RACING COMMISSION
Claiming races, next start requirements,
horses claimed but not processed
Jockey suspension, temporary
Owner's license, use of facsimile
application and trainer as agent
Satellite locations, daily fee
HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSI()N
Meetings

INTEREST RA TES
(See inside front cover)

91-03-002
91-02-039
91-05-055
91-05-060
91-10-002
91-10-060

INVESTMENT BOARD
Meetings
JUDICIAL CONDUCT, COMMISSION ON
Public records access

91-10-059
91-02-039
91-05-055
91-05-060
91-10-002
91-10-059
91-02-041
91-06-014

91-11-035

91-02-040
91-05-052
91-06-077
91-10-003
91-10-061
91-10-060
91-10-060
91-07-060
91-02-038
91-05-054
91-05-059
91-10-001
91-08-031
91-03-064
91-08-073
91-03-033
91-08-073
91-01-087
91-01-088
91-02-002
91-02-035
91-02-102
91-04-063
91-04-064
91-06-072
91-08-046
91-08-047

91-11-080
91-11-108
INDETERMINATE SENTENCE REVIEW BOARD
Public records
Rules adoption requirements
Rules coordinator
INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE APPEALS,
BOARD OF
Practice and procedure
INFORMATION SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF
Public records access
INSURANCE COMMISSIONER
Fees and assessments, clarification
Life and disability insurance, out---0f-state
group contracts, unfair practices
Prelicense education curriculum
Prelicense education requirement
Rate standards
Rules coordinator

91-10-009
91-10-009
91-03-067
91-09-062
91-04-090
91-07-033

Rules coordinator

LABOR AND INDUSTRIES,
DEPARTMENT OF
Agricultural
safety standards
Apprenticeship and training council
meetings
Boiler rules, board of
condemned boilers or unfired
pressure vessel, inspection
meetings

new constructions standards
nuclear repairs/replacement
nuclear safety devices repair
Construction
safety standards
Crime victim compensation
repressed memory of criminal act,
rights of victim with
Electrical board
meetings
Elevator safety standards
Explosives
safety standards
Firefighters
safety standards
Grain handling facilities
safety standards
Longshore, stevedore operations
safety standards
Occupational health standards
general standards
Passenger vessel safety standards
Prevailing wage
filing fees
terms and procedures used to determine,
for public works projects
Safety and health standards
general standards

Travel expenses
injured workers
Worker's compensation
health care services, payment for

91-04-057
91-07-053
91-03-073
91-09-049
91-09-048
91-01-073
91-02-009

medical aid rules
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91-02-015
91-01-126
91-04-060
91-01-002

91-04-077

91-11-070

91-04-038
91-09-047

91-11-107

91-01-107
91-03-086
91-05-062
91-09-047

91-11-107

91-09-047

91-11-107

91-09-046

91-11-106

91-09-046

91-11-106

91-04-077

91-11-070

91-01-065
91-04-027
91-03-076
91-10-091
91-01-026
91-01-026
91-04-077

91-11-070

91-04-077

91-11-070

91-04-077

91-11-070

91-01-026
91-03-043
91-09-004
91-01-026
91-01-017
91-03-113
91-10-092
91-01-026
91-03-044
91-04-077

91-11-070

91-03-114
91-01-123
91-07-008
91-02-063
91-02-064
91-02-114

Subject/ Agency Index

(Citations in bold type refer to material in this issue)

LABOR AND INDUSTRIES,
DEPARTMENT OF-cont.
rules, classifications, rates and
rating system revisions

91-07-061

LEGAL FOUNDATION OF
WASHINGTON
Meetings

91-06-001

LICENSING, DEPARTMENT OF
Architect licenses
fees
renewal
Architecture
"design-build" definition
solicitation of preproposal comment
Camping resorts
Cosmetology, barber and manicurist rules
Court reporters, licensing requirements
Engineers and land surveyors
fees
license renewals
seals
solicitation of preproposal comment
new seal required, design

use definition
Escrow officers and agents
fees
Funeral directors and embalmers
continuing education
approval
crematory renewal fees
preneed renewal fees
Motor vehicle excise tax rules
Motor vehicles
advertising and pricing practices of
dealers, prohibited practices
certificate of inspection
disclosure of vehicle owner names
and addresses
drivers' licenses
waiver of driving test for new
resident with valid license
from previous home state
fleet registration programs, regular
and permanent
higher education institutions license
plate emblems, criteria to obtain
license plates, special
parking tickets outstanding, information
to be supplied by jurisdiction
proportional registration of fleet
vehicles
special license plates and emblems,
criteria to obtain
title, "guaranteed title" defined
veterans license plate emblems
Public records indexing systems
Real estate appraiser certification
Real estate commission
course approval

LICENSING, DEPARTMENT OF-cont.
depositary institutions
authorized to hold trust funds
examination grading
fees for real estate course,
school, and instructor
approval
funds held in trust,
authorized institutions
instructor approval
instructor qualifications

91-09-020
91-09-020
91-06-012
91-09-041
91-02-046
91-01-082
91-05-080
91-11-042
91-03-065

meetings
Rules coordinator
Securities division
cattle feeding programs
commodity pools
corporate limited offering
exemption
debt offering standards
equipment programs
exchange and national market system
exemption from registration
oil and gas programs
promotional shares
real estate investment trusts
uniform limited offering registration
(ULOR-C)
Special fuel tax rules
power tax off use

91-07-065
91-10-046
91-07-065
91-10-046
91-05-041
91-05-078
91-06-018
91-11-098
91-11-099
91-05-078
91-06-018
91-08-049
91-11-066

Vessel registration
owner's names and addresses,
disclosure of
LIQUOR CONTROL BOARD
Advertising of liquor

91-09-043
91-08-032
91-11-023
91-01-006
91-04-026
91-03-019
91-04-024
91-03-088

91-01-063
91-11-084
91-03-091
91-11-084
91-04-025

Beer
label requirements
Conduct on licensed premises, regulation
Rules coordinator
LOTTERY COMMISSION
Instant game number 20 through instant
game number 39, repeal
Instant game number 59 - Lucky Draw
criteria
definitions
Instant game number 61 - Triple Play
criteria
definitions
ticket validation
Instant game number 62 - Roulette
criteria
definitions

91-04-024

ticket validation

91-02-109
91-02-110
91-06-093

Instant game number 63 - Lucky 7's
criteria
definitions

91-03-091
91-11-084
91-03-092
91-03-091
91-04-025
91-11-084
91-07-028
91-04-074

ticket validation
Instant game number 64 - Playday
criteria
definitions
ticket validation

91-03-047
91-07-029
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91-09-013
91-03-047
91-07-029
91-09-013
91-09-013
91-09-065
91-03-047
91-07-029
91-02-078
91-03-006
91-04-012
91-04-012
91-04-011
91-04-008
91-04-012
91-04-010
91-04-012
91-04-008
91-04-012
91-04-009
91-03-017
91-03-018
91-03-089
91-03-007
91-04-085
91-05-086
91-08-022
91-05-085
91-09-005
91-10-045
91-10-044
91-03-034
91-03-036
91-03-036
91-03-036
91-03-036
91-03-036
91-03-I 12
91-06-074
91-03-112
91-06-074
91-03-112
91-06-074
91-03-112
91-06-074
91-03-112
91-06-074
91-03-112
91-06-074
91-07-070
91-11-033
91-07-070
91-11-033
91-07-070
91-11-033

Subject/ Agency Index

(Citations in bold type refer to material in this issue)

LOTIERY COMMISSION-cont.
Instant game number 65 - Touchdown
criteria
definitions
ticket validation
Instant game number 66 - Tumbling Dice
criteria
definitions
ticket validation
Prizes, payment of
Public records index
LOWER COLUMBIA COLLEGE
Meetings

91---07--070
91---07--070
91---07--070

MINORITY AND WOMEN'S BUSINESS
ENTERPRISES, OFFICE OF
Meetings

91--05--097

Public records, availability
Rules coordinator
Woodard Bay natural resources
conservation area
OIL AND GAS CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
Meetings
OUTDOOR RECREATION, INTERAGENCY
COMMITTEE FOR
Meetings
Rules coordinator
PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION
Alcohol consumption in state parks,
enforcement

91--08--066
91---09--029
91-10--067
91-10--047
91--02--066
91---02--065

91-01--089
91-10--016
91-09--060
91--01-108
91-10-068
91---01--072

91-01--003
91---04-032
91-06-070
91---03--011

91--03-140
91---07-014

Meetings
Rules coordinator
PENINSULA COLLEGE
Meetings
PERSONNEL APPEALS BOARD
Rules coordinator
PERSONNEL BOARD
Applications, time limits on filing of
Appointment status, transfer upwards
Correctional officers caring for law
enforcement dogs, special pay range
Examinations, waiver of minimum
qualifications
In-training positions

Promotional testing
Public records, inspection and copying of
Reexaminations
Registers, removal of candidate's name
for cause
Special pay ranges
Standby compensation
Trial service, reversion for failure to
perform satisfactorily
Work period designations

PERSONNEL, DEPARTMENT OF
Registers, removal of candidate's name
for cause
Rules coordinator
Trial service, revision for failure
to perform adequately
PIERCE COLLEGE
Meetings

91--01-106

91-11-058
91---03-142
91---09--00 I
91--01-051
91--01--084

Boating pumpout contract program
Fee changes

Partial day absence, exceptions work
period employees

91---02--037
91---03--005
91--02--005
91--02--004
91---04--028

Forest fire advisory board
meetings
Forest practices board
meetings
rules coordinator
Geographic names, board on
rules coordinator
Natural heritage advisory council
meetings

Merit system rules
Noncompetitive service

91--07--070
91--07--070
91--07--070
91---03--036
91---03--03 5
91---03--036

MARITIME COMMISSION
Assessments, rates and terms
Meetings
Rules coordinator

NATURAL RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF
Adjudicative proceedings
Fire hazard areas, closed season

PERSONNEL BOARD-cont.
Leave sharing program

Rules coordinator
Student rights and responsibilities

91---02---024
91---05--082
91---07--055
91-10--062
91---02--033
91-03--068
91---05---081
91-10--066

91-11-043
91--02--028
91--02--027
91--02--026
91-10-064
91-10--063
91---02--031
91---03--069
91-10--065
91-04--046
91---07--054
91---09--037

91--01-111
91---02---016
91---01-110
91---01--010
91---06--08 8
91---09--006
91---04--04 9
91---03--084
91--03-150
91--09--027

PHARMACY, BOARD OF
(See HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF)
PILOT AGE COMMISSIONERS, BOARD OF
Pilot applications
qualification to take 1991 exam
Pilotage rates
Grays Harbor
Puget Sound
Retirement disbursements
POLLUTION CONTROL HEARINGS BOARD
Practice and procedure rules
Public records

91--01--090
91---03--075
91---08--004
91---08--008
91---08--003

91-11-074
91---02--062
91---06--0 3 3
91---03--027
91---03--028
91---03--027
91---03--028

91---01--009

POLLUTION LIABILITY INSURANCE AGENCY
Assessments
Eligibility
Reimbursement

91---08--033
91---08--033
91---08--033

91-10--038

PRODUCTIVITY BOARD
Rules coordinator

91--03-111

PROFESSIONAL ATHLETIC COMMISSION
Boxing rules

91--05--032

91--02--029
91--02--032
91--03--070
91---02-025
91--05--083
91--02--034
91--03--071
91--02--030

Wrestling rules
PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION
Contributions
definition of "contribution"
"earmarked contributions" defined
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91-11-038
91-11-101
91---05--032
91-11-038
91-11-104
91-11-105
91-10--056

Subject/ Agency Index

(Citations in bold type refer to material in this issue)

PUBLIC DISCLOSURE COMMISSION-cont.
handling contributions of uncertain origin
identification of sources
Lobbyist employers, political
contribution reporting form
Public office fund
Rules coordinator
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, SUPERINTENDENT OF
Absent students, reporting requirements
Allocations
procedures for allocating state moneys
to school districts
salary
Allocations, special 1990--91
early intervention services
procedures for allocating state moneys
to school districts
Alternative instructional programs,
eligibility
Basic education allocation, withholding
for repayment of federal moneys
Bilingual instruction program,
transitional
Buses
opera ti on procedures
school bus operating rules
Certificated personnel performan.ce
evaluation
Educational service districts
budgeting procedures
timely reporting procedures
Excellence in education awards
Expenditure, specified objects of
Federal moneys, monetary and nonmonetary
audit findings, resolution procedures
Federal moneys, withholding from basic
education allocation for repayment of
Handicapped students, definitions and
independent educational assessment of
Running start program
Salary allocations
School districts
timely reporting procedures
School safety patrol
Specified objects of expenditure
Staff ratio enhancements, grades K-3
Timely reporting policies and procedures
Transcripts, provision to indigent persons
PUGET SOUND WATER QUALITY
AUTHORITY
Meetings
Nonpoint source pollution, local plannings
solicitation of preproposal comments
Rules coordinator
REDISTRICTING COMMISSION
Administrative rules
RETIREMENT SYSTEMS, DEPARTMENT OF
Actuarial tables, schedules, and factors
law enforcement officers' and fire fighters'
retirement system
overdue payments, interest charges

RETIREMENT SYSTEMS, DEPARTMENT OF
-cont.
public employees' retirement system
teachers' retirement system
Administrative fee rate
Administrative fee assessment for
processing deficient reports·
Survivor benefit options
judicial retirement system
law enforcement and firefighters
public employee's retirement system
teachers' retirement system

91-11-104
91-11-105
91-11-104
91-11-105
91-06-034
91-09-021
91-07-027
91-10-057
91-11-037
91-02-096
91-03-118
91-02-097

REVENUE, DEPARTMENT OF
Accounting
accrual method, tax reporting duties
solicitation of preproposal comment
Addresses of department district offices

91-04-089
91-08-039
91-03-118
91-07-062
91-11-028
91-07-006
91-07-062
91-11-028
91-03-074
91-06-032
91-10--104
91-03-050
91-07-063
91-09-025
91-03-119
91-09-026
91-03-001
91-07-007
91-07-006
91-10--105
91-01-033
91-03-129
91-04-088
91-08-038
91-02-097
91-09-025
91-10-085
91-06-026
91-02-094
91-09-025
91-02-095
91-01-011
91-11-092

Agricultural land valuation
Business and occupation tax
community antenna television services,
reporting of advertising income
insurance companies, health insurance
pool deductions to be deducted from
the measure of the B&O tax
real estate, lease, rental, or license to
use, tax status
Equalization, county boards of
revised chapter relating to
Excise tax
motor vehicle fuel and special fuel
sales, reporting information
dentists, dental laboratories, and
physicians, reporting information
Finance charges, carrying charges,
interest, and penalties
solicitation of preproposal comment
taxation
Freight and delivery charges
exclusion from gross proceeds of sales
solicitation of preproposal comment
Hotel/motel tax
solicitation of preproposal comment
Hotel and motels, taxation
on telephone service
solicitation of preproposal comment
Magazines and periodicals,
out--0f-state sellers
solicitation of preproposal comment
Medical service providers, tax reporting
solicitation of preproposal comment
Motor vehicle fuel and special fuel sales
excise tax reporting information
solicitation of preproposal comment
Open Space Taxation Act rules
agricultural land valuation
Property tax
annual ratio study
refunds rate of interest
Rule-making procedure
solicitation of preproposal comment
Rules coordinator
Sales tax
collection schedules
Stadium tax
solicitation of preproposal comment
Timber excise tax
stumpage values

91-05-066
91-05-067
91-09-052

91-02-019
91-06-089
91-10-108
91-11-061
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91-02-018
91-02-020
91-10--107
91-10--109
91-03-013
91-03-014
91-03-015
91-03-016

91-08-043
91-01-113
91-05-038
91-04-001
91-01-114
91-05-039
91-01-115
91-05-040
91-02-056
91-02-057
91-07-040
91-11-002
91-11-003
91-03-057
91-11-005
91-11-004
91-03-058
91-08-045
91-08-045
91-08-044
91-04-061
91-11-002
91-04-062
91-04-001
91-01-008
91-10-070
91-04-061
91-04-062
91-01-028
91-01-113
91-08-045
91-02-088
91-02-089
91-06-052
91-06-053
91-09-030
91-10-090

Subject/ Agency Index

(Citations in bold type refer to material in this issue)

RULES COORDINATORS
Agriculture, department of
Attorney general
Blind, Washington State School for the
Central Washington University
Chiropractic disciplinary board
Chiropractic examining board
Code reviser
Community development, department of
Corrections, department of
Deaf, Washington State School for the
Dental disciplinary board
Dental examiners, board of
Eastern Washington University
Ecology, department of
Employment security department
Everett Community College
Forest practices board
General administration, department of
Geographic names, board on
Health, board of
Health, department of
Hearing aids council
Higher education personnel board
Highline Community College
Indeterminate sentence review board
Insurance commissioner, office of
Judicial conduct commission
Licensing, department of
Liquor control board
Maritime commission
Massage board
Medical disciplinary board
Medical examiners, board of
Natural resources, department of
Nursing, board of
Nursing home administrators, board
of examiners for
Occupational therapy practice, board of
Optometry board
Osteopathic medicine and surgery board
Outdoor recreation, interagency
committee for
Parks and recreation commission
Personnel appeals board
Personnel, department of
Pharmacy, board of
Physical therapy board
Pierce College
Pediatric medical board
Practical nursing board
Productivity board
Psychology, examining board of
Public disclosure commission
Puget Sound water quality authority
Revenue, department of
Social and health services, department of
Tax appeals, board of
Trade and economic development,
department of
Transportation commission
Transportation, department of
Transportation improvement board
University of Washington
Veterinary board of governors
Washington State University
SEATTLE COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Meetings

91--03--020
91--01--086
91--02--044
91--01--049
91--01--020
91--01--020
91--01--00 I
91--04--006
91--06--0 I I
91--02--045
91--01--020
91--01--020
91--02--043
91--03--025
91--03--055
91--03--079
91--02--065
91--03--060
91--01-106
91--01--020
91--01--020
91--01--020
91--02--040
91--08-031
91--03--067
91--02--009
91--01--002
91--03--006
91-10--044
91--04--028
91--01--020
91--01--020
91--01--020
91--01-108
91--01--020

SECRETARY OF STATE
Public record home and work address
information protection for
endangered persons

91--03-125
91--03-126
91--07--002
91--07--003
91-11-069

SHORELINE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings

91--03--024

SKAGIT VALLEY COLLEGE
Meetings

91--01--071

SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES,
DEPARTMENT OF
Adult family homes
complaints
ins peel ions
Aid to families with dependent children
assistance standards
assistance unit
benefits suspension, termination,
or reduction advance notice
earned income tax credit
as resource
fifty dollars disregard payment
income and resources disregard

91--01--020
91--01--020
91--01--020
91--01--020
loans, when treated as income
or resource

91-03--011
91--01--084
91-10--038
91--02--016
91--01-020
91--01--020
91--04-049
91--01--020
91--01--020
91--03-111
91--01--020
91-11-037
91--0 5--06 7
91--01--028
91--01-118
91--02-103

medical programs eligibility
overpayments, mandatory grant deductions
to recover

Child care
family day care homes, licensing
requirements
Children
institutionalized
parent income and resources

91--03--088
91--03--078
91--03--009
91--04--051
91--03--056
91--01--020
91--05--022

Medicaid eligibility, income standards
Chore services program
Computer Matching and Privacy
Protection Act of 1988
household notices

91--01--024
91--03--023
91--03-104
91--06--068
91-10--055

Day care
family child day care homes
licensing requirements
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91-05-070
91--09--0 16
91--05--070
91--09--0 16
91--02--072
91--02--075
91-09--068
91--09--069
91-11-020
91--07--068
91-10--074
91-10--078
91--06--097
91-10--026
91--02--083
91--02--084
91--05--008
91--05-009
91--06--007
91--09--0 I 7
91-10--072
91-10--077
91--01--029
91--01--047
91--05--008
91--05--009
91--09-017
91--03--039
91--04--047
91--06-055
91--09--070
91--04--048
91-11-026
91--05--034
91--05--035
91--09--0 19
91--08--034
91--08--037
91-11-085
91--04--039
91--08--011
91--08--064
91-11-087
91--02--017
91--03--038
91--03-127
91--03-128
91--07--013

Subject/ Agency Index

(Citations in bold type refer lo material in this issue)

SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES,
DEPARTMENT OF-cont.
Developmentally disabled
adult protective services,
eligibility for
Disaster relief
individual and family grant
program eligibility
Emergency assistance
Family independence program, see
FAMILY INDEPENDENCE PROGRAM
Food stamp program
aliens eligibility
eligibility
expedited service eligibility
homeless persons eligibility
household status for temporarily
disabled persons
income budgeting, retrospective and
special circumstances budgeting
income exclusions

institutional residents, application
timeliness
standard utility allowance
student participant in work study
program, eligibility
telephone standard allowance
work requirements

Funeral and internment services, vendor
payment increases
General assistance
benefits suspension, termination,
or reduction advance notice
earned income tax credit
as resource
Hospitals
inpatient and outpatient services
payment

Job opportunities and basic skills training
program (JOBS)

support services
Kitsap Physicians Service-Sound Care Plan

SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES,
DEPARTMENT OF-cont.
payment
91-01-096

Medicaid
children to eighteen years
of age, eligibility

91-02-081
91-01-030
91-02-071

expedited Medicaid disability program
infants under one year of age,
eligibility
pregnant women eligibility

91-07-069
91-11-019
91-11-109
91-11-109
91-09-031
91-09-032
91-09-067

Medical assistance
availability of resources
benefits suspension, termination,
or reduction advance notice

91-05-074
91-10-096

birth costs' collection

91-09-067
91-01-120
91-02-067
91-02-068
91-02-073
91-06-004
91-09-067

eligibility

eligibility, community services office
waiver of office interview

91-11-110
91-04-035
91-04-036
91-08-013

expedited Medicaid disability program
hospital inpatient and outpatient
payments

91-05-075
91-10-099
91-04-035
91-04-036
91-08-013
91-05-071
91-05-072
91-05-073
91-10-034
91-10-097
91-10-098

hospital premium insurance enrollment
for working disabled
Medicare hospital premium payments
for working disabled
medical care services
administration

91-02-082
91-02-085
91-06-005

income levels
Pregnant women
Medicaid/eligibility

91-07-068
91-11-020
91-10-075
91-10-076

Nursing homes
accounting and reimbursement
system
Psychiatric hospitals

91-06-044
91-06-049
91-06-056
91-10-025

Refugee assistance
earned income tax credit
as resource

91-02-092
91-02-093
91-04-042
91-04-043
91-08-010
91-08-063
91-02-086
91-02-087
91-04-040
91-04-044
91-08-012

eligibility
Rules compliance with Title 71 A RCW
Rules coordinator
Standards of assistance
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91-02-090
91-02-091
91-07-011
91-08-034
91-08-037
91-11-016
91-11-017
91-10-036
91-06-043
91-06-047
91-10-100
91-01-121
91-07-068
91-11-020
91-06-042
91-06-046
91-10-101
91-02-069
91-02-074
91-06-003
91-11-016
91-11-017
91-01-021
91-01-022
91-05-011
91-11-016
91-11-017
91-06-044
91-06-049
91-06-056
91-08-035
91-08-036
91-11-086
91-08-035
91-08-036
91-11-086
91-02-090
91-02-091
91-07-011
91-02-090
91-02-091
91-07-011
91-06-043
91-06-047
91-10-100
91-09-066
91-06-041
91-06-045
91-10-074
91-10-078
91-01-122
91-10-035
91-01-118
91-02-072
91-02-075
91-06-041
91-06-045
91-10-028

Subject/ Agency Index

(Citations in bold type refer to material in this issue)

SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES,
DEPARTMENT OF-cont.
State hospitals
schedule of charges revision
Supplemental security income,
assistance standards
Supplemental security income, state
income disregard
medical programs eligibility
supplementary programs
Support enforcement, office of
birth costs liability
fifty dollars disregard payments
residential parent or payee, grievance
resolution
Time loss payments to dependent child,
recovery by office of financial
recovery
Women, infants, and children (WlC) program
food vendor participation
transfer of rules to Title 246 WAC
SOUTH PUGET SOUND COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings
SPOKANE COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Meetings

91--04-034
91--04-037
91--08--014
91--02--072
91--02--07 5

Economic development finance authority
meetings
Hardwoods commission
meetings

91--0 5--008
91--05--009
91--09--0 I 7
91--0 5--008
91--05--009
91--09--0 I 7
91--0 1--046

purposes of commission, election of
board members, procedures, and
collection of assessments
Rules coordinator

Blood alcohol test regulations

TRANSPORTATION, DEPARTMENT OF
Contractors, prequalification of
county ferry franchises, tolls
and financial assistance
Dishonored checks, recovery of
collection costs
Oversize load signs on vehicles,
standards

91-01-079
91--01-119
91--01-097
91--01-098
91--06-002
91-11-021
91-11-022

Rules coordinator
Tow truck operations

91--02--036
91-10--017

91-01-025

TRADE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT,
DEPARTMENT OF
B"usiness and job retention
advisory committee
meetings

Rules coordinator

91-01-031
91-01-048
91--02--070

91--01-037

TOXICOLOGIST, STATE
Breath alcohol test program

TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
Meetings

91--04--002
91--04-003
91--09-018

TACOMA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings

Informal hearings, practice and procedure
Meetings
Rules coordinator

TRAFFIC SAFETY COMMISSION
Meetings

91--06--040
91--06--048
91-10--027
91--06--097

SUPREME COURT
Admission and artification to limited
practice (Rule 18 for APR 12)
Attorney fees
Dependents, separate cause numbers
(AR3 and CrR 4.4 (c)(4)
Discovery, scope and limits (CR 26(b))
Presiding judges, more than one judge in
superior court district (AR 4)
Trust accounts (RLD 13.4, RPC l.14(c), RLD
I. I U) and RLD Title 13)

TAX APPEALS, BOARD OF
Formal hearings, practice and procedure

TRADE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT,
DEPARTMENT OF-cont.
Community economic revitalization board
meetings

91--01-036
91--01-059

Traffic control devices, adoption of 1988
edition of uniform manual on (MUCTD)
Urban arterial trust account monies
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT BOARD
Meetings

91--01-038
91-01-040
Public records, accessibility
Rules coordinator

91-01-034

91-04-083
91-04-084
91--07-038
91-07-039
91-04-083
91-02-104
91-02-103

TREASURER
(See inside front cover)
Rules coordinator
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
Admission and registration procedures,
continuing education
Alcohol and other prohibited substances
possession and use on cam pus or
at university-sponsored events
prohibition
use and possession at athletic events
and concerts, inspection procedures

91-03-123
91-06-022
91-03-124

Continuing education
admission and registration procedures
Meetings

91--03-032
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91--02-055
91--06-017
91--01-070
91--01-127
91-03-026
91--07-052
91-10--021
91-11-072

91-11-034
91--03-008
91--03-059
91--09-022
91--02-042
91-04-023
91-04-075
91--07-035
91-10-019
91-11-067
91-03-078

91-04-014
91-02-007
91--06-079
91-10-022
91--03-009
91-06-078
91-10-023
91-10--054
91--02-008
91--02-006
91--02-079
91-04-059
91-08-042
91-10-052
91-11-071
91-10--037
91-04-051
91-03-077

91-11-057

91-05-069
91-09-012
91-10-030
91-01-004
91-11-025

91-11-057
91-01-085
91-02-100
91-03-010
91-03-021
91-03-022
91--03-029

Subject/ Agency Index

(Citations in bold type refer to material in this issue)

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON-cont.

Parking and traffic regulations
Public records access
Rules coordinator
Smoking prohibition specifications

91-03--030
91-03--031
91--03--042
91--04--005
91--04--065
91--05--014
91--06--073
91--08--006
91--09--011
91--06--092
91-11-029
91-04--058
91-10-031
91--03--056
91-10--086

Common carriers
preservation of records of
communications
fees
Cost of copying and supplying public
records
Electric safety code, national
Extended area service routes
Failure to file sufficient copies,
cost of copying
Interstate tariff filings, repeal of
requirement
Log road classification
Log shipments, intrastate rates
Procedures before the commission,
procedural rules
Recycling
commodity rate adjustment
transportation of recovered materials
Solid waste
collection companies
service agreement certificate
temporary certificates
Telecommunications
abbreviated proceedings for competitive
classification
access charges
alternate operator services
mandatory cost changes
Uniform system of accounts
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, BOARD FOR
Private vocational schools

Meetings
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, COUNCIL ON
Meetings

WASHINGTON INSTITUTE OF
APPLIED TECHNOLOGY
Meetings

WASHINGTON STATE LIBRARY
Library commission
meetings

WASHINGTON STATE PATROL
Chains or traction devices, when use
required
DNA identification systems and procedures

USURY
(See inside front cover)
UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
Budget reporting for major capital
projects

WALLA WALLA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings

91-03--099
91--08-026

"Emergency tow truck" defined
Motor helmets, exemption for operators
and riders of antique motorcycles
Private carriers, adoption of federal
standards

91--06-095
91--09--039
91--06--009
91-09--038
91--03--098
91--07--025
91-06--095
91--03-052
91--03-100
91-07--026
91--06-071
91--01--080
91--08--060
91--02-105
91--06--010
91-10--081

Traction devices or chains, when use
required
WASHINGTON ST ATE UNIVERSITY
Meetings
Rules Coordinator

91--07--0IO
91--03--072
91--04--018
91--05--023
91--06--013
91--08--005
91--01--014
91-05--061
91--09--002
91-11-097
91-10--053
91--07--045
91--07--046
91-11-046
91-10--015
91--05-019
91--01-105
91--06--050
91--06--066
91-10--053
91-11-036
91-11-078
91--05--022

WESTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Bicycle traffic and parking regulation
Parking and traffic

91--04--082
91--04--082

WHATCOM COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Meetings

91--08--048

WILDLIFE, COMMISSION AND DEPARTMENT
Bullfrog, classification
Coyote, classification

91-10-080
91-01--081
91-03-101

Deleterious exotic wildlife
additions to list
Field identification, sex evidence
definitions
Fishing
game fish seasons and catch limits
Cedar River
Columbia River, emergency closure
Lake Sammamish
Lake Washington
Sammamish River
Snake River
Snoqualmie River
Tolt River

91--03-053
91-11-048
91--09--015
91-03-097
91-07--024
91--03-051
91-03-120
91-03-121
91-03-122
91--03--096
91--07--023
91--07--024
91--06--095

Forest grouse, classification
Game management units
Hunting
blind and visually handicapped hunters

91--01--056
91--03--037
91-05--077
91--08--029
91--04--052
91--06-076

firearm restriction areas
hours, closure notices, and hound
hunting areas
hunter orange clothing requirements

91-04-004
91--05--051

restrictions
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91-11-007
91--03-133
91-11-007
91--03--082
91--06--080
91--05--001
91--08--009
91--05--001
91--05--001
91--05--001
91--05--002
91--03-136
91--03--066
91--03-136
91--08--074
91--03-131
91-11-006
91--03-130
91-11-059
91-01-109
91-06--083
91--06-084
91-06-086
91-06-084
91-03-137
91-08-075
91-06-081

Subject/ Agency Index

(Citations in bold type refer to material in this issue)

WILDLIFE, COMMISSION AND DEPARTMENT
--<:Ont.

Hunting seasons
bear and small game seasons,
1990-91
bear 1991-92, 1992-93, 1993-94
Canada goose season, early closure
deer hunting seasons, 1990-91
deer hunting seasons, 1991-92
deer hunting seasons, opening 1991,
1992, and 1993
deer 1991-92, 1992-93, 1993-94
elk
seasons, opening dates, 1991,
1992, and 1993
seasons, 1990-91
seasons, 1991-92
elk 1991-92, 1992-93, 1993-94
general hunting seasons and rules
1991-92, 1992-93, 1993-94
mountain goat, sheep, moose, cougar,
and lynx seasons
pelt sealing, river otter, cougar,
lynx, and bobcat
small game seasons
1991-92, 1992-93, 1993-94 seasons
snow goose season, early closure
special closure areas, 1991-92
ring-necked pheasant seasons
1991-92, 1992-93, 1993-94 seasons
turkey seasons
1991 spring season
upland game bird seasons
upland game bird seasons, opening dates,
1991, 1992, and 1993
Upland birds, classification

91-06-084
91-03-138

91-11-009
91-02-022
91-06-084
91-06-087

91-06-016
91-03-138

91-11-009
91-06-016
91-06-084
91-06-087
91-03-135

91-11-008
91-03-134
91-08-061
91-06-085
91-06-082
91-08-076
91-01-064
91-06-086
91-08-076
91-06-015
91-02-113
91-06-016
91-03-131
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